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INTRODUCTION
"['he Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) surveyed over 96% of the celestial sphere at
12, 25, 60, and 100 l.tm, reliably detecting 245,889 point sources and 16,740 extended
sources smaller than 8'. A detailed description of the IRAS mission, the instrument, and the
data reduction procedures is given in the Explanatory Supplement to the IRAS Catalogs and
Atlases, volume I of this series, hereafter referred to as the Supplement. Information on the
point sources is presented in volumes 2 to 6 of this series. As discussed in Chapter XII of
the Supplement , the data reported in this printed version refer to Version 2.0 of the Point
Source Catalog. The Small Scale Structure Catalog (volume 7) lists the properties of the
extended objects smaller than 8'.
Volumes 2-6 present in abbreviated form the results of the IRAS point source survey.
For each source, information is presented about its position (equinox 1950, epoch 1983), its
brightness in the four IRAS wavelength bands, and its possible association with objects in
other astronomical catalogs. Various cautionary flags warn the user of such deleterious
effects as confusion with neighboring sources and with extended 100 I,tm emission, hereafter
referred to as "cirrus".
Format of the Point Source Catalog
The organization of this printed version of the catalog and the meaning of each column
are described briefly below. A more detailed discussion appears in Section X.B of the Slq_-
plement.
The sources in the catalog have been arranged in 10° wide declination bands within
which sources are presented in order of increasing fight ascension. Table I gives the declina-




2 30 ° < 8 < 90*
3 00<8<30 °
4 -300<8<0 °
5 -50 ° < 8 < -30 °
6 -90 ° < 8 < -50 °
Each page of the catalog lists the properties of 100 sources with positions in the range
given at the top of the page. Each page catalog is divided into five major areas: position,
number of sightings, flux density, uncertainties and cautionary flags, and associations.
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Position
Column 1." Name. The IRAS name for a source _s derived from its position (equinox
1950, epoch 1983) by giving the hours, minutes, and lenths of minutes of right ascension
and the degrees and minutes of declination. For sources so close together that this scheme
would have resulted in duplicate names, letters of the alphabet were appended to the names
to distinguish between them.
Columns 2 and 3: ct and 8 (Supplement V.B., VII.C.) The precise ]RAS position for a
source is obtained by combining the position information contained in the IRAS name with
the seconds of time of right ascension and the seconds of arc of declination given in these
columns. The position was derived by a weighted average of the positions obtained in each
of the detected wavelength bands.
Column 4: Galactic Coordinates. The galactic coordinates, Itt and btt, of the source
are listed to a precision of 1°
Columns 5 to 7: Position Uncertainty (Supplement V.D.9, VII.C.) The uncertainty in
the position of an IRAS source is defined by an ellipse of semi-major axis (SMAJ) and
semi-minor axis (SM1N), expressed in arcsec, that encloses the true position with 95%
confidence. The orientation of the major axis is expressed in degrees east of equatorial
north (0).
Number of sightings
Column 8: Number of Sightings (Supplement IlI.(', V.D.) Each source in the catalog
had to be detected repeatedly on multiple passes of the satellite, on time scales of seconds,
hours, and weeks. The number of times a source was seen on the hours time scale (an
hour-confirmed sighting or HCON) is given.
Flux Density
Columns 9 tc 12: Flux Density (Supplement V.H.5, VI.C.) The flux densities of a
source in the four bands are expressed in Jansky (1 Jy ;= lO-26Wm-2Hz-t). A blank after
the flux density denotes a high quality measurement, a colon (:) denotes a moderate quality
measurement, and an "L" denotes an upper limit that is an estimated 3c_ limit in uncon-
fused regions, but which may be considerably larger than this in confused areas.
As described in detail in the Supplement (VI.C), the broad wavelength responses of the
IRAS filters make the values quoted in the catalog corre,:t for only one intrinsic energy dis-
tribution. The IRAS calibration assumes that flux density is inversely proportional to fre-
quency. Flux densities for sources with energy distributions different than this must be
iv
corrected by dividing the flux density quoted in the Catalog by a factor, K, which depends
on the intrinsic energy distribution of the source and can be as large as 1.5. Values of K for
representative blackbody and power law distributions are given on the endpapers of each
volume.
Flags
Cohunn 13. F/ztx Density Uncertainties (Supplement V.H.5, VII.D.) The relative
uncertainties in the four flux densities, 6/v/f,,, are encoded as given in Table II for 12. 25.




A 0.00 to 0.04
B 0.04 to 0.08
C 0.08 to 0.12
D 0.12 to 0.16
E 0.16 to 0.20
F > 0.20
Column 14: Correlation Coe[licient (Supplement V.C.) A correlation coefficient is
given for each band which characterizes in a least-squares sense how well the signature of the
source matched the signature of a "perfect" point source. The value is encoded such that a
correlation coefficient of 100% = A, 99% = B...87% = M for 12, 25, 60, and 100 lain (left to
right).
Column 15: l'ariability (Supplement V.H.5, VII.D.) The probability that a source
showed correlated variations at 12 and 25 tam is given as an integer 0 to 9 corresponding to
probabilities of 0.0 to > 0.9.
Column 16." Con.litsion Flags (Supplement V.H.4, X.B.)
number encodes a different cautiona_, flag.
(1)
(2)
Each digit of this ten-digit
CIRRUS 1 - Number of sources observed only at 100 tam within l square
degree of the source. Values greater than unity indicate the possibility of con-
tamination by cirrus.
CIRRUS 2 - Ratio of a source's 100 tam brightness to the average cirrus bright-
ness within I square degree.
(3) Confusion - A flag indicating possibleconfusion with a neighboringsource.
Flagis hexencodedby bandwith 12lam = bit 1 (LSB), 25 lam -- bit 2, 60 pm
-- bit 3, 100 _tm = bit 4 (MSB), so that, for example, a value of hex(A) =
binary (1010) denotes the presence of confusion at 25 and 100 _tm.
(4) Number of hours-confirmed point sources within 1 square degree of the source.
(5) Number of weeks-confirmed point sources within 1 square degree of the source.
(6-9) SES1-Number of hours-confirmed small extended sources within 1 square
degree of the source in each band.
(10) High source density - A hex-encoded flag which indicates whether the source is
in a region of high source density so that more stringent rules were applied to
the source for inclusion in the catalog (Supplement V.H.6).
Cohtmn 17. Low Resolution Spectrum (Supplement IX.D.) A two-digit number
characterizes the properties of a low-resolution spectrum made of bright sources in the 8
to 22 lam region.
Cohtmn 18: Small Scale Strzwture Flag (Supplement V.E.) This flag (called SES2 in
the S,pph'ment) denotes the association of the point source with a weeks-confirmed
extended source. The presence of such a source may indicate that the point source flux
density is an inaccurate representation of the source in that band. The flag is hex
encoded by band as elaborated in the description of column 16.
It should be noted that because of stringer_t rules for reliability not all weeks-
confirmed sources referred to by this flag correspond to entries in the Small Scale Struc-
tures Catalog. The user is referred to the introduction of that catalog (volume 7) for
details.
Associations
Column 19. Number of Associations (Supplement V.H.9, VII.G, X.B.) The number
of different catalogs in which positional assocations with the IRAS source were
found. In the event of several associations, only o_e association is given. An asterisk in
this column indicates that the source is also fouled in the IRAS Serendipitous Survey
Catalog.
Column 20: Catalog N, mber. One of the cztalogs in which a source was found is
encoded according to Table III (see S,pplement, Table V.H. 1).
Column 21: Name and Type. The name of the source in the listed catalog is given
along with ancillary information such as the spectr:d type of a star or the Hubble type of
a galaxy.
vi
Column 22." Separation. The separation between the IRAS and associated catalog
positions is given in arcsec.
Column 23." Magnitude. The magnitude (usually in units of decimag) or other




Table III. Catalogs Used for Associations



























General Catalog of Variable Stars
Dearborn Observatory Catalog of Faint Red
Stars
Air Force Geophysical Laboratory Four-Color
Survey
Two Micron Sky Survey
Globule List
Second Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies
Early Type Stars with Emission Lines
Equatorial Infrared Catalog
Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies
Morphological Catalog of Galaxies
Strasbourg Planetary Nebulae
Zwicky Catalog of Galaxies and Clusters
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star
Catalog
ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO (B) Atlas
Bright Star Catalog - 4th edition
New Catalog of Suspected Variable :Stars
General Catalog of Cool Carbon Stars
Catalog of Nearby Stars
General Catalog of S Stars
Parkes HII Region Survey
Bonn HII Region Survey
Catalog of CO Radial Velocities
Catalog of Dark Nebulae
Comparison Catalog of HII Regions
Catalog of Star Clusters and Associations
Catalog of Bright Diffuse Galactic Nebulae
Untersuchungen Uber Reflexionsnebel am
Palomar Sky Survey
A Study of Reflection Nebulae
Catalog of Southern Stars Embeddec in
Nebulosity
Two Micron Sky Survey with Improved Positions
Catalog of Dwarf Galaxies
Arp Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies
Galaxies with an Ultraviolet Contintium
Catalog of Extragalactic Radio Sources
Veron Catalog of Quasars and Activ,: Nuclei
Zwicky Lists of Galaxies
Atlas and Catalog of Interacting Galaxies
IRAS Small Scale Structure Catalog
Ohio State University Radio Sources
University of Michigan Spectral Atlas






































Right Ascension: 00h00m21"-00h52m48 ' OF POOR QUALI.T_
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
ct _ C_K)r_s SMJ SMN 0) O 12 pm 25 tim 60 _m 100 p.mham.. 8, (s) ( ) (") (') ( N (Jansky)
_X)03--3431 21.3 1 356-77 54 9 66 2 1.06L .25L .80 2.57
00016-3056 41.4 44 11-79 17 6 66 2 1.23 .71 .78: 1.43:
00019-3226 55.3 25 4-79 40 11 66 2 .37 .26L .40L 1.00L
00023-3216 21.3,27 4--79 43 6 66 2 .61 .25L .40L 1.57L
00026-3244 37.251 2--79 58 7 66 2 .61 .41L .87L 1.00L
)0027-3737 43.2 33 344--76 36 6 66 2 .86 .26L .40L 1.00L
00030-3505 3.0 34 352-78 62 16 68 2 .41L .25L .64 1.78L
00036-3305 40.5 48 0-79 32 6 66 2 4.71 1.81 .31: 1.24L
00040-3252 2.8 19 1-79 : 23 5 66 2 14.38 5.51 1.07 1.00L
00040-3803 3.8 17 342-76 34 7 66 2 3.70 1.01 .40L 1.00L
00040-3621 5.g 49 347-77 61 10 66 2 .33 .25L .40L 2.95L
)0055-3348 30.g 30 356-79 36 6 66 2 2.50 .62 .40L 1.00L
00060-3408 3.3 2 354-79 61 10 66 2 .49L .31L .66: 2.97
00060-3929 5.9 46 337-75 27 7 66 2 9.08 3.73 .56 1.00L
00064--3311 28.4 56 358-79 56 23 65 2 .69L .59L .42L 1.19
00069-3749 57.5 _,_ i341-76 45 9 65 2 .42L .25L .82 2.10
00080-3133 5.5 ,:u I 6-80 23 6 85 2 .82 .31L .40L 1.04L
)0082-3608 15.6 19 349-78 41 6 65 2 .59 .25L .40L 1.00L
00089-3444 59.4 22 350-79 44 8 65 2 .35 .25L .40L 1.82L
00091-3525 8.8 2 347-78 67 6 65 2 .87 .46L .40L 1.42L
00097-3527 45.3 58 H7-78 33 5 65 i 2 4.38 1.88 .40L 1.00L
00107-3806 43.1 4 337-77 25 7 65 2 1.66 .38 .40L 1.00L
00116-3605 41.4 17 343-78 42 6 65 2 .47 .36L .40L 1.22L
00117-3156 43.4 10 1-81 35 10 65 2 .25L .25L 1.07 2.26
00120-3927 3.5 24 333-76 76 19 65 2 .25L .25L 1.83L 8.18
00124-3626 27.3 30 341-78 61 6 65 2 .67 .25L .40L 1.00L
00125-3928 30.5 55 333-76 20 7 65 2 .51: 1.76 31.29 74.63:
00128-3219 50.6 26 359-81 30 7 65 2 103.46 3803 6.93 2.12
00131-3931 7.5 45 332-76 41 9 65 2 .25L .25L 2.28 11.94
00131-3256 9.6 46 355-80 73 9 65 2 .29 .25L .40L = 1.00L
00134-3932 29.6 41 332-76 40 9 65 2 .40L .25L 2.60 9.32:
00135-3143 37.6 28 2-81 34 8 55 2 3.92 1.13 .40L 1.00L
00140-3302 3.1 10 354-81 70 8 65 2 .70 .40L .40L 1.39L
00140-3507 5.4 43 345-79 60 7 65 2 .37 .27L .40L 1.00L
00141-3257 11.5 58 354-81 25 8 65 2 .91 .45L .40L 1.00L
00148-3439 49.5 51 346--80 58 14 65 2 .64L .25L .69 1.25:
00148-3153 51.9 41 360--81 25 13: 65 2 .92L .58L 1.47 3.41
00156-3759 36,3 23 334-77 68 22 65 2 .25L .25L .49L 1.09
00157-3647 47.8 19 338-78 45 6 65 2 1.65 .32 .40L 1.00L
00176--3610 39.8 50 338-79 37 8 64 2 .29 .25L .40L 1.20L
00179-3049 59.2 52 4-82 49 11 65 2 .25 .28L .40L 1.00L
00187-3604 44.6 37 338-79 28 5 64 2 2.97 .80 .40L 1.00L
00205-3448 30.5;32 341-80 32 13 64 2= .25L .66L .71 1.80
00207-3924 44.2i39 327-77 110 18 55 2 .41L .25L .43 1.20L
00208-3007 52.4 25 7-83 31 7 65 2 5.98 1.56 .48L 1.00L
00214-3248 24.1 54 349-82 55 11 64 2 .70L ,25L .56 1.82
00228-3932 53.6 14 325-77 53 8 63 2 .62 .25L .40L 1.00L
00234-3128 24.7 34 355--83 40 11 64 2 .63 .29L .40L 1.00L
00235-3508 33.7 26 336-81 54 8 64 2 .62 .25L .40L 1.44L
00237-3955 45.1 36 324-76 25 9 63 2 .58 .29L .40L 1.00L
00247-3308 42,4 20 344-82 43 10 64 2 .25L .38L 1.38 2.33
00248-3640 48.1 51 330-79 67 11 64 2 1.20 .48: .40L 1.00L
00248-3409 =19.E 32 339-81 31 6 64 2 2.88 .79 .40L 1.00L
00254-3317 26.c_ 4 342-82 33 7 64 2 45.29 12.12 1.83 1.00:
00260-3559 0.1 46 331-80 38 7 64 2 1.91 .55 .40L 1A4L
00267-3811 44.2 9 i325-78 26 6 55 2 4.07 1.46 .40L 1.02L =
00271 3332 8.1 20 339-82 64 18 64 2 .28L .25L .52: 2.33
00273-3223 20.7 31 345-83 36 8 64 2 1.81 .57L .40L _ 1.00L
00278-3331 53.6 9 138-82 18 6 68 2 1.38 1.96 19.29 54.41
00280-3947 2.1 44 321-77 22 9 64 2 1.09 .29L .40L 1.06L
00280-3740 4.2 39 325-79 53 15 65 2 .25L .91L .69 1.35
00290-3728 4.1 18 324-79 74 11 64 2 .36 .25L .62L 1.23L
00302-3434 14.0 57 331-82 84 9 64 2 .41 .33L .40L 1.06L
00303-3321 19.2 4 336-83 54 11 64 2 .89L .25L .88 1.27:
00306-3232 39.1 2 340-84 47 9 64 2 .46L .37L 2.32 4.98
00306 3712 39.7 13 323--79 55 8 63 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.09L
00312-3516 12.9 57 328--81 93 9 63 2 .46 .25L .40L 1.OOL
00315-3315 35.9 39 335--83 60 12 63 2 .25L ,25L 1.17 2.30
00316-3233 38.0 40 338-84 23 7 64 2 2.57 .69: .44L 1.00L
00322-3816 14.4 18 320-79 41 10 63 2 .50 .25L .40L 1.45L
00336-3252 38.8 45 333-84 35 10 63 2 1.11L .25L .73 1.36
00344-3349 25.7 47 328-83 34 7 63 2 .43 2.50 6.81 4.73
00349-3733 56.1 49 318-79 71 11 63 2 .31 .25L .40L 1.58L
00352-3359 14.1 27 326-83 50 14 63 2 .25L .25L .65 1.60
00370-3005 5.4 43 346-86 _ 61 8 63 2 .49 .27L .40L 1.00L
00389-3605 ,57.1 26 316-81 51 14 63 2 .48L .25L .66 1.21L
00402-3617 13.4 41 114-81 27 7 63 2 3.42 .86 .40L 1.00L
00404-3709 26.2 8 313-80 56 10 62 2 .25L .25L 1,27 2.42:
00406-3127 35.5 12 327-86 52 13 63 2 .25L .25L .71 1.02
00410--3643 5.6 54 H3-81 64 16 62 2 .40L .29L .48 1.42L
00418--3841 48.4 44 310-79 38 6 62 2 2.31 .57 .40L 1.00L
00422-3713 13.0 2 311-80 73 10 62 2 .35 .25L .40L 1.00L
00423-3139 19.4 43 321-85 76 9 63 2 .44 ,25L .40L 1.00L
00441-3027 11.1 52 322-87 38 8 63 2 1.20 .36L .40L 1.00L
00445-3912 31.2 51 307-78 43 9 62 2 .83 .30L .40L 1,63L
00452-3137 15.7 31 314-86 61 9 63 2 1.31 .39L .40L 1.00L
00460-3939 3.2 35 306-78 70 9 62 2 .75 35L .56L 1.07L
00463-3612 23.7 38 306-81 46 13 62 2 .29 .25L .40L 1.19L
00466-3632 38.8 3 306-81 86 12 62 2 .32 .25L .40L 1.08L
00470-3511 5.5 9 306-82 21 6 62 2, 3.72 1.53 .40L 1.00L
00486-3901 40.4 31 303-78 62 17 61 2 .26L .25L .67 1.49
00489-3848 56.4 25 303-79 92 14 62 2 .26 .25L .40L 1.62L
00492-3509 14.8 26 303-82 46 10 62 2 .25L .38L 1.17 t.84
00494-3056 25.5 32 302-86 51 13 62 2 .42L .25L .87: 1.90
00502-3128 17.2 42 299-86 55 9 62 2 .27L .92: 4.30 15.71
00505-3037 34.8 51 297-87 57 10 62 2 .36 .25L .40L 1.00L
00509-3243 58.3 20 299-85 69 13 62 2 .35L .31L .50 1.08L
00523-3756 23.7 36 299-79 68 17 63 2 .99L .77L 1.11L 8.77
00525 3217 32.7135 294-85 48 10 62 2 .31L 1.04L 4.45 6.90:
00528-3758 48.3 13 299-79 25 8 62i2 1.28L .25L 1.83 4.88:
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 14 349-- G 21 Sa 14CC B BB 0300000000
DCDE AABE 2 0100010000
D D 1101000000 1 40 K2 Ill 1 22 92
C AD L 1100000000 40 K21111 7 89
C BJ N 1400001000 2 13 192350 K0 3 71
C AK 1300000000 3 "13 192348K5 9 85
C CB 0200000000 14 349- G 24 Sb 25 :
CCD AADK 1 0300000000 ' 3 13 192357 MD 12 72
BBC AAB 0 1300000000 18 4 3 RAFGL4006S 26 8
BC AA 0 2400001000 2 *40 M3/4 III V 2 8 116
C C I 1100000000 2! 13 192358G5 5 75
BC AB 0 2200001000 3 13 192367K0 4 56
CC HJ BA 1200000000 2 14 349- G 32 Sc 19
ECC AAD 0 0400000000 1 V SCL 39 4
C J B 1200000000 14 349- G 33 Sb 49
CD HBA 1100000000
B AD 0400000000 2 13 192380 K0 2 70
C A 0300000000 2 13 192382 K0 10 70
E D E 0300000000 2 13 192387 G5 7 77
C AF 0300000000 2 13 192388 F5 45 51
IBC AAC 1 0300010000
BC AC 0 0300000000 2 13 192406K2 4 72
D CC E 0300010000 2 13 192412G5 12 77
CC J BA 0300000000
E EC 2100122210 7
C B K 0300000000 2 13 192420 K5 25 80
FCDD HBCB 0 2101122320 7 3 "14 293-G501r 105 82
BBDC AAAB 0 0300(301000 15 5 13 192424M6E 11 62
CD CE .)201100210 1 *41 00131-3931 26 4
D C N 0300010000
CD I AA 2380100210 1 "41 00134--3932 20 6
EC AA 0 04000(30000 4 13 192430K0 2 56
C AF K 0200111000 2 13 192437 K0 21 73
D C H 1300000000 2 13 192439 K0 2 85
C BL 0200111000 2 13 ! 192442 K0 4 66
CC M BD 1300000000
DD FDAA 0300000000 1 14 410-1G6.. 44
D GED 1200000000 1 14 294- G 2 S. 6 153
BD AC 0 0400000000 2 13 192453K0 7 67
C D 0300000000 2 13 192466 K0 3 75
D E 0500000000 2 13 192469 K5 22 86
BC AB 4 0300000000 2 13 192477M0 6 72
CC KCB 0200000100 14 350-1G 13 .. 7 154
D B L 0300000000
BC AAE 0 1400000000 4 13 192498M0 4 70
CC H CC 0100000000 2 14 350- G 14 SC 13
C BG 0400000000 2 13 192512 K0 5 70
C BF 0300000000 2 13 192519 MA 8 100
C B L 1300000000 1 13 192521 K5 2 97
C BE 0400010000 2 13 192523 K0 10 72
C C H B B )40OO0OOOO
CF AC 5 0200010000 2 13 192532MB tl 90
BC AA 0 1300001000 2 13 192533 K5 6 80
BCDF AAAM 0 1500000000 18 4 13 192545 MB 4 50
CC AB 0 0300000000 2 13 192550MA 3 83
BC AA K, 0 )300000000 1 1 TSCL 8 4
DC F DB 2400000100 2 14 350- G 21 Sa 27
C AB 0410000000 3 13 192567 K0 5 65
CCDD_CBAA 0 21E2032000 3 3 14 350-G23Sc 10 110
C BH M 1400000000 2 13 192574 K0 8 66
C D H C B 0300000000
C E J 0300000000 2 13 192586 GO 45 80
C BI 0301000000 2 13, 192597 MA 8 91
DD K BE 1500000000
CC HCAA 0200000000 3 14 350-- G33Sa 13
C C I G 0400001000 2 13 192603 K0 5 83
C C 0300000000
CC L BB 1100000000
BD ABL 0 0300002000 2 2 13 192614M0 6 80
C C 0300010000 2' 13 192621 K0 3, 73
CD D BB 1200000100 14 350- G 37 Sa 15
CCOD BAAA 0 0200000000 2 14 350-1G 38 Do 8 144
C EH 0400000000 1 13 192643 GO 3 70
DC DB 0100000100 1 14 350- G40S( 12 151
C B E 0400000000 2 13 192659 K0 4 78
C DC 0301000000
BC AB 0 0100001000 2 13 192689M0 12 71
DD EAB 0300000000 1 14 351- G 3 Sb 14
C F C C 1300000000
C N C L 0300000000
BD ;AB 0 0300001000 3 13 192703K0 5 60
F D 0200001000
C C 2301000000 2 13 192712 G5 4 75
C AE 0400000000 2 13' 192731 G5 3 67
C BJ 0200000000 2 13 192735 K0 23 82
C AD 1301000000 2 13 192746 K0 2 70
C CKJ 1101000000 2 13 192755 K2 12 85
O D 0300010000 1 13 192757 K5 90
C D 0300000000 2 13 192759 G5 22 75
BC AAG 1 0300000000 1 X SCL 19 4
DC M BB 1200000000 14 295-G13Sa 37
F F 1300000000
C C G B S 0200000000
E C N A D 1400000000
FDD HAAA 0100000000 3 14 411-G25Sb 6 115
E B 1401000000 2 13 192793 G5 12 71
C G C I 1300000000
O KHCH 1201100330 C 2 14 295- G20Sd 104 86
DD JDAA 0100000000 4 14 411- G30Sa 7
CF KEBC 0302100320 C 1 14 295- G 20 Sd 202 86
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5} Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW);
8)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) st 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.










































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN @
(s) C) 1 b C) C) (')
1
1,= 279--( 6 1 (
2( 290--( 6 1 (
21 295-4 5 1 (
2( 292 - 4 6 1 (
293 - 4 3 2
2( 280 - 4 2 (
24 287- E 4. (
17 291 --e 41 4
5_ 294 - 7 2_
C 285--E 6 1, E
14 293-7 2 11 E
42 293 -- 7 5; 1J 6
57 275-8 5( 1_ 6
9 293-7 3.I 1_ 6
42 283 - 8 9: 1, 7
0 276-8 3, ¢ l 6
58 285-8 5:. 1' 6
7 280-8 4_ 1: 6
11 280-8 3, = : 6
5 270- 8 2" ; 6
$9 257-1) 2( ! 6
54 288 - 7_ 2," !
_.2 288 -- 71 9,= 11.
}6 275 -- 8: 5:' 11
_9 285 -- 81 4E 1 (
I 273 - 8: 2_
.>0 272-8: 6_ 11
_, 267 - 8, 7C
13. 284 - 71 31 1;
|5. 279- 8' 75 8
13. ->50--8. J 36 11
19. ._52--8, = 66 12
7. -)72-8,1 35 le
9. _- 7[ 25 5
4. .)48-- 8,= 27 e
17. .>82 - 7( 30 3
!7. .>75-81 67 11
!8. .>82- 74 38 12
_0. _9-8; 87 21
;9. !59-8._ 52 11
6. !61 --74 27 9
,7. !63--81 33 8
7. _60 --8E 98 33
9._ !53--84 49 12
3: !79--78 28 10
,9.: !73--8C 36 11
4.: !40-- 84 69 15
9.; !41-84 62 11
2., !79- 7E 57 9
1. !65-81 64 15
6: !76 78 63 9
8: !74- 79 73 t8
1: 162-81 55 13
4.' 141 --83 64 13
5.1 _59-81 33 14
0.J !42--83 82 12 64
9,' '55-82 73 18
8., 70-79 51 12 64
2.( 62-81 32 8
0.; 58-81 31 7
6.; 55-81 32 9 68
2.{ ¢a3-80 61 12 66
8,1 39 - 82 77 16 66
7. ¢, 70 - 78 69 11 64
OJ 77- 76 06 !6 83
6._ 73- 78 25 8 55
5., c 55-81 55 12 57
9/ 58-81 37 6 58
1 .( 43 -82 33 8 57
7.; 64--79 71 '2 55
5.; 72--77 31 0 54
8..," 62--80 39 2 56
5... 71-78 54 !1 54
1.," 53--81 79 2 54
5._ 63-79 53 4 55
5._ 55-81 48 5 55
4.C 59- 80 59 0 56
;J.4 75 - 76 40 0 _4
4._ 56-80 77 !1 _,7
3.; 72 - 77 35 1 _4
$.E 72-77 ¢1 5 34
P'.,_ 8*9 - 78 $9 0 32
).7 37-82 37 1 }6
).3 50-81 33 8 }6
}.(] 37--82 71 0 }6
3.8 39--81 31 5 _5
E9 F3 - 76 10 0 _5
_,_ $9 81 18 6 }6
E7 $5-81 17 0 _7
).1 /'0-77 I1 8 _5
£C }6-77 }1 8 )5
},C 32-78 ._6 7 _7
E7 50-80 15 2 16
!.3 37-77 1.8 9 H
).2 _,1 --80 }9 1 J5
}.5 39-76 }3 6 _2
L5 33-81 }6 0 _5
L7 35-81 ;2 8 _5
1.2 50- 79 _6 9 _6











































































































Flux C¢ rr A Confusion R S








































































C D : 30O00021O
C FB_ 150O000100
CE HD3 100000000
C O J D :: _200000000
D _200000000
N 000000000
C G ; 400000100
CC BA _, _200000100
C C C, ; _300000000












































































Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
352- G 44 SO
193060
352- G49Sb










352- G 69 Sa
296- G 19 Sc
352- G 71 Sb
193101 G5
193107 G5
352- G 73 Sa
296- G 25 Sb
296- G 26 Sb




















353- G 6 SB
353- G 7 Sa





353- G 9 S(
353- G 11 Sc
411- G32SB 11
351- G26Sb 1(






192693 K0 17 75
352- G 1 Sb 2
352- G 2 Sb 18
192907 G5 1 65
RAFGL 156 20 11
412- G 5 Sb 10
K5 III 2 33 98
295- G 36 Sc 26 150
352- G 6 SB 17
192938 G5 6 80
192949 K0 5 80
296- G 2 Sa 7
352- G 14 Sb 14
412- G 9 Sc 9 128
412- G 10 Sc 3 132
296- G 4 S( 6
U SCL 35 4
192976 MA 6 86
192981 K0 5 70
192980 A5 14 58
192988 K0 24 81
296-- G 7 Sb 4
352- G 24 Sb 7
352- G 27 SC 37 138
412- G 21 Sb 6
193018 K2 19 93
193020 K0 12 77
352- G 33 SC 7
193030 K0 28 78


































*Donfus_on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Soun;es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
2
Right Ascension: 01h30=02"--02h07m55"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 1(30 pm Flux
h m. o , (s) ( ) l b (') (") (') N Uncs
)1300-3203 2.9 11 243-80 66 19 64 2 DC
)1307-3707 42,6 14 263-77 30 7 67 2 BF
)1317-3644 43,7 54 262-77 38 8 64 2 CC
)1317-3438 44,3 45 254-78 53 13 65 2 CC
)1318-3012 51.7 51 232-80 63 8 63 2 D
)1325-3208 33.6 53 242-79 32 8 65 2 CD
)1326-3623 37.3 30 260-77 39 7 65 2 CCD
)1326-3010 42,0 1 232-80 46 10 64 2 C
)1333-3452 19,3 51 254-78 47 13 66 2 CD
)1333-3938 20.3 3 269-75 82 29 62 2 C
}1334-3625 25.4 3 260-77 49 14 65 2 CC
}1335-3852 34.9 35 267-75 58 10 65 2 CD
)1337-3642 45,0 32 260-77 29 6 64 2 BC
}1338-3009 50.6 46 231-80 44 11 64 2 C
}1341-3734 11.1 55 263-76 24 9 63 2 DDC
)1342-3638 13.0 1 260-77 54 16 65 2 1.77 DC
}1345-3232 35.0 52 243-79 27 7 65 2 1,09L CF
31350-3335 1,4 32 248-78 53 18 64 2 1,24 DC
31352-3421 16.8 19 251-78 38 7 64 2 1.00L BC
31353-3823 20.2 24 265 75 27 7 64 2 1,19L BD
31358-3300 50.8 25 245-78 50 12 65 2 1,06 CD
31361-3351 9,4 521248-78 25 18 60 2 1.17 EC
31362-3647 13.3 0 259-76 41 7 68 2 1.00L BD
31367-3010 43.8 29 231-79 31 10 64 2 6.03 EDD
31370-3349 5.9 10 248-78 42 6 66 2 1.00L BD
31374-3743 28.2 33 261-76 38 4 67 3 1.00L BC
31380-3443 2,4 46 251-77 49 10 64 2 1,00L C
31380-3203 2,9 7 240-78 26 14 64 2 ,70: CF
31390-3338 4.9 15 246-78 17 10 64 2 1,00L D
31392-3823 15,7 12 262-75 60 11 66 2 1,00L C
31398-3234 53.1 44 241-78 44 6 63 2 1,00L CC
01399-3330 59,4 41 245-77 53 11 64 2 1,38 CE
01410-3427 3,4 28 249-77 38 8 63 2 5,96 FDD
01412-3343 13,8 30 246-77 65 16 64 2 ,87: DC
)1413-3357 21,9 24 246-77 56 9 62 2 1,95 CC
)1414-3432 29,8 48 249-77 84 26 66 2 1.10 F
01421-3508 9,2 38 251-76 40 9 65 2 1.00L BD
01423-3439 21.2 36 249-76 40 5 63 2 1.00L BC
)1428-3621 53,1 48 255-75 27 16 62 2 1.44: DC
01455-3350 30.7 60 244-76 48 18 57 2 3.08 CC
01456-3724 36,5 35 257-74 47 8 63 2 1.00L BD
01460-3504 4,0 25 249-76 38 8 61 2 1.25 E
01469-3352 58.4 30 244-76 55 15 62 2 2.11: DF
01470-3259 2.9 23 241-76 33 12 61 2 2.83 CC
01470-3119 4,7 9 234-77 49 9 65 2 2.19L CD
11471-3532 7.4 51 250-75 24 10 61 2 1.08L C
)1475-3552 32.539 251-75 49 3 60 2 1.00L B
01478--3241 52.4i35 239 76 44 12 61 2 2.94 CC
01483-3418 18.2119 245-76 44 20 64 2 1.63 C
)1495-3703 30.5 12 254-74 50 9 61 2 1.00L CE
01496-3134 39.1 50 234-76 46 7 63 2 1.24L DF
01496-3639 39.8 19 253-74 49 11 60 2 1.69 DC
01502-3939 16,C 34 261-72 69 10 65 2 1.11L C
01504-3621 27.3 15 251-74 59 15 82 2 1.71 CC
01507-3904 46.3 59 259-73 57 8 60 2 .74: ED
01507-3842 47.8 32 258-73 57 12 63 2 t,27L C
01510-3312 4.3 30 240-75 _ 92 20 64 2 1,18L C
01512-3850 14.1 29 258-73 42 6 64 2 1.00L BC
01512-3348 14.8 28 242-75 61 8 61 2 1.00L C
01526-3524 40.2 20 248-74 30 12 61 2 1.76 CD
01531-3534 6.4 8 248-74 48 12 60 2 1.99 CC
01531-3602 7.5 53 _249-74 26 8 60 2 1.56L BC
01534-3009 25.8 54 228-76 32 9 63 3 4.65 DCC
01539-3803 54.8 40 255-73 71 9 58 2 1.41L B
01540-3243 5.1 49 238-75 44 9 62 2 1.12L =D
01541-3358 10.6 26 242-75 80 10 65 2 1,00L C
01543-3222 21,4 58 236-75 53 10 62 2 1.00L B
01548-3810 51,9 551255-73 59 16 59 2 1,17L C
01549-3119 54,1 40 232 75 73 13 62 2 1.18L C
01550 3706 0.3 5 252-73 56 14 62 2 2.68 CC
01550-3744 3.9 45 254--73 81 14 61 2 1,00L C
01555-3329 35,3 9 240-74 51 22 65 2 1,02 C,
01559-3258 54.7 37 238-75 58 7 i 61 2 1.00L CE
01560-3049 1.2 10 230-75 44 14 64 3 2.40 CC
01561-3947 6,3 29 259-71 74 20 61 2 1.47 C
01562-3318 14.1 37 239 74 36 9 61 2 1.00L BD
01563-3703 18.9 22 251-73 71 11 60 2 1.27L C
01565-3055 33.0 9 230-75 46 9 65 3 1,12 DC
01590-3014 0.4 38 228-74 42 13 67 2 1,00L BD
01590-3158 2.0 4 234-74 28 _ 10 64 3 2,62 CCC
01592-3830 14.4 50 255-72 69 19 61 2 1.00L C
02000-3112 3,7 0 231-74 30 13 68 2 1.00L BC
02001-3137 9.C 24 233-74 29 8 61 3 1.00L BC
02005-3033 30.5 46 229-74 31 11 69 2 1,OOL C
02005-3629 34,9 32 248-72 76 22 63 2 1,36 DC
02010-3420 2,1 19 242-73 48 14 61 2 2.22L C
02017-3245 47.C 35 236-73 64 8 62 2 1.00L C
02025--3530 32.3 41 245-72 36 12 60 2 1.00L D
02028-3237 50.8 34 236-73 64 15 63 2 1.65: E D
02031-3439 7.8 56 242-73 74 17 62 2 1.40L F
02038-3028 52.7 36 228-73 38 11 69 2 2.88 CC
02041-3946 9.1 40 256 70 31 3 58 2 1.00L BC
02046-3711 38,4 4 249 71 62 12 60 2 1.34L C
02048-3459 50.7 26 243-72 50 9 60 2 1,00L BE
02059-3633 55.0 12 247-71 75 11 59 2 1.11L_C
02060 3430 3.0 54 241-72 56 14 66 3 1.05L C
02066-3603 40.9 39 246-71 29 8 63 3 1,05L D
02067-3158 46.7 50' 233-73 68 7 68 2 1,00L C
02070-3202 1.5 41 __33-72 31 7 68 2 3,28L DE)
02079-3310 55,2 32 237-72 42 8 68 2 7.02 DCC
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 p.m 25 pm 60 pm Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.39L .25L .59: 1.37 B B 1300000020
2,61 .70 .40L 1,00L AA 0 0500000000 3 13 193173K0 9 55
1,57L ,28L 1.61 5,24 FFAA 0200000000 7 14 353- G 15SO 3 141
,32L ,25L .85 2.61 M CB 0200010000 1 14 353- G 14 Sb 10
1,09 .3OL ,40L 1.00L BG N 0300000000 2 13 193182K5 17 85
1.86 .38 ,40L 1,75L AB E 3 1300000000 3 13 193188G5 3 61
.33L ,70 7,31 14,83 HBAA 1100000000 1 14 353- G 20 Ir 3
.57 .26L .4OL 1.00L BG 0300000000 6 13 193189 G5 6 71
.42L .35L 1.57 1.67: EAB )200000000 1 14 353- G 24 S. 5
.29L ,25L .47L 1.20 GB 1400000000 2 14 297- G 8 S( 31
.25L .25L .53 1.60 DB 1400000000
1.33 ,33 .40L 1.COL AD 0 )300000000 I 40 M2 III 2 17 104
3.89 1.04 .40L I 1.00L AA 0 1400000000 3 13 193200 MA 1 76
.48 .83L ,40L 1.35L BL E 0400000000 2 13 193201 F0 7 56
.59L .29: 5.42 12.64 J HEA 1101002200 6 3 14 297- G 11 Sa 14 128
.25L .25L .63: BB 1400100100 1 14 353- G26Sc 17
1.29 .42 .40L AS 3 0400001000 2 13 193207G5 35 71
.25L .59L .39: DD _.200000000
3.84 1.49 .42L AAF 0 0400000000
1.23 .22: .48L BCGD 0200000000 2 13 193214 K2 3 72
.42L .51L .84 CAD 0400000000
.25L .54L .46: NED 2202000000 1 14 353- G 29 Sc 46
1.71 .29 .40L ACF 0 1400000000 2 13 193224G5 12 60
.31L .24: 2.49: KFAA 2100000000 4 14 413- G 13 S, 39
1.32 .32 .40L AC 2400000000 1 13 193229 G5 10 66
2.06 .52 .40L AB K 0 0400000000 3 13 193236K0 6 93
.41 .30L .40L BI L 0400000000 2 13 193242 G5 1 77
.27L .25L .74 M CE 0500000000
.52 .26L .40L B E 0400000000
.43 .30L .40L BI L 0400000000 3 13 193255 F2 5 60
3.46 .82 .85L ABM 0 0200000000 4 13 I 193263 K0 2 52
.26L .25L .80 CD= 0300000000 1 141 353- G 33 S. 7
.26L .37: 2.91 GEAA 2200001000 1 14 353- G 36 S. 9
.28L .57L .40: CD 2300000000 14 353- G 37 S. 11
.45L .61L .90: J BB 2400000100 14 353- G 38 Do 14 141
.44L .25L .54L DO 1400000000
,82 ,37 .40L BB 0 0401000000
1.62 .46 ,40L AB 1 0400000000 2 13 193280 K0 24 67
,52L ,25L ,37 H GA 0400000000 14 353- G 41 SO 32
.37L .25L 1,13 BA , 2301001000 14 353- G 47 Sb 7
1.03 ,31 .40L AD L 0 1300010000 3 13 193303K0 7 63
.25L ,28L .45L F E B 1300000200 4
.25L .27L .68 KCB 2300000000
.37L .34L .90 FFBA 0100000000 14 353- G 48 SC 7
1.73 .43 .40L AD N 1 0200000000 3 13 193320K0 10 63
.74 .27L 1.03L BFJ I 0200000000 2 13 193321 K5 1 91
1.60 .45L .40L A D 0200000000
.25L .38L 1.52 I AA 0200000000
.25L .25L .47L DB 1300000110 2 14 154- G 1 Sb 15
,80 .22: .40L AE H 0 0400000000 1 13 193339K5 15 91
1,52 .46: ,40L AC 8 1300000000 1 13 193340 K5 5 88
,25L ,25L 1.02 GA C 0300000000
.49 ,25L ,40L BI H 0200000000 1 13 193349 G5 30 77
.25L ,25L ,71 F B B )300000000 2 14 )54- IG 8 Sa 4
.42L ,72L .67: GGBD 0300000000
.25L ,29L .57 J CC 0300000000
.79L ,38L .38 KDC 1400000000
1.65 .45 .40L AB I 0300000000 2 13 193368 K0 5 60
,61 .25L .40L BG 0400000000 2 13 193369 K0 14 73
.25L .25L .99 8C )300000000 1 14 354- G 12 SO 4
,33L .25L 1.06 J EAB 1200000000
8,42 4.72 .88L 'AACD 0 0300000000 2 13 193382M0 2 90
,25L ,20: 2,42 CAA 1100000000 2 14 414- G 11 Sa 6
.88 .37L ,40L AC G 1300001000 2 13 193391 K5 11 80
,68 ,25L ,40L eJ 0400000000 1 13 193392 K0 4 86
,78 .49L .40L ABDI 1400000000 2 13 193393 K0 10 78
.84 ,26L .40L BL 1100000000 2 13 193396 G5 3 65
.45L .25L .58 K C A 1300000000
.56 .29L .40L AF M 0300000000 2 13 ' 193404 K0 1 72
.25L .25L 1.19 L Be 0100000100 1 14 354- G 15 N 54
.41 .32L .40L B C H 0300000000
.27L .25L .49L CGD 2400000000 1 14 354- G 17 Sc 13
1.35 .32: .40L AC 0 0300000000 2 13 193416MA 6 85
.25L .25L 1.04 N K B B 0200000000
.26L .25L .43L H EC 1300000100 1 t4 297- G 37 S. 1
1.03 .27: .40L AE 1 2300001000 3 13, 193422 G5 5 62
,62 .25L .40L BF 0200000000 13' 193423 K2 13 92
.25L .25L .57 G CB 0400000100 14 414- G 19 Ir 55
2.27 ,56 ,40L AB 0 0400000000 3 13 193455 G5 6 53
.25L ,44 2.12 BAA 0200000000 2 14 414- G 22 SB 15 ,
.46L .25L .54 IDI 0300000000 14 298- G 1 .. 11
1.50 .69 .40L AB 0 0100000000'
4.08 1.03 .40L AA K 1 0101000000 4 ' 13 193467 MA 2 92
.89 .28L .40L BC 1401001000 13 193470 G5 2 80
.25L .25L .50 CC 0200000000
.36L .25L .82 N El E 0300000000
.25 .25L .40L D 1200000000 2 13 193483 G5 16 78
.46 .25L .40L E 0200010000 2 13 193493 K0 8 75
.25L .25L .44 M CE 1300000000 2 14 354 G 33 Sa 18
.41L ,25L ,84 DC 0300000100
.25L .34L 1.40 EAA 0100000000
5,46 1.35 ,55L AAL O 0300000000 3 13 193506M0 4 72
,25L ,27L ,87 HAD 0300000000
1.16 .33 .40L AB 2 0400000000 2 13 193513K0 5 75
.40 ,25L .40L ! A K 0300000000
,36L .25L .73 J BC 0300100320 4
,34 ,25L .40L CL 0300000000 1 13 193533 K0 5 77
1,47 .44L .40L AD 0400100000 1 13 193534 K0 21 7C
2.10 .43 ,40L AC K 0 0300101000 1 13 193537K5 12 7E
.25L .24: 2,55 F AA 0100000000 1 14 I 354- G 46 Sb 10 131
L
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O6(1
hm. • , (s) (-) I b (") (') (') N
02082-3102 16.1 5 230--72 73 14 69 2
02084-3544 27.6 40 244-71 60 8 62 _ 3
02085-3836 33.C 19 252--70 64 13 61 ! 2
02087-3922 47.7 12 254--70 76 12 60 2
02088-3938 49.6 2 254-69 44 16 61 2
02091-3036 10.5 43 228-72 51 15 68 2
02093-3410 22.8 44 239-71 35 8 63 2
02093-3604 22.9 6 245-71 25 13 63 3
02107-3057 43.2 27 229-72 27 13 66 2
02107-3446 43.7 22 241-71 29 7 68 2
02111-3617 10.7 39 245-70 19 6 66 3
02113-3334 21,8 2 237-71 62 6 69 2
02114-3649 25.8 15 247-70 45 8 64 3
02115-3958 34.4 34 255-69 38 13 60 2
02127-3745 43.1 53 249-70 43 8 62 3
02131-3633 7.6 14 246--70 39 12 67 3
02136--3125 38.555 230--71 31 12 68 2
02148--3544 53.8 26 243--70 35 10 66 3
02150-3918 0.3 54 252--69 37 17 57 2
02152-3658 14.7 59 246--69 41 14 62 2
02152-3612 15.0 40 244-70 90 11 68 2
02152--3813 15.6 4 249-69 46 20 59 2
02156--3721 36.8 54 247-69 44i 12 54 3
02156-3916 37.6 51 252-68 93 17 58 2
02157-3501 47.7 57 241-70 64 17 68 2
02164-3809 26.8 12 249-69 40 8 66 3
02165-3359 35.6 52 238-70 48 13 66 2
02169-3437 57.0 29 239-70 29 13 66 2
02175-3350 32.1 54 237-70 31 13 67 2
02188-3210 50.6 16 232-70 82 27 68 2
02193-3553 23.2 5 243-69 45 12 65 2
02196-3813 41.6 13 248-68 23 6 68 2
02200-3619 4.7 44 244-69 81 15 67 2
02205-3938 34.3 25 252-67 41 11 60 2
32207--3137 44.6 41 231-70 80 17 67 2
02209-3706 55.3 28 245-68 93 22 66 2
02209-3305 57.4 18 235-69 45 16 67 2
02210-3748 2.3 11 247-68 38 6 67 2
02216-3544 38.3 31 242-69 49 19 66 2
02228-3606 53.5 32 243-68 62 14 66 2
02231-3443 6.5 27 239-69 67 14 66 2
02232-3633 14.7 51 244-68 99 35 65 2
02247-3948 42.0 41 251-67 48 8 177 3
32258-3039 48.8 55 228-69 25 5 69 2
32259-3401 55.2 59 237-68 65 17 67 2
32261-3633 9.8 57 243-68 25 11 75 3
32261-3902 9.8 51 249-67 51 16 64 2
32262-3933 16.2 54 250 66 45 8 78 2
02264-3119 25.4 38 229-68 60 7 68 2
32268-3643 51.2 43 243-67 40 13 90 2
02272-3609 16.9 50 242-67 25 11 77 3
02284-3130 27.9 4 230-68 38 5 69 2
32289--3810 59.6 42 247-66 23 11 86 4
32290-3615 1.3 12 242-67 41 8 74 3
02296 3005 38.3 12 226-68 51 8 75 3
02297-3653 47.5 29 243-67 19 8 81 4
02300-3249 4,3 35 233-68 22 3 73 3
32301-3638 11.7 50 243-67 15 3 86 4
32302-3515 12.6 4 239-67 36 15 85 3
32310-3452 1.4 11 238-67 34 3 1 4
323tl-3125 6.0 57 229-67 28 9 69 3
32314-3806 26,3 50 246-66 89 16 65 2
02315-3302 30.4 43 234-67 27 8 76 3
32315-3737 33.3 33 245-66 13 8 80 4
02315-3915 34.3 48 249-66 22 9 84 3
32319-3705 54.2 4 244-66 49 8 91 3
02323--3256 19.4 12 233-67 24 10 80 4
02325--3241 33.9 14 233-67 23 8 80 4
02329-3405 56.8 10 236-67 34 9 80 4
02331-3801 7,3 18 246-66 35 12 95 2
32334-3511 246 12 239 66 16 8 80 4
32340-3015 0.1 43 226-67 16 4 76 4
02342-3528 16,5 10 239-66 49 15 85 3
02342-3516 16.6 41 239-66 43 8 5 4
02347-3602 42.7 46 241-66 14 5 79 4
02348-3532 50.2 10 239 66 30 8 74 3
02349-3447 54.3 35 238-66 16 8 82 4
32354-3007 24.4 11 226-67 43 24 92 3
02355-3308 30.1 24 234 66 21 8 83 4
02357 3353 48.0 36 235 66 20 3 84 4
02361-3233 9,1 28 232-66 22 8 82 4
02361-3024 9.9 33 227-66 20 8 83 4
02363-3812 23.9 24 246-65 27 8 79 3
02365 3532 30.8 9 239-66 34 25 66 2
02365-3034 32.0 24 227-66 58 8 171 4
02365-3133 32.8 42 230-66 16 5 85 4
02365-3710 34.5 13 243 65 31 13 90 2
02366-3101 36.3 14 228 66 25 8 77 4
02366 3048 37,8 53 228-66 15 8 79 4
02372-3122 17.1 53 229-66 26 18 66 2
02377-3514 42.3 27 238 66 45 9 67 2
023793050 54.7 51 228-66 16 881 4,
02382-3841 14,7 47 246-65 21 11 76
02382-3338 17.8 57 235 66 59 19 67 =
02384-3557 25.5 15 240-65 65 8 83 3!
02394 3552 26.0 51 240 65 28 10 76 3
)2394-3744 28.9 19 244 65 31 8 79 3
02395-3016 30.6 26 226 66 19 6 80 3
02397 3037 42.5 8 227-66 46 10 66 2
02399-3819 58.5 12 245 64 20 10 77 3




12 .am 25 am 60 .am 100 .am Flux C:3rr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C _ef R Hags*
.31 .25L .40L 1.25L C C
.44 .25L .40L 1.00L B B[
.74 .29L .88L 1.00L C R(
.39 .25L .40L 1.33L C C(
.25L .25L .59 1.89: CC
.54L .27L .82 1.82 CC J
.34 .25L .40L 1,02L C CL
.25L .25L .87 2.73 CD M
.42 .30L .40L 1.00L C D(
1.23 .23: .40L 1.00L CE A|
1.77 .44 .40L 1.00L BC AE
1.35 .82: .40L 1.00L CE A|
.33 .25L .40L 1.06L D Ar
1.11L .25L .78 1.55 CC M
.63 .25L .40L 1.00L B A(
.35 .25L .40L 1.00L C D
.33L .35L 2.60 7.82 CC CF
.25L .25L 1.12 2.56 CC
.25L .31L .53 .83: CD
.25L .25L .64 1.57 DC
.77 .29L .40L 1.02L C BF
.25L .45L .30 .97: DF
.39L .25L ,69 1,28 CC
.37L .25L .50 1,04L D
.30L .25L .61 1.59 CD
.47 .25L .40L 1.05L C C
.26L .25L .70 1.52 CC
.25L .39L 1.13 1.72 CC
2.99 .79 .40L 1.00L BC AI
.27L .25L .61L 1.40 D
.25L .34L ' 1.24 2.57 DC
3.51 1.40 .40L 1.0OL BC AI
.37 .25L .40L 1.65L C E
.40 .25L .40L 1.70L C B
.40 .30L .40L 1.00L D El"
.36L .25L .43 1.53L D
.25L 1.19L .56 1.21 CF
5.74 1.44 .40L 1.00L BC AI
.25L .27L .79: 1.70 DC J
.74 .26L .40L 1.00L C AC
.25L .25L .70 1.54 C F
.25L .25L .43L 1.34 D
,46 .25L .40L 1.00L B B
2.82 .75 .40L 1.00L BC AE
.47 .25L .40L 1.00L D D
2.39 .65 .40L 1.00L B C A E
.25L .27 .68 2.27L DC
.27L .14 .40L 1.00L E J
1.53 .43 .40L 1.17L BD A(
.57 .27L .40L 1.00L B AF
.49 .25L .40L 1.00L B B F
3.47 .97 .40L 1.26L BC A/
.25L .25L 1.39 2.29 BB KL
.25L .25L .30: 1.74 CB
.25L .27L .51 1.28 DC J
.25L .42 1.42 2.40 BBB GE
1.55 .37 .40L 1.00L BC A(
1.22 .34 .40L 1.00L BB AE
.34L 25L ,51 1.61 CB FL
1.63 .40 .40L 1.00L BC AE
.52 .25L .40L 1.00L B AI
.59L .25L .44 1.00L C
.34 .25L .40L 1.00L C BJ
.90 .21 .40L 1.00L CF A[
.81 3.08 23.10 49.47 BBCCIA'
.25L .63L .40L 1.11 cJ
.68 .20 .40L 1.05L BBDBc AC
.59 .25L .40L t .00L B I_
.34L .25L .63 1.37 H I
.38 .25L .40L 1.00L C B I
.60 .13: .40L 1.00L BE BE
1.78 .42 ,40L 1.00L BC AE
.26L .25L .43 1.10L C
.25L ,25L .40L 2.03 C ME
6.65 1.93 .40L 1.00L BB AA
.45 .25L .40L 1.00L B CI
.76 .16: .40L 1.10L BD BE
.25L .25L .40L 1.48 C l"
.44L .25L .92 3.26 BB EE
1.29 .38 .40L 1OOL BC AE
.70L .25L .79 1.77 B B J _,
.62 .28L .40L 1.00L C BJ
.33 30L .40L 1.02L C CJ
.25L .25L .65L 2.00 C
.47L .26L .40L 1.57 C
.30L .38 2.28 3.62 DCC CE
.29 .25L .40L 122L C D
.25L .28: .75 1.53 E B C C
.82 ,18 .40L 1.00L CD AE
.75L .58L .40L 2.33 C GL
1.21 .24: .40L 1.00L CE At*
.94 .25L .40L 1.00L B A£
.25L .29L 1.58 300 CC C
.82L .25L .54: 1.47: CD J
,27L .25L .40L 1.65 C G
.25L .25L .99 2.54 CC
,34 .25L .40L 1.00L D F I"
2.64 .62 .40L 1.00L BC AE
.48 .30L .40L 1.04L F D_
.54 .25L .40L 1.06L D Bk
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
L C
R S A
S 2 # T
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S_ urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
Sop





298- G 16 Sb
415-1G 4 ..
193563 K0 85





296- G 21 Sa
193597 K0 75
193604 K0 78
415- G 15 Sc 131
193622 G5 66
355-1G 3 Do
355- G 4 Sc
193637 K2 87
193642 MA 77
















355 G 24 Sa
355- G 25 Sa
193757 K0 65
193759 G5 62































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 /_m
ham. o 8, (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N
32401 3835 7.4 47 246-64 19 6 75 3
)2401-3901 11.6 5 247-64 43 21 85 2
:)2403-3740 23.6 48 244-64 22 10 77 3
:)2404-3358 29.9 41 235--55 20 6 77 3
D2408--3544 49.9 56 239--65 72 16 67 2
E)2410-3300 3.1 47 233-65 26 12 78 3
02413--3418 20.0 9 236-65 20 10 75 3
:)2415--3315 34.8 23 234-65 38 8 173 3
:)2415--3850 35.1 16 246-64 18 7 76 3
:)2417--3236 47.6 31 232-65 68 14 67 2
02419--3322 55.9 59 234-65 25 13 76 2
02425-3158 32.0 6 230-65 49 12 87 2
02435-3134 35.7 2 229-65 40 8 174 3
02438-3215 48.6 31 231-65 25 I 6 75 3
02441-3029 11.3 2 227--65 22 4 74 4
02443-3626 20.0 10 241-64 19 7 80 3
02449-3733 57.4 15 243-64 24 8 78 3
02455-3545 32.2 29 239-64 22 8 76 3
02458-3850 51.634 246_63 13 5 81 3
02460-3137 3.1 47 230-64 23 10 75 3
02464-3359 27.7 25 235-64 18 8 69 3
02469-3122 58.2 41 229-64 29 10 75 4
)2470-3236 0.5 48 232-64 18 5 75 4
02474-3046 29.5 56 228-64 32 11 60 3
02476-3858 37.2 35 246-63 16 6 77 3
02477--3524 45.7 53 238-64 12 4 80 3
02480-3745 3.4 5 243--63 19 8 85 3
02482-3602 13.9 58 239-63 13 5 83 3
02484-3143 29.3 36 230-64 40 8 167 3
)2485-3930 33.0 32 247-62 56 8 8 3
02486-3552 39.5 52 239--63 11 4 82 3
02492--3623 15.2 15 240-63 33 20 75 3
02498--3101 51.7 5 228-53 79 9 66 2
02499--3332 55.C 38 234-63 21 9 81 3
02503-3058 20.5 i 44 228-63 40 16 89 2
02507-3703 46.1' 1 241-63 17 9 78 3
02512-3758 16.4 28 243-62 17 6 86 3
02513-3103 20.7 55 228-63 37 22 89 2
02516-3838 37.9 20 245-62 41 8 6 3
02519-3709 58.2 25 241-62 32 8 83 2
02524-3002 29.5 44 226--63 31 8 82 3
02525-3105 30.9 33 228--63 21 8 75 4
02539-3851 54.0 7 245--62 18 9 80 3
02539-3550 56.3 14 239--62 44 11 85 2
02547-3653 46.1 55 241-62 52 5 64 2
02546--3534 48.2 42 238--62 17 9 79 3
02551-3003 6.4 20 226-62 32 9 85 3
02556-3743 40.9 27 242-62 12 8 67 3
02558-3654 49.6 59 241-62 18 10 83 3
02567--3217 44.0 49 231-62 18 4 78 4
02569--3648 55.2 37 240-61 65 18 97' 2
02569--3423 59.3 18 235-62 30 6 66 2
02570-3726 4.1 36 242-61 31 14 83 3
02571-3306 7.1 41 233-62 26 8 170 3
02574-3842 24.6 7 244--61 23 9 57 2
02585-3459 33.7 13 236--61 16 9 79 3
02588--3033 51.9 30 227--62 21 9 77 3
03004-3720 26.7 49 241--61 69 21 62 2
03006-3706 39,3 24 241-61 37 15 76 3
03009-3542 56.5 19 238-61 17 8 151 3
03023-3403 18.9 19 234-61 63 20 67 2
03024-3036 27.1 27 227-61 47, 8 75 2
03026--3245 41.8 5 232--61 25 _ 9 60 3
03037--3707 46.6 21 241-60 81 17 66 2
03040--3053 0.3 46 228-60 21 6 57 3
03040-3813 3.150 243--60 48 18 89 2
03041-3913 11.5 37 245--60 22 10 75 3
03043-3954 20.1 5 246--59 18 10 84 3
03044-3932 24.7 15 245--59 19 11 80 3
03045--3010 33.7 45 227-60 23 3 56 3
03046-3958 39.fi 23 246-59 17 5 82 3
03046--3656 40.,_ 22 240--60 44 21 74 2
03051--3135 6.4 40 !29-60 33 19 48 = 2
03051--3232 8.0 36 231-60 24 8 84 3
03067--3253 43.1 48 232-60 28 8 77 3
03070--3306 0.7 48 232--60 60 8 75 3
03080--3415 4.9 9 235--60 29 14 85 2
03081--3507 11.0 14 236--59 32 12 83 2
03084-3314 25.6 20 233--59 17 3 72 3
03091-3216 6.0 24 231--59 31 11 73 3
03092-3217 12.9 43 231-59 52 8 169 3
03096--3854 37.3 52 .)44--59 54 40 78 2
03097--3919 45.4 13 244-59 40 19 92 2
03100--3933 4.3 13 245-58 25 8 77 3
03101--3504 10.5 12 236-59 27 9 82 3
03104--3235 28.5 1 231--59 19 5 79 3
03105-3118 34.0 58 229--59 19 5 56 3
03116-3020 41.5 26 227-59 90 18 71 2
03118--3300 51.1 57 232-59 36= 8 170 3,
03126-3544 41.9 35 237-58 22 10 84 3
03129-3053 56.5 33 228-59 21 7 81 3
03134-3501 28.8 42 236--58 16 9 78 3
03135--3321 32.0 27 233-58 26 8 82 3
03135--3241 32.6'54 232-58 37 8 88 3
03135--3956 34.7 46 245-58 15 8 72 4
03138-3914 50.8 50 244-58 10 4 87 4
03141--3432 5.5 28 235--58 41 12 63 3
03152-3245 2C 29 232-58 26 10 85 3
03157--3908 47.4 40 244-57 17 7 85 3
03158-3314 50,1 26 233-58 38 10 83 3
Flux Density
(N_ Color Corrected)








































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1 .COL B E A E E H 0 ! 0300000000
1.16L C CH 04OOO00000
1.45 CC EBB 2300000100
1.COL BC AAE 0 0101003000
1.29L C B 0500000000
2.26 CC GFBC 0400000000:
1.00L BE AI 6 0500000000
1.00L D CFKK 0400000000
4.12 ECC GBAA 0300000000
1.15L C BF 0500000100
1.00L C C L 0400010000
1.00L D S 0500000000
1.00L B B 0400000000
2.98 CC DAA 0380000000
83.79 BBCB AAAA 1 2202000420
1.00L BC AAG 1 0400000000
1.00L BC ADK O 1500000000
1.07L B ADL L 0400000000
1.COL E B F 0300000000
1.00L B B F 0400000000
1.COL B AC 0400000000
2.30 BB HBB )100000100
1.COL BB AAC 1 0510000000
1.92 CD GLCB 2201000000
6.79 CCC BAA 0100001100
1.0OL BC AA M 0 0510000000
1.63 CC AB 0400000000
1.14L BC ABHM 0 1300000000
2.30 CC BB 0200000100
1.00L C B E 0300020000
tOOL BC AA 0 0300000000
.94 F C E C 1300000000
1.58L C C DF 3200000000
2.86 DCC KDBA 0100001100
1.25 C F C B 2300000000
1.00L B AF K 0300010000
1.00L BBC AABC 0 0500000000
1.37 C F E B 23000001CO
1.COL E BI N 0300010000
1.85L E DNL L 0200000000
1 .COL E B E 0300000000
1.16L B B DF 2300000000
1 .COL B B C 0300000000
1 .COL C E 0300000000
1.COL BC AC 0 0300000000
1.02L B B E 0400000000
1.COL B BEHK 0401000000
1.COL B AJ 0300000000
3.90 CC DBA 0200000000
4.72 DBB BAA 0200001000
1.23 C K CB 2301000000
1.COL B C
1.48 DB FDB
1.COL C B K




1.35 FC J BD
1.COL C LDBE
.82 D L F B
1.11L E C J



























1.00L BC AAI K 0 1300102000
.96: DD EC 1201000000
1.09 C EB 1101000000
1.COL CE AH ; 0 1300000000
1.60 FCC CAA 1400000000
1 .COL C C 1400000000
1.10 CC FBB 0400000OOO
1.00L C F 0301010000
1.07L BC AA L 5 1300000000
1.03L C B E 0300111220
1.91 CC EDBB 0200111220
.98 F BI 1200000000
1.25L F MJ FB ! 1400000010
1.COL B BFG 0400000000
1.COL B A 0300010000
1.COL B E A D M 0 , 0300000000
1.00L BD ADI 2 0211000000
1.29L C CJ 0300000000
1.00L B AD 0400010000
1.00L D BJ 1400000000
3.35 CCC DAA 1100000000
1.COL BD AS 4 1400001000
1.COL B BNH 0300010000
1.10 CC NJ DC 0300000100
1.00L BC AB 1 0201000000
1.COL B C A B H 1 0300000000
1.74 FF I HBB 1200100010
3.22 BcCD FCB 0300000000AB L 0 1400000000
03000000001.00L CE I CA
1.17




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 13 193873 G5 4 58
2 32 X0240-339 53 2
14 356- G 9Sc 7
13 193877 K0 3 72
2 13 193880G5 7 67
14 299- G 13 E? 2
13 193884G5 8 77
1 14 416- G 17 Sb 5
4 5 "14 416- G2OSB 9 102
1 13 193911 K5 7 80
2 13 193916 K0 5 65
1 13 193919 MO 8 100
1 13 193921 G5 6 70
1 13 193924 05 7 67
1 14 416- G 28Sc 7
3 13 193931 K0 5 45
2 14 416- G 32SO 12
1 14 299- G20Sa 14 138
2 13 193940 K0 5 57
2 14 416- G 36Sb 11
1 40 K5 (ill)3 21 97
2 13193944 K0 5 55
1 15 858F81V- 28 63
1 14 356- G 15Sc 2
2 14 416- G 40 Sb 12
1 13 193958 K2 6 77
1 1 SY FOR 21 3
2 14 416- G 41Sb 31
1 40! F5 V 1 11 67
1 13 193974 K0 3 77
1 13 193975 GO 5 67
1 13 193987 K0 4 70
13 193997K2 13 ! 73
13 193998 G5 7 65
!2 13 194002 A5 4 62
13 194008 K0 11 80
14 356- G 22Sc 5
2 14 417- G 8Sa 12
14 356-1G 24 S. 10
13 194018 K2 3 66
14 356--1G 251)o 13
2 13 194019 K0 4 80
1 13 194030 K5 1 80
1 13 194033 K0 5 73
1 13 194068K2 5 91
1 13 194070 K5 1 85
1 13 194082 KS 2 92
1 14 300- G 10Sa 7
1 13 194088 K0 2 72
1 13 194091 K5 4 75
1 14 357- G 4Sc 14
2 14 417- G 18Sc 35 137
1 13 194097 K0 28 75
1 13 194127 K2 8 80
1 13, 194131 MA 8 78
C 1 13 194138 K0 4 83
C
14 3OO- G 18 Sb 8
13 194149 K0 4 70
13 194150K5 13 80
13 194153 K0 0 70
13 194157 K0 2 70
1 13 194176 GO 3 68
2 14 417- G 22Sa 7
1 13 194187 K5 5 76
1 13 194189 K0 11 86
1 13 194190K0 3 7C
1 13 194196 K5 3 7E
1 14 357- G 11Sc 10
2 14 357- G 13Sc 1 12_
1 13 194216MA 4 82
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




a _ Coords SMJ SMN (.8)
5 o,lhm. *, (s) () 1 b (") (") ,.
03165-3317 33.1 53 233-58 43 17 88 2
03167-3520 43.1 50 237-58 29 9 76 3
03179-3411 57.7 33 234-57 20 8 74 3
03186-3619 38.1 38 238-57 29 8 77 3
03190-3737 3.8 46 241-57 12 8 51 3
03190--3404 5.6 60 234-57 32 9 83 3
03191-3716 8.5 51 240-57 22 8 83 3
03208--3723 48.1 4 240-57 15 4 80 3
03208-3716 50.0 47 240-57 16 5 79; 3
03209 3034 55.3 37 228-57 20 8 74 3
03217-3704 43.7 38 240-57 22 9 83 3
03217-3253 ¢3.8 2 232-57 20 3 81 3
03220-3741 0.2 9 241-56 42 18 88 2
03220-3638 1.7 23 239-57 17 5 85 3
03220 3720 4._47 240-56 21 9 81 3
03222-3854 13.g 50 243 56 23 11 82 3
03222--3153 17.2 39 230-57 26 11 76 3
03223--3118 20.8 19 229-57 43 8 88 2
03228-3938 51.(J 23 244-56 20 8 81 3
03231-3001 7.9 2 227-56 53 13 73 2
03242-3753 16.1 22 241-56 29 14 85 3
03255-3655 34.7 30 239-56 24 10 78 3
03256-3551 37.0 17 237--56 17 4 90 3
03257--3737 42.2 55 240--56 44' 8 83 2
03260-3719 4.4 14 240--56 14 5 80 3
03268--3156 50.1 44 2"30--56 56 36 91 2
03269--3349 56.6 35 234-5_ 30 8 85 2
03288-3240 51.3 31 232-55 24 8 76 3
03289-3821 54.0 23 242 55 70 19 70 2
03291-3347 10.3 45 234-55 30 12 78 3
03294-3539 25.6 43 237-55 31 12: 89 3
03294-3342 25.6 57 233-55 11 8 72 3
03294-3022 28.7 58 228-55 50 20 95 2
03302-3112 17.8 45,229-55 48 8 80 3
03304-3508 26.0 8 236-55 28 10 92 3
03313-3530 22.9 39 237-55 29 8 83 3
03317-3618 42.2 23 238-55 17 3 83 3
03318-3047 52.2 43 228-54 17 8 72 3
03319-3114 55.5 49 229-54 21 8 83 3
03325-3202 33.3 27 231-54 16 5 89 3
03327-3417 47.7 46 234-54 51 18 95 2
03331-3606 11.7 11 238-54 14 3 70 3
03343-3154 21.1 28 230-54 59 21 93 2
03345-3229 31.2 29 231-54 21 8 71 : 3
03345-3508 31.5 24 1236-54 22 10 78 3
03348-3609 51.8 46 238-54 15 4 75 3
03350-3540 2.1 10 237-54 21 5 73 3
03352-3209 13.8 40 231-54 48 8 177 3
03353 3401 20.2 24 234-54 10 8 149 3
03361 3127 9.5 45 230-54 18 5 88 3
03367-3521 47.C 59 236-54 17 9 75 3
03369-3444 55.7 30 235-54 41 8 87 2
03372-3341 14.4 33 233-53 22 8 79 3
03373-3129 121.7 3 230-53 13 3 48 4
03376-3858 141.3 1 242-53 32 8 78 3
03377-3317 42.E 36 233--53' 46 8 177 3
03377-3402 45.8 20 234-53 62 18 69 2
03382 3757 12.2 9 241-53 22 8 82 3
03384-3201 284 25 231--53 45 8 86 2
03392-3905 15.3 22 242--53 48 24 68 2
03396-3502 36.953 236-53 32 8 79 3
03397-3718 43.329 240-53 29 12 81 3
03401--3811 8.916 241-53 31 11 81 3
03401-3002 10.6 59 228-53 19 7 84 4
03409-3728 59.0 14 240-53 19 3 79 3
03411 3110 9.3 38 229-53 17 3 74 4
03411-3241 11.6 17 232-53 34 8 69 3
03416 3946 38.6 51 244-52 15 8 70 3
03417-3600 44.4 32 237 53 23 14 75 3
03420-3959 0.9 13 244-52 45 18 82 2
03422--3544 15.2 7 237-52 27 19 70 3
03423 3826 19.1 22 241-52 16 8 79 3
03428-3126 48.8 7 230-52 33 8 72 3i
03436-3014 41.7 44 228--52 30, 8 85 4 i
03440-3630 0.5 39 238-52 49 8 88 3
03440-3817 0.9 40 241-52 36' 16 77 3
03442-3617 15.6 21 238-52 31 10 67 2
03444-3505 24.1 50 236-52 20 3 78 4
03447-3100 44.2 34 229-52 43 11 75 3
_)3449-3012 59.5 32 228-52 15 3 80 4
03450-3440 5.7 13 235-52 39 23 69 2
03451-3351 8.5 41 234-52 27 t2 78 4
03452-3003 17.7 22 228 51 68 12 80 2
03453-3154 23.2 1 231-52 37 14 87 3
03459-3019 54.6 11 228-51 22 6 84 3
03462-3651 13.9 10 239-52 36 17 85 2
,3466-3353 39.9 23 234-52 42 11 74 3
'3467-3746 45.6 18 240--52 45 8 9 3
33469-3342 55.7 20 234-51 27 18 96 2
33474-3614 28.7 38 238-51 11 4 80 5
,3475-3621 34.95238--51 13 3765
'3482--3315 14.5 51 233--51 27 8793
,3483-3226 18.8 9 232 51 17 5 83 4
33483-3946 20.5 5 243-51 26 8; 46 3
33483-3220 22.1 60 232--51 18 8 78 4
33485--3050 34.6 24 229-51 19 6 88 3
33489-3907 56.1 54 242-51 13 6 81 3
33489--3228 58.2 25 232-51 34 8 82 4
.3492-3148 15.0 11 231-51 28 9 88 3
33492-3358 18.0 22 234-51 44 23 73 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 /.tm 60 /xm 100 _m Flux Cor
(Jansky) Uncs Co¢
.25L .25L .52 1.18L C 8
,39 .25L .40L 1.00L C CH
.39 .25L .40L 1.22L C A
.48 .25L .40L 1.00L B B
1,03 .30 .40L 1.00L B D A B
.25L .25L .63 1.00L B E B
.31L .25L .92 3.24 BB HJ B
.29 .29 3.08 7.69 CDCC CDA
.35L .27 3.58 9.70 ECC CDA
.64 .29L .40L 1.001 B BJ
.25L .25L 1.52 4.18 CC I B
1.93 .48 .40L 1.OOL BC AB
.25L .25L .52 1.57 E F D
.27 .79 8.31 14.30 CCCC DAA
.41 .25L .40L 1.00L B B
.25L .25L .69 1.75 CC J A
.25L .25L .93 1.47 CC DA
.40 .25L .40L 1.90L C B
,25L .25L 1,48 2,05 CB MJ A
.42 .29L .40L 1.00L C CI
.25L .25L .62 1.45 DC R
.32L .25L 1.00 1.95 CB HHA
3.38 .84 .40L 1.00L BC AAL
.38L .25L ' .38 1.00L C F
.25: .31 3.13 7.21 FCBC CBA
.29L .51L .45L .99 C F
.91 .31L .40L 1.00L C AB
.53 .79L .40L 1.00L C B
.28L .25L .42 1.52L C E
.25L .25L .57L 3.97 C E
.36L .25L .74 1.43 B C B
.56 .25L .40L 1.00L C BJ
.25L .25L .66L .90 D C
.28L .25L .50 1.00L C B
.30 .25L .40L 1.00L D D
.25L .25L .72 1.28 CC B
3.21 11.09 78.15 141.50 BBCB AAA
.59 .25L .40L 1.00L B B
.39 .25L .40L 1.00L B AH
2.56 .64 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.27L .25L .46 1.33L C D_
.83 .14: ,40L 1.00L EF AFK
1.56L .25L ,38: 1.44 i CD K Di
.38 .25L .40L 1.00L _C B K H
.25L .25L 1.05 2.96 B C A,
.50 1.44 5.89 9.92 BBCC AAA,
.25L .28L 2.31 5.96 CC GBAJ
.25L .25L .65 1,36 CC L GB(
.45 .25L .40L 1.00L B C D
2.59 .72 .40L 1.00L BC AALI
1.00 .27 .40L 1.00L BD AB
.46L ,25L ,51 1.00L C DCI
25L ,25L 1.10 2.39 BB F BJ
.59 1.13 11.81 26.70 BBBC BBA_
.31L .25L .48 .95: CF J MCI
.27L .46L .51 1.00L C J B I
.90L .64L .34 1.00L C C(
.25L .25L ,90 1.97 CB I B|
.25L .25L .27 1.38L C F I
.25L .30L .39 1.0eL C E C I
.37L .25L .49 1.34 CC L B(
.25L .26L 1.09 1.72 CD EA|
.25L .25L 1.09 2.88 CC HJ AI
.25L .25L .99 5.48 CC KGBÁ
7.71 1.64 .40L 1.00L BC AAH
13.17 3.55 ,60 1.0OL ABB AAB
.31 .25L .40L 1.00L D C
,44 .25L .40L 1.00L B AD
.25L .25L .54 2.87 CC L Dt
.78L .52L .35 1.00L C KC(
.83L .25L .48 1.41L C GND(
.48 .14: .40L 1,00L BD CEK
.30 .25L .40L 1.31L C DL
.34 .25L .40L 1.14L B CL
.25L .25L .40L 1.20 B D(
.39L .25L .53 1.04: FC MD
.42 .25L .40L 2.41L C B
.47L .27: 2.85 9.95 DCC EEAI
.33 .25L .40L 1.00L C A
3.05 .84 .40L 1.00L AB AADJ
.25L .25L .35: 1.15 DD I E[
.25L .25L .68 2.84 EB FKC.=
.26 .67L .40L 1.25L C E K N
.25L .25L .58 1.05: CD J Br
2.30 .50 .40L 1.00L BC AA J
.27L .36L .38 .89: C D E D_
.25L .25L .42 .97: CC HCI
.77 .22: .40L 1.00L BF AC
.25L .25L .29 2.00L D MB
3.80 .98 .40L 1.00L AB AAI I
6,45 1.62 .40L 1.00L AB AACL
.35 .25L .40L 1.00L B B F t-
2.52 .67 .40L 1.00L AB AAEL
.55 .25L .40L 1.04L F B I-
.74 .30L .40L 1.00Li B ACN
1.85 .44 .40L 1.00L BC AAE
14.62 3.93 .65 1.00L BBC AAB
.42L .25L .61 .88: B E MK B F
.71 .25L .40L 1.00L D AD
.25L .25L .41 1.34 C C C E
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep
R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag





357- G 19 Sc
357- G 22 SO 96









358-1G 7 S. 154
194312 K0 56
301 - G 16 N














418- G 12 SB
358- G 28SO 111
358- G 35SO 120
358- G36SB 118




418- G 15Sc 125
301 -IG 22 S. 151
358- G 51Sa
301-1G 25 S. 152













358- G 65 Sb
194531 F5 65
194535 G5 55










Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sourcss (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
6
Right Ascension: 03h49=22'-O4h29_26" Declination: --40 °-- 30 °
Position (1950)
Name
a _ a _) Coocds SM] SM_ (,_)h m o , (s) ( 1 b C) C) N
03493-3101 22.9 16 229-51 26 9 84 3
03495-3729 33.9 21 240--51 29 9 82 4
03499-3041 56.9 52 229-51 23 6 88 3
03515--3504 35.1 53 236-51 31 13 90 3
03516--3427 37.5 57 235-51 18 8 76 3
03517--3950 44.1 57 243-50 22 9 87 3
03520-3857 1.246 242-50 19 8 78 4
03524-3706 27.9 54 239-50 90 8 3 3
03528-3801 49.0 38 241--50 19 8 70 4
03529-3558 54.1 41 237-50' 48 22 93 4
03536-3321 36.8 35 233-50 31 8 88 3
03536-3807 37.2 27 241-50 30 8 179 3
03543-3237 21.4 37 232-50 24 10 90 3
03545-3008 31.9 21 228-50 30 8 86 3
=556__14_68_,242_50_ ; 728103563-3535 20,0 16 37-50 1 89
33563-3731 21.9 22 240-50 24 11 82 51
03570--3555 2.8 15 237-49 38 8 87 2
03583--3135 20.9 8 231--49 27 5 81 3
[33593--3149 23.933 231--49 19 5 843
304001--3437 10.1 13 235--49 48 10 610,005-380632.431241-49 17 5 923
04013-3930 23.3 5 243-49 23 9 69 4
04015--3500 32,1 25 236--49 31 21 82 3
04016-3930 40.4 55 243--49 16 5 72 5
04018-3128 48.5 43 231--48 27 10 42 30_025-345234.2115236-4620 9 8730`026-302437055229-4830111 8821
04029--3016 59,053 229--48 49 I 8 85 3'0,032-36313129238-4825 9 843
o4o3o-35o720.047205-4647 1_ 83 2,o4o,o-35122,716236-48261o 77304048-365549922242-4826 10 643
04048-3812 53.0 12 241-48 26 9 82 3
04053-3425 19.9117 235-48 39 10 58 2
_4054--3104 2'g,8'7 230--47 75 2444 76 i
04056--3937 38.4 53 243--48 16 85
04057--3531 44,5 18 237--48 28 8 83
04058-3711 48,4 39 239--48 31 79
0,063-3236 22.1 22 232--47 23 8 89
04067--3415 44,2 1 235--47 41 8 84 3
04072--3032 13.7 46 229--47 48 17 84
04076--3306 40.1 19 233--47 46 8 83
04081--3316 7.7 56 234-47 54 8 84 ;
04081-3437 10.5 38 235-47 22 i 6 81 3
04085-3515 31.2 2 236-47 32 9 86 3
0,086--3300 39.6 34 233-47 35 8 83 3
04088-3524 53.3,11 237-47 22 5 88 3
04090-3201 2.234232--4725!58030`100-3301 5.1 27 233--47 22 7 84 3
0,101-303311.9149230--46368823
04102-3259 13.613233-47 34 _ 6631304102-350516.75236-4721 I 860`108-3026 52.1 26 230-46 28 10 79
04110--3240 3.7 51 233-46 29 10 84 3
0,113--3640 18.1 15 239-47 23 3 82 3
04113-3808 21.7 33 241-47 26 I 9 81 3
04118-3207 53.2 59 232--46 17; 6 91 3
04120-3210 0.8 5 232--46 34 10 87 3
04120-3014 2.8,20 229--46 33 10 84 3
0,121-3709 7.8 24 239-46 24 8 87 3
04125-3823 33.0 7 241-46 24 8 84 3
04134-3825 26.4 7 241-46 24 9 78 3
04135--3619 35.(; 40 238-46 40 8 81 3
04136--3107 38.8 55 231-46 46 16 85 2
04148--3831 50.1 48 241--46 64 18 79 2
04153--3034 22.8 32 230--45 46 10 82 3
04160--3355 0.0 12 235--45 25 3 79 3
04165--3813 31.5 49 241--46 25 9 93 i 3
0`171--3126 7.4 53 231--45 50 14 90 ' 2
04173--3702 18.8 29 !39-45 36 19 76 2
04185--3306 30.0 30 234--45 49 15 84 3
04187-3904 47.5 37 242-45 36 14 90 I 3
04193-3241 23.815_ 5 233-45 57 11 813
04199-375358.6 240--4520 813
04212-3539 117.238 237-45 18 6 8113
04221-3407 I 9.7 54 235-44 21 7 89 17
04225-3523 !33.£ 43 237-44 35 11 86
0`227-3519 _14.8 49 237-44 38 11 83 3
0`234--3619 29.r' 20 !38-44 27 8 85 3
04236--3457 40.3 32 236-44 30 3 84 3
04239--3223 56.8 51 233-44 56 16 80 2
04239-3956 57.8 53 243--44 22 6 82 3
04240-3455 3.0 21 236-44 55 20 76 2
04241 - 3625 9.7 2 .>38- 44 26 9 88 3
04253-3253 22.7 5 234 43 44 8 83 3
04257-3220 46.4 0 233-43 27 8 80 i 3
04260--3843 5.3 39 242-44 49 8 90 3
04273-3735 19.8 17 240-44 21 7 87 3
04275-3847 33.8 36 242-44 42 8 96 2
04276-3648 40.9 58 239-43 32 12 82 3
04277-3000 47.9 47 230-42 33 8 84 2
04280-3931 4.5 33 243-43 39 8 87 3
04280-3339 4.7 11 235-43 26 6 81 2
04284-3905 30,0 48 .>42--43 20 10 87' 3
04285--3822 33.2 57 241-43 20 3 88 3
04288-3545 50.9 38 238 43 21 7 81 3
04291-3658 61 59 239-43 39 8 84 3
04292-3621 16.6 1 238-43 20 5 89 3














































































































JD0 lain Flt_x Con- A Confus'/on R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L B B L N 2300020000
.99: BC HHRC 02(_000100
1.00L BB AAF 2 0300000000
1.30L C ICE 0301000000
1.00L F CM 1301010000
1.52 CC HBB 0300000000
1.00L CBC DABH 0 0200001100
.78 EE HCC
1.01L B N BD
1.00 D F D
1.00L D B E


















1.00L BC ACH 0 1100001000
3.25 ECC EDAA 1200010000
1.00L C B 0200010000
1.01L BD AD H 0 0300001000
1.37L B BH H 1200111000
1.38: CE HAG 0200000200
1.00L BB AA E 4 0300111000
1.45L C CCFE




1,09L D H C








































1.00L BCD AAB 0 0,00000000
15,32: ECD GBAB 3201143330
1.00L B A L M 0400000000
17.55 FD LHBA 3101143330
1.00L B BI 1100010000
1.00L D AC 0400010000
1.83 BB AB 1400000000
1,00L BB AAG 0 0400000000
1.OOL B AG 1400000000
21.64 CBBC BAAA 0:1100110000
1.09L C AH 1400110000
1.00L B BHK 0300010000
1.00L BC AB F 2 1400001000
1.00L BF AE 0 1400030000
1.0OL D A F 0300000000
1.00L i B B I 0200000000
1,14L I C C E 0300000000
1.00L C D 0300000200
1.00L _D BD F 1400010000
1.00L DC AAD 0 0300001000
1,00L B BE 1400000000
1.0QL E 'CFI 0400001000
1.32L C I FC 1401000000
1.35: CC CC 0400000100
1.34 CC BB 1300000100
.86 D E F E B 0300000000
1.00L : B C A B 0 0300020000
1.00L BC ABLM 0 1100001000
1.00L BBC AAB 0 1400010000
1.00L B BFKH 0100110000
1.00L C EG 0300110000
1.00L CD AC 0 1400000000
1.00L CO AB 3 0300000000
1.07L F E 0300000000
1.00L BB AAFK 0 0,00000000
1,00L D D 0300000000
1.00L CC AAM 0 0400000000
1.00L B B E K 0300000000
1.00L BE AA M 0 1300000000
1.00L C G O3OOO0O0OO
3.80 CCC BAA 0300001000
1.47L C B 1400000000
2.63 CCI BB 0201000100
2.07 DCC I DAB 1300001000
1.02L C B 1500000000
1.14L BD AC H 0300001000
1.00L B CHE 1400010000
1.00L BC AS 0400001000
1.00L B C A C 0 0400000000
1.00L C AE 0300010000
1.00L BC AAK 0400000000
1,00L C AHL 1300000000
C
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 194579 K0 10 75
1 13 194605 K2 6 90
1 14 359- G 6 S. 12
1 14 359- G 8Sb 12
1 1 13 194629 K2 13 77
1 13 194628 G5 8 77
1 16 01422 19 115
1 13 194638 K0 3 85
f 13 fg4646KO 3 81
1 14 359- G 12 Sb 1 2
1 13 194673 K2 13 80
1 13 194682MA 3 85
1 13 194709 GO 12 66
1 13 194712 K5 20 82
1 13 194719 K0 5 75
1 13 194722 MA 3 88
8 2 13 194725 K5 5 90
1 13 194734 K2 2 85
1 13 194742 K2 18 83
1 13 194749 K2 5 83
1 13 194759 K0 8 80
1 13 194767 K0 5 83
1 13 194775 K0 6 83
1 13 194779 MA 2 85
1 13 194782 G5 4 65
1 13 194795 K0 4 80
3 13 194798 GO 20 98
1 13 194803 K0 3 73
1 13 194805 K2 27 85
2 2 13 194806M0 1 72
2 13 194810 G5 10 63
F 4 14 359- G 275c 100 113
1 13 194822 K0 4 78
F 5 14 359- G 275c 76 113
1 13 194825 K2 16 83
1 13 194834 KK 5 76
2 14 359- G 30 S. 10
1 13 194838 MA 3 80
1 13 194839 K2 1 82
2 14 420- G 1350 12
1 13 194848 G5 20 70
1 13 194849 K0 20 70
1 13 194852 K0 9 67
1 2 13 194858 G5 4 67
1 13 194872 GO 15 68
1 13 194873 G5 1 73
1 13 194892 K5 15 9(]
2 13 194902 B9 3 35
1 13 194912 G5 8 86
1 13 194921 G5 4 77
1 13 194956 G5 4 67
2 13 194971 G5 3 63
3 13 194984 K5 2 40
1 13 194989 K0 5 81
1 13 195003 K5 3 82
1 13 195004 K5 13 91
1 13 195007 MB 3 8E
1 13 195008 6 10£
1 13 195027 K0 3 8_
1 14 303 G 215a 2 14_
1 13 195062 G5 6 81
1 14 360- G 13 .. 5
1 13 195069 G5 12 81
1 13 195068K5 1 8_
1 131195081 K0 2 71
1 13 I 195083 G5 3 71
2 13 195085 K0 1 5[
1 13 195089 K0 2 71
I 13 195091 MA 2 8113 195095 K0 3 7'








(s) £3 I b
04296-3134 41.2 45 232--42
04298-3906 53.0 16 242-43
04303-3030 20.1 13 231-42
04304-3305 27.1 59 234-42
04308--3331 49.5 4 235--42
04311--3032 7.7 54 231-42
04321-3718 7.2 53 240-43
04327-3344 44_5 58 235-4;
04328-3455 53.3 15 237-42
04330-3706 0.2 6 240-42
04331-3540 6.1 40 238--42
04335--3039 35.9 51 231--41
04343-3959 23.0 47 243-42
04351-3031 8.1 45 231-41
04351 - 3543 11.6 238--42
04356-3056 '39.1 19 231-41
04360--3017 3.3 44 231-41
04363-3412 18.1 30 236-41
04374-3033 25.g 14 231-40
04375-3216 32.(; 47 233-41
04377-3148 46.6 26 233-41
04383-3930 21.5 5 243-41
04385-3854 30.4 11 242 41
04387-3819 46.049 241-41
04392-3214 16.4 32 233--40
04394-3740 29.2 17 240-41
04398-3320 49.2 35 235-40
04400--3717 4.5 8 240-41
04402-3714 17.2 22 240-41
04405-3229 35.7 59 234-40
04409-3541 57.0 11 238-41
04409-3418 59.6 33 236-40
04412-3051 12.6 29 232-40
04414-3541 25.0 58 238-41
04416-3724 37.6 45 240-41
04417-3220 46.9 58 234--40
04421-3134 9.8 43 233-40
04442-3926 14.4 44 243-40
04445-3812 35.8 9 241-40
04446-3553 37.5 42i 238-40
04447-3732 47.1 41 240-40
04453-3823 18.5 46 242 40
04455-3617 31.1 50 239-40
04458-3006 52.0 29 231-39
04470-3512 1.1 56 238-39
04472-3158 13.7 41 233-39
04473-3423 21.3 50 236-39
04474-3533 28.3 42 238 39
04480-3103 0.5 20 232-38
04480-3203 2.2 12 234-39
04481-3020 11.4 43 231-38
04490-3601 5.7 29 239-39
04494-3259 28.9 8 235-38
04496-3822 40.6 25 242-39
04499-3321 !55.7 4 235-38
04500-3315 2.8 44 235-38
04501-3304 12.(_ 21 235-38
04515-3813 33.6 30 242-39'
04523 3814 20.1 34 242-39
04530-3618 0.5 57 239-38
04530-3104 3.3 22 233-37
04530--3850 5.7,47 242- 39
04531--3946 7.9 5 244-39
04531-3723 8460 241-38
04532-3942 14.9 27 243 39
04537-3950 43.5 0 244-39
04538- 3023 52.6 57 232- 37
04544-3901 27.3 2 243-38
04552-3314 16.4 15 235-37
04554-3112 26.5 12 233-37
04558-3308 51.8 40 235-37
04559-3458 56.1 6 238-37
04563-3927 22.8 52 243-38
04574-3218 25.9 47 234-37
04583-3658 233 42 240-37
04584-3405 27.0 30 237 37
04588-3945 52.5 29 244-38
34594-3127 25.5 54 233 36
04595 3018 31.4 19 232 36
34597 3859 46.5 32 243-37
34598-3406 51.0 11 237-37
34599-3947 54.8 20 244-37
35002-3125 12.9 7 233-36
35004-3150 28.8 30 234-36
35006-3906 41.2 34 243 37
35008-3858 49.3 20 243-37
35010-3056 4.4 25 233-36
35010-3758 5.7 15 242-37
35013-3949 21.6 56 244-37
35015-3750 31.1 45 241 37
35015-3428 35.8 5 237-36
35020 3227 5.1 0 235-36
35026-3532 36.3 60 239-36
35032-3937 12.2 39 244 37
35035-3802 30.1 43 242 36
35035-3312 30.1 53 236 36
35045 3201 31.9 4! 234-35
)5053 3745 22.2 521241 36
)5058 3857 49.6 43 243 36





43 14 83 2
37 8 84 3
35 10 82 3
32 14 90 2
58 18 88 2
45 17 82 2
34 14 87 2
25 9 83 2
22 10 84 2
40 14 84 2
26 9 82 2
29 5 90 2
35 13 89 2
29 6 87 2
28 9 27 2
46 14 89 2
57 11 89 2
34 10 81 3
18 6 93, 2
42 11 86 2
57 11 88 2
30 11 80 2
22 8 86 2
19 3 81 3
46 16 90 2
35 12 34 3
25 8 88 2
22 i 8 803
20 9 83 3
59 16 90 2
41 10 90 2
43 11 89 2
40 6 86 2
48 12 87 2
56 8 79 3
37 8 ; 89 2
56 14 90 2
18 3 86 3
43 91 2
42 8 69 2
19 9 87 2
35 9 88 2
30 10 88 2
21 3 76 4
37 14 96 2
56 15 87 2
41 7 85 2
58 19 90 2
28 9 79 4
31 9 87 2
30 9 85 3
62 15 93 2
39 14
24 10 90 2
48 18 89 2
16 6 85 3
23 3 87 2
32 5 85 2
46 12 93 2
26 8 77 5
23 5 88 2
40 15 91 2
35 12 90 2
14 4 92 3
43 8 89 3
36 8 77 4
29 10 99 3
28 10 84 4
29 10 82 5
26 8 87 4
34 12 92 3
30 9 97 3
16 3 74 5
25 8 93 3 i
17 4 78 5
24 9 96 3
25 ' 10 80 5
29 8 74 3
20 9 98 3
18 6 81 5
25 8 98 3
26 8 82 5
20 6 83 4
92 26 104 2
21 8 91 4
39 8 85 3
31 13 91 4
32 11 95 3
39 8 94 4
26 12 82 4
35 14 87 4
13 5 86 6
22 8 86 4
13 6 94 5
61 8 10 4
31 8 93 4
16 3 83 5
74 38 86 2
15 6 88 5




12 pm 25 /_m 60 /zm 1(30 /_m Flux Colt A Confusion R S
(Jlnsky) Unc$ C.ocf R Flags* S 2 #
.25L .25L .65 1.58 CC BC 0200000100
.25L .25L .71 1.53: CC B D 1400000000
.25L .25L .91 1.73 CB CAB 0200000200 4 1
.25L .25L .86 1.37: DC BD 0300000000
.34L .25L .45 1.37L C CC 0300000000 1
.26L .25L .41 1.60L C DG 0300000000
.25L .25L .98 2.29 CC E_B 0100000100
.54 .28L .40L 1.00L E BH M 0500010000 1
1.12 .32 .42L 1.00L BC ACL 0 0300001000 1
.25L .26L ,83 1.16L C ECH 0200000000
.55 .25L .42L 1.00L B BI I 2400010000 I
9.62 2.51 .40L 1.00L BD AA 0 0400000000 4
.38 .36L .40L 1.01L C CG 0300020000
1.24 .28: .49L 1.33L BD ACI L 2 0400000000
.43 .38L A0L 1.0OL C BE 0301000000
.25L .25L .57 1.27 CC KBD 0400000000
.42L .25L .72 .87: CC BC 0500000100
.32 .25L .40L 1.23L C BM J 0300000000
4.55 1.21 .48L 1.00L BC AAE 0 0500000000 3
.32 .44 .40L 1.00L DD DA 0 0400001000
.37L .25L .62 .89: CE L BC 0400000000
.36 .27L .40L 1.00[ D DD 0401000000
.61 .38L .40L 1.00L B BF 0400001000
158.07 67.32 9.47 3.22 DBCC AAAA 8 0200000000 23 2
.39L .25L .64 1.35 CC L BA 0400000100
.25L .26L .79 1.13: CC HBB 1301000100
5.39 1.92 .40L 1.00L BB AAC 2 0300000000 2
.55 .25L .40L 1.00L B BF 2100100100
.97 .30: .40L 1.00L BF AD 0 2100100000 3
.27L .31L .57 1.02L C J BG 0400000000
.71 .26L .40L 1.15L C BH ! 0400000000 1
.48 .25L .65L 1.00L B BNJ 0400010000 1
5.54 1.26 .40L 1.00L BC AA J 0 0500000000 4
.25L .25L .94 1.71 DC BA i 0300000000
.62L .41L .43 1.0OL C K L B C _ 0400000000
.52 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 0400000000 1
.32 .25L .40L 1.00L C CI 0500000000 1
1.75 .41 .40L 1.00L BC AB 1 1400001000 2
.36 .25L .40L 1.00L E BE 0400000000 1
.42 .25L .40L 1.12L B C M 0400020000 1
.99 .31 .40L 1.00L BD AD 0 1300000000 2
.40 .25L .40L 1.00L C CJ 0400000000 1
13.43 3.11 .65 1.0OL BCC AAE 0 0300000200 4 4
1.49 .45 .47L 1.15L BF AAF-_ 3 0400000000 2
.25L .25L .99 1.66 CC BC 0300000100
.26L _ .25L .56 1.00L C I CG 0400000000
1.43 .31: .40L 1.00L CD AB O 0300000000 1
.66L .25L .43 1.00L C F 0400000000
.66 .25L .40L 1.00L D !BJ 0500000000 1
.25L .25L 2.59 6.99 CC ! DB _ 0300000200 4 3
.48 .25L .4OL 1.00L B B K 0500000000 1
.25L .17: .43: 1.08L FD CF: 0100001100
.66 .25L .4OL 1.00L C BE 1400000000 1
.37 .25L .40L 1.01L D B 0400020000 1
.63 .25L .45L 1.95L !C BJ J '( 1300100000 1
.59L .58L .60: 1.55 DD J CE 1400100000
.28L 1.30 7.86 10.18 CCC EAA_ 1100000000
1.52 .35 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 0400001000
1.30 .36 .40L 1.00L 8F AF 4 0400001000
.61 .25L .40L 1.12L C B 0400000000 i
.40 .25L .40L 1.00L B ANK 1401000000
1.73L .25: 2.88 4.82 DCC LDAA 0200000000
.29L .40L .37 1.53L C HME :: 1300100100
.25L .59L .70 .99 CF EA _ 0400000010
3.98 1.06 .44L 1.00L BB AAD 1 0400100100 2
.32 .25L .40L 1.00L F AL 1400000000 1
.37 .25L .40L 1,00L C BKL 1200000000 1
.99 .22: .40L 1.00L BD AC O 0400000000 1
.51 .26L' .4OL 1.00L C BGM 0501000000 1
.25L .25L .84 1.45 C D F A 1300000120 8
1.97 .48 .40L 1.00L BC AB 2 0500001000 1
.43 .25L .40L 1.07L C CI i 0400000000 1
.25L .25L .69 1.51 BB MAH 0300000300 4
1.45 .38 .40L t.0OL 8C AB _ 0 0300000000 1
.38 .25L .40L 1.O0L D CA 0401010000
4.21 1.41 .32: 1.00L ABC AAC(; 4 1400001000
.57 25L .40L 1.0OL El BLJ 1501010000 1
.47 .25L .40L 1.00L B C 0300000000 1
.31 .25L .40L 1.00L C D 0400000000 1
• 59 .28L .40L 1,00L C ElC I{ 1400000000 1
.25L .44 2,37 3.95 DCEl BAI', 1400001000 1
1.12 .30 ,40L 1.0OL BC AC 1400000000 2
1.03 .28 ,40L 1.00L ElC AELIf 0300000000 1
2.10 .55 .40L 1.00L ElB AA 0 0300001000 2
.25L .53L .44L .79 E F I 1400000000
.71 .14: .40L 1.05L BD AD f 0 1600000000
.40L .25L .59 1.41 CE KFAI 0300000000
.25L .25L 57 .89 CC KEBD 0400000100
.38L .31 .65 1.00L DC KCC 1400000000
.25L .25L .48 1.60 DEl B! 0300000000
.41L .25L 54 .70 BE MLC( 0400001000
,31L .25L .35 1,00L _ C i l C t 0400000000
8.90 2.14 .33: 1.00L AElC AAC[ 0 0401000100 3
.51 .25L .4OL 1.OOL B B H M 0500000000
1.35 1.85 25.35 74.81 BCCB DDBt, 0 0180055300 7' 3
.27 .25L .40L 1.02L B A 1500020000
.25L .25L .79 1.75 BB M Eli 0200000000 4
1.43 .37 .40L 1.20L BD AB }- 4 1601000000 2
.25L 25L .40L 1.42 D L [ 5601000020
4.12 15.87 97.12 136.46 BBCB AAA/ 4 1100001300 4 4




T Name Type (") Mag
14 421-- G 9 S( 5
14 360- G 14 Sb 44
13 195133 G5 2
13 195138 K0 2
13 195141 G5 5
13 195148 K0 4






13 195183 G5 3 77
13 195203 MB 2 83
13 195216 K0 7 73
1 R CAE 7 4
13 195232 2 105
13 ; 195237 K5 2 83
13 195239 F5 2 50
13 195245K2 8 80
13 195247 K0 12 73
13 195250K0 7 56
13 195253K2 4 81
13 195257 G5 3 75
13 195278 K0 8 60
13 195282 K0 1 75
13 195283 K0 10 77
"13 !195286 K5 5 77
13 195291 G5 13 72
13 195295 NEl 9
13 195300K0 7 63
13 195323 G5 2 70
13 195331 K0 2 73
14 422- G 1SB 16
13 195335 K2 5 80
13 195356K2 6 91
13 195360K0 11 77
14 361- G 15Sc 4O
10 M-05-12-006 39
13 195381 K0 2 70
13 195387 K0 10 67
13 195397 11 95
13 195398 8 102
14 304-1G 29£)0 3 150
14 361- G 19 SB 5 142
13i 195400K0 9 60
13 195407 K0 16 75
13 195408K5 13 87
13 195413 K2 4 78
13 195426K2 13 83
13 195435 K2 13 76
13 195436 K0 15 76
13 195455 K0 3 66
13 1195483K0 1 80
13 195491 K0 19 76
13 195494 K0 9 80
13 195499 K0 14 80
14 361-1G 25 S. 13 141
13 195501 G5 4 60
13 195505 K0 4 71
13 195509 K0 4 60
13 195532 K0
13 195543 K0
14 305- G 6Sc
13 195546
14 422- G 30Sa
"13 195568K2












a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _.m
ham..8, (s) ()
05064--3548 27.8 51 239-35 18 6 81 6
05067-3743 43.5 9 241-36 28 3 172 5
05069--3434 58.3 47 238-35 14 3 79 5
05074-3435 27.2 4 238-35 20 9 84 4
05075-3816 32.3 54 242-36 21 10 84 5
05078--3334 53.8 55 236--35 22 6 95 4
05083--3701 21.2 21 241--35 27 11 84 4
05085--3207 35.0 13 235--34 15 9 86 4
05088--3139 53.6 33 234--34 41 11 91 4
05091--3240 7.2 29 235--34 22 8 75 4
05091--3457 10.8 48 238--35 19 6 87 3
05093--3427 19.7 10 238--35 28 12 87 3
05095--3116 33.1 26 234--34 42 22 80 2
05095--3632 35.6 16 240--35 25 11 87 3
05095--3304 35.7 36 236--34 19 3 77 4
05097--3539 43.5 18 239--35 25 9 25 3
05097--3859 45.8 32 243--35 60 8 11 5
05098--3727 51.0 14 241--35 17 3 85 5
05101--3301 10.2 45 236--34 48 8 94 3
05104--3902 25.3 44 243--35 28 12 84 3
05104--3441 29.6 52 238-34 46 8 97 2
05105--3401 34.2 44 237--34 51 32 88 2
05106--3907 36.0 1 243--35 18 6 73 5
05119--3501 55.5 31 238--34 62 8 90 2
05119--3552 59.5 55 239--34 30 9 88 3
05123--3736 20.6 17 242--35 36 13 83 3
05127--3601 42.9 57 240--34 26 7 84 3
05133--3035 21.7 15 i233--33 23 8 87 4
05133--3642 23.7 28 240--34 21 8 77 3
05134-3757 27.4 5 242--35 28 13 90 3
05143-3551 23.2 56 240--34 32 13 78 2
05145-3335 33.4 27 237--33 26 10 85 3
05147-3832 ¢6.8 25 243--34 70 19 93 2
05149-3709 55.1 21 241--34 23 7 26 3
05150-3607 1.8 14 240--34 39 18 85 3
05151-3819 10.7 45 242--34 45 t9 89 3
05154-3713 25.4 32 241--34 49 17 92 2
05156-3024 37.0 20 233--32 31 11 92 3
05156-3456 40.7 43 239--33 17 5 86 4
05159-3839 54.5 28 243--34 31 8 77 3
05161-3003 7.4 14 233--32 20 8 79 4
05164--3448 29.2 45 238--33 24 8 84 4
05166-3109 36.2 13 !34--32 20 5 84 4
05166-3921 36.4 30 244--34 49 8 95 2
05168-3059 51.4 34 234--32 87 18 88 2
05169-3202 55.7 15 235--33 70 11 86 2
05174-3345 26.7 32 237--33 14 5 79 4
05174-3423 27.6 42 238-33 38 8 86 3
05175-3711 32.1 33 241-34 39 16 90 3
05177-3242 42.8 28 .>36-33 20 12 82 4
05178--3211 53.7 37 235-32 64 8 88 3
05183-3719 22.8 3 241-33 21 10 85 4
05190-3200 0.3 44 235-32 21 7 89 3
05190-3928 5.3 39 244-34 22 3 26 4
05192--3007 15.6 12 233-32 23 9 83 4
05193-3659 18.2 54 241--33 58 22 75 2
05194--3836 26.6 3 243--33 29 8 84 4
05195--3143 33.5 27 235--32 54 18 94] 2
05197--3639 42.9 43 241-33 39 8 78 3
05198--3932 48.6 40 244-34 22 9 17 4
05200--3138 2.7 16 235-32 35 8 83 4
05203--3235 18.8 10 236--32 51 10 86 2
05204-3340 25.8 9 237--32 32 11 89 3
05210-3906 2.8 27 244--33 88 26 99 2
05216-3253 40.0 3 236--32 25 21 99 3
05216--3717 41.1 42 242--33 115 29 76 2
05217--3943 44.8 23 244--33 13 4 91 4
05219--3722 55.0 52 242--33 24 8 87 4
05220-3211 0.3 48 236--32 48 13 89 2
05223--3511 23.8 46 239-32 51 17 81 2
05224-3422 24.2 25 238-32 38 14 90 3
05226-3540 40.7 8 240-32 27 10 89 41
05229-3149 59.6 43 235-31 23 8 85 4
05234-3129 28.0 41 235-31 32 14 84 3
05235-3453 32.5 28 239-32 30 8 85 3
05236-3601 40.0 46 240--32 25 9 83 4
05241--3956 7.0 56 245-33 13 6 93 4
05241--3215 8.9 4 236-31 20 8 81 4
05243--3532 20.9 28 240--32 30 8 91 3
05243--3232 22.650 236--31 36 8 79 3
05247-3023 43.8 49 234--31 56 8 88 3
05251-3503 8.4 26 239--32 72 14 85 2
05254--3439 27.4 15 239--31 19 8 14 4
05259--3227 58.5 26 236--31 18 8 85 4
05260-3029 1.(_ 52 234-30 62 8 80 3
05260-3915 4.8 41 244-32 31 8 88 4
05264-3152 i24.g 44 236-31 29 8 84 4
05264-3936 '27.C 42 244-32 25 8 4 4
05265-3204 31.3 59 236-31 33 8 88 3
05267-3400 47.E 11 238-31 58 19 87 2
05268-3655 51.C 17 241-32 18 5 92 4
05270-3352 I.E 11 238-31 41 8 179'4
05271--3009 10.8 19 234-30 29 8 82 5
05274--3038 24.3 16 i234-30 73 8 85 2
05274--3927 27.0 26 244-32 30 14 85 4
05275--3059 30.7 40 235-30 15 4 84 5
05278--3814 53.9 0 243--32 90 21 96 2
05285-3334 34.6 16 238--31 70 14 93 2
05288-3325 51.0 29 238--30 39 12 90 3
05293-3746 18.4 41 242--31 52 8 178 3
Flux Density
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 p,m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A







































































1.00L BB AB G 5 0300001000
2.79 BC NDAA 1580000110
3.82 AABB AAAA 0 0330022000 16
t.12L B BI KI 0400022000
1.43L B BCM 0600000000
1.00L BD AC J 1 0400001000
2.20 BB I J BA 0500000400
1.00L; BD !BCG 0 0400000000
1.41 CC iA CC 0200000000
1.01LiBF AF K 0 0400000000
1.00L BD 'AE 1 0400010000
.82: DBD CCB 1400000200
1.00L C EC 0401000100
1.00L B CF H 05O0OOOOOO
1.00L BC AD 2 1300000000
1.31L C MCC 0301000100
146LIB BHHD 15010000201.00L! B AAJ 3 0601000000
1.16 C C 1300000110
1.18L C B 1501111020
1.02L C D 0400000000
1.18 C CD 1300000000
1.09L BC ABI I 1500111000
1.53L D A K 0300000000
1.00L CD AA 0 1400001000
1.41 CC MI CC 2401000100
1.00L B C A BJ 0 3400000000
2.75 CC I BA 0400000200
1.04L BE AC N 0 2600020010
1.22 BD GEBS 2400000000
1.08L C C 2401010000
1.00L BD BD J 0 0300000000
1.19L C DE 2500OO000O
8.62 DFCC FAAA 7 2301100000
1.10 FC GEE 3400001100
1.79 F L B 2400001120
1.19: ED BD 1500000100
1.39 CC FBC O5O0000000
1.00L BB AA I 3 1500000000
1.89 ED MEBC 1400000000
1.00L B AE 1500010000
1.80 BB FBB: 1400000000
1.00L BC AA 3 1400000000
1.00L D E 0400000300
.87 C CO 1400000000
1.00L F C 1300000100
1.00L BBB AAAD 1 0400000000 16
1.00L C BF H 0401020000
1.38 CC EAB 0500001000
2.02 CCB LAAEI 0400002000
1.31 CC J DD 1300000000
1.30L C S D G O5O0000000
6.42 DBC EDAA 1100000000
1.39 CDC GBAB 1301001000
1.00L CC BC 1 0500001000
1.00L F D 05O0000000
1.52L D DC K 1500001000
1.00L E DC 2400000000
1.21 CC KCC 0400000100
1.00L B BE 1401010000
1.27L e CI NL 1400000000
1.35L C E 0400010000
1.31 CE GFCB 0300000010
.80 C N HC 1400000000
.78 D I D 1300000000
.85 D ML D 1400100100
1.39L BAB AAAF 0 0300000000 26
1.00L B AD M 1500100000
1.00L D C L 0400010000
1.34L C F E M 05O000O000
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
2 13 195581 G5 5 63
1 14 305-1G 10Do 7 153
2 13 195594MC 2 83
1 13 195602 K5 1 85
1 13 195604 K5 7 91
1 13 195610 K5 6 77
4 2 "14 362- G 6Sc 28
1 t3 195616 K2 3 78
4 14 422- G 41Sc 8 129
2 "13 195624 K5 6 85
1 13 195625 K2 3 71
4 1 14 362- G8SO 4
1 13 195633 K2 7 82
1 "41 05096--3304 18 3
8 2 13 195637 K2 9 83
2 13 195639 K5 13 65
4 "14 362- G 9Dw 29 131
1 13 195651 K2 4 80
3 13 195669 K0 5 70
2 13 195683 K0 4 57
4 2 14 423- G 2 Sb 17
1 1 13 195689 G5 2 65
1 13:195701 K2 14 85
1 13 195705 G5 3 70
1 14 362- G 11Sc 10
1 13 195721 K0 5 48
1 13 195727 K2 2 83
4
1 13 195738K2 23 90
3 13 195748 M5E 11 67
1
1 14 362- G 15 S. 11
i 2 14 362- G 18 Sa 16
4 14 423- G 6Sd 30 131
1 13 195759 K2 22! 81
1 13 195769 K0 2 73
1 14 362- G 19 S. 32
2 13 195778 K0 4 73
1 13 195779K2 6 85
1 13 195784K0 3 78
1 14 305-- G 21 S( 15 145
3 14 362- G 22 Sb 53
1 14 362- G 23 Sb 2
2 13 195807 M0 2 57
2 13 195809 G5 7 68
1 13 195810 K0 14 85
1 13 1958181(2 19 76












































1.61 BB KJ BB 0401000000
1.00L B CL 0400000000
1.18L C J BD 0400000000
1.09L C C 0500010000
1.73 CB FAB 0400000000
6.55 DCC BAAA 0200000000
1.00L BD ACM 0 0300000000
1.11L B B
1.00L C D MK
1.23 CD FBB
1.17L ,C C
1.00L B BF M
1.00L B B B F
1.00L D B F
.40L 1.00L B D B E
.40L 1.09L C C K
.37 1.43 CB A DB
.40L 1.00L B B E
.37 1.12L D E I
.40L 1.00L BB AB
.40L 1.00L C CD
.40L 1.0OL B BEJ
.40L .84 D E


















.40L 1.00L B B AAG 0 2400000000
.33 1.00L C E F 1500000000
.40L 1.00L C F 1400020000
.59 2.08 CC HBS 1401000000
.40L 1.17L C D 0500000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 195827 K2 6 87
1 39 OG-338 104 1415
1 13 195835 G5 15 75
I 14 305-- G 25So 23
1 13 195848K0 2 68
1 13 195854 K0 6 75
1 13 195875 G5 4 68
1 13 195878 G5 3 67
1 13 195885 G5 8 76
1 14 1306-1G 1 DO 39
1 13 195886 K0 2 88
1 13 195894MA 5 77
1 13 195896K5 8 8C
2 13 195898 K0 7 6E
1 14 306- G 3Sc 26
2 13 195902MA 2 7E
1 13 195913 K2 21 8E
I 14i 363- G 3 Sb 13
2 13 195919 K5 2 8_
Right Ascension: 05h29=20"-05h51=O(P Declination: --40°---30 °
Pmition (1950) Flux Density
Nmne H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a ,_, Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p,m8a
hm.. , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jar=sky)
05293--3249 20.2 29 237--30 21 8 80 5 .49 .25L .40L
05294--3530 26.1 22 240--31 11 3 88 4 14.11 3.22 .85
05297--3602 47.5 59 241--31 16 9 95 4 .87 .25L .40L
05299-3455 55.9 33 239-31 34 14 85 3 .40L .25L .29
05300-3821 1.0 41 243--31 82 17 93 2 .36L .25L .32
05302-3835 12.1 32 243--31 35 8 91 3 .30 .25L .40L
05304-3159 26.8 11 236-30 19 4 84 5 3.03 1.14 .40L
05304-3333 27.7 55 238-30 19 8 86 4 1.06 .26 .40L
05306-3607 37.9 25 241--31 14 8 85 4 .56 .31L .40L
05309-3937 56.0 30 245-31 21 8 81 4 .46 .25L .4OL
05311-3832 10.,_ 48 243-31 15 5 90 4 3.48 .88 .40L
05313-3510 20.C 22 240-30 15 3 89 4 2.33 .63 .40L
05314-3626 29.2 3 241-31 15 3 81 4 .25L .28 2.80
05325-3627 30.9 56 241-30 18 8 81 4 .57 .25L .40L
05333-3830 18.5 26 243-31 29 16 86 2 .22 .43L .45L
05333-3215 22.7 14 236-29 61 17 93 2 .46L .25L .27
05334-3306 25.5 41 237-29 10 4 92 5 2.18 .56 .40L '
05336-3317 36.0 59 238--29 80 9 762 .24 .45L .40L
05338-3051 48.2 28 235-29 38 8 89 3 .35 .25L .40L
05340-3034 2.2 0 235-29 50 8 92 3 .28 .25L .40L
05343-3321 22.5 27 238-29 16 8 78 4 .34 .25L .40L
05347--3445 46.9 3 239--30 25 9 22 4 .42 .25L .40L
05348--3505 48.925 240--30 16 5 89 5 1.46 .34 .40L
05348-3204 53.4 6 236--29 27 10 93 3 .25L .21: .80
05349-3605 56.2 9 241--30 20 9 91 4 1.02 .39 .40L
05350-3028 5.2 56 235-28 19 4 88 3 1.42 .38 .40L
05352-3454 16.3 48 240-30 16 8 79 5 1.08 .49 .40L
05354-3857 24.0 26 244-30 75 19 92 2 .46L .25L .39
05356-3105 36.6 26 235-28 19 8 89 3 .59 .26L .28:
05356-3346 37.6 1 238-29 11 3 82 5 4.99 2.85 .56
05356-3803 39.6 2 243-30 16 3 71 4 1.37 .29 .40L
05360-3443 0.5 2 239--29 13 3 79 5 1.55 .38 .40L
05360-3017 5.1 30 235-28 52 11 85 2 .27 .25L .40L
05366-3445 37.1 55 239-29 24 10 83 5 .25L .25L .59
05371-3747 10.5 5 243-30 21 8 88 5 .60 .25L .40L
05377-3928 43.0 4 245-30 20 3 88 4 .25L .24: 2.32
05378-3405 50.3 57 239-29 12 3 82 4 5.89 2.81 1.03
05379-3239 59.0 15 237-28 22 3 89 3 2.00 .50 .40L
05380--3039 2.6 41 235-28 30 9 93 3 .49 .25L .40L
05382-3540 13.4 21 241-29 49 8 81 3 .26L .25L .35
05391-3348 9.3 47 239-29 20 14 88 3 .25L .25L .52
05392-3839 13.8 25 244-30 18 5 88 5 .25L .33 1.95
05392-3115 17.7 13 236-28 33 9 92 3 .55 ,25L .40L
05393-3543 20.5 39 241-29 26 21 83 4 .25L ,25L .32
05394-3910 28.3 13 245-30 14 3 85 4 1.49 .46 .40L
05400-3858 2.5 22 244-30 14 3 79 5 2.31 1.21 .49
05402-3155 15.2 51 237-28 38 i 8 89 3 .60 .25L .40L
05402-3828 16.5 45 244-29 21 10 91 5 .25L .25L .91
05404-3441 27.6 20 240-28 74 9 85 2 .25 .56L .40L
05406-3728 38.2 48 243-29 19 8 85 4 .47 .25L .40L
05410-3358 5.5 49 239-28 27 9 90 3 .48 .25L .40L
05411--3838 10.7 16 244-29 80 21 76 2j .86L .25L .32
05414-3326 24.9 46 238-28 19 5 94 3 11.57 2.94 .46
05415-3030 35.3 56 235-27 65 20 86 2 .76L .56L .53L
05418-3925 50.2 36 245-29 32 8 87 3 ,30 .25L .40L
05418-3224 51.7 44 237-28 17 5 92 3 62.58 25.33 3.99
05420-3317 4.6 46 238--28 33 11 95 3 .25L .25L .92
05432-3407 15.6 22 239-28 27 8 93 3 .51 .25L .40L
05435-3112 32.0 23 236-27 35 14 91 3 .25L .25L .61
05443-3524 22.8 54 241-28 24 6 94 3 1.24 .36 .40L
05445-3656 33.8 47 242-28 37 13 92 3 .25L .25L .58
05449-3246 56.2 58 238-27 43 8 91 3 .25L .25L .70
05450-3142 3.9 30 237-27 15 4 90 3 47.84 21.13 2.69
05451-3521 9.6 31 241-28 53 14 84 2 .25L .25L .52
0.52- ,181402239-2725 g 33 25' 25" 23905455--3541 32.4 27 241--28 21 1.88 .43 .40L
05457-3630 42.2 12 242-28 28 6 92 3 1.09 .24 .40L
05461-3306 8.6 7; 238-27 18 3 88 3 2.02 1.75 .40L
05462-3429 12.8 6 240-27 30 8 85 3 .32 .25L .40L
05463-3201 19.9 5 237-27 18 8 90 3 .88 .38 .40L
05463-3314 23.2 46 238-27 26 8 83 3 .73 .31L .40L
05464-3326 29.9 49 239-27 20 4 85 3 1.60 .49 .40L
05465-3457 35.1 4 240-27 31 3 16 3 .46 .25L .40L
05468-3728 51.5 49 243-28 40 10 92 i 3 .28 .25L .40L
05471-3130 9.8 24 237-26 25 10 91 3 .25L .25L .81
05472-3220 15.5 53 238-26 19 5 93 3 19.13 9.41 1.19
05472-3231 15.7 7 238-27 26 5 87 3 2.41 .63 .40L
05474-3434 27.9 30 240-27 27 8 85 3 .38 .25L .40L
05476-3408 37.0 25 239-27 29 9 89 3 .36 .25L .40L
05477-3018 46.5 48 235-26 24 7 96 3 .25L .24: 2.88
05478-3647 51.7 32 242-28 37 12 87 3 .25L .25L .78
05478-3806 52.1 38 1244-28 36 13 89 3 .25L .25L .59
05479-3038 59.6 3 236-26 29 9 97 3 .78 .25L .40L
05481-3555 6.5 26 24t-27 37 8 86 3 .48 .25L .40L
05482-3433 15.2 60 240--27 20 4 84 3 3.30 .87 .40L
05485-3753 36.0 23 244-28 20 8 88 I 3 .63 .12: .40L
05486-3344 36.9 50 239--27 65 29 99 I 2 .60L .71L .40L
05487-3737 46.2 60 243--28 21 5 89 3 2.98 .67 .40L
05488-3440 52.5 11 240-27 31 10 87 3 .36 .25L .40L
05491--3546 11.7 56 241-27 18 5 85 3 28.04 6.46 1.03
05493-3146 21.7 46 237-26 30 9 87 3 .25L .25L .94
05493-3107 22.0 1 236-26 29 12 94 3 .25L .25L .73
05496--3819 38.6 53 244-28 38 8 90 3 .25L .25L .67
05504-3212 24.0 42 238-26 38 10 92 3 .36 .25L .40L
05505-3421A 31.920 240-26 72 24 88 2 .26L .25L .30
05508-3658 49.3 24 243-27 31 11 87 3 .25L .25L .68
05508-3738 51.2 26 243-27 26 4 84 3 2.24 .60 .40L
05509-3643 55.7 29 242-27 17 4 88 3 3.24 .87 .40L
05509-3220 57.8 54 238-26 46 9 95 2 .29 .25L .40L
05510-3434 0.8 12 240-26 31 9 91 3 .75 .25L .40L
Flags Assocmtions
V L C
100 _.m Flux Cccr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Ccef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L B CE K 0400000OOO
.99: ABFF AASF 2 0301000000 18
1.00L B AD 0500000000
1.00L C EC 0501000100
1.19L D S 1501000000
1.12L B DE 1400000000
1.00L BB AA K 2 1300001000
1.00L BC AB 2 1400000000
1.00L C B E ":.N 0400030000
1.18L C CH J 1400020000
1.00L AB AA J 1500000000
1.00L BC AB _ 2 0301000000
7.13 DBB DD.e* A 0240011000
1.09L C B F 0400000000
1 23Li D EL J 1301000000
3.19L' C ED 1300100000
1.00L AB AA F 6 0400001000
1.0OL C DL 1400000000
1.0OL B C 0300000000
1.0OL C IF F 03OOOO0000
1.00L B BI I 1400000000
1.16L D DJ H 0301000000
1.00L BB AB M 0 0410000000
.69: DDD EI'B 1400000000
1.00L BC AB 3 0400001000
1.0OL B C A B 0 0300000000
1.00L BB ABM 0 1400012000
1.13L C H CD 2400001000
1.00L B D AHD 0500010000
1.00L ABC AAD 1 1400000100
1.00L BD AC 0 0300000000
1.00L,BD AB G 1 0420000000
1.17L D D O3OOO10000
1.62 BB HBB 1300000000
1.11L B BJ D 0400010000
4.35 DCB I CAA 0200000000
1.00L ABB AAAN 3 0300001000
1.00L BC AA 1 0400001100
1.00L B B 0400000000
1.00L C HDM 1400000000
1.19 CD GD 040000000(
3.38 DBB C/_A 2200000000
1.00L B A 0300010000
.95 CC J I C 0400000100
1.00L BB AAA 0 1401000000
1.0OL BBE AAB 9 1400001000
1.00L B B I L 0300000000
2.68 BB J BA 131)0001100
1.10L O C 0400020000
1.00L B AE 0401000000
1.06L B BJ 0500010010
1.57L C F G 1300000100
1.00L ABC AA(: 0 0400000000 15
1.08 C [ C 1400000010
1.00L C CJ f4 0500001000
1.42 BBEE AAt_C 90400000000 43
2.04 B B /, B 0400000200
1.00L B B E, 0500000000
1.20 CC I' B 0400000100
1.00L CF AB 0 0500000000
.96 BC J H( F 0400000000
1.14 CD CUB 0400000000
1.45 CCCC AA/_C 9 0400000000 14
.70: CD LCF 0501000000
10.56 CC F[tA 0200012300
1.00L BC AB 0 0500001000
1.00L CD ACI 8 0500000000
1.00L CC AA[ 9 0500000000
1.00L B CF 0400000000
1.0OL BC AB F 0400002000
1.00L C BC L 0500020000
1.01L BD AC J 0 1400000000
1.00L C BE L 0501010000
1.31L C C 1400000000
2.11 CC HFtA 0400000000
1.00L CCC AA/I 8 0401000000 14
1.00L BE AB 0 0301000000
1.00L B B G 0400030000
1.00L C CGI' 1400000000
6.71 DDC C/A 0240001000
1 57 CC I E B O4OOOOOOOO
1.07: CD ( F 0400000000
1.00L B B K 0500000000
1,00L D B t- 040000000O
1.00L BB AAC,L 0 1400000000
1.00L BD BGf' 0 O40OO000OO
+76 D B 1400000000
1.07L BC AB H 0 0500000000
1.0OL C CF 1400000000
1.00L BBC AA/=M 2 0500000000 18
2.45 B B E .a B 0400000000
1.77 B C E B 0400000110
2.78 CC BA 0300000200 4
1.00L C D 0400000000
1.37L C F B 1301000000
1.66 D B ,a B 0300000000
1.00L B C A B 2 0500000000
1.00L BC AAK 1 0500000000
1.00L C E F 1501000000
1.00L B BC 150000000O
I
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 13 195920 K5 7 8_
3 13 195924 K0 2 38
1 13 195928 K5 5 83
1 "41 05299- 3821 53 12
2 "13 195934K0 8 83
1 13 195937 K2 1 81
1 13 195940 K5 9 810
1 13 195944 K0 9 85
2 13 195948 K2 1 55
3 13 195952 K0 3 57
1 14 363- G7Sc 15
1 13 195972 K2 4 92
2 13 195986K0 8 56
2 13 195992 F5 9 66
2 13 195996G5 23
1 13 195999 G5 8 75
1 40 K1 III1 22 88
1 13 196012 K0 5 67
1 13 196015 K5 2 90
2
1 13 196028 G5 15 72
1 13 196029 K0 6 70
1 13 196033 K0 2 65
1 13 196048 K2 6 82
4 13 196059 B5P 2 27
2 13 196061 K0 5 55
1 13 196062 K2 5 77
13 196083 K0 85
14 363-- G 15 Sd 69
SS COL 19 3
13 196095 K2 3 85
14 306- G 22 S. 1113 196098 B9 J 52
13 196100 K5 5 77
13 196107 G5 13 72
2 13 196114 M0 2 70
2 14 424- G 13 Sc 18
2 13 196116 F0 11 62
14 363- G 18 Sb 5
1 13 196152 K5 14 90
4" 1 S COL 7 4
6 3 14 363-- G 23Sb 4 118
2 13 196171 K0 5 63
1 13 196175 K2 3 70
1 13 196184 K0 4 77
2
1 13 196187 K5 7 90
1 13 196189 K2 2 68
1 13 196190K0 8 73
1 10 M-05-14-019 142
2 4 TMSS -30050 19 23
2 "13 196206K0 6 68
1 1 13 196209 K2 4 85
1 13 196212 K2 5 91
1 13 196219 G5 4 67
1 13 196220 K5 4 85
1 13 196221 K5 1 72
1 14 364- G 2 S( 38
1 13 196231 K5 3! 70
1 13 196237 K2 13 95
2 13 196240 K0 2 31
3 "14 424- G 29 Sa 6
10 M-05-14-020 157
14 306-- G 32 Sb 7
13 196259 K5 14 85
14 364- G 7 Sb 15
2i°14 364- G 8 Sc 6
3 "13 196266K0 4 55
2 "13 196267MA 4 86
13 196268 G5 13 78
13 196270 GO 7 65






It m. o , (s) C) I b C) C) (') N
05511-3034 6.6 51 236-25 28 9 91 3
05511-3832 6,9 8 244-27 22 8 82 3
05512-3348 17,8 38 239-26 51 8 91 2
05514-3932 28A 1 246-28 24 9 91 3
05515-3047 33.3 46 236-25 30 11 86 2
05518-3141 49.9 38 237-25 35 10 92 3
05518-3129 51.5 24 237-25 19 5 17 3
05520-3245 1.2 9 238-26 22 10 86 3
05524-3353 29.2 14 240-26 59 8 88 2
05531-3340 7,7 23 239-26 31 8 93 3
05531-3946 11.0 33 246-27 32 11 14 3
05531-3815 11.9 12 244-27 23 9 96 3
05532-3957 15,1 53 246-27 17 3 88 3
05533-3231 22.7 28 238-25 32 8 86 3
05537-3707 46.4_39 243-27 19 3 89 4
05538-3152 51.553 237-25 28 8 88 4
05540-3527 2.4 20 241-26 33 8 89 3
05541-3506 7.1 32 241-26 44 10 86 2
05542-3351 16.8 7 240-26 48 8 86 2
05542-3838 16.8 18 245-27 11 8 7 4
05543-3415 18.7 40 240-26 21 3 86 3
05544-3809 26.8 35 244-27 26 9 95 4
05544-3123 27.2 17 237-25 33 8 87 3
05546-3406 38.8 26 240--26 24 9 88 3
05546-3909 40.8 37 245-27 27 8 88 3
05547-3837 43.7 38 245-27 23 8 91 4
05549-3158 56.7 52 238 25 21 8 91 4
05557-3517 45.3 13 241-26 27 9 89 4
05558-3456 53.0 18 241 26 22 9 90 4
05560-3155 4.2 29 238-25 17 4 93 4
05563-3449 19.4 9 241-25 78 12 83 2
05563-3820 19.7 12 245-26 18 9 92 4
05565-3453 31.9 28 241-25 36 12 90 4
05567-3619 45.6 51 242-26 21 9 96 4
05569-3147 55.9 25 238-24 40 8 95 4
05571-3804 9.5 34 244-26 22 8 92 4
05572-3659 13.1 45 243-26 37 8 88 3
05573-3813 18.7 19 244-26 33 13 97 4
05573-3324 21.3 50 239-25 38 15 92 4
05574-3212 24.5 40 238-24 31 8 89 4
05575-3143 35,2 30 238-24 45 14 98 3
05578-3632 50.8 47 243-26 28 8 86 4
05578-3521 52.4 15 241-25 20 3 95 4
05582-3355 16.4 11 240-25 17 4 92 4
05584-3912 25.0 30 246-26 22 5 98 4
05584 3101 26,4 55 237-24 34 9 95 4
05585 3737 31.4 3 244-26 58 8 83 2
05587--3858 44.1 29 245-26 19 9 16 4
05587--3204 45,0 18 238--24 36 8 96 4
05591--3337 7.0 5 240-24 37 12 96 3
05593--3704 19,7' 16 243-25 38 8 93 3
05593--3443 21,6 1 241 25 49 8 97 3
05594--3354 27,6'40 240-25 21 5 99 3
06002--3049 12,4 20 237-23 26 8 92 3
06004--3859 27.0 16 245-26 21 9 100 3
06007--3823 42,8 4 245-26 34 9 95 3
06016--3456 37,6 4 241-24 41 20 88 2
06017-3903 45,7 39 246-26 22 11 101 2
06017--3016 47,9 45 236-23 36 8 94 3
06022 3243 12,1 13 239 24 48 14 98 3
06023-3203 22,7 45 238-23 67 18 92 2
06024 3600 27.10 2 242--25 ! 28 8 90 3
06025-3949 30.E 56 246--26 31 8 92 3
06026-3535 40.6 9 242--24 27 10 96 3
06027--3403 42.5 12 !40--24 17 4 93 3
06027--3106 44.5 15 237--23 30 8 95 3
06028--3642 52.5 15 !43-25 26 8 91 3
06030-3324 5,1 24 240-24 34 10 95 3
06030-3103 5,2 24 237-23 25 5 96 3
06034-3117 24,6 40 238-23 96 18 91 2
06042-3531 15.6 51 242-24 32 26 82 2
06045-3926 32.4 59 246--25 51 8 97 2
06045-3112 35.2 47 238-23 18 9 98 3
06048-3951 50.1 27 247-25 31 10 99 3
06048-3124 52.1 35'238 23 42 8 95 3
06052--3418 15.6 15 241-23 19 9 99= 3
06052--3230 16.2 26 239-23 58 10 96 3
06055--3037 31,2 9 237-22 34 9 98 3
06055-3701 33.0 42 244-24 14 9 96 3
06055-3711 34,7 30= -)44--24 39 10 93 3
06056-3928 36.2 17 246--25 29 8 96 3
06056-3444 41.1 25 241--24 57 18 102 2
06057-3729 42.2 60 244-24 58 34 97 2
06058--3714 48.1 39 244-24 45 8 98 3
06058--3437 53.9 54 241-23 26 8 99 3
06060 3755 5.5 46 245-24 32 8 91 3
06062-3629 13.5 15 243-24 79 38 102 2
06063-3854 19.2 13 246-25 29 9 98 3
06064-3958 26,6 44 247-25 24 3 96 3
06066-3758 37.4 8 245-24 37 28 95 3
06066--3725 38.8 59 244--24 28 10 98 31
06069-3354 57.8 26 241-23 20 5 98 3
06071--3350 11.6 0 240-23 36 12 98 3
06074--3151 26.9 25 238-22 59 14 92 2
06077--3203 42.6 22 239-22 29 9 96 3
06078--3334 52.2 47 240-23 66 13 95 3
06081--3822 10.5 29 245-24 56 38 90 2
06081--3338 11.3 4 240--23 45, 8 90 3
06083-3045 21.0 15 237--22 22 5 95 3
06083-3406 22.6 2 241-23 28 7 96 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 0 12 tim
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 _m
v L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.95 .31 ,40L 1.21L BD AB G 0 0400000000 1 13 196273K5
96 .21 ,40L 1.00L BD ADEI 0 0400000000 3 "13 196274K0
.28 .25L .40L 1.00L D E 0400000000 3 13 196276 B5
.52 .25L .40L 1.09L B BBMH 2400000000 1 13 196281 K2
.31 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 0500000000 1 13 196284 K5
.36 .25L .40L 1.00L E BE 1400010000 1 13 196288 K5
3,14 .84 .40L 1.00L CD AA 0 1401022000 3
.25L ,25L 1,61 3.38 CC DAA 0300000000 2 14 364- G 12 Sb
.30 ,25L .40L 1.06L C DGL 1400000000 1 13 196297 K0
53 .25L .40L 1.00L B B t 0500000000 1 13 196306 K0
.25L ,25L .73 1.68 CD BB 1302000200 4 1 14 307-1G 2 ..
.67 .25L .40L 1.00L B AF 0400000000
9.87 2,50 ,49 1.00L BBC AAC 1 1500000000 01
,54 .25L .40L 1.08L B B K 0500000000
3.96 .95 .40L 1.00L A B A A M 1 )300000000
.41 .26L .40L 1.00L :B C F 2400000000
.32 ,25L .40L 1.00L B D 0500000100
.30 .25L .40L 1.00L C E 0500000000
.28 .33L .40L 1.07L C D I 0400000000
,35 ,25L .40L 1.00L C A 0500100000
1,05 ,22 ,40L 1.00L DC AC 5 0500000000
.25L ,18 1.33 2.73 D BB DAA 0300000000
,73 .25L ,40L 1.00L JB A B 0400000000
.25L ,27L 1,30 3.38 I CB DAB 0300000000
,35 ,25L ,40L 1.20L IC B M 0400000000
,68 .15: .40L 1.53L CD BE C 0 1400010000
1.08 .24 .40L 1.00L BC AC 4 2500000000
,42 .25L ,40L 1.20L BCB B BN 1500010000
.25L ,26 1,52 2.98 HBAB 0400000100
1,26 ,34 ,40L 1.00L BD AC 1 0510002000
,26 ,25L ,40L 1.19L C C 0500100000
,53 ,69 ,42L 1.00L BB CAEH 2 0500001000
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep











1 13 196308 K5 13
2 13 196309 K5 5
1 13 196311 6
2 13 196316 K0 3
1 13 196317 K0 3
1 13 196323 K2 13
2 13 196325 K5 3
1 13 196327 K5 2
1 14 307- G 5 S( 3
2 13 196330 F0 10
1 14 364- G 17 Sb 11
1 13 196331 K0 7
2 "13 196333K5 3
2 13 196335 K0 3
2 13 196352 B3 5
2 1 13 196356 K2 3
















.42L .25L .40 1.29L C RJ DC 0400100000
.25L .16: .96 2,13 CBB EAA 0300001100
,26L ,25L ,71 1.36 CC EHBC 0400000100
,71 ,25L ,40L 1.04L B AE 0400001000
.20 ,25L ,40L 1.00L E E 0400000000
.31L .25L .47 1.00L B H B 0400000000
.42L .25L .57 1.28 C C L E C 0500000000
,49 .25L ,40L 1,00L B CC L 0400010000
.35L .25L .58 .96: CD CF 0400000000
.34 .25L .40L 1.03L D CL 0400000000
1 14 364- G 19 SB
3 "13 196376K0
1 13 196377 G5





1.44 35 .40L 1.00L BC AB N 2 1500001000
,25L .38 1.88 3.26 CCB K BAA 0400000000
2.12 .58 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 1400000000
.49 ,25L .40L 1.00L e AK 1300000000
.27 .25L ,40L 1.09L C :D 0500000000
.25L .15: 1.37 1.86 DCC ILEAB 1101000000
.39 .25L .40L 1.00L B !a 0400000000
.25L .25L .61 1.53 CB K B B 0400000000
.51 .26L .40L 1.00L B AC L 0500000000
.25L .25L .55 1.26 CF KCB 0400000000
9,45 2.38 .34: 1.00L BBD AAG 1 0500000000
.45 .21: .40L 1,00L BE BB 2 1400000000
.73 .15: .40L 1.00L BF BC H 7 2400000000
.35 .25L ,40L 1.09L C C 1300000000
.25L .25L .47 1.00L D E DL 0500000000
.39 .25L .40L 1,66L C CK E 2300000000
,32 .25L .40L 1.00L D D 0400010000
,38L .25L .47 1.18 DC AC 0300000100
.72L .51L .44 1.65L D B N 0300000000
.46 .25L .40L 1,00L C BH 0400001000
.42 .27L .40L 1.00L B BGHG 2400000000
.25L .25L 1.11 2.66 B C I A B 0400000040
6.05 3.75 .36: 1.00L BBD AAEG 1 0400000000
,67 .25L ,40L 100L=C CC 0400110000
.51 .25L .40L 1.00L! C B HJ 0600010000
.25L .25L 1.54 3.78 CC CAB 0300000000
3.09 .86 .40L 1.0OL BC AA 0 0500110000
1,37L ,73L ,40 1,04L C K MDE 0400000000
,25L ,25L .40L 1,27 D J F 1400001010
,28L ,25L ,40L 1.07 E L HE 1400000130
,44 .69 .40L 1.00L CC BAF L 0 0400000000
.25L ,25L .82 2.79 CC= DAB 2400000000
.48 .25L .40L 1.03L F DJ H 0500000000
.66 .40 .40L 1.00L BC BBJ 2 1500010000
.45 .25L .40L 1,04L C B 0400000000
.93 .27L .40L 1.00L B BC 0300000000
1.10 .31 ,40L 1.00L BC AB J 4 2501001000
.44 .25L .40L 1,00L B CDH 5601100000
.59 .25L .40L 1.00L C AD E 1400000000
.70L .25L .46 1.00L C D 1500000000
.25L .51L .64L 1.32 D F HD 7400000030
.35 .25L AOL 1.05L C C 5600100000
.90 .25L ,40L 1.00L B BE ,15O0010000
.50 .25L .40L 1.00L C CL '6500000030
.25L ,25L .40L 1,22 C G 4400000010
.55 .16: .40L 1.00L BE BG 1 1300000000
2.53 .71 .40L 1.00L BC AAH 0 15000010001
.25L .25L ,40L 1.36 C L D 5401000130 _
.86 .27: ,40L 1,00L BC AD 3 4400000000
.21: .36 ; 3.61 6.64 CCCC GAAA 0 1200102000
.25L .25L .82 1.28: CE I EAC 14001000(X)
,26 ,25L .40L 1.04L C E 0500000000
.48 .25L .40L 1.00L B BI 0500010000
.68L .25L .37 1.00L D C 2500100000
.25L .25L ,40L 1.47 F G 8400000030
.25L .25L .64 1.70 FC AB 2400100000
2.22 .91 .40L 1.00L BB AA I 1 0410001000
.25L .25L 2.00 4.65 CC KBA 0400000300
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 196387K0
1 14 364-1G 22[3o
1 13 196398 M0
3 18 2252AK5 7
1 13 196400 K0
1 13 196405 K5
1 13 196410 G5
3 13 196413 K5
1 13 196432 G5
1 13 196460K0
8 1 32 X0602-355
1 13 196464 K5
1 13 196465 K2
1 13 196466 K
1 14 307- G 17 Sa
1 13 196499 G5
4 13 196503 B5
1 13 196505 K0
1 13 196508 K5
1 13 196509 K5

































: 2 13 196514 B9
1 13 196516 K0
8
1 13 196523 MA
2 2 "14 364-G33Sa
2 °41 06072-3350
1 13 196533 K2




4 5 °14 364-G371r
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 p.m8a
hm. • , (s) ( )
Flux Density Flags
I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
06084-3134 26.3 26 238-22 19 4 95' 3 5.88 2.20 .37
06066-3822 )6.1 2 245-24 33 31 115 2 .25L .57L .40L
06087-3448 44.7 18 242-23 34 8 92 4 .59 .25L .40L
06088-3929 51.4 4 246-24 31 9 98 4 .65 .25L .40L
06089-3822 56.447 245-24 34 27 179 2 .25L .91L .55L
06090-3746 0.8l 44 245-24 61 33 93 3 .29L .25L .40L
06091-3904 8.1! 7 246-24 32 8 95 4 .35 .25L .40L
06091-3145 9.7 42 239-22 23 8 97 4 .63 .25L .40L
06092-3317 17.C 42 240-22 71 8 95 3 .67L .25L .40L
06093-3601 22.2 39 243-23 43 9 94 4 .26L .25L .55
06094-3351 27.1 27 241-23 50 8 91 3 .58 .25L .40L
06095-3940 35.7 50 247--24 46 22 95 4 .25L .38L .40L
I)6100--3812 2.1 57 245-24 30 8 94 4 .48 .25L .40L
06100-3415 2.7 8 241-23 35 8 94 4 .48 .25L .40L
06100-3140 5.2 41 238-22 82 14 89 2 .39L .25L .33
06101-3117 tl.321 238-22 89 14 89 2 .19 .25L .40L
06101-3818 11.3 32 245-24 64 28 99 2 .69L .25L .40L
06102--3610 12.6 57 243-23 42 9 97 4 .44L .25L .61
06104-3051 27.2 30 238-21 59 8 95 3 .63L .25L .42
06105-3032 30.9 48 237-21 35 8 93 4 .72 .16: .40L
06106-3514 39.8 29 242-23 32 8 96 4 .49 .25L .40L
06106-3119 41.7 14 238-21 46 12 97 4 .25L .25L .63
96110-3637 0.9 6 244-23 52; 11 100 2 .22 .25L .40L
06110-3900 4.9 7 246-24 64'28 100 2 .25L .25L .40L
06111-3033 11.819237-21 39 892 4 .37 .25L .40L
D6112-3932 12.831 247-24 21 3 96 4' 1.09 .52 .40L
D6112-3845 14.632 246--24 42 13 16 4 .28L .25L .40
[)6115-3240 30.3 59 240-22 32 10 94 4 .25L .28 .83
06116-3905 40.3 1246-24 38 32 97 2 .25L .25L .43L
_6116-3802 41.1 46 245-23 31 9 94 4 .25L .25L .86
36117-3758 46.7 55 245--23 37 8 95 4 .27L .25L .58
36117-3547 47.5 7 243-23 54 8 94 3 .23 .25L .40L
36118-3220 52.4 11 239-22 40 10' 95 4 .25L .25L .61
36118-3835 52.5 6 246-24 43 14 96 4 .25L .25L .44
36120-3623 5.4 51 243--23 81 27 93 2 1.26L 1.30L .40L
:)6121-3732 9.7 41 245-23 41 8 93 4 .31 .25L .40L
:)8123-3329 19.6 3 241-22 57 19 96 3 .25L .25L .40L
:)6123-3414 23.5 18 241-22 16 3 95 4 2.34 .66 .40L
36125-3300 32.8 18240-22 36 10 95 4 .25L .16: .87
36129-3902 59.9 22 246-23 90 17 102 2 .77L .62L .32
36137-3450 47.2 29 242-22 31 8 94 4 .70 .25L .40L
36138-3921 52.2 27 247-23 37 32 118' 2 .25L .57L .40L
36142-3922 t2.6 55 247-23 32 28 88i 4 .25L .25L .40L
:)6143-3402 23.3 6 241-22 34 9 981 4 .72 .16: .40L
)6145-3805 32.7 59 245-23 49 3_ 1001 2 .25L .52L .40L)6146-3524 41,4 41 243-22 26 961 4 .63 .29L .40L
36146-3639 41.9 55 244-22 18 8 93 4 .59 .28L .40L
)6147-3507 46.6 18 242-22 22 4 95 4 6.16 1.45 .40L
36148-3606 51.5 59; 245-23 37 23 85 3 .25L .25L .40L
)6153-3100 18.7 36 238-20 14 3 93 4 17.86 7.30 1.08
)6153-3743 19.0 41245--23 24 3 92 4 2.94 .69 .40L
)6154--3627 26.3 60 244-22 61 24 1042 .42L ,25L .41L
)6155-- 3835 33.2 58 ; 246-23 29 10 943 .35 .25L .40L
)6158--3304 53.5 37 i 240-21 23 8934 .44 .25L .40L
)6159-3059 57.9 181238-20 25 9 96 3 52 .25L .40L
)6160-3256 1.3 461240-21 46 10 98 3 .39L .25L .47
)6161--3246 6.7 27' 240-21 37 11 963 .25L .25L .84
)6163-3426 18.5 29 242-21 22 3934 .25L .27 2.47
)6165-3739 32.4 35 245-22 28 5 91 4 1.35 .32 .40L
)6169-3852 56.2 21 246-23 24 8 91 4 .55 .25L .40L
)6169-3516 58.7 57 243-22 25 9 95 3 .25L .19: 1.56
)6169-3553 59.7 17 243-22 23 9 91 3 .72 .26L .40L
)6170-3412 4.7 28 242-21 16 3 94 3 1.40 ,60 .4OL
)6170-3057 4.8 58 238-20 78 19 93 2 .25L .25L .29
)6171-3759 8.7 49 245-22 71 35 100 2 .27L .25L .40L
)6171-3022 11.1 53 238-20 17 7 95 3 .25L .27 1.84
)6174-3144 24.2 39l 239-20 35 9 97 3 .43 .25L .40L
)6179-3459 58.7 43 242-21 71 18 92 2 .25L .51L .46
)6181-3927 9.2 44 247 23 28 7 97 3 1.58 .41 .40L
)6182-3724 13.2 20 245-22 41 9 96 3 .25L .25L .89
)6182-3129 16.2 34 239-20 45 14 96 3 .25L .25L .54
)6162-3142 16.8 20 239-20 51 12 99 2 .24 .25L .40L
)6163-3633 18.6 1 244-22 89 31 102 2 .29L .25L .50L
)6183-3002 23.5 22 238-19 27 5 96 3 1.44 .35 .40L
)6185-3444 32.2 48 242-21 57 8 94 3 .28 .25L .40L
)6185-3912 34.4 5 247-22 25 10 100 3 .88 .18: .40L
)6186-3835 41.0 58 246-22 45 38 96 2 .66L .57L .40L
)6188-3611 48.4 11 244-21 29 12 96 2 .32 .25L .40L
)6189-3036 55.8 43! 236-20 33 6 98 2 4.19 1.09 .40L
)6189-3333 59.5 33 241-21 45 8 96 3 .38 .25L .40L
)6195-3949 30.1 52 247-22 40 22 105 2 .25L .25L .60L
)6195-3932 35.2 53 247-22 92 32 101 2 .27L .25L .47L
)6195-3302 35.3 47 241-20 34 11 100 3 .73 .25L .40L
)6196-3638 36.3 59 244-21 48 32 93 3 .25L .25L .40L
)6196-3843 40.8 44 246-22 116 25 100 2 1.00L .25L .40L
)6198-3157 48.3 39 240-20 37 9 100 3 .81 .28 .40L
)6199-3042 56.0 20 238-19 46 14. 97 3 .25L .25L .65
)6200-3304 1.6 21 241-20 31 6 96 3 1.60 .46 .40L
)6201-3030 8.3 25 238-19 31 5 96 3 1.29 .34 .40L
)6201-3439 10.5 59 242 21 23 11 96 3 .25L .16: 1.60
)6201-3632 10.8 46 244-21 57 31 97 2 1.26L ; .25L .40L
)6202-3324 17.1 35 241-20 2_ 0TM 7._ 1.99 .33:)6203-3501 19.4 4;243-21 1 97 . .25L .40L
)6204-3941 27.4 18247-22 97 29 101 2 .25Li .25L .40L
)6205-3911 34.1 36 247-22 60 12 93 2 .39 .31L .40L
)6206-3646 40.2 10 244-21 25 8 97' 3 .25L .25L 2.21
)6208-3757 48.6 25 246-22 72 11 98 3 .29 .25L .40L
)6210-3335 4.1 14 241-20 25 5 96 3 1.52 .38 .40L
)6213-3145 22.3 46 239-19 33 9 96 3 .88 .21 .40L
)6217-3932 47.1 41 247-22 27 20 177 2 .25L .25L .40L
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 /.tin ICe p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L ABD AADM 0 0520000000
1.33 D F 6400200060
1.00L !B B=- 0500000000
1,00L D B E 2500000000
1.19 C F, DG 7400100050
1.22 C K C 8400000020
1.19L B CM 4600000000
1.OOL B BG J 0500000000_
1.05 C L B 2500000000
.77: CC FCE 5600000000
1.03L C BF 1500000000
1.33 F J KE 2500000010
1.00L B BI H 56001O0O00
1.00L D BD K 1500010000
1,42L C ECM 0400000000
1.00L F D 0400000000
1.38 D K E 6500100020
1.14L B F BG 4500000000
1.00L C C E 0500000000
1.00L B D BG 0 0300000000
1.00L C BB 04000OOO0O
1.06 BF HBC i 0301000000
1.00L C GI H 3602000000
1.06 C B 4500000030
1.00L B B K 03OOOO0O00
1.30L CB AAJ M 2 2600001000





1.00L C D L E
1.16 DC HBA
1.30 CC BC
.89 D J H B

































1.00L BB AI,.L 0 0400000000
1.89 C L:GC 5500100120
1.00L BBB A_kBE 7 241000G000
1.00L BB ABGH 0 6500000000
1.11 E DC 1500000200
1.01L B C J 3600010000
1.00L B C( K 1500000000
1.00L B B! 2400010000
1.00L C N!'_B D 1500010100
1.75 BB BB 1400000000
3.88 CBB |_AA 0400000000
1.00L BB A( G 0 5500000000
1.56L E BGML
3,95 DBB I E_AA
1.00LI C BF E
1.00L BC F AI,1.62L hOD
.79 C C
3.54 i ECC E!AA
1,00LI B BE




















1.00L BC AE J 1 0400102000
1.02L D C F 0400000000
1.00L CE BF 0 6500000000
.82 O F 260000OO00
1.00L C D 2500010000
1.3OL BD AI 0 0501000000
1.00L B B 0400030000
2.19 E I' GC 9500000000
1.12 E G 9600000010
1.00L D B I: 04000(X)O00
1.58 C D 35000O0050
1.34 F F B 7501000010
1.00L B D A ( J 0 0300000000
1.05: BC N B B 0400000000
1.00L BC A[ 1 0400001000
1.00L BC AE 0 0410003000
4.35 ECC D[ AA 0201001000
.87 F D 4500000000
1.00L BBE AAEM 1 140006()000 18
1.00L B B I 0500000000
1.21 C C 9600000100
1.90L F CF I g600000000
2.51 CC ( AB 34_
1.15L C C 2500010000
1.00L BB AEJN 0 0400001000
1.00L BD A( H 0 0400000000
1.32 C D 7601000000




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 4 TMSS -30054 10 2_
8
1 13 196559 GO 6(
8
8
1 13 196563 KO 7 76
3 °14 364-1G42Do 14
3 "13 196568K2 5 73
1 13 196583 9 91
1 13 196584 K2. 13 86
1 13 196588 G5 17 80
1 13' 196592 K5 18 88
1 19 140 67 118
1 29 "tRASO611-32 $2 3
1 13 1966O4 K0 12 82
1 13 196609 K2 3 80
1 14 365- G 1 Sb 8
1 13 196615 K5 2 90
1 14 307- G 26 S. 49
8
8 1 32 X0614-393 94 8
1 13 196638 K5 10 78
8
1 13 196641 K0 7 71
1 13 196642 K5 6 86
3 13 196643 K0 4 45
8
4 1 EH CMA 4 3
2 13 196653 K0 2 55
4
1 13 196665 K0 2 75
1 39 PKS0616-329 94 2700
1 13 196675 K0 7 72
1 14 365- G 5 SB 5!
1 13 196676 K2 5 76
1 °41 06172-3022 26 15
I 13 196682 14 97
2; 1 13 196693K0 4 65
1 13 196697 K2 10 86
4 "13 196698B3 2 30
1 13 196702 K2 41 93
1 13 196701 K5 1 78
2 13 196713 MA 2 76
1 1 13 196715 K8 20 82
13 196721 K0 5 75
8 32 X0619- 366 89 8
13 196730 K5 3 82
13 196733 K5 5 75
14 365- G 9 Sa 9
14 365 - G 10 Sc 65
3 13 196735 G5 3 40
13 196736 K0 26 73
13 196742 K0 7 77
13 196747 K2 14 83
I 13 196752 MO 3 71
2 13 196759 G5 6 63
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S3,urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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ct 6 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
h m. 0 , (s) ( ) | b (') (') C) N
06218-3536 53.0154 243-21 24 9 96 3
06219-3304 58.6114 241-20 40 tl 95 3
06219-3211 59.8 22 240-19 59 26 100 2
06221-3504 8.8 59 243-20 41 15 95 2
06222--3039 12.6 28 238-19 40 12 96 3
06222-3640 16.9 45 244-21 20 6 97 3
06224-3940 27.427 248-22 J 48 8 5, 2
06225-3307 33.3'57 241-20 48 13 98 3
06226-3608 40.3 9 244-21 62 13 95 2
06227-3915 44.4 53 247-22 44 11 99 3
06227--3802 46.1 36 246-21 19 5 98 3
06229-3721 55.8 50 245-21 41 8 92 3
06229-3814 56.6 37 246-21 24 8 95, 3
06230-3634 2.6' 7 244-21 31 8 94 i 3
06230-3938 2.7 40 248-22 75 26 94 2
06231-3300 10.8 13 241--20 57 27 94 2
06232-3900 15.1 33 247-22 17 3 94 3
06233-3150 23,0 19 240--19 34 4 95 3
06235-3107 32.0 24 239--19 49 8 94 2
06236-3215 39.0 27 240-19 38 10 96 3
06237-3502 42.4 3 243-20 18 4 93 3
06237-3431 45.5 10 242-20 28 t3 100 3
06239-3120 59.4 17 239-19 38 8 93 3
06241--3854 10.6 19 247-21 22 3 92 3
06241-3518 11.2 25 243-20 20 3 94 3
06243-3405 19.1 17 242-20 38 10 92 2
06245-3447 31.6 37 243-20 28 24 t74 2
06247-3915 45.4 58 247-21 25 8 92 3
06248-3323 48.7 3 241-19 34 8 94 3
06249-3118 55.8 6 239-19 18 4 94 3
06250--3027 2.7 19 238-18 29 9 95 3
06251--3426 7.0 56 242-20 27 9 95 3
06251-3705 1t_9 18 245-21 26 8 93 3
06252-3815 14.9 13 i246-21 21 10 96 3
06252 3208 15.0 5 240-19 34 9 95 3
06254-3245 24.5 26 241-19 67 8 93 3
06254--3751 26.8 42 246-21 46 14 92 2
06255--3957 33.0 55 248-21 52 15 101 2
06255-3132 33.7 32 240-19 26 9 97 3
06256--3936 38.6 34 248-21 33 9 97 3
06257-3644 43.9 31 245-20 28 23 95 3
06260-3139 0.0 37 240-18 36 8 95 3
06261--3832 9.2 3 247 21 20 5 96 3
06262--3248 15.4 43 -_41-19 49 13 94 2
06263-3232 18.2 49 241-19 45 11 95 2
06263--3712 18.5 32 245-20 28 6 96 3
06264-3420 29.6 51 242-19 31 10 99 3
06268-3159 50.0 46 240-18 63 18 99 2
06269-3021 54.9 181239-18 52 10 97 3
06270-3832 3.8 8 247--21 33 32 85, 3
06271-3718 9.2 23 245-20 33 5 98 3
06272-3958 14.9 51 248 21 39 11 100 2
06273-3018 18.4 21 239-18 46 8 96 3
06277-3556 44.8 33 244-20 41 8 99 3
06283-3943 18.6 4 248-21 49 14 96 2
06284-3214 28.9 40 241--18 28 10 98 3
06285-3147 33.7 27 240-18 46 14 98 3
06287-3103 42.6 41 239-18 19 14 102 3
06287-3009 43.1 32 239-17 26 6 96 3
06291 3838 9.0 32 247-20 37 23 104 2
06292-3635 17.8 59 245 20 41 10 7 3
06293-3354 19.6 3 242-19 44 8 95 3
06293-3122 19.9 33 240-18 41 31 98 2
06294--3900 26.0 17 247-20 56 11 101 2
06294-3513 26.3 16 244-19 33 4 96 3
06294 3810 28.7 39 246-20 52 19 96 3
06295-3249 33.0 52 241-18 19 4 96 3 i
06298-3201 48.1 10 240-18 31 8 108 3
06298 3654 51.5 10 245-20 23 5 95 3
06300-3112 4.9 40 240 18 47 15 93 2
06303 3535 20.3 17 244-19 41 11 92 3
06306-3739 38.9 30 246--20 20 4 96 3
06307-3411 44.0 5 243-18 62 11 100 2
06308-3041 48.5j23 239-t7 34 5 97 3
06312-3642 12.8 50 245-19 44 20 96 3
06314-371t 26.8 55 246-19 40 9 97 3
06314-3835 29.6 8 247-20 18 8 97 5
06315 3211 35.6 12 241-18 15 4 97 3
06318-3413 50.4 39 243-18: 48 11 94 3
06318-3032 51.5 34 239-17 22 4 06 3
06319-3023 57.846 239-17 33 8 97 3
06320--3611 3.9 31 245-19 23 5 99 4
06320-3650 5.2 39 245-19 40 14 98 3
06321-3446 tl.0 21 243-18 36 11 93 3
06322-3717 12.2 58 246--19 56 9 95 2
06324-3536 25.1 22 244 19 38 12 98 3
06324-3604 26.5 2 245--19 14 5 97 4
06324-3135 273 42 240--17 36 10 98 3
06325 3038 30.5 24 239-17 20 19 27 3
06325-3843 32.1 24 247-20 14 3 101 5
06327-3537 44.7 57 244-19 93 14 100 2
06329-3003 59.0 4 239-17 20 4 97 3
06331-3714 6.6 56 246-19 63 23 103 3
06331-3115 8.5 8 240-17 20 10 99 3
06331 3500 10.2 20 244-18 9 8 6 4
06332 3739 16.7 47!246 19 55 23 96 3
06334 3526 27.8 48 244 18 22 9 98:4
06334 3335 29.8 58 242 16 54 16 95 3
06335-3752 33.9 53 246 19 26 8 101 5











































































































I00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S




.76: CC H BF
1.23 CD J BB
1.00L BC AB
1.22L D D
1.00L B J C I
1.00L D E











1.00L BC ABFG 0 2500000000
1.00L C BJ 4601010000






3.32 BB I AA
1.00L BC AA
1.64 CC L BB











1.00L BC AA L 0 |600002000
1.00L B C A B K 0 0600002000
1.00L C CE 0500000000
1.19 D KHEB 1500000000
1.00L B B G 7500000000
1.00L B C M 0500000000
1.00L BC AAJE 0 0300000000
I_OOL B BH 1400000000
2.70 DBB CAA 1400001000
1.00L B B M K 4600000000
1.30 B D B C 1500000000
1.00L C AG H 2400010000
1.00L B B E M 3500000000
1.11L D CJ 1600000000
.86: C D B B 3600000000
1.91 CB I AB 0300000000
1.00L D BGKH 4600010000
1.28 C H D 6500000010
1.00L C C M 2300000000
1.00L BCC AABJ 9 1600000000 15
1.00L D CI 0500000000
1.00L B BGH 0500000000
1.00L BB AA 3 4600001000
1.00L C C K O 0500000000
1.10L C L DG 2601000100
1.04L C BG H 1400000100
1.46 D E 5600000010
1.00L BC AA I 0 2500000000
1.00L C A I
1.50 F C MC F


















1.00L B CE G 2500000000
1.98 D K F 4402000130
1.23L D DK B : 3600000000
1.00L BD AC 2 2500001000
1.71 C NI D 6600000120
1.00L BBC AABK 0 2610000000 17
1.30 C N F 2500000010
1.00L BBC AABG 2 6500010000 19
3.93L C E 9302000018 ;
1.88 CC J MBB 1500000000
1.00L BC ABL 0 1602001000
1.41L C BI 2501000000
2.11 CCC BAB 8500001018
1.32 O d HC 4500000020
1.32: B O K B F 6500000020
1.00L BD AF F 0 3600000000
1.00L BB AB 0 1600010000
2.70 CC BA 2400000100
3,70L BBC AAB 2i 9500000008 18
4.08L B B E 8400000008
1.00L AB AAI 2 0500000000
1.00L C J DC 5500000000
2.93 CC KEAA 0500000000
1.00L C CC 6600000000
1.47 BC J BC 1500100000
1.00L iA B AA 3 0510000000
2.33 BC DBB 0500000100
1.75 F J DMD 9600000118
1.00L BB ADN 1 0501001000
1.84L F C 0400100000
1.00L BB iAA 1 9600000000
1.69 C MME 5500000020
4.48L BE AC 4 7500010008
1.02L B AF 0601000000
• 91 E I GD 6500000000
2.43 DCB, DAA 0400000000
1.36L C M CI 0400000000
1.00L BE AG 0 5600110000




S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1 14 365-- G 11Sc 1
1 14 365- G 12 S. 7
1 14 426-- G 2 SB 74
2 13 196774 G5 3 56
1 13 196785 MA 13 86
1 13 196791 K5 1 81
1 13 196795 K5 2 80
8
C 1 32 X0623-330 91 12
1 13 196798 A0 2 93
1 13 196802 K0 5 83
1 14 426- G 7Sa 70
2 13 196805 K0 5 61
4
2 1 13 196812 K5 9 71
1 13 196813 K5 5 70
1 13 196816 12 95
1 13 196825 G5 3 72
1 13 196830 3 90
1 13 106834 GO 7 71
1 14'308-- G 9 Sb 11
1 14 426- G 12 Sb 9
1 13 196849 K5 4 82
1 13 196855 K5 16 88
2 13 196857 B5 7 45
1 13 196859 K2 1 85
1 13 196865 15 87
I 13 196869MA 6 80
2 14 426- G 15 Sb 6
1 13 196875 8 96
1 131 196882 K5 17 83
1 141 426- G 18Sc 4
8
1 13 196899K5 t3 85
2 13 196897 + + + 5 57
8
3 13 196905 M0 3 65
13 13 196906M0 8, 62
1 13 196910 K2 16 85
1 14 365- G 26 Tr 3 143
2 13 106917 G5 3 52
8
8
2 13 106930 K0 3 63
1 13 196933 K5 6 68
2 14 365- G 29 SO 36
2 13 196941 MA 2 85
3 13 196945 K2 4 55
1 14 365- G 31 Sb 3
1 13 196950 K5 4 81
1 13 106962 K5 4 70
1 14 365- G 33Sa 2
1 13 106977 K5 26 7_
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
(s) ( ) 1 b C) C) (') Nham o8
Flux Density Flags
(Jansky)
06337-3028 43.2 28 239--17 75 9 97[ 3 .25L .lg .40L
06338-3748 49.9 58 246-19 34 5 105 5 .33 .25L .40L
06338--3841 53,9 47 247--19 22 4 104 5 .54 .18: .40L
06339-3912 59.4 57 248-20 27 7 105 5 .25L ,25L ,76
06339-3403 59.4 9 243-18 19 9 97 4 .97 .47 ,40L
06340-3553 1,5 41 245-18 57 24 99 2 ,27L .25L ,52L
06340-3709 2.3 10 246-19 24 14 101 ! 5 ,25L .25L .36:
06341-3602 8.9 48 245-18 30 8 96 4 .37 ,25L .401
06342 3024 17.3 40 239 16 41 18 96 2 ,57L .25L .40L
06344 3032 24,8 2 239-16 22 5 96 3 9.30 3.43 ,66
06345-3023 34.7 10 239-16 25 6 96 3 .31 1.04 3.49
06347-3318 43.3 13 242-17 49 8 100 4 ,35L .25L .47
06347-3744 47.8 31 246-19 47 14 104 3 .25L .25L .35
06348-3608 55.1 55 245-18 34 10 102 3 38 .25L .40L
06349-3027 57.5 24 239-16 40 28 94 2 .27L .25L .43L
06353-3025 18.5 44 239-16 60 8 95 3 .25L .25L .40L
06353-3806 19.911 247-19 22 4 101 5 1.54 .34 .40L
06353-3220 20.7 35 241 - 17 32 8 94 4 .43 .25L .40L
06353-3446 21.8 26 244-18 46 13 98 3 .25L .25L .48
06357-3722 45.3 11 246 19 75 13 106 2 .36L .42L .30
06357-3004 46.8 8 239-16 42 10 94 3 .45 .25L .4OL
06359-3217 55.1 43 241-17 24; 5 97 4 5.12 1.27 .40L
06360-3249 1,0 44 242-17 27 16 94 2, ,25L ,25L .42
06360-3415 5.3 4 243-17 23 4 100 4; 2.30 .63 .40L
_363-3846 23.1 15 248-19 51 10 103 3 .25L .25L 1.01
_:_.363-3206 23.1 27 241-17 26 5 97 4 1.25 .38 .40L
)6364-3229 25.6 22 241 17 28 9 97 4 .25L .26L 1.25
36366-3902 37.1 13 248-19 36 10 104 3 .25L .25L .68
36367-3638 42.7 30 245 18 49 8 104 4 .25L .25L .73
16368-3714 52,4 44 246-18 44 8 104 3 .25L .25L 1.13
36371-3638 10.3 18 246-18 31 10 104 4 .25L .25L 1.05
)6373 3319 23,2 20 242-17 33 8 100 4 .44 .21: ,60L
)6374-3729 25.0 15 246-18 57 8 102 2 .26 .25L .40L
36374-3722 28,0 46 246-18 46 9 102 3 ,38 ,25L ,40L
36374-3732 29,6 37 246-18 53 9 104 3 .25L ,25L ,76
)6377-3025 47,3 21 240-16 26 6 96 4 2,73 ,51 .40L
36379-3553 59.6 5, 245-18 70 16 104 4 .25L .25L ,40L
16381--3811 6,3 31'247-19 62 23 106 2 .81L .25L .37:
)6382-3806 14,4 40 247-18 32 4 105 4 1.09 .28 .40L
36385-3510 30.5 12 244-17 29 27 83 2 .25L .25L .40L
16385-3511 35.8 30 244-17 24 23 15 3 .25L .25L .40Li
)6388-3605 48,0 27 245-18 32 10 102 2 .32 .67L .40L
36388-3659 50.9 421 246 18 28 9 103 3 .25L ,25L 2.12
36388-3747 52.2 17l 247-18 26 4 104 3 136 .48 ,40L
36388 3413 52.2 18 243-17 20 4 104 4 3.85 2.28 37:
)6388-3243 53.8 52 242 16 47 11 103 3 .29 .25L ,40L
)6391-3030 7.0 16 240-15 69 4 101 3 .35 .25L ,40L
)6393--3427 23,1 44 244 17 31 5 104 4 1.54 .41 .40L
)6396-3752 38,0 44 247-18 23 4 105 4 ,93 .25 .40L
16399-3314 56.1 23 242 16 34 5 104 4 ,66 .15: .40L
16401-3340 7.6 40 243-16 34 8 104 4 .25L .14: .88
)6405-3820 31.2 50 247-18 87 12 103 2 ,24 ,25L ,45L
)6407-3549 43,7 50 245-17 58 22 102 3 .25L .25L .40L
)6407 3928 459 15 249-18 33 8 102 3 .88 .21: .40L
)6409-3527 55,8 39 245 17 46 10 103 3 .25L ,25L ,87
16411-3531 6,6 22 245- 17 27 14 10 ! 2 .25L .25L ,53
)6411-3659 80 20 246 18 18 9 12 4 ,73 ,25 ,49L
16412 3440 15.2 48 244-17 22 9 103 3 .53 ,25L ,40L
16413 3802 18.6 20 247 18 61 18 105 2 .26L ,25L ,35
16413-3244 E'3A 35 242-16 32 5 104 4 ,84 .27 ,40L
16414-3505 24.3 42 244-17 41 15 101 2 ,25L .25L ,42L
16417-3203 44,8 36 241-16 45 6 102 3 ,32 ,25L ,40L
16417-3542 45,4 31 245 17 82 19 105 3 ,30L .25L .87L
16418-3143 48,9 54 241-15 40 6 103 4 .50 ,13: .40L
16419-3743 54,5 20 247-18 30 3 104 4 ,47 .25L .40L
)6419-3556 58.3 60 245-17 22 12 13 4 .25L .25L .50
)6421-3222 6,1 45 242-16 25 5 103 4 1.80 .48 ,40L
16421-3523 8.1 15 245-17 64 13 105 3 .40L .25L .38
)6422-3202 12.7 43 241 15 45 4 103 4 .76 .25L .40L
)6424 3545 28.9 20 245 17 43 24 102 3 .25L .25L .40L
16425-3641 31.3 45 246-17 48 9 104 4 .27L .25L .56
)6425-3101 342 4 241-15 27 5 104 4 1.26 .54 .42L
)6427-3545 42.6 26 245-17 37 28 105 2 .42L ,25L .40L
)6429-3823 57.E 3 248 18 60 11 102 3 .32 .25L .40L
)6430 3704 1£ 9 246 17 29 6 104 4 .25L .31 1.18
)6430 3301 3.E 46 242-16 38 28 102 3 .26L ,25L .40L
)6432-3207 15.C 40 242 15 70 23 100 2 .69L .59L ,56L
)6433 3026 21.9 24 240- 15 48 25 99 3 .27L .25L .40L
)6434-3628 28,8 59 246 17 22 4 104 4 47.66 24,39 4.76
16434-3144 29.E 17 241 15 84 5 102 3 .57 25L .40L
)6435 3310 34.1 23 243-16 63 22 101 2 .66L .56L .34
16436 3053 37., _ 44 241 15 29 5 103 4 .78 .37 ,40L
16438-3110 52.,' 34 241-15 26 6 103 4 .25L .41 3.14
16439 3727 57.5 50 247-17 22 11 100 2 .25L 25L .67
16444-3316 24.9 20 243 16 19 4 14 3 2.03 .58 .40L
)6446-3649 40.7 50 246-17 74 15 99 2 .25L .25L .46L
)6449-3632 57.C 27 246 17 36 6 103 3 .33 .25L .40L
)6449-3542 58.7 22 245 16 48 21 103 3 .27L .25L .40L
)6450-3354 2C 42 243 16 37 9 13 3 .48 ,28L .40L
)6450-3506 4£ 53 245-16 93 45 100 2 1,27L .25L .40L
)6452--3456 125 33 245-16 23 4 103 4 3.57 2.22 ,71
16458 3010 537 59 240-14 39 7 103 3 ,48 .25L .40L
)6459-3533 54.2 42 245 16 36 3 104 3 .42 ,25L ,40L
)6459-3649 57£ 51 246 17 79 10 104 3 ,40L .25L .51
)6459- 3421 57.5 1 244-16 62 38 102 2 ,25L .25L ,40L
)6460 3448 0.(] 18 244-16 77 16 101 2 1,27L .25L .42
16461 3653 9.9 19 246-17 41 24 101 3 .25L .25L .40L
16462-3903 15.7 30 249 17 70 18 103 2 ,29L .25L ,31
)6462-3322 16,9 25 243-15 73 32 104 2 25L .64L .40L
)6464-3754 27,6 52 247-17 50 9 105 3 ,33 .25L .40L
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 _.m 60 _m 100 _m Flux Co_r A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.44L D D E 8500000008
1.03L B A 5600110000
1.04L BD BDt D 0 0600000000
2.62 BB CHBA 0400000000
1.00L BB AB 1 0601001000
.87 C F E 2500000000
2.44 CB H EC 3880000350
1,OOL D C D 2500010000
3.69 D M E 9581100120
1.71L BBB AACD 0 9500000100 17
10.87 CCCC CAAA 1 9300100120
1.20L C CB 05(X)000000
1,09L C L CC 7600000000
1.00L B DF 1500020000
4.37 D N EE 9401100200
1.91 F HB 9501100200
1,00L BC ACML 5 3500001000
1,21L B BC N 0400000000
1.25: C E J B G 0500000020
1.78L C HDCF 7501000008
1.00L B B 6400000000
1.00L AB AAGC 0 0510000000
1.55L E El 0500010100
1.00L BB ABFG 1 0500001000
1.26: CC A B 0500000000
1.55L BC AB El 0 0500010000
2.20 BB EAA 0400000100
1.01L B 8B 0501000200
1.72: BC J AB 4500000248
2.71 BC KBA 9500000008
1.75 C D GA B 5500000258
1.00L RF CCG 0500000000
2,75L C D MJ 4400101008
4.76L C CH 5400000008
4.74L B BBJ 4400100008
1.00L BC AA G 1500001000
2.20 CI EHC 1500000120
,89: FC E FD 2500110000
1.0OL BC ADK _ 3 2500210000
1.84 C M B 4501100330
1.87 D DE 5500100330
1.19L D CJ 6501010000
3.91: CD MI /A 5480200108
1.00L BC ABC 0 2601000000
100LABC AAEF 0 0600010100
1.00L_ C D 0601000000
1.00L C CK 0400000000
1.00L BC AB 1 0601001000
1.00L BC AB 3 1500001000
1.00L BF BCI 0 0500000000
96: E B C E E O 0500000000
1.36L C C I- 0500000000
1.96 C J J C 9602000030
1,00L DD AC I 0 050(160(O_
2,00 CC EA 3501100110
1,30: CE EC 3601100110
1.86 BD C BCI_F 7 5502010130
1.02L D C E 2600000000
1.82L D E C H 0500000000
1,00L CC BC 0 0600000000
1.59 E NE E 3601000130
1A4L C DB 1400000000
1.41 C FC 9600000210
1.00L CE BD J 0 2500000000
1.31L B BH_J 0500010000
1.92 CB B B 9681000130
1.00L BB AB 1 1600002000
1.01L C L C H 5600000000
1.13L D BI K 1500000000
1.53 F E 9500100000
1.61 CC CB 8600001000
1.00L BC ABE; 0 1500002000
1.14 C 8 9500100000
1.13L C B G 0600000000
1,69 CBC KBB8 4500000110
1.29 C M I ,_ 2500000010
1,09 O HC 1500000000
1.13 E F _ 2400000000
2.17 BBCC AA 3A 77510001100 23
1.01L D A 2500000000
1.26L O H F -= 2500010000
1,00L DC A B E 1 3500000000
4.57 CCC DAA& 2300001000
2.52 CD F BD 2502000320
1.00L BB AAI 4 1501000000
1.11 F J C 3 2600000000
1,49L D B J 6600000000
1.49 C P#3 7500000000
1.00L B CE E 3601000000
1.80 D M 3 5500000100
1,09L BBB AAB 5601000000
1.00L B B F 3600021000
1.70L D B F K 6500000000
1.77L B E F B C 8500100640
1A 1 C J : 4600000000
1.49L D C = 5501000000
2.17 C E-- 9500100640
3.85L C B 0500000000
1.04 C K Z) 4500100000
1.12L D C 2600010000
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
13 196983 K2



















1 14 308- G 18 Sc
1 13 197002 K1
4
4
2 13 197011 G5
1 13 197013 K2
8
1 14 366- G 1N
3 13 197019 G5
1 14 : 366- G 2 S(
1 13 197026 M
8 1 14 366-G5Sc 21
1 13 197046 K0 28 77
1 13 197057 K0 4 57
8
1 14 308- G 23 Sb 31
2 13 197064 K0 4 65
8
8 1 "41 06385--3511 7 8
1 °41 06389-3413 39 7
1 13 197079 K0 13 76
1 13 197080 K5 29 85
2 "13 197086 K5 9 72
3 13 197107 32 91
14 366- G 9Sc 45
8
13 197127 K2 5 52
8
13 197137 14 93
14 366 G 12 Sb 37
13! 197139 K0 3 72
8
2 131 197142 K5 3 78
14i366- G 13 Sb 79
13' 197145 K2 13 82
2 3 13 197149 B3P 1 51
1 13 197159 K0 26 86
2 1 ll3 CH PUP 13 32 i197171 F8 5 58
2 13 197177 83 5 60
2 14 427- G 6 S. 11 142
C 2 14 366- G 17 S. 11
1 14,366- G 18 S. 15
1 13 197199 K0 7 50
1
4
4 1 32 X0646-368 105 4
1 13 197228 K2 5 83
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I:_/).
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Right Ascension: 06h46m32"-O6h54m25"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C ('Not Color Corrected)
8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /tin 25 _tm 60 p m
ham , , (s) () I b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
06465-3443 32.9 17 244--18 91 30 t01 2 .25L .25L .40L
06468-3434 48.3 26 244-18 41 8 103 3 .25L _25L .80
06468 3255 51.1 10 243-15 22 5 103 4 .25L .27 1.24
06469-3704 59.0 16 247-16 27 6 104 3 .25L .31 .92
06470-3809 0.2 51 248-17 22 13 105 3 .25L .25L .41:
06472--3713 13.9 8 247-16 18 4 104 3 3.51 5.92 1.24
06474-3602 24.1 54 246-16 55 22 104 3 .25L .25L .40L
06474-3521 26.8 36 245-16 45 3 103 3 .45 .19: .40L
06474-3210 29.454 242-14 20 9 104 4 .43 .25L .40L
06477-3453 45.2 29 245-15 29 9 101 i 3 .54 .34 .40L
06478-3641 51.1 26 246-16 60 23 103 3 .25L 25L .40L
06478-3104 51.1 41 241-14 49 30 17 2 .26L .68L .40L
06479-3628 _54.9 42 246-16 23 5 104 3 .85 .26 .40L
06479-3226 57.7 55 242--14 28 5 103 4 6.52 3.03 .95
06479-3535 59.8 46 245--16 66 22 105 2 .25L .25L .40L
06480-3545 2.3 55 246-16 36 19 103 3 .25L .25L .40L
06482-3246 12.9 58 243-15 48 6 103 3 .49 .25L .40L
06484--3138 29.8 45 242-14 24 5 103 4 1.82 .60 .40L
06485-3859 32.7 47 249-17 32 8 104 3 .34 .25L .40L
06487-3112 45.1 58 241-14 51 5 103 4 .35 .25L .40L
06487-3030 46.7 48 241-14 76 10 100 2 .22 .28L .40L
06487-3049 47.4 7 241-14 51 12 100 3 .36L .25L .41
06490-3418 3.3 26 244-1_ 28 4 103 3 7.32 1.99 .34:
06491-3236 6.0 36 243-14 21 3 103 3: .38 .25L .40L
06491-3000 6.1 1 240-13 35 18 103 4 .25L .25L .43L
06492-3747 16.7 42 248-1( 62 19 101 2 .25L .35L .50L
06492-3412 16.7 58 244-1. = 46 5 104 3 .60 .25L .40L
06492-3021 16.8 25 240--13 38 10 103 4 .25L .25L .54
06493-3441 20.6 30 245 15 47 18 103 3 .25L .25L .40L
06494-3428 24.7 53 244-15 57 18 102 3 .25L .25L .40L
06494--3225 27.8 53 242-14 37 24 103 3 .25L .25L .40L
06494-3508 28.7 33 245-15 42 9 103 3 .15: .25L .57
06495-3459 35.8 3 245-15 47 27 103, 2 .25L .57L .40L
06497-3622 42.7 51 246-16 29 5 104 3 .83 .44 .42L
06498-3019 48.3 17 241-13 16 9 1103 4 .53 .15: .40L
06498-3452 50.2 17 245-15 27 4 '104 3 1.03 .52 .40L
06499 3339 57.5 50 244-15 51 22 103 3 .25L .25L .40L
06499-3443 57.9 12 245-15 36 26 15 2 .25L .25L .40L
06500-3639 5.5 9 247-16 44 17 104 3 .25L .25L .35:
06501-3320 8.2 29 243-14 27 23 96 3 .25L .25L .40L,
06501-3604 8.9 27 246-16 54 16 100 2 .44L .25L .40
06501-3150 9.3 48 242-14 82 15 102 3 .25L .25L .40L
06502-3433 12.6 59 245--15 118 35 102 2 .29L .25L .40L
06503-3741 18.9 6 248-16 41 25 103 i 2 .25L .25L .48L
06504-3022 24.3 47 241-13 44 18 103 ; 4 .25L .25L .40L
06504-3822 26.8 23 248-16 35 25 105 2 1.45L .49L .42L
06505-3906 33.4 6 249-17 70 10 106 2 .31 .25L .40L
06505-3525 ;35.1 53 245-1,5 43 23 103 2 .28L .60L .40L
06506-3731 39.8 23 247-16 38 13 104 3 .25L .25L .32
06506-3709 41.E 30 247-16 97 27 102 2 1.03L .25L .40L
06506-3814 41.7 45 248-16 32 21 104 3 .25L .25L .40L
06507-3003 45.4 20 240-13' 41 5 103 4 .98 .29 .40L
06509-3121 57.3 46 242-13 53 6 103 3 .67 .25L .40L
06510-3628 3.6 11 246-15 30 26 99 3 .25L .25L .40L
06510-3601 4.0 34 246-15 33 10 102 3 .64 .26L .40L
06511 3143 6.8 5 242 14 34 6 103 3 1.46 .34 .40L
06511-3216 11.9 30 242-14 65 34 101 2 .25L .25L .40L
06512-3300 14.2 54 243-14 37 17 104 3 .25L .25L .47L
06513-3152 20.1 22 242-14 40 5 103 3 ,63 .271 .40L
06513-3912 20.3 28 249-16 65 19 101 2 ,25L .25L .30
06514-3937 26.2 37 250-17 37 8 100 3 .39 .25L .40L
06514-3304 26.8 20 243-14 40 3 103 3 .46 .25L .40L
06514-3931 29.Q 17 249-17 74 19 100 2 .69L .25L .37
06515-3242 32.8 23 243-14 54 36 102 2 .25L .25L ,40L
06515-3622 35.8 38 246-15 33 8 99 3 .42 .25L .40L
06516-3643 40.6 51 247-15 113 41 105 2 .27L .25L .40L
06517-3223 44.326 243-14 41 10 104 3 .43 .25L .40L
06517-3314 45.1 0 243-14 22 22 116 2 .25L .59L .40L
06520-3009 1.531 241-13 92 12 104 2 .26 .35L .40L
06520-3446 2.9 38 245--15 36 9 101 3 .46 .25L .40L
06521-3629 11.2 31 247-15 46 12 101 2 .29 .25L .40L
08522-3546 16.9 17 246--15 41 11 100 3 .38L .25L .75
06524 3829 24.2 49 248--16 51 24 103 3 .25L .25L .40L
06524-3733 25.5 32 248-16 64 21 104 2 .25L .25L .40L
06524-3156 28.4 0 242--13 70 11 103 3 .38L .25L .47
06525-3114 33.9 4 242-13 32 7 103 3 .46 .25L .40L
06528-3243 52.1 35 243--14 42 103 .37 .25L .40L
06529 3138 56.7 16 242-13 4 103 3 2.14 .53 .40L
06529-3718 59.2 24 247-15 29 5 103 3 1.00 .27 .40L
06531-3615 11.3 12 246 15 23 4 100 3 2.13 .57 .40L
06531-3647 11.3 27 247 15 39 8 101 3 .42 .25L .40L
06531-3512 11.9 39 245-15 38 25 100 3 .25L .25L .40L
06534-3603 24.9 12 246-15 30 9 7 3 .35 .25L' .40L
06534--3732 25.0 21 248-15 38 8 100 3 .36 .25L .40L
06534-3829 25.9 32 249-16 43 6 104 3 .45 .25L .40L
06534-3742 29.5 48 248-16 45 13 104 3 .25L .25L .51
06536-3300 36.6 48 243-14 34 16 104 3 .25L .25L .40L
06536-3918 39.0 35 249-16 48 14 102 3 .33 .25L .40L
06537--3031 44.8 32 241 13 54 6 103 3 .49 .25L .40L
06537 3344 45.9 28 244-14 37 8 99 3 .71 .19: .40L
06538--3829 48.9 58 249-16 64 18 105 2 .43L 1.06L .40L
06539--3810 55.5 53 248-16 26 16 103 3: .25L .25L .40L
06540-3510 2.6 10 245 14 47 35 105 2 .39L .25L .46L
06541-3145 10.9 5 242-13 27 4 102 3 1.44 .39 .40L
06542-3652 12.3 14 247-15 56 8 103 3 .25L .25L .81
06542--3229 15.3 11 243-13 18 3 100 3 1.34 .34 .40L
06542-3806 16.8 49 248-16 76 22 104 3i .68L .25L .40L
06543-3443 23.0 55 245-14 6t 14 105 2 .25L .25L .61
06544-3240 25,0 5 243-13 45 15 98 2 .26L .25L .33
V L
100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
208 D E 3500000000
2.33 C C B B 3500000200
.95: DBF CAC 3500000000
2.13 EBD eBB 8501000100
1.90 DB EHEB 2500000010
1.13L BDD AAA 9 8720000000
1.78 C BMC 3600000100
1.12L BD BC 1 96O0O0OOOO
1.19L B _CF 3600010000
1.17L BC BC 0 9600011000
2.17 C D 8,500000330
1.31 D E 3401000130
1.04L BC ACJ 1 _ 6700000000
1.45L BBC AABC 3 1500000300
1.45 C GB 5600000000
2.38 B LJKC 4600000100
.90: B D A G 0500010000
1.00L BC AAH 1 3600001000
1.21L B El F 0600000000
1.25L B CD N 3600000000
1,49L C CL 5601000000:
1.00L D LKDM 2600000100
1.23L BBC AAC 0 9601100000
1.5OL B CF F
2.67 C CC
1.89 D EFC
1,48L B A E
1.89 B C MCC
2.27 B D B
3.29 C J F D
1.73 C B










1.90 D L F 8600000120
1.44: BC F EICGC'4 5600010000
1.13L BD BE 6600031120
1.27L CC AB 9 7600002000
2.44 C C 8600000020
1.21 D F 76OOO00000
1.86 DC J CB 7680000000
2.41 C J D 8500000010
1.20L C D 2700100000
2.36 C GB 3400000100
1.21 F H 8600000000
2.01 C I D 56OO0O0100
2.26 C E L D 6680000230
1.20 C FJ NB 6600000000
1.30L D D F 0600000000
1.03 E B 4600000000
2.22 EE LEB 5500000110
1,51 D L B 5600000200
2.16 C GL D 7600000100
1.25L BD AB 0 6600000000
1.03L B A I 2600000000
1.17 D H D 5700001000
1.OOL B BE 3700000000
1.11LiBC AB 2 3501000110
1.63 D E 55O0000010
3.84 C H D 7600100330
1.21L B AD 2500000000
1.791 C C 0600000000
1.32L C B 0600011000
6.73L F C 9500100338
1.29L C DJ 0600000000
1.57 C F E 9500000020
1.59L E DJ G 4600010000
1.35 D F 4500000000
1,10L B BI H 5500000000
1.68 D E B 9601OOO00_
1.49L C F L G 3600020000
1.33L B B M 3700000000
1.47L E CI 4600000000
1.OOL C B 67O1O00000
1.73 C HD 5600000000
1.31 C B 4600000120
1.49L C H ec 1600000000
5.47L B CKI D 2400000008
2.49 D KC 9600000218
1.30L D CM K 9700000100






























5.22L BF AB 3 3300000008
1.98 D HMGC I 95OO_I_0002.39 C KHJ C
1.45 F N D 5600000000
1.72L BC ABI F 2 5600001016
2.87 C C K A A 6400000300
1.23L BC AB M 1 3600000000
1.57 C F C 9600100030
1.61L C BG 6600000000
1.37L F A E 2600000000
C
A
S 2 # T
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 1 ST PUP 13
C 1 32 X0647-366 87 12
8
1 13 197257 K5 2 90
4 4 13 197258B2P 8 37
4 13 197263[38 3 55
13 197264K0 27 71
13 197270 G5 8 71
2 13 197277 K0 2 50
C 32 X0649-300 43 12
13 197282 K2 9i 78
1 14 427- G 13Sb 25 _
C 32 X0649-344 125 12
1
8 1 32 X0649-336 13 8
1 13 197309 K5 4 92
8 1 17 612 R 6 127
C 1 32 XOO51--330 26 12
1 14 309- G 5Sc 20
1 13 197319 K2 7 81
C
1 14 309- G 6 Sb 35
1 13 197322 K0 3 88
13 197330 11 98
13 197331 G5 3 75
13 197336 K5 27 87
4
13 197341 K5 13 77
2 13 197346MA 2 85
13 197351 K5 5 85
13 197355 MA 7 77
13 197354K 3 91
13 197363 K0 10 73
40 F5 V 3 26 99
13 197366K2 2 70
8
4 2 14 366- G 28Sc 6
13 197376K5 4 82
8
15




a (_) c_o,_ssM,sMN(.0oham..8, (s) C) C) ) N
06544-3110 26.0 54 242-13 33 11 103 2
06545-3717 30.4;21 248-15 43 8 100 3
06546-3318 36.2'58 244-14 56 11 103 3
06546-3118 41.5 46 242--13 40 3 102 3
06547-3148 42.1 13 242-13 12 4 10 3
06548-3000 50.7 35 241-12 52 33 104 2
06549-3516 57.6 25 246-14 22 5 101 3
06550-3822 4.8 53 249-16 49 21 104 3
06551-3419 8.9132 245-14 43 9 101 3
06552-3509 12.358 246 14 68 32 103 2
06552-3237 15.C 19 243-13 31 4 99 3
06554-3439 24.6 11 245-14 92 33 104 2
06555-3119 31.3 13 242-13 80 8 103 3
06555-3526 31.4 26 246-14 39 7 102 3
06555--3422 33.;' 51 245-14 93 23 103 3
06557-3626 43.3 41 247-15 27 18 105 2
06557-3559 43.8 24 246-14 39 1_ 10313306557--3523 47.5 50 246--14 38 101,
06558--3349 50.(] 11 244--14 42 32 100! 2
06560--3613 0.2 24 247--14 122 36 101 i2
06562--3040 13.8 41 241--12 32 5 102:3
06562--3249 16.138 243--13 37 21 102i3
06562--3708 17.6 46 248--15 33 16 103 '3
06563--3246 18.6 18243--13 49 6102 3
06563--3813 21.9 18 249--15 56 31 105 2
06563--3436 22.757 245--14 50 12 992
06563--3348 23.7 41 244--13 64 27 103 3
06564--3833 25.7 46 249--15 35 4103 4
06564--3256 25.9 52 M4--13 49 7103 3
)6565--3010 30.820 241--12 70 21 1023
06565-3240 33.8 15 243--13 53 13 101 3
06566-3954 37.9 19 250-16 40 3 104 4
06568-3304 48.0 36 244-13 36 6;103 3
06568-3055 48.0 8 242-12 52 6102 306569-3106 58.6 15 242-12 102 1 1101
06570--3804 2.3 16 248-15 54 13 1107 2
06570--3424 3.2 51 245--14 38 18 104 3
06571--3239 8.6 91243--13 52 10 101i2
06572--3447 14.0 6 245--14 40 34 100 2
06573--3047 22.2 18242-12 94 36 104 2
06574--3306 28.5 13 244--13 61 6 103 3
06574--3936 28.8 8 250--16 25 3 100 4
06574--3528 29.7 45 246--14 60 15 103 3
06576--3751 37.5 46 248--15 22 9 101 4
06577--3633 44.9 37 247--14 101 36 100 2
06577--3533 47.3 13 246--14 27 9 101 3
06578-3743 50.7 36 248--15 42 18 104 4
06580--3643 4.7 57 247--14 31 13 101 3
06581--3000 6.7 27 241--12 27 7 102 3
06583-3059 19_1 55 242--12 27 7 100 3
06583--3036 21.8 28 242--12 50 13 100 3
06584--3447 27.5 0 245--13 25 6 102 3
06586--3235 36.430 243--13 24 9 11 3
06587-3904 43.938 250--15 53 25 105 2
06589-3249 58.7 42 244--13 43 29 104 2
06589-3323 58.9 39 244--13 30 5 102 3
06590-3740 2.(] 30 248 15 25 3 100 4
06590-3758 4.7 6 249--15 21 4 100 4
06591-3231 8.4 12 243 12 31 9 101 3
06592--3607 14.(_ 27 247--14 29 18 103 3
06592--3633 16,3 32 247-14 60 8 106 3
06592-3356 17._ 23 245-13 27 11 103 3
06593--3755 21.3 58 249--15 75 19 100 2
06594--3428 28.7 17 245-13 40 32 104 2
06594-3516 29.3 57 ;246-13 39 7 101 3
06596-3624 37.3 48247-14 33 12 106 4
06596-3238 37,9 23 244-12 74 33 101 2
06596-3800 39.1 3 249-15 67 19 99 2
06597-3516 45.5 31 246--13 33 9 100 3
06597-3345 46.7 60 245-13 44 33 101 2
06599-3428 54.8 50 245-13 69 26 99 2
06599-3640 57.3 7 247-14 33 9 102 4
06599--3122 59.0 12 242-12 57 8 102 3
06599-3516 59.4 1 246-13 53 11 103 3
07002-3026 17.6 5 242-11 52 13 102 3
07003-3400 19.0 54 245-13 33 9,100 3
07003-3627 22.5 13 247--14 45 8 102 3
07003-3703 24.0 9 248--14 73 3 103 4
07004--3158 28.2 25 243--12 48 6 102 3
07005-3818 33.9 56 249--14 37 34 107 2
07005-3942 35.8 42 250-15 38 20 104 3
07006--3346 38.1 56 245-13 108 30 t02 2
07006--3324 41.5 52 244-12 50 14 100 3:
07007-3701 47.4'50 248--14 24 8 101 4
07008-3006 53.3 51 241-11 28 5 102 3
07009--3131 57.£ 7 243-12 26 7 102 3
07011-3743 7.1 3 248-14 43 10 104 4
07011-3853 11.3 7 250 15 60 22 104 4
07012-3605 '14.8 30 247-13 24 11 103 4
07012-3215 14.9 25 243-12 25 6 102 3
07013-3626 18.6 21 247-14 21 3 99 4
07013-3327 193 7 244-12 49 9 100, 3
07013--3639 19.4 44 247-14 30 21 108 ' 2
07013-3648 23.9 49 !48-14 31 3 103 4
07014--3811 27.9 31 249-14 37 8 100 3
07016-3144 39.5 2 243-12 22 9 100 3
07016-3330 40.3 52 245-12 24 4 98 3
07018-3021 48.6 21 242--11 58 5 102 3
07020-3503 3.7 18 246-13 16 8 7 4
07021-3141 7.8 35 243-11 55 22 103 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flux Density
(N_ Color" Conet'ted)
12 Fm 25 _m 60 Fm 100 _m Flux
(Jansky) Jncs
27 .25L ,40L 5.63L
.51 .25L .40L 1.29L
.31L 25L .56 3,91L
.36 .25L .40L 5.56L
1.41 .42 .40L 3.05L
.25L .25L .40L 1.30
2.01 .48 .40L 1,17L
.25L .52L .40L 2.04
.58 .25L .40L 1.43L
.67L .70L .40L 2.72
1.47 .61 .40L 1.00L
.25L .43L .40L 1.54
.38 .25L .40L 6.40L
.42 .25L .40L 2.16L
.25L .25L .40L 1.75
.25L .25L _48 3.82
.25L .25L .78 2.46
1.13 .35: .40L 1.41L
.25L .25L .40L 1.62
.36L .65L .40L 2.31
50 .25L .40L 1.05L
.25L .25L .39: 3.96
.25L .25L .41L 2.23
.74 .25L ,40L 1.28L
,25L .25L .40L 1.88
.24 .25L .40L 4.06L
.26L .25L .40L 1.45
.61 .22 .40L 1.92L
.53 .25L .40L 1.15L
.25L 25L .40L 1.74
.27: .28 .40L 1.25L
1.04 .19: ,40L 1.25L
1.92 .53 .40L 1.21L
.62 .29L .40L 1.00L _
.22 .25L .40L 5.47L
.27L .25L .44 1.37L
.25L .76L .40L! 2.53
.48 .25L .40L 1.40L
.25L .50L .40L 1.83
.32L .25L .40L 1.47
.45 .25L .40L 1.20L
.25L .34 2.72 5.46
.25L .25L ,40L 2.02
.42 .25L .40L 2.59
.43L .59L .40L 1,74
.85 .38 .40L 5.89L
,25L .25L .4eL 2.24
.25L .25L .41 2.70L
1.70 .47 .40L 1.23L
2.26 .59 .40L 1.00L
.28 .25L .41L 1.30L
.98 .37 .40L 1.44L
.93 .25L .40L 1.22L
.41L .25L .40L 1.05
.25L .25L_ .40L 1.95
1.15 .26 .40L 1.11L
.29L .28 2.68 6.01
3.37 .95 .40L 6.31L
.46 .25L .40L 1.0eL
.25L .25L .40L 3.44
.29 .25L .40L 6.25L
.25L .25L .63 2.48
.25L .25L .40L 1.66
.25L .82L .40L 1.56
1.35 .34 .40L 6.13L
.45L .25L .46 6.19L
.25L .25L .40L 1.48
.46L, ,25L .30 2.02L
.48 .25L .40L 5.27L
.27L .25L .65L 1.29
.25L .25L .40L 1.50
.51 .25L .40L 5.45L
.25L .25L .67 5,45L
.27L .25L .50 5.48L
,40L .25L .53 1.18L:
.59 .25L .40L 1.25L
.25L .25L .40L 1.95
.25L .25L .40L 1.97
1.03 .24: A0L 5.31L
.43L .54L .40L 1.44
.25L .25L .40L 1.49
.25L .58L .40L 1.85
.38L .25L .50 1.78L
.80 .29L .40L 6.20L
2.99 1.24 .40L 1.0eL
.25L .42 1.70 1.26:
.34L .25L .66 1.27:
.26L .25L .40L 1.61
.40L .25L .73 1.67
4.51 2.52 .40L 1.22L
2.73 .73 .40L 5.21L
.44L .25L .47 1.38L
1.25L .57L .40L 1.68
.69 .31 .40L 5.63L
.25L .25L .38 1.05:
.69 .28 .40L 4.46L
2.22 39 ,40L 1.93
.50 .25L .40L 1.11L
.45 .24 .40L 1.00L
.25L .28L .41L 2,18
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
Flags
V L C
Cor A Confusion R S A









































































































































































































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
"Confusion
H (N_ Color Co_ected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux Co_ A
(s) ( ) I b (") C) (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
13.6 10 245-12 54 22 102 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.78 D I C
14.3 53 246-13 32 5 103 4 .60 .25L .40L 4.45L B AEMH
21.6 7 246-13 56 13 104 3 .26L ,25L .75 1.68: CE BA
23.2 10 243-11 22 8 99 3 1.07 .25 .40L 1.26L BC AD L 0
33.6 4 247-13 23 20 98 4 .25L .25L .38 2.17: CC F F B
35.2 5_ 243-11 52 9 104 2 .32 .25L .40L 1.86L C C45.4 243-11 68 17 100 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.85 B B
48.8 56 249-14 55 14 102 2 .22 .25L .40L 2.11L C F
6.3 58 243-11 18 4 98 3 2.73 .74 .40L 1.01L BC AAL
9.6 26 243-11 37 16 102 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.84 C KC
11.0 23 241-11 28 16 101 3 .25L .25L .43L 2.99 C DCB
20.9 19 248-13 21 5 103 4 1.64 .83 .40L 7.40L BB AAKE 0
21.7 50 248-14 36 8 100 4 .61 .23: .40L 10.36L BD BF 0
25.4 4 248-13 44 12 104 3 .30 .25L .40L 8.82L C D
28.2 24 248-14 46 13 104 4 .30L .25L .38: 2.85 CC F MFB
28.5 50 247-13 17 5 103 4 252.63 136.33 17.16 7.88 ABCD AAAA 5
32.6 52 246-12 53 8 102 3 .32 .25L .40L 4.56L C D K
33.7 59 245-12 38 5 104 4 .45 .25L .40L 1.22L B BI G
35.1 35 245-12 53 3 104 4 .41 .25L .40L 1.70L C CK G
38.6 26 244-12 38 5 1105 4 .61 .20 A0L 1.16L BD AC
39.4 38 242-11 65 23_100 2 .25L .75L .53L 1.49 C FCC
42.5 58 246-12 40 4 103 4 .39 .25L .40L 4.23L B DM I
42.6 4 242-11 43 91100 3 .25L .17: .88 1.51 DCC E BC
43.3 58 251-15 36 16 107 2 .26 .25L .40L 1.66L C EG C
47.9 10 244-11 41 10 99 3 .50 .25L .40L 1.03L B AE
48.5 36 243--11 117 32 104 2 .62L .59L .43L 1.39 D D!
49.6 7 242-10 66 21 101 2 .26L .25L .40L 1.36 F FC'
50.0 42 249--14 34 5 105 3 .64 .25L .40L 1.5OL C A
51.1 46 248-13 22 6 103 4 1.76 .63 .40L 2.98L BC AA E 0
54.4 13 242-10 62 17 102 3 .25L .26L .40L 2.00 B GCC
56.2 14 242-11 27 4 99 3 8.81 4.99 .84 1.04L BBC AAAF 0
59.8 45 247-13 24 3 103 4 1.24 .61 .40L 4.20L BB AA H 1
8.4 19 246-13 32 7 103 4 .39 .25L .40L 5.42L C C
14.3 43 243-11 29 6 103 3 4.03 1.34 .41L 1.00L BB AAO 0
19.7 17 249-14 25i 8 104 3 .76 .23: .40L 5.71L BE BD 0
20.1 36 246-13 25 4 103 4 1.55 .93 .40L 4.42L BB AA 1
22.2 32 249-14 85 12 106 2 .39L .25L .57 3.00L C B
29.0 52 247-13 33 8 100 4 .53 .25: .40L 7.43L Be BB I 5
29.1 11 248-13 47 3 103 4 .31L .25L ,68 7.11L B EBC
32.7 8 247-13 39 3 104 4 .63 .26L .40L 4.45L B AE F H
37.0 57 248-13 35 12 105 4 .25L .25L .50: 4.35 CD ECC
41.4:16 242-10 47 20 102 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.85 F C
49.2 23 242-10 35 16 99 2 .25L .25L .29: 3.26 DC FB
50,1 46 244-11 26 12 100 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.08L C CG
56.C 45 243-11 66 10 102 3 .35 .25L .40L 6.61L C CMKE
4.5 57 244-11 32 9 101 3 .79 .22 i .40L 1.05L CE AC 1
6.7 27 249-14 40 9 104 3 .39L .25L ! .70 8.84L C BE
14.2 3 249-13 39 7 105 3 .35 .32L .40L 10.14L C CE
15.G 52 242-10 47 9 102 3 .58 .25L .40L 5.09L B BF
18.9 29 242-10 81 25 101 2 .56L .25L .48L 2.08 D KB
22.1 39 246--12, 17 5 103 4 1.70 .88 .40L 1.44:iBB E AAGE 0
33.1 2 245--11 29 5 104 4 .92 .21 .40L 1.12L BC AF 2
i36.135 243-- 11 43 6 103 4 .58 ,25L .40L 1.33L C B E
43.8 22 247-12 25 24 113 4 .25L .25L ,40L 2.21 C HC
44.6 26 244-11 66 16 104 2 .26L ,25L .41 1.08L E FE
49.8 5 247-12 20 4 101 4 .75 1.10 .48 5.58L DBB BACL 0
51.9 35 248-13 27 1_ 104 i _ .49L .25L .63 3.22L C BF52.6 58 247-12 34 102 .46 .25L .40L 3.04: B E AHLD
2.4 3 247-12 70 7 105 3 .61 .25L .40L 5.57L B AD
3.0 3 245-11 38 10 103 4 .25L .25L .40L 2.77 B H GC
7.2 5 248-13 63 19 105 3 .25L .47L .42L 2.73 E I J B
9.1 1_ 246-12 18 9 103 4 .79 .29 .40L: 1.22 BC C AC C 017.2 249-13 86 20 102 2 .38L .25L .62L 1.90 E KF B
18.0 10 245-11 45 13 103 3 .30 .25L .40L 1.03L C CJ L
27.2 43 251-14 28 19 107_ 2 .25L .40L .40L 2.00 C KJ E
33.7 11 243-11 89 20 i105 2 .38L .25L .32 1.01L C H F D
34.0 60 243-10 26 5 103 4 .48 .25L .40L 4.68L B BH
44.6 45 251--14 43 14 97 2 .52L .25L .40L 2.14 C F E
55.9 36 250-13 38 9 103 3 .41 .25L .40L 9.75L B IBG
4.6 36 248-13 29 11 104 3 .25L .39L .58 5.05 BDi FeB
9.6 26 251-14 12 8 21 4 .28 .25L .46L 2.00L D B GG
10.8 13 248-13 34 13 104 3 .25L .30L .53: 5.14 DD L FB
11.6 47 249-13 20 4 101 3 7.96 2.53 .72 10.94L BDC AAB 9
13.0 18 244-11 30 9 101 4 .66 .25L .40L 1.11L C BH K
13.2 26 246-12 40 10 99 3 .28 .25L A0L 8.08L B C I
15.6 34 246-12 59 11 100 3_ .28 .25L .40L 13.44L B D
19.8 1 251-14 49 43 94 2 1.43L .67L .40L 1.10 E L F
20.3 13 248-13 30 4 104 3 .72 .18 .40L 7.11L BD BDF 0
21.6 9 247-12 29 17 104 3 .25L .53L .40L 3.94 E L L EC
23.0 0 245-11 64 24 102 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.13 D MD
24.0 9 247-12 29 10 103 3 .25L .25L .76 4.12 CC FBB
27.3 53 244-11 17 5 103 4 2.86 1.36 .40L 1.00L BB AA 2
41.8 49 243-10 23 6 103 3 .25L 33 1.98 2.73 FCD FBAB
46.3 49 245-11 27 19 104 3 .25L .25L .40L t.40 C GBB
53.4 47 249-13, 29 6 103 3 .25L .13: .77L 4.60 E D FEA
54.1 36 250-13 43 12 102 2 .25L .25L .62 10.90L D E CC
54.E 29 246-11 28 16 104 4 .25L .24: .51L 2.67 F B MDCD
55.1 20 244-11 88 30 101 2 .40L .25L .40L 1.24 C HE
1.8 46 249-13 31 15 1 2 .25L .25L .88L 4.59 D CB
8.3 2 250-13 40 15 106 2 .41L .25L .53 9.47L D DG
24.0 18 248-12 58 15 103 3 .25L .25L .43: 4.35 DD MHB
37.8 36 248--12 30 15 103 3 .34L .25L .56 8.01L C MLCI
40.5 36 247-12 31 6 104 3 .80 .26: .40L 8.56L BD BCGH 1
40.7 fi 242-10 22 6 103 4 .25L .25L .94 2.33 BC MAB
40.8 53 249-13 46 10 ;103 3 .41 .25L 1,27L 6.02L B ;C HC
44.9 59 243-10 61 11 105 2 .28 .62L .40L 4.91L C D
48.7 53 243-10 43 10 101 3 .53 .25L .40L 4.52L B BF L
49.0 20 247-12 68 18 100_ 2 .25L .25L .50L 2.94 D EB
57.4 17 248-12 28 6 103 3 .40 .25L .52L 7.04L B CF E H









































































































# T Name Type (") Mag
1 13197533 K5 14 90
1 13 197541 K0 21 80
1 13 197545 K5 7 76
1 32 X0703-312 38 8
1 32 X0703-3OO 62 12
1 16 03380 81 136
1 32 X0703-374 21 4
3 13 197549MC 26
4 13 197557 F0 5 62
4
2
13 197560K2 7 81
4 TMSS -30074 25 28
2 13 197572 GO 5 60
1 13 197578 K2 12 76
C
2! 1 32 X0704-303 113 12
1 13 1975OOK2 22 92
1 14 309- G 19Sa 4
1 13 197593 K2 12 80
4
1 13 197599 K5 4 90




1 1 13 197610 K0 6 70






13 197627 K5 3 88
32 X0707-371 158 12
13 197632 B3 8 48
1 13 197635 K2 7 75
5 DC247.5-12.3 542
"41 07073-3520 38 12
' C 1 32 X0707-341 34 12
.25L .25L 1.51 2.68 8 C, J A A 1500000000




1 °41 07083-3619 42 8
8 1 5 DC247.5-12.3 548
1 "41 07086-3535 2 3
8
1 13 197658 K0 7 76
1 13 197660K2 2 78
4 1 "41 07087-3528 49 12
8
17




a _ Coords SMJ SMN (0)8ahm, * , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (")
17090-3826 0.8 46 250-13 29 14 107
)7090-3946 4.58251-14 1610 2
)7090-3255 5.234245-11 39 5104
,7090-3518 5.813247-12 7513106
.7091-3807 10.2 _ 250-13j _ 301_|7092--3803 13.9 o 249--13 14
)7092-3659 15.555248--12 _ 34 16102
17092-3555 16.558247--12 25 3103
)7094--3049 25.057243--10 31 6102
17094--3654 28.9 7248-12 61 18103
[
)7095-3539 31.glio 247-12 25 15105
)7095-3243 33.3 3245-10 26 8 99
)7098-3751 49.540249-t3 32 10107
_7098-3702 51.130249-12 48 25103
)7098--3933 51.60 251--13 63 22109
)7098-3739 51.723249--13 66 18103
)7098-3625 52.044248--12 41 22 99
)7099-3306 54.931245-11 37 9100
)7101-3044 7.9 5 243-9 42 7103
)7102-3745 14.121249--13 70 7105
17103--3939 20.920251--13 31 18 107
.7103--370821.5!20249-125420101
,7104--3842 29.5146250-13 27 4106




)7108-314151.7 23 244--1019 4102
)7109-3548 57.430248--1239 8 9
)711t-3511 6.232247-1127 9 t05
17111-3928 6.333251-13 38 15 104
17111-3455 8.3 10247-11 44 6 104
)7111--3958 8.634251-13 27 25 105
)7111--3735 8.851 249--12 41 15 105
}7111-3133 9.151 244-10 19 11 103
|7112-3410 15.827246-11 53 21 104
)7113-3509 19.217247-11 65 27104
)7113--3015 20.2 3 242- 9 36 8 99
)7113-3443 22.848247--11 46 6104
)7114-3244 25.753245--10 95 12105
)7114-3546 26.043248--11 6018106
)7114-3902 29.119251--13 44 12107
)7115-3455 30.920247--11 25 5104
)7115-3852 132.313250-13 25 13107
)7115-3102 '35.731 243- 9 19 8100
)7115-3744 35825249-12 48 3107
)7116-3616 39.730248-12 162 18102
)7117-3142 44.348244-10 199 26101
I
35 4)7118-3029 49.1 243 9 17 102
)7t18-3438 149.E 16 247-11 14 5 104
)7119-3411 156.15 246-1t 34 28105
)7119--3513 !59.154247-11 38 5103
)7120-3656 0.2'571 249-12 49 9112
)7120--3642 0.31 .: 248-12 10 8 17
}7120-3314 4.450 !45-10 28 5 105
)7121--3751 6.7 9 !50-12 32 10110
)7121 --3213 7.244 !44-10 54 17 101
)7121-3015 7.645 243-9 61 18 102
)7122-3221 17.111 !44-10 33 10 103
)7122-3631 17.2 7 !48-12 15 4 105
)7123-3134 18.124 244- 9 81 13 99
)7123-3844 19.018 !50-13 52 16 110
)7123-3859 22.811 251-13 33 3 105
)7124-3334 25.048 !46-10 106 19 103
)7124-3620 28.227 !48-12 55 10 110
)7124-3440 28.211 !47-11 63 17 103
)7125-3751 33.5 2250--12 53 8 104
:)7125-3657 34.251 !49-12 12 8 23
)7126-3218 38037 !44-10 36 5104
)7126-3737 39.435 !49--12 26 3 107
37126-3935 39.651251-13 39 9109
:)7126-3033 40.460243- 9 44 5102
:)7126-3254 41.129 _45-10 21 51041
:)7127-3951 42.621 j251--13 36 10109
:)7127-3758 44.7301 !50-12 31 8 105
37127-3851 47.316 .)50 13 40 18 107'
37128-3211 51.326 244-10 62 24 98
:)7128-3201 52.828 244-10 38 33 109
I
37125-3804 52.912 _.50-12 22 11 1061
37128-3842 53.359 250-12 58 15 110
37129-3428 55.250 246-11 15 4 104
:)7129-3524 55.252 247-11 23 7 106
:)7130 3019 4.245 243- 9 61 11 99
07130-3926 4.346251-13 31 5 110
07131-3625 7.334 .>48-11 19 3 106
07131 3904 11.225251 13 24 11 109
07132-3815 17.5 0 250-12 31 12 109
07133-3031 18.9 23 243- 9 57 23 102
07133-3829 20.328 250 12 46 9 110
07133-3041 23.218 243-9 63 26 102
07135-3945 30.342251-13 25 4 110
07135 3202 32.3 3 244-9 51 10104
07135-3454 34.260247-11 28 4 103
07136-3911 39.544251-13 3617 112
07136-3859 40.043251 12 43 i 17 106
P7136-3032 41.353 243 9 36116 102
)7138-3628 41.517248 11 27 4 100
071363420 41.735245-10 29 19100
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3)
Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Correcled)
C
O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60
N (Jansky)
3 .44L .25L .5gL
4 .36L .25L t.35
4 .56 .25L .40L
2 .55L .25L .52
.40L .25L .45
.26L .25L .64L
3 .25L .25L .79L
3 2.53 .86 .40L
4 .90 .25 ,40L
3 .25L .25L 1.25L
3 .25L .25L .40:
4 .92 .26 .40L
4 .25L .25L .70:
2 .25L .25L 1.25L
3 .25L .25L .40L
3 .25L .25L 1.04L
2 .25L .25L .64L
3 .86 .32 .40L
4 .29 .29L .40L
4 .25L .25L .67L
2 .25L .56L .40L
3 .25L .25L 1.22L
4 ,77 ,17: 1.t2L
4 .25L .25L .87:
4 4.54 1.19 .41L
3 .43L .25L .54
4 .25L .25L i .66:
3 .72 .25L .40L
3 .25L .25L 1.25L
4 7.87 4.12 .65
3 .35 .25L .4OL
3 .86 .29: .40L
3 .25L .25L .41:
3 .59 .25L .40L
2 .25L .70L .50L
4 .25L .25L 1.28L
4 .25L .28L .56
3 .25L .25L .40L
2 .28L .25L .42L
4 .84 .24 .40L
3 .98 .24 .40L
2 .30 .97L .40L
2 .70L .32L .40L
4 .25L .25L .58L
3 2.40 1.46 .40L
4 .25L .25L .52
4 1.13 .67 .40L
4 .36L .25L .86
2 .28L .25L .36
2 .30L .53L .40L
4 2.00 .79 .40L
3 40.36 25.31 3.15
2 1.13L .25L 1.60L
3 ,77 ,25L .40L
2 .30 .61L 1.30L
4 .29 .25L .40L
3 1.56 .39 .40L
2 .27 .41L 1.05L
2 .25L .25L .40:
4 .25L .25L .40L
3 .40 .25L .40L
4 1.30 .35 .40L
2 .39L .25L .38
2 .25L .57L .52
4 .63 .25L .50L
3 ,28L .55L .40L
2 .32 .25L .40L
3 .25L .25L .31:
3 .30 .25L .40L
4 .37 .25L 1.24L
3 1.16 .52 .40L
4 .45 .25L A0L
3 .46 .25L .40L
3 .44 .25L .40L
3 2.30 .87 .40L
.34 .25L .40L
.32 .25L 1.30L
3 .25L .25L 1.39L
2 .25L .63L .40L
2 .25L .25L .40L
4 .25L, .25L .70
3 .25L .25L 1.07L
4 3.05 1.32 .40L
4 .25L .25L .71
2 .27 .40L .97LI
3 2.12 .56 .40L
4 .80 .32 .40L
3 .25L .26L .94
3 .25L .25L .69:
2 .34L .25L .40L
2 .31 .73L 1.48L
2 .43L .38L .40L
3 2.94 .76 .40L
3 .26L .25L .54
4 .99 .29 .40L
.25L .25L .62L
.25L .25L .52
3 .25L .25L .40L
4 1.50 .42 .40L
3 .25L .25L .40L
V
100 ;*m Flux Con" A Contusion
Uncs Coef R Flags"
2.94 C C B ; 9700000528
4.02: BC NI BC 9681100308
1.09L B BI 1600010000
9.15L C J C 9400000OO8
9.58L C E : 9500101448
4.79 E E O ; 9600201448
3.01 D E F B 970100021C
71o .o ^^o, N2.93L BD AD
3.24 E E C 988200031C
2.99 DD DC 9700003448
1.00L CC BE 7 1600011000
4.71 DD CB 9601000428
2.23 D FD _O82.52 E C E B I2.55 D CC 970000140C
4.15 E MHD i 9601033338
1.0OL BF BC 2 1600000000
5.22L C CI F ; 7400100008
4,43 C Nf: B 968000051C
2.33 D F B ! 9600000008
3.25 D G3 C 1978000140C
6.99L BD BD 1 960010051C
9.76 FD LDEC 958220344C
1.03L AB AAC O 1700001000
7.15L D CB 960110100C
3.49 DO KG(_ 9701100858
1.16L C AF 2600000000
2.45 C MB 970100013C
1.09L BBB AAE; 3 1600000000
8.71L O C 9400100006
8.65L RE AB I 2 9300101008
3.30 DD EC 9700000308
5.91L B B 9301000008
2.67 C G K G 9601000340
5.48 D J KC 960220041C
5.11L C LJ CC 5580100468
2.10 C EC 9580000010
1.60 E J C 9500101008
5.29L BC AOM 3 5301000018
5.77L BD ACL 2 9300000008
1.48L C CM 15010000001
1.36 C GH B 960O000000
4.00 C t F B 9700000438
8.57L BB AAI J 19300000008
5.13: CC L[E 9700000788
4.09L BB AA 0 8501001008
5.89L C N E 860120010C
1.63L D E H 8700000000
1.48 D L G 9601000010
1.38L BE AA I 9 9600000000
1.44 BBDC AAAB 0 8500000120
.99 D t_ C 96O000OOOO
5.25L B AE 9401000008
6.47L D DJ 950101000C,
1.57L D 1700000000 J
1.00L!BC A B E 2 2600010000
3.09Lc cM D _OlO1143c!
1.76 DF CD 7600000000
1.94 B L KC 950O000130
1.15L C B I 6600100000
1.16L BC AB 0, 1700003000
5.61L D GE 3401OOOLO8I
2.26L D NCF 980_31C
8.25L E BEEN 9500111448
1.92 C K B 2500000020
1.67L C CH 4700000000
1.76 CC J I C3 7500000020
1.32L C DN 5700010000
6.30L C C 5_
1.00L BE AB l j 6600100000 i
2`15L B BLJ -I I 77000000001
8.73L B BDG3 8500100328 I
1.25L B BFN 9600010000
1.00L BB AAH 3 16000(30000 i
8.25L B BH 3 96010002181
6.06L 'C CE 960010000CI
3.86 E J N _ 970000000C
1.69 C H 0 760000000(
1.91 F _: 860100001(
3.05 DC C_ 970010030C
5.91 D I F _ 978210091C
1.22L BB AAF 0 6600000000
2.07 BC B _] 7500000118
1.40L C C L I 9500000000
BC ABM 8500000008
6.85L BCDcC 201.42: l B B '3 37000100007.17 I E E ] 9543013428
3.54 E D C ) 970100063C
1.77 D F M; 9582000010
I
9.66L C ICK 950110041C
1.34 C F E 9601000000
6.95L BC AA 1 9600000008
1.51 CO L C 3 7600000100
5.33L BD ACL 8500000008
5.98 E B H ; 9602002438
4.32: F D D ) 9602000408
2.25 B F K ] 9501000020
1.21L BB AB 0 3701001000
2.30 C J } 4582000130







# T Name Type Mag
1 "41 07090--3518 18 4
1 14310-- G 2 SC 66
1 13 197676 K5 7 87
2 13 197686A5 8 61
32 X0710-375 62 1013 197691MA 19 70
1 13 197697 K5 5 85
2 4 TMSS-30080 16 28
1 13 197709 K5 4 85
1 13 197710 K0 43 85
1 13 197721 K5 5 82
1 13 197724 K2 4 7E
1 13 197726K5 5 91
1 13 197729K0 6 82
1 13 197732 F5 13 73
2 13 197738 K0 2 6_
1 1 GT PUP 5 3
1 13 197747 K5 22 9C
1 17 704 R 12
1 13197754K2 7
1 13 197761 MA 6 8;
8
1 13 197762 K5 4 7(
8 1 32 X0713-343 96
Confirmed Souf,:es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PIN).
18




07137--3741 44.6 10 249--12 29 8 110 3 I
07137--3126 45.0 43 244-- 9 29 5 104 3
07138--3057 49.6 12 243-- 9 41 8 103 3
07139-3814 56.5 6 250--12 69 8 111 2
07140-3555 0.7 14 248--11 24 4 105 4
07142-3002 12.3 37 243- 8 28 9 10 3
07142--3340 13.4 42 246 11 32 8 101 3
07143--3954 22.1 5 252-1' 43 25 2 3
07144--3157 25.1 5 244- 9 27 4 _104 3
07144--3921 25.5 35 251-12 29 15 106 2
07144--3748 26.3 30 250-12 15 4 109 3
07144-3708 29.5 8 249-11 16 8 107 4
07145-3316 31.8 29246-10 84 30 105 2
07147-3537 44.3 15i248--11 55 9 110 2
07148-3014 49.2 19 243- 8 26 10 100i 2
07148-3804 53.5 11 250-12 23 11 107 4
07149-3946 54.1 24 252-13 57 14 108 3
07150-3051 0.6 4 243--9 67 23 102 3
07150--3558 1.1 2 248-11 36 3 107 4
07150-3147 5.6 56 244-- 9 15 4 103 3
07150-3322 5.7 47 246--10 59 28 105 2
07151-3828 10.5 41 250--12 28 9 109 3
07151-3343 11.5 27 246--10 35 6 103 4
07151-3939 11.8 29 251--12 32 8 111 3
07152-3541 12.8 40 248--11 50 15 113 2
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m


























07152-3444 15.8 12_247-10 20 5 103 4 204.98
07153-3834 19.3 1 250-12 62 48 110 3 .25L07153-3700 22.7 24 249-11 18 07! 4 130.19
07154--3056 27.9 39 244- 9 76 24 101 2
07154--3554 28.6 19 248-11 29 20 104 4
07155--3452 31.0 i 3 247-10 26 5 105 4
07156--3201 40.8 29 245- 9 37 4 105 4
07157--3458 42.4 47 247--10 54 10 103 3
07157--3040 42.E 33 243-8 30 4 103 3
07157--3849 44.3 21 251-12 25 4 110 3
07157-3005 46.5 24 243- 8 61 8 103 3
07158-3648 51.1 13 249-11 17 4 107 4
07158-3035 51.4 43 243-8 18 4 103 3
07158-3525 51.7 20 248-10 43 24 104 2
07160-3321 0.2 8 246-10 32 7 106 3
07160-3603 0.4 6 248-11 22 3 105 4
07161-3106 6.0 42 244--9 101 30 105 2
07161-3936 7.3 54 251--12 42 22 110 2
07161-3904 11.9 10 251-12 27 26 53 3
07162-3845 14.1 12 251-12 50 11 3 3
07162-3938 16.7 4 252--12 72 8 110 2
07163-3803 20.7 35 250--12 90 11 106 2
07163--3044 23.0 8 243--8 65 27 103 2
07164--3630 29.6 8 249-11 48 11 109 3
07165-3959 31.2!26 252--12 42 11 111 2
07165-3638 33.6 38 249--11 15; 4 108 3
07166-3043 40.1 4 243--8 21 18 100 2
07166-3758 40.6 38 250--11 32 8 109 3
07166-3244 40.9 49 245-9 31 8 104 3
07167-3837 44.8 46 251-12 41 8 111 3
07167-3025 47.8 44 243-8 39 5 103 3
07168-3223 49.0 27 245-9 34 3 104 4
07168-3706 50.7 46 249--11 43 13 108 3
07168-3639 50.9 18 249--11 25 9 4 3
07168-3652 51.3 57 249--11 20 4 110 3
07168-3732 51.7 33 250--11 64 25 110 3
07169-3520 54.1 42 248--10 24 3 106 4
07169-3953 55.1 15 252--12 381 18 106 2
07169-3536 56.821 248--10 23 I 3 107 4
07169-3504 58.9_15 247--10 18 I 4 106 4
07169-3103 59.334 244--8 _' 9105 g07170-3946 4.2 22 252--12 ! 1 111
07170-3001 4.9 13 243-- 8 66i 16 102 3
07172-3241 12.1 42 245-- 9 81 20 104 2
07172-3502 15.1 28 247--10 621 10 113 2
07172--3451 15.1 59 247--10 35 5 106 4
07173-3338 22.0 2 246-9 27 3 103 4
07174-3852 24.1 7 251--12 59 19 110 3
07174-3756 24.8 44 250--11 34 9 111 3
07175-3040 31.2 13 243-- 8 42 14 103 2
07176-3859 37.7 4 251--12 37 12 113 2
07176-3533 37.8 48 248--10 25 4 109 3
07176-3826 38.5 28 251--12 39 17 111 3
07176-3250 39.1 21 248--9 35 3 102 4
07176-3112 41.9 7 244--8 53 10 102 3
07177-3918 44.1 55 251--12 69 14 106 2
)7178-3416 48.4 32 247--10 25 4 107 4
07178--3248 49.5 21 245--9 22 10 102 3
)7178--3831 50.6 59 251--12 36 8 110 3
07178-3914 51.3 8 251--12 31 12 110 3
07180-3041 4.2 5 244--8 104 27 99 2
07185-3914 31.6 57 251--12 40 8 111 2
07187-3203 43.6 33 245-- 8 39 9 109 3
)7188-3301 49.7 49 246-- 9 35 3 103 4
07188-3808 51.3 23 250--11 28 20 113 2
)7188--3345 52.3 6 246-- 9 38 8 110 3
07188--3520 53.1 34 248--10 23 9 108.3
07189--3854 55.0 12 251--11 70 17 109 2
07189-3222 56.3 54 245-9 24 8 102 4
07189-3450 59.9 4 247-10 28 8 6 3
07191--3428 11.9 30 247-- 9 33 8 110 3
07193-3418 19.0 0 247-- 9 41 10 108 3
07193-3409 19.8 36 247-9 35 8 110 3
07194-3810 25.0 43 250-11 21 10 110 3
07195-3838 31£ 13 251-11 39 10 111 3
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Color Co_ected)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.56L B B I 4700010000
1.02L BBC AADK 0 5600000000
3.08 CD BAB 1500000008
2.78 E M KA 970100042C
1.18L BD AE 7 4700001000
1.31L B AEI 3601000000
1.01L BF BI 0 3600000000
4.45 D D MC C 9602000428
1.00L BC AB 5600001000
7.07L C MF F 9500223548
1.14L CC AAN 6 4801000000
1.61L BE BD I 0 5600000000
1.19 D E 3600000000
6.67L C D 8400000008
1.03L C C I 5600010000
3.91L D El BA 660100061C
2.96 C CD 9600000318
1.68 D J GE 6500000000
1.60L C C 4500110000
1.00L BBB AAB 0 3700000000
1.63 C L C 5500000000
5.38L BC BC 1 9501110358 C
1.32L; C BG 3500000000
2.72L ! C DB 9600000218
7.57L C B 8400000008
4.31 BBDC AAAA 9 8510000008 29
3.35 F FD 9683110678
1.37: AACC AAAD 2 8600000000 18
1.30 D B 650001X)000
1.92 D K B 75OOOOOOO8
5.47 CBC CAA 9540100008
BC 0 0600000000
F 9400000008
ABI K 0 4600100000
AB 1 9601101008
BF 0 0600000000







1.04L BC AC 0 4600100000
2.08 I E I C 8501000118
1.24L B CE E 4600010000
1.66L B BI KH 4500000000
1.t3 O C 6600000000
8.34L E I D 9501101438
2.60 D MND 9600101338
2.47 D FCC 9601100108
19.69L C D 9401201548
8.5OL D C 9400110008
2.93 D M D 9501100130
1.98L C MF B B 4501000000
13.32L E B 8500000008
2.32: BBEF AAHD 0 2500203630
3.93 D MMHC 9581100130
1.64L BC AC 0 4601110000
1.17L F C L 3501000000
7.06L B C D 9501000008
1.35L B B F 8600000000
1.00L B D B E 0 3500000000
1.65 CF GGCC 6500000000
1.94: DF BEFB 2541203630
1.02L CB AAI D 7i 7701000000
2.82 C GC 7601000220
1.27L BD AED 7 5500000000
8.70L D C 9501000408
1.58L C BJLJ 6500000000
3.71 FCC GAA 9500100108
1.38L C C L E 5601000000
22.05: DD HI D 9481243438
2.67 C CGC 1500000120
1.00L C BM 3500000110
1.61L D F 9500100100
2.36 BD JDAB 7500000008
1.21L BC AB G 0 4500001000
2.85 D J HB 8700000208
8.88L BE BF L 0 9400010008
1.46L E E 9600000000
2.98 FD CFC 9601000208
6.97 EECC EBAA 0 6400003000
2.86 C J B 9602100438
1.30L B BE 3500130000
1.39L C F 3500010000
8.01L C C K 9500200408
4.29L B BE D 9401010008
1.00L D BF 3700130000
2.56: CD NBB 9602100438
3.26: CD M BC 7681200428
1.03 C M C 7600000000
8.97L C BFM 7501100308
1.01 DC CD 1600000000
1.12L BD AE G 0 3600010000
2.95 E H C 9601000408
1.00L B BMHI 7600000000
1.45L C C 36000000(0
12.61L C C 9501100428
1.10L BF AC 01 2600000000
1.62 E H D _ 4600000008
4.46L CD BE L 4 6500111008
1.97 CD HBB 4601000108
6.50L B AH K 4400000008
4.82: CC I CB 9681000608
4.80: DC MFFC 96C0000428
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
C 1 32 X0714-398 76 12
1 13 197777 K5 5 68
1 19 218 6 105
1 14 367- G 9 Sb 20
2 3 RAFGL 1099 1 3
C 1 32 X0715-385 97 12
3 13 197795 K5 2 26
1 14 367- G 12 S. 3
1 13 197805 K5 8 90
1 13 197807 K2 8 67
1 23 OCL 0700 508
1 13 197813 K5 3 88
1 13 197812 K5 14 90
8
1 13 197825 K0 11 80
E 4 13 197824B3 24 46
8 1 32 X0716-307 72 8
E 4 13 197837 B3
8
19 50
3 2 5 DC251.7-12.2 53
8
2 13 197842 K0 1 63
4
1 13 197843K0 10 70
4
1 14 367- G 17 Sb 2
1
1 13 197874K2 11 90
C
1 13 197876 K0 1 72
1 14 367- G 18 S. 13
1 13 197881 K2 2 80
C 1 32 X0719-386 10 12
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Regcon.
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a B a ,6, Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 p.m
h m. ° , (s) ( ) 1 b C') (") (') N
)7195-3400 34.3 6 247-9 106 12 109 2
)7195-3444 34,5 33 247-10 33 11 108 3
)7196-3300 36.3 9 246-9 90 12 96 2
)7197-3354 43.0 46 247-9 72 14 109 2
)7198--3520 52.1 21 248-10 71 11 108 3
)7198-3745 52.9 21 250-11 41 17 111 2
)7198-3425 53.3 16 247- 9 35 8 109 3
)7199--3003 54.1 59 243-7 28 3 103 4
)7199-3452 54.6 26 247-10 30 9 109 3
)7199-3852 54.8 9j251 11 53 18 108 4
)7200-3803 0.5 01250-11 65 13 110 3
)7201-3136 11.1 41 245-8 103 39 108 2
)7202-3401 12.5 32 247-9 82 25 105 2
)7202-3156 17.5 9 245-8 77 13 109 2
)7203-3612 19.3 27 249-10 51 7107 3
)7203-3212 22.1 55 245-8 27 8106 32)7204-3808 27.248 251-11 39 1 106!
)7204-3549 27.815 248--10 88 10 1062
)7205-3400 30.2 40 247-9 94 36 111 2
)7205-3019 34.3 25 243--7 34 8 99 4
)7206-5625 36.1 7 249-10 52 23 110 2
,7206-3814 37.2 41 251-11 22 10 109,3
)7206-3007 38.8 52 243-7 65 14 108,3
)7207-5623 42.7 18 249-10 28 10 111 3
)7207-3108 43.1 53 244- 8 25 4 103 i 4
,7209-3410 57.8 35 247- 9 28 23 101i 3)721o-5659 322o251-11 39 17 lO84
)7211--3356 7_8 50 247- 9 51 13 107 2
)7212-5611 16.2 0 251-11 20 14 4 4
)7213--5624 19.3 5 251-11 21 11 108 4
)7213--3017 23.9 5 244-7 43 8 109 3
)7214--3843 24.3 20 251-11 32 15 107 2
)7214-5625 25.5 47!249-10 23 13 108 3
37216--3959 37.5 81252-11 60 16 10 3
37216--3613 37.8 5'251--11 68 19 112 237216-355938142249-10 33 10 10_3
37216--3_18 38.7 41 252--11 27 9 110 3
37216--5625 40.4 30 251--11 60 16 111 2
37217-5607 42.3 37 251-11 39 3 6 337217-3,2543.924 247-9 57 6 10_3
37218-3345 48.5 56 247-9 49 9 108 3
_7216-3_35 50.250:47- 9 61 16 10_ 2
_7218-3738 53.0252s0-10 21 35111_07220-3110 0.9 38 244-- 7 51 1106
07220-3106 3.1 34 244-- 7 23 6106 3
07220-3623 4.1 3 249--10 41 9 112 307221-392686 18252-11 40 4 1103
07221--3147 9,4 40 245--8 25 5 106 3
07221-3805 10.9 16 251--11 18 17 109 4
07222-3829 13.3 44 251-11 260 4 109 4
07222-3811 14.7 54 251-11 26 12 106 4!
07222-3211 17.356 245-8 31 9 109 3
07223-3652 20.1;15 250-10 56 30 109 3
07223-5620 20.9 36 249-10 27 13 110 3
07223-3003 21.4 5 243-7 69 10 106 3
07225-3341 31.0 6 247-8 77 19 107 3
07225-3009 34.4 42 244--7 26 6 109 3
07225--3251 35.8 48 246-8 54 8 110 2
07226-3415 37.2 36 247-9 40 8 110 3
07228-3142 49.3 36 245- 8 16 4 12 3
07228-3258 51.7 18 246--8 63 12 108 3
07226-3215 51._ 8 245-8 28 8 109 3
07228-5627 54£ 30 249-10 37 9 109 3
07229--3044 57.9 21 244-7 49 5 105 3
07230-3711 2.0 30 250-10 41 8 108 4
07231-3223 8.2 59 246- 8 33 6 110 3
07231-3513 9.6 21 248- 9 54 10 109 2
07237-3018 43.9 23 244-7 32 7 106 3
07237-3120 47.6 40 245- 7 67 32 111 2
07256-3030 50.9 20 244-7 29 6 105 3
07239-3342 59.4 42 247-- 8 28 6 107 3
07239-3325 59.7 19 247- 8 18 4 =109 3
07240-3456 0.4 13 248--9 57 15 111 2
07242-3454 14.7 28 248-9 40 9 110 3
07243--3435 20.5 40 248- 9 56 18 109 2
07243--3231 22.8 11 246- 8 107 23 110 2
07243--3245 23.4 33 246- 8 60 11 111 2
07244--3739 24.3 56 250-10 59 19 107 3
07244-3223 25.2 59 246- 8 90 27 108 2
07245-3513 30.8 44 248- 9 45 9 109 3
07245-3640 30.8 56 250--9 58 15 108 4
07245--3818 31.6 56 251-10 46 11 108 4
07245-3504 33.1 34 248--9 27 9 107 3
07245-3548 35.8 12 249--9 16_ 8 109 3
07247-3211 43.8 17 246-7 23 5 110 3
07247-3928 45.2,16 252-tl 18 3 109 4
07248--3839 50.9 2 251-10 26 5 109 4
07248-3138 52.3 57 245-7 42 8 109 3
07248-3623 52.8 14 249-9 16 4 108 4
07248--3159 53.5 18 245-7 43 8 109 3
07249-5622 58.5 47 251--10 30 15 110 4
07249-3528 58.7 37 249-9 41 20 110 2
07250-3125 5.832 245--7 24 4 t09 3
07251--3321 7.0 26 247-- 8 30 10 ,108 3
07251--3800 8.0 33 251-10 42 9 109 4
07252--3953 13.4 11 253-11 80 15 179 3
07252-3740 13.6 31 .)51-10 78 17 109 3
07252-3641 17.2 34 250-9 44 29 115 2
07253-3808 20.5 1 251-10 44 10 110 3
07254-3347 24.2 13 247- 8 38 8 109 3
Flux Density Flags
(Jansky)
1.46L .25L A0L 1.42 D CK
.25L .25L .77 1.98: CE CE
.25 .25L .40L 1.25L' E G D
.22 .25L .40L 1.38L C G
.30 .25L .40L 1.30L C E K
.25L .25L .46: 3,09 E O MF
.49 .25L .40L 5.80L B CF
.59 ,20 .40L 1,88L BD BCL
.82 .19: .40L 5,08L CD BE
.25L .25L .38 2.53 C E
.25L .25L .41L 3,50 C
.25L .25L .40L 1.46 C
.66L 1.01 L .40L 1.29 C I
.28 .25L .43L 1.00L C E
.34 .25L .40L 1.62L C C L
39.65 20.66 4.37 2.41 CCCC AAI
.25L .25L .52 4.15L C
.32 .25L .40L 1.60L C E
.25L .48L .40L 1.40 D
.63 _25L .40L 1,35L B AF
.43L .48L .40L 1.63 D E
.25L .25L ,81 3.50 BD L GE
.33L .25L .40 1.08L: C
.33 .25L .40L 1.38L C DM
.65 .16: .40L 1.32L BD BD
.25L .25L .40L 2.50 D
.25L .25L .49L 3.56 D NF
.25 .25L .40L 1.27L C D
.25L .25L .56 4.65: CE H
.25L .25L .47 5.84 CC LK|
.36 .25L .40L 1.77L C I CCI
1.18L .25L .44L 2.69 D F
.25L .25L .56 1.95 CC L F
.26L .37L .47L 2.33 C J
.40L .25L .44 8.90L C MI
.42 .25L .40L 6.89L C CH(
.67 .17: .40L 6.90L 8D BC.
1.84L .25L .41 10.70L C K
.25L .25L .55 7.79: CC
.54 .25L .40L 6.43L E B
.52 .25L .40L 1.21L C BJ
.31L .25L .43 1.64 DD FI
.32 .25L .40L 4.90: B D CHI
.45 .25L .40L 1.01L B BE
1.16 .73 .40L 1.00L BC AAI
.25L .46 .78 1.41L DC BI
.56 .25L .45L 6.84L B BEI
1.13 .34 .40L 1.02L BD ACI
.26L .25L .44 3.69: F D GI
.95 .53 .40L 6.89L BB AB
.56L .25L .76 4.17 BD L
.54 .20: .40L 5.54L BC CD
.25L .25L .40L 2.77 C
.27L .25L .51 1.67L C
.27 .25L .40L 6.18L C D
.25L .26L .40L 1.64 C J I
11.60 5.04 .94 1.00L BBC AA_
,38 .78L .40L 4.30L C CN
.66 .20: .40L 6.12L CE BE
2.87 .70 .40L 1.25L 8C ABI
.31L .25L .47 4.85L C CEI
.58 .25L .40L 4.74L B AI
.37 .25L .40L 2.05L D CN
.67 .25L .40L 1.18L B BG
.27 .25L .41L 2.42L B D
.25L .25L 1.64 4.85 CC D,
.41 .26L .40L 5.64L i C C H
.25L .18: 2.73 5.80 FCC D
.25L .25L .40L 1.84 C E
5.00 2.87 .59 1.O4L DCC AA,
10.84 3.58 .74 1.26L BDE AA
.96 2.42 .40L 1.00L DB AA
.41L .74L .53 5.79L C DM
.61 .25L .40L 1.73L E iCD
.42L .33L .42 7.84L D N
.67L .67L A0L 2.23 D
.27 .25L .40L 3.52L D D
.25L .25L .52: 3.12 DE
,25L .25L .44L 2.07 D
.25L .25L 1.13 1.67L C L E
.25L .25L .45L 3.15 B
.25L .25L .71 3.87 CC
.43 .25L .40L 1.47L B BJ
,30 .87 1.54 3.03 FBBBIEA
3.23 1.16 .40L 1.16L BC AA
1.30 .34 .40L 9.18L BB AB
1.28 .68 .40L 9.11L BB AA
.44 .16: .40L 1.37L BD BF
5.68 2.99 .70 10.05L ABB AA
.25L .29 .57 1.34L DD C
.25L .25L .47 3.68: F C I
.25L .81L .61L 3.04 D H
1.60 .64 .40L 1.31L BC AB
.85 .19: .40L 1.54L BE BD
.60 .25L .40L 9.06L B B H
.25L .25L .39 2.t2 DD F
.25L .56L .40L 2.89 D
.73L 1.01L .43L 2.26 D J IV
.25L .25L .66 3.10 CC K
.48 .25L .40L 1.70L B B D
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 vm 100 ttm Flux Co, A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co( R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 =-- 30 =
Associations
Sep























426-- G 32 Sc






• Confusmn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S(Jrces (PH); 5) Ne*ghbocing Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN {)8ahm. o , (s) () I b (") (") ( N
07254--3641 26.0 31 250- 9 24 23 107 3 .25L
07254--3636 29.4 28 250--9 29 4 108 4 .91
07255--3828 30.6 0 251-10 46 14 109 3 .25L
07255-3320 32.9 32 247-8 53 16 109 2 1.04L
07256-3549 37.0 7 249-9 22 10 108 4 .25L
07256-3851 37.6 21 252-10 29 14 179 3 .25L
07257-3838 44.2:48 251-10 66 10 107 3 .25L
07257-3210 45.653 246-7 71 12 111 2 .35
07259-3559 55.3 2 249-9 45 12 109 3 .39L
07261-3220 6.120 246-7 43 9 108 3 .49
07261-3153 6.5'19 245-7 44 8 110 3 .50
07261-3951 11.440 253-11 27 10 110 4 .25L
07262-3811 13.8 22 251-10 70 12 110 3 .27L
07263-3953 18.827 253-11 27 14 112 2 .25L
07263-3347 20.2i23 247-8 91 23 105 2 .26L
07264-3744 27.834 251-10 25 9 108 4 .40L
07265-3936 32.6 23 252-10 57 14 108 4 .27L
07265-3942 35.5 16 252-11 43 8 109 4 .25L
07266-3639 39.2 38 250-9 22 5 108 4 2.82
07266-3538 39.5 30 249-9 28 6 107 4 .25L
07268-3554 48.2 27 249-9 23 16 109 4 .25L
07268-3342 48.2 2 247-8 84 23 106 3 .25L
07269-3019 55.2 1 244- 6 25 5 111 3 1.93
07269-3645 55.2113 250-9 43 18 106 2 .30L
07269-3134 56.6 14 245-7 35 23 111 2 .25L
07269-3903 56.8 40 252-10 92 16 107 2 .29L
)7269-3754 57.4 44 251-10 25 12 1 3 .26L
07269-3658 58.2 10 250-9 35 5 109 4 .66
07269-3837 58.9 33 252-10 42 11 108 4 .25L
)7270-3339 0.7 13 247-8 28 9 109 3 .44
)7270-3545 4.1 57 249-9 52 13 109 4 .68L
07270-3539 5.9 3 249-9 35 3 107 4 .25L
07270-3957 5.9 31 253--11 46 13 112 2 .57L
07271-3954 9.8 51 253-11 28 10 111 3 .25L
07271-3024 10.6 38 244-6 32 9 109 3 .64
07272-3920 14.3 5 252-10 72 16 107 2 .25L
07272-3732 16.5 27 251-9 33 18 106 2 .26L
07272-3758 17.5 50 251-10 20 8 107 4 .25L
07273-3032 18.5 27 244-6 30 4 110 3 1.66
07274-3404 25.5 42 247-8 20 8 109 3 1.01
07274-3013 ;'8.6 54 244--6 37 9 109 3 .64
07275-3231 32.8 14 246- 7 83 11 105 2 .26
07276-3301 36.3 56 247-- 7 29 5 107 3 6.91
07276--3607 37.1 0 249-9 26 5 109 4 1.21
07276--3801 37.1 30 251-10 19 8 108 4 .67
07276--3959 36.E 34 253-10 27 15 111 2 .42L
07276-3411 394 58 248- 8 25 8 109 3 .75
07277-3634 42.9 48 250- 9 19 4 108 4 14.26
07277-3502 43.8 57 248- 8 35 22 107 3 .25L
07277-3917 _,4.C 26 252-10 32 17 111 2 .46L
07277-3243 45.E 39 246- 7 46 25 107 2 .25L
07277--3543 46.1 3 249- 8 62 6 108 4 .38
07277--3614 47.7 36 249- 9 45 5 108 4 .36
07278--3645 52£ 58 250- 9 30 15 108 4 .25L
07279--3909 96.1 14 252-10 45 16 110 3 .26L
07279-3847 56.4 56 252-10 18 4 109 4 1.67
07280-3751 0.3 58 251- 9 39 14 1 4 .25L
07281-3503 8.8 34 ; 248- 8 92 20 108 2 .25L
07281-3214 11.8 4 246-7 53 15 105 2 .25L
07282-3720 13.0 37 250-9 17 4 109 4 1.26
07282-3254 15.8 56 247-7 51 19 109 3 .25L
07283-3338 19.3 60 247-7 55 23 106 3 .25L
07283-3147 19.4 22 246-7 31 25 108 2 .25L
07283-3734 19.9 48 251- 9 48 14 107i 3 .25L
07283-3129 22.9 35 245--6 31 11 108 3 .31L
07283-3902 23.0 22 252-10 47 11 111 2 .36
07284-3227 24.2 35 246- 7 48 18 107 3 .25L
07284-3932 24.4 53 252-10 31 6 110 3 2.62
07284-3348 25.8 3 247- 7 49 31 106 2 .27L
07284-3554 26.7 8 249-8 38 7 108 4 .27L
07284-3906 27.9 26 252-10 61 15 110 3 .25L
07284-3756 29.8 53 251- 9 66 11 110 3 .34L
07265-3437 31.2 7 248- 8 46 7 109 4 .25L
07286-3712 36.4 49 250- 9 58 14 108 4 .25L
07286-3348 40.1 14 247- 7 73 16 '108 2 .25L
07287-3224 43.7 29 246- 7 52 3 106 3 .56
07287-3358 44.3 54 248- 7 27 7 108 4 .25L
07287-3948 46.0 38 253-10 79 18 110 3 .25L
07287-3051 46.1 22 245- 6 24 6 108 3 3.94
07287-3353 46.5 14 247- 7 16 , 8 108 3 .25L
07287-3913 46.8 56 252-10 51 16 110 3: .25L
07287-3406 47.4 7 248- 8 41 10 7 4 .28L
07288-3719 48.7 49 251-9 62 14 107 2 1.16L
07288-3745 49.6 59 251- 9 26 13 107 4 .39L
07288-3713 53.7 52 250- 9 29 9 107 3 .34
07289--3620 55.4 16 250- 9 18 4 2 4 1.96
07289--3056 57.957 245-6 24 9 109 3 1.05
07289--3353 60.{_ 51 247- 7 21 9 106 4 .25L
07290-3231 2.9 47 246- 7 43 15 109 3 .25L
07290-3711 5.6 31 250 9 41 14 108 3 .25L
07291-3034 7.7 53 245-6 58 12 110 2 .30
07292-3452 12.2 41 248- 8 _ 20 5 109 4 2.03
07292-3154 13.653 246-6 38 19 106 3 .25L
07293-3659 20.6 3 250-9 27 4 108 4 .55
07293-3708 21.4 50 250- 9 59 9 109 i 3 .25
07293-3829 22.3 26 252-9 45 12 112 2 .40
07293-3017 22.9 48 244-6 30 8 109 3 .69
07294 3645 26.5 35 250-9 22 4 108 4 203
07295-3817 30.3 23 251-9 54 9 109 3 .30
07295-3228 30.9 58 246-7 55 14 105 2 .78L =
Flux Density Flags
(Not Ce_r Cerrected)






































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
4.24 C HDE 8580200420 C 32 X0725- 366 97 12
2.09L BC AC H 1 7600200000 8 13 198011 MA 3 90
2.68 C DMB 7601001108
9.07L F C 9500000008
3.19 BB ECA 8600000608
2.40 OC LKB 9601000208
4.61 CC GI B 9502000418 4
1.71L C DEL 56000OOO00
2.87L C B E 7501000008
1.53L B BJ G 6600010000
1.29L El BF N 8601010000
7.40 E C B El 6500200508
2,49: C D F D 9600000408
7.24 CE FC 6501200508
2.30 C L CC 2600000000
8.22L B F B I 6400000108
8.74L D CC 9501104528! 2
6.17 BD DCB 7600105548 2


























9.02L D L DJ
9.30L C EJFD
9.63L BE BC
3.53 C L B
1.80L B BJ




1.49L B BF G
10.30L C GD
9.47L C E D
9.30 CE H EB
2 14 368-PN 3 PI 11
1.37L ElC ABJK 0 4601000000 1 13 198043K5 13 78
8.99L BC ACE 0 9501000008
1.67L CF AE 5 1500010000
6.81L D C 9500000008 1 13 198050 K2 10 90
6.25L BElE AAC 1 9500000108 1 1 KO PUP 14 3
1.98L BC ABL 2 9602003000 2
10.51L BE ACK 2 950021091C
5_87: CD J NGC 8741000328
7.03L BC AB 2 9501010008 2 * 1 KPPUP 12 3
1.69L ABEl AAA 0 3601000200 16 4 1 13 198053 MA 6 75
2.52 C GC 3680000020 8
12.70L D F 9600100408
1.83 E El )680000008
2.38L El C 7600000000
2.93L BE BC H 0 8501000100 4
3.97 F D GO 9580000318 4
12.96L C H 9500000106
1129L BB AAFE 9501000008
4.31 CE CC )60120010C
2.39 C B 3600010020 8
2.16L C EF 9600100308 4 2 40 B1 113 9 85
6.54L BB ABM 3 8500010108
2.26 CE L DA 9600100308 4
2.78 E E EC 9600000108
1.75 D I El 9600000008
7.30: FC i EDE 7402000448 C 1 32 X0728-375 23 12
5.09 FCC EDAA 8500000008 2 14 428- G37Sb 11
12.27L C B 9501100308
2.06 D K BC 9600100008










3.46 D F C
1.16L BC
10.99L E C B 9400400088
5.90 C K HC 8600000308
6.61: DF L DD 9581220448
16.16L C C BD 7400201008
10.81L D FCC 950000031C
16.28L B CI L 9400322758
1.76L ElC AB 0 7601001000
1.41L BD AC 0 6600100000
11.82L C I C B A 9400400368
2.82 D G EB 9601001338
4.41 DC I B 8500221638
1.65L C DKNH 8600010000
1.74L BC AAF 1 4601000000
2.53 D S 9500000018
15.88L BF BG F 6 6400000408
16.14L C D KC 8402100638
14.14L F D M 7400010OOC
1.95L B B E 3600000000
10.54L BB AA 3 6501000008
12.17L C CL J 940001000C
6.70L C GDD 9501011338





2500000100 "41 07285-3437 13 14
9581221768 8
9500200048 8 "41 07287-3348 52 5
9401101008
9401304228 6,3 "40 Ell/21B/112 35 73
5700000208
_AN 0'7600100000 3 13 198064G0 4 47
8
D
2 13 198069 G5 26 85
1 19 241 12 111
8
C
2 13 198072 K5 10 76
4
1 13 198078 K0 6 83
1 13 198077 K0 7 81
C 1 32 X0729-325 99 12
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source DenMy Region.
21
Right Ascension: 07h29m32'-07h33m31 '
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
ham 8 (s)
Flux Density Flags
C) t b C) C) (') N
07295-3407 [32.236248-7 68 61093 .59 .25L .40L
07295-3753 35.49251-9 30 61103 9.03 4.20 .77:
07297-3842 42.614252-10 42 12 111 3 .25L .25L 1.78L
07297-3508 43.7[ 2249-8 21 5108= 4 2.72 1.48 .26:
07297-3021 45A 12 244- 6 26 6 1093 1.39 .64 .40L
07298-3155 50.223 246- 6 66 9 105 2 .23 .25L A0L
07298-3357 51.331 248- 7 52 15 109 3 .25L .25L .40L
07298-3737 52.332 251- 9 66 14 110 3 .36L .25L .62
07298-3205 52.645 246- 6 40 17 12 3 .25L .25L .40L
37299-3233 54.218 246- 7 44 8 109 3 .46 .25L .40L
07299-3015 55.257 244-5 25 15 106 3 .25L .25L .40L
07299 3717 57.537 251-9 24 15 108 3 .25L .25L .66
07299 3907 57.8,26252-10 33 8 110 3 ,25L .25L 1,05
07299-3802 59.043 251-9 29 5 110 3 .35 .25L 1.44L
07300-3317 0.8 9 247-7 37 19 108 4 .25L .25L .40L
07300-3141 1.217 246-6 93 13 105 2 .28L .25L .38
07300-3733 2.5'48 251-9 70 12 109 3 .36L .25L .74
07300-3525 2.711 249-8 36 5 108 4 .74 .28L .40L
07300 3108 3.437 245-6 33 5106 3 .96 .28 .40L
07301-3225 8.259246-6 39 31073 .63 25L .40L
[37301-3056 8.255245-6 43'181073 .25L .25L .40L
37302-3242 12.929247-7 33 181093 .25L .25L .40L
[:)7302-3944 13.540253-10 75 161093 .43L .25L .62
:)7302-3932 15.22253-10 22 131113 .25L .25L .63
37302-3702 16.754250-9 52 201072 .58L .54L .42
)7303-3709 21.344251- 9 20 14 124 .25L .25L' .99
_7303-3923 21.540253-10 29 12 110 3 .25L .25L .84.
37303-3953 23.054253-10 21 4 110 3 5.12 2.25 .40:
,7304-3648 26.531 250- 9 18 10 2 4 .25L .25L .76
,7304-3728 29.5 6 251-9 38 5 110 3 .43 .25L .40L
)7304-3920 29.933252-10 47 12 112 2 _21 .25L .40L
)7308-3311 51.119247--7 35 31094 .96 .20: .4OL
,7308-3429 52.447248-7 23 511084 2.82 1.48 .40L
}7308-3508 52.930249-8 16 81074 .84 .57 .40L
37308-3932 53.159253-10 2711149' 2 .25L .25L .47
,7309-3225 56.444 246- 6 31 24 110 2 .42L .58L .41L
)7309-3620 59.852 250-8 49 10 107 2 .25 .25L .57L
,7310-3916 0.243252-10 41 14 110 3 .25L .25L .66
:)7310-3137 0.4 18 246-6 95 25 110 2 1.2CIL ,25L .40L
}7310-3733 0.546251 9 44101093 .25L .25L 1.12
'7310 3121 1.4 10 245-6 32 4 106 3 1.92 .48 .40L
)7310--3104 2.148245-6 2961073 .25L .35 2.01
)7312-3937 12.253 253--10 85 20 [107 2 .25L .25L .47
)7312-3940 14.647253-10 39 51103 .58 .25L .40L
)7312-3325 17.246 247 7 34 10 108 4 .25L .25L .42
)7312-3850 17.625252- 9 52 9109 i 3 .30 .25L 1.39L
)7313-3545 18.227249- 8 673 1084 .30 .25L .40L
)7313-3927 18.347253-10 25121122 .25L .25L .89
)7314-3332 24.915247-7 42 101074 .43 .25L .40L
)7314-3439 30.015248-7 27 51074 .75 .15: .40L
)7316-3209 37.3 1 246- 6 23 9 109 3 .59 .37 .40L
)7316-3646 39.651 250- 8 37 5 110 3 .61 .25L .40L
)7316-3253 39.648 247-6 63 5 109 3 .39 .25L .40L
)7317-3203 45.241 246- 6 28 4109 3 1.64 .82 .40L
)7317-3953 45.5 5253-10 42 14 108 2 .25L .25L .81
)7317-3153 46.328 246-6 48 8108 4 .36 .32L .40L
)7318-3535 53.848 249-8 32 15 107 4 .25L .25L .49L
)7318-3520 53.811 2498 39 7 107 4 .36L .25L 1.00
)7319 3953 54.139253-10 19 10 111 2 .96L .25L 1.43
)7319-3939 54.3 1 253-10 25 4 110 3 1.44 .57 .40L
)7319-3146 58.160 i 246- 6 46 29 109 2 .25L .25L .69L
)7319-3758 58.559251-9 28 61103 3.52 1.82 1.45L
)7319-3809 58.912252-9 53 61103 .47 .25L 1.54L !
)7320-3542 1.717249- 8 17 41084 1.13 .24 .40L
)7320-3705 1.940251- 8 87 17111 2 .71L .25L .71
)7320-3613 2.442 : 250 8 22 51103 1.58 .87 .69
)7320-3428 4.7 4248-7 90 161072 1.32L .25L .31
)7321 3658 6.1 6251- 8 42 171103 .25L .25L .73:
)7321-3854 9.327252-9 32 151103 .25L .25L .40:
)7321-3707 11.73251-8 56 141112 .25L .67L .82
)7322-3353 13.517 248 7 25 5 108 4 1.41 .38 .40L
)7322-3947 16.347253-10 37 5110 3 .99 .30 _67L
)7323-3230 18047 247-6 25 5108 4 .64 .33 .40L
)7323-3321 19615 247-7 84 9106 2 .27 .27L .40L
)7323-3703 23.754 251-8 30 10 108 3 .25L .25L .58:
)7324-3618 27.6 1 250- 8 30 23 22 2 .25L .25L .49L
)7324 3307 29.420 247-6 49 13 108 4 .25L .25L .32:
)7325-3210 31.111 246 6 75 18 106 2 .25L .25L .40L
)7325-3258 34,815 247- 6 45 3 108 4 .34 .31L .40L
)7326 3948 36.213'253-10 40 17 179 3 .25L .25L .74L
)7326-3618 38.828 250- 8 46 32 108 2 .25L .32L A3L
)7328-3717 49.754 251- 8 32 14 109 3 .25L .25L 1.15:
)7328-3703 49.916 251- 8 33 8 110 3 .64 .18: .40L
)7328 3355 50.331 248- 7 76 12 107 2 .27 .25L .40L
)7328-3408 52.828 248- 7 21 4 108 4 2.23 .91 .40L
)7329-3156 55.659 246- 6 87 12 110 2 .24 .25L .40L
)7329-3418 58.0 25 248-7 39 27 106 2 .25L .25L .41L
)7329 3319 590 9 247-6 39 9 106 4 .36 .25L .40L
)7330-3004 26 35 245 5 49 10 108 2 .55 .39 .40L
)7331-3806 7.3 54 ' 252 9 73 25 110 2 .27L! .25L .37
)7331-3645 7.8 20 250-8 43 17 112 2 .25L .25L .48
)7331 3618 9.042250-8 27 61093 1.83 .92 .40L
7331-3055 10.7 11 245-5 37 6 109 3 .49 .34 .40L
)7332-3704 13.7 17 251-8 43 14 109 3 .25L .25L ,77L
)7332-3650 15.7 39 251-8 86 12 109 3 .41L ,25L .58
)7333 3558 190 57 250-8 48 12 109 3 .37L .25L .72
)7334-3259 24.2 3 247-6 78 8 106 3 .29 .25L .40L
)7334 3719 27.8 27 251-8 24 6 109 3 15.29 7.23 1.23
)7335-3527 31.5 15 249-7 59 9 109 3 .26L .25L .63
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5.87L BC D8.03L BC AA
2.55L B
2.59L C F K
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
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X0732 - 372 4
245 110
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S(*urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
22




07335--3548 31.9 45 250- 7 53 6 109 3
07336--3008 39.(] 12 245-- 5 38 5 106 4
07336-3750 39.8 6 251- 8 57 11 107 2
07338-3205 52.4 33 246- 6 53 8 107 4
07339-3000 54.4 11 245--5 37 17 106 4
07339-3046 57.4 15 245- 5 47 5 108 ! 4
07339-3154 58.3 33 246- 6 52 12 109 2
07339-3623 59.7 24 250- 8 48 9 109 3
07340-3809 0.5 42 252- 9 68 25 108 3
07340-3657 4.2 43 251- 8 79 11 111 2
07341-3943 6.9 32 253- 9 32 14 107 2
97341--3215 7.1 29 247-- 6 I 33 18 108 4
07341-3034 8.5 49 245-- 5 24 3 109 4
07342-3659 15.7 23 251--8 61 16 107 2
07342-3422 16.8 38 248-- 7 46 12 110 2
07343-3843 18.2 32 252-- 9 33 5 110 3
07344-3109 26.2 43 246-- 5 28 5 108 4
07344--3328 26.5 4 248-- 6 42 14 107 4
07344-3636 27.4!40 250--8 51 28 109 2
33.7!39 247--6 69 17 108 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m






















(Not Coim" Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 Fm 1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
2.53L B S H 6600000000
1.99L BF AC 0 9600110000
12.48L C BJ 2500000008
9.61L B CD 9400000008
2.18 D D G C 9600000000
2.15L B ICK H 3600000000
8.42L C E 8500OOOO08
2.4OL C BD 9601000000
2.77 C J EF 6701000020
2.64L C C G 9600100100
7.10 C DMI B 9581000230
3.05 C MMB 9500000108
2.OOL BB AAE 0 3600001000
2.64: DD CE 9600100100
13.32L i C D 95OOOOOOO8
1.63L IB ALH 8700010000
2.17L :CD ACN 6 2600100000
2.57 S t I B 9700000008
2.96 D E 9600000320
2.59 D GL B 95OO00OOO8
Associations
S 2 # T Name Type
1 17 820




07346-3813 37.9 46 252-8 44 17 109 3 .25L .25L .40L
07346-3112 37.4 28 246-5 18: 4 109 3 6.18 1.52 .40L
07346-3024 37.8 33 245-5 76_30 105 2 .56L .48L .40L
07346--3921 38.6 27 253-9 44 19 107 2 .25L .25L .64
07347--3902 42.3 2 253-9 32 6 109 3 .97 .46 .40L
07347--3851 42.4 3 252-9 39 32 107 2 .52L .57L .50L
07347--3003 46.1 23 245-4 71 17 107 4 .25L .25L .40L
[:)7347--3234 47.3 6 247-6 25 5 107 4 .35L .44 2.24
07348-3319 49.7 4 248-6 85 24 106 2 .51L .58L .40L
07349--3246 54.6 32 247-6 58 24 105 2 .25L .58L .45L
07349-3301 55.4 23 247-6 44 8 107 4 .41 .25L .40L
07350--3903 1.4 35 253--9 67 31 107 2! .25L .31L: .44L
07350-3102 3.6 36 246-5 53 15 107 4i .25L .25L .41L
[:)7350-3949 4.6 16 253- 9 20 12 107 2l .25L .25L 1.65
07351-3647 8.9 20 251- 8 36 21 108 2 .25L .25L .56L
07951-3135 7.3 52 246-5 57 21 107 4 .25L .25L .40L
07951-3239 8.7 9 247-6 38 6 106 4 .41 .25L .40L
07352-3710 17.2 38 251- 8 83 18 111 2 .26L .25L .40
07353-3004 19.3 4 245-4 37 16 106 4 .25L .25L .40L
07353-3950 23.0 58 253-9 36 18 107 2 .25L .25L 1.26L
:)7354-3451 90.0 12 249-7 41 6 109 3 .49 .25L .40L
07355-3618 34.1 11 250-7 29 5 109 3 .85 .20: .40L
37355-3558 35.5 48 250-7 48 5 109 3 .68 .25L .40L
07356-3549 37.6 20 250-7 23 6 108 3 14.70 5.83 1.32
07356-3308 40.5 10 247- 6 91 22 i 106 2 .25L .25L .40L
37356-3328 41.8 24 248-6 40 9 108 3 .44 .25L .40L
07358-3243 51.9 29 247- 6 21 4 ; 107 4 6.42 50.69 207.15
:)7358-3134 52.0 21 246- 5 35 10 107 3 .34 .25L .40L
:)7359-3509 54.6 48 249- 7 30 6 i109 3 1.15 .17: .40L07359-3521 57.5 21 249-- 7 23 7 110 .80 .25 .40
07359--3753 59.1 48 252--8 18 5 110 3 3.09 .77 .40L
:)7359-3322 59.8 53 248- 6 20 6 109 3 10.53 4.30 .67:
:)7360-3703 0.2 9 251- 8 28 25 17 2 .25L .25L .62L
:)7361-3733 10.3 54 251-8 67 12 107 2 .27 .25L .40L
:)7361-3341 11.3 34 248- 6 28 6 109 3 3.30 .89 .40L
:)7361-3157 11.5 7 246- 5 20 4 106 4 1.91 1.20 .40L
:)7362-3326 13.7 26 248- 6 33 12 7 3 .25L .25L .80
37362-3027 13.8 47 245- 4 53 10 107 3 .23 .25L .40L
:)7363-3011 21.0 18 245-4 36 9 108 4 .34 .25L .40L
37364-3426 24.0 32 249-- 6 29 5 , 109 3 .56 .40L .59L
:)7364-3542 24.2 1 250- 7 50 7 109 3 .64 .25L .40L
:)7364-3527 24.9 31 250- 7 58 8 109 3 .54 .25L .4OL
:)7364-3238 29,8 39 247-5 53 5 108 3 .47 .25L ,40L
:)7365-3712 31.4 47 251-8 34 17 110 3 .25L .25L .27:
07365-3144 34.1 55 246- 5 21 4 107 4 ,49 .25L .40L
07365-3623 35.4 41 250- 7 37 9 108 3 .44 .25L .40L
07366-3237 37.7 0 247- 5 40 10 109 3 .37 .26L .4OL
:)7366-3241 40.3 50 247- 5 44 13 108 3 .37L .25L .74
:)7367-3104 44.1 41 246- 5 82 10 107 3 .57L .25L .78
:)7367-3330 45.1 32 248- 6 31 12 108 9 .25L ,26L 1.02
:)7367 3839 47.2 56 252-8 40 7 107 2 1.25 .32 .40L
:)7368-3045 51.6 2 246- 4 32 8 107 4 .50 .25L .40L
:)7368-3040 52.5 10 245- 4 40 10 106 3 .27L .25L .54
:)7369-3622 54.9 53 250-7 32 10 109 31 .27L .30 1.45
:)7369-3517 56.4 5 249-7 31 6109 3, 6.92 2.06 .58:
:)7370-3749 3.6 11 252- 8 41 8 113 2! .52 .25L .40L:)7370-3322 3.8 30 248-6 29 6 108 1.11 .38 .40L
:)7372-3328 13.9 44 248-6 71 14 109 3 .25L .25L .69
:)7372-3610 14.6 31 250- 7 27 18 108 3 .25L .26L .40L
07372-3424 17.7 34 249-6 46 9 109 3 .39 .25L 1.39L
07373-3313 20.8 21 248- 6 68 11 109 2 .31 .25L .59L
07373-3354 23.3 24 248= 6 27 5 109 3 1.61 .47 .40L
i7374-3826 24.1 32 252-8 45 8 107 2 1.03 .40 .49L
07374-3708 29.4 52 251-7 99 12 110 3 .25L .25L .50
07375-3339 31.2 45 248-6 35 6 109 3 .65 .25L .40L
07376-3819 37.1 46 252-8 37 9 107 2 .55 .25L .40L
07376-3417 37.4 4 249-6 36 14 109 3 .25L .25L .74
07376-3505 41.9 57 249-6 65 9 108 3 .35 .25L 1.26L
07377-3439 43.2 41 249- 6 100 28 110 2 .25L .25L 1.44L
07377-3352 43.3 3 248-6 66 21 109 3 .25L ,25L .40L
07377-3032 44,4 6 245-4 19 5 106 4 1.35 .43 .40L
07377-3844 44,5 51 253- 8 57 7 107 2 .50 .38L .54L
07377-3448 46.1 4 249-6 33 7 108 3 3.16 1.31 1.19L
17378-3136 48.2 4 246-5 26 6 108 3 .25L .60 1.39
07378-3902 49.6 30 253-8 28113 107 2 .25L .38L 1.03
07378-3249 49.9 10 247-5 34: 6 108 3 .66 .28 .40L
07378-3414 50.4 43 249--6 54 3 108 3 .36 .25L 1.38L
07379-3858 54.128 253-8 37 9 107 2 .34 .25L .40L
07379-3545 55.6 31 250--7 87 17 109 3 .25L .25L .61L
07379-3013 58.8 14 245--4 44 17 107 4 .25L .25L .40L
3.10 B I J GC 6700000000
6.91L CB AAD 1 8400100008
1.25 C C 6700000000
11.14L D CE 9500010418
2.19L CD BBD 2 4700100000
3.12 C KFDE
2.36 C H E
5.18 BBE HBAB
2.37 D KKB
2.06 D J B
8.43L C B H
3.25 C MC D
3.96 DG KD
10.76 CC MFC






10.46L C BB I





1 13 198173 K0 26 76
1 17 824 9 138
C 1 32 X0734-366 83 12
















2500000008 2 13 198195 B8
2 5600010000 1 13 198201 K0
56OOOOOOOO
1.58L BBC AAAI 0 3700000000 46
2.88 E M C 9600000018
10.89L C C F 9502020138 9
262.17 AABB BAAA 2! 6160043518 76 51 1 32 X0735-327
8.99L B C 6400000008
2.27L BD AD G 0i 2700010000 2 13 188205K0
2.06L BD AD F 21 4700000000
1.78L BC AA 0] 6700000000 2 13 198210 K2
6.28L BBC AAC 6i 9602101318 01 8! 1 1 KSPUP







2.34L C C 4700000000
9.44L BC AA 2 9400000008
6.93L BB AAI 5 3500000008
4.43: CC HJCB 8503102248 8 1 32 X0736-334 112 6
2.03L C E 4600000000
2.02L B BJ D 7600000000 1 17 838 81
8.80L B BDGE 950102000(3 1
2.64L B AJ 4700000000
2.67L F CCL 5700000000
1.97L B C 8700210000 1 13 198223 K0 14 81
2.58 DB FC 4601000300 4
7.20L B BGK 5501000008 1 13 198224 K0 32 71
2.29L C BF I 6600113300 6
2.36L D DC 8700210000
1.97L C GBD 8701210010
1.96L C HCBC 6601000(X)8 1 14 429-G? 6 .. 11
7.54: DC I EA 9580003418
3.51L BC AB 4 4600000000 2 13 198229G5 4 61
1.88L B AF 4600100000 1 13 198236 4 90
1.83L D HB 6600100O00
2.77: CCC GDGC 4600113300 6 3 13 108237S5 2 56
2.70L BBC AAC 2 3701000000 01 2 16 03676 55 136
2.82L C B C 2602000000
9.81L BC ABD 3 9400100008
9.97L E CF 9400102408
3.41 C HKG 5700000000
9.55L B ADH 950200000C
9.56L C C E J 950OOO0008
10.07L BC AA 0 7500100108
2.99L BD BBGG 0 3600000110
1.74L C L B 37000O0O00
11.54L C AI 9502100008
2.93L C BD 3600000000
9.04L D LC 950210111C
11.21L C C 650000000C
3.41 D I C 970000000C
4.28 D F I D 7600100208
1.82L BB ABJG 0 5700000000
3.02L C CHL 5601000000
10.35L BC AA E 0 950000000C
4.14 CCD GABD 4580001038
5.19 CC I EB 4501101310
1.92L BC AE 0 5700010000
8.58L C CJ 95OO22149C
3.52L C EJ 4601100300
3.06 C H H S 2700000300
2.72 B I C 86O0000000
1 13 198249 K2 6 81
1 13 198251 K2 6 80
1 13 198258K0 2 77
8 2 "32 X0737--315 63 8
4 1 32 X0737--390 96 4
1 1 13 198262 K2 4 77
4
4






a B Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /J.m
ham. • _, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (*) N
)7380-3702 5.5 39 251--7 32 4 109 3 .47
)7381--3003 6.5 13 245--4 39 5 106 4 .95
)7381--3552 9.7 28 250--7 65 21 108 3 .25L
)7381-3253 10.(; 0 248-5 25 3 7 3 4.22
)7381-3302 10.(_ 52 248-5 40 7 109 3 .43
)7381-3033 10.9 38 245-4 29 16 106 4 .25L
)7381-3308 11.0'10 248-5 109 26 t09 2 .28L
17381-3706 11.9 23 251-7 28 5 109 3 1.21
17382-3409 '16.1 31 249-6 32 15 109 3 .27L
17383--3353 19.7 6 248-6 41 13 109 3 .25L
)7383-3325 21.6 33 248-5 22 5 109 3 3.04
}7383--3154 22.0 46 247-5 21 6 108 3 .25
)7384-3417 25.435 249-6 39 11 109 3 .33
)7384-3505 25.527 249-6 50 12 110 2 .29
)7384-3423 28.5 9 249- 6 59 11 108 ! 3 .38L
)7385-3435 31.4 40 249- 6 58 10 111 2 .30
)7385-3712 33.e 46 251- 7 69 28 107 : 2 .25L
)7386-3818 36.4 14 253- 8 40 6 109 3 .90
)7386-3138 41.0 12 246-5 56 11 108 3 .32
)7387-3105 42.5 21 246- 4 49 11 108 3 .35L
)7387-3300 44.4 36 248-5 65 9 109 3 .33
)7387-3948 46.3 47 254-8 97 19 110 2 .66L
)7388-3206 49.4 43 247-5 50 14 108 3 .38L
)7388--3846 50.2 16 253-8 42 7 107 2 .52
)7389-3808 55.2 55 252-8 90 25 107 2 .25L
)7389-3132 55.4 32 246-4 58 8 110 2 .99
)7389--3749 56.5 0 252-8 45 7 107 2 .67
}7369-3432 57.4 12 249-6 17 5 108 3 2.97
)7389-3247 59.8 38 248-5 47 7 108 3 .43
)7389-3703 60.0 29 251-7 30 5 108 3 2.48
}7390-3455 2.1 8 249-6 26 9 109 3 .25L
)7390-3157 3.0 18 247-5 40 8 109 3 .25L
)7390-3133 5.4 51 246-4 30 6 108 3 10.85
)7391-3645 11.9 3 251-7 20 5 109 3 1.44
)7392-3745 12.C 44 252-7 29 6 107 2 1.36
)7392-3105 14.5 15 246-4 47 8 107 3 .41
)7392-3817 14.5 3 252-8 28 6 107 2 2.39
)7392-3937 17.18 56 254-8 39 5 110 3 .68
)7393-3425 18.0 7 249-6 48 14 106 2 .28L
)7393-3730 18.2 36 252-7 42 7 107 2 .93
)7393-3519 19.0115 250- 6 33 5 108 3 .55
)7393-3143 21.4 24 247-4 40 9 108 3 .64
)7393-3127 22.5130 246-4 23 6 108 3 2.51
)7394-3407 27.5 12 249-- 6 24 11 108 3 .32:
)7394-3501 28.3 25 250--6 53 6 107 2 .44
)7395-3649 36.0 6 251-7 72 10 107 2 .35
)7396-3150 368 36 247--4 106 16 106 2 .21
)7396-3829 38.1 7 253-8 39 6 107 2 1.01
)7396-3740 39.8 18 252-7 60 8 107 2 .46:
)7397-3924 ,2.2 39 253--6 36 9112 2 .62
)7397-3414 ,5.6 11 249-- 6 26 5 108i3 2.94
)7397-3230 46.9 23 247--5 27 5 108 '3 4.32
)7398--3134 503 4 247-4 43 6 108 3 .76
)7398--3404 50.7 7 249--6 29 5 108 3 .65
)7398--3941 51.0 48 254-8 50 14 108 2 .44L
)7398-3021 51.2 14 245-4 31 12 109 3 .25L
)7398-3805 52.0 50 252-7 29 10 107 2 .25L
)7402-3956 12.7 48 254- 8 58 18 107 2 .25L
37402-3813 14.0 43 252- 7 22 7 107 2 .56
)7402-3925 14.9 50 I 253- 8 23 16 107 2 .68L
)7402-3603 17.1 2 251-6 46 27 107 2 .74L
)7403-3114 20.3 13 246-4 35 9 108 3 .25L
7403-3828 22.2 14 253-8 44 22 107 2 .27L
)7404-34t9 24.0 53 249-6 20 8 109 3 .28:
)7404-3355 27.6 15 249-5 27 6 109 3 .99
)7404-3240 28.8 29 248- 5 60 10 i108 3 .26L
)7405-3614 31.9 12 251-6 34 6 109 3 1.07
_7405-3750 33.2 18 252-7 57 6 107 2 .46
)7405-3511 35.3 20 250- 6 28 5 109 3 1.02
)7406-3353 37.5 54 249- 5 44 7 110i 2 1.10
37406-3101 37.6 8 246--4 40 5 108 3 1.62
37406-3215 39.2 1 247--4 36 8 109 3 .52
;)7406-3547 39.3 44 250--6 28 5 109 3 .74
:)7406-3208 41.6 32 247- 4 57 11 111 2 .41
:)7407-3453 42.1 43 250--6 41 12 107 3 .25L
:)7407-3657 43.9 2 251-7 50 8 107 2 .55
_)7407-3321 44.9 37 248-5 50 7 108 3 .33
_7407-3431 45.8 22 249-6 38 7 109 3 .25L
07407-3837 46.0 8 253-8 36 3 109 3 .44
07408-3305 53.3 54 248-5 53 6 107 3 .48
07409-3641 56.0 59 251-7 30 6 107 2 3.23
07409--3609 58.4 32 251-6 26 7 108 3 .71
07410--3812 2.1 5 252-7 53 18 110 2 .25L
07411-3253 7.2 25 248-5 52 8 107 3 .30
07411-3354 11.0 23 249-5 19 5 108 3 2.52
37411-3334 11.4 22 248-5 54 8 106 2 1.17
07412-3424 12.5 25 249- 5 27 11 109 2 1.02L
07412-3130 12.6 35 247-4 61 10 108 3 .39
07412-3505 13.3 1 250-6 69 15 108 3 .30
07412-3312 13.8 20 248-5 22 6 109 3, 7.25
07413-3305 18.2 5 248-5 45 11 107 3 .39L
07413-3246 18.4 46 248- 5 53 16 108 _ .25L)7413-3844 21.6 37 253- 8 18 9 109 .66
07414-3441 26.4 23 248-6 54 9 108 .26L
07414-3747 26.9 11 252- 7 59 17 107 2 .25L
07414-3907 27.6 48 253-8 39 5 109 3 .41
07415-3106 33.1 11 246- 4 _ 50 35 106 2 .63L
07415-3012 35.1 12 246-3 54 3 107 3 .47
07415-3435 36.(; 47 249-5 53 14 111 2 .74L
)7418-3536 36.E 55 250-6 41 12 108 3 .29L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 _tm
Flags
v L C
100 v.m Flux _orr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
2.56L C CGLL 3600121000
1.74L BF ADK 3 8600000000
3.20 C L D 8700000100
3.11 BCCC AADB 0 5600210000
2.27L B CE E 5700110000
2.46 B F B 56OOOOOOOO
2.96 D I B 7700100008
2.40L CC AA 9 3600121000
4.66 DC HEC 960000030C
4.O6 CC DB 9600000218
197.74 DBFC CAAA 0 7140033338














9.39: C FF C EB
14.62L D CN





6.88L B B L
3.19L D C GE
2.75L D EG
2.12L C MC
3.09L B B H
2.94 D NJ D
9.50L CE ABD 0 1400212308
2.59L ED AC 114600110000
7.89L BCE AADH 960120434C,
2.12 B CH I !4600010000j2.73L BC AA 1600000000;
4.14 DC I CB 780100030C
3.19 CC LGAB 2600000008
2.30: BBCF AABB 0 2520212308
2.58L BD AB 1 1700001000
2.29L CC AA K 0 4600110000
8.09L CF EBK 2 3500030108
10.31L BC AA 0 9401100108
1.95L CD BC 4 2700000000
5.29: DD DE 960010042C
2A6L BD BG 0 3601000000
3.18L BD EEJ 0 4800010000
8.37L BC hBCH 7 3400021008
2.35L BC hA D 0 2500000008
4.98 C DC EHCB 9600100108
t 0.35L C E E K 750200000C
3.06L :C CF F 1600001000
10.14L C FI 3300000008
3.07L BC hB 1 17000010(X)
2.58L iDD CD 0 3600010000
3.89LICD EC I 0 2801010000
10.63L BC hA 0 9.50(O0000C
1.91L BB hAF 0 1600000000
6.76L B .AE 4400020008
10.65L B _ HGD 9500100008
10.51L C B 7501000008
2.61L C _ BA 8600000000
3.48 CC DB 9501010108
3.88 D J B 96O0000008
12.70L C El 9500000018
3.42L C E DD 1701010100
2.66 D CLDC 8701001000
4.71 CD CB 3580000328
4.00 C KFE 1601000330
19.19 DDFF ,CCBA 3 94C036963C
9.36L CO kC D 1 9601111008
2.64L EC DBC 1601003300
2.84L BE i.aC 1 5701000000
10.55L C lC H 9400000008
9.38L DE j,aA 9 960000000C
9.36L D IEC 9601211008
1.51L BF /=BE 9 1700000000
2.51L C EF 1600000000
2.45L BD /=B F 0 9700001000
3.86: C E ,m KD 3601000008
15.97L C J CE 960200043C
2.94L CE E D 1 3600000000
10.88L D E F 7401000008
8.02L D I BA 950020120C
2.72L C C I 1701000000
2.31L B E F 9700020000
2.29L CC / AI 0 6600000000
3.04L ED .aCH 4 7702010000
4.89 F D F C 9501000228






































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30"
10.10L BBC IACG 0 9600000118
Associations
9.17L BD IBF 9600001008
28.17 ED ),'F BC 94Ct26673C
7.99L C E 5400000008
19.46L C E M J 9501000(XX_
2.25L BBD IADH 9720000000 01
2.37L C B 9700020000
4.47 C GHD 8500000010
3.29L BD BG 0 1601000000
18.73L C CBD 960011140(:;
3.35 D C H C 8500000008
2.32L B E 0600011000
2.90 F (; H 3500010000
3.09L B ElE I 9601000000
13.13L D CI C 960022170C
5.29: CE I CD 8601000000
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 198270 A5
2 13 198271 K0
F 2 14 368-EN8Em 6
2 "14 429-G8S. 2
1
1 13 198282 K0
3 " 7 WRA 51
1 °41 07387-3105
4 6 13 198286GOP
2 1 17 862
4
1 14 429- G 12 S.
4 3 "23 OCL0688
1 13 198291 K2
1 1 "41 07392-3105





1 14 311- G3S.
1 13 198304 K5
1 13 198306 K5
1 13 198307 K5
1 14 428- G 14 S.
1 13 198317 G5
C 1 32 X0740-312
C, 1 32 X0740-384
6 1 32 X0740-326
1 13 198325
C 1 °41 07406-3453
1 1 13 198333 K0
C
1 "41 07412-3505
1 3 RAFGL 4628S







































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
ham.. 8, (s) ( ) I b C) C) (') N
)7416-3729 37.6 11 252- 7 43 23 107 2 .31L
'7416-3146 41.9 8 247- 4 23 5 108 3 2.62
)7417-3343 42.8 58 249- 5 25 5 108 3 1.24
)7417-3622 43,6 8 251- 6 31 12 179 2 .53
)7417-3634 44.5 16 251- 6 24 6 106 2 2.85
)7418-3425 48.1 7' 249- 5 32 9 106 3 .42
)7418-3446 48.3 9 250-6 27 5 108 3 4.16
)7418-3339 48.7 34 249- 5 91 9 109 3 .30
)7418--3435 50.3 15 249- 5 39 13 108 3 .25L
)7418-3315 52.2 37 248- 5 33 5 108 3 4.55
)7419-3806 58.3 301 252- 7 39 9 108 3 ,26L
)7420--3551 0,2 12i 251- 6 62 7 106 2 ,57
)7420-3658 2.6 35i 251- 7 30 6 107 2 1,89
)7420-3741 2.6 58! 252- 7 27 5 109 3 1,37
)7420-3304 4.7 351 248- 5 49 31 108 2 .25L
)7421-3936 6.2 2 254- 8 55 8 109 3 ,25L
)7421-3317 6.6 1 248- 5 56 17 109 2 ,40L
)7421-3922 8,2 27 254- 8 53 13 109 3 .34L
)7422-3556 15.8 16 251- 6 25 10 106 2 ,57
)7422-3128 16.9 35 247- 4 46 10 108 3 .40
)7423-3528 18.4 45 250- 6 25 19 108 2 1,29L
)7423-3011 19.1 56 246- 3 72 11 110 2 ,33
)7423-3702 19.3 24 252- 7 83 18 107 2 ,36
)7423-3606 19,7 45 251- 6 19 6 106 2 1,47
7423-3428 20.2 31 249- 5 31 10 109 3 ,29L
)7424-3257 26,0 27 248- 4 70 7 106 2 ,75
)7425-3149 31,0 40 247- 4 24 5 108 3 1,54
)7425-3910 31.4 8 253- 8 40 15 109 3 ,25L
)7425-3056 34.6 23 246- 3 63 10 109 2 ,40
)7425-3838 35.1 27 253- 7 51 16 109 2 .36L
)7425-3145 35.4 0 247- 4 40 15 111 2 .51L
)7426-3422 36.7 60 249-- 5 56 12 108 3 .37L
)7426-3856 37.5 53 253-7 52 6 109 3 .90
)7427-3136 460 59 247- 4 45 6 108 3 .55
)7427-3435 46.1 25 249- 5 25 5 109 3 3.24
)7427-3312 47.5 43 248- 5 53 7 108 3 .30
)7428-3220 51.6 22 248- 4 34 5 108 3 1.20
)7428-3702 52.1 41 252- 6 41 7 107 2 .73
)7429-3538 54.6 10: 250- 6 44 15 106 2 .25L
)7429-3010 56.7 49 246- 3 50 9 108 3 .36L
)7429-3053 58.2 48 246- 3 30 26 115 3 .25L
)7430-3735 1,8 36 252- 7 37 8 107 2 ,34
)7430-3144 1,9 43 247- 4 38 17 110 2 .27L
:)7430-3324 4,5 49 248- 5 52 6 108 3 ,41
)7430-3349 4.5 12 249- 5 29 8 108 3 ,76
)7430-3318 5.0 15 248- 5 42 8 107 3 ,31
)7431-3423 6.0 27 249- 5 17 8 6 3 ,28L
)7431-3209 8,0 5 247- 4 23 5 108 3 4,59
)7431-3800 10,6 1 253- 7 56 15 110 3 .25L
)7433-3122 20.8 57 247- 4 35 5 108 3 ,46
)7433-3740 23.2 48 252 7 55 16 111 2 ,25L
)7434-3943 24.9 34 254- 8 32 5 110 3 1.06
)7434-3252 25.1 17 248- 4 84 29 109 2 .25L
)7434-3521 26.1 15 250- 6 19 9 107 2 1.07
)7434-3750 28.3 46 252- 7 21 4 109 3 604.74
)7434-3727 28.8 18 252- 7 21 6 109 3 .79
)7435-3145 32.2 26 247- 4 26 19 105 3 .25L
)7435--3243 32.2 7 248- 4 26 5 107 3 11.48
)7435--3430 34.0 38 249- 5 25 11 108 3 .25L
}7436-3316 36.2 28 248- 4 62 11 108 3 ,26L
)7436-3414 40.1 3 249-- 5 64 7 107 3 ,76L
)7437--3403 44,5 38 249-- 5 27 5 109 3 1,29
)7437-3709 45.5 23 252-- 6 23 13 110 3 ,25L
)7437-3832 47.1 4 253-- 7 51 7 109 3 ,37
)7437-3511 47,3 53 250-- 5 17 5 106 2 1,87
)7437-3406 47,8 29 249= 5 42 5 108 3 ,61
)7438-3938 48.1 38 254- 8 22 4 110 3 6,30
)7438-3754 52,4 3 252- 7 59 23 110 2 ,25L
)7439-3243 55.6 16 248- 4 27 5 107 3 3,72
)7439-3612 55.7 24 251-6 39 7 106 2 10.79
:)7440-3555 0.2 8 251- 6 55 9 107 2 .31
)7440-3416 2.4 28 249- 5 56 7 106 2 .40
)7440-3252 5.1 38 248- 4 63 6 108 3 ,30
)7442-3530 12,3 32 250- 5 38 17 106 2 ,25L
)7442-3235 15.3 56 248- 4 54 24 108 2 ,25L
)7443-3910 19.0 8 254- 7 58 13 107 2 ,45L
)7443-3851 21,5 0 253- 7 86 17 107 2 ,26L
)7444-3524 26.6 30 250- 5 34 13 107 2 ,42L
)7444-3127 26.7 26 247- 3 29 6 107 3 .90
)7445-3328 32.6 35 249- 4 42 5 108 3 .94
)7445-3758 33.1 46 253- 7 23 12 107 2 .27L
)7445-3011 358 7 246- 3 99 35 108 2 .25L
37446-3210A 38.5 54 248-4 30 6 107 2 117.35
)7446-3524 38.8 53 250- 5 24 9 106 2
)7447-3738 44.6 48 252- 6 15 5 109 3
7447 3943 46.7 57 254- 7 70 14 111 2
)7448-3406 48.2 38 249- 5 18 5 108 3
)7448--3854 48.9 11 253-- 7 63 14 109 3
)7448--3159 51.5 57 247-- 4 30 19 108 2
7448--3831 52.4 4 253-- 7 17 4 109 3
)7449--3246 56.5 15 248-- 4 59 9 108 3
)7450--3208 1.5 44 248-- 4 36 4 108 3
)7450--3935 4.1 45 254- 7 42 15 109 3
)7451--3810 7.7 51 253-- 7 39 6 109 3
)7451--3315 9,0 33 249-- 4 33 3 107 3
)7451--3132 9,4 8 247= 3 19 5 107 3
)7452-3342 17.0 43 249-- 4 54 8 4 3
)7452--3518 17.4 51 250-- 5 41 7 106 2
)7452--3756 17.5 55 253-- 6 36 4 178 3


























































































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
V L
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
9.09L O F 6500000008
9.39L BB AAL 6 5310001008
5,76L BCD ABGE; 0 9601201318 4 1 32 X0741-337
4,32L D CD 4602000000
2,95L BC AB 0 8700000000 1 13 198346K5
30,39: CD F DBEC 4 94C219676C 8 1 32 X0741-344
14,15L BCC AAC 9 960200040C 1 "41 07417-3446
13,86L C DG 9501200318 4
7,15 C DHEB 960111150C
2,49L BBE AAAD 9 9600100000
16,58L C HCF 9301000208
2.73L E BH 8601100000
3.15L BC AAE 4701100000
10.31L BC AALF 2 9501000008
3.47 C 9500000000
11,44L C E A 9500000008
4.01L C J C 9500100000
12.73L C DC 7501000008
3,77L F DKH 8701100000
10.41L D BF 5400000008
3.15L F E 5700000000
2.26L C BE 9600000000 1 13 198363 K7
4.41L F B 3700100000 1 13 198368 K5
3.38L BC AAK 0 8703001000
31.91 L F F B B D 948325563C
3,11L D BK 9600000000
9.06L BC AB 0 5300100218
6.53: DC BDE 7601002468
2,39L C BE 3600100010
2,80L D D 1700000100
C
A ,Sop






3,31L D NNBE 6500101318
12.13L C DI CI 9501121118
16.37L BE BD 0 7500000008
10.40L BF AD 0 6300010008
18.10L BB AADC 1 950110210C
3.28L CO CC 1 9500000000
2,0OL DC AA 7 3700111000
2.67L BD BC 0 3700020000
7,12 C F C 5601000330 8
2,60 CD LHBB 8600000008 1 14 429-PN?17PI
3.98 C HMFF 3500100120 8 1 32 X0743-308
13.82L C BI 9500000008
11.19L C F 5302001528 C 1 32 X0743-317
10,94L C BE 5500000008
10.92L BD BC 0 9601011008
2,6OL C CD 9700000000
10.07L D CDBB 9602156448 2 1 "41 07431-3423
8,07L BBB AABE 0 4400000008
3,54 D _KEC 9600000008
10.68L CD BBKH 0 4400110008
2.81 DC E DB 9600000008
12,69L BD ACLJ 3 8501000008 2 13 198396K2
3.00 F E 9600000000
4.44 BDDD AACC 0 970001130C 4
15.13 BBCD AAAA 0 9541030408 22 5 13 198398K5
2.81L CD BC 2 2F_)O000000
3.19 DD CB 5402000218 C
2.49L BBC AAA 1 9601000200 14 4 1 14 368-SC12OC
19.94 DFE FFEB 950122743C 2 2 "32 X0743-345
2.93L C J CB 9700000000
14.64L C J FB 9500010108 1 "41 07436-3414
11.66L BD AD 0 9601101108 3 I *13 198404 F8
5.92 CC FCB 2681000320 C 1 32 X0743-371
11.61L C D I J 3500000008
10.94L BC AA 0 9500OO000C
13.87L DD ACH 0 9600101108 1 "41 07437-3406
15.30L ABB AAB 1 8500000008 01 1 17 891 N
5.95 E DF B 9501030618 1 23 OCL 0716
2.62L BC AAC 0 9600000200 4
10,70L FFE AAA 9 9601100008
96OOOOOOO8





6400000408 4 1 32 X0744-388
760212220C 3
4 4400010008
0 9500000008 1 13 198420K5
9500101438 8
2.30 F E 760OOO0000
8.12 BEIDE AAAA 0 950111100827 4 13 198422A0
10,64L E E DGDB 764312220C 3
2.70L BC AA 3 9600000000 1 13 198423K0
14,32L F F B 5500100108
5,97: BBCE AABE 0 9600000428 14 8 1 °41 07447-3406
1 14 311- G 10S.
1 17 = 899
9.38L C C
9.30L C B H
2.86L C C
8.67 D L E B
3.31 C C
3.99L C E C E
12,60L C I EB
10.64 D D EA:
8.31L BE AC
10.33L BE AC
8.22L C F C B
6.75 O MD C i 9580000308
4.81 E F I B 9500000018
10.68L CC AA 8 8501100008
2.73L C B 8600000000
12.26L OD BC 0 9302211008
3.44 CC J FB 7600000208 4
3.69 FCC BAA 9700000108
2.66L EF BC 6 5701000000
10,98L BB AA 2 6500100008
5.43 FC DCB 9601242208
10.87L CC AA 0 9502101108
13,58L D I F D 9581202338 8
4.61 D J B, 8501100008
J






























Right Ascension: 07h45m19"-O7M7=57 =
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 Fm 25 /_m 60 /.tm
h m. , , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
7453-3826 19.5 39 253-7 82 16 108 3 .25L .25L .40L
7453-3550 22.(] 55 251-5 24 7 106 3 ,26L .45: 5.03
7453-3750 22.5 43 253-6 47 6 109 3 .43 .25L .40L
7453-3556 23.(} 51 251-5 45 7 107 2 1.06 .20: .41L
7453-3532 23.2 8 251 5 29 9 107 2 .25L .25L 1.20
7453-3546 23.9 36 251-5 20 10 107 2 .34L .25L 1.40
7454-3605 24.3 4 251-6 28 7 107 2 3.11 1.67 .97L
7454-3538 26.4 48 251-5 34 6 107 2 .69 .25L .40L
7454-3948 26.8 59 254-7 40 8 108 3 .43 .25L .40L
7454-3459 27.8 52 250-5 61 9 106 2 .38 .25L 1.35L
7454-3026 29.3 59 246-3 24 5 107 3 1.97 .78 .40L
7454-3523 29.5 14 250-5 52 17 180 2 .25L .36L 1.14L
7455-3130 31.2 37 247- 3 i 46 6 108 3 .55 .25L .40L
7455-3737 32.3 42 252 6 18 4 110 3 19.74 8.63 1.43
7455-3143 32.6 10 247- 3 31 6 107 3 1.11 .49 .40L
7456-3746 37.6 21 253 6 50 12 109 3 .25L ,25L .43
7456-3845 39.0,48 253 7 21 14 110 3 .25L .25L .54:
7456-3828 39,4142 253- 7 80 19 107 2 .25L .25L .43
7456-3346 40.4=54 249- 4 21 10 111 3 .33 .37: 3.69
7456-3409 41.459 249- 5 45 18 2 2 39L .25L .70
?456-3222 41.8 42 248-4 33 5 107 3 2.45 .85 .40L
7457-3605 45.9 37 251-5 44 13 109 3 .25L .25L .92:
7458-3418 48.8 55 250- 5 81 13 106 2 1.18L 1.13L ,58
?458-3322 50.1 13 249-4 30 8 107 3 .60 .25L 1.57L
7458-3555 50.8 48 251- 5 70 3 108 3 .25L 33 .40L
7458 3609 52,1 12 251-5 83 15 109 2 .76L ,25L 1.10
7459_3219 59.2 50 248- 4 36 8 106 2 .40 .25L .40L
7460-3309 1.1 9 249- 4 30 9 108 3 .98 .35 1,34L
7460-3045 1.5 1 247- 3 41 20 t08 3 .25L .25L .42L
7460-3459 3,1 50 250- 5 15 10 t06 2 ,82L .25L 1.11
7461-3558 8.4 19 251-5 61 9 108 3 .28L ,25L 1.09
7461-3553 10.6 30 251- 5 29 14 107 2 .27L .23: 3.34
7461-3705 10.6 38 252--6 22 4 109 3 13.84 6.21 .84
7462-3042 14.8 27 246-3 38 6 107 3 .45 .25L .40L
7462-3424 15.1 36 250-5 7612 106 2 .25L .25L .85
7462-3606 16.4 50 251-5 23i 18 102 3 .37L .25L 1.20
7463-3636 18.2 15 252-6 28 5 109 3 2.08 .93 .40L
7463-3314 19.1 35 249- 4 29 6 108 3 .60 .36 1.88L
?463-3603 20.7 40 251- 5 17 5 106 3 ,33L .74 5.55
7464 3056 25.5 55 247- 3 28 11 108 3 .42L .25L 1.18
7464-3029 26.9 31 246- 3 42 7 108 3 ,24 .25L .40L
7465-3839 30.1 10 253 7 36 11 109 3 .25L .25L 62
7465-3553 31,5 39 251- 5 16 9 108 3 .39 .25L 2.28
7465-3431 31,8 48 250- 5 67 13 106 2 ,40L .33L ,91
7465-3843 33,7 48 253- 7 52 12 108 3 .25L .25L .56
7465 3456 35,1 6 250-5 24 13 106 2 ,25L .25L 1.05
7465-3616 35,5 2 251-5 46 5 109 3 .67 .21: .40L
7465-3250 36.0 46 248- 4 22 4 108 3 1.42 4.10 50.19
7466-3739 36.0 40 253 6 21 4 109 3 1.48 .42 .40L
7466-3729 38.4 25 252- 6 22 21 102 3 .25L .25LI .45L
7466-3119 39.5 18 247- 3 45 18 107 3 .25L .25L ,40L
7466-3402 40.7 1 249- 4 41 11 106 2 .25L .30L 1.02
7466-3951 41.6 34 254-7 30 8 108 3 .24 .25L .41L
7467-3332 42.4 36 249-4 34 6 106 2 .97 .36 1.22L
7467-3517 42.7 11 250- 5 59 13 107 2 .31L .25L .59
7467-3436 42.9 18 250-5 54 6 106 2 .44 .41L .40L
7467-3058 44.6 58 247-3 19 5 107 3 7.13 2.07 .48:
7467-3223 45.1 29 248-3 41 25 108 3 .28L .25L .40L
7467 3010 45.2 36 246- 2 21 5 107 3 3.86 1.46 .40L
7467-3849 47.0 59 254- 7 52 13 107 2 .25L .25L .48:
7469-3605 55.8 1 250 5 53 6 107 2 .83 .32 .44L
7469-3536 57.8 46 251-5 33 5 108 3 3.40 .75 ,40L
7469-3943 58.6 30 254- 7 25 3 111 4 ,68 .27L .40L
7470-3459 0.7 12 250- 5 48 7 106 2 1.39 .45L .40L
7470-3552 0.8140 251- 5 46 11 109 3 .26L .25L 1.54
7470-3147 1.7 6 248- 3 26 6 108 3 .50 .25L .40L
7471-3757 7.4 57 253- 6 22 17 106 3 ,48L 25L .75
7472 3832 12.3 20 253 6 45 15 107 2 .43L .25L .58
7472-3204 14.2 37 248- 3 21 5 107 3 .84 2.57 6.42
7472-3600 15.9 17 25t- 5 32 10 109 3 .73 .28L .88
7472-3015 17.4 3 246- 2 55 7 107 3 .69 .25L .40L
7473-3854 20.6 6 254- 7 42 13 107 2 .26L .25L .54
7474-3733 24.2 9 253- 6 52 9 109 3 .43L .25L .61
C7474 3312 24.8 10 249- 4 34 6 106 2 1.33 .49 1.32L
7474-3119 26.6 16 247- 3 57 15 108 3 .25L .25L .44L
7474-3255 27.1 59 249-- 4 16 10 6 3 .27 ,33: 3.64L
7474 3116 27.3 26 247- 3 46 3 107 3 .94 .21: .4OL
C 7474-3717 27.7 16 252 6 53 3 108 3 .37 .25L .40L
7474-3632 27.9 50 252- 5 73 12 111 2 .31 .65L .40L
7474-3059 28.9 60 247- 3 , 33 7 108 3 25L .52 3.19
7474-3552 29.E 7 251- 5 23 5 109 3 .51 1.04 4.66
7475 3614 30.5 56 251- 5 30 14 109 3 .25L .25L .82
7475 3334 33.E 47 249 4 47 8 106 2 38 .30 1.92
7475 3435 33.E 29 250 4 41 8 106 2 .31L .45 4.10
7475 3235 34.4 31 248- 3 22 5 108 3 4.74 2.10 .92
7476 3535 36.7 8 251 5 27 11 107 3 .25L 25L .98
7476 3458 40.. _ 35 250 5 60 16 109 3 .25L 25L .74L
7476 3309 40.5 42 249- 4 22 6 106 2 10.66 2.66 .58
7477 3714 42.5 1 252- 6 16 4 109 3 2.60 .90 .40L
7477 3852 45.C 27 254- 7 40 5 108 3 .60 .25L .40L
I
7477-3343 46.3! 23 249- 4 36 6 106 2 .54 .65 11.31
(7478 3442 48.9 i 36 250 4 50 12 106 2 .25L .25L .90
(7478- 3813 50.3 5 253 6 26 5 107 3 2.47 1,62 .40L
7478-3645 52.4; 7 252 5 51 5 108 3 .88 .34 .40L
7479 3300 54.2 19 249-4 73 9 106 2 .25L .27L 1.05
7479-3803 56.0 36 253 6 38 7 108 3 .25L .29: 1,61
7479-3330 56.2 47 249 4 57 7 106 2 .37 .57 2.42
7479-3925 564 51 254 7 18 4 110 4 26.81 19.58 3.19
7479 3428 565 1 250-4 57 6 106 2 ,70 .27L .40L




1(30 p.m Flux Cor_ A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
4.41 C E B 9602200008
16.15 FDE ECRA 9540232218
16.21L F DF I 9500201008
16.15L CF AE 1 9600221318'
7.46: CC BA 9600000208
16.15L F MB 9500101008
16.73L EE AAF 9 9600100118
13.31L C AC 9601000008
13.25L B BH 4500010008
13.49L C C 450110010C
2.23L BB AA N 0 3602001400
4.85 D DJ B 9703101108
13.47L B B _ 4400100008
2.90L BBC AAA 0 9700000000 15
11.00L BC AB 0 7300000008
3.41 : C E E F B 9700100308
5.72 CC MNCD 9500001328
4.41L D LEE 9601100008
18.40: DDCC DFBA 0 9541165538
3.68: E E E C 9602000208
9.97L BC AA 1 9600100008
7.77 DE GC 9740223248
16.15L C I C 9500000008
13.80L B B 450000000C
25,61L C J C P 9500375648
20.55L D E K 9500223138
10.72L C C 9600100008
13.92L BC AC 0 850010000(3
6.13 C CEP 2581130340
7.09 DD L C B 8600000318
21.29L C HE 9500434438
24.53: D D F C k' C 9440465448
2.69L BBB AAB I 2700000000 14
2.21L B BNM 2601120240
10.20L C C 6600000008
17.44L D J 9601223348
12.66L BC AA 0 7500000008
13.43L DC BBF 0 650002100C
23.76L CC F A AF 6502223348
3.33: CE GBB 9541000008:
2.78L C E 2600010000'
4.95 CC DE B 9500100518
17.31: F CD CECD 94C1255438
11.21 L C J B 5500110008
12.33L C L E 9400200008
6.22 F D F C C 7600000428
17.72L BE AG 0 9602000008
83.06 BBDD AAAA 0 930002130C
2.97L BE ABF 0 9701000000
4.52 B GE D 9700000000
3.33 C B 4600000008
6.45: C D J C A 9600000208
2.57L C BM_, 8701000010
11.70L BC BC 0 650000000C
16.3OL C B 9500000008
14.88L D BI 5500110008
8.87L BDC AABE 9 9300000008
4.01 D GL C 7700000008
2.08L BB AAB 1 2702000000
4.37 CD EB 9601100008
12.57L CD ADF 0 9502010118
15.66L BC AA 1 9600000008
2.76L B BC 9701000000
12.57L C AB 9501010218
8.65L D K D C C 9541033348
11.88L B B F 6400000008
3.44: DD J F B 9600000008
13.60L D E F 9401103338
8.86 F BCC AAAA 1 6400030008
13.48L B D BCCE 8501000108
2.25L B BB 1601000000
4.31: EC DB 7600111108
3.25L C K B P 9600000000
11.15L DC AB 1 950020000C
3.79 C DB 9600100008
31.15 CD D EDGD 0 948104344C
9.57L CC AC 0 9300100008
4.16L C B 4600100000
15.02L F DH 9501000008
3.88 CCD KBAB 9400001008




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 198438 K0
1 13 198437 K0
4







2 13 198447 K5
1
2
1 13 198452 K2
C 1 32 X0746-307
1









1 13 198466 K0
2 13 198473 MA
1 19 265
E
1 1 32 X0747-320
1 13 198479 K5
1 13 198477
2 13 198482 B
F 1 32 X0747-329
28 71
16 6_=
11.86 BCCD BAAB 2 9501011338
4,09 DC I G B 8700000208 4
9.63L CDD CDAB 0 750010000C
4.66L FD EBA9 9600001008
4.06 BBBB AABB 2 9701000200 4
15.62L C A 3 9600000008
5.21 E GED3 7500001418
15.11L BBD AAB 0 950020000C 17 3 13 198487K5
2.99L CC AAL 0 4601100000
14.25L B BJ C E 8400212318 1 13 198489 K0
36.60 CCCD FDBA 0 8311143108 2 1 32 X0747-337
8.62L C GC 8 9600000506 4
11.20L BD AAC 9 9400000008
18.17L CD AB 3 6401112008
14.11L D GBG i 950000200C
11.98L DB CAA 9501000008
38.07L EEE CBBA 0 840034211C 3
2.42L BBB AAAF 2 9700000000 28
12.38L C BI 9500110008





















*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou,ces {PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
26
Right Ascension: 07h47m59',-O7h51m04" Declination: --40°---30 °






































































































Galactic Unce_ainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
(s) (') lb (') (") C) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
59.2 53 249- 4 28 6 106 2 .39L 1.30 2.69 36,60L CO HAS 630024330C 2
59.7 58 251- 5 27 4 109 3 2,70 .73 .40L 12.36L BC AAG 1 8500000108' 1 13
2.2 46 251 5 28 18 109 3i .25L .25L ,40L 9.01 C M C 9602000308 4
7.1 38 247- 3 38 9 108 3 .31 .25L .40L 12.72L B B H 9400000008 1 13
7.7 40 249- 4 24 9 106 2 .43L ,35L 1.93 38.07L D DEBB 630122000C
8.6 51 252- 5 19 4 108 3 4.69 5.12 .87 13.09L BBB AAA 0 4501112008
9.0 19 252- 8 48 10 109 3 .30 .25L .40L 4,28L E F 4600010000
9.5 49 250- 4 45 7 106 2 .42 .25L .43L 15.83L C A 9500000008 1 17
13.3 54 250- 5 53 13 108 3 .81L .25L .67 4.32 DD F L BB 9600000508
14.4 38 250- 4 38 14 108 3 .25L .25L .90: 5.04 DD FEB I 9500001508 4 1 32
19.0 21 249- 4 20 6 106 2 .30L .88 6.11 6.43 CDC BAB 9600002113(3
22.6 60 252- 5 22 4 '109 3 2.04 1.00 .40L 14.98L BC AAJ 2 9501002338 C
22.6 51 250- 4 41 7 106 2 .28L .43 1.02 2.96L CC GBBD 9600100008
25.8 20 249- 3 66 13 106 2 .25L .31L .87 14.15L D J BC 950000010C
26.3 8 251- 5 83 10 108 3 .38L .25L .68 13.34L C KB 9500000108
26.4 55 247- 2 39 7 107 3 .31L .16: 1.94 4.00: ECC I AB 9500000008
26.7 10 252- 5 31 4 109 3 .44 .25L .40L 17.87L B BK 9500000008
28.7 31 246- 2 39 5 107 3 .85 .31 .40L 2.49L BF BC 1 5601100430 4
28.8 8 249- 4 26 7 106 2 .54 .73 3.42L 34.60L DC i DBDE 1 630225222C 3 2 39 ;
29.6 42 247- 2 59 19 _106 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.99 CI CB 5600100420 4 1 32
29.9 47 251- 5 31 4 108; 3 1.78 .47 .40L 10.82L BC ABI 1 8500000008 1 13
35.3 38 253- 6 47 13 108 3 .43L .25L .73 3.25L D BM 7600000000
38.0 51 252- 6 41 5 107 I 3 .34 .25L .40L 3.61L D CJ 4600110000
37.6 17 249- 4 73 9 106 2 .41L .28L 1.44 12.14L D HA 850010310C
40.2 41 249- 3 20 6 106 2 1.02 1.71 1.35 13.67L BCD AAAF 0 950110010C
40.7 54 248- 3 71 3 107 3 .33 ,25L ,40L 15,11L B C K 2400000008 1 17
47.9 55 254- 6 19 3 110 4 3.61 1.11 .40L 16.89L AB AAE 0 8401000008 1 17
50.6 52 252 5 33 24 108 3 .38L .25L .40L 3.48 C DNGC 4600110110
52.1 43 250- 4 65 16 107 3 .25L .25L .78L 7.19 C I GD 9500100408 4 1 32
54,5 35 249- 4 25 6 108 2 1.87 4.16 4.79 8.34: BCEE AAAA 0 650110022C
56.9 2 249- 4 85 13 106 2 .30L .25L .92 12.73L E KC 850010210C
57.4 23 253- 6 28 13 177 3 .26L .25L .49 2.69L D CC 5600100000
57.7 34 249- 3 103 23 106 2 .30L .25L 1.54L 4.21 E M NB 97000000(0
0.6 39 249- 3 69 7 106_ 2 .61 .25L 1.52L 21.32L D BJ 940021010C 1 13
4.5 47 250- 4 73 13 t08; 3 .42L .25L 1.29 12.16LI C KKDC 9400100408 4 1 32
6.2 52 255- 7 48 3 1155 .25L .25L .51L 4.44 C G EC 8580000300 4
8.9 3 249 4 37 6 106 2 4.30 1.22 1.30L I0.87L BC AA 0 850021200C
7.0 58 247- 2 23 11 109 2 .28 .25L .40L 11.91L_F F 9500100018
17.6 44 252-5 18 4 108 3 4.21 2.56 .43: 11.92L BBD AACH 1 6500000108
20.2 3 247- 2 35 8 108 3 .31 .25L .41L 10.92L C EE H 8500100018
21.7:46 250- 4 23 14 107 3 .25L .25L .84: 11.60 CE ECC 9581011548 8
26.7 14 254- 6 29 22 108 2 .25L .25L .49L 4.43 D F KD 8501100110
28.9 35 253- 6' 29 13 109 3 .25L .25L .50 5.18 CB F D 4680000210
29.4 49 247- 2 56 12 109 2 .38 .25L .40L 4.11L F B 5600200000 1 13
30.2 9 250- 4 37 6 108 3 .41 .26L .43L 14.04L B BDI E 9400021008 1
31.G 33 248- 3 45 6 106 2 1.23 .42 .40L 2.62L BD AA ;0 7600000000
31.3 39 248- 3 39 15 107 3 .29L .25L .40L 5.22 C MJ B 5500000430 8 1 32
33.5 45 249- 3 67 8 106 2 .45 .25L 1.39L 17.71L C C 940200000(3
36.7 51 248- 3 22 7 106 2 1.26 .43 .40L 2.54L BD AB J 3 6601000000
38.3 16 248- 3 74 8 106 2 .59 .30L .40L 4.05L C BG 9700000000 1 13
38.7 27 248- 2 38 12 108 3 .29L .57L .50 12.35L C BHDD 4401000108
39.2 38 254- 7 31 8 114 4 .34 .25L .40L 3.76L F C 9500000000
41.5 52 247- 2 24 5 107 3 1.36 .75 .40L 10.53L BC AA 1 9400001008
42.1 5 254- 6 54 31 110 2 1.38L ,25L .54L 4.22 D ED 6500100120
42.2 22 251- 4 29 4 109 3 12.32 5.15 .90 10.85L BBC AAB 0 6500100108 15 1 3
44.7 20 247- 2 29 5 107 3 6.42 3.60 .67 3.19L BBC AACE 0 5710200100 13 2 4
46.8 40 246- 2 63 8 107 3 .42 .25L .40L 2.83L C C 5700000000 1 13
46.9 27 252- 5 37 5 107 3 .38 .25L .40L 14.34L C CC 9500020008 1
49.G 9 254-6 31 3 110 4 .25L .11: 1.22 6.43 DBD GAC 9680000428 C 1 14
49.1 60 255-7 14 3 116 5 3.47 1.35 .31: 2.86L ABC AAE 1 7500000000
52.G 5 251-4 23 4 109 3 6.78 5.00 1,O6 11.45L CDC AAB 9 7500100108
53.8 42 251-5: 19 4 108 3 1.46 .56 .40L 4.39L DC IAB D 2 8601000008
53.8 1 247- 21 43 5 107 3 .56 .25L .40L 2.68L B IBC 5700100100
55.3 48 251- 4 67 15 106 2 ,26L ,25L .44 12,09L C ED 6501000008
55.4 52 250--4 79 8 110 2 .39L .75L 1.08 5.78L C BHDC 9500312538 A
55.7 57 249-3_ 27 7 106 2 .25L .54 2.71 8.61 DED BBB 960200202C A 1 5
57.6 13 250 4 40 5 109 3 1.16 ,73 .40L 12.54L BD ABI 0 9401412448 A
6.1 2 252- 5 27 13 106 2 .29L .25L .43 13.58L C C 9500100008
8.8 48 250- 4 38 11 107 3 .25L .25L 1.49 12.37 CE NGB 9580054448 B 1 32
10.8 58 252-5 34 12 1083 .26L .25L .55 13.24L C KEBD 8500100208
;11.3 7 250--4 108 21 110 2 .39L .25L .42L 3.46 DI C 8700000108
12.660 249--3 16 12 106 2 .56L .25L 2.11: 13.28 DE i,K EC 9501132468 1
14.1 49 250-3 48 22 108 2 .59L .25L .70L 3.52 D'J FB 9700000208
15.2 26 252-5 65 14 107 2 .25 .25L .40L 23.93L C I!G' 240100000816.3 40 252-5 41 14 106 2 .25L .47L .60L 5.55 D HB 9602013338 6
18.246 251-4 51 16 1092 .25L .25L .73 12.54L D F 9501000108
18.3 21 248-3 30 7106 2 .93 .40 .40L 3.12L BC BB 18700001000
19.5 59 254 6 78 15 111 2 .41L .25L .52 17.36L C FA 9400000208
22.3 47 250- 4 35 5 108 3 ,87 ,26: .40L 12,55L BF AB 0 9400221108 1
22.7 36 250- 4 23 5 108 3 1.33 39 .40L 3.15: CC E BC F 4 9500000108 4 13
23.4 36 254- 6 29 4 110 4 .60 .16: .40L 24.65L CF AD 7 9503000438 C
24.0 22 250- 4 74 14 106 2 .69L! .64L .46 15.95L D B 9501101018
24.4 3 248- 2 20 6 106 2 3.59 .96 .64L 3.38L BC AAF 3 5701000000 1 13
24.8 32 249- 3 55 10 106 2 .48 .29L .40L 4.35L F BB G 9700101200
29.5 19 247- 2 91 23 108 2 .25L .25L .57L _ 4.61 D EC 8600000008
30.6 24i254- 6 71 7 107 2 .35 .25L .40L 17.02L C B 9400120008 1 1 23
32,5 1 250- 4 30 8 106 2 .34L .31: 2.31 5.79L FC F CAB 9601136138 A
32.7 52 248- 3 74 8 106 2 .42 .25L .40L 4.70L C DC 9600000000
38.7 24 246- 2 24 3 108 3 .25L .25L 2.47 12.54 DC F D 5541200450 C 1 32
42.1 25 249- 3 39 6 106j 2 2.42 .98 .47L 3.77L BC AAD 0 9700101200 1 17
43.2 17 252- 5 25 8 108:3 .25L .25L 1.25 9.24L B F J BD 9543013338 E 1 32
43,6 40 248- 2 88 8 106 2 .53 .25L ,40L 3.22L C B M 7700010000
44.6 29 250- 4 72 14 107 3 .25L .25L .69 4.20 CC MGBC 9500121108 1
51.2 51 254- 6 44 6 109 3 .35 .25L .40L 15.10L B C 9403010208 3 13
51.8 34 i 254- _ 30 8 114 4 .60 .25L .40L 18.81L C BD D 9400220008 1 3 1652.2 11 248- 43 6 106 2 .64 .27L .40L 3.64L B BD 9701010000
57.5 50 254- 6 38 8 13 4 .42 .25L .40L 22.32L C BED 9400120008 1 1 23
1.4 16 251- 4 55 9 10 2 .28 .25L .40L 17.44L C C 9501001008
3.0 36 252- 4 81 14 108 3 .40L .25L .71 19.36L C E 7502011318 4




# T Name Type (") Mag
198492 K0 2 70




X0748- 304 94 4




198513 G5 5 73
X0748-346 113 4
198524 K5 30 90
X0749--316 89 8
198526 K2 13 77
RAFGL 4642S 34 13
TMSS -30102 26 28
198531 K0 29 78
!311- G 16.. 26
DC249.0- 03.2 74
X0750-339 138 11






198545 B3 15 45
03788 C 13 130
OCL 0720 348
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
27
Right Ascension: 0P51=07'-07h53"51 '
Name
ham. o8,
37511-3205 7.330 248-2 41 7 106 2
37511-3636 7.7 2 252-5 19 4 107 3
37511-3536 9.441 251- 4 26 4 108 3
:)7511-3608 10.335 252-5 29 4 108 3
:)7512-3613 12.655 252- 5 24= 4 108 3
:)7512-3138 13.0 7 248-2 30 6 106 2
:)7512--3406 13.844 250- 3 29 7 108 3
:)7512-3140 14.527 248- 2 46 7 106 2
:)7513-3448 20.121 251-4 37 9 108 3
:)7513-3354 21.626 250-3 36 5 108 3
:)7513-3056 22.957 247-2 43 7 106 2
:)7514-3257 24.711 249-3 35 8 106 2
:)7514-3610 25.312 252-5 46 15 178 2
:)7514-3140 25.639 248-2 32 7 106 2
:)7514-3741 25.736 253- 5 26 14 108 3
:)7514-3148 27.228 248- 2 54 6 106 2
:)7515-3525 30.722 251- 4 20 8 109 3
:)7515-3604 31.1 0 252- 4 75 15 108 2
:)7515-3047 34.3 3 247- 2 31 5 107 3
:)7516-3024 36.014 247- 2 45 6 107 3
:)7516-3148 37.051 248- 2 87 12 106 2
:)7516-3506 41.446 251- 4 41 4108 3
:)7517-3513 44.242 251-4 29 3 108 3
:)7517-3914 45.256 254- 6 19 3116 5
:)7517-3807 47.435 253- 5 49 17114 2
:)7518-3156 49.359 248-2 47 7 106 2
:)7518-3509 52.244 251- 4 20 12180 3
:)7519-3018 56.0 3 247-1 40 3 107 3
:)7519-3411 56.528 250-3 79 16 108 2
:)7519-3404 58.535 250-3 25 4 108 3
:)7520-3544 2.047 251- 4 24 9107 3
:)7520-3622 2.650 252-5 17 6 109 3
:)7520-3421 3.714250- 3 34 91083
:)7520--3715 5.346253- 5 69 121062
07520--3923 5.456255- 6 56121212
37521--3356 6.9 32 250- 3 24 7! 108 §
:)7521-3_,010643 252-5 57 7 10_30752,-31_0109322,8-2 25 710_ 207522-372512931 253-5 21 16108207522-36_013338 254_5 24 9114 3
07522-3941 18.7 58 255-6 20 12 117 407523-351018817251-4 24 1210_3075__345623119251-4 2, 8 10_3
07524-3159 24.9 10 248-2 34 8 106 2
07524--3426 25,5 56 250- 3 26 4 i 108 3
07525-3941 30.2 25 255- 6 20 12 121 2
07525-3213 31.1 2 248--2 26 8 106 2
07525-3930 31.921 255--6 54 22 113 3
07525-3400 33.225 250-3 30 5107 3
07525-3809 33.7 6 254-5 15 4 109 4
07525-3552 33.827 252--4 24 8 108 3
07525-3450 35.541 251-4 31 5108 3
07526-3224 37.742 249-2 45!37 107 2
07526-3610 41.054 254-5 32 3 113 4,
07527-3537 43,946 251-4 52 10 108 3
_7527-3446 44.452 251-4 15 3 108 3
07527-3739 45.828 253- 5 25 14 107 2
07527-3746 48.612253-5 34 81134
07527-3840 47.412_2254-6 36 8113407527--3919 47.6 255- 37 131164
075283159 48.455246-2 82281062
07528-3123 48.8 16 248-2 90 15 106 2
07528--3442 49.1059251-4 20 41083
07528-3959 49.255255-6 20 41154
07528-3441 53.10 57 251- 4 16 51083
07529-3833 54.758254-5 28 81154
07529-3506 55.539251-4 27 41083
07529-3310 58.230 249-3 63 8108 3
07529-3724 59.538 253-5 27 17 106 2
07530-3441 0.939 251- 3 17 4 107 3
07530-3554 2.658 252-- 4 54 16108 ; 2
07530-3436 4.618 251--3 17 5108 3
07531-3504 6.0 6 251-4 23 4 108 3
07531-3839 10.159 254-6 17 8 116 5
07531-3819 10.228254- 5 36 8 113 4
07531--3740 10.210 i 253- 5 71 19106 2
07531-3649 10.833 252- 5 34 16110 2
07532--3401 14.055 250- 3 19 11 107 3
07532--3047 14.5 0 247- 1 43 7 106 2
07532-3233 15.628249-2 71 201073
07532-3726 16.127253-5 26 201082
07533-3435 22.928251-3 77 101062
075343936 27.2 7! 255- 6 34 181143
07534-3618 27.654252-- 4 21 3109 4
07535-3509 30.642 251-- 4 20 12 1602
07535-3337 32.854 250-- 3 35 51063
07535-3650 34.147 253--4 82 15106 2
07535-3621 35.446 252--4 64 10 106 2
07536-3730 38.1 2 253-5 29 25 125 2
07536-3140 38.2 3 248-2 86 11 106 2
07536-3836 39.230 254-5 83 17 114 3
07536--3446 39.458 251-3 34 9 108 3
07537--3213 43.030 249-2 83 9 106 2
07537-3626 43.857 252-4 36 8110 4
07537-3346 44.2 4 250-3 20 12106 3
07538-3732 49.915 253-5 30 14112 3
07538--3553 50.017 252-4 34 17 106 2
07538 3257 50.8128 249-2 83 10 106 2
07538-3931 50.8'391 255-6 36 8 116 3
07536-3928 51.4123255- 6 18 4 115 4
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
et 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /J.m 25 e.m 60 v.m
































































































































21.49L C L J















.48 2.30L C E
.56 7.60L C D
1.80 17.73L CB C
.93 3.16L CCC AA
.40L 12.42L BC AA
.40L 3.24L D GC
.40L 3.53L BC AA
.46L 2.27 C
.40L 8.79L DD BC
.48L 7.14 BC C AA
.40L 14.38L E BF
2.48 17.30L DC CD
.40L 2.80 D
2.71 5.24: EBF EC
.4OL 14.76L C D
10.51 77,53L BBC BA
1.07 18.93L D C G
.45L 18.99L C CG
.56L 19.97L B BD
.25: 3.36 DC B
.42L 3.86 C B
.46 3.81L C
.40L 77.53L B AA
.40L 2.30L B C A B
45.17 145.60L BF J A
.40L 18.96L BE AE
.66L 14.17L BE AD
.81 3.00: C D J
.53 9.51L C E
85.24 145.60L BCC AA
.99L 8.10 E
8.44 14.21L DBC GB
.40L 13.66L BC AA
.40L 16.13L BC AC
.92 6.17 CD G
.95 17.27L C
.66 18.27L C
.87 5.60 CC I J
.40L 3.17L BF AB
.40L 4.31 E L
.66 9.30L C
.46L 145.60L F E
.47 2.37L i C
6.19 20.11 'CCCD DC
.79 5.78: DD J
.67 2.30: CBD EA
.54 13.24L C
1.13L 20.11L D E
.46L i 7.26 D
.40L 4.24L C D
.40L 15.38L F _EJ
,40L 3.86L B B I"
,40L 12.98L D C
.40L 15.65Li BD BE
.65 16.55L F
.69 23.07L D F
,64: 4.32 CD
.40L 17.24L C F
.40L 3.16L B C
2.99 2.83L CCB A_
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 %- 30 °
Associations
Sep


































a _ Coords SMJ 5MN O
ham. • ,8 (s) (-) l b C) C) (')
07538-3359 51.6 22 250- 3 18 5 108
07538-3751 53.2 2 253-- 5 25 15 114
07539-3910 58.1 45 255-- 6 40 8 119
07539-3133 58.3 29 248- 2 81 8 106
07541-3919 8.0 35 255- 6 110 20 111
07542--3705 12.1 58 253-- 5 93 18 111
07542-3640 13.7 27 252- 4 38 3 110
07542--3852 15.8 37 253- 4 18 8 112
07543--3756 19.8 22 254- 5 43 18 107
07543--3818 22.2 46 254- 5 20 8 116
07543--3008 23.1i60 247- 1 32 6 106
07544--3200 25.1 23 249- 2 80 10 109
07544--3433 26.1 27 251- 3 56 11 110
07544--3414 27.5 39 250- 3 60 5 108
07545-3659 31,4 30 253- 4 36 17 107
07545-3238 31.4 52 249- _ 46 I 9 108
07545-3258 32,2'31 249- = 26 3 108
07545-3229 34.7 20 249-- 2 30 4 107
07545 3648 34.8 55 253-- 4 17 5 110
07546-3007 36.6 28 247-- 1 34 9 106
07546-3833 37.2 50 254-- 5 53 8 115
07546-3721 37.9 41 253-- 5 33 11 113
07546-3710 38.3 28 253- 4 32 15 117
07546-3758 39.0 56 254- 5 36 23 118
07546-3214 40.2 30 249- 2 47 14 107
07546-3349 40.5 28 250- 3 49 10 108
)7546-3557 41.4 13 252 4 31 14 108
)7547-3518 42.7 31 251- 4 51 19 107
07547 3131 45.2 39 248- 2 55 19 107
07547--3200 46.3 14 249- 2 49 11 107
07548-3718 49.8 26 253- 5 61 14 113
17548--3530 50.3 17 252- 4 28 18 108
07548 3750 52.5 22 254- 5 30 12 114
07548-3802 53.6 38 254- 5 28 9 112
07549-3256 57,4 52 249- 2 51 16 106
07550-3507 4.2 21 251- 3 85 27 108
07551-3414 9,3 37 250- 3 27 5 109
07551--3943 9,6 24 255-- 6 41 8 118
07551-3910 11.4 31 255- 5 20 4 116





























































13.6 42 25t- 3 84 9 109
16.3 12 249- 2 58 6 109
16.8 45 253- 4 39 9 115
18.3 39 251- 3 23 10 110
21.4 23 252- 3 57 25 108
21.9 48 253- 4 23 5 112
24.5 2 254- 5 27 8 117
24.8 33 249- 2 75 15 ;107
30.7 41! 255- 6 49 9 118
36.5 27 253- 4 26 14 110 4
37.0 9 253- 4 38 9 13 4
38.6 53 247- 1 92 9 106 2
42.3 41 249- 2 41 5 107 3
45.4 19 248- 1 40 6 107 3
45.9 29 253-- 4 44 18 113 2
46.4 19 249- 2 19 4 108 3
48.2 58 248- 1 49 25 108 3
49.3 1 249- 2 57_ 13 107 3
53.5 56 248- 1 90 22 109 2
53,7 24 251- 3 59 7 110 2
55.8 38 250- 3 3t 13 109 3
55,8 50 248- 1 44 6 106 2
57.9 55 247- 1 50 8 106 2
58,8 2 254- 5 20 3 114 3
58.9 30 252 3 17 6 108 3
59.6 10 255- 6 61 8 110 2
0.2 47 251 3 47 7 108 3
6,1 24 248- 47 3 107 3
9.3 8 250- 2 22 5 108 3
11.4 31 248- 110 32 105 2
13,1 19= 251- 3 28 5 108'3
15,4 13 250- 3 65 12 110 2
16,5 17 252-- 4 27 14 113 3
17.7 39 252- 3 37 8 1133
18.5 9 247- 0 80 9 !106 2
21.3 19 249- 2 81 11 106 2
24.8 10 250- 2 25 7 109 3
25.8 10 250 3 22 9 110 3
27,5 40 252- 3 64 8 110 3
27.9 24 252 4 52 15 110 3
31.4 57 251 3 49 3 109 4
40.6 39 251- 3 21 4 109 4
40.8 17 254-- 5 34 8 117 4
42.1 41 253-- 4 48' 18 112 3
43.6 29 252- 3 22 5 112 4
47.6 58 253- 4 20 9 113 4
49,0 51 253- 4 32 6 114 4
49.6 50 255- 5 30 8 117 4
52.C 58 252- 3 81 23 108 2
53,3 38 250 2 63 6 107 3
53.9 32 249- 2_ 15 4 108 3
59.8 44 249 2 29 4 108 3
0,7 39 251- 3 27 6 109 4
3.0 37 251- 3 23 6 109 4
4.8 37 250- 2 30 22 110 2
11.2 33 250- 2 36 9 108 3
12.8 9! 253 4 90 13 110 2
14.8 5 252- 3 33 11 111 4
16.7 14 255- 5 17 3
17,4 52 248- 1 31 3
Flux Density
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
H (Not Color Corrected)
C
O 12 _m 25 Fm 60 _m
N (Jansky)
3 .42 .58 5.86
2 .67L .25L .55
2 .70L .15 .42L
2 1.05 .28L .40L
2 1.10L .25L .40L
2 .41L .25L .47
4, .38L .26L 1.59
4 .71 .54 .43L
3 ,31L .25L .46
5 ,71 .39 .40L
2 40.87 11.35 2.06
2 .25 .25L .40L
2 .24 .25L .40L
3 .40 .25L .40L
4 .25L .25L .72
3 .25L .25L .65
3 1.56 .46 .40L
3 .73 ,35 .40L
4 4.27 1.63 .43L
2 2.76 1.06 .40L
2 .28L .25L .33
4 .35L .25L .80
2 .25L ,25L .66:
2 .25L .25L .41L
3 ,25L .25L .40L
3 .44 .25L .40L
3 .25L .52L 1.57L
2 .25L .25L .54L
3 _25L .25L .40L
3 .25L .25L .51
3 .35L .25L .92
3 .26L .25L _66
2 .27 .27L .51L
4 ,25L .25L 1.04
2 .17 .25L .40L
2 ,25L .25L .42L
3 2,48 ,62 .40L
4 .46 .25L .40L
4 2,94 1.33 .40L
3 .25L .25L ,43L
3 .32 .25L .40L
3 .33 .25L .40L
3 .68 .18: .40L
3 .63 .25: .83
3 .25L .25L 1.42L
4 2.37 1.00 .40L
4 .55 .33 .40L
3 .25L .25L .40L


















































117 4 1.77 .80 .40L
107'3 2.10 .53 .40L
Flags
V L C
100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
18.26 BCCC DBAA 0 4400022438 C 32
13.98L C C B 9500000108
10.34L F J E 9400000008
3.48L C AD 3600000000
2.46 E B 8700000318 4
21.45L C C 9500000008
6.04: BC GAC! 9601000128 8
15.04L BC AB 0 9600100008
6.26L C E C 7601100228 8
2.85L BB AB 3 9601002000 2
2.98L BBC AAA 0 3700100000 17 3 13
11.50L C BG 7400100008
5.33L C C K 9501000218
16.18L B B 6500000008
7.24 CC GE B 9580000408 4
10.31L B B 95000000081
8.25L BE ABM 9 7500012008 17
6.42L BC BBI I 0 9500001128 8
15.67L BD AA 9 9502201108
2.47L BD AA 0 3700100000
12.23L F CC 2501000108
5.99: B E CC 9600100458 C 32
7.43 D E E D 9500000408 4
5.74 F C 9601100530 C
3.64 D E B 9500000008
15.15L C CL 8500110018
4.91 C ELDB 960000131C 4 1 "41
5.25 E HD 9501000018
2.99 C C 2600000000
11.74L D F H D K '400100008
24.82L C KE 6400100458 C 1 32
9.31L C NJ F D 9501022408 6 1 32
3.19L E DGF 9700000000
10.36 CC LCEB 1500100330 C 1 32
17.08L D G 7400012008 1 17
4.75 E C 9500100108
9.60L BC 'AAL 6 6500001008 1 13
2.93L E CI 5500000000
11.62L! BB AA 0 9400000008
4.89 E EKGB 6600100458 C
20.57L D C 9400100108 1 13
18.24L B C 6300000008 1 13
14.54L BE AF J 0 9500100028
5.22 BDCD BFBB 9580113328 A
6.27 D D 950001030C 4
16.31L BB AA 9400000008
12.39L BD BD O 9400001008
3.16 C J B 8500000108
11.07L C C E 9500000008
16.91L B J CB 9401000018
22.67L C BC 9400000008
2.34L C BI J 4600001000
10.07L C BG 9400010008
2.10L B BB 4700020000
5.08 CC HFB 7601000210
10.58L ABC AAC 0 6400001008 2
3.89 C AD 1600000010
11.43L D HDF 9400000108
2.97 E C 4600000008
13,61L E BE 9401000008 13
5.51 E ML B 9681010438 C
9.09L E CI I F 6500100008
3.39L BC AA E 0 4600001110
2.58L ABC AAE 0 9710000000
8.49: CEE EAAE 96C100295C 2 1 "41
2.45L C C G 1700010000 2 13
16.68L DC CAB 9400101108
2.93L E CE N 3600020000
31.16 CCCD CCAA 0 1200035038 B 1 32
2.77 E J B 7600100008
t4.48L BC ABEE 9400233018 3
5.83L C D E 9600120438 D 1 32
10.52L E KCE 958210164C
4.81 C GB 970100020C
3.11L C BE 5700000000 1 17
12.60L D D 9400010008
9.74L D CJ 6500000008 1 13
4.99 CD KKAB 9600120438 D 1 32
15,32L C E 9501000008
21.67L D BC 950100083C 8 1 "41
14.29L CD BC 6 9401000008 17
75.22L CCC EECB 0 92E0135458 F 32
2,78 El J DI D 8600010000
3.93 C H C 9600000008 5
12.25L BBD AADF 0 95000000OC
15.95L B AFJ 8500000008 13
7.91 BC BE} ' 9701000418 2 "41
12.94L B A D 9400000008 =
4.17 D GKC 9701000008
16.36L C DI 7400010008
3.94L BBF AAAE 0 7500000308 42 4 4 13
8.75L BC AB 0 6600000006
15.56L BE BDH 0 9500112008
19.37L,CBC BAAF 0 9400101338 1 "41
2.76 D J C 9700000008
14.60L BD AD 2 9500000008 1 13
17.17L C B 8500000108
4.48: BC AFABB 970000020C 1 "412.39L BC 0 7600000000
7.42L BC AB F 8501000008 1 17
Small Exlended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
X0753-340 122 12
198609 MB 3 63
959 62







198627 K0 11 76
198628 K5 3 77
13 198635 K2 16 80
3 13 198636 A2 21 48




X0756 - 340 78 13
971 33
198648 K2 32 71
X0756-340 124 13




198657 G5 2 70
07568 3626 32 4
198658 A0 25
07570 3506 16 3
198661 K5 6 82
07572 - 3600 10 12
979 13
29
Right Ascension: 07"57 = 17'-07h59=48 . Declination: -- 40 °-- 30"
Position (1950)
_.m¢ oa].c,_cU.cer,=.,yCH[
a 8 a _ Coords 5MJ SMN O o'
hm. o , (s) () 1 b (") (') (') N
37572-3100 17.434248-1 41 71083
37572-3309 17.6 6 250-2 21 5 108 3
)7573-3157 19.4 52 249- 1 22 4 108 3
)7573-3035 20.7 33 248- 1 16 6 7 3
)7573-3922 23.6 15 255-5 37 161118 32)7574-3419 27.8 8 251-3 36 108
37574-3234 29.6 52 249-2 53 27 108 3
,7575-3735 30.4 36 254-4 24 4114 4
')7575--3448 31.2 22 251--3 28 9113 4')7575-3622 31.621 253-4 381109
)7575-3645 34.8 0 253 4 33 10 114 2
)7575-3507 35.0 19 252-3 29 15 110 4
)7575-3548 35.0 39 252-3 14 5 12 4
)7576-3054 37.739248-1 24191102
37576-3718 39.217 253- 4 17 4 114 4
37577--3841 42.6 14 255 5 41 8118 4
)7577-3909 42.7 35 255-- 5 25 9 115 4
)7577-3122 43.8 341 248-1 23 6 108 3
')7577-3759 45.8 56 I 254- 4 16 3116 4)7577-393247.852255-520 117
')7578--301648.424247--045 !j107 43') 57 -3517,0,7 252- 59 110)7578-31 52.45 922 2)7578-961253.231252-3 24101103)7578-3 53.959'255- 19 9 149
)7579-31  .427112 -1 51 2')7579-3835 4.7392 -5 46 8 1183)7579-973856.5362 -4 6, 111212)7579-361457.3 252-3 65 81102)7579-350,56.215!252-3 53 910, 3
)7579-35 59.191252-319 711243.612249_1 7.1083)75 -3 5 3.829250_2 18 51,, 4)7580-34234.62251-2 23 91103)7580-38125.713i 4 6o 191102
37581-3254 9.92 i 250- 2 19 9 107 3
37581--3804 11.23 _ 254- 4 21 31184
)7582-3340 12.359250-2 57 221092
)7582-3650 15.1 1 253- 4 21 4113i 3
)7582-3326 15.212250 2 26 91083
)7582-3218 17.910249-1 88 231073
)7583-3047 18.560248- 0 34 91073
)7583-3234 18.821 249- 1 21 51083
:)7583-3627 20.0 1, 253- 3 27 19:1122
_37583-3043 20.243248-0 28 91073
37583-3809 20.946254-4 45 91123
375833520 21.215252-3 29 18 123
:37583-3458 22.134 251-3 20 5 12 4
37583 3452 22.740 251-3 43 9 113 3
37583-3942 23.1 3 255-5 21 3 119 4
37583-3427 23.8 21 251 2 64 8 13 3
:)7584-3844 24.4 16 255-5 24 8 16 4
37584-3407 25.8 43 251-2 42 9112 437584-3203 28.7 56 249-1 41 1 108
37584-3514 28.8 22 252-3 97 22 115 2
:)7584-3742 29.4 29 254- 4 21 3 118 4
37585-3722 30.127254-4 32171124
075863004 388502470 476 107 3
07586-3551 40.7 29 252-3 19 4 113 4
07587-3914 43.7 0 255- 5 33 8 118 4
07587-3236 44.1 41 249 1 48 3 _ 107 3
07587-3559 45.4 4 252- 3 23 11 113 3
07587-3056 45.4 22 248 0 20 7 108 3
07587-3015 45.6 32 248- 0 32 6 107 3
07587-3050 45.7 52 248-0 15 5 108 3
07587-3242 46.1 9 250-1 52 6 107 3
07587-3258 46.3 10 250 2 47 6 107 3
07587-3715 47.4 10 253-4 20 3 116 4
07588-3225 52.1 42 249-1 21 9 109 4
07586-3212 52.7 33 249-1 72 7 109 2
07588-3147 53.3 28 249-1 29 6 107 3
07588-3458 536 0 252 3 10524 109 2
07589-3107 54.7 12 248-1 20i 5 108 3
07589 3324 57.519 250-2 37 7 108 3
07589-3126 58.2 27 249-1 28 6 108 3
07589 3340 59.1 14 250 2 86 18 106 2
07589-3647 59.5 3 253 4 22 3 114 3
07590-3130 2.7 52 249-1 66 16 106 2
07590-3057 3.4 25 248 0 20 10 108 3
07590 3734 5.9 27 254 4 90 19 110 2
07591 3835 7.1 5 255- 4 28 8 117 4
07591 3234 7.820 250- 1 49 25 108 2
07591 3649 8.356 253- 4 39 12 110 2
07591 3620 10.1 24 253 3 31 8 114 3
07591-3204 10.2 35 249- 1 48 17 108 3
07592-3451 12.4 59 251 2 28 5 110 4
07592-3441 12.E 55 251- 2 25 5 110 4
07592 3938 13.7 29 256- 5 52 10 115 3
07593-3652 18.7 20 253- 4 35 8 118 4
07594 3545 27.7 55 252-3 25 3 110 4
07594-3158 28.8 38 249 1 63 12 108,2
07595-3139 30.2 19 249 1 22 41083
07595-3009 31.0 56 248+0 48 18 107 3
075953027 35.47248-0 40 51083
075963808 37.528254-4 25 811514
07596-3145 38.531 249- 1 46912109
07596-3227 39.6 50 249 1 61 10 112 i 2
07597-3621 45.3 3 253- 3 20 6 112 4
07598-3840 485 6 255 4 46 17 114 4
07599-3500 48.742 252 2 38 16 113 3
12 v.m
Flux Density Flags
*Confusion Flags: 13 CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p.m 60 tim 100 _m Flux C_ rr A
(Jansky) Uncs Ct ef R
.25L .36 .56 8.06L CC AEIM
1.05 .46 .40L 1.69L CC AA 8
1.70 .50 .40L 9.52L BC AB E 1
1.27 1.41 47.71 150.21: CDCD DDCA 1
.25L .25L A0L 4.04 E C
.93 .28 .41L 14.90L BD AALF 3
.25L .25L .40L 3.33 C DJ F
1.07 .49 .40L 2.59L BB AS E 2
.59 .25L .49L 19.88L B BFFC
.25L .25L .76 13.75L D L BB
.59 .26 .40L 13.36L CD BD 0
.25L .30L .84 9.57L C J FC
1.59 1.19 1.33: 13.64L BBD AACD 1
.25L .46L .48L 3.00 D KD=B
.25L .53 4_61 15.50 DBE GAt_B
.33L .25L .82 13.58L B E ._,
.85 .15: .40L 11.21L BE AD 0
.45 .25L .40L 9.28L B RG.
1.92 1.10 .40L 3.26L BB AA D 1
.93 .42 .40L 11.45L BC AB"( 6
.63 .25L .40L 8.56L D BD F
.35 .25L .43L 29.75L C DH
.39L .25L .35 11.74L C L Po ;
.39 .25L 1.18L 11.49: C CiBCFC I
.59 .25 .40L 9.96L BD BB N : 0
.38 .25L .40L 9.32L C C E K
.25L .24 .40L 2.15L C B
.28 .25L .40L 4.35L C D C
.42 .25L 1.98L 17.76L C B L
.26L 24 .40L 32.31L C NC =-
.25L .25L .87 9.57L C C L, ; D
.49 .25L .40L I0.82L C OF I
2.80 .97 .40L 15.72L DE] AA li 3
.63 .36 .40L 18.66L BC BC G) 3
.25L .38L .53L 3.14 C I B i
.79 .52 .56 2.56L CCC ABPA3 0
1.51 .45 .40L 3.23L DD ABH 9
.73L .25L .41L 3.09 D J _ C
1.93 .58 .40L 11.63L BC ABF 0
1.07 .45 .40L 9.79L BC AB 1
.25L .25L .40L 4.08 C L E
1.01 .22 .40L 10.05L BD AC 0
14.50 6.46 1.31 2,58L E]BCDiAAAEI 0
.25L .57L A3L 6.74 HFC
1.05 .27 .40L 10.69L BC AB 0
.46 .26L .40L 3.25L B BCI
.25L .25L .48L 5.22 D CIANIBi1.99 .90 .40L 26.79L BE) A 3
.29 .25L .40L 23.85L
10.71 5.63 .92 10.80L E]EC AA,,. 9
.27 .25L .40L 13.04L D F L
.88 .19: .40L 10.33L E]D AC 0
1.03 .27 A0L 18.94L BD AE 0
.43 .25L .40L 10.16L D CI
.39L .25L .51 29.43L C [_
2.58 .70 .40L 2.67L BB AA M 0
.25L .25L .38: 4.65 E D I B
.36 .25L .40L 2.47L C B M
1.80 1,68 1.07L 15.12L CB AA[ 8
.32 .25L .40L 15.66L C C
.50 .17: .40L 1.70L DE BE H O
.27L .25L 1.12 17.86L E EC
.74 .23: 1.70 11.62L CDC BC( C 3
25L .34 3.81 4.52 DCC BI A
.73 .90 12.36 56.53: BE)CO E]CEA 2
1.12 .29 .40L 2.18L BD ACL 0
.82 .25L .40L 2.33L B AE I
1.57 .47 .40L 11.19L BC ABI D 0
.30 .20 .40L 2.77L CD DD 0
.48 .31L .40L 8.57L C E]F
.26L .24 2.47 3.98 DCC E,_ B
.25L .52L .40L 3.73 D K E)
2.96 .93 .40L 8.47L CC AA 0
.35 .25L, .40L 13.26L E DD
.39 .25L .40L 10.03L C D
.44L ,25L .47 16.31L C £ E
4.31 3.46 1.01 11.95L CFF AAE 9
.25L .54L .40L 2.55 E b B
.25L .25L 1.18: 7.82 FE CEA
.31L .25L .40L 3.61 E J B
.61 .25L .40L 16,42L C E) H
.25L .25L .49L 1.63 C E)
.25 .25L .40L 17.50L C D
.95 .33 .40L 11.58L B D A B 0
.25L 25L .40L 3.09 C J C
.83 .23 .40L 16.22L E]D ABE 3
1.21 .41 .40L 23.11L BC AE]J 1
.28L .25L .72 14.54L C C C
25L 25L 1.63 3.88 BC KG/_A
3.53 .85 1.42L 12,51L E]B AA 1
.30 .25L .40L 8.90L E F G
5.77 1.54 .34: 7,75L BBD AAFE 0
.25L .25L .48L 3.10 C E C
1.42 .33 .40L 9.93L BC AC 0
1.03 .33 .40L 12.13L E]C AE]h 3
.32 .51L .40L 10.75L D D
.22 .25L .44L 3,41L D F
.26L .53L 2.14 9.31 CC GI BA
.25L .25L .47L 3.71 C KMI C










































































































R S A Sop
$ 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
2
7 1 32 X0757--305 33 7
1 17 983 49
1 17 984 59
1 °41 07574-3622 44 12
C
2 1 *41 07575-3548 11 3
E
2 13 198668 F0 6 51
1
1 13 198670 K0 13 75
4 2 "13 198672K9 23 91
B
9 1 17 987 18
C 1 32 X0757-351 104 12
C 2 °32 X0757-351 158 12
1 17 988 16 126
3 1 17 989 43
1 17 990 2
8
9 1 13 198883 19 90




1 19 283 12 t 118
1 13 198686 K2 11 73
1 13 198687 K5 10 88
4
2 ° 5 DC252.3-03.2 248
1 5 DC252.3- 03.2 241
1 13 198(590 K5 31 82
F 1 32 X0758-308 17 15
1 17993 27
1 13 198697 MA 7 82
1 13 198700 K2 6 75
2 °13 198703K5 9 71
3 13 198704 3 88
1 13 198706 K2 2 75
1 17 1600 37
1 "41 07597-3500 26 12
Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
3O




a 8 Coords SMJ $MN e O8
h m. o , (s) (") I b C) (') (°) N
07598-3708 50.0 47 253-- 4 25 10 121 2
07598-3914 50.3 29 255-5 18 3 116 4
07598--3301 53.4 58 250-1 55 8 108 3
08000-3042 0,3 16 248-0 59 19 106 2
08001-3500 10.2 46 252-2 41 8 113 3
08002-3608 14.4144 253-3 25 4 1133
08002--3654 16.1 36 253-3 17 4 1181_08002--3803 17.C 30 254- 4 12 116
08002--3637 17.1 2 253-3 30 8117 4
08003--3733 21.4 2 254-4 29 8118 4
08003--3720 22.5 52 254-4 18 4 11814
08004--3023 25.7 49 248+0 I 21 10808004--3258 28.2 _ 250-1 27 14 109 3
08004-3222 28,3 32 249- 1 22 _ 112ii
08004-3049 28,5 29 248-- 0 78 109
08004-3540 29.5 20 252-- 3 67 112
08005-3607 30.8 16 253-- 3 57 15 111 3
08005--300532.348248+02651083
08006-3901 36.2 38 255-- 4 3_0 8 113 308006-3531 37.3 22 252-3' 8 113 3
08006-9430 38.7 60 251-2 29 9 112 4
08006--3421 39.(_ 52 251- 2 20 7 111 4
08007--3909 45.2, 45 255- 5 21 4 118 4
08007--3247 46,8 17 250- 1 70 34 111 2
08007--3627 47,¢ 53 253- 3 31 8 116 4
08007--3806 47,5 39 254- 4 30 15 114 3
08008--3423 48.1 19 251- 2 22 6 112 4
08008-3957 50.5 30 256- 5 52 23 115 2
08008-3623 53.2 14 253-- 3 50 8 117 3
08009-3205 54.240 249- 1 84 31 106 2
08009-3424 54.8 4 251--2 15 5 112 4
08009-3912 57.658 255-5 72 12120 2
08009-3659 58.4 17 253-- 3 22 12 110 2
08010--3549 0.7 28 252- 3 34 9 113 3
08010--3604 3.8 50 253- 3 56 10 115 3
08011--3748 7,1 39 254- 4 73 27 116 3
08011--3219 7,4123, 250-1 22 3 109 4
08011--3627 10.9121 253- 3 18 4 116 4
08012-3702 13.7 41 254- 3 41 11 115 2
08013-3647 18.9 45 253-3 47 9 115 4
08013-3810 18.9151 254-4 35 7 114 4
08013-3129 20.6 30 249-- 0 17J 5 109 4
08013-3121 23.2'39 249-- 0 26 3 109 4
08014-3754 24.84633 254--4 49 28 122 4
08014-3653 26.6 58 253-- 3 51 10 3 4
08014--3051 28.9 248+ 0 27 6 108 3
08014--3544 29.648 252- 3 46 3 114 3
08015--3727 30.739254-3 20121094
)8015--3628 31.ol5o 253-3 23 4 118 408015-3907 32.734255- 26 e 1183
08015-3509 32.8'36252-2 37111162
08015-3610 32.92253-3 28 81153
08015-3629 35.2 49 255-4 26 3 117 4
08016-3251 37.4 55 250-1 45 3 109 4
00016-3412 39.720251--2 21 51094
08016--3915 40.815255-4 39 141133
08017-3118 43.513 249-0 24 5 113 4
08017-3247 45.8,36 250- 1 26 9 109 4
08017--3955 46.3 58 256- 5 57 19 110 2
08017-3748 46.856 254-4 28 14 112 4
08017--3651 47.7 55 253--3 116 3117 408018-3659 48.210254--3' 691 113
08018-3544 48.731252-3 22 51153
08018--3951 50.2 43 256- 5 21 4 115 3
08018--3107 53.E 48249-0 56 71083
08019--3422 57 2 56 251-2 20 9112 4
08020-3339 ._i!37 251-1 26 3 109 4
08020-3827 4,6 41 255- 4 21 4 11614
08021-3810 7.9110 255- 4) 33 14 112
4
08021-3353 9.9 45 251-- 1 48 109 2
08022-3115 13.1 27 249-0 42 10 108 3
08022-3249 15.6 8 250-I 41 18 110 4
08023-9231 19.1 55 250- 1 20 5 112 4
9.7 30 253- 3 18
08023- 3648 6 1151i08023--383620.49255-431 117)8023--3540 21.1 25 i 252- 2 54 6 115=
08023-3510 21.5 7 252-- 2 102 19 116 2
08023-3731 22.6 24 254--3 20 3 115 4
08024-3022 24.5 29 248+ 0 31 20 106 2
08025-3915 33.6 56 256-- 4 16 4 1 3
08025--3506 34.0 38 252-- 2 22 4 114 3
08025--3320 35.8 9 251- 1 23 6 109 4
06026-3313 36.23250-1 17 5 ,109:4
08026-3122 38.2 9 249- 0 18 7 814
08027-3935 44.8 14 256-4 39 8 1163
08027-3231 461 9 250-1 48 8113 3
08028-3633 48.735253-3 36 91143
08028-3537 49.7 30 252-2 16 4 118 4
08028-3452 51.1 41 252-2 33 20 118 2
08028-3222 52,4 45 250- 1 26 5 11 4
08028-3734 53.8 351 254- 3 21 6 120 3
08029-3345 54.2 3' 251-- 1 39 15 10 3
08029-3012 54.6 16 248+ 1 31 7 106 3
08029-3737 55.4 23 254-- 3 61 14 120 2
08029-3529 56.2 501 252- 2 50 28 114 3
08029-3118 57,6 47 249+ 0 43 8 108 4
08029--3208 58.3 45 250-- 0 33 16 109 4
08030--3818 2.1 41 255 4 29 3 116 3
08030-3432 3.2 46 252- 2 57 20 ! 116 2
08030-3234 4.9 42 250- 1 36 14 113 3
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 Fm 25 pm 60 pm 100 _m Flux Con" A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags*
.27 .29L .40L 10.86L E F D 9500000408
8.74 3.75 .75 11.18L CCC AAB 9 9400000008
.44 .28L .40L 2.95L C BF 5700000000
.32L .25L .35 7.79L D G 7500000006
,43 ,25L .40L 13,72L C BLDF 9502100218
1.60 .79 .40L 9.32L BC AA 1 9600103218
13.02 3.49 .60 10.99L ABe AAB 29500000008
40.31 44.58 12.25 4_90 AABB AAAA 19680000008
.40 .25L A0L 4.02: C D DCKD 9680100328
,43 .27L .43L 18.14L B AE 4400000008
4.69 2,87 .50 11,79L ABC AAB 2 5502000208
4.70 1,66 2.22 7.46 BBCC AAAC 1 9600001338
.27 .25L .40L 3.48L C CM 6700000000
4,36 1.91 ,56 12,61L BBD AAC 4 9500000108
.36 .27L .40L 7.77L I (3 F D 3500010008
.33L .25L .53L 3.90 D MC B 9702000208
.25L .25L .40: 5.59 E D E C 9700103538
2.54 1.10 .40L 7.24L CC AA G 8 9602001258
.32 .25L .40L 13.36L D DI E 6500010008
1.13 .32 .40L 11.69L BF AB E 0 9500000008
,51 ,25L .40L 12,18L C BF 6500000008
2,87 3,92: 63.56 202,60L ECD DBAA 1 6290344448
1,31 .39 .40L 14.49L 'BC ABL 1 8401110008
,25L .25L ,40L 3,18 D E 8700000000
,75 ,14: ,50L 13.27L CE BDH 0 9501220128
.25L .25L ,40L 6.26 E I HCC 9602000128
2.89L 30.57 93.24: 202.60L BE CAAA 7200344438
.26L ,25L ,40L 3.33 D C 6700000008
.33 ,25L .40L 13,46L C CG 9500110018
.25L ,25L .40L 2.52 D D 9701000228
6.92 15.80: 91,00 202.60L CFO AAAA 9 7250244416
.22 .28L ,43L 16.77L D CD C 9401100008
.25L .36L 1.33 3,87L C GEAB 9600100008
.54 .25L .40L 11.61L B BDK 8500000108
.34 .25L .40L 13.41L D C 9600000008
.25L .25L .44L 3.28 D GB 9601000218
3,40 ,82 ,40L 10.45L BB AAFD 1 9500000008
131,33 94.32 26,12 11.96: BBCC AAAA 9 9590222218
.27 .25L ; .40L 11.64L C B 9500100008
,34L .25L ,59L 5.19 C EC 9600101618
i
.25L .25L .62L 4.72 ,188C o FD 9681000238
5.35 3.59 .56 7.63L AAA 0 3510000008
1.40 .43 .40L 6.97L BF AC 1 7500100006
.25L .25L .40L 4.43 C FMMB 9600000106
.25L .25L .64 4.27 CC BB 9601101738
1,29 .58 I ,40L 7.28L BC AAM 1 3500001008
,25L ,25L ,48L 5,01 E LGB 8600101208
,27L .25L .75 13.25L B CH 3502000858
1,83 ,91 ,75L 3.48: IBD C AAFC 8 96D0122208
.62 .41 .41L 12.88L!0C AC M 0 7600010008
.34 .35L .44L 11.10L C CN 9501012008
.28 .25L .40L 13.35L C E 9500000008
1.35 .37 .40L 13.23L BC IAC 1 9600102008
.42L .25L .61 2,54L B DB 5700100000
1,16 .54 ,40L 11,72L BC ABL 2 8600000008
.25L .25L .40L 5.00 I E F GC 9700000128
18.19 9.90 1.68 7.33LIBBF AAAF 0 9500100008
.66 .26 .40L 2.37L CD BC 7 5601100000
.25L .25L .55L 4.33 D F FC 5701100118
.30L .25L .57 3.33L B CD 9600000408
9.20 5.70 1.16 11.19LIBBB AAA 99511200318
.44L .25L .54 17.13L I c A 9400000228
1.40 .42 .40L 11.29LLCC AB M 0 5500101208
3.77 1.33 .40L 17.01LlBB AAF 0 6500100008
.68 .20: .40L 8.45L BF AG 0 8500000008
.25L .25L .51 8.48 DD F E B 7681000558
.92 .52 .40L 9.53L BC AB 1 8600001008
3.11 .98 .40L 13.40L BB AA 1 9600101008
,25L .25L .40L 4.78 D FHO 9780000006
,26 .25L .40L 14.39L C C 9500000008
.25L .30 .42: 8,D5L DC NCE 9500000018
.25L .25L .40L 3,19 O KD 9600000008
45,10 14.23 2,30 10,92L BBC AAA 1 9400000008
,25L ,30L 1,87 8,88 BB MEAA 8500100448
.42 ,25L ,40L 16.59L B B CG 9600010008
.36L .25L .58 6.94L D 960110033C
.38L ,25L .55L 4.79 E K GS 960010020C
1.91 .50 .40L 10,94L B B A B J 1 9501102658
.25L .25L .44L 2.76 D EC 9701000018
1.29 .39 .40L 8.54L BC AB F 0 5701110128
5,80 2.24 1,17L 9,82L BB AAFF 1 950010000C
,63 ,23: ,40L 10,55L BF BC 2 7500000008
3.39 1.24 .40L 10.47L BB AA I 0 9501100438
1.65 2.39 19.73 67.04: !BBBC CBBA 4 93C1244438
.38 .25L .40L 17.35L C BF 8500000008
.29 .25L .40L 11,71L C CJ 8400000008
,42 .25L .40L 12.63L B BF G 9501100578
1.64 ,82 1.49L I 13.75L BC IAA 4 950121041C
,26L ,69L 1,091 3.16 F I B D 97000000(0
1,32 ,36 .40L 10,17L BC , AC I 2 8400000448
.65 .16: .40L 5.50L BD BC F 0 9604105658
.25L .48L .46L 5.29 C I EB 9600100128
1.09 .73 .40L 5.93L BC AA L 0 9501000008
.25L .25L .63 5.92L D DDG 9603203658
.25L .25L 1.25L 4.92 DE IEMBCM 960101130C
.50L .25L ,55 12.76L 9501110118
,25L ,25L ,40L 2,98 D NJ B 7681000038
.25L ,25L ,93 4,79 B D J F A B 9700000108
.25L .25L .40L 3.24 E DB C I 4701000008
.43L .17: .36 11,42L DC , 7400000008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
4 2 13 198714 A2 31 58
1 17 1001 7
4 1 13 198723 K2 18 81
4
17 3 13 198725 M0 2 62
27 1 17 1003 9 141
4!
C 2 17 1002 N: 12
1 17 1004 35
4
C
4 1 32 X0800-301 69 4
1 13 198731 K0 5 82
E 1 14 369-*N3S1 20
2 *17 1008 29
8
E
1 "41 )8008-3957 33 8
C
E! 1 13 198738MA 22 72
1 °41 08009-3913 12 1
1 13 198741 G5 11 76
3 13 198743 K2 7 57
23 2 1 1 AR PUP 12 3
4
C
1 39 CC 248-00.48 103 408
1 17 1014 5 140
4
2
1 "41 08014-3907 52
1 13 198749 K5 3 77
1 "41 08017-3412 35 3
8
14 4 14 430-SC 14 OC 88
1 17 1018 6
4
141 4
6 "13 198752OD 10 22
C 1 °41 08019-3422 38 8
1 17 1022 36
1 "41 08022-3354 45
1 7 - 315475 33
17 4 13 196764 M0 1 53
2 "41 08025-3916 11
1 1 LV PUP 3 3
1 32 X0802- 313 34 15
3 "41 08027-3935 12
1 13 198773 4 8")
2 "32 X0802--337 54




Name. H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O ! 12 _m 25 _m 60 p.m<1
hm • , (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
06030-3405 5.2'39 251-1 35 8 113 3 .67 25L .40L
08031-3643 6.3 41 253-3 36 8 117 4 .36 .25L .40L
08031-3926 7.6 51 256-4 34 8 116 3 .60 .29: .40L
08031-3338 8.8 19 251-1 28 5 111 3 4.70 1.57 .29:
08031-3151 9.1 43 249-0 50 10 112 3 .42 .26L .40L
08031-3837 9.1 54 255-4' 48 9 115 3 .37L .22: .92
08031-3351 9.6 26 251-1 23 8 112 3 .97 .28L .40L
08031-3242 10.4 5 250-1 22 18 105 4 .25L .43L .40L
08031-3341 11.4 46 251 _ .50, 8 112 3 .40 .25L i .40L08032-3756 12.2116 254- 39 10 118 2 .44L .25L .69
38033-3130 18.3 23 249+0 22, 3 112 4, 2.28 .68 .29:
0_8033-3936 22.3 43 256-4 28:6 116 31 1.04 .26 .40L
08033-3544 22.7 17 253-2 21 4 115 4 1.13 .32 1.31L
08033-3751 22.7 3 254-3 23 8 3 4 .25L .25L .96
08034-3201 25.0 3 250-0 21 9111 4 1.14 .36 .40L
:)8034-3854 29.2 52 255-4 21 8 81 3i .33 .25L .53
08035-3837 32.4 59 255-4 21 3117 3 6.99 2.01 .54:
08035-3003 34.4 46 248+1 69 9107 3 .73 .25L .40L
08035-3456 35.7 21 252-2 20 5 115 3 1.74 .99 1.03L
:)6036 3341 363 6 251--1 30 5112 3 2.33 .89 .40L
3_8036-3634 40.6 46 253-3 81 27 113 2 .25L .25L .4OL
3.8036-3904 41.1 42 258-4 63 6 115 3 .25 .25L 1.54L
38037-3207 47.9 588 250- 0 38 61109 4 .82 .38 .40L
:)8038-3710461162_,-3 33 8 1174 46 27L 40L
:)80_-332549.331 251-1 33 3 1113 1.56 .39 .4OL
_038-3301 53.9 10 250-1 44 8 113 3 .42 .25L .40L
_o39-3942_.1 7 256-4 26 8 1 3 .52 .25L .42L
_039-3741 s4.648 254-3 2o 10116 , .25, .26L .92
:)6039-353057.051 253-2 36 8 114o .05 .25L 1.35L
:)6039-331657.620 251 1 26 6 111 3 .33L .36 4.80
I
38040-3525 1.7 46 252- 2 26 8!117 4 .47 .26 1,35L
38040-3141 2.0 52 249+0 46 6 113 2 .28 .26L .40L
38040-3757 2.8 16 255- 3 20 9 179 4 .29L .33L 1.67
38040-3323 33 41 251- 1 46 6 111 3 .38L .26L 2.27
:_0-3432 4.2 23i 252- 1 53 11 113 2 .33 .25L .40L
:)8042-3808 13.0 1 255- 3 41 28 123 3 .25L .25L .74
_8042-3608 14.8 32 263-2 37 8 114 3 .31 ,17: .40L
_042-3641 16.3 8 254- 3 37 48 118 3 .25L .25L .42L
_BO43-3709 18.0 8 254-3 20 116 4 16.08 8.01 1.24
:)6013-3815 18.3 42 253-2 28 6 118 4 30 .25L .40L
:)8043-3343 20.1 37 251 1 28 5 13 3 .25L 1.05 3.30
_8043 3703 22.4 17 254-3 25 3 16 4 1.44 .56 .40L
38043-3801 23.1 39 255-3 51 19 110 2 .40L .25L .51
38044-3507 27.2 30 252 2 33 8 116 4 .59 .28 1.52,
38044-3308 27.7 44 251- 1 23 4 111 3 1.77 3.60 46.62
38044-3812 28.4 37 255 3 62 8 114 3 .25L .28L .67
:)8044-3519 29,7 35 252-2 26 7 6 4 .36 .46L 1.53L
_8044-3957 29.9 16 256-4 28 10 118 3 .40 .25L .40L
38045-3440 31.1 12 252-1 24 5 115 3 4.18 1.21 .40L
_045-3845 31.6 8 255-4 27 8 118 3 .70 .25L 1.86,
08045-3816 32.2 59 255- 3 22 4;117 3 1.01 3.21 40.33
:)8045-3006 33.4 44 248+ 1 36 3 109 4 .37 .25L .40L
:)8045-3413 34.5 58 252- 1 34 11 114 3 .37L .25L 1.19
D8046-3844 40.5 41 255- 4 24 5 117 3 .25L 2.30 1.86
{)8047-3721 42.6 30 254- 3 14 4 116 4 .84 1.10 6.59
[}8047-3238 43.5 44 250-0 48 19 109 3 .27L .25L .40L
_'8047-3713 43.9 26 254-3 80 27 120 2 .40L .25L .47L
_047-3014 47.9 6 248+ 1 32 8 111 4 .76 .15: .40L
08048-3119 51.5 32 249+ 0 29 8 113 2 .29 .25L ,41L
D8048-3329 53.2 59 251- 1 87 11 109 2 .26 .28L .40L
I
:)8048-3630 53.4 53 253- 2 21 81117 3 .43 .25L .40L
18050-3818 1.9 16 255-3 32 12 112 3 .42L .26L .92
08050-3808 5.2 43 255-3 24 S 118 3 .52 .25L .40L
08051-3230 6.2 0 250-0 19 4 108 4 2.16 .87 .40L
08051-3603 6.5 49 253- 2 25 15 117 3 .25L .25L .64
08051-3717 11.0 44 254-3 19 8 116 4 1.03 38 .40L
08052-3413 143 31 252- 1 20 5 115 3 8.14 4.38 .91
38052-3701 14.9 49 254-3 30 8 116 4 1.09 .29 .35:
38053-3123 19.2 39 249+ 0 47 6i108 4 .37 .49L .40L
08053-3333 21.5 13 251- 1 22 5 112 3 2.54 .85 .40L
08063-3635 22.0 37 254-2 25 8 115 4 .84 .24 .47L
:)8054-3645 27.0 34 254-2 21 4 117 4 12.47 6.22 1.26
1_O54-3547 29.3 22 253-2 16 4 114 4 .64 .88 6.17
18055-3214 31.3 46 250+ 0 25 3 109 4 1.37 .40 .4OL
08055-3558 35.8 1 253 2 29 18 117 4 .25L .25L 1.43L
08056-3729 37.5 45 254-3 54 8 116 3 .29 .25L .40L
1_,056-3513 40.9 15 252-2 11 4 6 4 1.51 1.12: 24.98
08057-3926 42.4 37 256-4 54 17 110 2 .76L .25L .61
08057-3433 45,0 1 252- 1 26 8 113 3 .49 .29L .61L
18057-3417 45.3 21 252- 1 29 4 113 3 1.36 3.47 .74
18057-3434 47.447 252-1 62 15 109 2 .30L .25L .59
06058-3420 50.7 24 252-1 28 9 115 3 .75 .26 .40L
08058-3343 52_6 30 251-1 44 6 116 3i .61 .25L .40L53.3 8 1143, .36 .25, .40 
 0 _3,5 o 252_.24 4117, .28, 1.97
18059-3716 54.3 44 254-3 51 13 111 2 .40 .25L ,42L
08059-3230 58.5 37 250-0 27 7 112 3 .45: .33 2.26
 69_35457313253-221 61164 246 124 141,
, 059_301959°16246+1 65 31074 35 25, 40L
08060--3610 2.5 26 255- 3 27 18 121 2 .28L 1.66L .56
I
08060-3549 4.1 1 253-2 21 11 116 4i .25L .25L 1.41
08060-3836 4.g 14 255-3 57 12 117 2 .26L .25L .67
08061-3428 7.1 47 252-1 29 5 113 3 .25L .39 1.65
08061 3051 7.2 23 249+1 49 12 112 2 .21 .25L .40L
18061-3037 8.4 5 249+1 45 8 110 3 .38 .25L .40L
08061-3248 9,1 20 251--0 29 9 112 3 .78 .17: .40L
)6061--3448 9. =; 8 252--1 28 4 116 4 .32L .70 1.71
18062-3634 15.2 1 254- 2 51 20 116 3 .42L ,25L .49L
08062-3311 15.6 54 251-0i 36 9 113 3 .25L .25LI 1.98
08063-3735 20.5 32 255- 3 53 18 119 2 .25L .25L' .80L
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A





































06044 - 3507 3
X0804 - 331A 3















08056 - 3416 7







08061 - 3428 4
DC252.1-01.3
X0806 - 331 4
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Naighbocing Hours Confirmed _ourcas (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
32




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 p,m8(xhm. * , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
)8063-3443 20.8 39 252-- 1 24 5 ]115 4 .25L
)8063-3542 23.5 461 253-- 2 38 9 115 4 .25L
)8064-3732 24.5 17 254-3 28 9 116 3 .82
3'8064--3520 29.6 0 253-1 43 9 116 2 .32
3'8065-3718 30.5 13 254-3 27 8 116 3 .34
)8065-3225 31.5 37 250+ 0 25 9 111 3 .89
3'8065-3235 32.9 17 250+0 23 9 112 3 97
)8065-3443 33.2 10 252-1 31 8 115 4 .48
)8068-3306 34.8 54 251- 0 98 12 109_ 2 .29
:)8065-3538 35.1 50 253-2 32 9 114'3 .51
)80_-3333 36130 251-0 37 10 1123 .29
:)_6-3_o2 36.255256-3 46 8 116 3 .51
)8066-3114 38.3 53 249+ 1 22 4 108 4 .83
:)8066--3309 39.1 5 251-0 57 9 114_ 3 .69
:)8066-3624 41.5 46 254-2 24 5 116 4 1.47
:)8066-3121 41.8 33 249+ 1 31 8 109 4 .60
)8067-3845 44.7 45 256-- 3 31 11 116 3 .25L
8067-3256 46.5 191 251- 0 30 12 112 3 .25L
)8067-3150 47.9 34 250+0 44 10 111 3 .42
:)8068-3732 48.0 6 _ 255- 3 32 9 1151 3 .33
)8068-3225 48.1 25 250+0 71 8 1133 .25L
)8068-3452 52.2 12 252-14 27 8115 g .88)8070-3927 0.1 23 ! 256-- 33 115 .23:)8070-3689 2.357 254-2 41 8 1143 .25)8070-35023.831 252-1 55 12 1133 .25L
38070-3158 3.9 25 250+ 0 47 8 13, 3 .25L
)8070-3809 3.9 28 255-3 28 6116 3 1.39
)8070-3231 5.2 351 250+0 57 15 113 23 .33L)8071-3719 6.1 24 254- 18 117 7.79
8071-3010 6.3 32! 248+ 1 18 5 1081 4 2_06
)8071-3438 6.8 47 _ 252- 1 69 12 118' 3 .27
)8071-3257 9.5 22 251- 0 24 6 1115 3 13.46
,8071-3216 10.1 331 250+ 0 37 9 115 2 .33
)8071-3808 1.0 57 255- 3 32 8 i117 3 .30L
)8071-3753 11.3 2 255-3 44 8 117 2 .27
3'8072-3922 13.8 2 256- 4 59 12 114 2 .44
38072-3130 14.3 13 250+ I 26 10 111 3 .42
_8072--3544 15,0 5, 253- 2 86 22 !109 2 .25L
)8072-3220 17.2 42 250+ 0 79 15 113 2 .25L
)8072-3534 17.6 57 253- 1 25 8 116= 4 ,40L
)8073-351818.135_253-1 31 8 18 4 .87
)8073-3608 18.7 18 253--2 22 3 115 4 48.95
)8073-3239 19,8 331 251+ 10 37 9 114 3 .43)8073--3356 22.3 36 252- 29 9114 3 ,83
,8073-3444 22.9 56' 252-1 52 25 117 2 .39L
)8074-3040 25,5 34 249+ 1 33 3 108 4 .69
)8074-3615 28.1 35 254- 2 20 4 114' 4 155.55
08074-3829 29.9 55 255- 3 23 5 1115 3 .65
38075--3521 33.2 11 253- 1 19 8 114 4 96
18075-3813 34.1 12 255- 3 21 9 117 3 .72
08076-3030 36.6 19 249+ 1 26 12 110 3 .25L
08076-3842 40.0 36 256-3 26 6 115 3 .35:




























































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
13.59L DC MBA 9501202108
5.21 DD NDB 970322352C
18.23L BC AC 1 7400210108
9.19L C B C 960220041C
4.37: B D BJ DC 5700000308
8.37L!CC AC 0 9500111008
4.02L,BC AC Ei0 9601100008
12.65L BD BC i 0 9501100008
11.21L C C 8501100008
12.20L BE BB 6 960241494C
2.SSLIC B _010OOO0O
12.96L_ C AF g60000OOOC
2.OOL BC ABE 0 4700002000
2.34L S BG 9600201200
12.14L BD AA 2 9600000008
2.06L S BF 4701010000
13.19L EC MBCD 964224654C
9.54L = C L B 7501000308
2.39L B CF 3700000000
14.41L B BG 5500210008
Name Type
2 1 "41 08063-3443
1
4 2 17 1061
4
1 13 198844 K
1 "41 08065-3442
1 13 1198843 K2
3 " 5 DC252.9-01.6
1 19 293
2
4 2 "17 =1062
1 17 1060
4 1 32 iX0806-329
i
























BD E AC Mi0 9500000008 1 1711065
DCC ,GBCC 0 9501113118
DIDJ 350000(X)08E C 7600000308
2.82 CEE C JGB 8600000418 4 1 "41108070-3502
9.13L ABEB 6 7600123328 3 1 32 X0807-38111.14Lc _c 95ooioooo8 2 14368-PN5Pl
12.82L AB AAGG l 2 5601100328 C7.27L 8C ABI 8501ooIoo8 2 13 198854K5
13.32L C DE 9501000108
2.29L BBC AAA 4 9600000300 15 4
6.54L C C FI 9501100318 4
9.13L DE DABB 7680123328 31 32 X0807- 381
17.49L C E 9400000008
16.34L F CKN 360010000C
2.16L B CF M 3700000020
5.72 E GC 970201440C 1 5 DC253A -01.7
6,77L C DE 9502200538 C
8.91 OC J DA 97C000063C 1 "41 08072-3534
13.53L BE AO 0 960010000C 2 13 198859G5
4.27: BBCC AAAB 2 980001010C 45 3 13 198860 F5
8.51L C BOC H 95000000082.11L BC 1 8601001000
2.74 E J GC! 9701000108
8.62L BC AA 3 4400000008 1 19 2947.66 BCCC AAAA a 9730000108 122
34.00 BCCD AAAA 0 940107630C
12.37L BD ADJ 0 960010000C 2 "17 1068
11.97L B D B D 0 7600000008
8.69L C MB K 5402000148 8
43.34: OC F FCGB_ 1 950223234C 1 231VHE04
47.54: DBCC BAAA 1 ,958001543C 2 1 5 DC253.3-01.6
1 "41 08076-3423


















3`8077--3424 44.0 7 252 1 29 8 115 3 .48 .25L
38077-3848 46.3 10 256- 3 21 I0 113 3 .25L .25L
08078-3801 50.4 34 255-3 19 3 116 3 110.56 43.78
b8078-3126 53.4 49 250+ 1 85 25 illi 2 .25L .25L
)8079-3848 55,8 45 256- 3 22 14 114 3 .25L .25L
18079-3606 58.9 12 253- 2 41 13 1114 _ .25L .25L08079-3215 59,8 54 250+ 0 28 114 2.05 .65
08080-3256 1.7 28 251+ 0 75 11 113 3 .31 .25L
08080-3527 3.3 23 253- 1 25 3 117 4 2.78 2.65
08080-3731 5.7 53 255-2 33 6 118 3 .23: .26L
08080-3259 5.9 37 251+ 0 20 5 113 31 5.42 1.37
)8081-3246 8.6 8 251+0 26 3 113 3 I 2.20 .56
08081-3832 10.3 38 256-3 79 9 110 2! 34 .25L
)8081-3628 10.8 10 254-2 31 8 114 3 .62 .25L
08082-3409 12.4 5 252- 1 23 11 114 4' .25L .25L
08082--3347 17.6 28 252-0 38 10 114 32 .27 .25L08083-3841 18.5 29 256- 3 41 118 ! .34 .25L
08083-3145 19.2 23 250+1 30 4 112 3 2.80 .93
08083-3529 19.6!59 253- 1 30 3 116 4 1.86 .42
)8083-3938 19.8149 756-4 41 11 116 2 .28 .25L
08083-3942 21.8' 9 ._57- 4 69 20 110 2 .28L .56L_
08084-3709 29.1,45 254-2 42 8117 22 .35 .25L,8084- 3025 30.058 249+ 1013113 .25L .25L
08085-3604 31.1 59 254-2 28 3115 4 1.13 .29
08085-3238 31.7 24 251+0 I 16 5113 3 40.08 18.51
08085--3407 32., _ 33 252-0 50 3115 3 ,25L ,25L
08085-3351 33.1 40 252 0 25 4116 4 2.33 .72
08086-3902 37.1 38 256-3 23 4115 3 1.56 ,67
08086--3846 364 41 256-3 31 9 115 3 .46 20:
18088-3905 39.3 20 256-3 20 3 115 3 35.10 29.00
08087-3428 143,9,23 252- 1 27 8 117 4 ,49 35L
08087-3545 _,5.7 4 253- 1 26 10 114 4 ,25L ,29L
08088-3554 50,7_ 32 253- 1 12 3 72 I 4 3.84 17.37
08088--3243 51.0 6 251_- 0 19 4 113 3 347.09 154.97
08088-3213 53.5 50'250+ I 40 5 11313 1.13 ,29:
08089-3511 54.0 49 253-1 16 4 115 44 38.77 35.0808089-3612 55.4 49 254 21 114 .79 .48
08089-3916 57.6 48 _ 256- 3 53 18 110 2 .25L .57L
08089-3506 58.5 31 253- 1 18 5 114 4 14.95 12.17
08069--3758 59.6 38 255-- 3 83 13 118] 3 ,25L .25L08090-3952 1.7 257- 24 i115 _ 2,66 .84
08090-3338 1.7 33 252-0 43 23 116 3 .25L _ .25L
08090-3853 35 33 256- 3 33 22 _124 3 .25L .25L
08091-3107 7,8 221 249+. 47 12 112 3 .25L .25L
08091-3556 8.4 2' 253- I 38 ; 117, 4 .73L 2,0908093--3611 19.0 131 254- 28 115 .96 .47
















































15.33L D BG G 9500121218
16.24: EE GDB 964032244C
14.71L BBC AAA 0 8600000008
2.67 F MC 2600000020
10.00 D M B 970022232C
6.15 D J EEB 980000170C 4
8.19L DD AB 9 9500001008
12.13L F F = 9400100108
11.49L BBC AAA 0 ' 960010000C
5.58 F CC EOAB 5701000008
2.50 BBCD AAEB 0 9600100108
9.41L BC AB I 1 9500100008
34.OOL C C 940223552C
14.86L B BB 7601100118
10.35 CD E EB 85801144381
2.50L C C M 9600011000
17.88L C BMJ K 960123420C
2.32L BC AB F 1 2600000010
13.29L BC AB 5 960010000(;
18.02L C EJ 9400131008
3.53 D GD 8600132008
4.84L C DM 0700000000
1.70 O ACO G 0 9601000010
13.11L BCF 97OO00140C
7 61L BCC AA 9500000OO8 29
10.35L C MDBB 9500104438
2.36L BC AAH 11 7600011000
10.27L OC AB F 81 860010000C
14.11L ED CFJ E 3 960000020C
11.91L CBE AAAE 9 761010000C 42
11,22L C BF 9502010008
9.59 DD ECB 978102442C
211.27 CBCC AAAA 0 939514410(3
9.40 BBCC AAAA 8 9530020018
8.82L BE AD 7 9420001008
13.07L BCC AAAG 9 9601100OOC
14.35L BB AB 3 9600100OOC
4.41 O0 HC 9601000008
13.00L= BBC AAA 9600200OOC
4.77 O J O 5701000008
17.17L SBC AACF 0 9500003118
2.78 C I E 9600000010
3.48 O GF B 870000030C
1.56L C GBH 7600000100
BAAA 938516421C 2
AB I 3 960130000CG H 96010O0010
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources [$1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 39 CC 250+00.2
1 "41 08080-3527
I_ 17 10723 98871 K5
17 1074
C *32 X0808-341
1 17 1076 R
1 17 1075
1 13 198875 K2
1 17 1078
2
4 1 13 198882 K5




2 3 RAFGL 1235
1 13 198891 K2
1 "41 08088-3511
3 *17 1082 N


































a {_)_ Coords SMJ SMN 8
6
a
hm. * , (s) l b (') (") (') N
)8094-3038 27.6 30 ! 249+ 2 77 31 111 I 2
)8094- 3639 29.6 21254-2 36 681181318095-3725 31 1 5 255--2 17 1 5
)8095-3433 32.3 501252--1 36 8 11614
)8095-3928 33.9 4 256-3 20 4 116=3
)8095-3222 356:29251+1 61 18 111'3
)8096-3623 '364 15 254-2 _11 11 113 3)8096-3605 37.6 19 254-1 112!
)8096)8096--3106--3607'38"2'1_7738,2254-249+ I' 25351_ 111114! 43
)8096-3415 !41.921252-- 0 19 41144
)8097-3555 44,331254- 1 26 3114_4
)8097-3228 46.752251+ I 40 151103
)8097-3408 47.C 36 252-0 35 24 1104
)8097-3644 47.1 42 254- 2 31 8 118 3
)8098-3303 _49.9 42 251+0 41 8 114 3
)8099-3537 ,59.1 16 253-- 1 13 4 115 i 4
18100-3436 0.3 48 252- 0 46 10 115 4
)8100-3441 0.549 253-1 52 91192
18100-3818 5.8 53 256-3 24 5 114 3
18101-3212 7.2 51 250+ 1 96 26 115 2)8101_3,0186256_13132 0811333
18102-3105 12.0 =8 250+ 39 I 111
181o2-3o4o14.811o249+2i 69 2_ 112)81o2-_,_, 15.6124255-2 32 116
)8102--3314 17.5 [24 251+ 0 30 8 114 4)8to3-3o5521.98 249+2 22 6 1123)8103-363822,s2 256-3 23 4 1143)8103-39Ol22.53 256-3 21 5 1143
18103-3346 22.8 6 252+ 01 63 16 110 3
)8103-3417 23.4 54 252-0 37 8 16 3
18104-3327 24.4 59 252+ 0 53 9 115 4
18104-3954 25.7 9 257-3 17 7 176 3
18104-3647 27.3 25 254--2 28 7 119 3
18104-3518 28.1 13 253-1 24 15 119 3
18104-3236 29.8 17 251+ I 22 12 112 3
18104-3000 29.9 4 249+ 2 42 9 112 3
18105-3754 32.0 33 255-2 28 4 119 3
18105-3335 32.5152 252+10 42 14 115 418105-3242 34.0;55 251+ 52 13 113 3
18105-3218 34.1 56 251+ 1 49 22 115 2
18105-3855 35.1 17 256-3 20 5 114 3
18105-3550 35.2 46 254 1 34 18 1 3
18106-3718 36.1 2 255-2 27 3 116 3
18106-3539 97.1 56 253-1 47 23 117 3
18106-3601 41.2 27 254-1 63 32 109 2
18107-3630 42.6 57 254-1 23 5 117 3
18107-3459 43.2 44 253 1 17 4 114 4
18107-3837 44.7 60 256-3 33 9 115 3
18107-3720 44.9 34 255- 2 I 35 10 113 2
)8107--3355 45.3 56 252+ 0 18 5 114 4
)8107-3405 45.3 12 252- 0 28 8 113 4
)8107-3646 47.1 1 254- 2 33 5 117 3
)8108-3123 48.7 56 250+ 1 18 9 113 3
18108-3535 !49.E 30 253- 1 16 4 115 4
18108-3924 53.G 22 257- 3j 39 8 114 3
18109-3106 55.1 32 250+ 2 33 9 112 3
18109-3611 55.7 35 254- 1 21 5 5 3
18109-3540 59.1 40 253- 1 45 10 115 3
)8110-3639 0.2 33 254-1 34 8116 3
)8110-3532 3,E 515_392531 36184 83318111-3838 6.(_ 256-3 I 19 17
18111-3819 6.1 256-2 23 8117 3
18111-3051 6.9135 249+ 2 54 8 111 3
18111-3425 0.144 252- 0 14 4 114 4
18112-3522 17.9 38 253- 1 52 15 109 2
18113-3953 19.1 49 257- 3 22 4 114 ] 3
)8113-3342 20,022 252+ 0 27 21 119:4
)8113-3147 21.247 250+ 1 102 32 114 2
)8113-3524 22.{)33 253-1 80 15 117 3
)8113-3458 23,219253- 0 34 16119 ! 3
)8113-3127 23313250+ 2 45 121152
)8114-3652 26.443 1254- 2 43 17 111 ] 3
)8114-3611 26,9 17 254-1 33 9114 3)8115-3631 34.8 5 254- 1 34 1 109 !
18115-3544 35.8' 48254-1 19 4 11613318116-3135 36.4 6 250+ 1 43 1 114
18117-3450 44.1 25 253- 0 84 16 115 _ 2
18117-3933 44.6 15 257- 3 24 8 115_3
18117 3945 44.8 32 257- 3 24 15 112 I 3
18117-3325 45.1 7 252+ 0 26 4 115 4
18117-3620 46.2 9 254- 1 25 8 116 3
18117-3318 46.2 10 252+ 1 17 5 114 4
18118-3502 52.9 57 253-0 30 9117 4
)8119 3735 54.3 42 255-2 27 9113 3
)8119-3824 54.5372562 428 114 3
)8119-3627 55.7 47i 254-- 1 20 4116 33)8119-3026 55.77: 249+ 2 25 9 Illl
)8119-3339 57.434j 252+ 0 39 191163)81193144 59947 250+1 _ 5113 3
18119 3740 59.9 35 255- 2 35 9 !1151 2339120-3116 0.427; 250+ 2 71 1 109
)8120-3103 1.653250+ 2 24 81133
)8120-3945 2.9 50' 256- 2 20 4 115 3
)8120 =3559 3.7 li 254- 1 18 4 116 3
)8120-3616 3.8 15' 254 1 16 9 115 3
)8121-3520 6,0 59 253- 1 52 10 11 3
38121 3407 7,7 25 252+ 0 61 16 109 2
38121 3855 8,3 49 256 3 77 13 109 2
39121-3134 9.3 30 250+ 2 44 27 113 2
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 /_m 25 /_m 60 Fm IDO _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
.36L .25L .40L 3.00 O J D 9600000110
.51 .25L ,47L 4.03L C BE F 9700010000
1,10 .35 .47L 16.32L CD AB 6 4601000008
.73 .18: 1.46L 14.80L BE BCFE 1 950100010C
22,25 5.91 1.19 13.30L BBB AAA 0850000031918 4
.25L .25L .58L 4.93 C]MEEC 9601100728
,25L ,25L ,77 8,24 CC I GC 9700001530
.35L .42 1.80L 11.80L C F D B D 960348793C
.60 .25 .40L 1.61L BD BO 4 8600000100
.82 .24: 2.16L 13.54L BD AGDG 0 960345550C
2.87 1.61 .50: 9.17L ABD AAD 2 95000000(0
,29L .80 2.96 7.55 BCD NABA 988210010C
.25L .25L .69 3.69: CD GCD 9601100528
.25L .25L .40L 3.23 B E E 3600000030 8
.43 .25L .50L 3.46L B CGN 9801010000
.50 .25L .4eL 18.67L C B 9401010008
21.22 5.71 1.91 19.39L BBE AACE 1 960213654C 16 F
.39L .25L .73 13.04L D J I B 950010000C
.27 .25L 1.61L 10.91L F CJ 9500110100
.29 .92 4.12 7.44 CCCC CAAA 0 2601000008
.25L .25L .45L 2.74 F C 8500000008
.25L .25L .91 13.54L C K D 9601100308
.42 .25L .40L 1.70L C _J 6600020000 1
.25L .25L .40L 2.91 C I C 9600000220 8
.53 .26 .40L 14.60L BD :]BKL 0 2600001328
.82 .25L .40L 2.02L B ABHH 9500000000
1.51 .48 .40L 1.55L BC AB 1 8600010000
.25L .25L 1.36 9.45: CD " BA 9502111418
2.20 .86 .40L 15.05L BC AA L 2 9600100308
.25L .25L .64L 5.43 C HC 6501100330 C
,27 .25L 1.44L 18.40L C D HE 9401000OOC
.25L .25L .31: 2.94 DB DB 8601000000
.27: .31 .53L 5.57: CC D DBBC 0 9602102208 2
.51 .25L .46L 4.38L C BHGH 9701110330 l
.25L .25L 1.30L 5.04 D GHB 970101220C I 2
.25L .25L .47 5.14 EC H EB 9500100328J
.66 .29: .40L 7.44L BF AEM 1 4500000008
1.30 .37 = .40L 12.36L BC AB 1 3600000108
.25L .25L .40L 4.08 B KJ A 6680106000
.46L .25L .85 4.15 CC L EB 95001000081
.25L .57L .59L 2.55 D MF C 6580000008
5.54 165 .78 13.38L BBB AAB 1 9600000008
.25L .25L I .84L 4.31 C h J DC 990301140<3
1.97 1.57 .40L 3.32L E D A A 9 2800100000
.25L .25L 1.73L 6.48 E HFD 970110131C
.62L .58L 1.97L 4.42 E C 990000101C
1,39 A3 .44L 7.77L BC AB F 0 9701002350
39.60 14.90 2.27 16.91L ABC AA, A 3 950010042C 22 C
.70 .25L .40L 13.46L B B '4 9501213408 2
.39 .38L .52L 4.82L C C .3 2700100000
10.37 3.98 .94 11.70L CCC A_.B 9 9500100008 15
.64 .74 .60: 16.62L BDC B_JC 2 9400000008
32 .18: .46L 3.67L BD Bt3 L 0 9701110430 8
1.00 .31 .41L 3.18 BC C B:_.EE 1 9500001210 4
3.07 1.45 1.45L 9.96L AB A._ 2 960040240C
.58 .25L .40L 16.24L B B I M 7500010008
.71 .26: .40L 1.68L ED A3 0 6601000000
.43 1.37 6,12 29,45L CCF C_BC 3 95El15544C
.56 .25L 1,45L 19.14L B B _CF 970120131C
.54 .25L .53L 3.56L B B "41 9800000000
,28L .25L 1.09L 5.25 E MI EC 970030241C 8
.31L .25L .99 5.03 CC Fl. EB 9601224308 2
.32 .74 .69 14.57L CCB BI:ICF 1 9601014328 2
.37 .25L .40L 1.97L C B I 8600000000
1.97 .69 6.60: t9.26 BBED A|:.EB 4 94C000244C E
.27L .25L .97 7.80L D I DD 970221140C 4
1.35 .39 .40L 14.65L CD Ai!F 9 9501002108 2
4.54 1.96 .49 2.46 8BCC A/.DC 1 9601100308
.42L .31L .40L 1.68 C F HD 7600000100
.27L .25L .97L 4.12 D [ FB 970111140C 4
,25L .25L .47: 4.84 DC DC 1960oo0o00C
.33 .25L .40L 2.15L C Dr 9600000000
.25L .30L .52L 6.09 C HFKC 9700000410
.40L .31: 2.21: 12.12 DED CE'FA 988105451C
.25L .39L .71: 7.73 DC F DD 9701100450
2.23 1.19 1.03 3.86: BCCE AACC 0990010130C
.38 .25L .41L 1.80L C CJ G 9600010110
.92L .25L 1.42L 2.95 _ F _ 970000010C1.11 .45 .40L 16.19L BC C B 1 5500010006
.25L .25L .35: 7.27 GC 9600000008
1.29 .33 .40L 10.64L BC AB 4 9400000008
.84 .29 1.92L 21.30L B O A 8 3 960210000C
,52 1.65 6.77 12.57 BBCC BA_A 2 8300020008
.42 .25L 1.46L 15.38L S CI 970211020C
.35 .21: .44L 15.85L BD CB H 1 1500120008
.25L! .25L 1,02 14.70L B E t_C 9501002436 8
1.84 18.05L DBC AA_ 4i 960210252C 4335,91 13.37
.75 .48 ,40L 1.57L BC AC 0 ', 6700000000
.25L .25L .75 2.99 E D OB I 9600011428
3.07 .93 .40L 2.25L BC AA_:G 6 i 9600001100
I
.37 .25L .40L 15.40L _C B F 2500120018
,27 25L .41L 1.86L _C F 6601100000
,52 .29L .40L 1.88L !B B E :: G 2601010000
1.46 .76 .40L 14.77LIBC AA G 1 9501011568 8
1.02 1.71 4,63: 18.83: ICBDE BACB u 970344430C
.25L' .25L 1.41: 12.81 DC _B 974121130C
.25L .47 1,69 11.30L F F O*; 960t42100C
.63L .25L .39 17.65L C CF 9400100338 4
,22 ,25L .45L 13.16L C D FG 9500000008
,25L .25L ,5eL 3.22 D KE 9501000110






























Name Type (") Mag
198905 K0 3 72
1086 17





198918 MB 14 6_
1088 48
297 14 118
198927 K 3 91




198935 K2 5 75





B5 V 2 28 73
198957 B3P 5 47
198958 GO 10 66










H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Ulzccrtainty C












































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.30 D EK C 9502000108
15.08L F MB 960143211C
10.47L BD ACK 5960342421C
2.85 C I B 9600000210
4.62 O F GB 9700003328
1.58L CO AB 817603100000
11.05L E C C 970020050(3
CCC CAA 940011234840.552.81L'B AA 26801000000
8.08 D I HH 9702102550
21.89L C CB 9500000108
24.83L C BKF 970100000C
1.42L BC AAF 0 2600100000
14.99L B RE} 9503010118
6.49L C B A 9582400538 C
1.63L B BK G 6500000100
4.71L C HE 9801100340
2.03L C E 2600100000
9.66L BCC AAAH 9 5321000008
5.50 FC FC 7800000210
13.48L BD BD 3 9500010008'
4.89 C C 9700000218
6.49 DB H DB 9580300438 C I
51.86 BCED BBAA 0 964414433C 21 1
2.40 CO EBC 9800000108 I
2.97L E BF 7600010000
3.99 FO DB 9600100308
12.62L OD FCB 0 960264945C 4
48.68 BDCD DDCB 0 960116634C
16.52L BC ABBB 1 974023432C EI 1
i
13.01L B ADFK 9401000008
14.53L BE BC 4 9400100308
25.86L BCC BCBB 3970134665C
30.04L CD BDBI 0954262834C
5.70 CC E 08 77010123"26
12.06L BC AAI 0 3500000008
14.47L BE BB G 03302001008!
1.65L BC AA 0 2700000000
14.68L BC AB 0 _ 4400100008
15.45L BD AC 09501001008
17.78L C I CM i 970120230C I
26A3L C BDI I 950262523C
5.77 E KDB 980110030C 4
16.52L BC HACB 978033240C
16.70L BE BD 0 6400100008
3.64 C L MF C 9600000416,
27.44L CDC GDB 0 960153523C
7.70L CE CD F 0 9400110008
15.28L CD CC 0 9501010008
17.78 E J HI B 97CO34230C
12.59L C D 96001002OC
2.22 O KJ C i 9600000408 I
9601000000
2.60 C HO75.95: FF EEGD I 096D144746C
1.60: B O H C D ! 9600000008
16.09L D OC 970000030C
3.89L C E E 4801000300
28.87L C E C I 970156745C28.87 C BDGB 970115765(;
15.43L C D F 9500000208
4.65 C I BKF 8 590200010010.84L BE A 3 9600000008
1.98L BD AD 0 4600100000
2A6L F FHL I 4600000000
339.93L BBF FDBB 1 940417454C 4
20.85L D DF ! 960002153C
2.13L F CK E 3600100000
2.68L C BC G 46OO1OO0O0
1.61L DD BE 0 2600000000
11.27L B BHMK 9401100008
3.02L CBC AAB 8 9600000000
3.31 BCE C HB 970010012812.96L AAA 0 960120230C
2.04 F B 9601200008
8
hm. , , (s) () C) C) ( N
08122--3308 15.5 4251+ 1 90, 241172 .28L .26L
06122-3524 17.429253-1 42 151172 1.16L .25L
08123-3520 19.413253-0 24 31153 1.77 .43
08123--3152 20242250+ 1 54 181113 .25L .25L
06123-3820 20.4 3256--2 41 141192 .25L .25L!
06123--3114 22.454250+ 2 34 ! 10 103 .98 .36
08124-3616 26.254254--1 38 121122 .42L .25L
08124--3422 29.6 2253+ 0 15 51134 .25L .30
08125-3705 30.155255-I 22 41133 1.62 .46
08125-3635 32.118254--1 45 201103 .25L .25L
08125-3810 32.419 256-2 58 141092 .42L .25L
08126-3540 36.919254-1 31 81163 .44 .25L
08126-3049 37.017250+ 2 21 91123 .89 .58
08126-3840 38.514 256--2 15, 9 114 3 .55 .25L
08126-3348 39.842 252+0 21 8 5 4 .25L .25L
08126-3206 41.217 251+ 1 32 9 113 31 .44 .25L
08127-3053 43.4 7 250+ 251 _21 114 .40 .25L08127-3223 44.551 251+ 1 115 7.14 9.24
08127-3650 46.958255-1 2314109 2 i .25L .25L
i
08128--3855 51.753 256--2 _ 49' 1153433 .45 .20:
08128--3825 52.456256- 2 1 1123 .25L .25L
08129-3351 54.17252+0 27 11119 .49L .25L
9 3546 7 217254- 1 16 1.45 1.84
08129-3417 58.133253+ 0 38 9115 .25L .25L
08129-3736 59.246255-2 32 91153 .67 .30L
08129--3329 59.60252+ 1 20121153 .25L .25L
08130--3517 1.3 57 253-- 0 29 8 118 23 .49: .4008130-3612 1.3 49 254-- 1 27 6 112 .49 .36:
08130--3531 1.7 58 254- 0 19 3 115 31 1.34 .59
08130--3317 1.8 53 252+ 1 41 10 115 4 .66 .25L
08130-3326 1.920 252+ I 318 1124 .48 .14:08130-3617 4.9 53 254-- 1 24 6 111 .71 .55
08131-35167.938253-0 f2_4 _]11; il .38 .51_1_,__,0,144257-2 1 56_ 25_08131-3951987257-3 26 113 I 196 5106132_322612,110,251+129 811154 62 2806132-30162,526,249+_2553112 173 63o6132-374613136,255-o 25 61143 111 39
08132-3820 13.558[ 256- 2 19 8 115 3 .92 .27
08132-3600 13.548 ! 254-- 1 46 91143 .25L .25L
08132-3516 13.554253--0 28 91172 .49 .52L0s132-3_03 13.74, 2,_- 0 38 11 6 3 .25L .25L
08132--3526 15.3 7 254--0 14 4 1143 .25L .92
08132--3752 16.846 256- 2 29 81153 .80 .22:
08133--3342 20.345, 252+I 19 14i1203 .47L .25L
08133-3515 20.7 26 253-- 0 18 81 114 3 .29: .22:
08133-3233 20.9 011251+1 42 1_ 1144 .46 20:08133-3809 21.333 i 256- 41 109 .45 .19:08133_3_07231 254-I 18 1073 25_ 31_
06133-_31239 4 253+o 43 111162 3, 72_
o8134_333527,6511252+1 25191192 25_ 35_
o_134__,34_7.723 _0+g 94 ,_ ,14,_ ._5_ .25_08135--3519 312391253- 28 111 .44: .45;
40 12 114 I 408135-3250 31.5 41 251+ 1 .59L .25L
06136-3540 36.852254-- 0 26 11 '1153 .46L .31L
08136-3657 37.544255- 1 85 2011162 .40L .25L
08136-3551 37.617254-1 34 91132 .29 .25L
08136--3553 40.022'254- 1 22 51153 .34L .23:.
08136--3842 41.157256-2 56 201123 .25L .25L
06137-3710 45.213 1255- 1 78 161092 .25L .25L
08138-3414 50.942253+ 0 25 41154 1.10 .56
08138-3046 52.520250+ 2 34 91133 .88 .22:
O8108-3001 50.423249+ 3 71 6 _1132 .28 .32L
08138--3523 53.723254-- 0 15 5 i 1143 2_88 5.49
08139-3626 55.142 254-1 39 5 11213 .26L .25L
0_139_30,0552_ 2_0+_ _ 11115_ .32 .25_08139--3100 56.3 250+ 8 114 .70 .27L
08139-3116 59.8 08 250+ 2 37 6 113' 3 .51 .26
08140-3251 0.448 251+ 1 28 81114 4 .43 .25L
08140-3735 3.947 255- 1 15 41114 3 11.04 5.71
08140--33404.043252+174171163 .26L .25L
08140-35445.053254- 09390 ! 116 i 4.01 1.0708140- 3256 5.616252+I 2 118 .25L, .25L
08140-3559 5.73254-1 18 114 7.35 34.26
08141-3607 8A!47 254- 1 16 3 113i3 2.03 .61
o6141-31o36.91_ 250+2 92 12lO8!2 .30 25L
08141--3527 9.03o 254- 0 13 3 1151 3 1.81 3.12
o8141-351o10.4128253-0 52 8 11313 .,SL 25L00141-32_ 11.c42 251+1 29 25 113 3 .25L 25L
08142--3225 15.5 50 251+1 21 41144 1.89 .69
08142--3516 16.0'27 253-0 44 8 117 2 .34L .21
08143--0855 118.054 257--2 22 51133 1.67 .68
08143-3814 21.5 4 256-- 2 26 5 114 3 .31 .4906143-3500 21.935 2,_+o 29 12 114 2 .32 .25_
08143--3942 22.6 33 257-3 21 5 113 3 .29 2.62
08143-3521 23.8 7 254-- 0 16 3 115 3 3.05 2.9306145-351430636,253- o _ 131132 2_L 41
08145-3501 31.5 31 253+ O 52 101142 .44 .26L
08145--3727 31.649 255--1 27 9 116 3 ,50 .26L
08145-3551 32._ 56 254-0124 3 115 3 ,25L .34
08145-3751 33.225 256-- 2 i 40 4 115 2 .64L .46L
08145-3521 33.729254-0 119 2.40L 2.72
08145-3120 33.86 250+ 2' _ 299112 2 .34L .52L
08146--3529A 36.1 2 254- 0 16 4 115 3 .25L 3.61
08146-3935 38.2 59 257- 3 34 9 114 3 .63 .25L
08146-3008 38.3 24 249+ 3 72 9 108 2 .41 .25L
06146-3142 38.7 10 251+ 2 64 8 114 3 .27L .25L
08146-3829 39.3 34 256- 2 26 9 115 2 .35 .31L
08146--3604 39.5/39 254-1 26 7 109 2 .52: 1.59
L
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
4 2 13 198979 KO 3 57
2462 14370-NICo
2
23 MRSL 253-00/1 473
13 198991 K2 16 67
i C,I t_ 32 X0813--390 g7 12
1 17 1105 R 6 136
1 17 1106N: 7 145
6
4
I 23 MRSL 253-00/I 108 ,
2 13199001 B 15




2 13199010 G5 8 62
1 200253.587 303!
1 13 199012 11 61
1 13 199013 K5 5 I 82
82 14370- N3Co 34





205.56 363.97 BCDC CAAA I 4 940103552(3
1.52L 12.25L' BC AB 2 980201000C
,40L 3.68L, E F 4500100000
78.10L 339.93L BB AAHC 2 944117351C
1.27 21.05L I C C GB 970110120C
.40L 2.15 I GHKD 9500102000
.40L 5.06L!BB AACG 0 9500102008
1.61L 12.20L O CD 980333610C
.40L 12.33L BC AA I 6 7500000008
3.91 6.61 BCBB OBAB 0 9600001008
.52L 4.35L F CI I C 980032033C
2.76 13.11L DBC DAA 1 6500000008
2.32.L 24.19L JEG / 970110400(31.84L 19.58L I C 970022032C
.42L 3.88L_ C BOH 9700000000
3.26L 21.14L E MGCG 960023620C
.42 21.45L O G FF 5400100558
46.78L 254.18: C F GDEB 940446913C
.43L 2.13 F D 2500000000
2438: 35.28L BD CCCH 960126310C
.40L 14.14L, C BF I 7500010008
.40L 1.71LIC DE 2500100000
.47 1.40L i C F C H 7700000230
3.34L 15.30L D DEM 8500000008
6.69L 30.36L DC CABC 1 974123463C
"Confus_n Flags: 6).-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Dens/ty Region.
1 20 G253.587 414
1 20 G253.587 148
1 20 G253.587 545
C 1 32 X0814-378 122 12
1 200253.587 217
I 20 G253.587 417
1 13 199024 K0 12 70
8






08146-3545 41.0 54 255-1 25 9 115 3
08147-3838 44.5 37 256- 2 40 8 1116 3
08147-3904 44.9 28 257-2 23 5 115 3
08147-3557 46.3 40 254-0 34 10i117 3308147-3622 47.4 39 254-1 28 114
08147-3756 47.4 39 256-2 18 4 114,3
08148-3257 48.4 48 252+1 27 8114 4
08148-3629 49.4 2l 255-1 56 14 11212
08148-3003 54.0 55 249+3 32 5113 3
08149-3519 57.4 54! 254-0 52 8 1116 2
08149-3523 58.242 254-0 12 8 13
08150-3203 2.8 51,251+2 34 19 112 4
08150-3607 3.6 34254- 0 27 3 180 3
08150-3117 5.9 2 250+2 23 4114 4
08151-3426 9.3 3 _ 253+ 0 17 4 114 308151-34379_ 2 253+0 48 14 1152
o8151-34ol10713253+1 42 29 11812
08151--3711 10._ 35 255-- 1 35 29 1132
08151-3613 !11.2 50 254- 1 70 14 11412
08151-3934 11.4 19 257- 2 17 5 112 3
08152-3945 16.6 44 257-2 28 9 115 3
08152-3349 16.9 8 252+1 48 9 117 4
08152--3407 17.5 56 253+ 1 27 5 111 308152-352017852 254-o= 39 111093
06163-301519226 249+3_52 101123
08163-3551211_ 254-o 15 _o , 3081_-3532 23.3 254-0 18 115
_154-3525 25.1 2_,-0 15 1123
_1_,-3622 27414 255-1 20 9 1163
{)8154--3543 27.5 5 254--0 44 11 113 3
08155-375832,5!57256-1 25 8 112308155-3_ 33.2.512_,- 0 1315 1153
08155-3533 34.9 25 254- 0 26 10 109 3!08156-382437.25256-2 39: 151092 I
08156-3724 37.6 24 255-1 27 =. 113 3,
08156-3657 37.7 41 255-1 45 8 115 3,
08156-3945 38.9 45 257- 2 21 9 115 31
08157-35O5 43.5 4 253+ 0 28 9 112 3
08157-3541 43.5 27 255-1 15 4114 3
_)8157-3607 44.4 27 254- 0 35 116 3
08157-3710 46.2 40 255-1 20 114 3
D8157-3909 48.0 6 257- 2 29 113 3
08156-3513 50.8 22 254+ 0 18 112 3
08156-3548 51.8 53 254- 0 14 5'118 3
{)8158-3326 52.0 43 252+1 21 4l 116 4
08158-3554 52.4 37 254- 0 21 4' 114 3
08158-3741 52.7 41 256-1 26 10 i114 3
08158-36,45 537 32 255-1 62 10 109 2
08159-3637 56.6 15 255-1 15 4114 3
D8159-3857 567 35 257-2 26 6112 3
,8159-3543 59.0 26 254-0 16 4 115 3
:)8160-3156 1.1 53 251+2 28 21 120 3
)8160-3822 1.8 53 256-2 _ 49 113 3) 1 o-3818 2.4 7 56-2 14
081e0-32604.4 4 252+2 53 19 1124
38160-3526 5.2 29 254+ 0 23 7 115 3
'8161-3611 7.0 39 254--0 26 8 116 308161-_35 8039 256-2 31 5 1133
'8151-3010 9.3 12 249+ 3 39 9 112,3
38161-3438 11.0 10 253+ 1 40 8 1141 3
_)8181-3223 11.4 9' 251+ 2 29 5 115 4
)8161-3502 11.9 7 254+ 0 41 8 114 I 3)8152-381212324 256-I 2o 3 1143
)8162--3219 15.8 28i 251+ 2 31 8 1131 4
:_163-393o151 i= 257-2 21 5 1153
_8163-354919.1181254-0 51 4 1153
)8163-3445 20.4 59 253+ 1 18 11 112 3
,8183_3554152,,-0 15 8 1143
,5163_351739254+02o 3 1153)81 _302025827 5o+3 37 14112i3
;18154-3819 28.3 541 256-1 24 9 110 3
)8t65-3833 31.2 5 256-2 27 7 114 3
)8165-3428 31.3 26 253+ 1 101 16 115 2
)8155-3_833.75_i 2_+ o 19 115, 165_3,2,.9 67_ 91i;I0,
)81 -3 5 36.95 1254-0 22 10956-3 9 7 35 3,
1116)81_-_I039.31,256-,24 5 1143
)81_-363o40.811255-0 21 1_'_113)8166-3544 41.6 30 254+ 0 46 109 <:
i
_167-3822 ,22 91256-1 50 15117i2)8167-332143;,.50252+I 25 61133
)8187-3419 45.1 24, 253+ 1 33 9 114l 3
8167-3141 46,1 46 251+ 2 15 4 114 4
)8168-3350 49.0 33i 263+ 1 34 8 114 3
)8168-3947 52.2 28 258-2 23 5 114 3
)81_-_5O 52.6271253+1 41 2_ 1163115 _
)8169-3903 55.3 1_77i 257- 2 75)8169- 35O4 55.5 254+ 17 4 115
109 23)8189-3923 57.2 42 257- 2 93 8
)8169-3520 58.2 3 254+00 89 18 !114 28170_3,03072 23)8170-3656 1.2 51i 255- 1 35
)8170-3441 3.6 8 253+ 1 21 8 1151 3
)8170-3611 4.0 411 255- 0 49 11 1131
2
)8170-3558 4.4 47 254-0 34 112 3
)8171-3712 8.7 401 255- 1 18 9 114 3)8171_3,209914257-2 51 a 1092
)8171-3456 11.7 50 253+I 49 11 1114,2)8171-3606 1.7 47 255-0 30 114
Declination: - 40"- - 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C I (Not Color Corrected)




























































































.31L ' 1.27 8.69L
.70 .25L .40L
.98 34 .40L







100 u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Fltgs*
3.84L CC AB I 2 56000O000O
16.96L B 8 K 85O00000O8
13.94L CCD AAH 2 9800000108
12,20L EC GEC 980324420C
13.77L 8C ABK 0 9BO010000C
14.08Li B B A8 0 5400100018
10.15LiSD IACl 2 _00000008
18.41L I ,G 760010000C
1.69L BOD A.ADI 9 1600100000
11.80L CF .'IF 5 980336721C
52.57L 285.78: DC F GCDC 0 947346945(:;
2.56 D 13 D 9500000110
21.11L E I BCD 970232653C
1.49: CBBF P.AAE 9 250000000021
15.00L ' B B ._AD 0 9500000008
8.91L C F D 9600100128
2.12 D CC 7800100008
4.87 D M G 7700000120 8
16.58L D MB 970211221C
10.73L CBC AAA 4i 9600010008i 15
17.70L DBB CAB 0 9502120108
.40L 18.39L B E.N 0 65000000081.66 19.38L BBC AAAF 9501100008 I
40.50L 139.09: F E CHGD 95C256564C
.40L 2.21L C OM G 2500000130
7.79: 54.99: ECDF r:BDC 0 956234532(;
11.74L 85.43: CD F ECCC I 950237654C
1.17L 158.30L BC BBDH 3 951236353C
C
A Sep
S 2 # T N_.me Type (") Ma 8
1 13 199029 K0 8 8(
1 13 199030 K2 12 7f
1 20 G253.587 519 l
411 2o G2635_7 485!
2 4 TMSS -30121 8 1_
2 TU PUP 40
1
13 199039 3 9(:
32 X0815-354 123
8 32 X0815- 358 64
4
4 32 X0815- 354 190 4
17.23L BC B8 1 970000000C
21.71L C IB 960011000(:
I
12.72L BC A_3 1 I 5500000008
10.45: CBDC BABB _1_o2o554oc
55.99: FDFD DCED •, 958328544C 4
19.29L C G D 8500100108
3.53L BFcD AC F 1 8801001200 4
3.58 J EBD I 6800000110
17.23L B C BGBH 9500120108 1
15.30L DC L DB K ! 080032332C 1
12.50L ABD A&D 4 ;670020100C
12.75L CD AEI H I 980121654C
3.19L C F ! 5601010010
12.33L BF ABK 1 9501000008
28.93 BCDE B¢';RA 0 974104633C B
226.89L BDC BGEF 0 930132411C I
12.68L BCD A_CE, 8 8501000118 1 1711116 12
13.29L BBD A/_D 1 970123520C 2 13'199051 K5 2 65
3.30 EBC K. AD 7600000200 4
15.62L D E 460010(X)0C
12.56L BBC AI.B 7 770010100C 17 1 17 1118 20
10.79 CBCD AIAA 1 9500000108
226.89 BBDD A/AA 1 932111321C 1 14 370-G?4.. 13
1.40 Cl EB 8601000000
25.61L BC AE 0 4400412328 C I 17 1120 36
51.71: BBCD=B/IAA 0 34C0243308 3 1 32,X0816-382 124 3
2.45 C F NC 9600010008
9.99'. CD ECB 978200221C
15.29L BDD LWBB 980122356C17.46L AB , 0 9500100128 8
1.73L BC ABL 2 1500001000 1 13 199054K5 1 86
18.89L C BG 9700000008
1 64L' BC AB 1 9600122000 3
21.69LIBBc CL 0 970120020C14.94L BA AA 3440222208 6
1.50LI BC AB I 9600122000 3i
7.58: BFBD 8C_C 4 9601010318 4
99.37L D B D :_ 842222951C
5.43 E ] C 980020053C 1 1 AZ PUP 65 3
99.37 CBDE ,EE IA 948115652(3
15.56LI B B AA 1 960222535C BI1_ 13 199061 K2 2 56365 8. 1,00000210 134
25.61 FCCE ,CBt;B 7 94C1354638 F I 1 32 XO818-383 101 12
4.88: CCD KD,,,B 9601100128 8
3.21 D NHB 9900000208 4
55.75 BBEC AA/,A 2 95Cl10010C
18.63L ! _ 9500212108
11.21L C C|, 0 984320300C
12.92 CCC HBtA 9300123208 6 32 X0816-381 56 6
14.79LIBE AB_ F 3 880100132C C 2 13 199070A5 2 43
20.12L D f F( B 968334742C 1
25.61L
CF F KEE 9481121538 C 32 X0816- 383 111 1212.96L AB 0 8401000008
26.09L ;C CJ L 9500126118 i 1
2.17LIBBC AAEC 1 6600000210 4
15.25 0,,8 oi9501 1 
29.93L _B BE(; I 940121012C
2.94 ' D L M C 97O0000008
5.17: ,BC F AAF _ 4' 990000274C C 32 X0816-350 60 12
15.86L C C 9502312008
5.20 D I E,_ 980100110C i
11.04L C D B B 970634964C 8
3.55L B BE 48001030001 2
22.50L BF AC 03 9600000008 17 1125 2
46.01L !DCE F DL 3 I 960423533(3 8
15.51L HCF "( j 970222533C
2.64L,BC ACK 0 I 4801000000 i
20.45L E CI 9501212008
22.32L ,C B L 950221021C i
8t.47L FE ECB-t 9 955635844C 8 2 1 39 DCC254.5-00.1 107 2700






a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 00 t2 _m
ha .8, (s) (-) I b (") C) ',-) N
08171-3654 11.8 33 255-- 1 17 5 112 3 .52
06172-3110 12.3_26 250+ 3 69 31 115 3 1.04L
08172--3509 14.049254+ 0 20 121152 .25L
08172-3924 14.1 7257--2 46 91173 .71
98172--3026 14.541250+ 3 19 g 1123 1.07
08172--3548 14.7 6254+ 0 17 101142 .35L
08172-3705 16.3 7255-1 21 41153 5.95
08172-3609 17.044255-0 32 61133 .32:
08173-3104 20.244250+ 3 31 91114 .56
08173--3022 20.427250+ 3 30 81144 .66
08173-3823 20.550 256- 1 72 114 114 21 1.27L
08173-383220.526257--137101123 .70





,8175-353032.358254+0351 111 .25L10 I
08175-3550 34.2 3 254+ 0 19 9 3 .25L
08175-3846 35.840 257--2 3514 109 3_ .25L
I
58178-3913 37.2 41 257- 2 72 19 116 21 .25L
08176-3016 38.7 8 250+ 3 31 9 114 4 .41
D8176-3558 40.5 54 254+ 0 17 9 113 3 .60
38177-3605 46.633 255-0 21 3 114 31 1.30
D8177--3710 47.437 255- 1 30 5 115 3 2.22
38177-353547.931254+0 25 41143, .39
38178--355749.913254+023111430 1 .25L08178-3851 so.655267-2 35 110 3 1.15
38178--3454 52.9 13 254+1 17 9 114 3 .90
38178--3659 53.9 55 255-- 1 46 8 114 3 .43
E)8179--3936 56.7 48 257- 22681153 .61
38179-321958.217251+221 ; 114 i! 1.6238179-333558.91253+1781114 .25L
08179-3741 58.915 256- 1 47 10 114 .34
38180-3126 0.525251+3 50 101143 .34
)8180-- 3056 4.722250+ 3 29 81144 .93
38180-3320 4.945252+ 2 38 81133 ,24:
38180-3347 5.149 253+ 1 51 30 111 2 .25L
)8180-3549 5.233 254+ 0 54 15 114 3 .29L
)8180-3205 5.640 251+ 2 81 24 118 2 .25L
)8182-3455 12.449 254+ 1 27 10 114 3 .43
,8182-3419 14.330 253+ 1 23 8 114 3 .64
,8182-3314 15.640 252+ 2 42 22 114 2 .25L
'8183--3529 18.224254+ 0 56 161172 .69L
38183--3606 19.427 255+ 0 30 4 113 3 1.44
)8183--3807 20.8 7 256- 1 25 6 , 112 3 3.74
'8183--3442 21.057254+ 1 35 81153 .69
,8183-320422.228251+224 !11154 3.22)8154-333625.958253+226 113 1.49
38184--3940 26.220 _ 258- 2 25 1 114 3 .25L
)8184-3647 28.019255-0 43 10i1123 .25L
)8185-3620 32.0582550 30 81 1143 .96
)8185--3546 32.138254+0 78 171172 .25L
)8185-3554 34.7 36 255+0 86 20 117 2 .25L
)8186-3749 36.1 3 256-1 56 18 112 3 .25L
)8186-3357 37.2 37' 253+ 1 41 12 112 3 .25L
)8186--3531 37.71 254+? 16 5 111 3 .32)8186-3408 41.0 3 253+ 43 81133 .41)8167-3217 ,28 31 252+2 24 8 1134 .63
)8188-3838 48.1 6 257-- 1 30 19 113 2 .25L
)8166-390451.91' 257- 219511183 1.88)8188--3611 52.0 97 I 255+ 19 112 1,01
)8188--3149 53.552 251+ 3 74 10 108 2 .26
)8188-3238 53.761252+ 2 47 8133 .29
)8189--3718 54.01811256 73 11 109 2 ,25L
)8189-3502 54.1_0 255+0 34 8 109 3 53.50
)8189-3526 55.0 24 254+ 1 40 8 113 3 .25L
)8189-3958 56.357 258- 2 49 3115 3 .25L
,8189--3846 57.433 257- 1 76 18 114 2 .38L
)8190-3614 0.4 12 255+ 0 23 7 109 2 .29L
I)61,0-35,028461256+0 29 g1143 53
)8191-3111 6.4 7 251+3 29 25 II0 3 .25L
)8191-3653 6.653 255- 0 215 1163 36.56
)8191--3431 9.3 6 253+1 28 8 112 3 .41
)8191--3037 9.44250+ 3 308 1134 .96
)8191-3806 10.2 55256-1 30 91143 .62
)8192-3111 14.627251+ 3 59 26 1122 .25L
)8192-3501 17.339254+ 1 32 51153 .55
)8194-3744 24.485256-1 661109432 .24)8194-3253 24.53 252+ 25 1153 10.11
)8194-3838 24.5 8 257- 1 61 11 109 2 .35
)8194-3347 25.4 58 253+ 2 52 12 1113i 3 .26
)8194-3455 28.054 254+ 1 278 117 2 .28
)8195--3350 30546253+ 2 32 911133 .62
)8195-3720 32.039 256-- 0 318 114 3 .73
)8195-3617 33.6 12 255+ 0 26 5 113 3 .72
)8196--3049 37.9 55 250+ 3 30 6 1111 3 1.20
)8197--3447 45.9 49 254-t 1 33 5 !112 3 1.12
)8197--3500 47.6 1 254+ I 85 23 114, 2 .25L)8198-3220so.142252+2 44 101143 .29
)8198-3051 51.032251+ 3 13 4 114 6.70
)8198-3305 52.741 ! 252+ 2 20 41143 1.81
)8199-3557 56.353255+ 0 27 51123 2.70
)8199-3707 58.923256- 0 86 111092 .38
)8200--3949A 1.732258- 2 17 61152 .27
)8200--3427 4.1 8 253+ 1 90 22 117 2 .65L
)6200--3920 4.7101257-- 1 41 8 113 3 .51
)8201--3711 9.417 256-- 0 33 9 112 3 .48
)8202--3721 13.8 1 256-- 0 29 10 114 3 .25L










































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef g Flsgs* S 2 # T
13.78 BCCC BAAA 2460010300C 21 32 X0817-369
1.16 0 G 7500100000
4.50: DE LCB 9801001420 8
14.57L EC BB 2i 9502212008
1.50: BC E AB F 012501110200 I
20.72L C I GCC 9741465568 91 32 X0817-357
7.93L AB AACB 13600000000 1 7 WRA 197
82.13L CC BDCI 0 964523534C 81 32 X0817-3611.46L BE BOM 6500110000
2.91L BD AD D 1 2501110100
24.61L O C 9401000008
16.08L BE ADI 0' 9501010108 1 17 1131
6A5L D L GF 9601000128
4.53 E G B 860211021C
17,46L B AE J 9501001226 1 13 199080 K5
13.58 BCCC ECAA 0 9401046200 7 1 32 X0817-324
1.59L C DG K 6500000000
7,47 CD EGEB 9700002308
10.79: CE J CC 9742331338 8,
6.45 DC F HB 9602100428 C =
4.63 D C 9700000108
1.57L B B 250O010O00
11,79L B SC F 970120140C 2 17 1133
14.88L BC AACE 0 970312221C 2
2.81L BC AA 04800010000
7.47L CBC FBAC 0 9700002208
6.14 DD KCC 980210050C
13,17L BD AB 1 9502000108 1 17 1135N
31,15L CD AD 2 841110030C
15.85L C BEGC 360000000C
14.89L FE SDC 0 9701001108
1.82L BC AB 0 7500001000
3.06 DD F C 9780002218
5.56L D BDN 9600000000
1.48L C CF 4600000000
1.32L BE AD M 0 3501001000 1 13 199093K0
17.34L DC 8BGL 3 9402901006
Assoc-iations
Sep
Name Type (") M&g
34 2
2.42 D M C 9700000028
12.09L D NE 9701101418
1.39 C J S ,6500101000
13.53L B BC 75001001013
22.51L B AM 9500000008
2.29 O J EC 9681000116 I
13.02L F B 9700142548
10.19L SC ABME 0980100320C
3.76L CCB AABE 89500000000
12.64L B BCL E 9502000008
1.66L CB AAND 56500101000
16.09L BC ABN 3 9500001218
9.25: C E F O 8700113458
4.06 C K K C 470000020C
14.42L BC AC J 0980000010C
3.77 D CB 9901114218
7.95 F F H B 9804022118
4.65 C E D 9601000330
4.03: CE KBC 9600010218
9.66: BBCC CAAS 0! 9740242348
17.59L B B F 9501000008
1.48L B AG 4600000000
4.25 D J DB 9600000008
19.65L BC AB 085OO002OO8
36.92L BBD AAAD O 950012131C
1.73L C DJ 2601000000
2.18L C D F 86000O000O
2.54L D BC 6600000100
B
21 171139









361.28 1782.91 2059.02 BBBS SAAA 1910113353C 92 7714370-*N8St
.38 .52L 16.00L D B E 9700101208
.25L .85 7.06 E O GDC 970000220C 4
.25L .53L 4.41 D J DB ! 9601000008
.45 18.39L 10.61: D E HBCE 970012231C 4
.28: .73L 13.04L EO CCE 09721134108 i
.25L .39: 2.09 F D GCC 65801002101 q
28.55 6.89 15.13L DCD AAAD 9380000110C42'
.25L .40L 12.57L B CF H 9401010008
.30 .40L 1.00L SC AB 5 1700001000
30 .40L 2.97L BD AC 0 9500000000
.25L A0L 2.10 C I D 6580100210 4
.22: .40L 11.85L BF BF EO 3 9602000126
.25L .40L 5.17L C G 9600000000
2.52 .40 9.55L BSC AAD 0 9400000008














.25L .45L 19.53L C EDH 9400101108
.25L .40L 12.81L E B 9601000008
.25L .43L 20.39L B B F J 8400201128
,17: .40L 2.65L BE BGF 0 7601000000
.44: 1.35L 12.27L BF AJ 0970123110C
.39L .40L 1.45L C A S D 4600200300
39 .39: 2.61: _DED ABEcE 1 9702000028
,25L .46L 3.04 9800000018
.25L A0L 1.63L O I 6600000000
3m51 .61 1174 BBCE AABCI 4 4600200300
.92 .40L 13.11L BB AA ' 09400002008
.83 ,47L 4.81: BC C AADC 29800001228
.25L .40L 3.83L F C 2600110000
.46 5.77: 30.88L FED FFEF 0964313555(3
.68L .40L 3.18 D F B 9681000228
.16: .40L 19,41L BE BE I0 5601000008
.23: .40L 2.70L CD SB J )5 1600110000
.25L 1.04 3.20 S B B B 5600000100
.25L .40L i 3.82 E I S 9900000008
"C_nfus_,n Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended SouroEm ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 32 X0818-362

























ham. 6 (sa) (8)COOrbdS SMJ SMN .0,
. , C) C) (. N
08202-3145 16.138251+ 3 49 B 1123 .47
08203-3619 19.930255+ 0 31 81133 .31
38204-3410 24.83253+ 2 37121122 .29
_38204-3905 25.140257-1 68111092 .27
38205-3605 30.821255+ 0 25:41153 .45
38205-3345 35.68253+ 2 46 81163 .32
38207-3703 42.453256- 0 46 81173 .48
08208--3634 48.444255+ 0 44 91153= .38
38208-3434 49.08254+ 1 105 201182 .25L
38208-3905 49.447257- 1 46 91113 .54
38208-3330 50.229253+ 2 34 41143 2.27
38208-3907 50.657257- 1 17 101153 .54
38208-3410 51.45253+2 74101092 .23
38208-3453 52.033254+1 32_ 1911433 .58
38209-3918 55.5 6 258- 1 1 114 .25L
3020o_371555746250_0 1011233 60082093751 57.445256- 0 116 .87
38209-3118 58.257251+ 3 5213111121 .40L
38209-3559 58.48255+ 1 33, 15112 ol .25L
38210-3924 1.224258 1 24 91153 .70
38211-3404 8.816 253+2 221 9 113 3 .47
08211-3302 11.4 26 252+ 2 14 4 115 3 33.16
38212-3945 13.014 258- 2 65 20 115 2 .25L
382123142 13.058251+ 3 46 81113! .61
{38212-3838 14.249257-1 20 41143 56.07
08212-3657 14.648256+ 0 40 81143 .84
38213-3352 16.546253+ 2 36 81153 .37
38213-3727 19,2 15 256-0 39 10 116 32 .52
08213-3857 22.6 20 257- 1 22 5 115 3 ,68
38213-3515 23.6 12 254+ 1 21 5 113 3.36
38214-3807 25.6 26 257-1 33 3 117 3 13.87
08214-3835 28.83257- 1 408 1153 .42
38214-3832 29.245257-1 26 81143' .82
38214-3038 29.222251 + 4 388 1154 .9708214-3628 29.839255+ 0 39 10113 .30
08216-3607 38.341255+ 1 56 11 , 1143' .32
38216-3851 39.152257 1 26 41143 1.89
38216-3441 40.218254+ 1 37 101143 .28
08217-3430 43.622254+ 2 80 211123 .32L
08218-3827 53.636 257- I 86 = 151162 1.35L
08219-3653 57.2 58 256+ 0 34 9 112 3 .75
08219-3332 57,4 24 253+ 2 37 29 111 2 .25L
08220 3506 3.0 6 254+ 1 42 11 115 2 .26
08220 3406 3.0 34 253+ 2 33 21 116 2 .25L
3822t-3149 7.6 27 252+ 3 71 14 114 2 .24
38221-3842 84 14 257- 1 29 8 175 3 .80
08221-3742 10.958 256 0 326 116333 1.20
08222-3733 17.944256- 0 65271142 .25L
08223-3602 19.1 7255+ 1 529 115 .37
06223-3556 21.352255+ 1 38 119119 .25L
08223-3739 22.436256 0 63 111172 .36
08223-3944 23.36258 1 25 71133l 1.12
08224-3500 26.720254+ 1 31 10 11131 .69
08224-394326720258- 128101143 .38L
08225-3801 30.435 257 0 5e 20 117 2, .25L
08225-382532.326257- 145 8 11231 .3308225-384233.52257-1308115 .61
08225-3219 34.5 56 252+3 44 9 112 2: .39
082263650 36.524256+ 0 56 I 81123! .50
08226-3128 38.7 43 251+ 3 56 11 112 2' .31
08226 3245 41.5'40 252+ 3 30 8 112 3 .68
08227-3217 43.5 5252+ 3 42 ! 81143 .38
08227-3718 45.1 i33256+ 0 54 141142 .35
08228-3335 48.8128253+ 2 24 41123 2.60
06228-3257 49.54t 253+ 3 39 91123 .47
08228 3923 51.227 258- 1 32 11 116 3 .25L
082283012 51.8110250+4 20 41144 11.71
08228-3533 53.8114 255+ 1 49 131162 .22
08229-3200 54.418 252+3 42 8 114 3 .46
08229-3121 58.0 1 251+4 41 17 110 3 .32L
08230 3613 3.2 8 255+ 1 17 6 112 3 304
08230-3641 3.230 256+ 1 33 16 112 3 .25L
08230-3838 4.133 257- 1 40 20 114 2 .25L
08230-3751 5.844 257- 0 51 15 115 2 .42L
08231-3422 6.132 254+ 2 55 t7 117 2 .32L
08232-3833 12.559257-1 30 91143 .45
082323250 13.713253+ 3 58 131082 ,27
08232--3949 16.4 3 258- 1 72 23 118 2 1,31L
08232 3029 17.5 38 251 + 4 34 20 112 3 .25L
08233-3244 19.9 33 252+ 3 29 8 121 2 ,25L
082333537 "21.55255+1 32 31133 .25L
082333745 22.628257-0 40 81153 .45
08233-3843 22.75 257- 1 38 8116i3 .35
08233 3738 23.2 7 256+ 0 37 11 116 2 .33
00234-3201 25.1 10 252+ 3 61 2 108 , L
08234-3438 25.6 50 254+ 41 10 111
08234-3000 26.2 37 250+ 4 50 27 116 2 ,25L
08234 3536 283 34 255+ 1 21 5 114 3 1,37
08235-3048 31.2 17 251+ 4 73 27 116 I 2 1,29L
08235 3502 32.3 41 254+ 2 24 5 114 3 3,91
08235-3642 33.8 17 256+ 1 36 9 113 3 ,47
08235-3733 34.2 38 256+ 0 92 25 118 2 ,27L
08235-3749 34.4 15 257- 0 39 7 114 3 ,28:
08236 3850 36.8 5 257- 1 21 5 117 3 .44
08236 3952 37.012 I 258- n_ 55 8 116 2 .45
082363755 41.0361257- v 32 81143 .25L
08237-3112 42.826,1251+ 4 34 30 182 ,27L
082373800 43.332257-0 38 61133 ,30L
08237-3308 46.9 10 253+ 3 42 8 112 3 39
Declination: - 40 °-- 30'
F]ux Density Flags Associations
(N_ Color Corrected)







































































































100 /.tin Flux Ccrr A Confusion R 5 A Sep
Uncs Ccef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
1,55L C CO G 4601000000 1 t3 I 199136 K0 5 78
14,39L C CD 870000000C
14.43L E C F 9401000008
24.00L C D F 9501110118
34.47 CBCF BA,_A 1 8601021108 1
14.00L F BHN 4400000008 1 13 199141 17 91
2.84L C CF 1600000000
2.87L B CL E I 6700000000
3.37 F - C : 9600000008
18.48L C BG 8501210108
12.82L CO B B'AA:D, 1740000000815.95L D 8501110008
17.76L D C 9400000008 1 13199149 K0 41 83
15.14L D BC K 9600020010 1
3.78: CE HCBB 5800100308
3.03L BD BC 1 5600000000
2.48L CD AC 0 9700001000
1.52 D J F ! 4500000O20
11.02L C HDF 9700100308 4 1 32 X0820-359 29 4
18.02L B BG 5601100108 1 17 1150 35
16.33L B BE J 9400020008 1 1 13199159 K2 4 80
2.01 BDCD AA, AC 9960000001829
5.75 D FC 970101021C
1.19L B BE I 4600000000
18.46L BBC AkAG! 0 951210020815
3.34L BF AE 0 3500000000 1 13 199163K5 3 82
2.13L O B N I 6600000000 1 17 1152 29
3.51L C BE El 8601000000 1 17 1153 23
16.06L CDC A, _ AC 9 9501000208 4
11.49L BC A,_FC 0 9600000108 1 1 TVPUP 35 3
2.42L BBC AAB 0 960100013016 8 3 13 199166M0 6 62
18.49L CE CEH 0950020000818.70_so Be 1:950010o0o8 I 17 11. 151.451BO AD n o 9_o0oo0o 1 13 1_1=_. 3 70
4.24L C D 85OO000000
3.24L D C 98010000OO
13.29L BC ABK 0 9601000008
11.31L C FI G 9400000008
4.02 D G JC 9601000118
14.42L C B ' 9500000008
2.37L BC B( 2 4500100000 1 17 1157 30
3.23 C lie 9600000120 8
14.47L C C K 6501000008
2.31 D fIJ D 9601000008
1.94L C C I 7600000000
17.09L 8 B(; ' 9501210228
2.86L BD At;D 09600100000
3.30 C GC 8600100210
2.34L E F 19903100000
2.59 C C D 9701100200
4.68L C C)l i 8600200110
11.31 BC D A!ILD 1 960012444C
7.41L BC A t 1 8600000008
28.70L C ': C 950112444C
3.66 C DC 8600010220
15.01L B D MM 9501010008
15.87L B B ;GO 9501310338
1.36L D C : 3600100000
3.09L C B "HF ' 4500000000
1.59L B D 9600010000
1.55L B F B 3 0 i 7601000000
1.23L D B 3 J 3600100000
4.82L F D 1600000000
1.60L BC A _. 0 18700000000
2.44L E B _ MF 6500000000
6.17 BD 3Be 5700001108
1.33L ABB A_AE 0 7400000000
2.54L D D:- 8700O00000
1.39L C C:: 6602000000
1.78 B H B 8680010000
2.48L CB A_.HF 4 8601000210
3.17 C B 5500000000
4.23 C .3GC 9700201438
11.75L O GE 9501110118
2.71L D DD 9500000108
32,06L B BJF 9400101118
3.88L E H 6401100000
4.86 F C 870OI0010C
1.77 C lUJJC 7600000010
1.52 C D 4502100000
6.26: CC ECB 6600113320
17.57L C CE 9401120008
21.96L B ._ 9500001008
4.69L C E D 6700100000
1.93L CD AC 04701000000
1.84 F F C 6604000320
6,97L 8 E E E 5 9500000008
1.72 C C i 3400000100
6.44 BCFC _BDB 0 6640113320
1.25 F K D 9601000020
7.17L BBC .z AE 0 6600000008
2.36L C E K 5500000000
2.47 C C 5700100010
6.16 CCBD (CAB 0 9501320118
22.25 CCCE tBAA 0 9500013208
14.36L ,C _E E 8601000OOC
22.25L D I CCF 9401210228
1.52 C L F 9501000110
22.25 DCD t DBB 9481233348





1 13199187 19 85
1 13 199188K5 7 80
1 171165 47
1 17 1166 11
2 4 TMSS -30125 71 28









1 17 1168 R 6 106
C 1 32 X0823-320 102 12
E 2 19 311 21 10E
1 13 199205 K5 2 85
2 1 32 X0823-388 45
1 16 04075- 26 11C
A 1 32 X0823-380 80 1C



























)8244--3912 25.8 14 !













38247--3158 46.4 14 I
38248--3834 48.8 29 !
)8246--3151 49.9 43 I
)8249-- 3400 54.248 I
38249--3218 57.635
)8249--3826 58.952




























































Gatactic Uncertainty C {Not Color Corrected)
Coords SM) SMN 0 O I2 Fm 25 l_m 60 _m
1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
287_ 24 .25L .47 2.48253+ 38 1 116 ,25L .25L .,SOL
252+ 3 76 23 114 2 .25L .25L .40L
256+ 1 36 7 113 3 1.14 .57: .40L
254+ 2 23 15 112 2 .27 .25L .40L
253+3 18 4 113 3 16.74 10.93 1.88
254+2 21 10 180 3 .39 .31 4.50
258-1 42 91163, 25L .25L .80
253+ 2 195 1133: 1.99 .97 .40L
258-1 34 9 115 3 .60 .32: .40L
256+ 1 41 11 114 3 .25L .25L 1.20
254+ 2 33 91143 .59 .27L .40L255+2 5420112 .25L .25L .48L
257-0 36 81173i .40 .25L .40L
257- 0 29 6 31116 11.58 26.77 2233
:257- 0 22 3,1163 4.90 1.47 .41:
257-0 48110901 2 .32 .25L .48L
255+1 63 1901113 33 .29 .25L .40L253+ 3 50 113 43
255+1 41 9'112 3 .63 .25L .40L
258-1 52 26 116 2 .25L .25L .41L
257+ 0 34 _ 25 115 2 .25L .25L .48L
258-1 _ 91622 .27 .25L .47L287-0 117 28L _25L 85253+3 29 4113 3 1.54 40 .40L
252+ 3 428 1123 .33 .25L .40L
255+ 1 40 30]1152 1.31L .63L .44L
253+ 2 39 281162 .25L .25L A5L
256+ I 309 1153 .49 .19: .40L
251+5 31 61123 2.81 .77 .40L
251+4 38 9 83 .34 .21 .4OL
251+4 30 9 112 3 .60 .25L .40L
257--0 14 411173 1.93 1.17 .76
258--1 57121122 .35 .25L .41L
252+ 4 258 1153 .42 .25L .4OL
257- 0 43101172 .48 .29L A3L
252+ 4 32 10 108, 2 .27 .25L .40L
254+ 2 58 9 113' 3 .34 .25L .40L
252+ 3 75 1113, .26 26L .40L
0 .59.25L108 116 .60 L257_ 2o
2_+; 34 _156+ 21 I 33!33 1,02,99.26.47
258-1 30 91143 .82 .23: .40L
258-1 66251142 .37L .60L .70L
253+ 3 341 8 113 3 .63 .26L .40L252 +4 81113 3 38 .25L .40L
256+1 _9201192 25L .63L .40L
257+ 0 114 .47 .25L .40L
257+0 41103 2.41 1.21 .40L251+4 642115 .25L .25L .40L
256+ 1 28 3 _ 113 3 2.05 .56 .40L
258-0 20 7' 112 3 30 2.22 2.53
256+1 356 1123 .25L .30 2.47
252+ 4 29 8 114 = 3 ,95 .24: .40L
257+ 0 279 116 3 .34 .25L .40L
10 1143 .25L .40L255+ 1 43 .41
257+0 62 10 109 2 .27 .25L .41L
254+2 275 1143 2.61 .66 .40L
255+2 2861133 .28: .45 2.53
258-0 4626 1162 .25L .35L .47L
252+ 4 24 8 '113 3 .87 .21: .40L
251+5 49 33 118 2 .82L .60L .40L
253+ 3 38 9 113 3 .39 .25L .40L
252+ 4 32 8 113 .69 .25L .40L
257+ 0 23 14 112 .25L .38L .48L254+ 2 31 115 .69 .28L .40L
254+ 2 25 9 115 .51 .30L .40L
258-0 i 45' 9 112 3 38 29 .40L
257+ 0 101 30112 2 .81L 2.89L " .57L
253+ 3 35 191133 .25L .25L .40L
255+ 2 42 ! 20 112 3 .25L .25L .40L
:254+3 37 B= 114 3 .76 .32: .40L
257+ 0 19 I _, 117 _! 1.31 .35 .40L
254+ 2 8 115 .78 .42 ,40L
255+2 49 I 81092 .39 .25Ll .40L257+ 0 28 116 2.67 1.13 .56L
255+ 2 88 _ 16 109 2, .45L .25L 29
256+ 1 16 4 112 3 4.11 1.24 .70
258- 0 50 13 118 2 .48 .83L .40L
258- 0 23 6111 3 2.18 14.24 8.95
256+ 1 25 81123 .25L .21: 2.13
254+3 14 15 114 3 .39 1.09 3.20,35 .25L .43L259- 1 37
251+ 5 28 21 26 2 ,25L ,52L .40L
251 + 5 _ 20 4 113 ' 3 8.85 3.49 .66
257+0 37111621 .25L .25L 1.39
258+0 31 13109 I 32 .41L .25L .82
257+0 306 112 1.12 .27 .40L
258-1 29 96113 i 3 3._ 1.59 .51:254+2 33 114 . .47 .40L
I
I Z56+ "t , :23 8 11213 .35 .29L .43L
255+ 2 46 10 114 3 .33 .25L .40L254+3 43 36 116 2 .25L ._L .4OL
258--0 60 12 112 2 .29 .25L .57L
258--0 4916 110 3 ,25L .25L .50L251+52081123 .84 .32 .40L255+2 81123,38 .25 .40L
l _53 + 3 _ _ 22114 '25L "38L "58L254+3 1143210 82 40t
253+ 4 70 111152 .30 .25L .40L





































































































V' L ' C
Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
CDF 9641003306 2 3 7
FC 9600000100
C C 3600000010
A B 2 4500000000
F 3600000000
AAA 3 7701000000 29 1 13
EDFB 0 74C1033330 F 1 32
CA 9640210518 4
,A o,i8_oooooooBD 9500010008





AAD 2 96000001089500100008 1 17
C I 9400100008
A N 6500200000
BEDN 7300000008 1 131















D _)0010000 1 13
C I 5600000000 1 13
D E M 2500000008
H 9401010228 8
AD 63700000000 I 1 13
AAKB 0 9500001008
BB O 6400010008
F K D B 970O000O08
A H 8700000000







C A B 2600O00O00
A D 1 9600000000 13
BGJ 9501120108 1
B K 3500000000 °41
CHHD I 5701111100A A 2 9500000008
ECAB 0 9580001008
I L D I 8700000108
BD 0 9501000008 1 13





BE / i 5601010000BB 0 8501001118
MG D 6701100000
D 9680000008
L I HD 8600000008
AB 70 8601111000A B 5701100000 i
BB 08601111000
BJ 9401100008 1 13
AABJ 9 9520000108
O 9401100328,
AACB 0 2710001000 1 17
CC 8602122428 3
AAAG 9580112238 2 14
EBAA 6600000000 1 14
CABB O 5482000330 C 3 149500110108
E 9601000120 8
AAB 7 9701100120 8 3 4







E 7600000120 81 32
D 9400100108
MF E D 9680210548
AB 59601101000
IC K 6401010138 8 1 "41
I MEG 7600100218
AB 4 7400100008 1 179500200208 1 13
10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep





199218 K2 15 78
08243--3608 10 1
2 40 A2V + 23 61
1 13 199225 K5 4 76
I
1 13199228 K5 3' 90
1 13199231 0 95
199233 K0 7; 75
199235 K0 29 I 75
199238 KS 14 77
199239 G5 20 67
1 13 199245 KS 6 73
199246 K0 3! 62
08253-3559 16 I
13 199249 K5 9 75
199251 K2 7 68
1 "41 08263-3527 18 8
1992681<2 9 76
1187 N:,C6 8
312--PN 5 PI 11
370- G 15 S. 10
370- N 16 Da 61










ham. , a, (s) (') (') (
08274-3819 27.9 47 255+ _ 122_ 91123 .6408274-3626 28.6 46 256+ 51783 1.11
08275-3833 31.6 258+ 8 112 3 .74
08275--3052 32.2130 251+5 45 8 114 2 32
08275-3206 32.3 21 252+ 4 67 15 109 3 .25L
08275-3405 33.2 35 254+ 3 33i g 115 3 .64
08275-3850 33.4 31 258- 0 44 8 110 3 .34
08275-3858 33.7 44 259-1 49 12 115 3 .25L
08275-3819 34.7 26 258+ 0 26! 6 114 3 .27L
08276-3815 36.1 14 257+0 29 4 113 3 1.53
08276-3834 42.0 10 258+ 0 21 9 = 109 2 .25L
08277-3818 43.3 46 258+ 0 36 8 113 3 .76
08277-3826 43.8 18 258+ 0 30 6 112 3 2.22
08277-3747 44.5 57 257+ 1 37 9 114 3 .33
08277-3234 45.1 53 253+ 4 42 8 112 3 .77
08277-3455 45.1 3 255+ 2 33 19 115 3 _25L
08277-3117 45.1 58 252+ 4 23 5 =114 3 2.62
06277-333846.444264+ 581112 28L0B276-_9 ,89 251+5 18 113 3 ._2
06276-_,_ 50_86 2_,+ 3 so 22 108 2 55L08276-392651349 2_- 0 31 9 1143 25L
08260-3_ 11 I 2_+2 30 9115i3 9,
08280--3534 1,2 46 255+2 55 15 '110 3 25L08_0-3659 27 3 2_-0 32 1610_2 42L
08280--3737 4.1 12 257+ 1 63 30 116 2 .56L
08280-3400 4.7 41 ! 254+ 3 36 8 114 3 .44
08281-3254 9.5 16 253+4 59 9 108 2 .60
08261-3728 10.0 51 257+ 1 23 21 117 2 .25L
08261-3121 10.9 37 252+ 4 71 8 108 2 .50
08261-3424 11.1 48 ! 2644+ 3 58 8 112 3 .57
i
08262--3811 13.3 57 257+ 0 54 17 116 2 .25L
08282-3639 17.8 15 256+ 1 37 11 114 _ 3 .25L
08283-3616 18.2 27 256+ 2 63 10 109 2 .33
08283-3320 !18,3 1 254+ 3 34 8 112 3 .33
08263-3840 119.1 36 258+ 0 56 10 110 I 3 .25L
08283-3200 22._ 52 253+ 4 37 6 114 3 1.24
o82_-3159 28.128 253+ 4 20 5 113 3 5,61
08285-3238 30.1 12 253+ 4 37 8 114 3 .55
08285-3445 30.1 28 255+ 3 32 5 109 3 8.04
06265-3r_3 35.4 9 25_+1 18 5 115 3 17.36
o8268-311o 37.817 252+ 5 19 4 114 3 3.3o
08286-3950 41.2 41 259-0 24 17 111 3 .38L
08267-3221 42.3 45 253+ 4' 27 9 114 3 1.00
08287-3025 47.5'41 251+ 5 i 82 16 108 2 .25L
08267-3420 48.G 10 254+ 3 I 41 11 114 2 .31
08288-3046 50.2 58 252+ 5 38 37 179 2 .72L
08289-3835 57.(] 19 258+ 0 44 12 110 2 .33
08289-3922 59.(] 29 259-0 23 8 114 3 .82
08290-3807 2.(] 56 258+ 1 22 6 112 3 .25L
08290-3738 5.1 16 257+ 1 43 20 111 3 .25L
08291-3420 8.1 45 254+ 3 55 35 112 2 .25L
08291-3936 8.fl 8 259-0 97 19 114 2 25L
08291-3146 9.1 39 252+4 37 10 112 3 .25L
08291-3449 9.8_ 255+3 48 21 111 33 .25L08291-3513 11.2 255+2 28 112 1.43
08292-3048 12.3 14 252+5 43 29 108 2 .47L
08292-3828 14.4 1 258+0 26 5111 3 21.98
08292-3107 14.g 59 252+5 60 14 114 2 .32
08294-3909 24.928 258+0 34 10 113 3 .35L
i
08294-39_0 27.7'19 259-0 26 4116 3 1.48
062_4-3917 28.0 25 259+ 0 89 10 109 2 .24
082,5-3_31 31.122 256+2 31 10 1153 .50
08295-3625 33.3 44 256+ 2 84 14 1142 7 .4506295-3002 33.4 251+6 34, 8 113 3 .48
o8295-361135gl6 258+2 21 8 1162 123
08296-3127 37.62] 5 252+5 95 20 108 2 .37L
08296-3846 39.129 258+ 0 31 8 113 2 .51
08298-3703 48A'58 257+ 1 51 8 115 3 .3508_0-3438 53.112 255+3 22 22 123 2 .25L
08299-3,5,46 55.4123 256+2 31 11 113 3 ,3008299-:_0355.8,5 264+3 24 5 10_3 2._
08299-3148 59.0,26 253+ 5 331 9 108 2 20.19
08300-3930 2.7 4 259-0 37 24 120 2 ,25L
08300-3428 4.2 3 255+ 3 68 44 112 2 .26L0_01-3401 67 15 25,+3 50 9 1143 .38
08301-3622 9.9:42 258+ 2 51 14 112 2 .27
08302-3830 14.0 31 258+ 1 65 12 109 2 .28
08302-3051 15.520 252+5 29 8 114 3 i .39
08302-3056 17.9 52 252+ 5 24 6 114 3 1.74
06304-3246 24.8 25 253+ 4 75 24 113 2 .25L
08304-3159 28.g 33 253+ 5 33 9 111 3 .91
08304-3848 28.5 54 258+ 0 17 6 112 3 2.78
08304-3901 26.7 17 258+ 0 32 9 114 3 .60
08304-3811 29.6!51 258+ 1 42 12 112 3 .25L
06305-3745 31.4 5o 257+1 46 24 114 3 .25L
06306-3314 33.9,58 254+ 4 17 _, 112 ol 41.05
08306-3319 37.8141 254+4 50 12 114 3 .42
08307-3614 42.1 51 256+ 2 24 5 115 3 5.23
06307-3748 42.5=43 257+ 1 17 6 112 3 3.42
08307--3043 47.6 29 252+ 5 SO 11 111 3 i .31
08308-3334 49.8 2 264+ 4 90 14 116 .18
08308-3120 523] 252+ 5 54 9 113 .70
08308-3840 52.1 1 258+ 1 21 6 112 3.51
08306-3000 53.2 31 251+ 6 50 14 111 3 .26L
08309-3233 58.4 33 253+ 4 63 14 114 2 .29
08310-3427 1.2 46 255+ 3 16' 9 112 3 .93
08312-3730 13.8 39 257+ 1 35 9 112 3 .82
08312-3832 14.3 5 258+ 1 23 6 112 3 4.24
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 40 °- - 30 °





ptm 60 _.m |00 _m Flux Co A
0ansky) Unc$ Co R
.25L ,40L 8.06L C AD'
,5_ J
4o, 1365LB_ ,B25_ 1.95: 18.92_cE sEI
,36L .40L 1.50L C CE
.25L .64 3.01: CD k'G(
.26L .40L 2.23L D SEt
.25L .51L 23.82L C CF
,25L .53 21.61L C
.36 4.64 8.16 CCC J St
.42 .43L 16.21L CC ACP
.31L 1.83 12.18 EDE CO(
,28: .40L 27.00L E C
3.62 1.88 16.81L BBC AA/
.25L .40L 2.8OL C CM|
.20: .40L 6.70L B D B 0
.25L .42L 3.79 E _|
.89 .32: 1.14L BCD A_|
13.23 2.02 1.04L BBC AA/
.25L .62 1.86L C G[
.29L ,40L 1.00L B A_-
.25L .40L 3.17 C 'F
.45 1.40 22.00L C C i MA
.40 .40L 9.50L BC 'AI_
,25L .40L 2.94 C M
.25L .47 28.67L C C I L
.27L .41L 4.10 H I'l ]"
.25L .40L 1.81L B BH
.26L .40L 10.64L C _CI
.25L .40L 3.83 E
.25L .40L 1.87L D BG
.25L .40L 1.62L C BF
.25L .46: 3.91 DD
.25L 1.02 3.83 II BC L/.25L .50L 13.27L B
.25L .42L 9.12L CGL
.37L .52 4.38: CD F (
1,36 .40L 5.80L CC B. a
1.32 .40L 5.76L BC AAJ
.20: ,40L 9.64L CD CE, I"
4.07 1.02 8.76L DCD AA
5,51 1.58 3.20 BBCD A/_E
1.55 .40L 1.00L CB AA,
.37L .49 27,14L C GJ =
.44 .40L 6.23L BC AB
.25L .45 1 .SOL C E
.25L .40L 2.83L C D
.59L .40L 1.97 D H
.25L .SOL 18.69L C DG
.28L .43L 15.32L B BE
1.60 3.91 7.41 RCD El
.26L .40L 5.91 O J H
,25L .40L 1.78 C
.25L .75L 5.37 D
,24: .94 1.44: E B D D ,_
.25L .4OL 3.44 D
.43 .40L 10.18L BC AB
.25L .40L 1.29 O L M
7.95 1.55 14.41L BBC AA
.25L .58L 1,35L C C
.28L I 1.21 15.09L B KC
.38 .40L 20.92L BC AA
.32L .44L 31.4OL C EG
.25L .40L 17.63L B S
.25L .48L 17.35L F CH
.25L i .40L 1.31L B B H
.61 .40L 8.71L FC All
.25L .43 2.51L D I
,27L ,46: 6,16L B D AJ [
.25L .40L 2.59L C D
.25L ,40L 2.13 C H[
.25L .40L 9.09L C D
1.31 .45L 1.70L BS AA_
9.95 1.24 2.07 FCCO AA/
.25L .60L 4.98 D I'
.25L .40L 1.57 C
.25L .40L 1.67L C C
.36L .47L 16.51L C EM
.28L .78L 29.25L C E I'
.29L .40L 1.25L C CC
.80 .40L 1.00L DC AA
.25L .40L 2.17 0 i
.25L .40L 1.21L B AK
1.38 .52 20.66L BBF AAE
.26 1.04 24.42L BCB ABE
25L .51 2.61 F O C
.25L .40L 4.44 C
38.73 10.73 2.97 BBCC =AAh
.31 .40L 6.goL FD llC
1.96 .43 9.02L CBC AAB
3.20 1.13 14.61L BllC AAA
.25L .4OL 1.53L C CG
.40 .40L 1.50L BC AB
.25L .56L 2.47L D J b
.25L .40L 1.14L C BF
1.10 .40L 16.77L BB AA[;
.25L .66 1.14L C KB
.25L .40L 2.03L D C
.26 .40L 7.49L B E A C
.27 .40L 13.13L CD BB
2.06 .51L 12.88L BC AA(
L C
Confusion R S A Sep
Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
! 312
199286 KO
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Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
12 _m
fNot Co_0r Corrected) V L C
25 Fm 60 p.rn 100 p,m Flux Corr A Contusion R S A Sop
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type C) Mag


































































Right Ascension: 08h35"_40"-08_40_09 "
Position (1950)
Declination: - 40 =-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 ttm 10(3 _,m Flux C3r6a
hm o s (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs C3e
)8356-3340 40.1 38 255+ 4 26 5 ,111 3 1.73 .54 .40L 1.37L BC A_
)8356- 3731 40.934,258+2 67 11'109 2 .35 .25L .46L 21.68L C C
)8357-36O7 43.2 49 258+2 28 8i116 3 .55 .28L .40L 19.92L B CC
)8357-3549 46.5 57 256+ 3 46 8 I 1133 .54 .25L .40L 1.88L B A,)8358-310152.07253+66911082 .25L .25L .80 1.19L O I_ls
)8358--3617 52M 28 257+ 3 32 9 '112 3 .45 .25L .40L 1.64L B B
)8358-3451 52.5 15 256+ 4 37 8 113 3 .50 .36 .40L 1.39L SO 8CLV
)8359-3941 55.839 26O+ 1 18 3 120 4 t.07 .33 1.64L 20.55L SC Ah.B
)8359-3109 56.8 54 253+ 6 23 4 111 3 3.52 1.81 .43L 1.39L FIB AAG
)8359-3334 59.1 14 255+ 4 60 8 112 2 .64 .17: .43L 1.44L CE BCF
)8360-3831 0.544 259+1 21 4 119 4 2.68 1.48 .44L 17.35L SB A._J
)8360-3616 5.9 26 257+ 3 41 12 113 3 .38 .25L .40L 3.15L C D
2_' 22 .25L .45L 4.43 O N
)8361--3818 8.3 48 259+2 55 117 .25L
)8362--3751 16.0 12 258+ 2 49 19 116 .39L .28L .63 8.55L D L E.F
)8362-3953 16.1 9 _ 260+ 1 19 113 3 .58 .25L 3.94L 21.48L C S G
)8363-3954 18.8 21 260+ 1 32 7 116 4 .25L .56 3.54: 3.99: CDE CCE
)8363-3921 19.5 30 259+ 1 13 4 118 4 2.36 .73 3.42: 19.14L BCD A,aB
)8363-3913 20.2 60' 259+ 1 17 6 117 4 .25L .90 4.01: 17.44L BE NEF
)8363-3941 22.5 45 260+ 1 17 3 119 4 .25L .36 1.64 16.11L CC r'C
)8364-3734 28.4 37 258+ 2 29 6 117 3 2.40 1.05 .60L 19.42L BC AAI
)8365-3635 34.0 58 i 257+ 3 70 31 114 2 .25L .32L .42L 2.67 C I N
)8365-3617 34.4 32l 257+ 3 88 9 108 2 .55 .25L .40L 3.20L C B
)8365-3709 35.3 52 258+ 2 32 8 115 3 .91 .25: .40L 13.16L BD BB
)8365-3549 35.6 4 257+ 3 44 8 111 ; 3 .25L .60 1.09 1.55L CC CAB
)8366-3454 39.4 19 256+ 4 38 9 1121 3 .57 .25L .40L 1.89L S B K
)8366-3903 40.5 24 259+ 1 14 8 118 4 .76 .52 1.80L 16.51L BC AA
)8367-3931 43.7 28 260+ 1 14 12 118 4 .25L .25L 2.08L 16.87 Ej FG
)8367--3422 45.5 39 255+ 4 18 8 114 3 .75 .26 .40L 1.53L BC _BDF
)8367-3341 46.5 32 255+ 5 64 10 108 2 .35 .25L .40L I.EOL F E H
)8368-3646 48.5 45 257+ 3 29 7 114 3 1.47 .44 .40L 11.75L BF AB
)8368-3116 50.6 26, 253+ 6 63 15 113 2 .29 .25L .40L 1.t8L F F J
)8369-3100 56.9 521 253+ 6 46 8 110i 3 .79 .25L .40L 1.19L C IF<
)8370-3618 1.2 32 257+ 3 32 23 121 2 475.68L .25L .40L 2.06 D G
58 I 257+
)8370-3550 3.2 3 33 10 114 2 1.11 .28 .40L 1.84L BD AD
)8370-3357 5.7 13 255+ 4 24 9 115 3 .81 .61 .40L 1.42L BC BC_
)8371-3350 6.8 13 255+5 93 25 115 2 .77L .28L .40L 1.12 C C
)8371-3528 7.4 581 256+ 54 63 1; 116 2 .25L .25L .79 2.00L C 938371-3325 11.8 57 255+ 79 109 .40 .25L .40L 1.38L C Ot
)8372-3917 13.4 37 259+ 1 18 8 117 4 .86 .50 1.59L 19.93L BB AB
)8372-3506 16.5 32 256+ 4 80 27 113 2 .78L .58L .40L 1.84 D L
)8372-3554 16.7 21 257+ 3 52 8 1112 3 .42 .25L .40L 1.60L C BK
)8373-3343 19.1 26 255+ 5 28 9 114 3 .44 .25L .40L 1.35L C B
)8373-3717 19.6 33 258+ 2 26 5 116 3 4.42 1.12 .40L 11,67L BB AA_
)8374-3625 25.8 38 257+ 3 32 8 114 3 .41 .25L .40L 2.64L C BM
)8375-3938 30.7 22 260+ 1 14 3 118 4 1.23 .59 .84 26.74L BCD AB_
)8375-3025 30.9 1 252+7 44 11 11 3 .28 .25L .40L 1.21L B D
38375-3404 32.0 48 255+ 4 40 23 118 2 .41L .25L .40L 1.42 F G
38375-3533 32.5 15 256+ 4 44 26 1131 3 .25L 25L .4OL 2.78 C
38376-3525 36.5 56 256+ 4 37 7 112 2 1.05 .64 .40L 1.63L EC AA
)8376 3637 38.8 22 257+3 30 17 115 2 .25L .25L .41 3.61: OD _
)8376-3917 38.8 1 259+ 1 23 9 1120 4 .33: .25: 2.51: 20.99L CDD HBI
)8378-3909 48.3 1 259+ 1 31 6 1116 4 .28L .30L 1.15: 6.09 DC DHt;
38378-3200 50.1 47 254+ 6 32 6 113 3 2.00 1.07 .40L 4.01L BC AAI:
)8378-3349 50.9 54 255+ 5 23 3 114 3 1.29 .33 .40L 1.44L BC ABI
38378-3213 52.0 58 254+ 6 92 21 114 2 .42L .25L .33 1.21L C !)8379-3329 54.2 55 255+ 5 35 115 3 .82 .26L .40L 1.53L B ACI
)8379-3933 54.3 14 260+ 1 22 5 115 4 .25L .55 1.27L 38.36L C DB(
38379-3900 57.0 21 259+1 5 3 823 4 .25L .25L 1.30 5.23 OCJI[
_8380-3957 1.0 23 260+ 1 7 1 1 .25L .25L .69L 4.97 E f
:)8380-3731 4.4 8 258+ 2 79 15,108 2 .24 .25L .54L 19.11L F E
38380-3925 5.9 17 260+ 1 20 10 110 4 .25 .28: 2.65L 26.92: FE C CF(
38381-3507 8.5 47 256+ 4 27 7i112 2 7.58 1.74 .44: 1.58L BCD AAI-
38382-3934 14.1 18 260+ 1 28 7 '118 3 .25L .25L 1.27L 8.46 O G) I"
38383-3816 20.2 5 259+ 2 21 3i118 4 3.22 1.38 .45L 15.26L BB AAI
38383-3217 20.3 3 254+ 8 31 141 113 2 .28 .39L .40L 1.73L C GH
08384-3749 28.2 39 258+ 2 23 10 179 4 .35 .17: .42: 15.07L CDF EB[
[)8385-3721 30.1 40 258+ 3 18 9 117 4 .70 .30 .40L 16.23L BC AE
_8385 3007 31.6 32 252+ 7 29 9 111 3 .62 .37 .40L 1.06L BC AB
08385-3617 31.7 32 257+ 3 48 12 114 3i .36 .25L .40L 1.99L D CB
08385 3728 329 34 258+ 3 20 8 115 41 .46 .23 .40L 16.21L CC DD
_)8386 3817 39.1 22 259+ 2 40 25 118 3, .29L .25L .46L 4.89 D J KE
08386-3211 39.1 53 254+ 6 24; 6 112 3l .68 12.22 16.50 8.01 BBCD AA/_
08387-3830 42.7 38 257+ 3 34 ! 6 115 3 _ 1.92 .83 .40L 1.81L BC AA
08387-3649 43.9 52 258+ 3 27 i 5 116 3 1.22 .31 .40L 11.45L BC AB
08387-3752 46.4 6 258+ 2 661 18 121 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.35 D K08387-3151 47.6 55 254+6 33 112 3 .25L .25L .84 2.10 CC KE
08388-3633 52.5 20 257+ 3 24 5 116 3 8.73 2.59 .56 1.69L BBD AAC
08389 3959 57.3 57 260+ 1 54 18 122 2 .25L .25L .63L 4.72 E MNP
08390-3247 5.8 52 255+ 5 35 8 113 3 ,38 .25L .40L 1.27L C BF
08391-3940 9.3 59 260+ 1 76 9 122 2: .31L .32 2.02L 11.15L D ND
08392-3303 17.0!31 255+ 5 78 11 108 2 .29 .25L ,40L 1.46L C F
08393-3301 20.4 20 255+ 5 47 8 112 3 .32 .25L .40L 1.35L D C
08393-3541 21.3152 257+4 38 7 113 3 1.88 .51 .40L 1.88L BC AA(_08393-3618 22.2,16 257+ 23 6 116 3 2.09 1.06 .40L 1.40L BB AA
08394-3445 27.6_16 256+ 4 29 7 112 3 4.08 1.18 .55L 1.89L BC AAE
08394 3546 28.8144 257+ 4 28 7 114 3 2.30 1.25 .40L 1.74L BC AA
08395-3915 30.11 6 260+ 2 79 9 122 2 .30 .25L .97L 17.19L C D )<
08395-3203 33.3_41 254+ 6 51 8 113 2 .31 .30L .40L 4.99L C DF
08396-3456 40.g 53 256+ 4 91 33 113 2 .25L .36L .40L 2.39 D N
08397-3131 45.2 24 254+ 6 44 9 113 3 .85 .30L .40L 2.88L C BFk
08398-3938 50.7 31 260+ 1 37 17 115 2 .71L .59L .78 21.67L E C
08398-3957 52.2 17 260+ 1 43 15 122 2 .82L 1.36L .85 18.22L D HMC
08398-3440 52.5 7 256+ 4 60 10 113 2 .56 .25L .40L 1.73L C BH
08398-3001 52.9;44 252+ 7 99 34 110 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.82 E
08398-3927 53.4141 260+ 2 28 8 108 2 .29 .25L 2.71L 4913L C C I
08399-3216 54.9 43 254+ 6 34 10 115 3 .77 .26L .40L 4.41L B AJ
08400-3552 1.9i 55 257+ 4 50 24 110 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.93 C J C)<
08400-3152 2.41 5 254+ 8 40 12 108 2 .31 .31L .40L 3.36L D CH
08400-3659 4.0 37 258+ 3 44 8 115 2 .35 25L .40L 11.39L C B
08401-3638 9.5 4 258+ 3 34 32 113 2 .25L .25L .40L 4.92 D L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
V L C
A Confusion R 5 A Sep
























































Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Cocrected)
a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0) INO 12 ;zm 25 ;zm 60 p.m
h m, . t (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') ( (Jansky)
0_01-3723 1011_0250+3 43 11 1183 32 .14: .41L
08401--3459 10.4 o, 256+4 75 31 113 2 .37L .26L .40L
08403--3647 19.3 9 258+ 3 39 18 111 3 .25L .25L .40L
08403-3853 21.9 23 259+ 2 12 4 115 4 14.63 6.53 2,74
08404-3322 29.3 25 255+ 5 49 25 111 2 .25L .32L .4OL
08405-3048 32.7 4 253+ 7 88 15 113 2 .24 .25L .42L
08406-3434 36.7 42 256+ 5 44 29 114 2 .25L .25L .41L
08406-3944 41.1 12 260+ 37 8 118 3 .25L .21: 1.89:
08406-3938 41.1 13 260+ 2 52 6 117 3 .37L _36L 2.45
08407--3355 42.2 5 256+ 5 29 7 112 3 1.40 .85 .40L
08407-3712 42.7 6 258+ 3 24 4 117 4 1.14 .22 .40L
08407-3254 43.3 48 255+ 6 52 42 112 2 .40L .25L .49L
08407-3825 45.3 43 259+ 2 28 14 118 3 .25L .25L .61
08408-3433 49.5 11 256+ 5 34 8 111 3 1.75 .40 .40L
08408-3931 50.3 40 260+ 2 58 12 121 2 .25L .29L 1.01
08408-3913 51.4 43 260+ 2 36 8 113 4 .45 .25L 2.19L
08408-3557 52.9 41 257+ 4 30 4 115 3 3.56 1.51 .4OL
08410-3629 4.2 41 258+ 4 67 22 114 3 .28L .25L .43
08410-3829 5.7 45 259+2 32 8 112 31 .88 .20 .40L
08411-3949 8.3 5 260+ 1 21 8 119 3; .37L .26 3.45:
08411--3254 11.3 52 255+ 6 32 5 114 2 4.71 1.88 .42L
08412--3353 14.6 28 256+ 5 27 7 111 3 3.75 .92 .40L
08413--3701 18.7 29 258+ 3 27 12 ,119 4 .25L .25L .43
08413--3307 19.3 25 255+ 6 66 14 ' 108 2 .28L .41L .44
08413-3908 19.4 60 260+ 2 24 9 118 3 1.13 .59 2.06L
08413-3316 19.5 40 255+ 6 55 34 111 2 .25L .25L .45L
08414-3646 24.1 6 258+ 3 56 10 13 2 .41 .18: .40L
08414-3409 27.1 6 256+ 5 52 12 112 3 .45 .25L .40L
08414-3842 29.6 27 259+ 2 12 4 174 4 1.32 .40 .40L
08415-3623 30.1 20 258+4 66 25 112 2 .70L .57L .63L
08415-3934 30.3 51 260+ 2 22 12 175 3 .25L .25L 1.61:
08415-3822 32.9 42 259+ 2 17 8 28 3 .25L .25L .40L
08415--3928 34.7i33 260+2 32 9 117 3 .53 .25L 3.12L
08415-3300 35.4 18 255+ 6 42 9 112 3 .80 .26L .40L
08416-3604 36.E 56 257+ 4 34 9 115 3 .52 .25 .40L
08416-3501 39.2 42 257+ 5 34 10 1133 .78 .27L .40L
08416-3220 39.7 46 254+ 6 25 3 115 3 3.81 .96 .40L
08416-3925 40.2 4 260+2 27 6 118 3 1.22 .28 1.73L;
08416-3816 41.9 44 259+ 3 20 8 115 4 .93 .30 .40L
08417-3523 42.4 52 257+4 44 11 113 3 .25L .25L .48L
08417-3708 46.043 258+ 3 24 9 117 4 .77 .25 .40L
08417-3627 47.2 28 258+ 4 28 4 118 4 .25L .25L 1.52
08418-3052 52.2 28 253+ 7 34 3 114 3 1.75 .53 .40L
08419-3400 54.4 43 256+ 5 46 30 112 2 .44L .34L .40L
08419-3136 55.1 23 254+ 7 53 15 113 3 .25L .25L .38:
08421--3835 7.6 52 259+ 2 26 8 115 4 .66 .25L .40L
08421-3733 9.0 51 259+ 3 21 8 116 4 .71 .21: .40L
08421-3944 9.0 30 260+ 2 33 12 123 2 .20: .29L 1.01:
08422-3821 14.7 33 259+ 3 30 9 114 4 .36 .25L .40L
08422-3521 14.8 36 257+4 24 10 115 3 .46 .23 .40L
08422-3135 14.9 40 254+ 7 55 8 113 3 .41 .25L .40L
08423-3430 22.3 43 256+ 5 34 11 112 3 .25L .29L 1.37
08423-3928 23.2 48 260+ 2 25 18 128 3 .35 .25L 3.08L
08424-3720 24.3 42 259+ 3 19 3 113 4 1.76 .40 .40L
08424-3130 25.0 45 254+ 7 25 5 113 3 .51 .77 6.27
08424-3150 25.0 15 254+ 7 26 4 i 114 3 1.66 .35 .40L
08425-3411 31.1 21 256+ 5 57 34 116 2 .33L .25L .40L
08425-3355 32.2 32, 256+ 5 38 12 111 3 .72 .37 .40L
08426-3518 37.5 10 257+ 5 31 19 110 3 .25L .25L .40L
08426--3715 39.4 28 258+ 3 38 14 121 2 .37L .36L .39
08427-3531 44.0 38 257+ 4 26 5 115 3 1.33 .32 .40L
08428-3245 49.7 9 255+ 6 31 3 111 3 1.30 .39 .40L
08428-3327 50.2 35 256+ 6 68 36 117 2 .37L .52L .41L
08428-3657 50.7 53 258+ 4 13 3 112 4 .26 .88 5.05
08431-3722 8.8 56 259+ 3 41 11 179 3 .25L .25L .34:
08431-3141 10.5 6 254+ 7 35 30 104 2 .25L .57L .40L
08432-3745 16.1 38 259+ 3 28 8 116 4 .58 .25L .40L
08433-3529 19.9 24 257+ 5 27 8 117 4 .52 .32 .40L
08433-3736 20.3 54 259+ 3 47 22 121 2 .25L .25L .57L
08433-3517 22.4 44 257+ 5 27 4 114 3 1.79 .81 .40L
08433-3223 22.7 37 255+ 6 39 8 113 : 3 .58 .34 .40L
08434--3019 24.3 18 253+ 8 26 6 112 3 1.29 .38 .40L
08434--3851 27.6 57 260+ 2 30 9 118 3 .99 .52 .40L
08435--3937 35.960 260+ 2 24 9 118 3 .91 .39 2.38L
08436-3343 40.1 35 256+ 6 27 10 112 3 1.06 .61 .40L
08436-3912 41.1 10 260+ 2 21 6 119 3 12.67 6.92 1.19
08436-3949 41.1 6 261+2 66 14 178 2 .35L .26L .74:
08437-3753 44.4 5 259+ 3 50 9 120 3 .30 .25L .40L
08437-3442 47.8 13 257+ 5 36 24 109 3 .89L .25L .40L
38438-3922A 49.0 43 260+ 2 33 8 117 3 .37 .21 1.82L
38438-3158 53.9 46 254+ 7 42 8 111 3 .97 .21 .40L
38439-3926 55.7 21 260+ 2 22 ' 9 118 3 .51 .22 2.22L
38440-3435 2.4 28 257+5 46 8 112 3 .32 .25L .40L
38440-3448 5.0 36 257+5 31 12 114 2 .23 .25L .40L
38441--3649 8.8 49 258+ 4 27 8 117 4 .46 .25L .40L
38441-3932 11.9 45 260+ 2 42 18 122 2 .25L .25L .46L
38442-3029 16.9 49 253+ 8 45 9 113 3 .51 .25L .40L
38443--3712 20.4 49 259+ 4 27 8 117 4 .41 .25L .40L
38443--3143 20.6 35 254+ 7 39 7 111 3 1.14 .31 .40L
:)8444--3343 27.4 35 256+ 6 26 12 ' 180 3 .55 .25L .40L
;)8445-3840 34.9 35] 260+ 3 54 10 180 2 .23 .25t .41L
)8445-3517 35.6 28 257+ 5 63 26 108 2 .29L .25L .50L
)8446-3909 37.4 24 260+ 2 25 8 118 3 .99 .31 .40L
)8447-3218 46,3 55 255+ 7 44 27 113 2 .25L .74L .40L
)8447-3133 47.8 41 254+ 7 58 11 111 3 .73 .26L .40L
)8447-3313 47.9 56 256+ 8 49 11 112 2 .26 .25L .40L
)8448-3729 51.6 1 259+ 4 84 22 121 2 .25L .25L .40L
)8449--3203 54.2 7 255+7 58 12 111 3 .38 .25L .40L
)8449-3739 55.7 4 259+ 3 89 24 12t 2 .45L .25L .40L
)8450--3407 0.0 53 256+ 6 20 5 114 3 22.27 6.95 1.55
Flux Density Flags
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
15.30L FE DD
2.64 D D
2.87 C K L B
5.32L ABB AAAH
2.32 C G C















Declination: - 40"--- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
19 327 12 96
1 5 DC260.1+ 01.6 254
13.04L BD ADK 0 3500000008 1 13 199528K2 3 75
1.79 D CD 9601000020 8
3.58 CD CA 9700100308 4
1.32L CC ABM 6 5600100000 1 13 199532MA 1 83
6.88 DD I BC 960100140C 1 5 DC2601+01.6 187
25.881 B BC 950000000C
1.77L BB AAC 0 6601001000
2.34L C E F 9700000000
22.65L BC AC F 0 9500101608 4
13.16 DDC BDBB 964227463C
1.23L CB AAG 1 9701000020 8
1.38L BC AA 0 2700001000 1 13 199540MB 0 88
4.32 CD CLFB 0600000428 C 1 32 )(0841-370 24 12
1.69L C F B 9600000000
25.28L BC AS 0 650000100(3
2.03 F I E 6600000010
2.78L CD CD 3 860100000(
2.00L C CF F 2601000000
25.52L FE AB F 5 9501000008
4.59 D I F 9500000330
11.43 E D C C 860220342C
2.61 E H D 9701000008
36.20L B AG 840220110C
1.63L C BBED 9600000100
1.85L BC BDK 1 7600000000
8.32L B BCNH 9400000008
5.52L BE AAL 9 0500000008
30.41L CD AB C 740121000(3
20.86L BD BD 0 9401000008
3.17 C DB 96OO001008
2.22L BD BCK 9700000100
6.32 CC H DC 9581000330
1.00L BD 'AD 0 2600001000
1.99 C J HFD 4600000000
1.67 CC GFEB 3500100008
14.72L B BD E 9501010008
1.89L : BC AEH 5 7700011000
8.02 E DD GKEC 960100321C
18.99L B C 9501000008
6.62L BD CC H 0 9500101228
9.76L B SL 33OO20O008
2.98 CB DCAA 7500000010
62.57L E C 930023232C
1.96L BC ABJ 4 9700100000
9.77 CBCC BBAA 0 2300103000
5.25L BC AC 1, 2400001008
2.33 C C K H 6600000000
1.39L BC AC 1 460000100(
4.26 D I J GC 8500100358
2.60L C I C 9_)0000000
10.42L BD AB K 2 8400000008
1.58L BC AB 0 5701002000
2.36 D F GD 5500000010
9.21: CCCC DDFD 1 95E0194458'











26.43L BBC AAB 0 9400000008
2.93 EE IFMBC 990110020C
2.32L C CM 57000000O0
2.13 C KLKD 4601000000











1.49L BD AD 0 8501000000
31.40L BE BE 0 940120010C
1.98L C C D 46OOOOO000
1.86L C G 3600000000
9.92L B BI L 9401000128
4.29 D EC 960100010C
1.00L B B L 1500000000
2.03L B C 9600110000
1.09L BD AC 0 7600000000
1.57L B B G 26O1OO0000
2.47L D B El 97010002081
3.07 E GC 6500010218
30.03L B D A B 7 940(0000
1.47 C B 7600100000
1.36L S AD B 1500010000
1.82L C H 5501000000
3.48 C D 8600000000
1.39L C D 8602000010
3.43 C K K D 7600000000
1.85L SDC AAAJ 8 3600000000 46
,C
3 13 199546 B2 7 36
2 16 04223 SE 10 131
1 13 199549 K5 3 76
C 1 32 X0841-364 97i 12
1 13 199553 MA 19 86
1 13 199562 K0 2 68
1 14 371- G 11 Sa 9
1
1 13 199564 K2 8 67
2 2 14 432-1G 6 Sa 9
1 13 199567 K2 11 75
4 1 32 X0842-353 109 4
1 17 1281N 14 145
2 1 17 1282 48 139
F 2 16 04232 B3 64 56
8 32 X0843-317 117 8
13 199581 K2 2 80
C 32 X0843-376 22 12
1 13 199589 K0 5 70
1 5 DC260,4 + 02.2 324
1 13 199593 K0 5 77
1 5 DC260.4 + 02.2 298
1 13 199596 14 95
13 199610 K5 23 9O
1 17 1293 7 127
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
43




a 8 c: 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
h m. . . (s) () tb C) C) (') N
08450-3219 1.3 42 255+ 7 37 29 106 2
08450-3334 4.1 48 256+ 6 30 8 112 3
08450-3518 4.9 49 257+ 5 86 24 112 2
08451-3926 6.9 37 260+ 2 34 27 121 2
08451-3621 8.5 14 258+ 4 25 8 116 4
08451-3657 11.8 41 259+ 4 60 17 121 2
08452-3511 14.1 53 257+ 5 24 8 112 3
08453-3627 !19.1 31 258+ 4 68 8 16 4
08453-3536 21.E 16 258+ 5 36 11 117 3
08453-3833 22.C 11 260+ 3 20 4 118 3
08453-3754 22.1 57 259+ 3 85 22 121 2
08454-3424 24.4 55 257+ 6 27 3 114 3
08454-3618 25.7 15 258+ 4 77 20 116 2
08454-3959 26.3 54 261+2 20 3 118 3
08454-3645 26,5 18 258+ 4 26 3 119 3
08455-3000 35.1 47 253+ 8 48 9 112 3
08456-3307 37.G 51 256+ 6 34 10 111 3
08456-3837 37.4 31 260+ 3 21 6 119 : 3
08456-3927 ,0.G 33 261+2 37 8 119i3
08456-3051 ,0.3 28 254+ 8 33 8 114 ! 3
08457-3809 ,5.2 42 260+3 31 8116 3308457- 3852 ,5.823 260+3 43 119
08457-3640 ,7.6 19 258+4 29 _ 118 3308458-3312 50.E 44 256+6 44 113
08459-3600 56.1 28 258+5 79 32 1163
08459-3511 59.E 42 257+5 94 18 1202
08460-3227 3.1 31 255+7 63 12 111 '3
08460-3116 3.G 31 254+8 32 6112 3
08461-3051 8.8 32 254+8 67 24 111 3
08462-3958 14.. _ 34 261+2 72 20 121 2
08462--3802 16.4 52 260+3 61 21 121 2
08463-3921 19.9 14 261+3 94 28 121 2
08463-3832 20.3 4 260+3 63 15 121 2
08464-3635 24.6 40, 258+ 4 32 8 118 3
08464--3346 27.5 47 I 256+ 6 48 10 115 2
08465-3345 33.3 18 256+ 6 22 5 114 3
08466-3821 36.7 15 260+ 3 43 23 121 2
08466-3226 37.4 38 255+ 7 42 8 111 3
08466-3720 40.0 8 259+ 4 31 12 116 3
08466-3814 40.8 44 260+ 3 26 3 118 3
08467-3733 47.8 40 259+ 4 31 3 117 3
08468-3934 50.9 46 261+ 2 18 4 117 3
08469-3353 59.2 47 256+ 6 84 30 113 2
08470-3847 0.4 2 260+ 3 34 8 118 3
08471-3914 9.2 41, 261+ 3 62 10 118 3
08472-3926 12.3 25 261+ 3 56 22 121 2
08474--3154 27.8 56 255+7 69 10 109 3
08474-3827 28.6 29 258+5 28 10 117 3
08477-3832 42.2 3 260+3 36 9117 3
08477-3244 43.2 22 256+7 47 9108 2
08477-3723 44.2 28 259+4 36 8118 3
08478-3235 49.4 34 255+7 33 6 109 3
08478-3204 52.3 9 255+7 27 8 112 3084793,3457743257+623 3 1154084 0_33061,23258+73835113208482_ 037129,82,,+6 2615111308482_58271584 259+562291202084,2_32 ,16.316255+7561311130 84_38302471g259+52812,2020 64_373824616 0+4 56321212
0 84_311826.21255+6973110920  ,_385329144283÷343 1150,65_3,0230.648257+625 o 114.I0.65_3,07334 261+344 811430 _322537.239255+7,0 61113
08486--3720 37.9 31 259+ 4 32 8 117 3
08486--3552 38.8;51 258+ 5 25 9 119 3
08486--3731 40.8 31 259+ 4 42 8 118 3
08487-3644 46.6 52 259+ 5 27 6 118 3
08487-3050 46.6 29 254+ 8 38 12 111 3
08488-3642 48.1 50 259+ 5 88 12 113 2
08488-3803 50.2 16 260+4 49 8 118 2
08488-3839 51.2 58 261+3 22 3 117 3
08488-3706 51.7 6 259+4 47tv 114 i
08488-3659 53.7 42 261+3 36 9 116 3
08489-3314 56.0 51 258+ 7 28 8 115 4
08489-3420 56.3 56 257+ 6 26 9 113 4
08489--3831 58.5 45 260+ 3 82 14 119 2
08491-3821 8.3 1 259+ 5 83 21 120 2
08491-3812 11.1 43 260+ 4 68 20 121 2
08493--3610 20.9 56 258+ 5 43 10 116 3
08493-3827 21.5 2 260+ 4 23 17 179 2
08494-3026 24.9 18 254+ 9 22 8 111 3
08494-3933 25.5 13 261+ 3 28 11 121 2
08494--3711 29.1 9 259+ 4 31 11 115 3
08495--3643 31.6 46 259+ 5 87 32 120 2
08495-3738 32.3 60 260+ 4 72 16 114 2
08495-3413 34.5 22 257+6 36 8 116 2
084,0-3632 38.3 48 259+ 5 40 10 116 3
08496--3823 39.7 44 260+ 4 23 9 117 3
08499-3736 56.1 49 260+ 4 22 5 118 3
08499-3952 59.8 0 261+ 3 46 22 121 2
08500-3756 1.9 5 260+ 4 37 14 116 2
085,0-3700 2.6 44 259+ 5 49 9 120 2
085,0-3254 4.0 24 256+ 7 18 3 113 4
08501-3831 7.7:10 260+ 4 43 8 116 3
08502-3937 13.6 23 261+3 28 14 177 2:
08503-3342 21.6 44 257+ 7 35: 8 116 4
08503-3849 22.5 44 261+3 15 4 116 3
08503-3219 22.6 5 256+ 8 21 4 113 4
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 ttm Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.29L .62L .40L 1.49 F
.25L .25L 1.27 8.09 CC MNI 371 - G 16 SB
.25L .66L .40L 2.54 D
.25L .25L .61L 5.95 E
.44 .18: .40L 10.97L CE BF
.25L .25L .40L 3.18 D
.31 .25L .40L 8.16L C C
.25L .25L .40L 2.74 C CI
.27 .25L .40L 9.00L C BJ
24.35 7.82 1.54 16.97L CCD AA,
.34L .25L .41L 4.35 C D
2.45 .59 .40L 1.93L BC AB 199619 K5
.43L .25L .32 6.91L C
2.31 .98 .92 8.87: BCDF AAI
1.86 .97 .40L 11,81L BB AA
.69 .28L .40L 1.00L B BDI
1.02 .27 .40L 1.43L BD AE 199625 K5
25.29 12.50 1.69 27.18L CBC AA,
.87 .21: .77L 42.02L BD AF
1.12 .68 .40L 1.82L BC AA
.34 .25L .40L 3.38L C C
.84 .25L .40L 26.55L D C
.39 .25L .40L 12.75L C CD
.91 .29L .40L 1.66L B AC 199629 K0
.25L .25L .40L 2.42 F D
.25L .63L .40L 2.15 F
.29 .25L .40L 1.05L C CK 199637 K5
3.12 1.20 .40L 1.43L BC jAA WRA 281
.25L .25L .40L 1 .,0 C C
1.30L .27L 1.53L 5.45 E
.25L .47L .40L 2.87 C N
1.32L .53L .46L 2.88 E
.25L .25L .45 2.81L D J
.45 .25L .40L 9.31L E BC
.46 .25L .40L 1.57L C B
2.07 1.00 .40L 1.40L! BC AA
.25L .25L AOL 3.79 C J
.30 .25L .4OL 1.65L C CG 199648 K5
.28 .25L .4OL 2.81 E C D 1303
1.43 .83 .40L 2.31L BC AB
1.33 .39 .40L 2.26L BC AC
5.32 ZOO .65L 21.34L CC AA
.25L .32L .40L 1.40 D G
.59 .25L .40L 20.43L B BG 199659 K0
.40L .25L .76 32.61L C
.86L .71L .40L 3.18 D K
.35 .25L .40L 1.59L C C 199669 K5
.36 .28L .40L 12.11L C BC
.39 .20: .40L 3.16L BO CB
.30 .23 .40L 1.35L DD CC
.78 .19: .41L 2.94L BD BC
2.33 .60 .40L 1.29L BC AB 199678 G5
3.55 1.91 .40L 1.13L BB AA
1.27 .34 .40L 6.05L BC AB 199679 K5
.27L .25L .40L 1.32 D
.25L .25L .27: 4.60 DD
.33L .25L .40L 2.64 C HK X0848- 364
.35L .25L .64 1.33L C 371-G? 19 ..
.31 .25L .40L 2.70L F C
.31L .25L .40L 2.89 C KH
.31L .79L .45L 1.56 F EL
.31 .25L .40L 25.94L C DC
.68 .25L .40L 1.70L B BG
.32 .25L .42L 20.85L C CM
1.34 .58 .40L 1.03L BC AA
.66 .47L .40L 2.13L B BE
.89 .25 .41L 7.31L CE AD 1311 N.R
.25L .25L .95 2.61L B J
1.30 .35 .40L 1.96L BC AB 199693 K5
.47 .42 .40L 4.68L BF CB
.25 .27L .40L 3.23L F CE
.35 .25L .41L 5.27L F D
2.83 .80 .44L 24.42L DB AA
.45 .25L .40L 2.33L C B 199696 K2
.39 .14: .40L 25.38L BE BI
.65 .25L .40L 1.33L B BE 199698 K5
.25L .25L 1.17 5.09 CC CC t71- G 20 Sc
.59L .60L .38 6.91L C
.64L .29L .40L 2.12 C KI
.25L .25L .40L 2.02 F
.83 .25 .40L 1.68L : C D A C b4283
.25L ! .60L .47: 3.62 DC IV
1.51 .40 .40L 3.72L BD AB 199709
.25L .33L .72 6.33: CD K 199710 B8
.25L .25L .69 2.24L C K f_
.25L .41L .43L 2.57 D
.21 .25L .40L, 2.82L C HP
.24 .25L .40L 1.60L C C
.64 .30 .40L 2.17L BD A6
1.03 .44 .43L 1.99L BC _AB
1.95 .61 .40L 1.81L BB A.A 1326 R:
.25L .26L .65L 4.18 E
.20 .25L .46L 4.85L C F
.22 .28L .44L 2.53L F CF
25.04 19.18 8.41 4.34 3BEC A/_ RAFGL 5253
.43 .30L .40L 2.22L B BF 199721 K5
.31L .25L .64 5.58: C F
.56 .25L ,40L 1.30L C B(_
6.12 2.59 .53 2.74L CBC A_ e
2.68 .67 .40L 1.23L BB A/ 199728 K2
V L C
Co A Confusion R S A Sep
Co R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag

























a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 /_m
h m, o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (°) ! N (Jansky)
08504--3529 25.9 18 288+ 6 32 9 117 3 ,85 .38 .40L
08504--3644 29,7 40 259+ 5 58 12 110 2 ,32 ,25L .40L
08505-3823 35,0 6 260+ 4 91 23 121 2 .25L 1,17L .79L
08505-3041 35,8 1 254+9 44 10 110 2 .54 ,31 ,40L
08506-3959 38,2 33 262+ 3 40 10 117 3 .40 ,25L .45L
08507-3621 42.7 29 259+ 5 49 9 112 2 .54 .33L .40L
08507-3933 43.8 14 261+3 27 9 117 3 .64 .27: .46L
08507-3633 45.9 25 259+ 5 61 10 16 3 .25L .25L .28:
08507-3856 46.7 44 261+3 30 8 118 3 .55 .27 .45L
08507-3222 47.0 38 256+8 19 4 113 4 3.48 .87 .40L
08508-3549 48.6 32 258+ 5 46 8 117 3 .52 ,25L .40L
08508-3037 50,3 1 254+ 9 103 26 110 3 .37L .25L .40L
08508-3832 53.5 6 260+4 16 4 117 3 9.17 2.34 .50
08509 3921 55.2 47 261+ 3 35 8 117 3 .55 .25L .44L
08509-3457 56.7 52 258+ 6 49 9 116 3 .47 .25L .40L
08510-3102 5.0 2 255+ 9 56 9 112 3 .32 .25L .40L
08511-3710 8.2 57 259+ 5 45 8 118 3 .56 .25L .40L
08511-3521 10.1 31 258+ 6 46 12 114 3 .25L .25L .97
08513-3517 19.4 28 258+ 6 40 8 116 3 1.09 .23: .40L
08514-3437 25,8 45 258+ 6 23 5 118 3 2.15 1,24 .68
08515-3424 33.2 5 257+ 7 37 8 117 3' .64 ,35 .40L
08515-3653 33.9 54 259+ 5 41 8 115 3 .47 ,25L ,40L
08515-3720 34,0 20 260+5 22 4 117 3 1,70 ,67 .40L
08516-3952 38,2 17 262+3 24 4 118 3 ,34 2,41 12.36
08516-3615 41.5 10 259+ 5 29 9 116 3 .70 .40 .40L
08517-3541 45.9 9 258+ 6 87 29 120 2 .27L .25L .46L
08518 3034 48.5 46 254+ 9 97 25 107 2 .25L .25L .40L
08518-3650 48.812 259+5 62 8 117 3 .25L .25L .40L
08518-3437 53.9152 258+ 6 73 i 31 115 3 .25L .25L .40L
08519 3624 58.2 28 259+ 5 84 21 120 2 .25L .25L .23:
08520-3518 1.5 258+6 48 8 117 3 ,55 .25L .40L
08520-3103 2.8 15 255+ 9 46 8 108 2 .37 .25L .40L
08521-3t57 6.7 53 256+8 35 8 112 3 .55 .25L .40L
08521-3957 7.8 42 262+ 3 30 15 121 2 .251 1.45L .61
08522 3808 16.1 26 260+ 4 30 14 121 2 .27L .25L .50
08523-3309 22.0 28 257+ 7 34 29 116 2 .25L .57L .40L
08523-3013 23.8 25 254+ 9 96 29 112 2 1.44L .25L .40L
08524-3923 28.1 2 261+ 3 24 5 119 3 1.35 .76 .41L
08525-3226 31.E 31 256+ 8 82 15 118 3 .37L .25L .44
08525-3437 32.657 258+7 66 8 117 2 .27 .57L .40L
08525-3256 34.7 1 256+ 8 57 32 108 2 .31L .25L .40L
08526-3046 38.2 55 255+ 9 71 29 112 2 .84L .25L .40L
08526-3849 40.0 33 261+ 4 32 18 120 2 1.05L .25L .40
08526-3012 41.4 6 254+ 9 61 12 110 3 .36L .25L .99
08527-3518 45.2 36 ! 258+ 6 65 8 117 3 .33 ,25L ,40L
08528-3551 53.3 53 259+ 6 44 9 114 3 .56 .25L .40L
08529-3812 55.6 56 261+ 4 19 3 118 3 1.22 .37 .40L
08529-3243 55.9 2 256+8 40 10 115 4 .36 .25L .40L
08529-3903 60.0 52 261+ 4 28 9 118 3 .46 .25L .40L=
08530 3357 0.9 4 257+7 46 8 ,117 3 .74 .25L .40L
08530-3952 3.8 50 262+ 3 88 18 122:2 .41L 25L .46
08531-3207 10.4 22i 256+ 8 25 8 115 4 .60 .19: .40L
08532-3150 12.6 45 256+ 8 64 27 11 2 .25L 1.00L .40L
08532-3416 12.8 43 258+ 7 28 5 18 3 1.64 .41 .40L
08532-3049 17,6 45 255+ 9 35 8 11 4 .53 ,25L ,40L
08533-3705 23.1 27 260+ 5 54 19 113 3 .25L .25L ,40L
08533-3808 23.4 11 261+ 4 33 5i119 3 1.41 .39 ,40L
08534-3731 25.5 48 260+5 35 9 117 3 .51 .25L .40L
08534 3924 29,5 29 261+4 96 15 121 2 ,22 .25L .41L
08536-3827 40.3 7 261+4 19 4 119 3 3.38 1.66 .36
08536-3533 40.4 52 259+ 6 40, 9 115 3 .81 .26 .40L
08536-3001 41.3 11 254+10 38 24 113 2 1.20L .25L .40L
08537--3020 42.2 42 255+ 9 85 3 109 3 .36 .25L' .40L
08537-3648 42.6 23 260+ 5 20 3 178 3 3.46 1.55 .32:
08537-3321 44.0 31 257+8 57 25 116 3 .25L .25L .40L
08537-3824 44.8 17 261+4 27 4 119 3 1.64 .55 .38:
08538-3830 51.6 55 261+ 4 70 23 120 2 .25L .36L .40L
08539-3713 54.4 59 260+ 5 74 22 112 2 .78L .52L .42L
08539-3938 55.(3 37 262+ 3 26 5 116 3 5.01 1.61 .58L
08540-3958 2.4 7 262+ 3 50 13 121 2 .30L .25L .68
08540 3104 2.E 33 255+ 9 14 3 113 4 1.71 .93 .40L
08540-3950 4.E 56 262+ 3 69 20 121 2 25L 25L .55L
08543-3816 21.2 48 261+ 4 45 44 120 2 .25L .25L .44L
08543-3841 22.8 8 261+ 4 69 29 120 2 .37L .25L 1.28L
08543-3204 23.5 23 256+ 8 34 8 116 4 .43 .25L .40L
08544-3655 24.1 58 260+ 5 46 11 114 3 ,29 .25L .45L
08544-3806 26.4 13 261+ 5 44 8 118 3 .57 .22: .40L,
08545-3715 31.1 13 260+ 5 55 8 118 3 .46 .29: .40L
08547-3018 44.9 2 255+10 94 27 110 3 .39L .47L .40L
08547-3127 45.8 16 256+ 9 88 22 113 3 .25L 25L .40L
08547-3030 47.2 55 255+10 29 9 112 3 .44 .25L .40L
08549-3420 54.1 12 258+ 7 36 9 116 3 .64 .14: .40L
08549-3712 59.2 15 260+ 5 102 31 120 2 .25L .25L .41L
08550-3950 0.7 1 262+ 4 35 8 118 3 .36 .25L .41L
08552-3326 12.8 6 257+ 8 25 9 116 3 .57 .25L .30:
08552 3640 12.8 6 260+ 6 49 20 119 3 .25L 27L .40L
08552-3535 13.5 45 259+ 6 38 24 120 3 .30L .25L .40L
08552-3053 14.0 35 255+ 9 29 23 104 3, .25L .25L .40L
08552-3309 14.0 53 257+8 27 13 119 2 .25L .45L .40L
08552-3942 15.4 27 262+4 15 4 118 3 21.57 11.82 2.59
08553-3712 18.1 37 260+ 5 65 36 112 2 .25L .52L .41L
08553 3539 18.329 259+ 6 23 9 114 3 .44 .25: .40L
08553-3950 19.3 15 262+ 4 36 16 121 2 .72L 1.40L .64L
08553-3518 22.5 55 259+ 7 43 10 115 3 .25L .24: 1.04
08554-3051 29.8 57 255+ 9 49 10 114 4 .36 .25L .40L
08555-3935 30.8 19 262+ 4 30 8 117 3 .87 .38 .40L
08555-3904 32.8' 26 261+ 4 35 11 116 3 .25L .25L .72
08557-3055 _.5.5 54 255+ 9 59 13 112 3 .39 .25L .40L
08558-3128 _,8.4 37 256+ 9 25 6 116 3 1.80 .51 .40L
08558--3441 48.4 48 258+ 7 46 8 115 3 .47 .27L .40L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 p.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.59L BD BBH 3600001000
2.63L C C 4601000000
3,78 C NCC 9600000320
1,00L EO BC 0 9601101000
52,43L D CI 9400000008
2,48L C BGAH 9601000000
25.14L FF CCJ 7 9500000008
3.42 DC MJ D 9600000410
19,09L CD BDN 2 9400000008
1.26L BB AAGN 0 0600000000
1.74L B CE 56OOOOOOOO
1.98 C D 9501100000
2.02L ABC AAB 0 9600000000 16
3.44: B E BI EE 9700031328
2.15L B BD K 5500000000
1.36L C BG J 9603010000
1.58L S BGF 4701000000
2.27 CC AA 5600100200
1.66L BD AD 1 5700100100
1,38L BBS AAB 2 5600000310
4.74L BC SB 0 4500000008
2.00L B BE ' 4700110200
1.89L ED AA 5 6711013000
15.24: BBCC BAAC 0 9500000008,
1.91L BC BB 0 7600000000
1.41 C D 4601000000
2.31 E M C 9500000030
3+53 C F O 4680100420
3.40 C E H 8500000340
2.42 CC CC 7700000000
1.81L S B 4700000000
1.23L C D 9600000000
1.27L B BC 1600000000
5.96: ED HDE 9702000108
2.33L D E C B 5700000100
1.69 F C 7501000010
1.33 D D 3401100000
38.57L BC
1,40L C t C
8.91L C DF
1.29 D F
2.02 C F D





1.41L B CF D
2,98L B B L
5.80L C A D
4.98L E GS
1.14L CC BD
1.61 C F E
6.37L BC AB
1.77L C BF H
2.85 C NL B



















2.43: BC D AB C 2 4700001000
2.04L B BG i 8700000000
15.35L C E L 9501010008
3.62L BBC _,ADJ 1 5600211200 4
1.66L DC ACL 0 3600000000
1.48 D I C 9501000000
1.35L D D 9600000000
1,75L BBC AAE 4 9701000000
3.26 C MKE 6481000130
2.03L BCC ABD 1 5700201000
3.35 C L C 6600211200
2.37 F J B i600000000
26.63L BB AAC 2 9500000008
8.94L C I CF 9500102408
1.00L BS AAD 1 5700010000
3,81 D GI D 9600000418
2.81 D J 3600000350
3.01 C N L D 7600000000
1.55L B E K 4500000000
1.70L E DMF F 1700020000
3.58L;BD BF K 0 7600000000
1.86L: DF BBK 0 4600100120
1.32 C E D 9580000000
1.79 C H E 3500000030
1.01L B BCJ D 8600000000
7.94L BF BGG 0 9500000008
2.51 C J I E 4600200220
54.79L B BJ 9300200008
1.44L B F BFE 9600000010
3.64 C H N B 9601000000
1.85 C S 4600100000
1.49 C C 8600110000
1.83 C D E 4600000000
5.14 SBBD AAAB 0 9610000228 14 C
1.88 D E 4600100220 C
1.59L DE BD 0 4600100000
7.33 E MLJ B 9501100348 C
1.82L D B D A I 8600000100
1.22L B CB J 9600110000
38,72L BD BB D 1 9300001008
4,12 BC DBB 8600000000
1.14L C E 8600010000
1,12L SC ABH 0 6600000000
7.90L B CF D 8501110228 8
C
1 17 1329 R 18 140
3 13 199731 ++ + 21 65
4
1 13 199735 K5 3 75
2 13 199737 M0 3 57
D 1 32 X0850-393 72 13
1 13 199740 6 91
1 13 199744K2 13 85
1 13 199745 K5 4 90
4
1 13 199749 K5 10 83
2 13 199750 K2 2
2'2 17 1337 82
3i 14 313-PN17PI 2
1 13 199760 K5 11 85
1 13 199761 K2 tl 80
1 13 199765 K0 2 72
1 13 199775 K2 13 80
1 13 199778 K0 6 73
1 13 199779 K5 21 78
1 13=199780 K0 5 72
1 14 432- G 12 SO 27
1 13 199785 9 88
1 13 199787 K2 10 80
4
13 199789 K2 7 71
4 _
1 17 1350 N:
C 1 32 X0854-382 5 12
1 17 1351R 2 143




1 13 199822 K5 4 90
°Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) al 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 14 314-G? 2 S. 14
1 13 199826 8 100






a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O
h m . , (s) () 1 b C) (") (')
)8559-3833 54.4 23 261+ 4 59 22 I)8559-3538 59.0 44 259+ 8 35 8
)8560--3731 1.0 17 260+ 5 48 8 1118
)8560-3407 5.7 55 258+ 7 30 3 114
)8561-3010 9.3 11 255+10 61 10 111
)8562--3810 13.9 9 261+5 61 25 113
)8563--3514 20.3 37 259+ 7 28 9 115
)8563--3356 2L8 53 258+ 8 45 t7 117
)8564--3919 25.1 12 262+ 4 84 28 120
)8566--3705 36.7 53 ! 260+ 6 40 8 117
)8567-3608 46.5 40 259+ 6 48 2_ 17718568-3901 49.5 19 262+ 4 17 116
)8568-3939 52.9 50 262+ 4 39 g 117
18569-3701 56.8 3 260+6 34 24 120
18570-3719 2.7 29 260+ 5 30 9 117
)8570-3649 4.4 25 260+ 6 71 23 120
18571-3021 7.517255+10 46 13114
18571-3157 11.3 7256+ 9 84 31 112
)8572-3709 '15. 5 37 260+ 6 69 14 115
)8573-3446 120.432258+ ; 63 1211518575-3211 33.3 257+ 32 117
18575-3110 33.E 38256+10 88 10118
)8575-3650 34.3' 31260+ 6 36 8116
18576-3100 136.526256+1062 18 114
18576-3718 39.S 17260+ 6 40120
)8577-3526 45.130259+ 7 2211115
18577-3609 _47.C 41 260+ 6 22 5117
18578-3415 52.0 53 258+ 8 62 23 119
)8579-3307 56.7 37 257+8 42 12 110
)8579-3624 157.5 37 260+ 6 79 11 119
18579-3030 158. 5 35 255+10 84 11 118
)8579-3000 !59.1 29 255+10 62 11 112
18580-3817 2.3 3 261+ 5 21 5 115
18580-3201 3.114256+ 9 48 8116
)8580-3020 3"749255+1019 i11 1518581-3605 8.228260+6; 733 11918581-3250 8.4 257+9' 31 114
18582-3921 16.7; 12 262+ 4 20 5 118
18583-3251 22.E 29257+ 9 56 10113
)6584-3406 293 42 258+ 8 27 3 114
)8585-3855 30.7 1 282+ 5 47 8 118
)8585-3445 35.8 15 259+ 7 31 3 115
)8586-3049 36.4 20 256+10 31 13 117
)8586-3420 37.4 56 258+ 8 90 10 119
18586-3914 38.1 43 262+ 4 25 6 118
)8586-3206 41.6 34 257+ 9 38 8 114
18588-3813 48.3 27 261 + 5 81 16 120
)8588-3255 51A 31 257+ 9 78 17 1t3
)8589-3131 56.1 2 256+10 94 29 118
)8589-3801 56.3 32 261+ 5 41 15 118
)8590-3123 57. 34 256+10 69 9 118
18591-3953 7.1 33 263+ 4 47 8 26
18591-3618 9.9 39 260+ 6 21 8 117
]8591-3551 12.010 = 260+ 7 37 8116
)8592-3843 13.010262+ 5 35 9 119
)8592-3923 14.228 262+ 4 39 23 120
)8593-3543 18.859 259+ 7 36 8 116
)8593-3030 18.9 37 255+10 34 6 115
)8594-3513 25.0 47 259+ 7 44 8 1t4
)8594-3845 25.5 59 262+ 5 30 4 118
)8595-3538 34,0 6 259+ 7 28 5 116
)8597-3633 47,2 54 260+ 6 36 24 114
)8598-3344 51.8 54 258+8 34 22 119
18599 -3740 54.7221261 + 6 42 18117
19000-3111 2.7 9256+10 75 15116 i
)9000-3243 3.848257+ 9 33 9116 i
19001-3349 11.3 1258+ 8 35 13 114
39001-3123 11.329256+10 98 23115
39002-3912 13.0 25 262+ 5 46 5 118,
19002-3428 13.6161259+8 3613116 I
39003-311621.5 256+103722118)9003-365723.839261+ 636 117
)9005-3045 33.0551256+10 30 5116
)9005-3744 33.1551261+ 6 80 23120
36251256+11 32
)9006-3020 5 115)9008-3700 48.7 21 261 + 6 41 1 119
)9008-3038 50.7 16 256+10 37 31 118
19009-3931 57.3 57 263+ 5 21 18 121
)9009-3633 58.2 32 260+ 7 59 101119
_'9010-3317 1.6 1 258+ 9 28 6 115
39010-3613 3.5 35 260+ 7 81 23 115
39011-3020 7.0 1 256+11 29 6115
39012-3824 13.0 40 262+ 5 20 4 118
39014-3636 28.7 4 260+ 7 50 26 119
39016-3418 40.0 35 259+ 8 24 9 116
09018-3227 48.7 44 257+ 9 32 11 115
09018-3712 495 37 261+ 6 93 32 119
09018-3214 51.0 52 257+10 49 13 116
09018-3549 53.0 27 260+ 7 57 8 115
09021-3648 9.2 37 261 + 7 35 7 117
09022-3615 13.3 3 260+ 7 22 6 116
09023-3718 19.4 32 261+6 30, 11 116
09023-3458 22.5 26 259+ 8 29 9 116
09024-3416 24.5 46 259+ 8 43 25 118
09024-3214 25.4 58 257+10 27 7 114
09024-3210 282 54 257+10 25 7 113
09024-3639 2931 261+7 393_ _,_ 11609026-3817 36.3:27 262+ 6 114




C (Not Color Corrected)
O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m
N (Jansky)
.25L .25L .40L 3.70
.25L .54L .44L 1.78
3 .96 .44 .40L 1.71L
3 .94 .28L A0L 2.82L
3 1.10 .37 .40L 6.85L
2 .23 .25L .40L 1.56L
2 .25L .25L .51L 2.88
3 .91 25L A0L 1.84L
3 .25L .25L A0L 2.33
2 1.58L .25L .78L 4.83
i .54 .25L .40L 1,90L
.25L, .29L .4OL 3.42
.95 .54 .40L 2.50L
3 .51 .25L .40L 26.9gL
2 .65L .25L .40L 2.94
3 .75 .26 .40L 2.24L
2 .25L .25L .42L 2.03
4 .25L .25L .58 1.35L
2 .25L .39L .40L 1.44
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.93
13 .46L' .25L .47 7.94L
_3 .85 .37 .40L 1AlL
2 .35 .26L .40L 1.17L
3 .53 .25L .40L 2.24Li13 25L 25L 40L 170
_2_ .25L .25L .57L 2.49
3 .32 .25L A0L 1.76L
,3 1.59 .46 .40L 1.56L
12 .25L .25L .40L 1.82
2 .29 .25L .40L 1.91L
2 .23 .25L .40L 1.64L
2 .38 .25L .40L 1.12L
2 .32 .25L .40L 1.23L
3 4.07 3.61 .53 2.09L
13 .73 .24: .40L 1AOL
.25L .45 3.73 6.85
.25L .57L .66L 1.79
3 .82 .31: .40L 1.06L
3 ,30L 1,28 6,19 12.82
2 .54 ,37L .40L 1.30L
3 1.94 .62 .40L 5.20L
3 .48 .25L .40L 2.35L
3 1.61 ,66 .40L 6.35L
2 .27 .25L .40L 1.23L
2 .38 .25L .40L 5.22L
3 .28: .21: 2.26 6.40
3 .56 .25L .40L 1.24L
2 .78L .39L .53 2.33L
i2 26 .25L .40L 2.17L
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.20
3 .25L .25L .37: 3.14
12 .22 .25L .40L 1.96L
3 ,41 .t8: .40L 28.91L
3 .57 .29 .40L 6.94L
3 ,38 .25L .40L 1.43L
3 .75 .25L .40L 1.8gL
2 .25L .25L A7L 2.51
3 .82 .22: A0L 1.35L
3 139 .34 .40L 1.12L
3 .30 .25L A0L 8.78L
13 1.16 .79 .40L 2.47L
3 1,23 .33 .40L 1.42L
3 .25L; .25L .40L 3.09
2 1.23L .53L .40L 1.17
3 .25L .25L .40L 3.07
2 .39L .49L A5 1.52L
1.01 .43 .40L i 1.46L
.27L .25L .65 1.99:
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.61
3 1.10 .28: .40L 2.26L
.25L .25L .40L 4.36
.25L i .25L .40L 1.55
1.81 .89: ,40L 1.96L1.74 .72 .40L 1.62L
2 .25L .66L .44L 2.07
3 9.55 4.39 .83 1.11L
2 .28 .25L .40L 1.70L
2 .30L .25L .43L 1.43
2 .25L .25L .34: 3.69
2 .33 .25L AOL' 6.94L
1.86 .52 A0L 3.98L
.25L .62L .43L 2.31
3 4.17 2.26 .40L 1.00L
3.67 ,94 .40L 11.49L
.25L .25L .40L 2.07
3 1.08 A7 .40L 5.28Li
3 .46 .25L A0L 1.21L
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.90
2 .25L .25L 1.18 1.39:
3 .25L 25L i .74 8.30L
3 1.35 .78 .59L 2.46L
3 21! 1.15 ! 11.47 11.43
3 .42 ,25L .40L 10.48L
3 .55 .38 .40L 1.81L
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.85
3 5.79 1.48 I A0L 1.19:
3: 2.77 1.39 .40L 1.17L
3 =i 8.61 3.28 .67 7.19L
31 .25L ,16: 1.29 3.55




Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
£ L E 960OOO0220
E J B 4700000000
BC AA J 156O00000OO
B A D 4600000000




C F L B 5601OOOOO8
C K GF 8680000220
DCGH 9600020100
C LKED j 4582000230BC A 0 5700001000
IC BE 7401011218






C C H 9500000008





IBC iAA 0 4600100000
D _ F D 9600000008C iD _6O00106O0
cC 'E 5601000000D J 5601000000
BCBc BK 1600000000AAC 9 6700000000
BD AC 4 3700000000
CBBiJAAA 34O00000OO
C! FI G 4600100010
IBF IBB 01600110000CDC DBDB 85C1013300
!C BDHC 1600110000
BC ABJK 0 9500000028CE 3700000000
D F A A 8 9602(300008
F C H 8600000000
'C B K 9500000008
F FCB GEAA 0 7500001000
! B B D 37000OOO0O
C D C 3600000200
H 1600010000
E J E 960O000010
CC EFDD 6602000100
C D 9600000000
C E C E M 9400020008
CD BCKH 7 9400110008
B B 4700000000
B A D 0601100000
C HC 6602000100
BD 3DL 2 3700000100
(_D a,C C 0 56O0001OO0
,3 D 3481010008
CE _A 9 1601100000
BC It_BF 2 2700001200
C C 6500000130
E E D 9700000008
B K K C 7500000000
C J K C 8600'000000
BC _C H 01600000000
CE J BD 9600000008
C "4 B 9600000000
B D _, F 0 7700000000
F K I D 7600000238
C _A _ B 7601000000
BC 10 7611000000B C ,_ A G 46OO0OOOOO
E I I C 6600000000
DDC _ABH 9 5601000030
C )1 6601000000
F I F 3601001000
DF HB 7681000000
C ; 9401000008
BC r_B J 01402000008
F L GB 9500000008
BB _AF 0 5701000000
BC _AI 0 5401001008
D J C 9500000008
BC >.B 0 9501000128
B ) G 06OOOOOOOO
C F 4600000000
CE BC 0500000000
F B E 4300000008
BC ,,BDE 2 4500000000
CBCC I:AAA 09300000008
C AG F 9400120318
BC t]B K 2 5700002020
D C 97O0O00008





Declination: - 40*-- 30 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
C 1 32 X0855-368 40 ; 12
1 13 199831 K0 7 82
8 1 32 X0856-341 14 8
1 13 199839 K5 1 86
'C 1 32 X0856-393 53 12
1
C 1 32 X0856-361 13 12
1 13199862 K5 8 88
1 13 199861 K5 7 83
8 1 32 X0857-372 92 8
1 19 342 61 118
1 13 199869 K5 17 87
1 13 199871 16 90
6 1 32 X0858-393 16 6
1 13199879 K2 3 91
1 14314- G 3Sb 8
1 13 199880 4 92
1 t3 199883 K 7 95
1 13 199888K2 10 75
2 13 199889 K2 4 81
1 13 199891 K2 2 78
1 7 WRA 318 44
2 13 199902 K0 22 _ 62
1 32 X0900--344 110 8
1 16 04358 51 131
1 13 199922 MA 1 75
2 13199952 MA 1 80
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
46
Right Ascens_n: 09ho3mO1"-O9hO9m52"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (N_q" _ Corrected;t
a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 Fm
h m, o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
)9030-3155 1.113 !257+10 39 311153 1.46 .47 .40L
)9031-3558 7.555 : 260+ 7 57 23 ,114 2 .37L .25L .39
)9032-3953 12.410' 263+ 5 24 7 114 2 20.38 125.88 92.31
)9032-3546 16.831 260+ 7 36 9 117 3 .80 .33 .40L
]9034--3914 26.220263+ 5 44 27 120 2 .35L .25L .41L
)9036-3619 40.6 6260+ 7 90 28 119 2 .25L .25L .40L
)9037-3103 43.027257+11 40 9116 3 .62 .25L .40L
)9037-3246 43.1 5 258+ 9 20 9 15 3 .95 .29 .40L
)9037-3955 46.013 263+ 5 45 12114 2 .29 .25L 1.16L
)9037 3727 47.139 261+ 6 23 3 116 3 1.50 .78 .40L
)9038-3250 52.613 258+9 39 8 115 3 .97 .38 .40L
)9039-3651 58.744 261+7 68 28 119 2 .25L .62L .40L
)9040 3554 1.0 4 260+ 7 26 10 115 3 .72 .27L .40L
)9040-3726 4.143 261+6 31 8 117 3 .75 .46 .40L
)9040-3426 5.231 259+ 8 65 15 119 2 .25L .25L .41
)9042-3440 12.4 56 259+ 8 75 24 116 3 .25L .25L .40L
)9044-3225 25.432258+10 24 8 114 3 .68 .25L .40L
)9044-3431 28.716 259+ 8 45 9 117 3 .73 .25L .40L
)9046-3659 36.913 261+7 30 8 116 3 .48 .31 .44L
)9046-3727 38.445261+7 37 91153 .31 .27L .41L
)9047-3749 42.642262+ 6 93 221192 .25L .32L .65L
)9047-3821 44.212 262+ 6 40 10 111 2 .25 .25L .43L
)9047 3618 47.824 261+ 7 64 35 119 2 1.10L .25L .40L
)9048-3840 48.5 55 262+ 6 34 3 118 3 1.23 .66 .40L
)9050-3454 0.2 5 260+ 8 38 33 1263 .25L .25L .40L
)9050-3419 5.0 1 259+ 9 43 12 ;114 3 .25L .25L .74
)9051 3629 6.424 261+ 7 37 8 115 3 .51 .25L .40L
)9052-3735 15.218 262+ 7 40 10 113 3 .38 .25L .40L
)9052-3724 15.841 262+ 7 71 21 119 2 .25L' .25L .40L
)9053-3716 20.029 261+ 7 44 11 111 2 .27 .38L .40L
)9053-3836 21.157 262+ 6 42 9 114 2 1.08 .32L .40L
)9055-3333 30.643 259+ 9 54 21 109 3 .25L .26L .40L
)9055-3349 30.855 259+ 9 32 10 115 3 .25L .25L .72
)9056-3323 38.621 259+ 9 33 31153 2.28 .73 .40L
)9056-3439 40.718260+ 9 31 8 1 3 .40 .23: .40L
)9057-3606 44.017261+ 8 42 81132 .31 .25L .401
)9057-3150 45.1 8257+10 47 10 114 3 .61 .25L .40L
)9057-3707 47.5 8 261+ 7 54 8 116 2 .30 .25L .40L
)9058-3451 152.3 .33 .40L .40L
)9059-3535 54.3 53 260+ 8 13 1138 _ 6 g .58 .25L .40L
)9060-3930 4.047263+ 5 48 111152 .34 .25L .47L
)9060-3721 4.326262+ 7 38 14114 i 3 .41L .25L .68
)9060-3403 4.631259+9 40 91173 .88 .25: .40L
)9060-3348 5.155259+9 46 101173 .25L .25L 1.06
)9062-3319 14.949259+10 40 9 116 3 .77 .20: .40L
)9062-3112 16.524;257+11 75 25 115 2 .62L .65L .40L
)9063-3455 23.041 1260+ 8 78 41 113 2 .25L .25L .40L
)9065-3930 33.944 263+ 5 37 7 113 2 4.35 1.84 .57L
)9065--3706 35.124 261+ 7 64 16111 2 .24 .25L .49L
)9065-3758 35.347262+ 6 51 15 113 I 2 .25L .26L .59
I
T9066-34f5 38._ 4725_+ 9 1642f tf6 3 .37L .25L .41L
)9066-3848 41.719263+ 6 151 101152 .36 .25L .48L
)9067-3824 47._ 14 262+ 6 36 8 1132 .25L .20: 2.00
)9068-3508 49.3 50 260+ 8 46 8 115 3 .90 .26L .40L
)9068--3939 50.437263+ 5 40 9113 i2 .60 .26L .40L
)9068-3431 51.2141260+958 81153 .25L .25L .40L
)9069-3353 55.5 52 259+ 9 32 8 114 3 .37 .25L .40L
)9070-3541 5.4 10 260+ 8 52 21 109 2 1.31L .34L .52L
)9071-3546 9.950 261+8 27 9 116 3 .47 .25L .40L
)9072=3413 17.9 29 259+ 9 55 14 116 3 .26L .25L .50
)9073_373018852282+7 6, 151102 32 .26, .,0,
)9073-3220 23.4 58 258+10 53 13 114 3 .37L .25L .59
)9074-3826 26.3 49 263+ 6 72 8 114 2 .40 .25, .40L
)9075-3632 30.38261+8 5712112 I 2 .28 .25, .40L
)9076-3647 41.940261+ 7 62 8 1132 .39 .25L .40L
)9077-3848 45.247263+ 6 52 101142 .52 .35L .40L
)9077-3009 47.734256+12 49101114l 3 .39 .25L .40L
)9078-3726 50.359262+ 7 28 811173 .77 .28L .40L
)9079-3335 57.827259+10 82401182 .25L .56L .40L
)9079-3256 58.542259+10 41 121143 .25L .25L .75
)9080-3748 4.14262+ 7 38 61162 1.97 .70 .4OL
_081-3501 9.4 43 260+ 9 37 10 1131 3 .43 .25L .40L)9081-3413 10.526260+ 9 38 114 I 3 .99 .30 .43L
)9082-3832 13.539 263+6 37 7 114 I 2 1.24 .30 .40L
)9082-3743 16.79262+ ; 52 4 11532 1.17 .50 .40L)9083-3443 19.6 5 260+ 25 9 114 1.10 .74 .40L
)9083--3620 23.851 261+ 8 42 10 118 .55 .14: .40L
)9084--3223 25.1 258+10 58 29 =1142 .25L .25L .40L
)9084-3159 25.2 4 258+11 70 8 113 3 .25L .25L .40L
)9084-3906 29.623 263+6 51 9 113 2 .53 .26L .43L
39085-3638 30.3 0 261+ 8 78 7 119 2 .33 .25L .40L
39085-393734.513264+ 663281122 .56L .56L .82L
_9086-3230 37.2 11 258+10 44 13 113 3 .28 .25L .40L
)9086-3338 40.618259+10 492911112 .60L .54L .40L
39088-392948.125264+6522212112 .25L .25L .40L
39088-3711 49.6 54 262+ 7 79 1192 .57 .29L .40L
39086-334653.422259+10101341182 .25L .25L .40L090,0_39470. 392,,+8408114238 28, 41,) _3322o.654259+1o37311632 38 40L
 090_39174.4362=+7522011028,, 78, 40,
_9090-a7176.054 262+7 33 13 11a3 .25, .25, .87
_o91-3839 7.7 34 263+ 8 55 12 ] 11ol 2 .39 .25L .49L
39092--3039 12.652257+12 41 13' o o .25L .25L .66
39093-3001 22.158257+12 31 61153 1.45 .58 .40L
39093-3105 23.6 56 257+12 66 18 111 2 .26L .25L .42
)9094-3722 29.624262+7 41 281102 .25L .25L .40L
09095--3644 32.8 51 281+8 31 11 114 3, .25L .26L 1.06
09096-3611 38.2 52 261+8 24 5 116 3 2.57 1.14 .40L
09098-3748 52.1 44 262+ 7 42 10 113 2 .56 .25L .40L
V L C
1C0 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.03L BC ABJ 0 2600001000
2.38L D L E F 4500000008
28.65 BBDC AAAA 0 930100100050
6.96L DD BB G 0 2400000008
3.22 D L C 5701010000
1.96 C, C 9600OOO100
1.00L B BG M 4500000000
1.10L CC AB 4 8600121000
4.49L C E L 9502000000
8.99L BS AA 0 9502100108
1.00L BC AC 3 9700121000
1.79 D B 9700000000
9.96L B AC 2300000008
13.02LICC BBJD 7 9401100108
3.72L C F E L 9501000208
2.55 C K B 9500000000
1.22L D SC 1600000000
6.42L BBE AE 94000000087.66L BCGC 5950000OO08
10.30L B DCDH 9400001008
3.27 D GF C 9£_0000208
13.43L C E 4500000008
2.51 D EE 9681000240
13.19L BC AAG 0 2500000008
2.85 C ! MJ C 7500000120
1.73: B D B C 9500000008
2.17L B BL 9600012000
12.88L B D 9401100008
2.03 D C 9600000008
9.95L C CE 9500100208
2.37L C C A E 47000000002.50 J G F 9500000220
1.81: BcCD DBE 45000001081.27L AB J 0 9700000000
6.99LICD DC t 09401000008
2.89L'D C M 7500010000
1.24L S B E 06O0O00000
12.80L C D 9500000008
2.2OL C E H 550(X)00000
1.62L C B J 26O000000O
4.76L C C I 9500000010
7.32L C D B E 9581200538
6.84L, B D A B 0 8400000008
3.18 CD AB 4500000218
1.EOL BF AH E 0 9600000000
.99 F, C 4500000000
1.86 F F:AI H 95000000003.88L BC AD 0 8600000000
3.55L 9600000000
3.41: CE CCB
2.f7 C J I C
3.42L C )DM
6.16 DCC DAA
1.77: B D AD C
3.42L C B D
1.93 D B
8.12L C C C
2.09 C GFD
1.94L C BD F
8.27L C C



































1 13, 199965 K5
1 13' 199964 K5
4
4
1 13 199985 K0
8 1 32 X0904-362
8 1 32 X00O4-349
1 13199999 K2
C 1 32 X0905-335
4
1 13 200007 K5
1 13 200008 K2
1 13 200009 K5
1 14 372- G 2 S.
1 13 260011 K5





5500000000 1 14 314- G 5 Sa
9500000000 1 13 200028 K5
7601000000
76O0000OO8
6400010018 1 13 200031
3601110000 1 14 372-- G 4 S.
2602110O0O
8400000008




4601000000 1 13 200046 K2
56OOOO1OOO
4500000000 3 13200047 A3
9501000128
7500000000 I8 1 2 14372- G8Sc
AA F 2 9501100208 4
"_G M 9600000000
ACME 0 7500001008 I 19 354
BD 0 4600000010 1 13 200054K2
AB 0 9500100008 1 16 04403
A A 1 9602000000
C 5700000000
CF 0 3601000000 1 17 1398
D 4600000000
H F E 4600000000
CG 66OOOOOOO0
C I 8700000000 2 13200062 K0
C K JE ,26000O0000
CI M 5700010000
C D I 5500000000
C C: 9601000100
DB 6601O0OO00




3.33 CC KCC 7500000100
2.65L D C MH 4601000000
1.32 CC K BC 0501000000
1.06L BC AB M 1 1500001000
1.09L D GC 1600000100
2.98 D G 7500000220
2.91 CC NKAA 4600000000
1.11L SS AAN 0 2700000000
7.84L C B E 9500000008
































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
47
Right Ascension: 09h09m55"-09h18m07 '
Posilion (]950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 p.m
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") ( ) N (Jansky)
39099-3644 55.557 262+ 8[ 73 121132 31 .25L .44L
09101-3306 11,0!30259+10 73 91182 ,50 .25L ,40L
09103-3837 22.911263+ 7 67 151122 .40L ,25L ,71
_9104-3710 26,02262+ 8 77 111122 .44 ,25L ,40L
09105-3741 30.842262+ 7 42221082 .54L ,69L .46L
39105-3555 32.6=19 261+ 8 40 8 116 3 .45 .25L .40L
09105-3420 33.2131260+9 35201t03 _25L .28L .40L
39105-3624 35.6150262+ 8 28 31163 4.33 1.85 ,40L
3'9106-3354 37.76260+10 41 101143i .47 ,25L .40L
39108-3343 48.859260+10 4024 t10 3l .41L .25L .40L
I
[19108-3051
09110-3147 10'. 40 258+ 11 73 8 113 2 .42 ,26L .83L
3'9110- 3931 1.1 38 264+6 25 6 114 2 1.54 .67 1.41L3'9110-3137 2.016258+11 60 81t33, .30 25L .40L
_9110-3704 3,035262+ 8 34i 61132 1,29 ,89 ,40L
99110-3432 3.2 34 260+9 _'_=50 26 118 2' .25L ,25L ,42L
3'9111-3254 9,8 22 259+11 18 112 32 .25L .25L .40L
39112-3707 12.6 44 262+ 8 24 111 .39L .67L .41L
39112-3747 15.2 49 263+ 7 51 17 112 .32L .25L .65
39115-3509 30.5 30 261+ 9 39 10 114 3 .49 ,29 ,40L
391163336 37.42260+10 47101132 .64 ,34L .40L
)9117-3139 42.67258+11 691811152 .26L .25L .44
09118-3044 48.437257+12 48 81122 .40 .44L .40L
39118-3923 48,66264+6 56131122 .29 ,25L .41L
)9118-3932 49.847264+6 54121142 .27 .25L .40L
)9118-3754 49.942263+7 _ ; i 11223 1,95 .65 .40L39119-3439 56.231260+9 1115 .25L .25L ,40L
39119-3052 59,418258+12 36 91153 39 ,25L .40L
)9120-3439 4,6 2260+10 32 8 ;1153 .77 .21 .40L
39122-3220 15_6 53 259+11 45 81133 .85 .25L .40L
)9122-3556 15,8241261+ 9 81 241182 ,70L ,58L ,40L
)9122-3705 16.82844260262+ 8 33 91142 .85 ,37L ,50L
)9124-3056 26,5 258+12 25 51163 6,79 2,21 .55
)9127-3328 43,0 260+10 30 61123 9,36 2.71 .43
)9128-3251 51,8 259+11 43 101133 .44 ,25L ,40L
)9129-3723 57.135263+ 8 34 7 =1132 1,38 .35 1,19L
)9130-3853 0,3 4264+ 7 30 101112 .81 ,43: ,40L
)9133-3827 21.619263+7 6211 112 .71 .41 .40L
)9135-330630.556259+11366112320 1.36 .33 ,40L)9135-3526 32.4 261+ 9 21 61183 .26L 38 4.84
)9136-3821 37,537263+ 7 31 81112 4,92 1.17 ,40L
)9137-3712 44.814263+ 8 29 8113 I 2 1.74 .41 .40L)9137-3158 47.4591259+12 35 lv 1121 _ .25L .16: ,96
39137-3331 47.956260+11 58 311102 .86L .57L .40L
)9138-3725 ,5066263+ 8 51 81122 1.09 .34 .40L
)9140-3625 0.43262+ 9 26 61132 .32L 1.00 2.30
)9140-3258 1.428 259+11 29 31123 1.46 .31 ,40L
39140-3337 2,546260+11 37 101153 .45 .25L .40L
39141-3459 10,748261+10 27 41163 2.56 1.01 ,40L
_9143-3231 22.411259+11 87 371122 .64L .52L .40L
)9144-3827 28.7 4264+ 7 33 71122 4.45 1,17: ,40L
39145-3513 33,5 39 261+ 9 79 29 111 2 ,25L .43L .40L
39146-3042 40.3 45 258+13 81 35 108 2 .41L .25L .43L
)9147-3117 47.1 41 258+12 46 10 12 3 .60 .26L .40L
39148 3211 49.6 38 259+12 39 11 14 3 .36L .31L 1.23
39148-3311 52.835260+11 54 81163 .61 .25L .40L
39149-3656 54.228262+ 8 62 81122 .68 .35L .40L
)9149-3151 56A 56259+12 22 51133 6.95 3.73 .86
39149-3954 57.616265+ 6 74 111082 ,48 .25L ,40L
39149-3131 57.644259+12 25 51123 17,42 9.17 1.62
_9150-3301 3.943260+11 87 221092 .33L .25L ,40L
39151-3453 10.657261+10 36 24115 3 .25L ,25L .40L
)9154-3026 26.956258+13 50 113 .25L .25L .42L
09154-3422 29.36261+10 43 1143 .25L .25L .40L
09156-3146 37,1 55 259+12 30 6 112 3 2.47 .67 .40L
39157-3252 43,521260+11105301122 .31L .25L .40L
3,9158-3633 48,020 262+ 9 58101122 .6O ,30L ,40L
39158-3111 51.0 25 258+12 46 11 111 3 ,45 .25L .40L
3'9159-3306 58.8 29 260+11 52 8114 3 .25L .25L .40L
39160-3940 3.051265+ 7 54 81082 .62 .27L .40L
39161--3216 7.420259+12 53 12 1153 .25L .25L .85
09161--3330 8.5 45 260+11 58 13 112 2 .27 .25L .40L
09161-3248 9.0 60 260+11 23 5 116 3 39.67 17,79 5.18
3,9162-3343 133 42 260+11 48 23 108 2 .25L ,51L .4OL
3'9162-3627 14.729262+ 9 42201122 .57L .25L .40L
09162-3606 16.5 38 262+ 9 50 12 112 2 .69 .32L .40L
99163-3051 22.39258+13 41 81113i ,47 .25L .40L
09164-3154 24.342259+12 31 111143 36 .31L .40L
09164-3904 28.430264+ 7 41 101082 .26L ,27L 1.70
39165-3724 31,842263+ 8 92271112 ,25L .25L ,40L
3'9165-3430 31.926261+10 49261092 .25L .35L ,40L
39165-3326 32,7 22 260+11 32 10 115 3 .51 .25L .40L
3'9165-3713 34.1 5 263+ 8 96 13 112 2 .22 .25L .40L
3'9166-3353 39,0 2 261+11 22 5" 116 3 5,86 1.50 .37:
09166-3747 40.3 49 263+ 8 65 18 111 2 ,25L ,25L .60L
09167-353144.236262+102171112 2.40 .96 .40L
09168--3932 48.9 39 265+ 7 eo 91082, .54 .42L .40L
09170--36390.953263+9413114; 21 .25L .25L .40L09170-3625 3.1 15 262+ 9 37 111 1.30 .34 A0L
09171-34187,013261+1153181112 .41L .25L .47
I)9171-3936 9,053265+ 7 57 101082 .49 .25L .40L
I)9173-3139 21,548259+12 40 61143 1.63 .67 .40L
09174-3243 29.6116260+12 28 41163 1.48 ,43 ,40L
09177-3325 44.2!58260+11 23 51153 6.99 1.92 .64
09177-3653 47.417263+ 9 35 111122 .55 .34: .40L
09179-3517 55.012262+10 41 811221 ,52 .25L .40L
09179- ,29677 261+10 84110 27, 26, 40,
09180-3133 2.5 24 259+13 1 3 111 .41L .25L ,40L
09181-3903 7,8 264+ 7 32 108 2 ,50L .25L .40L
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux C )r A Confusion R S A
Uncs C 3¢ R Flags* S 2 # T
2.33L C B
1.44L C C I-
2.75: CC r
2.21L C Ch
2.23 D M [3
1,13L C AJ











2.34 C J M
7.72L C KMF
1.91L CC BC_
1.53L B B E
1.67L D C
1.12L C CH





2,18: CE F ADJ





1.08L C B D :
1.80L SD AC:
2.19L CE BB
1.44L F D B B
















1.34L C B E














2.30L B A K t'
2.06 CB E
4.96L D C
2.45 BBCC AA. a
1.77 D E
1.76 C N F
1,57L C BO
1.12L F A I
1.35L C BE









































TMSS - 30148 23
X0915 - 304 4
200194 103
200202 K2 65
433- G 12 S,
TMSS -30149 7
200212 M 91
314- G 9 Sb
200222 MB 75
314- G 10 Sa
200227 K5 87
200230 K5 90










ham. 8 (sa) (8) C_)°rbdS SMJSMN 12 p.m
09181-3644 10.5 28 263+ 9 50 9 112 2 .71
09182-3835 13,4 9 264+ 8 65 11 108 2 .25/
09182-3145 17.6 43 259+12 21 5 115 3i 1.25
09183-3707 21,2 23 263+ 9 60 11 113 2 .63
09185-3442 32.8 0 261+10 31 20 113 2 ,25L
09187-3008 43.2 6 258+14 34 11 115 3 .25L
09187-3442 47.2 24 261+10 103 27 110 2 25L
09187-3156 47.7 54 259+12 56 18 112 2 .61L
09188 3044 52.2 5 259+13 52 8 113 3 .49
09189-3258 54,3 41 260+12 32 10 i 114 3 .25L
09189-3759 55.6 9 264+ 8 54 17 108 2 ,37L
09190-3140 1,3 48 259+13 48 17 112 3 ,25L
09190-3219 2,9 40 260+12 87 8 116 3 ,25L
09191-3255 8,3 8 260+12 34 8 114 3 ,61
09193-3412 20,1 4 261+11 59 8 113 2 .32
09194-3407 26,6 24 261+11 34 10 113 2 ,49
09197-3239 44,8 38 260+12 45 40 112 2 .26L
09197-3306 45,9 35 260+12 17 10 3 3 .25L
09199-3517 56.7 60 262+10 35 9 112 2 1,52
09200-3629 2.4 20 263+ 9 26 8 113 2 3.80
09200 3308 5.4 3 260+12 20 7 113 3 .25L
09201-3009 10.8 23 258+14 52 14 114 3 .25L
09202-3347 17.3 26 261+11 45 9 113 2 .83
09202-3445 17,8 45 262+11 46 8 111 ; 2 .49
09203-3353 23.0 42 261+11 43 8 112 2 1,94
09206-3143 39.2 49 260+13 27 5 116 3 1.67
09207-3319 44,7 58 261+12 27 10 112 2 ,70
09208-3012 50,0 17 258+14 43 26 114 3 ,25L
09208-3432 51.C 49 262+11 64 27 112 2 ,25L
09208-3214 53.2 2 260+13 41 14 114 3 ,25L
09210-3122 0.8 21 259+13 18 4 116 3 1,67
09210-3024 6.2 52 259+14 83 34 113 2 .25L
09211-3613 8.4 10 263+10 56 21 108 2 .26L
09211-3336 10,3 26 261+12 51 14 111 2 .25L
09211-3242 1t,1 18 260+12 37 10 113 3 .44
09213-3414 23.1 16 261+11 44 10 112 2 1.02
09214-3446 29,3 32 262+11 58 23 110 2 ,39L
09215-3316 34,2 39 261+12 32 6 114 2 4.69
09216-3424 38,6 17 262+11 68 12 111 2 .62
09220-3552 4.7!54 263+10 77 9 108 2 .96
09224-3030 24,5 56 259+14 23 4 114 3 35,39
09224-3617 25.6 55 263+10 36 _ 10 108 2 ,46
09230-3541 1,8 2 263+10 36 9 108 2 1,61
09231-3257 6,6 0 261+12 27 6 112 i 3,23
09232-3353 12,4 8 261+12 45 9 111 ,25L
09232-3424 15,1 37 262+11 76 18 111 ,44L
09233-3742 21.2 30 264+9 71 8 108 2l 1,56
09236-3257 38.7 30 261+12 65 11 111 2 _ ,60
39240-3205 5.4 11 26o+13 41 lO 113 2 .64
o9241-3315 8.1 53 261+12 82 18 11o 2 ,28L
09241-3307 11.6 15 261+12 45 8 112 2 1.48
D9244-3340 29.1 46 262+12 46 12 111 2 1.15
_9245-3t28 32.540 260+14 26 8 1113 a .50
D9251-3334 9.6 31 262+12 63 12 1111 2 .62
39254-3117 25.0 14 260+14 52 8 11t4 3 .49
39257-3323 46.726 262+12 62 13 111 2 .33
D9262-3550 12.0 18 263+11 88 15 106 2 .26L
39263-3554 208 33 263+11 56 10 106 2 44L
39268-3249 52.7 20 261+13 37 12 180 2 .33
39270-3006 3,0 45 259+15 85 22,112 3 .25L
39275-3101 323 49 260+14 130 37 111 2 1.33L
39275 3305 33.1 13 262+13 74 11 112 2 .43
39277-3041 46.0 52 260+15 40 27 111 2 .30L
39276-3112 48.9 55 260+14 64 12 111 2 .72
39278-3014 49.8 26 260+15 37 29 109 2 .25L
39280-3453 3.3 3 263+12 78 7 108 2 .56
39289-3147 54.9 38 261+14 101 14 111 2 .31
)9294-3005 26.1 11 260+15 42 9 t12 2 25L
)9302-3333 13.1 2 262+13 74 31 108 2 .25L
)9303-3110 23.0 13 261+15 51 12 12 2 ,46
)9309-3029 54.6 15 260+15 91 22 11 2 ,50L
)9309-3250 58.4 50 262+14 74 8 107 2 .33
)9312-3248 12.4 36 262+14 35 8 108 2 .52L
)9313-3018 20.7 29 260+15 79 36 111 2 .25L
)9315-3048 30.6 31 261+15 29 25 22 2 ,25L
)9318-3147 50.8 57 261+14 49 7 107 2 .66
)9328-3028 51.4 58 261+16 61 27 11 2 .25L
)9331-3110 6.8 38 261+15 50 21 107 2 .25L
)9357-3939 44.5 3 267+ 9 30 21 122 3 .25L
)9370-3954 2.4 32 266+ 9 37 1 126 3 .31
)9376-3921 38.4 56 267+10 50 21 127 2 .26L
)9380-3915 1.3 47 267+10 37 24 121 2 .26L
)9385-3924 31.7 12:268+10 68 39 125 2 .87L
)9369-3948 56.4 33 268+10 61 13 127 2 .25L
)9396-3618 40,8 15 267+11 81 1 122 2 .27
)9399-3955 57,8 22 268+10 75 8 _122 3 .25L
)9403-3937 18.2 11 268+10 15 12 1 3 .25L
)9405-3808 35.3 5 267+ 11 59 13 122 2 .25L
)9408-3959 53.1 141268+10 27 8 124 3 .50
)9412-3715 13.8 33267+12 34 7 122 2 3.26
)9413-3746 23,3 43 267+11 57 8 121 2 .47
)9415-3721 34,9 39 267+12 35 8 1119' 2 ,91
)9417-3740 46.6 13 267+12 54 8 121 2 .58
)9418-3925 53.1 12 268+10 53 8 126 3 .25L
)9422-3618 15.4 34267+11 62 14 119 2 .26
)9428-3952 50.3 39 269+ 10 52 25 122 2 .46L
)9429-3723 57.0 46;267+12 62 32 120! 2 .25L
)9433-3632 21.9 6 266+13 46 23 121 ! 2 .30L
)9436 3725 36.4 10 267+12 121 27 119 2 1.21L
)9438--3627 51.5 31 266+13 107 28 120 2 .25L
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Color Co.coted)






































































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
V L
IOD am Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
2,10L B BG L
2.64L D J BB
1.00L BD AB
1.44L C BH








1.86 C L B
5,10L B BB
1.63L C B KC
1.02L C B I
1,25 D MF





















1.26L CC ,AAH 3 1600000000
3.58L C G A A 2480100208
2.28 C C E C 6500000020
1,06L B B D 3600100000
1.74L C O H 7500000000
1,12L BC AB 2 3602100000
1,01L BC ABK 0 1500001000
1,08L CC BBL 0 2600001000
2,06 C D H E 8500000330
1,98 C F C 7500000000
3.90 CC DKGB 5500000300
1.10L BR AA H 1 5601000200
1.04 D L D 66OOO0OOOO
2.30 D C 2500000000
2.07 C C H C R 3500000000
1.27[ C B 2600000000
1.14L CF ABE 6:3600000000
1.71 C F HC 5500000000
1.28L BCE AAF 0 i 1601000000
1.00L CE BB 0 i, 5600001000
1.50L CD AE 01 4600000000
1.04L BBD AAA 9 4600000000 29
1.77L C B H I 2600000000
1.81L BC AAFI 0 3500000000
1.30L BC ABL 0 1601000000
2.76 DC FAA 2500000210
1,58L C DG 3500000000
1,77L CE ABM 0 2600000000
1,11L C BI N 2601000000
1,24L CC BA 0 0600011000
1,27 F EF C 3600000100
AB G 0 240000000013.77L B F
1.00L B F A C 0 3600000000
1.23L BE BD 0 1600001000
2.08L C AGMF 4500000000
1.09L D BJ 5500000000
1,16L C CI H 3600000000
1,52L D GC 2500100000
2,69 CC CBC 2400100000
1.08L C O 1501000000
1.61 C C 3500000110
1.45 D G 7601000110
1.00L C B I 2600000000
1.56 E J C 8600000000







1.31 C D I B
1.02L C CK
6.44 ECD FCAA
1.77 D L I G
2.93 D E E
1.22L C CG
1.87 C KHD
1.67 D L C
2.74 C HLFB
8.57L C CE
1.73 D I E B
2.50 D I GC
1.96 F G KG
2.62L D BC
1.61L C D L
2.32 C GGB
2.30 CD LDB






1.64 C F FC
1.66L F E G
2.98 C F E E
1,85 C F
1.53 C F E








































S 2 # T Name Type
1 13 200251 K2
1 13 200255 K5
C 1 32 X0918-347
C 1 32 X0918-347
1 14 372- G 16 Sb
2 14 433- G 15 Sb
2 13=200274 K2
1 13 200275 K0
1 14 372- G 19 Sb
1 16 04468
8 1 14 433- G 16 Sb
1 13 200287 K2
1 13 200288 K0
1 13 200291 K5
C 1 32 X0920-302
4 3 14 433- G 17 Sc
4
I 14 372-G? 20 ..
1 16 04481
13 200334 K2






































1 13 200450K5 27 86
2 14 434- G 11S. 2
8 1 32 X0930-335 36 8
1 13 200477 K2 24 92
1 13 200486 K5 8 80
2 14 373- G 8 Ir 8
C 1 32 X0931=308 32 12
1 13 200505 K0 14 73
C
C
1 16 04593 56 145
1 13 200663 M0 5 88
6






a ,$, Coords SMJ SMN 8 O
ham. , 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
0.2 3 267+13 39 26 120 2
09440- 3639 7,309441-3746 2 267+12 90 28 126 2
09443--3952 Z0,2i30 269+10 98 20 120 2
09447--3937 45.71 47 269+10 67 27 121 2
09447-3815 47.033268+11 32 27 123 3
09448-3605 $8,6' 42 266+13 30 10 121 2
09451-3838 7,9 40268+11 32 8 124 3
09454-3606 28.5 35266+13 41 9 119 2
09454-3815 28.9 44 268+12 36 18 120 3
99454-3757 29A 20 268+12 34 3 124 3
09457-3652 45.5 7 267+13 50 23 123 2
09462-3825 12.3 9 268+12 37 32 120 2
09463-3724 21.9 6 267+12 17 3 121 3
09464-3900 27,8 52 269+11 36 27 117 2
09464-3826 29,6 30 268+12 86 40 121 2
09465-3710 32,6 40 267+13 31 11 123 3
99465--3539 35.0 27 266+14 80 13 119 2
09466-3545 38,4 36 266+14 95 28 121 2
09466-3619 40.7 35 i267+13 45 8 119 2
09470--3920 0,7 27 1269+11 48 11 122 2
99473 3657 22.7 17 267+13 12 4 1 3
09474--3541 25.5 1 266+14 64 31 119 2
09475-3701 31,7 6 267+13 43 8 121 3
09477-3601 42_5 53 267+14 43 9 120 2
09477-3847 46.1 47 269+11 49 16 120 2
09480-3929 0.9 26 269+11 76 13 120 3
09485-3524 30.2 29 266+14 68 34 118 2
09489-3929 57.3 55 269+11 54 15 121 2
09493-3629 19.0 12 267+13 20 9 122 3
09493-3721 19A 53 268+13 24 15 127 3
09494-3540 24.7 13 267+14 30 8 119 2
09494-3926 28.7 57269+11 34 8 123 2
09495 3711 30,8 43 268+13 45 21 122 3
09495-3643 32,2 7267+13 57 34 125 2
09496-3836 37,7 18269+12 58 28 124 2
09499-3729 59,4 56268+13 39 17 122 3
09507-3922 43,7 28 269+11 75 28 121 2
09507-3641 44.7 6 268+13 62 32 125 2
09507-3625 44,9 7 267+14 28 4 124 3
09509-3543 55,3 56 267+14 20 5 121 3
09509--3835 56,4 30_269+12 75 29 119 2
09518-3850 49,6 19 269+12 90 26 122 2
09522-3259 13,5 33 265+16 60 14 118 2
09524-3524 25.4 34 267+15 97 20 121 2
09529-3254 58.0 5 265+17 24 7 121 2
09529-3258 58.2 24 266+17 50 9 120 2
09529-3455 58.3 20 267+15 75 11 119 2
09529-3307 59,8 23 266+16 87 12 121 2
09530-3636 0,4 16 268+14 20 11 121 ! 2
09530 3327 1.4 25 266+16 73 10:120 2
99531-3532 7.3 35 267+15 60 15 1123 3
99534-3936 25.7 23 270+12 100 37 124 2
09535-3220 35.4 57 265+17 40 8 118 2
09536-3558 40.5 34 268+14 62 30 124 2
09537-3314 45,1 53 266+16 65 14 120 2
09539-3919 569 14 270+12 60 12 123 2
09541-3816 9,6 11 269+13 29 3 120 2
09542-3251 12.0 53 266+17 38 9 119 2
09542 3539 12_9 7 268+15 77 24 124 2
09542-3200 14,3 25 265+17 35 7 119 2
09544-3310 24.1 48 266+17 39 5 118 2
09545-3137 33.3 40 265+18 41 13 119 2
09545-3542 35,0 27 268+15 30 20 132 2
09546-3844 36,7 59 270+12 51 18 122 2
09547-3919 43.9 11 270+12 69 13 1123 2
09547-3720 44,4 10 269+13 83 30120 2
99548 3543 51,0 11 268+15 19 4 117 3
09552-3211 17.4 56 265+17 36 9 119 2
09555 3717 35,6 10 269+14 49 12 123 2
09556-3840 36.1 42 270+12 98 36 122 2
09557-3527 43,5 21 268+15 25 _ 20 121 3
09557-3907 44,1 27 270+12 421 10 123 2
09558-3919 49.9 52 270+12 65 _ 9 121 2
09558-3708 50.6 47 269+14 64 16 122 2
09559-3731 54.9 24 269+13 58 15 120 2
99560-3955 0.5 44 271+12 60 27 122 2
09560 3754 3.3 24 269+13 54 20 120 2
09561 3442 103 19 267+16 52 8 120 3
09562-3934 12.140 270+12 66 11 122 2
09562 3110 17.424 265+18 51 15 116 2
09567-3538 42,7 59 268+15 30 8 119 3
09568-3736 53,(_ 38 269+13 48 8 121 2
09569-3436 56,1_ 42 267+16 61 14 119 3
09570-3326 4.E 20 267+17 37 10 120 2
09571 3136 10,4 5 265+18 49 9 117 2
09573-3855 21.(_ 20 270+13 50 11 121 2
09573-3841 22,'/ 58 270+13 95 21 122 2
09574-3058 293 34 265+19' 45 14 129 2
09577-3106 43.3 34 265+19 38 7 118 2
09577-3950 44,5 3 271+12 51 10 122 2
09578-3118 51,8 45 265+19 30 5 118 2
09578-3604 53.0 24 268+15 75 7 116 2
09579 3359 54.2 18 267+16 26 9 120 3
09582-3837 17.6 17 270+13 39 35 118 2
09584 3309 25.2 56267+17 45 10 117 2
09584 3550 28,8 51 268+15 48 8 118 3
09588 3444 49,0 17 268+16 55 8 117 3
09589 3934 58.7 54 271+12 33 4 122 2
09589 3423 59.1 17 267+16 26 8 118 3
09590 3908 0,7 20 271+13 84 11 123 2
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2;
Flux Density
(N_ Color Cecrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 1(30 _m Flux
(Jansky) Un_
.25L ,25L .40L 2.76 C
,25L ,51L .40L 1.53 C
,25L .25L ,50L 1.59 C
,25L ,25L .48L 2.12 C
,25LI .50L .40L 1.64 C
,53 ,25L .40L 1.31LIC
.54 ,25L .4OL 1.43L B
,53 ,32L ,40L L31L D
,25L ,25L A0L 1.75 C
1,50 .35 .40L 1.08L BD
.25Li .25L .49L 2.29 D
,26L .69L .40L 1.38 D
1.76 .42 .40L 4.42L BC
.25L .25L .46L 2.60 D
,25L .25L ,40L 2.13 D
,33L .25L .60 1.69L B
.25L_ .25L .64 1.04L E
,25L; .25L .40L 1.46 C
,31 .25L .40L 1,38L C
.30 .25L ,47L 6.31L C
2,75 .70 .40L 2.44: BC C
.25L ,30L .49L 2.99 C
,47 .25L .40L 4,16L B
1.06 .32: .4OL 1.16L B D
.28L ,25L .58 1,77L C
.27L ,25L ,50 4,51L D
.29L .25L ,40L 1,43 D
.25L ,25L .47L 2,22 D
.57 .20: ,40L 1,02L BD
,25Li ,25L ,40L 2,94 E
.49 .25L ,40L 1,18L C
.43 .25L ,40L 1,10L B
,25L ,25L .40L 1,69 D
,46L .25L ,40L 1,91 D
1,15L_ .25L .40L 1.89 E
,30L ,25L ,40L 2,11 D
.5OL .25L .40L 1.85 E
.25L .25L .40L 1.55 F
1,69 .81 .40L 1,02L B C
1.98 .56 .40L 1,0OL B C
.25L .25L ,40L 1.33 E
.25L ,32L .40L 1.57 C
.46L ,25L .79 1.45L C
,25L 1,21L .51L 1,44 D
,29L ,35 4.25 11.26 F DE
,42L .18; 2.09 3.81: ECF
.45 .25L .4OL 1.28L C
.34 .25L .40L 1.13L C
,21 .25L .40L 1.74L C
.42 .25L .40L 1.20L C
.25L .25L ,40L 2.60 D
.28L .25L .47L 1.14 C
.49 .68L .52L 1,60L E
.26L ,56L .55L 1.25 F
.36 5.02L .40L 1.24L C
,42 .25L .40L 1.54L C
1.58 .35 .40L 1.46L BD
1D6 .61 .4OL 1.00L BC
.40L .25L .80L 1.06 F
5.86 1,87: ,49L 1.00L BC
2,77 ,59 .72L 1,00L BC
,25L ,25L _72 2.43 CC
,25L .28L ,40L 1.22 D
.25L .25L .42L 3.80 D
.36L .25L .87 1.71L C
.25L .59L 71.97L 1.36 C
9.83 4,33 ,71 1,47L B B B
.41 ,25L ,40L 1,89L C
.57L ,25L ,60 1.12L C
.30L ,55L .40L 1,91 C
.25L ,25L .40L 1.78 F
1.10L .71L 1,89 3.91 CC
.58 .25L .40L 1,00L C
.36L .25L .64 2.93L C
.82L ,25L .53 1,19L D
.25L .25L .40L 2.15 C
,92L .25L .36 1.31L D
.44 25L .40L 1.00L C
,48 .25L .40L 1.O4L C
.25L ,25L .69 1.50 C F
.70 ,18: .40L 4.76L B D
.44 .25L .40L 1.15L C
.29L .25L .56 1,26L C
1.11 .30 .40L 1.02L B D
.63 .25L .40L 1.25L C
.68 .29 .44L 2.39L E F
,36L .25L .40L 1.76 C
.30L .28 .32: 1.03L DD
1,73 .45 .40L 1.00L BC
.26L .26L .92 2,57L C
.39 85 7.97 17.52 DCCC
.53 .31L .54L 1.00L C
,25L .25L 1.50 2.77 BC
.25L .63L ,40L 1.96 F
.46 .26L ,46L 1.45: C E
.50 .27L ,40L 3.94L E
.36 .23: ,40L 1.00L B E
1.40 .58 .40L 4.30L B C
.65 ,25L .40L 1.00L B
.30 .25L .40L 1,50L C
Flags
V L C
( orr A Confusion R S A
(oef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep













374- G 10 Sc









435- G 11 a:





316- G 12 Sa
435- G 26 Sc





































Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m 25 /_m 60 _m
ham o 8, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
)9590-3803 3.8 18 270+13 29 1 122 2 .25L .33L 1.23
)9592-3527 15.9 9 268+15 58 9 121 2 .46 .34L .40L
)9593-3750 22.9 57 270+14 34 7 121 2 4.13 1.21 .40L
)9594-3925 26.6 6271+12 17 5 123 2 1.56 .58 .40L
)9596-3427 36.8 19 268+16 89 23 119 3 .36L .25L .40L
)9598 3538 53.2 19 268+15 29 22 119 3 .25L .25L .40L
)9599-3301 54.7 55 267+17 22 4 118 3 1.25 .44 .40L
10000-3952 2.1 55 271+12 30 15 120 2 .38L .25L .82
10002-3855 13.4 5 271+13 65 10 124 2 .33 ,25L .40L
10002-3546 14.6 1 269+15 46 8 120 2 .43 .41L .40L
10004-3645 29.0 41 269+15 64 10 123 2 .68 .25L .40L
10005-3020 36.1 11 265+20 36 5 118 2 1.40 .35 1.02L
10009-3910 57.9 45 271+13 45 8 121 2 .77 .34L .40L
10009-3404 58.2 31 268+17 28 8 119 4 .49 .25L .40L
10010-3946 0.3 20 271+12 43 5 119 2 1.21 .53 .40L
10011-3651 6.6 24 269+15 36 9 123 2 1.14 .33: .40L
10011 3040 8.1 38 265+19 66 10 117 2 1.09 .33: .40L
10011-3835 9.8 39 271+13 50 12 122 2 .25L .37L .65
10011-3259 10.9 41 267+18 33 5 19 3 1.43 .31 .40L
10012-3342 17.9 33 267+17 31 10 120 3 .25L .25L .59
10013-3613 19.7 42 269+15 97 22 123 2 .24: .75L .40L
10013-3336 23.3 45 267+17 33 3 119 3 1.38 .38 .40L
10016-3902 38.1 11 271+13 23 4 121 2 3.36 .84 .40L
10016-3701 40.7 36 270+15 50 10 121 2 .85 .27L .40L
10017-3434 46.0 2 268+16 43 12 19 2 .25L .25L .63
10020-3107 1.9 16 266+19 56 13 119 2 .25L .25/ .92
10021-3406 11.2 47 268+17 38 11 117 2 .25L .25L 1.49
10022-3943 16.9 57 271+12 36 5 119 2 2.13 .55 .40L
10023-3104 22.5 29 266+19 91 14 118 2 .48L .25L .82
10024-3705 24.4 32 270+15 38 11 121 2 .25L .20: 1.29
10024-3526 25.7 42 269+16 41 10 121 2 .50 ,25L .40L
10027-3154 46.3 25 267+19 95 25 18 2 .25L .25L .40L
10029-3033 54.8 16 266+20 70 27 18 2 .25L .69L .40L
10030-3608 4.6 22 269+15 45 6 123 2 1.41 .29: .40L
10031-3358 9.0 24 268+17 25 1 120 2 .31L .25L 1.17
10032-3438 15.7 24 268+17 34 7 119 2 1.08 .30L .40L
10033-3757 18.2 26 270+14 83 1 123 2 .40 .60L .40L
10034-3753 28.6 46 270+14 69 17 120 2 .59L .25L .57
10034-3650 29.1 42 270+15 84 19 122 2 .91L .25L .36:
10035-3901 30.7 32 271+13 48 30 117 2 .25L .25L .40L
10035-3038 30.9 52 266+20 45 8 119 2 .86 .29L .40L
10035-3926 35.6 20 271+13 33 27 122 2 .27L .25L .40L
10036-3533 36.8 12 269+16 36 10 122 2 .43 .25L .40L
10037-3108 47.2 23 266+19 72 10 117 2 .30 .25L .40L
10039-3338 54.8 43 268+17 24 7 118 2 .29 1.17 9.20
10039-3157 58.3 45 267+19 49 10 10 2 .40L .25L .36
10041 3826 11.6 26 271+14 30 3 121 2 2.40 .86 .40L
10042-3147 15.9 50 267+19 44 11 119 3 .25L .25L .70
10042-3238 16.4 28 267+18 33 17 = 121 3 .25L .25L .41
10047-3113 42.2 54 266+19 47 30 _ 117 2 .25L .25L .51L
10048-3921 51.0 23 272+13 56 10 120 2 .37L .25L .83
10048-3311 52.7 29 268+18 52 8 118 2 .38L .43L .48
10049 3828 56,7 42 271+14 55 10 121 2 .30 .25L .40L
10051-3947 7.2 2 272+13 23 8 120 2 1,06 .37L .40L
10051-3625 9.8 26 270+15 74 12 120 2 .51 .25L .40L
10053--3030 20.6 1 266+20 45 10 117 2 .40 .35L .40L
10057-3937 44.4 42 272+13 99 30 119 2 .25L .51L .40L
10057--3343 46.5 25 268+18 27 6 118 2 .25L .42 2.5810056-3957 48.1 28 272+13 45 2_ 120 c! .25L .28L .64L
10058-3124 48.4 59 267+19 24 5 119 4 8.87 5.85 .77
10058-3705 53.7 29 270+15 63 8 120 2 1.11 .25L .40L
10059 3938 58.6 46 272+13 40 6 122 2 1.18 .33: 1.47L
10061-3726 8.2 10 271+15 80 10 122 2 .37 .25L .40L
10061 3109 8.7i45 267+20 48 22 117 2 .25L .25L .40L
10066-3009 41.2 2 266+21 55 11 117 2 .54L .29L .69
10067-3641 47.3 9 270+15 41 8 120 2 4.21 1.57 .47L
10069-3809 56.1 52 271+14 33 12 119 2 .25L .25L 1.06
10070-3737 4.3 35 271+15 28 4 120 2 1.64 .48 .40L
10073-3948 18.8 8 272+13 26 7 120 2 3,09 .82 .40L
10073-9536 22.4 47 270+16 49 8 121 2 .58 .29L .4OL
10074-3135 25.8 4 267+20 48 20 117 3 .25L .25L .40L
10077-3022 47.(3 37 266+21 38 24 119 3 .25L .25L .40L
10078-3930 53.2 20 272+13 33 6 122 2 2.00 .79 .40L
10079-3039 58.7 14 267+20 46 8 118 3 .53 .27L .40L
10082-3747 12.4 5 271+15 33 12 120 2 .99L .25L .95:
10083-3617 197!25 270+16 95 11 117 2 .32 .25L .43L
10083--3353 20.8' 60 269+ 18 43 6 122 2 1.44 .34 .40L
10085-3129 32.5 13 267+20 33 15 1193 .25L .25L .4OL
10086--3344 38.7 28 269+18 58 9 121 ' 2 .56 .26L .40L
10089-3048 59.3 18267+20 38 23 117 2 ,25L .53L .40L
10090-3030 4.7 32 267+21 45 10 119 3 .25L .58L .46
10091-3148 6.2 33 268+20 44 11 119 2 .48 .25L .40L
10092-3455 12.0 29 270+17 53 121 2 1.04 .30: .40L
10093-3632 19.0 55 271+16 53 9 119 2 .35 .25L .40L
10094 3123 26.8 47 267+20 49 10 118 2 .25L .38L 1.20
10096-3058 38.1 55 267+20 46 8 118, 3 .52 .25L .40L
10096-3127 41.2 55 267+20 84 31 121 2 .25L .25L .40L
10096-3504 41.3 36270+17 36 6 120 2 24.12 8.01 1.86
10097-3220 45.9 9 268+19 39 7 19 2 14.14 4.81 .67
10097-3912 47.6 34 269+19 37 7 121 2 1.30 .38 .40L
10098-3944 48.9 48 273+13 44 9 121 2 .52 .33L .40L
10099-3838 58.7 22 272+14 52 13_121 2 .25L .25L .79
10099-3229 59.4 28 268+19 25 7 118 2 2.00 .54 .40L
10100-3806 5.6 18 272+15 33 10 121 2 .45 .25L 1.04L
10102-3226 13.1 39 268+19 58 9 119 2 .93 .25L .40L
10104-3428 26.4 57 270+18 68 15 121 2 .38L .25L .54
10104--3903 27.9 59 272+14 39 7 120 2 1.12 .64 .40L
10105--3216 35.7 2 268+19 40 8 119 2 .69 .35L .40L
10106-3318 38.6 33 269+19 64 ! 14 119 2: .64L .29L .73:
10106-3845 39.8 40 272+14 98 21 122 2 .25L .25L .40L
Flux Density Flags
V L C
100 /.tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.18 CC BBB 4400000100
4.00L E DH 9300000008
1.36L BC AA H 0 4400001100
1.17L BC AA 0 3500000000
1.45 C N I C 2600000000
1.73 D CC 4501000128
1.00L BC AA 4 2600000000
1.15: DD BD 7600000008
2.06L F D 8500000000
5.05L C DF 3400000008
1.00L D BB 1600000000
1.00L CC ADF 2 2400001000
2.14L B BI L 5500000000
1.18L B B J 2600000000
3.60L BC AA 2 6500000008
1.00L CD AA 0 1500000000
1.40L CD AC 0 3400000000
1.79: CD I BB
1.00L BD AB
2.17 CB AA








1.42L C B F
2.89 ECC HAB
1.26L F C
2.13 C M D






















1.35 FC J FB
1,39 C G
1.15L C BH
2.84 C M ND
1.00L E C
1,00L D B











8.81 CCCC BAAA 0 1300000100
1.67L D DE 1501000000
1.79L BC AB J 0 3500001000
1.50 CC HCC
1.16 DD LEB
1.45 C L E
1.13L C BG
1.26L C I EDE
1.34L C F
















2.33 C KGE 4500000020
1.12L BBC AABE 0! 3600000200
1.15L D AF 1500000000
1,97L BD ABHH 0 9500100000
1.23L C B 1400000000
1.11 D B 4500000100
2.02 CD LI BA 4400000100
1.00L CC _.AD 0 2401000000
3.65 CC DHBA 1300000000
1.16L BD ACJC 0 2500000000
1.15L BC AA
1.00L B S F
1.77 F GGC
1.61 C J I C
1.03L,BC AB
1.00L E BF
2.02 DC L BB
1.10L F E
1.08L BD AC



















1.00L F D A B F 3 0500000000
1.09L C CK 1400000000
3.99 CC GBBA 4600000000
1.00L B BC 7500010000
1.61 F I F 4680000000
1.08 BBCC AAAC 0 1500000000























Declination: - 40 °-- 30*
Associations
_p
Name Ty_ (") Ma8
I 13 200970 36 91
2 13 200972 MB 5 92
1 16 04709 31 128
1 14 374- G 20 SC 74
2 13 200989 K5 10 87
1 13 200992 14 91
2 13 200994 K0 3 65
2 13 201002 K0 13 75
1 39 PKS1001-306 110 2700
1 14, 316- G 20 Sa 10
2 131 201005 K0 6 67
1 14 374- G 26 Sb 3
2 13 201009 K5 3 67
1 14 374- G 27 Sc 15
2 14 435- G 34 Sb 18
8
3 13 201020 K0 2 63
1 14 374- G28Sa 11
1 13 201023 K5 8 92
C 1 32 X1002-318 52 12
3 13 201037 K0 8 62
1 14 374-- G 29 S 27
2 13 201039 K0 8 65
1 14 374-- G 30 St) 13
2 ! 13 201045 K0 2 66
4 1 32 X1003-394 86 4
2 13 201048 K5 3 85
1 14 374-1G 32 2? 26 149
1 40 M3/4 (111) 3 25 112
1 40 K3 III 2 24 104
1 2 13 201073 K5 12 83
3 13 201081 K0 23 63
2 14 435- G46Sa 5
2 14 316-1G 32 S( 12 135
3 13 201109 GO 17 62
8
2 13 201122 K2 18 75
1 14 316-- G 40SO 6
1 16 04766 47 125
1 13 201125 K2 5 95
8 1 32 X1008-314 38 8
1 13 201132 K5 18 88
2 13 201145 K5 15 8_
2 13 201147 K2 19 7E
2 14 435- G 51 Sc 16
1 13 201154 22 101
3 13 201156N0 6 7(
1 4 TMSS-30160 58 2_
2 13 201157 K5 2 9(
2 13 201158 K0 7E
1 14 316- G 47 Sb 19
2 13 201167 K0 17 7:
14 374- G 42Sc 18
2 13 201178 K0 6 7(






6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 90 12 _ma
h m. . , (s) () 1 b (') (") (') N
10107-3730 42.C 58 271+15 21 9 119 2
10115-3436 31.7 38 270+18 97 15 120 2
10116-3255 38.5 51 269+19 27 7 120 2
10120-3905 2.9 37 273+14 40 8 120 2
10120-3328 3.(] 26 269+19 27 7 121 2
10120-3851 4.1 17 272+14 19 9 120 2
10121-3132 8.8 37 268+20 67 23 118 2
10121-3837 10.2 19 272+14 62 14 124 2
10121--3754 10,3 14 272+15 39 9 121 2
10123--3454 21,(] 31 270+18[ 99 34 118 2
10123--3139 24,0 59 268+20 119 27 118 2
10125-3405 31,1 25 270+18 55 12 121 2
10125--3348 32,6 45 269+18 55 13 121 2
10126-3551 36,5 17 271+17 52 11 119 2
10126-3241 38,2119 269+19 56 8 120 2
10126-3756 36.322 272+15 43 9 122 2
10131-3239 6,3 23 269+19 125 38 119 2
10131-3616 9.3 5 271+17 29 8 119 2
10132-3116 14,3 32 268+21 90 15 119 2
10132-3154 15.0 20 268+20 56 40 116 2
10133-3513 21.4 47 270+17 54' 9 120 2
10134-3810 24.4 12 272+15 95 27 120 2
10134-3113 26.6 52 268+21 60 12 120 2
10135-3155 35.3 32 268+20 25 6 120 2
10136-3043 40.6 0 268+21 40 6 120 2
10139-3045 54,9 28 268+21 44 7 120 2
10140-3717 0,5 22 272+16 43 9 121 2
10140-3836 2.3 16 273+15 38 35 118 2
10140-3318 5,3 57 269+19 38 7 119 2
10141-3639 11,2 39 271+16 59 11 119 2
10148-3839 48,6 1 273+15 40 23 123 2
10148--3124 53.4 30 268+21 66 12 120 2
10150--3135 1,7 18 269+21 75 33 117 2
10151--3409 9,6 54 270+18 32 8 117 2
10151--3932 11,4 47 273+14 33 5 19 2
10153-3736 20,7 24272+16 45 8 19 2
10154--3803 29.8 44273+15 41 9 120 2
10156--3340 36.4 14 270+19 74 15 118' 2
10157--3735 42.9 14 272+16 72 10 119 2
10157-3214 46.4 17 269+20 83 18 120 2
10158-3547 53,2 25 271+17 48 8 118 2
10163--3217 22.7 14269+20 42 5 119 2
10164--3633 25.9 15272+17 54 3 119 2
10166-3810 38,7 15273+15 10 6 118 2
10167-3609 44.8 11272+17 85 14 120 2
10168-3725 49,2 13[272+16 51 16 1119
10178-3929 52,5 58274+14_ 42 6 118 2
10179-3120 58.5 131269+21 84 12 120 2
10182--3537 16,8 201272+18 43 11 119 2
10183--3906 18A 1 _274+15 21 7 118 2
10183--3133 18.2 44 269+21 46 8 120 2
10185-3322 33,1 36 270+20 75 10 120 2
10187-3742 43.7 14 273+16 33 4 120 2
10189--3432 54.8 10 271+19 26 6 117 2
10192-3424 16.5 12 271+19 68 8 117 2
10193-3400 20_2 54 271+19 31 7 116 2
10195--3330 32.7 29 271+20 56 12 119 2
10195-3308 33.4 30 270+20 35 6 119 2
10198-3755 52.7 36 273+16 45 5 117 2
10199-3440 55,6 51 271+19 42 16 118 2
10200--3206 5.6 17 270+21 44 16 117 2
10201-3601 11,5 54 272+18 40 10 118 2
10202-3252 14.1 33 270+20 42 19 118 2
10202--3023 15.5 36 269+22 44 7 118 2
10203-3844 19.1 55 274+15 58 8 118 2
10204--3939 29,3 311274+15 51 19 119 2
10206--3610 36,2 14i272+17 55 9 119 2
10208-3217 48,4 56270+21 67 8 118 2
10208-3654 50,6 48274+15 37 13 1191 2
10211--3258 6,1 56;270+20 92 27 118 2
10212--3745 17,1 21 273+16 46 11 1201 2
10214-3534 27,5 30 272+18 47 10 1181 2
10215--3001 31,5 49 269+23 77 10 118 2
10220--3213 0.0 44 270+21 40 11 119 2
10223--3601 18,6 11 273+18 45 14 119 2
10223--3314 23,8 7 271+20 40 8 18 2
10223-3202 24,0 50 270+21 86 29 117 2
10225--3903 31,5 12 274+15 38 6 118 2
10225--3304 34,5 29 271+20 67 37 120 2
10226--3412 40,7 20 272+19 42 28 118 2
10230-3449 1,1 17 272+19 29 6 17 2
10231-3524 10,0 52 272+18 42 6 120 2
10232-3934 17,3 19 275+15 34 6 119 2
10233-3149 19.7 40 270+21 69 21 120 2
10234-3231 27.6 1 271+21 100 33 118 2
10236-3936 41.3 5 275+15 65 9 121 2
10236-3238 41.9 45 271+21 44 14 120 2
10237-3035 46,4 43 270+22 73 10 118 2
10237-3832 47,7 32 274+16 44 10 117 2
10240-3815 1,0 18 274+16 27 6 117 2
10240-3800 1.1 60 274+16 24 10 119 2
10240-3442 4,9 18 272+19 33 11 117 2
10242-3853 16.8 24 275+16 48 9 119 2
10243-3426 19,7 45 272+19 32 6 118 2
10248-3558 49,6 30 273+18 27 6 118 2
10248-3048 50,1 37 270+22 19 7 116 2
10249-3657 56.6 28 274+ 17 44 5 ! 116 2
10250-3337 6,0 21 272+20 40 8 117 2
10255-3944 31.1 48 275+15 33 11 121 2
10256-3258 40.5 9 271+21 35 9 116 2
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion 2S I
Uncs Coef R Flags* S ] # T
1.OOL BF AC 0 2500000000 _
1.46 L O B C 150O00O20O
1.00L CBD AAAE 0 2500000000
1.06L BD AC 0 5701000000
1.00L BE AAJ 0 3500000000
1,33L C BJ 350OOOOOO0
1.64 C GHC 9600000000
1.34: C [J BM F 3500000000
1,00L B AB 35OOOOOOO0
1,29 F J GC 1500000110
1.34 C D 9600000000
1.95 CC BA 1400000100
2.78 DC CBA
1.00L C B D




















1.01L BC AAE I 6600100120
1.OOL BCF AAG 0 0500100000
1.04L D ADF 0500100000
1.00L C D A B 1 0500000000
1.88 F F MG 5600000240
5.78 FCD£_ HAAA 0 0300000000
1.00L C A O5OOO00000
2.12 E L J D 9501000340
1.75L C ECF 4500000000
1,19 C C 5600000000
1.00L D BC 0600000000
1.01: BC F AB H 0 2600000000
2.61L D B G 0500110000
1.16L C BE H 2500000000
1.39L C CH 1400000100
1.00L F BE O600110000
1.08L O F F 1400000000
1.15L C BF 0600000000
1.00L B D A B 1 0400000000
1.15L BD AB K 0 0401000000
1,00L C E 3600000000
1.00L C D 0600000000
1.01L C DD 0500000000
1,00L BC AA 5 2600000000
1.08L C D 0500000000
1,10L D BDL 0600000000
5.07 DCC MDAA 5400010100
1.03L C B 0500000000
1.17L C AE 1500000000
1.00L BD ABG 3 1500000000
1.83 DDC£ AAAB 9 0600000000 28
1.34L E C 0600000000
14.66 DD r" GDBA 0200012100
1.41 CC BC 160OOOOOO0
1.00L BC AAFH 0 3600000000
1.00L BF AD 0 1600000000
1.33L C B E 0700000000
1.32L C C E 0400000000
3.45 CC KAA 0400000000
3.75 C J HC 3301000020
1.00L BC IAB 0 0501000000
1.40L C !BN M 5500000000







2.10L C BK M
















24.55 CCC r CAAA 0 2200001000
1.60 F G 6400000110
1.16 E K D 1600000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0501000000
1.00L BCD AAAC 0 0500000000
6.04 DCE LGAA 1300000000
2.54 £ GC 3480000010
1.36 r E 3400000010
6.13L C [C 1300000008
1.59 CC ; BB 3500000000
1.38L C D 3500000000
1.00L CD BB 1 1600000000
1.00L BCC AAC 0 1600000000
1.00L CC BB 0 1600002000
2.29 CC MBA 1400000000
1.36L D BD 1500000000
1.00L BD AA 0 1500000000
5.34 FCC CAA 1400000000
1_86 BBCE AACB 0 1500000100 18
1.00L BC AAC 2 0500000000
4.12 CC FJAA 2300000000
3.48 CE EAA 0400110108
1.00L BCC AAAM 0 1400000000 12
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
4 1 14 374-1G 45 Sp 21
2 13 201195 K5 11 7£
2 16 04792 19 9E
2 13 201196K0 1 6_
1 40 K4 III 2 45 9_
2 13 201199MA 5 9£
1 14 375- G1 Ir
1 14 375- G2Sb
2
8
1 141 317- G 6 S. 8
8
3 131201211 K0 3 62
8 1 32 X1013-319 101 8
2 13 201214 K2 5 77
2 13 201218 K5 6 8(]
8 3 13 201225 MA 6 78
3 4 TMSS-30163 5 27
2 13 201227 17 97
C
2 14 375- G 4 Sb 4
2 13 201229 G5 15 73
C
1 14 436- G 8 S. 13
2 13 201250 K0 2 80
2 13 201253 K5 13 85
1 14 375-1G 6 Sp 17
1 16 04817 26 118
2 13 201265 K5 I 76
3 13 201266K0 4 63
2 13 201273 K5 23 81
1 14 375- G 7SO 10
1 13 201292 K0 41 73
2 13 201296K5 4 85
1 14 317-- G 15 Sa 5
2 13 201297 F8 4 66
2 13 201299 K5 13 85
1 1 V ANT 36 3
2 2 14 375- G 12Sc 12 118
1 13 201315 7 95
2 13 201321 MB 8 91
8 1 32 X1020-328 17 8
1 13 201326 10 95
1 40 M0 Ill 2 6 101
2 13 201336 K5 19 85
2 13 201340K2 39 82
1 14 317- G 19Sa 5
8 1 32 X1021-329 86 8
2 13 201346A3 2_ 53
1 14 375- G 16 SB 14i
2 13 201353K0 4i 80
3 14 436- G 16Sa 13, 136
1 14 375- G 20Sc 9
2 13 201363K5 8 75
8,
1 14 317- G 23Sa 8
1 1 VZ ANT 40 3
2 14 317- G 24 Sb 10 145
2 14 375- G 23 Sb 14
1 I WW ANT 20 3
1 14 375- G 24Sc 29
2 13 201393MB 6 85
1 14 375- G 26Sc 26
5 13 201405 K5 19 43
2 13 201406MB 2 77
1 14 375- G29Sc 13
2 14 317- G 28 Sa 1 152









































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flags Associations
"Confusion
H (Not Color Corrected) V
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm 25 _m 60 tim 100 /tin Flux Corr A Confusion
(s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Unos Coef R Flags*
42.2 41 275+15 56 16 ,121 2 .78L .25L .97 2.98 CF DFBB 0400100108
45.2 45 272+20 59 28 1181 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.09 C D 2480000330
49.7 55 271+22 101 24 119 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.16 C C 3600000000
1.0 56 270+22 65 13 119 2 .25L .25L .58: 2.18 DC CA 6400000000
5.6 40 273+19 45 12 120 2 .25L .25L _72 2.42 CC HCB 2401000200
17.9 57 272+20 72 12 119 2 .31 .25L .40L 1.46L C D 2401000000
21.7 31 275+16 37 8 121 2 .37 .25L .40L 1.00L C BF 0400000000
24.7 56 270+23 31 7 118 2 .48L .56 2.34 3.18 CDC EBAB 4400000000
25.2 1 271+22 64 11 120 2 .30 .25L .40L 1.04L C B 6500000000
27.6 50 275+15 33 5 119 2 1.54 .74 .81L 3.09L SC ABM ' 0 1400000008
31.2 26 270+22 73 15 118 2 .70L .25L .42 1.00L D C 6500100000
36.2 4 271+22 105 31 118 2 .35L .25L .48L 1.08 F CE 6500100000
38_9 16 274+17 57 10 119 2 .53 .25L .40L 1.00L C AEL 0500010000
48.5 37 275+15 36 7 1122 3 .25L .25L 2.27 5.52 CC EAA 0300001108
52.5 15 270+23 45 12 117 2 .25L .27: 1.49 3.66 ECC, CAA 3400001000
9_9 58 270+23 71 34 118 2 .25L .75L .40L 1.36 D M E 4600000030
16.5 5 271+21 54 10 117 2 .88 .30L .40L 1.00L B BB G 0501000000
20.0 5 275+15 26 5 122 3 .31L .41 3.74 6.97 FCD FBAA 0300001008
29.8 36 271+22 25 24 48 2 .69L .53L .41L 1.24 D MC 3580000000
33.7 38 275+17 46 12 120 2 .25L .34: .84 2.22 DCD BBB 2401000130
48.8 60 275+16 27 9 118 2 .70 .33: .40L 1.00L E)C BB 0 4400000000
50.5 13 272+21 67 18 121 2 .25L .43L .40: 1.06 EC CB 2500000000
57.0 29 274+18 39 5 116 2, 3.67 1.36 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 _ 0500000000
57.5 26 271+21 52 10 117 2 .62 .20: .40L 1.00L BF AH 3 0600000000
57.6 46 275+17 49 24 117 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.84 C B 2501100020
3.8 56 272+20 58 14 120 2 .25L .25L .71 1.71 CC GBB 2400000000'
4.3 13 270+23 39' 11 118 2 .33L .28L 1.33 3.54 CC CAA 6400001000
5.6 54 271+23 69 38 117 2 .27L .25L .55L 1.17 E E 4680000230
36.947 274+18 49 13 119 2 .26L .25L 1.15 4.08 CC AA 0300000000
41.5120 273+20 56 8 117 2 .64 .25L .40L 1.00L C BE 3500000000
44.9 30 273+20 64 18 121 2 .25L .25L .50: 1.44 EC BB 1500000000
46.7 21 276+15 75 11 121 2 .77L .25L .38 1.25L E DG 0600000100
58,1 7 272+21 36 9 117 2 .88 .42 .40L 1.00L CD AB 0 0600001000
4.8 46 274+18 20 10 118 2 .64 .37 .40L 1.00L CC BC 0 0500000000
11.417 272+22 53 13 118 2 .28L .25L .69 1.74: CC CC 1501000100
15.0; 16 273+20 51 10 117 2 .58 .26L .40L 1.08L C BD 3401000000
21.7 33 272+21 61 8 117 2 .94 .25: .40L 1.00L EE AF 4 0500000000
23.6 58 276+15 13 4 125 3 .48 .72 6.81 15.11 'BCCD DBAA 1 0300011008
31.5 23 270+24 44 20 115 2 .25L .25L .46L 2.28 D BB i500000150
34.9 39 273+20 38 6 117 2 .88 2.56 6.76 7.68 CCDD AAAA 0 2300000000
35.5 10 276+16 30 12 122i3 .25L .25L 1.39 3.80 CC MCAA 040000000844.7 _273+20 71 9 117 2 .99 .34L .40L 1.00L C AB 1500001000
45.0 13 271+23 33 11 118 2 .84 .28: .40L 1.86L CE BE E 0 3500000000
10.3 51 271+22 72 28 116 2 .25L .25L .67L 1.20 C JC 5600000000
13.9 17 275+17 30 8 118 3 .32 .25L .40L 1.03L C A 2500020000
20.9 40 272+22 53 9 117 2 .99 .28L .40L t.00L B AD 2601000000
36.7 35 274+19 28 3 117 2 1.09 .45L .40L 1.00L F AD 0600001000
1_1 22 275+18 55 14 120 2 .52L .25L .59 1.05L C CE 0500000100
11.5 53 275+17 51 10 119 2 .63 .37L .40L 1.00L C BJ 1400000000
16.9 34 276+15 45 8 125 2 .63 .25L ,40L 1.22L C BE 0600000000
17.0 9 276+16 71 9 125 2 .44 .58L .40L 1.39L C CJ F 0600010000
17.6 56 274+19 69 9 116 2 .34 .25L .40L 1.63L C D 0500000000
36.3 21 271+23 42 26 118 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.94 C C ; 6500000130
43.6 47 274+19 76 14 117 2 .29L .25L .62 1.57L D FCJ ' 0500000100
43.9 20 274+20 67 15 117 2 .41L .25L .63 1.42: CC BC 1500000000
5.7 52 272+22 28 13 12 2 .25L 1.11L .89 2.76 CC MBB 3481000110
14.5 27 273+21 32 31 134 2 .28L .25L .40L 1.37 E K G 1600000020,
58.9 10 276+16 20 4 123 3 167.53 44.81 27.11 21.14 BBCC AABA 0 1240000320
3.1 16 275+18 32 14 120 2, .37L .27L_ .88 1.90 CC DBA 1400000000
16.0 34 275+19 25 6 118 2 7.73 3.77 .50: 1.00L BBC AABF 0 0500000000
2.3 14 276+17 50 13 123 3 .25L .25L .50 1.36L C BC 0400000000
6.227 272+23 39 6 118 2 1.52 .43: .40L 1.25L BD AS 0 3500000000
33.5i17 273+22 50 7 117 2 .44L .29L 1.68 5.84 CD FCAA 1300000000
45.(] 41 274+20 78 15 116 2 .32 .25L .40L 1.27L F G G 4500000010
53.6 9 272+23 28 5 117 2 1.82 .51 .40L 1.12LBD AB H 0 3500010000
,58.7 30 276+18 44 8 122 3 .38L .25L .73 .75: CF HHBC 1400100000
6._] 12 276+17 45 12 125 2 .35 .26L .40L 3.59L F FB L )400010000
11_;. 7 276+17 54 17 126 2 .28L .25L .45 1.73L D DE 0500000000
17.8 11 276+18 30 8 122 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.00L B DF 1400100000
33.4 38,272+24 64 16 118 2 1.04L .25L .47 .95: ED H BE 2500000000
50.2 38 272+24 84 27 118 2 .39L .25L .40L' 1.39 C G C 4500000000
33.1 14 274+21 87 29 119 2 .25L .50L .40L 1.23 E K C 1500000000
53.0 3 272+24 25 8 116 2 .27L .29L 1.82 5.17 DD GEAA 0100000000
55.6 46 277+16 31 6 127 2 3.79 1.80 .61L 1.00L BC AAD 0 1600000000
2.1 9 275+19 69 12 117 2 .59 .25L .40L 3.60L C B L 1400000000
8.0 12 276+18 24 8 119 3 1.12 .34 .40L 1.00L BC AC K 2 1500010000
19.2 47 273+23 43 11 117 2 .67 .35L .40L 1.00L C BC K 0501000000
20.7 46 277+16 87 11 124 2 .42 .45L .40L 1.28L C DM H 2500000000
26.6 19 276+18 32 3 122 3 1.13 .26: .40L 1.00L BD AD 2 1500000000
32.6 30 275+20 37 6 117 2 .40L .35 2.90 7.65 DCC BCAA 0300001000
34.2 5 274+22 36 9 116 2 .93 .32 .40L 1.00L CE BF 0 1600000000
44.5 28 272+25 54 12 117 2 .25L .27L 1.06 2.23 CF FBA '0200100010
47.9 10 274+21 38 6 116 2 1.23 .49 .56L 1.00L CE ABK 0 3600000000
3.5 2 275+19 28 7 119 3 .25L .27: 2.20 6.85 FCC MFAA 0320000000
4.915 273+23 35 22 117 2 .25L .25L _40L 1.67 D GC 2600000110
10.5 22 277+16 81 12 125 2 .37 .25L .40L 1.00L C CM 2400000000
14.7 33 275+21 30 23 117 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.04 E B 1500000000
329 38 275+20 62 9 117 2 .82 .32L .40L 1.16L C BD 0500000000
34.2 14 274+21 34 8 118 2 1.05 .52 .40L 1.00L ED AB 0 1600000000
1.2 28 276+20 58 16 116 2 .86L .25L .34 1.75L C CC 2500000000
28.7 57 276+19 55 17 122 2 .25L .25L .35 1.82L D CF 1500000000
35.9 54'277+18 41 5 125 2 4.44 2_05 .49: 1.00L BCC :AAEM 0 1500000000
41.9 18 276+20 40 8 119 3 .55 .25L .40L 1.11LIE BH 2600000000
44.1 31 276+19 49 18 122 3 .25L .25L .29: 1.54 DB LEC 1500000010
45.8 26278+16 20 5 '125 2 3.76 2.39 .38: 1,00L BBD AAD 0 1500000000
50.3 49 274+22 55 11 118 2 .72 .31L .40L 1.14L C BE 4500000000
29.4 44 276+20 25 6 120 3 .25L .25L .95 5.54 EC N BA 1400100300
45.2 0 276+20 20 11 123 3 .25L .25L .91 3.27 CC, HAA 1480100300
46.6 12 275+21 46 8 119 3 25L .25L .54 1.25L C BG 4600100000
53.3 41 275+21 76 8 117 2 .29 .25L .40L 123L C F J 4400100000
Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 14,317- G 30 Sb 11
4 1 32 X1025-339 97 4
3 14 436- G 25 Sc 8 133
4
2 13 201426 K5 9 83
1 14 436- G 26 SB 6
21
2 14 436- G 27 SO 8
2 14 317- G 34Sc 6
2 14 436- G28Sb 8
2 13 201441 K2 4 73
1 14 317- G 36 SB 1 136
1 14 317- G 38 S( 11
2 13 201455 K5 13 78
14 375- G 47 Sb 9
2 14 436- G 29Sc 10 158
4
2 14 375- G5OSB 1 123
2 "13 201461 K5 9 88
3 "14 175- G51SO 12 139
1 14 317- G 39 S. 15
1 14 436- G 32 SO 10
3 "13 201471K0 10 71
2 13 201472 K2 11 80
1 14 317- G 43Sc 8
2 14 436- G 33 SB 21
4 "14 375- G 55 Sa 15 126
1 14 317- G 45 Sa 6
2 "13 201481 K5 3 90
1 13 201480 11 93
2 13 201491 K0 5 75
1 13 201495 6 86
2 13 201512 K0 22 66
8 32 X1031-306 118 8
14 375- G 64Sa 17,
2 14 436- G 40 Sa 35 1
C 6 13 201533 NB 5 56
14 375- G 69 S( 4
13 201540 G5 6 90
2 "13 201554K5 4 85
2 14 437- G 14 Sb 6
2 13 201564K2 10 85
3 "13 201566K0 2 67
1 40 K31111 20 99
1 14 437- G 18 Sb 18
2 14 437- G 30Sc 30
1 16 04925 9 105
2 13 201598 G5 30 67
i
2 13 201609 K2 24 81
2 13 201610 K2 5 73
2 14 376- G 2Sb 5
2, 13 201615 K0 3 73
2 14 437- G 35 Sb 8
2 14 376- G 4Sc 6
Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
4 13 201631 G5 19 65
1 "41 10389-3605 33 12
1 14 376- G 8 Sb 9
3 "13 201647 K5 16 8G
2 °14'376- G 10 Sc 15
2 13 201651 K2 4 8C
4 4 *14 376- G 13SC 46 12_
4 2 14 376- G 14 S. 26_ 1351 14 376- G 15Sa








































































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
6 C_or_ls SMJ SMN e O 12 .m 25 _m 60 .m 100 .m F'iux C., A Confusion(s) ( ) (") (") ( ) N (Jansky) Uncs C ¢l R Flags*
58.8 52 273+24 65 7 115 2 1.11 .25L .40L 1.10L D AF
6.0 36 273+25 75 8 116 2 .25L .25L .88L 1.98 E C
9.4 55 277+19 40 11 125 2, .35 .33L .40L 1.00L C BJ
14.1 4 276+20 94 18 121 3 .26L .25L 30L 1.97 C M C
17.2 15 273+24 44 8 117 2 1.42 .32 .40L 1.00L BD AC
21.020276+20 64 i 9 119 2J .26 .25L .40L 1.00L C OH
33.62277+18 40111262 .25L .25L 1.01 4.85 CC FB
38.348274+23 511101182 .5.3 .33L .40L 1.00L C CF
39.732274+23 49 I 9 1172 .91 .32 .40L 1.00L BF AE
43.525278+17 24 : 61242 .35L .31L 1.79 3.65 CD FEA
47.9 43 275+22 33 ] 20 6 2i .26L .25LI .56L 3.03 C E
52.5 25 275+21 731 18 123 2 .25L .29L .43L 1.70 C L E
8539274+23281 154 ,4 69L l o LBo46.021274+24 621 11 .63 .25L .40L 1.46L C B
53.412 278+17 28 , 51252 7,77 Z01 .59L 2.42L BC AAH14116278+185819 1242 73 63L 40L 115 c ^,19817275+233618 1162 138 36 l OOLCo,c
35.618274+24 92311172 .25L .25L .40L 1.64 D
40.414276+21 18 _ 121 _ 30.47 14.23 1.92 1.18: BBCD AA A53.4 38 276+21 7011 117 , ,33 ,25L .40L 1.39L C C
2.5 34 273+25 58 15 117 2i .28L .25L .50 1.33 CE O
2.931275+2234 1911521 .25L .29L .54L 1.75 C I D
9.4 27 275+23 40 10 117 2 .80 .34L .40L 1.58L E BC
11.9 55 274+24 46 24 117 21 .25L .26L .59L 1.40 C FE
12.437275+23 42231162! .25L .25L .40L 1.66 C G
21.4 29 277+20 61 13 9 2 .25L .25L = .51 1.25 DD G B
26.9 4 278+17 45 7 124 2 .27L .29L 2.22 7.59 CD FA
35.0 46 277+20 30 7 125 2 1.21 .57 .40L 1,00L CF AA
41.153276+20 40 51232 1.66 ,42 .40L 1.00L BC AB
12.720274+24 37 7 115 2 6.00 1.53 .40L 1.00L BC AA :
17.238277+20 92 121242 32 .26L .40L 1.06L O Bf
43.515274+24 50 12117 2l .26L .25L .92 3.59 CC N ..
51.7 5274+24 75 1511721 1.58L .25L .53 1.42: EO L H
53.818278+18 60' 5 124 2, 1.18 .42L _ ,40L tOOL C AD
4.936275+23 47 31 119 2' .25L .25L .40L 1.28 E
32.6 0275+23 55 10 116 _ .61 .25L .40L 1.25L C BC43.610274+25 45 11 118 .45 .25L .40L 1.00L D DJ
52.021274+25 62 13 117 2 .34L .25L .91 1.78 CC KB
55.142275+24 41 101182 .42L .24: .96 1.70 DCC OA
25.641275+24 63 6 116 2 .85 .27L .40L 1.13L C AB
34.0 21 275+24 51 17 116 2 .43L .35L .58 1.00L C EB
35.813278+18 95 30125 2 .25L .30L .40L 1.51 F J I
6.425276+23 34 10123 2 .34 .25L .40L 1.00L C B
48.1 46 278+19 26 6 124 2 4.54 2.26 .SOL 1.00L BB AAb
52.5 25 278+20 44 6 122 2 39 .36L .40L 1.00L C BC
7.9 38 276+24 57 11 122 2 .30 .25L .40L 1.17L C D
12.717277+222541232 47.34 22.60 3.75 2.01: BBCD AA/_
17.823277+21 56 23 123 2i .74L .33L .43L 1.73 DM,(i
16.311275+258034 _1116 .30L .25L .40L 1.11 D40.5 57 277+21 95 26 123 1.27L .25L .40L 1.35 C F C
49.91279+18278581101252'2' .87 .46L .40L 1.0eL B ACI55.315276+19 123 .43 .28L .40L 1.00L C SK
55.320276+24 56121213 .35L .25L .84 2.79 CC H E
11.936279+18 68 tl 125 _ .57 .25L .40L 1.25L F D
35.0 1276+24 2911121 _i .25L .25L .91 3.00 CC HE
0.6!48279+ 18 71 381242 .35L .25L .40L 1.07 F
5.9 6 279+18 43 10 124 2 .25L .36 1.78 1.38: EDD DE
16.9 4277+22 72 111124 = .62 .25L .40L 1.19L C SG
17.322279+18 47 81242 1.40 .52L .40L 1.11L C AC
18.347280+ 17 27 101232 .88 .29L .40L 1.00L B BC
29.830279+ 18 58 121232 .68 .26L .40L 1.11L D AK
33.949279+19 61 131242 .42L .25L .92: 2.28: DC
35.3127279+19 60 11 1242 .52 .25L .65L 2.06L C C J
43.3123277+22 46 11 1232 .62 .27L 38: 1.58 E DC BFC
48.331276+24 65 191232 .25L .25L .41L 1.56 D E56722280+18 43 12 1232 .27L 28L 140 195 PCJDA
4.9 6 277+23 i 20 5 122 2 1.83 .48 .40L 1,00L BF AB
44,8 41 280+18 51 11 123 2 .41 .37L .40L 1.10L C BB
65. 11 277 +23 99 13 122 2 .34 .25L ,40L 1.56L D D
13.922277+23 83 361232 .42L .25L .40L 1.29 C L
23.C 16 278+21 75 9 123 2 .67 .33L .40L 1.00L C BH
26.150278+21 58 171222 .25L .25L .58: 1.25: DD C
55.124280+18 39 131222 .41 .25L .40L 1.13L C D
6C 26277+23 51 331222 .53L .28L .40L 1.32 C EG
8.546279+20 37 81242 5.51 3.13 .47: 4.63L BCD AAC
!11.359280+ 18 62 131242 .36 .25L .40L 1.00L D D
21._ 54279+20 30 81222 5.59 1.23 .40L 1.00L BC AA
36.936277+24 44 121222 .46L .25L .57 1.89 DE KD
i52655279+21 52 91222 1.08 .43 .40L 1.0OL CD AC
58.9 52 280+18 79 15 123 2 .26L .32L .50 1.02: CC CD
5.8 36 277+24 38 6 122 2 3.65 1.16 .45L 1.43L BC AAH
10.018280+20 56 111222 .64 .27L .40L 1.00L C BF
17.8 16 280+20 71 12 123 2 .36 .25L ,40L 1.09L C C M
41.5 44 1278+23 96 12 123 2 ,32 .25L .40L 1.18L C C
43.6 51 278+23 66 7 122= 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.06L C B
45.417278+24 39 712212 .25L .70 2.12 1.40L CD BA
48.718279+22 41 S 122i 2 2.17 .70 .40L 1.00L DC AA
53.1 201278+24 87 8 122 2 .78 25L .40L 1.86L'C B
55.24i280+19 38 19125; 2 .43L .30L .40L 1.57 C I CB
4.3451 276+26 28 5121! 2 5.03 2.98 .53: 1.00L BCC AAD
101281 40 13 123 2 ,37 25L .40L 1.13L C B7,3 +18
44.510l 280+20 79 211222 .35L .25L .40L 2.00 O H
6.33281+t9 29 71232 5.01 2.42 .48 1.00L BBC AAC
18.0 14 277+25 64 7i 121 2 .54 ,33L .40L 1.00L C BG
31.635277+2546 341 1212 .25L .25L .40L 1.72 C
17.654278+25 40 71212 1.84 .74 .40L tOOL BE AB
18.546277+25 62 111212 .25L .42L .68 1.47 CC I B
29,9 7 279+23 35 51121 2 .70 2.44 3.92 5.04 CBCCBAA
40.149280+20 288 1222 2.04 .45 .56L 1.00L BD ADJ
1.8 7281+19 59 121232 .47 .27L .40L 1.01L C BJ
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours
L C
R S A
S ,2 # T Name Type
201672 K0
437- G 50 Sb





















437- G 67 SB
201850K5
376- G 25 Sb
201864 K0
318-- G 22 Sb
376- G 26 SO





























































ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O
ham. o 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
11003 3219 18.0 24 278+25 29 6 121 2
11004-3610 29.4 13 280+21 50 9 122 2
11008-3137 52.2 10 278+26 49 10 121;2
11008-3141 152.6 25 278+26 34 6 121 2
11009-3543 '55.1 33 280+22 37 19 123 2
11009-3632 57.8 12 280+21 50 12 121 2
11009-3844 59.9 42 281+19 58 19 122 2
11015-3310 31,3 35 278+24 81 8 121 2
11015-3117 327 19 278+26 85 8 121 2
11016-3538 36.4 42 280+22 79 27 122 2
11016-3712 38.2 12 280+21 92 23 122 2
11016-3221 39.1 5 278+25 41 14 121 2
11018-3755 M8.g 7 281+20 78 12 121 2
11021-3933 7.7 15 282+19 45 8 122 2
11021-3034 9.4 27 277+27 51 10 120 2
11022-3609 12.6 42 280+22 38 21 121 2
11023 3045 18.5 35 277+27 82 17 120 2
11023-3628 21.9 24 280+21 59 14 121 2
11025-3749 31,7 54 281+20 106 16 121 2
11027-3459 45.C 40 260+23 83 9 121 2
11028-3740 48._. 3 281+20 86 36 121 2
11028-3925 49.5 57 282+19 57 13 122 2
11033-3512 21.0 8 280+23 61 8 1121 2
11033--3700 22.1 7 281+21 26 9 [121 2
11034-3353 29.1 48 279+24 53 13 121
2
11035-3739 32.6 45 281+20 54 123 2
11039-3138 56.0 18 278+26 30 29 120 2
11040-3622 4.7 12 280+22 49 12 121 2
11041-3723 9.3 0 281+21 53 17:122 2
11042-3928 16.0 51 282+19 75 12 122 2
11043-3057 18.6 58 278+27 60 8 120 2
11043-3829 22.1 44 281+20 68 8 !121 2
11044-3017 27.8 1 278+27 51 6 120 2
11047-3654 46.5 9 281+21 69 16 122 2
11048-3316 48.9 58 279+24 43 7 121 2
11048-3155 50.3 46 279+26 36 31 120 2
11049-3617 59.0 24 281+22 84 34 121 2
11054-3808 29.6 7 282+20 53 12 122 2
11062-3302 12.4 57 279+25 37 15 121 2
11063-3030 19.6 1 278+27 52 6 120 2
11063-3238 20.3 7 279+25 23 21 12 2
11065-3624 32.0 42 281+22 104 30 121 2
11068-3320 52.6 49 280+25 52 9 121 2
11068-3005 53.5 22 278+28 68 10 120 2
11073-3654 21.8 16 281+21 104 29 120 2
11077-3542 45.7 501281+23 40 9 121 2
11079-3549 58.4 26!281+22 34 11 120 2
11080-3715 5.4 35 282+21 35 10 121 2
11081-3809 7.3 6 282+20 51 9 122 2
11081--3234 1.9 14 280+25 32 11 120 2
11083-3004 19.6 36 278+28 46 8 120 2
11084--3710 25.2 28 282+21 46 10 121 2
11085--3542 33.5 46 281+23 60 141121 _11086--3438 39.6 21 281+24 46 121
11087--3526 47.3 11 281+23 46 14 121 2
11089-3636 54.4 12 282+22 48 14 122 2
11091-3513 12.0 16 281+23 42 9 121 2
11092-3950 15.5 30 283+19 73 33 121 2
11093-3519 21.2 44 281+23 60 14 120 2
11095-3939 35.6 32 283+19 51 10 120 2
11096-3553 40.9-34 281+23 38 9 121 21
11098-3209 50.1 41 280+26 351 8 120 2
11100-3905 0.5 32 283+20 54 11 121 2
11101 3609 8.4 5 282+22 38 14 122 2
11101-3149 9.6 14 280+26 66 19 120 2
11106-3958 36.2 6 283+19 ] 102 18 121 2
11106-3447 38.5 281+24 57 16 120 2
11107-3625 48.0 33 282+22 59 27 121 2
11113-3855 23.9 44 283+20 55 20 121 2
11117-3105 42.3 54 280+27 57 9 120 2
11118--3421 49.8;30 281+24 65 15 120 2
11119--3442 59.2 32 281+24 33 12 121 2
11121--3643 8.1 42 282+22 41 12 121 2
11124 3833 24.6 56 283+20 68 11 120 2
11131--3759 11.4 8 283+21 60 12 121 2
11135--3602 30.6 13 282+23 30 10 120 2
11135-3225 31.5 47 281+26 42 13 120 2
11137-3410 45.6 4 281+24 76 14 120 2
11138-3756 53.6 44 283+21 75 12 121 2
11141-3945 7.9 6 284+19 55 31 120 2
11141 3907 =11.8 16 284+20 68 35 120 2
11143-3449 21.5 41 282+24 44 11 120 2
11145-3807 30.6 39 283+21 69 10 120 2
11145-3721 31.0 47 283+22 39 8 121 2
11145-3439 32.1 11 282+24 35 8 120 2
11149 3952 54.5 5 284+19 29 7 121 2
11152-3428 16.5 9 282+24 81 11 120 2
11153-3939 18.6 23 284+19 32 122 2
11153--3615 19.0 40 283+23 55 7 120, 2
11155--3730 33.8 31 283+21 35 10 120 2
11156 3754 38.8 41 283+21 37 7 119 2
11158--3601 39.0 32 283+23 64 14 120 2
11157-3128 43.7 47 281+27 84 10 19 2
11158--3722 50.8 57 283+22 71 13 t21 2
11158-3232 52.4 40 281+26 29 9 120 2
11159-3235 56.3 45 281+26 63 10 120 2
11160-3715 0.6 43 283+22 75 12 119 2
11160-3243 5.6 0 281+26 55 11 120 2
11161-3550 6.6 34 283+23 62 18 121 2
11163--3012 23.8 2 280+28 39 8 119 2
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small
Declination: - 40 °- - 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 pm 60 _,m 100 pm Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
7.55 3.05 .44: 1.00L BBD
1.88 .45 ,64L 1.01L BD
.86 .29L .40L 1.00L B
6.20 1.41 .40L 1.00L CC
.25L .25L .54L 1.76 E
.27 25L .40L 1.27L F
.34L ,69L .48 1.61: DD
.86 .27L .40L 1,01L D
.41 .25L .40L 1.64L C
.28L .46L .40L 1.56 C
.25L ,25L .40L 2.19 C
.25L .25L .84: 1.72 EC
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L F
2.15 61 .40L 1.00L BD
.36 .25L .40L 1.00L C I
.25L .33L .40L 1.59 D i
.39L .25L .45 1.00L C
.25L .27L .79 2.22 DC
.33 .25L .40L 1.24L D
.35 .25L .40L 1.20L C
.25L .25L .40L 1.64 C
.25L .25L .61 1.13: CD
.52 .25L .40L 1.03L C
3.18 1.59 .33: 1.11L BCF
.31L .25L 1.00 1.22L C
1.78 ,49 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .47L .40L 1.27 C
.25L .25L .92 2.01 CC
.25L .25L .56: 2.32 CC
.62 .32L .40L 2.02L C
.54 .25L .40L 1.79L C
.37 .25L .40L 1.94L C
.88 31L .40L 1.00L C
.45L .31L .40: 1.91 DC
1,14 .34L ,40L 1.00L B
.25L .26L .47L 1.59 C
.38L 1,11L ,40L 1.42 D
.96 ,27: ,40L 1.14L CE
.43L .25L .79 1.89: CC
1.16 .32: .40L 1,00L CE
.25L .25L .40L 2.17 E
.25L .36L .40L 1.38 C
.97 .30: .40L 1,00L C D
.45L .25L 1.21 2.09 CC
.27L .25L .82L 1.48 E
2.66 1.90 .57: 1.00L BCE
6.39 1.68 .43L 1.OOL BC
.99 1.75 .92 1.18L CCC
1.08 .24: .40L 1.14L DD
.58 .25L .40L 1.00L F
.52L .29L 2.09 4.84 CC
.38L .63 7.11 16.01 CDD
.25L .25L .79 2.36 C C
.45 .30L .40L 1.09L C
.39 .25L .40L 1.00L E
.25L .37L .87 2.68 CC
.57 .25L .40L 1.00L B
.46L .25L .40L 1.75 D
.28 .25L .40L 1.0OL C
.97 .29: .40L 1.02L CE
2,48 .68 ,40L 1.00L B D
9.28 2.37 .51: 1.00L BCD
1.14 .42 A0L 1.00L CD
.25L .32L 1.01 2.85 CC
.42L .25L .49 1.50L C
.73L .25L .49 1.52L D
.35 .34L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .30L .40L 2.08 C
.25L .50L .40L 1.57 C
.42 .25L .40L 1.04L D
.31 .25L .40L 1.00L C
1.08 .32: .40L 1.00L CD
.48 .28L .40L 1.01L C
.47 .25L .40L 1.04L C
.52 .25L .40L 1.62L C
1.78: .45 .40L 1.00L CF
.37 .36L .40L 1.12L E
.41L .25L ,58 1.00L D
.40 .25L .40L 1.07L C
.25L .30L .40L 1.30 D
.36L .63L .40L 1.58 C
.49 .26L .40L 1.00L C
.94 .32L .40L i 1.10L C
.67 .39 .40L = 1.00L CD
1.61 ,41 .40L 1.03L BC
1,56 .64 .40L 1.00L CD
.40 .25L .40L 1,00L; D
6.94 2.49 .58L 1.0OL B B
.69 .33L .40L 1.00L C
.90 .21: .40L 1.00L CE
9.82 3.30 .60 1.00L BBC
.27L .25L .59 1.07: CD
.48 .25L .63L 1.00L C
.42 .25L .40L 1.88L D
.56: .70 13.88 51.75 CCCE
.31 .25L .40L 2.70L C
.41 .25L .40L 1.00L C
.65 .39 ,40L 1,00L CD
.25L .67L .32: 1.17 DD
21.77 11.23 1.92 1.00L BCD
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flag ss S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
AAE 0 2700000000 2 1 BGHYA 26 3
ABJ 0 5600000000
AF 1500100000
AA 0 2500100000 4 13 202039 MO 4 65
C E 5600000000
F 4601000000 I 13 202040 2 95
L B D 2500000000
BGK 0600000000 2 13 202048 K0 14 72
B 0501010000 2 13 202049 K5 11 85
F D 4600000010
J D 3600000220 C 1 32 Xl101-371 139 12
B B 4500000000
B 2600000000
AA 0 0600000000 3 "13 202057K5 26 76
F 0500000000 2 13 202058 K2 11 76




BG 1500000000 1 13_ 202072 K5 11 88
F 4600000010
AD 0600000000 1 "41 11028-3926 35 12
C 0500010000 2 13 202079 K2 0 77
AAFH 0 2600000000
B B 0600000000
A B 0 3600000000 2 13 202082 K5 28 80
J D 3500000020 8
BB 4600000000 14 377-- G 6 Sa 11
CA[ 4500000020 14 377- G 10 Sb 11
BG 2500000000 "41 11042-3929 27 3
C I 0400000000 13 202095 9 96
F J 160OOOO0O0
B D 0400000000 2 13 202096 K0 1 65
KMBA 6601000000 2 14 377- G 11 Sc 18
AD 0500000000 2 13 202102 K6 5 i 75
J FF 5600000000
J E 1600000040
BD K 0 3600000000 2 13 2021151<2 9 73
MBB 1500000010 14 377-1G 13 .. 12






AACG 0 2600010000 1 V433CEN 10 3
AAE 0 2600010(300 2 13 202161 M0 2 73
AAA 0 2600000000
BCH 0 3600000000 2 13 _2163 K2 1 81
B I M 1700000000
KCAA 1400000000 1 14 438-- G 8 Sb 15
DBAA 2300021000 1 2 14 377-- G 20 Sc 11 136
BA 2500000000 1 14 377-- G 21 Sb 12
B E 2600000000
DG 2601000000
CBA 2400000010 1 14 377- G 22 SO 20
BH 2600000000 2 13 202186 K5 5 81
M F 2500000110
D 2601000000
A B 0 2600000000
AB I 2600000000 2 13 202194 K5 11 88
AAB 0 1500000000 5 13 202197M0 2 65
AB L O 1500000000 1 V435CEN 25 3
FAA 1400000000 1 14 377- G 24 Sc 21
B E 3500000000
EC 4501000000
EE 0600000000 1 13 202210 K2 34 88
F O 3400000210 4
E E 1500000010
E I 2500000000 2 13 202223 K5 10 83
F E 4600011000 2 13 202225 K5 7 80
AE 0 2"o00000000 2 13 202228 K5 1 75
DD 3500010010 1 13 202232 K5 14 90
B H 3500000000
C J 4400000000 2 13 202250 K0 10 75
ABL 0 2600000000 2 13 202258MA 24 80
CN 1600000000 2 13 202257 K5 20 85
HC 2500000000
CI 4500000000 2 13 202265 K2 7 85
J D 5600000020 8
K F 2500000010
BE 1500000000 2 13 202273 K0 4 78
AE 2600000000 2 13 202276 K0 14 68
B B 0 2500000000
AB H 0 1500000000 3 13 202278K0 9 70
AC 5601000010
CF 1400000000 2 13 202289 F2 34 65
AAD 0 6600000000 1 1 V437CEN 67 3
BF 2500001010 3 13i 202291 K0 4 65
AE 2500000000 1 13 202295 K5 3 85
AAB 2 0500000100 1 1 V438CEN 9 3
CE 3500000100
B I 0500010000 2 13 202299 K0 10 73
BE 1400000000 2 13 202304 K2 7 80
FEBA 0 11C0132210 75 "14 377-G37Sc 24 100
C KF 1500132210 7 3 °14 377-G37Sc 212 100
D 2500000000 13 202308 K2 35 91
BC 2 1600000000 "41 11160-3242 10 3
M DC 3500000000,
AAA 0 0500000000 23 4 13 202312M8 5 100
Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
55





a _ Coords SMJ SMN e
(s) () I b C) C) (')
11166-3943 36.6 58 284+20 46 7 121
11166-3558 36.6 24 283+23 65 15 120
11169-3603 54.3 43 283+23 134 26 119
11175-3353 34.8 58 282+25 58 11 120
11176-3458 38.3 60 283+24 35 8 120
11180-3950 5.8 15 285+20 58 9 120
11181-3542 9.5 36 283+23 40 6 120
11182-3127 15.2 21 281+27 83 15 119
11186-3716 39.1 52 284+22 72 12 119
11189-3507 59.0 15 283+24 65 12 120
11190-3802 3.5 11 284+21 45 10 120
11190-3627 5.8 53 284+23 47 12 119
11193-3152 22.3 27 282+27 78 14 119
11194-3301 26.5 45 282+26 62 9 119
11196-3616 36.1 15284+23 73 31 120
11197-3330 43.8 27 282+26 71 10 119
11202-3507 13.1 38 283+24 91 7 120
11202-3723 14.9 11 284+22 38 8 120
11204-3459 27.7 59 283+24 56 7 120
11207-3553 #5.4 12 284+23 26 6 120
11207-3754 45.6 41 284+21 42 10 121
11211-3757 8.4 32 285+21 73 21 119
11212-3711 15.e 2 284+22] 23 7 120
11212--3810 17.2 12 285+21 45 12 120
11216-3908 38.3 49 285+20 44 18 121
11221-3413 9.9 30 283+25 73 11 119
11221-380910.138285+215015119
11225-3541 35.4,38 284+24 75 30 119
11229-3641 58.7 !3; 284+23 42 15 11911230-3311 O9. 283+26 51 10 119
11230-3547 3.1 16 284+24 42 9 119
11231-3728 7.4 21 285+22 37 5119
11233-3657 19.4 36 285+23 68 15 119
11237-3931 47.4 34 286+20 59 12 119
11239-3444 593 31 284+25 60 9 119
11240-3351 4.2 56 284+26 _ ; 8 11911241-3636 6.5 30 285+23 _, i 6 119
11242-3405 14.8 32 284+25 75 19 119
11250-3249 4.1 10 283+27 58 9 119
11254-3516 28.2 11 284+24 66 13 119
11255-3503 31.4 10 284+25 37 11 119
11266-3716 38.0 4 285+23 28 26 120
11273-3811 18.7 8 286+22 78 12 119
11275-3529 33.3 17 285+24 47 30 119
11276-3515 37.4 52 285+24 63 11 119
11278-3725 54.0 14 286+22 87 29 119
11280-3705 0.4 24 286+23 63 10 118
11281-3609 8.2 55 285+24 45 6 119
11282-3857 15.6 25 286+21 86 10 118
11286-3728 37.3 33 286+22 52 10 119
11288-3538 51.9 3 285+24 35 5 ; 119
11289-3326 55.4 38 284+26 27 12 118
11290-3001 2.7 53 283+29 27 8 118
11291-3050 7.2 3 283+29 63 10 118
11291-3731 8.7 53 286+22 55 15 119
11293-3946 21.9 13 287+20 39 12'119
11293-3008 22.6 11 283+29 41 11 118
11294 3350 26.1 59 285+26 80 17 119
11297-3140 47.4 39 284+28 87 28 118
11301-3843 11.8 48 287+21 99 27 119
11301-3321 11.8 17 285+26 62 16 118
11304-3048 25.3 41 284+29 33 6 118
11304-3838 29.0 60 287+21 31 6 118
11305-3134 31.3 49 284+28 31 6 118
11309 3413 54.7 30 285+26 35 5 118
11309-3540 57.2 13 286+24 63 10 119
11315-3138 32.6 39 284+28 100 11 118
11315-3246 34.0 26 285+27 69 17 118
11317-3939 46.1 49 287+21 30 6 118
11317-3835 47.4 18 287+22 38 38 138
11318-3555 52.5 33 286+24 38 6 119
11320 3233 1.8 31 285+27 49 11 118
11322--3656 15.3 15 286+23 49 14 119
11323-3758 19.1 43 287+22 77 17 119
11330--3621 1.2 1 286+24 89 11 119
11332-3805 15.6 12 287+22 50 12 118
11332-3507 17.6 57 286+25 35 8 118
11333-3912 21.3 22 287+21 56 18 119
11333-3743 23.8 6 287+23 26 7 119
11335-3541 32.2 39 286+24 73 10 118
11335-3938 33.9 32 288+21 59 19 120
11337-3652 47.9 31 287+23 79 26 119
11340--3143 1.6 51 285+28 73 11 118
11341-3317 6.7 41 286+27 50 5 118
11342-3911 12.5 14 288+21 40 12 118
11344--3744 28.2 15 287+23 40 27 119
11345-3632 33.6 20 287+24 36 11 118
11345--3242 33.9 57 285+27 78 9 118
11346--3843 36.9 8 287+22 73 10 118
11346--3518 37.9 38 286+25 66 9 118
11350--3203 3.1 18 285+28 67 7 118
11350-3904 4.6 57 288+21 26 6 118
11352-3056 15.0 16 285+29 74 11 118
11353-3153 19.2 17 285+28 95 25 118
11355-3203 31.6 3 285+28 44 15 118
11355-3216 33.7 37 285+28 73 13 118
11356-3235 40.6 10 286+28 27 7 118
11362-3749 13.5 13 288+23 58 33 119
11362-3926 169 17 288+21 84 18 123













































































































25 p,m 60 vm 100 t_m Flu:
(Jansky) Unc
.27: 2.23 4.49 DC
.25L .60: 1.42: C
.25L .45L 1.03
.26L .83 1.39 C
2,98 .34: 1.00L BCD
,40 .40L 1,14L CD
.41 .40L 1.00L CD
.56L .54 1.02L C
.28L .40L 1.00L E
.27L .63 1.00L C
.39L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .40L 1.30L C
,30L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.20L B
.56L .40L 1.58
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.24L C
1.00 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .4OL 1.16L C
3.01 .42 1.00L BBC
.25L .40L 1.19L C
.25L .41 1.61L D
.69 .46L 1.00L BC
.28L .79 1.42 C
.25L .41 1.00L C
.38L .40L 1.30L D
.85L .56 1.18L C
.72L .40L 1.39
.26L .65: 2.20 E
.31L .75 2.39L D
.61 .46L 2.56L DC
5.08 .80 1.07L BCC
.25L .72 1,33: C
.29L .40L 1.70L E
.30L .51L 1.00L C
.25L A0L 1.21L D
2.35 .49 1.99L BCC
.25L .46L 1.32
1.00L .40L 1.00L C
.32L .40L 1.05L C
1.10 .4OL 1.00L BD
.54L .40L 1.34
.29L .40L 1.10L F
.44L .40L .89
.25L 1.03: 236 D
.25L .40L 1.45
.25L .40L 1.17L F
.46L .40L 1.00L D
.25L .40L 1.56L D
.34 .40L 1.25L BC
3.70 .51 1.39L BBC
.42L .40L 1.00L C
.78 10.35 24.29 CDC
.26L .40L tOOL C
.25L .51 1.86 C
.34L .60 3.45L C
.25L 1.59 3.22 C
.25L .42 1.0OL D
.25L .40L 1.58
.45L A0L 2.35
.25L .71 2.48 C
4.21 .71: 1.79L BCC
.65 .40L 1.16L DD
2.72 .52: 1.00L BCC
.27 .40L 1.00L BD
.25L .40L 1.19L F
.25L .40L 1.21L D
.31L .42 1.00L C
.43 .40L 1.07L BC
.60L .40L 1.38
.36L .66L 1.00L C
.26: .40L tOOL CE
.25L .55 1.60 F
.25L .64 2.13L C
.25L .40L 1.14L F
.25L .70 2.01 Cq
.37L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .42 1.64L D
.33: 4.27 8.35 CDCI
.25L .40L 1.28L C
.25L .43 1.62L F
1.34L ,40L 1.46
.25L .40L 1.00L F
.49 .40L 1.24L F E
.25L .40L 1.41L C
.35L .40L .99
.77L 1.01 2.89 CI
.26L .40L 1.00L C
.33L .40L 2.28L C
.36L .48L 1.00L C
.50L .40L 1.00Li E
2.79 .47L 2.28L B C
.30L .40L 1.18L C
.25L .4OL 1.06
.25L .51 1.34 DI
.38L .47 1.00L C
33: 3.26 5.42 DCI
.58L .40L 1.77
.25L .37 1.49L D









Declination: - 40 %- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
319-1G 12 Do


































378- G 11 Sb
320- G4 ..
320- G 7 Sa
202607 K5










439- G 18 S(
439- G 19 S(
X1136-378












































11364--3358 26.0 36 286+26 34 6, 118 2
11364-3934 26.6 31 288+21 28 9 123 3
11365-3034 32.9 26 285+30 73 12 118 2
11365-3727 33.6 48 287+23 34 8 118 2
11366-3954 40.8 10 288+21 48 15 124 2
11368-3750 48.3 50 288+23 32 24 28 2
11369-3906 54.1 28 288+21 50 14 , 119 2
11371-3911 9.2 23 288+21 59 28 119 2
11371-3800 9.5 31 288+22 48 13 118 2
11372--3442 16.3 19 287+26 41 9 118 2
11373--3524 21.5 33 287+25 48 12 118 2
11374-3310 25.7 10 286+27 60 6 118 2
11374-3325 26.5 47 286+27 56 6 118 2
11374-3752 27J 57 288+23 79 36 _118 2
11374-3749 28.4 46 288+23 66 81118
L
11377-3457 44.4 38 287+25 33 118 2
11388-3417 36_517 287+26 69 11 118 2
11387--3325 46.4 50 287+27 61 7 118 2
11390--3251 2.9 42 286+27 56 10 118 2
11392-3213 133 17 286+28 31 6 117 2
11395-3802 31.7 18 288+23 36 11 118 2
11399-3859 55.6 9 289+22 38 34 115 2
11406-3931 39.4 18 289+21 55 8 123 2
11406--3906 39.7 26_ 289+22 36 35 96 2
11407--3937 42.0 52 289+21 63 23 123 2
11408--3719 49.5 14 288+23 68 11 118 2
11409--3654 57.2 43 288+24 53 ;118 2211418--3541 50.4 3 288+25 74 1 118
11418-3956 50.7 28 289+21 52 13 125 2
11420-3822 4.9 0 289+22 39 26 118 2
11422--3920 14.3 6 289+21 49 14 123 2
11425-3450 30.7 571288+26 60 33 117] 2
11425-3933 33.4 151 289+21 34 27 131 2
11426-3251 41.0 11287+28 80 16 117 2
11427-3607 46.4 24!288+25 51 10 118l 2
11427--3403 47.0 42 288+27 91 16 117 2
11431-3519 8.8 49 288+25 50 8 18= 2
11431-3040 11.4 57!287+30 79 9 117 2
11433-3316 19.7 8 288+27 52 11 117 2
11435-3903 30.7 44 289+22 63 16 124 2
11435--3410 333 23 288+27 62 14 117 2
11437-3621 47.9 30 289+24 69 8 1161 2
11439-3838 54.6 lO 289+22 45 268 31
I 2
11439-3216 55.6 37 287+28 37 117' 2
11440-3039 2.8 5 287+30 58 6 117 I 2
11446-3537 37.1 47 289+25 63 9 17 2
11446-3348 38.2 46 288+27 41 9 117 2
11447-3000 44.6 231267+31 67 7 117 2
11449-3959 58.3 44 290+21 44 20 124 2
11449-3337 59.9 23!288+27 42 7 117:2
11450-3243 0.3 42 288+28 78 13 17 2
11453-3838 20.1 36 290+22 57 12 123 2
11455-3456 31,7 40 289+26 77 8 117 2




¢t 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m























































7=8 32_289+25 39 7 117 2 319,56
11462-3120 14.2 25 288+29 34 11 22 2 .45
11463-3304 23_6 2 288+28 51 8 117 2 .25L
11465-3102 32.3 43 288+30 47 11 117 2 ,25L
11466-3714 32,825 289+24 37 5 120 3 ,26L114_-39145,.7 2 290+2261 36 123 2 .29,
11469_3632,.9,2,0+2281 91232 .38,
11469_353056.48369,553 i1117 .5172 =13.6536 +28 117 .981,73_ 83019., =+23331232 .40,11478_352962.36269+25176.12131,111462_3 317.2372 +247310122 .57
11487--3746 43.036290+23 45 8 124 2 1.33
11467--3729 46.433 290+24 32 31 46 2 I .39L
11490--3931 3.1 21 291+22 41 8 124 2 1.3711491-3111 9.9so 2_+30 88 14116 2 .38LI
11491-3033 10.6 23 288+30 57 8 117 21 .71
11494--3239 25.2 6 289+28 53, 6 117 2_ .59
11494--3535 28.2 55 290+25 79 14 117 2' .43L
11496-3501 41.6 23 290+26 92 17 117 2 .42L
11502-3741 14.9 56 290+23 88' 29 122 2 .72L
11502-3803 15.3 34 290+23 76 8 124 2 1.18
1503-3337 22.9150 289+27 77 8 117 2 .68
11505-3621 30.8 35 290+25 37 12 121 2 .74L
11506-3851 40.2 10 291+22 29 6 124 2 .57
11507-3739 45.1112 290+24 38 31 117 2 .25L
11507-3913 47.3 50 291+22 35 6 123 2 1.29
11508-3416 52.8 33 290+27 32 21 31 3 ,31L
11510-3905 4.8 14 291+22 47 10 123 2 .53
11512--3408 15.8 16 290+27 42 10 120 3 .39
11512-3809 16.5 42 291+231 86 12 124 2 .58
11515-3422 34.1 26 290+27 94 12 119 2 .27
11516-3935 37.6 19 291+22 19 5 121 2 1.98
11516-3037 38.9 43 289+30 33 6 116 2 3.50
11518-3727 151.7 58 291+24 78 11 124 2 .3811519-362748291+2336 61242 457
11519-3745 57.5 10 291+23 _ 19 12412 .35L11522-3136 13.8 289+29 luo 33 116 .34L
11526-3448 ,1.024 290+26 50 2; 1201i .25L11529-3310 54.7 15 290+28 36 120 1.00
11533-3924 23.2 46 291+22 40 7 121 1.33
11538-3359 52.1 45 290+27 22 5 117 3 9.62
11539-3231 55.5 36 290+29 67 37 116 2 4.86L
11541-3926 11.3 25 292+22 57 35 123 2 25L
11542-3754 13.1 49 291+23 52 12 122 2 .26L
11544-3128 28.054 290+30 44 11 ,1162 ,25L
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(N_ Color Correcteel)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1.00L C AG )500000000 1 13 2026611.00L BD BD 0 2600000000
tOOL C C 06O0000O00
5.12 CBCC SAAA 0 9300010000 4 *14!378-G14S(
1.69L D G 1400010000
I
1.65 C MF F 9400000250 4 I
2600000000 2 13 i 202671 G5
1.56L C C C CK1.26 K I K D 2600000000
1.00L HB 7500000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0500000000 2 13 202681 K5
2.29L CD EE M 0 1200010000
1.00L CE BG 0 0400000000 2 13 202686K0
1.13L C BC 05000000O0
1.83 D F 9400100020
1.49L C BJ KM 9400100020 3 13 202689 G5
1.6OL BD AC 0 0300000000 2 13 202697K5
1.11L C CG )500000000 1 13 202708K2
1.03L CD AB 1 1500000000 1 1 DN HYA
1.72 CC C AB 0400000000


























1.51 D H G
1.59L D CD BC1.62 L H G
2.03 L B










,91: DF I DB




2.02 D E B E
1.00L C O F I1.75 O
1.00L CD AB
1.00L B A H ] 0300000000
1.04L CE AC 1 0700001000
2.22: CE BBBBI 03000000001.44L C 1400010000
3.46 E G E C 8600000228
1.11L C S 0400010000
1.00L C E A 0500000000
1.91 CC HEBC 5400000000
t.00L C B L 0600000000
1.00L B D A C 0 I 6500000000 I
10.70 BBED AAAA v 0300001110 22
1.00L D CE 1501000000
2.07 CC AA 0400000000
1.46 CD CC 1300000100
5.04 CC EAB 1300000000
1.18 C G, I 3400000000
1.79L C B E 5400100000
1.0OL C B 0600000000
1.06L C AHJ 0600000000
9.49 DDD CBAA I 5200110000
1.00L BC AA 0 0601000000
1.29L F C E 0400010000
1.01L CD BA 0 5600000000
1.52 D K H 1400000020
3.60L CD AD L 0 3400010008
1.42 FC NCB 1400000000
1.07L F B 0400000000
1.00L C B F 05000000(_
1.03L C D 0500000000
1.00L D D 0500000000
1,84 O E C 6600100230
1.58L CE AE D 0 4600000000
1.26L C BCKG 1600010000
4.16 CC DBA 0400000010
44.48 BBDD BAAA 0 0200000000
1.61 D D 7600100120
1.06L BE AA 0 0600001000
1.45 C D F 3400000100
1.37L C BM 0600010000
1.10L C CJ J 3400000000
1.03L C C I 3700000000
1.69L D E 1400000000
3.94 BCCE AAAA 0 3410000008
1.00L BC AAI 0' 0500000000
1.35L ,D BJ 7500000000
1.00L IB F AAM 0 2600000000
1.45: DD D DC 6602000000
1.24 D G D 340000000,0
1,48 C D 1600000000
1.00L IBD AC 6 1600000000
1.0OL _BO AD 1700000000
1.00L BBD AAB 20 0500000000 18 !
1.22 Q ] K F 3600000100
1.60 C D 18OO0O0000
2.51 CD E BB 5601000000
2.10 CC DAA 3500000000
3 13 202744 K2
I 14 320-- G 19 S.
2 13 202771 K0
2 13 202779 K0
1 13 202780 K2
I 14 320- G 20 Sb
1 13 202789 K5
2 13 I 202794 K213 202805 K0
3 13! 202811 GO
3 13 202816 K2
2 131 202824 G5
13 202827 K513 202831 MB
1 14378- G 24 Sb
1 14 320- G24Sc
1 16 05354
13 202845 K514 320- G 26 Sb
1 13 202860
1 16 05363
2 13 202879 K2
13 202883 GO
11 13 202887 K539 HM 1148-35
3 13 202901 B9
1 14 379- G 6Sc
1 14 320-- G 30 S(
1 40 K4 III1
2 13 202917 K2
2 13 202920 K5
2 14 320- G 31Sc
3 13 202922 M0
4 13 202926F8
1 V575 CEN
2 13 202946 K2
3 13 202950 KO
2 13 202955 MA
1 14 320- G 35 Sc

















































'Confusion Flags: 6}-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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C) C) (_ N'
41.5 45 291+26 57 I 9 121 2 .84
52.7 16 290+27 56 9 122 2 .59
2.8 45 290+29 32 8 118 2' 1.22
3.7 1 290+28 38 14 118 3, .25L
10.8 23 291+24 25, 8 122 2, 4.01
16.5 23 292+23 25, 21 120 2 .25L
28.8 9 291 +24 50 I 13 122 2_ .36
47.8 31 292+22 31 15 122 2 .25L
58.8 59 292+23 65 29 121 2 .25L22,9 11 292+22 62 10 123 _! .53
I
28.0 39 290+28 69 18 117 21 .89L
31.2 15 290+30 68 18 116 2 .25L
55.0 47 290+30 62 9 116 2i .58
57.3 38 291+26 63 11 122 2 .52
58.9 29 291+25 56 i 16 121 2 i .30L
59.8 56 291+29 501 10 121 2 .34
5.3 40 292+22 85113 122 2j .54
13.6 12 292+23 59 ! 37 121 ¢, .25L
43.9 23 292+25 57110 123 _ .7547.6 31 292+23 32 31 129 I .25L
24.2 39 291+30 42 I 10 117 3 .38
27,8 58 291+27 34; 14 122 2 .25L
47.4 58 291+28 49 9 122 2 .25L
51.6 22 291 +28 51 9 120 2 .46
52.1 11 292+24 31 5 120 2 3.84
57.5 11 291+30 26 5 119 3 3.86
3.6 33 292+24 65 37 120 2 .94L
21.2 48 292+25 31 5 120 2 2.07
27.0 34 291+30 55 14 118 3 .25L
29.5 59 292+25 31 19 124 2 .27L
37.7 24 291+31 37 11 116 21 .92
58.2 59 293+23 57 9 121 2 ! 1.26
13.6 50 292+26 30' 3 121 2 1.45
22.3 32 291+30 46 15 118 3 .25L
27.9 48 291+30 50 9 118 3 .73
57.4 28 293+22 45 11 122 2 .51
57.5 11 293+24 42 9 122 2 11.43
57.8 49 292+28 65 12 121 2 .36
58.1 43 291+30 41 11 121 2 .34
4.353291+294051212 7.11
17.723293+24 3_36 1! 122 _ .4419.354292+27 122 1.26
26.336291+29 1202 .29L
17.5 27 292+28 70 13 121 2 .37
36_7 43 292+28 44 9 121 2 3.24
54.633293+2454101222 1.02
52 60 293+26 58 12 121 2 .58
8.5 11 292+29 31 8 120 2 .25L
9.0 56 293+26 17 10 119 2 .59
11.3 31 293+23 68 19 121 2, .25L
31.2 58 292+29 53 12 120 2= .44
37.7 46 293+23 35 8 121 1 1.79
55.8 20 294+22 71 14 120 .26L
3.0 54 293+24 49 11 121 .94
1 1 19 2 30 2 7 0 .29L
346 45 294+22 33 8 123 .25L
46.6 48 292+30 43 11 119 2 .52
18.3 38 293+27 53 11 119 21 .3235023293+27 49 8 f22 2 f49
46.1 59 293+27 561 9 119 2i .83
53.3 43 294+22 79111 122 21 .53
57.7 40 292+31 55, 12 120 2 .49L
27, _ _ 1.23
59.5 25 294+23 I 121
3,921 293+26 28 1 121 1,15L
18.1 16 293+27 53 8 119 2 .90
23.9 30 294+25 29 8 121 2 .30L
26.5 44 292+30 37 13 119 2 .25L
30.3 22 293+29 53 8 120 2 1.93
32.4 36 293+28 40 11 121 2 .40
2.1 6 294+23 30 16 119 2 .63L
45.3153 294+22 67 12 122 2 .26L
i
16.9'22 293+29 52 12 121 2 .33
24.8 18 294+23 78 8 121 2 .47
31.6 55 293+31 48 13 120 2 .25L
36.8 25 293+31 35 10 121 2 .67
36.8 29 293+29 49 9 119 2 .62
_56.5 52 293+29' 63 9 119 2 .85
0.4 8 294+25 53 11 120 2 .40
I 6.C 19 294+24 I 48 12 121 2 .29L
10.2 59 294+24:51 13 120 2 .33
48.5 17 294+28 92 14 120 2 .39
52.9i40 295+22 56 12 122 2 .96L
3.0 31 294+30 94 21 119 2 35L
13.1 6 295+25 53 11 120 2 1.15
23.2 32 294+29 63 13 120 _ 2 .48
27.9 16 293+31 48 11 119 2 .37
37.2 52 294+28 34 8 119 2 74.60
2.5 55 294+28 55 9 118 2 .35L
9.4 1 295+24 65 18 120 2 .28L
58.4 41 i294+31 40 8 118! 2 .38
6.0 55 294+28 49 1_ 1191_ .418.2 55295+27 31 120 .33
26.8 30 295+25 72 19 122 _ .25L
47.5 50 295+24 26 13 121 ! = 38L
58.4 46 294+31 28 5 119 2 4.23
58.4 17 295+27 44 16 121 ! 2 .25L
7.8 23 295+27 46 16 1192 .39L
20.0 29 295+30 11 119 92
20.7 296+24 84 34 _119 2 .25L
1) CIRRUS- 1;"Confusion Flags:
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 pm 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
(]ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.29L I .40L 1.23L C B
.29L .40L 1.00L F B
,30L .47L 3.02L D A
,25L ,56 1.15: CF
1.06 .40L 1.00L BC A
.25L .40L 1.97 C; K
,25L .40L 1.47L C C
.25L .68 2.38 CC
.25L .40L 2.11 C
,25L .40L 1.06L F B
.33L .40 1.12L O
.48L .43L 1.46 C
.34L .40L 1.39L C B
.25L .40L 1.41L C A
.25L .64: 1.32 F C
.25L .40L 1,0OL E C
,25L ,40L 1.12L E C
.71L .40L 1.23 C
.25L .40L 1.14L C B
,81L .40L 1,29 C
,25L .40L 1.00L C B
.25L .75 1.79 CC
A2L 2.22 3.21 DC
.26L .40L 1.37L C C
1.54 .40L 1,00L BC A
1.63 .30: 1.00L BCD A
.25L .40L 1.77 C G
,87 .57L 1.00L B F A
.25L .62 1.38 CC
.25L .55L 2.01 C G
,71L .40L 1.00L E IB
32 ,40L 1.71L CO A H
.43 .40L t.11L B D A
,83L .50 1.22L C NDE
.23: .40L 1,00L B E B
.25L .40L 1.00L E A
5.12 .80 1.09L BCC IAAAD
.25L .40L 1.12L C iC
,25L .40L 1.00L C ie
2.85 .58L 1.0OL B B iAA D
,25L .40L 1.11L C iC
.39L ,40L 1.20L C _A J
.25L 1.81 3.57 CC g
.31L .4OL 1.00L C E
1.0(3 .40L 1.00L B F A
.27L .40L 1.22L C A
.25L .40L 1.43L C 8
.25L 2.86 6.60 CD
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .56 1.72: CD
,37L ,40L 1.00L C
.43 .40L 1.01L CD
.26L .63 1.00L C
.68L .40L 194L O
,73 7.30 12.39 CDD i:
.25L 2.48 6.54 CC
.26L .40L 1.00L C
.26L .40L 2.12L C
,51 .40L 1,00L E F
.33L .40L 1.31L B
.25L .47L 1.25L C
,65L .88 2.46 CC
55 .40L 1.00L E D ,_
.50L 1.39: 1.61 DF
.31: .42L 1.29L BC ,_
.44Li 2.76 5.09 DO L_,
.25L .85 2.61 CC
52 .40L 1.01L B D
.40L .40L 1.12L E '1'
,33L .38 1.19L C
.25L .66 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.28L C f"
.25L .40L 1.00L C [
,25L 1,03 2.19 CC
.42L .40L 1.00L C E!
.43L .40L 1.07L C E_
.25L ,40L 1,00L C E
.71L .40L 1.00L C (
.27L 1.34 2.79 CC (
.25L .40L 129L C (
.25L ,40L 1.11L D C
.25L .85 1,14 CC
.25L .39 1.39L D
.31L ,40L 1.44L C
25L ,40L 1.14L C C
25L ,42L 1.54L C E
24.40 4.09 1.70 8 BCC A
.38L 1,71 2.82 DC I
.25L .48 1.24L E
25L .40L 1.15L D I
.25L .40L 1,41L F C
1.81 11,71 19,28 FBCC E
25L .61L 1.40 0
.25L .67 1,75 CC
1,30 .59L 1,19L B F A
.62L .41L 2.06 C
,25L .55 145: CC
.25L 87 1.60: CC
,29L .40L 1.14L C E
.25L .47L 1.56 O
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
L C
R S A Sep





321 - G 1Sc
203011 K0 72


































441- G 8 Sa
V588 CEN 3
203170 K 90

















379 IG 35 Do 142
203269 K2 92
380- G I SB
321- G 16 Sb
203285MA 75
38O- G 6 Sb
380- G 7 Sb 145
203308 K5 82








_ Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (
12144-3937 25.7 40 296+22 56 5 118
12144 -3609 29.1 36 295+26 47 13 120
12148-3413 52.4 34 295+28 34 , 9 119
12149-3943 58.0 41 296+22 37 7 119
12151-3603 7.8 15 295+26 75 10 120
12173-3308 18,6 8 295+29 52 13 119
12173-3541 20.6 8 296+26 41 10 120
12176-3621 38.4 17 296+26 46 6 120
12176-3723 40.5 38 296+25 76 11 120
12180-3649 4.3 9 296+25 61 8 119
12182--3657 16.2 4 296+25 33 12 120
12182--3902 17.4 31297+23 81 12 i121
12183--3052 22.7 39'295+31 50 12 119
12188--3404 52.6 33 296+28 63 17 119
12188-3012 52.9 27 295+32 45 8 118
12188-3807 53.7 51 297+24 51 12 ,120
12190-3929 3.5 29 297+23 51 9 119
12192--3905 16.8 33 297+23 37 7 120_
12193-3942 18.6 10 297+23 37 12 120
12193-3621 20.9 29 296+26 57 11 119
12194--3531 24,2 1 296+27 56 10 119
12194--3058 25.1 24 296+31 38 9 118
12194--3102 27.8 36 296+31 52 11 117
12195--3514 30.g 6 296+27 54 12 119
12195--3312 34.627 296+29 40 7 118
12196-3400 39.3 55 296+28 48 11 119
12199-3315 54.6 56 296+29 60 12 119
12204--3815 25,2 19 297+24 54 16 118
12207--3946 43,9 34 297+23 48 12 119
12208--3852 49.1 18 297+23 35 12 119
12211-3420 6.6 46 296+28 48 9 119
12211--3635 7.3 54 297+26 59 11 118
12211--3003 10.9 31 296+32 53 8 118
12215--3521 33.8 27 297+27 32 7 120
12216--3203 37.2 9 296+30 54 13 117
12219-3826 58.4 41 297+24 48 10 119
12222-3600 13.2 4 297+26 109 12 118
12228-3000 51.0 12 296+32 59 9 118
12229-3902 58.7 39 _ 298+23 39 12 119
12234- 3850 27.7 39 298+23 37 12 119
12241-3718 8.0 46 298+25 35 12 118
12246-3731 36.4 7 298+25 53 13 118
12247--3230 44.0 2 297+30 52 13 _118 2
12248--3515 48.6 51i297+27 34 10 119 2
12249--3903 59.6 52298+23 77 20 116 2
12252--3749 12.6 3 298+25 44 10 120 2
12253-3912 22.1 18 298+23 53 12 118 2
12255-3257 30£ 48 297+29 57 10 118 2
12256-3542 36.E 9 298+27 48 12 116 2
12256-3845 41.2 50 298+24 55 13 118 2
12258-3233 52.2 45 297+30 64 14 119 2
12259-3418 57.8 13 298+28 58 12 118 2
12260--3134 2.5 42 297+31 69 9 117 2
12265--3433 30.9 38 298+28' 63 8 118 2
12266--3543 36.3 17 298+27 59 8 116 2
12266--3759 41.5 20 298+24 40 7 119 2
12269-3950 59.6 49 298+23 34 9 117 2
12271-3735 6.7 8 298+25 72 14 118 2
12272-3532 16.1 60 298+27 45 12 117 2
12273-3147 23.9 2 298+31 76 13 117 2
12274--3303 27.1 6 298+29 32 8 119 2
12275-3016 31.9 38 298+32 28 _ 9 117 2
12279-3902 54.2 53 299+23 40 7 117 2
12279-3557 58.0 48 298+26 43 7 118 2
12279--3652 58.7 8 298+26 81 14 118 2 =
12282--3303 17.3 9 298+29 60 14 118 2
12283--3714 21.8 7 298+25 64 18 119 2
12284--3901 27.8 42 299+23 46 8 116 2
12285--3539 30.0 16 298+27 45 11 118 2
12285--3144 32.3 54_298+31 47 16 117 2
12287--3501 45.4 25 298+27 122 36 18 2
12289--3042 58.5 15 298+32 64 9 17 2
12292-3436A 12.8 39 298+28 69 14 116 2
12293-3224 19.8 6 298+30 31 11 ,118 2
12295-3112 32.1 21_298+31 73 12 117 2
12298-3313 !49.1 55 298+29 67 8 115 2
12300-3748 5.3 3 299+25 24 7 117 2
12302--3500 12.2 24 299+27 89 20 117 2
12304-3722 25.2 17 299+25 55 10 116 2
12305-3831 35.e 14 299+24 49 12 118 2
12306-3447 40.7 35 299+28 60 15 117= 2
12306-3423 41.4 12 299+28 32 9 117 2
12310-3259 3.2 37 299+29 42 7 117 2
12311-3509 9.9 48 299+27 27 7 118 2
12312-3433 12.1 22 299+28 37 7 117 2
12314-3822 25.1 46 299+24 57 13 117 2
12321-3614 8.7 8 299+26 60 10 119 2
12321-3335 11.9 15 299+29 53 14 116 2
12323-3659 22.6 3 299+25 54 14 117 2
12327--3925 46.1 29 300+23 52 8 117 2
12327-3416 47.9 41 299+28 53 12 117 2
12328-3436 50.4 2 299+28 90 13 116 2
12329-3938 54.9 5 300+23 36 11 118 2
12330-3541 0.2 53 299+27 61 10 117 2
12332-3252 15.6 60 299+30 66 10 117 2
12333-3935 19.3 40 300+23 40 12 118 2
12334-3328 28.1 17 299+29 34 7 117 2
12334-3141 28.6 25 299+31 43 6 117 2
12337-3248 46.6 59 299+30 67 12 117 2








































































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 pm 60 _m 100 pm Flux C.off A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Co_f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.36: .40L 1.0OI CD BB 0 4500000000 1 13 203309K5 2 8_
.26L 1.30 1.44 DF HAD 0400000010
1.44 AOL 1.00L BC AAJ 1 0500000000 1 13' 203311 MA 4 8. =
.37 .40L 1.00L CD AC 0 3500001000 2 13 203312K2 13 7C
.25L .40L 1.04L C A 0500000000 2 13 203317 K2 16 7_
.32L .40L 1,00L C DF 0500000000 1 13 203355 6 91
.26L 2.26 4.32 CC HDAA 1400000000 1 14 380-1G 15 S. 13
.44 .40L 1.10L BF AB 2 1600000000 2 13 203358 K5 2 8(;
.29L .40L 1.10L C BF 0400000000
.32L .42L 1.00L C CGF 0500000000
.44L .40L 1.00L C BE 0500000000 I 39 MSH 12-303 113 85
.25L .40L 1.00L C C L 1500010000 1 13 203370 K5 13 85
.30L .40L 1.0OL C BD 0400000000 1 13 203371 4 93
.25L .40L 1.13L C C 1400000000 2 13 203380 K0 13 80
.75 .40L 4.35L BC AB J 0 , 0201000000 2 13 203381 MA 3 85
.40L .40L t75L C BL 0400010000
.68L 2.62 5.84 DD EAA 2401000000 14 321- G25Sc 19 116
.86 .40L 1.00L DC AB 0 2500000000
.25L .83: 1.37: DD GI BD 1500000000 14 321-1G27Do 31
.25L A0L 1.00L C BF 2300000000 13 203390 G5 17 90
.28L 1.28 5.17 DD HBA 0400000000 14 380-- G 19 Sc 7
.40: .40L 1.27L CD AC K 0400100000 2 13 203396 MA 4 88
.29: .40L 1.00L CF AC 0 0400100000
.25L .40L 1.00L C C K 0500000000 2 13 203398 K0 2 70
.82 6.32 11.32 CDD CAAA 1280001000 3 14 380- G 20Sc 6 127
.25L .40L 1.00L C S 1500000000 1 13 203403 K5 8 ' 91
,25L 1.27 2.55L D BB 1300001000
.25L 34 1.00L C B H 050(X)O0000
.25L .86 1.35: CC J BC 0500000000
.30L 1.33 2.50 CC GAB 0400000000 1 14 321-1G 28 Mu 2
.29L 2.33 7.23 DD J BA 0200(00000 2 14 380- G 24 Sc 6 124
.25L .40L 1.00L D B I 2600000000 1 13 203425 K2 5 90
1.24 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 0400000000 3 13 203427K2 9 65
10.25 1.60 1.50L BCC AABG 0 1400000000 3 13 203430MC 5
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 0500000000 2 13 203433 K5 0 87
.29L .40L 1.02L C AF 0401000000 1 13 203438 K5 9 82
.25L .40L 1.16L C C 2600000000 1 13 203442 K5 20 95
.54: .40L tOOL CF ED 1 0500000000
,32L 1.58 3.64 DC HAA 2300000000 1 14 322- G 8 SO 9 139
.28: 1.14 2.68 FCC GAB 248000(000 1 14 322- G 9SB 31 152
.25L .76 1.62 CF BA 050000000( 1 14 380- G 28 .. 10 155
.25L .66 1.26: FC CB 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C B 0501000000 2 13 203489 K2 1 82
.30L .40L 1.33L C AG 0400000000 1 13 203491 K5 6 92
.57L .58L 1.80 F CE 1300000020 8 2 14 322- G 14 E 32 121
.41 .58L 1.00L FF BBJ 0 0400000000
.25L .40L 2.82L C A J 1200000000 13 203498 K5 9 77
.25L .40L 1.35L C C 050000000( 13 203503 K 13 93
.25L 1,26 3.35 CC H AA 0200000000
.28L .40L 1.11L D H 1400000000 _ 3 13 203508 B8 14 55
.25L .57 1.32L C B D 0500000000
.29L .40L 1.03L C BG 0400000000
.36L .58L tOOL F AI H 1500000000
.38L .40L 1.14L C AB 0500000000 1 13 203517 K2 25 71
.32L .40L 1.97L i C BB C 0301000210 4 1 13 _ 203519 K5 12 82
1.05 .43: 1.00L BCD AAC 0 0500000000 1 17 2008N 29 119
.33L 2.78 2.81 CC CAA 0500000010
.25L ,63 1.00L C N B 0500000000
.60 .78 1.00L FC BC 0500000000
,25L ,46L 1,35L C D MM 2500000010 2 13 203534 K0 6 77
,33: ,40L tOOL CE AD 0 0600000000 1 13 _ 203537 K2 1 76
.34L ,40L I.OOL C BH 0400010000 2 13 203539 K5 3 83
1.33 .40L 2,24L BC AAI L 0 2400000000
.45 .40L 1.00L CD AC 0 0600000000 1 13 203542K5 2 85
.26L, .67 1.87L C J AN 0500000000
.27L .79 1,16: CE KBD 1500000000
.25L .58 1.08L D CG 0500000000 1 14 380-1G 37 Do 3 158
1,31 A0L 1.00L BD AA 4 150000000( 1 V599 CEN 27 3
.27L 1,41 2.57 CC KAA 0400000(0
.25L .59 1A8L C DK 3500000000
.67L .40L 1.16 C F 2500000000
.32L .40L 1.15L C BC 0400000000; 13 203557 K0 13 68
.25L .48 1.32: F D K BC 2501000100 14 380- G 39 S. 21
.28L .40L 1.00L C AF H 0500000000 13 203563 K5 39 81
.25L .63 1.55L C CD 1500000100
.64L .74L 1.32 D BE 1500000000
.57 .40L 1.0OL CF AB 0 0600000000 2 13 203575 K5 3 76
.25L .43 1.29L C DH 2500000000
.25L .40L 1.66L C A 0500000000 1 13 203580 K2 2 = 87
.25L .40L 1.00L D B 0500000000
.25L .64 1.19: CD' BC 2500000000
3.88 .59: 1.03L BCD AAC 0 1600000100 1 13 203581 MB 7 82
.28: .40L 1.00L BF AA ' 2 1700000000 2 13 203588 K5 4 85
7.73 2.57 1.28: DCDC AAAD 0 0400000000
1.08 .44L 1.00L BC AAK 0 1600000000 1 16 05723 41 126
.25L .40L 1.17L C IBJ 0500000000 2 13 203591 K5 13 85
.43L .40L 1.00L D BF 2600000000 2 13 203604 K5 17 82
.29L .40L 1.01L C BE 0500000000 2 13 203605 K2 8 82
.52L .60 1.19: CE ECB 1500000000
.3OL .40L 1.08L C BE 3400000010 1 *41 12327-3925 27 3
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 0500010000
.25L .40L 1.01L C D 0600000000 2 13 203614 K0 39 77
1.41 4.58 5.60 CCDD BAAA 0 4400100000 4 °14 322-G29Sb 5 128
.32L .40L 1.36L C B I K 0400000000
.28L .40L 1.14L E BJ 1500000010 1 13 203620 K0 11 92
3.38: 7.36: 3.81 CDC FAA, ,e, 4300100000 1 "41 12333--3935 3 15
.69 .40L 1.00L 8C AB 0 0600000000 2 13 203624K5 4 78
.73 .40L 1.0OL BC ABK 0 0600001000 2 13 203625MB 10 86
.36L .67 1.64: CC FBF 2500000110
.33: .40L 1.00L CD AC 0 0500000000
at 12, 25. 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region."Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
59




o , ('1 C) (.e) N
12339-3903 56.0 4 300+23 64 13 118 2
12341-3153 9.6 19 299+31 32 9 117 2
12342-3509 12.024 300+27 51 11 117 2
12344-3816 28.9 52 300+24 54 13 118 2
12347-3234 43.7 59 300+30, 100 38 116 2
12350-3514 4.1 45 300+27 46 12 118 2
12350-3343 5.8 56 300+291 49 14 117 2
12353-3520 23.9 48 300+27 36 11 116 2
12355--3923 31.6 16 300+23 34 10 119 2
12356--3529 37.g 57 300+27 31 6 116 2
12356-3028 38.4 59 300+32 70 8 116 2
12356-3348 38.5 24 300+29 61 8 116 2
12357-3831 45.4 29 300+24 70 17 118 2
12357-3709 45.9 0 300+25 25 11 118 2
12359-3453 58.C 22 300+28 51 10 117 2
12363-3008 23.1 50 300+32! 46 6 116 2
12368-3950 51.9 4 300+23 54 12 116 2
12374-3911 26.2 19 301+23' 40 11 118 2
12380-3405 3.0 32 300+28 50 21 116 2
12381-3628 10.2 52 301+26 25 7 118 2
12387--3717 43.$ 56 301+25 33 11 117 2
12389-3927 57.8 30 30t+23 51 11 116 2
12391-3439 6.e 22 301+28 51 12 117' 2
12393-3740 20.3 19 301+25 41 12 118 2
12394-3723 25.3 4 301+25 32 13 118 2
12401-3040 7.8 42 301+32 78 10 116 2
12403--3401 18.1 32 301+29 55 14 116 2
12403--3611 23.6 19301+26 58 13 117 2
12404--3544 29.2 4 301+27 65 8 117 2
12405-3047 34.8 56 301+32 59 14 116 2
12415-3352 30.1 46 301+29 60 12 116 2
12423-3240 18.1 4 301+30 49 13 116 2
12438-3826 48.5 19 302+24 53 14 117 2
12439-3945 57.4 14 302+23 41 12 119_ 3
12440-3302 4.9 41 302+30 45 12 116 2
12445-3558 30.4 53 302+27 33 9 117 2
12445-3322 30.6 11 302+29 61 17 115 2
12445-3412 33.2 16 302+28 39 19 115 2
12445-3951 34.5 15 302+23 27 3 125 3
12447-3917 44.9 54 302+23 35 12 116 2
12450-3214 1.0 41 302+30 50 14 116 2
12455-3203 35.2 7 302+31 57 9 116 2
12460-3931 0.4 38 302+23 43 28 134 2
12463-3259 18.1 4 302+30 70 11 116 2
12463-3629 18.1 26 302+26 32 8 116 2
12464-3423 24.1 57 302+28 74 19 116 2
12489-3022 55.0 7 302+32 57 8 115 2
12471-3621 8.0 18 303+26 62 16 114 2
12472--3402 12.1 11 303+29 37 13 116 2
12473-3712 23.8 18 303+25 26 12 116 2,
12474-3834 28.754 303+24 57 12 117 2
12478-3739 51.1 49 303+25 69 12 115 2
12480-3344 2.C 303+29 64 12 115 2
12481-3933 7.3 34 303+23 19 4 120 3
12482-3440 12.9 13 303+28 56 28 115 2
12482-3103 13.8 0 303+32 51 9 115 2
12482-3525 16.9 52 303+27 95 20 116 2
12490-3048 3.7 51 303+321 37 9 115 2
12492-3807 12.3 27 303+24 73 17 117 2
12492-3448 12.8 37 303+28 33 7 116 2
12494-3414 28.4 36 303+28 89 20 116 2
12495-3440 30.1 43303+28 42 10 116 2
12498-3845 53.3 27 303+24 28 6 121 3
12500--3902 1.0 25 303+24 41 8 117 3
12502-3933 15.0 51 303+23 36 13 116 4
12504-3907 28.1 12 303+23 24 6 120 3
12505-3838 30.7 24 303+24 61 8 ;115:3
12506-3750 39.1 23303+25 89 13 117 2
12506-3954 405 32 303+23 35 3 118 4
12506-3914 52,4 44 303+23 44 17 118 3
12508-3810 53.1 40 303+24 54 12114 2
12509--3056 57.6 23 303+32 35 13 115 2
12511--3915 11.1 21 303+23 28 8 121 4
12519-3934 57.2 42 304+23 28 11 120 4
12521-3622 7.8 45 304+26 41 10 115 2
12521--3940 11.1 56 304+23 55 8 115 3
12527-3400 42.0 29 304+29 55 14 115 2
12528-3916 50.8 12 304+23 85 22 119 2
12529-3tll 57.3 40 304+31 58 10 115 2
12530-3945 2.6 9 304+23 38 14 129 3
12533--3715 19.g 32 304+25 58 10 114 2
12533--3431 21.3 17 304+28 53 15 115 2
12536--3937 39.7 57 304+23 48 11 122 3
12536--3606 41.6 _ 4 304+26 68 18 114 2
12538-3522 54.0 11 304+27 38 14 114 2
12539-3959 56.1 17 304+23 50 10 122 3
12539-3832 56.2 30 304+24 21 9 123 ' 4
12540-3048 5.5 54 304+32 70 11 115 2
12542-3313 15.0 47 304+29 57 9 115 2
12542-3638 15.8 31 304+26 52 11 114 2
12543-3241 19.0 13304+30 59 12 115 2
12543-3006 21.3 22 304+32 55 11 115 2
12543-3549 21.3 55 304+27 70 21 113, 2
12544-3931 27.8 31 304+23 38 18 19 3
12546-3721 36.7 53 304+25 57 12 115 2
12552-3810 17.7 9 304+24 17 3 ;120 4
12555-3142 35.2 46 305+31 37 7 115 2
12558-3553 53.9 55 305+27 33 7 114 2
12560-3425 4.2 34 305+28 60 17 115 2
12561-3307 8.4 17 305+29 44 10 115 2
•Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Declination: - 40"-- 30"






































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_m 60 Fm 100 Fm Flux Co= r A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.32L l .40L 1.27L C BGNJ I 3400000000 2 "13 203629 K0 1 67
.35L .87 1.00L C C BMAF 1501000000
.25L .40L 1.09L C C 0500000000 2 13 203632 K2 9 75
.25L .66 1.05 CD [_C 1500000000 1 14 322-1G 32 E 2 145
.27L .40L 1.54 C E 1500000010
.43L .84 2.44 CC J [_A 0400000000 1 14 380- G 49 Sb 30
.25L .64 1.41L D K _ D 0500000000
.32L .40L 1.00L C CM 0500000000 1 13 203650 K5 6 95
.93 .49L 1.00L BC AAF 0 2400000000
67 .45L 1.12L BE AAFN 0 0600000000 2 13 203655G8 5
.31L .40L 2.52L C BB L 0400000000 1 13 203653 K5 10 86
.25L .40L 1.09L C AJ 0500000000 1 13 203652 K 11 92
.25L .41L 1.45L E F H 3500000000 1 13 203656 K0 24 73
.25L .40L 1.01L C CH 0500000000 1 °41 12358-3709 26 1
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 0600010000 2 13 203657 K2 2 76
.77 .40L 3.07L B D A B L 0 0500000000 ; 4 13 203666 K0 4 60
.25L .40L 6.70L E C 2201000008
.75L .40L 1.06L C BA 4400000000, 13 203685 K5 14 77
.25L .36: 1.26: DF L l D 0500000000
2.30 7.21 11.14 CCDD BA/',A 0 0200000000 3 °14 381-G8Sc 12 143
6136 7.67 2.63 CBDC AAAA 0 0400000000
.29L .42L 1.00L D BGH 1500000000 13 203715 K5 2 80
.30L .40L 1.00L jC CF 0600000(X)0 V451 CEN 31 3
.66 .40L 1.03L'BD AB M 1 0600000000 2 13 203722K5 14 86
.68 .40L 1.00L CC AA 0 0500000000 1 V453 CEN 32 3
.25L .40L C D 0600010000 1 40 K2 Ill 1 33 89
.25L .99L C DGMH 0400000000 1 13 203741 K2 33 85
.26L .40L C EL I 0600000000 1 13 203742 K5 4 82
.34L .40L C BB 0600000000 1 13 203744 K5 23 81
.25L .59 CC GBC 1500000000
.25L 1.42 CC 8B 2300000100
.30L .68 CC MI _B 1500000000
.25L .60 C GH 1_
.25L 1.01 CC NKAB 1401000000
92 .40L BF ABf: 7 0601000000
.96 .52L BC AAL 0 0400000000
.25L .96 CC K 9B 1500000000
.25L .55L C GB 2500000220
.60 .40L CD AAMB 5 1500000000
.34L 2.50 DD FHA, A 3200001000
.25L .56 D _)M 1500000000
.32L .40L B A D 1500000000
.27L .40L D L K F _ 1500000040
.32L .40L E C F 0500000000
2.75 .65L DC AA:3 0 0500000000
.68L .67: CC F _B 4400000100
.41: .40L CF AC 0 0400000000
.25L .50 D OM 0500000000
.35L .40L C AH 1500000000
.31: .40L CF AC 0 i 0500010000
.39L .40L C B K 2500000000
.27L .40L C B G 0500000000
.48L .40L D CJ 0400000000
.44 .40L BD AB 0 2500101000
.25L .40L C C 4400000320
.74 .4OL CD AB M 0 0400000000
.25L .43 D _ H 0400000000
1.25 .40L BC AA 0 0500000000
.25L .55: DD 3B 1401000000
.31: .40L BE AD 0 2400000000
.25L .72 DD DF 0401000000
.35 .40L BD AB K 0 2300000000
.36: 2.85 CECC CD_A 3 0200000100
.25L .40L B BC 1400010000
.25L .88 C E F _ C 2300000000
.6.4 .40L BD AC N 1 1400000000
.25L .40L C B 1400010000
.25L .40L C IB I 14(X)000000
.40 .40L CC AB 0 1700001000
.25L .50 C DI 1400100000
.62L .79: DE GBA 1401000000
.33L 1.02 CC F B B 0400000000
.56 ,40L CC AA D 2400100000
.25L 1.40 BB EE AA 3480000100
.57 .40L BD AB 0 0400000000
.25L .40L C B E 3500000000
.25L 1.17 CC BB 0400000000
.69L .53L D J CB 3500000000
.32L .40L C AE 1500010000
.25L .40L C D 3500000030
.27L .40L C A I- 0400000000
.29L .73 C BF 1500000000
.25L ,40L B BE L 3600000000
.27L .72 D L C ' 0300000000
.33L .40L 1.00L C BE 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.38L B B K 2500000000
.20: .40L 1.13L BD AE O 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C CL 0400000000
.57 .40L 1.00L CD AC 0 0500010000
.33: .40L 1.00L CF B{ 0 0400000000
.25L .82 1.94 CC BB 0500000010
.36: .99 1.52 FCC DAB 1400000000
.56L .53: 1.32: DO F DC 0400000000
.25L .45: 1.28 C DE E ED 3600000000
.35L .40L 1.23L E DI 0400000000
.92 .40L 1.00L BB Aid 0 0500000000
.87 .40L 1.00L DC AI_ E 5 2500000000
1.42 .48L 1.00L EC At, G 1 1500000000
.25L .74 1.30: CF BC 1500001000
.50L .40L 1.01L B A(. 0400000000






3.01 2 "14 381- G15SO 2
1.72:1
1.52L
2.63 1 14 322- G 76 Sa 11
1.00L 5 "13 203797K0 17 60
1.00L
1.86 2 "14 381-1G 23 .. 5 150
1.30
1.17L 1 13 203806 MA 1 83
7.14 2 14 322- G 82 Sc 13 129
1.08L
1.12L 2 13 203823 K2 5 75
1.29 8 1 32 X1246-395 90 8
1.00L 1 1 V471 CEN 26 3
1,00L
1.87
1.31L 2 13 203845 MA 6 93
1.28L 1 14 381 -tG 26 .. 12 160
1.00L 2 13 203849 K5 10 87
1.00L 13 203852 K5 30 75
1.00L




1.39L 16 05989 26 135
1.49L
1.00L 3 13 203877 M0 20 73
1.35:
1.0OL 13 203884 K0 2 70
1.31:
1.88L 1 1 V476 CEN 15 3
7.50 1 14 323- G 25 SC 4
1.00L 1 13 !03896 K2 3 80
2.41 2 14 323- G 31 S. 3
1.09L 1 13 !03904 K2 10 68
1.11L
1.73L
1.00L 3 13 203907 A5 11 42
1.00L
1.66 1 14 323-- G 35 Sa 2
1.60
1.00L
4.97 2 14 323- G 41 Sc 15
1.02L 1 13 203931 MO 2 91
1.09L
2.26
1.26 1 14 323- G 44 Sa 14
1.00L 2 13 203941 K5 16 81




1.22L 1 14 381- G 29 E 18
1 13 203960 K0 2 8G
1 13, 203959 K8 7 92
2 13 203961 K5 16 85
i 12 13 203966 K5 15 951 V484 CEN 37
1 13 204002 K5 7 8(
Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I°W}.
6O




h m+ o ,
12563-3733 20.8 46 305+25 40 8 33 4
12564-3125 24.3 42 305+31 43 9 115 2
12568-3522 49.1 52 305+27 74 10 114 2
12573-3554 18.5 54 305+27 48 7 115 2
12575-3559 33.5 53 305+27 73 24 115 2
12576-3944 39.2 1 305+23 30 7 121 3
12577-3202 42.3 45 305+31 71 16 114 2
12577-3313 46.9 59 305+29 80 13 115 2
12578-3231 52.9 36 305+30 54 14 114 2
12582-3539 12.9 29 305+27 49 18 115 2
12582-3903 17.3125 305+24 33 8 122 3
12582-3321 17.6!11 305+29 63 10 115 2
15612583-3619 20,4 305+26 57 12 1183
12585-3910 32.0 2305+23 25 8123 3
12585-3334 33.2 39 305+29 76 17 114 2
12585-3207 35.257 305+30 56_ 1_ 114 2;12586-3039 38.5 53 305+32 114
12589-3920 58.550 305+23 37 81213
12590-3033 4.2 49 306+32 48 8 114 2
12593-3230 21.5 37 306+30 54 14 114 2
12593-3251 22.8 10 306+30 34 11 114 2
12599-3915 56.2 9 305+23 44 8 35 3
12599-3224 59.5 32 306+30 70 18 114 2
13001-3557 12.0 46 306+27 77 10 118 2
13003-3858 22.4 52 305+24 36 4 123 3
13006-3158 39.1 9 306+31 54 15 114 2
13007-3756 47.8 60 306+25 33 6 120 3
13010-3834 5.6 10 306+24 24 6 122 3
13012--3755 14.2 56 306+25 45 11 120 3
13016-3016 39.6 25 306+32 64 19 114 2
13018-3814 48.0 40 306+24 46 10 122 3
13020-3519 4.2 27 306+27 25 6 116 3
13023-3155 23.5 28 306+31 47 12 114 2
13025-3504 33.3 22 306+27 28 7 116 3
13030-3629 3.3 11 306+26 46 8 119 3
13031-3045 6.1 47 307+32 46 9 114 2
13033-3958 21.5 35 306+23 65 8 122 3
13034-3426 25.1 51 306+28 95 31 117 2
13037-3339 43.2 52 306+29 44 9 114 2
13038-3120 53.4 43 307+31 91 11 114 2
13039-3407 55.7 23 307+28 25 6 114 2
13040-3606 0.5 51 306+26 21 10 123 3
13041-3716 6.3 52 306+25 29 8 119 3
13042-3559 13.3 47 306+27 26 10 123 3
13043-3335 22.5 60 307+29 33 8 115 3
13046-3316 38.7 55 307+29 52 7 114 2
13049-3946 58.7 22 306+23 53 15 123 2
13053-3007 19.6 39 307+32 93 31 114 2
13053-3208 19.8 20 307+30 39 10 114 2
13057-3250 43.5 11 307+30 29 5 115 3
13057-3012 45.1 34 307+32 71 37 114 2
13061-3038 6.0 28 307+32 44 8 114 2
13062-3314 13.8 4 307+29 58 11 115 3
13062-3151 15.0 34 307+31 40 13 114 2
13065-3429 34.2 27 307+28 67 15 117 2
13069 3553 55.4 38 307+27 37 8 120 3
13069-3615 58.6 42 307+26 61 13 119 3
13072-3502 16.1 44 307+27 52 3 120 3
13072-384I 17.9 16 307+24 36 12 120 3
13075-3150 33.8 17 308+31 46 12 114 2
13078-3110 52.1 1 308+31 89 39 114 2
13079-3740 57.1 23 307+25 33 15 120 3
13084-3844 24.5 12 307+24 41 8 121 3
13085-3051 32.3 19 308+32 46 8 113 2
13087--3451 42.7 51 308+28 30 4 123 3
13089--3500 56.2 37 308+27 42 12 125 3
13090-3243 1.5 44 308+30 30 8 117 2
13092--3711 14.5 38 307+25 38 12 120 3
13092--3732 14.8 20 307+25 40 7 119 3
13093-3938 18.651 307+23 24 8 120 3
13095-3103 34.3 35 308+31 37 25 117 2
13097-3925 44.3 34 307+23 46 8 120 3
13099-3136 56.2 12 308+31 83 9 116 3
13100-3040 3.9 12 308+32 56 8 113 2
13101-3225 5.8 29 308+30 52 10 117 2
13103-3504 23.1 16 308+27 45 12 120 2
13112-3010 17,8 20 309+32 55 9 113 2
13116-3623 41.3 5 308+26 50 17 123 2
13118-3612 !49.0 30 308+26 68 16 119 3
13118-3703 49.2 11 308+25 72 14 124i 2
13119-3218 _59.9 14 309+30 96 32 116 2
13120-3527 1.8 15 308+27 46 18 122 2
13120-3558 3.3 50 308+26 22 11 120 3
13121--3422 6.2 2 308+28 25 10 121 3
13123-3606 20.8 27 308+26 43 3 120 3
13123-3653 21.0 6 308+25 35 14 118 3
13125-3431 33.3 50 308+28 42 8 119 3
13129-3947 57.8 27 308+23 45 11 126 2
13131-3624 7.3 45 308+26 62 10 117 2
13131-3644 11.9 22 308+26 52 9 121 3
13132-3705 14.0 1 308+25 54 9 121 3
13139-3849 56.1 39 308+24 53 8 119 3
13141 3114 6.1 32 309+31 32 8 116, 2
13144-3307 28.6 50 309+29 29 3 118 3
13145-3702 30.6 24 309+25 31 9 _118 3
13149--3150 55.5 25 309+30 37 10 116 2
13150-3834 4.9 48'309+24 47 24 122 2
13151-3309 8.1 26 309+29 46 11 123 2
13151-3904 11.2 51 309+23 45 14 124 3
13153-3028 183 7 310+32 74 9 116 2
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)






































































































lO0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.12L C BD 0400010000
1.00L BC AAM 2 1500000000
1.00L C AFF 1500000000
1.00L BD ADE 0 1500000000
1.29L F MGI I 1500000000
1.00L BCD AAD 0 1600000000
1.32 CF CB 2500000000
1.51L C C 0400000000
1.35: CE BD 1500000000
2.14 DC DGB 1400000000
1.00L BC AA E 0 1500000000
1.00L C B F D 0400000000
1.00L C F B D 0500000000
1.00L BC AB 0 2400000000
1.46: C D L B B 0400000000
1.68 CC FBC 4500100000
2.33 ECC CAB 1400000000
1.OOL D B G 2400000000
1.13L C ADG 2500000000
3.23 CC HFBB 1400000100
7.43: DD HCAA 1200000000
1.07L C C 1300000010
1.52 C D B C 2500000000
1.00L C D 1500000000
6.37 CC MBAB 1100001000
2.13 CC EHCB 2400000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0500101100
1.22L BD AC F 4 0400000000
2.76 CC MKAA 0400101100
1.32 C F FC 1500000000
1.00L C B E 0500000000
1.00L B C A B 1 0500000000
4.24 CD CAA 1300000000
8.52 CC BGAA 0400010000
1.50 CC B D 0400000000
1.00L BD AC 0 1500000000
1.64L C HBE , 2500000200
1.22 D C 1400000320
2.53 CC DAA 0400000000
1.31L D B 1500000000
1.OOL BCE AAB 1 1600001000
1.06L BC ABI L 0 0500000000
1.00L BC AAEG 0 0600000000
1.00L DF BD G 7 0560000000
7.38 DCC FBAA 0200001000
t.00L CE BD I 0400000000
1.00L O B L L 2600000000
t.56 C D 3601000320
1.12L BCC AAB 0 0500000100













1.30 C M E
1.00L CF AB
1,02L C B D
1.96: ED GBB
1.29L F FCB
1.16L C C K






1.22L BC AA J 1 0500000000
1.66: B C AEKD 2500000140
1.00L BD AC 0 0400000000
1.03L E OL 1400000000
1.16L BE AC 1 0500000000
1.29: CD I BC 0400000000
1.DOL BD ABD 0 0500000000

























1.52 C L B
1.00L C B







1.57L E E N
1.42 C F C
1.00L D L D











Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
1.04L BCD AACJ 0 0410000200
12.04 CCCC EDAA 2 1300000000
1.02L D N N F E 0400000000
1.02L C B D M 1600000000
1.48 C C B B 0400000000
1.15L C AG 0400000000
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 16 06045
1 13 204010 K5
1 13 2O4016 K2
1 14 381- G40SO
2 13 204029 F2
2 14 381- G42Sb
1 14 381- G 46 Sc
2 13 204039
1 14 381-1G 48{:)0
2 14 443- G 29Sc
2 14 443- G 30 SB
1 13 204049 K0
1 13 204050 K0
3 14 381- G 50Sc
2 14 381- G 51 Sb
1 10 M-05-31-022
1 13 204074 K2
I 14 323- G 71Sa




















1 14 323- G 73 Sb 8
1 10 M-05-31-028 127
2 13 204103 K0
1 14 443- G 56 Sa
2 14 382- G 5Sc
4
C
1 13 204128 K0
2 13 204131MB
1 13 204136K2
1 14 382- G 10 Sb
1 13 204147 K2
C 1 32 X1305-301
1 4 TMSS -30201
1 4 TMSS -30202
1 13 204168 K0
1 14 443- G 73Sa
1 13 204181 K0
1 13 204182 G5
1 13 204184 K0
1 13 204207 MA
1 13 204211 K5
1 13 204212 K0
2 "13 204219 MA
3 13 204227 G5
1 16 06134
8_
1 13 204236 K0
3 "13 204237 G5
1 13 204238 K5
3 14 443- G 83Sc
1 13 204245 K2
1 13 204279 K0
2 13 204282 K0
1 14 382- G 23 Sa
I 14 382-1G 25Do
1 t3 204299 K0
1 13 204301 K5
2 7 -368436




2 14 444- G 5 SB
1 13 204332 K5
1 14 324 G 3 SO











































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($I) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /J,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
61




ot _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m8la
hm. * , (s) ( ) ! b (") (") (') N
3155-3511 33.0 42 309+27 84 24 125 2 .25L
3155-3420 34.9 8 309+28 35 7 117 3 3.63
3157-3122 42.7 13 310+31 42 16 116 2 ,25L
3169-3307 56.5 16 310+29 76 29 120 3 ,26L
3170-3647 3.9 56 309+25 60 16 123i 2 ,27L
3174-3119 29.3 2 310+31 65 9 116 2 ,45
3175 3948 34.6 19 309+22 55 8 120 3 ,47
3176-3323 41.5 47 310+29 37 5 117 3 1,20
3177-3626 45.2 56 309+26 41 9 118 3 3.56
3178-3914 52.8 35 309+23 28 10 121 3 .66
3180-3920 0,7 33 309+23 27 11 120 3 .25L
3180-3434 5.0 39 310+28 33 6 120 3 .25L
3181-3128 7.4 44 310+31 41 12 116 2 25L
3182-3942 16.4 46 309+23 38 10 119 3 .91
3186-3015 38.8 55 311+32 46 11 115 2 .62
3186-3231 40.2 17 310+30 29 12 119 3 .25L
3187-3617 ¢7.0 7 310+26 54 8 118 3 .56
3190-3544 3.(_ 55 310+26 52 9 118 3 1.13
3191-3622 6,2 8 310+26 53 14 120 3 .25L
3192-3707 16,8 32 310+25 51 12 120 3 25L
3193-3802 23,4 12 310+24 : 36 10 121 3 ,25L
3195-3206 32,5 12 310+30 40 7 116 2 .72
3197-3928 45,2 24 309+23 = 30 6 119 3 ,25L
3198-3342 52,6 2 310+28 76 14 117 3 .38
3198-3430 53,@ 36 310+28 57 8 118 3 .55
3200-3440 5,1 6 310+27 42 9 119 3 ,52
3203 3255 18,8 39 311+29 30 7 116 3 10.50
3203-3436 19.0i44 310+28 33 14 121 3 ,25L
3204-3111 26.750 311+31 65 19 115 2 ,38L
3207 3415 45.0 8 310+28 52 14 118 3 .25L
3207-3424 47.7 37 310+28 44 8 117 3 ,69
3210-3155 5,5 23 311+30 56 15 115 2 ,25L
3213-3558 22.3 56 310+26 34 6 117 3 2,70
3214-3453 25.4 18 310+27 65 8 118 3 ,39
3214-3911 29,7 20 310+23 39 10 119 3 ,89
3215-3746 31.4 28 310+24 37 6 122 3 1.64
3216-3010 41.7 24 311+32 54 10 115 2 .25L
3219-3751 55.3 6 310+24 57 15 122 2 .45L
3219-3725 55.5 35 310+25 75 20 116 2 .25L
3220-3311 0.3 19 311+29 66 12 118 3 .47
3223-3643 20,5 25 310+25 35 12 119 3 .25L
3223-3740 21,0 4 310+24 28 10 123 3 .70
3223-3323 21,6 53 311+29 63 18 123 3 .33L
3224-3017 27.7 6311+32 55i 12 115 2 .37L
3224-3809 27.8 24 310+24 46 12 119 3 .25L
3226-3957 40.4 52 310+22 29 14 118 3 31
3228-3229 48.2 60 311+30 57 14 119 3 .25L
3228-3129 51,6 23 311+31 40 8 118 3 .89
3228-3923 51.7 1310+23 73 8118 3 .44
3229-3256 55.5 19 311+29 108 14 115 2 .38
3229-3701 56.4 39 310+25 51 10 118 3 .35L
3231-3448 7.0 55 311+27 36 7 116 3 3.89
3231 3535 9.6 38 311+26 66 14 118 31 .25L
3232-3929 13.1 39 310+23 38 5 117 3 3.95
3235-3336 31.6 27 311+28 44 8 118 3 .38L
3236-3344 36.3 57 311+28 44 10 119 3 .63
3236-3028 37.6 55 312+32 89 18 118 3 .25L
3237-3936 47.9 38 310+23 39 8 118 3 .52
3239-3942 59.4 12 310+22 51 11 118 3 .37
3240 3108 2.1 21 312+31 57 15 119 3 .34L
3243-3954 19.7 8 310+22 53 14 123 2 1.05
3244-3722 25.8 43 311+25 46 40 116 2 .25L
3246-3755 36,8 16 311+24 28 12 118 3 .25L
3246-3018 40.6 1 312+32 48 16 116 3 .41L
3250-3901 4.6 43 311+23 58 14 120 2 27
3251-3609 8.3 53 311+26 41 9 117 3 .69
3251-3214 8.4 11 312+30 76 18 122 2 31L
3257-3159 42.5 10 312+30 81 15 115 2 ,89L
3258-3459 50.4 45 311+27 39 36 91 2 .25L
3258 3709 50.9 51 311+25 94 28 120 2 ,41L
3260-3144 2.3 38 3t2+30 33 7 116 3 5,78
3260-3154 3.5 12 312+30 46 12 117 3 .25L
3261 3047 8.7 2 312+31 50 10 117 3 1.02
3262-3530 14,0 54 311+26 66 8 118 3 ,27
3262-3729 15.831 311+25 51 17 121 3 ,25L
3263-3843 21.7 6 311+23 90 9 116 2 .27
3264 3321 25_7 58 312+29 54 13 121 2 _37
3264 3255 26,8 13 312+29 28 9 116 3 .31L
3265 3400 33,0 49 312+28 41 9 116 3 .25L
3267 3920 44.7 47 311+23 34 11 119 3 A0
3272-3717 14.4 44 311+25 42 11 118 3 ,52
3272 3607 16,7 9 312+26 33 16 118 2 ,28
3272-3109 17,3 20 313+31 56 16 116 3 .25L
3273-3203 18.8 56 312+30 52 10 117 3 .72
3273-3233 24.0 20 312+29 40 8 119 2 .39L
3274-3758 24.8 53 311+24 31 18 116 3 .25L
3278 3119 53.2 21 313+31 63 30 116 2 .25L
3279-3048 56.7 52 313+31 90 17 116 3 .28L
3260-3918 0.4 25 311+23 33 8 118 3 1.87
3280 3349 0.9 52 312+28 45 8 117 3 .55
3281-3909 83 0 311 +23 i 27 4 117 3 13.93
3283-3727 23,1 4 312+24 48 10 118 2 .32
3284 3450 29.7 13 312+27 95 33 123 2 .25L
3285-3229 34.8 17 313+29 41 14 120 2 ,25L
3286-3432 36.1 10 312+27 27 5 118 3 .75
3289-3047 57.2 44 313+31 60 10 116 3 ,56
3291 - 3808 10,8 27 312+24 27 7 117 3 1,35
3292-3012 16,4 37 313+32 48 7 116 3 1,60
3293 3837 21.0 49 312+23 100 20 117 3 ,26L
3293 3339 21.7 32 313+28 31 8 117 3 1,62
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /_m 60 /xm 100 _m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.25L .59L 1.26 C
1,08 .42L 1.00L BC
.33L 1.84: 4.55 DC
.25L .40L 1.14 C
.79L .67 1.52: CC
.29L .40L 1.43L C
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.30: ,40L 1.00L CD
.97 .40L 1.00L BC
.29: ,40L 1.00L B F
,25L ,80 2.06 CC
31: 2.69 4.34 DCC
.30L 1.52 3.08 CC
.32L .40L 1.00L B
.34L .40L 1.15L D
,57L .65 1.32 CE
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.26: .40L 1,25L B E
.25L .83 2,65 CC
.25L .75 1.54 CC
.25L .86 1.30L C
.30L ,40L 1,00L C
.48 2.57 2,95 DCC
.29L ,40L 1,00L E
.25L ,40L 1,00L D
,51L ,40L 1,00L C
2,61 ,48L 1,00L BB
,25L ,49 1.56 CC
,26L ,56 1,46: CD
.25L .61 1.00L D
.42L .40L 1.00L El
,25L ,46 1.04: CC
.81 .40L 1,00L BC
,25L .40L 1.16L D
,29 .48L 1.07L BF
.54 .40L 1.00L B F
.36L 1.48 3.00: C D
.25L i .55 1.37L C
.64L .32: 1.11: ED
.28L .40L 1.00L C
.27L 1.07 1.86 C B
.44L .40L 1,19L B
.30L .40L 1.17 D
.46L 1,04 2.77 CC
.41: 1,54 2.17: FCC
.25L ,43L 1.50L C
.25L ,65 1.55: C D
.25L ,40L 1.12L B
.27L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.19L F
.25L .80 1.04L C
.90 .40L 1.0OL BC
.25L .68 1.20: C D
.91 .40L 1.00L CC
.42L .80 1.99 C D
25L .40L 1.00L B
.52L .45L 1.49 C
25L .40L 1,00L B
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .59 1.12: CD
.22 .40L 1.18L CE
.76L ,40L 1.38 C
.26L .60 1.42 F C
.25L .62 1,03L C
.42L .40L 1.28L F
.45 .40L 1.00L BC
.39L .52 1.03L D
1.01L .44 1.00L F
.28L .41L 1.08 D
,33L 93L 1.05 C
2.36 .34: 1.00L B B D
.28L .97 2.48 CC
.32L .40L 1.00L C
.25L .40L 1.00L C
.32L .48L 1.89 C
.28L .40L 1.58L D
.33L .40L 2,54L C
.25L 2.22 7.66 CC
,30L 2.77 8.18 CC
.25L .40L 1,00L D
.25L .40L 1.26L C
.32L .44L 1,00L E
.36L .69 1,57 CB
27L .40L 1.00L B
.48L .87 1.14: ED
.25L ,40L 3.72 C
.58L .49L 1.17 F
.32L .50 1.00L D
.47 .40L 1.11L BC
.29L .40L 1.00L El
3.33 .55 1.00L B B D
.27L .40L 1.28L C
.60L ,40L 1.12 O
.27L 1.57 2.89 CC
2.79 22,73 35.44 BBDC
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.36 .40L 1.00L B D
,42 .40L 1.00L BD
.25L .40L .90 D
1.60 .40L 1.00L CC
Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
Flags
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A
2oef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40"-- 30*
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
382- G 35 SO
204338 M 88









382-- G 50 SO 103
382- G 51 Sc






382- G 55 N




324- G 18 SO









382- G 65 SO 128
204475 G5 70
204483 K0 65
324- G 23 Sd
204496 K5 92





383- G 4 Sc 119
383- G 5 SO
204520 K5 88
204532 103





383- G 8 Sb











a Coords SMJ SMN
h_m..8, (s) (_) l b (') (')('6) INO
13294-3259 25.2 46 313+29 59 16 117 2
13295-3754 33.8 44 312+24 ! 37 8 22 3
13296-3922 37.1 311+23 331 115 I13_-3635 !571150312+25 26 117
13304-3930 2751 4 312+22 81 10 1151213304-383929.013312+2382 8 115213305-3345,34733313+28 39 10117i3
133o0-322841.6'7 313+29 31 10 119i_13308-3022 :49.5 30 314+31 36 115
13308-3643 50.(] 51 312+25 35 8 116 3
13306--3104 51.7 39 313+31 18 11913308-3700 53.3 ov 312+25 75_ 18 122 2
13309-3448 54.1 17 313+27 24 8 116 : 3
13309-3810 57.8 22 312+24 55 8 118 3
13310-3328 1.7 17 313+28 33 7 115 3
13311-3332 8.8 17 313+28 76 15 115 2
13311--3635 11.6 15 312+25 43 11 117 3
13313-3348 18.3 45 313+28 I 39 10 118 3
13313-3407 19.7 32 313+28 40 11 115 2
13315_3 3 ,353142 2!119 
13316_383198i 31223 , 118
13317_3750,,,312_.24 11,13317_331247,313_.29 115
13318_3515500 313_.27! 1173
13329--3036 54.9,49 314+31 30 14 119 3
13329--3207 56.0 6 314+30 53 11 115 3
13329-3402 59.0111 313+28 21 10 116 3
13330-3457 3.2158 313+27 43 10 117 3
13330--3311 4.1148 313+29 39 13 116 3
13330-3230 5.8 14 314+29 51 12 115 3
13332-3625 16.7 17 313+25 52 8 117 3
13335-3822 33.5 27 312+23 29 10 116 3
13339--3412 58.4 47 313+27 27 9 116 3
13341--3715 9.8 6 313+24 29 10 116 3
13343-3642 22.0 4 313+25 83 8 116 3
13344-3727 28.6 27 313+24 44 10 117 3
13345-3830 31.7 15 313+23 58 42 128 2
13346-3245 36.3 7 314+29 30 10 116 3
13346--3756 42.(_j30 313+24 46 10 116 3
13349-3433 55.1 13 314+27 39 12 117 3
13350-3143 4.7 0 314+30 52 13 115 3
13351-3040 7.5 42 315+31 37 12 116 3
13351-3315 9.3 54 314+28 38 11 116 313351-393595 8 313+22 54 12 116313353-362919458313+25 39 10 1173
13355-3539 31.7 6 314+26 I 32 10 117 3
13355-3515 33.4 10 314+26 45 14 119 2
13357-3842 $5.2 14 313+23 74 9 115 2
13358-3200 149.1 59 314+30' 50 14 114 3
I
13365_311805 315+3083 11513365-3355 34.C 314+28 _ 36 117
13365-3037 [35.1 59 315+31 70 13 120 _2
13367-3031 43.0130315+31 28 _ 118 _13367--3929 144.2_ 41 313+22 28 116,
13368-3730 50.0' 50 313+24 41 I I16
13368-3947 51.5 52 313+22 28 118
13369--3820 56.3141 313+23 35 10 116 3
13370-3123 4.5 14,315+30 33 6 115 I 3
13373-3901 20.7 191313+23 64 28 122 3
13376--3324 37.6 14 314+28 43 11 117 3
13378-3104 52.7 49 315+30 55 11 116 3
13379-3224 57.7 13 315+29 50 17 119 2
13379-3317 58.1 27 315+28 36 5 115 3
13379--3927 59.6 51 313+22 46 8 i119 3
13381--3412 10.3 36 314+27 44 10 118 3
13386-3133 36.2 24 315+30 113 36 114
13387-3845 47.0 314+23 54 11 116!
13388-3320 52.8 39!315+28 29 6 116 3
I
13389-3015 55.4 71316+31 72 12 115 2
13389-3259 58.8 11' 315+28 28 8 116 3
13390--3917 5.7 261313+22 59 9 114 2
13392-3019 14.6 49!316+31 40 10 114 3
13395-3251 35.2 86 315+29 35 23 113 3
13398-3348 49.8 31315+28 45 10 117 3134o0-3728 5.9 11 314+24 2e 116
13405-3007 33.1 5 316+31 57 14 115 3
13405-3113 34.742 316+30 65 12 113 2
13421-3458 83 19 315+26 65 22 121 2
13423-3301 23.1 19 316+28 35 6 117 3
13424-3541 27.2 12 315+26 34 3 115 3
13425-3815 34.6 48 314+23 49 11 118 3
13427--3318 43.8 44 316+28 72 8 115 3
13427-3434 47.011315+27 28 , 9 114 3,3,13428-3247 48.6 31 316+28 38 117
13431-3313 10.2 5 316+28 24' 7 115
13432--3414 17.3 47 316+27 551 17 120 2'
13433-3639 21.7 46 315+25 39 ! 8 115 31
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density
(Not Co.r Corrected)







































































































Declination: - 40 =-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V
I00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion
ncs Coef R Flags"
1.00L C J 15O0OO0O00
3.17 CC HDAB 0401000010
2.50L ,C AK H 2300000000
1"92LI.O0 ECE FCAD 0500000100
1.11L# ADL 2500000000D H 0 1
1.00L C DK 27O0600O00
1.00L DC FCBI 1301001210
1,72 iccCC I EBC 03000000001.88L AD O 71 0600000000
1.16L C BEF 2500000000
1.50L C HBE 1300000000
1.45L D d BF 1500000100
1.00L'CBD AAD 01 0500000000
1.0OL C K B I 0600000200
1,00L BC ABI D O 1400100000
1.43L D I C 1400100000
1.97 CC CAB 2400000000
1.o0L B B 0300000000
1.00L _C CJ 1500010000
1.O0L D DCC 0401000000
I.o0L C DB 3700O00O00
1.O0L CE BE 0 0600010000
3.40 ECD EAA 1300000000
1.04L C CJ J 0400100000
1.O0L BC ACI 2 0520000000
3.26 ECC BAA 0201100000
1.O0L'BC AB E 1 0300000000
2.28 DC I KAB 0400100000
11.60 DCC HAAA 0200010000
1.O0L E AE M 1500000000
1.62 C D E E B 0303000200
1.O0L ID B 0300O00O00
1.12L EC GEBC 0400000000
1.67L C K E 0800100200
2.21 DC L CB 0700100200
1.O0L 'e BD 03O00O0000
1.00LIBCC BBBD 2 0501010000
1.12L C BL 0500010000
2.22 OC CCDA 0400000200
1.55 CC I AB 0301000100
1.00L IC B D K 0400000000
I.O0L B D B C 1 06000000O0
I.O0L ' B A DGL 0500000000
1.00L iD BK 1500000000
1.23: CF HCC 0100000000
1.O0L ]B _D E 1501000000
1.33 F E 4501000420
2.82 CD GEAA 0300000000
1.O0L IBD BA 0 1500000000
2,49 CC BA 0400000100
1.42 CC DECB 1500000000
4,43 CC IEFAA 0600000000
2.24 B CC HBB 03000010001.83: CC 'GE BC 3500000000
1.O0L IB F 04O0OO0OO0
1.O0L B BC 1401010000
1.01L C E 15000000001.23 C F L O 4500000000
1.53 DC HCB 05000O00O0
1.46L C E CD 1401000000
2.79 CC I AA 0400000000
1.O0L C CJ 0500O00O00
1.O0L DCE AAC 5 0500000000
1.o0L CBC AAC O 4700000000
1.00L BF ADF 0 1300000000
1.00L e AD 0500010000
1.00L BC ]AAF 0 3600000000
1.O0L BC IAC 0 0500000000
29.76 BBCCIAAAA 1 21A0000000
1.60 C MNC 1601000430
3.35 CC KAA 0500000010
1.00L! B B 0400000000
1.55 DC GDC 1300000000
1.00L CC ABJ 0 0600000000
t.00L I 8 e 17000(0X_O0
1.00L E BF 0501000000
1.46 CC HFCD 1500000000
1.26 D HFH 15000O00O0
1.00L B BG 1600000000
1.00L BBC AAC 5 1600000000
1.08L F CG 0400000000
1.31L B AE J 2500000000
1.O0L C B 1700000000
1.O0L BD C lABG 2 05000000001.50 B 25O00000O0
1.O0L B B G 1400000000
1.O0L B BFJ 0300010000
1.69 CC ELCA I 0400000000
1.08L C G 0300010000
1.40 E K F C' 3500000110
1.O0L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.00L BC BB 0 1400010000
1.O0L B B ' 0600O10000
1.O0L C C L 15O0OO0000
1.00L BC BBHI 0 0400010000
1.00L B D A B 1 I 0400000000
1.00L BO AD I 2 0500000000
1.11L C MC E 0400000000
1.o0L BF AC 1 0600000000
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 204585 K2 16 8G
1 14 324- G 33 St) 13
1 13 204569 K2 1 7(3
1 14 124- G34.. 2
2 13 204574 K2 1 70
14 383-- G 1850 5 15914 444- 71SO 28
1 13 204594MA 2 90
I 13 204588 K0 6 93
1 1 V661 CEN 4O 3
1 14 383-G205( 3
1 13 204601 K5 10 81
1 13 204608 KS 4 85
3 13 204612 K2 3 55
1 14 383- G 25 SB 30
1 14 383-- G 27 Sa 3
4 2 14 383- G 31 Sb 55
1 13 204630 K0 9 77
4
4 2 14 444- G 75 Ir 49
1 13 204633 K2 3 75
2 14 383- G 35 E? 40
1 13 204636 K 7 95
4 2 14 383-G3650 13
1 13 204642 K5
2 13 204653 G5
1 13 204658 K5
2 14 383- G 44 Sb
1 14 383-- G 46 ..
2 14 444- G86,Sb
2 14 383- G 485a











1 14 383- G 55 S. 13
1 13 204704 K0 14 85
2 1 V663 CEN 15 3
2 13,204708 MB 2 63
1 13 204710 K2 3 78
2 13 204712 K0 2 56
6 14 I445-- G 4 E 17 108
1 32 ' X1337-39O 65 12,
2 14 383- G 60 Sb 5
2 14 ] 445-- G 9 Sb 14
i
I 13 !204724 K5 7 76
1 13 204725 G5 8 7C
2 14 445- G 11 S. 14
1 13 204736 K2 5 7_
4 13 204739 M0E 5 58
1 1 V664 CEN 18
1 13 204741 K5 5 9C
1 13 204756 K5
2 141 445- G 18 Sa
1 13 204800 K5
1 16 06422
I 13 204805 K0
1 1 V665 CEN
3, 13 204812 F5
1l 13 204820 K










at 12. 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region,
63
Right Ascension: 13h43=27s-13h54"42"
Position (1950) Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 k_m 60 Fm
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords 5MJ SMN O O 12 Vm
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
13434-3654 27.8 1 314+22 88 22 119 2 ,46L .28L
13436-3253 38,6 19 318+28 562 13 115 3 .L>9 .38L13439-3938 58.9 13 314+22 12 ' 119 3 .25L .30L
13445-3624 35.8 55 315+28 30 11 115 3 .45 .77
13447-3041 47.0 41317+30 56131143 .25L .33L
13448-3210 49.551316+29 55 8 ,1153 .45 .26L
13448-3006 50.738317+31 65121153 .26L .27L
13448-3451 51.832316+26 79141182 .29 .33L
13450-3753 3.018315+23 7340 61163 3.83 1.93
.3450-3246 4.69316+28 1 113 .25L .25L
13452--3800 18.1 39 315+23 41 31183 1.28 .36L
13452--3017 17.248 317+31 221411163 .25L .31L
13453-3159 23.327317+29 39 7 I 1163 .25L .24:
13454-3636 24.2 50 315+25 31 8 , 114 3 8.40 3.20
13454-3149 27.8 44 317+29 37 5 117 3 2.09 .66
13480--3527 1.3 22 316+26 46 12115 3 .35 .30L
13460-3530 2.0 0 316+26 42 11 114 3 .43 .27:
13461-3840 6.8 15 315+23 44 12 117 3 ,63 .33L
13461-3027 9.1 49 317+31 38 10 115 3 .59 .31L
13481-3500 11.2 51 316+26 22 7 115 3 12.33 4.79
13462-3054 170 56 317+30 45 18 118 3 .25L .29L
13463-3548 21.246316+25 30 101163 .25L
13484-3003 25.528317+31 21 4,1143 1.05
13465-3412 32.3 9316+27 29 81133 255.36
13465-3346 34.3 7316+27 39 9 114 3 .53
13466-3512 36.442316+26 23 71163 18.29
Flags
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
V L C
100 /.Lm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Unc., Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.34 1.14: CI' J FB _ 1 14325- G 175. 53
.40L 1.0OL C F H 0501000000
1.41 2.29 CC CAB 1600000000 1 14 325- G 18 .. 12
.70 1.00L,CCC CBBL 1 0600000000 1 "41 13446-3624 14 7
.55L 3.30 C MKCB 2340000108 3 14 445- G 31 Sa 17
.40L 1.0OL C C O6OO0O0O0O
.78 1.62: CO CBC 3400000008
.40L 1.20L C DM 0500001000
.47 1.00L BBC AADL 42600000000
.40: 1.40 DD I EC 1400000000
.40L 1.00L B AE 2600000000
.81 3.10: CE" KBB 2401000308
1.56 3.47 OCC CAA 0240000000
.61 1.00L CBC AAC 060000000015
.40L 1.00L BC AA I 00400000000
.40L 1.00L C CF 1400100000
.40L 1.00L DD BC 4 2400100000
.40L 1.02L B 8 O K 0600000000
.40L 3.20L D CF 2300000008
.77 1.00L CCC AAC 90400000000
1.73 EC GB 1301000000
3.72 CC KI CA 3300000300
1.62 BCCC AAAB 0 3400001008
3.66 CBCC AAAA 0 031000001016
1.23L C BC M 1800000000
1.78 BBCC AAAB 0 1400000000 65
1.00L D B 2300110000
1.00L CC AAL 1 0500001000
1.0OL BBC "AAB 0 1500000000 16
1.00L BF BL 2 26O000000O
1.27 CC DBI 1301110000
1.72: CC MGBB 34000000(_
1.0OL BD _C 02500000000
3.41 CC EAA 0400000000
1.0OL B C[ 0500010000
1.15L C HDI 0500000100
1.23 F M E 3501000000
1.96 CC FBB 1400000000
2.25L E G I 130O000000
1.10L C OK 0600000000
1.0OL 6D ABJ 0 4300001000
2.86 CC HEAA 2101000100
1.00L C BG 140O000000
4.10 CC CAA 0340100200
1.47L C B K 1400000000







13466--3059 40.347317+30 36 9 _ 1143 .58 .31L .40L
13467-3621 45.635316+25 28 81143 5.49 1.40 .40L
13468-3716 53.66316+24 34 71153 13.04 5.10 .80
13470-3224 5.460317+29 47 9 ' 1143 .73 .32: .40L
13470-3058 5.40317+30 39 221123 .25L .25L .40
13472-3256 15.232317+28 41 81153 .25L .27L 1.03
13473-3939 20.210315+22 42 8115 .89 .23: .4OL
13476-3811 38.338315+23 45 11 117 .25L .48L 1.81
13477-3426 45.4 7317+2744 10115 .48 .26L .40L
13477-3445 45.531316+26 62 191132 .62L .45L .41
13477-3609 46.910316+25 49 361172 .25L .38L .40L
13477-3630 47.623316+25 35 121153 .25L .25L 1.03
13478-3309 50.615317+28 74 201132 .37L .25L .36
13480-3843 2.237316+22 62 161172 .30L .30L .46
13462-3019 17.2 8 318+31 27 4 114 3 2,28 ,68 .40L
13482-3032 17.33318+30 39 190 1163 .25L .47L 1.1713483-3322 20.826317+28 42 114 3 .66 .30L .40L
13483-3723 23.6 5 316+24 38 14 120 3 .25L ,31L 1.53
13484-3708 27.2:33316+24 7213 117 2i .39 .25L .40L
13484--3053 26,5 59 318+30 51 i 14 115 31 .25L .25L ,47
13484-3641 28.749316+24 35 8 116 _i 16.02 7.69 1.4613485-3754 33.7 3 316+23 1 117 .47L .41L .46
13489-3721 55.433 316+24 37 ! 115 1.72 .62 .40L
13489-3244 55.6 48 317+26 44 10 114 3 .70 .31L .40L
13489-3730 58.434316+24 70 81153 .46 .29L .40L
13490-3842 0.317316+22 53 251132 .25L ._6L i .40L
13491-3225 6.124317+28 76 161163 .31L .26Li .55
13491-3122 10.. 35318+2, 64 91143 .50 .32L .40L
13493-3635 '18.7155316+23 _ 91132 .41 .25L .40L13495-3635 31.719316+24' 116 1.34 .42 .40L
13495-3327 )5.23 317+2754 121163 .27L .26L .62
13499-313t 55.3= 6318+29152 111143 .25L .25L .62
13503-3140 16.{; 52318+29 53 121143 .40 .25L .40L
13504-3826 127.1 4316+23 40 101173 .53 .25L .40L
13506-3525 37.313317+26 50 161133 .59 .26L .40L
13506-3320 6.1.9 9 318+28 67 121122 .39 .30L .40L
13507-3719 46.9=36316+24 71 81153 .45 .25L .40L
13509-3504 55.63317+26 52 9114 I 3 1.49 .36: .40L
135o9-30o258.016 319+31 50 9 116i2 8o 43L 4_
13511-3636 I0.556 317+24 24 9 116=3 2.89 .78 .40L
13512-3731 16.5 43 316+23 52 8 116 ! _ .39L .40 .50
13513-3529 21.4 30 317+25 58 11 114 3 .67 .45L .40L
13515-3448 31.755317+26 78111132 .42 .33L .40L
13515-3637 34.424317+24 35101143 2.29 .65 .40L
13519-3903 54.153316+22 57 61153 .41 .25L .40L
13519-3801 58.79316+23 35 1011153 .46 .25L .40L
13520-3527 4.044317+25 40 61143 3.37 1.10 .40L
13521-3206 8.942318+29 48 9 114' 3 .95 .35L .40L
13521-3841 10.042316+22 76 161172 .30 .25L .40L
13522--3805 14.4 2 316+23 62 16 16 2 .37L .33L .44
13523--3203 19.934,316+29 71 141142 .44 .25L .52L
13523-3623 20.2 12 317+24 50 15 115 3 .40L .25L .70135z3-3151_5 21318+_ 33 10 1143 _ 25L ._OL
13524-3448 24.644 317+26 60 8 113 3 .70 ,371- .40Li
13527-3326 46.7 56 318+27 55 12 114 3 .25L .25L ,77
13528-3102 51.024 319+30 47 9'113 3 ,76 .32L .40L
13529-3202 55.17318+29 26 71143 1.13 .33: .40L
13529--3909 57.043 316+22 77 15'115 2 .32 .26L .46L
13831--3014 6.460319+30 33 81133 3.21 1.35 .40L
13532-3350 13.152318+27 75 181163 .25L .27L .45:
13532-3215 16,6 6 318+28 73 14 116 2 .49L .28L .68
13535-3324 33.3127318+2756231 113 .25L .25L 1.20
13536-3805 40.439317+23 23, 113 2.77 .90 .40L
I i
13536-3223 40.912318+28 30 811531 .27L .25L 2.02
13537-3152 44.2 10 319+29 54' 30 117 2 .25L .33L .49L
13538-3809 51.112317+23 33 61143 133 .27: .40L
13541-3439 11,E 31 318+26 41 8 114 3 1.25 .30: .40L
13542-3014 12.7 20 319+30 46 9 112 3 .64 .27L .40L
13543-3914 22.8 20 317+22 41 10 113 3 .66 ,36L .40L
13543-3941 23.8 21 316+21 74 6 114 3 .25L .81
13545-3511 31.E 43 318+26' 63 11 115 3 .31 .31L i
13546-3941 _,IA 45 316+21 84 8 112 2 .47: 1.13
13547-3944 42,E 7 316+21 19 7 113 3 7.81 8.94
.59: BBCE AAAC 3 1501010010 15
1.36L C MD 0500000000
1.1tL BC I,B L 4 0400100000
1.00L B |_D 1600000000
1.12L C E H 04OO00O000
1.29 D GC 1500O0O10O
1.0OL C CDJ 1600O0000O
1.00L C E E 0400020000
1.16L E E 0601000000
1.00L BD AC 1 1500000000!
1.47: CE NBC 2300000000 i
1.14L C I BG 04000000001
1.00L C CE 1400000000
1.0OL C B 1500O0000O
1.05L C BEN 24000200001
1.00L F C M 25000O0000
1.24L _B B 4 i 05000000001.00L BF A_HI 1401000000
1.0OL C AE 1500000000 =
1.0OL _1.00LIB A _, 0_ 1600001000C _ D 05O00O0000
1.0OL ! B B ) 1400010000 _
1.02L IE E_ 1400000000
1.00L BC AI3G 1 _ 1600000000
1.06LID BI 0600001000
1.00L C E 06O0100O0O
1.00L BC A/ L 0 1400000000
1.05L C At _ E 3401110100
1.15L C D 0500000000
1.39L D _ DF 05000O0000
1.13L C IB DH 4401110100
1.08L D !G CH 1500000000
1.00L B IC 5500000000
1.00LI B A( 1501000000
2.47 CC J AA 2580000000
1.00L _ B BF 1401000000
1.00L BD AEG 33500000000
5.98L D C 04000O0008
1.00L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.50 DC MJ _)B 1500000110
1.30: DD M 3D 3500000000
1.0OL B BO i 1500000000
1.86 CC _B 1_
1.00L BC AA-IJ i 2 0600100000
1 13204844 K5 42 65
1 1 AN CEN 4 3
1 14383-1G 82 Do 11
1 13204854 K2 20 75
4 3 10 M-05-33-009 100
2 14445- G 36 Sa 5
2 13204857 9
I 13204858 MB 4 90
2 13204867 G0 11 65
1 "41 1340O-3529 3 3
1 13204870 K2 6 76
1 1 V616 CEN 13 3
3 14445- G 49 SO 13
4 35 "141383-G87Dw 22 11314 : 445- G 50 SO 35 141
13 I 204875 MB I 43
13 1204878 K5 19 90
1 "41 13465-3512 21 15
1 16 06455 54 115
1 13204881 MA 2 72
1 13 204884 KO 13 71
2 13204888 K0 1 55
1 14325- G 28 SB 9
1 13 204898 K5 6 93
I 14 383- G 93 S. 5
1 13 1204905 MA 1 82
2 14' 445- G 57 Sb 4
I 14 384- G3Sa 20
13 i 204909 K0 28 75
2 14 445-- G 58 Sb 201 RX CEN 7 4
1 14 * 325- G 31 Sb 18
1 t8106469 38 128
4 1320491685 4 46
I 2 13204922 F8 37 61
1 13 204929 K5 4 76
2 13204944 B5 6 47
2 i 13204955 F2 10 55
1 13204957 K2 14 82
3 113204963 K0 14 62
1 13204964 K2 2 78
1 13204967 K5 30 70
1 29 *TOLl351-375 S' 25 154
1 13204974 K2 12 80
1 13204976 MA 5 92
1 16 06487 ME 13 125
1 13 204979 K5 2 92
1 13204982 K5 11 77
1 13204988 G5 11 70
2 14384- G 13 SO 4
2 13 204994 K0 6 65
t 132O4996 2 ! ,3
1 13204997 A0 21 71
1 1806494 ME 19 I 95
4.35 CC = F _,A 2400000000 2 14 445- G 81 Sc 6
2,13 C _ L qE 4480000030 8 1 32 X1353-318 39 6
1.03L BD AD 0 0600100000 1 13 2050171<,2 1 75
1,00L BE AF 0 2601(300000 1 13 205020K2 12 76
1.0OL B BE 0500000000 1 13 205021 0 ,5
4.07L B BC 140O0000O6
6.38: 201.91L CO B_G 7200233338 F 1 14325-'N 35 St 16
.40L 1.0OL C DC 0500010000 1 13205025 K2 19 80
.40L 201.91L DD CB 38200233348 F
67.49 201.91 BBDC BBCB 06200233348 F 3 14 ' 325-N* 36 Ne 5
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SoiJrcss (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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13547-3625 48.0 20 317+24 60! 39 118 2
13548-3429 48.0 44 318+26 651 14 115 3
13548-3905 49.0 40 317+22 41 13 114 3
13540-3049 49.7 35 319+30 33 8114 3
13548--3950 57,2 13 317+21 35 10 115 3
13550-3142 1.3 35 319+29 54 13 116 3
13650-3043 1.6 11 319+30 66 11 112 2 =
13551-3117 7.6 22 319+29 49 12 113 3
13551-3344 8,1 5 318+27 51 14 113 3
13551-3944 11.248 317+21 88 18 117 2
13552-3409 12.5111 318+26 57 16 116 2
13553-3956 23.2132 317+21 67 20 118 3
13554--3416 27.9 17 318+26
69 8114 3,13555--3649 34.37318+24 341112 ,
13555--3935 35.2,35 317+21 72 20 117 2 I
13556-3409 39.0 5 318+26 37 11 113 3
13556-3628 39.9 26 318+24 45 8 115 3
13556-3810 40.0 8 317+23 44 16 115 3
13556-3949 40.8 1 317+21 54 20 116 3
13557-3048 46.1 40 319+30 71 18 115 2
13556-3635 51.3 2318+24 41 8115 3
13559-3232 57.9 57 319+28 28 6 113 3
13561-3721 9.3 10 317+23 41 10 1113 3
13563-3949 19.3 36 317+21 51 10 115 3
13563-3358 19.7 51 319+27 45 10 114 3
13566-3942 37,0 41 317+21 97 17 112 2
13566-3956 37.8 16 317+21 30 20 116 3
13566-3907 38.1 38 317+22 70 20 117 2
13666-3018 38.1 13 320+30 106 28 112 2
13567-3940 42.948 317+21 54 81153
13567-3040 43.343320+30 28 17i116 3
13569-3521 56.6 60 318+25 79 13 117 2
13570-3509 1.0 50 318+25 55 10 112 2
13573--3709 22.0 17 318+23 59 9 114 3
13575--3715 31.1 6 318+23 36 20 120 3
13575--3741 31.2 40 318+23 55 28 112 2
13575--3826 32.9 34 317+22 28 6;113 3
13578-3242 49.0 54 319+28 57 14 1112 2
13578-3619 50.8 12 318+24 27 8 114 3
13580-3408 0.6 54 319+26 29 7 113 3
13581-3005 10.8 11 320+30 39 12 114 3
13582-3713 12.1 57 318+23 33 7114 3
13582-3042 12.3 41 320+30 46 12 113 3
13582-3342 13.3 11 319+27 51 20 16 2
13582-3958 17.1 49 317+21 27 6 113 3
13582--3925 17.7 30 317+21 27 9 113 3
13583-3706 22.7 23 318+23 23 7 113 3
13584--3249 24.7 40 319+28 41 9 112 3
13565-3352 32.7 54 319+27 56 14 115 3
13590-3806 4.8 35 318+22 79 31 112 2
13596-3309 37.7 31 320+27 38 11 114 3
13598-3245 49.0 4 320+29 83 12 111 2
13598-3101 51.8 31 320+29 24 11 113 3
14000-3218 0.0 21 320+28 61 8 112 3
14000-3838 2.0 11 318+22 39 9 113 3
14000-3126 4.6 24 320+29 57 10 ;114 3
14001-3824 6.4 42 318+22 39 121112
14001-3959 9.6 20 317+21 62 28 115 3
14001-3023 11.0 36 321+30 38 11 114 3
14002-3346 17.0 48 320+27 61 14 113 3
14003-3106 21.4 26 320+29 45 13 113 3
14006-3021 37.4 26 321+30 50 11 113 3
14006-3321 40.6 42 320+27 55 11 113 3
14007-3228 46.8 37 320+28 25 8 113
14008-3944 48.9 40 318+21 44 8 114
14009--3120 56.3 46 321+29 64 15 114 3
,.o,o io14010--3731 1.8 49 318+23 11314010-3642 2.5 2 319+24 8 114
14011--3701 6.2 21 319+23 59 1 112
14011-3807 11.2 11 318+22 35 26 32 2
14013-3247 19.5 15 320+27 60 17 114 3
14014-3620 26.7 1 319+24 89 37 111 2
14015-3140 32.3 3 321+26 89 29 112 3
14015-3909 34.7 36 318+21 26 6 113 3
14018-3419 50.3 23 320+26 47 8 114 3
14018-3747 52.5 60 319+23 70 14 116 3
14018-3802 52.9 16 318+22 63 8 113 3
Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN (,e O 12 /_m 25 _m 60 pm(s) ( ) I b (") (") ) (Jansky)
14020-3515 1A 28 319+26 31 5 112 3 240.50
14021-3140 10.3 12 321+28 42 18 112 3 .25L
14022-3331 15.4 28 320+27 28 10 113 3 .25L
14022-3346 17.1 43 320+26 52 6 113 3 .63
14023-3839 22.5 52 318+22 53 8 112 3 .25L
14025-3109 33.9 30 321+29 37 10 112 3 7.69
14025-3857 34.G 48 318+21 32 8 112 3 .25L
14026-3931 39.3 59 318+21 29 16 114 2 .36L
14031--3902 !10.4123 318+21 62 21 116 2 .37L
14034--3945 27.4 0 318+21 36 8 113 4 .50
14035--3439 32.E 39 320+26 32 6 112 3 6.79
14036-3404 37.1 18 320+26 52 13 115 3 .25L
14036-3941 41.E 52 318+21 23 4 1t4 4 1.46
14037-3607 43.E 49 319+24 17 7 112 3 56.86
14038-3450 49.9 11 320+25 68 10 111 2 .24
14040-3222 0.5 17 321+28 59 8 113 3 .41
14040-3051 5._ 48 321+29 54 8 111 3 1.58
14041-3515 10.6 21 320+25 53 7 111 2 .47
14049 3314 57.8 32 321+27 83 18 116 2 .48L
14051-3305 8.2 1 321+27 71 21 113 3 25L
14052-3732 15.9 22 319+23 26 24 123 2 .26L






































































































100 _m Flux Cor_ A Confu_on R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 '# T
1.20 D L E 3500000210
1.02: CD FCBI 3500000100
1.04L C D 0500OO0000
.82: SBCF AAAB 1 0500000000 22
16.69: CDCD DCDD 1 8580043428
1.09: CC J BC 4500000000
1.00L C CN 05O0000000
2.33 CC HBA 1400000000
1.0eL C D F 5600000000
5.17L F CI 8600043328
1.11L D H 3600000000
3.31 CD CD 87000000081.60 I 3500000000
1.66 F E C C 4400000000
4.57L C J C 670101(3008
1,00L B S F 3600000000
1,OOL B B 3500100000
1,33 CF BC 0501000100
3.46 E NKB 8781020108
1.90L C E BL 0500000000
1.00L B BD G 3500010000
1.00L BBE AAD 0 1510000000
1.04L B BJ J 150000000O
2.52 CD MAC 8601000018
2.99 CC EEAA 3400000000
6,58L E J F 7500110008
1.46 D HD B 8701000028
1.25L C GCE 0600000000
1.23 F M B 1401000020
4.58L E C G 5500110008
1.65: CD CCi 1500000000
1.40L F F 0400000000
1.59L C C J 0500000000
2.04L C A K 2601100020
1.63 E GM D 4600100020
1.31 C I ool _ 6500000100
1.00L B B D A A D 0 , 2500000000
1.00L C C D 0500000000
1.01L BF BC I 1 1400000000
1.00L BBC AAAJ 2 4401000000
2,69 CC G BA 1301000200
1.04L BD AC 0 4600000000
1.05 CC AE 1501000000
1.77 D GHGC 2400000108
1.0eL BC AB 0 9500000010
1.08L BD ACG 2 0500000000
1.00L BC AAF 0 3600000000
2.63 CC FAS 0400000000
1.70 CO AB 2300000008
1.25 C C 3600000000
3.23 B C F A A 0400000108
1.00L E BG 2600000000
1.81 CB GAB 0300000000
1.00L B AKM 1501000000
2,92 DCC CAC 1500000010
C G _ 15000000001,00L C
7.53L D EG D 4401010000
1.77 E H D 6400000000
2.43 CC GAA 0400100000
1.48: DE J CD 1600000008
1.65 CC K S B 2300000000
1.O0L C BE L 1500100000
2.10: CD I AB 0400100008
5.24 CC MEAA 2300000000
1.08L C C 3500000000
1.00L C N B E 2500000000
1.61 C B 4601000100
1.00L BD AC 0 1600030000
2.75 C C A A 1500000000
1.0QL C C 1600000000
.99 C I HE 5601000100
1,34 DC N DC 3500000000 i
1.35 C M F 3400000000
1.02 C MH C 1600000010
1.00L DF BC 0 0500000000
1.00L B AC 0400000O00
1.53 D L M C 2600000200
1.27L C B E L 5600000000
3.92 BBCC AAAA 0 2300020100 29
1.0eL EC CCG 1600000000
3.70 DC DAA 0400000008
3.58L B CE 0400000008
1.80 CS AA 2400000000
1.00L SB AAE 1 0400000000
5.90 CC FFAA 0300000000
1.64L E B C O4O0O00000
2.48L D K F I 0400000000
1.01L C B M 0500110000
1.00L BC AAI M 0 1601000000
2.80 C C K B A 0400000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0500110000
.87: BBDD AAAA 2 3500000000 19
1_09L D CG 2501000000
1AOL D D 0601010000
1.00L BF AE 1 0401000000
1.07L C C 2500000000
1.27L C B 4402000200
1.53 E B B 4500000000
1.80 D MC 9600000218
1.00L S !A I 0400010000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 13 205036 K0
3 1 TW CEN
7
! 1 13 205042 K0
1 13 205045 G5
7
1 13 205046 K0
1 14 384- G 22 SO
1 13 205050 K5
1 14 325- G 40 E
2 13 205059 K0
13 I 2O5062 K214 325- G42Sb
8
1 13 205068 K2
1 13 205074 K5
8 1 13 205079 K0
8
1 16 06515
1 14 384- G 28 ..
1 13 205089 K5
4 1 14 445- G 89 Sc
1 13 205093 K0
1 14 384- G 31 SO
2 13 205096 K0I 13 205098 K5
1 13 205099 MB
3 14 384- G 32 SB
2 14 384- G 35 Sb
2 13 205123 F5
21 14 446-G1Sb
1 13 205131 K2
2 i 14 384-G38Sb
14 446- G 2 Sb
1 13 205137 K5
14 384- G 4O Sb
13 205139 F8
1 14 384- G 41 Sb
1 1 V623 CEN
1 13 205146 K5
4
1 13 205149 K5
2 1 AQ CEN
3 14 384- G 45 Sc
1 1 V680 CEN
1 14 325- G 51Sc
1 14 325- G 53Sc
1 13 205182 K2
1 13 205184 M0
1 14 384- G 53Sc
3 13 205188K0
1 13 205193 K5
1 13 205195 K5
1 13 205196G5
1 14 384- G 57 Sb


























































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 61ham..6, (s) () l b C) C) (')
14053-3248 23.6 45 321+27 57 11 112
14054-3143 27.4 24 321+28 62 8 113
14056-3451 38.2 50 320+25 33 7 112
14057--3758 43.5 10 319+22 78 8 111
14059-3001 55.9 23 322+30 50 16 112
14059-3941 57.4 16 319+21 45 14 23
14062-3857 17.5 51 319+21 54 8 112
14065-3932 30.6 19 319+21 25 5 113
14066-3037 36.0i58 322+29 32 10 113
14069 3024 58.9 2 322+29 19 6 112
14070-3731 1.3 15 320+23 43 8 112
14071-3813 7.0 44 319+22 88 10 113
14071--3937 8.7 17 319+21 48 19 115
14074-3714 27.0 18 320+23 63 27 116
14076--3300 38.7= 7 321+27 45 10 113
14077-3646 45.3 57 320+23 55 10 112
14077-3630 47.7 6 320+23 44 12 113
14078-3857 i50.0 4 319+21 32 5 114
14079-3150 55.827 322+28 42 7 112
14079-3249 _59.4 15 322+27 33 9 114
14080-3739 3.7 50 320+22 49 8 116
14082-3654 17.4 51 320+23 53 12 113
14084-3837 27.4 44 320+21 18 5 113
14087-3647 43.0 12 320+23 59 11 114
14089-3040 54.2 42 323+29 64 11 112,
14094 3024 29.2 43 323+29 43 9 '112
14096-3510 36.0 45 321+25 54 8 114
14096-3250 36.1 12322+27 52 18 112
14096-3921 40.2 45 320+21 38 5 115
14097-3034 45.2 1 323+29 39 30 104
14098-3104 53.1 23 323+28 59 3 112
14100-3718 3.7 36 320+23 48 8 ,112
14104-3531 28.7 19 321+24 57 14 111
14105-3015 33.4 11 323+29 64 11 112
14105-3104 35.0 57 323+28 48 9 115
14107-3130 43.3 4 323+28 35 4 111
14110-3223 39 15 322+27 41 23 112
14110-3953 5.6 47 320+20 37 31 126
14111-3609 8.8 30 321+24 25 9 111
14111-3233 11.9 6 322+27 57 39 107
14112-3412 15.4 24 322+25 35 24 116
14112-3813 16.332 320+22 85 30 115
14117-3545 45.3'20 321+24 53! 14 112
14117-3602 46.4 31 321+24 31 9 113
14119-3204 58.6 15 323+27 43 5 111
14123-3242 19.2 53 323+27 64 17 110
14123-3447 23.7 23 322+25 53 12 111
14125-3811 34.7 32 321+22 58 18 115
14130-3224 1.G 47 323+27 66 12 112
14130--3449 3.3 57 322+25 99 22 113
14131-3131 7.0 19 323+28 53 13 112
14131-3002 9.7 54 324+29 35 7 112
14131-3319 10.7 39 323+26 65 15 112
14131-3157 11.9 19 323+27 37 8 112
14135-3815 30.5 25 321+21 59 10 115
14135-3127 32.8 15 323+28 60 15 112
14136-3213 36.0 35 323+27 57 11 112
14136-3542 39.3 26 321+23 27 9:113
14137-3446 43.7 40322+25 27 9 111
14138-3859 52.3 38321+21 42 9 115
14143-3728 20.9 47 321+22 50 8 115
14148 3107 52.3 8 324+28 44 11 111
14150-3340 1.5 24 323+26 76 26 113
14150-3245 1.8 19 323+26 52 10 110
14150-3839 5.3 10 321+21 45 9 114
14153-3730 21.2 9 321+22 75 10 114
14157-3552 455 15 322+24 33 11 113
14161-3410 6.0 56 323+25 42 10 111
14162 3910 14.1 50 321+20 37 7 115
14166-3347 38.9 19 323+25 31 5 112
14166-3637 41.640 322+23 23 6 113
14169-3642 54.8 8 322+23 54 11 115
14171-3414 7.1 7 323+25 52 11 113
14171-3219 9.0 13 324+27 50 13 112
14172-3117 i14.E 16 324+28 27 6 110
14172-3509 =17.3 43 323+24 41 9 112
14173-3208 21.5 15 324+27 32 5 110
14175-3739 30.2 25 322+22 24 9 114
14175-3445 30.4 19 323+24 31 8 112
14175-3307 34.5 0 324+26 49
14179-3520 59.2 18 323+24 48
14181 3840 8.5 38 321 +21 29
14182-3447 14.1 21 , 323+24 37
14184-3100 24.3 43 325+28 48
14184 3353 29.3 36 323+25 71
14186-3039 37.2 14 325+28 25
14186-3129 37.3 51 324+27 69
14188-3913 518 2 321+20 30
14189-3050 59.2 41 325+28 49
14192-3558 14.8 22 323+23 52
14193-3530 18.2 5 323+24 65
14193-3358 21.9 5 324+25 54
14193-3825 22.0 16 322+21 48
14194-3854 29.2 49 322+20 62
14195-3802 35.1 39 322+21 42
14197-3923 46.(_ 47 321+20 44
14198 3348 52.8 29 324+25 73
14202 3901 15.3 3 322+20 72
14203-3414 18.9 38 324+25 38
14203-3446 21.8 2 323+24 33
Flux Density Flags
H (Not Colo¢ Cocrected) V
C
O 12 p.m 25 _trn 60 p.m 1O0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
N (Jansky) Uncs C,oef R Flags*
B_L _
I
-F3 .45 .40L 1.00L C , 3J3 .37 30L 40L 1.08LC I 3J•
3 2.06 1.01 .40L 1.00L BC [ _-_ |
2 52 ,31L .40L 1.38L F 3_ l
3 .25L .27L .57 1.36 CC C( /
3 .28L .30L, .45 1.27 CC MBE |
3 .51 .25L ,40L 1.00L D 3 J |
4 2.25 .97 .40L 1.03L BB ,=,L |
3 .72 .26L .40L 1.OOL B I_ I" |
3 11.36 5.60 .81 1.48: BBCCI _'DE |
I /
3 .70 .46 .40L 2.93L BD |38L( |
2 .36 .32L .40L 1.09L C I " E l
2 .52L .30L .40L 1.65 D_ H( |
2 .25L .31L .45L 2.52 DI FI ( [
3 .54 .34L .40L 1.00L C / -=G |
' 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.26L C | .=N |
3 .25L .29L .58 .99: CO/ J B| l
4 2.42 .61 .40L 1.00L BC / aBG( /
3 1.28 .21: .40L 1.00L B E / _ E |
3 141 127L 140L 1114L C / E G /
3 .29L .25L 1.99 7.71 CC| E A_ |
2 .25 29L .40L 1.16L D | E H l
3 .34L .41L .50 1.09L C |E HDt |
3 1.25 .55 .40L 1.00L BC |1 BHI |
3 .25L .37L .40: 1.32 DC / HCI|
31.14 .26L .40L 1.05LB ,'L ,
4 .50 30L .40L 1.17L B IF ' |
2 .33 .28L .40L 1.28L C '( G_ l
3 .27L .31L .60 1.49L C HC |
3 1.01L .31L .54 1.37 EC _ FB |
3 2.22 .55 .40L 1.00L BE t C |
3 .25L .26L, .40L 1.56 F I I H l
2 .25L .31L i .40L 1.29 F |
3 .63 .21 ' .40L 1.00L BD I GK l
3 .25L .28L .36: 1.30 DC HD /
3 .26L .31L .41L 1.36 D FG |
2 .25L .27L .45L 1.13 D LE _1
2 .26 .29L .40L 1.07L C ( |
4 1.11 .34 .40L 1.00L BD J C l
3 1.33 .41L .40L 1.00L B J C /
2 .25L .27L .40: 1.22: F F C |
3 .35L .25L .68 1.00L C EC |
2 .27L .28L .46 1.06L C I IMB
3 .27L .30L .58 1.08: C D F B I]
2 .25L .29L .48L 1.60 C J C I I
i
3 .25L .30L .68 1.96 CC It C _l
3 25L 31L 1.85 3.18 CC DA _
; 3 .30L' .28L .53 1.26L C i|GC )[
3 .25L .25L 1.11 1.38 CC A ;I
3 .52 .29L .40L 1.00L B _ F I
3 .40L .28L .50 1.37: CC D _/
3 .72 .28L .40L 1.00L C _ D I
4 .96 .33 .40L 1.00L BD _,C I
3 .93 .35L .40L 1.10L S ]B !l
3 .57 .29L .40L = 1.14L C '_F '_l
3 .36 .34L .40L 1.13L C I ;I _1
3 .25L .28L 1.12 3.18 CC j J A _
3 .25L .26L .40L 2.65 C| GL )/
3 .76 .38L .40L 1.00L B tF
3 1.08 .30: .40L 1.17L BF _,C
3 .50 .28L .40L 1.0OL D "]E :/
4 .25L .25L .60 1.82 CD C 3/
3: .38 .35L .40L 1.00L C ,C_ :/
3 2.25 1.18 .40L 1.00L BC I _,A /
4 1.54 .72 .40L 1.77L BC _,B )/
3 71.56 18.89 3.11 1.68 BBCC_ ._AA 3'
2 .42 .30L .53L 1.54L F I ]
4 .27L .27L .69 1.21L B I E :
2 .27: .27L .82 2.08 C CC| ._GE 3
3 11.37 4.78 .61 1.00L BBC |_.AC
4 .61 .27L .40L 1.15L C | ._ H
3 2.08 1.00 .4OL 1.0OL B C / _' B C
3 1.03 .33: .46L 1.02L CE /gDE q
4 .85 .45L .40L 1.10L B / ]D
11 113 4 .37L .28L .64 1.84 CC/._ E ]
/
10 114 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.00L B i _
9 114 3 .55 .60 .40L 1.00L BC |3B
4 112 4 1.24 .33 .40L 1.04L BE |s, CI :
11 110 3 .25L .25L 1.05 I 1.54 CC| I I 3
8 111 3 .25L .34L .40L 1.53 C|_FL E
10 111 3 .48 .28L .40L 1.00L C |3K
11 109 2 .32 .29L .40L 1.12L C / 3
10_113 3 .75 .39L .40L 1.08L B |A.C M
28 117 2 .25L .43L .51L 1.24 C| F|
10 114 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.13L C /3
/
17 115 3 28L 32L 51 108L C" M I C
23 112 3 125L 134L 140L 1164 C G B
7 114 3, 1.51 .33: ,40L 1,00L CD AD
24 113 3 .27L .27L .40L 2.09 C I C
10 114 3 .49 .29L .40L 1.13L B BLI
7 114 3 1.63 .42 .40L 1.00L BD AS
39 116 2 .86L .80L .42L 1.34 C G
21 113 2 .29L .76L 1.08L 1.50 C GMD
19 41 3 .25L .27L .40L 2.48 F MB
10 1143 .79 .37: .40L 1.05L BD BD K
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
L C
R S A Sop













326- G 7 Sb







































2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusmon Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirme(i Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
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Right Ascension: 14h20m36'-14h33m31'
Position (1950) _ Flux Density Flags
Name Gatactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected) V
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
h_m. o , (s) (") ] b (") (") (') (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
14206-3114 36.4 52 325+27 71 11 110 _ 3 .64 .30L .4OL 1.10L C 'ACF 2600000000
14206-3647 37.2 33 323+22 57 29 118 2 .32L .28L ATL 2.09 E I EE 9580000430
14206-3218 38.7 5 325+26 37 10 112 3 .40 .26L .40L 1.00LIC C G 1600000000
14206-3846 39.1 19 322+20 39 7 113 3 3.13 1.04 .33: 1.00L BCD AADH 1 3600000000
14207-3612 46.2 43 323+23 48 10 113 3 .59 .38L .40L 1.15LC CDN 9500000000
14209-3050 56.343325+28 31 29 19i2 .25L .42L .40L 1.39 C E F 3500000000
14212-3401 13.5_34324+25 35 34132142 .51L .36L .40L 1.60 C HKNF 550100024014212--3251 15.7'39 324+26 44 9 112 .65 .30L .40L 1.46L C 'BL K 1400000000
14214-3818 24.4 6 322+21 46 10 114 3 .46 .25L .40L 1.27L C CJ 1600000000
14215-3826 34.3'13 322+21 46 12 114 3 .33 .32L .40L 2.05: E DIFF C 1501000120
I
14218-3641 52.0 8 323+22 49 33 117 2 .53L .49L .51L 1.85 I C FGDF 9501000010
14218-3413 53.5 13 324+25 108 38 117 2 .31L 1.09L A0L 1.23 :BD C G C 7600000110
14220-3604 0.3 51 323+23 71 43 117 2 .25L .31L .40L 1.28 D F I 9400000020
14220-3427 5.7'14 324+24 54 17 116 ' 2 .28 .63L .45L 1.00l FGM 7601000000
14221-3034 7.1 44 326+28 74 8 112 4 .41 .29L .40L 1.01L D 2500010000
14221-3551 8.4'21 323+23 2.9 15 115 2 .29L .49L .46 1.12L C DO 5.500000000
14222-3649 14.1 37 323+22 69 26 114 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.78 E D 9500000230
14223-3210 18.0 12 325+26 106 33 111 2 .30L .29L .46L .93 D GC 1500000000
14224-3722 25.1 12 323+22 68 12 116 2 .28 .29L .40L 1.13L F D M 2601000000
14225-3244 31.547326+26 71 71122 .43 .32L .42: 1.57L D E BNCH 0400010000
14225-3923 31.8140322+20 69 131143 .37L .25L .61 1.49L C BC 1600000000
14227-3414 43.6'28 324+24 64 23 115 2 .73L .62L .40L 2.02 C J R 8500000210
14228--3340 51.1 26 324+25 42 26 114 3 .25L .36L .52L 3.19 C GJ C 3580100520
14228-3116 53.5'43 326+27 55 12 111 3 .29 .28L .40L 1.19L C BJ 1500000000
14228-3706 53.7 51 323+22 69 32 112 2 .25L .28L .40L 1.70 D D 2601000270
14229-3622 56.4 44 323+22 106 42 114 2 .26L .36L .40L .97 F D F 9600000000
14230-3343 2.0 58 324+25 57 23 117 2 .25L .37L .51L 2.44 C LDC 3680100730
14231-3711 10.8 32 323+22 47 22 112 2 .25L .30L .40L 1.95 I C EMC 8501000260
14232-3823 16.5 17 323+21 72 12 116 2 .36 .41L .40L 1.20L O CH 3601000000
14234-3850 24.5 18 322+20 136 33 113 2 .28L .82L .42L 1.19 C GDC 2600000100
14234-3301 28.(;132 325+26 51 8 113 3 .36 .28L .40L 1.00L C C 1500000000
14235-3917 31.6159 322+20 47 11 113 3 .48 .27L .40L 1.OOLIC 8J 2500000000
14236-3833 40.4551323+20 40101153 .25L .27L .69 1.29LiaDC ABCB 26001100003600100000
14238-3837 53.0135323+20 35 61143 1.36 .35 .40L 1.00Ll_ 9142`40-3452 4.8 33 324+2'4 1031 17 112 21 .26 .2gL .42L f.5gL E 1600000000
14244-3512 24.1 59 324+23 38 ! 16 112 21 .35 1.28L .40L 1.32L C FL 2501000000
14245--3343 31.015325+25 43, 18 115 2, .65L .29L .36: 1.12: DF M CB 3700000000
14251-3246 9.3 38 325+26 29' 5 112 3 34.49 22.64 4.39 1.53: BBCC AAAC 01 1500000000
14253-3919 19.0 9 323+20 25 5 114 3 4.58 1.23 .40L 1.02L BC AAHI 0 0700000000
14253-3715 19,7 34 323+21 35 8 112 3 1.66 .73 .40L 1.00L SC ABMH 4 3500010000
14254-3429 25.9'17325+24 _! 1_ 1152!21 .38L .59L .49 1.90 CC ,MBB 150000000014255-312635.233326+27 1_5 .25L .69L .57 1.29: F COB 15O0000000
14256--3906 38.1 35 323+20 21 5 114 3 3.10 1.30 .40L 1.03L BC AA J 1 1700000000
14257--3252 42.8 19325+25 65131133 ,30L .30L .79 1.62: i CO GBBC 1402000000
14259--3841 57.6 5 323+20 19 61143 24.63 10.59 1.89 1.00LIBB_ AAAG 02610000000
14260-3945 1.0 1 323+19 26 12 114 3 .25L .18: .94 1.27:' ECC ° NDBD 1600000000
14265-3523 31.547 324+23 90 31 117 2 .40L .31L 1.18L 1.25 I v i I ND 4500000110
54 10 115 3 ,45 .25L .40L 1.21L B O K 170000000014268-3909 51.121323+20
14268-3849 51.3 51 323+20 72 8 112 2 .29 .25L .40L 2.09LID C 0500000000
14269-3453 58.8 50 325+24 64 12 114 3 .25L .25L, .78 1.42 BC J BB 4301000100
14271--3644 6.125 324+22 71 18 112 3 .25L .28L .71 2.51 CC KHBA 0402000000
14272-3400 14.5 51 325+24 44 12 42 3 .46L .25L .76 2.37 BC H BB 3501000220
14272-3323 15.0149 325+25 48 10 112 3 .42 .27L .40L 1.09L B ,CM 0500010000
14274-3911 27.2 6 323+20 54l 25 116 31 .25L .34L .42L 1.84 O JKC 1600000210
14276--3425 40.444325+24 88391162 ,33L .34L .40L .97 F EE L 2300000110
14277--3T46 47.2 23 324+21 80 14 113 3 .30L .26L .64 1.00L C FBC 1500000000
14279-3538 55.1 43 325+23 54 8 112 4 .65 .31L .40L 1.11L C CI K 2500000000
14279-321658.5,:_326+2886, 191142 .30L .:.L .55 1.15L c c o5oooooooo
14280-3838 4.5i56 323+20 31 6 114 3 1.66 .36 .40L 1.00L BD ACJ 0 O6(XXX)O000
14288-3009 38.3] 18 327+28 92 15 114 2 .32L .62L .50 1.10L C BH 0500000000
14287--3820 42.016324+20 22 51143 3.19 .76 .40L 1.00L BC AB 01600000000
14289-3157 59.747327+26 48101123 .90 .44L .40L 1.09LIB AF 1500000000
14290-3258 2.1 33 326+25 53 13 111 2 .22 .27L .40L 1.42LC D I 3500000000
14291-3351 110.3 42 326+24, w 10 113 o .38 .50L .40L 1.0OL CI J 3500000000
14293-3308 21.79326+25 65 81123 ,63 .31L .40L 1.28L _ BD J 3500000000
14293-3411 21.'/ 30326+24 31 91123 .79 .25L .40L 1.11L Is L 15OOOOOOOO
14297--3859 43.. ¢ 18 324+20 54 8 113 3 .74 .31L .40L 1.09L B AD K 3601000010
14298-3822 53.1 13 324+20 63 14 115 2 .43 .48L .40L 1.75L E EL 1501000000
14300-3259 4.5 16 326+251 112 42 113'2 .32L .37L .40L .94 D G 450000012014300-3548 5.1120 325+22 38 _ 112 _ 1.02 .50 .4OL 1.00L BE ACK 4 0500000000
14301-3921 87!37 323+19 25 5 113 3 1.57 .45 .40L 1.08L CD ABD 0 2600100000
143D2-3929 12.144327+27 45 o 111i 1,46 .42L M0L 1.09L B lAG 05o0oo0ooo
143o2-3918 15.o 58 324+19 6213114 :_ .33L .25L .68 1.51L C JLBC 2500100000
14302-3701 15.224324+21 _(_ 18 112;3 .49 .26L .4OL 1.33LID BH 250000000014302-3443 17.E 53326+23 1 112 .46 .26L .40L 1.00L C C 0400010000
14304-3332 i24..= 25 326+24 56 14 113 3 .25L .26L .56 1.98 I CC FCB 2541000100
14304-3305 26.1 46 326+25 54 10 112 3 .69 .29L .40L 1.16L B BH 360000(X)00
20 324+21 59 33 114 3 .SoL .40L 1.80 i C G 330100001014304--3731 29.4 .25L
14306-3355 i3624326+24 5710112, 3 1.11 AlL .40L 1.43LIB ABI I 2501000000
14306-3948 39.4' 86323+19 39 101123 1.12 .31L .40L 1.24L'B AG 1500000000
14306-3627 40.312325+22 74 141142 .28 ,28L .46L 1.69L C CH 1401000000
14310--3030 0.6 50 328+27 55 13 113 3 .38L .29L .47 1.28: CD BC 0500000000
14310-3128 1.5 28 327+26 24 5 111 3 12.49 5.30 .87 1.0OL BBC AAB '4 0500000000
14310-3144 5.9 19 327+26 22 11 111, 3 .77 .25L .40L 1.00L B BF 0400010000
14313-3423 23.69326+24 45 71112, 4 1.23 I .43L .40L 1.0OL B AF I 0500000000
14315-3906 34.849324+19 70 21 11413 .27L .28L .40L 1.95 C FHMC 250000002014316-3920 41.513324+19 30 11313 23.03 7.82 1.51 1.03L BBC AAAHI 06600100000
14317--3237 42.8 19 327+25 44 12 112 3 .27L .32 .94 1.00L! FC CAM 9500000000
14317-3244 42.8 56 327+25 73 21 1112 32 .28L .34L .52L 1.46 D HI E 850000000014318-3659 51.6 12 325+21 33 10 114 .84 .31L .4OL 1.00L B AF( H 3500000000
10 112 3 .71 .36L BB 4600000000
14319--3338 54.7 33 326+24 56 MOL l 1.00L, B
14320--3141 18. 35 327+26 76 33 113 2 .28L' .68L .40L' 1.23 I C D 2400000000
14321-3816 9.5 54 324+20 29 11 113 3 .39 A4L .40L 1.23L C DD 3500010000
14322-3916 13.0 19 324+19 62 31 111 2 .26L .56L .40L 1.24 C C 7600100000
14325-3902 35.8 11 324+19 80 42 116 2 .27L .57L .4OL 1.65 D G 7500000130
14327-3236 42.9 25 327+25 85 29 114 3 .25L .78L .40L 1.21 C C F 6681000240
14330-3441 3.5 17 326+23 26 5 111 3 3.79 .97 .40L 1.00L BC AAJ H 0 0400000000
14330-3432 4.4 561326+23 60 12 110, 2 .36 .32L .99L 1.28L C CI I 0401000100
14332-3922 16.0 49 324+19 49 5 111 2 1.69 .41 .40L 1.00L CO AD O 5700001000
14335-3632 31.7 56 325+21 48 9 ,114 3 .31 .25L .40L 1.00L C CD 1500000000
*Confus[on Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Re, on.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
A_ociations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 32 X1420-367 118 12






I 13 205523 K0 1 68
1 32 X1421-384 105 8



















205541 K0 6 75
326-tG 22Do 26
205547 K5 34 85
X1423-337 55 12
205553 K2 13 82
205557 F5 0 70
205559 GO 5 70
205568K2 2 77
385- G 255c 3
205591MA 6 78
385-- G 28 S( 50




V524 CEN 40 3
1 14 385- G 325C 23
1 14 385- G 335c 7 132
1 13 205621 K0 2 77
1 14 447- G 11 S. 22
2 13 205637 K0 1 60
1 13205646 MB 2 80
1 13205656K2 16 75
1 13205662K5 5 9_
1 13 205667 K5 18 83
1 13 205678 MB 5 9G
2 13 205681 K0 8 6C
1 13 205683 K0 6 8G
1 13 205686 K0 12 83
2 14 385- G 42 S. 15
1 13 205690K0 B 7_
1 13 205692 MA 2 95
1 13205695 MA 3 9O
15 2 13 205701 MO 5
1 13 205704K0 2 7E
1 13 205711 K5 13' 6(
16 1 16 06708 181 9(
1 29 "1RAS1431-325_ 0
1 14 385- G47SB 48i
1 13 205718G5 4', 7_
t
1 32 X1432-390 73 i
2 13 205738 M0 61 7(
1 13205737 K0 9 ' 8(
2 13 205744 K0 1 6(
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Right Ascension: 14h33=34"-14h46=47 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Declination: - 40 =-- 30 °
Associations
Name H
GaJacdc Uncertainty C (Nol Color Corrected) V L C
a _. Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 p.m 25 tim 60 Fcm 100 y.m P3ux _:orr A Confusion R S A8¢z
hm. = , (s) (3 | b (") (") (') N (Jtnsky) Uncs *:oef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
14335-3914 34.653324+19 43 51112 2.21 1.06 .54L 1.00L BD A_.C 08701000000 1 1 V533CEN
14338-3316 50.415327+24 73 16 113' 2 .34 .31L .40L 1.44L C _E 2400000000 1 13205760
14340-3642 1.928325+21 21 91133 .76 .27L .40L 1.23L C B) 1500000000 1 13205763K5
14342-3015 13.9 55 328+27 26 6 110' 3 .25L _ .61L 2.47 4.33 CC N_AA 0300000000
14345-3436 31.127326+23 43 91113 .41 I 35L .40L 1.00L C B_: 0300010000 1 1606731
_4349-3506 55.9 3 326+23 52 9 111 3 .25L .29L 1,36 2.80 CC GDAB 0400000000 I 14 385- G 51 St)
14350-3943 2.734324+18 398 1123 .63 .26 .40L 1.12L DE BC L 01600000000 1 I V537CEN
14350-3647 3.733326+21 51 6 tll 2 .45 .57L AOL 1.1tL C C_ 0500000000 1 13205782K0
14350-3747 4.15325+20 23 81123 .96 .39L .40L 1.25L B AO K 2500000000
14351-3525 10.537326+22 35 81123 .90 .44L .40L 1.00L B AC 2500000000
14351-3834 12.042325+20 23 31113 3.62 .87 .40L 1.02L BC A_ 04600000000 2 13205786K0 1
14352-3208 13.017328+25 59 101142 .38 .35L .40L 2.96LIC C H 2400000000 1 13205785K2 20
14354-3014 ?.4.655 329+27 83 121132 .33 .33L .40L 1.37L'C BE 1401000000 1 1606740 64
14361--3842 tl,2 24_325+19 44 6 112 3 .43 ,26L .40L 1.05LIB C G 3600000000
14361--3600 11.4 52 326+22 54 9 112 33 _q58= .33L .4OL 1.00L!BECCIB AI) 2600010000 1 13 205805 K2 ;614362-3903 13.2 _30325+19 79 13111 2 1: L .25L .59 1.69 BA 1600000100 1 14327- G 5 S. 414364-3126 27.940328+26 28 7112 .55 ,40L 1.OOL A(: 22500000000 1 13205809MB
14364-3921 29.24325+19 60 1311432 1:4536 .28L A0L 1.42L,F C 1601000000 1 13205808K0 1314366-3701 36.538 326+21 23 4 111 1.05 ,40L 1.00L BC A/ 1 141000001003 :50
14367-3149 4688326+25 4610111 .28L .40L 1.00LIC 6 3500000000
14374-3811 24.E 43325+20 70 151143 .25L .25L .66 1.69 DF DE 0400000000 1 14327- G6S.
14374-3454 125.o32327+23 35 10113 I 3 .25L .26L 1.17 2.95 CB [JAA 3400010100 1 14386- G 4 S(
14374-3019 26.5[24329+27 52 11111 ! 3 .53 .38L .4OL 2.16L C DH H 1401000000 1 13205818K2
14374-3525 26.748327+22683711012 .42L .65L .40L 1.05 C E 5600000020 8
14378-320649.834328+25498 1102 .34 .35L .40L 1.37L E C 2500000000 1 13205822K0
,4378-3651 53., 44326+21 30 5111,3 .25L .56 6.45 7.15 OCC E_AA 3200000000 239 PKS1437-368
14362-30551531 329+26 85181112 .80L .72L .32 1.34L C E 0600000000
7,4 ,3,,141595325+ 0 110 00 o4oooooooo14384-3605 25,g 57 327+21 1. 111 : .27L .41L 1.03L D 4600000000
L4384--3742 26.610326+20i 47 71102 .25L .52L 3.08 5.71 CC CAA 1400000000 1 14327-G9Sc 6
14384-3858 28.e 19325+19129431162 .25L .32L .40L 1.85 D F 4601010120
14385-3751 135.228326+2057 141133 .26L .27L .99 1.14 DC I BD 1400000000 1 14327- G 11S.
14385-3305 35.753328+24 27 81113 .28L .39 3.13 6.92 ECC DEAA 1200000000 2 14386-G9Sb
14386-3318 41.(; 15328+24 53 11113_2 1.02 .45L .40L 1.27LLC BE I 1400000000 1 13205837
14388-3734 48.941326+20 64 71102 .60 .27L .4OL 1.06L C AL 1600100000 2 1320583963
14388-3732 49,E 19 326+20 46 10 110 2 ,33L .34L .55 1.06L C EB 1600100000
14390-3441 2.5 15 327+23 36 8 112 3 .67 .55: .40L 1.02L BD BC 0 1300010000
i4391-3900 6.926325+19 _ 45211142 .37L .38L .43L 1.76 , D NHI B 3600000220
14391-3233 11.725328+25:39 111113 .67 .30L .40L 1.00LIB BJ 0500000000 1 13205846G5
14392-3325 12.(] 13328+24196 151102 .28 .37L .40L 1.31L;C D 1400000000
14395-3848 31.1135325+19143 91113 .54 .43L .40L 1.09L B_ BF E 3801010000
14395-3451 34.744327+22 62 91113 .25L .27L 1.15 2.70 CC M BB 2500000000 1 14386-G 12Sb 5
14396-3044 41.441329+2666 161092 .63L .35L .42 1.23L C EH 0600000000
14402-3031 114311330+26 i 65 153110 .41L .26L ,49 1.22: I CC DR 0501000000
14404-3611 124.151327+21 45 111 .77 .26L .40L 1,46L!cD AJ 7501010000 1 1320586514404-3926 2512325+18109171142 .34 .29L .43L 1.42L CBL 1600000000 1 13205868K0
14404-3915 29.7116 325+1868 151112 .34 .28L .40L 1.48LIE F 2600000000 1 13205867G5
14405-3457 34.940327+22 205 1103 21.43 5.05 1.99 2.40 BBCC AARC 0350000011018 1 13205671 K0
_4405-3542 35.852327+22 76 251152 .77L .61L .40L 1.32 O J C 8600000200
14406-3258 36925328+24 46 31103 2.10 .47 .40L 1.04L BD AB I 00600001000 1 13205872 MB
14407-3942 44.97325+18 49 10 113l 3 ,57 .27L .40L 1.44L C AK< 0600000000 1 1 V549CEN
14408-3531 50.114327+22 38 301102 .87L 1.47L .40L 1.14 C KM C 9600000100
14408-3423 52.541328+23 68 3011012 .33L .27L .40L 1.36 D L )D 1600000000
14410-3113 5.156 !329+26 65 13109 ' 2 .26 .38L .40L 1.02L'D D 0600010000 1 13205879 K5
14411-3554 11.8371327+21 33 22112! 33 .25L .25L .56L 2.25 D I I E 8580000640 614413-3946 20_142325+18 59 11115 .26L .29L .52 1.59L D C_'D 0600000000
14414--3055 Z6.0'57'330+26 40 12 109 3 .25L .26L ,64 2.49 CC EI_,A 0500000000 2 14 447-G34Sb 13
14414-3834 27.322326+19 59101113 .49 .31L ,40L 1.49L B BJ 0600000000
t44t7-3656 _.237327+20 276 1102 3.32 1.64 .40L 1.00L DC AAF 51700000000
14417-3613 47.529327+21 41 41103 1.33 .72 .40L 1.00L 6D AB 36600000000
14418-3458 52.139328+22 32 121132 .46 .49L .40L 1.47L C !C/ 3500000000 2 13205899A0 34
14419-3832 59.439326+19 299 1113 3.61 .90 .40L 1.04L CC AA 70500000000 1 13205900MB I
14421-3618 8.248326+19 79 101102 .39 .25L .40L 3.09L C D J 1400000000 1 13205902 K0 11
14423-3603 16.545326+19 92401102 .26L .25L .40L 1.03 F . F 1400000000
14423-3303 16.726329+24 58 12 i1132 .38 .26L .40L 1.00L F F 2500000000 1 13205905K5 0
14426-3235 38.030329+24 61 251122 .25L .40L .40L 1.46 D GI'rD 3501000130
14427-3648 47.4 19 327+20 49 5:111 3 1.11 .43L ,40L 1.04L B !AD 0700000000
14429-3823 55.2 28 326+19 64 15 110 2 .31 .25L .41L 2.60L D E 1500000010 1 13 205816K0 34
14430-3549 0.8 58 326+21 33 11 1110 2 .34 .25L .40L 3.26L E C (,F 6501000240 61 13 205917 K5 21
t4430--3728 2.3 30 327+20 35 7 1111 3 .33: .76 5.95 9.75 CCCC BB/_ A 3 0300001000 1 14 386-G? 19 N. 9
14432-3840 13.726326+19 55 141112 .35 .26L .40L 4.41L C C K 8500000008
14433-3420 21.149328+23 329 1103 .90 .26L .40L 1.00L C AG 1400000000
14434-3603 26.112328+21 36 81113 .51 .26L .4OL 1.00L B ICL 46OOO00O00
14437-3143 46.911330+25 43 13 1103 .31L .37L .66 1.56 CD HI E B 2600000000 1 14447- G 35 Sa 28
14438-3727 53.09327+20 83 141102 .25 .25L .40L 1.62L C iE 0500000000
|4439-3804 56.353327+19 24 71103 4.02 .96 .33: 1.00L BCD AAE 04600000000 2 13205937K0 2
14440-3748 0,7 51 327+19 36 11 111 3 ,25L .25L 1.31 1.40: CD_LI AC 1500000000
14440-3207 5.116330+24 56 121113 .28L .29L .68 1.13: CF MCBC 2501000000
14441-3706 9.3 59 327+20 72 22 114' 3 .25L .27L .35: 1.35 DC KCD 3700000000 1 14 386- G 23 Sa 36
14442-3939 13.4221326+16 40 91t33 .44 ,25L .40L 1.17L C C 4700010000
14444-3008 25.338331+26 56 121113 .43 .31L .40L 1.00L C CGJ 1600000000 1 13205945K0 1
14444-3026 27.416331+26 50121103 .25L .30L .62 1.14 CF C.3 0600000000 2 14447- G 37 Sa 7
14445-3751 33.338327+19 39 101103 .95 .32: .40L 1.16L CD AC 22600000000 1 7 WRA1249 14i
14448-3202 51.318330+24 30 3.71 .95 .40L 1.00L:BC ABD_I 0 3610001000 2 13205953MA
11o
61
14449-3942 56.08326+18 64 112 .25L .25L .74 1.38: CC NDC-= 4700000100
14450-3134 2.836330+25 49 1093 .25L .56L .40L 1.24 C I I _) 1600000000
14450-3737 3.61327+20 61 141123 .25L .29L .73 2.04 CC LB_ 0400000100 1 14327-G20SB 5
14451-3806 6.35327+19 386 1133 1.75 .81 .4OL 104L BC AA _: 43500000210 41 1 V557CEN 26
14451-3705 8.353327+20 38 181113 .32L .27L .50 1.17L = C J ED:3 4700000100
14452-3841 12.152327+19 31 91133 .84 .47 .40L 4.54L BD AB _ 185O1100008
14453-3710 21.535327+20 3427 192 .45L .29L .40L 1.42 C J J _ I 5500000250 81 32 X1445-373 ! 125
14454-3537 26.257328+21 78 7,1092 .90 .35L .40L 1.11L C BE : 3500000000 1 13205964 K0 10
14455-3625 31.135328+21 21 61103 86.19 23.81 4.60 4.02 BBCC AAA331348000033018 C 4 13205866MB 3
14460-3739 0.424327+19 38 41133 1.26 .34: .40L 1.00L BD AC _101501000000
14460-3300 4.78330+24 55111103 .32L .27L 1.24 1.63L C i A_, 1400000000 139 MC.41446-660 75
14462-3958 14.032326+17 31 81123 .25L .25L 1.35 4.11 EIC K A_3 2400101130 8214327-G21 Sb 6
14462-3952 16.436326+17 61 81113 .48 .26L .40L 1.61L C BJ 2600100000 2 1 V561 CEN 29
14463-355021.83328+21 41101113 .41 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 6600010000 1 13205981 K5 12
14467-3213 47.8!15330+24 56 81103 .85 .33L .40L 1.00L C BG 160(3OO0000 1 13205988G5 8



































Right Ascension: 14h46m55'-14h56m28 '
Position (1950)
Natrl¢
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN _.88a
hm. = , (s) () l b (") (") _j N
14469-3832 55.6 56 327+19 38! 9 112 3
14469-3730 56.6 50 327+19 73 22 112 3
14470-3356 4.4 11 329+23 36 6 109 3
_55 24 110 33
14473-3230 19.4 43 330 +24
14475--3701 32.5 50 328+20 25 112
14476-3742 36.9 11 327+ 19 2619
14479-373448.555326+1927191143
14479-3247 57.3 53 330+23 32 3 110 3
14481-340211.942329+2248101103
14482-3210 16.6 57 330+24 69 tl 110 3
14483-3907 22.5 53 327+18 51 110
14484-3944 24.9 45 327+17 11 109 2:
14484--3613 26,5 36 329+20 45 11 110 3114495-374630.816 328+19 51 8 111 3I
14485--3951 33.4 27 327+18 5_ 20 111 _ i14488-362549714326+2073 g 1092
14488-3416 50.529 329+22 34 5 111 3
14488-3555 52.5 8 329+21 86 25 110 3
14493--3152 18.3 4331+24 81 31 109 2
14494-3t4829119331+24 34 9 110314494-344829,783 329+22 84 g 110 3
14495-3022 34.1 26 332+25 61 11 110 3
14496--3845 36.5 37 327+18 27 14 112 3
14496--3910 39.6 56 327+18 26 6 110 3
14496--3735 41.6 55 328+19 58 13 114 2
14497--3014 45.0 19 332+26 49 12 110 3
14497-3904 47.1 19 327+18 54 321109 214488-3542 50.2 24 329+21 22 '109
14498-3725 52.822 328+19 31 9 111 3
14499-3549 54.841 329+21 67 8j110 3
14499-3616 58.6 15 329+20 25 25 127 3
14500-3329 3.2 31 330+23 26 6 109 2
14502--3055 14.910 332+25 37 28 20 2
14503-- 3143 23.456331+24 81 25 II11 2
14604-3601 29.3 40 329+20 29 10 111 314507_350043119329+2168 26 1092
14_08-_0_,_0034,32+25 26 20110_5 _-3326 5273_0+23 5 11014_09_371155451328+1935 8 1103
14811_34_ 69 48330+22 49 9 10, 3
14512-3518 14.4 18 329+21 49 9 109 3
14512-3450 16.6 8 330+21 58 24 110 3
14514-3954 26.0 0 327+17 37 29 109 2
14514-3906 27.3 24 327+18 53 13 110 3
14515--3038 30.0 45 332+25 49 10 109 3
14515-3305 34.0 50 331+23 28 5 110 3
14515-3844 34.3 38 328+18 23 6 110 3
14516-3056 40.9 14 332+25 31 17 1110 3
14518-3740 52.2 3 328+19 85 15 110 2
14519-3326 54.8 1 330+23 _^132 7 111 3
14520-3455 0.1 57 330+21 OOl3_ 109 C
14520-3143 0.7 2 331+24 78 36 108 2
14520--3344 4.618330+224471093
14522--3701 13.053329+1945 8111!!14524--3113 26.4 4 332+24 45 109
14524--3029 28.952 332+25 439109
14525--3633 32.8 10 329+20 69 18 1102
14526--3339 39.613 331+22 69 11 108 2,
14528-3241 52.118331+23 85 14111 2 I
14528-3252 53.9 6331+23 67 12 108 2
14529-3607 55.1 40 329+20 91 40 111 2
14529-3726 57.1 37 329+19 56 11 110 3
14529-3549 59.5,50 329+20 22 9110 3
14530-3511 5.4111 330+21 6_99 4 111 23329+20 2 11214532 - 3608 16.1 39 !
14532-3724 16.2 4 329+19 35 8 110 3
14533-3406 20.2 11 330+22 78 36 112 2
14533--3822 21.7 6 328+16 44 11 111 3
14534--3226 27.E 8 331+23 30 6 110 3
14534-3100 28.(_ 47 332+24 42 6 109 3
14535-3735 33.2 44 329+19 48 10 111 3
14535-3517 34.3 23 330+21 42 8 110 2
14538-3529 48.4 46 330+21 58 11 111 314538-37542,329+1928261243
14540-3136 o=i o 332+24 42 9 108 2
14542--3655 17.E 46 329+19 31 6 109 3
14544-3510 26.6:60 330+21 43 5 110 3
14545-3803 i31.E 30 329+18 57 13 1121 3
14547-3126 44.930 332+24 80 20 108 2
14549-3151 56.7 23 332+24 46 9 110 3
14550--3620 3.9 11 ,330+20 85 15 108 2
14550--3432 4.4 33 331+21 23 8 110' 3
14550-3932 5.6 25 328+17 59 10 111 3
14551-3134 8.7 33 332+24 49 10 110 3
14551-3721 9.6 20 329+19 81 20 112 2
14852-3813 12.9 9 329+18 30 6 111 3
14552-3654 13.3 54 329+19 23 6 110 3
14553-3647 22.5 47 329+19 48 13 112 314553-3844 23916 328+18 44 9 1113
14554-3942 24.930 328+17 35 : 1113
14554-3144 29.532332+24 65 3 109
8 110 314557-3106 45.6 33 333+24 38
14559-3323 50.2 2 331+22 28 5 109 3
14558-3437 51.7 35 331+21 32 8 110 3
14559--3609 55.4 50330+20 46 29 148 2
14559--3947 59.7 54 328+17 55 11 110 3
14561-3853 10.9 16 328+17 44 20 111 3
14563-3510 23.4 33 330+21 34 5 109 3
14564-3218 28.9 38 332+23 77 26 107 2
H I
Galactic Uncertainty C =
O 12 _.m
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °









































































































1(30 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.22L B AD 3600000000
2.44 C F C 6400OO044O
1oo,BE ,B o0500000o001.53 C 260100000(31.00L B C A B 1 4500000000
1.51 C J 1300000000
2.35 C S HB i 43000O000O
1.00L BD AC E I 0 2600020000
1.00L B _AE I O6000O0000
1.33L D C 26OO00O0OO
2.92 C BI 7580100210133,B , 6 100210
1.59L E BH 1500000000
2.46 CC EAAI 3500000000
1.30L C AG I 1300000000
2.23 C L K E C I 4600000000
1.09L C C I j I, 4600000000
1.00L C B H l 0600000000
2.17 E L E D ! 458100O230
1.14 F D' 360O10000O
1.04L B A I 3600100000
1.03L B BKKI 0500000000
1.34L D B M 3300000000
1.43L E F C F 3600000000
1.22L B E A B 0 5600000000
1.22L D Cj _ 33000100001.39 C C C 33O000020O
2.26 O MK G 4380000430
1.00L BBD AAC 0 3600000000
1,00L B B D
1.17L C DE
1.69 C M C
1.00L BC AA
1.51 D F






1.OOL C A M
1.00L B BFFL
2.40 C E E
1.35 C MF D
1.11L B CG


















1.08L BC AB H 2 1500000000'
1.01L CBC AAD 4 2400000000
1.73L C EC 3500000410
1.37L D A H 0500000000
1.00L BC AAK 1 1501000000
1.46 F H F 5500000000 !






1.60L C B G
1.46L E E
1.31L C CL L
1.33 C D H
1.25L C M BC
1.16L BD AC
1.01L BF AB
1.62 F H B
5.59 CC CAA



















1.00L BC AAH 4 1600000000
1.21L CF ABJ I 7 4500000000
1.23L B C O 1500000000
1.18L D CI 2600000000
1.04L C KDB 1600000000
1.48 C HK E 1400000000
2.67 CC CBA 44000(0000
1.00L B C A B 3 1500000000
1.15L CE AB M 0 1600000000
1.22L j C C 2400000000
1.34 C E E 6500000000
l OOLIC ^c 55ooo1_o1,29L D DC 5500000000
1.00L B C A B 1 4600000000
1.16L B ,AF G 0500010000
1.44L B IBJ 3500000000
1.27: E C IK S B 0400000000
1.05L E)C AA 0 1600000000
1.00L BBC AAC 0 2500000000
1.91 CC J CB 2500000100
1.17L S AG H 6500000000
1.26L BC ABI 0 0500000000
1.50 D MI E 5500000000
3.65 CC AA ' 2400000000
1.32L BC AB I 1 2501000000
1.29L B E B E 0 3700000000
1.32 E F 4601000000
97: B DIBI KB i 1500000000
1.77 F !;6580000420
1.01L BC AB 0 0600000000
1.85 C, 45000001(30
C 1 32 X1446-375 37 12
1 13 205999 MA 4 86
i
1
1 13 206008K5 7 91
1 13 206011K2 19 83
I
4
4 1 13 206012 MA 12 90
1 19 I 486 21 96
i
1 13 206021 K0 22 80
I 13! 206020MA 0 87
8 1 32:X1448-359 97 8
1 131 206031 K5 2 82
40 M2 (111) 3 31 10613 206035 GO 14 63
I
2 131206037 B8 6 50
1 32' X1449-390 109 12
1 13 206045 K0 3 90
1 13 206056 K5 6 86
1 13 206061 K5 20 76
1 13 206066 MA 4 91
1 13 206068 K5 10 92
8 1 32 X1451-348 91 8
C
1 13 206075 K0 13 I 82
1 13 206078 K2 1 87
2 13 206079 K0 3 58
1 1 V566 CEN 20 3
4
8 1 32 X1451-317 10 8
1 13 206089 K2 4 85
1 13 206094 K0 17 80
1 7 -3011814 18
2 13 206099 A0 7 52
1 13 206101 K0 4 83
1 39 HM 1453-36 63 408
1 14 386- G 34 Sa 23
1 13 206106 MA 0 85
1 14 386-1G 39.. 5
3 13 206112 K0 0 61
1 13 206114 K5 14 95
1 13 206117A2 11 80
2 14 448- G 9Sb 10
1 13 206127 MA 4 80
1 13 206128 K0 4 70
1 14 386- G 42 Sb 15
1 13 206144 K5 19 87
1 14 386- G 43 Sb 17
1 13 206153 K0 g 78
2 13 206154 K2 9 62
i
1 13 206161 24 97
1 13 206163 K5 16 8E
C 206172
1 13 K2 4 10(







a _ Coords SMJ SMN (0(s) ( ) 1 b C) C) )
14565-3641 35.6 41 330+19 56 9 111
14566-3743 36.2 34 329+16 40 9 111
14567-3226 45.9 43 332+23 73 10 108
14567-3120 46.212 333+24 70 22 111
14568-3935 50.3:52 328+17 49 10 110
14568-3210 51.7 22 332+23 18 6 108
14568-3550 53.0 0 330+20 54 9 109
14571-3740 8.8 18 329+18 31 6 111
14571-3310 10.8 6 332+22 80 22 106
14574-3052 27.0 2 333+24 52 14 110
14574--3900 29.5 14 329+17 77 34 112
14579-3914 57.555 329+17 68 7 108
14580-3751 3.0 40 329+18 22 7 113
14580-3416 4.0 42 331+21 30 3 109
14580-3707 4.4 34 330+19 73 26 111
14581-3445 7.4 33 331+21 53 8 110
14581-3557 11.3 8 330+20 56 22 111
14583-3747 20.4 47 329+18 24 7 110
14563-3646 22.8 56 330+19 56 10 111
14584-3933 26.1 46 328+17 19 5 110
14584-3218 28.8 3 332+23 25 24 111
14584-3220 29.3 54 332+23 31 10 109
14585-3442 31.5 19 331+21 75 17 110
14585-3353 33.6 7 332+21 25 8 109
14585-3627 34.2 1 330+19 59: 8 110
14586-3609 37.7 42 330+19 53 _ 10 109
14587-3225 43.7 14 332+23 22 9 108
14587-3002 45.0 53 334+25 38 I 5 109
14588-3602 53.0 42 330+20 76 28 112
14589-3433 59.1 11 331+21 34 29 103
14590-3419 1.8 32 331+21 72 i 10 109
14591-3123 8.4 26 333+24 44 11 107
14594-3302 26.7 8 332+22 40 8 110
14594-3529 28.8 59 331+20 72 18 111
14594-3346 29.4 4 332+21 34 9 109
14596-3154 38.5 3 333+23 50 12 109
14597-3414 47.4 15 332+21 54 13 110
14599-3019 56.4 22 334+24 78 24 108
7114599-3132 59.9 14 333+23 I 35 107
15000-3530 1.4 57 331+20 66 14 110
15001 3604 10.5 54 331+19 51 13 110
15007-3542 44.0 52 331+20 88 10 108
15007-3441 45.8 8 332+21 96 31 113
15007-3553 463 1 331+20 36 20 106
15007-3016 46.6 49 334+24 34 7 110
15009-3308 55.7 24 332+22 76 27 107
15010-3118 0.2 38 333+23 41 9 108
15010 3637 2.6 33 331+19 49 9 111
15010-3217 3.7 17 333+23 34 29 102
15010 3701 3.8 42 330+18 63 28
15010-3843 5.0 26 329+17 21 6
15011-3809 7.7 4 330+18 53 i 10
15012-3129 13.8 7 333+23 46 9
15014-3041 27.7 15 334+24 73 8
15015-3424 31.2 34 332+21 45 28
15016-3718 36.2 41 330+18 58 12
15016-3216 38.6 10 333+23 84 3215015-332539.013332+2229 7
15017 3441 42.9149 332+20 61 14
15018-310549.6334+23448 ' 6
15016-394750.436329+1643 9
15016-3144 53.8 4353 333+23 59 1115020- 3558 0.4 331+19 44 16
15020-3317 3.3 37 333+22 89 31
15020 3909 5.7 10 329+17 43 10
15022-3603 13.5 52 331+19 42 9
15024-3933 25.3 44 329+16 21 8
15025 3420 31.4 59 332+21 30 10
15025 3412 34.5 17 332+21 46 10
15028 3943 48.E 40 329+16 30 18
15028-3554 53.6 7 331 +19 i 50 9
15029 3346 58.8, 50 332+21 62 t3
15029-3126 593 48 334+23 24 5
15030-3604 5.7 21 331+19 i 26 5
15031-3319 7.C 57 333+21 64 25
15031-3013 8.E 27 335+24 46 9
15031-3443 10.C 17 332+20 87 11
15034-3243 29.6 34 333+22 34 12
15035 3642 32.1 20 331+19 46 10
15037 3712 430 5 331+ 18 59 10
15037-3215 44.7 36 333+22 56 10
15038-3122 51.5 5 334+23 43 12
15038 3619 53.5 26 331+19 48 9
15039 3017 500 17 335+24 80 9
15040-3346 4.4 54 333+21 47 9
15041 3850 63 14 330+17 58 8
15043 3608 19.8 17 331+19 43 7
15043 3454 20.7 5 332+20 29 5
15043 3314 23.6 6 333+21 58 29
15045-3913 33.4 24 330+16 56 9
15046-3631 37.1 14 331+19
3620
15046-3318 38.7 333+21
15046 3530 405 332+19
15047-3937 47.8 31 ;330+16
51115048--3854 50.1 330+16
15049--3415 55.9 10 333+20
15050--3013 3.6 32 335+24
15050 3807 4.1 26 330+17
15050 3203 4.3 43 334 + 22
15052 3855 14.0 10 330+16
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
H
C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
O [2 _m 25 _m 60 /zm lOO _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
N ()ansky) Uncs Co¢[ R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type
3 38 .26L .40L 1.11L C 206176 K0
3 .65 .31L .40L 1.00L D
3 ,70 .35L .40L 1.79L C 206180 K5
2 .28L .54L .42 1.72L O
3 .53 .27L .40L 1.05L B 206184 K0
3 1.47 .46 .40L 2.02L BD 206181 MA
3 .75 .38L .40L 1.36L 8 206185 K0
3 3.71 1.00 .44L 1.03L BC 206193 MA
2 .25L .44L, .68L 2.07 C
3 .25L .26L I .75: 2.13 oe
2 .30L .31L .40L 2.40 E
2 .52 .69L .40L 1.27L C
2 2.54 .67 .46L 1.00L BC 206208 K2
3 28.21 10.63 1.62 1.00: BBCC AP CEN
3 .25L .27L .40L 1.55 F
3 .47 .27L .40L 1.48L C
3 .43L .30L .40L 1.97 C
3 .25L .43 3.95 6.04 CCC 328- G 5 Se,
3 ,25L .36L .49 1.86 CC
3 1.38 .77 .40L 1.08L BC V643 CEN
2 .25L .57L 1.24L 2.00 C
3 .47 76L .40L 1.28L B
3 .26L .26L .54L 2.40 E
3 .50 .28L .40L 1.20L F
.44L .44L .46L 1.79 Ci ,69 .33L .40L 1.0OL E V749 CEN
3 .74 .36L .40L 1.37L B
2.56 .92 .40L 1.52L BC BE CEN
.25L .33L I .40L 1.87 D
2 .42L .31L .54L 1.71 D
3 ,35 .27L I .40L 1.43L C
2 .36 .25L .40L 1.56L C 206230 K2
3l ,25L .29L .62 1.51L C
3' .28L .29L .61 1.83 DC 386- G 47 Sb
3 ,71 .35L ,40L 1,19L C
3, .26L .29L .79 1.36L C
3 = .28L .50L .72 1.44: CC
3 .25L 36L .40L 2.33 D
21 .25L .31L .40L 2.09 D
3 ' .39L .29L .71 1.00L C
.25L .31L .80 2.17 CB
.39 .31L .40L 1.80L C
2 .30L .32L .40L 1.82 D
.25L .35L .40L 1.92 CI .44 1,74L .40L 1.71: C F 206256 K0
2 .25L .32L .52L 1.37 C
3 ; .25L .38L .40L 1.75 F
3' .59 .27L .40L 1.21L S
3 .27L .39L .40L 1.87 C
112 2j ,30L .34L .40L 1.12 F
110 3 1,27 ,51 .40L 1.00L BC
110 3 ,89 .25L i .40L 1.57L E
107 2 ,27 .31L .40L 1.27L C
110 2 .41 .38L .40L 1.38L E 06913
110 3 .25L .61L .40L 1.73 C
108 2 .42 .28L .44L 1.34L F 206264 K0
111 2 ,39L .32L .58L 3.03 D X1501 - 322
110 3 1.24 .32: .40L 1.30L BE 206265 MA
111 2 .43 .32L .401 .97: C D
109 3 ,85 .27L .40L 1.13L B 206274 K5
109 3 1.93 34 .40L 1.01L BE 206273 K2
111 2 .40L .28L .89 1.43L D
110 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.26 C
107 2 .25L .33L .40L 1.97 F
112 4 .84 .34L .40L 1.43L B
110 2 .3g .34L .40L 1.23L c
108 3 1.36 .83 .40L 1.03L BE)
108 3 36 .25L .40L 1.20L 8 206282 K5
109 3 65 .35L .40L 1.25L B 206286 K2
109 3 .25L .27L .40L 2.10 C 328- G 16 Sb
108 3 .78 .31L .40L 1.03L B 206288 K5
109 3 .42 .30L .40L 1.46L D 206290 K5
109 3 2.51 .67 .40L 1.32L BC
108 3 6.14 1.59 .41L 1.08L BC 206292 K5
109 3 .25L .27L .40L 2.41 E
108 3 .76 .26L .40L 6.04L S 206293 K2
107 2 .29 .29L .40L 1.75L C 206295 K5
110 3 1.02 29L .40L 1.57L C
109 3 .42 .25L .40L 1.10L C
109 3 .46 .34: .40L 1.01L CF
109 3 1.06 .38L .40L 1.12L B 206302 K5
109 3 .25L .25L 1.29 2.42 CC 448-1G 12 Do
109 3 .91 .26L .40L 1.50L B
110 2 .31 .36L .40L 6.33L C 206312 K2
108 3 39: .32L .47 1.35L F O
109 3 .52 .28L .40L 1.06LIC 206314 K5
109 33 .29: .41 3.14 8.62 'E! FCC 387- G 4 SB
109 1-21 .72 .40L 1.49L iB C
109 2 .38L 32L .401 2.63 F
111 3 .53 .27L .40L 1.32L B
31 36 !108 23 2.30 1.99 .4OL 1.00LIBC53 3 107 .25L .34L .40L 1.91 ' O
28 15 108 2 .29 .36L .40L 1.63L D
62 17 107 2 .38L .36L .51 1.35L! C
55 10 111 2 .38 .28L .40L 1.81L
45 9109 23 .50 .30L .40L 1.54L
68 107 .57 .46L .40L 186L
84121072 .29 .25L .40L 1.24L
82 141083 .2eL .31L .57 1.75L I C51 110 .83 .26L .40L 1.09L D 206324 K5



































a _ Coords 5MJ SMN 0 O 12 pzn6a
h m ° , (s) () 1 b (') C) (') N
15053--3121 21.3 58 334+23 69 16 107 2 .46L
,5055-3723 30.151 331+19 32 12511124;2 3.28
15055-3705 31.30331+18 38 108 .94L
15057-3614 45.8 16 332+19 24 _169 3 .69
15059-3846 55.2 1330+17 24 18 110 3 .25L
15059-3827 59.434330+17 40 101111 o .44
15060-3029 2.4 51 335+23 69 29 107 2 .25L
15061--3239 9.5 40334+22 26 ; 1108 3 2.843851 624 330+16 59 1 109 .25L
15061-3214 11.3 5334+22 91 181110 2 .78L
,5062-3748 12.2 49 331+17 96 13 107 2 .32
15065-3540 32.6 39 332+19 40 10 108 3 .79
15065-3244 33.8 27 334+22 23 5107 3 2.64
15065-3152 34.335 334+22 28 19 103 .25L
15067-3703 45.3 1 331+18 54 8 109 3 .33
15068-3836 53.6 8 330+17 48 9 110 9 1.15
15070--3640 0.3 7 332+18 23 10 110 3 .60
15070-3121 2.4 13 335+23 53 39 110 2 .26L
15070--3658 5.6 121331+16 40 31'111 2 .44L15071-3832 9.4 48'331+17 74 23 107 = .25L
15072 3709 12.s 49 331+18 42 1o 111 4 ,46
15','74--3952 27.4 40 330+15 32 7 110 3 1.94
15075--3833 33.7 2 331+17 51 9 110 3 .68
15076-3300 36.5 47 334+21 26 5 108 3 2.09
15076-3303 38.7 57 334+21 58 37 110 2 .30L
15076-3056 41.5 31 335+23 21 6 , 108 3 8.41
[5077-3404 42.2 381333+20 40 37 17 2 .32L
15077-3145 42.8 71 335+22 31 12 108 3 .30L
15077-3229 46.3 48 334+22 64 8 107 3 .32
15078-3012 51.549!335+24 51 10 108 3 .82
15079-3318 59.4 9 334+21 5t 11 109 3 .25L
15080-3328 0.5 4!334+21 24 10 109 3 .72
15081-3882 7.4 52 331+16 24 7 110 3 3.95
15082-3832 13.1 14 331+16 65 14 110 3 .32L
15064--3858 26.7 221331+16 61 26 113 2 .26L
15084-3951 28.9 54 1330+15 27 24 112 3 '.42L
15085-3705 34.1 8 332+18 70 14 108 2 .41
15086-3517 41.0 46333+19 34 7 1091 3 1.72
15086-3327 41.2 12 334+21 58 10 109 2 .56
15088-3133 52.8 43 335+22 39 37 20 2 .25L
15089-3529 54.4 36 333+19 60 6 109 3 1.08
15091-3953 9.1 54 330+15 25 24 107 2 .25L
15092-3059 12.2 331335+23 28 6 107 3 1.28
15092-3322 12.8 13 334+21 29 15 109 2 .42L
15093-3541 20.3 4 333+19 44 13 110 3 .33L
15094-3641 24.1 0332+18 27 9 110'3 1.48
15094-3954 24.8 44 330+15 25 18 10 3 .25L
15095-3419 30.0 31 333+20 65 34 106 2 .25L
15095-3920 31.3 26331+16 36 8 111 3 1.17
15095-3720 34.9 11 332+17 28 7 11 3 2.78
15096-3756 38.9 211331+17 30 8 109 3 30L
15097-3636 42.7 28 332+18 25 10 109 3 .73
15099--3033 56.9 5 336+23 66 30 108 2 .37L
15100-3703 4.0 38 332+18 132 41 112 2 .28L15100-3440 5.425 333+20 27 7 109 3 1.3615101-3102844s 335+23 31 4 1083 316
15102-3459 12.7 4 333+19 31 10 !109 3 .95
15103--3116 18.2 13 335+22 43 12 107 3 .25L
15104-3256 25.4 5 334+21 71 23 109 3 .25L
15104-3721 29.9 36 332+17 34 6 1109 3 2.48
15108-3200 50,7 30 335+22 100 19 108 3 .25L
15108-3038 52.9 9 336+23 54 9 106 2 .37
15108-3728 52.9 46 332+17 78 10 106 2, .35
15111--3638 8.9 21 331+16 48 8 109 3 .66
15114--3914 24.3 49 331+16 48 lv 107 3! .95
15114-3725 29.3 59 332+17 70 18 109 3 .30L
15115-3047 31.2 28 336+23 30 216 109 3321 .29L15115-3120 33.3 1 336+22 24 108 1.37
15115-3342 35.1 48 334+20 41 8 108 1.14
15118-3643 49.0 21 332+18 56 8 108 3 .38
15118--3049 51.1 29 336+23 72 25 106 2 .29L
15119--3801 56.620 332+17 48 10 110 3 .70
15119-3629 57.1 54 333+18 33 7 109 3 3.51
15120--3608 4,6150 333+18 53 14 111 2 .36
15120-3853 5.4_22 331+18 _ 9 10` 2 .3o
15121--3548 6.5 21 333+18 29 11 109 3 .85
15121--3554 9.6121 333+18 29 10 108 3 .83
15122--3535 15.8150 333+19 29 8 109 3 1.89
15124-3401 25.0 8 334+20 34 23 108 3 .25L
15124-3148 29.8 335+22 76 28 107 3 .25L
15125-3228 32.(_ 37 335+21 39 9 107 3 .81
15126--3658 37.5 15 332+17 28 7 109 3 1.59
15126--3924 40.4 29 331+15 28 4 107 3 2.91
15127-3814 45.(3 40 332+16 51 11 108 3 .26L
15129-3719 56.1 1 332+17 43 35 109133 1:26_55130_3,01525, 31+18 0`15132_392216913831+1526 7 1073 22015132_39361719331+1543 , 107i3 9815133_33=,0.22335+ 0.110`4 3 25L15133_3,43,2124334+195, 1210,3 4OL
i
15135-3729 ,0.0 41332+17 32 510` 3 1.89
15136-3336 38.2 29 335+20 63 12 108 3 .29L15137-320942.82 335+2179 21 1083 25L
15137--3642 44.0 45 333+17 98 19 110 2 .39L
15137-3945 45.6 38 331+15 53 8 108 3 .44
15138-3417 48.6 31 334+19 47 13 109 3 .25L
15138-3749 50.2 26 332+16 33 6 107 3 L19
15138-3804 50.3 8 332+16 48 35 106 2 .25L
15138-3318 52.6 29_ 335+20 74 21 10`' 3 .26L










































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.53L C B 3600000000
1.01L BC AB 3 5500001000
1.37 F KM CI 4601000000
1.41L B B KK 1500000000
2.76 DC NEB 8481100530
1.13L C DG 7600000000
1.85 O J C 3601000000
1.40L BC A II , 2 2601000000
2.94 DC GC I 3400100430
8.84L D B I, 7500000008
1.60L E C 1500000000
1.26L B AE 0500000000
1.23L BC AA J i 1 2702001000
2.75 C NMHD 2681000430
1.31L C BE 3500100000
AC K 8501100110
1.53L B G !1.13L B BC 250O000OO0
2.13 D G 3600000130
1.20 C JF F I 36001000002.40 O 8401100110
1.21L B CG 3500000000
1.03L BC AA 1 4601000100
1.29L B BK H 7500000110
1.18L BC AA J I 9700100120
3.01 F FJ E 9581100120
1A8L BBC AAB 0 4600000100
1.92 O NJ H ' 4600000000
1.98L C A B 67OO00OO08
8.57L D D L 9500000008
1.83L B B 2600000000
2,09L B J BC 9500000000
1.75L CE BE i 0' 9500010000


















.40L . 2.59 C HFMD
.40L 1.49L D C
.40L 1.48L BF AB
.40L 1.48L C B
.40L 1.49 D H
.40L 1.64L C AEG
.40L 2.66 C K F D
.40L 1.42L BE AB
2.05L C CDC
2.02L C J GB F
1.36L BC AB
3.60 EC HC







































3.21 C M C
1.37L DD AB




1.33L B D A D
2.37 C G B
2.59 C I B
1.84L BF AB
8.28L B B
1.91L C C KJ
2.85 C EELD
1.31L BE BCM 0
1.54L BD AAD 4 I
1.88L C E K
1.93L C D
1.77L B B
1.86L BD AC 0 0700100000
1.70L BC AB 2 0600000000
4.54 FC M EF 9680000100
2.99 C MK C 5700000000
7.33L BFE ABCE 0 9600000108
25.69 BDDC AAAA 3 04000(]000`
1.15L ;BC AA 4 2700000000
2.40 CE EAB 04O0000000
1.43L DE AD K 9 1700000000
3.30 C F E 9501000320
1.50L BC ABM 2 1600000000




3.43: C E A C 2500000008
1.6OL BD ABL 2 1502010000
8.05L C N J C 9500200358
6.47 E GDC 9680OOO448
2.57L, D DF 150(OO0000
6.13L C CC 9500010008
3.72 CC L B8 7601000108
1.32L BC FIAA! 0 36000000001.69 G 4401000000
3.06 C J C 97O00OOO08
1.51L C CB 2500000000
Declination: - 40 °.- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 13 20`330 M0 7 76
1 13 206342 MA
C
1 13 206345 K0
C





1 13 206364K2 11 80
8
8
1 4 TMSS-30230 53 28
1 13 206368K0 23 85
1 13 206369 K2 7' 92
4
1 13 206382 K2 16 85
13 206386 K5 4 7813 206385 G5 24 72
1 13 206394 K5 14 90
C I 32 X1509-399 126 12
1 16 06978 53 141
1 14 387-1G 9 SB 5
C 1 32 X1509-399 101 12
1 13 206412 M0 6 75
2 14 328-PN 34 PI 14
1 13 206423 G5 19 95
1 13 206427 M0 6 80
2 13 206445 F0 3 50
1 13 206446 K5 11 88
21 2 1 FG LUP 29 3
1 1 FH LUP 53 3
1 13 206462A2 8 8E
1 1 FI LUP 22 2
1 13 206467MA 4 81
8 1 32 X1513-390 45
1 13 206475 K0 3 7C
8
4
1 13 206479 K2 3 8E
1 14 387- G 17 Sc 24
"Confusion Flags: 8)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Position (1950) Flux Density
Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 pm 25 kcm 60 p m 100 p m
(s) (") I b (") (") (') (Jansky)
335+ .2 .4 5
331 + 2 .4 3:
333 + 1.1 .4 2.;
334+ 1.3 .E .4 10.;
333+ 3 .2 .7, 2.
335 + 4 .2 .4i 11.1
334 + _ ,3 .4: 3.
331 + 6 .2 • 6._
336+ 2_ .2 .4_ 3.:
336+; 2J .3 .4_ 2.;
337 +; 2! .3 .4( 3.1
332 + 2! .3 .4_ 3.(
332+" 2.5, 1.4 .4( 1..=
333+' 8.51 3.2 .7' 2.,=
334+' 3, .3_ .4; 2.,c
331 + _ 1.2: .6 .4( 4._
335+; 2=` .3, .4_ 3._
335 +; 3! .3: .4; 9.4
333 + 1 2_ .2! .6z 3.2
333 + 1 .61 .3: .4( 3,1
332+ 1 14.21 6.6: 1.1,_ 1.3
333 + 1 K 1.0( 1.0_ 1.6
333 + 1 2.4¢ 1.1l .4C 2.4
336 + _ 1 .gE .5| .4C 7.9
]35+2 -_ ._ .6G 13.4
331 + 1 .)5 .3( .4(_ 1.9
]35 + 1 '6 .3( .4¢ 4.1
]34 + 1 .4_ .2_ .40 2.8
133 + 1 1.27 .34 .40 2.1
135 + 1 1.09 .3,= .52 3.3
|36 + 2 .41 .2 c .57 8.3_
|34 + 1 .27 .2_ .63 5.6!
134+ I .25 .27 .70 5.7d
135 + 1 2.02 .78 .40 11.0,
.32 .28 .56 3.41
r32 + 1: .57 .29 .40, 1.3:
_4 + 1_ 66 .25 .401 3.5J
133+ Ii .251 .26 .401 1.5',
_36+2 .401 .30 .90 13.1(
32+ 1 ! .74 .44 AOI 1.2(
33 + 1 _ .53 .26 .401 1.8_
33+11 .49 .35 .401 2.1!
.251 .25 .46 6.4_
36 + 2' .25l .83 .37 3.8_
,251 .38 2.50 4.0;
32+1=, .37 .25 .401 7.7(
32+1=, .81 .491 .401 1.4_
36 + 2" .25[ .321 .42: 4.3,_
32 + 1.= .32 .261 .40[ 1.3C
32 + 1_ .25L .251 .67 2.8E
33 + I ; .25L .251 .98 4.78
34 + 1_ .25t .421 A91. 9.25
33 + 1; .88 .39 .40L 1.57
35+ 1_ .25L .271 .40L 4.6_
.35L .311 .44L 3.46
36+2C .98 .331 .40L 10.31
32+ I_= .28L .251 .55 5.82
34+ 18 .25L .271 .87 5.86
33 + 1E ,86 .32[ .40L 1.45
35 + 19 .48 .35t .40L 3.92
33 + 17 .79L .32L .45 3.94
38+22 1.05 .48 .40L 10.al
]4+18 .25L .25L 2.25 33.08
]6+21 .25L .31L ,40L 6.54
]5+19 .35 .36L .40L 11.90
]5+ 18 .28L .28L .88 4.19
_4+17 48.66 12.25 1.89 1.931
16+20 .25L .34L .40L 7.01
15+ 19 .63 .25L .40L 16.871
15 + 19 .25L .33L .40L 6.60
|8 + 22 .38 .30L .40L 7.351
14+ 18 .25L .37L .59L 3.34
16+21 20.51 5.03 1.10 1.841
13+15 .25L .58L .40L 1.98
15+18 .25L .32L .42: 5,33
13+16 .32L .28L 1.01 3.00
r2+15 7.05 4.68 .48: 6.17[
_6+ 19 .31L .76L .55L 3.97
12+ 15 .41 .37L ,40L 8,701
:5+19 2.13 .49 .40L 12,97!
.4 + 18 .79L .27L ,50 5.31 t
3+15 .25L .27L .40L 2.17
7+21 .33 ,53L .40L 2.36t
2+t5 .25L .30L 3.84 4.72
4+17 .41 .27L .40L 2.08L
7+21 .35L .27L .56 2.15L
7+21 .25L .29L .53: 4.16
7+20 2.12 .48 .40L 2.42L
6+20 .30L .30L ,45L 5.18
7+21 .25L .30L .40L 3.02
3 + 15 .25L .27L .40L 2.70
4 + 17 ,26 .34L .40L 2.75L
6+19 .46L .29L .65 18.02L
3 + 15 .52 .25L .40L 2.20L
3 + 15 .39L .40L .87 3.61 L
2+14 .92 .41 .40L i 3.18L
4+ 17 .75 .34L .40L I 1.87L
3+ 15 .94 .39 .40L I 1.82L
5+20 2.12 .63 .40L I 12.29L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Ci rr A Confusion 5¢p




















































449- G 5 Sa
206535 K5 87
B ¸





H 206538 K5 91C
DE_







A A 206552 K5 35
3G(




z, B 206560 MB 73
(
FU


































































































































Galactic Uncertainty I C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SM] SMN 0 _0 12 _m 25 _m 60 #m 100 #m Flux
l b (") (") (') 'N (Jansky) Uncs
1333+16 33 11 108 3 .39L .33L .96 2.27L C
333+15 48 12 108 3 .33L ,26L 1,06 3,81 CD
337+21 56 9 107 3 1.03 ,30L ,40L 2.48LIB
337+20 24 10 106 3 .39 .28L .4OL 3.12L iB
335+17 60 18 105 2 .26L .48L .40L 1.88 C
335+18 44 8 106 3 .41 .37L .40L 10.18L C
335+17 36 9 105 4 .94 .53 .40L 1.74LIBCED332+14 44 16 108 3 ,25L .25L .43: 3.71
336+20 31 13 107 3 ,28L .30L ,65: 6.30 CE
334+17 38 17 107 2 ,25L ,28L .34: 3.17 DC
337+21 75 18 105 2 .25L ,32L ,47L 3,01 C
336+19 32 9 107 3 .66 ,41: .40L 13.21L BF
337+20 30 12 107 : 3 .25L ,25L ,73: 17,54 FF
334+17 59 14 108 ' 2 .39L ,38L ,52 2.46L C
332+14 56 10 107 3 .65 .28L ,40L 11,30L B
333+15 21 8 107 3 4.44 1.16 .4OL 7.17L BC
334+17,45 _ 107 _ 1.03 .32L .40L 1.50L ,B333+15 48 1 107 .70 .25L .40L 2.78L C
335+17 _ _ 106 _ .37L .26L .92 3.41L D337+20 107 .25L ,34L .50L 4,44 C
335+17 25 5106 3 166.44 112.10 16.58 6.50: BBCC
338+21 59 23 107 3 .25L .29L .40L 3.37 D
336+18 51 9105 4 .56 .34L .40L 14.70L B
338+21 83 17 105 2 .25L ,34L .58L 4.60 D
337+20 60 8107 3 .43 .31L .40L 4.62L C
337+21 75 34 105 2 .25L ,32L .51L 4.58 O
334+16 60 17 105 2 .25L ,44L .44: 2.31 CC
336+19 63 12 106 3 .29L .27L .65 9.88L C
336+19 24 12 106 3 .25L .36L .78 7.24L O335+17 51 8 1o7 3 .75 .33L .4OL 9.96Lo
334+15 63 14 108 2 .54 .39L .40L 2.65L C
333+14 57 9 111 2 37 .29L .45L 12.67L F
337+21 42 28 107 3 .27L .29L: .40L 4.49 C
334+16 36 17 109 3 .25L .33L ,61L 4.08 C
338+22 64 15 106 3 ,25L ,50L ,59L 4.44 C
336+19 41 13 107 3 .25L .35L 38 6.21L O
335+17 29 9 107 3 .86 .25L .40L 9.49L B
334+16 45 6 107 3 .78 .26: .40L 9.46L BF
334+15 43 11 107 3 .64 .40L .40L 8.40L B
6 338+20 71 27 109 2 .69L .34L .48L 4.74 D
20 335+17 56 15 109 3 .25L ,25L .45 3,53: CD
54 336+19 49 11 106 4 .49L ,32L .64: 6.09 EC
41 336+19 72 16 106 4 .25L .30L' ,40L 5.36 E
1 333+14:61 20 107 2 ,31L .27L .37 3.27L C
41 335+17 50 23 107 2 .63L .66L .44L 3.36 D
21 338+21 29 7 106 3 ,26L ,43 3,14 8.13 DCC
10 335+17 50 10 107 2 .39 .31L ,40L 1.92L F
23 337+19 60 14 107 4 .40L .28L .49 3.61 DC
21 339+22 57 19 107 2 .27L ,30L .40L 3.04 O
51 337+19 22 11 106 4 ,25L .30L .81 11,36L D
53 338+20 21 6 106 3 1,79 .75 ,49L 2.84LiBC
20 335+17 45 10 106 2 ,26 .32L .40L 2.00L O
56 339+21 59 13 106 3 .25L .27L .40L 6.13 C
10 334+16 76 26 105 2 .39L .44L .41L 2.09 D
20 337+19 73 12 106 3 ,41L .27L ,89 12.46L C
27 339+22 35 27 103 3 .46L .52L .48L 3.99 D
0 337+20 79 33 105 2 .50L ,51L .41L 2.59 D
46 333+14 68 10 109 4 .25L .29L ,54L 3.50 D
13 336+20 50 21 107 3 .25L .29L .54L 3,72 C
14 337+19 44 15 106 3 .25L .29L ,54L 3.36 D
9,781 BBC
i334+16' 11.53 2.91 .41:4 336+17 1 109 .33L .36L .49L 2.98 D
334+16 78 15 107 2 .45 .32L ,40L 5.39L E
55 338+21 34 10 106 3 .25L .33L 1.01 4.30: CC
51 333+14 21 8 108 4 .25L .46 3.04 10.58L DC
14 334+15 59 18 107 4 .25L ,26L .41 3.86: CD
24 338+21 56 8 107 J 3 .25L ,38L .41L 4,04 D
30 334+16 _ 45 15 106 3 .60 .39: .40L 6,77L DE
53 335+17 22 18 108 3 25L .30L .52L 3.88 C
41 336+17 43 34 108 2 .25L .48L .40L 2,11 C
0 338+20 84 36 108 2 .25L .41L .51L 2.17 C
10 335+17 54 _ loe i _ ,35 .31L .40L 2.57L C13 337+ 19 55 107 .33 .42L .42L 11.44L D
42 334+15 81 10 107 2 .31 .30L .73L 10.29L C
16 333+14 39 16 110 2 .25L .26L .77L 6.98 D
55 335+16 49 10 107 3 .44 .29L .40L 12.43L BBoCE55 334+15 23 17 111 3 26L .29L ,48 2.26:
42 333+13 25 8 108 4 1.12 .64 ,40L 2.20L
46 333+14 55 12 111 2 38 .29L .41L 11.65L C
1337+19 68 20 1063 .25L ,33L .50L 3.66 C
I
31 337+18 69 12 10812 29 .42L .40L 7.11L_ D
57 337+1689 15lO52 .61L .29L .55 12.0,L 0
_!336+1631 _ 111,_ .25L: 67L .54L 4.41 D5 336+ 18 31 1081 .25L .28L .47: 5,40 DC
36 334+15 62 109 2 ,27L .43L .50 8.78L C
25_4 333+ 13 65 15 109 2 .24 .32L ,40L 2,52L C!334+15 41 9 '107 4 ,48 .28L ,40L 8,85L'B
29 336+18 27 14 107 3 ,43L .34L .73 I0.87L C
45 334+14 29 7 108 3 .42 .48L 3.42 10.32 F CC
321335+16 80 27 107 2 .25L .48L .40L 2.57 Oj
I
23 338+19 46 ,59 ,22: ,40L 1,78L BD
 1o51, 9+21 18 10, 15.63 9.75 1.55 10.79 243 +20 71 151 2 .35 .36 .43 15337+1831201083 .25 .26L .40 5.4610335+1524141093 .27 .74 3.17: co113 +17 5926,1052 .25 .41 .40L 3,52333+1325 91075 .97 .36 .40 9.03  58339+2162151263 .25 .29 .42 2 69 011336+2032 .63 .41 .40L 2.69  
37337+19421106031 .43 .26 .40 
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Co_lfirmed Small Extended Sources ($11
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
JFBB 5600000000 I 14 328- G 49 Sb 30




BD 6400000008 1 13 206593 K0 10 92
BC 9500Cq 00(0]
FB 5501111108
I DB 9681001608 4
FB 64O0O00OOO
ol76o0o00oo0
H D 9580000538 8
BBBG 3600000000
AAJ 1 1400000008 1 13 206609 MA 4 85
AE 1700000000 1 13 206612 KO 15 88
C HI 1500000000 2 13 206616A0 13 46
B B 4400100230 C
GDE 2700000000
I
AAAC 3183B0100238 28 C 2 3 RAFGL 1771 3 8
C D 4700000000




FDB 1600000000 1 14 387- G33SB 23
ED 96O0000O08
I FB 9782100208
CMJ 5300000008 1 13 206636 KO 42 75
BJ 5502000000
D 54OOOOOOO8




A 3400000008 1 13 206647 K0 2 67
BHK 3 7501000008 1 13 206649K2 5 80
B C 5500110008
M L D 9501000000
C E C 2700000006











L N E B 9500000008
MJ C 7700000008
N B 9500000008
K B C 9600000008
J G 5600000120 8 1 32 X1524-325 103 8
H MH B 3600000326
G C H D 9400000000
ML DA 9700000108
AAD 0 7500000008 16 2 13 206673MB 6 70
E E D 9500000220 8
B G 7601100008
EEBB 7600100008 1 14 449- G 11 Sb 33
CAB 9580010668 1 14 329- G 5 Sb 31
C H D 6500000008








F B 9502000318 4
SFD 8500000008 1 13 206689 K5 21 9(]
IK CB 8600000008
_AB M 3 1701000000
D 9500000008
K F D 4600000300 4
B 9600000008 1 13 206691 K2 29 9(]
E 95O00OO018
KFB 8901100218 4
L EC 9900100308 4
D 550OO00O08
DI 2601000000 1 13 206701 K0 11 83
B F K 2500020008
L C 9802200328 4
DDAA 4401001008 1 14 329- G 7 Sb 12
H C 4700001008
AE G 0 3701010000




,_ _1 99O2OlOlOO 131_oooo00o8 1 _o8700Ko 1 ,,
N G B 9502000008
B C H I 36OO00O00O
BJ 9500010008 1 13 206713 K0 2 8(
at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 101 High Source Densffy Region.
73
Right Ascension: 15h27m2fl'-15h32=59"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Co]or Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 ct 6 Coords SMJ SMN 6 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 _tm 1(30 p.m
h m. , , (s) ( ) l b (") (') (') N (J_Lqsky)
15274-3626 29.9 3_5 335+16 65 11 1063 .40L .30L .72 9.19L
15275-3810 30.2 334+15 5O lO81 1.69 .66 .42L 12.71L
15276-3724 40.021335+15 29151093 .25L .28L .48L 8.05
15276-3705 41.553335+16 2810 _0_7l = .83 .53L .57L 6.88L
15277-3605 44.053336+16 51 16 4 .29L .27L .41L 6.59
15278-3926 48.753333+14 54221083 .25L .29L .40L 3.09
15278-3254 49.82338+19 51 13 ,1073 .26L .38L .81 1.99
15278-3550 51.822336+17 39201073 .25L .27L .40L 3.99
L5279-3518 55.1 17336+17 75 15 105 3 .27L .34L .55L 3.80
15280-3140 0.315338+20 57261052 .43L .32L .48L 3.07
15280-3248 0.438338+19 501111063 .88 .35L .40L 6.48L
15280-3055 4.73339+2054 10 !3106 i .25L .32L 82 3.71
15281-3934 8.6 20 333+13 75 12 1108 4 .30L .29L .40L 3.25
15282-3215 15.3 11 338+19 52 10 _105 3 .62 .29L .40L 9.56L
15262-3422 16.6 15 337+18 71 15 ,107 4 .27L .31L .46L I 2.43
15265-3344 30.05337+1853 1611083 .58L .67L .55L 2.70
15285-3336 31.820337+18 81 25 !1052 .25L, .37L .50L 1.93
15285-3850 32.030334+14 29 511075 1.97 .49 AOL 13.15L
15285-3728 33.135335+15 31 61064 1.50 .43: .45L 6.54L
15286-3304 36.1131338+19 112 24 !1062 .29L .48L .40L' 3.01
15286-3020 39.018339+21 7321 ,1062 .26L .34L A6L I 3.67
15287-3559 47.946336+16 485 110731.01 .34L A0L 10.57L
,5288-3106,1816339+2054 151062 41. 34L 57 274.
15288-3256 52.435338+19642021108 .25L .35L .96L 2.88
15288-3308 52.99338+19 46 101063 .41 .06L .40L 13.53L
15292_3147 12.6' 341338+20 41 18 _1053 .25L .32L .39: 3.11
15292-3958 15.920 333+13 67 161074 .25L .25L .40L 4.06
15292-3443 15.924337+17 84221073 .25L .35L .42L 2.73
15293-3552 18.358336+1636 201073 .25L .36L AOL; 3.19
[5293--3419 23.920337+18 37 91064 .53 .34L .40LI 10.45L
15294-3027 25.553339+21 31 171053 .25L .58L A9 4.28
15295-3832 31.242334+14 48 141455 .25L .25L .49 4.97:
15295-3823 33.5 14 334+14 84 27 106 2 .28L .25L .40L 2.80b5295-330635.83o337+16 68 6 ,1053 .33 .29L ._L 10.69L'
15297-3456 43.150 337+17 44 61064 .92 .50L .40L 8.05L16297-06._46.849335+15 _ 8106 3 37 26L 41L 17.17L
,5296-393453225,334+13 50 13 1074 33L 25, 51 735,
15299--3742 57_2 1 335+15 57 8 107 3 .25L ,25L .48L 3.71
15300--3832 0.4 281334+14 25 4 107 5 5.32 2.86 .66 10.09L
15300-3539 2.537336+16 38221083 .25L .29L .46L 3.03
15301-3259 7.9 7 338+19 48 9 1104 2 .85L 2A7L 1.46L 2,76
i
[5301-3600 103 06 336+16 55 11 104 2 .29 .26L .591. 13.16L
15301-3220 10.945 338+19 44 40 87 3 ,25L .61L .40L 2.17
15301--3816 11.832335+14 23 5107 5 1.06 .71 .40L 3.43L15302-314113.324339+20 29 151043 ,25, .33L .51 3.88
, o2_ ,43 142 ,337+1.40 10. .39, .38 51.,5302_39 764 4 39 65 932 
,5302_3..017322334+140211054 27. 31. 47L 276
,5 02_3721.9 12335+1526 121076 623
,5303_330123527338+1834 4,06 4 304 78 40. 805L
15305-3728 31.820335+15 19 5 r1075 8.33 2.03 .40L 12.33L
15305-3511 32.153337+17 48 101063 .53 .29L .40L 8.91L
15306-3312 41.632'338+18 56 9108' 2 .39 .30L 1.49L 11.34L
15307-3953 43.257;334+13 15 41065 18.38 4.54 .77 6.73L
15309-3141 56.8151339+19 4016 10713 .25L .33L .59L 3.43
15310-3744 0.841i335+15 6827 1062 .81L .60L .41L 2.62
15311-3717 8,6 81 335+15 34 17 107 3 .28L ,37L ,42L 3.83
15311-3619 8.8 38 336+16 66 21 106 3 .25L .32L .51L 5.20
15311-3856 10.7 57 334+14 61 10 105 3 .31 .25L .40L 10.26L
15312-3820 12.54335+14 88 251053 .32L .26L .40L 2.15
15312-3049 14.514339+20 81 131072 .30 .35L .40L t3.56L
15312 3246 15.734338+19 57 8 105 3 .34 .43L .40L 11.34L
15312-383916.742335+1424110554 .25L .33L .69 3.04
15313-372818.447335+151951075 1.27 .41 .40L 11.57L
15313-355119.031306+1629151064 .25L .26L .57L 4.64
15313-390419.07334+142991075 .55 .25L .41L 11.23L
15313-3457 20.7 37 337+17 50 18 106 3 .25L .32L .42L 3.49
15313-3506 22.8 41 337+17 48 12 106 3 .40 .32L .40L 12.05L
15314-380726.341335+1458161043 .25L .32L .40L 2.85
15314-350628.89306+1682161082 .26L .33L .44L 3.51
15316-384839.810335+1448251054' .25L .25L AOL 2.75
15316-3659 41.83306+15 28'5107 1.04 .61 .40L 13.42L
15317-383146828335+14761105373 .06L .26L .47 10.10L15317-3502 46.917337+17 10106 .55 .35L .40L 15.26L
15316-3540 49.219336+16 70 121063l .38 .27L .40L 14.56L
15318-3124 5O.527339+20 71 271072 i 1.07L .65L .4OL 1.79
15318-3243 52.857338+18 33 251042 .38L .50L .40L 2.81
15318 3409 53.735337+17 54: 9 105 2 .31 .29L .40L 9A5L
15319-3404 56.810 338+17 33 6 106 3 1.18 .34L .40L 8.83L
15321-3637 8.929336+ 15 29 15 141 5 .25L .58L = .57 7.77:
15321 3810 10.854 335+14 87 25 104 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.33
15322-3615 16.213336+16 52 17 107 3 .33L .27L .43 6.17:
15323-3143 21.(] 22339+19 29 51054 2.30 .48 .40L 1.61L
15323-3455 23.12 337+17l 20 61064 7.42 4.36 .62: 22.05L
153243450 26.456337+1726 121064 .25L .33L .85 11.39
15324-3931 28.722334+13 25 5 106 5 4.31 1.79 .32: 7.07L
15324-3551 29.347336+16 28 51065 1.41 .66 .40L 12.72L
15325-3926 30.425334+13 34121085 .25L .28L .35: 3.20
15325-3534 33.1_ 54 336+15 i 51 22 107 2 .27L .41L .43 2.77L
15325-3001 35.4 2340+21 22 131063 .25L ,33L .55: 5.93
15326-3126 137.106339+19 29 231043 .25L .36L .40L 2.59
15326-3949 139.348334+13 42 181063 A2L .29L .45L 1.94
15326-3148 39.754339+19 35 91064 .97 .37L A0L 1.64L
15326-3702 40.252336+15 35 101074 .25L .29L .47L 3.66
15328-3708 51.3 26 336+15 75 15 ,107 2 .73L .45L .54 13.55L
15328-3829 52.1 23 335+14 48 6 105 4 .56 .25L .40L 8.27L
15326-3747 52.8 57 335+14 15 5 ,106 5 3.29 2.03 .78 6.30L
15328-3557 53.8 57 336+16 30 11 107 5 .25L .27L .50 6.83
15329-3701 59.3 23 336+15 86 10 105 3 .25 .29L .40L 5.76L
15329-3615 59.6 7 336+16 83 18 !105 3 .26L .25L .51L 3.78
*Confusion Flags: 1) CtRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
!Clags
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
V L C
Flux C orr A Confusion R S i A Sep
Uncs (.3el R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
C A 9600000008
DD AC 7 3400000008
E hMC 7501010548 C
C A(:MD 3601010008 I I
DIG HB 9580000438 C 1 32 X1527-361 94 12E F J D 9600000118
CDF BB 5600100206 4
C El*: B 9680000418 4_
O GCB 9502000108 I
C KD 2601000000






8C lAB 49500001008CF ACHH 8600000538 C 2 13206728K2 9 88
E G D 46O0101006
D, JC 96O0OOO0O8
D !BB D 9500000018
E 13 3600OO00OO
D / B 46O000O008
C DD 5500111008
DC _C 3600000000
D KC 8501000258 C
C E B 7700000008
D B 9782000018
B BF N 8700100218 4
CC DEB 96OOOOO1O8
C D B D 96402OO448 C
D C 9701000028
D C J 9500000008
B B C _ 95O3030238 1
C 8 E 14O0OOO0O8
C ; E 6500000008
C EC 9601000008
ABC AA_ C 0 9501100448 CC -" 9700000108
DiABI]B 9601100008C O II 9501110778
F l C 9780000008BB o AAI F 1 9600000028 8MI)B 3600000020 8
E NK B 9701000008
B BG H 4500010008 1 13 206752K2 8 82
C MI I C 9781000038 8
EC tIB 7600000408 4 1 32 X1530--373 13 4
BC AAt 0 9412100008 1 13206756 K2 4 62
AB AA 0 750000000801 2 13206758MA 5 75
C D 9501010008 1 13206757 K0 2 90
C C _ 9500000008 1 13206762 K0 6 85
ABB AAE; 5650000000819 2 13206763M0 2 58
C D[;A 2600000010
E C 87O0O0O0O8
D F HF D 5701000338 C
C I IC 9600000008
C BI 8500000008 1 13206775 K2 24 83
E' F I_ D 9601000008
C G 1300000008
C BK 9402000008 1 13206777 K0 24 61
OD NDEC 9680000018 8
BC AB H 4 6501000008
C F A 9780000108
D Cl h 6400000008
D G G B 9600000008
C CE 9500100006
OD I DB 6601001008KI A 97O0010008
C HL _) 7600000008
CC ABH 9 9500000008 1 16 07140 14 120
C B ] 9500000008 1 14329- G 9., 14
B BI _1 9500110008
C OK J 9600010008
ONE _ 5600000000
D E ,_: 9601000008
C D 3600100008
C AF 4600100008 1 13 206780 K 2 9(]
DD CG!_ 9600201588 C 1 32 X1532-366 117 12
E ) 96O0001008
DD DOF _. , 7682000798 4
CD AD 5 6800000000 1 13 206785K2 I 86
BBC AAC 0 9400100218
CD CB ; 9500100578
DDC AAC 9 2400100008
CD AA 9 961000110E
DC K C,; 2500100008
D E 9700101868 C
DC GI Ell 9400000008
O I _; 5681000100
D KFEB 56O01OO008
B BE 5601000000 1 13 206791 K 4 93
C K DG; 9700200318
C CC 9500100556
C 8 H I : 9500000008
I _BBCF AAOt;EI:_ 0_ 96811016789780000358 ! CC 1 32 X1532-378 20 1._
:E EF 9600200218
D M F I : 9700000458 4
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Soun:es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
74
Right Ascension: 15h33m05'-15h38m15 '
Position 0950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /.tm 25 ttm 60 p.m8(1
hm. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
15330-3845 5.5 2 335+14 20 16 ;105 5 .25L .29L .42L
15331-3638 9.3 32 336+15 21 15 i106 5 .25L .36L .41:
15331-3657 11.7 42 336+15 17 91107 9.56 6.35 1.0715333-3910 18.9 22 335+13 36 146 4 ,67 .19: .40L
15334-3340 25.3 29 338+18 24 5 105 4 8.43 4.59 .65
15334-3411 29.3 58 338+17 48 10 106 4 .29L .50: 1.25
15335-3658 30.6 34 336+15 46 17 105 3 .25L .25L .40L
15335-3437 31.5 10 337+17 36 20 105 5 .25L .28L .50L
15335-3559 34.2 6 337+16 71 17 107 4 .28L .29L .39:
15336-3736 39.9 12 336+14 17 4 105 5 27.23 10.59 1.62
15336-3654 41.9 55 336+15 33 5 106 5 2.55 .71 .40L
15337-3933 43.0 35 334+13 40 11 106 3 .30 .25L .40L
15337-3629 442 11 336+15 41 19 105 3 .41L .27L .40L
15337-3350 47.3 22 338+17 31 9 106 4 .65 .31L .40L
15338-3454 49.2 8 337+17 48 17 108 2 .85L .36L .53
15338-3000 49.8 56 340+20 34 6 106 3 .83 .52L .40L
15339-3636 55.8 8 336+15 33 16 106 5 .26L .29L .60L
15340-3241 4.4 40 339+18 41 7 105 4 .25L .36L 1.65
15341-3627 11.8 14 336+15 23 9 107 4 ,68 .20: .46L
15342-3709 17.1 21 336+15 49 15 103 2 .39L ,48L ,54
15343-3855 18.4 39 335+13 47 9 106 5 .48 .32L ,40L
15343-3441 23.7 38 338+17 46 11 106 5 ,25L ,28L ,78:
15346-3956 39.0 45 334+12 20 5 106 3 6.00 1.46 .40L
15348-3749 52,5 28 336+14 82 27 103 2 ,39L ,34L ,40L
15349-3623 57.3 46 337+15 99 17 108 3 .25L .59L .68L
15349-3337 59.0 29 338+17 32 9 105 3 .31 .30L .40L
15349-3211 59.0 35 339+19 16 9 130:4 .25L .37L .65
15349-3407 59.6 16 338+17 36 7 106 5 1.12 .41L .40L
15349-3002 59.7 43 341+20 45 5 106 4 .59 .36L .40L
15350-3847 0.6 56 335+13 85 27 103 2 .98L .31L .46L
15350-3429 2.7 20 338+17 74 12 106 3 .25L .31L .44L
15350-3246 40 40 339+18 28 20 107 2 .27L .39L .45
15350-3900 5.6 14 335+13 42 38 103 2 .44L .35L .46L
15351-3502 8.7 53 337+16 51 11 106 5 .25L .36L .40L
15351-3638 9.8 41 336+15 39 10 106 3 .44 .26L .70
)5351-3652 11.2 46 336+15 29 9 105 4 .77 .29L .40L
15352-3320 17.4 6 339+18 23 12 106 5 .25L .32L .50:
15353-3450 19.6 43 338+16 26 7 ,106 5 .25L .27L .40L
15353-3313 20.5 15 339+18 30 12 106 4 .28L .25L .77
15353-3249 23.9 41 339+18 40 15 104 3 .27L .29L .82
15354-3857 25.3 58 335+13 62 9 105 2 .27 .28L .43L
15354-3811 29.3 56 335+14 47 10 106 5 .49 .25L .40L
15355 3716 30.2 39 336+14 38 22 104 3 .28L .44L .40L
15355-3911 33.3 35 335+13 20 5 107 3 4.56 2.88 .34:
15355-3916 33.4 19 335+13 20 4 107 3 1.31 .34: .40L
15356-3022 36.3 51 341+20 41 6 106 3 ,98 .43L .40L
15356-3430 37.8 54 338+17 39 5 106 5 ,33L .30 2.62
15356-3534 38.5 26 337+16 20 5 107 5 4.41 1.68 .40L
t5357-3512 45.8 51 337+16 67 24 105 5 .25L AlL .40L
15358-3444 50.1 30 338+16 81 16 104 3 .27L .26L .40
15358-3701 53.3 5 336+15 41 11 ;107 3 .26L .25L .62
15359-3500 55.8 17 338+16 22 15 '103 5 .25L .29L .40L
15359-3919 58.5 48 335+13 38 5 105 4 1.00 .28: .40L
15359-3825 59.8 12 335+13 48 8 107 3 .36 .43L .40L
15359-3315 59.9 37 339+18 40 13 106 i 5 .25L .31L .92
15361-3413 9.1 19 338+17 40 15 106i 3 .25L .35L .40L
15362--3822 12.5 31 336+13 28 13 106 4 .28L .36L .94
15362-3439 14.0 21 338+16 32 3 106 5 .25L .27L ,92
15362-3426 14,1 25338+17 27 12 135 5 .25L .31L .40L
15362--3436 15.2 32 338+16 28 9 106 5 .56 .82 .40L
15363-3705 18.8 28 336+14 44 3 106 5 .25L .29L .59
15364-3759 26.9 39 336+14 66 20 103 2 .25L .29L .67L
15364-3339 29.4 32 339+17 30 9 106 5 .95 .33: .40L
15364-3041 29.7 26 341+19 28 5 106 4 1.12 .61 .40L
15364-3250 29.7 14 339+18 37 20 107 3 .25L .36L .40
15365-3854 32.8 59 335+13 35 5 105 4 1.10 .64 .40L
15365-3415 35.4 3 338+17 14 4 106 5 4.91 1.21 .40L
15367-3405 43.0 2 338+17 52 16 104 3 .25L .35L .53
15367-3442 46.5 10 338+16 24 3 106 5 .27L .33L 2.73
15368-3305 51.6 51 339+18 84 15 106 3 .25L .30L .44L
15368-3023 52.7 32 341+20 32 6 106 4 .25L .43L 1.40
15369-3913 55.2 50 335+13 41 9 106 3 .42 .25L .40L
15369-3505 58.4 39 338+16 26 4 106 5 17.02 9,95 1.68
15370-3751 1.1 2 336+14 21 5 106 4 2,54 1,81 ,41L
15370-3403 1.6 19 338+17 34 9 106 5 ,67 ,47L: ,4OL
15371 3418 7.2 42 338+17 25 14 135 4 .25L .31L .54
15371-3436 8.0 4 338+16 42 20 105 4 .25L .31L .40L
15371-3103 9.0 10 340+19 21 5 104 4 2.74 .71 .40L
15372-3509 14.3 42 338+16 75 20 107 3 .25L .36L .44L
15373-3331 23.3 30 339+17 24 15 104 4 .32L .38L .41:
15373-3324 23.8 50 339+17 37 13 105 4 .35L .29L .75
15374--3853 26.6 57 335+13 51 8 104 2 .30 .29L .48L
15374-3653 28.8 57 337+14 35 10 105 4 .40 .34L .43L
15375-3555 32.2 21 337+15 45 14 106 5 .25L .31L .45:
15375-3253 35.7;25 339+18 57 15 105 3 .25L .45L .50L
15376-3411 39.7 29 338+17 90 13 104 3 .29L .25L .47
15376-3330 40.4 42 339+17 30 15 106 3 .25L .33L .83
15377-3538 43.5 53 337+15 23 13 138 4 .25L .50L .53
15377-3353 45.6 29 339+17 60 10 106 4 .41 .29L .40L
15377-3259 45.7 6 339+181 39 8 105 4 .37 .33L .49L
15377-3942 47.4 58 335+12 48 9 107 4 1.04 .40: .40L
15378-3327 52.5 50 339+17 36 16 107 2 .25L .38L .52
15378-3348 _53.4 19 339+17 19 19 103 3 .26L .31L ,40L
15378-3605 53.9 42 337+15 99 24 103 2 .28L .69L 1.06L
15379-3445 56.9 34 338+16 42 23 108 3 ,25L ,35L ,40L
15379-3810 57.E 55 336+13 36 27 108i2 ,45L ,31L ,51L
15379-3524 59.1] 52 338+16 42 11 105 5 ,27L ,33L 1,23
15380-3148 1.9 47 340+18 25 6 105 5 2,48 ,90 ,40L
15381-3848 10.7 22 336+13 46 14 104 2 .31L .46 .67L
15382-3528 15.2 51 338+16 32 8 105 5 .63 .28L .40L
v L
100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
3.56 B BGC ; 7640000340
3.74 DC J DC 9600010528
11.56L ABB AABI 2 9500200008
2.27L BE AD M 0 8602000000
8.95L BBC AACG 0 8680101368
13.93L DC CA 4500000008
2.62 D E B 9700200008
5.29 D F G C 9701000348
4.61 DE DC 9700000138
2.35: BBBC AAAB 9 9700000208 15
8.43L BB AB 6 9600100008
2.43L C D 2500000000
2.75 C M C 9700010208
15.01L B BEJ 9600000138
6.18: CE NI EEl 9680100388
12.87L C AD 5400000008
3.24 B GE B 9780000008
3.28 BC DA B 9700000008
3,79 BF C BEEC 3 9701110108
9.6OL C GFBF
2.02L B CLD
7,02 CD G DB
2.03L BC AAE









7,18 C L MB
6.78L C D BJ DC
8.88L B B E
5.02 CB KGB
5.86 D B
8.03: B E K F F
3,94: CF K DB
1,91L C D


























2.07L DEF AABE 9 4600100000
1.74L CD AB 03600110000
2.70L C AB 5501000210
17.99L DB HBA 9500100668
9.29L CC AAF 9 7600001008
4.23 C GHC ! 8700000008
16.90L C F 9502010306
13.33L C DD 9500100888
5.92 D F B 9680000058
1.83L CD BD 0 3600010000
3,34L C DJ 2601110100
13.99 DD F EJ C 96(30000308
4.46 D DA I 9780000008
3,33 CC HBA I 9601110108
11,81L C EDD 9582201978
8,21 D J DI C 9700100008
13.28L BB BAF 5 9502101678
9.54: CC HGCF 9580010788 C
3.24 E CB 9501000008
19.78L BD BCMB 0 9500000008
1.89L BC ABI H 7 2601000000
5.75L C E D F 9700000458
1.67L BC AB 1 3700001000
5,36: AB D AAEE 0 97910000581
13.96L D B A 9600100008
15.42L C F C A B 9500201788 8
4.60 D J B 9702000008
5.01 CB MBA 4500000000
2,16L C C 3700000000
10,05L BBB AAA 2 9600100008 14
12.75L BC AAL 1 9400001008
20.74L B BB
7.68: EC CCE









14.27L C F D
14.95L C FH
5.77: DC MLEC









































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (51) at 12. 25. 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 1 SW LUP 36 3
1 1 FN LUP 76 3
1 13 206812 K0 15 : 75
1 13 206818 MB 2 75
C 1 13 206824 K5 10 ! 85
C 2 14 388-°N4St 49: 135
2 13 206827 A3 10 60
1 13 206828 K5 12 87
1 16 07168 32 1300
4
1 14 329- G 12 Sb
2:13 206843K0 5 45
3 14 450-- G 5Sb 22 131
1 13 206852 K2 12 81
C 2 39 OR-362 102 1415
2 13 206858K2 4 65
Cl
4
C 1 32 X1537-335 15 12
4
1 13 206866K2 3 82
C
C 1 32 X1537-381 90 1_
75




a _ Coords SMJ SMN .0a
hm, * , (s) ( ) I b (') (') (]
15382-3657 17.4 28 337+14 68 18 104
15383-3350 20.3 0 339+17' 40 21 104
15384-3327 24,2 50 339+17 51 18 108
15384-3937 24,7 46 335+12 27 10 107
15385-3547 35,8 5 338+15 i 25 7 105
15386-3639 39.0 9 337+15 28 7 106
15387-3228 44,3 41 340+18 30 9 105
15387-3349 44.842 339+17 40 9 105
15388-3501 48,245 338+16 64 16 106
15390-3400 1,6 32 339+17 20 8 105
15390-3123 3.7 22 340+19 47 8 106
15391-3556 10.4 55 338+15 35 11 106
15392-3420 13.6 46 339+16 39 17 106
15393-3715 22.8 59 337+14 23 5 105
15395-3604 32.8 2 338+15 15 5 105
15396-3908 38.9 41 336+12 63 25 103
15396-3948 39,8 21 335+12 21 18 110
15397-3350 45,1 34 339+17 65 16 106
15398-3804 49,2 58 336+13 73 34 108
15398-3518 51,0 57 338+15 23 10 105
15398-3359 51,2 36 339+16 24 5t05
15399-3425 56,8 23 339+16 57 14 106
15399--3325 57,2 45 339+17 47 20 106
15389-3834 57.3 21 336+13 65 17 106
15400-3158 2.0 45340+18 40 19 105
15400-3856 4,9 521336+13 25 10 107
15400-3322 5.4 44 339+17 33 9 105
15400-3126 5.5 18 341+18 28 5 105;
15402-3314 15,7 52 339+17 27 9 105 i
15402-3700 18.0 41 337+14 23 4 105
15403-3922 18,5 2 336+12 37 9 144
15403-3158 21.0 57 340+18 37 10 104
15404-3652 24.9 48 337+14 76 9 104
15404-3746 27,1 27 337+13 44 10 ,105
15404-3516 27.6 24 338+15 88 19 i107
15404-3301 30.0 57 340+17 30 15 105
15405-3536 30.5 37 338+15 82 21 '106
15405-3709 31.8 26 337+14 53 6 105
15407-3853 44,2 19 336+13 39 9 106
15408-3605 51,0 60 338+15 37 6 105
15408-3042 52.3 45 341+19 28 5 106
15409-3209 55,2 46 340+18 27 8 105
15409-3412 56,4 21 339+16 38 15 104
15409-3126 56.6 46 341+18 24 5 106
15409-3312 58,0 8 340+17 21 13 104
15410-3033 2.1 20 341+19 38 5 106
15410-3507 4.3 20 338+15 35 6 105
15412-3257 16,8 6 340+17 50 8 106
15413-3750 18.4 5 337+13 48 9 105
15413-3419 20,9 42 339+16 33 18 105
15413-3202 23,0 10 340+18 28 24 104
15414-3315 29.3 44 340+17 46 28 104
15416-3244 40.3 23 340+17 32 12 106
15416-3946 42,0 19 335+12 67 24 108
15417-3327 44.4 54 340+17 55 9 105
15418-3322 50.5 55 340+17 29 22 107
15418-3655 52.5 9 337+14 78 38 103
15419-3524 55,9 36 338+15 33 14 105
15419-3106 57.5 21 341+18 53 6 106
15420-3408 1.3 9 339+16 24 5 105
15420-3811 5.1 38 337+13 45 9 105
15421-3742 9.4 38 337+13 44 24 103
15422-3414 17.3 18 339+16 63 7 103
15423-3833 19.7 55 336+13 32 9 105
15423-3539 21.7 16 338+15 103 34 103
t5425-3554 33,6 18 338+15 24 20 13
15427-3431 43,6 26 339+16 43 19 108
15427-3614 45,1 47 338+14 37 18 107
15427-3510 47.1 57 339+15 81 25 106
15428-3757 51,2 44 337+13 63 30 105
15428-3855 520 12 336+12 29 9 106
15428--3233 52.8 59 340+t7 25 _ il(M15428--3424 53.6 20 339+16 29 1 104
15429--3946 54.7 3 336+12 40 12 107
15429--3852 58,7 42 336+12 72 28 I_I06
15430-3635 0.8 42 338+14 40 o :104
15431--3203 10,3 5 341+18 64 12:103
15432--3428 12,3 1 339+16 24 5 104
15432--3319 15,8 45 340+17 33 3 105
15433-3423 18.7 20 339+16 31 18 103
15433-3906 21,2 13 336+12 38 6 105
15433--3010 23,9 56 342+19 43 15 103
15434-3903 24,5 44 336+12 36 8 106
15434--3952 25,8 1 336+11 63 16 106
15435--3421 31,2 17!339+16 57 9 105
15437-3625 43,6 41 338+14 45 9 105
15438-3858 51,6 15 336+12 48 7 105
15439--3854 55,1 58 336+12 36 6 106
15440--3649 4.8 41 338+14 39 37 116
15442--3745 12.6 37 337+13 41 9 104
15442--3509 13.4 43 339+15 34 10 104
15443-3238 19.3 17 341+17 35 5 104
15443-3521 24.0 51 339+15 29 5 134
15444-3814 24.6 6 337+13 35 9 106
15444-3840 25.9 3 337+12 41 10 105 =
15444-3141 26,3 44 341+18 37 5 106
15444-3823 26,3 33 337+12 32 5 105
15445-3656 33.7 48 338+14 62 27 105
15446-3519 39,4 29 339+15 48 10 103
15446-3010 41.3 5 342+19 46 18 103
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
C (Not Col_ Corrected)
O 12 _m 25 vm 60 p.m 100 vm Flux(Jansky) Uncs
3 .25L .30L .45L 2.84 E
3 ,25L .31L .40L 3.91 E
2 ,57L ,46L .38 7.15L D
4 .57 .29L ,40L 2.53L C
4 .84 .29L .57L 6.78L D
5 ,25L ,28L .78 11.85: F C
5 .97 ,34: ,40L 12.55L BD
5 ,71 ,29L .40L 4.27L B
3 ,25L .33L .46L 3.19 C
51 ,25L ,29L .76 6,74 B D
4! _27L .29L ,60 1.75: BC
3' .40 .27L ,40L 9.74L C
21 .32L .29L .34 9,13L C4 313 74 ,o, .o4 1.45 7o ,,, 1188,co2 46, 49, 86 622, o3 25, 25L 48, 473 o
3 .25L .31L .,50L 3,6O O
2 .35L .33L .42L 2,72 C
5 ,27L .27L ,67L 6,10 C
5 .25L 1,28 15,25 41,34 BBC
3 .31 .28L ,43L 9,78L C
2 .26L .34L ,40L 2,35 D
3 .29L .38L ,69 5.19 DC
4 .38L ,65L ,40L 2,11 C
3 ,45 .25L ,40L 12,03L D
4 ,37 ,43L .40L 12,07L B
4 1.18 .40 .40L 1.46L BD
5 .65 .33L .4OL 13.66L B60.95 25.15 5.43 2.79: BBCE
3 .50 .25L .40L 12.82L B
5 .51 .30L .40L 1.64: E E
2 .35 .25L 3,03L 15,16L D
3 .85 .59 .40L 2.38L BD
.52L .4OL 1.40L 3.72 D
.73 i .27L 38 3.36 E E
3 .25L .32L .42L 4.00 C
3 1.22 .30: .40L 14.52L CF
3 .69 .31L .40L 12.96L B
4 1.21 .62 .61L 9.77L BC
5 4.23 1.51 .37: 1.6OL BBC
5 .98 .35L .40L 1.45L B
5 .31L ,31L .40L 6.17 D
5 .83 .39L .40L 1.38L: C
5 .25L .30L 1.29 1467 : DD
5 1.73 .44: ,40L 1.63L ! B D
3 1.85 .52 .43L 10,32L BD
3 ,25L .29L ,86L 3,01 C
3 .52 ,28L .40L 3.37L B
3 .25L .37L AtL 5.01 D
3 .28L .26L .42L 1.47 D
2 .26L .38L .79L 5,49 D
3 ,39L .26L .70 2.16L C
2 .54L .38L .71L 3.13 E
5 .58 .26L ,40L 3.29L C
2 .25L .44L .41L 3.27 D
2 .58L .34L .44L 3,86 E
3 .26L .25L .50 8.87L C
5 36 .33L A0L 1.86L B
3 2.59 3.99 7.92 24.44 BB C D
3 .77 .25L .40L 3.35L B
2 .25L ,26L .53L 4.04 O
3 .29L .44 .,40L 24.44L D
3 .89 .37L .40L 2.54L B
2 .25L .35L 1.15L 5.14 D
2 .27L .36L 1.11L 3.88 F
3 .25L .33L .61L 4.58 E
3 .31L .31L .55L 3.72 C
2 .25L .48L ,60L 4.37 D
3 .25L .27L .4OL 4.19 C
3 .63 .25L ,4OL 9.34L C
5 .62 .36L .40L 2,62L C
2 .43L .36L .58 15.22L C
2 .31 .29L .40L 11.77L C
.31L .27L .41L 3.52 I Di
.96 .27L ,40L 2.55L _C
3 .32 .31L .4OL 2,47L IF
4 2,00 1.01 .40L 11,58L CE
4 .25L .36L .86: 4,58 F C
3 .25L .28L ,46L 7.73 D
1.05 .57L .40L 9.89L C
.40L .33 ,38 2.86 F
3 .86 .29L .40L 10,18L !C
3 .25L ,31L .55: 5.79 DO
3 .32L .38 .40L 10.09L D
3 1,12 .38: .42L 2,75L BF
3 .25L ,33L 1.93 3.09. CD
3 1.24 .62 ,40L 10.86L BD
2 .25L .32L .51L 4.35 F
3 .71 .25L .40L 2A4L B
2 .61 .32: .40L 6.62L F D
4 1.97 .89 .55L 2.57L BC
2 .53 .29: .60L 5.86L CE
3 .55 ,30L .40L 2.50L C
3 .52 ,31L .43L 2.52L C
4 .72 .46 .40L 1,48L BC
3 1.36 .50 .40L 2.18L BC
3 .25L ,32L ,41L 3.92 C
2 .28L .34 ,50L 7.38L F
4 .26L .42L .86: 4.35 CD
v L C
Corr A Confusion R S A .Sep



















































a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN (8h m. + , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") ) N
15447--3717 42.1 25 338+13 37 8 107 4 .47
15447-3258 42,7 55 340+17 55 9 105 4 .42
15446--3506 51.6 36 339+15 23 5 104 3 .91
15449--3710 54.8 51 338+13 51 10 104 3 .47
15449-3205 55,4 9 341+17 43 91044 .8215449-3052 57.74 342+18! 68 2 103 .57L
15450-3943 4.6 8336+11 83 15 107 3 .42L
15453-3140 18.5 24 341+18 37 18 103 3 .25L
15453-3724 19.8 338+13 88 29 1062 .26L
15453-3011 23,6 44 342+19 57 14 105 3 .26L
15455-3150 30.4 38 341+17 25 9 104 3 .56
15455-3538 30.7 8 339+14 35 8 105 3 .35:
15455-3157 34,C 59 341+17 32 6 104 4 ,25L
15456-3409 36.E 56 340+16 39 9 131 2 .50
15456-3827 39.743 337+12 23 5 106 3 2.99
15458-3131 52.7,33 342+18 36 10 104 3 ,50
15459-3722 56,1 27 338+13 32 10 105 3 ,44
15459-3606 57.4 8 339+14 43 9 104 3 .46
15459-3529 58.7 59 339+15 32 6 104 3 .88
15460--3950 0,3 60 336+11 36 25 107 2 3.89L
15461--3105 10.2 51 342+18 52 21 104 3 .25L
15461--3025 11.0 35 342+18 64 17 102 2 .37L
15462-3007 14.5 6 343+19 27 18 103 ' 3 .25L
15463-3055 22.1 14 i342+18 52 5 105 4 .95
15464-3106 24.3 31 342+18 91 27 103 2 .25L
15464-3935 25.4 16 336+11 36 10 111 3 .25L
15464-3520 26.2 14 339+15 105 18 103 2 .25L
15464-3229 27,1 31 341+17 35 5 104 3 4,42
15465-3245 30,6 44 341+17 94 28 106 2 .27L
15468-3945 50,1 48 336+11 73 16 108 2 .30L
15468-3715 51,8 59 338+13 48 8 105 3 .67
15469-3153 55,4 0 342+17 71 9 103 2 .41
15469-3230 57,9 10 341+17 30 8 129 3 .52
15470-3823 3.3 12 337+12 48 8 108,2 1.52
15470-3422 4.9 41 340+15 79 23 104= 2 .32L
15471-3416 10.7 31 340+15 20 18 112 2 .49L
15471--3406 10.8 58 340+15 45 9 104 3 .58
15474 3537 26.8 8 339+14 71 16 102 2 .25L
15475-3722 31.2 29 338+13 32 16 108 3 .63L
15475-3308 32.6 43 341+16 58 8 104 3 .55
15476-3234 41.0 37 341+17 68 9 106 2 .51
15477--3328 45.7 35 341+16 49 6 103 3 1.06
15477-3502 47,4 12 340+15 30 5 104 3 4.30
15479-3126 58.5 13 342+17 21 6 104 3 1.87
15479-3529 58.5 41 339+14 27 9 106 4 1.00
15479--3215 58.5 49 341+17 66 8 104 3 ,41L
15479--3957 58.7 36 336+11 41 18 106 3 .25L
15480-3937 0,3 5 337+11 32 13 108 4 .30L
15481-3001 6.5 49 343+18 42 9 = 105 3 ,44
15481-3021 9,3 27 343+ 18 40 5 105 3 4.26
15482-3242 13,9 16 341+16 39 5 104 3 4.17
15482-3425 14,4 29 340+15 37' 18 105 3 ,25L
15482-3456 15.4 340+15 54 10 103 2 .30
15482-3408 16,2 36 340+15 52 12 t05 3 ,25L
15482-3846 17,4 25 337+12 32 10 105 3 .58
15483-3717 18.4 15 338+13 43 6 108 2 1.40
15483-3906 18,7 20 337+11 35 19 105 3 ,25L
15483-3232 22.6 13 341+16 31 9 104 3 ,67
15483-3800 23.5 30 338+12 34 6 108 2 16,14
15484-3047 27,2=11 343+18 65 15 104 3 .45L
15485-3547 35.0 59 339+14 40 8 105 2 .30L
15487-3729 47,5 59 338+13 39 9 107 2 .34L
15488-3002 49.3 55 343+18 29 5 104 3 5.97
15488-3404 51.5 41 340+15' 33 26 102 2 .25L
15459-3410 55.9 51 340+15 45 9 103' 2 1.10
15489-3826 57,4 59 337+12 36 23 105 3 ,25L
15489-3355 58.9 40 340+t5 43 6 103 3 7.40
15490-3951 3.3 2 337+11 25 3 107 4 1.69
15490-3042 3.4 52 343+18 47 6 105 3 .52
15490--3255 3.8 45341+16 48 9 102 2 .34
15491-3906 7.0 42 337+11 25 12 105 3 .25L
15492-3610 13,5 37339+14 26 6 106 2 1.08
15492-3059 15.2 23'343+17 82 18 105 2 .54L
15492-3842 17.4 7 337+12 29 8 105 3 .26L
15497-3424 43,8 9 340+15 38 3 104 3 1,45
15497-3738 46.5 35 338+12 44 3 105 3 .25L
15498-3908 49.2 40 337+11 35 17 106 3 .56L
15498-3151 49.5 24 342+17 46 26 105 2 .25L
15498-3238 51.6 6 341+16 90 25 104 3 .28L
15498-3322 52.1 9 341+16 55 14 105 2 .30
15498-3625 52.7 26 339+13 27 6 108 2 10.60
15501-3755 8,4 35 338+12 25 5 104 3 1.16
15502-3609 16.4 12 339+13 18: 5 139 2 9.20
15502-3155 17.8 52 342+17 28 15 105 3 25L
15503-3045 19.4 29 343+18 38 10 105 2 .51
15503-3737 21,8'26 338+12 44 16 106 3 .25L
15504-3213 28.1 34 342+16 55 16 104 3 .54L
15505-3756 34.8 41 338+12 92 35 107 2 1.68L
15506-3610 36.4 21 339+13 35 14 106 2 7.19L
15506-3441 36.9 36 340+15 28 5 108 3 3.45
15506-3648 37.9 57 339+13 45 11 105 3 .59
15506-3324 38.4 11 341+15 39 8 106 3 ,25L
15508-3533 48,5 50 340+14 36 13 106 2 .42
15509-3134 56,0 2 342+17 85 28 102' = ,29L
15509-3944 57.2 15 337+11 49 12 106 2 .30
15509-3953 57.9 43 337+11 25 6 107 4 .25L
15510-3305 0.3 30 341+16 41 25 106 2 ,27L
15510-3333 2.9 57 341+15 80 15 107 3 .42L
15511-3647 6.2 14 339+13 61 11 107, 2 .40
15512-3515 17,1 44 340+14 29 6 107 2 6.18
Flux Density Rags
(Not Celor Corrected)







































































































100 ;tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.16L B CFN 6600000000
3.06L C BH 5600000000
12,52L BBC AAB 0 9644013138
3.70L C B 6500000000
1.96L B B O 1700000000
1.62 D M F C 3600000000
4.79: CE G FC 5600000008
2.95 C KGC 1500000OOO
4.68 D HHD 4580000010
3.26 E MGEC 6600000208
1.65L B BE E 1600001000
5.02 C C C L F B 1700000008
3.67 FCB GCAA 1600000000
9.03L jC BKK 95010100182.56L C ABI C 4 1600001000
1.83L C B D 2600000000
2,05L C DE 4600000010
3.06L B B B 4700000000
6.63L BCC BAAD 2 )701000008
4.68 E J MDB 4600000118
2.03 C B 3580100000
1,69L C DC 7601000000
2.11 C H D _00000000
1.48L B BD 3600OOOOO0
1,99 D C 3500100000
4,86: CF FAC 5601000008
4,96 E E B 9700000028
1.66L CD AAG 9 1600001000
2.29 C I D
8.41L D MECK
2,82L D CC M
2,59L C D
1,47L C BB
3.01L C AC J
3.30 E B
3.21 E C F B
14.67L F B
3.49 D C B !
6.58 CC CDE
2.29L C D L
2,16L F DG















8,48L BD AAN 9 9600000008
1.59L DD AB O 9601000000
11.01L DD AC I 9601100008
1.61L C J B 6600000000
4.13 E LHC 5501000008
5.22 CE H EB 8600000208
1,67L C D H 9600010000
1.61L DE AAF 9 46O000OOOO
1,59L BC AAM 1 3600000000
5,68 F GJ HC 9700000108
15.42L C C 9600000008
5,98: CD DB 7781000218
3,32L C BC '700000000
3.34L B AD 8600000000
5,65 DC D DC 9501000218
t.89L C A 2600000000
2,46L BCD AAC 1 4600000000 17,
1.57L C F E 3600000000
9,43L D F C E 9500000008
7.16 EC GGAA 9500000000
1.72L CC AA 0 7600100000
3.38 D I I B 9701100018
7.14L C AF 9601200008
5.76 C I F 4600000310



























2.36L CBC AABD 1 3500000100,
2,46L BD AAE 2 5601000000
3.09L F AAA 2702100000 14
3.49 CC J BC 4680000000
1.45L F CF 1700000000
3.56 F D E A 6600000110
2.02L C I MD 9600000000
3,69 C II F 5700000000
3.77L F A K A D 2602000000
7.39L BC AAD 1 9600000008
2.56L B A 4601000000
2.86 CB HEB 4600000000
12.74L C DE 9500000008
3.29 D C 9600000000
13.22L C ' C 6500000008
7.34 ECD CAA 1500000008
1.74 C CB 3600000000
3,77 C KJ EB 9600000008
3.60L F BHK 5600000000
9.84L ECD AAC 3 6501000008
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
13 206988 K0 22 75
2 32 X1544-350 61 2
13 206995 K5 2 80
1 13 207002 K2 4 91
1 14 450-PN?16 PI 14 144
1 13 207003 K5 23 81
1 13 207015 K2 8 80
8 32 X1547-373 79 8
2 13 207040 B9 9 ! 40
1 FO LUP 30 3
4
4
1 13 207048 K0 2 70
1 13 207050 K0 5 70
2 13 207051 MB 5 88
1 14 389- G 1S. 8
1 4 TMSS -30245 48 25
4 1 32iX1548--384 79 4
1 13 207066 A2 4 92
1 14 330- G 1Sb 7
13 207078 K 2 95
3 RAFGL 5017S 64 18
1 R LUP 38 4
I 13 207093 K5 15 86
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 6 Coords SM/ SMN 0 O6a
h m ° , (s) (") 1 b (') (') (') N
15513-334619.934 341+15 39 16 107 315614-_36 24.243339+13 28 9 104 3
15514-3508 25.0 3 340+14 34 6!106 2
15514-3729 28.9 24 338+12 66 15 106 3
15516-3900 36.1 5 337+11 23 5 1105 3
15516=3848 38.2 2 338+11 32 5 105 3
15516-3554 38.4 11 340+13 82 16 104 3
r5517-3145 42.3 56 342+17 51 9 107 3
[5517-3150 45.7 30 342+17 84 8 108 2
15517-3055 47.6 60 343+17 59 28 103 3
15519-3603 50.0 7 340+13 68 24 104 3
15520-3755 3.9 24 338+12 48 13 104 2
15522-3151 17.3 30 342+16 36 5 107 5
15523-3206 19.1 56 342+16 66 18 105 3
15523-3056 22.1 15 343+17 45 7 103 2
15524-3456 29.1i55 340+14 59 10 105 3
15524-3136 29.6 1 '343+17 62 17 103 2
15526-3819 36.1 29 338+11 50 10 107 2
15526-3531 38.3 60 340+14 44 9 105 3
15526-3925 39.0 17 337+11 41 15 106 3
I
15527--3753 !45.5 36 338+12 44 17 106 3
15528-3747 50.8 23 338+12 23 5 105 3
15530--3405 2.2 24 341+15 53 8 102 2
15601_313615i 343+1625 107i 15531 3759 8.7 338+12 28 140
r5532-3126 '13.8 50 343+17 68 22 107'3
15532-3122 16.8 36 343+17 64 10 107 4
)5532-3425 ,17.2 37 341+14 104 40 102 2
15532-3915 17.5 14 338+11 37 17 107 2
15533 3457 20.E 28 340+14 46 23 103 3
15533-3309 21.E 42 342+15 50 5 106 4
15534--3740 24.5 34339+12 17 5 105 3
15534-3112 25.3 50 343+17 29 7 107 5
15534--3307 28.5 55 342+15 49 10 102_ 212 10515535-3637 315 37 336+11 46 3
15535-3108 3L8 57 343+17 27 10 106 14
,5537-3349 42.3 16 341+15 52 8 104 3
,5607_38 47131339+12 34lO,2
,5538_334048824341+151 8 1o4315538_3o51,1 4343+1,60 71o43
,5608_304851,8,21343+1725 51o 4
15539--3514 56.4 46 340+14 73 14 104 3
15539-3534 56.8 41 340+13 43 10 103 3
15540 3818 5.8 58 338+11 54 16 102
15541-3602 6.0 27 340+13 17 5 105
15541--3038 10.2 23344+17 69 10 104 2
15541-3041 10.9 39 344+17 81 29 1031 2
15541-3414 11.9 52 341+14 28 5 104 I 3
15542-3330 14.5 9 342+ 15 43 6 10` 3
15543-3858 21.1 31 338+11 33 8 103 3
15543-3723 22.1 1 339+12 39 10 106 2
15544-3458 24.6 31 341+14 35 8 104 3
15544-3009 28.9 11 344+17 37 12 105 2
15545-3631 30.4 53;340+13 _ 10 1134 215545-3208 34.3 26 343+16 26 ,105
15545 3153 34.8 20 343+16 25 14 104 3
15545 3927 34.8 41 338+10 38 10 104 3
t5546=3953 38.7 25 337+10 43 10 10` 3
15546-3218 41.4 33 343+16 55 9 104 3
15547 3514 44.3 7 341+14 109 23 103 2
15547 3023 44.9 13 344+17 18 10 106 4
15547 3228 47.0 17 342+16 68 7 105 2
15548-3934 48.2 2 338+10 75 27 1041 2
15548-3905 51.3 57 338+11 28 13 106i 2
15549 3040 57.5 30 344+17 32 19 10`1 3
15550 3403 1.0 8 341+14 50 11 104 3
15550 3646 1.8 47 339+12 95 10 106 2
15550-3754 2.8 3 339+12 22 6 10` 3
15551 3127 7.7 8343+16 65 13 105 2
15551-3229 9B 10 342+ 16 24 5 104 3
15551-3442 1.5 4 341+14 122 38 10, 2
15552-3727 12.1 16339+12 84 16 102 2
15552 3721 129 38'339+12 41 9 104 3
15553-3617 18.6 58 340+13 41 9 104 3
15553-3825 20.2 4 338+11 31 25 105 2
11,15554-3645 26.7 6 340+12 42 110515554-3927 30.0 60 338+10 25 12 104
15555 3034 32.6 53 344+17 16 3 106 5
15555-3526 35.4 43 340+13 50 8 104 2
15556-3759 39.7 45 339+11 43 10 10, 3
15556 3321 40.0 10 342+15 52 10 105 3
15556 3124 40.4 25 343+16 28 25 105 2
15556-3229 40.9 10 343+15 90 13 105 2
15557 3911 43.7 37 336+10 57 8 104 3
15557-3104 44.5 12 344+17 90 24 104 3'
15559 3619 56.2 36 340+13 50 11 106
15559 3922 57.4 1 338+10 42 15 106
15559 3447 57.7 34 341+14 70 29 105
15559 3820 59.1 23 339+11 57 10 103 3
15560 3335 0.8 54 342+15 83 22 102 2 i
15560-3158 1.5 52 343+16 45 12 103 31
15561-3313 10.5 26 342+15 29 12 104 3
15563-3354 200 52 342+14 19 10 103 3
15563-3651 22.0 41 340+12 43 9 106 4
15564 3307 29.4 13 342+15 46 9 104 3 i
15567 3945 43.0 27 338+10 36 7 103 3155673101 436 38 344+16 _ 6 10` 3
15568-3815 482 23 339+11 33 10 104 315_-3109 46.243344+16 9o 21 10` 2
15568-3336 49.6 21 342+14 46 9 103 3
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
F]ux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 pm 25 Fm 60 vm 1130 pm Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.25L I .37L .40L I 5.49 D
2.18 1.10 .40L 3.10L BC
2.49 1.37 .83L 9.81L FF
.29L .27L .89 3.03L D
1.82 1.12 .44L 3.36L BC
3.69 .85 .40L 2.47L BC
.26L .33L A0L 3.63 C
.36L .58L .92 1.50L C
.65 .43L .40L 2.15L C
.25L .40L .40L 2.05 C
.25L .30L .45L 3.92 E
.46L .30L .44 10.77L E
.43 .33L .40L = 11.43L B
.32L .59L .40L 2.41 C
2.70 .72 .44L 2.23L BD
.40 .38L ,40L 2.57L D
,42L .42L .39 2.48L C
.41 .76L .56L 11.48L C
.43 .34L .41L 13.63L C
.25L .31L .47 4.96: DE
.25L .34L .41L 5.53 C h
.67 1.00 1.55 8.37L CCD BA
.72 .43L .40L 8.64L C B lq
1.97 .94 .40L 8.02L 8F A,_
1,51 ,49: .40L 8.80L B D A I_
.25L .35L .41L 2.26 D
.30L .41L .59 8.05L B ME
.32L .38L .51L 3.28 D I G
.25L : .53L .54 4.27 DD
.25L .29L .40L 4.66 D C
1.41 .57 .40L 11.06L CD ,A
2.45 4.55 4.98 10.49L DBC A
.38L .33L 1.31 9.84L B
.38 .38L .41L 13.94L D EC
.25L .42L 1.25 10.92L C
.26L .43L .73 4.23L i C B '_
.70 .37L .40L 4.59L B -
.29L .31L .56L 2.95 D
.61 .36L .40L 12.61L B BE
.26 .32L .40L 1.48: D C O
.71 .39L .40L 1.851 B BF
.33L .34L .69 10.36L E
.45 .27L .40L 11.04L C B I
.25L .28L .57 5.36L E
3.11 .69 .40L 11.98L BC ,A_
.34 .35L .48L 1.52L C
.25L .45L .45L 1.75 D
10.04 2.86 .59 2.48L i BBC A_ "=
1.32 .74 .40L 10.74L BC AI
2.37 1.03 .51: 4.29L BCD A_ =
.42L .29L .57 3.84 DD
1.11 .60 .40L 2.39L I BD AI
.27 .52L .40L 1.63L E DI
.69L .40L .65 4.91L F
,25L .32L .49L 4.0, C I
.25L .30L ,42: 4.15 EC J f,
1.06 .26: .40L 12.35L BD A|
.46 .27L .40L 14.94L C Ct
.82 .33L .40L 3.01L B Bt
.31L .44L .40L 3.75 D
.25L .32L .60 3.48 CB [
.45 .31L .40L 2.57L C C
.25L .33L .48L 3.75 E I.
.51 .87L .55: 11.99L E E BI
.30L .42L .36: 1.93 DE
.25L .28L .98 12.34L C
.30 .31L .40L 2.85L C CE
2.77 3.55 1.31 11.24L CBC AI
.31L .31L .66 3.09: CE
1.18 .74 .40L 10.81L BD AE
.31L .35L .43L 2.80 D
.53L .30L .58 14.80L C G
1.07 .34L ,40L 9.76L B A(
.46 ,34L .40L 3.12L B CJ
25L .43L .49 4,59L C F
.41L .46L 1.11 2.58L C J E
29L .27L .65 6.41: ;AcOO CJ4.42 1.06 .40L 1.95L AA
.39 .66L .40L 11.45L C CI
.58 .28L .40L 13.14L E B
.50 .30L .40L 14.83L D B
1.05L .69L .40L 3.46 J
.35 .38L .40L 10.45L C c
1.08 .34: .47L 12.07L CF A£
.25L .31L .40L 4.57 C
.38 .36L .41L 2.80L C CE
.25L .38L .52: 4.12 DDi E
.25L .51L .85L 3.16 DI F
.25L .29L .59 4.09 CC C
.29L .45L .54L 3.65 E J
.25L .36L .65 10.91L C
.25L ,30L .55 8.73: DD E
.50 .34L .40L 11.05L C C t.
,63 .37L .41L 3,35L E] BE
.74 .33L .40L 11.64L C BF
1.65 .45 .45L 19.77L BD AE
.95 .44L ,42: 2.44L B F AE
.85 .39L .40L 12.16L B A[
.45L .41L .47L 3.00 D
.57 ,33L .40L 10.35L C B

















Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep





450- G 24 Sa
RU LUP 3
X1553-312 4
330- G 6 Sb
207145 A0 56
207148 K5 88











4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S(.urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 ttm
h m. , , (s) ( )
Flux Density Flags
1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
15568-3251 51.216 342+15 39 10 1033 .47 .30L .40L
15569-3616 55.5 _ 340+12i 54 10 105 3 .76 .25L .40L15569-3333 56.1 342+14 34 5 103 3 1.33 .43: .40L
15570-3232 4.5 12 343+15 24 10 104 3 .25L .25L 1.36
15571-3101 11.5 24 344+18 50 6 104 3 .97 .27: .40L
15572-3721 17.4 54 339+12 38 13 103 3 .25L .29L .65L
15573-3301 21.4 44 342+15 75 23 105 2 .68L .63L 1.01L
15573-3919 21.5 4 338+10 32 7 102 3 2.15 1.32 .41L
15574-3555 24.4 34 340+13 61 12 105 3 .38 .49L .40L
15574-3913 26.3 6 338+10 66 23 105 3 .31L .31L .67L
15575-3453 33.7 21 341+13 85 13 105 2 .30 .35L .40L
15576-3551 40.3 17 341+13 42 8 105 4 .39 .61L .40L
15576 3252 41.6 6 343+15 38 9 103 3 .81 .28L .40L
15579-3924 55.0 7 338+10 24 16 105 3 .70L .31L .64
15579-3122 59.8 8 344+16 69 20 104 2 .75L .38L ; .54:
15581 3424 7.6 13 342+14 27 6 104 3 .25L 1.17 2.96
15581-3714 10.1 44 340+12 39 17 104 3 .25L .29L .67L
15581-3145 10.4 1 343+16 26 4 103 3 2.86 .76 .40L
15581-3410 10.4 54 342+14 27 14 103 3 ,25L .29L .57
15584-3417 25.4 56 342+14 44 9 104 31 .84 .35: .40L
15584-3848 30.0 60 339+10 48 8 103 3 .54 .30L .44L
15585-3916 32.0 44 338+10 49 10 103 3 .43 ,28L .40L
15585--3429 33,9 16 342+14 21 5 104 4 3.30 .85 .40L
15586-3838 37.2 27 339+10 23 6 102 3 18.94 10.20 1.97
15586-3459 38.6 34 341+13 34 26 104 2 .25L .68L .40L
15587-3710 43.5 30 340+12 28 7 ' 104 3 2.24 .75 .45L
15587-3053 46.1 20 344+16 32 6 103 3 .55 .28L .40L
15587-3946 47.0 36 338+10 30 6 103 3 .80 .37L .41L
15588-3713 49.5 6 340+12 106 20 101 2 1.48L .43L .48L
15588--3532 50.4 22 341+13 61 8 ,103 3 .68 .37: ,41L
15589-3953 58.2 28 338+10 38 19 103i 2 ,27L ,46L .72
15590-3500 0.9 24 341+13 40 37 20 2 .25L .45L .45L
15590 3357 2.5 45 342+14 42 11 102 3 ,41 .28L .40L
15590-3719 2.8 46 340+11 35 5 103 3 8.19 2.57 .48:
15590-3620 3.4 30 340+12 68 17 104 2 1.16L .29L .57
15590-3547 5,8 32 341+13 43 23 103 3 .25L .28L .65L
15592-3922 13,7 21 ,338+10 29 10 103 3 1.07 .55 .49L
15593-3732 21.2 45 340+11 71 17 103 3 .25LI .35L .42L
15593-3657 23.1 11 340+12 50 9 104 3 ,43 .32L .40L
15594-3351 26.4 12 342+14 65 18 103 3 .25L .33L .81L
15595-3753 31.6 35 339+11 43 9 103 3 .42 .27L .40L
15596--3515 37.3 14 341+13 38 9 103 2 .66 .36L .47L
15596-3509 39.5 11 341+13 47 5 104 3 .76 .43 .40L
15597-3240 43.1 0 343+15 39 5 103 3 1.14 .64 .40L
15597-3521 43.1'29 341+13 35 7 104 3 3.34 1.37 .40L
15598-3956 52.4 7 338+ 9 i 36 17 105 3 .25L .27L .74
15599-3923 54.8 31 338+10 33 31 11 2 .38L .32L .74L
15599-3007 55.8 37 345+17 53 5 103 3 1.12 .57L .401
15599-3253 57.2 4 343+15 23 11 102 3 ,25L .34L .96
16000-3830 3.3 45 339+10 69 12 102 2 .44 .33L .42L
16000-3659 4.7 43 340+12 51 10 103 3 .97 .39L .41L
16000-3332 4.8 48 343+14 18 5 104 4 11.98 5.97 .80
16000-3552 6.0 37 341+12 49 6 102 3 .25L .59 1.75
16001-3733 6.E 27 340+11 26 6 103 3 2.58 .94 .40L
16001-3330 9.5 50 343+14 61 27 101 2 .45L .65L .63L
16001-3641 10.5 25 340+12 49 7 104 3 1.17 .51 .47L
16001-3307 10.fl 46 343+14 37 5 104 4 1.60 .78 .40L
16001-3339 10.8 44 342+14 34 6 104 4 .29L .32L 1.98
16001--3922 11.2 3 339+10 16 5 101 3 11.46 8.97 2.10
16002-3827 12.2 45 339+10 35 14 104 2 .26 .39L .53L
16002-3514 15.5=26 341+13 28 9 105 3 1.04 .26: .40L
16003-3457 20.4 49 342+13 75 24 105 2 .25L .32L .40L
16004-3745 25.9 38 340+11 46 5 102 3 .97 .35L .48L
16004-3927 26.8 34 339+10 60 30 104 2 .56L .52L .47L
16004-3151 26.9 53 344+15 38 10 103 3 .48 .35L .40L
16004-3748 27.3 49 340+11 50 8 102 3 .82 .31L .40L
16004-3630 27.7 26 341+12 40 20 11 2 .25L .36L .46L
16004-3433 29.5 1 342+13 45 7 103 3 1.42 .79 .40L
16007-3136 43.7 31 344+15 41 22 103 3 .25L .33L .40L
16008-3933 48.6 43 338+10 38 6 102 3 .83 .43 .42L
16008-3518 52.0 34 341+13 32 3 103 3 1.18 .32: .40L
16008-3641 52.3 23 340+12 40 4 103 3 1.62 .48 .45L
16009-3927 55.1 56 339+10 35 5 102 3 1.27 .44: .58L
16009-3309 59.6 36 343+14 62 19 101 2 .44L .31L .40L
16010-3712 1.6 35 340+11 48 8 102 3 .74 .27L .40L
16010-3304 5.4 39 343+14 59 10 101 2 .35 .33L .40L
16011-3206 7.4 57 344+15 41 10 103 3 .40 .27L .40L
16011-3124 11.9 46 344+15 55 17 104 2 .68L .33L .49:
16012-3655 16.1 32 340+11 37 4 102 3 3.02 1.00 .40L
16012-3900 16.5 23 339+10 28 13 103 3 .25L .30L .91:
16012-3510 17.0 32 342+13 29 15 102 3 .25L .32L .65:
16012-3743 17.0 31 340+11 51 8 101 2 .41 .29L .93L
16012-3905 17.627 339+10 36 14 105 2 .28L .27: .84
16012-3526 17.6!34 341+12 49 6 103 3 2.02 .55 .40L
16012-3142 17.812 344+15 74 26 103 3 .25L .35L .42L
16013-3211 18.7 8 344+15 71 8 104 3 .33 .28L .40L
16015-3648 33.912 340+11 45 8 102 3 .55 .29: .40L
16016-3904 39.951 339+10 19 5 101 3 24.88 6.35 .97
16016-3801 41.2; 36 340+11 37 8 102 3 .96 .46 .42L16017-3013 42.3!2 345+16 37 8 103 3 1.34 .70 .40L
16017-3936 42.5 56 339+ 9 21 6 102 3 .77 1.60 9.51
16018-3540 49.3 3 341+12 74 18 104 2 .25L .37L .50L
16018-3415 51.8=20 342+13 29 9 103 3 24.60 9.91 1.59
16019-3316 57.2!23 343+14 37 7 103 3 2.70 .63: .40L
16021-3446 6.7_41 342+13 58 10 103 3 .79 .31L .40L
16022-3017 14.0!39 345+16 56 9 101 2 .41 .39L .40L
16022-3145 14.1 22 344+15 56 9 104 2 .36 .46L .40L
16022-3255 14.7 14 343+14 95 17 101 2 .41L .34L .50
16022-3601 15.1 57 341+12 44 9 103 3 .73 .31L .40L
16022-3313 16.3 41 343+14 32 14 126 3 .25L .28L .51
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 /_m 60 _tm 100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
9.87L B B D 9600000008
3.07L C BK 5501010000
9.93L CF ACJ 0 9400100008
10.06L D BFBC 9601100668
2.12L BE AD 0 6702000000
4.32 C E F B 9600000008
3.55 E MF D 9700000008
4.59L BC AA J O 9702000000
12.44L C E L 7500100008
6.97 C EEHD 9601000000
2.92L F D K 9601000000
8.83L B BE 7500100008
10.13L B AE 9601000008
9.70: DE I HDD 6681000118
3.45 CC E DC 9601000010
4.65 CCC BAA 5600001000
5.27 C EB 9681000000
2.45L BC AB 1 6600000000
4.93 ED H BB 4680000308
2.52L BE BB 0 3701000000
3.33L E C 9801000000
4.53L C C 9701000100
2.16L BC AA 3 9700000000
2.98L BDC AAA 9 3700000000
5.03 C E D 8681000120
3.00L BC ABCD 0 : 9600101000
2.27L B B 5500000000
6.77L C AD D_ 9601000118
4.08 D J B 9600101000
9.95L CF BDF 0 9600000008
14.93L D FC 9600000108
2.82 D C H 9701100000
10.93L D BF 7500020008
2.48L BBC AAB 4 8601100000
14.57L C M C


































Name Type (') Mag
1 13 207218 K 6 93
1 13 207228 K0 17 80
2 14 389-PN 7 PI 5
1 5 DC339.6+ 11.5 244
3 13 207234 K0 7 63
4 1 32 X1558-341 65 4
1 40 K4/5(111)4 9 112
1 13 207243 K5 2 76
1 16 07388 80 120
I 13 207251 MB 1 90
2.80L BC AAI H 3 9600100000
7.64 C D F D 9600000018
8.10 F F 9603100330 C
2.20L B AD 1600000000 1 13 207271 K5 13 82
10.93L C HBG 9542001578 C
4.64L D C 2701100000
2.15L B ACJ E 7700000000 1 13 207278 K0 3 75
8.48L EDD AABE 9 8401100008 29
3.89: DDD FCBB 8501001008 2 14 389-PN 9 PI 1
8.16L BC AAKI 0 8500100018 8
3.39 D M C 8501100008
2.43L EF ABI 0 3700010000
8.10L BC AB 3 8400000008
4.99 CC GFAB 8500010008
3.25L CBD AAA 9 9701200330 C
EG 0500100008
ADM 0 9600110000 1 13 207280K2 3 78
D B 9600000000
BCI D i600110008
D GF E 9680100330 C






AC J 0 9600000000 1 13 207289 K0 23 72
ACG 0 4600001000
6,56: BF D ACFI 0 8681100000
2.58 D F I D 5600100008
2.76L C BN 2710020000 1
10.89L C D 4500100008 2 13 207292 F0 7 61
1.751 C B 5700100000 1 13 207293 K2 5 85
4.37 EC N BB 9500000110
2.10L BC AAGI 2 5700001000
10.42 CC EEB 8601100220 C 1 32 X1601-390 25 12
4.38 CC BC 9501000010
10.74L C BNM 4501100008 2 13 207297 F0 10 60
4.68L ED CC 8701200110 4
2.22L BF AB 3 9600000000
3.45 C E C 8680000020 8
2.50L C C 2600100000
2.29L BE AE 0 4700000000
3.47L BBC AAC 1 7700100220 19 C 1 13 207304 MB 2 75
2.93L BF BC 1 4700000000
1.85L CD ABK 8 0600001000
9.25 BCCC BAAA 0 6600000008
3.36 E HHB 9600000008
2.05L BBC AAA 5 4600000000 15 1 1 RRLUP 53 3
9.12L BD AB 3 2500200008 1 13 207309K2 10 90
2.20L B A 5600000000
2.19L C BI 5600010000
10.37L E EEF 9502101108
10.27L F D 3500000008
12.46L C BDL 6500000008 1 13 207318 K0 3 73
4.97 CF FDEC 2500200008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 16"02=23"-16h07"03"
Posilion (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Celor Corrected)
G=dactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
16023-3245 23.8!41 343+14 52 10 104 3 .71 .44L .40L 9.32L!B
16025-3659 31,6 59 340+11 66 29 101 2 ,39L ,40L ,57L 3.28 D
)6025-3317 J2.9 4 343+14 87 13 104 2 ,31 .38L .40L 9.73LC
[6025-3722 34.0 4 340+11 26 9 102 3 .92 .53: .40L 3.20L BF
16025-3705 35.2 33 340+11 43 10 102 ) 3 ,73 ,35: .40L 2.83L!EF
16026-3940 38.3 20 339+9 43 13 103 2 .26 .28L .75L 21.99LF
16026-3547 41.6 30 341+12 22 5 102 3 2.04 .50: .40L 9.45L BD
16027-3008 46.4 25=345+16 62 8 103 3 ,46 ,37L ,40L 1.79L;B
16028-3601 53.0 39:341+ 12 85 23 101 2 ,25L _ .36L ,62L 4,59 F
)6029-3224 57.2 51 344+14 36 27 104 2 ,25L ,52L .42L 3.82 E
16029-3254 58,8 2343+14 53 14 103 3 .39L .32L .86 4.66 CC
,6029-3041 59.7 30 345+16 28 5 103 4 141,71 267.07 83.10 23.99 CBCC
16029-3426 59.7 32 342+13 71 15 103 3 .25L ,33L .41: 2.83 DC
'6030-3859 2._ 22 339+10 55 11 102 3 .44 .40L ,41L 16.99L C
16030-3745 5.2 54 340+11 27 6 101 3 7.99 4.19 .86 3.09L BBF
16031-3142 9.3 15 344+15 49 10 104 3 .43 ,32L .40L 10.53L C
16032-3537 12.2 13 342+12 26 5 102 3 .69 7.36 47.68 45.95 FCCD
,6033-3640 18.4 6341+11 51 71012 .49 .26L .41L 3.71L C
)6034-3542 26.1 2 342+12 46 10 102 3 ,99 ,31L ,41L 45.95L B
16034-3228 30.C 28 344+14 32 14 102 3 .30L .54L .88 5.31: CE
16036-3854 39.4 18 339+10 40 8 101 2 ,49 ,48 .76L 15,04L CC
16037-3900 42.5 10 339+10 34 5 102 3 2,06 1,29 .51L 16,72L BC
16037-3152 45.4 29 344+15 43 10 104 i 3 .63 .33L .40L 10.21L El
16038-3122 48,2 48 345+15 34 7 103 ! 3 ,70 ,55L ,40L 2.30L D
16038-3231 53._ 38 344+14 37 14 102 3 ,25L ,46L ,97 5,38: CD
16039-3644 55._= 39 341+11 33 14 10313 ,31L ,25L ,89 4,71 CC
16039-3322 58,5 36 343+14 99 35 10412 ,28L .35L .41L 4.17 E
16039-3637 59.2, 22 341+11 56 10 102 '3 .49 .28L .41L 2.84L C
16041-3541 8.4j56 342+12 68 9 103 3 .42 ,30L ,40L 2.99L C
16042-3114 12.2 20 345+15 27 13 103 3 .25L .47L ,58 2.80L C
16042-3450 12.4 57 342+13 47 11 103 3 .39 .30L .40L 3.19L C
16042-3117 13,3 11 345+15 53 7 103 3 .45 ,34L ,40L 10,97L C
16042-3901 14.1 60 339+ 9 63 22 104 2 .35L ,27L .53L 6.22 E
16042-3635 16.8 12 341+11 50 8 101 3 1,00 ,30L .40L 2,26L B
16043-3326 18,1 23343+14 59 15 104 2 .31L .39L ,77 7.37L C
16043-3443 21,8 58 342+13 61 9 101 2 .41 .46L ,54L 3.89L C
16043-3933 22.0 39 339+ 9 67 13 102 3 .50 .31L .52L 19.27L C
16044-3710 26,5 25 341+11 54 15 102 3 ,25L .30L ,47L 4,98 C
16044-3446 27,1 7 342+13 66 10 101 2 .39 ,33L ,40L 3.97L D
16044-3008 29.9 15 346+16 25 25 103 3 .27L .33L .47L 2,64 C
16045-3950 34.1 26 i 339+ 9 67 12 102 3 .40L ,27L 1.43 4,64L C
16046-3957 40,2 57 339+ 9 36 9 103 3 .53 .23: .41L 4.77L BF
16047-3159 43,0 54 344+15 51 11 102 3 .38 .39L .40L 10.15L C
16048-3701 50.8 55 341+11 29 14 1001 2 .41L .41L .56 4.15L D
16048-3754 50.9 41 340+10 56 22 105j = .44L .33L .81L 5.55 D!
16048-3149 51.1 15 344+15 21 6 102 3 8.01 4.07 ,61 7.71L BCC
16049-3228 54.0 1 344+14 55 9:101 2 .40 ,39L .40L 7.90L C
16050-3550 3.4 36 342+12 64 37 100 2 .27L .29L ,57L 3.16 D
16050-3722 4.1 25!341+11 49 10 102 3 .47 .28L .42L 3.34L E
16050-3857 4.8 6 340+ 9 39 11 103 2 .79: 1.00 4.64L 18.02L CF
16051-3940 6.3 3 339+ 9 39 17 104 2 .25L .47L .80 17.81L E
16051-3820 9.6 29 340+10 26 8 102 3 .25L .69 3.70 3.73L CC
16051-3650 10.0 59 341+11 31 5 101 3 6.43 2.76 .40L 3.00L BB
16051-3620 10.4 11 341+11 31 17 102 3 .25L ,25L ,77 7,01 DC
16052-3858 12.5 23 340+ 9 24 8 101 3 19.05 14.51 14.36: 63.25L 3BD
16052-3416 17.9 28 343+13 59 11 102 3 .52 .28L .40L 2.77L C
16054-3857 25,6 50 340+ 9 30 13 101 3 ,59L ,72: 6.09 63,71: FDD
16054-3454 28.0 28 342+ 12 39 10 i102 3 ,85 .48 .40L 2.19L BD
16055-3635 31.7 35 341+11 41 17:102 3 ,26L .26L ,80 3,90L D
16055-3929 33.2 51 339+ 9 60 12 103 3 .29L ,36L 1,07 23.35L C
16056-3242 37.9 52 344+14 25 6 102 3 5.42 1.55 ,40L 2.03L CC
16056-3037 39.7 45 345+15 82 12 103 3 .35L .36L .62 10.48L C
16056-3643 40.1 1 341+11 19 17 1 3 ,36L .29L .74L 6.39 C
16057-3308 43,4 50 344+14 19 9 102 3 .82 .36L .4OL 2.68L B
16057-3436 44.5 60 343+12 39 9 102 3 ,82 .27: .40L 2.26L BF
16057-3351 45.0 17 343+13 74 26 100 2 .25L .82L 1.39L 2,73 D
16057-3737 47.1 24 341+10 36 5 101 3 1.84 .89 .52L 11,96L BC
16058-3658 49,7 42 341+11 38 6 102 3 2.10 1.08 .62L 18.21L BC
16058-3158 50.7;38 345+14 57 14 103 3 .26L .35L .66L 4.01 C
16058-3610 51,7 3 342+11 55 28 103 2 .35L .33L .62L 5.44 C
16059-3850 56.2 28 340+ 9 35 13 102 3 .26L .27L 1.18 8,23 DD
16059-3410 57.1_ 58 343+13 34 9 102 3 .63 .32L .40L 2.67L B
16059 3857 58.1 7 340+ 9 94 12 100 2 .37L .28L 1.67 25.51L D
16059-3336 59.8 38 343+13 68 27 101 3 .42L .34L .40L 3.07 C
16060-3018 2.8 31 346+161 49 8 103 3 .55 .36L .40L 2.66L B
16060-3536 5.E 19 342+12:48 11 102 2 .68 ,38L .42L 3.56L C
16061-3016 6.E 7 346+16 63 10 103 2 .73 .37L .40L 3.21L C
16063-3227 ;18,838 344+14 23 5 102 3 14,83 10.22 2,29 4.32L BCE
16063-3231 1"20.3 6 344+14 21 9 102 3 .96 ,33L .42L 2.65L B
16063-3856 210 30 340+ 9 105 22 104 2 .25L .73L .54L 11.04 D
16063-3755 22.5 7 340+10 42 14 105 2 .44 .34L .49L 4.67L C
16063-3345 23.1 45 343+13 49 8 102 3 .77 .43L ,40L 2.52L B
16064-3454 24,9 12:343+12 29 9 101 3 1.00 .75 A0L 2.20L BD
16064-3112 25.6 29 345+15 51 7 103 3 ,68 .38L .40L 9,70L E
16064--3903 27.6 30 340+ 9 44 12 104 2 .39 .54 .61 24.64LiCDC
16065--3321 30.6 34 344+13 42 9 102 3 .53 .30L .40L 2.10L B
16065-3459 31,4 5 342+12 29 10 101 3 ,95 ,55: .40L 3,04L DE
16065-3701 32.7 29 341+11 38 7 102 3 2.63 1.47 ,44L 17.01L BC
16065-3251 35.8 4344+14 36 5 103! 3 3.02 1.81 .40L 2.12L BC
16066-3747 40.1 28 341+10 53 12 102 3 .50 .34L .47L 4.12L B
16066-3202 40.2 51 345+14 65 11 101 3 .25L ,42L .75: 4.78 EC
16067-3902 43.4 53 340+9 61 18 103 3 .25L .26L ,51L 6,15 C
16067-3240 46.0 56 344+14 42 18 103 3 .43L .34L .63 3.42 CD
16068-3229 52.0 36 344+14 70 18 102 2 ,42L ,31L ,67 3,97L D
16069-3402 57.4 10 343+13 21 10 102 3 .76 ,37: ,40L 2,12L BD
16069-3739 58.0 56 341+10 48 13 t02 3 .25L ,36L .72: 5,96 CC
16069-3811 58.3 45 340+10 37 9 101 3 4.39 1,21 ,41L 3,31L BC
16069-3225 59.6 6 344+14 29 18 101 2 .43L .33L ,81 3.77L E
16070--3947 0.5 34 339+ 9 43 21 103 3 .25L .31L .61L 6.91 C
16070-3537 3.1 24 342+12 46 8 100 2 .60 .39L .44L 4.40L C
"Confusion
Flags
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Associations
V L C
( orr A Confusion R S A Sep




























16070-3745 4.6 28 341+10 56 16 103 2
16071-3132 8.0 52 345+14 28 17 102 3
16071-3924 11.9 15 340+ 9 44 15 104
16072-3738 13.430 341+10 76 18 104
16072-3900 17.0 24 340+9 56 12 101 3!1`074-063924720341+11 24 7 10231`074-3039296583,6+1675 121023
16075--3241 31.755 344+14 27 14 102 3
16075-3958 35.9121 339+8 39 23 99 3
16076-3231 37.0l 8 344+14 25 15 100 2
I I1,078_304738333,,+153011210311,078_394340512339+929 710331,077_33104395o_,4+13521310131`0._3,314,84,_,4+14,, 19,o3,18078_33544963343+13461410231,078_36,0565343,0+, 49 610331,078_311157.429345+1527 610331,079_33575742343+1361 610021,082_38621,725340+934 8 103
18082-3615 13.9 4 342+11 46 11 103 3
16082-3229 14.6 20 345+14 59 10 101 3
1`082-3747 17.1 40 341+10 43 14 104 2
1`083-3442 22.3 7 343+12 `0 10 102 3
1`084--3725 28.5 25 341+10 34 24 103 3
1,084-3428 28.8 16 343+12 63 13 102 3
1,084-3444 29.5 36 343+12 81 10 104 2i
16085-3628 31.48342+11 33 81023
1,085-3852 31.5 13 340+9 64 23 102 3
16085--3641 33.421 342+11 59 11 1021,085_30333486346+152412102
1,086_324736.330344+134 101013
1,086_3,043754341+10891610021,086_39145003340+942 , 1026089_34045425 .+12 57 6 ,16089_36625,816_.2+103810101
1,089_382355 2340+981If11021`091-3145 9.6 50 345+14 41 101
16091-3634 10.5 9 342+11 47 12 !100 2
1`092-3036 14.0 46 346+15 24 14 120 3
16092-3339 14.3 11 344+13 80 34 102 2
16092-3156 14.9 34 345+14 26 12 102 3
16093-3009 19.0 22 346+15 39 5 102 3
16093-3044 19.7 6 346+15 37 7 102 3
1`093--3932 22.6 54 340+ 8 50 9 101 3
1`093-3852 22.7 31 340+ 9 70 25 100 2
1`095-3539 31.2 9 342+11 59 8 102 3
1`095-3524 31.4 17 343+11 36 7 102 3
1,096--3138 39.2 23 345+14 43 5 101 3
1,096-3105 39.3 24 346+14 40 6 102 33
1,096-3522 41.6 49 343+11 76 12 103 2
1,097-3606 42.0 12 342+11 28 7 101
16097-3826 42.0 39 341+ g 36 6 102 3
16097-3143 42.3 31 345+14 87 11 100 2
16098-3813 50.7 40 341+ 9 77 14 100 2
16098--3926 51.8 22 340+ 8 40 9 101 3
1`098--3533 52.0 57 343+11 35 7 101 3
16096--3444 53.4 25 343+12 66 11 102 3
16099-3109 54.1 39 346+14 68 27 100 2
16099-3905 57.3 4 340+ 9 51 10 102 3
1`099-3410 57.8 48 344+12 35 8 102 3
16099-3718 59.1 5 341+10 62 13 102 2
16100-3636 1.5 15 342+10 34 28 109 2
16100-3540 1.6 26 342+10 32 10 102 3
16100--3732 2.0i17 341+10 28 7 102 3
16102-3940 13.0 54 340+ 8 43 9 101 3
16102-3741 15.8 58 341+10 45 8 102 3
16103-3212 188 56 345+14 37 6 101 3
16103-3007 20.7 49 347+15 52 t6 101 2
16104-3315 25.4 19 344+13 I 44 6 102 3
16104-3546 27,4 3 343+11 84 10 100 2
16105-3247 31.4 4 345+13 67 13 103 2
16105-3753 32.6 51 341+ 9 29 18 99 3
"16f05-3658 34.0 8 342+t0 66 "19 "103 3
16106-3753 38.6 29 341+ 9 65 18 105 2
16106-3958 39.1'10 340+ 8 35 9 100 3
16106-3842 39.7 5 340+ 9 59 3 103 3
16106-3257 41.(_ 8 345+13 54 11 102 3161o7-39124 429340+6 124241032
16107-3219 42.8 9 345+13 113 38 100 2
16107-3831 44.C 8 341+ 9 46 21 103 3
16107-3102 ,46.4 30 346+14 26 15 102 3
16109-3550 57.8 38 343+11 63 23 100 2
16109-3709 59.6 38 342+10 42 30 100 2
16110-3132 0.4 12 346+14 79 11 102 3
16110-3522 2.0 24 343+11 37 6 100 3
16110-3138 3.2 18 346+14 59 7 102 3
16111-3253 109 11 345+13 31 8102 3
16111-3940 11.7 0 340+8 53 10 101 3
16112-3927 14.92 340+8 82 101
16112--3329 17.7,29 344+12 105 22 103 2
16113-3853 18.0 19340+9 54 35 101 2
16113 3225 20.6 49 345+13 73 28 102 2
16113-3359 22.226 344+12 35 10 1013
16114-3215 29.6 60 345+13 33 8 _101 3
16115-3503 31.2 58 343+11 52 14 101 3
16115-3147 32.9 29 346+14 81 20 100 2
16115-3055 33.6 35 346+14 79 19 102' 3
16115-3255 34.3 35 345+13 49 20 102 3
16116-3915 40.0 7 340+ 8 37 9 100 3
16117-3023 43.3 29 347+15 26 13 102 3
F]ux Density Flags
H
Galactic Unc_'t,_mty C (Not Coler Corrected)
s Coord, smJsmn 8 o l 12_r. 25_m 60_,.






































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
4.29L C D 9700220010
3.55 DC HS 4600600208 4
9.32 O C MF C 9680000400 4
22.09L C HE 9500100108
11.71 OE DGC 7500000008
3.54L BBC AAAE 0 7600000000 29
4.41 DE I GB 4500000008
2.96 DC J DB 9600000100
6.81 B L FB 2,01000100
5.49 D E H B 9600200340
6.80 C D C C 4500000068 4
4.91L CB AA 0 6700000000
2.41L D FKCD 4702000000
6.01 D J B 9680100440
2.87 E C GGB 4500100000
5.81L CC ABGI 1 9600101010
7.13 CCC CAAA 4500000018
3.15L D B L 4600100000




4.03L F B F K




9.05 C F I F
2.79L D BC
13.38L C CB







































3.23L BF ABCS 0 9601101000
7.41L BE AB 0, 7401100008
11.50L B ABJ 9500101008
3.52L C D 9600101000
31.17 CBCC FAAA 0 9400023000
3.TTL BC AA 0 56000000d_
2.52L F E 7600100000
6.96L E C 9501000000
4.92L BC AB 4 3501000000
3.08L FD AC 3 9,01110000
2.86L B BC G 26000000001
2.95 E C 96001010081
5.84L E CI 5`00000000
1.95L BC AAF 3 5701000000
16.41L C F 9500100118
4.34 O HC 9601100000
4.52L B AK 7,01100000
17.48L B A 6500000008
4.50L B CGL I 4600010000
4.69L BD AB 3! 9600000000
2.05L BBC AAA 4 6700000000 22
7.95L iBDDF HFGD 84810002181.86:, ACHB 0 6600000000
4.35L C B 9601000000
2.45L D E 96OO000OOO
8.57 C LGEC 8681100110
7.95 E BHFD 9500000008
8.60 C d LFS 7`01100110
19.17L BC AB 2 5400000008
7.93 DC KI I D 2502000400
2.26L B BE 4,01000000
6.49 E C E 5500010000
2.45 D FJ E 4701000000
7.61 C F F K b 4500000000
2.94: DE GFS 9600000008
4.15 D HD 8701000100
6.84 D DG 9601000O10
10.77L D CF 5400100008
2.27L BCD AAC 9 6701000000 12
13.03LI _ AB 0`001000082.04L FD ABGD 0 9700000000
5.41L BGEF 4600001000
6.44L C B B 4500000000
2.02 C HKE 5600000000
611 D D O 3501000000
3.58 D d C 9700000108
2.47L C B H 4,00000000
10.,0L CBC AAB 7 9500100008 15
3.63L C I DD 3500000100
3.06 F MF I C 5500000000
3.66 C F C 9600000108
2.82 C K E B 8600000000
4.96L BC AB 0 3501000000
8.64 C H HB 9400000220
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,_m; 10) High Source Density Region,
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
1 32 X1`07-394 66 i 4
i
1 16 07495 25 115
1 13 207432 K0 7 90
1 7 WRA1432 7
I
4 1 32 X1`09-306 68 4
1 13 207449 KS 6 90
8 1 32 X1,09-388 34 8
1 13 207453 7 95
1 13 207455 K 3 93
2 3 14 389-PN 15 Pl 12
1 13 207462 M0 3 75
1 13 207463 G5 27 97
1 4 TMSS -30257 4 17
4 1 32 X1610-301 4 4
1 13 207469 6 95
1 13 207472 K0 17 83
1 13 207475 K5 12 87
1 5 DC340.6+090 36
2 13i207479 GO 15 65
2 13 207480 K0 14 60
1 4 I TMSS -30258 55 28





h m. . , (s) ( ) Ib (") (") (') N
16117-3219 44.1 1 345+13 40 8 101 3
16118-3532 48.4 24 343+11 44 12 103 2
16119--3811 55.5 1 341+9 33 5 101 3
18119-3615 59.1148 342+10 54 9 100 2
16119--3611 60.0158 342+10 33 11 102 3
16121-3926 7.1 3 340+ 8 44 10 101 3
16121-3247 7,8 38 345+13 37 10 103 2
16121 3507 8,431 343+11 38 23 100 2
16121-3234 10,2 42 345+13 58 18 100 2
16122-3832 12.8 39 341+ 9 50 9 99 2
16122-3943 14.5 37 340+ 8 85 15 100 2
16122-3939 14.9 6 340+ 8 34 17 103 2
16122-3647 15.8 1 342+10 32 6 102 3
16124-3537 27.6_41 343+11 46 10 101 3
16124-3227 29,460 345+13 37 9 101 3
16124-3710 29,5 11 342+10 69 18 100 2
16125-3802 34.8 51 341+ 9 60 22 100 2
16125-3011 350 7 347+15 48' 17 100 2
16126-3831 37.3 30 341+ 9 66 14 101 2
16127-3542 44,0 32 343+11 77 8 100 2
16128-3417 49.2 17 344+12 53 16 101 3
16128-3210 52,1 52 345+13 69 12 102 2
16128-3038 53.0 7 347+14 88 37 100 2
16129-3109 54.5 57 346+14 74 16 121 3
16129-3710 54,6 20 342+10 26 19 100 2
16129-3657 56,0 1 342+10 29 11 103 2
16129-3317 57.1 27 345+12 39 7 101 3
16130 3611 3.0 46 343+10 34 5 102 3
16131-3547 7.3 35 343+11 28 6 101 3
16131-3239 7.9 6 345+13 24 24 100 2
16131-3556 8.7 42 343+10 26 I 6 101 3:
16132-3657 12,2 29 342+10 21 6 101 2
18133-352449343+1140 1013I6 _37170,93 2 9 10
18133-31 21.75 348+1426i17lg ,318136-372538.3 9 342+9 61,32
16137-3926 42.5 53 340+ 8 291 10 104 3
16137-3712 43,7 37 342+ 9 56 12 103 2
16137-3918 46.1 45 341+ 8 21 10 104 3
16137-3015 47,9 13 347+14 19i 7 102 3i
16138-3736 53.4 60 342+ 9 49 9 101 3
16139-3326 56.6 29 345+12 52 9 103 2
16139 3406 57.3 29 344+12 78 14 103 2j
16139-3427 58.0 57 344+11 51 10 101 3 I
16140-3942 0.2 36 340+ 8 52 13 99 2
16140-3057 1.8 29 347+14 45 18 102 3
16143-3941 21.048 340+8 _1 16 10516144_341425.2,403,+11 103216144_340225 37344+1224181013
16144_350,29.557344+116 34992
16145 3023 31_7 31 347+14 92 9 102 2
16145-3638 35.8 3 343+10 52 7 102 3
16147-3529 42.7 9 343+11 89 28 104 2
16147 3800 44.3 2 342+ 9 54 11 101 3
16147-3659 45.2 34 342+10 25 6 100 3
16147 3648 48.3 31 342+10 50 30 103 2
16149-3447 58336 344+11 16 6 102 3
16149-3555 58.8 20 343+10 56 14 103 2
16150-3625 0,4 26 343+10 56 18 102 3
16150-3132 0.5i35 346+13 61 16 102 2
16150 3119 3,114 346+13 46 9 102 3
16150-3501 5.2 37 344+11 60 8 101 3
16150-3851 5,2 19 341+ 8 49 10 104 3
18150-3605 5,5 10 343+10 44 16 102 2
16151-3607 9.C 33 343+10 37 10 102 2
16153-3517 20.3 53 344+11 67 39 102 2
16153-3914 22.8 26 341+ 8 21 6 104 3
16154 3105 28.8 13 347+14 27 8 102 2
18154-3936 :289 41 341+ 8 35 17 103 3
16155-3345 31.2 28 345+12 72 21 103 2
16155-3642 34,5 19 343+10 47 12 100 , 3
16155-3503 35.2 17 344+11 43 12 102 2
16156 3437 38.9 59 344+11 49 10 t01 3
16157 -3541 44.5 _4 343+10 1 103
16158-3701 !50.2 342+9 31 100 !3
16158-3742 51.4 46 342+ 9 127 20 104
16159 3732 55.3 2 342+ 9 85 23 103 2
18159-3857 57,9 8 341 + 8 5.6 10 105 3
16159-3727 58.2 6 342+ 9 53 3 102! 3
18160-3827 0/I 27 341+ 8 53 9 103 3
16160 3921 2,6 25 341+ 8 65 13 101 2
18161-3931 9.4 30 341+ 8 44 10 102 3
18161-3112 10.2 37 347+13 39 24 102 2
15162 -3848 12.9 16 341+ 8 44 18 105 2
18163-3512 18.8 58 344+11 77 24 102 2
18163 3812 19.1 23 342+ 8 56 14 103 2
18163-3047 22,5 10 347+14 51 6 101 3
18164-3855 24.9 45 341 +6 96 22 102 2
16164-3937 27.5 35 341+7 41 9102 33
16164- 3053 29.452 347+14 23 101
16165-3002 30.6 29 348+14 56 26 9'9 2
16165-3817 31.4 26 342+ 8 29 12 103 3
15165-3923 32.1 58 341 ,L 8 26 7 101 3
15166-3954 38.4 40 340+ 7 61 12 102 2
15167 3506 43.6 20 344+11 33 17 102 2
15168 3930 49,7 41 341+ 7 48 11 t01 3
15168 3943 51.4 37 341+ 7 21 ; 100
3




Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Com_ed)





























































































.88 I .50: .40L









100 _m Flux C)rr A Confusion R S A
Uncs C_ef R F]ags* S 2 # T
10.22L BE AEF 1 ! 9500100008
3,44L F B r_ 7700000000
4.80L BBE A,_AH 9 760000000025
5.39L C E 7600100000
5.41L C Dk_ 7601100000
4,81L ED BCGF 3 2500000000
7,62L E C F S 9500000008
3,40L C D CG 2700000000
2.71 DD EEB 9600OO0008
4.56L C DF 4600000000
5.65L C D 5601100000
6.51 D CA I 5581100000
4.11L C CAD ' 3700000010
3.88L D B 9700100000
7.12 CO K CA 9581010308
6.47L C K DC 9602000100
5,O9 DD I GC 66000OOO00
2.O9L C E C 970O000O00
6,01L C BD 660O1O0000
5.71L E DE 9601100000
4.30 C F 3C I 2780000100
2.16L C S C 9600000008
3.25 D FKCH 9600000000
3,85 CE GMOC 9600100108
6.53 D L L 3E 9601000000
10.51L C S M 9500101250
2.37L BC AA E 4 4620001000
4.85L BC AB 1 4700000000
3,56t BC ACH 1 9800001000
3,02 F CC 8600000008
4.68L BC AA 0 4702000000
12.38L CDE ABGG 3 9500201350
11.43 DDC BBHE 9501101350
4.15L CD BBME 8 9700000000
4.02L BC AC 1 9700100000
4,16: FE KF_'C 8600100308
5.86 C F 7600000000
5.19L B BK 6501000000
4,91L D B 7600100000
5,86L SFC ACEC 3 6500000000
2,69L 8C AC 0 5701000000
4.22L B B L _A 7700000000
2.71L CCD AA-: 0 1500000000
4.31L C F :)G 2600000000
2.71L B BE 2700000000
7.25L C C C 550111010(
4.47 DD HC 3C 9600000218
6.85L D _F 5501110100
3.00L C KJ _JO 2700000000
4.24 C ,3B 2700000000
7.80 F i t F 9502000340
5.59L C C 4601000000
4.82L S F A E 2 770000000(
6.81 D EJI H 9600000110
4.95L C BD 3701000000
4.26L CD AS 0 7700001000
8,23 D I J D 9601000000
3.20L CC ABt-_ 0 0600000000
5.78L D E (3 5700000000
6.01 C I EDB 9700000000
Name Type _'_ Mag
1 13 207488 K5 17 80
1 7 HEN1163 10
4 1 32 X1612-324
1 7 WRA1446
C
1 13 207496 K5
C 1 5 DC342.1+09.7






1 40 G5 + 37 112
1 18 07585 63 141
1 14 390- G 2 S. 5
C
1 13 207520K5 26 93
1 5, DC342.4+O9.6 30
1 13 207525 K5 3 75
17.96L C (:G 9501000008
3,48 CO |_S 9600000006 1 14 451- G 18 Sb 4
5.54L C BE J 9601000420 C
5.70( B BD 1600010000
5,76L C G ['C 6700100200
3.60L B AD 5801100200
6.73 C F _ G 9700000100
5,65L BBD AAI,C 4 3600000000
1695L C AG 9400000008
6.71 C L [ C 5501000000
3,34L D M(D 3700000000
3,96L D BH ! 9700000000
5.64L C BCJ 9700000100
4.35L C CG 2800000000 1 13 207542 K2 8 88
5.72L F BE 1700000000
6,28L CF AB 8 6700000000
4.08L BC AA G 0 6700001000
6.06 D H B 9700000008
26.95L D D I 9500100008
5.47L D SG)' 0601000000
5.04 DO I B 97001000085.05L D B I F 0600000000
6,10L F CN
6.57L C B L
3.71 D DF S
5.83L C J £
5.76 C J C 970000000(
5.82L C CN 0701100000
2.38L S AB L 9600000(_0 , 2 13 207558 F2
534 C r C 4600000000
5.63L ! B D B B 1 5500010000 ;
2.30L ICE AC 5 7700000000
3.65 C _ J D 6700000000
4.80L C D8 0700100000
4,75L C AF 3500100000 I 13 207561 K2
5.28L C B F J 3500000000
8.45 CD DE C 9782000000
6,61LIB B F 4500100000 1 13 207570G5










8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN (.0 O 12 /xma
hm. o , (s) ( ) 1 h (') (') ) N
16168--3647 53.2 24 341+ 8 46 10 102 3
16171-3723 10.9 32 342+ 9 39 10 102 3
16172-3743 13.1 21 342+ 9 56 18 103 2
16172-3050 15.9 29 347+13 69 7 101 3
16172-3304 16.0 59 345+12 51 10 101 3
16172-3131 16.1 43 347+13 54 16 99 2
16173-3530 19.1 55 344+10 43 10 101 3
16173-3202 23.6 29 346+13 30 6 101 3
16174-3138 29.2 21 347+13 36 17 101 3
16175 3031 30.2 30 347+14 50 22 102 2
16175-3641 30.3 54 343+ 9 25 6 102 3
16175-3653 31.6 49 341+ 8 27 16 101 3
16175--3235 35.0 13 346+12 74 21 102 2
16175-3658 36.0 15 341+ 6 49 14 103 315176-382838.060 343+9 36, 171013
16176--3146 38,3 5 347+13 32 I 12 102 2
16176-3031 40.1 49 347+14 39! 16 101 3
16176-3358 41.3 36 345+11 56 12 101 2
16177--3849 46.1 50 341+ 8 32 9 102 3
16178--3502 48.6 22 344+10 42 19 101 3
16178--3930 49.4 25 341+7 35 8 101 3
16178--3006 50.8 37 348+14 58 9 101 3
16178--3953 52.2 2 341+ 7 55 16 104 2
16178--3143 52.5 50 347+13 60 16 101 3
16179-3121 54.229347+13 50 6 101 3
16179-3404 55.8 24 345+11 30 19 103 2
16179-3527 56.228 344+10 74 18 101 31
16180-3324 0.2 43 345+12 30 10 101 31
16180-3412 3.8 20 345+11 57 10 102 2
16180-3254 4.4 37 346+12 36 13 103 2
I
t6181-3145 11.7 37 347+13 48 20 99 21
16182-3605 14.9 28 343+10 50 10 102 3 _
16182-374617.115342+83661013
16183-3307 22.5 _ 346+12 45 ;101!
16184--3739 24.4 5 342+ 9 55 1 102
16164--314026.6 347+131052310116165_312930.41347+133214101316165_365131.145.3+93251o23161.326o36312346+122771o13
16166--332236.438345+1159101022
16186-3444 39.2 46 344+11 90 15 99 2
16186-3401 40.9 6 345+11 65 15 101 3
16186-3753 41.5 16 342+ 8 64 12 103 2
16188-3240 50.5 30 346+12 31 12 102 2
16188-3331 50.6 52 345+11 33 23 102 2
16189-3525 57.7 31 344+10 29 18 104 3
16189--3303 57.9 56 346+12 75 17 101 2
16190--3236 2.5 16 346+12 64 12 102 2
16191--3851 8.7 13 342+ 8 27 7,102 3
16191--3447 9.6 10 345+10 91 201 100 3
16191 3152 10.5 59 347+12 41 6 102 216191_34130.942345+1144 9 101316192_330o1374g346+1269 10102216192_3250143,0346+1266 10102216192-3,,31635o345+1053 6100316192_39197112341+7 39 71013
16193--3636 18.9 19 343+9 50 9102 3!16193-366519,132343+9 271101161g__370919.6 1 343+9 43 16100316193_334619.642346+1162 1310o3
16193_37142 .721343+9641110o 16193_361523.765343+947 o 101
16194-3736 28.5 25 342+ 8 40 18 100 3
16195-3404 30.1 39 345+11 42! 19 100 3
16195-3440 31.8 30 345+10 27 16 101 3
16195-3125 32.3 55 347+13 52 6 102 2
16195--3555 35.4 10 344+10 52 8 101 3
16196--3927 38.1 9 341+7 _ 34 103 216196-3348 41.6 60 345+11 o= ! 15 125
16197-3630 45.7 59 343+ 9 40 22 100 3
I
16197-3718 45.9126 343+9 51 7 101 3
16198-3854 52.6 2 342+ 7 22 7 101 3
16198-3943 54.0 5 341+7 16 7 135 4
16199--3959 54.8j 5 341+7 76 10 98 2
16199-3439 55.4!35 345+10 29 7 102 3
16199--3859 56.1_25 342+ 7 62 13 101 3
16199-3754 57.6 49 342+8 52 8 10O 3
16199-3819 59.8 32 342+8 31 7 101 3
16200-3912 0.3 32 341+7 37 11 100 3
16201-3243 10.6 50 346+12 48 10 100 3
16202-3323 15.53346+11 67 12 1022
16203--3415 22.C 33 345+11 83 13 101 3
16203--3749 23.9 49 342+8 28 9103 316204--3657 26.G 43 343+ 9 96 3 101
16205-3132 31.(_ 8 347+12 36 8 101,2
16205-3617 ,34.5 11 344+ 9 45 1102412
16206-374637.4,59343+85510101
16206-3640 39.8 57 343+ 9 50 12 101 3
16206-3904.0.244342+7408994
16206-3844 40.4 56 342+ 7 31 5 99 4
16207-3004 42.6 2 348+13 49 8 100 2
16207-3801 43.6 19 342+ 8 59 24 103 2
16207-3310 47.1 18 346+11 43 12 100 3
16207-3950 47.1 19 341+ 7 50 8 98 4
16208-3839 48.4 28 342+ 7 50 9 99 4
16208-3337 50.4 3 346+11 66 12 100 3
16208-3636 51.1 47 343+9 55 16 100 3
16208-3436 51.2 14 345+10 28 =6 100 3
16208--3539 52.620344+10 631100o16206_3514359 ,4+1057131032
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
5.02L C A E 3600000000
16.92L BD BE 0 9501000118
11.99L D M EJ 9500100018
3.47L C A 6600000000
3.45L C CG O6000OO000
11.74L C C D 9500000008
14.83L iC E AA 9 9600000008
10.79L BBC AAA 41 3500000008 69
6.85 DE FD I 8600100308
6.94 D EFGE 6601100430
4.55 IBSCC AAAO 1! 5601000000
i
4.76L C K C 4600200010
3.75 E E C 9600000108
4,37L C N 8 D 6700200210
7.51 DC CI E 5600000210
15.66L C E 8500110308
5.84 E O F C 6680100430
4.03L C CD 4600100000
4.45L BE A8 3500201000
6.55 CC I BCB 1682000100
6.37L BF ACBB 8500000000
3.40L FC I BBG 5700000000
8.79L C B E 5500000000
5.39 D C K G B 7600210408
15.47L B AG 8501000008
6.55 CC BE 4600100100
7.79 D E DC 9700000308
3.45L BD BCF 1 1600000000
3.68L E F A C 7 4600000000
12.46L F CK 9500000008
2.93L D G 9700200200
17.19L B B G 2500000008
22.55L BC AB 0:9401001008
3.45L BE AB 01 0601000000
22.63L C C E F B H I, 9400000008
4.99 C DD 8700000000
4.43 DC J I E B 9701000200
3.85L CC AA 3 9710000000
14.74L CCC AAB 0 8501000008
3.52L C BK 6600000000
5.40L C E H 3602000100
5.21L C BCB 4602000200
26.96L D C 8400000008
16.88L C B 9500100008
5.10 D B 66020001O0
12.02 CE HEB 96C010O508
13.03L F GM 3400100008
12.93L C BE 9402200128
4.45L BCF AAAE 9 3500000000
6.64 D DGC 9500100108
2.72L BCC AAC 0 7601000000
4.71L B AH 3600100000
8.68L BF ABE 01 6501100008
9.69L C BD I 6501000008
16.48L D BGD 9401200108
5.73L BC AA 1 7600001000
4.46L B AE 8600100000
8.91 CC EEB 7681000000
16.39 DC I DC 6682110250
4.23L CF CBDH 7 6600010000
19.72L BD BD
4.37L C AE






















6.39L BC AAE 1 6502000000
7.71L C EL 5600000000
6.91L CF AC H 7 9503000008
6.34L C BD 66001O0000
24.24L B CB 64OO1000O8
4.82L iCC AB 516O10000006.45L CC 6601000000
16.35L CF ACM 3 5400000008
4.62L C B 5600000000
20.72L i C F 9500O0O008
5.34: C DC BCHC 9621100108
4.89 E J F 6700010000
2.39L IF C AA 5 4700000000
5.81L C GI J 560OOO000O
26.47L CD BC 8400100108
4.46L C E 8601100000
5.37L B BFF 6601001210
5.11L BBC AAA 1 3600100000
5.07L CD AF 0 1600010000
6.12 D K C 7600100008
2.48L SO BB 3 56OOOOOOOO
6.84L S CD 5501000000
4.96L B BF 3600100000
3.52L C
BGL i 56000000004.48L C I 8600100000
14.56L BE ABDK I 8 9500100008
7.77L D F E 6500000008
21.66L C CL 8500000008
Sop
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 207571 K0 27 9£
1 5 DC342.3 +08.9 353
1 13 207576 K5 20 91
4
1 39 MSH 16-303 115 85
41 1 32 X1617-364 116 4
4
1 39 OS- 330
41
80 1415
1 13 _07587 K2 22 73
1 40 G5 + 13 114
1 4 TMSS -30262 34 29
1 13 207598 K5 6 87
1 13 207599 K5 5 81
C 1 32 X1619 371 126 12
C
1 16 O7663 6 130
1 13 207611 K0 20 70
1 13 207617 K0 6 9_
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 16 07678 27 143
4 13 207622 GO 28 53
1 13 207623 K2 6 8C
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /.tin
(s) () ] b C) C) (')N
0.930 343+ 9 32 7 100 3 1.73
2.71_ 345+11 3416 t023 .25L
2.8 343+ 8 45111004 .49
6.7 11 345+11 56 11 101:3 .35L
8.043,341+ 7 59 8 99i4 .45
8.148 I 343+ 8 53 11100 3 .64
9.57347+12 291011013 1.63
10.947' 343+ 8 43941100 .47
12.257342+ 8 31 9 '1004 .60
12.76343+ 8 7223 972 .35L
14.726345+10 72 91013 .65
17.522341+ 7 41 4 984 .32L
16.025347+12 50111013 .60
18.314345+10 85211022 .48L
19.6 18 '343+ 9 33 12 128 3 .25L
24.0 18 345+10 62 16 102 2 .27L
27.69342+ 7 60 2211002 .71L'
27.638 344+ 9 34 81003 1.32
32.624341+ 7 41 9 994 .61
33.251347+12 51 241003 .26L
36.2'24346+12 82 12 992 .48
38.6 _ 341+ 7 26 18 962 .26L
42.114343+ 8 33 91004 .63
44.813342+ 7 29 9 994 .55
45.144345+10 43 151003 .26L
47.239343+ 9 54 101003 .30L
47.636343+ 6 59 81003 .47
53.231342+ 7 31 5 984 1.27
54.726343+ 8 30 131004 .25L
57.(; 44346+11 27 11 1013 .55
 ,2+7 ,1 ,5 ,.3558.4 343+ 8 26 1 11.34
0.8 342+ 7 54 12 99' 3 .27
1,4 36 344+ 9 20 8 99 4 1.31
3.3 51 345+10 84 21 102 2 .25L
4.0: 8347+12 66 13 101 3 .37
6.6 54 346+11 32 6 101 3 1.32
13.0 35: 341+ 6 32 5 96 5 1.19
30.3 1 344+ 9 35 14 101 3 .25L
32.336345+10 50 16 100 3 .25L
32.742343+8 2613 9812 .25L
33.535345+10 97 181300' .25L
37.03343+83881004 .6137.14345+10 39121272 .25L
38.551'343 +8 29 5 994 3.01
41.359345+10 71 15 982 .79L
42.359346+13 42 81013 1.74
46.241343+8 8224 992 .62L
46.9 45 342+7 54 9 96 3 .33
47,849341+ 6 29 3 116 .76
54.46343+8 63 8 963 ..
55.724344+9 52 91004 .40
59,9 1342+7 30 4 965 5.21
0.815345+10 22101004 .48
1.1131344+ 9 3514 98i 3 .25L
3.091 344+ 9 31 1412614 .29L
4.9291346+10 246 9913 4.29
7.048342+7 21 5 965 2.20
8.4 8345+10 49 11 994 .46
10.1 4342+ 7 48 25 954 .58L
18.9231346+10 681410212 .3OL
20.429344+9 3610 994 .48
22.7 6_4 348+12 45 81013 .54
24.2 3,7+12 82211013 .25L
25.2 343+8 42 9 985 .55
29.355348+12 56 91013 .52
35.527343+7 54 9 964 .42
38.119343+8 23 8 995 1.00
42.936343+8 32 8; 984 .63
43.5 26 343+8 39 4 98 5 1.86
46.513348+12 52 8,1013 .66
49.753342+ 7 54 5 982 .76
51.958346+10 32 101003 .70
53.518344+ 8 26 8 995 .68
55.430347+11 35 61003 1.89
0.554343+ 8 32 5 984 3.18
1.554345+10 37 9 99 4; .53




11.033348+12 19 51013 32.60
11.422347+11 39211012 .28L
20.643344+9 36 6 98 4 .27L
21359344+ 8 18 5 994 1.52
24.6 35 342+ 6 57 9 96 2 .29
26,9 27 347+11 80 11 100 2 .42
28.1 25 342+ 6 53 18 98 3 .28L
30.3 7 342+ 7 43 9 99 2 3,78
35,4 36 345+ 9 16 5 100 4 18,38
;40.7 6 344+ 6 ; 83 17 98 2 .39L
41., 25342+ 639 6 993 2.69
45.127344+ 8 17 61003 1.17
45.520347+11 48 221002 .25L
48.915344+ 9 23 11 993 .25L
50.536349+13 22 51003 2.00
50.751346+10 25 6 994 2.98
52.46344+ 8 45 7 972 2.15
53.157342+ 6 62 181022 1.06L
56.840345+ 9 21 51003 6.59
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color C.ocrected) V
25 Fm 60 /.tm 100 p.m Flux C( rl A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C( .e: R Flags*
.69L .48L 5.82L C !AB_
.43L .56: 7.04 E C K
.28L .45L 23.25L C IC t
.41L 1.37 3.90L C IJ E A
.27L .61L 7.16L B ,CJ
.40 .46L 4.46L B D B O
.89 .40L 3.86L CC IAA
.32L .55L 23.67L CJ H
.43L ,60L 5.02L D BC
.56L .62L 6.94 E J D'(
I
.33L .41L 18.77L C ICE
.70 2.29 7.06L CB B_
.33L .40L 2.92L B BC
.41L .84L 5.15 D _;
.46L 1.03 7.31 CC FC ::
.50L 1.76 15,91L D N
,28L .50 6.13L C
,77 .42L 4.58L BF AB,
.34L ,65L 6.69L B BD
,37L ,54L 4.30 C I tJ
.29L .40L 4.60L C B
.25 .97L 8.05L F E
.40L .47L 26.43L C B D
.29L .95 6.91 DD
.34L .82 5.89L !
.31L .60L 18.48L B BCJ
,28L ,73L 5.83L B AKI_
.28L 1.28 10,83: CC GD
.38L .40L 3,56L C B E
.64 .62L 6.70L BC AB
4.66 .87 4.64L BDC AA!
.31L .81L 6.11L C C
.76 .55L 4.06L BC AB)
,78L ,73L 9.86 E K[)
.33L .40L 2.77L C DG
.32: .40L 4.11L BE AC
.33 .61L 6.35L BE AD
.31L .55: 7.97 DE MG
.28L .88 9.33: CD M C
.37L 1.00 6.05L D E [}
.42L .40L 5 61 C M
.39 .57L 7.11L BD BBJ
.35L .73 23.99L C B
1.80 .68 17.43L i BCC AAE_
,25L .52 15.80L I C C
,79 .41L 2.74L BD C AB
.29L .59 17,66L F
.32L .47L 5.47L C B
.44: ,76L 33.55L BF BDF
.29L .57L 22.54L I E DE
.40L .48L 30.09L D CBE
2.59 29L 30.74L AB AAE
.40L .84 16.95Ll B E BEt"
.36L .93 20.96L C I C
.38L .64 10.56: CD GE
3.33 .82 14.55Li BBF AAE
.86 .56L: 6.19LI BB AB
.55L .52L 25.08L C BE
.31L .99 7.27 FC J F
,30L .65 18.28L C E
.29L .49L 23,51L O DL
.33L .40L 2,93L B B F
.33L .52: 4.52 DC KLF
.32L ,56L 25.08L B BF
.43L .44L 2.88L D DDI
.24: .67L 24.93L DE BE
.68 .46L 4.98L BC AB
.46 .51L 22.83L DD BB
.47 .51L 21.71L BD AB
.30L .40L 2.56L C BL
.38L .58L 6.94L C BL
.33L .40L 17.50L C BM
.30L .45L 5.29L C BH
1.22 .40L 2.9OL BC AAG
1.67 .49L 4,31L BB AAI
.38L .45L 17,70L B CF
.39L .45L 4.12L C EC
.50L .54L 17,75L B BHL
.31L .40L 3,87L B B
.30L .89 8,45: DD L I E
13.44 1.95 2,51L BCC AAA
.36L .63L 4.59 C C
.41L 2.42 14.29L C J F
.64 .47L 4.46L E]C AB
.28L .86L 34.53L C B L
.40L .44L 4.43L D AL
.30L .90: 12.62 CD KJ E
25.27 31.62 16.13 BSOC AAA
5.14 .91 14.45L BBC AAE
.38L .67 4.53L F B F
2.20 ,63L 29.14L 8F AAE
.25: .41L 4.01L BF AF
.67L .47: 6.45 DE CE
.52L 1.16 9.49 DC BE
.75 .40L 2,59L BD AAI_
1,68 .56L 13.06L CC AA[
.68 .46L 7.08L BF AB
.26L 1.03 28.73L D E
3.58 .82 19.36L _B BC AAE
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Declination: - 40"--- 30 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sep


















4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
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,%. 6 (;>:) 5 SMN. Oo , C) C) (. N
16249--3132 57.3 ,_ 372++12 ! 74 34 99 216249--3915 57.6 19 99 3
16249--3755 58.1 51 343+ 7 35 16 131 2
16250--3847 3.4 58 342+ 7 45 9 99 3
16250--3355 4.2 29 346+10 44 17 100 4
16250-3518 5,8 30 345+ 9 27 12 101 3
16251--3528 10,2 11 345+ 9 59 8 99 3
16251--3656 11.8 42 344+ 8 43 19 101 2
16252-3816 14.7 1 343+ 7 73 14 99 2
16252--3812 15,g 22 343+ 7 23 9 99 2
16253--3857 21.(_ 22 342+ 7 54 9 100 3
16253--3714 21,7 55 344+ 8 41 6 98 3
16253--3525 21,9 42 345+ 9 28 11 100 3
16253--3132 22.7 22 348+12 82 30 101 2
16253--3112 23.C 48 348+12 32 5 100 3
16254--3514 25,8 0 345+ 9 89 10 102 2
16254--3306 26.8 21 347+11 41 19 101 2
16254-3534 28.2 49 345+ 9 25 5 1100 3
16254--3540 28.9 51 345+ 9 48 10 99 3
16255--3703 32,4 31 344+ 8 58 8 98 2
16255--3630 32.8 40 344+ 8 65 13 98 2
16255--3321 34,4 57 346+10 85 21 100 3
16255--3946 35,1 46 342+ 6 39 13 100 3
16255--3731 35,6 13 343+ 8 31 14 98 2
16256--3400 41,7 54 346+10 32 10 99 3
16256--3809 41,8 53 343+ 7 55 10 99 3
16258--3951 48,9 48 342+ 6 73 10 100 3
16258--3742 49,8 10 343+ 7 57 10 99 2
16259--3936 55.9 15 342+ 6 67 21 101 2
16259--3521 56.5 48 345+ 9 44 10 100 2
16260--3636 0,4 56 344+8 25 11 100 3
16260--3727 0.e 5 344+ 8 59 12 99 2
16260--3315 1.C 2 347+10 45 7 99 3
16260--3627 3,3 59 344+ 8 42 25 101 2
16260--3555 4.3 22 345+ 9 69 14 98 2
16260--3840 6£ 23 343+ 7 62 8 99 3
16263--3540 18.4 44 345+ 9 56 7 99 2
16263--3251 18,E 46 347+11 80 12 98 2
16263--3931 19.4121 342+ 6 28 11 99 3
16263--3930 22.5 48 342+ 6 71 15 102 i 2
16264--3634 28.9i 51 344+ 8 60 12 98 _ 2
16265--3333 30.4 11 346+10 23 10 100 3
16266-3827 36,1 34 343+ 7 34 5 99 3
16266--3800 36,4 31 343+ 7 52 21 99 3
16266--3632 36.7 50 344+ 8 46 11 98 2
16266--3956 37,3 54 342+ 6 71 20 103 2
16266--3936 37.7 22 342+ 6 33 13 100 3
16266--3702 40,7 12 344+ 8 55 3 100 1 3
16267--3054 44.E 19 349+12 72 8 100 ; 3
16267--3648 46.4 51 344+ 8 34 26 99 2
16268 3941 48.5140 342+ 6 44 9 98 4
16268--3345 48,5116 346+10 67 21 98 2
16268--3601 48.e 53 345+ 8 60 15 98 2
16268--3608 51.1 35 345+ 8 31 12 98 2
16268--3814 52.0 7 343+ 7 36 5 99 3
16268--3935 54,0 18 342+ 6 31 11 99 2
16269-3957 57.0 22 342+ 6 48 12 98 3
16269--3155 58.3 32 348+11 74 18 100 3
16269--3546 159.6 40 345+ 9 61 21 100 2
16270-3309 2.0 30 347+10 42 8 98 2
16270--3617 3.5 57 345+ 8 39 22 100 2
16270-3912 4,5 54 342+ 6 39 10 99 4
16270-3006 5,7 2 349+12 31 7 100 3
16271--3629 7,3 21 344+ 8 51 16 100 3
16271-3957 7,8 42 342+ 6 41 16 101 3
16271-3936 9.4 29 342+ 6 18 9 97 5
16271-3648 9.9 32 344+ 8 26 6 99 3
16272-3509 12.7 6 345+ 9 32 12 97 2
16272-3301 15.5 60 347+10 41 10 100 3
16273--3919 18.6 60 342+ 6 42 8 99 4
16274-3555 24.0 27 ' 345+ 8 65 17 100 2
16274-3448 24,3 35 346+ 9 40 12 97 2
16274-3605 26.5 41 345+ 8 24 8 99 3
16274-3125 28.3 53 348+11 34 6 100 3
16274-3721 28,9 14 344+ 7 53 12 100 3
16275-3658 33,3 22 344+ 8 30 9 99 3
16275-3456 33.832 346+9 _ 25 996275_0o 05052 43+12 !100°
16275--3313 36.0 45 347+10 58 11 101218278_395141153342+641 8 5
16277-3503 46.2 10 346+ 9 99 19 100 2
16277-3924 46,4 29 342+6 104 13 98 2
16278-3854A 48.8 53 343+6 41 9 96 4
16279-3413 55.6 33 346+ 9 70 11 98 2
16279-3816 58.0 2 343+ 7 21 9 98 6
16279--3153 58.2 22 348+11 45 7 100 3
16279--3627 59,3 39 345+ 8 17 5 98 4
16280-3022 0.2 39 349+12 41 6 100 3
16280-3736 5.7 28 344+ 7 45 10 98 4
16280-3435 5.8 53 346+ 9 38 18 100 2
16281-3708 6.7 9 344+ 7 65 19 99 4
16281-3651 11.2 31 344+ 8 23 5 98 5
16282-3605 14.3 21 345+ 8 61 17 97 2
16282-3133 14.5 54 348+11 45 13 100 3
16282-3536 15.2 36 345+ 9 48 14 98 3
16282-3600 16.5 14 345+ 8 26 13 98 4
16283-3535 19.1 29 345+ 9 41 6 98 3
16283-3454 20.744 346+9 55 10 _9_163
16283-3752 21.5 49 344+ 7 34
16283-3954 23.1 28 342+ 6 52 5 2
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flux Density
(No_ Co,or Cocrected) V
12 pm 25 pm 60 p.m lO0 vm Flux Corr A
(J_sky) Uncs Coef R
.25L .33L .40L 3.29 D G F
11,72 5,09 ,59: 5,02L BBD AAD 0
,29L ,36L .97: 7.66 DE FHEB
,74 ,25: ,46L 5,79L CD BC 0
,34: ,36L ,52L 4,74 iC C DJ EC
.27L .30L .0OL 7.40 i C J CB
,37 ,33L ,47L 22,40L I F C
.26L .30L .78: 5.49 CC E B
.55 ,30L ,68L 5,03L C B H
2,43 1,07 .67L 5,03L CE AA 7
,42 ,38L ,77L 6.23L C CBK
4.54 2.14 .43L 4.49L BC AA 0
.29L .33L .79 5.58 CD K CA
.39L ,39L ,59L 3.45 C ME
.88 1.06 .40L 1.92L BC BA 0
.54 ,39L .57L 27.58L F D I
.36L .37L ,67 7.88: DE K DC
9.49 2,50 ,57L 16.69L BC AAG 0
.43 .32L .45L 17.03L C E F
.56 .32L .5OL 6.52L C E
.91 .40L .46L 3.89L C AD
,25L .43L .55L 5.36 D DCKC
.47 .36L .78L 37.61L B CB
,34 .27L .69L 20.16L C D EH
.50L .30L .56 6.46L C B CF
.45 .28L .52L 5.42L C B
.86 ,41: .79L 31,34L DD jAD E 3
.84 .29L .46L 4.68L C AJ
,45L .67L 1.16 30,75L D HB
.57 .48L .52L 18,24L C BC
.25L .29L 1.63 15.13 CC HI I D
,88 .31L .46L 5.02L C BH L
.38 .30L .42L 10.09L C B J K
.88L .30L .71 7,55L D G GD
.5.8 .33L .45L 19.93L C CK
.61 .41L .66L 6.01L B AD
.26L .32L 1.06 10.41L F D CH
.28L ,51L ,80 12.26L C FHC
.68 .48 .69L 25.81L CF AAD 9
.93L .32L 1.74 23.24L D B D
.66 ,38L .43L 4.59L C B F
.42L ,31L .97 3.81 FD L BB
.48 .32L ,66L 4.34: B E BGFA
.25L ,32L ,64: 7.36 DC FJ DB
5.38 3.51 .83L 3.70L BC AAC 0
.25L ,30L 1.12 25.19L C E D
.26L .29L 1.30 40.83L O B
.25L .31L .61: 6,76 CC I DE
.51 .35L .41L 3.29L C BDG
.29L .56L ,71L 6.51 C FGD
.75 .30: .87L 47.98L CE AB 1
.25L .26L .55L 3.77 O : MB
.52 .32L ,42L 13.86L C EH E
5,09 1,92 ,42L 13,94L F D A A 7
1.29 1.03 .67L 4,25L BC ABC 1
.39 .35L .86L 18,32L C AD C
.36L .29L 1.11 10.24: DE D I C
,25L ,34L .43L 4.57 C I C
.29L .34L .83L 5.49 D GB
.35 .33L ,40L 19.35L C CH
.25L .30L 1.05 7.64: F F F B
.55 .37: .69L 10.22L DE BB 0
1.29 .31L .44L 21.28L B AI HH
.43L .31L .79 4.19 CD L CB
.30L .27L 1.02 39,21L D D
.25L .35: 2.35 18,32L DC OF DB
2.06 1.00 .64: 3.83L DCF AACH 0
2.92 1,56: ,44L 26.40L E F A A 8
.52 .29L .43L 13.94L B B
.27L .29L 1.34 10.08L C GA
1,25 ,36L .42L 19.20L D AK
2,00 1.07 .57L 25.76L BC AAF 3
.70 .66 .49L 10.81L CF ABHD 6
2.54 1.17 .4OL 3.02L BE AAG 9
.29 .30L .46L 18.98L C DI
.48 .37L .53L 3.84L C CE J
.33 .66L .5.4L 14.20L C DL
1.03 .40L .44L 2.82L B BJ
.64 .41L .46L 18.84L C BD
,45 .36L 1,03L 48,63L B CE
.62 .36L .53L 13.67L C B
.29 .41L .98L 10.49L C E
.63 .28L .83L 9.38L C BG
.76 .41L .43L 3.79L F BF
.25L .19: 2,34 17.56 DBB CFB
.62 .31L .43L 3.80L C CF
1.78 1.20 ,46: 4.50L ECD AAE 6
1.12 ,41L .40L 3.09L B AC F
.37 .32L .61L 7.23L B CJ
.66 1.20 1.29 12.14L CDC CDC 1
.25L .33L ,42: 8.23 DD J L HD
1.32 .0O .51L 22.74L DD AAD 9
.33L .33L .70 12,48L C DDF I
.27L .41L .62 3.95L C K OC
.25L .28L 1.70 14.01: CF MGGF
,35 ,32L 1.02 15.09L C D B Ol
,41 .32L .52L 13,22: C F BI I F
1,10 ,51L .40L 15.32L B AD
.87 .64 ,68L 6.98L DE AB 9
.64 .36L .59L 62.0OL F E L
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl)









































































































R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
16
1 13 207692 K2
1 14 390-SC 6 GI
1 32 X1625- 330
2 13 207696 MA
1 13 207698 K5
1 13 207705 K5
1 32 X1626-366
C 1 32 X1626-357
1 13 207714 K2
1 1 BZ SCO 14
1 32 X1627-395
1 13 207722 K





























at 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a _ Coords SM.I SMN 88(1
hm. * , (s) (") 1 b (") (") (')
6283-3447 23.1 43 I 346+ 9 39 7!98
6283-3147 23.7 59 348+11 72 1 100
6284-3647 26.7 4 344+ 8 72 18:100
6284-3939 27.8 32 342+ 6 58 9 95
6284-3132 29.7 51 1348+11 57 7 100
6285-3930 30.8 7 342+ 6 21 9 96
6286-3355 38.2 6 347+10 88 21 99
6286-3020 39.9 2 349+12 28 7 100
5286-3428 41.5 51 346+ 9 26 19 96
5286-3745 ¢2.0 40 344+ 7 26 5 97
6287--3707 42,4 23 344+ 7 62 13 98
8287-3237 46,1 2 348+10 30 8 101
8287--3122 46.5 38 348+11 55 7 100
6288-3758 48.4 45 344+ 7 31 6 97
5286-3825 48,5! 22 343+ 7 49 14 98
8288--3240 48,6 4 347+10 20 7 100
6288--3449 49,0 2 346+ 9 33 15 99
5288--3519 49,1' 11 346+ 9 29 15 97
8288--3433 49.2 0 346+ 9 17 5 98
8289-3103 55.2 43 349+11 34 10 100
5289-3755 59.1 26 344+ 7 32 8 97
5289-3555 59.2 20 345+ 8 102 22 96
5290-3744 3.4 13 344+ 7 68 20 98
5290-3856 3.8155 343+ 6 35 8 98
5290--3741 4.0!53 344+ 7 21 4 98
5291--3353 6.4 1 347+10 53 18 99
5291--3613 7.0 46 345+ 8 85 7 95
5292--3834 12.2 7 343+ 6 56 13 100
5292--3320 12.6 57 347+10 41 13 97
5292--3817 13,5 35 343+ 7 42 8 98
5292--3637 14,9 41 345+ 8 59 13 97
5292--3723 17.0 27 344+ 7 33 8 98
_-_92 -- 3654 17.1 21 344+ 7 27 4 98
5292--3907 17,2 58 343+ 6 32 4 97
5293--3939 20.6 29 342+ 6 16 5 97
5293-3928 21,1 4 343+ 6 30 8 98
5294-3428 24.9 5 346+ 9 46 9 98
5294- 3625 27.0 54 345 + 8 25 8 98
5294-3833 28.9 30 343+ 6 37 8 95
5295-3855 32.6 44 343+ 6 28 5 96
5295-3727 35.6 6 344+ 7 36 8 97
5296-3812 38.1 43 343+ 7 43 9 98
5296-3744 38.9 1 344+ 7 20 4 97
5296-3523 40.0 34 346+ 8 46 14 98
5296-3145 40.9 54 348+11 20i ; 19_995296--3021 41.4 22 349+12 86 1
5296-3243 41.5 58 348+10 35 12 97
5297-3959 43.0 52 342+5 77 14 96
5297 3259 44.2 34 347+10 21 tl 99
5298-3602 49.3 53 345+8 32 9 98
5298-3126 50.0 59 349+11 20 7 100
5298-3934 50.6 39 342+6 27 5 98
5298-3331 53.1 37 347+10 50 12 98
5299-3143 58.2 21 348+11 49 23 100
5299-3911 59.2 18 343+ 6 46 23 103
5299-3642 594 51 345+8 32 12 97
5300-3648 3.4 38 345+ 7 40 9 98
5301-3656 9.8 53 344+7 33 3 99
5302-3249 160 7 348+10 74 17 98
5302-3151 16.2 50 348+11 20 12 97
5303-3417 20.1 29 346+ 9 17 8 98
5303-3051 22.229 349+11 33 8 100
5304-3628 26.2 54 345+8 29 10 95
5304-3912 287 2 343+6 24 11 95
5304-3831 29.338 343+6 16 4 98
5304-3532 29.3 15 346+8 34 9 98
5305 3543 34.2 25 345+ 8 52 17 99
5305-3526 34.924 346+8 37 9 95
5305-3902 35.4 13 343+ 6 75 11 96
5306-3911 37.0 52 343+ 6 43 20 101
5306-3521 37.1 42 346+ 8 31 7 98
5306-3212 37.9i31 348+10 62 14 97
5306-3238 38.041 348+10 32 5 98
5306 3350 38.7 5 347+ 9 36 3 98
5306-3621 41.2 24 345+ 8 29 10 125
6307-3419 42.2 21 347+ 9 66 14 98
6307-3919 42.2 8 343+ 6 28 4 97
6307-3700 42.8 5 345+ 7 25 9 97
6307-3821 43.4 7 344+ 6 _ 32 9 98
5307-3033 44.4 11 349+12 53 14 100
6307-3459 46.9 13 346+ 9 24 4 98
6307-3817 47.5 12 344+ 6 66 8 95
_308-3927 48.2 44 343+ 6 23 9 98
6308-3828 48.5 4 343+ 6 21 8 98
6308 3147 49_ 26 348+11 95 21 96
6306-3819 50.(_ 11 344+ 6 42 8 98
6308-3427 50.1 32 346+ 9 55 10 98
6308 3903 50.E 7 343+ 6 26 4 98
6308-3529 50.8 9 346+ 8 35 9 98
6308-3445 53.6 11 346+ 9 39 9 98
6309 3353 57.6 23 347+ 9 31 9 98
6309-3313 58.0 50 347+10 89 15 96
6310-3629 2.5 9 345+ 8 46 5 98
6310 3744 4.0 t5 344+ 7 33 5 97
6310-393t 4.2 6 343+ 5 38 12 98
6310 3955 4.8 2 342+ 5 74 20 101
6310 3912 5.1 47 343+ 6 38 8 96
6310 3642 6.0 44 345+ 7 77 12 99
6311 3347 8.5 21 347+ 9 39 8 98
6311 3706 8,7 2t 344+ 7 46 15 97
Flux Density
H
C (No! Color Corrected)
O 12 _.m 25 y.m 60 hem I(X) bcm Flux
N (.lansky) Uncs
15.26 8.19 1.38 13.66L BBC
.44L .38L .76: 6.67 CC
2 .35L .35L .62 25.90L C
5 .53 .32L 1.00L 66.68L C
3 .51 .41L .40L 3.95L B
6 .85 .49 .76L 48.48L BB
2 .39 .34L A7L 3.83L C
3 .71 .28L ,40L 25.06L B
2 .37 .34L .46L 18.15L C
6 3.10 2.02 .41: 6.39L CBC
4 .31L .32L .70 24.94L C
2 1.22 .63 .40L 11.95L BC
3 .64 .38L .43L 3.68L IE
5 .42 .32L .67L 8.82L Is
4 .38L .32L .81 9.03L C
3 3.76 1.72 .67 12.07L BCD
4 .25L ,50L .90 8.23: DC
6 .25L .33L .73: 10.13 DB
4 4.12 1.63 .48L 13.78L BC
,3 .76 .31L .42L 3.23L D
6 .79 .38 .60L 6.86L BC
2 1.44L .43L .53 16.13L C
5 .25L .28L .58L 10.35 S
6 .79 .43 .71L 7.48L BE
6 14.18 8.38 1.10 7.16L BBB
2 .27L .37L .55 3.98L D
2 .49 .28L .57L 22.32L C
3 .39 .38L .63L 6.18L C
3 .50 .28L .40L 14.52L C
6 .56 .16: .66L 6.82L BD
2 .26 .47L .61L 19.86L C
6 .55 .54L .56L 30.00L C
6 1.10 .43L .53L 31.16L B
6 2.68 1.99 .90L 9.27L B E
5 15.78 5.82 .74: 35.78L CCD
4 .55 .30L .97L 10.00L D
5 .51 .32L .45L 3.77L D
6 .78 .41 .48L 19.20L BD
5 .51 .24: .75L 7.45L B D
5 1.49 .71 .84L 6.35L BB
6 ,74 .40L .67L 26.58L B
6 .55 .31: .75L 6.70L BF
6 2.17 1.01 .61L 5.67L BB
5 ; .29L .31L .57 5.37 DC
3i 4.72 2.57 .67L 2.91L BC
2! .63L .81L .96L 5.74 D
3 ! .57 .38L .43L 12.67L C
2 .26 .32L 1.21L 50.20L C
5 .25L .28L .89 5.10 CD
6 .60 .33 .48L 20.77L B D
3 2.31 .65 .40L 3.67L S E
6 1.93 .90 1.10L 39.35L S B
4 .46 .43L .45L 3.78L B
2 .25L .63L .58L 7.50 D
2 1.06L .68L 1.34L 12.37 C
5 .26L .33L .84 5.90 CC
6 .61 .35L .61L 22.29L B
6 .25L .31L .78: 7.00 C C
3 .36L .34L .65 18.37L C
3 .25L .37L 1.15 6.35 CC
6 .96 .37L .45L 4.06L B
3 1.00 .59: .56L 3.96: CD E
4 .54 .31L .74L 21.40L S
5 .29L .31L 1_46: 14.58 DC
6 23.99 12.59 2.11 8.19L BBB
6 .80 .28: .56L 21.48L BC
4 .34L .54L .59L 8.29 D
4 ,43 .35L .56L 4.93L E
2 .50 .51L 98L 9.99L D
2 .40L .52L .98: 12.50 DC
5 .25L .29L .69 7.35 C B
3 .37 .32L .49L 3.26L E
5 5.22 3.03 .64 15.43L ABC
6 1.17 .54 .45L 3.54L CO
5 .25L .29L .92 6.74 B D
2 .27 .70L .54L 5.52L F
8 6.17 3.18 1.OlL 10.41L BD
6 .80 .39L .57L 22.76L B
7 .54 .27L .78L 7.67L B
2 .28 .57L .62L 26.65L F
6 7.47 4.58 .75 4.97L ABC
3 .32 .42L .94L 10.15L C
6 .73 .27: 1.22L 11.83L B E
7 .93 .57 .87L 9.19L BB
2 .37L ,39L .56L 2.43 C
6 .73 .25: .85L 9,73L CO
4 .38 ,35L .54L 5.82L C
6 .76 ,78 .98L 11.60L BE
5 .88 ,40L .51L 5.34L S
6 .62 .35L .53L 5.14L B
6 .85 .35L ,48L 4.24L B
3 .25L .38L .60 3.42L C
6 .39L .37L 1.11 9,01: B D
6 1.30 37 .71L 7.83L BD
5 .30L .30L 2.11 13,17L S
2 .45L .30L 1.59 58.17L D
5 .25L .56 1.26: 11.81L CC
3 .25L .67L .63L 5.60 C
6 .78 .31: .50L 4.37L BD
2 .29 .41L .66L 33.20L E
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
3orr A Confusion R S A Sep














"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2} CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed _ources (PH); 5) Ne_hbo_ing Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
86
Right Ascension: 16h31m10"-16h33"49 ' Declination: -40°--30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name
a 8
h m. o ,
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 Izm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
16311-3448 10.6 1 346+ 9 41 9 98 5 .50 .26L .51L 5.52L C CD 2601100000
16311-3842 11.7 52 343+ 6 29 8 98 6 .79 .32 .99L 10.24L BD ADM 3 2600000000
16312-3339 16.5 32 347+ 9 30 16 100 3 .25L .28L .41: 3.60 DD MGC 2700000010
16313-3833 22.1 29 343+ 6 24 9 98 6 .53 .28L .94L 9.25L B AJ 2600000000
16313-3346 22.2 17 347+ 9 79 14 99 2 .32 .30L .50L 4.87L F E 2600110000
16313-3556 23.9 4 345+ 8 49 12 97 2 .31 .36L .49L 17.75L F CE 4600010008
16314-3903 25.0 31 343+ 6 65 13 97 3 .32L .34L 1.54 10.54L C DB 3602000100
16314-3756 28.1 8 344+ 6 20 4 98 6 5.33 2.80 .74: 7.70L ABC AAC 1 7700000000
16315-3959 32.4 32 342+ 5 69 17 101 2 .28L .30L 1.17 32.36L C ED 7501200008
16315-3747 35.6 58 344+ 7 41 9 98 6 .38 .29L .73L 7.63L B B F 7600100000
16316 3441 41.5 52 346+ 9 24 6 98 6 1.42 _86 .48L 3.86L CB AAG 8 0702000000
16317--3425 43.1 50 347+ 9 49 27 100 2 .27L 1.00L .50L 3.51 D LMD 1700000000
16318-3652 50.1 i 9 345+7 28 10 97 5 .25L .30L 1.47 16.67L C DEC 9581200208 4
16318-3918 51.5[ 24 343+ 5 20 S 96 6 .53 .30L 1.24L 47.B1L B BG 6400000008
16318-3831 52_1 25 344+ 6 15 4 981 7 5.09 2.51 .99L 9.19L BB AAD 9 2600000000
16318--3818 53.4 56 344+ 6 68 11 991 2 .32 .27L .78L 7.74L C D D 5701000100
16319-3745 54.0 32 344+ , 40 14 100i _ .25L .41L .86L 9.70 BI FFC 7600100000
16319--3559 55.8 41 345+ 8 49 8 98 6 .33L .32L .92 4.86: BD G EC 9740000108
16319-3902 56.1 31 343+ 6 63 9 97 5 .31L .32L 1.84 43.13L C DCB 7403000108
16319-3108 56.9 42 349+11 16 4 100 6 2.88 1.43 .40L 13.80L BB AA 4 6400000008
16319-3319 57.1' 14 347+ 9 42 14 99 3 .30L .34L .60 22.09L C FGCD 5500000008
16319-3307 57.4 43 348+10 36 9 98 5 .66 .35L .49L 21.28L B ADMF 5502010008
16320-3211 0.2 5 348+10 27 4 98 6 1.59 .86 .44L 3.16L BB AAC 6 7600001000
16320-3200 2.E 30 348+10 64 20 97 4 .32L .50L .48L 3.51 C L K D 7600100000
16320--3718 4.1 30 344+ 7 24 9 98 5 .44L .30L 1.07 10.48L B CCB 66Cl100118
16321-3623 7.6 26 345+ 7 29 4 97 6 1.46 .65 .52L 22.88L BC AB 3 6401111008
16321-3625 10.(] 22 345+ 7 18 5 97 6 2.21 1.18 .52L 22.54L BB AAD 2 6401111008
16322-3735 13.6 22 344+ 7 37 9 98 7 .65 .31L .75L 6.92L B BL 6600000000
16322-3203 14.5 29 348+10 32 9 98 5 .83 .27: .43L 3.35L CD BCH 0 7600100000
16322-3647 14.5:51 345+ 7 20 4 97 6 1.60 .89 .56L 24.75L BB AA 0 8400202008 2
16322--3751 14.6 25 344+ 6 35 8 98 7 .62 .31L .83L 7.93L B B 6701000000
16323-3805 20.4 56 344+ 6 49 12 99 3 .35 .33L 1.07L 8.94L C D 4702000000
16323--3440 21.0 14 346+ 9 38 10 98 5 .38 .33L .60L 5.10L C BF 0700000000
16323-3516 22.0 48 346+ 8 42 8 97 8 .79 .36: .57L 4.82L DD BDN 3 4700100100
16323-3903 22.1 14 343+ 6 52 16 94 2 .35L .29L .93 50.08L D K D 7403200008
16323-3907 22.8 37 343+ 6 29 22 99 2 .33L .30L .97 46.82L D I E 6402200008
16324-3305 24_9 31 348+10 28 14 97 6 .30L .34L .64 5.41 IBECB MHEB 670111000816324-3222 28.2 51 348+10 44 10 98 5 .65 .29: .48L 4.42L BC 1 3600000000
16324-3956 28.9 15 343+ 5 19 5 97 7 2.16 .52 1.26L 85.35L BC AB 7 3402100008
16324-3723 28.9 54 344+ 7 28 8 98 7; .51 .37L _65L 8.37L C BG 5601200110
16325-3257 30.8 1 348+10 25 6 97 5 1.10 .62 .45L 14.69L BC ABC 2 6601120008
16325-3301 33.4 2 348+10 41 9 98 5 .91 .37L .45L 17.61L C AC 5601320008
16325-3941 33.5 13 343+5 63 18 100 2 .33L .35L 1.09 96.49L D FD 4401000118
16325-3514 33.7 32 346+ 8 86 22 99 2 .79L .40L .71L 8.69 F M GC 3601100100
16325-3717 34.3 60 345+ 7 35 15 96 4 .41L .33L .80 9.34 CE HI ED 7601200110
16325--3332 35.4 6 347+ 9 18 10 97 7 .25L .31L .66 7.86 BC EFD 3681000008
16326-3909 36.2 22 343+ 5 25 8 99 3 .40L .33L 1.19 46.33L E DCC 7401200008
16326-3412 40.9 7 347+ 9 46 9 98 6 .52 .31 ,49L 4.62L BD BBEF 8 5600000000
16326-3524 41.6 48 346+ 8 21 6 97 5 .73 .42 .51L 3.83L BC AC 1 4702100000
16326--3036 41.8 59 350+11 24 13 96 4 .25L .58L .56L 3_58 D DFB 3601000208 4
16327-3652 42.2 50 345+ 7 32 15 102 2 .33L .35L .67 6.79L D HDC 8600100008
16327-3606 42.7 23 345+ 8 22 5 97 7 1.26 .65 .79L 9.09L CB ABFF 5 9601100111
16327-3605 45.8 21 345+ 8 51 14 97 3 .30L .28L .65 27.59L D D 9400100018
16328--3537 48.9 24 346+ 8 40 5 98 6 .70 .34 .56L 22.52L CF ACEE 9 9500010008
16328-3953 49.4 31 343+ 5 32 8 96 5 .30 .23: 1.52L 72.78L BE CI 1400100008
16328-3404 51.3 21 347+ 9 43 1 97 5 .55 .36L .46L 4.55L C BC 5600000000
16328-3005 53.1 18 350+11 66 11 99 5 .29L .36L .81 15.22L B G CC 9501000108
16329-3851 54.3 28 343+ 6 32 11 130 3 .47L .34L 1.16 10.13: CE DEE 5701100218
16329-3014 55.7 8i350+11 36 9 15 6 .25L .36L 1.27 7.20 BB GDGB 9601100638 C
16329-3616 57.5 36 345+ 7 46 8 97 6 .81 .30L .57L 26.75L B BI 9402000008'
16329-3519 58.7 51 346+ 8 82 19 101 2 .25L .41L .38: 3.79 DD CC 3700100100
16329-3322 58.8 11 348+ 9 59 13 97 4 .34L .39L .71L 5.83 D DNDB 5682000208
16330-3647 2.8 55 345+ 7 61 7 97 3 .31 .26L .65L 7.03L C D 6500110000
16330-3509 4.9 15 346+8 18 5 97 7 33.56 8.28 1.50 4.57L BBB AAAG 1 2710000000 18
16330-3036 5.3 10 350+11 54 11 97 4 .30L .33L .74 13.46L C CF 3400000108 4
16330-3846 5.4 9 344+ 6 27 9 97 7 .84 .63 1.02L 55.55L BC AA 6 6502100008
16330-3019 5.7 21 350+11 71 15 97 4 .34L .39L .66 21.46L C I CF 7402100328 C
16331-3720 9.3 33 345+ 7 35 11 97 6 .30L .44L .84 6.95L B L L B 7600100000
16331-3419 9.5 55 347+ 9 46 12 96 4 .33 .35L .51L 5.08L B D 3600000000
16331-3609 11.1 49 345+ 7 27 3 98 7 1.20 .22: .81: 23.35L BDD ACHF 0 9502230828 5
16332-3926 12.0 32 343+ 5 43 14 97 2 .31L .42L 1.03 53.13L D CF 3500000008
16332 3810 12.3 49 344+ 6 43 8 97 5 .38 .30L .94L 13.28L B CH 5601210000
16332-3732 17.0 12 344+6 42 9 97 7 .46L .31L 1.22 8.64L B HHA 5600000000
16332-3751 17.6 18 344+ 6 74 13 93 2 .26 .43L .91L 15.25L C EL 5501000000
16333-3607 18.7 44 346+ 7 55 9 97 6 .49 .30L .59L 28.23L B BC 9402230928 5
16333-3815 18.8 46 344+6 15 4 97 7 1.17 1.92 .83L 10.53L CB AAG 7 5600100000
16333 3441 18.9 9 347+ 8 28 5 97 7 1.22 .31: .46L 4.21L BE AB 0 0700100000
16333-3716 19.5 38 345+ 7 24 8 97 7 .77 .30L .75L 6.70L B AEJ 5600300000
16333-3209 19.7 10,349+10 28 5 100 6 1.50 1.00 .45L 3.94L BB AAMH 6600001000
16333-3712 20.8 5 I 345+ 7 20 9 99 6 .66 .41L .73L 7.17L C AE 6600200000
16333-3426 23.1 39 347+ 9 26 8 97 7 .76 .32L .50L 4.32L B AB 3700000000
16334-3107 24.8 59 !349+11 22 5 99 7 51.82 21.93 4.49 4.94: ABBE AAAB 2 4650100408 16 4
16334-3805 25.2 30 : 344+ 6 41 9 97 5 .41 .31L .79L 12.60L B CF 5601100000
18334-3944 26.2 55 343+ 5 15 4 129 7 2.69 1.39 5.63L 60.61L BB AA 3 351300010C
16334-3541 28.5 52 346+ 8 35 6 97 4 .40 .30: .51L 23.09L FE DD 9500101008
16335-3528 31.3 11 346+ 8 30 18 95 7 .26L .35L .75 10.44L C EDC 9500200008
16335-3029 31.6 56 350+11 85 24 96 2 .38L .57L .72L 3.74 D HB 4600000008
16335-3642 32.4 53 345+ 7 41 8 98 5 .43 .30L .53L 5.41L B BD 6600000000
16335 3911 33.3 53 343+ 5 35 12 94 3 .30 .37L 1.37L 50.41L D EEE 4502000108
16335--3522 33.3 42 346+ 8 69 12 97 3 .50L .31L .55 20.74L ! C GEDG 9500200008
16335-3444 35.4 18 347+ 8 23 3 98 7 1.20 .46 .45L 4.21L BC AB M 0 0701100000
16335-3626 35.5 14 345+ 7 26 4 98 7 .91 .48 .63L 21.01L BD ABE 5 8400000008
16336-3723 39.4 45 345+ 7 45 8 98 5 .49 .30L .63L 7.78L B BM 6700100000
16336-3214 41.E 56 349+10 26 10 985 .35 .34L .44L 3.95L B CF 6601000000
16337--3108 43.7 42 349+11 53 18 963 .25L .41L .41L 4.38 C NA 3600100408 4
16337--3050 45.E 58 350+11 23 5 99 7 1.63 .71 .40L 16.17L BB _AB 8 3420100008
16337-3747 45.E 2 344+ 6 28 3 97 7 1.29 .34: .69L 9.01L BD AB t 7 5701110000
16337-3843 46.2 40 344+ 6 36 9 95 5 .45 .31L 1.07L 48.59L B A 3500010108
16337-3706 46., c 1 345+ 7 25 9 97 7 .53 .29: .57L 7.13L BE BB 0 6601011000




# T Name Type (") Mag
40 K2/3 (111) 4 36 112
1 13 207801 K5 6 92
4 13 207814 M0 3 42
5 1 STSCO 2 3
1 16 07849 25 1400
1 16 07854 52 1300






a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8
ham. °8, (s) (-) 1 b (") (') (')
16338-3719 53.1 47 345+ 7 71 9 94
16338-3744 53.8 4 344+ 6 23 11 94
16338-3407 53.8 42 347+ 9 40 11 98
16339-3323 55.6 38 348+ 9 32 9 97
16339-3715 55.8 24 345+ 7 45 5 97
16339-3653 55.9 t6 345+ 7 38 12 96
16339-3008 56.0 50 350+11 25 8 113
t6339-3205 57.1 11 349+10 68 8 97
16339--3153 59.5 6 349+10 73 33 97
16340-3139 2.7 27 349+10 24 6 99
16340-3054 3.2 4 350+11 47 13 97
16340-3023 4.9 50 350+11 38 9 99
16340-3607 5.1 50 346+ 7 18 3 98
16341-3216 8.t 42 349+10 53 11 87
16341-3433 11.0 31 347+ 8 17 8 97
16341-3748 11.3 28 344+ 6 40 4 97
16342-3536 12.8 4 346+ 8 32 15 99
16342-3613 13.0 27 346+ 7 26 4 98
16342-3754 14.1 9 344+ 6 15 4 97
16342-3555 16.9 40 346+ 7 20 3 97
16342-3814 17.1 18 344+ 6 26 4 95
16342-3539 17.2 46 346+ 8 33 8 98
16342-3922 17.5 11 343+ 5 35 3 97
16342-3050 17.7 16 350+11 35 7 97
16343--3518 23.6 23 346+ 8 13 3 98
16344--3855 24.7 40 343+ 5 16 4 97
16344--3856 26.7 33 344+ 5 59 10 95
16345--3949 31.2 38 343+ 5 18 6 97
16345--3926 32.0 49 343+ 5 52 12 97
16345-3442 33.3 51 347+ 8 22 3 97
16345-3526 33.3 43 346+ 8 78 17 94
16345--3507 33.5 19 348+ 8 23 15
16345-3212 35.0 59 349+10 24 4
16346--3155 36.9 37 349+10 46 27
18346-3109 37.8 47 349+10 30 5
16346-3918 39.6 33 343+ 5 39 8
16346-3536 39.6 10 346+ 8 18 8
16348-3029 39.7 4 350+11 55 9
16347-3856 46.5 36 344+ 5 28 8
16347-3359 47.6 4 347+ 9 40 16
16347-3703 47.9:58 345+ 7 29 8
16348-3522 49.1 4 346+ 8 28 3
16348--3914 48.3 27 343+ 5 40 3
16348--3624 49.6 1 346+ 7 77 8
16348--3156 52.3 59 349+10 50 23
16349--3602 56.(; 49 346+ 7 40 8
16349-3359 58.6 34 347+ 9 16 16
16350-3052 0.1 40 350+11 42 12
16350-3930 0.7, 2 343+ 5 66 8
16350--3837 3.5120 344+ 5 19 3
18350-3227 5.4 37 349+10 49 13
16351-3617 8.0 52 346+ 7 20 4
16351-3359 10.9 31 347+ 9 33 18
16351-3054 11.8 55 1350+11 73 7
16352-3437 12.8 41 347+ 8 17 3
16352-3254 12,7 42 348+ 9 45 9
16352-3531 14,7 48 346+ 8 76 13
16352-3627 15.3 39 346+ 7 60 13
16352-3037 16,4 1 350+11 79 13
16352-3906 17.4 6 344+ 5 29 12
16353-3938 18.6 50 343+ 5 30 8
16353--3822 19.8 7 344+ 6 36 9
16353-3657 20.6 57 345+ 7 39 8
16353--3713 23.7 16 345+ 6 50 9
16354-3359 24.4 33 347+ 9 30 9
16354--3741 26.1 45 345+ 6 21 5
16354--3128 26.5 59 349+10 36 9
16354--3725 27.2 56 345+ 6 32 10
16355-3421 30.7 57 347+ 8 18 9
16355-3230 36.0 39 349+ 9 53 10
16356-3051 36.9 31 350+11 40 17 I
16356-3449 37.5 22 347+ 8 56 9
16356-3535 38.2 56 346+ 7 23 16
16356-3940 39.7 30 343+ 5 31 8
16357-3902 42.4 12 344+ 5 24 11
16357-3707 43.2 41 345+ 6 26 10
16357-3358 46.6 4 347+ 8 24 21
16357-3544 46.8 15 346+ 7 11 7
16357-3942 47.0 51 343+ 5 28 8
16357-3854 48.0 10 344+ 5 41 8
16358-3615 48.2 39 346+ ' 42 8
16358--3424 48.3 6 347+ 8 27 3
16358-3422 50.7 16 347+ 8 21 4
18358-3213 53.4 14 349+10 51 7
18358-3317 53.5 20 348+ 9 31 12
16359-3929 55.0 8 343+ 5 42 8
16359 - 3044 56.1 35 350 + 11 44 25
16359-3309 56.2 23 348+ 9 34 17
16359-3908 57.3 51 344+ 5 23 4
16359-3905 57.7 49 344+ 5 62 12
16359-3849 58._ 22 344+ 5
16359-3516 58.5 52 347+ 8
16360-3305 1.7 6 348+ 9
16360--3415 3.8 35 347+ 8
16360-3721 3.8 56 345+ 6
16361--3628 8.0 24 346+ 7
16361-3846 8.5 54 344+ 5
16361--3410 9.2 4 347+ 8
16361-3806 9.6 40 344+ 6
16362-3827 16,2 26 344+ 5
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flsgs Associations
.!
C (Not Color Corrected)
O 12 Fm 25 p.m _ Fm 100 p.m Flux
N (Jansky) Uncs
2 .40 .43L .67L 7.38L F
3 .33 .31L .80L 10.84L C
7 .31 .36L .49: 6.93 C CB
7 .65 .61 .42L 15.46L BB
7 .35L .30L 1.16 7.07L B
5 .32L .31L .72 4.25: BD
6 .29L .37L 1.43 11.78L B
4 .47 .3OL .40L 3.75L D
2 .30L .33L .49L 2.39 D
6 .86 .38L .41L 3.24L B
4 .43L .41L .52 16.27L C
5 .30L .29: .84 4.67: F C D
7 4.88 2.06 .53L 21.09L AB
4 .47 .42L .47L 4.21L C
7 1.03 .63 .49L 4.55L BD
6 .72 .23: .95L 8.12L BD
3 .27L .37L .67 29.63L C
7 2.36 1.02 .50L 31.72L AB
7 4.27 1.70 .97L 9.20L BB
7 1.72 1.81 1.49 31.08L BBB
6 16.20 199.78 290.17 139.41 AACC
4 .36 .31L .61L 25.26L C
8 .54 .36 1.20L 9.46: B D D
5 .41 .34L .40L 16.37L B
7 2.47 .68 .53: 20.77L BBE
6 1.24 .60 5.80L 56.01L BB
3 .42 .36L 1.10L 46.18L E
6 .32: .49 2.44 59.35L CF B
3 .31L .33L 1.12 47.84L C
7 2.63 1.16 .45L 21.68L AB
2 .46L .69L .51 29.78L C
94 2 .25L .30L .83 14.45: CE
97 7 1.71 .99 .42L 3.13L BB
97 3 .25L .36L .40L 3.80 C
99 6 1.47 .89 .43L 15.50L BC
96 4 .44 .38L 1.05L 66.51L B
97 7 .36 .82 .70 5.51: BBCC
96 3 .36 .39L .44L 11.74L C
98 5 .57 .32L .84L 55.09L B
100 2 .56L .32L .59: 6.00 DC
99 6 .38L .38L .69: 8.55 C B
98 7 8.95 3.45 1.23 23.71L ABB
96 5 .27L .34L 1.62 14.34 CC
84 3 .28 .32L .60L 29.28L D
99 3 .25L .45L .40L 2.95 C
98 6 .38 .25 .60L 26.47L BE
95 5 .25L .42L .76L 6.89 C
96 4 .30L .36L .62 4.47L D
100 2 .36 .31L 1.28L 57.51L C
98 6 1.48 .60 .97L 10.21L BD
98 4 .30 .42L .47L 4.94L O
97 6 1.33 .48 .63L 28.73L BD
97 2 .82L .39L .64 5.34L C
99 6 .44 .53L .45L 24.16L B
97 : 7 1.66 .80 .56 4.31L BBC
97 [ 7 .73 .44L .43L 19.01L'C
97 ' 3 .32L .29L .60 22.91L C
97 2 .33 .37L _58L 21.76L C
97 6 .27L .43L .50 4.99 CC
97 7 .40: .36L 2.14 17.73 C BC
97 6 .70 36: 1.15L 62.39L BC
97 6 .59 .29: 1.01L 10.40L BF
95 5 .55 .37: .67L 5.19L BE
95 4 .43 .41L .76L 7.35L C
87 4 .50L .45L .85 4.91 BD
95 5 1.86 1,17 .74L 5.98L' BB
16 4 .40 .61L A7L 14.30L O
96 4 .50L .60 .84L 7.04L D
97 6 ,76 .38L .51L 4.42L B
96 5 .37 .45L .49L 4.71L D
96 3 .45L .33L .48 4.47L C
97 4 .33 .35L .54L 22.20L B
95 3 .28L .27L _61 6.96: CF
96 6 .72 .29L 1.14L 67.44L B
93 6 .54 .32L 2.00 58.62L C B
85 5 .49 .38L .68L 5.12L B
94 4 ,27L .38L .43: 5.83 DC
96 6 .25L .32L 1.83 15.65 BC
95 5 .51 .30: 1.29L 63.76L BD
97 6 .26L .39L 2.53 47.25L B
95 5 .87 .31: .59L 27,56L BE
97 6 4.04 2.72 .52: 4.51L ABC
97 6 1.60 .81 .48L 5.01L BB
99 5 .31 .39L .51L 4.49L B
97 7 .61 .33 .51L 17.43L DD
96 6 .55 .31L 1.07L 61.27L D
99 2 1.04L .36L .50 8.33: DF
96 2 .76L AL .49 23.22L C
97 6 .86 .73 .94: 53.81L BCD
97 2 .35 ,29L 1.10L 49.53L C
65 9 100 2 ,29 .31L .84L 25.84L E
32 3 97 5 .70 .29 .76L 22,36L B F
85 20 100 2 .45L 1.09L .48 20.08L D
22 3 97 6 4.31 2.64 .66L 4.47L AB
46 11 97 4 .45L .31L .86 9.65L C
22 5 95 6 .32L 2.01 8.61 9.17 BBC
20 3 95 5 .36L .32L 1.65 17.42L B
40 8 94 2 .49 .31L .49L 7.13L D
34 8 95 5 .66 .60 .77L 8.99L ED
41 8 97 6 .80 .27 .82L 10.31L BD
CIRRUS-2; 3)
V L C
C, rr A Confusion R S A Sep
C,.ef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8




















a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ttm8
h-re. o , (s) (') I b (') (") (') N
16362--3710 16.4 39 345+ 6 71 13 97 4 ,65L
16363-3410 19.5 16 347+ 8 20 10 99 2 ,55
16363--3119 20,7 44 350+10 46 5 97 5 ,53
16363-3835 22,2 5 344+ 5 27 14 98 2 1,26L
16364-3750 24,g 21 345+ 6 19 5 96 5 1,21
16364-3849 25,1 12 344+ 6 47 5 96 5 ,57
16364-3536 26.0 25 346+ 7 31 19 98 3 ,26L
16364-3410 27,3 35 347+ 8i 45 5 97 3 ,56
16364-3904 28,1 15 344+ 5 20 8 98 6 ,46
16366--3611 31.3 56 346+ 7 62 12 94 2 ,26
16365-3854 32,2 23 344+ 5 49 16 96 2 ,57L
16366-3750 36,7 4 345+ 6 39 6 97 5 ,29L
16366--3121 39.626 350+10 50 4 97 6 .59
16366-3520 41.6i28 347+ 7 63 12 96 4 ,35
16367-3852 457 9 344+ 5 23 9 129 5 ,53
16368-3555 49,4_22 346+ 7 50 6 97 5 ,27L
16368-3958 49,8 17 343+ 4 33 8 96 6 .66
16368-3405 50.3 29 348+ 8 28 8 97 6 .90
16368-3211 52,7 35 349+ 9 62 10 95 3 .28L
16369-3052 54,3 3 350+10 53 13 95 2 ,27L
16369-3810 55,6 46 344+ 6 13 3 97 7 3,13
16369-3126 55,5 50 350+10 35 9 97 7 .53
16369-3008 55,5 24 351+11 37 5 99 5 ,52
16369-3743 55,8 35 345+ 6 55 7 96 4 ,39
16369-3315 56.5 15 348+ 9 61 9 97 3 .30
16369-3338 57,1 48 348+ 8 31 4 98 6 1.54
16369-3441 57,5 13 347+ 8 94 12 95 2 .31
16369--3723 57,g 33 345+ 6 62 16 101 2 ,29
16369-3438 56.3 9 347+ 8 66 22 95 2 .96L
16370-3004 2,2 34 351+11 36 8 96 6 .46
16370-3711 2,6 51 345+ 6 41 11 96 5 ,25L
16370-3439 4,8 10 347+ 8 54 9 97 3 .32L
16371-3541 6.4 23 346+ 7 31 18 96 4 .26L
16371-3955 7,8 4 343+ 4 43 11 100 2 .71L
16371-3313 10.1 14 348+ 9 32 10 97 7 .28L
16371-3656 11.1 49 345+ 6 34 9 96 6 .50
16371-3049 11,7 31 350+10 35 17 95 3 .28L
16372-3427 13.4 35 347+ 8 20 10 98 2 .50
16372-3412 14,E 24 348+ 8 49 10 96 4 .41
16372-3036 15.3 47 350+10 70 15 96 2 .24
16372-3858 16,3 23 344+ 5 35 10 96 3 .30L
16372-3734 16.8 10 345+ 6 44 8 97 7 .63
16373-3535 18,4 19 346+ 7 30 10 94 3 .33
16373-3348 18,9 9 348+ 8 44 11 97 4 .40
16373-3454 19.4 30 347+ 8 61 9 95 3 .38
16373-3123 19,8 32 350+10 28 4 99 6 1.40
16373-3622 20,g 50 347+ 7 27 20 97 4 ,COL
16373-3722 21,7 31 345+ 6 34 8 97 7 ,94
16373-3050 22,1 31 350+10 41 15 97 4 ,25L
16373-3718 22,1 50 345+ 6 37 8 96 5 .69
16373-3445 23,G 10 347+ 8 17 5 95 5 6,81
16374-3419 24.4 43 347+ 8 34 16 95 2 ,30
16374-3217 25.4 2 349+ 9 20 4 99 6 42,08
16374-3427 25.4 41 347+ 6 23 9 95 3 ,45
16374-3531 27,4 44 347+ 7 23 7 96 5 .87
16374-3910 27,5 40 344+ 5 64 12 98 2 .38
16374-3622 29.3 59 346+ 7 43 8 95 5 .66
16374-3054 29,7 60 350+10 38 8 99 6 ,44L
16375-3154 30.2 36 349+10 84 31 100 2 .30L
16375-3027 31.1 41 350+10 26 8 96 4 .25L
16375-3822 32.8 50 344+ 5 66 27 96 3 ,33L
16375-3823 34.9 34 344+ 5 50 28 94 2 .73L
16376-3256 37.7 20 349+ 9 36 7 98 3 .38
16376-3040 38.2 41 350+10 39 13 114 3 .25L
16376-3027 39.1 56 350+10 32 13 99 3 .25L
16376-3517 41.0 38 347+ 7 40 8 96 5 .46
16376-3257 41,1 17 349+ 9 38 19 95 3 .31:
16376--3919 41,3 50 344+ 5 23 3 97 7 1,47
16376--3345 41.5 32 348+ 8 19 9 97 4 .64
16377--3415 42.8 22 348+ 8 18 5 97 5 2.87
16377-3156 43,9 5 349+ 9 72 27 95 2 ,29L ]
16377-3320 44,1 57 348+ 9 32 5 97 5 1,70
16378--3133 48.6 49 350+10 29 11 96 3 .30
16378-3627 49,2 33 346+ 7 29 9 97 7 ,67
16378-3934 49,2 38 344+ 4 22 8 98 5 ,99
16378--3848 49.7 47 344+ 5 21 10 99 5 ,33L
16378--3638 52,7 46 346+ 6 50 18 971 = .39L
16378-3435 53,8 5, 347+ 8 63 8 93 2 .41
16379-3018 54.8 45 351+11 21 5 99 6 2.10
16379-3401 57.9 47 348+ 8 14 5 97 5 19.80
16379-3855 68.6 51 344+ 5 18 8 98 5 .75
16380-3817 0.5 29 345+ 5 69 14 99 2 .31
16380-3959 0,7 33 343+ 4 21 8 95 5 ,47L
16380-3721 2.5 38 345+ 6 29 8 98 7 ,69
16380-3048 4.8 23 350+10 45 9 99 7 .25L
16380-3056 5.2 6 350+10 49 6 97 4 .33L
16380-3016 5.9 28 351+11 42 5 99 6 .71
16381-3435 6.3 22 347+ 8 33 10 96 4 ,51
16381-3516 10.0 30 347+ 7 38 4 95 6 1,23
16381-3315 10.1 10 348+ 9 34 8 97 5 ,85
16381-3955 11.2 39 343+ 4 56 11 99 3 .54
16382--3652 12,3 16 346+ 6 29 3 98 6 ,86
16382-3926 16.0 40 344+ 4 21 9 99 4 ,80
16383--3543 18,9 19 347+ 7 39 15 96 5 ,34L
16383-3938 20.7 33 344+ 4 21 5 98 5 4,58
16383-3633 21.0 60 346+ 6 33 12 97 5 ,48
16383-3650 22.7 8 346+ 7 15 4 97 6 1.67
16384-3727 24.2 58 345+ 6 50 7 99 3 .37
16384-3155 25.8 349+ 9 92 16 95 2 ,46L
16384-3126 27.4 3 350+10 31 11 99 6 ,26L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































lOD p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Declination: - 40 %- 30 °
Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags*
10.40L C GGED 2600000000
4,63L F C 5802300000
17,54L C BG 9503100006
9.44L D KMGB 9701000200
8.76L B D AEA 2700100000
60,28L C CFLE 3501400108
26.19L C KI F 9500100118
4.44L B ACC 5801400000
52.08L B CF 4602000018
44.44L C G 9401000118
56.13L C CKC 3501200006
9.04L B K DA 3700100000
17J5L C BH 7500200008
35.89L D DH 9500000008
55.72L D B B 3502100006
7.47 CC GLBD 7700000008
70.85L C B E L 550120020C
6.45L DD AB 4 5702101000
3.87L C K B B 3700000000
13,84L D KDE 9500100358
8.80L BB AAI 3 6701000000
22.09L B CG 4400100008
19.73L B BM 8610110008
9.37L C D B 2700000000
24.81L C B KF 9400100118
26.14L B AB 3401000008
8.44L C B 9600200210
7.89L D F 2600200000
6.79 D MCFB 7600200210
20.31L B CC 9500100008
8.52: BC FDDD 2603000000
8,11L C G DE 7600300210
7.42: DD FCE 7602000118
67,40L D DB 450121100C
6,75 CE FEC 9600100118
7,58L CE ABE 9 1600000000
9.99L C B C E 9502300678
6,64L D B 5711100000
7.84L C BG 7701000000
16.00L E H G 6501100008
25,26L D J BH 960110000C
10,35L BD BBHE 2 2700000000
30,95L C DMC 9400100008
6.74L B BDG 5601100000
28.23L C B E 9501000008
18.61L BC ABD 0 4500001008
6.85 D t FGD 9701100008
8,60L BC AB 1 1600100000
11.02L E N E G 9501200678
8,43L B BF J 1601200000
19.44L BB AAB 0 9501100108
7.91L C E D 6701100000
4.36L BBB AAA 5 1710000000 42
5.COL C CC 4702100000
33.66L DF AC g 9400100006
49.31L C Ol MC 95022000OC
29.41L =B A B 1500300008
20.28L B J BC 9400100668
5.35 C E HG 2500100000
14.52L C GEE8 75C0101798
10.23 DD G HC 7601101110
12.82 C H ED 8601101110
6.59: S E CFEE 9700100108
6.CO: DD FDC 6602100008
14.52L D I CB 7500101798
29.27L CE BB 9 9500200008
6.57 E CD DGED )7CO1CO108
69.03L BC AA 0 950000000C
5,56L C ICBE 4601100000
4.22L CB AA 6 7800100000
3.72 D G H 2600100000
24.80L BD AD 0 8401010008
23.27L C DF 2400100008
33.98L BD BB 3 9510000006
81.16L BE) ABC 3 550000000C
12.98 DE BA 970000010C
6.28L C J F B 6600000008
8.46L D CF 6601100000
19.47L BC AAJ 7 8601100008
4,19L CCB AAB 9 6800000000 14
42,37L CC DA G 6 950111100C
9.78L F H D 4601000000
20.68: ECC ECDB 36C231370C
6.67L B B E I C 3600000000
5.94 CB CDB 9600000108
4.90 CC KDB 9600000008
22.98L B BCF 8501100008
5.40L B BFK 6700100000
20.75L B A E 9500000008
18.43L B AE E) 8501010008
64.01L DE} BCDF 0 350111230C
7,34L CE AA 9 4601000000
44,18L B AE 850000000C
7,19 B CLHB' 9642000100
75.64L B8 AAM 7 550000000C
37,19L C BJ 7401000008
22,27L CC AAK 9 6501000006
7,13L C DO 3600100110
4.58L F MF 3601100000
4.37 EC M E)B 3701000008
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 4O G5/6 (V) 4
C
1 16 07885
1 13 207903 K0
C
1 13 207907 K0
1 13 207909 B8
1 13 207910 K2




C 1 32 X1637-304
C 1 32 X1637-304
1 16 07898
6















Right Ascension: 16h38"30"-16h40=29 "
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty ! C
a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.m6(1
hm. o , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N
16385-3303 30.7 349+ 9 34 9 96 6 .92
16385-3715 31.9 14 345+ 6 38 10 101 4 .26L
16385-3046 32.4 19 350+10 61 14 97 3 .26L
16385-3324 33.3 27 348+ 8 55 20 97 3 .25L
16385-3950 34.4 17 343+ 4 54 12 101 4 .30L
16386-3842 36.8 19 344+ 5 67 12 102 2 .29
16386-3152 38.6 3 349+ 9 57 13 98 2 34
16386-3002 39.5 11 351+11 15 9 113 7 .25L
16386 3608 39.6 42 346+ 7 58 8 97 2 .37
16386-3642 39.8 29 346+ 6 31 8 97 5 .28L
16386-3811 41.5134 345+ 5 25 8 96 5 .78
16386-3531 41.9 54 347+ 7 22 4 97 6 1.15
16387-3011 43.0 18 351+10 30 9 99 6 .40L
16387-3730 43.0 38 345+ 6 86 25 102 2 1.14L
16387-3622 44.0 22 346+ 6 29 3 97 6 3.70
16387-3207 45.4 18 349+ 9 24 : 5 96 6 1.60
16387-3057 46.7 17 350+10 36 11 99 5 .28L
16387-3440 47.0 4 347+ 8 36 8 96 5 .68
16388-3753 48.3 10 345+ 5 45 8 98 3 .49
16388 3024 49.5 53 351+10 40 7 96 4 .73
16388-3107 50.5 58 350+10 44 13 99 6 .27L
t6388 3342 51.4 15 348+ 8 18 5 96 6 2.90
16388-3636 51.6 27 346+ 6 23 4 97 4 2.23
16388-3111 51.7 60 350+10 23 5 99 6 2.18
16388-3952 52.5 56 343+ 4 26 7 99 4 18.86
16388-3934 53.8 56 344+ 4 36 9 100 4 .83
16389-3218 55.2 42 349+ 9 28 5 96 6 1.52
16389-3027 55.2 53 351+10 71 3 114 8 .30L
t6389-3124 56.3 24 350+10 28 5 97 5 1.62
16389-3425 56.4 41 348+ 8 60 16 97 3 .28L
16389-3944 56.4 17 344+ 4 40 18 102 3 .32L
18389-3902 57.8 1 344+ 5 42 11 100 3 .26L
16390-3758 1.2 19 345+ 5 65 10 128 2 .32
16390-3610 1.7 17 346+ 7 58 10 101 3 .41
16390-3320 23 59 348+ 8 36 4 96 6 1.30
16391-3659 8.1 5 346+ 6 28 8 98 5 .71
16391-3848 8.9 54 344+ 5 35 8 100 4 .25L
16391-3940 10.6 0 344+ 4 92 13 102 2 .38
16391-3859 11.2 58 344+ 5 38 8 99 4 .56
16392-3741 12.8 43 345+ 5 32 6 99 3 .62
16392-3357 15.6 24 348+ 8 45 20 97 2 .27L
t6393-3242 19.0 10 349+ 9 28 4 96 6 1.59
16393-3846 20.2 1 344+ 5 27 6 101 i 4 .57
18393-3809 20.2 34 345+ 5 52 15 1021 2 .32L
16394-3612 24.1 36 346+ 6 70 16 101 ; 2 .29L
16394-3521 25.3 4 347+ 7 47 12 1001 2 .31
16394-3600 25.7 42 346+ 7 54 10 99J 3 .44
16394 3348 27.0 51 348+ 8 33 5 97 I 5 1.69
16395-3958 30.2 10 343+ 4 26 12 102 2 .38
16395-3028 30.7 20 351+ 10 25 8 97 6 .76
16395-3202 32.7 27 349+ 9 60 22 98 2 .35L
16395-3631 32.9 17 346+ 6 56 14 100 2 .37L
16395-3837 33.9 3 344+ 5 28 6 101 4 12.06
16395-3948 34.4 47 344+ 4 37 12 100 3 .38
16396-3817 37.0 22 345+ 5 44 8 100 4 .67
16396 3822 38.3 2 345+ 5 27 6 101 4 3.60
16396-3612 38.8 36 346+ 6 19 4 100 4 1.62
t6396-3456 38.8 6 347+ 7 81 8 98 3 .48
16396 3554 39.1 56 347+ 7 26 4 100 4 1.87
16396-3106 39.3 13 350+10 43 10 96 4 .39
t6396-3308 39.4 51 349+ 8 35 5 95 4 2.42
t6396-3011 39.6 36 351+ 10 57 12 95 2 .32
16396 3426 40,7 13 348+ 8 25 10 98 4 .75
16396-3325 41_1 52 348+ 8 45 19 99 2 .25L
16397-3251 43.0 35 349+ 9 67 24 97 4 .32L
16397-3608 43.4 19 346+ 6 74 10 98 3 .29L
16397-3944 43.8 22 344+ 4 51 21 101 2 .31L
t6397-3747 45.9 36 345+ 5 34 6 101 4 1.33
16397-3624 46.2 16 346+ 6 35 5 100 4 .74
16398-3832 50.3 37 345+ 5 56 9 101 3 .30
16398-3410 506 10 348+ 8 65 15 97 2 .67L
16398-3017 51.0 53 351+10 80 19 96 2 .53L
16398-3720 51.3 10 345+ 6 103 12 101 2 .29
16399-3548 58.2 13 347+ 7 23 4 100 4 33.44
16399-3909 59.5 38 344+ 4 67 12 98 3 ,84
16400 3931 0,4 27 344+ 4 75 12 102 2 .34
16400-3050 0.6 3 350+10 41 12 96 5 ,29L
16400-3950 2.4 22 344+ 4 34 9 100 4 1.00
16400-3236 2.7 49 349+ 9 52 9 95 2 53
16400-3157 4.8 13 350+ 9 25 11 97 3 .44
16401-3301 6.0 20 349+ 8 74 13 100 2 36
16401-3822 10,2 46 345+ 5 26 5 101 4 ,78
16401-3911 10,2 9 344+ 4 77 11 101 3 .47L
16401 .-3945 105 21 344+ 4 28 11 99 4 .36
16401-3815 11,0 50 345+ 5 29 1t 100 4 .25L
16401-3756 118 54345+ 5 50 8 101 3 .32
16402-3126 12.4 4 350+ 9 21 18 100 5 .35L
16402-3935 13.4 52 344+ 4 28 9 99 4 .97
16402-3318 17.4 18 349+ 8 42 6 98 3 4.85
16402 3244 17.9 60 349+ 9 50 8 99 3 .52
16403 3114 18.3 12 350+10 56 10 97 4 .41
16403-3613 18.8 20 346+ 6 53 11 100 3 25L
16403-3708 20.2 29 346+ 6 46 8 98 3 .35
16403-3702 22.7 32 346÷ 6 28 6 100 4 .53
)6403 3651 23.4 36 346+ 6 95 33 99 2 27L
t6404 3845 24.3 11 344+ 5 32 7 99 4 5.16
t6404 .3200 26.5 50 350+ 9 81 15 97 2 .52L
16404- 3152 27.5 43 350+ 9 27 9 98 2 1.50
16404 3303 28.2 16 349+ 8 81 8 99 3 .45
16404 3842 29.6 33 345+ 5 32 8 98 4 .48
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 _,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
FlaBS* S 2 # T
21.80L B BC 9400000008
9.11: CC ECB 4600000100
5.04 DE EB 9602000108
4.81 E I G D 7680000118
16.98 DCC DCC 560010010(
12.55L D C 9701000000
4.69L E C 3601100000
12.95 DC E F C 56(31103998
30.54L E BG 9500010008
12.53 CC HHBC ! 65C1000118
8.70L BE BB 4 3701000000
5.51L B ACI 9600000000
17.11L B HB 6601000108
10.17 E FMEH 3602100110
27.51L BB AA 5 9503000008
3.82L BD ABD 1 3700000000
4.22 C LGCB 8601000008
6.11L C BF 7500000000
7.75L BF BDF 0 1601100100
18.40L B CG 5602260008
4.22 CB EEC _ 9700101008




82.35L S D B R
3.95L OC AAL
6.59 C B D _,
11.30L B AC
5.21 C F 3
17.46 D KGI a
23.68 ED NEDB
9,83L C CH
31,41L C C E
19.42L BF AB













































40.09L C J D _ 9400000008
12.04L BBF AAB 6 8700100000
91.10L C CL 340021011C
11.971 F BC 4610200100
11J1L BBC AAFP3 0 5620100100
27.97L BC AAG 0 9502300008
5.02L C C 8601000000
24.14L BC AA 2 9500100008
11.87L C DJ 9600000008
4.19L BC ABM 6 9600000000
14.26L O E 4601010008
6.31L BF BD 2 5601000000
4.85L C F ._ 4600000100
5,79 C E D) 9700000100
36.20L C MC 3 9403200008
21.52 D DH:; 460022112(3
9,71L BD AAF3 7 1601001000
33.26L BD BC 0 9500000008
11.48L C C 6600100000
5.30L C F D 4601000200
3.94L C D ) 4701011008
11.18L D E 3500000000
30.44L BBC AAA 9 7500100008 23
87,62L D AI 740022111C
64.35L C DC 640020000C
4.19: CC L B ; 9600000158
9.61L 142.09L BD BB 2 340210231C
.55L 5.05L D C 4700000000 i
.40L 3.37L C B 2700100100
.48L 5.21L E D 9700000000
1.28L 13.49L BC AA 4 3600000000
t.66 85.91L C A 740021111C
9.64L 38.35: FE C BGI - 0 458113641C
234 11.37L FC DC] 3601000000
1.11L 10.42L C BG 16010000001
.54L 5.69 C EHI _. 76810001081
7.20L 62.35L CC AB 9 450010000C
.54L 4,81L CE AA 9 5700010000
,57L 6.45 C D AFI - 2600010000
.43L 15.99L B B
1.42 26.83L C J C ;
.94L 7.93L C DI
.61L 7.61L CD BD
















Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
2 13 2O7930 GO 4 5_
E 1 32 X1638-300 41 14
1 13 207935 K5 2 87
2 13 207937 K2 9 87
1 13 207940 GO 25 95
1 13 207943 G5 3 65
2 14 ; 331-PN 8 PI 6
8 1 14 452-- G 14 Sb 12
6
1 13 207960 7 101
2 13 207967 B9 15 65
1 13 207968 K5 3 90
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sourf:es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 6 Coords SM] SMN 8
ham, o8, (s) (") 1 b (') (') (-) N (Jansky)
16405-3345 30.359348+ 8 56 7 973 1.10 .48L .48L
16405-3407 32.135348+ 8 49 9 983 .73 .42L .47L
16405-3923 32.640344+ 4 37 18 984 .39 .33L 8.44L
164063949 36.220344+ 4 17 81004 .42: .50 7.47:
16406-3632 37849346+ 6 28 51004 2.87 .70 .68L
16406-3012 38.926351+10 53 7 985 .44 .35L .44L
16406-3535 39,942347+ 7 74 13 982 .36 1.20L .65L
16406-3736 40.146345+ 5 46 71004 .58 .33 1.11L
16406-3437 40.549348+ 7 30 51004 19.30 11.30 2.01
16407-3814 42.3 7 345+ 5 50 12 98 3 .45 .43L 1.02L
16407-300442,83351+1029 5686 80 39 42,
16407 3859 43.625 344+ 4 38 !00041 1 .44 .50L 6.87L
16407-3029 43.6 5351+10 61 18 97 3 .28L .37L .48L
16407-3239 44.917 349+ 9 56 12 99 3 .25L .34L .99
16407-3009 47.8 60 351+10 33 10 97 5 .54 .37L .45L
16408--3656 48.1 7 346+ 6 57 6 100 4 .95 .34 .88L
16408--3746 49.248 345+ 5 26 6 99 4 .91 .56 1.05L
16408-3734 50.126 345+ 5 24 6101 4 2.41 1.53 .99L
16408-3419 51.1 6 348+ 7 52 10 100 2 .40 .36: .74L
16408-3613 51.53346+ 6 49 61004 .86 .29: .70L
16409-3548 58.840347+ 6 22 51004 1.57 .74 .68L
16409-3054 58.9 55 351+10 54 9 98 2 3.07 .65 .44L16410-34.5.141,47+, ,9 8100_ 51 29, 80,
16412-3233 12.345349+ 9 79 118982 .51L .40L .71
16412-3835 12.915345+ 5 43 ! 9 994 .55 .55 1.16L
16412-3543 14.059347+ 6 65 101004 .43L .36L 1.33
16412-3732 15.032346+ 5 32 I 18 loo 21 .79L .36L ,91
16412-3522 15.6 54 347+ 7 70 I 12 101 2 .32 .33L .72L
16412 3957 16,2 50 344+4 21 5 99 4 2.09 2.11 1.61L
16412-3918 16.68344+ 4 36 5 9941 1.07 .29: 5.99L
16412-3541 18_748347+ 6 56 11 993 .49 .35L .65L
16413--3156 18.0 10 350+ 9 23 6 99 3, 5.68 2.33 .48L
16413-3137 18.8 57 350+ 9 46 16 99 3 .25L .37L .60:
16413-3828 23.2 31 345+5 44 9 99 4 .59 .43L 1.14L
16413-3324 23.4 40 349+ 8 67 14 98 2 .39L .57L .68
16414322525.339,49+97100146 34 ,gL 61,16414--3606 25.8 59 347+ 8 40 1 1.15 .73 .74L
16414-3447 28.8 23 348+ 44 6 100 , .55 .43L .61,
16414-3808 29.2 1 345+ 5 71 154 99 42 .36 .38L 1.48L16415-3312 34.711349+ 8 24 100 ] 2.88 1.20: .55L
16415-3907 35.844344+ 4 30 7 994 .29L .39: 2.92
16416-3959 36.158 344+ 4 61 18 101 21 .44L .33L 2.31
16416-3316 39.1 44 349+ 8 28 5 100 4 2.57 .56 .48L
16416-3223 39.3 6 350+ 9 62 9 97 2 .46 .41L .51L
16416-3620 40.8 17 346+ 6 92 13 99_l 31 .37L .84L16416-3018 41.6 13 351+10 78, 10 99 , .46 .35L .43L
16416-3657 41.8 43 346+ 6 26 6 100 4 .66 .41 .80L
16417--3127 42.9 51 350+ 9 36 ! 6 99 3! 2.68 1.61 .45L
16417-3604 43.7 2 347+ 6 46 19 98 2 .33L .33L .62
16417-3528 44.6 30 347+ 7 10 .91 .32 .81L
16418-3623 48.1128 346+ 6 11 1 3 .35 .30L .66L
16418-3911 48.7]35 344+ 4 23 5 100 4 1.54 .71 5.92L
16418-3913 49.1 36 344+ 4 23 6 100 4 .67 .97 5.92
16418-3247 49.7 56 349+ 8 81 12 99 2 .28 .45L .47L
16418--3957 51.(]127 344+ 4 29 6 101 3 2.01 .84 1.80L
16418-3117 53.1 !20 350+ 9 54 8 99 3 .76 .40L .46L
16418-3322 53.5=32 349+ 8 47 6 100 4 .85 .40L .50L
16418-3528 53.7 52 347+ 7 27 8 101 2 .46 .50L .50:
16418-3411 53.7 4 348+ 7 26 6 100 4 4.12 2.21 .59L
16418-3927 53.8 53 344+ 4 71 9 96 2 .29 .40L 1.97L
16419-3708 56.2 39 346+ 5 57 9 100 3 .41 .34L .95L
16419_3745569 345+5£1 42 29L 11_,
16419_382257,53345+543 4 72 24: 136,
16419_390_58337344+423 5 100i, 87 . 574Lo 1 7 739 74 52 61,
16420-3,083.5 _ _16420-33002.921 349+8 3o 1 .61 .4o, ._,16420_3007 ,3 351+1032 3.31 2.39 .40,
16420_30275.8135351+1080 22 993 .26, .45, .47,16421_3o,26.957351+1025 7 9, 3 .64 .28, ._1_,21_,5546.,141347÷670 10 983 .32 .58, .59L16421_38149.525345+5 39 8 984 .69 .42, 1.,2,
16422-3109 12.257351+9 45 12 993 .49 .40L .46L
16422-3911 13.48344+4 22 91013 .49: .51L 5.51
16422-3846 13.451 345+ 4 56151022 .30L .30L 1.87
16423-3708 19.210 : 346+ 5 45 5 97 3 1.12 .33: .81L
16423-3727 21.7 35 346+ 5 32 6 100 4 1.53 .67 .90L
16423-3841 23.711 345+ 4 41 18 101 2 .27L, .68L 2.23L
16424-3337 25.821349+ 8 36181004 .27L .36L .66L
16424-3947 29.214344+ 4 27 71013 6.74 1.75 .76L
16424-3453 29.3231348+ 7 51 6100_ 4 .53 .34L .61L
16425-3816 32.8341345+ 5 71 121002 .34 .61L 1.32L
16425-3257 35.3 35 349+ 8 88 13 99 2 .32 .35L .63L
16428--3540 39.2 16, 347+ 6 20 12 98 3 .25L .57L 1.09
16426-3317 39.54l 349+ 8 9513 972 .28 .38L .95L
16426--3656 40.0 40 346+ 5 53 7100 4 .81 AlL .68L
16426--3627 40.3 44 347+ 6 35 8 100 4 1.52 .55 .92L1_,27-3_2425_ 347+8 56 7 1004 _ 38, 56_
16427-38214302 344+4 24 191013 27, 33, 3681_,27-31244 541380+9 29 1, 972 31 46, 48,16427-35594469 347+6 24 8 1004 627 534 228
16427-3639 44.7 51 348+ 6 34 6 100 4 1.79 1.43 .85L
16427-3826 45.5 12 345+ 4 64 10 101 3 .54 .29L 1.49L
16427-3719 45.8 43 346+ 5 61 8 101 3 .57 .27L .88L
16427-3651 46.9 59 346+ 5 37 7 100 4 .82 .49: .72:16427-3418 47.8 34 348+ 7 55 17 100 .25L .37L .45L
16428-3924 50.945344+4 25 7101 31 3.16 1.25 .69L
16428-3906 52.9 37 345+ 4 32 J 7 101 3 .64 .48L 1.37L
(Not Color Corrected)
25 .u.m 60 pm


















ICO pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
4.54L [3 Be C 2600010000
4.19L B BF 4601000200
66.52L B E 74000000OC
49.07 EDDE CECC 0,358204561C
30.79L BD AB 1] 550000000820.36L B C E 2510101008
5.56L C CG 9702000100
10.63L DO BB 41 2600200000
6.35L CEC AAA 9! 650000100025
12.89L F CD 6601000000
17.38L BE AB 1 0510101008
69.48L B BEFH 650001010C





AA 312600100100B E E 4600000000
BE 0 3501000008
AAH 2 9701101000
A B 0 9402000008
B I G 6500000000
F B 1700000000













8.26L C BF C
9.56L D B H
5.48L CC AAt
19.14: FCC KBCC
20.83L D M F
5.57L BD AB
5.50L E B D
6.72L EE BG
33.91L C EBH



























5.16L CD ADE 0 8600101000
39.17L C BD 9401100008
68.05L BD AA H 3342026854C
65.35L BCC DAB 5340036854C
5.55L D E 9702000000
15.76L ; D F AA 9 0801100100
13.95L !B B F 7801010008
5.42L B BD 5700100000
6.16L E D CEI 8600101000
5.72L BC AA 0 2601000000
84.94L C B 4400000008
8.97LIC B I 18O021OO0031.43L C 8502100008
10.62L E B E 0600000000
13,18L CE BB 0 8600000000
69.19L DC AAD 9351110310C
4.86L DE ,AB 9 7600100000
5.09L B BF 9700010000
3.26L BC AA 04701000000
4.53 C KOKE 9700000100
3.25L B B F E 7700000000
28.73L O I GO 9400000008
19.88L C B D 7601000000
18.24L D DE 7500000008
30.89: D DF EDBB 7501158548
20.78LI C E 4500100000
9.58L B D ACL 0 1600110000
8.75L BC AB 2 0600000110
21.16 C L L C 8500100100
5.68 C F DC 268O000O00
79.21L BC AA 0500000008
6.70L B BH 4501000000
15.00L C C 8601000100
4.03L C D E 9700000110
11.38 CC I GFC 7681000110
6.06L O C 6600000000
11.25L B BF 1601100000
31.67L BC ABG 0 9302000008
6.59L S BG 760000000O
27.41 CD KHGC 6601334338
16.92L F EC I = 4802000008
31.23L CBC AADC 8 6400000108
35.59L BB AAEF 2 9500000008
14.43L C DL 6801000000 '
7.67L C CC 5601000110 I
9.33: DDDE ABGC 2 6801110118
5.99 C K D 5600000000
80.68L CC AA 045002210081
89.48L B ACC 8403110308
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
7
1 13 207971MA 1 90
I 13 207975 K5 21 82
1 13 207976 MA 5 82
1 13 207979 KO 5 70
1 5 DC347.6+07.0 80
1 39 OS-369 89 1415
F
1 13 207986MA 5 97
1 13207987 K2 7 90
1 1 CX SCO 3 3
F 1 32 X1641-391 92 15
F
1 13207990K5 0 81
1 13207989 K5 13 90
1 13207682 K2 3 91
1 13 207995 K2 10 70
1 13208004 K5 8 76
I 1 132O8008 K0
8
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 80, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
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¢i _; Coords SMJ SMN































}51 + ! 4










































47 + 6 89



























































































CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 p.m 100 Fm
(Jansky)
13 I :: 83





































































































































































































Name Type (") Mag
DO SCO 3
20_020 KO 1_ 55
332--PN 1 PI
453- G 3 Sb 1!
208021 K5 I 88
Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
208046 3 i 93







a ,8 Coords SMJ SMN e o 12 pm
ham. o8, (s) () I b (') (") (')N
16449--3753 56.1 15 346+ 4 93 15 99 2 ,40
16449-3857 57.4 14 345+ 4 89 9 101 3, .35
16449-3627 59.5 59 347+ 5 55 7 100 3 .94
16450-3416 0.2 5 349+ 7 22 7 100 3 7.30
16450--3922 0.4 42 345+ 4 27 8 101 3 1.30
16450--3510 1.2 48 346+ 6 84 8 100 3 .60
16450--3829 2.1 38 345+ 4 43 7 101 3 .59
16450-3146 3,2 30 350+ 8 71 21 99 3 ,25L
16450-3359 4,5 50 349+ 7 54 16 100 3 .25L
16450-3436 5.2 18 348+ 7 54 13 100 3 .37
16450-3331 5.7 27 349+ 7 27 7 100 3 1.66
16451-3602 6.2 2 347+ 6 89 13 98 2 .40
16451-3943 7.4 43 344+ 3 24 8 101 4 .59
16451-3852 9,6 24 345+ 4 39 8 101 3 2,72
16451-3549 9.7 20 347+ 6 75 12 98 2 .31
16451-3701 10.1 0 346+ 5 33 7 100 3 3.92
16451-3426 11.1 14 348+ 7 60 8 100 3 .82
16452-3604 13.6 22 347+ 6 24 7 100 3 6.68
16452-3257 13.8 51 350+ 8 71 11 98 2 .41
16452-3804 15.2 15 346+ 4 75 13 101 2 .34
16452-3315 15.3 35 349+ 7 79 10 100 2 .42
16453-3936 19.2 23 344+ 3 79 12 99 2 .49
16453--3759 19.3 13 346+4 75 15 99 2 .50
16453--3940 19.3 58 344+ 3 74 9 101 3 .33L
16453--3655 20.C 16 347+ 5 18 10 100 3 .61
16453--3344 21.0 43 349+ 7 72 27 99 2 .25L
16453-3753 23.4 33 346+ 4 40 11 100 3 .35L
16453-3928 23.7 45 345+ 3 34 11 101 3 .30L
16454--3533 26.0:26 348+ 6 48 8 100 3 .67
16454--3138 27,3 43 351+ 8 28 9 99 3 ,49
16455--3455 30.2 44 348+ 6 54 8 100 3 ,29L
16455-3949 31.2 53 344+ 3 27 11 101 3 .63
16455-3255 33,8 49 350+ 8 31 7 99 3 ,95
16455-3156 34,3 42 350+ 8 73 9 99 2 .42
16456-3542 36,0 1 347+ 6 33 7 100 3 4.88
16456-3622 37.1 31 345+ 4 51 8 100 3 .40L
16456-3947 38.3 26 344+ 3 52 7 101 3 ,92
16456-3458 39,0 36 348+ 6 34 6 100 3 8.58
16456-3523 39.2 51 348+ 6 68 11 98 2 ,46
16456-3913 39.2 24 345+ 4 33 9 101 3 .86:
16456-3723 39,8 26 346+ 5 35 9 100 3 3.28
16456-3841 41.2 25 345+ 4 59 10 100 3 .41
16457-3627 44.9 18 347+ 5 28 10 100 3 ,73
16457--3403 47.2 3 349+ 7 51 10 100 3 .47
16458-3355 49,3 22 349+ 7 75 8 100 3 .84
16458--3939 49,7 36 344+ 3 22 9 1101 3 .84L
16458--3843 52,2 20 345+ 4 23 10 101 4 .25L
16458-3810 52.9 50 346+ 4 63 8 100 3 1.19
16458-3906 53,0 48 345+ 4 46 9 101 3 ,41
16458-3828 53,6 57 345+ 4 33 7 100 3 17.60
16458-3103 54.0 46 351+ 9 84 10 98 2 ,43
16459-3235 54.2 4 350+ 8 34 7 99 3 ,95
16459-3110 54,5 44 351+ 9 45 12 98 2 .43
16459-3645 55.3 18 347+ 5 60 9 100 3 1.16
16459-3729 557 15 346+ 5 36 17 100 3 .51L
16459-3526 560 60 348+ 6 70 11 99 2 .44
16459-3206 58.8 3 350+ 6 52 17 99 3 .25L
16459-3855 57.5 21 345+ 4 58 7 101 3 .73
16460-3648 0.3 58 347+ 5 48 14 100 2 .46
16460-3106 1.1 0 351+ 9 46 7 99 3 .69
16460-3336 2.9 52 349+ 7 64 8 99 3 .55
16460-3706 4.2 35 346+ 5 44 13 100 3 .37
16460-3616 5.8118 347+5 47 8 100 3 .61
16461-3022 7.2 39 352+ 9 54 9 99 2 .37
16461-3835 11.C 2 345+ 4 84 12 101 2 .40L
16461-3852 12.C 43 345+ 4, 43 7 101 3 1.52
16462-3944 12.1 57 344+ 3 66 15 101 3 .28L
16462-3754 13.1 4 346+ 4 30 7 100 3 4.10
16462-3331 16.7 21 349+ 7 39 8 99 3 3.28
16463-3557 18.5 49 347+ 6 82 11 100 3 .38
16463-3133 20,7 57 351+ 8 54 7 99' 3 ,99
16463-3830 21.7 5 345+ 4 71 8 101 3 .45
16463-3336 23,4 47 349+ 7 36 6 99 3 4.21
16464-3143 24.2 58 351+ 6 48 10 99 3 .37
16464-3619 27.7 31 347+ 5 45 16 99 2 .32
16464-3811 28.6 26 346+ 4 88 12 99 2 .37
16464-3728 28.8 59 346+ 5 53 12 100 2 .34
16464-3835 29.7 35 345+ 4 60 7 101 3 1.09
16464 3950 30.0 22' 344+ 3 25 9 101 3 .77
16465-3127 30.1 30 351+8 94 8 99 3 .42
16465-3808 31.9 27 346+ 4 24 14 100 3 .25L
16465 3139 34.1 54 351+ 8 32 7 i 99 3 6.57
16465-3046 34.9 35 351+ 9 52 7 99 3 .39
16466-3839 366 31 345+ 4 63 15 101 3 .45L
16466-3945 39.6 53 345+ 3 52 10 t01 3 .82
16466-3900 40.8 23 345+ 4 21 6 101 3 1.47
16467-3220 44.6 29 350+ 8 74 11 98 2 .36
16467-3526 45.2 57 348+ 6 47 15 100 3 .25L
16468-3932 50.2 14 345+ 3 43 9 101 3 .49L
16468-3703 52.1 4 347+ 5 71 11 101 2 .49
16468-3728 54.C 31 346+ 4 42 12 100 3 .25L
16469-3412 54.C 26 349+ 7 28 7 99 3 52.34
16469-3141 55._ 45 351+8 62 29 99 2 .29L
16469-3211 56.9 51 350+ 8 25 7 99 3 24.23
16469-3301 57.3 55 350+ 7 43 17 100 2 .37L
16469-3249 57.6 15 350+ 7 46 37 99 2 .27L
16469-3117 57.9 15 351+8 23 7 99 3 4.79
16469-3811 58.3 21 346+ 4 90 16 99 2 .51L
16469-3737 58.5 33 346+ 4 25 6 100 3 1.64
16469-3744 59.1 20 346+ 4 33 6 100 3 1.12
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































I(30 pm -'lux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
18.47L E D 4600000000
22.08L C BE 4600100000
41.32L CE BF 9501210008
3.94L BFC AAA 9 4601001000
66.98L BC AB D 0 2501000008
9.27L CE CF 0 6600000000
13,58L DE} CD 1 9603110100
5,14 D G HD 6600000008
6,85 CC HDE 360O000000
4.84L F BE 46OOOO0000
4.23L BD AB 1 8601000100
42.64L C C 8400100108
18,88: BE E CCGC 0 0700220208










































6.82L 3BC AAAB 3 _,400000010
64.91L C CA 8401100118
96,92L ED BB 0 0502100008
5,99L CCC AAB 9 4600100000
11.74L C BBH 6400100000
19.75: C CD BBEE 2602020108
11.79L EC AA 5 7701100000
72.52L C C 8400101108
49.34L C BCJ 9501000108
5.03L C EEDF 2600000000
4.02L C AFG 4600000000
35.27 DC DCDB 0603013418
37.29 CC KFDD 7500101106
70.61L B ABJ 7400000008
73.63L C CF 1400000008
60.77L BCC AAB 9 8400200108 28
20.74L C CD _ 3301100008
3.87L CC BC 1 1 2600000000
20.75L C C L 5401100008
44.79L B AD 8500110008
16.42: CC DFGE 6602100110
7,83L C O C 6400100000,
4.79 DC J F B 2600000100
77.36L BD AD 0 2400100008
62.38L F B 9400110008
17.33L C El 4400200008
4,58L EF BC 0 6600200000
15.31L F CI '600000000
50.79L DF CCN 9 7500011008
13.87L C CC 9500000006
61.60L D G E 7401210108
69.19L'BC AEl G 0 3400100008
17.10: CD J GJ B 0603110318
14.9OL ElDC AADF 9 3501000100
3.83L DC AAF 8 8600201000
9.87L C FFNI 7600000100
16.84L B A 7401100008
OO.87L C ElN 7400200108
4.44L ElC AA N 7600200000
20.59L D AN 7501100008
56.95L D DK 9400011108
75.39L C CE 7301101108
15.28L C FD 5601003310
65.19L BE ACD 0 6400320108
99.25L O BC 0401210106
13.66L E BEJ D 7401000008
35.04 FD GHD T4OO101108
14.55L BBC kACF 0 7500200008
20,48L C C H L C' 8300000008
66,16L C L CH 7400132008
1.81L 128.86L D B G 0400120308
43.77L BC AEl 1 3500100008
5.15L C B 86OOO00000
14.22 F C J DE 5600000210
97.88L CC ECCB 0400102108
1 t.59L D B F 3600000000
13.95L CC F H 4641003200
4.87L DBC AAA 0 1610000000 18
4.50 E J D 7600000008
4.19L EiCF AAAD 9 4600000100 29
6.33 E GB 9602000000
8.90 F C H 9500000210
5,60: BCDD AAEC 4 5681000308
16.79L DD CCC 8502012328
13.91L DE AA 0 4601000000
12.65L ElD AHK 0 4700000000
1 13 208054 K0 4 77
1 7 WRA1537 6
2 14 391-PN 3 PI 25
1 "41 16458--3403 20 1
1 "41 18457-3355 20 3
1 39 KOM44
39 PKS1645-311
1 13 208069 K0
2 1 32 X1646-374






"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
93




u _ Coord$ $MJ SMN B O 12 v.m8a
hm. • , (s) ( ) , b (') (") (') N
,6469-3903 59,613 345+3 47 71013 .42
16470-3642 0.31345+4 26 61013 .87
,6470--3404 0.9 8 349+7 77 12 98 2 .45
16470-3613 1.5 52 347+ 5 53 16 100 3 .25L
16470-3920 2.7 12 345+3 57 9 101 3 .69
,6470-3001 2.9 0 352+9 23 81 99 3 6.98
16471-3014 7.0 53 352+ 9 26 6' 98 3 .36L
,6472-3027 13.2 58 352+9 30 8 99 3 .52
16472 3947 13.3 50 645+3 87 12 100 2 .46
16473-3314 18.8 43 350+ 7 71 10 99 3
16473-3939 18.8 26 645+3 36 10 101 3
16473-3801 20,9 48 346+4 37 6100 3
16473-3455 21.3 17 348+6 38 8100 3
16473-3551 21.6 32 348+5 42 9 100 3
16473-3752 22.5 32 346+4 75 12 99 2
16473-3317 23.2 47 350+7 33 8 99 3
16473-3104 23.6 2 351+8 55 8 99 3
16474 3428 24,1 7 349+6 73 10 100 2
16474-3953 25.1_ 344+3 45 71013
. 74368267 5o 003
,6474_322357263"o+831 7 ,, 3
,6474310 2883 381+83722 ,, 2
,6474_31,028.832381+8 28 7 g93
,6474375827442 ,6+4 42131o03
16474-3816 29.5 40: 346+ 4 24 8 100 3
16475-3643 31.9 40 347+ 5 32 7 100 3
16475-3258 33,0 14 350+ 7 58 9 99 3
16475-3003 35.8 0 352+ 9 66 8 99 3
16476-3540 36.1 23 348+ 6 36 22 100 2
16476-3705 37.6 49 347+ 5 24 6 100 3
16476-3617 38.1 49 347+ 5 47 7 100 3
16476-3457 38.4 44 348+ 6 73 23 100 2
16476-3334 39.1 541349+ 7 73 10 100 2
16476-3120 39.5 281 351+ 8 79 21 9812
16476-3052 41,8 16'352+9 51 23 98 2
,6477-3044 46.9 6 352+9 83 2_ 0_i3216478-3743 48,1 46 346+ 4 24 1
,6478-3607 48.2 40 347+ 5 46 8 100_ 3
16478-3444 49.9 9 349+ 6 64 13 100 2
,6478-3721 50.1 59 346+ 4 73 9 _100 2
16478-3441 51,3 58 349+ 6 74 10 _ i 3
16478-3217 51.8 59 350+ 8 27 8 99 3
,6478-3129 52,223 351+88 36 15 _88i3
16478-3514 53.7331348+6 32 10 1
16479-311756.317351+ 5819 2
16479-3212 57.3 14 351+ 8 60 13 99 3
16479-3700 58.5 58 347+ 5 45 6 100i 3
,6479-3254 58.5 51 350+ 7 42 9 991 3
16480-3610 0.9 6 347+ 5 52 11 100 3
16480-3035 1.0 14 352+ 9 65 11 99 2
16480-3635 2.2 49l 347+ 5 33 9 100 3
16480-3512 28 45 348+ 6 58 12 100 2
16480-3450 3.5 24 348+ 6 36 9 99 3
16480-3750 3,8 13 346+ 4 21 6 100 3
16480-3644 5.450347+ 5 33 111003
16480-3201 5.86351+ 8 37 8 993
16481-3712 8.3 24 347+ 4 31 6 100 3
16481-3525 9.6 14 348+ 6 45 16 100 2
16481-3958 9.8 4 345+ 3 86 8 101 2
16481-3828 11.4 45 346+ 4 26 8 100 3
16481-3008 1.445352+9 21 7 993
16482-3353 14.626349+7 33 9100216482-3244 16.5 52 350+ 7 32 100
16482-3946 17.5 51 345+ 3 79 10 : 101 2
16483-3856 18.5 14 345+ 3 51 6 i 100 3
16483-3533 18.9 44 348+ 5 35 15 98 2
16483-3735 21.4 48 346+ 4 25 8 100 3
16483-3426 22.2 59 349+ 6 78 11 100 2
16483-3322 224 25 350+ 7 79 11 100 2
16483-3917 22.7 44 345+ 3 71 10 100 2
16484-3724 25.2 58 347+ 4 45 13 99 2
16484-3210 26.116351+ 8 69 13992
16484-3758 28.631346+ 4 31 81003
164843539 29.427348+ 5 87 101003
16485-3702 30.014347+ 5 38 11 992
16485-3858 31.430 345+ 3 16 8 100 3:
16485-3835 31.715 346+ 4 32 5 100 3
16485-3911 31.9 21 345+ 3 60 7 100
16485-3806 33.5 51 346+ 4 28 9 100
16485 3437 33.8 9 349+ 6 97 13 100 2
16485-3357 34.3 56 349+6 56 11 100 2!
164853805 34,835346+4 89 1610031
16485-3154 35.046351+ 8 40 15 992
16486-3014 38,450352+ 9 31 8 983
16486-3522 39.132348+ 6 31 71003
16487-3938 44.44943345+ 3 42 5101316487-3707 44.829347+ 4 54 71003
16487-3803 47.9 348+ 4 46 61003
16488-3503 49.326348+ 6 46 81003
16488-3050 51.7 7352+ 8 61 10 982
16488-3905 53.8 3345+ 3 83 8 992
164883858 53.fi 21345+ 3 93 101002
16489-3657 54.258347+ 4 34 61003
164893756 56.3 4346+ 4 54 71003
16489 3323 56.c316 350+ 7 30 12 100 2
16489-3104 56.9!60 352+ 8 85 9 99 3
16489-3721 57.0:26 347+ 4 93 33 100 2
16490- 3530 0.1 46 348+ 5 45 7 100 3
16490 3932 1.526 345+ 3 52 5 100 3
Flux Density
('Not Color Corrected)




100 v,m Hux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Has** S 2 # T
[
.86 1.23L 65.23L CC CA I 4 1400100118
.66 1.41L 32.85L BC BBFE ! 2 7601122008
.49L .73L 8.19L _FDD CCGB 1500010000.33L 1.26 13.93 8601000108
.70 8.27L 95.33L AC 0 740000000C
4.27 1.08 15.89L BEC AABL 9 4401000008
.92 1.57 21.38L CC AB 6401101108
.38L .44L 15.01L B BCJ G 9400000008
.73L 8.53L 100.37L D BD 44002300(0
5.39L B AG 85O010000O
38.12L CD GDCA 1 564024020C;
50.95L BB AA 1 9400100108
5.66LIFF AB E 9 1502100100
9.47L DD AC! ; 9 4600001000
15.14L D D 9501100000
4.29L B AC 6500100000
25.04L CE BF 0 3302100008
7.15L F BGM I 4501000000
82.31L BE AD I 0 440221010(3
48.38L E E A B ! 7 5400000008





























































16.15L O KL HG 3300100008
13.88L CD AB 0 4501010008
10.54L C _. 9600200100
46.08L C B EH 8502121228
45.45L CE AB 6 3500000008
4.14L D C 8600000000
18,43L C B 5400000008
14.21L C J H )D 5602000210
10.96L DC AA 9 3600100000
,O.66L B AB 7501000008
7.32 C GLEB 1500100100
6.35L C C 4500000000
18.14L D HJ 5500200108
22.90L D D M GD 93010001085.47 J E C 9500000008
14.52L DDF ABKF 0 9612100100
3970L CO BD 0 7501100008
5.03L E CB 2601200000
13.39L C CD 7601000000
6.38L CE BC 1 3601100000
3.72L CC J AA 6600100000
7.54 E C CDI B 5600000108
8.38L; F F AB 9 5501100000
5.51L' C DB 4600100008
5.69 BDCC C['B 460110000039.78L AC 1 2400100008
4.72L EF BC 9 6600100100
47.49L C K [ 5500100118
20.49L F EB 9411010008
46.65L C OK 4500000008
12.77L E AA 5501100000
6.98L BC AA[ 2 2500100000
10.98L EC AA 8 9601100000
10.50 CD BHE A 2700000108
4.41L B D B I': 3641000000
9.55L BBC AAE_ 0 4601000110
10.59L C HDE B 4600000200
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 14 332--PN 3 PI 4
2
1 "41 16470--3404 57
2 14 453-PN 6 Pt 13
1 "41 16473-3428 51 3
1 13 208093 K0 15 76
1 1 V570 SCO 17
1 14 332-PN 4 P! 45
1 7 151869 39
3 2 1 121 SCO 40




































83.05L D B 540000000(3
64.07L EC AB 2 5501001008
16.41L BC AAt H 3 9400110138
6.22L C D B B 0 3600000000
4.o0L BC AA 0 9602000000
96.85L D BE 540012361C
80.16L B BF 2500100008
11.39L C CH 6600100000
15.53 F C CCI- E 9701010210
7.81L C DL 6601100000
6.06L E DF 6500000000
8.43L 106.34L C BF H 940010000C
1.55L 12.91L C BM 8701000100
1.48L 5.36L E O _ 3601000000
1.44L 12.01L BC EBI 0 9600032000
.78L 8.88L C BI 7600100000
1.24L 46.'OL CF BC 0 2400200008
1.77L 89.20L B BC 2501200008
1,34: ,O.59L BBD AAFE 0 4500000108
8.30L 103.61L B BD 640110000(3
1.88L 67,05L B BGG 7400221218
.71L 9.98L C BE 3603000000
.74L 6.33L FF ACL 9 9601000100
2.49 76.77L D GMG 3 7300221218
.72 5.33: CD EC_ 7600000000
4.59 19.83L BCC AAA 7 6300000008 29
,87L 8.32L BD IABK3 0 8601000300
.64L 5.86 C I DE : 460000Ol10
10.29L 110.16L BD BBK 1 640020000(;
1.13L 8.98L B BG 3601100110
1.25L 23,56L CF BBI -_- 9 8501221218
,85L 8.05L C CI 8600100000
,48L 17.9OL C E 8401000008
9.86L 105.99L C C 740000000C
2.64L 106.48L E A 2401100008
.99L 32.81L CC AA 0 2400100008
.86L 10.31L B A 8600022000
.70L 4.79L C B H , 8502000000
,45L 4.41L C B 9601000200
1.34L 16.23 C DGD 6600100200
.83L 8.25L B AE 6600100000
8.88L 114.99L C BL i 940000000C
I
1 13208108 K0
1 t3 208111 K5
1
3 2 13 208116B2




Position 0950) Flux Density
Name H (Net Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _tm 25 /zm 60 /_m
h m o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
16490 3544 3.0 36 348+ 5 59 14 [ 99 2 .33L .72L
16490-3420 3,4 56 349+ 6 50 18 100 2 ,53L ,33L
16490-3717 3.7 16 347+ 4 41 8 100 3 1.19 ,71
16490-3500 3.8 21 348+ 6 35 13 98 2 .87 .37
16491-3412 7,1 57 349+ 6 50 10 99 3 ,47 .33L
16491 3946 9.1 46 345+ 3 35 9 101 3 ,32L .43L
16491-3823 9,9 39 346+ 4 36 6 100 3 6.72 2.20
16492-3014 12.3 11 352+ 9 37 9 97 2 2.95L 1.15
16492-3922 12.3 41 345+ 3 21 5 100 3 1.11 .64
16492-3506 12.7 54 348+6 63 17 99 21 .91L ,41L
16492-3847 14.0 6 346+ 3 31 5 100 3 6.36 6.21
16492-3630 15.2 2 347+ 5 65 12 98 2 .33 .35L
16492-3528 15.6 18 348+ 5 84 10 99 2 ,37 .33L
16493-3621 18.7 24 347+ 5 36 13 100 3 ,33L .36L
16493-3551 20,8 38 348+ 5 78 18 100 3 .27L .33L
16493-3547 21.3 51 348+ 5 58 7 100 3 1,25 ,44L
16493 3016 21,7 4 352+ 9 34 8 98 3 10,62 3,85
16493-3633 21,7 38 347+ 5 98 10 98 2 ,44 .33L
16493-3158 24,0 1 351+ 8 67 16 99 2 .25L ,35L
16494-3732 24,2 25 347+ 4 16 5 100 3 15.65 11,56
16494-3522 24,520 348+ 5 62 15 99 2 ,27L .31L
16494-3951 24.6i51 345+ 3 20 9 100 3 .47L .50L
16494-3627 24.9 50 347+ 5 33 7 100 3 1.49 .77
16494-3655 27.3 47 347+ 4 67 11 99 2 .59 .39L
16494-3346 29.3 46 349+ 6 44 22 99 3 .25L .30L
16494-3930 29.4 0 345+ 3 25 5 100 3 3.32 16.26
16494-3449 29.4 56 349+6 67 17 99 2 .33L .92L
1..94_33,.2982 349+676 2, 5374L33,33"16495--3602 30.2 348+ 5 ! 41
16495-3604 30,8 7 348+ 5 54 7 100 3 1.26 ,57
16495-3425 32.g 17 349+6 52 9 99 3 .41 .37L
16495-3027 33.1 48 352+ 8 81 12 99 2 .52 .39L
16495-3625 33.4 49 347+ 5 30 10 125 3 ,57 .32L
16495-3808 34.1, 54 346+ 4 37 6 100 3 1.31 .65
16495-3040 34.1 52 352+ 8 42 9 99 2 1.69 2.55
16495-3713 35,8 6 347+ 4 42 5 100 3 9,74 4,29
16496-3753 41,4 56 346+ 4 72 7 98 2 ,78 ,49L
16497-3855 42,0 46 346+ 3 43 8 100 3 ,70L ,52:
16497-3301 42,9 41 ! 380+ 7 81 13 99 2 ,54 ,49L
16497-3610 44,1 37 348+ 5 30 12 100 3 ,25L ,35L
16497-3114 45.9 40 352+ 8 29 18 99 2 .57L ,66L
16498 3615 50.6 54 348+ 5 68 9 100 3 .72 ,36L
16498-3914 52.4 56 345+ 3 21 5 100 3 1.93 1,00
16499-3046 54.6 28 352+ 8 55 8 99 2 .73 .34L
16499-3925 56,6 12 345+ 3 79 7 100 2 .48 .82L
16499-3956 58.9 47 345+ 2 24 4 101 3 18.18 6,43
16499-3021 57.0 52 352+ 6 63 10 99 2 .49 .64L
16499-3933 57.0 51 345+ 3 28 5 100 3 .70 .54L
16499-3647 58.7 59 347+ 4 36 6 100 3 .64 .81
16499--3912 59,4 20 345+ 3 40 5 100 3 .97 .38L
16499-3623 59.7 48 348+ 5 34 18 100 3 .34L .31L
16500-3330 3,2 44 350+ 6 54 9 99 3 .63 .40:
16500-3144 3.6 36 351+ 8 54 9 99 2 1,25 1.03L
16501-3434 7.4 17 349+ 6 55 7 99 3 .78 .30L
16501-3801 8.3 41 346+ 4 58 12 99 2 ,34 .36L
16501-3835 11.6 33 346+ 3 48 13 100 3 ,46L .31L
16502-3053 12,6 47 352+ 8 89 16 99 2 ,77L 1.82L
16502-3902 12.6 5 346+3 54 11 99 2 .44L .52L
16502-3542 16.4 7 348+ 5 32 6 99 3 2.32 1.23:
16503-3518 18.1 3 348+ 5 57 10 98 2 .62 .30L
16503-3611 19.3 2 348+ 5 64 14 100 3 .26L .36L
16503--3532 19.521 348+ 5 31 7 99 3 3.68 1.68
16503-3157 23.9 8 351+7 49 9 99 3 .94 .43L
16504-3347 28.1 3 350+ 6 38 9 99 3 .51 .39L
16504-3658 28.4 43 347+ 4 59 7 100 3 .53 .42L
16504-3252 28.4 22 350+ 7 ; 49 18 99 3 .28L .31L
16504-3315 26.6 57 350+ 7 32 10 99 3 .61 .56
16504-3908 29.4 4 345+ 3 49 4 100' 3 1.21 .48L
16504-3437 29.7 50 349+ 6 104 36 98 2 .98L .71L
16505--3816 30.4 45 346+ 3 55 6 100 3 .96 .37L
16505--3632 30.7 1 347+ 5 82 16 100 2 .43L' .36L
16505-3028 31.7 3 352+ 8 86 10 99 2 .73 1.49L
16505-3806 32.4 7 346+ 4 51 8 99 2 .59 .53L
16505-3725 32.7 22 347+ 4 70 8 100 3 .38 .42L
16505-3221 32.8 30 351+7 47 9 99 3 .77 .80L
16505-3957 33.8 6 345+ 2 63 6 101 2 .72 .46L
16505- 3353 34.8 9 350 + 6 43 7 99 3 2.68 2.84
16506-3728 37.7 13 347+ 4 81 10 : 100 2 .51 .37L
16506 3528 37.7 41 348+ 5 61 8 99 2 .93 .77L
16506-3605 37.8 57 348+ 5 34 7 100 3 .52 .57
16506-3847 37.9 21 346+ 3 53 5 100 3 1.12 .62
16506--3306 38.0 33 350+ 7 92 25 99 2 .35L .36L
16506-3324 40.5 19 350+ 6 75 12 98 2 .38 .34L
16507-3811 42.2 39 346+ 3 84 7 100 3 .56 .28L
16507-3310 43.8;34 350+7 35 8 99 3 1.28 .63
16507-3325 45.2 28 350+6 45 13 99 2 .30L .91L
16507-3142 47.0 28 351+8 53 9 99 3 ,66 .38L
16507-3330 47.2 16 350+ 6 67 13 99 2 .46 .40L
16508-3641 48.3 347+ 4, 28 6 100 3 1,42 .57
16508--3126 48,3 42 351+ 8 59 12 99 2 ,33 1.05L
16508-3855 48,4 12 346+ 3 50 6 98 2 .67 .46L
16508-3421 48.7 21 349+ 6 33 12 99 3 .25L .32L
16508-3551 49.1 26 348+ 5 43 6 100 = 3 .86 .32:
16508-3120 51.6 53 352+ 8 33 8 99 3 13.40 11.18
16508-3853 53.2 19 346+ 3 35 5 100 3 2.19 1.99
16508--3858 53.3 1 346+ 3 21 5 100 3 2.81 1.52
16509-3539 55.8 56 348+ 5 32 8 99 3 .60 .34L
16509-3629 58.7 57 348+ 4 21 6 123 3 .67 .41L
16509-3845 59.1 1 346+ 3 61 9 100 2 .47 .40L
16509-3457 59.6 39 349+ 5 53 15 99 2 .38L .34L
Uncs Coef R
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
1.18 8.43L C L E 4601100100
.86 8.13L F C 8600000100
1.31L 13.11L CD AA 9 4500100000
,90L 8.00L FD BB 0 3601200100
.95L 7.96L B CGE 9600000000
4.20 100.82L D DC 740323462(3
1.77L 80.06L CC AAI 5 4401000008
.44L 16.19L D AA 6400110118
8.54L 111,45L DD AB 7 840110010C
.95 12,10L C L D D 4600000000
.48L 16,83L C BG
10.97L 115.71L C BB
10.25L 106.75L BB AAI
.50L 13.66L C BF
14.34L 96,00L D BDM
.91L 44,94L CE AA
9.47L 108,12L C AE
1,24 12.62: DE EFC
,73L 6,78L CF BM
,44L 4.78L C AC
.72L 8.68L e BFDE
2.01L 28.11L F C
3,84 33.12: CD G GC
.60L 5.72 D F F B B
4.35 76.94L C DBCE
2.10L 81.16L BB AAK 0 3502000008
1.04L 48.93L E C i 2501310008
.83L 11.20L F D ' 5602100000
1.43 20,73L F GDB 3600100208
1.08L 10.91 C KB 3600110110
.86L 9.49L C AH 4600210000
,71: 16,12L BBD _AC 0 6400210118116
1,06L 40,64L C B 2600200008
.91: 7.65 DC FC 6503000100
2.14 9.78L BBC AAB 5 6701000000 29
1.10L 9.41 D D D C 5602000200
5.38 126.45L F CDC 640312331C
.84L 37.36L CD BB 0 2601310118
1.52L 51.51L C BCI 2401000008
.81L 9.91 C NC 9480000100
6,36 96.63L CBC AAA 2 940020000C
1.40 10.67L D HF B 3601000100
1.00 9.58L D E C 9600000100
1,07L 7A7L C B 2600100000
.81L 27.50L BD AB 0 3500200008
.78L 6.63L C CF 7601000000
.57L 12.66L F EBKD 9402020118
1.28: 49.02L C D BHE ]501310218
1.56L 74.13L CF ACC 7 6401000118
.69 16.10L_ CCD AAC 0 9400001006
1.17L 9.91L BF _ADC 9 4601000110
1.78L 23.39L D BC 7502000110
3.23 78.83L FD CCGD 1501020118
.55L, 7,11L F C 5701000000
1.43 13.25: CDI BGB 2680200218
.83L 5.19 C MEFD 9601000100
1.13L 46.81L B AEK ;'400100218
8.40L 108.05L CC AB 0 )40010100C
9400000008
640110000C













1.73L 9.02L CC AAB 5 4600000000
.77L 11.16L C A 3602010000
1.20 10.71 DO L MBC 2601100108
.98L 8.74L BC AA 4 5601100000
.44L 5.26L C AF _60CO00000
,66L 6.48L C BHC )600100000
1.33L 57.85L ' C B C I !401000008
,89L 8.23 C NHI A 4700000200
.65L 5.19L CD AB 1 5700100000
7.47L 103.26L B AC 54OO20OOOC
.88L 8.42 D N E 3600010100
1.78L 86,85L D BC $400100008
1.19 31,25L C CH 1601000118
,88L 11,54L F CFHB 9400000008
2,23L 108.77L E BC 7301100008
1.19L 14.71L C BG 7601110000
.61L 5,55L B BG 4601000000






.82L 7.53 F H D
1.84L 6.74L C C HD
1.75L 113.49L D CD G
.70L 4.80L BC AC
1.21: 7.84 EC KGFA
.54L 5.18L D BH E
.60L 6.79L D D
1.04L 51.50L BD AB
.54L 5.28L F B L D
5.43L 26,67L D AJ H










Name Type (") Mag
2
1 1 V572SCO 12! 3
17 2372 50
6.77L BC AAG 8 9600101110
14.61L C CI M 7601110000
8.69L C AD 5601100000
30,02L EC DBB 0 1501100008












9.41L BF AC D 8 4601000000
4.78L BFD AAA 9 9601100000
25.64L CC AA 8 4602335320
26.78L, BCD ABEB 3 4602246420
7.65L E D 5600000000
14.98L C C ADED 0781200118
26.23L E D E C 6500300000
7.06L F C E C 2703000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 4 TMSS -30270 17 20
23 LDN 1677 473
2
1 13 208130 KO
1 23 MRSL 348+05/1 145
1 23 MRSL 348+05/1 543
1 23 LDN 1677 350
5 72
13 208155 K2 12 90
1 39 OS-385 22 141_
95









































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) () I b C) C) (')
0 _ 347+ 3 11
3 349+ 4 1 1;
4 346+ 5 1(
5 347+ 7 1 !
6 346+ 2 1(
6 352+ J 3 1
I1 347+, 9 2
ll 347+, ¢ 1(
13 350+ : 7,
14 345+ : 2q , 1;
14. 352+ ! 5, G
15. 347+ , 1' lC
16. 348+ .= 8 1 9
36. 346+ : 4: 1(_
;7. 348+ .' 81 11 9
!0. 346+ • 54 _ IC
!1. 352+ I 4_ I 9
!3. 349 + ,= 8" I 9
_3. 346+ ," 2: 1; 10
!4. 347+ _ 31 ! 10
!4., 346+ _ 3" ( 10
_5. 350+ E 4; t 9
_8. 348+ _ 3[ " 10
'8., 346+ _ 2_ i 10
'9: 349+ E 6:: 1.= 9
1. 35O+ e 2( 1' 9
1: 353+ 8 5_ [ 9
3.1 347+ 4 1E 1"3: 348+ 5 5_
3.: 347+ 4 35 [
4., 345+ 2 21 _ 10
4.( 352+ 8 7:' 1;
6.( 350+ 6 43 "_
7.: 345+ 2 5_ ? 10
9., 352+ 8 82 1_
1.1 346+ 3 26
1J 347+ 4 26
2., 348+ 5 33
2.; 348+ 4 28 _=
4/ 348+ 4 34 5
4.,' 352+ 6 54 11
5.,= 348+ 5 6612
5.[ 346+ 3 52 10
9.,= 349+ 5 46 14
D.; 349+ 6 22 6
;).; 345+ 2 65 8 0 _
_.( 349+ 6 24 6
1.( 349+ 5 8616
1.( 349+ 5 6410
I.( 346+ 3 58 7 01
2.; 346+ 3 39 5
3A 349+ 6 96 12
3.E 348+ 4 84 7
t.," 347+ 4 52 5
_,.E 346+ 3 42 5
3.C 353+ 8 33 8
3._ 346+ 3 5319
).7 351 + 7 39 10
1.9 348+ 5 36 6
]._ 352+ 8 43 8
1.2 352+ 6 35 16
_.4 346+ 3 39 9
).1 )50+ 6 0822
).4 352+ 8 43 9
1.3 345+ 2 41 7 01
1.9 )47+ 4 47 5
L7 )47+ 4 43 6
).2 )45+ 2 33 6 01
).9 )47+ 3 28 5
!.3 ]49+ 5 45 5
L4 348+ 4 94 9
1.2 345+ 2 22 6 01
).6 348+ 5 46 6
;.2 351+ 7 47 I1
;.3 351 + 7 74 I0 98
;.8 348+ 4 20 5
k5 )45+ 2 27 6 O0
'.4 346+ 3 49 7 O_
'.5 345+ 2 25 6 01
L4 ]47+ 4 16 5 DO
).3 i52+ 8 37 8 96
).9 345+ 2 56 7 01
L6 146+ 2 24 7 01
L8 150+ 6 36 9 99
L6 147+ 3 27 5 DO
L9 146+ 2 27 7 DO
.0 150+ 6 36 6 99
I. 1 149 + 5 22 5 99
1.4 151 + 7 31 7 99
L0 145+ 2 62 7 99
,.6 H9+ 5 40 12 99
L9 M6+ 3 79 9 30
,.9 148 + 4 50 8 30
'.3 147+ 4 60 7 E)9
L0 150+ 6 41 6 E)9
;.5 )52+ 8 55 _ _8
L7 149+ 5 74 !3 99
'.3 _47+ 3 56 0 30
'.7 )53+ 8 81 4 _7
.3 _46+ 3 51 7 30
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 ktm 60 p.m 100 p.m
(Jansky)








































.71 .501 2.99 32.74
.41 .441 .50 4.8C
.47 .511 1.09 12.0_
1.04 .50: 2.08 25.19
.451. .291 1.15 7.25
.73 .311 1.16 5.26
.54 .451 .44 17.03
2.97 4.71 1.34, 12.17
.27L 1.35[ 1.38 10.23
.57 .301 1.551 20.87
1.20 .681 9.1C 235.25
.63 .69L .5-_ 15.63
.96 .42: 33 5.98
1.63 .53: 17.18 171.51
.46 .66L .53 15.54
.45L .68 8.51. 69.99
.77 .33L 1.18 11.29
2.08 .75 .8G 7.67
9.18 4.82 1.15 10.27
1.51 5.97 2.27 11.38
.42 .34L .54 4.33
.31L .47L 1.33 12.44
.39 A9L 3.39 22.76
.28L .32L 1.74 13.36
3.17 2.15 .46 5.31
.67: 1.00 6.39 184.101
1.02 7.98 1.66 5.161
.30L .35L 1.03 10.371
.38 34L .971 10.281
1.48 .95 10.61L 106.921
.87 .6OL 2.331 26.151
.26 .41L 1.02L 11.171
.56 .43L 1.31 L 11.821
1.21 .80 1.75L 24.001
1.74 .86 2.25L 21301
2.62 1.75 .41L 12.761
.29L .53L 3.43L 50.69
1.12 .42L .59L 25.361
.69 1.34 1.01: 8.571
.95 .61L .64L 12.621
.28L .46L .53L 5.36
.47 1.08L 4.79L 46.60:
.25L .45L .80L 5.54
.43 .36L .66L 4.69L
2.71 .88 15.27L 165.92L
.78 .34L 1.07L 12.75L
.50 .34L 1.76L 20.83L
11.41 : 6.67 15.39L 56.38L
1.59 .34: 2.40L 17.74L
1.69 .52 .68L 6.80L
.30 .31L 1.10L 16.56L
10.00 8.44 15.34L 145.17L
.66 .33L 1.00L 8.2OL
.77 .47L .61L 21.85L
.39 .34L .52L 19.09L
1.56 .95 .97L 8.61L
5.83 4.91 14.90L 208.87L
3.05 2.01 2.05L 24.40L
2.00 1.42 6.96L 187.31L
28.38 16.52 2.24 14.24L
1.64 .94 .46L 16.26L
1.10 .58L 8.31L 204.59L
2.17 2.84 15.20L 143.07L
.64 .41L .77L 20.71L
7.61 3.62 1.22L 21.61 L
2.23 1.34 14.96L 142.46L
8.21 2.28 .58L 4.29L
2.33 1.29 .91L 9.34L
1.01 A2L .87L 17.54L
.83 1.61L 11.37L 'LJ&.21L
.43 .58L 1.01 : 8.54L
.54 .48L 4,41L 31.69L
.36 .36L .86L 8.51L
.49 .31L 1.93L 19.56L
1.04 .56 .74L 7.02L
.25L .40L .87L 8.38
.66L ! .31L 1.02 10.05L
.41L 2.37L 22.57L
.35 I .38L .57L 4.62L
2.16 I 1.33 3.98L 37.29L
V
Flux ( orr A Confusion R

















) B | 9401100101







C H E 870100(0)0
) C BDC 770000020(
) _ E 740000000_
;B _,I 460000000(
C _'D( 560010000(
; _C | 560110019(

























F _A 14 i5010(O00
E E, F '502221220
_E J )501000008
CC IAC _001000100
C = C 1400000008
C IJ _ B )700000108
E ;F _: F '501222220
E: i) B )703000008












D A ) 701001000
F A 002100OOF
C A 702100100
D A ; 60031132F
















D FI D 501000108
D I C 501100210
5000000OO
;'01000000
: A( : _02010210
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed So,,rces (PH); 5) Neighborin
96
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
j Associations




































Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
Right Ascension: 16h52=55'-16h54=40 "
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
O 12 tim 25 /Lm 60 p.m
a C oords SMJ SMNh% .8, (,)(_) .o () (')_.0)N
16529-3014 55.1 20 353+ 8 35 8 98 3
16529-3728 55,3 22 347+ 4 42 5 100 3
16530-3250 1.5 21 351+ 6 35 11 99 3
16530-3553 2.4 21 348+ 5 33 7 99 3
16530-3113 4,7,46 352+7 51 7 98 3
16531-3218 6.8 13 351+ 7 106 13 97 2
16531--3417 6.8 17 350+ 6 51 8 99 2
16531-3913 7,3 29 346+ 2 54 8 100 2
16531-3247 7,8 5 351+ 6 43 6 99' 3
16531--3850 11.3 23 346+ 3 40 9 100 3
16532-3242 14.4 60 351+ 6 55 8 99 3
16532-3048 16.5 40 352+ 8 30 7 98 3
16532-3648 17.4 29 348+ 4 57 10 100 2
16533-3949 18,9 12 345+ 2 37 6 101 2
16533-3935 19,1 24 345+ 2 46 8 100 2
16533-3056 21,3 35 352+ 8 86 27 98 2
16533 3712 21,3 19 347+ 4 57 6 100 2
16533-3836 22,1 5 346+ 3 43 7 ;100 3
16533-3531 23.8 35 349+ 5 19 4 99 3





















.47: .47L 16,79L B F
.42L 1.79L 19.21L F
.41L 2.38 15,65L E
.35: .68L 38.72L DD
,37L .42L 5,38L C
.76L .99L 22.62L E
,55L .92L 7.11L D
2,38L 17.77L 195.99L D












16534-3419 26.6 52 350+ 5 39 5 99 3 1.72 .84
16534-3846 27.1 17 346+ 3 43 8 100 2 618 5.04
16534-3041 27.7 15 352+ 8 81 27 98 2 .64L .40L
16534-3255 28,8 1 351+ 6 37 6 99 3 7,07 3.12
16535-3657 30,2 28 348+ 4 44 5 100 2 1.12 .99
16535-3132 30,4 38 352+ 7 70 9 98 3 ,41L .30L
16535-3753 31,0 53 347+ 3 49 7 100 2 1,28 .46:
16535-3247 32,9 18 351+ 8 40 12 98 2 ,44 .36L
16535-3120 33.1 4 352+ 7 85 8 98 3 ,52 ,42L
16536-3346 36.4 53 350+ 6 24 5 99 3 1,23 .64
16536-3438 41.0 40 349+ 5 25 6 99 3 .25L .48:
16536-3923 41.8 14 346+ 2 51 7 100 2 ,99 2,61L
16537-3306 43.0 36 351+ 6 25 7 99 3 .97 .50
16537-3814 43.2 42 347+ 3 41 6 100 2 3.61 2.09
16537-3633 44.3 34 348+ 4 49 6 100 2, 1.02 .56
16537-3058 44.6 53 352+ 7 19 7 113 2 2.26: ,73
16537--3112 44.8 352+ 7 28 6 98 3 1.25 1.02
16537-3556 44,8 35 348+ 4 37 5 99 3 1.71 1.14
16537-3440 45.1 34 349+ 5 76 8 96 2 .48 .40L
16537-3356 45.9 53 350+ 6 30 5 99 3 1.65 .88
16538-3209 48.2 4 351+ 7 _ 39 8 97 2 .43 .87L
16538-3845 50.4! 53 346+ 3 80 9 100 2 1.76: .97
16539-3716 i54,8 2 347+ 4 52 8 100 2 ,54 .38L
16539-3540 55.1 45 349+ 5 21 5 99 3 1.40 .84
16539-3310 55.3 57 351+ 6 22 5 99 3 10.87 2.60
16539-3646 556 20 348+ 4 23 7 100 2 1.87 .89
16539-3944 55.8 10 345+ 2 36 6 100 3 2,59 3.09
16539--3005 57.4 15 353+ 8 48 8 98 3 ,53 .35L
16539--3049 58.8 31 352+ 8 33 9 98' 2 .45 .44L
16539-3241 59,2 17 351+ 6 45 6 98 3 ,81 ,22:
16539-3336 59.7 21_350+ 6 76 22 98 2 ,51L 2.19L
16539-3534 59,8 30 349+ 5 40 5 99 3 1.76 .45:
16539-3012 59,9 3, 353+ 8 54 983 1.20 .69
16540-3800 1,7 49 347+ 3 72 10 '1(30 2 .60 .40L
16540-3705 2.3 39 347+ 4 44 7 100 2 1.33 .70
16540-3949 2.8 56 345+ 2 35 6 100 3 4.90 3.04
16540-3057 3.8 33 352+ 7 100 22 98 2 .27L .77L
16540-3558 3,9 21 348+ 4 62 8 100 2 .72 .70L
16540-3201 4.5 36 351+ 7 65 9 99 2 .69 .62L
16541-3431 6,3 54 350+ 5 61 17 99 3 ,26L .29L
16541-3739 8,8 48 347+ 3 49 6 100 2 5,91 6.85
16541-3420 9.5 57 350+ 5 27 12 99 3 ,25L ,25L
16541-3935 10.5 46 346+ 2 33 6 100 3 2,24 1.28:
16542-3411 12.2 47 350+ 5 43 7 99 2 .51 .60:
16542-3749 12.4 6 347+ 3 32' 8 100 2 .70 ,34L
16542-3858 12.8'13 346+ 2 60 7 100 3 .64 .40L
16542-3343 13,5 24 350+ 6 86 10 98 2 .30 .36L
16542-3142 14.1 55 352+ 7 80 9 98 2 .61 .45L
16542-3416 15.0 11 350+ 5 62 9 98 2 .51 .33L
16542-3721 15,4 0 347+ 3 30 7 100 2 1,21 1,36L
16542-3353 15,9 13 350+ 6 45 5 99 3 .69 ,45L
18542-3043 16.2 5 353+ 8 25 8 98 3 1,05 ,48
16542-3303 17.2 34 351+ 6 59 12 98 3 30L .30L
16543-3205 18.8 34 351+ 7 35 6 98 3 7.54 3.88
16543-3953 19.3 3 345+ 2 29 6 100 3 2.28 1.30
18543-3438 20.2 4 349+ 5 74 10 98 2 .51L .39L
18543-3421 21.6 43 350+ 5 66 25 97 2 .25L .30L
16543--3630 21.7 45 346+ 4 55 8 100 _ 2 .74 .38L
16543-3501 22.0 56 349+ 5 50 7 99 3 .41 .36L
16543-3425 23.8 43 350+ 5 22 5 99 3 4.45 2.35
16544-3608 24.0 10 348+ 4 29 9 100 2 1.03 .98:
16544-3454 24.1 9 349+ 5 44 6 99 3 .58 .29L
16544-3902 24.4 23 346+ 2 32 6 100 3 12.55 3.35
16544-3802 26.9 50 347+ 3 53 9 100 2 .88 .71L
16544-3840 28.3 57 346+ 3 38' 9 100 3' .80 .55L
16544-3135 28.5 32 352+ 7 29 7 98 3 .77 .40L,
16544-3945 29.1 41 345+ 2 22 15 99 3 1.71L 2.48L
16545-3412 31.3 15 350+ 5 58 11 98 2 .56L .53L
16545-3308 31.4'37 351+ 6 88 10 98 2 .36 .41L
16545-3604 31.7 19 348+ 4 43 6 99 2 4.40 2.26:
16545-3203 32.5 19 352+ 7 35 8 98 2 .45 .62L
16545-3825 J3._ 47 347+ 3 45 6 99 3 6.90 4.06
16545--3403 34.E 56 350+ 5 60 8 99 3 .35L .35L
16545 3837 34.9 6 346+ 3 28 5 100 3 4.30 3.74
16545-3230 35.0 10 351+ 6 23 5 98 3 8.19 3.49
16545-3648 35.2 37, 348+ 4 24 7 100 2 6.56 2.05
16546-3000 37.0 2 353+ 8 35 7 98 3 1.6'6 .96
16546-3236 38.4 5 351+ 6 39 5 98 3 5.80 5.47










Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 13 208209 MA 22
4
13 208214 K0 8 73
1.52L 41.53L C BE 1701100000
.50L 23.03L BF BD 0 9500200008
.42L 14.61L BD ABKD 2 8500000108
1.95L 16.O0L C GDD 1600000000
21.99L 185,O0L CE AAC 1 66032332OF
22.28L 255.97L CD AA 1 970211110F
,59L 4,22 E C 1700001O08
1,67L 18.46L C CG 4601000100
3,79L ; 36.32L CD BB 0 6700000000
,62L 42,93L CD AB 8 9401001008
11.98 7.42 CBCC _AAC 9 7610000018 15
.85L 7.22L BD AA 8710100100
3.47L 38.88L F F AA 9 6700200000
.54L 4.68 E L D 9600000008
.55L 24.26L BB AAH 0 8500000108
.98L 15.43L FF AB H 9 8600000000
1.86 5.62L C H A B 4600000000
2.97L 25.35L ED AB 0 5600000000
.79: 29.52L C D D DD 8500100108
.49L 5.17L C BH 2O0 1000OCO
.O0L 5.75L BC AB 0 7700000000
3.62 7,87L EC CAC 9701100000
23.31L 235.10L E BD 960211321F
.63L 30,77L BD AB 0 8501200108
2.61L 29.39L FF AAGE 9 5602001100
.83L 11.88L FF AA 9 9700100000
.45L 10.79L FE BB G 1 8612101008'
.49L 3.50L CF _AG 9 2701000000
,90L 47.99L CD AA 9= 6501200108
.95L 7,87L C BF 9701100000
.50L 6,09L CC a, AF 3 ;700000000
,67L 20.02L C CC 1400000008
4,01L 70,27L DD ABC 0 i6o0100000
2,09L 26.83L C CC 4601000200
.96L 43.07L BE AAC 5 8400000008
.71L 5.24L BB AAC 0 )700100000
1,82L 16.03L BC AB 0 9603000000
26.68L 317.91L EO AA G 8 961324244F
.47L 3.48L E CF )700010000
.47L 12.62L C BK 7500000008
.59L 21.18L BE AEHE 0 9500000108
1 1 HOSCO 84 3
4 13 208221M6E 2 55
3 3 RAFGL 1909 43
1 14 453- G 11 S. 5
1 CM SCO 89 3
3 13 208232 K5 2 55
8 1 23 MRSL 345+01/1 401
1 1 CN SCO 65 3





EV SCO 20 3
1.16: 4.82 E D MGGC 7701000000
.83L 45.62L B E ACDA 0 8400000008
,55L 14,81L BC ACK 3501000008
3.01L 33.63L C C 5700000000
2,01L 25.38L F F AB 9 9600000000
24.14L 280,75L CC AA 0 70O042300F
,47L 4.40 E CKMC! 77021010081.17L 45.43L F B 7500100218
.54L 5.01L F AE 5500100000
1.25L 12.79 C J NEC 7600100100
1.62L 19.61L BC AAB 0 5600000000
2.21 17,99: CC GC 7600300110
26.02L 308.36L CE AB 0 9604O0110F
.64L 6.29L CE CC 2 5700200000
2.85L 29.61L C A F 4600000000
2.50L 42,73L C B 4803101410
.70L 11,42L C D 7600000000
,54L 3.57L F A 6601000000
,92L 7.72L F D i7004O0110
2,34L 15.08L F AA G 4602000100
,70L 7,71L=D B B 4700000000
.42L 13.54L CD AC 0 7501000008
1,22 14.79L C K DF 8601121148
.68L 6,39L BF AAB 9 5500200000
21.40L 229,31L CD AB 1 770334330F
1.07 11.08L, C B B 8601100000
.93L 14.29 D C 6600300220
t.44L 20,63L C A 7600000000
,0OL 11.13L C BJ 9601000000
,0OL 7.83L CF AAE 9 6701200110
4 65
1.21L 46.82L FF AC 9 9500100008
,89L 10.98L C CI 9600000000
4.61L 62.26L BC AAKJ 2803101520,17 4 2 13 208237M0
3,60L 57.78L F BD 3602100000
315L 40.25L D BB 4702100100
.72L 4.52L B AFCB 5602000000
31.83L 274.45 E B HC 978135453F 8 23 MRSL 345+01/1 163
.99 9.00L E DE DC 5700300000
1.20L 14.89L F C HG 7600221348
1.38L 48.68L FF AA 9 8500100008
.67L 5,39L C CE 5500110000
2.52L 46,43L BC AA C 0 4601101200
1.64 7.67L C MB 4701000000
5.11L 39.49L CB AAt 6 3701100100
1.07: 18.19L 3BC AABD 0 4600100008
1.86L 14.64L DC AAD 2 8702000100
.43L 3.20L BC AB 3 6700000000
.80L 20.52L BC AAG 9 7500100108
4.05L 53.38L CC AA 4 4603101110
.51L 13.51L C DK 2500000008
2 4 TMSS 30273 28 24
1 1 DQ OPH 6 3





a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8
h m. • , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N
16546-3616 40.6!19348+ 4 43 6 993
16546-3756 41.016347+ 3 51 91002
16546-3743 41.84347+ 3 94 121002
16547-3219 45.944351+ 6 34 5 983
16547-3411 46.65i 350+ 5 = 65 9 982
16547-3628 47.4, 346+ 3 129 7 993
16548-3922 48.3 346+ 2 I 29 6 100 3
16548-3636 49.5 57 348+ 4 25 7 100 2
16546-3541 50.5 5 349+ 4 42 14 99 2
16548-3919 50.6 29 346+ 2 26 6 100 3
16546-3321 51.6 0 351+6 21 5 96 316546-351451.926 549+5 2o 5 99
16548-3256 52.624351+ 6 23 I 6 9S
16548--3847 53.434346+ 2 47 6100
16549-3951 54.430345+ 2 50 61003
165493200 56.3 1 352+ 72; 5 98316549-3314 58.642351+ 6 5 983
16549-3223 59.253351+6 30 6 983
16549-3053 59.748352+ 7 30 7 983
16550-3311 0.517 351+6 47 9 98 2_
16550-3911 2.1 2346+ 2 32 61003
16550--3426 2.250350+ 5 43 5 99
16550-3725 2.951 347+ 3 28 8100
16550--3636 3.354349+ 4 38 9 99
16550-3555 3.4 1 349+ 4 45 7 993
16550-3925 3.6 8346+ 2 40 61003
16550-3332 4.1 1 350+ 6 46 5 983
16551-3336 7.115350+ 6 49 6 983
16551-3450 7.722349+ 5 50 7 992
16551-3256 6.158351+ 6 25 15972
16551-3022 8.140353+ 8 71 21 982
16551-3309 8.320351+ 6 5210 992
16551-3203 1.03352+7 60 6= 983
16551-3001 11.345353+ 8 5171 96 3
16552-3253 1283351+6 46 11 983
16552-3954 13.120345+ 2 38 61003
16552-3408 14.3 13 360+ 5 46 6 99 216552--3050 15,8 36 353+ 7 30 _ J 98
16552-3305 16.8 30 351+ 6 36 598 3
16552-3327 17.6 55 350+ 6 57 6 _ 98 3
16553-3046 22,7 3 353+7 42 7 98 3
16553-3224 23.3 56 351+6 24 5 98 3
16553-3223 23.31,351+6 43 6972
16554-3850 24.25712346+ 76 91002
16554-3259 24.313351+ 6 25 4 983
165543227 24.812351+6 47 6 983
16554-3710 26233348+3 8913 982
16554-3253 26.945351+ 6 31 6 992
165543737 27.052347+ 3 50 7 ' 993
16554-3855 271 9346+ 2 25 5 993
16554-3523 29.720349+ 4 75 18 992
16555-3813 31.720347+ 3 49 6 993
165553756 32.748347+ 3 57 7 993
16555-3418 33.847350+ 5 38 7 992
16656-3652 36.117348+ 4 90 10 992
16556395636,25345+23361003
16556- 3849 40.036346+2 54 8,993
16556-3858 40.744346+ 2 29 6 1399
16556-3123 41,9 1 352+ 7 42 7 _ 98 3
16557-3700 456 48 348+ 3 61 6 99 3
16557 3623 47.5 14 346+ 4 62 11 98 2
16558-3727 46.6 21 347+ 3 73 7 99 3
16558-3958 48.9 45 345+ 2 61 7 100 3
16558 3342 49.227 350+ 5 45 6 99 2
16558-3737 50.4 6347+ 3 30 6 99 3
16558-3941 50.957346+ 2 40 61003
166583606 52.035348+ 4 32 8 992
16556-3438 52.019350+ 5 41 6 992
16558-3503 52.129349+ 5 26 14 992
16558-3417 52835350+ 5 30 6 983
16559-3661 54.7 23 348+3 49 12i _ 316559-3440 55.0 17 350+ 5 39
16569-3929 55,1 44 346+ 2 31 6 100 3
16560-3903 0.5 48 346+ 2 44
16560-3755 1.2 34 347+ 3 23 3
16560-3657 1.4 44 348+ 3 20 5 99 3
16560-3142 1.6 46 352+ 7 18 4 96 3
16660-3352 1,9 43 350+ 5 71 7 99 2
16561 3459 6.1 58 349+ 6 36 6 99 2
16561-3842 10,8 41 346+ 2 75 7 99 3
16562-3037 12.1 43 353+ 7 91 16 98 3
16562 3429 13.4 60 350+ 5 35 7 99 2
16562 3959 14.1 15 345+ 1 27 6 100 3
16562_3 0714652349+4g 1;=1916562-3955 16.4 49 346+ 1
16562 3419 17.3 48 350+ 5 63 9 99 2
16562-3731 17.4 55 347+ 3 46 6 99 3
16563 3255 21.2 31 351+ 6 49 7 99 2
16563 3945 23.2 35 346 ÷ 2 34 6 100 3
16563 3853 23,8 54 346+ 2 36 6 99 3
16564-3314 26,8 35 351+6 59 7 98 3
16564 3536 27.6 3 349+ 4 40 8 99 3
16564-3455 27,7 58 349+ 5 41 9 99 2
165643523 27.747349+4 28
165643218 28.71352+6 46 8 _ 32
16564-3646 29.1 16 348+3 52 8 99 3
16564 3531 293 40 349+4 31 8 99 3
16564 3438 300 55 350+5 29 10 99 2 i
16565 3447 31.2i25 350+5 78 11 992'
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 _m Flux ( '.orr A Confusion R S A







16.56L 229.29L CC A _, 09603200001:
2.24L 13.03L BC A_EC 1 7701100200
1.49 64.15L C 3CF 9300100108
17.02L 229.29L CD AABE O 9602200t0F
1.22 5.73L BBC AAB 2 9700000000
4.25 31.77L BCD AAA 5 850010021628
.97: 23.65L DCD BBBH 3 7500223236
4.37L 55.17L DD ABFB O 2701001200
17.90L 228.20L CE AA 0 770032310F
.47L 4.24L CF BC 5 5600210000
.66L 5.66L C F 8 B 3 9700200000
.56: 26.16L BCE AAB 9 3300100006






.88L 6.99L D D 9700300210
4.43L 48.12L BC A/',H O 0800000000
.89L 14.12L CC AA H O 5603000110
2.76L 39.29L FF AAA 9 550100010027
1.17L 67.96L D BH 9300100008
1.50L 61.56L C BC 7300010008
18.69L 318.17L D AB 960020011F
.67L 6.99L D B 9700200000
.68L 8.80L B BF 9700100000
.94L 10.16L C BE 9601000000
1.10 35.96L D GF 5500433238
1.06L 4.96 D CKC 8700000108
1.32 14.40L O HEA 5600300218
.45L 5.22L B AE C 3500110000
,44L 4.02L B BGM 4601000100





















A_ e F O 670233242F
9.40L CD A, _ O 4700000000
17.01L BCC AS A 1 9501220118
29.80L C BE 5500100006
9.17L D CC 9701100000
19.73L B Bts 8500100008
21.19L BC A, a 4 2420200008
24.34L CD BE 02400200008
72.23L C BB 1601210100
5.97L BF AAC 9 9700311110
26.30L D C 2500200008
33.70L C BC 8601000110
14.88L ED ACFE 0 9600333230
26.42L B CI 4602100100
54.86L CC AA 91701310010
14.16: DE I j HE] 8643000226
42.97L BD BB 0 2600000000
36.83L B BD 1603000000
11.12L FF AA 9 5700100010
27.43L C D 9600120100
37.28L 330.70L C A B _ 670353120F
6.70L 81.38L C B 3602210000
3.94L 71.68L DE AA 93801101110
.52L 6.09L' O C 4602000000
1.68L 19.93L BD BBH 08701100110
.86L 22.33L F CL 5600100000
3.48L 29.14L C BC 3701000100
26,04L 15158.39L D BL 620245600F
.52L 9.62 CF C BB F 0 8600000120
3,60L 27.16L BD AA 9 3603200000
24.40L 353.79L BE AB 3960224251F
5.17L 50.50: FF E AA'D 99581021238
.87L 11.60L FE AA H 75601110110
1.72 16.13 CC _ F :O 7601100210
7.68 10.85: BBCCIAA_B 5 5700100110
3.67 34.52 CC CM :B 8601120210
1.37L 14.15L CE BC,_E 4 6600110110
24.58L 558.66L DE AA :E 2 960300100F
1.66L 21.77L BC AA t 2 5600100000
6.21L 71.64Li CD AA= O 2800000000
1.84L 33.0OL' B F BB O 1603000000
2,54L 20.26L BC AAH 9 9601100000
.48L 4.62L BC ,AA 3 3602000000
.79L 9.34L F AAI 7700000000
5.95 9A2L CCD AAt. 8 770120010027
5.53L 76.44Li DE AB 4 3600000100
.72 5.00: I C O ( :O 9500000008
1.21L 6.65L BC AAItD 0 5702000100
694,40 9699.61 15158.39 CBDC AAJ+A O 622246820F
4.49 53.42: DF D[ D 8582011228
84,45L 15158.39L BB DD[ 2 620237520F
1.18L 13.24L D BJ 5600000110
1.38L 27.04L ED IAA 93602100000
.76L 7.44L C CE 8501100000
27.49L 300.50L CC AA 29704000OOF
5.57L 65.10L BC AA 54702101000
.56L 7.60L C BD 9600000000
1.47L 78.37L BD ABF l 0 9400120008
1.29L 13.41L FF AA(_ ' 99600200000
1.44L 57.37L BC AA( 27500000008
.64L 8.35L CE BB O 1500000000
2.44L 24.43L C B 9600000100
1.45L 62.50L BC AAE 0 9500120008
1.22L 13.97L D BDHE 4600000000
1.23L 13.06L C Bt 9600100000
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
1 16 08069 63 118
I
1 231MRSL345+01/1 584
11 ' FF SCO 6
1 13 206245 K5 40
2 13 208246 F5V 11
87
B 1 40 B9.5 IV 1 12 87
4
1 13 208255 G5 6 77
1 40 F3 V 1 42 92
1 1 HWSCO 6 3
1
1 17 2383 17
1 5 DC348,0 + 03.4 389
1 5 DC348.0 +03.4 417
1
I ' 2 20 G345.530
1 23 MRSL 349+04/1 505
1 5 DC348.0 + 03.4 399















Declination: - 40 TM- 30"












Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 a: ,6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _,m 25 _m 60 _m
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
16565-3300 31345351+ 6 35 15 9813 .25L .37L
16565-3704 32.36 348+ 3 80 16 992 .35L ,57L
16565-3546 32.7 48 349+ 4 27 8 99 3 1.38 .78
t6565--37...................54 32.8 24 347+ 3 41 5 99 ' 3 13.94 8.2716585-335234447 350+5 45 7 99 2 1.29 89L
16565--3637 35.2 52 348+ 3 30 1{ 99'3 .32L .35L16565--3509 35.5 45 349+ 4 47 , 991 .:, .65 .68:
16566-3848 36.8 24 346+ 2 56 99 .73 .39L
16566-3811 39.146347+ 3 38 7 3 .85 .53
16566-3109 40.043353+ 7 29 14 982 1.10L .43L
16566-3744 41.718347+ 3 61 7 993 .65 .56L
16566-3503 41.824349+ 4 34 7 993 1.45 .82
16567-3107 42.219353+ 7 89 8 982 .43 .39L
16567-3838 42.842347+ 2 40 5 993 7.30 15.69
16567-3621 43.3 24 348+ 4 55 6 99 3 1.34 .51:
16567-3751 43.946347+ 3 50 6 993 ,93 .67
16567-3453 44,227350+ 5 9211 982 .35 .73L
16567--3810 45.4 5 347+ 3 20 7 99 3 .76 .36L
16567--3627 47.2 48 348+ 4 28 6 99 3 .66 5.97
16567-3429 47.4i25 350+ 5 69 10 99 2 .43 .51L
16568-3152 48.5 4 352+ 6 19 5 98 2 2.26 1.68
16568-3845 50.7 34 347+ 2 27 6 100 3 1.81 .97:
16568-3953 51.435 346+ 1 23 6 100 3 24.79 19.30
16568 3749 53.9 60 347+ 3 28 6 99 3 1.49 .72
16569--3633 59.327348+ 3 54 10 972 .36 .35L
16569--3042 59.447353+ 7 89 7 982 .54 ,44L
16569-3101 59.523353+ 7 22 7 982 ,77 .36:
16569-3542 159.99 349+ 4 69 7 993 .47 .35L
r6570 3344 0.7 5 351+ 5, 42 10 99 2 .40 .48L
,6570-3555 2.0i12 349+4 50 6 99 3 .66 .28:
2.4 !548348+3 993 .35L .54
16570-3711 14
16570-3118 2.9 10 352+ 7 10 98 2 ,44 .42L
16570-3901 3,E 27 346+ 2 78 7 96 2 .91 .82L
4 352+ 7 1 96 2 .55 .69L
16 351+5 99 2 1.22 .90
15 346+ 2 34 7 99 3 1.05 1.42
17348+ 4 316 99 3 6.08 5.15
18 348+ 363 14 99 2 .40L .37L
39 346+2 25 6 99 3 2.66 1.74
53352+6 4316983 .31L .29L .99
22347+ 2 J 347 1283 2.40 1.38: 4.96L
53 350+ 5l 36 10 98 3 35 .40: 1.24L25 346+2 53 9 99 3 101 84L 6.21L
16572-3034 15.5 57 353+ 7 21 6 98 2 2.20 1.30 1.65L
16572-3613 16.3 55 349+ 4 20 8 99 3 4.26 2.17 4.15:
r6572-3530167 8 349+4 81 7 99 3 52 56t_ 184L
16572--3709 16.g 7 348+ 3 50 6 99 3 1.36 .72 2.79L
16572-3323 18.814 351+5 34 12 99 2 .25L .43L 1.87
43 349+4158 8 99 3 1.85 56 85L
41 351 + 5 _,_ 10 99 2 .86 .35L .76L39 348+ 3 11 97 2 .29 .35L 2.54L
55 352+ 6 i 30 6 98 2 1.57 ..54L .71L
33351+ 5 76 9 982 ,63 .30: .76L
29 348+ 3 39 6 99 3 .47 .38L 1.94L
19 347+ 3 I 42 9 99 2 .40L .51 3.25L
55 353+ 7 I 74 19 98 2 .28L .44L .97
2 353+ 7 I 25 10 98 2 .48 .45L .41L
39 347+ 2 54 7 99 3 1.19 .57L
16574--3333 27.4 37 351+ 5 56 9 98 3 .60 .29L
16574-3124 28. -_ 9352+ 7 37 6 983 7.14 5.86
16574-3616 28.817 349+ 4 74 6 993 .91 .53:
16575-3940 30.247 346+ 1 , 58 8 99 3 .77 .84L
16575--3555 !34.E 56 349+ 4 = 85 11 98 = 2 .49 .39L
16575-3743 34.735 347+ 3 51 5 99 3 1.08 .39L
16575-3901 34.8 19 346+ 2 37 6 99 3 1.02 .89
L6575-s651 35._ 46 348+ 3 37 6 _ a a.41 2.15
16575--3042 135._ 55 353+7 50 15 oo ! , .34L .41L
16576-3755 !36.5 38 347+ 3 61 8 99 3 .71 1.52L
16576--3944 37.3 18 346+ t 41 7 99 ! 3 .67: 1.11
16576-3748 38.748 347+ 3 28 9 99 3 .65 .64L
16576-3903 39.3145 346+ 2 57 13 99 2 .49 .58L
16576-3326 39.4 33 351+5 48 14 98 3 .25L .34L
16576-3018 39.5 32 353+ 7 22 12 98 2 .38L .41L
16576-3722 39.7 43 348+ 3 60 6 99 3 .53 .42L
16577--3918 45.324346+2 33 6 993 1.55 .96
16577-3531 46.148349+ 4 52 6 983 .65 .62:
16577-3348 46.9131351+ 5 62 8 983 .65 .31L .82L
16577--3614 47.7 48 349+ 4 46 5 99 3 1.59 2.36: 1.78L
16578--3445 48.9 20 ] 350+ 4 32 6 98 3 .56 5.00 5.77
16578--3514 49.612349+ 4 96 10 972 .35 .68L 1.67L
16578--3715 50.535348+ 3 47 5 993 2.45 .50: 2.89L
16578-3737 51.554348+ 3 46 6 993 .51 1.35L 14.36L
16578--3344 53.1 51 351+ 5 38 8 98 3 1.26 .63 .85L
16578-3700 53.6 6 348+ 3 19 5 99 3 2.70 2.33 2.12L
16578-3611 53.818 349+ 4 62 6 993 .72 .45L 2.03L
16579-3321 54.427351+5 74 17 982 .53L ,41L .95
16579-3811 55.7 49 347+2 31 961 (_ 23 2.21 2.20 21.40L16579-3903 57.1 16 346+ 2 83 1 .55 .58L 7.32L
16579-3429 57.3 3350+ 5 58 7 983 1.25 .67 1.05L
165793329 57.645351+5 47 10 983 .31L .32L 1.30
1657g-3920 58.9 25 346+ 2 60 7 99 3 .79 .68L 5.61L
16579-3002 59.3 25 _ 354+ 7 60 8 98 2 .85 .50L .45L
16580-3634 3.4 50 348+ 3 31 6 99 3 .57 .40L 1.44L
16581-3101 6.2 48 353+ 7 47 8 98 2 .88 .73L .51L
16581-3454 6.9 34 350+ 4 20 6 96 3 2.00 1.24 1.4.8L
16581-3732 7.3 51 348+ 3 60 7 99 3 .63 1.65L 15.19L
16581-3848 7.7 58 347+ 2 27 6 99 3 7.49 4.43 4.59L
16581-3115 6.9281353+ 7 45 141142 .44L 1.05L .79
V L C
100 v,m Flux Corr A Confusion R. S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
11.04 DC! DGC 7600100100
34.03L D E F A 9600000100
71.94L FE AASH 9 9410100008

















.83L 7.01L C AB
2.88 26.32L C EFCC
1.34L I 10.69L CF ABJ J 1 23 MFISL 349+04/1 473
.48L 5.85L C CB J2.75L 51.97L= C
4.05L 53.04LI E D BC
.79 5.15 CO LI EB
2.75L 40.65L F SBN
1.29L ' 10,44L CF AA
.56L 18.16L C C
7.07 58.57L BBC AAA 2 7700000100
2.03L 21.50L DE lAB 0 8601000010
3.39L 45,72L FC A II 51601200100
1.35L 13.17L D SB 9600200000
5.41L 52.47L B BEE 2601100100
4.73 21.50L CBC BACB 09602200310
1.21L 12.38L C ICF 8602000000
2.09L 6.28L FF AAH 9 3501100000
2.70L 41.28L CE AB 8 5712100100
28.96L 422.03L DC AA 9 660301000F
3.38L 45.02L CC ABMC 0 2601300000
2.23L 22.38L C C 9702400200
.49L 17.35L F BH K 7401000008
.55L 16.01L CF IBHF 2 5500000008
1.74L 85.95L D BC 8400100008
.65L 8.99L D E E F 6700110000
1.83L 92.45L BE BHD O 7411100118
4.57 41.90L DD J BCC 9600112100 2
.64L 7.50L CCD F 46001000006.32L 92.33L R 5803000000
.51L 3,90L ADEK 0 6600010100
.54L 5.94L C CG 3500000000
.79L 9.99L CD !AB 0 5600110000
6.99L 95.60L CC AA 9 3802000000
2.05L 20.82L 88 AAE 4 6600100200
3.09 22.81L C FA 8700200200
25.38L 327.49L EC AAFC 8 560001120F
6.82: IIcBFDE H CC 250210012052.94L AA 5 5712310100
11.91L DDHC 0 8600000100
89.12L C 'DE 5703110000
15.14L CC AAH 0 9400000008
104.24L BCD AAEC 0 8420200218 1 5 DC348.6+03.6 171
83,30L i B BD G 6401000108
30.1OLICD AB O 9601112100 2
15.01 CC BCB 9682200110
I
90.13LIBF ABF 5 8400200008 2 13 208293K08.70,..0 ,F _01_110
41.75,._7.15LI_ J 2500000000_03002001 1V595S_
10.13L CE 3 8601200010 1 39 OS-396
28.23L C CGG 9701110210
27.65L F D 2601201110
15.46L D FD 5401010108
4.61L D DG G 1600100110 1 1 IPSCO
4.45L 69.12L D AD 7701000000
.53L 7.07L B B I 7700000000
1.62 4.81L BCF _AAA 9 3600000000
.84L 17.93LIEF BD 86701300200
8.45L 94.55L IC B B 7802210000
,.L,,o,LCcF ,,ooo,o,2.17L 23.88L BD 26002001004.60L 65.56L AA 1 5802101000
2.62L 27.43L ! A A 0 9703000200
.95 18.84L F FEED 8401110018
17.92L 34.70L C BB 3603002007
23.76 77.38L CCC BBAB 2 7802100000
15.70L 24.00L C BB 4601201127
5.53L 66,27L C CD 4802201100
1.03: 11.29 DF HJ B 9601200210
.94 5.90 CDL FB 9600000108
3.19L 31.78L C B 1700000100
2.60L 70.59L BD IAt] 0 7800111200
1.67L 107.80L DD !BEI G O 5400000208
9.23L C AK 3701100000
23.45L CC AA 1 9ro01200100
12,59L BBC BAAG 2 9500000100
17.24L C BO 9600000100
21.58L BD IAC 0 7701000100
35.45L D IB 2600100007
9.17L CC :AA 1 3701110000
21.61L FF AA 9 9701000100
23.87L B AEDA 9602200100
10.09L C D DD 8600100100
49.00L CD AA 9 5600103407
81.16L C C 5801101000
13.45L I BF AC 3 9500000000
8.97L C EBB 7700100100
83.78L B BDEG 7800100200
5.24L' C DJ 7601020000
17.15L C CCGG 9701011110
22.13L D CE 4500100008
15A9L CC AAGF 3 9501000210
40.54L D B 3600100007
60.86L BB AA 1 6700100000





1 13 208303 K5 15 87
2 14 391 PN 7 PI 10
1 2 14 453-SC14 GI 35
1 1 V596 SCO 12
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
99




a _ Coords SMJ SMN # O 12 _m
horn. o8, (s) () I b C) £3 (') N
16582-3041 12.0 0 353+ 7 36 ! 7 98 2
16582--3159 15.8 17 352+ 6 69 9 98 3
16582-3028 15.8 10 353+ 7 80 7 98 2
16582-3833 16.0 32 347+ 2 36 6 99 3
16582-3718 16.6 29 348+ 3 94 8 99 3
16582-3059 16.8 59 353+ 7 23 6 96 2
16583-3752 18.3 3 347+ 2 38 6 99 3
16583-3342 19.4 49 351+ 5 30 7 98 3
16583-3305 19.5 42 351+ 5 30 8 98 3
16583--3619 20.6 21 349+ 3 54 7 99 3
16583-3334 20.7 33 351+ 5 69 14 98 3
16583-3757 22.7 42 347+2 21 6l 99 3
16583-3048 23.3 18 353+7 85 81 98 2
16583-3338 23.8 24 351+5 35 6 98 3
16584-33O3 24.4 31 351+ 5 35 8 98 3
16584-3400 24.6 39 ! 350+ 5 38 6 98 3
16584-3659 24.7 27 348+3 44 11 9_ 33
10584-3533 25.8 13! 349+ _ 7938 8 97 216584-3350 27.0 351 +
16584-3933 28.1 51 346+ 1 28 7 = 99 3
16584-3426 29.0 59 350+5 40 6 99 2
16584-3419 29.1 24 350+5 37 57 99_9 3316584-3846 29.4 14 347+2 65
16584-3959 29.5 30 346+1 28 9 98 3
16584-3710 29.7 3338 348+3 38 6 99 316584-3808 30.0 347+2 52 7 99 3
16585-3442 30.0 37l 350+ 4 41 6 98! 3
16585-3144 31.6 57 ! 352+ 6 82 12 97=2
16585-3204 31.8 4 352+ 6 52 13 97 2
16585-3610 32.0 10 349+ 3 54 5 99 3
16585-3212 32,8 49 352+ 6 63 8 98 3
16585-3731 33.7 32 348+ 3 40 6 99 3
16585-3823 35.5 57 347+ 2 43 8 99 3
16586-3606 36.4 9 349+ 4 22 5 99 3
1 -31 3749i352+ 836.6_38 16 3,,+ 6 ,,16 ._9,,738527348+38o 5 9931.._39243882 3.6+12o 6 9991.._3726397323.,+3 32 6 99!31.,6_374039959 ,8+3 47 9 ,, 3
271349+16 -3 40.8 32 518 -339441.71351+ 63 6 98:2
16586-3623 41.8 3 349+ 3 76 9 99 2
18587_36334233, ,8+3 271o16587-3712 42.5 48 348+ 3 50
16587-3929 43.6 48 346+ 1 58 10 99 2
16587-3509 44.0 16 350+4 96 15 , _ 2
16587-3659 468 32 348+ 3 48 12 !
16588-3811 48.4 26 347+ 2 24 7:99 3
16588-3934 48.4 31 346+ 1 25 6 97 2
16588-3538 48.9 51 349+4 43 5 98 3
16588-3826 49.7 15 347+ 2 37 7 99 3
16588-3619 50.1 45 349+ 3 51 i _ 33588_39 203 5 +742116 _3, 50713=+444,6 37o15 .823 8+361199916663_=252.848352+6499 316 9_3315,4 4351+5415 963lS 9_313558.o4352+65118963
16589-3458 58.5 7 350+ 4 19] 5 98 316589-3114 58.7 50 353+6 8 98 3_
16589-3232 59.5 39 352+ 6 1 98 I
12 98 3
16589-3144 59.7 8 352+ 6
16590-3949 0.2124 346+ 1 37 7 99 3
16590-3608 0.3 53 349+ 3 36 5 99 3J
16590-3313 1.9 14 351+ 55 63 S 98 216590-3305 3.¢149 351+ 22 7 98 3
16590-3635 3.6 25 349+ 3 31 5 99 3
16590-3858 3.E 51 347+ 2= 32 5 99 3
16590 - 3450 4.4
16591-3326 7.8 45_ 351350+4+5 o, 11 98 33
98
16591-3059 8.7 21 353+ 7 39 14 97 2
16591-3510 9.5 41 350+ 4 31 5 98 3
16591-3354 10.18 25 351+ 5 64 10 97 2
16591-3626 11.3 36 349+ 3 47 6 99 3
18592-3937 ,12.9130 346+ 1 37 7 99 3
16592-3940 13.01 3 346+ 1 62 9 99 3
I
16592--3817 14.6;22 347+ 2 42 10 99 3
16592-3804 15,0 _ 57 347+ 2 25 6 99 3
16592-3704 15.7 19 348+ 3 81 16 99 2
16593-3932 18.5 36 I 346+ 1 41 7 99 3
16593-3255 18.9 14 351+5 49 7 98 3
4716593-3120 20.1 353+ 6 58 9 98' 3
1s593-3 2021o1347+7252 6 991,316593-3015 23.3 354+ 67 12 97
16593-3154 24.0 1 352+ 6 48 6 98 3
16594-3146 24.4 4 352+ 6 50 6 9613
16594-3034 24.9 41 353+ 7 62 9 97 = 3
16594-3108 25.2 51 353+ 6 44 12 97 3
18594-31_s25.655,3_+ 8 83 13 _ 316594-34235.798350+4 63 10 972185_-3315 25.78 351+5 24 5 98 316594-325125655 352+5 50 7 _ 3165_-3332 26.151351+5 37 5 _ 318595-3_9 30618 352+5 17 5 98 3
9816595_33111.15,351+ 1813'981 16595-3546 31.4 42 I 349+ 64
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




















































































.31 : .39L 3.30
















.31L I .31L 2.56
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _-m Flux CoT A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co _f R Flags* S 2 # T
20.93L CD AE 0 5501101128 8
4.82L C HaL 3600100000
24.51L C e 9500000008
58.83L BD BB _ 0 7704100000
38.46L F BEG I 2700000107
20AgL BCC AAA ! 5 4500100008
39.13L CC AA F = 0 6500111117
7.43L BE AB 3 27001100008.53L BCC AAB 9600210000
23.14L C B 7603010000
11.83L E MHFB 3600100110
35.91L EF AB 1 4500101007
21.26L C ADH 5501000228 8
7.37L CF AA E I9 3700210110
8.48L DE AB '0 9600210000
7.48L CF AA3 9 3600000000
40.13L C EH=B 9600111200
21.12L C CC 8800110000
10.12L E AA 6602020000
48.02L SC BAFG 1 6921200110
14.16L CD AB ; 0 9501000200
13.73L BC AA 9 5500000000
45.16L C BC' 6700100100
104.66: DCD DCED 3701112310
25.12L ECC BAA 4 9702100210
42.68L E BE-' 6701111217
15.06L BO AD 3 9501000000
3.90L C CI<D 2600000110
4.94L C B 3600200000
16.25L B B! 9703221000
6.05L CC AP I 3 4600000100
28.64L CE A, ¢ E 9 4700200107
49.78L B B D 7600101000
15.90L BC AA 2 9794221000
7.53L D CG C 2602101100
43.57L DD BE] 0 7700200600
34.37L CD BE] 0 9602000100
69.33L CE ABMF 8 5803110200
25.29L E A E 3700200007
29.90L C CCE 4601000207
13.35L BD AAH 9 9700210100
9.09L C AH D 7601210000
28.77L C B 7602110000
26.59L C S | GC 7702022110
25.31L S AG F 8701100210
80.16L C A 4801310210
23.47L C C F 9600101100
36.41L D DIIFC 9600221200
41.32L C BH E 6601111217
64.44L C B 5800200110
13.68L CO AI)N 0 9702110100
42.63L CC CAB 0 7700201000
24.90L C B )G 5602110000
10.08 CE J ..DB 460;2001128
12.18L EF C-3 6 9700201000
35.64L EC MBFO 9600121200
7.44L B A _ 4602100000
7.03L BBF A_.A 9 5501100000 23
9.00 OC FB 2582101110
17.53L C C E 6601000210
20.2OL CC A;3 ,4 9701000000
11,59L CO AAG 19 9602000110
25.86L CC AA F 6 240(3000108
66.04L F CI3L 5802000000
5.87L C E E A 3700000000
7.43 DC KKCA 360000000O
50.62L BD A_3 0 5800000000
23.50L SC AA.G 0 9603121000
8.82L ED B3C 0 5501102330
6.75L FCC D_AF 0 6523000000
21.96L BB A_ 0 6701011110 15
54.35L B O A B 1 5700000000
14.52L O BF 9502000000
10.71L C B_ 5501000000
26.23L C CE 650100000(3
15.21L DD AAD 9 9601101100
17.99L C CG 7501010000
21.15L BF BC H 0 5601000100
58.55L CC AA 0 7800200000
64.31L C CC 6800100000
62.88 C C CHC 5501112417
38.27L CC A B 2 5603133007
39.13L D D I" F 9701010200
55.77L CC / A 7 7802100000
8.29L BD / B 1 4600100000
6.15L B E B 2600100000
45.26L B / K [ 6702000100
4.99L D B B ' 3701100000
5.16L B EiCK 3600000000
5.11L BD |B 2 2600000000
21.91L C |_FG 950210000C
24.46L E UGGB 750000000C
5.50L C J DE = 3600100000
15.84L F [] ] 6501000000
10.02L BC I_,AE 9' 5501102330
9.00L _C I_e 5600100000
7.43L BC ,,B 216701000000AAAA 4641100000 =7.82L C B C
26.75 CC E AAEI O: 5481102330
23.48L D I GB I 9600100200
Name Type _ Mag





1 23 OCL 1002 475
1 22 $2 529 3600
1 1 I FM SCO 19 3
I 22 $2 583 3600
I 23 OCL 1002 336
1 1 32 X1658-361 52 1
E
2 14 391-PN 8 PI 1
1 13 ;208331 K0 11 82
1 1 V597 SCO 13 3
1 23 OCL 1002 267
1 23 OCL 1002 221
3 2 22 $2 251 3600
1 13 208336 7 93
1 23 LDN 1695 533
1 1 COSCO 11 3
1 5 ! DC350.4+04.4 272
E
1 23 LDN 1679 126
,3 4 TMSS -30277 7 2E
EI3 5 DC351.2+05.1 74
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confim'_sd Sources (PH); 5) Nelghbodng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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16595-3242 31.8 50 352+ 5 50 7 98 3
16595-3820 33.1 6 347+ 2 32 6 99 3
16595-3304 33.8 13 351+ 5 39 6 98 3
16595-3948 34.2 9 346+ 1 36 6 99 3
16595-3652 35,1 49 348+ 3 67 9 97 2
16595-3620 35,5 59 349+ 3 43 6 98 3
16596-3907 36.0 15 347+ 1 26 7 99 3
16596--3139 36.7 31 352+ 6 23 15 97 3
16596-3031 37.6 18 353+ 7 37 8 97 3
16596-3724 38.4 13 348+ 3 51 8 99 3
16596-3501 38.9 35 350+ 4 14 5 98 3
16597-3629 42.8 10 349+ 3 78 8 98 3
16597-3025 42,8 27 353+ 7 42 14 98 2
16597-3553 43.0 30 349+ 3 18 5 98 3
16597-3410 43.1 55 350+ 5 57 6 98 3
16597-3811 45.1 6 347+2 55 10 99 3
16597-3648 45.6 37' 348+ 3 39 9 98 2
16597-3346 46.0 13 351+ 5 72 6 98' 3
16597-3734 47.6 28 348+ 2 19 6 99 3
16597-3407 47.6 29 351+ 5 21 6 97 2
16598-3156 48.0 11 352+ 6 50 7 98 3
16598-3817 48,2 13 347+ 2 63 8 99 3
16598-3039 48,3 58 353+ 7 24 8 97 : 3
16598-3942 49,2 28 i 346+ 1 52 13 100 2
16598-3830 51,4 21 347+ 2 42 7 99 3
16598--3557 51,6 27 349+ 3 32 13 98 3
16598--3915 52,4 44 346+ 1 34 7 99 3
16598-3750 52,6 46 348+ 2 40 7 99 3
16598--3910 52.8 59 347+ 1 60 8 99 3
16598--3733 52,9 42 348+ 2 32 12 99 3
16599-3403 54.E 7 351+5 51 7 97 2
16599-3201 55.1 8 352+ 6 53 7 98 3
16599-3946 58.2 25 346+ 1 98 13 99 2
16599-3826 58.9 47 347+ 2 48 8 99 3
17000-3208 1.7 14 352+ 6 62 6 98 2
17000-3528 1.8 51 350+ 4 29 6 98 3
17000-3305 2.(] 52 351+ 5 59 6 98 3
17000-3705 5.4 31 348+ 3 51 7 99 3
17001-3138 6.9 47 353+ 6 44 13 97 2
17001-3227 7.5 56 352+ 5 60 7 98 3











































17001-3651 9.3 0 348+ 3 32 6 98 3 160.65
17001-3645 10.1 56 349+ 3 34 6 98 3 1.28
17001-3912 10,4 43 347+ 1 18 6 99 3 1.08
17001-3625 11,3 2 349+ 3 50 6 98 3 1.31
17001-3421 11.5 59 350+ 4 29 5 98 3 15,54
17002-3351 12.8 19 351+ 5 21 5 98 3 1.16
17002-3842 13,9 28 347+2 38 7 99 3 ! 2.52
17002-3430 14.5 13 350+ 4 74 6 98 3 .65
17002-3723 14.7 10 348+ 2 36 6 99 3 2,28
17002-3438 15.9 1 350+ 4 19 5 98 3 1.17
17002-3537 16.5 17 349+ 4 41 11 98 2 .39
17002-3818 16.6 9 347+ 2 50 12 98 2 .91
17002-3329 16.9 49 351+ 5 22 6 98 3 .68
17002-3947 17,3 38 346+ 1 69 8 99 3 90
17003-3920 19.4 59 346+ 1 54 8 97 2 ,85
17003-3910 21.3 0 347+ 1 47 7 99 3 .71
17003-3618 22.4 21 349+ 3 17 6 97 3 1.20
17003-3440 23.6 42 350+ 4 85 8 98 2 .34
17004-3900 24.4 13 347+ 1 97 10 97 2 ,45
17004-3003 25.2 50 354+ 7 18 6 97 3 2.41
17004-3813 25.8 17 347+ 2 36 11 99 3 ,70
17004-3607 25.9 7 349+ 3 50 7 98 3 1.12
17004-3702 26.2 17 348+ 3 54 7 98 3 .89
17004-3729 28.5 0 348+ 2 29 7 99 3 16.75
17004-3301 28.8 41 352+ 5 20 5 98 3 1.53
17004-3714 29.3 16 348+ 3 50 6 99 3 .56
17005-3325 30.6 35 351+ 5 20 5 98 3 ,41L
17005-3823 31.1 14 347+2 62 8 99 3 ,91
17005-3705 31,9 47 348+ 3 48 8 99 3 .62
17005-3221 32,3 6 352+ 5 24 5 98 3 3.36
17005-3629 32,6 55 349+ 3 35 10 99 2 .44
17005-3848 33.3 12 347+ 2 27 11 99 3 .49L
17005-3545 33.7 37 349+ 3 48 6 96 3 1.09
17005-3746 33.8 26 348+ 2 30 10 98 3 .75
17005-3344 34.0 36 351+ 5 33 5 98 3 2.30
17005-3038 34.3 15 353+ 7 62 10 97 2 .73
17005-3512 34.6 16 350+ 4 49 6 98 3 .64
17005-3550 34.9 25 349+ 3 54 6 98 3 2.09
17005-3955 35.3 26 346+ 1 48 7 99 3 1.06
17005-3641 35.4 11 349+ 3 19 8 98 3 3.86
17006-3814 36.6 52 347+2 85 13 99 2 1.74L
17006-3453 37.7 27 350+4 33 6 98 3 1,56
17006-3854 39.2 39 347+ 1 45 10 99 3 .93
17006-3620 39.3 46 349+ 3 28 7 98 3 .93
17006-3900 39.4 10 347+ 1 64 7 99 3 3,08
17006-3605 39.4 19 349+ 3 32 13 97 2 ,42L
17006-3540 39.6 38 349+ 3 37 10 98 3 .64
17006-3919 41.2 26 347+ 1 36 7 99 3 1.97
17006-3019 41.5 42 354+ 7 73 14 97 2 .44L
17006-3948 41.6 42 346+ 1 25 6 99 3 4.64
17006-3307 41.8 53 351+5 63 8 97 2 .37
17007-3040 42.8 44 353+ 6 75 8 97 3 .36
17007-3936 42.9 6 346+ 1 37 12 98 2 .52
17007 3800 43.7 22 348+2 58 8 99 3 .71
17007-3245 44.4 14 352+ 5 15 5 98 3 2.96
17007-3239 45.0 35 352+ 5 27 5 98 3 8.81
17007-3229 45.7 5 352+ 5 38 5 98 3 .29L
17007-3534 47.2 27 350+ 3 33 6 98 3 1.07
17008-3229 49.9 52 352+ 5 72 8 98 2 .41
Flux Densit y Flag,
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































1(30 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flag,* S 2 # T
8.80L C B 5601100OOO
48.05L BD AB 0 7501212410
9.03L BC ABC 4 6501000000
58.89L BC AA 6800100000
32.99L E D 7601100000
25.74L B B D 4604000000
41,42L EC AA 9 3800101210
12.94 CC J GF D 2580000220
21.92L BED AAAJ g 950020000(3
34.22L D BCLB 4701000007
13.39L DD AAM 9 9502000000
25.77L D BB 4602000100
25.50L F EHE 950010000(3
18.49L BC AAF 6 9701100000
11.26L i F BJ 5601100000
39,61L D CD 6601122107
2.09L I 25,24L C BJ 7600100000
.72L 8,25L C A 7701000000
10.24L 25.12L BD AAD 0 3622112107
1,09L 12,08L E !DI 5603200000
.58L 5.59L DE BC 9 4600100000
12.69L 35,02L D AMK 6611322217
1,13: 22.51L CCE AADC 8 950200010C
5.70L 101.68L C DJ FG 6700100000
2.75L 36.10L BC AA 7 8611100000
1,24L 24.23L C E H 9602100000
3.10L 52.44L CF AA 9 2800212100 2
9.15L 36.36L C BCL 6502000007
2.99L 51.44L CF BS 0 3700401100
6.39 26.78L E E DS 4642112117 2
1.08L 14.28L E BDE 4502120000 1
.51L 6.79L B ADE 4600100000
4,77L 75,67L F S 5700300000
35.78L ECC BBBC 7 8600200000
8.89L D S D 3500000000
19.39L CD AA 9 4602011000
4.80L FF SB 7 5601100000
29.95L B AF 8711100000
6.73 EC D BC 3501000120
4.63L C BE 1600000000
7,09L C D HC 5500100000
21,54L BeD AAA 9 7601100000 22
27.58L BC AA 0 5601300000
50.87L SFE BBF O 2700312210
22.53L CC AA 1 4611001000
9.79L BDD AAA 8 4600000000 27
8.73L ED AB 8 6700000000
42.29L BC AB 0 7701022100
10.96L B B 7600000000
32,25L FE AA 9 3600200207
13.25L DC AA 0 8700100000
25.00L E DCH 8601000000
43.89L D CD 7600411217
8.91L S BC 4501110000
85.81L C ABG 5710100000
70.06L CD BB 0 7700112210
54.93L S BC H 2700100210
19.68L DD BB 0 9610210100
20.45L C BFJ 7600100000
62.36L O C 4611200000
3.53L BC AAH 0 3800010000
43,19L D BI I H 7600322117
18.54L F BD C 9603101200
28.84L B AE D 8601200100
32.45L FF AAI G 9 3602200007
6.86L CC AA 0 I 5600100000
35.36L C BGEK : 7611100100
6.62L BC FAA 4501210000
45.68L F B B L 8601100100
3294L C BC 7611100000
5,09L OF AA H 7 5600000000
28.22L DE CCF 0 4602001000
52.38L DD FGDC 5701122200
15.04L BC AAHH 0 9701200110
32.71L C BHE 6702000007
6.81L CD AB 8 6700000000
18.27L C ABK 96003100OC
16.96L C BL 8701000000
17,32L BC AA 6 9701200000
53.97L BC ABE 2 3801142420
20.86L BC AA 0 5603200000
51.25L E C 7500311117
11,98L FC AA 0 7701000000
51.98L CE BB 0 4700200000
19.20L C BCF 4601100000
52.37L B AS 9711200003
24.17L D FEC 9605101200
18.80L C B 7700100100
50.19L FF AA 9 4700101003
5.75L D HCC 970110001C
53.24L CC AA 8 4801100000
8.72L D B 5500100000
22.05L C CH 950131010C
68,76L C B DG 6800000000
35.23L DF AB 0 6501200007
5.49L BC AAA 1 6700100000
5,00L BBC AAB 7 6700100000
4.64L CC LAA 4700101000
16.15L CD AS 9 6700000000
5,48L C B 4700101000
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Association,
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 23 LDN 1695 300
1 23 LDN 1695 352
1 13 208345 8 92
1 1 IXSCO 37 3
1 23 MRSL 347+02/1 589
2 13 208348 K2 7 90
2 1 RT SCO 6 4
1 5 DC350.4 + 04.4 377
1 13 208352 K5 35 87
2 14 392-PN 1 PI 10
4 13 208356 OD 13 66
1 13 208358 K0 10 78
1 13 208359 MA 6 80
1 23 MRSL 347+02/1 503






u 5 Coords SMJ SMN O8
h m. . , (s) (') I b C) C) (')
17006-3807 51.2 11 348+ 2 37 5 99
17008-3402 51.8 27 351+ 4 24 4 98
17008-3555 52.2 54 349+ 3 32 8 98
17008 3322 52,7 46 351+ 5 23 7 98;
17009-3213 54.0 59 352+ 5 27 5 97:
17009-3644 54.0 14 349+ 3 46 18 99
17009-3957 54,4 53 346+ 1 42 7 99=
17009--3350 57.1 13 351+ 5 66 9 98;
17009--3028 57.3 11 354+ 7 54 8 97
17009-3109 57,6 1 353+ 6 47 7 97
17009-3133 57.9 56 353+ 6 38 5 97i
17009-3909 58.3 18 347+ 1 34 6 99=
17009--3943 58.312346+1 38 6 gg;
17009-3421 58.524351+ 4 37 8 9817009-3844585 7 347+2 41 7 99
,7oo9-382259326=347+2 33 7
,7010-3456 0053 3so+4 30 6
17010--3404 0.4 53 351+ 4 27 19
,7010-3446 1455 350+4 29 7
,7010-39251.724347+i 49 6
,7010-38102,135347+2 24 6
17010 3840 2.7 15 347+ 2 22 6
,7010-3039 38 43i353+6 86 11
17010-3129 5.325353+ 6 46 7
17011=- 3655 6.358348+ 3 60 8
17011-3021 7.034354+ 7 32 11
17011-3509 7.933350+ 4 48 8
17011-3758 8.434348+ 2 19 6
17011-3613 9.259349+ 3 26 7
17011-3902 10655347+1 46 7
17011-3749 11.029348+ 25234 68
348 +17011-3726 2.0
17012--3603 12.610349+ 3 56 7
17012-3308 12.921352+ 5 56 9
17012-3049 13.341353+ 6 22 5
17012-3301 14.225352+ 5 38 5
17012-3911 15.348347+ 1 32 6
170123140 15.830353+ 6 20 13
17012-3624 16.026349+ 3 87 20
17012-3947 17.528346+ 1 49 7
17013-3355 18.31t 351+ 4 31 5
17013-3428 18.452 350+ 4 47 8
17013-3825 20.921347+ 2 31 8
170133923 22.541347+ 1 40 7
17014-3704 24.030 ; 348+ 2 36 6
17014-3846 24.517347+ 1 39 6
17014-3955 25.628346+ 1 25 7
17014-3103 26,1 4 353+36 36 1017014-3629 26.9 2 349+ 58 10
17014-3343 26.942351+4 22 5
17014-3932 28.7 _ 346+ 1 35 7
,70143329 29.0 351+ 31 5
17014-3853 29.444347+1 39 6
17014 3606 30.017 349+ 3 59 10
17015-3917 30856347+ 1 53 7
17015-3410 32.015351+ 4 56 8
170153403 32.018351+ 4 51 6
17015-3526 32046350+ 3 36 5
17015-3357 32142351+ 4 28 6
170153711 32.337348+ 2 33 6
17015-3835 32.439347+ 2 37 6
17015-3819 33.659347+ 2 48 7
17015-3140 35.157353+ 6 60 17
170153117 35.649353+ 6 32 6
170153559 35.9 1349+ 3 29 6
170153530 35.930350+ 3 60 7
170163533 36.834350+ 3 56 6
17016-3828 38.7 5347+ 2 44 9
17016-3119 39.03353+ 6 63 17
17016-3450 40.535350+ 4 56 9
17016-3109 41.736353+ 6 25 9
17016-3833 41.847! 347+ 2 41 11
17017-3814 44.223348+ 2 24 9
170173255 4498352+ 5 55 5
17017-3953 45.7 5346+ 1 51 6
170173517 45.749350+ 3 27 5
17017-3929 46.0 7347+ 1 85 7
17017-3437 46.533350+ 4 30 10
170173708 46.755348+ 2 19 6
17017 3208 47.1 7352+ 5 43 6
170183604 49.849349+ 3 40 6
17018-3510 49.925350+ 4 45 6
170183811 51.827348+ 2 23 6
17018-3107 53.118353+ 6 74 7
170183742 53.335348+ 2 38 6
17018-3525 53.4 9350+ 3 59 8
17018-3311 53.514352+ 5 35 6
17018-3301 53.621352+ 5 27 5
7018-3124 53.838353+ 6 29 5
17019-3642 55.58349+ 3 24 8
17019-3744 57.937348 _- 2 37 13
17019-3752 58.58346+ 2 56 8
17019-3831 58.951347+ 1 69 36
17019-3716 59.153348+ 2 33 7
170193852 59.4,13347+ 1 47 7
17019-3806 59.4144 348+ 2 20 11
17019-3843 59.715347+ 1 39 6
170193931 60.(325347+ 1 38 6
170203934 0.2 8347+ 1 47 9
17020--3028 1.2 10 354+ 6 51 8
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30*
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
O 12 _.m 25 p.m 60 _m I00 pm Flux Ca A Confusion R S A
N 0ansky) Uncs Co R Flags* S 2 # T
3 2.22 1.47 11.25L 30.68L BC AA
3 3.56 1.60 .78: 8.67L DCD AA'
3 .50 .33L 1.81L 18.29L C CE
3 38 .44L .67L 6.48L C CF
3 2.78 2.40 .59L 4.20L BC AA
2 .40 .42L 2.76L 33.40L D G
3 1.92 2.10 3.40L 47.93L ED AA
2 .34 ,33L .87L 10.08L C E
3 .66 .47L 2.16L 19.45L B CG
3 .51 .45L 2.36L 14.76L D CE
3 1.12 1.84 .47L 4.55L CF AA
2.07 1.29 4,17L 47.41L CD AA1.03 1.04 3.11L 49.55L CD AB
3 .52 .30: .88L 11.06L EE CE
3 .83 ,96L 3.27L 50.70L C B B
99 3 1.26 1.20 3.13L 46.12L FE AB
98 3 2.03 1.23 1.28L 11.91L CD AA
7 2 .29L 1.10L 1.06L 8.28 C D
98 3 .96 .36L 1.17L 11.38L B BK'
99 2 .69 .96L 4.39L 64.44L F BB'
99 3 2.22 14.78 7.68 30.04L BCC AA
99 3 57.77 100.35 52.23 50.06L FFD AA
97 3 .34L .28L .86 22.28L D
96 2 .58 1.25L .54L 4.62L C BE
98 3 .81 .35L 1.80L 28.78L B B
97 3 .30: .47L .94 6.02: D CE HE
98 3 .50 .47L 1.50L 19.06L C CC
993 6.39 2.69 10.97L 29.56L CC AA
983 .37: .54 4.50 35.59 CCCD CB
993 .71 1.01L 4.14L 41.47L D AG
99 3 .58: 5.48 3,84 27,89L DCD CA
96 3 .98 .57L 9.03L 27.88L F AC
96 3 .30L .89 5.31 30.70 DCD C
97 2 .40 .38L .76L 8.59L C B
111 i 3 44.30 30.92 5.57 15.28L FEF AA
98 I 3 1.19 1.30 .62L 6.22L CF ,AA
9913 1.02 .68 3.21L 53.05L CD AB
97 I 3 .25L .42L .63L 5.08 B F
982 .45L .55L 2.52 27.41L C C
993 1.60 83 3.95L 61.85L BF AB
98 3 2.27 15.18 7.86 7.13L BBC AA
98 3 1.62 .97: 1.05L g.63L DD AC
99 : 3 1.49 1.01 3.12L 44.63L DE AS
99 i 3 1.31 .77 2.91L 65.76L BD AC
96= 3 3.22 3.73 1.88L 20.32L DB AA
99[3 1.58 1.39 3.27L 46.81L CD AA
99131 4.48 2,74 4155L 83188L C C A _
971 2 .45 .46L 2.09L 21.56L C CI
98i3 .40L .S2L 2.65 22.29L C G
98 3 2.84 2.29 .79L 8.0OL BC AA
993 1.14L 2.80 29.04 72.16L CC 8A
983 12.52 7.42 1.36 6.22L CCD AA
993 .89 .57 1.77L 47.09L CE BS
983 .45L .39L 5.79 25.77L C L
993 .80 2.17L 4.14L 65.76L C BB
98 3 .66 .35L .97L 8.99L B BI
98 3 1.19 .35L .88L 8.54L B AG
98 3 3,13 1.50 .76L 18.21L BC AA
98 3 4.44 1.81 1.0OL 8.20L CC AA
98 3 4.08 2.48 1.35L 25.26L BF AA
I
99i 3 3.36 2.21 3.40L 39,38L BC AA
99! 3 1.57L 1.17 13.78L 44.03L C A
96' 2 .33L .30L 1.00 6.93L E
982 .61 .61L 2.16L 6.42L C BD
983 3.25 1.64 3.69 23.92L BCF AA
98 3 .64 .46L 1.41L 18.56L E CI
98 3 1.08 .34L 1.65L 19.31L B AD
99 3 .88 1.83L 3.33L 38.75L D BC
96 2 .34L .31L 90 5.35L C
97 2 .53 ,37L 1.42L 14.45L D B
97 3 .78 .49: 2.13L 18.79Li B F A8
97 2 .74L 1.46L 6.35 72,62L I C D
99 3 .65 1.86L 12.81L 53.23L C BD
98 3 1.00 .26: ,75L 6.02L EE AD
99 3 1.13 .94 5.06L 70.34L BC AA
98 3 5.64 2.93 1.25L 17.28L BC AA
99 3 .97 ,62L 4.87L 88.49L D BE
98 3 .73 .51: 1.34L 9,71L CF BE
98 3 1.22 1.66 1.74L 32.48L CE AA
97 3 .29L 4.28 3.49 4.83L CC GA
98 3 1.45 .74 .95L 16,89L BD AA
98 3 1.50 .83 1.36L 16.56L CD AA
98 3 8.22 10.84 12.63L 37.39L CC AA
96 2 .41 .57L 16.59L 29,04L C BD
98 3 1.92 1.15 10.61L 40.42L CD AA OCL 1003
98 3 .54 .37L 1.39L 19.15L C BJ
98 3 3.30 2.29 .65L 6.21L BF AA
98 3 2.99 3.10 .80L 6.25L SD AA
97 3 2.08 .82 .49L 4.32L BE AA
97 2 59 ,58L 5.40 36.99: C DD CE
97 2 1.50L .65 t6.28L 50.13L F C OCL 1003
97 2 ,74 1.76L t3.37L 49.21L D B OCL 1003
97 :) .75L 2.11L 5,40L 120.54 D DL X1701-385
98 3 1.04 ,45: 2,42L 37.71L CE BE MRSL 348+02/1
99 3 t.43 .74 4.45L 71,52L CE AC
98 3 1.30L 1.30L 13.69L 103,44 C FG X1702-381
99 3 4.08 1.96 4.30L 70.05L CE AA 08162
99 3 1.76 1.24 I 4.76L 66.80L BC AA
98 2 .77 .83L 723L 118.35L C BC
97 3 .45L .35: 1.20 19.75L F C E 453 PN 17 PI
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed So_Jrces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).











Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. °8
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN (0) O I2 _m 25 p.m 60 p.m(s) ( ) 1 b (") (') N (Jansky)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
17020-3326 1.6 54 351+ 5 61 9 97 2 .62 .49: .64L 9.18L CF
17020-3739 2.1 11 348+ 2 28 6 96 3 1.87 1.78 3.96L 36.31L CD
17020-3907 2.5 42 347+ 1 29 7 99 3 1.13 2.34L 4.67L 69.94L E






Name Ty_ (") Mag
17020-3554 34 44 349+ 3 24 6 98 3 .36L .97 1.57L
17020-3735 3.4 15 348+ 2 37 6 98 3 1.86 1.76 11.14L
17020-3411 3.5 47 351+ 4 79 8 98 3 .61 .39L 1.18L
17020-3341 3.5 57 351+ 4 49 7 96 3 1.44 .46L .83L
17020-3336 4.4 54 351+ 4 16 7 117 3 3.41 2.44 3.92
17020-3119 5.1 30 353+ 6 29 5 113 3 6.84 3.30 .51L
17020-3916 5.2 53 347+ 1 42 7 99 3 1.52 3.67L 4.76L
17021-3259 8.0 21 352+ 5 47 7 97 3 .97 .62 .79L
17021-3712 9.3 39 348+2 61 8 96 3 1.09 .45L 2.39L
17021-3109 10.3 15 353+6 37 5 97 3 3.29 11.97 16.59
17021-3211 10.5 49 352+ 5 45 6 97 3 .75 .39 2.70L
17021-3509 10.9 56 350+4 41 6 98 3 5.47 3.04 1.27L
17021-3054 11.5 11 353+ 6 23 5 97 3 1.18 5.34 2.49
17021-3219 11.6 20 352+ 5 37 6 97 3 .91 .43: 2.82L
17022-3643 12.6134 349+3 26 8 98 3 .77 .32L 4.57
17022 3750 13.3132 348+2 17 6 98 3 1.52 2.04 9.15L
17022-3024 13.7 1 354+ 6 51 6 97 3 .58 .34: 2.07L
17022-3538 14.4 42 350+ 3 61 7 98 3 .74 .29L 1.62L
17022 3809 15.7 15 348+ 2 17 7 98 3 1.29 .86 15.37L
17022-3228 15.8 5 352+ 5 20 6 97 3 .26L 2.08 5.20
17022-3920 16.4 3 347+ 1 29 6 128 3 1.03 3.67L 4.77L
17022-3854 16.5 1 347+ 1 51 7 99 3 1.34 .82 4.51L
17022-3850 17.7 6 347+ 1 53 7 99 3 2.18L 1.57 5.90
17023-3903 18.1 27 347+ 1 40 7 99 3 1.34 1.40 4.57L
17023-3805 21.2 23 348+ 2 26 7 98 3 1.33 1.03: 9.47L
17023-3841 21.8 46 347+ 1 22 6 99 3 6.58: 5.25: 97.14
17023-3954 21.8 43 346+ 1 22 6 129 3 1.85 3.97 34.88
17023-3240 23.2 17 352+ 5 39 6 97 3 1.46 1.04 .67L
17023-3119 23.3 29 353+ 6 56 6 96 2 2.08 1.22L 2.37L
17023-3057 23.4 34 353+ 6 31 7 97 3 .77 .46L 2.27L
17023-3659 23.7 49 349+ 2 35 6 98 3 10.12 6.08 2.54L
17024-3941 25.1 5 346+ 1 45 8 99 2 1.72 .61 5.29L
17024-3831 27.6 7 347+ 1 44 7 98 3 1.00 1.06 4.33L
17024-3420 27.7 34 351+ 4 21 7 98 3 1.55 .67 1.02L
17024-3405 26.1 59 351+ 4 41 6 96 2 1.01 .60 1.07L
17024 3447 29.3 22 350+ 4 40 5 98 3 1.51 1.39 .61L
17025-3619 30.2 21 349+ 3 38 6 98 3! 3.95 2.07 2.23L
17025-3901 30.4 45 347+ 1 18 6 98 3i 5.15 4.67 5.17L
17025-3012 31.4 35 354+ 6 71 21 97 2! .34L .38L .82
17025-3925 33.3 40 347+ 1 43 6 99 3 .51L 4.33 13.32
17025-3311 33.7 42 352+ 5 62 14 98 2 .47 .38L .77L
17025-3235 34.0 37 352+ 5 41 13 97 2 .46 .33L .66L
17025-3844 35.2 34 347+ 1 22 7 99 3! 1.81L 4.24 12.22L
17026-3211 36.7 33 352+ 5 43 6 97 3i 1.23 .65 2.30L
17026-3744 38.3 28 348+ 2 38 7 98 3; 1.10 2.03L 13.53L
17026-3422 40.1 26 351+ 4 38 6 98 3! .29L 1.47 1.01L
17026-3558 40.6 48 349+ 3 49 7 98 3 .34L 2.48 3.15
17026-3920 41.8 59 347+ 1 18 6 99 3 2.17 4.20 5.93L
17027 3747 42.3 57 348+ 2 24 6 98 3 1.95 1.05 13.52L
17027-3703 42.8 23 349+ 2 49 6 98 3 .98 .98 2.39L
17027-3812 43.4 33 348+ 2 26 7 98 3 1.14 1.66 6.56:
17027 3343 43.6 13 351+4 22 7 98 3 .66 .31L 1.75L
17027-3107 43.8 5 353+ 6 44 11 97 3 .47 .48L .80:
17027-3613 43.9 16 349+3 50 8 98 3 .69 .38L 2.32L
17027-3626 44.9 47 349+ 3 30, 6 98 3 4.78 5.80 2.03L
17027-3150 45.829 353+5 25 11 97 3 .64 .38L 3.12L
17027-3354 46.4 7 351+4 55 7 98 3 .61 .47L .91L
17027-3716 47.0 29 348+2 33 6 98 3 1.11 .44L 2.09L
17027-3102 47.8 53 353+6 35 6 97 3 .57 .37L 2.51L
17028-3732 493 40 348+ 2 45 6 98 3 1.54 .66 13.12L
17028-3438 50.5 41 351+ 4 74 9 98 3 .63 .47L 1.34L
17028-3800 52.2 57 348+2 44 9 99 2 .53: .61 3.96L
17028-3542 53.3 5 350+3 22 6 96 3 2.26 2.40 1.91L
17028-3351 53.7 5 351+4 67 8 98 3 .55 .38L .87L
17029-3308 54.9 45 352+ 5 40 7 97 3 1.83 1.40 .76L
17029-3715 57.8 7 348+ 2 52 7 96 3 .76 .40L 2.56L
17029-3952 58.3 21 346+ 1 38 6 99 2 3.92 2.37
17029-3826 59.2 39 348+ 1 28 14 97 2 .84L 1.54L
17030-3959 0.e 47 346+ 0 58 7 99 2 1.19 2.74L
17030--3544 0.E 2 350+ 3 31 6 98 3 4.54 2.64
17030--3053 1.2 38 354+ 6 16 5 97 3 2.04 4.15
17030--3857 1.3 43 347+ 1 69 7 99 2 .98 .67:
17030--3032 2.;: 34 354+ 6 19 6 97 3 .75 .59
17030--3520 3.5 19 350+ 3 31 7 98 3 .94 .47:
17030-3330 4.C 2 351+4 68 17 98 2 .56L .42L
17030-3920 4..c 34 347+ 1 24 6 99 2 2.22 4.20L
17031-3503 6.4 58 350+ 3 67 8 98 3 .49 .56:
17031-3137 6.6 59 353+ 5 43 9 97; 3 .62 .51L
17031--3738 6.9 37 348+ 2 36 7 98 I 3 1.26 .65:17031--3553 7.1 27 350+ 3 62 15 98 .48 .50L
17031--3903 7.7 42 347+ 1 44 7 99 2 1.42 1.16
17031-3338 8.8 53 351+ 4 56 12 97 2 .32L .39L
17031--3813 9.4 40 348+ 1 25 7 99 2 1.83 1.52L
17031-3522 i10.8 41 350+ 3 47 7 98 3 1.64L 1.81
17031-3048 11.3 26 ; 354+ 6 31 5 97 3 9.61 4.77
17031-3407 11.3 17 _ 351+ 4 29 5 98 3 2.89 1.67
17031-3318 11.8 5 352+4 19 5 97 3 1.37 1.94
17032-3437 12.7 36 351+ 4 31 10 98 2 .81 .35L
17032-3946 14.8 15 346+ 1 81 7 99 2 2.21 1.92L
17032-3934 15.9 0 347+ 1 52 6 99 2 1.47 .84L
17032-3444 17.1 29 351+4 61 15 98 2 .32 .49L
17032-3520 17.1 13 350+ 3 36 6 98 3 1.40 .82
17033-3446 19.0 29 350+ 4 41 6 98 3 1.00 .44L
17033-3350 19.6 13 351+4 53 8 97 2 .64 .41L
17033-3055 19.8 31 354+ 6 81 8 96! 2 .58 .30L
17033-3231 19.8 44, 352+ 5 58 9 97 3 .49 .32L
18.78L C DA 6601000000
34.74L CC AA 8 3601100117
8.33L C CD 3700000000
7.59L C AC 5701100000
12.25 BCCC AAAE 0 4682100110
5.39L BC AAGG 0 2511201100
71.71L F BA 9 4701134023
6.65L CD BC 8 3702100000
37.21L B BDH 7601131210
7.88 BBDC AAAA 0 850010000(3
25.45L CD BBK 1 750110000C
18.17L BC AAD 2 5600100000
16.78L BBC AAA 0 950021010C
38.57L CE BCGG 0 550010111C
43.07 C DC B EC 9643142210
36.00L CC AA 0 5704200107
19.79L DE AB 0 960020010C
14.94L B B 4702000100
60.95L DE AB 0 4611354307
6.60L CC HAAB 4700000000
64.85L D A B 9 4702224303
68.28L CE AB 0 8600201103
67.75L CC KACD 8600301103
62.24L FF AA 9 6600200103
59.83L DE BCFB 0 4601245407
362.60 BCCC EEBB 0 74C0235303
90.37: CDEE CBBB 0 3803313300
5,90L BC AA 0 4701100000
7.55L C AAHE 450110100C
24.15L D BD 940111000C
35.71L CB AAGH 8 9602101000 29
79.29L CC AB G 0 3803020000
75.07L DE AB 1 8601021013
10.09L BD A8 3 3700102000
10.27L FD BBG 01 4703000000
12.00L CC AA 6 5600000000
23.19L BC AAD 0 4701000200
61.82L BD AAF 4 7600100103
6.10L D EG 77OO000O00
57.39L CC HAA 3701101000
9.17L F D 2602100000
5.82L C C 4700100000
59.25L D A E 7601234303
23.47L CD AAC 0 850000000C
59.57L D A GB 5601100107
9.42L C K A 7701102000
20.29L CC MAA 4622000000
49.23L CD AAG 4 2801202003
55.18L CE AA 7 5603100007
32.05L CF AA 9 6601101100
86.52 CEDC AAEE 8 7662001003
11.05L C CDGC 5703000110
25.72L C F DDED 650010000(3
34.53L E BG 4601000100
29.95L BE AAF 9 9603000210
34.81L D CDG 840200000C
6.82L C BE 5702100000
34.84L B BBB 3701122010
33.59L B BD 840210010C
50.64L CE AB 5 3700110007
10.35L E BC 5600100000
58.22L DE BBK 2 7600001103
19.81L BC AAG 9 2601113000
12.88L C B 5602100000
8.73L ED AA K 9 2601100000
46.45L B A 4701121010
8.98L 210.42L CD AADF 0 771223350F
10.66 87.88L C DDI B 8602011203










3.52L 53.14L CD BB F 3 6600210003
3.55L 28.78L D CBJ E 6601210101
5.18L 55.98L F E AA B 0 6702200003
1.59 14.16L C DB 3601000110
6.48L 61.47L C ; A B F 7602233323
1.52L 17.46L F DA 2 2701420101
2.84L 26.19L BC AAME 8 948122031C
1.09L 10.16L BC AACH 5 9701000210
.61L 7.12L! CE AA 9 2700100000
1.11L 15.05L C BI E 5600100000
28.68L 352.57L O AC 680132132F
22.43L 199.59L C AB 760201000F
1.38L : 17.69L D 2601100000
1.50L 17.16L BD AA 2712420100
1.33L 13.65L C AD 2601100000
1.03L 9.07L D DL 9702132100
2.71L 47.18L C B 840130000C
.72L 8.85L C B 4603100000
20.04L FD AA 9 5600113001
26.15L EEC AAA 9 940130000C
68.61L DE AC 0 7602100003
26.70L CF BC 0 9502010OOC
17.57L DD BB 0 2711220100
10.75L D H DD 3601000100
76.63L=D AAHB 0 3700101103
16.40L CF BB 0 3601000100
10.25: C E BCI D 760101010C
2 13 2O8385 GO





1 23 OCL 1003 587
7 1 32 X1702-381 158 7
2 14 453-PN 18 PI 2
3
7
7 1 32 X1702-387 62 7
1 1 KN SCO 63 3
1 5 DC351.3+ 04.3 154
1 1 23 MRSL 346+02/1 442
2 1 32 X1702-357 62
1 17 2393 17
1 23 MRSL 346+02/1 580
2 1 32 X1702--357 89 2
1 5 DC351.3 +04.3 300
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 1 V610 SCO 61
1 1 V454 SCO 46
103
Right Ascension: 17h03m20"-17h04=30"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 pm
h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
7033-3912 20,8 121347+ 1 48 6 99 2 2.59 1.24
7033-3549 21,5 59 350+ 3 43 12 97 2 .48 ,46L
7033-3322 22.4 10 352+ 4 42 6 97 3 2,15 1.30
7033-3647 22.8 14 349+ 2 36 6 98 3 6.17 4.48
7033-3811 22.9 1 348+ 1 22 6 99 2 1.66 1.30
7034--3956 24.9 13, 346+ 0 21 6 99 3 4.64 3.62
7034--3816 25.5 46 348+ I 47 10 99 2 4.33L 1,99L
7034--3122 25,7 5 353+ 6 90 10 97 2 .62 .39L
7034-3556 !27.2 3 350+ 3 65 8 97 2 .58 .42L
7034-3111 28.1 31 353+ 6 36 8 97 3 ,54 .53L
7034--3949 28,1'24 346+ 0 38 6 99 3 2.21L 1.92
7034-3819 28,6 40 348+ 1 43 6 99 2 7.82 4,42
7034-3838 29,7 22 347+ 1 23 6 99 2 4.91 3,39
7035-3817 30.3 58 348+ 1 42 6 99 2 4,33 1.99
7035-3518 31.4 21 350+ 3 21 6 96 3 4,05 2,33
7035-3051 32,5:50 354+6 60 8 97 3 ,67 .85
7035-3145 33.1 0 353+ 5 27 7 97 3 1.82 1.11
7035-3639 33,5 10 349+ 2 50 7 98 3 ,71 ,47
7035-3333 34.1 28 351+4 19 6 97 3 ,91 .51
7035-3350 35,3 1 351+ 4 27 6 97 3 1,53 .81
7035-3250 35.9 36 352+ 5 40 6 97 3 1.06 .50L
7036-3404 38.0 52 351+ 4 42 12 98 3 .27L .33L
7036-3710 38,0 0 349+ 2 50 8 98 3 .53 ,31:
7036-3056 38.2 38 354+ 6 74 9 96 2 1,10 .79L
7036-3227 40.6 49 352+ 5 50 6 97 3 .60 .27:
7036-3214 40,8 14 353+ 5 44 8 97 3 .50 .29L
;'036-3114 40.9 24 353+6 74 9 97 3 .60 .57L
?036-3612 41,2 38 349+ 3 60 7 98 3 ,80 .49
?038-3746 41,2 36 348+ 2 39 6 99 2 3.02 1.73
?036-3459 41.5 25 350+ 3 48 7 98 3 .58 .33L
?037-3836 42.2 43 347+ 1 24 7 99 2 1.44 .94:
7037-3815 43,7 22 348+ 1 41 6 99 2 3,14 2,62
?037-3902 44,4 49 347+ 1 53 7 99 2 .94 2.33L
7037-3541 44.9 39 350+ 3 23 8 98 2 .65 .45L
?037-3354 45,4 42 351+ 4 67 10 98 2 ,55 .32L
?037-3757 46,5 7 348+ 2 17 6 99 2 1.30 1.22L
?038-3840 50.5 4 347+ I 69 7 99 2 4.91L 2,97
?038-3053 52,3 7 354+ 6 33 6 97 3 1.99 1,29
7039-3510 54,3 10 350+ 3 59 7 98 3 .67 ,70L
?039-3457 54,8 45 350+ 3 47 6 98 3 2.72 ,68
?039-3046 55,9 38 354+ 6 31 18 97 2 .39L .54L
?039-3952 57.9 52 346+ 0 35 7 99 2 2.10 2,99
?039-3245 58.3 33 352+ 5 71 13 97 2 ,53 ,35L
7039-3641 59,0 22 349+ 2 40 6 98 3 2,54 1.51
?039-3348 59.3 19 351+ 4 15 5 97 3 12.32 6.40
?039-3807 59,3 58 348+ 1 43 6 99 2 1.78 1.28
?039-3720 59.7 60 349+ 2 37 6 98 2 2.97 1.67:
?039-3145 59,9 37 353+ 5 86 12 97 2 .43 .31L
7040-3401 0.0 8 351+ 4 37 5 97 3 1.23 1.54
7040-3722 0.7 43 348+ 2 25 6 124 2 3,48 2.96
7040-3554 0.8 28 350+ 3 29 6 98 3 1.43 1,12
?040-3443 2,4 36 351+ 3 66 10 98 2 ,46 ,55L
7040-3231 2.7 56 352+ 5 34 11 97 3 ,45 ,35L
7040-3116 2.8 17 353+ 6 46 16 97 3 .26L .34L
?040-3544 4.0 45 350+ 3 71 10 97 2 1.29L ,74
7040-3714 4.1 34 349+ 2 28 7 99 2 ,69 ,41L
?040-3656 4.7 45 349+ 2 95 10 98 2 ,64L .44L
?040-3523 5.0 24 350+ 3 73 8 96 2 ,48 .34L
?040-3959 5.4 9 346+ 0 31 7 129 2 1.31L 4.68
?040-3440 5.4 6 351+ 3 63 7 98 3 .65 .41L
7041-3821 6.0 18 348+ 1 27 6 99 2 9.88 4.83
7041-3619 7.4 49 349+ 2 63 9 98 2 1.21L ,67
7041-3927 7.6 13 347+ 1 33 7 99 2 2.85 1,48:
7041-3342 8.0 25 351+ 4 53 18 96 2 .27L ,30L
7041-3020 8.9 36 354+ 6 29 7 110 3 1.45 1,25
;'041-3556 9.5 47 350+ 3 30 6 98 3 1.54 ,83
7041-3830 9.6 16 348+ 1 26 10 98 3 1.06L 1.17L
7041-3900 9.7 15 347+ 1 41 7 99 2 2.35 1,57:
7041-3139 10.0 47 353+ 5 40 6 97 3 1.65 .71
;'041--3051 11,7 26 354+ 6 84 9 97 2 .51 .46L
7041-3055 11.8 33 354+ 6 33 7 97 3 .77 .33L
;'042-3337 12,1 19 352+ 4 38 5 97 3 1.87 .93
7042-3948 12,5 6 347+ 0 24 6 99 2 2.28 1.91:
7042-3600 12.9 45 350+ 3 35 6 98 3 6.93 8.20
7042-3158 13,7 18 353+ 5 24 10 97 3 .32L .39L
7042-3035 15,1 20 354+ 6 59 9 96 2 .48 ,39L
7042-3256 16.0 51 352+ 4 48 6 97 3 .88 .32:
7042-3639 16.3 26 349+2 71 7 98 2: ,82 .44L
7042-3230 17.9 16 352+ 5 40 6 97 3 1,18 ,47
7043-3450 18.0 35 351+3 67 6 98 3! .59 .46L
7043-3707 18,1 18 349+ 2 87 14 99 21 ,49 ,45L
7043-3940 18.2 57 347+0 42 7 99 2i 1.90 1,79
7043-3504 18,4 9 350+3 39 6 98 3! 1.83 2.02
(Not Celor Corrected)
25 p.m 60 _m
Flags
Uncs Coel R
5.74L 49.87L FE AB
2.48L 27.46L D CD
.67L 8.57L BC AA
2.30L 37.40L CC AAC
23,88: 240.20 DEED CBL
23,71L 320.53L DE AA
12.45 60,65L D F F C
2,26L 26.73L C C E
2,47L 34.01L D BF
3.30L 28.58L C BC
13,43L 330.95L D B B F
5,56L 55.97L CD AA
4.86L 55.97L DD AA
5.55L 55.97L CE AA
1.64: 16.90L BCC AAB
2.67L 27,67L CE ABC
1,64L 12.91: CD D AAC
2,86L 39.57L ED BC
.94L 8.56L FD BB
1.42 12.00L DDC ABD
.68L 8.24L B AN
2.10 9.64L C MGE
3.79L 44,01L EE BB
2.24L 27.33L C B B
.65L 5.95L CE AEL
2.68L 30.34L C B F
2.81L 25.14L E BD
2.12L 39.53L FD BFJ
3,68L 54.21L FE AAE
1,41L 19.36L B BB
































7043-3145 21.7 36 353+ 5 24 6 97 3! 32.99
V L C
I00 /,tm Flux Con A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
80.84L FF AAH





















10.37: DC J C
28.10L E B H







26,96L 133.21L DF AAF,
1,62L 19,83 C E
,58L 4.97L BE AAK,
2,18L 25.84L FD AAG
7,74 57,28L C F KE
6,69L 82.10L CE AA
2.87L 10.85L BD ABK,
,63L 28.27L C CCM
,82L 23.85L E BC
.85L 7.21L EF AA
21.48L 180.94L EE AA
2,20L 26,22L EE AAF
2.88 9.95: DD B
.69L 27,26L D D
.65L 5.74L BD AC
3.69L 49.67L C B I
.58L 7.20L B D A B
1.40L 18.02L C BCI
4.39L 66.15L F GEE;
21,94L 186.60L DF BAD
1,50L 17,25L CF AA
17.39 2.83
7043-3802 22.6 2 348+ 1 31 6 98 3 2.32L 1.11 2.25L
7043-3551 22.9i57 350+3 26 6 98 3 11.97 15,46 55,81
7043-3907 23,6'48 347+ 1 47 8 99 2 3.15L 1.47 7,21L
7043-3915 23,7 53 347+ 1 33 7 99 2 5.83 2.97 6.24L
7043-3635 24.C 39 349+ 2 52 7 98 2 .85 .67L 2.66L
7044-3825 24,1 15 348+ 1 36 16 99 2 1.78L 1.30L 7.86
7044--3722 25.2 48 349+ 2 35 6 98 2 43.49 19.90 5.14L
7044-3922 25.5 55 347+ 1 57 7 99 2 1.97 2.42L 6.13L
7044--3203 26,6 18 353+ 5 63 10 97 3 .38L .47L 2,03
7044-3817 26,6 47 348+ 1 69 7 99 2 1,01 ,63 5,33L
7044-3333 27,2 12 352+ 4 36 6 97 3 1.15 .82 .78L
7044-3436 27.4 53 351+3 32 5 98 3 4,34 1,24 1,28L
7044-3533 28,C 24 350+ 3 33 10 98 3 ,65 .33L 2.00L
7044-3755 28,2 10 348+ 1 28 6 98 3 1,90 4.12 2,46:
7045-3654 30.2 14 349+ 2 31 6 98 2 1,33 .75 3.53L




71.20L F B B
72.73L DE AAG
43.17L D CE
96.59L E DJ G
37.32L FD AAB
85.45L D AC








Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
X1703-382 14
208422 K2 82




















h% .8 ,) (_) _") c') ('_)N
17045-3100308,, 354+8 24 9 97217045-3856909540`,+1 5717046-31413109 353+589 ,8!_ g
,70`6-30,731929354+6 6, 10 962170,5-33023 3,, ,82+4 38 6 973170,5-385833338347+156 9 992
170,5-3726 33.6 21 349+ 2 44 6; 98 2
17045-3827 33.8 4 348+ 1 58 9 99 2
17045-3051 34.2 30 354+6 56 7 97 317045-323934312 352+5 62 8 96 2
17045-3509346 4 350+3 86 12 97 2170,s-3821 34836 _0+3 56 7 98 3170,6-372037720 348+2 3, 5 96 317048_315636038353+627 8 97317046_33288449352+433 6 973170,,_380,38614348+142 7 992
17046-3816 39.0 12 348+1 41 6 99 2
170,6-3120 39.4 38 353+5 56 8 97 2
17046-3340 39.4 37 352+4 17 5 97 3
17048-3222 39.7 15 353+5 35 6 97 3
17046-3855 40.0 19 347+1 44 7 99 2
17046-3759 40.5 28 348+1 37 5 99 2
17046-3944 40.8 21 347+ 0 26 7 98 3
17047-370, 43.5 42 349+ 2 84 14 98 2
17047-3454 45.1 46 351+3 37 6 98 3
17047_310145.24364+85, 1_ 9_1217047-3850 46.8 3 347+ 1 27
17047-3006 46.9 16 354+ 6 28 5 , 3
170,7-3208 47.3 5 353+ 5 61 8 96 2
17048-3400 48.2 24 351+ 4 44 12 97, 3
17048-3158 49.7 52 353+5 30 11 97 3
17048-3947 49.7 15 347+ 0 27 7 98 3
17048-3323 50.0 57= 352+ 4 42 7 97 3
17048-3832 50.1 13 348+1 37 6 99 2
17048--3733 51.3 36 348+2 47 5 98 2
17048-3237 51,7 59 352+5 31 9 96 2
17048-3538 51.9 59, 350+3 26 8 981217048-3927 52.4 33 347+0 28 99
17048-3230 52.6 15 352+5 55 7 9612
17048-3002 53.0 56 354+ 6 57 7 97 3
17048-3123 53,339 353+5 70 11 97 2
17048-3104 53.6 12 354+ 6 43 7 97, 3
17049-3615 54,211 349+2 75 _l70,9-3820 7039! 49+ 20 _ 2
17049-3_357.113 349+2 38 5 96 3
17049--3135 57.5 17 353+ 5 22 16 97 3
17049--3232 58.7 1 352+ 5 36 6 971 3
17049-3305 58.7 28 352+ 4 37 1_ 961
L
17049-3447 59.0 50 351+ 3 46 98 2
17050-3215 0.4 8 353+ 5 89 8 96 2
17050-3638 1.3 28 348+ 1 51 8 991 2
17050-3921 1.8 21 347+ 1 67 12 99 2
17050-3648 2.0 9 349+ 2 22 5 98 3
17050-3927 4.0 37! 347+ 0 44 8 98 2
17050--3346 5.6 38 351+ 4 75 20 97 2
17050-3623 5.9 46 349+ 2 52 6 98 3
17051-3858 7.3 36 347+ 1 41 16 97 2
17051-3607 7,8 26 350+ 2 55 8 98 2
17051-3212 8.2 6 353+ 5 50 9 96 2
17051-3059 8.6 30 354+ 6 34 6 97 3
17051-3711 8.7 24 349+ 2 80 71 98 2
17051-3835 9.5 21 348+ 1 53 7 99 2
17051-3439 9.6 38 351+ 3 57 98 2
17051-3939 10.0 44 347+ 0 57 99 2
17051-3808 10.4 43 350+ 3 33 98 2
17051-3517 11.0 11 350+3 36 98 2
17052-3544 12.8 18 350+ 3 57 8 98 2
17052-3223 12.8 4 353+ 5 51 7 97 3
17052-3556 14.9 49 350+ 3 54 7 98 2
17052-301016.040354+6297973
17052-3229 16.259 353+5 54 10 97 il17052-333316.226352+44317052-312116.628353+58414
17052-3245 17.054352+4 35 6 97 3,
17052-320717.520353+527 6 3 I9717052-385617.520347+130798
17052-3329 17.9 4 352+ 4 28 6 97 3
17053-373218,344549+2436982:





17053-3012 22.E 47 354+ 6 52 20 97 3
17053-3315 22.7 23 352+4 19 8 97 3
17053-3301 22.e 47 352+4 47 6 97 3
17053-3458 23.E 33 351+ 3 45 6 98 2
17054-332624.615352+4827973
17054-305624.746354+6318973
17054-3456 25.1 13 351+3 47 6 98 2
17054-3412 _25.5 18 351+ 4 45 20 96 2
17054-3834 27.2 43 348+ 1 35 6 98 3
17054-3348 27.4, 5 352+ 4 103 18 98 2
17054-3630 27.6 48 349+ 2 53 8 98 2
17054-3712 '27.6 44 349+ 2 65 7 98 2
17054-3749 27.8 59 348+ 1 31 7 98 2
17054-3708 28.121349+2 20 612312
17054-390026.829347+140 13
17054--3654 28.9 59 347+ 1 39 8





Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
(Not Color Coffered)








































































































100 _ Flux Corr A Confu_on R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
7.56L C B D 9781110108
81.56L ED BCG 4641313313
27.72L C BC 8500100O0C
25.64L C CI 9500200008
6.61L CBC AAB 4 3700100000
94.60L D A8 4600313313
39.69L EE AC 0 3700200003
83.03L E DB 8702313323
27.76L D ADL 9501200008
6.88L F BL 2701100000
21.50L C D i 1700200000
21.81L DF BB I 7 1700000000
33.54L ED AA 8 3800200003
23.59L CC AAAE 9 850110030C
12.20L C CJ 6600110000
56.57L O B D 5701100003
81.28L BC AAB 0 6700100003
23.03L E AC 9500100008
12.13L CBC AAA 12 9600101000
27.82L, DO AC '7 440100000C
80.52L F AA 4700313213
41.31L FF AA 5701210103
24.48L 382.21L C AFF
5.40 58.59L C E
1.68L 18.10L DC AA /
1.47 8.19: CE EDCB
6.47L 60.07L CE AA
.46L 4.95L CC AA
2AlL 30.82L D B




















































9.28 80.21L C BDB 1702011313
3.09L 35.14: ED C ABKC 9 6800101220
20.48L 341.19L FF AA 9 360031133F
1,43 11.75L D F B 9600200210
2.95L 26.83L FD BB 0 5702121001
12.91 94.83: DE I F 4700322523
2.78L 25.69L D BF I 4501100001
1.08L 7.11: C E D GCI 260020000C
I
1.12 18.44L BBC AAB 1 9600200218 101
i
3.18L 57.43L F CBLG 4603223110
6.02L 58.55L CE AB 3 5700321003
1.55L 19.38L C BD 4601000000
44.07 251.99L EE EAA ' 660122331F
2.08L 23.47L BC AACF 0 1500101100
1.49L 20.48L BC AA 0 1701000000
3.83: 21.95L DC AB 4501110101
3.78L 39.38L C BF 240000010C
2.59L 24.91L FF ADGD 8 4502110001
.62L 5.55L FD AB 0 3600200000
.73L 9.42L E BC ' 3601200000
1.02L 10.74L BC AA 9 9603100000
.61L 32.41L D J B D 6500100008
12.02 10.12L BBC AAA 1 4602010000
3.53L 35.67L CE AA 9 440120010C
4.62L 102.29 CE D AA E 1 2700322723
1.02L 10.64L BC AAC 3 8601200000
4.57L 51.37L DE AA 7 3600100003
Associations
7.13L 82.12L D BAJ B , 1800111313
1.26L 11.57L C B C 9602200000
.98L 14.70L C CE 5601200000
3.07L 31.56L FF AA 9 3802111110
1.37L 19.85L FF AA 9 1500101100
1.06L 8.23 C DF 3600200000
.99L 9.84L CE AA 9 6601100000 I
.94L 9.94L BE BF U 5600100000 i
1.35L 23.86L BC AA 0 1500100000
.66L 10.55L C B 8600100000
.93: 13.88L C C A DH 9601200118
1.44L 19.30L BC AAI 1601100000
1.88: 13.78: DC ) J EB 9640100210
5.96L 63.31L FE AB 9! 5701221003
1.44 11.34L F F B 9600311200
3.02L 28.89L C B 7701100200
4.05L 58.95L C AFKF 3604323310
5,38L 49.64L FE AB 6 3701200003
3,89L 34.73L BE AA 4 4802223310
4.47L 72.06L BC AA 5 1701421413
5.63L 71.05L F AA 1701411613
24.72L 321.64L DE BBI B 9 660433121F
Name Type
1 13 208446 K0
4
1 23 MRSL 348+01/1
1 23 MRSL 348+01/1
4 2 23 LDN 1682
2
1 1 FQ SCO















"Confusmn Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (SI) at 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
105
Right Ascension: 17h05'=33°-17h06"30 ' Declination: -40=---30 =
Position 0950)
Name
% 8h . • ,
17055-3753 33.3 1 ' 348+ 1 27 5 _ 98 3
17055--3627 34.1 8 349+ 2 56 7 98 2
17055--3233 34.6 40 353+ 5 41 6 97 3
17055-3846 35.4 37 348+ 1 43 7 98 3
,7055--3127 35.6 28 353+ 5 66 7 97 3
,7055--3120 35.9 47 3`54+ 5 63 12 97 3
,7055-3922 35.9 9 347+0 45 9 98 2
17056-35`54 37.3 43 350+2 5t 66i _7 217056-3028 37.6 14 354+6 46
17056-3740 37.9 36 348+1 22 9 98 3
17056--3054 38.0 27 3.+5 68 9 96 2
17056-3612 38.1 49 350+2 38 6 98 2
17056-3916 38.1 2 347+0 64 10:99 2
17056-3908 39.2 38 .7+1 26 12 98 3
17056-3204 39.7 26 353+5 41 9 196 2
,7056-3717 39.8 43 349+2 57 7 98 2
,7056-3802 40.1 32 348+1 18 5 98 3
|7056-3959 40.1 5 347+0 22 6 98 3
17056--3532 40.8 18 350+3 52 10 98 3
,7056--3816 40.8 14 348+1 49 5 98 3
17056--3415 41.0 7 351+3 57 68i _ 217056--3930 41.1 43347+0 49
,7056-3604 41.5 56 350+2 49 7 98 2
17056-3525 41,6 30 350+3 34 7 98 3
17056--3423 413 53 351+3 54 7 98 2
17057--3306 42.0 52 352+4 39 6 97 3
17057--3334 43.1 51 352+4 42 7 98 2
17057--3312 43.3 25 352+4 41 8 97 2
17057-3820 43.7 30 348+1 52 8 i 96 2217057-3538 43.8 16 350+3 44 98
17057-3344 43.9 8 352+4 41 7 98 2
17057-3133 44.3 4 353+ 5 52 11 97 3
17057-3442 44.5 53 351+3 55 7 98 2
17057--3954 44.649 347+0 45 11 972
17057--3111 44.9 35 3`54+5 58 7 96 2
17057--3652 45.5 44 347+1 32 10 98 3
17057--3041 46.6 44 354+8 29 9 96 2
17057-3935 46.6 12 347+0 19 6 98 3
17057-3527 47.0 22 350+3 71 9 97 2
17057-3123 47.8 40 3`54+5 55 7 97 3
17057-3215 48.0 36 353+5 71 10 113 2
17058-3233 48.0 26 353+4 36 6 96 3
17058-3209 50.2 32 353+5 23 6 97 3
17058-3946 50.3 26 347+0 39 6 98 3
17058--3911 50.6 25 347+0 22 7 98 3i
17058-3522 51.4 27 350+ 3 32 6 98 21
17058-3720 52.7 22 349+ 2 24 5 98 3
17058-3128 53.5 56 353+5 32 6 _t_ 3i17059-3859 54.3 18 347+1 23 I 3
17059-334155.348352+4377972 I
17059-315955.4'32353+5 3_16 96217059-37,55.429348+1 6983
17059-3347 56.4 31 352+ 4 7982
17059-3550 56.8 42 350+ 2 26 5 98 2
17059-3512 59.3 11 350+ 3 59 ; 7 98 2
17059-3715 59.5 34 349+ 2 25' 6 98 3
17060-3937 0.6 42 347+0 34 6 98 3
17060-3107 1.2 6 3`54+ 513843 ! 4 98 11 97 2348 + 49 7 96 3
t7060--3921 1.6 3 347+ 0 21 5 98 3
17060-3008 2.9 5 355+ 6 44 7 97 3
17060-3141 3.541 353+ 5 46 6 97 3
17060-3741 3.7 59 348+ 1 29 6 98 3
17060--3823 3.7 37 348+ 1 33 7 98 3
17060--3441 4.(] 31 351+ 3 17 5 97 3
17060--3519 4. c 49 350+ 3 43 6 98 2
17061--3319 6.4 47 352+ 4 56 8 97 2
17061--3156 7.5 53 353+ 5 23 6 97 3
17061-3627 7.8 54 349+ 2 47 7 98 2
17061-3944 8.(] 38 347+ 0 35 7 98 3
86 6 347+ 0 31 6 98 317061-3926 I 3
17061-3706 9.5 9 349+ 2 33 5 98 _ 3
17061-3321 10.2 52 352+ 4 54 7 97 2
17061--3621 11.6i 49 350+ 2 24 6 98 2
17062-3426 13.2 56 351+ 3 31 6 971 2
17062-3654 13.9 27 349+ 2 26 6 98 3
17062-3127 14.6 52 354+ 5 80 10 97 2
17062--3814 15.1 51 348+ 1 51 8 96 2
17062-3956 15.6 39 347-- 0 66 10 96 3
17062-3803 15.7 9 348+ 1 41 7 98 3
17062--3022 16.2 17 354+6 21 6 97 3
17062--3859 17.1 7 347+ 1 91 14 98 2
17063--3649 18.1 43 349+ 2 37 6 98, 3
17063-3231 18.2 28 353+ 4 58 9 97' 2
17063--3544 19.3 6= 350+ 2 61 6 98 2
17063--3949 19.4 351 347+ 0 22 6 98 3
17063--3925 19.5 20 347+ 0 41 7 98 3
17063 3908 19.7 21 347+ 0 39 6 98 3
17063-3839 19.9 52 348+ 1 37 6 98 3
17063-3348 21.9 52 352+4 76 7 97 3
17064-3436 25.3 41 351+3 39 6; 98 2
17064-3244 26.0 35 352+4 60 8 i 97 217_-38,o 26053 346+1 19 5 ,, 317o,,_383327o39348+1 29 7 963
17064-3704 27.9 48 349+ 2 41 15 98 2
17064-3431 28.2 51 351+ 3 51 7 98 2
17064-3953 29.2 27 347- 0 25'
17064-3518 29.4 47 350+3 36 I ; 99_ 3
17064-3505 29.6 43 351 + 3 53 6 98 2
17065-3617 30.1 46 350+ 2 19 5 98 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
u _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m





































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
(N0_ Color Corrected)




















100 _m Flux Ccrr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
50.25L DCD AAA g 4802100003
28.04L C BEHC 8700100000
8.91L BF AA 9 2601201000
69.50L CE AB ! 7 2701200003
42.52L C B 440030000C
41.02L C DE , 7400200008
98.07L F AA D I 0800101013
20.18L CD AC_'ID,' 0 5800200201
24.61L CD AA K I 8 9502000008
51.41L C AB ' 3800011103
29.82L C CH I 9501200116
21.72L DC AA 1 5700100001
90.45L F A F 1800212413
126.92: CD F ;_E 1702223323
16.70 C DiCB=C 450140011C
50.53L E BA 2602300000






















765.96L 234.74L F E
3.29 25.42L C NEOC 2701200111
4.93L 61.10L CF 8B 0 4700120213
1.94L 13.40L CE ABGC 0 7682100210
25.44L 3".93L D A E 460230110F
2.52L 20.55L DC CB 4 5502100001
1.07L 19.96L FF BC 8 0701200001
1.27L 15.19L DE BE 4 4603000000
1.12L 8.62L EC AA 2 5600100000
1.67 11.31L BCC AAI _ 1 9601000000
1.03L 10.33L FF AA D 9 6601200000
6.11L 112.42L DE AB H 0 3701232313
2.51L 19.42L FO AS 3 4702200101
1.12L 12.48L DC AB 3 9600311100
.97 38.17L C D 3JCG 440221011C
1.85L 18.63L C BD 1600100000
8.31 234.11L F 1:3 770120000F
.76L 30.31L CD AC 0 9500100008
19.31 80.98L EC BCB 2701210423
i 1.14: 29.81L FFE AAC 9 ! 9500000006109.45L 219.55: C D A E+E : 57C133443F
AA_E 9 870043333F 42 3
4
.72L 2.15L 24.67L D BD
.60 .66L 41.64L ED AB
.52L 3.11L 40.76L E3 8E
.71: .99L 9.63L BD AA
.65 2.9OL 33.64L BD AB
2.33 37.60L 300.28L D B .a E
1.44 23.57L 386.60L CD AA|
4.30 2.39L 18.69L FF AAC
3.21 1.glL 42.28L CC AA
7.33 1.76 34,01L BFD AAE
5.45 12.31: 391.68L CE)E AAr.. 0 654121041F
2.37 1.23L 12.41L FF AAk' 9 9600201000
.41L i 2.76L 32.82L C RF ,0320021C
.79: I 4.58L 58.78L CD AAC 1 4800100003










2664 3.84 21.49L FFD AAA 9 5502100101
4.24L 40.99L C BD 7701200203
109.45L 327.45L C ADH 560110230F








































20.61L 432.40L CF BB 0 550121000F
9.92L 256.30L FD AAI Z} 9 76002230OF
.58L 5.54L F ADL-i 4700000100
2.74L 34.80L B CFK ,0100010C
4.09L 56.75L CC AA 8 2802121003
5.52L 93.15L CC AAE 0 2702132313
1.46L 17.59L BC AAE 1 2600200000
2.27L 18.53L FC AA 4 1701100000
1.12L 11.90L C B 6701100000
1.55: 8.41: BCED AAE3 9 560410010C
3.05L 41.61L CF AA 7 8600000000
37.80L 329.57L ED BAB 9 560028635F
50.87L 251.68L CF BB : 1 370025311F
3.25L 33.62L DE ABC 7 6802100103
1.13L 11.94L CE AA 0 6701100000
3,02L 40.96L DD BA 0 5601101101
1.39L 16.76L C AC 1 4601100100
3.77L 33.36L DE CCD 1 5800111003i
2.63L 33.76L F OG 45001100OC I
5.22L 107.08L D BB 2701000103
22.29 429.54L D K J A 560020022F
3.89L B4.58L CE ABF 0' 2700000003
1.83 13.50: BCEEO AAB<; 9l 4501000200
29.41L 118.60 CI It 670041030F
3.13L 33.10L Go B^G 6i 68012103131.00L 11.46L B B 2600000000
2.78L 35.53L ED AA 4 4702000001
17.41 278.52L CDD AAC 4 460136434F
50.87 3".97L DDD RAAI 0 760145601F3724L 441.96L C BAM 3 650141432F
27.20L 394.46L FF AA 9 450111001F
.89L 15.17L C DD 9601100000
1.97L I 16.62L FF AA 9 2600200000
.93L 11.11L C CD 3502100000
23.13L 251.11 OF F AA { 9 561401363F
23.20L 297.19L CF BB 0 350111221F
5.32 77.25L E GGEC 7702200103
1.92L 16.41L C B 2601300210
14.22L 275.02L CF AAF 0 560233011F
2.29L 26.21L C CH 1701000000
2.16L 23.37L C BD 1500000000
5,81 32.22L BCD BAFE 0 5700132201
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
1 23 MRSL 348+01/1 406
1 13 206471 6 93




1 13 208474 9 95










3 1 32 X1706-362 14





ct _ Coords SMJ(s) ( ) t b C)
7065-3737 30.1 42 349+ I 21
7065-3134 31.3 40 353+ 5 99
7065-3527 31.6 11 350+ 3 55
7065-3901 31.8 33 347+ 0 28
7065-3152 32.6 27 353+ 5 16
7065--3744 33.2 3 349+ 1 21
7065--3929 33.5 37 347+ 0 74
7065-3630 35.6 27 349+ 2 26
7066-3359 37.0 36 352+ 3 38
7066-3702 37.0 20 349+ 2 30
7066-3858 37.1 47 348+ 0 27
7066--3103 37.3 15 354+ 5 17
7066--3225 37.4 7l 353+ 4 44
7066-3136 37.811 I=353+5 62
7066-3921 37.837' 347+ 0 44
7066-3248 37.949 352+4 28
7066-3345 38.836352+4 19
7066-3644 38.8 42 349+2 39
7066-3119 39.019354+5 19
7066--3751 39.5 1'348+1 51
7066-3908 39.5 17 i 347+ 0 47
7066-3636 39.7 49 349+ 2 41
7066-3311 40.5 23 352+ 4 36
7066-3457 ¢06 15 , 351+ 3 35
7066-3628 40.7 48 350+ 2 33
7067--3251 43.3 57 352+ 4 56
7067--3946 43.5 59 347- 0 28
7067--3013 43.5 29 355+ 6 48
7067-3759 433 38 348+ 1 29
7067-3354 44.E 54 352+ 4 60
7067-3056 145.5 14 354+ 5 17
7067-3450 45.6 2 351+ 3 62
7067-3919 45.7 17 347+ 0 19
7067-3906 46.1 25 347+0 63
7067--3555 46.e 23 350+2 26
7068--3927 48.5 35 347+0 23
7068--3430 49.C 26 351+3 30
7068-3356 49.2 57 352+3 33




7068--3951 50.28347- 0 517o56-_,41_o726 351+3 8370_-3719 61.032349+ 1 29
7068-3315 51.0 35 352+4 477o_-3637 52.1 3 348+1 297056-3009 53.128 355+6 68
7o56-365563.6!; 3,9+2 3870_-3019 53., 2 355+6 4o
7o69-371554345349+1 48
7089-3523 543147350+3 367089-370455436 _9+2 56
7069-3255580 6 352+4 36
7069-3711 56.1 22 349+2 37
7089-3924 59.1158 347+0 807070-35010.8'41351+3 307o7o-31oo 1.022 354+5 53
,070-3739 1.317 3,9+ 1 29i7070-3949 1.535 347- 0 35
7070--3823 1.8 2 348+ 1 497o7o-39_, 2.1,42347- o 32
7o7o-3517 3.5441351+3 347070-3937 4052347+0 347070-3914 468347+0 347o7o-3748 5.31 349+i 44
7070-32225.45,353+4 487071-3715 8.159 349+1 24
_071-3945 8.821 347- 0 237071-3457 7.2 2 351+3 27
7o71-33o9 7.451352+4 417o71-321760 2 353,4 39
7o71-32o5 8.31_ 353+5 517o71-333594=3 352+4 45
7o71-37449.44o 549+1 277071-3835 9.e56 349+2 247071-3413 lO,548351+3 55
7071-36211.331348+I 33
7071-3031 11.9 13 354+ 5 497071-3735112c4349+1 41
7072-314913, 15353+5 49
'072-3701 14.634 349+2= 257072-350716._18351+3 48
7072-3433171,55351+3 29
7073-363016.71_348+I 257073-3726 19.0_ 349+ 57
7073-3957 19.116 347- 0 20
7073--3330 20.E 43 352+ 4 45
'073-3801 20.7 1 348+ 1 37
7073-3814 21.0 8 350+ 2 47
7073-3936 22.134 347+ 0 60
7073-3408 122.E 45 351+ 3 32
7073-3943 22.; 52 347- 0 46
7073-3211 23.060 353+ 4 27
7073-3924 23.734 347+ 0 22
7073-3955 24.010 347- 0 21
7074-3137 24.149 354+ 5 47
7074-3911 24.544 347+ 0 40
7074-3649 24.6 4 349+ 2 52
7074-3922 25.6 22 347+ 0 32
Flux Density Flags
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
(Not Color Corrected)
5MN 0 O 12 vm 25 _.m 60 .am
(') (') N (Jansky)
6 124 3 3.05 1.79: 4.06L
18972 .41L .76L 2.81L
8i 562 .56L .68 2.44L
61398 2.33 3.58L 29.74L113 2 1.91 2.20 2.43L
6 98 3 3.58 2.50 4.27L
7 98 3 4.81L 7.92 38.57L
5 568 3 2.08 1.38 2.83L
6 98 2 2.71 2.91 1.46L
6 98 3 1.41 1.11 2.89L
9 98 3 4.61L 4.55L 15.65
6 97 3 3.68 5.61 2.89
7 97: 2 1.24 .81 1.02L
9 97 I 2 .89 .44L 1.15L
i 371 280 5374 1 .36L .33L 1.39
9_ 3 .61 .59 1.435 2.39 1.89 2.78L
7 97 2 29.04 14.80 2.97
7 98 3 .97 2.13L 4.55L
7 98 3 4.49L 12.21 28.88L
6 98 3 .94 .74: 2.87L
6 97 3 1.87 .46 .84L
6 98 2 9.78 10.00 2.95L
6 98 3 1.33 .72: 2.82L
8 97 2 .51 .34L 1.22L
7 98 3 1.94 3.41 54.10:
6 96, 3 .40 .55 .63L
6 98 3 1.98 10.60 10.66
6 98 2 1.04 .33: 1.58L
7 97 , 3 4.57 3.72 .72L
8 98 2 .50 .40L 2.28L
8 125 3 3.97 5.23: 53.74
7 98 3 2.71 5.25L 29.17L
5 97 3 4.22 3.17 2.6OL
7 97 3 1.93 5.95L 59.43L
10 98 2 .40L .44L 2.31
6 98 2 1.29 .65 1.65L
5 97 3 9.56 5.95 2.55L
9 97 2 .49 .34L 1.65L
6 98 3 2.17 1.70 38.23L
8 98 3 5.12L 4.41 55.88L
8 98 3 2.41 2.45 24.13L
7 98 2 1.48 .46L 1.99L
7 96 3 3.96 1.99 3.72L
6 97 2 8.21 381 1.44
6 98 3 5.00 3.38 33.07L
16 97 3 .33L .38L .63L
7 98 3 3.85 3.50 4.32L
7 96 3 ,80 .60 .63L
9 97 2 1.35 1.49L 6.60L
6 97 3 .79 .55: 2,38L
10 97 2 .75 1.31L 5.53L
6 97 3 .62: 9.56 8.72
7 98 3 1.50 2.56 3.65L
8 99 2 1.99 2.07L 31.35L
6 97 3 1.07 .71 1.01L
7 97 2 2.65 1.74 .63L
6 98 3 7,71 4.67 5.21L
6 98 3 3.99L 2.56 28.22:
6 98 3 2.11 2.10 7.09L
7 98 3 61.24L 47.72L 47.02
6 97 3 1.54 1.01 2.34L
6 98 3 16.11 11.58 56.98L
7 98 3 2.57L 4.24 150.35L
6 98 3 1.35 1.24 4.43L
7 97 3 .75 1.25L 4.24L
11 98 3 1.49L 1.39L 7.85
5 98 3 3.02 3.13 20.01:
5 97 3 9.88 10.56 2.43
8 97 2 .52 .47L 1.22L
6 97 3 1.27 .70: 4.21L
7 96 2 .60 1.11L 4.02L
6 97 2 3.55 2.94 1.39L
6 98 3 2.40 1.13 4.32L
7 98 3 1.54L 1.73 3.40L
11 98 2 .41L .53L 3.08
6 98 3 4.13 2.02 7.06L
7 97 2 2.34 2.06 1.20L
7 98 3 1.25 .83: 5.77L
9 97 2 1.05L 1.73L 2.05
6 98 3 1.21 .75 2.03L
7 973 .74 .52L 2.61L
5 97 3 1.64 .59: 1.83L
7 98 3 2.28 1,38: 53.86L
6 98= 3 .79 1.80L 6.85L
8 96 2 2.21 1.66: 47.02L
6 97 2 1.32 .99 1.30L
6 98 3 6.78 6.30 6.67L
7 97 i 3 .74 .45L 3.09L
7 98 3 4.20L 5.09 80.06L
5 97 3 3.17 5.96 1.85L
7 96 3 4.31 2.98 23.98L
6 97 2 1.74 .56 3.81L
5 98 3 35.54 12.18 256.14L
6 98 3 61.24 47.72 47.02L
6 97 3 .65 1.05L 3.82L
10 96 2 4.70L 2.42: 150.35L
7 98 3 .84 1.56L 5.55L
6 98 3 3.79L 7.39L 256.14
Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60,
V L
100 .am Rux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2
56.72L OF AA 0 1602200003
8.75 D NFEB 360010000C
33.30L O DB 1 0602100001
392.34L C AB 650050260F
23.94L EF AA 9 451210000C
65.07L CC AA 4 0800110003 1
412.87L C MAN 260136421F
30.33L CD AA 0 5700100003
14.88L FF AAD 96600300000
EO.23L FF AA 9 7700200103
274.14L D SDCB 664041260F
23.10L BFC AAAD 9 6501000108
39.08L EE ABE 6 240000000F
22.53L O eGH 350010000C
372.74L FE AACK 1 660243310F
11A8L D CC 3503200100
16.86 FEEG BBGD 7 8600100000
47.57L FE AA 9 5701220513 4
24.16L BCC AAA 5 6500000008 24
56.56L C SG 0800000003
466.01L C CA 550140352F
32.37L CD eB 0 5701010003
11.95L CE AB 0 6700100000
16.42L FF AAB 9 2600000000
31.93L CE AB 5 5710100003
11.95L D C/ 3505200100
332.07L DDE BBBI 1 460156433F
7.07L CO DB i 0 4702200100
68.33L CCC AAA 0 2800000003
18.03L CE BB 1 8560200000
27.69L DC AAC 6 8502100008
26.97i C C 2500000000
377.50L EDD AAB 6 760222310F
617.131 C !AH 650140220F
30.20L DE AA 9 5702000211
296.24L' D BCEC 260133211F
26.59 DC CEED 1601110220
14.75L FD BB 0 8600200000
30.20L SB AA 1 4702000101
23.58L C C 4500100000
353.44L FE AA 9 360210020F
310.65L D B 560343311F
251.28L DE ASl 0 456343530F
23.27L D ADI 2500000000
59.78L DE _AA 9 5602320003
13.46L BCC AAB O 6700200000
360.75L EF AA 9 360111240F 2
9.63 C I C 4702100100
49.40L CC IAAH 8 5700000203
4.96L CD BB 0 4701110000
117.63L D ACGE 6501332313 3
27.44L 8E IAAL 0 170211000078.20L B D F 6702200103
11.89L DCC DAA 1 3501100000
57.97L, FE AA 9 6703232423 3
1117.18L ID SC E 650335532F
25.39L FF BS 9 2500200000
22.01L FC AA 1 7502100008
60.84L EE AA 9 0600200103
238.80L DE F B E 464144530F
80.19L CE AA 0 2802100003
139.89 I DC DFBB 570342362F
30.20L!BC AA 3 2602011100
221.73L BC AAJ 1 470272632F
628.67L E eCBE 2 650545782F
59.32L IDD BA 9 0800100003
42.75L C B L 240020000F
85.67 DD B F E F 6680332323 3
232.43L CCD AAC 1 464063243F
24.97L BCE AAB 9 3500100000
14.06L F CE 8500000000
36.30L,CF BBK 0250130000F
37.24L [E B 640020010F
13.83L F F AA 9 5700100000
58.68L DE AB 1 0810200103
45.75L O BA 0 3701111003
24.47L O CHB 4500100100
58.05L DE AA 9 2802100003
21.61L FF AAD 9 6502001208
56.55L CF AB 0 0600100003
10.56: EE BBB 760030020F
39.50L CD BA 0 7701211203
30.20L e BF 2501200000
26.17L CD AB 0 3500010210
426.67L CD AA O 362120000F
74.80L ;D SCI K 0601021313
139.89L ID E A B F 6570265464F
13.60L ,FF AA 9 5701211100
61.80L D AAIF 9280000000346.17L BM 3702000101
4o956LE CCD 48o38873OF2O_LeB AAB i 3_oo2ooooo
444.16L CE !AA K 10 451261683F33.17L DE AB 250120020F
1117.18L CC AA 4 650244353F
280.90L FF AA M 9 580144350F
37.97L E E IBA 85001_F396.78 E HEDB 664625670F
41.29L D !BC 6702021003
1117.18 OF CBAC 654342343F
I
100 .am; 10) High Source Density Region.




# T Name Type (') Mag
1 23 LDN 1694 483
1 23 LDN 1694 362
3 3 RAFGL 5090S 27 21
1 I V461 SCO 16 3
1 23 I LDN 1708 82
1 11 PK 352+ 4.1 20
1 20 G347.386 80
1 23 LDN 1694 583




NLm¢ H (Not Color Corrected)
Oldactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 _m 25 /_m 60 tim
hQm. e _l, (s) ( ) ] b (") (') (') N (Jartsky)
,7074--3956 28.1 : 347- 15 99_7 2 2._L 2.97L
,7074-3352 28.6 _ 0 62352+ 47 6 . .74L
17074-3556 '29.9 39 350+2 22 8 97 3 1.94 .54L
17075-3232 30.0 6 353+4 51 7 97 2 .62 .35L
17075-3658 31.2 41 349+2 47 8 98 3 .75 2.13L
17075-3157 32.1 37 353+5 85 12 972 1.77L 1.17L
7075-3933 329126 347+0 51 7 98 3 3.87L 11.33
7075-3111 ,2.9 8 354+5 57 7 07 3 .60 .42
,7075-3502 34,627 351+3 54 19 97 3 .53L .39L
_7075-3601 35.4 2 350+ 2 I 41 8 97 3 1.64 1.11
17075--3018 35.e 19 355+ 6 43 7 97 2 1.98 1.70
17075-3736 i35.e 35 349+ 1 23 7 98 3 1.35 3.26L
r7076-3051 36.2 41 354+ 5 74 14 97 2 1.04L
17076-3750 36.4 56 349+ 1 65 9 97 2 1.09
17076-3326 37.5 52 352+ 4 33 7 97 i 2 1.98:
17076-3001 37.E 16 355+ 6 40 7 97 i 2 3.04
=7076-3858 37.g 41 348+ 0 I 18 6 125 3 2.67:
17076-3919 38.4 5 347+ 0 ; 50 8 98 3 4.50L
17078-3740 38.8 49 348+ 1 28 6 98 3 3.30
17076-3940 38.g 37 347-0 49 10 98 3 3.76L
17076-3008 39.2 44 355+6 63 8 97 2 .73
17076-3522 40.9 47 351+2 55 8 96 2 .85
17076-3413 41.2 58 351+ 3 44 8 97 3 .63
,7076-3625414 6 350+2 36 7 97 3 1.39
,7o76-333841655 352+4 82 8 97 3 56
17077-3848 43.754 348+ 0 43 S 98 3 2.59
'7077-3447 44.3;54 351+3 24 5 g7 3 2.36
7077-3455 44.8 26 351+ 3 39 5 97 3 3,65
17077-3313 46.4 27 352+ 4 29 5 97 3 3,24
17077-3923 47.(_ 33 347+ 0= 35 8 98 3 3.79
17077-3929 47.1 38 347+ 0 25 8 98 3 3.65L 16.21
17077-3159 47.8 33 353+ 4 42 6 97 2 3.10: 2.07
17078-3036 48.6 56 354+ 5 47 8 96 3 .85 .36
17078-3801 48,9 16 348+ 1 28 6 98 3 5.91 4.49
17078-3927 49.0 53 347+ 0 33 6 98 3 11.04 74.26
17078--3939 49.9 14 347- 0 47 6 98 3 5.52 6.31
_7078-3839 50.6 13 348+ 1 39 7 98 3 1.45 3.34L
_7078-3043 50.742 354+ 5 40 5 96 3 4.63 2.22
17078-3352 51.0 39 352+ 3 24 5 97 3 3.34 2.47
17078-3548 51.3 27 350+ 2 39 6 97 3 1,37 .84
17078--3757 51.3 54 348+ 1 51 9 87 2 1.13 3.25L
17078-3403 51._ 54 352+ 3 47 7 96 2 .60 .70L
17078-3552 51.9158 350+ 2 20 6 97 3 1.81 1.21
17078-3910 '52.3134 348+ 0 32 7 96 3 3.32 3.18L
17078-3954 52.8 39 347-0 21 8 98 3 5.43 3.78L
17078-3620 52.9_57 348+ 1 20 5 98 3 5.57 4.87
17078-3650 53.0 24 349+ 2 32 7 98 3 1.83 1.00
17079-3523 5431 351+ 2 1 97 2 .83 .43L
17079-3527 54.6 350+ 2 38 97 3 4.89 7.27
17079-3657 54.8 3 349+ 2 51 6 98 3 1.16 .71:
17079-3308 55.0 38 352+ 4 51 10 97 2 .46 .45L
17079-3959 55.7 47 347- 0 33 6 98 3 1.94 2.69
17079-3545 55.7 45 350+ 2 31 7 97 3 2.27: 1.23
17079-3429 56.3 39 351+ 3 23 8 97 2 .69 .38L
17079-3500 56.8 20 351+ 3 31 6 97 3 2.05 2.77
17079-3844 57.0 40 348+ 0 37 8 9813 31.95 19.64
17078-3300 57.2 31 352+ 4 44 6 97 '3 .80 .36:
17079-3621 57.4 38 350+ 2 30 5 97 3 3.71 4.81
17079-3050 57.7 10J354+ 5 61 11 97 2 .50L .47L
17079-3206 58.0 18 353+ 4 40 5 97 2 3.03 1.84
17079-3926 58.1 15 347+0 39 6 98 3 1.98 19.96
17079-3941 58.1 16 347- 0 22 7 96 2 1.95: 1.53
17079-3243 59.3 29 353+ 4 23 5 97 3 187.24 81.71
17079-3722 59.6 5 349+ 1 25 7 98 3 2.13 1.75
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Col r A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs C._f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
36.54 333.12L E AED 560165351F
1.14L 19.31L F BF 6502000000
2.91L 36.75L C ACEF 4700222111
.85L 10.77L D C 3601000000
5.99L 60.21L C AK 7700210113
1.53 32,09L D E |_ 640020000F
86.82L 490.09L C DDE _360363401F
.74L 33.92L F D B D 2 8500000008
2.82L 37.40 C E CE 2500200100
2.95L 35.37L ED AA 5 3700132111
.89L 6.84L FF AAG 8 5701000000
7.58L 59.16L O BE 0600100003
.67L 1.12 7.86: DO CHFe 7601100108
2.79L 8.93L 116.66L D BB 0700000003
1.34 1.38L 19.17L FC BBFL 0 4601133100
1.38 1.27L 7.01L CC AAL 1 5701101000
4.03 80.77: 279.98 EEFF FCFB 0 660303431F
3.16: 122.99 1117.18L DE OBC. 750343545F
1.42 7.70L 59.92L DD AA 3 0610100103
3.83L 130.62L 409.86 F HBGA 460273540F
.54L .63L 6.95L D B 5701100100
.47: 3.O6L 35.24L DE AF 0 2710200100
.38L 1.92L 21.88L C B B _ C 3500100000
1.29 17.04L 235.57L FF AA 9 750110021F
.55: 1.51L 17.75L CO BB 6 5601101100
2.77 21.49L 268.86L DE AA 9 560210000F
2.28 1.38L 26.43L BE AA_3 9 3501100100
1.98 1.86L 29.82L BC
2.28 .81L 15.33L BC
7.39L 256.14L 1117.18L C
329.18L 1720.45L D
5.29L 33.45L ED























AAD ! 3600100_FAA 750164333F 50AA O60254540F
AEHD 378021133F ,










4.80 26.13L FCD A.AAE 9 0700300901
5.57L 55.26L CF AEI C 01 7700111123
1.16L 14.85L C DE 7500101000
21.64L 424.00L FE AA 9 850043463F
3.80L 27.57L =CC EEH 0 2701111101
1.19L 25.68L C C 2501200000
2.20L 28.06L BC A_ 5 4600200100
22.46L 241.98L BC A. 6 3 570130110F 34
1.07L 14.08L IDD A( 90! 6500000000
18.87L 243.98L FE C A. 'e B 750110021F1.79 42.68L C;A 6401100108
3.12L 38.58L FF AI 9 750020000F
88.58L 738.97L,CC El, L 0 751365333F
46.92L 409.86L DE BII 4 561231440F
18.42 10A5L BBC A/_A 1 4510000000 42
6.67L 56.54L DC BI 0 6802132103
1 13 208498 K7
3 1 32 X1707-334
1 7 WRA1631
1 20 G347.600





1 39 CC 350+02.5
1 V463 SCO
17079-3905 59.9 13 348+0 22 9 98 3 57.21L 395.74L 4026.96: 8215.24
17080-3559 0.3 8, 350+2 29 7 97 3 1.85 1.36
17080-3335 0.4 12 352+3 27 5 97,3 1.37 .B7
17080-3201 1.3 57 353+ 4 34 7 9712 1.00L .73:17080-3215 2.3 53 353+ 4 27 5 97 2 629.71 349.63
17o60_38163317 55 179 21817080-3614 5.7 111 350+ 37 .67 .60L
17081-3428 6.2 13 351+ 3 51 7 ; 3 .81 .41L
17081-3254 6.3 33 353+ 4 47 5 97 3 2.31 2.00
17081-3520 6.6 17 351+2 20 6 g7 3 9.71 5.22
17081-3317 6.7 44 352+ 4 57 8 96 2 .42 .67L
17081-3935 7.6 2 347- 0 31 8 : 98 3 2.76L 4.14L
17081-3921 8.0 32 347+0 33 6 98 3 5.17 7.06 18.24L
17081-3400 8.1 39 352+3 37 ; _ 3 1.12L .69 1.54L 20.98L C C17081-3918 8.7 15 347+ 0 46 3.19 4.00L 24.35L 193.13
17081-3928 8.9 50 347-0 24_ 10_ 98 2 11.04L 74.26L 220.65L 738.97 F17081-3454 10.4 1 351+ 3 6 97 .96 .93 1.15L 23.57L EE
17081-3252 11.3 46 353+ 4 50 7 96 2 .77 .50L 1.33L 14.19L C
17081-3034 11.8 0 354+5 28 15 97 2 .50L .38L 1.32 34.19L C
17082-3720 12.1 20 349+ 1 20 6 98 3 1.21 2.01 5.33L 44.49L, FC
17082-3955 12.6 34 347-0 23 5 98 3 5.43L
17082-3001 14.0 2 355+ 6 38 6 97 2 5.54
17062-3735 15.0,21 349+ 1 74 8 97 2 .96
17082-3530 16.0'26 350+ 2 46 7 97 3 .87
17082-3525 16.5 16 351+ 2 44 7 97 33 1.21
17082-3629 17.0,12 350+ 2 41 6 97 1.00
17O63-3801 18.633 348+1 24 6 98 31 7.24
17083-3854 18.6 11 348+0 38 6 98 3' 4.39:
17083-3449 20.2 33 351+3 24 6 97 3 3.96
17083--3712 21,2 39 349+ 23 6 98 3 7,07
17O63-3946 21,3 5 347-0 39 8 98 3 7.95L
17083-3408 22.1 27 352+3 68 10 97 3 .47L
17083-3958 22.3 9 347-0 25 6 88 3 2.37
17083-3915 22.5 20 347+ 0 16 5 126 3 2.31
17083-3748 23.E 4 349+ 18 5 98 3 18.55
DO HI DB 0 620436552F
19.65L 201.44L DD A/_ F 9 650021211F
1.50L 13.41L DE A/.ED 9 5702101100
5.29 9.26: FEE EI!AB 760020000F
73.31 28.91 BCFE At_AA 6 450000010F 28
27.20L 381.54L EF _A/.E 0 76012445OF
18.11L 240.15L D AI; 0 750120000F
2.04L 22.84L C BI 2502100000
1,0OL 11.00L FF A_ 9 4501100100
2.79L 25.52L 8B A,_,B 0 4700200000
1.58L 15.42L C C,; 7600000000
94.53: 434.95 FDEF iADt)DD 560055514F188 36L :. 0 872541100
AG*;G 9503131000770531212F
ID ;EC 458166534F
A _ 9 4600200100
B +A 4501200100
DB 4500100108
A'_ E 8 6802122103
17.48 138.16 DE B,_.BC 0 870135543F
1.29: 8.13L FFD A.XB 9 4701000000
27.98L 267.11L F A,_. i 9 360211111F15.01L 156.94L ED A ._ 150010000F
3.O6L 28.28L CF A3 9 3700300000
I
4.45L 39.81L C A) I 3700100103
21.93L 274.86L CC AAFG 7 661000020F
83.56L 576.59L F F A _ E 9 560234202F
2.45L 20.52L BC A _, 0 4600200000
2.51L 42.08L BCDDIA6. 0 770100040339.70: 182.25 WP DB 664114451F
2.53 18.34L C 3BD 6501000100
17.48L 174.02L DD AA D 0 960014543F
94.55: 928.96L DCE BBDI 1 750373712F
















2 6 20 G347.600
4 13 2O85O6 MD
3

















h m, e ,
Galactic Uncertainty U
(s) () C) C) ( N
17084-3809 24.422348+ 1 37 6 983i 2.26
17084-3605 24,62350+ 2 75 10 982 .64
17084--3642 24.829350+ 2 35 6 973 2.83
17084-3332 25.313352+ 3 27 5 973 3.45
17084-3248 25.724353+ 4 28 5 973 1.48
17084-3706 25.810349+ I 36 5 973 3.71
17084--3539 26.055350+ 2 73 8 962 .81
17084--3135 26.515354+ 5 74 8 1972 .4717o84-3811 25.7 3 350+ 2 35 6 97 3 1.84L
170844-3816 26.8 17 348+1 44 6 98 3 4,60L
17084-3148 27.214354+4 33 ! _ 3 2.37
17084-3933 27.2 47 347- 0 28 '1 1.91
17084-3857 28.2 7 340+0 33 98 3 4.62L
17084-3909 28.919548+0 70 6' 983 13.3617084-303829453 9.+5 53 7 97 2 =
' 70_ --_2S _NS _6 355 + 5 27 B _7 2 m_'
17085--3334 30m0 43 352 + 3 41 6 "7 3 m" 917095-39443o2. 347-o 3. 6 98 3 795
17085--3833 32.3 5 350+ 2 39 7 97 3 .71
17085-3427 32.548i 351+ 3 55 6 973 ,61
17085-3920 33.2 14 347-0 22 7 96 2 1.05
17085--3724 33.3 2 349+ 1 26 6 983 1.57
17085-3843 34.8 22 348+ 0 18 6 98 3 10.2617085-392754.922 347-o 95 8 98 2 189L
'70"6-- 3_8 37m0 13 348+ 0 68 8 96 2 13m36L
170_6--3_g 37m3 27 351+ 2 39 7 97 3 1134
17086--3924 37.3 7i 347- 0 31 8 98 2 .82
17086--3439 39.514351+3 40 7 973 .43:
17086-3159 39.716353+ 4 26 6 972 9.14
17086-3852 39.751348+ 0 23 6 983 1.52:
17086-3212 40.421353+ 4 30 6 9713 1.47
17086-3837 40.551548+ 0 25 6 983 2.12
17086-3254 41.919353+ 4 62 7 97:3 .49
17087--3045 42.01601354+ 05 61 12 97 1.39L17097--3955 43.0 348+ 21 125132 1.89:
17087-3808 44.6 43 = 348+ 1 31 6 98 3 2.57
17o87-3121 48.o 35 354+ 5 94 2781297 .30L17087-3054 46.5 8 355+ 549 97 2 .59 I
17087-3230 46.8 50 353+ 4 26 5 97 3 3.32
17087_385947350348+025 67 400:7067-3707 73 39 49+I 38 1,98
17088-3541 48.1 56 350+2 4_ 6 97' 3 ' roSS
17088--3"42 48"7 23 347 w 0 20 _ 97 " 3m90
17088--5437 481818 351+3 28 9797 267,70583 50952 1 ) 33 1189Ll349 + 26
17088-3423 49.725351+ 3 41 7 973 .31L
17088-3102 50.560354+5 22 05 9_77 ) 2.0017088-3505 50.722351+2 741 .44 ;
,7088-3941 52.120347-0 3412 983 3.90L,1
17088-3639 53.4 6 350+ 2 23 6 97 3 1.60
17089--3135 54.17354+5 28 5 999_7i3 3,77
17089-3820 54.5 59 348+ 1 23 4.80L
17089-3159 54.7 52 353+ 4 30 5 3 2.08
17089-3245 55.4 18 353+ 4 64 8 97 2 .58
17089-3814 55.5 47 348+ 1 38 6 98 3 9.69
17089-3846 56.3 19 548+ 0 23 7 98 3 1.58L
17089-3856 57.2 1 349+ 1 27 8 ; 97 3 4.65
17089-3303 57,2 33 353+ 4 53 17' 98 2 .36L
17089-3834 57,4 19 348+ 0 42 5 98 3 1.55
17089-3734 57.7 48 349+ 1 26 6 97 3 3.28
17089-3042 58,0 51 354+ 5 39 6 98 3 ,81
17089-3951 58,1 44 347- 0 23 6 98 3 4.38
17089--3551 59.2481350+ 2 31 6 973 3.13
17089-3500 59.4 16' 351+ 2 51 7 96 2 1.03
17090-3535 0.024351+2 46 6 972 .97
17090-3346 0.622352+3 41 6 973 1.90
17090-3915 0.638 348- 0 23 8 98 3 1.84:
17090-3601 1.1 24 350+ 2 78 9 98 2 .62
17090-3545 1.6 40 350+ 2 22 5 97 3 3.05:
17090-3248 1.9 58 353+ 4 31 6 97 3 2.55
17090-3258 2.6 49 353+ 4 26 7 97 3 .62
17090-3222 2.8 10 353+ 4 27 5 97 3 5.51
17090-3840 4.2 13 348+ 0 60 7 98 3 1.55
17090-3516 4.8 44 351+ 2 31 6 97 3 10.86
17090-3642 5.6 57 350+ 1 29 6 97 3 1.73
17091--3340 7.1 15 352+ 3 20 6 97 3 2.87
17091--3556 7.3 54 350+ 2 51 8 96 2 .85
17091-3922 8.0 22 347- 0 41 6 98 ) 2.2717091-3108 8.1 36 354+ 5 48 9 97 .86
17091-3531 8.8 48 351+ 2 63 6 97 3 .95
17092-3905 12.1 48 348+ 0 34 98 ) 62.19
17092-3230 12.5 5 353+ 4 46 12 97 .36L
17092-3804 12.632 349+ 1 35 8 98 3 4.13L
17092-3941 12,927347-0 257 9621 1.07
7092-3854 13.338348+ 0 43 : 698 31 2.56
17092-3539 13.5,48 350+2 361 6 97 31 1.87L
17092-3913 14.111348--0 50 7 983 2.68
17092-3219 14.333353+4 3511 962 .56
7092--3245 14.99353+ 4 486 973 .83
7092-3739 15.3561349+ 2. 37 5 983 2.60
17092-3503 15.8 351 + 44 5 973 1.02
17092-3542 15,9 350+ 30 6 97 3 8.33
17092--3823 16,1 28 348+ 0 22 6 98 3 4.66
17092-3714 16.3 53 349+1 74 7 97 3 1.14
17092--3917 17.E 52 348-0 17 6 98 3 10.13
17093-3134 18.0 56 354+ 4 22 5 96 3 5.15
17093-3901 19.0 11 348+ 0 76 10 97 2 2.93L
17093-3937 19,5 28 347- 0 29 6 98 3 1.32
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)































































































I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
]Hags* S 2 # T
20.68L 313.09L CC AA 0 660011000F
13.59L 138.73L D CDC 840121111F
4.43L 47.40L BC AA 0 5701001103
1.15L 20.36L BC AA 1 7602101000
1.08L 11.38L CE AA 9 4500200000
4.89L 40.11L FF AAI 9 8700100003
16.69L 175.11L D AB 450000011F
4.81L 44.31L E BD E 750100010F
14.74L 149.34L E AB 2 950030000F
22.73 255.09L CD CABB 760113420F
2.94L 34.59L FE AAN 9 8502212OOF
15.72L 434.95L EE ABCJ 0 581147514F
64.75L 498.45L C CBDC 560359312F
26.89L 281.79L C S 760099740F
.76L 38.88L C BG 4500200108
2.93: 7.27L DCD DAA 0 4601000000
1.63L 20.46L BE AC 1 7502101100
22.92L 360.63L BC AAE 3660135453F
5.21L 43.66L C CDG 3701111103
2.37L 16.52L C B 6602100100
16.23L 221.54L D BF 0870131102F
6.31 55.48L DDC AAE 0 7801032313
53.73L 205.58L BC AAC 5470232353F
13.16L 738.97L F CC C 0 750056332F
203.85L 311.57L E E D N 660187620F
3.35L 26.28L EE AA G 0 3601100100
18.43L 738.97L E AHM 750055121F
5.87 17.37L CCC CBF 1 4602103100
3.57L 26.63L CD AAE 6 550210000F
88.07L 181.15L DC AAR 0570233202F
5.05L 38.44L FF AA 9 451210100F
14.85 256.14L DCD AAA 6360241044F
1.35L 20.66L C BD 4500200100
1.18 35.58L D J BG 7400230118
89.07L 535.76L DE CCBH 4 560268522F
24.52L 178.36L CC AA 3 770121000F
1.17L 17.34 EC C AA D 08600201200
1.25L 11.41 D I C 5600000008
1,15L 34.87L CO BCF 0 9500100008
1.18L 11.53L DB AACK 7 3601010100
245.41: 627.98: CCFE ECCC 3 557259421F
4.02L 53.35L FE AA 9 8701200003
13.EOL 124.79L C AF i 450210312F
14.35L 346.94L CF BB 1 798135463F
2.38L 22.46L ED AA 9 4501103100
11.72 52.88L F D C I 7700103313
1.95L 21.41L B A 5601100100
.75L 36.77L CC AB 5 8400200008
3.48L 45.59L D C 3602200100
11.04 373.00L E COl 760143234F
4.88L 50.34L CD AAI 2 5701101103
3.61L 32.05L BE AA 4 650000100F
107.04L 646.40L E BBK 0 651245335F
3.97L 39.35L FF AA 9550000000F
1.49L 20.14L F CC 3502300000
23.01L Co46.40L ED AA 9650130120F
53.73 264.24L EF CCC 0464212440F
3.67L 51.87L DC AA 3 7702112113
2.27 16.82L D J F 5500100100
16.43L 217.EOL CE AA 0 370130000F
21.51L 194.28L CC AA 3 670010200F
.75L 13.81L B BE H 7501120228
98.47 233.84 BCDD AAAA 1 850200010F
13.81L 120.42L BC AA 1 740110121F
3.39L 35.29L C AB 3601200000
5.30L 102.36L DE BA 0 450420011F
1,63L 18.91L EF AA E 9 8702100100
54.31 393.84L CDD DDCB; 0 660143530F
19.20L 178.10L D B 840212320F
13.62L 119.10L BD AA 6641220001F
1.05L 13.40L BC AA 0 3501300000
1.06L 13.47L E BG 3500100000
5.54L 57.34L ED AA 9550110100F
29.90L 369.27L C BC 360335663F
3.23L 23.04L BB AA 4 3700000000
3.23L 50.61L FE AA 9 5600101103
2.94L 18.87L CC ABH 0 8502101000
22.64L 208.98L E BC 831321111F
14.47L 320.32L DD AA 0861051000F
1.09L 24.99L EF BC 68400110008
16.01L 116.13L C AB 1350310020F
37.47 211.13L E CB _ 670150330F
38.25L 302.42L BC AAEI 7660140330F
1.96 15.33: CC GCB 2600110100
13.82 363.23L C F B 760211000F
11.04L 133.80L D B B GG 770222333F
14.65L 282.39L C AA 360145234F
6.30: 154.21L DD CABE = 450320422F
54.31L 393.84L D BA 660151250F
5.02L 58.94L D CD 540210100F
1.52L 11.12L E EIDD 3501300000
25.80L 184.37[ DE AA 5 670010031F
.52: 1.31L 22,32L BE AD 0 3601200000
3.49 16.63L 44.21: BC E AA D 8 560320422F
8.43 73,10L 3915.43L CC BCGG 4 840285863F
2.23L 5.37L 65.35L D BD 7801100103
8,84 54,31L 393,84L FD AAEB 0 764050230F
2.38 5.36L 42,44L BC AAF 6 550022100F
1.59 14.66L 293.53L E B 460143221F
• 92 15.12L 241.43L FD AB 5 76031110OF
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($11 at 12, 25, 60, 100 /tm; 10) H_Jh Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") MaB
3




1 23 MRSL 348+00/1 534
2 1 20 ; G347.600 436
I
2 1 32 X1798-346 18
1 23 MRSL 348+00/I 579
2 23 LDN 1706 340
1 23 LDN 1700 171
2 1 13 208520 K5 4 88
2 I2 1 32 X1708-398 61 2
1 2 13 208523 K5 40 80
1 23 MRSL 348+00/1 255
2 1 I IV6145CO 12 3
2 I 2 13208525 K5 22 85
1 23 LDN 1700 473
2 1 23 MRSL 348+00/1 381
2 I V4655CO 10 3
1 23 LDN 1700 161
2 1 23 MRSL 348+00/1 523
2 1 32 X1709-356 68
2 1 32 X1709-356 77 2
31 22 $3 262 720
109
Right Ascension: 17h09_19"-17h10m12"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 tim 60 u.m 100 p.m Flux
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
17093-3235 19.8 38] 353+ 4 42 6! 97 3 2.83 1.42 1.40L 10.96LJEC
i7093-3604 22.1 18 350+ 2 30 71 97 3 1.28 1.72 16.80 63.67: FCED
17093-3131 22.7 15 354+ 4 26 5 96 3 3.29 2.84 5.3OL 50.62L CC
17094-3421 24.3 14 352+ 3 85 7 97 3 .64 .38L 2.72L 27.47L C
17094-3911 24.7 6 348- 0 32 6 98 3 11.42 7.24 39.89L 393.84L CC
17094-3712 25.3 56 349+ 1 82 8 96 2 .80 2.33L 8.45L 80.00L D
17094-3201 25.5 8 353+ 4 48 6 96 3 1.07 .53L 4.84L 55.88L C
17094 3927 26.1 45 347- 0 18 6, 98 3 1.79 1.88 17.93: 234.21L CCD
17094-3703 26.4 59 349+ 1 39 6 97 3 1.47 1.44 5.24L 55.54L DD
17094-3707 27.7 33 349+ 1 92 41 98 2 2.25L 2.78L 6.60L 72.76 D
17094-3342 27.8 13 352+ 3 32 6 97 3 .78 .66 2.57L 17.34L BD
t7094-3813 28.0 54 348+ 0 37 6 98 3 7.48 4.24 18.42L 196.28L BC
17094-3924 29.2 3 348-0 55 8 98 3 3.11L 2.13L 9.43 231.68L D
17094-3629 29.3 46 350+ 2 17 5 97 3 3.25 2.19 5.07L 50.14L CC
17094 3457 29.9 45 351+ 2 58 8 96 2 .72 .49: 3.20L 31.62L CE
17095-3557 30.2 24 350+ 2 86 8 98 2 .84 .78L 8.45L 156.66L E
17095-3141 30.4 17 354+ 4 67 10 96 2! .51 .96L 4.65L 59.10L D
17095 3337 31.8 27 352+ 3 36 5 97 3 4.32 3.80 1.16L 14.35L BB
17095-3400 32.2 4 352+ 3 33 7 97 3 1.25 .71 3.04L 21.95L CF
17095-3837 32.8 2 348+ 0 23 6 98 3 5.48 23.99 306.82 749.17 CCEF
17095-3614 33.6 38 350+ 2 38 6 97 3 2.14 1.30 19.07L 257.04L CC
17095-3352 33.8 45 352+ 3 38 7 97 3 .42 .32L 3.42L 18.08L C
17095-3759 33.9 26 349+ 1 41 6 97 3 2.88 1A6L 19.44L 392.17L C
17095-3850 33.9 52 348+ 0 70 9 98 2 1.29 14.02L 17.62L 270.91L D
17095-3301 35.6 26 353+ 4 42 6 97 3 1.25 1.33 1.79L 19.16L FE
17095-3635 35.7 16 350+ 1 32 8 97 2 .88 .93: 5.63L 68.02L FF
17095-3417 35.7 49 352+ 3 62 7 97 3 .60 .48L 1.53L 15.54L C
17096-3641 36.0 49 350+ 1 39 6 97 3 1.53 1.14 5.00L 58.28L CC
17096-3045 36.3 31 355+ 5 50 6 96 3 .50 .46L 1.08L 41.69L B
17096-3410 36.6 30 352+ 3 64 13 97 3 .30L .67L 2.86 32.12 DC
17096-3531 36.6 21 351+ 2 38 6 97 3 1.63 1.08 15.81L 153.81L CF
17096-3956 36.9 22 347 1 33 9 97 2 3.43 3.19 19.41L 296.32L FF
17096-3950 38.3'25 347- 0 78 8 96 2 .80 2.26L 8.72L 137.26L D
17096-3718 39.4 29 349+ 1 48 6 97 3 2.80 1.60 5.16L 52.05L CE
17096-3720 39.7 60 349+ 1 53 7 96 2 1.14 1.02: 5.19L 51.68L DE
17096-3722 40.5 51 349+ 1 19 5 97 3 6.10 2.78 3.13L 42.49L CD
17096 3856 40.8 16 348+ 0 18 6 98 3 24.04: 164.21 1051.62 1721.37: BCFF
17096-3243 41.1 48 353+ 4 31 6 97 3 11.58 6.49 1.59L 15.62L BB
17096-3107 41.2 1 354+ 5 43 6 96 3 .58 .34: 1.00L 55.27L CE
17096-3844 41.2 4 348+ 0 31 6 98 3 2.15 17.30 100.35 749.17L CCE
17096-3444 41.8 3 351+ 3 61 7 97 3 .91 .47L 3.35L 28.29L D
17097-3330 42.7 19 352+ 3 36 5 97 3 2.69 1.29 1.65L 14.46LIDC
17097-3638 43.2 22 350+ 1 41 5 97 3 1.88 1.14 2.75L 47.02L CD
17097-3210 43.8 59 353+ 4 ' 25 6 96 3 1.58 6.79 6.33 56.35L CCD
17097-3624 44.426 350+ 2 42 6 97 3 1.52 6.61 10.11 227.37L DCC
17097-3748 _.6.3 2 349+ 1 32 6 97 3 2.59 2.13 17.49L 287.30L CD
17097-3425 46.4 51 352+ 3 27 10 97 3 .68 .48L 2.78L 20.57L D
17097-3700 46.9 5 349+ 1 40 10 97 3 2.51L .85: 12.70 44.59L EC
17097-3400 4.7.2 16 ' 352+ 3 34 14 97 2 1A2L .64L 2.35: 30.12 DD
17097-3820 4,7.9 47 348+ 0 55 7 98 3 1.46 2.16: 19.71L 335.00L DF
17098-3939 4,8.1 12 347 0 41 6 98 3 2.00 1.64 18.40L 290.70L CE
17098-3825 4,9.6 7 348+ 0 42 7 98 3 1.58 1.51 15.84L 245.74L DE
17098-3447 4,9.7 1 351+ 2 27 6 97 3 .70 .37L 3.33L 33.68L B
17098-3050 50.1 24 354+ 5 32 6 96 3 .86 .46: 1.16L 9.61: DD E
17098-3812 50.4 51 349+ 0 24 6 97 3 5.18 2.49 16.31L 262.57L EE
17098-3303 50.9 54 353+ 3 35 6 97 3 .97 .39: 1.52L 16.32L CD
17098-3110 51.4 161 354+ 5 43 6 96, 3 1.08 .58: 1.02L 45.69L BD
17098-3352 52.0 5 352+ 3 50 6 97 3 1.15 .77: 2.22L 16.29L BE
17098-3654 52.0 51 350+ 1 24 6 97 3 1.37 1.64 4.90L 55.29L DD
17098-3411 52.4 16 352+ 3 29 5 97 3 4.52 1.94 2.59L 20.77L DC
17098 3957 53.6 51 347- 1 28 12 96 2 15A7L 12.06L 4.38 206.59L D
17099-3904 54.7 2 348- 0 15 5 I 97 3 4.45: 13.66 76.46: 209.52L BCD17099-3105 54.8 2 354+ 5 36 7 ! 95 84 .60L 1.00L 59.10L C
17099-3504 55.0 40 351+ 2 31 6' 97 3 .86 .61 1.93L 30.81L BD
17099-3716 55.2 8 349+ 1 22 5 97 3 2.27 1.06 3.96L 50.66L CD
17099-3850 55.3 29 348+ 0 22 7 98 3 3.01L 14.02 237.25: 793.66L CE
17099-3012 56.3 22 355+ 5 42 10 96 3 .30L .39L 1.68 15.30 CC
17099-3750 56.5 39 349+ 1 22 6 97 3 9.71 4.87 17.18L 284.99L CC
17099-3030 57.2 49 355+ 5 21 5 96 3 2.19 1.44 .60L 46.54L BF
17099- 3730 57.3 23 349 + 1 42 7 97 3 1.08 1.07: 18.15L 332.53L F F
17099-3718 58.1 3 349+ 42 6 97 3 4.00 2.38 3.98L 50.35L FF
17099-3026 58.2 16 355+ 5 28 5 96 3 .73 .62 .87L 6.93L EC
17099-3554 58.2 54 350+ 2 27 9 97 3 1.03 35: 16.49L 241.25L CF
17100-3613 0.3 25 350+ 2 67 7 97 2 .82 2.05L 16.84L 269.72L E
17100-3849 0.5 58 348+ 0 23 9 97 2 3.01 14.02L 239.74L 748.18: D F
17100-3600 0.E 17 350+ 2 39 6 97 3 1.64L 4.03 21.95L 234.68L D
17100-3238 08 37 353+ 4 27 5 97 3 4.94 3.31 1.00L 15.06L BB
17100-3853 1.2 18 348+ 0 59 8 96 2 5.42L 2.09 12.78L 164.75L F
17100-3735 1.E 54 349+ 36 6 97 3 2.86 1.60 17.68L 299.64L CC AB
17100 3419 1.e 48 352+ 3 37 6 97 3 2.31 1.46 2,61L 26.52L BC AA
17100 3521 2.1 19 351+ 2 23 6 97 3 9.83 9.65 4.11L 47.54L BC AAI
17100-3854 2.1 4 348+ 0 27 5 98 3 1.66 2.09L 1051.62L 208.28L D BL
17100-3616 2.4 27 350+ 2 19 5 97 3 3.28 1.81 17.34L 226.16L F F AA
17100 3845 3.1 51 348+ 0 27 5 98 3 1.81 17.30L 100.35L 222.00L F AB
17100.-3000 3.3 23 355+ 5 19 6 96 3 .84 .37: .80L 11.08L CF BC
17100 3622 3.6 36 350+ 1 20 6 97 3 3.75 2.71L 20.95L 224.85L D AAI
17100 3052 4.2 29 354+ 5 34 6 96 3 2.62 1,05 .93L 43.33L BC AB
17100-3124 4.6 3 354+ 4 62 96 3 .69 .35L 1.21L 47.53L C BF
17100 3829 5.2 46 348+ 0 33 7 98 3 2.93L 3,19 76.02: 671.61L DD F B
17100 3147 5.4 59 354+ 4 66 6 96 3 .70 1.89L 13.89L 57.02L D AB
17101-3422 6.6 2 352+ 3 40 6 97 3 1.80 1.31 2,66L 30.10L DF AA
17101-3532 7.1 2 351+ 2 49 6 97 3 .71 2.25L 16.67L 312.O8L C AD
17101 3106 8.5 4 354+ 5 55 6 96 3 1.87 .77L 1.09L 34.78L C AC
17101 3234 10.5 54 353+ 4 44 6 97 3 .67 .58: 1.38L 14.85L CF BC
17101 3948 10.7 36 347 1 64 12 96 2 3.28L 4.57L 18.72L 64.60 D J
17101 3447 11.0 4 351+ 2 25 6 97 3 2.16 1.39 1.85L 28.03L BC AA
17101 3547 11.8 14 35t+ 2 51 6 97 3 .91 2.15L 19.64L 238.50L D AE
17102-3859 12.3 43 348 0 38 ! 6 98 2 8.63 3.92L 173.95L 234.66L C AA
17102 -3411 12.4 55 352+ 3 87 12 96 2 1.04L 1.83L 2.93 42.10L C HA
17102 3944 12.8 27 347- 1 47 6 96 21 1.73 .98 9.98L 188.37L DE AC
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed
Flags
V L C
Corl A Confusion R S A





























































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep














































Right Ascension:17_10"13"-17_11m01_ Declination:-40"---30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
O 12 p.ma Coords SMJ SMN
I
17102-3836 13.0152 348+ 0 66 g 98 3 2.0`L
17102-3620 13.5154 350+ 1 38 6 97 3 2.27
17102-3132 14.8119 354+4 67 7 96 3 .55
17102-3917 15.2 12 348-0 22 6 98 3 18.97:
17102--3926 15.8j43 348--0 23 7 98 3 5.59L17102-3959 15846 :_7-1 31 5 98 3 15.17
17102--3653 16.3 9 350+1 26 6 121 3 1.68
17102-3813 16.5,36349+0 30 5 97 s 1.64
17102-3239 17.219 353+4 64 13 96 2 4.0`L
17102-3723 17.9 5 349+1 31 6 97 3 1.71
17102--3806 17.9 44 349+ 0 18 6 97 3 4.66
171o3-38_ 18.o22 348+0 29 8 97 3 5.s0
17103-3535 19557 361+2 41 6 97 3 207
17103-3551 19653 350+2 36 5 97 3 6o25
17103--3215 19.9 10 353+ 4 44l 6 97 3 1.02
17103--3829 20.4 24 348+ 0 18 ! 8 97 3 1.86
17103_395059347-I 70 11217103-3338 20.9 54 352+ 3 22 .32L 8.01
17103--3702 21.7 45 350+ 1 32 6 97 3 32.08 335.89
17103--3947 21.7 39 347- 1 28J 5 98 31 3.26 4.57
17104-3429 243 16 352+3 30 6 97 3_ 283 119
17104--395624.313347-1368962 .94 2.36L
17104--3434 24.458352+362 7973, .41L 2.16
17104--350125.715351+228 63 I97 .78 .54:71 ,_ 1385.89354+423 5 6 447 230
1710`_362326.04350+123 I] 267 271L17104--3737 26.0 28 349+ 1 31 97 1.07 1.34L
1710`-3308 26.7 18 353+ 3 25 2.89 2.50
17104-3638 26.7 49 350+ 1 39 6 , 1.67L 1.07
17104-3123 27.8 2 354+ 4 50 6 96 2 5.36 2.56
1710`-3059 27.9 27 354+ 5 24 5 06 3 1.77 2.31
17104-38601 28.1 4 350+2 29 5 97 3 11.71 7.55
17104-3418 28.4 59 352+3 51 6 97 3 .88 .57L
1710`-3455 28.7 10 351+2 20 5 97 3 1.11 .76
17104-3616 28.8 44 350+ 1 53 6 97 3 1.29 2.19L
17104--3925 29.2 2 348-0 18 61 06 2 2.17 1.08
17104-3416 29.5 57 352+ 3 50 6 97 3 1.05 .55L
17104-3050 29.6 25 355+ 5 32 13 96 3 .33L .36L
17104-3754 29.9 5 349+ 1 26 6 97 3 5.97 5.08
17105--3158 30.2 32 354+ 4 28 6 96 3 .96 .60:
17105--3014 31.1 53 355+5 86 9 06 2 .56 .38L
17105-3144 31.4 9 354+4 32 15 99_7 23 5.78 4.0217105-3258 31.5 45 353+3 88 1 1.65L .61L
17105-3904 32.1 22 348-0 17 5125 3 1.60 9.09
17105-3227 32A 39 353+4 71 11 97 2 .66L .80
17105-3912 33.5 32 348--0 32 6 98 3 1.95: 1.94
17105-3247 33.8 56 353+4 78 8= 97 3 .69 A7L
17105-3236 34.0 11 353+4 52 8 952 .75 .72L
17105-3655 35.3 48 350+1 29 6 97 3 2.30 1.43
17105-3746 35.8 48 349+1 41 5 97 3 66.73 41.08
17105-3811 35.9 29 349+0 27 5 97 3 1.94 1.37:
17106-3007 36.6 15 355+ 5 61 7 06 3 .66 .49L
17106-3826 37.6 35 348+ 0 17 6 97 3 11.28 8.16
17106-3835 38.2 17 348+ 0 34 6 97 3 15.10: 22.49
17106-3816 38.7 19 349+ 0 69 6 97 3 1.62 2.54L
17106-3214 38.837353+4 59 7 96 3, .80 1.81L
17106-3432 38.8 18 352+2 65 63197 .87 .51L
17106-3046 39.0 13 355+5 19 5 96 3, 4.01 62.38
17106-3155 39.1 59 354+ 4 40 6 95 2! .63 .57L
17107--3916 42.8 39 348-0 42 66 _ 331 5.37L 1.5217107-3142 44.1 37 354+ 4 48 .64 .49:17107_ 0644 216355+518 51103 1,0 8o:
17107-3123 44.2 41 354+ 4 18 506 31 12.67 7.14
17107-3920 44.4 58 348-0 45 5 98 3 2.76L 1.77
17107-3829 44.7 21 348+ O 66 I 10 97 2' 3.86L 3.55
17107--3304 44.9 34 353+ 3 46 6 97 3 .88 .64:
17107-3010 45.4 37 355+ 5 40 i 14 96 2 .29L .60L
17107-3934 45.6 31 346- 1 33 ! 15 06 2 1.96L 2.04L
17107-3523 46.9150 351+2 45 6 97 3 1.18 A5L
17107--3340 46.2 55 352+ 3 57 17 95 2 .32L .44L
17107--3654 46.4=31 350+ 1 41 8 97 3 1.66 2.50L
17107-3646 46.5 38 348-0 51 10 97 3 5.64L 3.27L
17107-3330 47.8132 352+3 24 5 97 3 2.60 5.74
17107-3611 47.8j45 350+ 1 28 5 97 3 10.74 8.38
17108-3714 49.4132 349+ 1 44 7 97 3 1.69 1.24
17108-3539 50.3 10 351+ 2 39 11 97 2 1.47L .76L
17108-3719 51.(_ 11 349+ 1 33 6 97 3 6.09 7.85
17108--3729 51.8 36 349+ 1 17 5 97 3 3.55 2.07
17108--3855 51.8 33 348--0 22 6 97 3 10,07 7.25
17108-3819 52.(] 25 349+ 0 I 52 12 97 3 3.88L 2.63L
17108-3512 52.1 43 351+ 2 38 6 97 3 8.91 10.33
17108--3931 52.3 27 348-0 I 36 6 98 3 1.12 1.01
17108-3116 53.4 18 354+ 4 J 30 6 06 3 .33L 1.40
17109-3959 54.6 9 347- 1 39 6 98 i 3 2.56 1.51
17109-3753 ,55.C 43 349+0 33 6 97 3 9.04 5.12
17109-3255 1566 38 353+ 3 38 5 97 3 2.42 2.27
17109-3133 5616 15 354+ 4 42 6 06 3 .83 1.85L
17109-3807 57.0 _ 6 349+ 0 27 5 97 3 6.30 76.51
17109--3424 57.3 38 _ 352+ 3 39 5 97' 3 2.34 1.11
17109-3640 57.420 348-0 20 6 9713 3.21 1.76:
17109-3716 57.5137 349+ 1 19 6 97 3 2.08 3.19L
17109--3223 57.6 41 353+ 4 31 11 97 2 .92 .85L
17109--3243 58.4 29 353+ 3 20 5 06 3 33.67 31.51
17109--3642 58.4 8 348-0 36 6 87 3 4.06 6.61
17109-3908 58.5 33 348 0 23 6 97 3 2.67L 11.43
17109-3942 59.4 35 347- 1 41 6 98 3 67.96 50.11
17109-3313 59.7 1 353+ 3 29 5 97 3 5.48 4.20
17109--3851 59.9 20 348- 0 28 5 97 3 3.49 3.99L
17110-3540 1.7 15 351+ 2 29 6 97 3 1.10 2.17L
Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags* 5 2 # T
3.40L 9.91 230.5OL E MGB 174110010F
2.02 16.89L 225.85L CD AA E 2 850142010F
1.25L 5.38L 70.51L D AA 550010000F
10.69 16.90L 243.00L FF AA 9 860122010F!
2.27 21.65: 427.69L E D E B E F 950011230F
12.06 11.20L 254.97L BD AA 9 750130141F 23
.77L 5.03L 91.68: C D AC E 0 5701132123
13.23 97.61: 139.58 CCFE AADC 2 771122333F i
.40L 2.52 17.02L D DEB 8500300101
1.27 4.61L 53.39L CE AB 9 0602000003
I
3.32 34.09L 155.01L BC AAFE 3 770334233Fl
2.06 20ATL 223.54L CO BC 1 180154330F
.89 20.83L 212.25L CE AB 2 550211121F
29.27 7.32: 212.62L CBD AAA 7 730132010F 44
.71 6.06L 56.92L CF AB 0 440020000F I
4.80L 35.47L 717.08L F BBI G 660254433F
2.83L 27.26L 349.92L O BFCC 650330130F
16.79 19.91L BC AAB 4500000100
849.73 537.38 BBDC AAAA 4 5500000103 06
11.05L 248.67L BC AAF 1 650230130F
1.74L 32.32L ED AA 9 3601200000
4.81L 50.35L D ADKG 770222151F
2.72: 36.56L CD AB 2600201000
1.84L 41.18L FF BB 8' 2604000000
5.43L 64.51L BC AAC 0 550040100F
13.08L 365.55L C AA 0 741112010F
22.73L 274.78L E BB 660100041F
13.89 64.48L FED AAA 9 54103010OF 27
1.77L 14.48L FF AA 9 7600220001
4.82L 61.74L D AA 1 2604100103
1.34L 41.72L BC AAF 0 5500100108
1.26L 41.09L CC AAB 1 7303100008
12.68L 216.97L FE AA 9 730110340F
2.87L 29.17L B BG 2603200000
1.73L 36.42L DE BB 9 2600000000 _
16A2L 246.05L C BC 740320000F
10.40L 210.05L DE ABM 0 760031240F I
2.83L 28.39L C AD 2612300100!
1.06 41ALL E EEF 4300200018
18.37L 229.47L BC AA 0 770101100F
6.34L 64.11L CF AC 1 2401100OOF
.83L 11.83L C D 4600100000
13.89L 52.56L ED AA 9 450030100F










2' 1 V617 SCO 13 3
2 1 20 G348.348 102
6 14 392-PN 5 PI 9
1 1 FWSCO 51 3
1
3 I 4 TMSS -30285 39 31
1
91.68 226.07: DEDE BAAC 0 562311120F
5.96L 72.58L F CB 430300021F
28AgL 89.0`: DD E BALE 1 871143153F 9
1.71L 21.15L D BJ 9500000001 1 1 FVSCO 56 3
1.65L 19.57L O BF 8501100101
4.66L 60.97L EE AAHJ 9 5701242223
11.25 175.51L FFF AAA 9 570100000F 42 I
17.34L 212.54L CO AA 770252432F , A
.82L 8.09L B BO 4700100100
15.67L 494.01L ED AA E 9 760340`43F 2
23.46L 277.68L CC AAF 4 473446123F
16.30L 323.27L C BB 760132663F A
5.65L 63.07L O AM 4401200OOF
1.22L 28.89L B BC 1600201000
51.19 17.33 BBDD AAAA 0 4400101018
6.30L 70.47L C BC 230110000F
17.85 232.07L DE BAA 862152020F 1
6.08L 67.31L DF BD 1 450030100F
.96L 68.32L DF AC 5 5301100008
1.O8 49.51L BCE AAB 6 5510100108 16 3 3 RAFGLS093S 46 15
15.58L 234.25L F AA 9 760132000F I
23.88L 654.39L F C F 660257664F 2 1 32 X1710-385 86 2
1.91L 19.67L DD CCHC 0 7500320111 1 1 16 08338 50 120
1.09 11.32: CC F DB 4800400100
13.85L 85.26 E J B 570433261F
3.20L 45.70L B B 3703000000
3.12 34.79 DC J I C 4501100110
2.86L 52.69L C BC L 01 5801131313
13.36 388.15L E C I 554232040F
2.36 19.77L BEF AAA 9 3601000010
7.15: 224.61L FDE AAD 91 734220110F
4.26L 46.67L EE AA 01 6801301103
4.23 172.71L F GFCF 560132142F 4 I
3.56L 46.40L BC AA 0 5803301103
15.16L 206.83L EF AAL 09 360212110F 1_15.66L 255.96L BC AAGE I 460310150F 1 7 AS 222 8
76.05L 323.27 F NF HC 76C133330F 2 I
3.14L 41.67L BC AAC 8 3601100000
25.03L 308.61L DF AA 0 260333240F 2
4.21 61.16L CC FAA 6500000008 2 14 454-PN 1 PI 6
21.85L 209.35L ,CD BA 0 060312230F 1
17.68L 316.79L EF AB 9 660122300F
1.61L 22.86LIDD AA D 9 9502100101
5.13L 67.77L IC A F L L 4500300101 =
108.39: 267.7tL CDD AAC 1 870255653F 53'
2.65L 37.26L BC AA 3 2612010200
3 39 ADG348.7+O0.3 64 2695
16.24L 287.57L CE ABGM 0 470232010F
15.89L 219.91L C 'AA 361130110F
6.85L 63.80L D I B B 340200000F
7.20 18.30L BBC IAAA 5 9502100001 25
20.90L 289.66L CC AA 0 470142010F
85.62: 811.10: DFF FDDC 7 640154353F
6.19: 467.60L BBE AAC 2 550200030F 24
1.81L 20.10L FC AAB 9 7500200001
14.85L 259.72L C AB ' 2 460372380F
16.56L 202.70L C AK 550222141F
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
8 1 32 X1711-391A 101
2 13 208569 K5P 2 66
111
Right Ascension: 17h11=02"-17h1 lm53 '
Pomtzon (1950)
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags AssociaUons
Name I-[
Galactic Uncertainty C
ct ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 6 O 12 _m
ham. o8, (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
,7110-3905 2.6 22 !348- 0 31 96.85 60.24
17110-3005 3.0 6j 355+ 5 75 85 _ 3 .51 .36L
17110-3727 3.0 1Ol 349+ 1 19 5 97 3 6.32 5.19
,7110__05740_ 355+_51 I 33 13, 124, ,01151 37 .0 47,
,7110_39155,18_..-0 36 973 3°3 265
,71t0_39105831__ 0 23 963 3. 18.331711o_3620805213,,+087 8 873 273 318,17111__.,084171352+316 6 973 422 245
17111-3557 6.5 56 350+ 2 43 6 97 3 3.95 2.10
17111-3552 7.3 51 351+ 2 30 7 96 2 2,93 1,78
17111-3812 7.5 58 348+ 0 58 6 97 3 4.11L 2,27
17111-3717 8.1 7 349+ 1 47 9 97 = 2 2.08L 2.84
17111-3832 8,2 4 348+ 0 26 7 98i 3 2.79L 5.63
17111-3533 8.9 39 351+ 2 50 8 97l 3 1.07 2.10L
17111-3623 9.0 60 350+ 1 21 6 97 3 3.89 3.69
17111-3138 9.2 30 354+ 4 23 6 96 3 2.29 1.62
i7111-351t 8.4 30 351+ 2 49 6 97; 3 2,05 ,78
17111-3824 8.6 58 348+ 0 40 9 97 3 4,20L 3,95L
17111-361t 9,8 1 350+ 1 32 6 97 3 9,87 5.13
17112-3445 12.0 4 351+2 31 5 97 3 3.98 .98
17112-3400 12.1 4 352+ 3 32 14 87 2 ,43L ,73L
17112-3253 12.5 39 353+3 27 7 963 ,71 ,40L
,7112__,_12.510361+231 I 1.77 1.82
,711,__101_.5, _9+0 21 97 4.1,, 3.37
17112_3316,4.28o3_+3 59 66_i_ .88 .5,,23814.52853+33, 1.31 .79
,7112_3_15.8,4__1 24 16 _ 2 1.30, 4.5,,
,7t12_383,17.1_5_-1 22 8,,3 18.67 14.06
17112__471 .2o351+224 5 973 3.38 2.01
'16 1 ! 354+17113--3200 . 41 4 55 6 96 3 .63 1.23L
,7113-312618.1203,_+4 29 12 96 2 .,_ .77L
,7113-3651,8 7 3_0+126 _ _i_ 224, 30_17113__033_00_355+_ ,0 115 11913_36192 .1 _+ 52 6 973 .52 2.o7,
,7113_3_7_.826_-0 71 6 973 8._ 3.82:
,7113_38_02,2_1_,8-0 37 _ 97_ 237 3,,17 13-36201.3 350+. 24 7 1.70 2.23
17113--3755 22{:20 349+0 32 6 97 3 3.31L 5.42L
,7113__22.c2013,,+0 38 7 973 3.95_ 2.0,
,7113__0_22.5._365+,_ 6 _ 3 13.0, ,.5317113-36152,.8,13._+1 32 7873 5.46 4.7017114_322224._3, 3_+4 58 7 962 .6, .37,17114_310,24.6393_,+473 9 ,_ 2 ._0 1._0,
,7114__3,,849352+2_ 6 973 .77 .47,17114_3618,25.41_,8-_0879,_2 2.87, 1.68
,7114_37__5.722_9+03, 697,3 3.69 4.o6
,7114__22,6.561_0+0376!397 4.24 2.,
,7114_3926_.849_6_1466983 2.,, 2.77
17114-3006 27.1 38 355+ 5 34 15 96 3 1.38, .38L
17114-3604 27,1 3 349+0 25 6 97 3 1,70: 5,76
17114-3431 27.3 35 352+2 30 9 97 3 1,03 .63L
i7114-3821 27.4 8 349+ 0 37 5 97 3 2.51 2,23
17114_3201_5393_+4 2o 85,_i_ " 67,7114_3 2267,7 51+2 35 173, 37217114_3237269_0353+3 27 6 ,_ 3 120 _:17115_3.7300__,71 39 6 ,8 3 397 206
,7115_3339_.12535_+321 _ g 33 3.0, 2.,06 14,0.1 _+442 1 45 .6517116_39273. _-1 36 _ 873 2.48 1.27
I
,7116__0,.018,,,8+02612,82 .,0_I._,
17115-_22_.7323_+3 2o 5 97 3 133.78 76.18
17115-3650_.7so355+4 30 6 963 1.52 2.12
17116-3423 314.7 32 352+ 2 39 6 97 3 1.96 1.2617115-_4535.132 3,_-0 49 6 87 3 2._ 1._:
17115-3538 35.2 7 351+ 2 19 6 97 3 5.14 4.28
17115-3451 35,4 59 351+ 2 29 7 95 2 1.39 ,81:
17116-3912 36,1 8 348-0 39 6 97 3 5.75 7.69
17116--3441 36.9 14 352+ 2 43 7 96 2 .99 1.16L
i7116-3924 37,9' 33 348- 1 32 7 97 3 1.19 1,89L
17116-3153 381 21 354+ 4 33 6 96 3 4,75L 1,61
,7116-3131 38.1 49l 35#,+ 4 45 8 96 3 1.74 .90:
17116-3833 38.3 561348- 0 78 6 97 3 2.15 3,53L
,7116__0368273_+_= _ _1_ 81, 57, 8 2589473_+ . _, ,,
,7116_376113911553,,+0 42 6 973 423, 618
,7116_3,._9824351+2,3 7 973 135 372,
,7116_37_,,0343_,9+151 7 873 136 301,
,7116__,4117 3_0+138 8 973 221 620
17117-3654 42,0 4 ! 3480- 64 6 97 3 2.76 1.29:
17117-_324 _493=+3 25 6 ,,!3 12, 82
,7117-374342.7s, _,9+0 30 5 973 30_ 714
_7,17-3_3:,,,._,_ 351+2 3o 7 973 3.70 3.11
,7117-_o6 I-.9 26 350+I 49 6 973 1o_ I._L
17117-3728 44._ 8 349+ 1 37 6 97 3 3.48 2.64
17117--3541 146.7i44,351+2 24 12 97 2 1.13, 1.93L
17117--3705 ;46,9 131350+ 39 8 97 3 2.15 1.86
17117--3931 47,C 58 348-1 17 5 97 3 3.56 1,74
r7117-3513 47,4 14 351+ 2 38 10 97 3 ,88 ,61L
17117-3411 47._ 43 352+ 2 46 6 97 3 2,28 1.65
17117-3958 47.7 1 347- 1 48 6 98 ! 2 1.58 .80:
17118-3141 50.C 21 354+ 4 57 7 95 2 .57 .72L
b7118-3935 50._ 36 348-- 1 37 5 87 3 45.56 24.90
17118--3310 52.C 28 353+ 3 57 9 95 2 1.30L .50
17118--3741 521 9 349+0 46 8 97 3 1.18 1.24:
17118--3530 !52.1 25 351+ 2 27 7 96 3 1.21 1,01
17118--3909 52.1 58 348--0 30 7 97 3 8.73L 80.26
b7118-3946 53.C 10 347--1 15 5 127 3 5,30 3.14L
17118-3844 53,3 36 348-0 52 6 97 3 4.57 2.15
17118-3749 53,7 36 349+ 0 44 8 123 3 3,00L 1.33
• Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
(Not Color _) V
25 y, rn 60 p.m 100 _m Flux Corr A
Oansky) Uncs Co_f R
IO.OOL 225.92L BB _A 2
1,12L 13.03L E
19.26L 223.86L DD AA 9
1.04L 56.59L FF AB 9
1,12L 8.63L D 8FG
17.85L 296.21L EO AAO 9
220.64: 94135: CCEE BBED 0
60.25L 323.27L C AD
2.00L 26.88L CE AAI G 9
15.33L 214.15L ED ,'_,A 7
t5.19L 210,44L DE {_C 4
28.gOL 365.22L D A D D
19.89L 192.49L F [)AB
118.64: 493.79 CEF FCFB
18.3-4L 286.72L C |IBE
17.31L 210.82L EE I_AD 9
5.85L 51,87L CC AA 5
2.651. 35.59L BO AB 5
60.25 323.27L D E B
15.64L 205.40L BC AA 2
1.62L 26,32L BC AB 0
4.39 46,48L D KOE
1.26L 23.02L C E F
2.54L 30.85L EC ,aA 6
90.63L 435.49L E DCH
1.87L 22.34L C BGE
1.38L 20.80L ED /_AG 2
12.79L 118.49 E PA C23.85L 228.67L CC A A 2
2.42L 26.77L BC AA 2
7,01L 87.87L C B_
1.08L 47.68L C C I
8.02: 65.10L EE ADH
1.04L 51.06L DC AA{ 6
36,99L 230.26L E BA
37.90L 428.63L BF ABKH 0
21.23L 275.62L CC AAL
36,99 146,17 CCED BBBB
24.13 320.09L O HAC
26.46L 379.56L E CG
1.76 39.49L CDC AAA_ 8
26.99 200.=L BCD AAB
1,69L 22,27L D B
1,42L 59,62L F C
3,27L 27.46L C B =
16.01L ' 191.11L F B_,
I2413,34632,00 ,, 14
_025,19342_00 ,,2426,_014,00 ^,_ 0
1.43L 13.02 C H DC
176.04: 416.67: CDDF DHBD
3.25L 26.52L B B I
12.11L = 220.66L CO A,'_L 0
3.36 33.94 CEDC B='EB
8.26 188.89L CC C,_,A
1,92L 2619L FF Ali _ 0
22.40L 227.44L BC A_ 2
2,35L I 25.05L BC A/_C 3
5.96L 77,24L CO A[!
22.29L 207.87L; CE ,A/ 0
30,50 493.79L F C[ C
13.41 24.40L EBO AI A 9
3.20 13.39: CCCE AI DA 9
2.15L 23.39L BE AI 7
14.94L 271.60L CE !A( I o
18.75L 191.24L FE A. = 9
3.81L 44.36L CD AC 1
1117.11L 3005.27L ;C IA, e 93.62L 50.46L A E
22.27L 209.13L F IBEC 9
1.12L 11.75L F A,_ 9
5.58L 68.46L CE ABFF 8
20.55L 262.94L C A C
1.17L 53.44L ° _AC
2,68L 31.21L DCD BC34.87 247.74L B A A I
18.55L 189.26L C AA
19.72L 435.10L C BC
5.89: 310,25L EEO AA31 9
23.31L 428,52L CF AB J 1
2.25L 24.79L ICD AB 1
14.18L 257.86L ! CC AA_ 0
21.92L 210.51L'CD AA 0i
21.31L 318.60L !F AC
15.05L 395.10L CC AA 8
9.99 269.33L i D F E H B :3B22.38L 349.52L A A :: 9
16,25L 313.15L CF AA _ 7i
3,94L 45.85L I B B E
3.05L 23.75L DC AA 8 I
i
27.84L 348.34L DE AB 7
1.67L 19.01L D BC i
15.13L 338.24L BC AA 0
3.33L 27.gOL E B
5.52: 344.03L DDE BAI _; 0
8.70: 50.78L EED BB(: 8
1117.11 3005.27 BEE GD(;B 1
27.47L 370.47L C AA(_K 0
22,77L 260,09L CE AA 8
21,90L 113.42: F F CC[!O
L C
Confusion R S A Sep







640054233F 8 1 32 X1711-391A 69 8
760176340F 2 1 39 MSH 17-303 52 85
4501120110
650113110F 3








760076100F 4 20 G348.482 109
750522750F 5








































850332433F 1 20 G348,501 108







































4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed So_rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
112
Right Ascension: 17h11=53'-17h12m38 ' Declination: --40°---30 °
Position (1950)
Name H
-- Galactic Uncertainty C
ct 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm
h m. , , (s) () 1 b (') (') (') N
17118-3859 53.8 8! 348-- 0 27 11 96 3 1.82: 1.37
17119-3353 54.1 14 352+ 3 47 6 96 3 1.03 .67
17119-3109 55.4 12 354+4 77 18 96 2 .40L .35L
17119-3037 55.6 10 355+ 5 26 6 96 3 3.14 2.70
17119-3034 55.7 21 355+ 5 35 6 96 3 6.37 10.75
17119-3418 55.7 47 352+ 2 22 7 97 _ 3 .56L .60
17119-3153 ,.56.7 52 354+ 4 28 5 96 3 4.75L 1.48
17119-3650 56.7 13 350+ 38 6 97 3 2.37 1.60
17119-3825 56.834 349-0 25 5 123 3 2.51 1.79
17119--3852 56.8 9 348-0 81 7 98 2 1.37 3.43L
17119-3734 57.4 45 349+ 0 44 6 97 3 2.26 4.60L
17119-3252 57.5 31 353+ 3 47 6 96 3 .91 .41L
17119-3425 58.2 46 352+ 2 27 6 97 3 .36L 1.79
17119-3747 58.2,29 349+0 32 7 97 3 2.39L 1.72
17119-3638 58.3 3 350+ 1 36 6 97 3 1.43 .73
17119-3813 58.4 35 349+0 27 6 97 3 1.23: 2.12
17119-3458 58.5 24 351+ 2 63 ! 8 95 2' 1.01 .66
17119-3625 58.7 15 350+ 1 33 9 97 2 .71L 1.14
17119-3236 59.3 39 353+ 3 19 5 96 3 3.15 1.98
17119-3558 59.4 46 351+ 1 22 6 97 3 29.42 23.10
17119-3820 59.5 56 349+0 22 6 97 3 3.03L 6.41
17119-3130 59.8 31 354+ 4 40 12 96 2 .58L .93L
17120-3357 0.8 48 352+ 3 36 6' 97 3 1.47 1.02
17120-3724 2.8 46 349+ 1 27 6 97 3 1.75 1.59
17120-3028 3.2 53 355+ 5 31 6 96 3 24.48 8.15
17120-3304 3.3 42 353+ 3 21 5 96 3 1.17 1.00
17120-3939 3.3 48 348- 1 29 6 97 3 13.68 9.97
17120-3317 4.2 55 353+ 3 42 12 114 3 1.55L .38L
17120-3013 4.4 26 355+ 5 74 7 95 2 .48 .40L
17120-3552 5.9 26 351+ 1 55 7 97 3 1.32 1.99L
17120-3612 5.9 38 350+ 1 21 5 119 3 3.30L 3.86L
17121-3429 6.6 53 352+ 2 23 7 97 3 3.22 1.60
17121-3131 7.0 40 354+ 4 54 7 95 2 1.20 .67:
17121-3115 7.0 12 354+ 4 41 6 96 3 1.28 .85
17121-3232 7.1 60 353+ 3 44 6 97 2 .86 .81L
17121-3734 7.4 35 349+ 0 37 5 97 3 2.26L 4.60
17121-3915 7.7 10 348-1 79 8 96 2 .86 1.87L
17121-3900 7.8 40 348- 0 45 13 96 2 1.72L 2.03L
17121-3443 8.4 46 352+ 2 62 8 97 3 .91 .55L
17121-3645 9.3 46 350+ 1 30 6 97 3 1.66 1.14
17121-3146 9.5,48 354+ 4 43 6 96 3 1.38 .57
17121-3832 9.E 23 349-0 16 5 97 3 3.67 5.35
17121-3214 9.E 28 354+ 4 80 11 96 3 1.96L .38L
17121-3417 9.7 5 352+2 27 5 97 3 5.23 2.71
17121-3642 98 2 350+ 1 39 7 97 3 1.06 .91:
17121-3107 10.7 13 355+ 4i 63 9 95 2 .38 1.54L
17121-3836 11.G 50 348-0 84 14 96 2 5.89L 4.44L
17121-3042 11.1 17 355+ 4 34 5 96 3 1.83 2.12
17121-3838 11.1 1 348- 0 16 6 98 3 5.89 4.44
17121-3032 11.8 44 355+ 5 50 8 96 3 .65 .45L
17121-3818 11.8 43 349+ 0 28 5 97 3 6.16 4.59
17122-3023 13.3 17 355+ 5 87 9 95 2 .42 .67L
17122-3905 13.7 16 348-0 18 7 96 3 2.82 3.17L
17122-3533 13.9 16 351+ 2 24 6 97 3 3.36 2.84
17122-3829 14.5 2 349- 0 61 9 97 3 3.49L 3.10L
17122-3721 15.5 14 349+ 1 30 8 97 3 1.58 1.38
17122-3631 16.0 6 350+ 1 23 6 97 3 8.48 5.32
17122-3056 t6.2 8 355+ 4 36 5 96 3 3.05 1.91
17122-3302 16.3 59 353+ 3 41 6 96 3 3.17 .63:
17122-3549 17.4 17 351+ 1 28 8 97 2 1.85 1.11
17122-3222 17.5 6 354+ 3 68 9 96 3 1.55L .36L
17123-3053 18.3 48 355+ 4 41 6 96 3 1.11 .86
17123-3929 19.9 43 348- 1 28 6 97 3 .90 5.29
17123-3946 20.5 21 348- 1 21 5 97 3 4.07 2.40
17123-3856 21.8 29 348- 0 13 5 124 3 1.68 2.97
17123-3231 22.0 59 353+ 3 38, 5 96 3 1.21 .78
17123-3743 22.8 3 349+ 0 67 10 97 3 4.10L 2.92L
17123--3251 23.3 28 353+ 3 29 11 96 3 7.25L .38L
17123-3450 23.9 43 352+ 2 64 10 97 3 i .50L .78
17124-3712 24.1 58 350+ 1 33 6 97 3; 2.68 1.25
17124-3122 24.3 49 354+ 4 51 6 96 3 .90 .62L
17124-3228 24.6 30 353+ 3 23 5 96 3 .86 .47L
17124-3307 25.0 2 353+ 3 38 5 96 31 6.45 5.31
17124-3526 26.8 48 351+ 2 26 6 97 3 1.87 .98
17124-3156 27.5 53 354+4 40 14 96 2 1.44L .44L
17124-3759 27.6 30 349+0 24 6 97 3 3.08L 3.21
17124-3739 27.9 35 349+0 40 6 97 3 1.53 1.61
17124-3910 28.7 47 348- 1 26 6 97 3 1.35 .99
17124-3350 29.1 39 352+ 3 50 8 97 2 .90 .50:
17124-3703 29.3 3 350+ 1 27 6 97 3 1.65: 1.32
17125-3507 30.5 21 351+ 2 60 8 95 2 .59L 1.22
17125-3031 30.7 52 355+ 5 64 7 96 3 .69 .39L
17125-3103 30.8 25 355+ 4 61 8 96 2 .77 ,62L
17125-3035 31.1 20 355+4 84 9 96 2 .45 .45L
17125-3016 31.2 36 355+ 5 27 5 96 3 4.12 4.66
17125-3700 31.2 32 350+ 1 27 6 97 3 1.76 1.36
17125-3948 31.2 50 348- 1 58 9 97 2 1.14 3.19L
17125-3805 31.2 34 349+ 0 27 6 97 3 2.81L 8.93
17125-3826 32.1 8 349-0 29 5 123 3 2.81: 1.45
17125-3727 33.4 58 349+ 0 41 9 97 2 1.15 3.19L
17125-3937 34.1 58 348- 1 39 6 97 3 2.79 1.43:
17125-3820 34.3 49 349- 0 16 5 97 3 2.16 1.82
17125-3110 34.4 32 355+ 4 47 6 96 3 2.57 1.52
17125-3954 34.6 4 347- 1 51 8 96 2 .93 .49:
17125-3819 35.2 6 149- 0 62 8 97 3 1.58 3.49L
17126-3729 36.2 43 349+ 0 55 11 97 3 4.23L 3.52L
17126-3428 36.4 21 352+ 2 32 5 i 96 3 2.27 1.62
17126 3812 36.6 25 349+ 0 35 5 97 3 5.50 2.60
17126-3922 36.6 51 348- 1 36 6 97 3 10.03 5.91




25 p.m 60 p.m 100 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
21.59L 217.48L DD BBC O 760442320F 2
2.89L 25.47L EE AS 4 2600100000
1.00 61.46L C F 4300200118
.99L 36.59L BF AA 9 3400400008
3.72 35.89LBBC AAAE 3 3410300008
9.98 50.75 FCC DCCC 2602200310
1.31L 18.37L E AA 7 4510100001
21.98L 353.50L F F AA 9 660022120F
9.39 448.69L DED AAD 0 950426460F
23.17L 321.40L D BB 860134452F 2
20.11L 269.60L D AS 661031063F
2.03L 23.32L C AL 9501000111
3.47L 37.46L C A 2601101210
17.10: 246.19L FF EBB 870342340F 6
21.08L 271.14L CF AB 0 570010010F
13.47: 424.07L DDE AAB 0 960222400F
4.93L 46.75L CF AB 5 2600010000
12.61: 91.56: FFE CCDD 48CO25631F
2.43: 22.04L CCD AAC 4 9501201111
17.48L 256.78L FF AAK 9 750100010F 26
75.02 339.04: CDF AAB I 960424341F
2.66 39.34L F E C E D 2501201108
1.31L 31.38L BC AB 2 3601100000
20.63L 267.83L EE AA 0 260040030F
1.34L 8.97L BB AAA 0 2600300000 17
2.06L 19.81L FF AB 9 6502201001
27.28L 382.61L FF AAC 9 550111201F
3,26 28.02: CD_ BKHDD 55020001011.02L 10.45L C 2600000000
17.23L 270.62L C BM 850021230F
17.57L 94.98 E AAJC 9 761322000F
3.57L 41.97L BC AA 3 1604101200
2.12L 18.16L DE BC 0 1601200101
1.08L 61.78L FE ABL 0 3300100008
2.81L ' 26.44L E AS 8500321111
16.97L 260.45L C BAK , 7 560021042F
12.10t 3005.27L D B K 530230000F
9.77 127.08L E B F C 860542300F 2
3.59L 42.56L_ C BD 1601000210
17.19L 265.41L FE BA 0 670020000F
1.53L 19.12L DD AA 0 3501000001
8.63 260.18L DFE AAC 9 860042221F
3.71 21.86L C HDA 6501000101
3.41L 39.38L BC _AA 9 1600100200
18.78L 336.11L CE BC 0 560020000F
1.62L 60.33L C EJ 3301200118
4.73 255.83L D I C 960045212F
.90L 29.52L CF AAE 9 2400100008
21.48L 225.01L DF AAC 8 962045212F
.91L 60.23LIC BF G 3300500008
75.02L 277.85L !DD A A 9 963024630F
1.14L 12.64L C BC 3500100000
15.28L 3005.27L C AAK 3 730462000F
18.82L 257.97L DD AAG 9 650101010F
13.41 271.01L D DB 960245140F
15.71L 270.33L CC AA C 2 160110110F
16.18L 233.55L ED ABE 9 470111300F
1.03L 58.29L BF AA 9 3300100008
2.28L 22.28L BF AS 0 6501201001
7.17L 199.2OL DD AAFF 0 850031352F
3.25 22.46L C CCB 5700000101
1.25L 57.85L CC BBGL 6 2301100118
3.84: 355.47L DCD BAC 0 250200050F
32.25L 321.33L CE AAG 0 560010120F
13.08: 324.11L FEC SAD 9 960432320F:
1.83L 17.17L CD ACD 0 5500321111
11.54 277.68L C B
2.93 24.46L C F GC
5.97L 50.15L F GA
16.05L 225.04L CD AS
1.43L 70.86L B B G
1.78L 17.17L C BD
2.30L 27.16L BB AAFD
3.96L 59.32L ED AB
2.47 20.39L D B S
59.86 346.45: DDE CBDB
19.85L 102.61L FF
118.16L 437.52L CE










15.33L 306.46L CE ABDD 0 961235440F
22.94L 260.15L D BL 170112040F
15.86L 136.55 DD D AAI [3 4 574112333F
25.83 231.43L EDD AAB 9 960231430F
1.37L 68.20L CE AADG 9 3300000018
3.87L 133.29L DF ACF 0 554021000F
25.83L 232.13L C AF 961020340F
11.22 90.86 DD DDD 180212040F
5.87: 46.62L BCE AAHC 0 2643000200
21.34L 234.50L BC AA 970132030F
35.77L 368.47L BC AA 0 250001000F





















B F G 950133340F
4! 1 32 X1711--343 110 4
23 LDN 1691 399
40 K2 + 15 104
2 14 454--PN 3 Pl 66
3 13 ' 208587 MB 5 80
8 I 16 08389 19 145
2 14 454-PN 3 PI 69
1 23 LDN 1691 202
3 18 6620A G3 4 14 67
1 23 LDN 1698 294
4
2 13 208593MA 20 78
8
23 LDN 1691 524
2 32 X1712-389 21 2
23 LDN 1691 306
23 LDN 1691 327
1 23 LDN 1720 543
1 7! WRA1656 t
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region
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a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 p.m
h m. , , (s) ( ) i b (") (") (') N
17126-3315 38.g 55 353+ 3 32 7 96 3 1.04
17126-3215 39.¢ 58 354+ 3 58 6 96 3 .64
17126-3442 39.3! 16 352+ 2 46 7 95 2 1.03
17126-3341 39.5 58 352+ 3 45 7 96 _ 3 1.63
17126-3413 39.5 52 352+ 2 58 7 96 3 .83
17126-3323 39.6[ 55 353+ 3 71 8 96 2 .69
17126-3253 40.4121 353+ 3 20 5 96 3 7.25
17127-3952 42.0 17 347- 1 25 6 97 3 2.62
17127-3021 42.7 2 355+ 5 24 6 96 3 1.28
17127-3532 [43.4 13 351+ 2 52 8 95 _ 2 .87
17127--3859 144.5 57 348- 0 37 6 97 3 10.92
17127-3319 44.5 6 353+ 3 53 7 96 3 .57
17127-3657 45.1 7 350+ 1 33 7 97 3 1.09
17127--3846 45.4 15 348- 0 89 7 97 , 3 1.81
17127--3250 45.4 15 353+3 51 6 96 3 1.12
17127-3834 45.4 17 349- 0 25 5 123 3 2.40L
17127-3436 45.8 48 352+ 2 36 6 97 3 6.67
17127 3852 46.5 20 348- 0 26 6 97 3 1.99
17127-3808 46.5 14 349+ 0 63 6 97 3 1.08
17127-3557 ;46.8 2 351+ 1 41 7 97 3 1.13
17127 3139 47.1 9 354+ 4 40 7 96 2 .77
17127--3348 47.;: 40 352+ 3 28 6 96,3 1.10
17127--3412 47.4 18 352+ 2 58 7 _9_i3 1.95L17128-3933 48.014 348-1 79 8 1.04
17128-3748 ,2.1,49 349+ 0 18 6 97 3 43.20
17128-3528 52.354 351+2 24 6 97 3 2.24
17129-3813 ,55.053 349-0 90 11 97 3 5.50L
17129--3913 i56.1 36 348-1 69 12 96 2 2,76L
17129-3625 56.2 5350+1 31 796 2 2.98:
17129-3058 578 26 355+4 25 5 96 3 10.90
17129-3635 58.3 51 350+1 36 5 97 3 4.31
17129-3506 58.4 33 351+2 50 7 97 3 1.19
17130-3904 0.2 33 348- 1 51 6 97 3 1,93
17130-3137 0.5 27 354+ 4 32 5 96 3 1.62
17130-3806 0.9 35 349+ 0 54 6 97 3 1.80
17130-3531 1.3 2 351+2 27 6 97 3 3.73
17130-3030 1.9 22 355+ 4 65 7 96 3 .52
17130 3942 2.3 58 348- 1 53 6 95 3 .63
17130-3033 2,5 48 355+ 4 50 6 96 3 183
17130-3132 2.6 52 354+ 4 30 5 96 3 1.10
17130-3151 2.8 19 354+ 4 38 8 95 2 1.73
17130-3940 2.8 6 348- 1 49 6 95 3 .79
17130-3756 3.1 57 349+ 0 28 7 97 3 13.17L
17130-3125 3.2 7 354+ 4 26 5 96 3 7.69
17130 3923 4.2 60 348 1 27 6 97 3 3.49
17130-3755 4.8 43 349+ 0 18 5 97 3 7.90:
17130--3907 4.8 28 348- 1 39 6 97 3 74.63
17130-3919 4.8 36 348 1 26 6 97 3 1.92
17130-3604 5.4 19 351+ 1 31 6 971 3 4.40
17130 3729 5.4 47 349+ 0 54 7 95 2 3.20
17131-3845 6.2 4 348- 0 32 6 97 3 2.14
17131-3202 6.5 52 354+ 4 40 6 96 3 .87
17131-3716 7.1 49 350+ 0 80 8 96 2 1.70
17131-3717 7.5 35 350+ 0 43 7 97 3 3.13L
17131-3521 7.7 56 351+ 2 38 7 97 3 1.35
17131 3608 7.8 28 351+ 1 35 6 97 3 1.28
17131-3621 8.1 23 350+ 1 40 6 97 3 2.36L
17131 3342 8.8 13 353+ 3 36 6 96 3 4.19
17131-3427 9.2 17 352+ 2 24 6 I 96 3 2.72
17131 3330 9.5 9 353+ 3 29 6 ! 96 3 .83
17131-3615 10.2 3 350+ 1 20 8 97 2 3.78L
17131 3819 10.2 11 349- 0 44 7 97 3 3.43L
17131-3857 11.2 5 148- 1 47 6 97 3 4.26L
17131-3448 11.4 39 352+ 2 32 8 96 3 .50:
17131-3953 11.6 55 348- 1 35 4 97 4 3.63
17131-3402 11.7 24 352+ 2 77 8 95 2 .78
17131 3823 11.7 40 349 0 501 7 97 31 3.46L
17132-3838 12.2 24 349- 0 23 6 124 3 3.84L
17132-3057 12.7 4 355+ 4 24 5 96 3 5.43
17132-3656 12.8 22 350+ 1 18 5 97 3 1.78
17132-3749 12.8 6 349+ 0 32 6 97 3 43.20L
17132 3113 12.9 47 355+4 35 6 96 3 3.17
17132 3742 13.6 9 349+ 0 39 8 97 2 4.21
17132-3711 14.219 350+ 1 34 8 95 2 .99
17132-3654 14.4 7 350+ 1 35 6 97 3 1.64
17132-3236 14.6!29 353+ 3 34 5 96 3 2.21
17132-3041 15.2 43 355+ 4 23 5 96 3 1.13
17132 3623 15.4 47 350+ 1 18 6 97 3 6.16:
17132-3600 15.5 54 351 + 1 55 6 97 3 2.26L
17132-3245 16.3 31 353+ 3 35 6 96 3 2.26
17132-3335 16.8 53 353+ 3 32 6 96 3 3.02
17133-3127 181 19 354+ 4 42 6 96 3 1.92
17133-3032 183 26 355+ 4 21 4 96 3 3.51
17133 3701 18A 23 350+ 1 36 6 97 3 1.94
17133 3902 18.7 49 348- 1 34 6 97 3 8.80
17133 3743 19.6 55 349+ 0 36 6 97 3 3.42
17133-3414 20.0 44 352+ 2 37 6 96 3 .92
17133 3937 20.7 50 348 1 40 5 97 4 1.95
17133-3559 21.4 16 351+ 1 25 5 119 3 3.36
17133-3334 22.7 22 353+ 3 38 6 96 3 3.66
17133 3237 23.0 35 353+ 3 46 14 96J 2 2.21L
17133-3721 23.6 18 350+ 0 33 5 97 I 3 4.40
17133 3220 23.7 55 354+ 3 38 5 96 3 2.16
17134-3512 24.2 39 351 + 2 64 8 95 2 1.03
17134 3811 24.4 22 349 0 29 6 97 3 1.58:
17134-3012 24.6 11 355+ 5 33 9 108 3 .62
17134 3404 24.7 51 352+ 2 18 6 96:3 .98
17134 3503 25.0 23 351+ 2 52 97 2 .91
17134--3312 25.4 48 353+ 3 34 6 96 3 1.22
17134 3802 25.7 1 349- 0 40 6 97 3 2.93L
Declination: - 40 °-- 300
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 100 p.m Flux C _rr A Confusion R S A
(Jausky) Uncs C _¢f R Flags* S 2 # T
.84 2.62L 29.59L CF AE4J C 4 4701210001
.52L 1.29L 21.28L C CE 4601000101
.89 4.06L 50.37L CD BE. 0 1603100110
1.18 3.37L 37.39L ED AE_ 2 2503000100
.47L 3.82L 47_90L B BC 2500100000
.54L 2.92L 42.61L D DE 4501100001
3.55 2.27L 27.59L CC A, z, 0 8700200111
1.17 13.16L ; 282ALL BC AA 2 540021000F
.46L 1.32L 16.80L C CE 2500100000
1.16L 4.38L i 69.58L C BE C 6800420200
6.60 32.82L 436.74L BC AI.C 4 760122340F
.50L 2.81L I 28.90L D BI 4501310001
3.42L 29.89L 281.78L E B 360010020F
2.73L 14.02L 421.07L C BEH 960134363F
.68: 2.20L 27.06L CE B_ 0 7701200111



























3.52L 49.88L BD AAC 8 1602100100
25.19L 428.23L FE AA 9 960011050F
17.46 202.48L EDF BBCB 1 974251230F
17.93L 393.92L FE AB 0 940220100F
1.66L 22.56: D D CFHH 4502100111
3.19L 39.49L BD ABG 1 1601110100
3.81L 59.12L D B 2500100003
11.25L 147.35L D B 260111022F
208.62L 326.15L FF AA H 9 762410210F
10.11 55.52L DDC AAA 9 6800310200
19.60L 184.63 E DUFB 970245560F
7.72 180.74L E = C 670210001F
214.97L 866.34: DD F E(GB 0 65D324333F
1.39L 67.20L BB AI_D 1 33011COl18
20.57L 252.11L CC AI, 1 570113351F
4.03L 50.51L B AD 3703010100
39.49L 401.94L CE AA 0 761230020F
1.41L 18.92L FF IAA I 9 4600200111
39.90L 349.50L C ACK 960234410F
4.32L 55.68L EF AA 9 6801320200
1.46L 20.48L C B !500200000
4.65 102.25L DED DBBB 0 970021231F
1.47L 63.14L CD AA 1 3301200008
1.39L 17.09L F D AB 4 4600200001
1.96L 23.89L DD B/_ 0 5601000001
9.34L 102.00L CE A|_C 1 970021231F
49,33 1557.77L 7109.24L C G[_DB 938246752F
5.52 6.65 18.91L BBC A._ B D 4601100211
21.90 144.74 147.72 CBEC A/.AA 0 2701110OOF
60.69 2048.75L [ 7109.24L C B B J, F B 130246762F
43.57 12.98 411.76L EDD APA 9 760322130F 44
1.41 30.03L 471.02L DE A/' 9 460121000F
1.76 20.12L 268.34L BE A_. ' 5 750142310F
2.44 16.85L 271.89L DE At_ 170212120F
3.05 33.24L 435.57L DF AJ' DI 0 950135232F
.88 1.82L 24.58L DC All 6601001101
2.73L 18.47L 338.42L F B(i 260351320F
1.91L 17.03 337.78L C DB 260243610F
.76 4.31L 73.97L CD B(: 0 5801001100
2.09 11.72: 251.48L CDF B/_BG 850232320F
3.34 214.97L 309.52L E I_ 660336443F
3.62 3.01L 42.16L BE At _, F 8 3501110103
2.90 3.12L 46.89L FF A/_.HF 9 2600011303
7.76 20.81 37.48L CBC AILAB 0 3702200001
2.47L 83.03 785.35L F DI CB 0 759434430F
2.18 16.94 1058.60L DE (:BG )40021490F
1 98 40.21L 457.96L D I', 860020000F
.70: 7.23 49.26L CDC DDC 0 0701101100
2.39 31.01L 384.47L DC AI',E 8 840020010F
2.13L 3.90L 55.62L D CD 3500211203
2.03 23.53 394.71L CD C_',C 960133150F
6.07 65.26 427.22L CD CJ_.AD 950222204F
3.88 .82L 15.32L DD A,:.F 9 5503100101
1.69 18.27L 287.37L DC A,_BH 2 360021030F






























1.51L 16.19L BD AI_K 0 7501102101
52.94L 278.75L C AAD 670240320F
7.40L 244.04L O AI_E 260112110F
21.13L 284.72L FE A_ _, 9 360010020F
2.37L 23.34L CC A,_,EB 4 8701211201
.68L 55.44L CF A;,I 9 2300001108
214.97L 803.47: BD F CI;BA 0 555433333F
25.29L 357.26L O H 66013000OF
2.49L 24.96L EE A,,F 9 9701200001
1.93L 34.61L CE A,_D 7 4511210003
1.65L 19.59L CD AA H 0 5610200211
1.99 53.81L BCC A,\A 9 2400200008
20.42L 294.48L CD A*:H 0 360011030F
27.83L 525.92L EC A,k 9 750140030F
63.60L 345.29L C All E 670150411F
4.23L 53.61L CO All 4 2601000003
41.12L 448.66L BD A.k 1 960020100F
21.69L 299.17L DC A.'_ 2 750130000F
1.49L 34.48L CD A,'_ 0 4502210003
2.79 23.39L C D 8700311201
18.52L 328.93L CD AA 0 170034640F
2.03L 22.24L FF AA 9 5704000101
4.89L 77.18L C A 3700010100
24.97 1058.60L DDD B-_B 0 960115330F
.59L 11.73L C B. 2600100000
4.14L 52.12L CE B!,J 0 3600311333
4.60L 85"26L CcCF B 37002000001.18L 32.44L A'_ 9 5702200201
30.35L 7109.24L _, 930153131F









1 23 LDN 1702 387
1 7 WRA1658 16
8 1 13 208608 K5 27
2
8 1 32 X1712-363
4





1 23 LDN 1702 381
1
9 1 20 G349.111 84
2 4 TMSS -30289 28 25
9 1 20 G349.111 24
1
1 23 LDN 1701 84
C 1 20 G350.524 501
4 1 20 G350.524 408
4
8 1 20 G350.524 532
1 1 13 208613 K5 1
2
23 LDN 1720 347
8 23 MRSL 352+02/1 588
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed _;ources (PH); 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
114




a _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /xm
h m. , , (s) () I b (") C) (') N
17134-3833 26.3 45 349--0 22 6 97 3
17134-3644 26.8 34 350+ 1 19 6 97 3
17134 3400 27.0 38 352+ 2 30 6 96 3
17134-3725 27.0 15 350+ 0 76 13 97 3
17134-3742 27.5 36 349+ 0 18 6 97 3
17134-3923 28.4 24 348- 1 27 4 97 4
17134-3348 29.2 52 353+ 2 23 6 96 3
17135-3200 30.8 53 354+ 3 27 6 96 3
17135-3829 31.2 35 349- 0 77 8 95 2
17135-3444 31.5 17 352+ 2 38 6 96 3
17135 3206 32.1 31 354+ 3 29 6 t 96 3
17135-3842 32.1 1 349- 0 79 9 95 2
17135-3406 33.0 48 352+ 2 52 7 95 2
17135 3111 33.5 60 355+ 4 21 6 96 3
17135-3251 33.6 13 353+ 3 32 6 96 3
17135-3822 33.6 8 349- 0 20 5 97 4
17135-3238 34.2 36 = 353+ 3 29 16 96 2
17135 3755 34.2 11 349+ 0 57 7 97 3
17135-3212 34.5 57 354+ 3 22 6 96' 3
17135-3909 34.6 0 348- 1 18 6 97 3
17135-3309 35.8 38 353+ 3 20 6 96 3
17136-3240 36.4 49 353+ 3 53 6 96 3
17136-3746 36.9 20 349+ 0 34 8 97 3
i7136-3816 37.2 16 349-- 0 18 5 97 4
17136-3505 38.4 41 351+ 2 26 6 96 3
17136-3804 38.4 54 349- 0 86 8 95 2
17136-3438 38.7 60 352+ 2 28 6 96 3
17136--3548 38.7 36; 351+ 1 34 6 97 3
17136--3731 38.8 31 350+ 0 35 6 97 3
17136-3753 39.4 21 349+ 0 17 5 123 = 3
17136--3848 39.7 27 348- 1 61 13 95 2
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)



































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
26.68L 92.74: DE D ABJB 2 974123353F
20.60L 318.64L D AA 461311020F
3.94L 44.45L FE BRDE 9 3600312333 8 1 22 $10
13.37L 106.42 D J I HB 180135430F 1
52.94 261.66L E AABD 572250512F 8
144.74L 316.39L CB AAA 7 260222212F
3.53L 51.12L CC AA 6 2603210003
3.39L 25.87: ED D ABEC 9 7600201101
19.42L 258.63L D BJ 960234040F
4.32L 67.64L EE AB 9 0501301100
1.98L 26.53L C B E 7600110001
68.40L 119.82L D CGEK 0 970325211F
4.24L 61.51L OF BC 3 3502120103
1.51L 20.55L FD AAK 8 6410202101
1.11L 30.52L FC AA 9 8700200001
33.38L 1058.60L CC AA 3 940152451F
2.84 40.56L D F C 8600411201
187.32L 380.24L D GC 862358662F
L88L 21.68L ED AA 9 6602100101
36.42L 355.37L DD AB C 8 660222120F
2.61L 38.32L DD AB 0 5711100001
2.97L 35.05L C AC 8600511201
63.60 369.53L D CCC 662170560F
554.86 1058.60 EEF AAAA 9 95B143570F
4.18L 84.48L CC AAD 9 3700200000
20.74L 301.99L D B 960120010F
3.79L 66.31L DC AAB 9 0501201100
17.76L 397.87L C F A H 1 760105340F
14,27L 351.45L BC ABAF 3 170210230F
187.32 376.26L CDD ABB 8 961453421F
10,77: 73.11 F F DDC 988323450F
17136--3617 _40.1 55 351+ 1 35 5 97 3 246.98 2504.68 10928.58 13622.23 BBCC AABA 1 620135631F
17136-3503 41.7 17 352+ 2 34 6 96 3 2.14
17137-3713 43.,4 23 350+ 0 39 5 97 3 5.83
17137-3039 44.2 t 16 355+ 4 22 6 96 3 2.82
17137-3930 45.1 29 348- 1 61 9 95 2 2.15L
17137--3320 45.1 44 353+ 3 45 6 96 3 1.00
17137-3115 45.4 4 355+ 4 81 21 96 3 1.08L
17137--3801 46._: 11 349- 0 28 6 97 3 1.61
17137 3244 46.8 57 353+ 3 46 6 96 3 3.69
17137--3838 46.8 16 349- 0 44 13 98 2 4.78L
17137-3946 47.4 53 348- 1 46 5 95 2 ,94
17138--3126 48.2 17 354+ 4 63 7 96 3 1.36L
17138-3236 48.8 33 354+ 3 50 7 96 3 .78
17138-3757 49.C 58 349-0[80 9 95 2 2.19
17138--3216 49.1 14 354+3,' 29 7 96 3 .71
,7138-3516 50.2 6 351+2 36 13 96 3 .64L
,7138-3532 50.6 2 351+1 84 7 97 2 .73
17138-3046 50.7 26 355+ 4 38 6 96 3 1.78
17138-3042 52.9 44 355+4 37 6 96 3 2.26
17138-3143 53.3 2 354+ 4 47 6 96 3 .92
17138--3157 53.4 18 354+ 3 75 10 96 3 1.57L
,7138-3556 53.4 23 351+1 20 5 97 3 1.25
17138--3740 53.8 30 349+0 72 9 97 3 3.77L
17139-3521 55.1 14 351+1 51 6 96 3 1.29
,7,39-3741 55.2 29 349+0 52 6 97 3 2.83
17139--3054 55.4 32 355+4 52 6 96 3 .57
17139-3400 55.4 13 352+2 23 6 96 3 1.60
17139-3525 56.3 9 351+1 51 6 97 3 1.17
17139-3835 57.(; 36 349 0 73 10 98 2 3.35L
17139 3746 57.E 15 349+ 0 24 5 97 4 69.09
17139-3457 58.1 22 352+ 2 39 10 96 2 .50
17139-3214 58.2?. 1 354+ 3 84 10 96 2 .71
17139 3211 58.5 52 354+ 3 57 6 96 3 1.20
17139-3137 58.7 59 354+ 4 27 5 96 3 .53L
17140-3304 0.(; 3 353+ 3 39 6 96 3 3.37
17140-3720 0.1 37 350+ 0 15 6 96 3 4.70
17140-3542 0.2 58 351+ 1 23 6 96 3 1.91
17140-3905 0.3 32 348- 1 38 6 125 2 19.31
17140-3419 0.8 59 352+ 2 61 7 96 3 1.00
17140-3134 1.1 21 354+ 4 ! 64 7 96 3 .60
17140-3747 3.4 54 349+ 0' 44 6 97 4 4.81L
17140-3033 4.3 45 355+ 4 28 8 95 2 .78
17141-3606 6.5 26 351+ 1 17 7 97 3 6.45L
17141-3404 6.7 33 352+ 2 25 6 96 3 1.99
17141-3337 7.1 32 353+ 2 22 6 96 3 4.67
17141-3551 7.1 49 351+ 1 23 15 97 2 3.49L
17141-3852 7.E 51 348- 1 58 8 98 2 1.92
17141-3804 7.7 31 349- 0 18 4 97 4 7.96
r7141-3107 7.8 27 355+ 4 34 6 96 3 2.63
17141-3641 7._ 28 350+ 1 22 7 97 3 3.19L
17141-3616 8.2 40 351+ 1 52 6 97 3 1.91
17141-3951 8.4 17 348- 1 50 7 95 2 .71
17141--3647 8,7 57 350+ 1 68 12 97 3 4.09L
17141-3340 8.7 17 353+ 2 22 7 115 3 1.02
17141-3736 8.E 32 349+ 0 51 9 97 3 3.49L
17141 3523 8._ 36 351+ 1 29 6 97 3 .74L
17141 3935 9.4157 348- 1 32 5 97 3 1.03
17141--3944 10.8 23 348- 1 38 5 97 3 32.26
17141--3424 11.4 45 352+ 2 42 6 96 3 1.28
17142--3022 12.4 17 355+ 4 60 6 96 i 3 .69
17142--3748 13.3 32 349- 0 34 6 97 i 2 1.90
17142 3446 15.3 51 352+ 2 34 6 96 i 3 8.68
17142-3344 15.5 16 353+ 2 27 7 96 i 3 1.39
17142 3443 16.0 52 352+ 2 35 6 96 i 3 1.14
17142-3155 16,3 30 354+ 3 32 6 96 3 2.96
17142-3711 17.0 39 350+ 0 22 6 96 3 2.52
17143-3400 18.9 52 352+ 2 18 6 96 3 1.27:
17143-3205 19.1 57 354+ 3 24 6 96 3 1.39
17143-3604 19.1 36 351+ 1 74 7 97 3 1.37
1.62 4.19L 84.32L FC AA 5 3700200000
4.13 21.83L 231,39L EE AADE 9 260113111F
3.32 1.32L 18.41L CE AAEK 2 4700211111
.85L 5.18 156.34L D BA 270200000F
.58 3.21L 45.88L CD 8B 0 4702000101
.49L 1.71L 24.71 D LGLC 6401102211
6.13L 30.21L 384.56L C B I 960254443F
7.55 2.44L 35.50L DC AAE 9 8600200201
2.16L 17.43 511.07L F ' MD 950326333F
.85 10.42L 160.80L DE IBBI 0 770130020F
.62 1.65L 18.52L C '1 BFH 5600000001
.43L 1.08L 35.80L C B 7600200101






































1.31L 31.60L F B FB 4501300101
8.33 63.18L D G ED 4740100110
6.34L 106.05L C B 8702000100
1.36L 20.12L EC AB 7 3600100001
1.34L 13.86L CD AB 0 2700210111
2.18L 19.66L CC SAC 0 5600300001
3.80 25.55L C CEC 7601122201
19.45: 218.03L CED BCB 0 77421212OF
48.04 326.02L D DEBC 370142553F
5.73L 57.68L C BCC 6802323400
48.04L 225.09L, C AF D 370242533F
1.45L 21.14L !E BJ 4400000001
4.03L 135.53 DF C ABHF 2 4522145433
5.63L 57.59L B B B 7802223410
17.43L 518.89L E J DF 950423333F
172.69L 486.22L BB AAEK 0 560162450F 27
5.07L 63.37L E CGFB 1701000100
3.08L 39.56L D BM 5501200101
2.11L 33A8L CF BB 0 6500200101
8.85 19.30L BC DAA 1 5620310001
3.34L 26.91L EE AA 9 7700000111
9.87: 337.76L EDD AAB 5 17130350OF
18.12 113.78 ,DDDD ABBC 4 670304730F
37.53L 507.94L CE AAF 0 55022102OF
3A6L 59AgL C BC 2803100103
.87L 20.29L D B 5501110001
172.69 361.43: F F F C B A B 67024258OF
1.48L 19.05L DE BB 0 2701100001
235.16 625.35: DED HDBA 0 56C243430F
13.48 62.27L CFC BBBL 0 4623364543
1.53L 45.14L ,CC AA 5 5701200103
23.32 94.66L E B C B 580314440F
59.29L 517.79L D BGF 950712530F
33.12L 480.72L BD AAEE 0 960202332F
.75L 17.17L CD AA 9 6702000001
25.45L 258.13L C DF 47000036OF
2.80L 10928.58L 287.44L D BDJ 4 560267941F
1.70L 8.73L 223.10L !D ACG 770020040F
4.27L 10.19 101.30 i= DO CC 580110040F
.91 5.74: 51.52L DDF BAJA 4 5601210213
2,73: 71.21 263.60: F F F E B D 370242532F
2.51 17.08L 57.63L C
.97 19.59L 329.91L DF
22.33 34.11L 460.28L BC
1.10 2.37L 62.69L FE
.40L 1.25L 12.71L 6
10.87L 172.69L 566.26L D
4.28 4.10L 59.02L BC
3.73L 3.13L 47.34L D
.67 5.90L 59.09L CD
4.37 1.96L 29.08L CC
2.65 13.29L 317.77L EF
LCE 6800333410
AA 9 760100120F
AAD 1 760130140F 27
AS 1 2801100003
B C B 27030(X)000
ABBB 660143250F
AA 1 0801320200 14 1
A C 4701243413 7
AA 0 0801220200 1




Name Type (") Mag
1 20 G348.607









2 13 2O8626 F5
9





8 3 22 $10
2 1 17 2418
1 20 G348.607
1 *41 17140-3420
4 1 32 X1714-360
8 2 22 $10
1
6 2 13 208635 B8
6 3 20 G350.524
4
8
2 1 32 X1714-353
2 39 ADG347.8-01.1
1 "41 17141-3424
1 13 208641 K5
2.48 24.07 98.44: CECD BCBE 0 4502364643 8 3 "22 $10
.69 2.38L 30.03L CF AD E 5 5500000101






























a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m
ham. ,8. (s) ( ) I b (") (') (°) N
17143-3223 19.3 24 354+ 3 44 8 96 3 1.80
17143-3837 20.2 34 349- 1 22 7 97 2 1.95
17143-3958 20.5 54 348- 1 26 4 97 4 5.03
17143-3832 21.3 32 349- 0 54 10 97 2 1.82L
17143-3437 21.9 9 352+ 2 30 7 96 3 .66L
17143-3700 22.9 3 350+ 0 29 6 97 3 8.52L
17143-3949 22.6:26 348- 1 46 12 95 2 1.47L
17143-3334 22.726 353+ 2 50 7 96 3 .82
17143-3524 22.7 26 351+ 1 37 11 95 2 1.32L
17143-3942 23.8 48 348 1 48 5 95 3 1.47L
17143-3318 24.C 59 353+ 3 33 6 96 3 2.40
17144-3915 24.2 45 348- 1 36 7 98 2 1.83
17144-3651 24.E 19 350+ 1 38 6 97 3 2.99
17144-3254 26.1 28 353+ 3 43 6 961 3 .98
17144-3745 27.7 55 349- 0 27 5 97' 3 9.75:
t7144-3012 28.9 36 356+ 4 33 10 95 2 .62
17145-3914 30.(_ 19 348- 1 34 5 97 4 1.86L
17145-3118 30.2 31 355+ 4 24 6 96 3 2.59
17145-3927 30.2 29 348- 1 16 4 97 4 13.77
17145-3517 30.5 54 351+ 1 36 8 96 3 1.04L
17145-3923 30.8 22 348- 1 22 6 95 3 .65L
17145-3116 31.2 6 355+ 4 20 11 95 3 1.48L
17145-3713 31.8 59 350+ 0 42 8 97 2 1.51
17145-3656 32.8 48 350+ 0 28 6 97 2 2.39
17145-3346 32.9 10 353+ 2 31 8 96 3 1.85L
17145-3042 33.3 26 355+ 4 40 6 96 3 2.57
17145-3406 33.5 25 352+ 2 23 5 96 3 5.82
17145-3120 33.8 53 355+ 4 56 7 96 3 1.10
17145-3855 33.8 34 348- 1 77 7 97 3 2.81L
17145-3152 34.4 17 354+ 3 54 6 96 3 1.31
17148-3726 36.2 36 350+ 0 53 6 97 2 4.24
17146-3045 36.3 29 355+ 4 47 6 96 3 1.32
17146-3420 36.4 45 352+ 2 71 7 96 3 .93
17146-3723 36.E 8 350+ 0 29 8 97 2 5.26L
17146-3716 36,7 37 350+ 0 38 6 97 2 2.68
17148-3051 37.4 15 355+ 4 43 8 96 3 4.15
17148-3344 37.9 3 353+ 2 28 6 96 3 2.19
17148-3613 38.3 57 351+ 1 23 5 97 3 5.95
17146-3432 38.5 60 352+ 2 30 5 96 3 4.71
17146-3756 38.5 3 349- 0 21 5 97 3 3.87
17146-3443 38.8 43 352+ 2 33 5 96 3 5.43
17146-3235 39.0 17 354+ 3 29 6 96 3 1.12
17146-3808 39.0 58 349- 0 33 5 97 3 7.85
17146-3825 40.1 17 349- 0 46 5 97 3 3.84
17146-3410 40.3 5 352+ 2 36 6 96 3 2.07
17147-3340 42.0 39 ; 353+ 2 88 11 96 2 .66L
17147-3803 42.0 27 349- 0 28 5 97 3 2.70
17147-3943 42.1 35 348- 1 18 6 95 2 .99
17147-3556 42.7 46 351 + 1 50 18 97 2 2.55L
17147-3023 42.8 15 355+ 4 61 8 96 3 .79
17147-3226 43.5 17 354+ 3 34 5 96 3 4.23
17147-3524 43.8 11 351+ 1 40 9 97 2 .80
17147-3849 44.2 26 349- 1 21 9 97 2 3.77:
17147-3135 44.4 46 354+ 4 75 30 95 2 1.36L
17147-3938 44.4 18 348- 1 27 5 97 3 3.32
17147-3533 44A 50 351+ 1 21 5 96 3 7.21
17147-3750 44.5 21 349- 0 24 5 97 3 2.30:
17147-3008 45.1 1 356+ 4 25 6 96 3 4.12
17147-3725 46.0 15 350+ 0 48 7 97 2 3.60
17147-3904 46.1 36 148- 1 52 7 95 2 .92L
17148-3357 52.2 40! 353+ 2 21 6 96 3 1.12
17148-3812 52.5 4 149- 0 20 4 97 3 4.21
17148-3830 52.9 49 349- 1 64 11 95 2 3.03L
17148-3858 53.4 48 348- 1 18 6 97 3 1.02:
17148-3837 53.6 17 ,49- 1 18 8 123 3 1.24:
17149-3230 55.8 39 354+3 59 6 i 96 3 1.01
17149-3916 56.4 2 348- 1 41 5 97 3 208.65:
17149-3936 57.0 16 348- 1 30 5 97 3 2.50
17149-3631 58.3 59 350+ 1 63 12 97 2 .90L
17149-3053 58.7 32 355+4 36 6 96 3 2.13
17149-3722 589 32 350+0 45 7 97 2 5.26
17149-3404 59.3 58 352+ 2 21 6 96 3 2.51: 3.76:
17149-3700 59.6 18 350+ 0 21 6 97 2 22.40: 14.14
17149-3830 59.8 21 349- 1 39 7 97 21 2.30L 6.30
17150-3710 1.0 1 350+ 0 55 9 97 2 4.91L 2.17
17150-3314 1.4 30 353+ 3 39 5 96 3 1.63 .92
17150-3624 3.2 3 351+1 62 6 97 2 3.12L 4.15
17150-3823 3.3 20 349-0 39 4 97 4 1.49 2.01
17150-3737 3.9,34 350-0 28 7 97 2 4.34: 6.16
17150-3747 3.9 2 349-0 27 5 96 4 4.71 4.87
17150-3009 4.2 16 356+ 4 36 6 95 3 3.31 2.17
17150-3754 4.2 53 349-0 24 4 97 4 2.50 1926
17150-3224 4.E 15 354+ 3 32 8 96 3 57.92 322.30
17150-3248 5.3 5 354+ 3 43 8 95 2 1.36 .90:
17150-3929 5.5 20 348-1 38 5 97 3 4.25 5.80L
17151-3835 6.2 22 349-1 25 6 97 2 12.78 7.02
17151-3642 6.5 54 350+ 0 21 5 97 2 5.33 13.31
17151-3728 6.7,48 350+ 0 22 6 97 3 2.52 3.93
17151-3028 7.9 6 355+ 4 19 6 96 3 4.23 3.66
17151-3t34 8.5 43 355+ 3 29 5 96 3 2.63 2.34
17151-3202 8.6 24 354+ 3 25 9 96 3 1.66L 1.05:
17151-3215 8.6 16 ; 354+ 3 49 6 96 i 3 1.63 .44L
17151-3629 9.2 19 351+ 1 32 6 97 2 12.88: 5.03
17151-3359 9.7 14 353+ 2 24 8 115 3 2.69L 9.79L
17151-3845 10.0 52 349- 1 28 6 97 2 1.18 7.85
17151-3306 10.5 16 353+ 3 41 6 96 3 1.15 .96
17151-3649 11.3 40 350+ 0 47 7 97 2 8.85 14.95
17151-3636 11.8 12 350+ 1 42 12 97 2 5.04L 5.00L
17151-3042 1.9 1 355+ 4 49 6 96 3 .98 .53:
17152-3236 14.1 13 354+ 3 57 7 96 3 1.11 .63:
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 /_m 100 _m Flux Cot A Confmfion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Co< R Flags* S 2 # T
1.42 2.90L 25.08L FE AAI_
2.89: 42.98L 473.14L DF CAE
1.99 39.17L 531.83L CC AAE
2.48L 28.01 450.68L E DD(
1.36 7.35L 89.31L C HBE
68.23 1072.59 2039.35: BEE BBE
1.13L 5.30L 45.24 E D E
2.12L 3.35L 43.98L E S F
.94L 13.62 67.69L C E (
1.48 19.04L 136.59L F AE
1.44 2.93L 41.34L F C AA
2.56L 21.41L 824.44L D ABJ
2.44 19.08L 322.19L FE AA
.54: 2.68L 40.52L CC BB
12.24 172.69L 470.08L FE AA/
.59 1.22L 16.10L CD BE
2.58 31.65L 334.61L E E S F
2.97 1.59L 24.65L F E AA
10.70 42.81L 545.36L BB AA(
.97L 11.82 107.95L C E E E
1.27 37.80L 108.00: D FEB(
.82L 5.95 52.92 DC L DE
3.91: 24.38L 301.54L FE BA
1.88L 25.55L 340.34L D AB
3.73 5.67L 60.89L C C A I
1.13 1.23L 19.46L BC AA
4.40 6.14L 64.75L FF AA
.55: 1.81L 25.09L CE BE
2.52 38.78L 365.43L F C L
.73 1.89L 26.47L FF AC,
2.24: 20.42L 1062.27L CF AA
.97 1.26L 19.99L,F F AA
2.23L 6.89L 74.80L i E B E
22.21L 164.93: 1062.27 FF CC(
2.02 13.48: 305.95L DEF ABI
3.65 1.32L 21.10L BC AA
1.63 4.47L 60.94L DD BB(
31.68 362.17 860.76 ECEF BC(
2.12 6.43L 70.21L BD AAF
2.11 43.24L 708.31L CE AB[
2.28 4.10L 65.53L BC AA
.58 2.28L 34.61L DD AB
6.98 36.64L 498.73L FD ABF
5.56L 38.98L 451.42L C AF
2.13L 5.74L 71.49L C ACI
2.48L 10.63 83.96L D DFE
2.53 35.16L 557.35L CE BAI"
1.48L 14.32L 211.17L F BBI"
2.68L 38.59L 248.70 F FCI
.66: 1.04L 15.74L DD BB(
2.06 2.10L 31.89L FE AA
1.09L 10.44L 113.02L F C
6.96: 52.53: 211.53 FEFE AD(
.80L 2.94L 39.46 C E K
1.16: 50.17L 621.54L CE AS(
4.91 35.40 139.28 BBCC AA|
2.50 46.51L 453.92L DD AAr
1.51: 1.31L 13.38L BD ABF
47.71 411.63: 1062.27L CDE AA/
1,25 11.80: 184.75L DE CD(
9.79 5.82L 63,95L DD DCI
2.03 36.94L 425,49L CF AA
6.30L 83.13 210.03L F BC(
3,28 40.84L 184.75 DE F BB}
2.26L 106.33L 636.21 E D DDI
.68: 3.35L 42.56L CF AAF
987.68: 6765.47 9155.27: BBEF ED(
1.38 49.93L 260.97L CE AB!
3.06L 10.08 143.03: DD J E(
11.12 7.82 20.93L CBC AA/
22.21L 251.19: 1062.27L D F DB/
47.20 165.93 CDDD CC(
8.10: 259.54L CEF AAI
83.13L 230.96: F F BAI
23.79 271.90L E E B I
18.87L 271.88L EE AB
18.84L 96.67L E AAI
46.93L 377.28L DD BB
13.22: 136.78L FDE BAI
47,52L 566.73L DD AAI
.97L 13.57L FF AA
104.38 530.16L CBD AAJ
268.33 82.41 BBDC AAJ
21.53L 228.98L DE BB
49.22L 260.97L B AC
32.74L 638.21L BD AAI
10.14 323,48L FFE AAI
33.40: 333.72L FFF AAI
2.05L 18.27L BB AAI
2.29: 23.38L FEF AAI
10.81 43.68: DCC AI
3.12L 41.88L C AC
25.24L 336.94L CD AA
46.36 56.09L E CCI
19.96L 480.34L DD BAI
16.41L 241.26L FF AA
23.41L 310.51L FF E AA12.67 336.82L
1.47L 19.59L CE AB
17,74L 243.55L CD AC
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
S_p































"Confus,on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfiJsmn Proueesmg; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SoJrces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.mo 6
hm, ° , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
17152-3149 15.6 6 354+ 3 32 7 98 3 1.09
17152-3920 16.1 49 348- 49 6 95 2 1.34
17152--3338 16.E 50 353+2 59 9 114 2 .68
17152-3604 16.E 351+ 85 7 97 2 3.33
17152-3312 17.3 32 353+ 2 51 6 96 3 1.32
17152-3717 17.3 49 350+ 0 15 6 97 3 6.20L
17153-3141 18.5 53 354+ 3 38 6 96 3 2.09
17153-3240 18.9 51 354+ 3 24 5 96 3 2.96
17153-3814 19.0 16 349-0 15 4 97 3 2.64
17153-3353 19.6 49 353+ 2 36 6 96 3 2.05
17153-3807 20.1 18 349-0 33, 4 97 31 7.50
17153-3036 20.7 35 355+ 4 47 8 95 2 .96
17153-3048 21.6 11 355+ 4 48 8 96 3 .61
17153-3139 21.7 24 354+3 30 6 96 3 4.51
17153-3753 22.4 3 349-0 29 4 97 3 4.62
17153-3056 23.0 47 355+ 4 41 5 96 3 1.84
17159-3152 23.7 8 354+ 3 47 7 95 2 2.13
17154-3103 24.2 40 355+ 4 21 6 96 3 3.10
17154-3703 24.8 17 350+ 0 30 6 ' 97 3 1.75
17154-3030 25.3 59 355+ 4 61 6 96 3 .96
17154-3951 25.7 2 348-1 16 4 97 3 1.84
17154-3615 27.7 7 351+ 1 39 6 97 2 2.32L
17154--3407 27.8 56 352+ 2 27 5 96' 3 7.83
17154-3744 28.2 20 _ 350- 0 43 10 97 2 3.19L
17154-3917 28.2 6 348-1 67 7 97 3 4.86:
17154-3144 28.9 31 354+ 3 37 6 96 3 2.22
17155-3842 30.1 7 349-1 23 5 97 3 12.57
17155-3020 30.9 16 356+ 4 31 6 96 3 .94
17155-3716 31.6 44 350+ 0 20 6 97 3 6.20
17155-3755 32.6 47 349--0 52 6 97 2 1.85
17155-3556 32.8 21 351+ 1 28 6 96 3 4.66L
17155-3724 32.9 37 950+ 0 25 5 97 3 4.68
17155-3741 33.5 51 350- 0 99 5 97 2 10.32
17155-3926 33.6 52 348- 1 77 7 95 2 .78
17155-3326 34.5 19 353+ 2 25 6 96 3 1.31
17155-3747 35.7 49 350- 0 37 4 97 3 4.84
17155-3659 35.7 44 350+ 0 23 5 97 3 2.91
17156--3945 !36.0i 5 353+ 2 38 7 96 3 .78:
17156-3401 36.C 26 353+ 2 35 12 96 2 3.04L
17156-3538 36.C 20 351+ 1 32 7 97 2 21.63:
17156-3828 36.7 30 349- 1 49 9 97 2 1.50L
17156-3312 36.9 45 353+ 2 20 6 96 3 1.55L
17156-3135 37.4 59 355+ 3 34 7 95 2 1.30
17156-3456 37.6 17 352+ 1 51 6 97 2 2.38
17156-3147 38.6 33 354+ 3 15 6 110 3 4.11
17156-3412 39.0 23 352+ 2 40 6 96 2 5.39
17156-3845 39.4]28 349-1 57 8 97 2 3.31L
17156-3607 39.5 6 351+ 1 34, 6 96 3 10.78L
17157-3212 42.2 58 354+ 3 26 i 5 96 3 1.12
17157-3254 42.3 51 354+ 3 96 5 96 3, 2.65
17157-3218 42.4 35 354+ 3 36 6 96 3 1.21
17157-3628 43.5 14 351+ 1 54 7 96 3 1.51
17157-3337 43.7 13 353+ 2 22 6 96 2 10.46:
17157-3625 43.9 35 351+ 1 16 7 95 2 5.45:
17157-3041 44.4 10 355+ 4 54 6 96 3 1.41
17157-3621 44.5 15 351+ 1 32 5 96 3 16.42
17157--3024 45.4 37 356+ 4 30 6 95 3 6.24
17157--3644 46.1 34 350+ 0 35 6 97 2 15.72
17157--3548 46.3 3 351+ 1 17 6 96 3 2.99
17157--3943 47.1 60 348-1 39 7 95 2 1.51
17157--3855 47.4 16 349- 1 43 7 97 2 1.48L
17157-3151 47.5 38 354+ 3 59 6 96 3 .77
17158-3604 48.5 15 351+ 1 36 6 96 3 2.72:
17158-3901 49.0 21 349- 1 16 5 1125 3 19.53
17158-3234 49.739 3,_+3 20 5:98 3 1.2o
17158-3616 50.1 38 351+ 1 75 7 95 2 1.59
17158-3247 50.2 4 354+ 3 31 5 i 96 3 4.92
17158-9131 50.4 50 355+ 3 50 8' 96 3 .79
17158-3226 51.8 18 354+ 3 37 6 96 3 1.18
17158-3027 51.9 12 356+ 4 32 6 95 3 1.89
17158-3534 53.0 33 351+ 1 27 5 96 3 6.34
17159-3758 54.0 26 349-0 30 5 97 3 2.25
17159-3459 54.4 44 352+ 1 28 6 97 2 2.70
17159-3324 55.0 16 353+ 2 55 6 114 2 .64:
17159-3242 55.7 15 354+ 9 41 5 96 3 2.79
17159-3716 55.9 1 350+ 0 22 6 97 2 3.38
17159-3906 56.3 5 348-1 76 9 95 2 6.17L
17159-3221 58.8 35 354+ 3 57 5 96 3 1.49
17159-3017 59.1 44 356+ 4 23 6 95 3 5.82
17159-3258 59.1 21 353+ 2 25 6 96 2 2.67
17159-3937 59.4 16 348- 1 59 6 97 3 2.27
17159-3703 59.6 15 350+ 0 43 8 97 2 3.65L
17160-3217 0.1 17 354+ 3 33 5 96 3 3.38
17160-3316 0.6 32 353+ 2 46 6 96 2 1.35
17160-3326 1.5 13 I 353+ = 79 6 96 2 .86
17160-3833 2.1 17 349- 1 29 7 124 3 4.89L
17160-3718 2.2 33 350-0 18 5 122 2 12.87:
17160-3848 2.5 8 349- 1 28 10 96 2 3.73L
17160-3921 2.6 53 348- 1 59 6 97 3 2.33
17160-3707 2.6 51 350+ 0 36 6 97 2 45.11:
17160-3820 2.6 5 349- 1 28 5 97 3 5.49
17160-3725 2.9 3 350- 0 33 7 97 2 1.98
17160--3729 2.9 57 350- 0 49 6 97 2 4.92
17160-3040 4.7 4 355+ 4 28 6 96 3 2.24
17160--3431 5.2 19 352+ 2 62 6 96 2 1.57
17160--3158 5.4 32 354+ 3 54 6 96 3 .76
17161--3918 6.7 35 348- 1 80 7 95 2 1.14
17161-3109 6.9 36 355+ 4 33 7 96 3 1.38L
17161--3347 10.0 40 353+ 2 42 6 96 2 2.57
17161--3946 10.4 5 348- 1 34 6 97 3 3.16
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)

































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2.30L 32.38L D RE 4701201101
15.95L 231.53L D BB 170033221F
4.79L 65.84L D DBLG 360210000",
29.65L 929.19L D BF 650436543F
18.40L 251.22L C ABCB 1 442120320F
82.56L 767.94: D F BC D 0 250145333F
2.54L 36.26L CC AA 0 4600301101
16.54L 213.90L DD AAI D 9 840220111F
52.88 436.46L CCD AAB 0 960022020F
14.91L 56.39L CE ABH 1 2631415203
59.01L 481.98L BE AA F 1 962411384F
1.63L 28.09L D BB 5600310001
1.85L 25.27L D CDFK; 4601200101
2.12L 31.33L ED AA 9 4701500101
104.38L 606.55L CC AA D 0 750154232F
.93L 2L69L DD ABE 2 4601000001
3.66L 43.67L CD AA 0 5612200101
1.25L 24.73L EC AA 4 5600100001
87.68 243.87L DCD AAAD 0 270110013F
1.72L 26.10L D AF 4600301101
18.59L 328.17L DF AA 0 461101110F
28.36 379.40L D E E A B 560330330F
6.84L 76.25L BD AABC 0 2602325313
16.42 224.94L E N B 670142212F
74.20L 311.09L FE FBCG 2 261524841F
3.35L 37.69L FE AALE 2 4602401101
43.88L 420.59L' F D AAJ 0 9603235OOF
1.64L 23.03L C A 5601100101
82.56 484.46L E E AABJ 3 260336333F
22.54L 413.00L D ABE 860024352F
58.88: 501.10L DF HAC 560502210F
16.54: 198.34L C F ABFG 1 174212020F
18.98L 221.57L FF AA 9 470154542F
16.12L 117.74L D B 070110020F
24.89L 250.48L i C D ABD 2 350020000F
32.03L 527.39L E E AAG 9 763150201F
28.85L 358.95L CD AA 3 260020030F
9.94 70.86L FFD CDDC 0 3601001203
9.37 73.31L D G D 3600300413
881.28 2096.92L CDF EDCB 0 44A416842F
72.41L 364.38 E DCGC 960405020F
15.31 71.84 ED ACB 460110310F
7.51 39.21L DCC AAA 0 4602210101
9.97L 147.22L C AC 1701100100
3.19L 37.42L BC AA Ol 4602401101
6.92L 192.68L CD AA 0 2502213103
50.09L 257.68L F CE 870313300F
600.09: 929.19 DEF FDCB 1 456515223F
16.61 44.17L CBC AAAB 0 3601311001
21.51 L 20806L C A D 540020020F
3.23L 35.91L CD BBK 6 3601511101
44.92L 271.25L C BBHB 478523430F
7.40L 75.69L FF AAB 9 5601000003
26.91L 424.91L DE AAHB 0 460533531F
1.75L 28.27L F AA 5601310001
33.65L 455.74L FF AAF 9 460541101F
3.92 21.40L CCC AAA 9 5601310101
30.40L 395.37L FF AA 9 460112300F
56.38: 705.28L FDF DDCC 4 360503320F
4.24: 49.12: DEEE ABCF 0 ' 480003351F
127.97: 4353.01L DF BAD 730241211F
3.41L 45.17L EE BC 0 4601100001
110.56L 929.19L CC BAC 0 550324543F
98.33: 1666.17: 4353.01 CCEE BACA 1 631254440F
1.00 3.96L 38.07L CC AA 4 5602000101
4.88L 46.90L 635.89L D A 460130330F
4.97 23.67L 216.66L FE AAG 9 640212321F 3
.38: 2.88L 29.59L FD BDGD 0 4702110101
.50L 3.83L 49.42L D ADF 3601201111
2.51 1.93L 20.22L FC AA 9 5701120101
21.77 336.51L 695.34L CB CCFA 3 560326842C
1.73 48.71L 444.92L C D A B K F 860114262F
1.39 9.93L 127.90L CC AA 0 1701100000
3.82 16.13 278.46L DDE BAAF 750130010F
2.22 17.32L 198.19L EC AA F 8 640322321F
2.66L 22.54L 293.00L D EIC 470413100F
6.95 22.13L 4353.01L E GDCF 230532230F
.64: 4.25L 40.64L ED AB D 0 3600501201
3.70 2.88 25.22 DCCC AADC; 5 6520111111
1.73 21.00L 244.17L CE AA 5 640010011F
1.28: 44.58L 577.69L CE AAE 0 360013200F 2
2.15 29.48L 10439.38L F FB 12Ol11114F 3
2.62 3.66L 37.52L FF AA 9 3600400201
1.02: 22.30L 267.96L EF BC 6 640010110F 2
1.94L 26.86L 356.671 D AC 740230110F
1.55: 111.22 648.141 EE FCCE 961444313F 8
12.75 23.11L 289.78L EE AAE 9 570331100F 39
8.55L 64.30 413.00L F BDC 760624310F
5.11L 43.51L 478.93L C AB 361143100F
335.52 4245.97 10439.38 CCOD DCBA 8 223212323F
4.39 37.89L 257.68L F F AAG 9 960342533F
6.07L 33.05L 344.75L F iAA 560010000F
33.20L 33.54L 393.811 F IAA F 560034330F
1.24 2.09L 23.79L CF AAC 0 4602211001
2.60L 10.25L 84.92L F iAC G 1700111413
.74 3.37L 37.25L FD BB 0 5601000001
1.23L 10.30L 129.32L D BD 370234410F
.82 2.74: 30.04L C C D A B 4600000001
2.30 7.96L 86.46L FF AA 9 5603100303
1.41: 47.96L 670.00L CD AB 0 452021340F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /s.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1
39 CC 352+02.4 50 408
8 32 X1715-360 116 8
2
5 20 G349.887 ! 111
14 333 - SC? 40C 23 i
1 17 2423 31
1 "41 , 17154-3408 15
1 23 MRSL 348-0011 325
6 2 23 VHE85A 21
1 22 $5 305 6000
2
2 14 454-PN 7 PI 7
5 13 208670 K2 21 59
1 "41 17156-3412 26 3
3 7 --3811748 7
8
13 208673 K5 5 78
23 LDN 1725 334
3
! 2 22 $8 534 7200
2 7 156409 86
8
3 2 20, G348.523 41
6 2 23 MRSL351+O0/6 400
3
1
1 23 LDN 1725 136
2
3 4 20 G350.129 93
2







a 8 a _ C:r_s SMJ SMN :h m, . , (s) () (') (') ) N
17162--3823 12.1 52 349--1 27 6 97 3 2.83 1.85
17162--3927 12.7 348- 1 90 15 95 2 1.99L 2.08L
17162-3137 14.5 50 355+ 3 35 7 95 2 .85L .85
17162-3129 15.2 56 355+ 3 64 6 96 3 .60 .43L
17162-3731 15.4 25 350-0 20 6 97 3 4.92L 33.20
17162-3022 15.6 55 356+ 4 30 6 95 3 1.83 1.69
17162-3055 15.9 3 355+ 4 51 6 95 3 .86 .48:
17162-3751 16.2 52 350-0 31 5 96 4 3.00 6.72
17182-3949 16.9 53 348-2 23 6 97 3 1.22 .93
17162-3610 17.1 4 351+ 1 16 7 97 2 3.27 4.54L
17162-3527 ;17.E 32 351+ 1 19 7 97! 2 2.36 2.40:
17163-3102 :18.C 35 355+ 4 40 5 96 3 1.02 .47:
17163-3453 18.2 10 352+ 1 44 5 96 1 3 1.70 1.59
17163-3143 18.5 36 355+ 3 49 6 96 I 3 1.49 1.02
17163-3328 19.1 39 353+ 2 59 7 96 2 1.27 .73L
17163-3320 19.4 59 353+ 2 43 6 96 2 2.20L 1.34
17163-3433 20.1 21 352+ 2 57 6 96 3 .95 1.87L
17163-3355 20.E 14 353+ 2 35 6 96 2 3.74 1.45:
17163-3029 20.9 38 356+ 4 48 6 95 3 1.04 .70:
17163-3907 21.3 35 349-1 41 5 97 3 1243.33 1151.27
17163-3835 22.C 42 349-1 43 5 97 3 300.68 223.13
17163-3808 22.E 32 349-1 31 6 97 3 1.73 1.66
17163-3359 22.9 7 353+ 2 47 6 96 2 2.20 2.29
17163-3830 :=3.3 56 349-1 35 5 97 3 4.08 4.42L
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Coler Corrected) V L C
25 vm 60 _m 100 vm Flux Co-r A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Co:f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
48.53L 371.69L FE ADE 1 960233100F
5.73 131.56L E J D 470041000F
3.57L 40.05L F BCC 4600100101
3.45L 32.81L D BDI C 3703000001
217.04: 410.11: CEF I CEF 1 56C134430F
1.80L 19.80L CC BA 1 5700111101
2.22L 24.42L CD BB 0 3700300001
38.33L 365.87L DF AABB 9 760220200F
46.61L 806.45L CE AB 0 450830210F
79.45 468.67L E E B I_B 460132201F
54.78L 486.24L EF BBI)B 9 460603330C
2.32L 25.47L C E A B ( : 1 3700200001
39.53L 537.98L CC AA 2 150100011C
3.65L 34.93L ICC 8BIt 0 4600200101
27.92L 257.26L D BC 8502100OOF
27.04L 107.44L F BAKC 860321121F
9.41L 130.87L D BC 1700110213
5.99L 70.83L FE AB 0 3732300103
2.01L 20.74L EF AB 9 5701240001
662.65 592.44L CBD AABJ 7 661404230F
111.22L 656.04L BC AA F 0 9EO356443F
38.61L 304.38L CE ABF 2 974050200F
6.16L 74.23L DE AB 0 3703301103
44.00L 281.36L C A 970134210F
23 LDN 1725 269
1 1 7 HEN1379
8
67
17163-3603 23.8 20 351+ 1 49 7 97 2
17164-3439 24.C 56 352+ 1 41 5 96 3
17164-3600 24.1 10351+1 17 6 97 2
17164--3653 25.1 25 350+ 0 28 6 96 3
17164--3958 25.1 18 348-- 2 19 10 125 2
17164--3226 25.4 54 354+ 3 29 6 96 2
17164--3236 25.7 16 354+ 3 59 7 96 2
17164--3820 26.4 3 349- 1 33 7 97 3
17164-3051 26.5 14 355+ 4 37 5 95i 3
17164-3806 26.7 43 349- 1 54 5 97 3
17164--3032 26.9 3 356+ 4 56 7 95 3
17164--3342 28.3 53 353+ 2 72 8 96 2
17164--3801 28.9 13 349-0 25 11 95 2
17165-3238 30.8 34 354+ 3 34 6 96[ 2
17165-3919 31.1 54 348-- 1 52 8 95 2
17165-3034 31.3 21 356+ 4 22 5 95 3
17165 3706 31.3 33 350+ 0 41 6 97 2
17165-3718 31.6 50 150- 0 34 6 96 3
17165-3812 31.6 36[ 349- 1 20 5 97 3
17165-3914 31.7 19 348- 1 32 11 95 2
17165-3419 31.9 45 352+ 2 40 5 96 3
17165-3412 32.1 39 353+ 2 19 5 96 3
17165-3701 32.3 38 350+ 0 25 6 97 2
17165-3740 34.2 11 350- 0 61 8 95 2
17165--3053 34.4 46 355+ 4 21 5 95 3
17165--3554 35.1 48 351+ 1 47 7 97 2
17166-3810 36.4 26 349- 1 41 5 97 3
17166-3749 36.6 .50 350-- 0 26 5 97 3
17166 3352 37.3 33 353+ 2 25 5 96 3
17166-3145 37.8 19 355+ 3 37 6 96 2
17166-3312 39.2 51 353+ 2 41 5 96 2
17166-3656 40.4 14 350+ 0 16 5 97 3
17166-3845 40.4 25 349- 1 24, 6 97 3
3.74 25.16L 100.44L 349.51L E BBM 560636551F
2.86 1.39 37.09L ! 436.43L CD AA F 9 150000010C
15.57 108.45 1067.82L 119829.55L CC CCH 0 i20736540F
1.89: 16.16 954.15L 324.01L DC DBG 0 264212330F
1.12 20.88L 437.13L D AC 540220220F
.96 17.74 45.47L! DCD BA_, 0 2602111111
2.01L
9.45
1.16 .68: 16.86L 214.89L DE BB 0 740211010F
1.70 1.73: 39.42L 323.04L EF CC_IMi 0 970443433F
1.72 .90 2.17L 23.87L CC AA 1700300001
3.54L 1.59 38.36L 306.69L F A 970050100F
.93L .57 2.18L 20.32L D DCC 7 5700240001
.74L .69 8.82L 85.03L F CCD 6601100103
2.95L 3.05L 18.18L 106.03 D D_B 980121340F
2.34 1.80 17.00L 179.29L FF AAJ 9 940121020F
.64: 9.72L 154.99L DF BC 0 570042230F












2.28L 321.00: 1373.87: CFF BADB 0 450224461F
4.50 33.46L 271.12L CE AA 6 472010100F
4.35 21.54L 270.65L CD AA_-I 0 970271100F
1.20: 11.80 152.73L D E BE:; 0 470233200F
1.43 6.81L 107.22L CO AA 6 1700000003
2.46 4.10L 84.40L CD AB C 0 2701012523
2.17 104.04L 303.22L DC AA!3 0 370342220F
1.39 22.02L 204.65L D B 470320210F
2.46 2.23L 27.14L CC AA!3 7 2700300001
3.72L 805.52 10510.40S 19829.55 C E A._B 420932421F
10.16 6.76 41.44L 269.31L DC AA 7 970170200F
3.88 2.19 35.41L 345.86L EE AA.E 9 760010211F
2.68 2.89 3.82L 69.08L CC AA 0 6700200203
2.18 1.87 4.13L 40.25L FF AA 91 8701101101
2.37 2.03 17.73L 233.81L F F AA 9 ; 940100000F
7.57: 78.54: 954.15 2082.57: CBEE BB,3A 4 243332320F
2.65 9.54L 86.47L 847.16L E AE,_ 9 650546610F
17167-3018 43.1 50 356+ 4 62 5 95 3
17167-3229 43.7 24 354+ 3 37 6 96 2
17167--3355 44.1 40 353+ 2 15 5 96 3
17167--3910 44.226 349- 1 76 8 95 2
17167--3113 44.4!19 355+ 3 48 6 96 2
17167-3943 45.4 55 348-2 69 9 95 2
17167 3121 45.7 16 355+ 3 48 6 96 2
17167-3241 45.9 22 354+ 3 26 5 96 2
17167-3826 i47£ 2 349-1 26 10 97 3
17168-3610 _,8.7 31 351+ 1 49 7 97 2
17168-3217 49.7 59 354+3 39 6 96 2
17168-3127 50.0 53 355+ 3 23 6 96 2
17168-3841 50.2 39 349- 1 36 8 96 2
17168-3736 50.3 35 350- 0 18 5 97 3
17168-3757 50.3 42 350- 1 24 5 97 3
17168-3814 50.7 57 349- 1 51 6 97 3
17168-3546 51.2 12 351+1 83 6 97 2
17168 3839 51.3 33 349-1 21 7 97! 3
17168 3608 51.6 37 349-1 26 6 97 3
17168-3903 52.0 39 349- 1 53 8 97 3
17168-3512 52.6 10 352+ 1 34 7 97 2
17168-3906 53.0 27 349- 1 24 6 97 3
17169 3319 54.1 14 353+ 2 32 5 96 3
17169 3902 55.2 31 349- 1 26 9 95 2
17169-3226 56.1 36 354+ 3 29 6 96 2
17159-3631 56.3 25 351+ 0 72 12 96 3
17169-3638 56.4 25 351+0 51 6 96 3
17169-3900 56.6 42 349- 1 29 6 97 3,
17169 3827 57.3 47 349-1 44 6 97 3
17169-3051 58.4 37 355+ 4 28 6 96 2
17170-3539 1.5 36 351+ 1 21 5 117 3
17170 3249 1.6 57 354+ 2 37 6 96 2
17170 3335 2.1 43 353+2 22 6 96 2
17170 3914 2.1 2 348- 41 8 95 2
17170-3304 2.5 44 354+ 2 49 6 96 2
17170-3703 3.5 19 350-0 43 6 96 3
17170-3825 3.9 31 349- 25 7 95 3
17170-3144 4.2 10 355+ 3 33 10 96 2
17170-3940 4.6!43 348-2 61 8 95 2
6 23 MRSL 351+00/2 75
4 20 G351.063 58
6 1 32 X1716--393 74 6
3 1 20 G350.199 98
4
1 22 $8
17166-3659 41.2 49 350+ 0 27 5 96 3 5.79 11.41 43.70L 268.52L CC AAC 9 272331320F
17167-3854 42.3 31 349- 1 31 6 97 3 328.45 1818.19 9903.81L 35844.37S DB F CC.3C 2 711244532F
.66 .45: 1.76L 18.97L CD BC I 0 6510100001
1.32 1.07L 5.68L 45.86L F AB F 2602211211
7.63 4.37 6.29L 85.58L CD _.AE 0 3700300203
1.46 .71L 10.57L 186.38L D BC 670145220F
3.68 4.05 3.46L 34.47L FF AA'3 9 3701100001
.56 1.30L 8.49L 120.39L F CF 470120230F
3.63L 35.92L CC A^_ 3137041111013.84 1.55
21.74 12.52 9.20L 203.64L DE AA-I 9 940311011F ! 13
2.54L 2.66L 47.16 253.10 ED HC-_B 670235430F
3.71L 6.98 122.56 467.08L DF I B_ 460143101F
4.83 5.37 5.33L 43.70L F F AA 9 2603001301
1.91 1.72 3.21L 37.05L =F F AA 9 3702200101
3.06 16.70L 94.63L 710.13L D AG- 660336471F
9.78 36.98 47.89 280.60L BCD AA_K 2 571135333F
2.83 5.74 39.23L 275.62L F D AA 3 9 570130320F
1.96 5.13L 12.24L 305.29L C ,A EE 674234346F
15.41 25.12L 1055.68L 545.68L C IBIVD 360521510F
2.37: 4.94L 147.69L 351.31 D E B =C 668323361F
1,91 5.62 34.80L 298.60L DC BA.3 2 870030020F
2.62L 5.51 149.01 835.17L DD J B3B 850156340F
2.78 1.39L 43.43L 497.33L C AC 55010110OC
3.00 2.84 149.01L 743.25L DD BB G 0 853178010F
1.50 .92: 21.10L 276.41L DE AB 9 940010121F
4.15L 5.51L 149.01L 743.25 F F_ B 850156320F
.86 .63L 5.61L 66.46L C BBG 2502111201
5.22L 4.79L 11.70 345.80L D K D 260210030F
3.95L 1,73 31.92L 256.43L C DBI 270201240F 2
3.62 4.76 75.23L 851.71L DF BBGI 0 851165320F
2.98L 2.69: 48.25 465.54L DD E E B 660136630F
4.79 4.97 3.02L 30.721,. FF A.AD 9 1700000001
40.98 347.04: 1782.84 5817.54L CBF CE B D 333434322F 1 23 _ MRSL 351+00/5 218
1.12 1.97L 18.74L 221.81L F BE 940210000F
1.72 1.67 26.78L 325.55L FF Ah E 9 740331210F
.72 2.80L 7.31L 142.04L D BE 570153000F
1.49 1.98: 19.97L 229.08L F F A r" 0 940332320F 2
4.19L 6.89 36.19: 337.72L CF ,a D 460352670F 2
1.93 1.31 48.25L 463.54L DE BC 0 660136630F 1 16 08522
2.10L 1.01L 5.33 60.61L C EDB 8602121101
.71 1.30L 5.12L 101.42L D BJ F 380110010F
17170-3910 5.5 58 349 1 33 8 _ 32 1.46L 1.30L 10.04 95.24L E I CiB 7801540OOF17171 3613 6.7 4 351 + 0 24 5 4.20 6.81 122.56L 285,56L CD A/ 9 370036340F 2
°Confus=On Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S_urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
354 7200
3 = 2 20 G350.335 44
3
C 6 20 G348.716 73
13 208693 K0 45 95
1 7 WRA1678 82
1 23 MRSL 349-00/1 325
3 22 $8 308 7200
63 139
118
Right Ascension: 17h17"07"-17h18m01 * Declination: -40°---30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ C_0rbds SMJ SMN (00 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.mham. , 8, (s) ( ) (") (') ) N (Jansky)
17171-3132 7.6 6 355+ 3 20 5 96 2
17171-3646 9.4 45 351+ 0 40 5 96 3
17171-3755 10.0 29 350- 1 33 5 96 3
17171-3542 10.4;22 351+ 1 20 7 95 3
17171-3143 10.5 19 355+ 3 29 6 96 2
17171--3741 11.4150 350-0 86 8 96 2
Flags
v L C
|00 /im F]ux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.06 2.07 3.25L 35.46L CC AAC 0 3721100001
2.93 8.20L 28.49L 279.59L C AAD 5 370010101F
15.79L 6.79 33.04L 298.83L F AA 9 470140320F
81.15 394.93 3681.95S 9966,49L CCF CBCB 2 330357733F
1.09: ,77 3,55L 38.27L FE AADI D 01197111212011.52 4.27L 336.50L 283.39 D 270120101F
AAI 1
17171--3504 11.8129 352+_ 29 6 96 217172-3911 12.4 45 349- 65 9 95 2
17172-3416 12.8 54 353+2 20 5 96 2
17172-3727 13.2 51 350- _ 53 5 96 317172_30581358 355+ 19 6 96217172_30191382 346-1 44 8 95217172_321513803.+3 38 5 963
17172--3654 14.1 15 350+ 0 30 5 96 3
17172--3036 14.2=46 356+4 43 6 96 2











17172-3548 14.9 28 351+ 1 26 5 96 3 344.57 2483.84 4769.67S 346.65L CC
17172-3409 16.2 43 353+ 2 21 5 96 2 2.24 1A6 7.55L 82.84L DE
27.08L 429.29L CC 360401131C
10.04L 130.70L iD BB 770153120F
4.01L 85.49L FE AA 91 1701100003
37.94L 287.60L D AA 770250010F
2.89L 29.15L DF AB 9 2700000001
7.18L 123.12L CE AA 1 I 670020010F
4.08L 50.99L CC AA 0 2701001101
12.93: 299.63L CCD AAA 4 370231103F
2.59L 26.95L EF AB 9 4602000001
23.23L 318.02 C AAED 0 940220320F
AAE 0 371464831F
ABM 2701101413
A A 760320140F17172-3722 16.5 11 350- 0 34 5 96 3
17172-3246 17.7 44 354+ 2 38 6 96 2
17173-3305 18.0 43 354+ 2 22 7 96 2
17173-3153 19.6,36 355+3 43 6 96 3
17173-3804 19.8155 349- 1 28 11 95 2
17173--3704 21.1 57 350--0 29 8 96 3
17173-3847 21.4 1 349- 1 41 6 97 3
17173-3242 22.4 25 354+ 2 55 7 96 2
17173-3314 22.8 16 353+ 2 62 7 96 2
17173-3852 23.2 51 349- 1 26 9 95 2











6 96 3 221.59: 1687.25 3134.44L 237.21L BB
21.00 34.83L 285.22L CC
1.22L 18.44L 243.80LF AA 91 950330011F
2.01 37.25L 260.20L F BCG 940220320F
1.22 4.33L 44A7L FF BC 9 8702010001
1.15L 13.25 426.88L E DDCB 760120052F
6.89L l 30.83 324.91L D BAC 560240130F
4.17L 47.86L 673.32L C ACD 0 860754000F
2.24L 18.08L 276.67L D B E 950420010F
1.65L 33.74L 274.43L D AH 940201110F
4.82 174.87L 423.99L DD DBGE 01 960723000F
FCEE 4' 271264533F
17173-383523.72349-11951223
17174-3646 24.358351+0 34 6963
17174-3121 24.5 8 355+ 3 26 5 9624317174-3248 24.9 46 354+ 2 6962
17174333125.351353+2326962
17174-3239 26.0 25 354+ 2 25 ' 6 96 2l
17174-3658 26.1 43 350--0 17 6 120 3
17174-3355 26.3 42 353+ 2 32, 7 96 2
17174-3745 26.7 49 350- 1 26 6 97 3
17174-3903 27.1 57 349- 1 22 : 7 97 3
17174--3934 28.9 36 348- 2 57 7 97 3
17174-3730 29.646 350- 0 60 6 96 3
17174-3925 29.6 43 346- I 39 I 7 97 3
17174-3232 29.8 15 354+ 2 40 ! 7 96 2
17175-3558 30.9 52 351+ 1 23 5 118 3
17175-3757 31.3 4 350--1 36 5 96 3
17175-36.40 32.7 15 351+0 46, 8 96 31 4.42L
17175-3544 33.6 5 351+ 1 25 5 96 3 103.51
17175-3955 33.9 6 348-2 50 7 97 3
17175-3947 34.2 2 348- 2 31 6 97 3
17175--3027 34.5 3 356+ 4 32 6 96 2
17175--3024 34.7 7 356+ 4 42 6 96 2
17175-3635 35.4144 351+ 0 42 6 96 3
17175-3936 35.7[53 348-- 2 85 9 96 2
17176-3625 36.5 32 351+0 47 6 96 3
17178-3359 36.9 10 353+2 47 6 96 2
17176-3146 37.7 38 355+ 3 53 6 96 2
17176-3144 38_E 355+ 3 51 6 96 2
17176--3831 38.8 29 349- 1 43 7 97 3
17176--3441 39.9 17 352+ 1 42 5 96 3
17176-3800 40.G 2 350- 1 23 5 96 3
17176-3736 40.2 5 350- 0 I 18 5 96 3
17176-3939 41.4 16 348-- 2 ! 26 6 97 3
17177-3658 42,1 12 350- 0 I 19 5 96 3
17177-3106 43.2_ 355+3 25_ 8 96 217177-3323 '43.9 353+ 2 ' 6 96 2
17177--3046 44.E 46 356+ 3 40 5 95 3
17177--3423 45.C 30 353+ 1 50 5 96 3
17177--3701 ;45.2 46 350- 0 39 5 96 317177-3837 !45.3 2 349- I , 59 8 97 J
1,1,,-3903 4_.2 1 340_ , 28 , 9,3,
17177_3945,7343348_239 717177_3627,7355351+018517178_3544.1 349_123 7 87317176_3543,8.214351+026796317178_3418.4 4353+158 5 96317178_3248.8443.+2 156 96217176_9742.8 2 350_1 188 96317178_3525,8.940352+167895217178_3437.3 0352+199 0 96217178_3649.5 1 349_1 26 7 973
17178_3631,012351+058 8 317178_345750940352+140 5 96317176_3528523 4352+140 5 963
17178_392952359348_26, 6897132_30353.04356+4 49 517178_391053.054349-1 35 6 97 317179_321455,34 354+3 42 6 98217179_301255.73358+4 51 5951317179_322258_157354+3 54 _612
17179--3317 56.1 21 353+2 67 8952
17179-3049 56.5 21, 355+ 3 60 7 96 2
17179-3956 56.7 57 348-2 49 8 95 2
17179-3659 57.7 15 350-0 43 6 96 3
17179-3711 57.9 48 350-0 31 6 96 3
17179-3748 58.3 221 350- _ 58 9= 95 2
17180-3240 0.1 51 354+ = 32 i 96 217180--3555 0.1 31 351+ 0 39 96 3
17180-3857 0.8 46 349-1 61 95 2
17180-3825 0.8 57 349-1 31 ;, _ 3217180-3123 1.0 30 355+3 34
4.07: 3.44: 54,17: 473.12 DEDE DECB 7 6,61145443F
3.58L 8.20 27.64L 346.52L O CAN 360032231F
2.52 1.40 1.39L 33.88L FF AA 9 3703011001
1.76 1.27 21.72L 262AOL DE AB 0 950310010F
2.97 3.37 24.93L 290.22L CD AA 0 850130310F
2.52 1.25L 20.89L 226.93L E ABJ 950410010F
4.22 4.63 59.32 363.32: CEDD DBAE 0 36A263433F
.74: .87 7.01L 77.80L DF DBB 0 4701100103
2.91 2.55 112.51L 292.58: IDE E BBFB 2 278143434F
3.99 2.70: 69.44L 639.52L CE CAGO 0 958626544F
1.78 4.13L 43.13L 537,91L C AI D 560130010F
1.88 3.93L 41.89L 427.39L D BC 760151043F
3.41 1.80 41.37L 373.44L CE AA 0 760100000F
1.10 1.09 5.38L 55.79L DC BBGF 0 3701010211
14.31 11.53L 1252.19L 6369.18L C BEMF 331354333F
15.79L 7.11 279.34L 631.32L C AA 2 460253331F
2.89 32.04L 367.33L F SA 360032333F
1400.36 11364.97S 22049.32L BBF AAAC 3 220157733F
1.25 .49: 34.71L 311.87L CE AD 0 35001112OF
2.60 1.96 29.95L 389.99L IF F AA 9 360113300F
3.13 4.28 2.54L 26.07LIFF AAE 9 5603100001
1.55 1.28 2.38L 25.83L ED AB 3 6604100001
1.96 1.99L 31.37L 380.33L E 'AC 560121000F
1.18 2.87L 39.64L 427.12L D lAD 660120010F
3.82L 3.48 23.71 367.81L DC AA 260051320F
1.74 1.88: 6.37L 68.88L FF AA 2 3702110103
1.42 1.44L 3.70L 38.53L D AB 7700110101
1.40 1.14L 3.62L 38.07L E jBB F 7700110101
1.58: 6.65 51.51 566.80L DCD BAA 1 560374653F
1.48 .94 28.73L 429.40L EF AAI C 9 260210010C
5.16 32.40 279.34 426.88 CCFF CCCB 0 454133332F
8.59 10.53 36.11L 576_65L BC IAAJ 0 750011211F
10.35 4.22 31.56L 407.05L CC AA 2 360321010F 01
2.05: 1.99 28A9L 340.33L DC AA 0 460085483F
1.87L 1.24 4.70: 38.89L DD BEL 3702000101
3.05 1.40 21.86L 231.48L CF AA 0 950102110F
1.22 .56 2.47L 31.41L DD AA 0 3600221101
1.61 1.42 35.75L 434.23L FF AB 9 360110000F
1.66 1.98 28.88L 337.04L CD AAK 6 560163573F
3.76L 2.72 44.30L 573.30L C CB 960155553F
3.99L 1.54 45.07L 462.60L E AB C 950543334F
2.08 1.34 30.25L 319.80L FF AA 9 260213300F
21.05 37.12 18.20: 363.26L FFC AAA 9 660141360F
2.76 1.78: 30.31L 450.14L CF AAF 0 760332432F
391.58L DDE3.13 2.17: 32.04 BCCG 0 360243333F
1.61 .87: 26.67L 428.70L DE ACJ 0 350111000F3.12 1.96 21.19L 228.61L, CE AAC 750400010F
58.33: 329.05 3191.13: 6880.44L BBD DCCB 3 23C143433F
3.93L 3.23 30.78L 186.54L O B A 670112302C
1_54 1.39 29.25L 312.71L FF AS j9 370110111F
6.19 5.22 45.17L 432.08L FD AAFB 18 962525332F
2.29: 3.36 29.67L 358.71L FE BA ' 8 580162360F
1.64 2.99 42.78L 306.51L DC AA H 4 360212100C
2.55 4.87 35.20L 1395.41L CE AAFC 8 650223333C
.81 .48: 41.91L 380.90L CE AC 0 760010000F
1.54 1.00 2.54L 30.36L FF AA 9 4600000101
3.25 2.42 46.85L 402.08L CE AAJ J 6 960321330F
1.00 .77: 5.33L 44.22L FD AB 1 3701210001
.69 .43: 2.16L 22.83L OF AO 0 6500000001
1.10 .80: 5.02L 59.31L FE AB 7 3700100001
1.23 .73L 10.42L 249.78L F BCH 940201020F
.78 .87L 2.67L 33.65L F CF 4600201003
1.12L .50: 4.69 30.44: F E E J CCC 07001222OF
2.86 2.17 32.49L 481.18L CE AAC 0 560244343F
2.37 3.56L 85.41L 122.98: F E ACFB 670024350F
1.76 6.15L 14.54L 231.75L D BK '470255530[=
1.81 1.61 18.35L 191.27L FF AA 9 850210210F
3.87 2.64 58.08: 627.94L CFE ACA 1 653145102F
2.09 1.63L 10.06L 124.84L D BD 970341322F
1.95 1.84 41.93L 472.26L DD AA 0 ' 960233400F
2.94 6.15 4.97L 33.93L CD AAA 0 5700101003
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 1 23 MRSL 349-00/1 175
1 23 MRSL 351+00/5 274
9




2 1 32 X1717-330 68
1 23 LDN 1710 134
8 1 23 MRSL 349-00/1 417
2
4 20 G351.358 79
8 2 7 156702 70
A
2
B 1 32 X1717-369 77
A 1 20 G349.840 354
8
3 14 392-EN 9 Em 263
B 2 7 AS 225 10
8
I
1 7 I WRA1685 77
2
1 23 LDN 1710 453
1 23 LDN 1710 579
8







8 1 32 X1717-390
2 I 32 X1717-397
2
8
E 1 32 X1717-367














Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Oalactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a ,6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 pm 60 p.m 100 pm Flux ( oJ6¢z
hm. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs (o_
17180-3833 1.6 32 351+ 0 40 7 96 2 1.61 1.80L 28.81L: 307.00L D BI;
17180-3544 2.6 58 351+1 28 5 96 3 5.31 29.36 248.07 6601.99L DFF BB[
17180-3134 2.8 42 355+3 29 56 9_j2 1.90 1.10 4.58L 30.66L CE AAI,
,7180-3655 3.8 9 351 0 26 3.74 6.14 32.10L 341.56L OC ABF
,7180-3741 4.236 350-1 24 8 963 16.71L 329.05L 988.92:2989.54 FF FH(
AB
,7100_322749 , 1354+2240 75 32 1.'0 .,0 4.57 45.82 001 180--3920 .9 4 349- 49 .09 58L 18.68L 322.57L D AB
17180-3734 5.7 43 350- 1 32 6 121 3 1.38 3.40: 18.07L 373.41L ED BD
17181-3305 6.0 53 354+ 2 30 7 95 2 1.29 1.09: 22.88L 234.83L DE BA
17181-3155 6.1 9 355+ 3 36 7 96 2 .78 .47L 4.21L 35.53L F BE
17181-3146 7.3 57 355+ 3 37 6 96 2 .87L .81 5.92L 48.74L DDDE DAI
17t81-3337 7.5 16 353+ 2 84 7 95 2 1.15 1.17L 23.64L 392.56L BIq
17181-3104 8.8 18 355+ 3 34 6 96 2 1.45L 1.36 4.48: 30.34L DAI
[7181-3923 8.9 27 348- 2 54 7 97 3 2.12L 4.13 5.49 407.50L CO A/
17181-3533 9.7 1 352+ 1 28 6 96 3 2.93 1.52L 36.45L 473.13L C BF
17181-3503 10.0 2 352+ 1 48 5 96 3 2.13 2.13 31.50L 523.47L BC A. =.
17181-3557 11.2 35 351+ 0 67 9 96 3 5.29L 4.06L 22.93 484.23L D EF.;(
17181-3612 11.8 51 , 351+ 0 17 5 96' 3 10.61 6.72 33.94L 234.82: BC E A,_(
17182-3450 12.2 16 352+ 1 40 5 96 3 2.13 1.91 30.65L 544.74L DC A/_
17182-3407 13.0 47 353+ 1 41 7 96 3 1.18 1.50L 32.90L 128.57: C F CCi"
17162-354t 13.0 32 352+ 1 22 5 96 3 4.37L 2.80 38.72L 492.43LI O /=(
17182-3043 13.4 19 356+ 3 24 8 96 2 4.27 3,40 2.81L 26.09LlFF A/_,J
17182-3231 14.4 15 354+ 2 31 6 96 3 1.01 .87 2.13L 49.62L DC AA
17182-3212 14.4 51 354+ 3 16 5 96! 3 4.39 2.69 2.59L 40.66L ED AAE
17182-3537 14.6i28 352+ 1 41 5 961 3 2.99 11.27 77.59L 500.86L BB A/_
17182-3209 14.6131 354+ 3 22 5 96 3 5.30 5.05 2.10L 41.60L F D Aiz
17182-3852 15.0 12 349- 1 66 9 95 2 1.04 2.08L 11.11L 166.23L D BE
17182-3529 15.8 40 352+ 1 40 7 96 3 5.26 12.16L 404.34L 3346.16: D D BEI_
17182-3401 16.960 353+ 1 40 5 96 !3 2.02 2.04 38.57L 291.00L!EE AA
17182-3710 17.1 33 350- 0, 47 6 96 3 2.35 4.44L 34.58L 459.02L C AC
17162-3417 ,17.2 40 353+ 1 27 5 96 3 2.71 1.35 36.36L 296.30L CO AA
17182-3200 17.7= 16 355+ 3 41 5 96 2 1.49 1.42 4.01L 36.38L FF AA
17183-3326 18.3 21 353+ 2 40 9 95 2 1.14 2.26L 22.99L 152.62: D E B
17183-3203 18.5 27 355+ 3 29 6 95 3 1.12 .63L 4.39L 57.63L C AD
_7183-3716 19.E 13 350- 0 _ 29 7 96 2 2.14: 4.42 30.69L 354.50L DD BAt:
17183-3345 18.8 53 353+ 2 46 15 96 3 2.70L 2.53L 31.06L 128.38 D F
17183-3519 18.8 44 352+1 60 8 96 3 .93L 1.09L 35.81 539.56L E D(
17183-3508 19.(] 3 352+1 35 5 96 3 3.27 2.20 39.28L 122.59: BC F ABE
17183-3614 19.2 55 351+ 0 25 5 96 3 5.88 3.63 25.45L 391.56LICE AA
17183-3052 19.5 49 355+ 3 47 6 96 2 1.47 1.05: 3.03L 27.41L DE AA
17183-3017 19.8 56 356+ 4 33 6 95 2 2.72 14.34 2.85: 21.01L FCD AAE
17183-3024 19.8 27 356+ 4 56 8 95 2 1.87L .84 2.47L 22.32L D C
17183-3059 20.C 24 355+ 3 23 6 96 2 1.79 1.76 4.14L 27.95L DE AA
17183-3359 20.,_ 43 353+ 2 21 5 96 3 6.01 3.26 20.60: 237.53L CCD AAL_
[7183-3814 20.2 50 349- 1 18 7 96 3 19.47 6.95 16.21: 497.95L DCF AAE
17183-3641 20.6116 351- 0 41 5 96 3 6.38 21.79L 1190.98L 433.47L1_ AA_
17183-3606 Zl.3140 351+ 0 27 6 96 3 4.05L 6.02 24.82L 323.86: F D DB
17183-3236 21.4 33 354+ 2 33 5 96 3 9.20 4.31 4.54L 50.29L BC AA:
[7183-3248 22.0 3 354+ 2 _ 48 6 96 3 1.27 1.78: 22.58L 324.31L F F AB
17183-3148 22.3 33 355+ 3 28 6 95 3 .87 .69: 1.54L 34.12L FE AB
17183-3115 22.4,15 355+ 3 39 5 96 2 .97 .61 3A4L 37.91L EF BB
17183-3320 22.6' 56 353+ 2 23 5 96 3 2.06 1.58 28.28L 215.40L FF AA:!
5_ 352+ 1 7 3 1.89L 26.45 27.66L 457.61L B BE
17183-3531 123.6 47 96
17183-3620 123.E 351+ 0 31 6 96 2 3.95L 2.17 58.05 181A8: EED CB :
17184-3105 24.4 48 355+ 3 46 6 96 2 1.45 1.51L 3.24L 28.45L D AD
17184-3714 24.6 35 350-0 58 7 96 3 2.62 2.56 17.83L 350.08LICE BB
17184-3631 25.4 11 351+ 0 28 5 96 3 2.72 1.64L 29.05L 434.69L!C AB
17184-3657 26.31 42 351- 0 39 6 96 3 4.89 5.20 23.28L 436.68L DD AA
17184-3633 26.5133 351+ 0 40 6 96 3 5.00L 2.94 29.45L 413.88L D A
17184-3737 26.7 11 350- 1 48 9 95 I 2 1.84 3.26L 21.02L 2989.54L D B
,71.-3559 828351+038 5963 227 202 243o.415. L00 ,,
,71 .-335727319581363+243 6 179 261 2761  .937 064- 742 3,0-1 55 8 5... 197 3305L2969.. 00
 6242349-123 696!3 12,.: 7= 4309 ^^,
[7184-3638 28.623 351-0 35 5 96 3 22.19 200.89 1190.98 1725.49: BBEE AA;
17185-3501 31.7 352+ 58 7 .90 1.30L 15.76L 356.64L DE
17185-3038 33.2 15 356+ 3 32 6 95 i 2 .91 1.52L 2.73L 25.23L F AA
17185-3845 33.3 58 349- 1 44 7 96 3 1.13 2.93L 40.56L ,04.99L C BFI
17185-3119 33.8 45 355+ 3 60 6 94 2 1.06L .83 3.09L 29.52L F BC
17185-3746 34.6 10 3"0- 1 76 7 96 3 2.04 4.26L 33.37L "03.84L C A
17185-3728 35.4 23 350- 1 57 7 96 3 2.38 4.22L 30.60L 519.92L C AD
17185-3906 35.6 17 349- 1 87 11 95 2 .67 .71L 8.98L 103.68L!D CD(
17196-3145 36.0 31 355+ 3 46 5 95 3 2.01 1.26 3.22L 39.77L EF AAf
17196-3303 36.3 29 354+ 2 37 5 96 3 4.07 2.02 28.31L 272.48L BC AA[
17186-3158 37.0 12 355+ 3 34 6 95 3 1.22 .78 4.29L 39.11L FF BB
17186-3201 37.0 53 355+ 3 46 6 95 3 2.03 1.57 4.16L 40.48L CC BA
17196-3422 37.0 20 353+ 1 56 5 96 3 1.31 1.18: 40.97L 501.91L CF AB
17186-3445 38.0 36 352+ 1 21 4 96 3 19.08 17.54 35.35L 348.62L DF AA
t7186-3758 38.4 54 350- 1 26 9 96 3 2.59L 1.83: 25.25 503.54L ED COl
17186-3958 39.1 11 348-2 26 13 95 2 1.18L .70L 8.17: 77.81 EE FG[
17186-3249 39.3 33 354+ 2 59 5 96 3 1.48 .92L 27.62L 348.57L C AC
17186-3209 39.7 11 354+ 3 61 7 95 3 1.05 .47L 4.55L 70.96L F BO
17196-3654 39.8 54 351- 0 28 7 96 3 2.09 2.18 22.70L 478.39L F E BA(
17186-3640 40.1 45 351-0 31 6 96 3 6.38L 21.79 1190.98L 535.25L C BAI
17186-3239 40.6 51 354+ 2 30 5 96 3 1.11 .79 25.43L 264.42L,CC ABE
17196-3413 40.8 45 353+ 1 52 15 96 3 1.59L 3.42L 85.50L; 285.77 D DBI
17187-3130 42.2 39 355+ 3 41 6 95:3 1.69 1.14L 3.43L 30.75L C AAJ
17187-3316 42.4 59 354+ 2 42 5 96' 3 1.54 5.15L 30.44L 473.75L D AA17187-3051 42.5 55 356+ 3 68 51 .75 1.87L 2.48L 25.26L O BC
17187-3744 42.8 57 3"0-1 38 10 96 3 4.04L 1.08 24.20 486.08L EE D(
17187-3733 43.6 38 3"0-1 40 7 961 3 1.49: 5.78 21.96 468.75L CCE CAE
17187-3537 43.8 16 352+1 19 5 96 3 6.24 61.95 28.30L 1460.85L BB :BE
17187-3220 44.6 4t 354+ 2 38 5 95 3 2.64 2.85 4.55L 68.56L FC AA[
17187-3327 44.8 4 353+2 26 5 96i 3 3.05 1.54 15.24L 295.67L CD AA,
17187-3531 45.557 352+1 27 6 95l 3 1.83 3.48L 99.61L 446.60L C CFE
17187-3523 45,8 9 352+ 1 83 6 96 3 2.20 1.21L 27.94L 655.68L C AB
17187-37"0 46.2 21 3,0-1 32 6963 271.42 193.67 38.39 493.71L BBE AA/
17187-3645 46.523351-0 71 10 952 3.85L 4.94L 21.29 338.42L E AGE
17187-3022 46.8 15! 356+ 4 47 6 95 2 .84 .51: 2.20L 27.98L FF AB
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Sol, rces (PH); 5) Neighbodn 9 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
120
Right Ascension: 17h18m48'-17h19m30 "
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Ga/actic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
am _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
h , o , (s) () 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name
17188-3121 48.259355+3 43 5 953 2.47 2.42 3.12L 29.81L FF IAAM 97601113203
17188-3318 48.823354+ 2 33 5 963 2.43L 5.15 26A6L 290.97L C =CAA 840020010F
17188-3838 ¢8._ 46349-1 27 10 963 9.31 15.92 21.70: 105.08L FFE AAED 9980323120F
17188-3006 i49.C 11 356+4 33 6 952 3.53 3.92 1.82L 22.71L FF AA 95500100001 1 23 LDN1741
17188-3526 49.130352+ 1 19 7 963 3.25: 4.33: 78.61L 412.61 DE E CBED 564233340C
17188-3247 149.? 20354+ 2 70 8 952 .81 2AlL 31.33L 420.701 D C 640240010F
17188-3817 50.214349-1 24 8 963 .86L L21: 13.96: 92.65 EDD GBCA 0871214421F
17188-3826 50.311349- 1 32 7 963 1.31 10.99 31.18 301.67L CCE BBCC 4852134440F 2 14333-PN 5 PI
17188-3409 51.255353+ 1 49 6 963 1.62L 2.29 42.28L 330.33L E DBEG 1960094340F 1
17188-3048 52.633 356+ 3 75 8 94 2 .98 .54L 2.37L 2959L D AE 5502200213
17188-3643 52.9 351- 0 36 7 96 3 11.31 3.98 1190.98L 463,34L BC AA D 1 460154231F 4 1 17 2431
17188-3420 53.7i39 353+ 1 53 5 96 3 1.70 2.84L 34.59L 389.12L C A NF 860020000F
17189-3339 54.0i40 353+ 2 31 5 96 3 2.20 2.46 34.43L 311.55L CD AAI 0 660200010F
17188-3606 54.033 351+ 0 44 6 96 3 3.98L 2.70 23.10L 371.96L C ABD 560320154F
17189-3927 54.1 13 349- 2 26 8 95 3 4.44 1.77 31.12L 323.22L BE AA 0 850010000F
17189-3711 54.3 36 350- 0 31 7 96 3 4.22L 3.05 16.83 91.88: CEE ABB 880225200F
17189-3552 54.6 13 351+ 0 31 6 96 3 1.57: 2.22 20.30: 205.39: DDEF BCBC 0 470214434F
17189-3150 54.723 355+ 3 80 9 94 2 .66 .71L 4.11L 74.55L E AC 7601210201
17189-3416 54.837 353+ 1 54 6 96 3 1.25 2.51 45.72L 577.23L FD BBJJ 4 960063220F 1 1 39 BTD352.8+01.2
17189-3046 55.0 4 356+ 3 45 6 95 3 1.98 1.01 2.29L 25.97L CD AAEI 2 5502200213
17189-3207 55.053 355+2 62 8 94 2 2.00L .70 5.79L 87.66L D B 4600400001
17189-3115 55.442 355+3 50 6 95 3 1.01 .74: 3.06L 33.25L DE BC 2 7602100103
17189-3625 55.848 351+ 0 22 6 96 3 3.95 20.79 22.64L 346.72L CC AA 3660040010F
17189-3715 56.422 350- 0 34 9 96 3 1.87: 1.75 28.52L 440.78L FD BC 8 760224501F
17189-3628 56.651351- 0 60 8 963 2.38 3.22 32.50L 492.00L FD BA 4652030120F
17189-3153 58.125355+ 3 35 6 953 1.23 1.00 4.15L 62.31L DC CDEC 47601210201
17189-3930 58.8 1348- 2 34 9 963 .81 2.24L 37.85L 435.29L D BD 840010000F
17189-3448 58.950352+ 1 35 _ 5 963 _ 5.63 2.83 25.27L 634.65L BC AA 1260010110C
17189-3519 59.120352+ 1 23 5 963 4.77 21.82 242.71 281.78L BBD CABD 4460023200C 2
17189-3435 59.224353+ 1 59 6 962 1.46 .94L 26.06L 568.32L D AC 760210010F
17190-3615 0.0 33 351+0 34 6 96 3 4.14 2.31 23.55L 359.89L FC AA 5 560224233F 1
17190-3833 0.2 32 349- 1 41 8 96 3 2.72 2.65 40.00L 418.69L FF AA 9 940133210F
17190-3724 0.5 22 350- 1 59 9 95 2 2.12 1.74L 19.90L 235.12L D AEE 0 670321434F 8
17190-3539 0.612352+ 0 21 6963 4.58 2.88: 333.42L 430.97L CE ABFF 4460123331F
17190-3631 0.640351- 0 22 7 i 953 4.78 9.67L 31.32: 449.70L D F AAA 660130130F
17190-3502 1.657352+ 1 36 5 ; 963 3.08 3.24 24.42L 503.78L CC AA 4360212040C
17190-3300 2.38354+ 2 21 6963 .86: 6.85 51.23L 136.40: CD F EDHE 0850102332F 71 32 X1719-329
17190-3451 2.353352+ 1 38 5 i 963 .85L 3.51 24.94 520.64L CC DAA 260120120(3
17190-3313 2.557354+ 2 40 5 963 2.60 4.66L 31.21L 345.95L C ASD 0840130000F
17190-3437 3.320353+ 1 31 5 963 3.47 1.34L 25.97L 661.67L C A8 860211220F
17190-3741 3.337350- 1 72 8 972 3.28L 1.33 41.39L 273.51L F A C I 260145422F
17190-3747 3.358350 t 32 10 962 2.98L 2.24 36.39L 394.08L E AH 260131220F
17190-3349 4.354353+ 1 31 5 963 9.45 3.05 31.29L 354.72L DD AAKF 0860244335F
17190-3602 4.320351+ 0 29 7 963 2.32L 2.13 32,27L 419.49L E BB 550520011F
17190-3359 4.5 16 353+ 1 50 8 96 3 1.10L 2.83L 27.27 541.88L E CDB 960230400F
17190-3705 4.7 56 350- 0 43 8 96 3 3.48L 3.25 42.10L 641.63L D BGF 756026333F 2 1 32 X1719-370
17190-3719 4.944350-1 26 8 963 1.66L 1.71L 57.95 320.73: ED EEBE 0758433635F 81 32 X1719-373
17190-3041 5.2 5356+ 3 57 6 953 .67 1A7L 2.04L 25.91L E B 4502200213
17190-3811 5.313350- 1 66 13 952 2.68L 2.39L 7.06 202.22L E H C 660003111F
17191-3702 6.2 51351- 0 19 7 963 2.59 8.96 126.23 641.63 CCED ABCB 065A116363F 2 1 32 X1719-370
17191-3722 7.453350- 1 32 7 963 3.88 2.47 17.77L 237.75L CO ABFF 1750332655F 8 1 32 X1719-373
17191-3757 7.431 350- 1 31 8 963 693L 5.67 33.90L 40203L D AA E 9350232230F 2
17191-3617 7.530351+ 0 55 7 963 5.10L 7.14 19.40 374.18L CD AA 664224255F 1
17191-3802 8741350- 1 38 8 963 1.08 .99: 35.91L 465.64L EF ACED ! 3550030220F 2
17191-3958 8.820348- 2 24 7 973 1.46 2.93 31.61 148.80 CCEF AAAC 0640303222F
17191-3800 8.838350- 1 52 8 963 1.76 3.76L 35.70L 462.44L C BG J 450332250F 2
17191-3631 9.055 351-0 30 7 96 3 4.78L 9.67 32.22: 449.65L CE EAA 664050130F
17191-3854 9.431 349- 1 61 8 96 3 1.41 .89 36.09L 398.33L DE BBC 0960120100F
17191-3736 9.824 350 1 25 6 96 3 2.88 2.25 15.32: 153.09: EDEF AADF 9570036542F
17191-3558 10.4 35 351+0 26 6 118 3 2.69 2.35 23.32L 319.59L DF AA 8 460321100F
17191-3245 11.3 33 354+2 56 6 94 2 1.86 1.16: 24.94L 353.70L DE BB 1 550331021F
17191-3352 11.5 56 353+ 1 14 7 96 2 22.68L_ 14.00L 80.56: 354.72 FE FCDC 8 962455334F
17191-3515 11.820 352+ 1 38 6 96 3 1.31L _ 2.60 79.24L 490.07L C BBE 460034501C 2
17192-3848 12.012 349- 1 40 8 96 3 1.75 1.24 35.63L 385.40L DD BA 0860345432F
I7192 3348 12.537 353+ 1 46 8 96 3 9.45L 3.05L 31.29 520.12L E DDD 960465334F
17192-3841 13.150 349-1 92 16 95 2 3.73L 2.04L 8.99 194.62L E O 750326543F
17192-3826 13.230 349= 1 34 t2 95 2 2.50L 10.99L 31.18L 83.62 DI EFB 760122440F
17192-3835 13.444 349- 1 37 8 96 3 1.60 4.87 36.95 105.08L CCE AAAC 0 960124110F
17192-3206 14.79355+ 2 17 5 953 11.58 22.26 11.44 40.99L CCC AAA 93700200001
17192-3639 14.937351- 0 40 7 963 6.03 5.46 23.33L 386.42L CD AADI 2460033633F
171923510 15.342352+ 1 29 6 963 1.08L 3.56 124.97L 527.86L C AC 360046623C 8
17192-3938 15.924348- 2 26 121232 .67L .35L 6A9L 45.06 E DDHC 670213323F A
17193-3314 18.326354+ 2 40 6 963 .65L 467 7.44L 68.18L C AB 9601100000
17193-3200 18.7 18 355+ 2 40 4 95 3 3.31 2.79 2.84L 44.94L ED AAD 9 6701100001
17193-3818 19.3 19 350- 1 29 8 96 3 5.33: 3.98 39.72L 597.08L FF AAC 9 740025231F
17193-3215 20.343354+ 2 43 5 953 1.85 1.06 2.43L 4873L FF AB 91700200001
17193-3852 20.960349- 1 47 8 963 1.92 .83: 35.86L 420.08L CE AB 0960230211F
17193-3527 21.33352+ 1 28 6 963 3.16 4.14 36.26: 189.44L CED CBBC 157E413660C
17193-3512 22.755352+ 1 42 6 963 1.86 3.79 79.24 468.51L CCF CCBB 0360033523C B
17193-3546 22.947352+ 0 24 61183 3.08 6.38 33.58 327.47L CED AAB 6476201301F 21 20 G351.617
17194 3451 24.4 27 352+ 1 39 6 96 3 268 2.96 28.46L 526.87L FD AA 8 260110110C
17194-3628 24.9 52 351 0 47 8 96 3 3.62 2.85: 28.59L 457.55L DE ASK 3 ¢o61220130F
17194-3936 25.1 44 348- 2 84 12 96 2 .49 1.97L 24.61L 486.65LID C 540112323F A
17194-3911 25.610349-2 32 6 963 5.37 2.60 12.87L 275.72L BC AA 3960220000F
17194-3302 25.7 30 354+ 2 30 5 95 3 2.09 1.89 7.63L 113.84L CD AB E 0 9504133320 7
17194-3243 26.0 3 354+2 24 5 95 3 6.75 3.50 5.02L 83.61L EF AA 9 8605100000
17194-3636 26.122351-0 31 8 952 1.56 2.24L 13.79L 373.26L D ADD 660120001F
17194-3436 26.436353+ 1 30 5 963 9.79 5.17 2807L 534.99L EC AAEE 8960113240F 3
17194-3344 26.8 34 353+ 1 50 5 96 3 1.68 1.43: 29.76L 617,69L FF AA 0 850120010F
17194-3137 27.5 8 355+ 3 45 5 95 3 1.72L 6,25 8.16 38,45L CC DAA 6804100303 4 1 32 X1719-316
17194-3214 27.7 21355+ 2 37 6 953 81 .49L 6.33L 60.50L,C BE 1600200001
17194-3508 28.229 I 352+ 1 41 6 963 2.96: 5.51 124.97 217.84L CCD DCCB 0370035523C B
17194-3055 28.446356+ 3 46 7 952 .58 1.61L 3.17L 27.70L,D CC 4601210103
17194-3733 28.556350 1 36 8 963 5.77 2.33 32.05L 425.13L DD AA 9560053330F
17194-3843 28.725349- 1 22 71223 1.71 1.31: 28.71L 135.38L DE BB I 0870355544F
17194-3236 28.857354+ 2 22 5 953 1.76 1.12 4.84L 82.34L CD AA F 01703000101
17194-3142 29.515355+ 3 25 11 942 2.42L .52 7.20L 74.31L F C 8702200201 4
17194-3354 29.532353+ 1 27 59596133 22.68 14.00 33.12L 609.52LIED AA 9960446576F 2517194-3059 29.8 19 356+ 3 59 6 1.13 .82: 3.27L 28.37L DF BB G 1 4600210103
17195-3230 30.0 47 354+ 2 26 5 95 I 3 2.46 1.45 7.24L 81.07L CC AA 0 1700000001





















a _j a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 N° 12 _m
h m. . , (s) ( ) l b (') (") ( )
17195-3717 30.7 39 350- 1 52 7 96 3 3.18L
17195-3400 31.2i28 353+ 1 36 6 96 3 2,69L
17195 3642 31.5]51 351-Of 70 18 96 3 6.48L
17195 3422 31.5] 3 353+1 j 25 6 96 3 1.66
17195-3928 31,61 9 349-2' 37 8 96 3 1,35
17195-3145 32.524 355+3 24 4 95 3 3.64
17195 3416 32.9 22 353+1 18 5 96 3 5.76
17195-3559 33.7 33 351+ 0 84 12 96 3 6,78L
17195-3816 33.7 9 350-1 47 9 95 2 1.79
17195-3859 33.9 37 349- 2 58 10 95 2 1.67L
17195-3811 34.7 4 350-1 36 8 96 3 2.91L
17195-3659 35.0 17 351- 0 30 7 96 3 3,17L
17195 3700 35.1 18 351 0 51 8 96 3 1,26
17196 3000 36.1 48 355+ 4 25 8 95 3 ,57
17196-3820 36.7 56 350- 1 31 9 95 2 ,72:
17196-3211 36.8 17 355+ 2 27 6 95 3 1,23
17196-3040 37.3 56 356+ 3 52 6 95 3 ,72
17196-3028 39,4 18 356+ 3 29 5 95 3 1,04
17196-3957 39,9 7 348- 2 48 8 96 3 1,38
17197-3901 42,5 22 349- 2 23 7 96 3 18.54
17197-3943 42,5 44 348- 2 28 8 96 3 1.78
17197-3952 42.6 38 348 2 30 8 96 3 1.95
17197-3552 42,9 31 352+ 0 29 7 96 3 90,71
17197-3149 43.7 11 355+ 3 52 7 95 3 2.87L
17197-3441 43.7 27 353+ 1 68 ' 7 94 2 1,89
17197-3317 44.2 49 354+ 2 40 6 95 3 1.01:
17197-3300 44.5 21 354+ 2 42 5 95 3 1.36
17197 3739 44,5 40 350- 1 38 8 96 3 2.52
17197-3408 45.3 22 353+ 1 31 6 114 3 3,30
17197-3604 45,4 52 351 + 0 23 7 96 3 7.76L
17197-3752 45.6 59 350- 1 40 8 96 3 1,27
17197-3329 45.9 50 354+ 2 25 5 96 3 .67L
17197-3517 46.2 11 352+ 1 25 7 96 3 11.74
17197-3856 47.6 28 349- 2 29 9 123 3 .84:
17198-3732 483 3 350 1 27 8 96 3 5.72
17198-3930 48,3 47 349- 2 64 8 96 3 3.42
17198-3620 49,6 30 351- 0 26 7 94 2 2,31
17198-3030 49.7 45 356+ 3 42 6 95 3 .69
17198 3113 50.7 13 355+ 3 26 6 95 3 .97;
17198-3647 50.9 35 351- 0 49 7 96 3 2.68L
17198 3431 50,9 57 353+ 1 24 5' 96 3 2.12
17198-3220 51.1 29 354+ 2 41 8 95 2 1.92L
17198-3643 52.3 4 351-0 40 7 96 3 6.48
17198-3106 52.6 54 355+ 3 27 5 95 3 14.44
17198 3611 53.7 34 351- 0 29 7 96 3 8.16L
17198-3745 53.8 45 350- 1 65 12 95 2 1.21L
17199-3838 54.0 30 349 1 80 10 95 2 .71
17199-3446 54.6 4 352+ 1 22 5 96 3 13.55
17199 3247 54.9 6 354+ 2 24 8 94 2 .89
17199-3414 55.0 26 353+ 1 38 6 115 3 1.16
17199 3527 55.6 34 352+ 0 47 8 96 3 1.84L
17199-3651 55,7 57 351- 0 28 8 96 3 4.95
17199 3050 55.7 18 356+ 3 48 6 95 3 ,83
17199-3204 56.0 50 355+ 2 30 6 95 3 1.58
17199 3922 56.2 8 349- 2 57 8 96 3 1,40
17199-3207 57,1 25 355+ 2 51 6 95 3 .96
17199-3353 57.3 4 353+ 1 48 6 96 3 3.38
17199 3307 57.9 41 354+ 2 B0 7 94 2 1.29
17199-3711 59.1 1 351- 1 30 8 96 3 3.24
17199-3824 59,1 19 350 1 30 8 96 3 2.86L
17199 3512 59.5 53 352+ 1 20 7 96 3 92.21
17200 3100 0.9 13 356+ 3 31 7 94 2 .80
17200-3937 1.2 45 349- 2 33 8 96 3 7.93

















17201-3604 8.8 44 351+ 0 35 9 94 2
17201-3621 9,3 4 351 0 51 9 96 3
17201-3200 9.9 37 355+ 2 37 5 95 3
17201-3131 10,4 42 355+ 3 31 5 95 3
17201 -3104 11.0 31 356+ 3 32 6 95 3
17202 3519 12.2 29 352+ 0 35 8 96 3
17202 3522 13.1 13 352+ 0 51 5 96 3
17202-3001 13,333 356+ 3 27 13 95 3
17202 3644 13,7 22 351 0 36 7 96 3
17202 3209 14,140 355+ 2 15 5 95 3
17202 3128 14,4123 355+ 3 30 5 95 3
17202 3310 14,5 40 354+ 2 27 6 95 3
17202 3648 t5.5 51 351- 0 22 7 96 3
17202 3953 15.5 53 348- 2 20 8 96 3
17202 3140 16.1 31 355+ 3 29 7 94 2
17202-3259 16A 1 354+ 2 47 6 95 3
17202 3455 16.5 21 352+ 1 92 7 96 3
17202 3359 172 6 353+ 1 37 7 96 3
17202 3956 17.2 2 348 2 28 6 96 3
17203 3611 18.8 18 351 0 72 10 94 2
1.6 56 352+ 0 28 6 96 3 137.64:
1 9 49 348- 2 51 9 96 3 .67
2.0 51 356+ 3 40 5 95 3 1.45L
3,5 53 355+ 3 60 8 95 21 93
3.5 48 355+ 3 56 ; 6 95 31 1.14
3.7 2 353+ 1 37 6 95 3; 316
3.8 27 350- 1 40 7 96 3 4.94
4.4 34 355+ 2 29 5 95 3 2.87
4.6 46 354+ 2 37 5 95 3 2.55
5.8 52 351- 0 24 7 96 3 5,42
6.0 37 350 1 56 8 96 3 308L
6,3 28 356+ 3 27 6 95 3 1,48
6.4 56 349- 2 37 8 96 3 1.44
6.8 32 353+ 1 38 8 115 2 6.93L
8.1 50 355+ 2 61 8 94 2 .84





















Declination: - 40 °- - 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)



















23,76: 584,44L F F E
25,56L 328,37L F D
2,05L 44,97L F F




123.57: 334.79 C D D
31,75 263.71L DD
31.75L 165,80: D D
1.67L 1.65L 26.62L D
.70: 5.82 90.15L FFD
1.32: 4,07L 59.72L E D
1.59L 2.86L 24.80L C
1.20 2.64 22.35L F E D
.82L 20.02L 131.48L C
8.65 32.77L 434.83L BC
1.14 19.57L 231.88L DE
.94 5.94L 50.99: CE D
519.88 7203.82L 11935.6OL BS
1.08 6.09L 67.13L D
1.20 31.53L 2547.71L DD
1.57 8.24L 90.84L CC
.74 7.77L 138.99L CF
2.31 17,77L 553.57L DD
4.19: 119.00L 435.29: OF D
4.54L 33.05 170,38 E D
1,70 31,22L 723,65L CE
3.50 22,58 136.11L CC
16.10 28.53L 443.69L BC
1.19L 7.86 86.03: C FE
15.40 35.17L 539.88L CC
,82: 20.86L 246,86L CE
2.48L 20.42L 314.37L C
1.81L 2.74L 38.91L D
1.08 2.55L 36.20L F F
2.21 20,00 276,20L F F
2,70 32.33L 426.50L F E
1,06 8.68L 89.92L D
5,79 20,59L 274.58L CD
14.74 2.67L 41.57L EC
5.78 24.29L 402.25L F
.84L 7.72 135.74L E
2.08L 9.72L 129.13L D
127.47 1311.34 2547,71 BBED
.80L 8.87L 14954L C
2.38: 273.65L 449.59L DE
2.39 34.04L 613.67L F
4.62 28.37L 365.38L CC
1.92L 3.49L 43,06L D
.92 6.96L 83.30L DC
1.41L 26.13L 256.99L C
.56L 7.36L 102.74L C
3.35 39.42L 180.57: FF D
.90L 7.62L 244.00L C
611 19.49 457.90L CCD
1.86 11.83: 46.66: D F F
51.69 12.91 451.54L BCD
.80L 4.13L 46.20L D
4.84 3.69: 156.19L BCE
1.42L 4.10 80.88L F
929.97 7203.82L 11935,60L BB
1.40L 25.10L 198.09L E
,71 1.68L 20.77L E
.80L 5.83L 57.61L E
2.22L 5.96L 76.03L C
4.47 33.80L 490.31L CC
2.86 33.54L 231.10L EE
1.58 6.30L 69.15L ED
2.78 6.92L 106.74L DD
22.89 257.68 533.15 CCED
1.10 26.52L 432.25L F
1.30 3,89L 38.74L CD
.71 15.82L 162.95L DE
7.72L 273.65 t212.91L F
.46L 6.93L 158.15L D
2.26 25.86L 170.73L FC
1.99 22.57L 339.09L E
2.48L 14,12 272 22L D
1.24 5.85L 67.73L CC
3.93 4.63L 5200L BC
1,08 5.31L 49.80L CD
1.60 26.05L 451.53L B D
1.02L 33,25L 814.23L S
1 99L 4.53 52.38 C D
5.79L 32.96L 453,99L B
2.14 5.75L 75.79L EE
2.58 4.43L 48,92L OC
3,14 3.81L 99.19L ED
3.12 30.16L 461.54L CC
.56 5.33: 51.92: DCD
,75 5.19L 81.80L D
2.68 3.54L 109.40L BC
.95L 34.09L 570.59L S
2.63 27.58: 870.72L OF
.95 19.72L 18185L CD
3.98L 23.64L 537.32L O
V L C
100 _m Flux ( orr A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
Sep





















ct 5 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
(s) ( ) } b C) C) (') N
17203-3825 189 26 350- 1 40 8 96 3 2.86
17203-3735 21.7 9 350 1 25 7 96 3 3.94
17203 3445 21.9 24 353+1 39 ; _5 3i 2.1117203-3249 22.3 14 354+ 2 27 1.45:
17203-3914 22.4 11 349 2 32 7 96 3 1.64
17203-3401 23.3 9 353+ 1 35 8 96 3 1.67:
17203 3439 23.7 12 353+ 1 26 7 96 3 1.33
17204-3154 24.2 27 355+ 2 48 6 95 3 1.19
17204-3540 24.2 22, 352+ 0 31 7 96 3 2.56
17204-3302 24.4 28 354+ 2 52 6 95 3 1.82
17204 3228 25.7 24 354+ 2 28 6 95 3 2.39
t7204-3421 26.4 14 353+ 1 59 8 96 3 3.11L
17204-3636 27.0 2 351- 0 35 8 96 3 4.85
17204-3258 27.8 38 354+ 2 65 7 95 3 3.74
17204-3034 28.7 36 356+ 3 35 5 95 3 3.99
17204 3527 29.4 37 352+ 0 53 7 96 3 2.13
17204 3640 29.6 43 351- 0 39 10 94 2 1.81
17205-3704 30.4 52 351- 1 35 8 96 3 1.67
17205-3732 31.3 46i 350- 1 71 13 96 2 2.88L
17205-3330 32.2 39 _ 354+ 1 27 6 95 3 3_67
17205-3757 32.5 12 350 1 55 8 96 3 1.93
17205-3418 326 14 353+ 1 22 7 96 3 3_03:
17205 3601 33.8 59 352- 0 37 7 96 3 2.90
17205 3550 34.2 52 352+ 0 47 10 96 3 8.93L
17205-3624 34.3 25 351- 0 46 9 94 2 1.64
17205-3114 34.3 45 355+ 3 33 5 95 3 1.06
17205 3223 34.9 23 355+ 2 34 6 95 3 1.30
17205-3707 35.6 17 351- 1 40 8 96 3 3.87L
17205-3242 35.8 22 354+ 2 52 6 95 3 1.65
17205-3556 35.8 8 352+ 0 30 7 96 3 2.36
17205-3804 35.8 7 350- 1 37 8 96 3 5.66
17205-3515 35.9 57 352+ 0 26 7 96 3 3.85
17206-3747 362 23 350- 1 37 10 95 2 1.22
17206 3531 362 17 352+ 0 25 7 96 3 .90L
17206-3005 37.7 31 356+ 3 22 6 95 3 1.25
17206-3536 38.0 19 352+ 0 22 7 96 3 3.83
17206-3138 38.3 1 355+ 2 36 6 95 3 1.32
17206-3543 38.4 8 352+ 0 46 8 96 3 2.05
17206-3547 38.5 49 352+ 0 41 7 96 3 2.21
17206-3921 39.3 35 349 2 44 7 96 3 .67
17206-3545 39.6 43 352+ 0 22 8 96 3 1.66:
17206-3656 40.5 58 351- 1 51 8 96 3 2.30
17206--3933 40,5 4 }49- 2 20 7 96 3 1.22
17206- 3844 40.8 6 349- 2 38 11 96 3 .90
17206-3655 41.0 18 351- 1 37 21 94 2 2.46L
17206-3849 41.1 42 349 2 26 7 96 3 23.98
17206-3521 41.4 20 352+ 0 33 9 96 3 1.34
17206-3357 41.9 2 353+ 1 24 8 95 3 5.17:
17207-3129 42.2 6 355+ 3 14 5 109 3 3.73:
17207--3159 43.4 40 355+ 2 75 9 95 2 .91
17207-3206 43.9 47 355+ 2 40 6 95 3 3.50
17207--3412 44.0 33 353+ 1 49 9 95 3 3.27
17207-3758 44.4 53 350- 1 80 10 94 2 1.93L
17207-3324 45.0 8 354+ 1 58 7 95 3 1.39
17207 3059 45.1 36 356+ 3 41 6 95 3i .79
17207-3632 45.1 58 351- 0 33 7 96 3 6.23
17207-3029 45.7 60 356+ 3 37 5 95 3 2.79
17207-3225 45.7 26 355+ 2 74 7 95 3 1.30
17207-3404 45.8 28 353+ 1 19 6 114 3 16.69:
17207-3614 46.5 7 351- 0 37 8 96 3 4.79L
17207-3826 47.0i33 350--1 46 8 96 3 1.70
17208-3937 48.0 12 349- 2 24 7 96 3 14.74
17208 3559 49,2 50 352-- 0 30 8 98 3 3.39
17208-3820 49.5 40 350-- 1 32 8 96 3 3.09
17208-3401 49.7 58 353+ 1 41 7 95 3 7.93
17208-3605 52.4 22 352- 0 72 11 94 2 1.42
17208-3849 52.4 25 349- 2 42 11 94 2 23.98L
17208-3859 52.7 4 349- 2 26 6 96 3 1.84
17208 3215 52.9 35 355+ 2 34 7 95 2 2.23L
17208-3203 53.3 48 355+ 2 27 6 95 3 4.37
17208-3702 53.E 47 351- 1 27 7 96 3 14.26
17208-3313 53.7 17 354+ 2 51 8 95 3 .94L
17209 3940 54.C 39 349- 2 72 10 96 3 .83
17209-3745 54.t 10 350- 1 67 12 94 2 2.03L
17209-3726 54.2 19 350 1 35 8 96 3 1.23
17209-3735 54.7 28 350- 1 43 9 96 3 1.79
17209-3450 55.5 9 353+ 1 58 7 96 3 1.78
17209-3607 55.7 13 351-0 40 8 118 3 1.58:
17209-3915 56.5 28 349- 2 85 14 94 2 2.12L
17209 3429 56.8 49 353+ 1 23 9 96 3 2.61L
17209-3126 57.6 7 355+ 3 27 6 95 3 30.43
17209-3622 57.7 30 351 - 0 29 8 96 3 1.50L
17209-3550 58.3 20 352+ 0 41 8 96 3 2.90
17209-3146 58.4 52 355+ 2 82 11 95 2 .81
17209 3503 58.5 19 352+ 0 32 8 96 3 2.51
17209-3625 58.8 45 351- 0 39 8 96 3 2.61
17209-3222 58.9 56 355+ 2 33 7 95 2 1.18
17209 3318 59.8 37 354+ 1 22 6 95 3 56.76
17210-3813 0.2 41 350 1 64 9 96 3 1.07
17210-3017 0.2 43 356+ 3 51 7 94 2 1.45
17210 3101 1.1 36 356+ 3 28 6 95 3 4.38
17210-3804 2.1 30 350 1 50 13_ 94 2 .67L
17210 3946 2.2 46 348-2 27 7 96 3 22.32
17210-3045 2.3 45 356+ 3 26 6 95 3 2.74
17210-3750 2.6 2 350- 1 23 7 120 3 2.18
17210-3752 2.8 1 350 1 33 8 98 3 2.69
17210-3707 2.9 0 351-- 1 33 9 94 2 2.76
17210-3417 3.2 48 353+ 1 23 7 95 3 21.70
17210-3645 5.0 13 351- 1 28 7 96 3 7.82L
17210-3018 5.2 48 356+ 3 49 8 95 2 1.18:
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Conrc_ed)


















































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
13.99L 565.20L C ABED 3 840112110F
25.29L 474.39L BD AAJC 3 450213331F
29.55: 497.09L CDF ADAB 0 160011101C=
46.78 231.91 FCCC DCCF 0 9643133330
22.62L 208.94L CO AS 0 850200020F
37.49L 870.72L CE CBCH 2 950343430F
24.24L 167.99: D F BDGD 0 770104130F
5.21L 89.98L C AC 7602100001
2t.35L 11935.60L CE AAD 0 420051250F
8.25L 122.08L DC AAE 5 9701210000
2.84L 84.12L DE AA 9 1701211101
32.65L 3149.40L F DB 0 940169554F
508,80 1489.98 CCDF BAAA 0 744225520F
8.69L 136.43L B AC 9700210000
3.28L 34.23L FF AA E 9 2501301113
27.58L 485.08L B AD 450120131C
22.72L 1489.98L DE BB 1 440320100F
23.74L 435.04L DD BBC 2 650121240F
19.89 471.23L E MJ B 550415443F
7.57L 151.17L EE AAC 9 9702000100
34.70L 768.73L C A E F D 440121010F
39.73L 3149.40L CD CC 0 940066542F
28.30L 362.73L CC AAGH 0 560054330F
26.18 11935.60L D BCC : 520243400F
33.56L 218.34L DE BB G 0 I 560111221F
3.65L 51.57L CF BBKB 5 9602100003
6.32L 82.20L D AE 1600200001
14.42 504.15L CD AAAJ 0 640031252F
7.96L 122.22L EC AA 8 9602000100
17.44: 287.04L CCD AABI 5 564242320F
28.82L 568.02L BC AA 2 540121100FI
123.37 384.54L CBE AABB 7 264233331C
19.62 119.38 DEEE DBDA 1 360026621F
16.74 455.78L CC BC 450120110C
2.83L 35.28L CD ABF 1 4601000113
26.76L 305.21: CC E AA C 4 660032450F
2.69L 62.34L DD AC 7 8701100213
31.77L 11935.60L D BG 2 420052230F
30.22L 11935.60L DD AAK 9 520152430F
24.92L 233.28L CF BDN 0 750020021F
141.40L 562.09L CD CBDC 0 458062330F
16.55L 185.24L C ABI E 550224153F
20.50L 38.28 CE D AS B 2 760010032F
35.28L 251.45L D AB 450121000F
20.30L 164.01 E CDC 560214153F
6.47: 228.56L BCE AAB 1 550041130F 17
25.80L 384.54L D S GE 360213330C
870.72 C FD DDEB 850335440F
2.03L 41.96L FC AAD 9 9712100213
6.40L 93.24L D BG I 7600221001
5.62L 98.36L EC AA 8, 4600122001
40.31L 4746.49L C BJ 931266530F
12.12L 123.92L E BA 1 460151010F
7.47L 132.98L B AD 8702100110
3.77L 47.04L D ADFG 5600121323
22.68: 1489.98L EED AABH 9 640116633F
2.35L 43.07L CD AA 9 2501100003
6.39L 112.05L E ABJ 1600311101
622.35 797.88L BCE CDCC 2 953152411F
55.79L 315.85L C ABB 568153330F
38.95L 280.66L CF ABC 0 750230000F
4.66 146.84L FDE AAC 9 440120032F
25.34 425.62L CCD AAB 8 560135330F


















2.45L 622.35L 870.72L C S 850164640F
27.17L 410.96L O B 560155443F
5.71 38.23: FE DCCB 570031140F
23.62 38.31: CBCD AAAC 1 770012020F
5.50L 84.23L F AAI G 9 5600100213
5_04L 99.22L CD AB 0 6610344101
14.81L 388.35L CF AA 9 650245570F
7.31L 193.40L C BADH 9703100310
3.21: 178.16L D D DECD 348220032F
19.62L 147.63L F DB 360154420F
49.40 88.92 DCEE AAAC 0 570212020F
28.76: 267.11L CFD BCDK 0 454224534F
31.04L 280.14L DD AA G 0 770200011F
26.22 333.69L F D BABE 460139533F
2.20 118.00L D E B 760110010F
54.61 2706.86L D HCC 0 940044300F
6.58 62.14L CCC AAA 4 8702100203 24
33.56 116.07L ED CCAB 0 570233300F
29.27L 451.81L CE AAB 4 550123400F
5.86L 69.64L E CDCE 9702110121
36.45L ¢o62.91L FF BA 9 860133002F
28.74L 526.30L CE AB 6 650032400F
6.01L 136.04L D AD F 6501100113
10.56: 129.41L BBD AABE 4 7702200310 43 4
38.80L 303.49L C A E C 650133330F
2.63L 40.59L DF BC 0 4603312113 2
3.44L 51.64L ED AAD 9 5601211223
3.81 111.85L D G C 460130100F
11.64 112.69L ECD AAC 9 550040022F 35
2.95L 48.39L CE AB M 0 2501000113
10.19: 87.83 DEDD AADA 9 470063451F
30.03L 355.15L CD AA 6 450045351F
12.31: 132.73L DEF CACB 0 960023450F
4.13L 2040.05L 4746.49L C D HB 931066740F
32.36 255.48 418.35 CDF ABAD 2 46B034434F

































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ._m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
F 1 32 X1720-328 58 15
1 20 G352863 99
1 19 525 21 116
2 7 HEN1396 63
1 20 G351.617 538
4
4
4 1 20 G351.617 480
4 1 32 X1720-357
8
36 4
1 1 BL SCO 38
3
1 23 MRSL 355+02/1 593
1
2 14 454-PN 17 PI 30
1 t 23 MRSL 351-00/1 278
8






2 1 32 X1720-344 66 _'
1 1 V477 SCO 5
20 G353.034 95
A 2 i 39 ADG351.0-00.5 11 269_
2
123

















a ,8, Coords SMJSMN .0 N° 12 pm(s) () I b C) C) ()!
5.8 6 351-1 40 8 96 3
6.3 8 352+ 0 48 8 96 3
6.7 41 349- 2 39 9 94 2
6.9 12 355+ 2 26 6 95 3
7.0 35i 353+ 1 42 11 95 2
7.4 31 352+ 0 25 7 96 3
7.7 20 352+ 0 39 8 96 3
7.9 49 350- 1 45 7 96 3
8.1 46 356+ 3 34 8 95 3
9.4 46 350- 1 53 9 96 3
9.8 3 350-1 26 6 96 3
17211-3649 10.5 9 351- 1 25 8 96 3
17211-3416 10.5 353+ 1 18 7 95 3
17211-3114 10.7 7 356+ 3 44 6 95 3
17212-3611 12.1 15 351-- 0 42 8 96 3
17212-3745 12.1 27 350-- 1 32 8 96 3
17212-3140 12.4 39 355+ 2 41 6 95 3
17212-3013 12.8 10 356+ 3 28 5 95 3
17212-3510 12.8 19 352+ 0 47 10 96 2
17212-3521 12.9 3 352+ 0 72 : 9 94 2i
17212--3544 13.5 32 352+ 0 43 8 96 3
17212-3739 13.8 46 350- 1 28 8 96 3
17212-3608 13.9 49 352- 0 64 8 96 3
17212-3207 14.0 60 355+ 2 33 6 95 3
17212-3258 15.7 25 354+ 2 31 6 95 3
17212-3503 15.8 9 352+ 0 58 10 96 2
17212--3714 16.8 18 351- 1 39 8 96 3
17212--3633 16.9 12 351- 0 21 8 96 3
17212-3431 17.0 49 353+ 1 27 10 95 3
17213-3841 18.0 11 349- 2 21 7 96 3
17213-3952 18.3 21 _ 348- 2 66 8 96 3
17213-3843 19.2 42 349- 2 53 9 97 2
17213-3724 19.5 47 350-- 1 36 8 96 3
17213-3239 19.7 37 354+ 2 21 6 95 3
17213-3655 19.7 55 351- 1 81 8 96 3
17213-3734 20.0 28 350-- 1 48 8 96 3
17213-3353 20.4 27 353+ 1 77 8 95 3
17213-3624 20.6 55 351- 0 34 7 96 3
17213-3231 20.9 28 355+ 2 33 7 95 3
17213-3020 22.4 19 356+ 3 91 7 95i 3
17213-3703 22.7 60 351-- 1 44 8 96 3
17213-3023 23.1 56 356+ 3 41 6 95 3
17213-3437 23.1 58 353+ 1 34 8 95 3
17213-3526 23.8 52 352+ 0 35 10 96 3
17214-3933 24.3 20 349-- 2 42 7 96 3
17214-3032 24.4 51 356+ 3 18 6 95 3
17214-3522 24.8 31 352+ 0 40 11 96 3
17214-3748 25.4 22 350- I 58 8 96 3
17214-3756 25.6 6 350- 1 28 6 96 3
17214-3617 26.0 7 351- 0 27 7 96 3
17214-3709 26.0 33 351- 1 26 8 96 3
17214-3049 26.3 20 356+ 3 55 7 95 3
17214-3546 27.8 29 352-- 0 28 7 96 3
17214-3004 28.9 42 357+ 3 32 6 95 3
17214-3730 29.1 43 350- 1 26 7 96 3
17214-3251 29.2 23 354+ 2 38 7 95 3
17214-3907 29.3 16 349- 2 43 8 96 3
17214-3028 29.5 48 356+ 3 20 7 95 3
17214-3653 29.6 23 351- 1 69 10 94 2
17215-3237 30.1 13 354+ 2 39 6 95 3
17215-3638 30.7 42 351- 1 37 7 96 3
17215-3630 30.9 3 351- 0 30 7 96 3
17215-3853 31.0 31 349- 2 83 8 96 3
17215-3315 31.2 15 354+ 1 47 8 95 3
17215-3540 31.3 34 352+ 0 21 7 96 3
17215-3525 32.5 42 352+ 0 85 11 96 3
17215-3000 33.9 17 357+ 3 42 6 95 3
17215-3847 33.9 34 349- 2 39 15 94 2
17215-3454 340 27 353+ 0 26 8 94 2
17215-3222 34.9 49 355+ 2 33 6 95 3
17215-3551 34.9 5 352- 0 46 7 96 3
17215-3605 34.9 12 352- 0 26 8 96 3
17215-3945 35.0 57 349-- 2 25 7 96 3
17215-3622 35.2 39 351- 0 32 7 96 3
17215-3718 35.6 18 351-- 1 26 8 96, 3
17215-3336 35.7 46 354+ 1 28 7 951 3
17215-3435 35.9 53 353+ 1 23 10 95 i 3
17216-3352 36.1 13 353+ 1 43 11 95i 3
,7216_310 36815356+35917216-3334 37.6 42 354+ 1 65
17216-3607 38.4 21 352- 0 28 8 961 3
17216-3014 38.5 51 356+ 3 52 8 94! 2
17216-3756 38.7 15 350- 1 61 8 96i 3






















































































17216-3801 41.4 21 350-- 1 31 6 96! 3 148.31
17216-3816 41.8 22 350- 1 25 7 961 3
17217-3136 42.0 1 355+ 2 37 7 951 3
17217-3600 42.7 44 352- 0 39 7 96 3
17217-3518 42.7 401 352+ 0 26 10 95 2
17217-3454 42.8 381 353+ 0 54 11 95 2
17217-3652 44.3 45 351- 1 51 13 94 2
17217-3040 44.5 24 356+ 3 62 7 95 3
17217-3823 44.5 48 350- 2 29 6 96 3
17217-3202 44.6 57 355+ 2 30 6 95 3
17217-3441 44.8 23 353+ 1 49 9 94 2
17217-3940 45.1 28 349- 2 47 9 123 2
17217-3436 45.5 35 353+ 1 20 8 95 3
17217-3446 45.6 60 353+ 0 21 8 95 3
17217-3916 45.8 42 349- 2 20 6 96 3
17217-3403 45.9 46 353+ 1 43 8 95 3
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 ;am
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
I00 pm Flux C(
Flags
(Jansky) Uacs C(
1.30 33.19L 738.01L CE AA
2.09: 24.43L 879.17L CD BB
.71L 9.74L 128.19L F BD
1.32 3.80L 68.95L CD AB
3.09L 12.09 460.07L F CG
16.45 169.95 551.33 CCEE AA
27.90 91.06: 682.17L CCD DB
2.73L 40.75L 57.41: C D El
6.34 3.40L 50.69L E D A A
4.O4L 31.31L 518.91L D C
3.17 11.64L 318.12L BC AA
6.65: 255.48L 546.04L CD BO
287.50: 34.26L 4746.49L FC DE
1.12 3.53L 57.27L FF BA
2.29 26.22L 381.91L F F A A
4.01L 39.92L 404.95L C AB
3.54 3.92L 78,79L C A
2.19 2.56L 32.98L DC AA
1.86: 23.06L 465.20L DE AB
2.14 21.91L 879.17L DE BB
2.85 27.67L 316.82L DD CA
2.25L 40.27L 377.54L E B B
3.52L 26.90L 408.34L C B
6.83 4.89L 81.32L EE AA
3.14 6.39L 121.17L DO AA
4.98L 23.61L 472.01L D AC
4.08L 30.10L 492.32L C AA
2.56: 16.36: 243.65L DEE AA
6.28L 54.61L 779.15L D CB
12.07 3.30 277.09L BCD AA
1.10L 5.37L 139.46L E BF
.62: 29.13L 411.22L DE AB
1.52 10.19: 407.17L EEE AB
1.97 6.11L 105.92L EE AA
1.35: 33.86L 678.67L CF BD
1.35: 40.59L 388.03L E F A B
3.75 44.14: 645.60L CD MB
3.37L 25.92L 360.00L C AE
.78 5.05L 106.29L CE BB
2.48L 3.14L 37.12L D BB
1.89: 13Z98L 2t9.95L; CD AA
15.54 3.49L 39.45L BC AA
8.38 27.37L 660.03L E D AA
7.03 215.70L 879.17 C E DC
.49 12.06L 152.78L CE BC
2.09 3.20L 44.81L EE AA
1.71: 21.91 879.17L EE B
1.95L 9.41: 291.89L D E BF
6.92 84.22 2817.30L CCE CA
1.87 27.76L 3.54.33L DD AB
3.07 29.48L 423.95L DD AA
3.16 4.81 48.22L CC A
3.54 20.22L 388.55L ED AA
2.13 2.96L 32.25L EF AA
2.22 27.11: 92.15: DDE _CB
2.75 6.84L 96.32L BC IAA
.62: 14.59L 142.42L CE BD
.91 3.14L 42.24L DE AA
1.62 15.64L 205.82L E B
9.48 3.94L 83.26L FE :AA
2.80 30.06L 438.10L CD ;AA
9.54 29.52L 363.80L CC CA
.69L 19.43L 227_94L D B D
2.67 9.09L 134.73L F AA
5.56 19.96L 328.26L DE AA
7.03L 26.10L 879.17L E A
1.15 2.85L 31_70L CD BA
1.46L 3.03L 34.93 D D C
2.16 28.t9L 369.75L E AA
3.01 4.34L 69.49L FE AA_
11.34L 19.97L 341.34L F AA
3.60L 24.24L 259.83L C BBd
.99 12.16L 108.70L CE AB
4.77 28.78L 358.13L BC AA
1.56 20.42L 415.25L D B_
4.79 8.23L 162.74L CC AA
9.50: 305.36L 660.03 D E HD_
6.15L 29.68 647.35L E D D
.94L 5.03L 71.96L D AA
1.99L 9.56L 211.30L C AB
1.57 19.00L 234.09: CE F AAI
.82 3.11L 42.01L DE AB
5.68 84.22L 2817.30L C B
1.68 19.39L 242.54L DD BAq
410.16 1642.55 2817.30 BBDD AA,
2.77 .55 28.23L 341.67L CE AC
1.48 .78 4.45L 54.39L DE AB
1.91 3.05 26.31L 342.02L ED AA
2.04 2.01 30.52: 282.57L DEF ABI
3.58 4.34L 22.52L 312.55L D AA
3.75L 2.55L 8.82 195.29L D DG
1.79L 1.08 4.04L 44.63L E B
2.97 3.98 23.38L 290.32L EE AA
1.79 2.09 4.83L 61.53L FE AA
1.85 2.62 18.43L 660.03L DE AB
1.04L .96L 2.17 21.95L E EK
3.69 4.54L 353.62L 561.65: C F CB
7.63 4.18 19.19: 315.71L FDD AA
96.92 70.05 27.78: 145.56L F E F AA.
6.35 17.19 2938L 580.32L DD BC
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sop












454-- PN 21 PI
X1721-326B 2
OCL 1007












Name H (Not Color Corrected)
GaJactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords 5MJ SMN (0) O 12 _m 25 /_m 60 /_m
ham. • 8, (s) () 1 b (") (') N (Jansky)
17217--3538 46.3 36 352--0 30 7 96 3 2.02 1.87
17217--3452 46.7 16 353+ 0 36 8 95 3 2.73 3,14
17217--3905 46.9 25 349-- 2 29 7 96 3 1.36 .92
17218-3510 48.3 23 352+ 0 28 9 96 3 3.79L 2.50:
17218-3129A 49.5 52 355+ 2 37 6 95 3 1.25 1.47L
17218-3530 49.6 21 352+ 0 38 7 116 3 4.22L 2.25
17218-3704 50.3 50 351- 1 37 7 96 3 8.43L 13.88:
17218-3231 50.9 15 355+ 2 48 7 95 3 1.56 1.66
17218-3707 50.9 27 351- 1 41 7 96 3 1.77 1.47
17218-3443 52.1 51 ; 353+ 0 48 8 95 3 2.72 2.72
17218-3126 52.3 4 355+ 2 59 6 95 3 2.03L 1.04
17218-3631 53.0 49 351-1 32 6 118 3 2.89 1.57:
17218--3943 53.7 21 349- 2 21 7 96 3 4.10 2.02
17219--3907 54.0 17 349-2 37 8 94 2 .71 .56:
17219-3548 54.2 21 352- 0 38 7 961 3 2.76 5.06
17219-3207 54.6 40 355+ 2 39 7 95; 3 3.93 2.17
17219-3240 55.5 54 354+ 2 19 7 95 3 2.33 2.65
17219-3256 56.9 46 354+ 1 53 7 95 3 1.66 2.17
17219-3627 58.5 35! 351- 1 41 6 96 3 2.82 2.29
17219-3024 58.6 16 356+ 3 37 6 95 3 .96 1.65
17219-3654 59.6 26 351- 1 43 7 96 3 3.75 2.17
17219-3845 59.7 52 349-2 28 9 96 2 .59 1.58L
17219-3918 59.9 52 349-2 59 7 96 3 1.47 1.10L
17220--3118 0,1 47 356+2 28 6 95 3 5.64 5.33
17220-3523 0.2 51 352+ 0 41 7 95 3 4.40 4.16
17220-3615 1.3 24 352-0 52 9 96 2 1.84 5.48L
17220-3002 1.8 25 357+ 3 44 7 95 3 .80 2.36L
17220-3213 1.6 37 355+ 2 57 8 95 3 3.17L 1.62
17220-3607 1.7 5 352-0 40 8 96 3 3.56
17220-3609 2.7 55 352-0 29 6 96 3 3.55
17220-3104 3.2 48 356+ 3 57 9 95 2 .72
17220-3435 3.3 33 353+ 1 32 9 95 3 4,57L
17220-3510 3.8 50 352+ 0 26 9 96 2 2.89
17220--3407 4.2 5 353+ 1 22 8 95 3 24.72:
17220--3027 5.7 44 356+ 3 35 10 94 21 .96
17220--3131 5.8 39 355+ 2 52 9 95 3 1.18
17221--3038 6.1 5 356+ 3 25 5 95 3 1.30
17221-3306 6.2 9 354+ 1 32 8 95 3 1.70
17221--3220 6.7 44 355+ 2 35 7 95 3 9.16
17221--3245 8.2 2 354+ 2 41 7 95 3 2.16
17221-3636 8.9 47 351- 1 50 7 96 3 1.54
17221-3107 9.3 33 356+ 2 29 7 95 3 .87
17221-3619 9.4 16 351--0 28 6 96 3 42.38
17221--3841 10.0 350-- 2 34 6 96 3 .77
17221--3442 10.5 49 353+ 0 41 10 95 3 3.78L
17221--3645 10.5 39 351- 1 37 7 96 3 2.44
17221-3824 10.559 350--2 25 6 96 3 4.77
17221-3114 10.6'30 356+2 46 7 95 3 1.75
17221--3309 10.7 37 354+ 1 34 8 95 3 ,80L
17221-3533 10.7 37 352- 0 25 8 95 3 4.31:
17221-3405 11.7 38 353+ 1 64 11 94 2 3.11L
17222-3929 12.1 34 349- 2 40 8 96 3 .98
17222-3639 12.2 40 351- 1 46 8 94 2 2.39
17222-3047 12.4 15 356+ 3 38 7 95 3 11.47
17222-3017 14.5 54 356+ 3 21 5 95 3 5.97L
17222-3149 15.2 22 355+ 2 33 7 95 3 2.04
17222--3937 15.2 5 349- 2 80 14 94 2 1.76L
17222--3328 16.8 6 354+ 1 48 8 95 3 2.48
17222-3839 17.1 52 350- 2 24 13 94 i 2 .95L
17223-3607 18.2 25 352- 0 37 7 96 i 3 3.79L
17223-3341 18,3 36 354+ 1 37 8 95 3 5.64
17223-3138 '19,5 4 355+ 2 31 7 95 3 1.71
17223-3526 20.6 48 352+ 0 43 9 96 2 2.16
17223-3043 21.0 22 356+ 3 60 8 95 3 1.10
17223--3156 21.7 22 : 355+ 2 38 7 95 3 6.02
17223-3602 21.7 37 352--0 92 9 96 3 5.61L
17223--3233 21.9 4 355+ 2 44 8 95 3 1.64
17223-3736 21.9 3 350--1 24 7 96 3 1.45
17223-3915 22.3 2 349-- 2 44 6 96 3 4.14
17223-3723 22.6 6 351- 1 72 8 94 2 .73
17223-3225 23.4 30 355+ 2 27 7 95 3 1.13L
17223--3741 23.6 44 350- 1 35 6 96 3 12.01
17224-3630 24.0 23 351- 1 26 96 3 1.81
17224-3507 24.4 59 352+ 0 87 10 95 3 1.64L
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
22.25L 849.20L CE AA 0 450021000F
21.84L 308.47L DD ,AAA 9 670240100F
6.39L 148A5L CC _AB 0 960022010F
22.66: 121.03 EDD BADB 684112130F
1.99L 48.22L D BA I 8 7702211113
21.62L 386.18L F AA G 0 4EO124433F
419.91 986.82: CFD )DDB 0 849124333F
8.17L 92.91L CD AA D 0 6702100203
419.91L 326.49L CE BC 0 760225333F
28.11L 319.85L FF AA 9 460243360F
3.24L : 47.63L E B A 7702211113
26.91L 395.76L CE AACK 2 450124453F
11.35L 162.33L BC AA 240240220F
5.84L 79.24L EF BB 0 960012000F
59.51 417.43L CCD AAA 0 460244632F
6.10L 67.05L BC AA 6 7500200003
8.10L 101.88L FC BAEC 8 9611213000
8.59L 101.78L EF AA 9 7803000110
26.62L 390.01L EF AA 9 450124200F
3.5OL 33.68L DC AA 5 3601111113
26.28L 293.12L ED AA 8 751110100F
16.83L 260.93L D B D 84121002OF
14.90L 207.99L C AE 950030000F
3.81L 46.47L FE AA 9 7711200003
24.86L 314.79L CC _,AC 7 57014332OF
20.53L 6195.88L F ACD 320253432F
2.99L 30.48L C BD M 6601000103
7.72L 75.70L D J B 8501100003
4.77L 1272.53L 6195.88L E AD 321063433F
41.77 1272.53 6195.88 CDFE BCAA 1 320263411F
.78L 6.03L 66.10L D BC 6602100113
3.74 37.04L 324.67L D F B D 760056530F
4.21: 16.24: 355.06L DFF AAE 0 660022130F
41.20 1181.61: 8543.51L BDF DBDI 0 733553133F
.83L 3.96L 45.83L D BB 3501111123
1.47L 4.04L 45.43L F AB 2 7703311113
8.69 3.15: 40.17L CCE AAC 1 2500300003
1.72 7.71L 129.51L BC DD 1 6703212200
6.38 7.45L 92.52L EC AAFI 8 7502110113 13
1.26 8.19L 98.73L BC AA 0_ 9702201100
1.02: 51.36L 553.76L CF ABE 0 350031220F
1.07L 3.73L 48.05L C BBG 6701100113
244.80: 2643.74 4669.10: BBDD DCBA 0 33A033332F
.86L 7.83L 184.96L C BDI 1 550230030F
2.72L 28.11 321.36L E FCC 460321150F
2.41 17.17L 285.10L FF AA 9 850120120F
2.99 12.66L 196.20L EE AA 9 560210110F
1.53 3.77L 41.44L DF AA 9 7701201113
1.70 25.89 125.24: CCD BABC 6701212010
27.24 355.91: 849.20 CCDF EBDB 2 35C,043333F
23.27 41.61L 402.60L D EC G
.51: 13.42L 171.73L DE BC
2.32: 13.31L 283A 3L DE AA
8.79 3.82L 44.98L DD AA
4.34 1.55L 36.96L D AA
1.17 6.62L 52.94L CE AB
1.43L 4.08L 27.47 O BMCB
1.62L 5.94L 112.15L D ABJ
1.34L 3.75: 31.53 F D F C
2.65 1272.53L 6195.88L E BAC
5.13 2244L 324.72L FF AA
1.01: 6.26L 46.47L FD AA
1.98 39.48L 361.74L DF BBD 8 560021100F
.99L 3.51L 42.57L C AB 4 3501200103
2.90 6.85L 85.10L RC AA D 5500202103
4.69L 21.54 492.54L E B B 35003430OF
1.34 7.62L 114.74L FF AAI B 9 7601000103
.91 31.29L 324.00L CE ABF 0 350110000F
1.82 15.38L 181.80L BC AA 0 950120040F
.70L 4.10L 58.56: D D CBDE 580200243F
11.05 11.30 91.47L CC BAB 7502222013
13.36 4.34 314.60L EDD AAB 9 150110000F
1.67: 15.35L 296.91L FF BA 9 250131220F

















2 1 32 X1721-370
17224-3846 25_0 13 349- 2 37 7 96 3 19.73
17224-3956 25.0 55 = 349- 3 39 6 96 3 1.40
17224-3243 25.4 47 354+ 2 39 7 95 3 1.22
17224-3517 25.6 31 352+ 0 26 7 95 3 1.49:
17224-3337 26.2 43 354+ 1 36 11 95 3 1.52
17224-3305 26.3 30 354+ 1 47 8 95 3 2.84
17224-3126 26.5 5 356+ 2 41 7 95 3 1.49
17224-3514 26.9 32 352+ 0 24 7 95 3 3.58
17224-3622 27.7 15 351- 1 86 9 96 3 1.42
17224-3656 28.7 58 351- 1 87 10 95 2 1.11
17224-3346 28.9 51 354+ 1 55 8 95 3 3.02
17224-3056 29.4 2 356+ 3 42 7 95 3 2.06
17224-3604 29.6 10 352- 0 60 9 95 2 1.59
17225-3159 30.1 5 355+ 2 25 7 95 3 1.60
17225-3201 30.3 4 355+ 2 36 7 95 3 2.26
17225-3854 30.6 10 349- 2 49 19 94 2i 1.60L
12.54 18.91L 184.27L F F
.61 5.40L 128.91L DC
.82: 4.83L 105.69L F D
3.23 22.54L 367.05L DC
1.99 6.68L 80.15L CD
2.21 5.89L 120.21L E E
1.07 5.87L 83.91L C E
3.52 56.31L 341.00L F E
¢16L 2643.74L 348.35L E
3.60L 38.51L 634.36L D
2.59: 41.76L 427.49L F D
.95 3.62L 37.54L CE
1.70L ' 27.44L 505.00L O
1.36 7.03L 88.68L F F




B B 1 9604101210











A A 0 5501201003
D BC 870011020F
17225-3544 30.9 38 352- 0 35' 7 95 3
17225-3426 31.2 45 353+ 1 21 8 95 3
17225-3005 31.8 9 357+ 3 29 7 95 3
17225-3549 32.5 53 352- 0 30 8 94 2
17225-3654 33.2 60 351- 1 22 6 119 3
17225-3303 34.5 57 354+ 1 56 12 95 2
17225-3714 34.9 52 351 1 61 7 96 3
17225-3322 35.3 54 354+ 1 50 8 95 3
17226--3351 37.9 50 354+ 1 38 9 96 2
17226-3614 39.0 14 352- 0 42 8 96 3
2.15 2.54 28.42L 374.17L CE AACA 0 260138221F
50.88L 137.40: 3344.21 7396.27 CDD EBCA 0 931434333F
1.42 1.36 2.91L 27.86L F E AB 0 4711000103
2.21 1.95: 19A6 129.35: DEFE CCBB 0 370213421F
,83: 4.17 48.78: 153.69: DDDE CABA 1 960222331F
1.07 1.48L 10.18L 120.82L C BF 5802211100
1.07 2.94L 33.98L 394.19L E BFG 650410000F
4.36 2.58 6.81L 80.15L CF AA 9 4801100100
1.94L 2.24 28.21: 279.40L F E BCC 970123440F
1.37: 3.36L 25.88 257.38L C D FCB 260221100F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 /.¢m; 10) High Source Density Region.
2




3 22 $11 326 5400
1 40 A0/1 IV 2 9 97
2 14 454-PN 24 PI 1









7'1 32 X1722-369 21 7
125






a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O
h m. o , (s) () i b (") (') (') N'
17226-3147 39.1 39 355+ 2 33 7 95 3 2.45
17226-3626 39.1 20 351-1 64' 6 96 3 4.03L
17226-3222 40.0 42 355+ 2 38 8 95 3 1.51
17226-3813 40.8 53 350- 2 38 6 96 3 3.61
17227-3513 42.0 14 352+0 82, 9 94 2i 3.67L
17227 3444 42.1 2 353+ 0 61 6 95 3 2,51
17227 3137 42.8 45 355+ 2 42 1.78
17227-3842 43.7 20 350- 2 16 1.52L
17227-3134 43.8 56 355+ 2 42 7 95 3 1.90:
17227-3619 44.5 35 352- 1 24 6 96 31 1.72L
17227-3527 45.1 18 352- 0 31 10 95 3 6.15L
17227-3934 45.2 33 349- 2 39 1.16
17227-3623 45.2 43 351-1 6 1.20
17227-3821 45.6 3 350-2 28 ; 99_ 3 2.5917227 3440 46.7 36 353+0 35 6.88L
17227-3154 47.2 40 355+2 23 7 95 3 4.18
17228-3829 480 28 350- 2 32 6 96 3 2.28
17228-3104 48.t 57 356+ 2 25 7 95 3 i 1.45
J
17228- 3604 48.1 37 352- 0 24 7 94 2 ' 1.59L
17228 3644 48.6 40 351-1 37 6 96 3 3.26
17228-3825 48.9 7 350-2 80 7 96 3 .92
17228-3558 49.4 8 352-0 29 7 95 3 .96:
17228-3959 49.5 16 349-3 20 6 96 3 17,62
17228-3345 49,7 58 354+ 1 52 13 95 3 4.30L
17228-3430 50.1 41 353+ 0 33 6, 95 3 4.69:
17228-3711 51.2 46 351- 1 61 9 94 2 .83
17228-3525 51.6 0 352-0 51 7 95 3 1.79
17228-3638 51.9 17 351-1 58 8 94 2 .95
17228-3301 53.338 354+1 54 8 953 4.62
17229-3540 54.3 57 352-0 48 9, 95 2 1,45
17229-3123 54.7 29 356+ 2 26 191 94 2 1.77L
17229-3537 55.8 18 352-0 32 8 95 3 1,17L
17229-3543 56.3 39 352-0 23 6; 95 3 1,47
17229 3509 56.4 51 353+0 51 71 94 _ 3.16L
17229-3838 57.4 8 350- 2 36 6 _ 96 3 3.00
17229-3418 57,8 53 353+ 1 28 8 94 2 26,44:
17229-3027 58.4 43 356+ 3 36 7 95 3 3,13
17229-3017 58,4 50 357+ 3 23 7 95 3 4,03
17229 3045 59.4 29 356+ 3 65 7 95 3 1.39
17230-3504 0,2 39 353+ 0 48 8 94 2 1.62L
17230 3807 0.2 42 350-2 42 6 96 3 4.98
17230-3348 0.3 47 354+ 1 24 7 95 3 2.60
17230-3847 0.6 28 350- 2 68 12 ; 95 2 .55
17230-3707 1.2 51 351-1 39 6196 3 5.51
17230-3850 1.6 2 349-2 48 796 3 1.50L
17230 3047 25 53 356+ 3 30 7 95 3 2,06
17230 3042 2.6 59 356+ 3 26 9 94 2 1.77L
17230-3517 2.8 16 352- 0 24 6 95 3 3,40:
17230-3406 3.0 11 353+ 1 53 6 96 3 4,72
17230-3723 3.9 36 351- 1 28 7 96 3 2,33
17230-3t10 4.0 25 356+ 2 39 i 8 95 3 1.01
17230 3817 4.3 9 350- 2 36 9 96 3 ,98
17230-3459 4,5 6 353+ 0 21 6 95 3 5.20
17230 3531 5.3 1 352- 0 23 6 95 3 2.76:
172303704 5612351-1 38 6963 2.18
17231- 3717 6.0 27 351- 1 52 8 9631 .76:17231-3903 6.1 15 349- 2 23 11 95 .81L
17231-3953 6.7 45 349- 3 56 7 96 3 .96
17231-3650 8.2 36 351- 1 51 7 94 2 .90:
7231 3617 8.3 58 352- 1 28 7 94 2 2,96
17231 3520 9.4 15 352-0 33 6 95 3 19.76L
17231-3256 9,7 7 354+ 1 53 8 95 3 1.72
17231-3443 10,7 36 353+0 26 6 95 3= 3,02
17231-3241 11.(]132 355+ = 64 10 95 2 1,14
17231 3941 113!55 349- 3 55 9 94 2 ,77
17231-3854 11.4 16 349- 2 31 9 96 3 .91
17231-3557 118 0 352- 0 27 9 95 3 1.42
17232 3748 12.2 42 350- 1 28 6 96 3 4,99
17232-3301 13.11__28 354+ ! 31 8 95 3 4,17
17232 3620 13.4,_o 352- • 26 6 95 3 11,48
17232-3424 13.6134 353+ 0 2t 8 94 2 3.26
17232 - 3212 14.5 20 355+ 2 36 10 95 3 3.69L
17232 3658 14.E 53 351- 1 19 6 96 3 1.71
17232 3936 15,1 51 349- 2 48 9 96 2 1,13
17232 3905 15.2 0 349- 2 31 7 96 3 134
17232-3828 !15.4 39 350- 2 23 5 96 3 2.91
17232-3909 i15._ 24 349- = 41 6 96 3 3.11
17232-3752 ;16._ 51 350 2 63 8 94 2 .75
17232-3012 !172 48 357+ 3 40 13 94i 2 90
17232 3223 !17.2 6 355+ 2 41 8 95 3 2.94
17232 3102 17,6 48 356+ 2 49 8 95 3 1,77
17233 3546 18.2 28 352- 0 84 8 94 i 2 1.56
17233 3342 183 59 354+ 1 51 7 95 3 1,71:
17233-3850 19,2 30 350- 2 40 6 96 3 .83
17233 3238 20,4 8 355+ 1 27 7 95 3 1.93
17233 3132 20,6 47 356+ 2 51 8 95! 3 6,14
17233-3429 21.0 52 353+ 0 35 8 95 3 3.58
17233-3018 21.9 60 357 t- 3 49 9 95 2 .76
17233-3550 22.0 37 352 0 23 8 96 2 1.29
17233-3606 223 55 352- 1 26 5 117 3 4.50
17233-3232 23.834355_ 1 389596 o 2.6217233 3015 24.0 241 357+ 3 43 7 95 3 98172343515 244561352- 0 2963 9,81
17234 3301 247 58' 354+ 1 30 6 95 3 6.18
17234 3023 25.7 39 357_ 3 44 8 95 3 1.36
17234 3213 260 35 355+ 2 43 7 95 3 2,30
17234 3431 263 46 353+ 0 17 8 95 3 3292
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)








































100 _m Flux C, ,r A Confusion R S A
Uncs C, ,e R Flags* S 2 T
6,76L 79.27L DD A,_
35.28L 562.76L D B
4.96L 66.44L CE ABE
22.47L 224.95L FF AA
26.35L 227.35L F B
24.21L 347.23L D AC'_
7.43L 92.33L D CF
6.53L 57.67L ED AA3
3.47L 30.03 D E :
6.46L 71.12L FF AA
74.77: 487,83L DF BAA
95,74 847.89L E BC
22.83L 453.24L F F A A (
14.90L 168.80L C AFF
25.01L 495,51L DC AAL
23,57L 287,77L CD AA
30.30 352.98L D E _J
3.91L 66.32L SC AB r
18.19L 270.47L CC AA
5,58L 71.69L CC AB
7.98: 241.04L F F E B ]
32.60L 484.14L EE AB
25.00L 282.47L D A B ":"
19.62 445.13L EFC AB_
19.30 116.20L BCD AA_
13.07: 25632 FE EBC
175.40: 7396.27L CCD CAA
9.22L 200.45L F CEL
95.74L 847.89L CF AC
11.41L 131.98L D AD
7.03L 80.11L BC AA
21.53L 410,96L F BC_
8.94: 93.32: DD i._
25.61 273.90L E C E B C
72.83: 171.51 CCDF BA._
18.56L 422.71L E AB
17.79L 212.80L BD AA
79.83L 1626.37L 5537.46 C F DEI
3.39 4.08L 46.04L CC AA
4.55 4.06L 42.65L FF AAI]
1.76L 4.59L 61.73L C ADI
1.79 31.26L 958.08L E FA
2.44 25.16L 310.12L BC AA
7.38 24.55: 316.76L CCF BAI
1.63L 18.28L 213.52L D C
2.63 16.00L 318.83L DC AA
7.70 5.55: 203.29L CE A/_
1.66 4.24L 47.95L FD AA
1.08 4,07L 48.51L F B
24.07 1386,03L 1090.58L CC FC(
4,84L 26.05L 404.62L F A N
2.48: 24.31L 299.78L CD AB
.93 2.98L 42,85L F F AS[
2.00L 3,50: 277,56L D E BF(
55,63 31,40: 958,08L CCD AAI
7.50 293.39: 847,89 CCDD DC(
1.89L 13.17L 335.17L C AD
1.17 33.82L 416.96L DD DA
.55L 3.35 5154 OD ND[
.66 12.47L t54.52L CE BB
.84 10.43L 117.56L EF E]C
2.07 6.33L 85.54L DE ABE
9057 t386.03 3066.86: BEE FBE
1.18L 7.08L 11893L B ABI
2.87 44.48: 474,16L DDF CAF
.75L 10.75L 116.68L D ABI'-
.63: 5.43L 60.21L DE CBE
.57 17.20L 212.45L CF BB
1.80 25.92L 454.79L F F B B
5.35 28.42L 340.42L F D AA
2.30L 7.60L 114.99L C AB
11.23 8.33 500.81L FED AAC
9.65L 69.48L 5537.46L D AC_
1.16L 9.28 70.40L C BE
1,42 5.12 331.29L CDE AAC
1.14L 10.49L 173.41L F BAL
.66: 16.59L 211.81L CE AC
1.26 2.90: 213.47L BCO AAE
1.62 1320L 172.31L BC AA
1.40L 6.11L 142.30L D BCI
.97L 3.01L 63.59L F B F E
4.97 6.60L 80.54L FF AA
2.11: 3.81L 51,39L FD AA
3.34L 16.06L 31t.95L F B
2.08 30.68L 585.58L F D AA
7.70L 6.10L 193.52L C BB._
1.38 5.45L 105.42L DD BCE
1.76 4.95L 51.38L BE AAP
5.01L 223.21L 2732.24: F E C r
,69L 2.48L 49.51L D AB
1.62: 34.59L 441.55L DF CCE
228.80 8786.64 20397.13 CBCD CA, _
1.63 &13L 55.74L CF AA[
2,06 6.89L I 107.16L FD AA
.78: 2.45L i_ 29.33L E F B B
4.94 1386.03L 399.31L BE AAE
5.95 3.61L r 82.72L CD AA
1,27: 3,94: I 42.24L FDC ABF
3.12L 6.57L 10462L C AAF
305.11: 651.30L 378.37L FB BDE
Associations
Sep



















"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
75
126




a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
h m. . , (s) () l b (") C) (°) N
17234--3405 27.0 47 353+ I 24 6 95 3 1.78:
17234--3509 28.4 45 353--0 23 9 95 3 5.39
17234--3531 29.3 25 352--0 63 9 95 3 6.81L
17234-3357 29.4 1 354+ 1 61 6 95 3 5.43L
17234-3840 29.6 17 350 2 49 7 96 3 1.30
17234-3246 29.8 40 355+ 1 36 6 95 iI 3 3.46
17235-3151 31.6 56 355+ 2 40 8 95 I 3 1.35
[7235-3117 31.6 16 356+ 2 52 8 95 3 3.31
17235-3457 31.8 16 353+ 0 28 12 95 3 4.04L
17235-3451 33.1 17 353+ 0 71 9 96 2 4.64L
17235-3113 33.3 14 356+ 2 19 7 108 3 3.68
17235-3309 34.5 39 354+ 1 36 6 95 3 2.03
_7235-332634647 354+1 31 6 95 3 13.63
17235 3811 35.3 34 350 2 27 6 96 3 1.77L
17235-3925 35.4 11 349= 2 86 12 94 2 1.74L
17235-3421 35.6 7 353+ 0 _ 21 6 114 3 3.65
17235-3400 35.7 55 354+ I 70 7 95 3 4.98L 8.20
17235-3737 35.7 27 351- 1 33 6 96 3 1.94 1.63
17235-3635 36.0 8 351- 1 42 6 96 3 1.82 1.92
17236-3226 136.1 1 355+ 1 69 9 95 I 2 1.13 1.12L
i
17236-3704 36.31 56 351- 1 29 6 96 3 2.64 1.26
17236-3205 36.4' 37 355+ 2 26 7 95 3 1.61 2.85
17236-3229 36.5 8 355+ 1 30 6 95 3 1.69 1.56
17236--3425 36.E 7 353+ 0 36 11 95 3 3.55 4.99:
17236--3856 37.3 3 349-2 73 18 94 2 1.35L 1.60L
17236-3948 37.4 28 349- 3 84 9 96 2 .59 .32L
17236-3602 38.0 27 352- 1 41 7 95 3 1.97 1.52:
17236-3930 38.6 4 349-2 42 8 96 3 1.15 .68:
2.10 3.31
17236-3455 39.9 26 353+ 0 45 8 j2
17236-3938 41.61 7 349--3 60 7 '3 .62 1.26L
I
17236-3003 42.0! 0 357+ 3 33 8 95 3 3.45 3.48
17237-3259 42.4 6 354+ 1 37 6 95 3 3.68 2.75
17237--3445 42.7129 353+ 0 40 9 95 3 2.01L 2.22:
17237-3102 42.756 356+ 2 35 8 95 3 63.47 24.45
17237-3215 43.4 55 355+ 2 15 6 95 3 3.28 2.95
r7237-3042 44.G 14 356+ 2 I 53 8 95 3 1.27 .89
17237-3222 44.2 27 355+ 1' 76 7 94 2 1.09 2.93L
17237-3359 44.3 12 354+ 1 25 6 95 3 4.63L 5.80
17237-3121 45 1 2 356+ 2 40 6 95 3 1.40 1.88
7237-3631 ¢5.3146 351- 1 38 7 95 3 1.47 2.03
I
17237--3335 45.7 40 354+ 1 36 6 95 3 5.33 7.23
17237--3306 46.9140 354+ 1 49 6 95 3 1.97 1.58
17237-3011 47633 357+3 24 7 95 3 18.88 11.35
17237-3835 47.9 37 350- 2 61 7 96 3 2.06 1.61
17238-3013 48._ 56 357+ 3 , 47 8 95 3 1.53 1.01
17238-3740 48.3 11 351- 1 33 7 96 3 1.07L 1.64
17238-3023 48.3 16 357+ 3 32 8 95 3 7.12 6.56
17238-3530 49.2 57 352--0 32 6 95 3 6.81 5.63
17238--3328 49.51 4 354+ 1 64 9 95 2 1.01L 6.50
17238-3713 49.922 351-1 26 6 96 3 2.05 1.26
17238-3614 50.3 32 352- 1 17 7 95 3 1.75 1.02
17238-3055 51.4 21 356+ 2 54 8 95 3 2.33L 1.33
17238-3516 51.4 51 353- 0 25 6 95 3 3.84 30.70
17238-3212 52.7 54 355+ 2 29 6 95 3 2.29 1.26
17238-3758 ,53.0 8 350-2 22 8 94 3 1.34 .72:
17238-3027 53.0 9 357+3 36 7 95 3 2.76 1.97
17238-3330 53.0 31 354+ 1 52 6 951 3 7.58 7.87
17238--3320 53.7 23 354+ 1 40 6 95 ' 3 4.13 6.58
17239--3810 54.3 33 350 2 53 8 94 2 1.99 1.33
17239-3725 57.1 31 351- 1 43 6 94 2 2.00 1.18
17239-3435 57.5 1 353+ 0 48 8 95 3 1.58 4.27:
17239-3408 57.7 55 353+ 0 21 6 95 3 4.55: 6.62
17239-3502 57.7 30 353-0 19 6 95 3 5,88 6.81
17239-3006 58.6 24 357+ 3 42 10 95 2 3.21L 1.62
17239--3132 58.8 11 356+ 2 84 9 108 2 .95 2.23L
17239--3958 59.7 33 349- 3 50 6 96 3 .49 .25:
17240-3846 0.4 18 350- 2 41 7 96 3 1.27 1.08
17240-3008 0.5 15 ; 357+ 3 42 8 94 3 2.36 1.47
17240-3442 0.6 5 353+ 0 22 6 94 2 1.90 2.24
17240-3736 0.6 43 351-- 1 47 6 96 3 2.60 1.10
17240-3048 1.1 13 356+2 34 6 95 3 1.11 2.23L
17240=3643 2.1 36 351- 1 25 6 95 3 2.87 1.22:
17240-3314 2.1 27 354+ 1 21 7 95 3 3.61 2.29:
17240--3837 2.2 17 350- 2 59 7 96 3 2.84 1.61L
17240--3543 3.0 17 352- 0 52 7 95 3 1.45 1.23
,7240-3420 3.8 18 353+0 28 9 95 3 4.76L 1.72
17240-3622 4.5 151 352-- 1 38 6 95 3 3.83L 2.08
,7240-3528 4.6 21 352- 0 51 14 952 6.32L 3.54L
17240 3449 5.4 45 353+0 26 6 95 3 41.06: 24.08
17240-3028 5.7 34 357+ 3 59 8 95 3 3.26L 1.71
17241-3350 6.2 3 354+ 1 53 7 95 3 1.69: 2.89
17241-3558 6.3 49 352-1 26 6:95 3 1.87 .99:
17241-3854 6.7 8 350- 2 39 141 94 2 1.28L 1.31L
17241-3117 7.2 56 356+ 2 52 6' 95 3 1.14 .64L
17241-3146 8.7 36 355+ 2 48 95 3 2.77 1.91L
17241-3708 9.8 29 351- 1 32 95 3 1.75 1.51:
17241-3822 9.2 40 350- 2 36 96 3 .65L 3.21
17241-3306 9.3 53 354+ 1 29 95 2 2.42 2.66L
17241-3625 9.4 55 352- 1 64 8 94 2 2.26L 1.70
17241-3928 10.3 23 349- 3 63 6 96 3 .58 1.34L




Declination: - 40"-- 30*
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /.tin 60 /,tin 1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Unes Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
I
17.39 196.00 432.59L ECD !BAC 0 960331100F
10.89L 14.85: 347.61L F D AAD 6 764342400F
5.63L 21.15 847.89L E BA 754013030F
2.74 50.74L 561.02L F AF 960257543F 1
2.34L 26.19L 204.77L D CCJ 341122020F
2.14 3.60L 85.32L BC AA 4 8612100210
2.18 6.05L 80.66L FF AABG 9 4704001213
1.97 4.94L 48.76L EE AA 9 9611200003
4.74L 20.32L 167.89 D GC 770033333F 2
1.72 28.36L 553.76L F B 760041203F 2
1.42 4.69L 56.38L DE AA 0 9613100103
1.96 4.13L 86.77L CC AAEJ 3 4801101200
11.95 3.96L 76.20L BC IAA 2 4802213500 6
1.01 7.74L 237.11L F BAH 9 550054232F 7
1.47L 1.60 81.04L D I B 950011100F
3.69 1626.37L 320.34L CC AAC 7 965648210F
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
31.70L 443.05L C CA 960030110F
31.98L 275.24L EF AA 9 560221431F
25.12L 362.35L DC AA 7 460040100F
6.74L 121.45L D ,BC 6504312303
34.33L 473.80L CD AA 4 850024121F
6.43L 101.52L ED BAC 9 7500010003
10.99: 69.36L FCD AAL B 6 5602213423
27.39L 406.53L E F B C 0 962534200F
5.45L 30.38 D B 870020040F
14.14L 114.81L C BF 840100000(3
18.98L 0397.13L CD BA 4 620124010F
15.96L 177.81L DD BBJ 0 745111200F
20.52L 264.15L FE BA D 0 770021223F
17.00L 131.47L C AFF 840211000F
2.82L 32.30L FE AAH 9 2602200103
3.92L 82.72L DD IAA 9 6801100400
39.85 493.76L DE CCDD 560027573F
4.49L 46.64L CC AAC 0 8622000003 23
3.09L 80.85L CD AA 2 7503200103
3.84L 43.22L DE A8 0 3601100003
7.28L 141.66L D BC 6502100103
28.27: 447.07L CD KADF 960033341F
5.33L 69.90L CC IAA 0 9602200103
31.00L 370.42L FE !AA 9 460021200F
7.62L 89.85L BC AA 0 2801100100
8.15L 133.50L FF AA 0 3701100100
3.03L 35.51L FD AAE 9 2603400003 66
19.27L 201.46L DD AA 4 340130110F
3.03L 36.35L CE _AB 1 2601300003
26.05L 273.17L F AAF 4 460231431F
3.22L 40.11L DC AA 9 2600231103
21.15L 372.23L CC AA 8 660041020F
19.37 136.17L CC AA 3801313500
33.74L 295.95L DD AA 8 860121130F
7.59: 381.03L GEE ABE 0 660312210F
5.59L 69.40L D AK 7601132313
769.30 3629.94L CCF BBAA 0 730113433F
3,36L 91.07L CD AA 0 7502100103
20.38L 324.24L DE BBJ 0 650122242F
3.34L 40.73L DE AA 9 1600230103
7.09L 122.2OL BC AA 0 3801313300
7.07L 127.10L BC AAK I 3701200000
8.62L 93.38L DE AA 0 560034231F
7.90L 89.25L CD AB 0 670102120F
52.94 293.17L DDE CCB 0 974221122F
86.09 633.33L CEE BBAC 1 969547334F
20.98L 259.07L EF AAEG 9 760040344F
3.34L 37.45L I F AA 9 2603400313
4.85L 69.83L E BB 9504211223
12.13L 165.39L CF BC 1 730210010C
21.79L 214.21L DD ABC i 0 842330100F
3.00L I 37.86L! C D AA 0 2603500103
31.22L 270.70L DE BCDE 1 970221540F
10.32L 264.38L CE AA 2 560121432F
4.76L 68.87L C BAF 4600400103
31.87L 417A3L CF AA i0 960143230F
45.88: 118.46L E F E A D E D 19 3802032300
22.86L 279.85L C AA E 0 330030100F
22.77L 402.01L DE AB 1 561244651F
46.75: 487.51L F D D B E 964222530F
22.71 412.86L CD ACD 668211144F
8.89 370.16L F FC 560031010F
25.21L 204.44: BC F AAI C 2 571113040F
3.96L 53.63L E AA 6 5601230003
20.49L 542.29L CC AA 0 560322101F
27.35L 388.77L CE CCM 0 560222110F
3.07: 23.17 EDI DB 874130030F
5.84: 62.24L D D I BCD 2 9603100203
5.44L 86.80L C ACFD 0 2502000103
23.04L 297.90L FF AC 0 860324373F
12.12L 287.96L C CCA 540431322F
26.50L 438.88L F AA 560120010F
16.96L 147.27L E B 470343254F
13.92L 175.18L C BB 640011200F
6.00L 120.09L C AC 7502200310
16.75L 255.24L EE AA 9 840230100F
43.17 401.11L CD AAA 0 563042200F
2
1 13 208830 K5
1 13 208831 A
3
4 13 208829 K0
2
1
6 2 32 X1723--334B
1 1 32 X1723-304
6 1 32 X1723-334B
3
1
2 1 32 X1723-350
C I 32 X1724 363
1
17241-3846 11.3 58 350-2 47 6 96 3 I
17242-3507 12.0 19 353- 0 46 6 95 31
17242-3513 12.2 37 353- 0 22 6 95 3 48.64: 198.50: 1766.74 3629.94 CBFE ADCA 4 439014433F 72 1 3 20 G352.611
17242-3659 12.4 44 349- 2 33 6 96 3 3.44 7.40 3,21 143,52L FFD AAAM 9 840020000F
7242-3301 12.5 42 354+ 1 16 I 5 95 31 3.36 3.53 29.43L 379.81L DC AA 8 560210100F
17242--3154 12.7 14 355+ 2 20 6 95 3' 1.75 1.26 7.29L 89.66L OF AAC 9 4503100303 4
17242-3424 13.3 41 353+ 0 21 7 95 3 1.70 2.89 57.65 443.14L CED BABH 7 960332332F17242-:_4113.351 350-2 37 6 _ 3 1.59 1.05 22.65L273.95LDE AA 9 330120000_
17242--3739 13.5 29 351- 2 67 25 94 2 1.77L 1.66L 7.51L 48.92 D D 480111243F 2
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_ended Sources ($I) e1 12. 25. 60. 100 _m; 10) H_h Souse Density Region.
A 2 7 I 323325










































h m. o , (s) C) ] b C) (") (') N
;'242-3321 13.5140 354+ 1 35 6 95 3
7242-3045 14.626 356+ 2 31 5 95 3
7242-3053 15.4 52 356+ 2 46 5 95 3
7242-354o 15.4 1 362-0 38 8 95 3
z242-3404 165 4 354+0 21 s 95 3
T242-3603 16,5 0 356-2 44 6 96 3
T242-3329 16.9 51 354+ 1 23 6 95 3'
7242-3335 17.329 354+1 41 5 95 3
,242-3104 17.957 356+2 46 7 95 2
,242-3133 180so 356+2 41 8 95 3
t243-3922 18.323 349-3 59 11 94 2
,243-3205 18.552 355+2 32i 6 95 3
,243-3500 19.330 353 0 61 9 96 2
,243-3715 19.s53 351- 1 50 8 94 2
,243-3527 19.915 352-0 30i 6 95 3,
?243-3724 21.4 35 351- 1 26 6 96 3
?243-3040 21.9 44 356+ 2 47 i 5 95 3
,243-350522.621353_0471; 9533,,  _ 14  3.28 6+ 30 8
7243-3555 23.5 42 352- 1 61 7 94 2 I
I
)'244--3240 24.1 21 355+ 1 24 I 6 95 3
,244--3751 24.3 36 3560-- 2 41 8 94 2
,244-3657 24.3 33 351-- 1 24 9 94 2
,244--3827 25.0 56 356-- 2 25 6 96 3 22.91
,244--3814 25.7 18 _50- 2 49 6 94 2
,244--3707 26.7 10 351-- 1 21 6 95 3
7244--3342 26.9 23 354+ 1 30 6 95 3
,244--3531 26.9 34 352- 0 22 6 95 3
_'244-3536 27.3 42 352-- 0 26 6 95 3
_'244-3348 27.4 36 354+ 1 24 5 95 3
,244-3011 27.5 14 357+ 3 17 4 94 3
,244-325127.621355+120 ;I7244-3312 28.6 0 354+ 1 35
,244-3057 28.7 36 356+ 2 28 5 95 3
t244-3628 28.7 7 352-1 42 7 95 3
)'244-3825 28.9 53 356-2 30 10' 94 2
_'244-3438 29.3 8 353+ 0 19 6 115 3
_244-3152 29.6 29 355+ 2 53 6 95 3
_'245-3419 30.4 32 353+ 0 26 51 95 3
,245-3236 30.8 28 355+ 1 36 6 95 3
7245-3400 30.9 16 354+ 0 49 6i 95 3
7245-3616 31.9 23 352- I 20 6 95 3
,245-3100 32.3 46 356+ 2 59 8 94 2
7245-3522 33.9 25 ]53- 0 60 13 96 2
,245-3640 34.2 34 351- 1 38 6 95 3
,245-3116 34.8 51 356+ 2 32 6 95 3
,245-3947 34.8 11 349- 3 17 6 96 3
,245-3848 35.1 59 350--2 28 6 96 2
7245-3551 35.3 56 ]52- 1 28 7 94 3
,245-3951 35.6 17 349-3 22 6 96 3
?245-3956 35.7 14 349-3 45 6 96 3
?246-3232 37.9 35 355+ 1 39 7 95 3
Z246-3222 38.4 4 355+ 1 29 7 95 3
7246-3705 39.6 1 351-1 23 6953
7246--3737 39.6 57 351-- 2 38 11 94244Z246-3302 40,1 56 354+ 1 6953
7248-3556 40.2 55 352-- 1 21 7 94 2
7246-3412 40.5 15 354+ 0 36 6 95 3
7246-3643 40.6 16 351- 1 25 6 95 3
7246-3356 41.0 56 354+ 1 44 6 95 3
?247-3343 42.1 50 354+ 1 41 6 95 3;
7247-3548 42.330 352- 1 32 7 95 3'
7247--3036 43.343 356+ 2 73 8 94 2
7247-3211 43.6 22 355+ 1 61 9 95 2
7247-3524 43.9,44 353-0 53 6 94 2
7247-3434 44,9 5 353+ 0 59 8 95 2
7247-3202 45.0 40 355+ 2 28 6 95 3
7247--3526 4521 8 352--0 55 6 94 21
7247-3335 45.411=: 354+ 1 51 9 95 3
7247-3141 45.911 356+ 2 43 6 95 3
7247-3543 46.0122 352-1 60 9 94 2
7247-3636 46.3118 352-1 18 6 95 3
7247-3416 46.5J 3 353+ 0 66 7 95 3
7247-3833 46.8 5 356-2 44 6 96 3
7247--3605 47.8 35 352- 1 26 6 95 3
7248-3036 48.2 43 356+ 2 12 5 94 3
7248--3943 48.E 30 356-2 27 7 96 2
7248--3338 48.7 1 354+ 1 16 6 95 3
7248-3317 49.5 15 354+ 1 24 6 95 3
7248 3648 49.E 38 351-1 84 13 94 2
7248-3213 49.7 43 355+ 1 30 5 95 3
7248-3108 50.4 20 356+ 2 41 6 95 3
7248-3534 51.5 27 352- 0 45 7 95 3
7248-3656 51.6 40 351-- 1 23 6 95 3
7248-3953 51.8 44 349- 3 I 25 6 96 3
7248-3454 51.9 32 353-- 0 28 6 95 3
7248-3340 52.0 7 354+ 1 59 9 95 2
7248-3315 52.6 22 354+ 1 24 5 95 3
7248-3405 53.6 56 354+ 0 48 6 95 3
7248-3043 53.8 5 356+ 2 48 6 94 3
7249-3004 54.1 51 357+ 3 34 6 94 3
7249-3253 55.0 9 355+ 1 34 5 95 3
7249-3241 55.2 11 355+ 1 79 6 94 2
7249-3159 55.3 27 355+ 2 61 6 95 3
7249-3209 55.3 41 355+ 1 51 8 95 2
7249-3703 55.4 3 351--1 27 6 95 3
7249-3616 55.5 40 352- 1 53 8 94 2
7249-3538 56.1 52 352--1 20 6 95 3
7249-3901 56.4 4 356-2 45 6 96 3

















































































Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 Fm 100 p.m Flux ('or A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs (!o¢ R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
6.61L 22.51L 364.80L C A
5.04 2.37L 51.12L BC A_C
1.34 2.92L 52.87L DF _C-
14.31 155.62L 2637.43L CD _3F
10.90 19.49L 633.33L CC A_,
• 89 24.38L 333.79L CD AA
2.46 21.92L 337.31L DD A,\B
8.12 18.68L 402.12L FE AA
3.20 4.38L 63.04L CD AA



















3.06: 25,86 EE FDE
5.98L 104.33L DC AA
22.55L 266.43L EE BI_E
8.49L 162.14L DE BA
24.60L 309.05L BC AAB
4.26 304.60L ECD _.AB
3.95L 56.73L CD A[}
43.17L 400.44L C BC
47.58 413.01L EFE Ct_C
19.72L 93.90L D B
6.97L 121.26L C AI J
3.33L 70.32L DE 3EK
6.98: 56.97: D FE C[; r'
18.25L 312.37L CC AI_
7.02L 63.17L D B(
23.14L 72.68: ED F A_
29.79L 385.60L F A/_E
53.42 2637A3L CDD I_A*_
123.32 1231.86 2937.43 BBEF BAA
9.30 18.32L 367.95L E E AA
2.03 1.39L 44.37L FF AA
1.85 21.79L 321.39L FD AAB
2.24 18.02L 376.88L DC AA
3.60 6.08L 68.23L ED AAI
4.31 22.34L 275.31L EE A/_
1.15L 12.12L 31.64 O B
5.50 28.45L 412.95L FF B._
2.88L 5.78L 98.86L E A B
8.94 49.82L 399.88L B C AA I
3.34 4.52L 78,47L CC AA
1,64 21.70L 449.39L CF AB
2.22 33.60L 268.29L FD AA
t.03 7.91L 72.34L DE _.B_:
4.12L 10.25 315.13L D MJ
3.98 11.57L 270.02L F F A A
1.80 5.25L 84.47L FF AA
.52L 11.26L 112.30L C 6B
2.91 21.75L 141.36L CD AA
1.14: 25.50 142.97: DFEE DD8
44.73 38.23 97.67L CBD AA
.86 9.49L 91.54L DF AA
1.67 4.49L 77.66L F E B A
98 5.84: 89.25L DEF BC!t
1.64 35.40L 456.36L DF AA
1.02L 4.30 97.05L D E C 3
1.26 21.11L 356.39L CD AB,:
1.36: 19.72 142.95: EEE D!_
2.48 47.58L 570,29L CE AA
1.16 9.24: 407.71L CEF 8B:-_
2.30 22.50L 473.10L CD AA
2.15 21.72 565.81L DED CA
3.89 15.05 248.66L DE B
2.01L 4.70L 89.29L F AE
.96L 5.73L 96.84L D B B
1.39L 18.07L 322.04L D AC
2.20 64.27L 415.04L DE _Brl
1.01 4.38L 71.71L CD BB
1.24L 10.13 214.94L O E DOH
2.11 189.83L 442.10L E BD
3.17 4.21L 85.52L C AI
2.49L 16.81L 268.87L D CN
1.45 19.67L 178.82 CD F BC¢
2.34 42.39 423.31L DD EA._
3.16 24.96L 172.56L FF AA
20.09 12.75L 237,90L BC AA,
5.65 5.76L 68.34L FF AAI
2.01 22.85L 144.69L EE AA
9.75L 189.83 624.51: B DE BC]
1.50L 25.41L 512.05L E
1.80L 8.66 177.83L E
3.23 3.41L 71.59L CC
2.15 3.97L 60.61L DE
1.46 1231.86L 2637.43L CE
2.33 27.84L 438.32L BC
1.52 38.23L 109.65L F E
2.33 22.17L 270.90L DC





















25.58L 503.16L CC AAI
27.78L 427.95L C A_
3.77L 53.81L DE BA
4.06L 49.21L CD AA(
27.68L 353.02L FF AA
7.96L 96.16L DE AB
5.61L 71.90L CE BB
7.20L 86.53L F F AA
6.61: 394.92L EDF CAE
11.88L 231.17L _D BEt
25.44 525.78L iE DF ABE
18.97L 194.78L CC AA
20.63L 469.39L 0 F A A I
454-SC 29 GI











17249-3433 57.9 1 353+ 0 58 7 95 3
17249-3403 58.0 5 354+ 0 28 6 95 3
17249--3234 58.2 16 355+ 1 42 6 95 3
17249--3440 58.3 51 353- 0 19 6 95 3
17249-3041 58.7 28 356+ 2 64 8 95:3
17249-3156 58.7 49 = 355+ 2 32 5 95 3
17249--3501 58.8 42 353- 0 24 6 95 3
17249-3654 58.9 24 351- 1 55 10 95 2
17249-3508 58.9 45 353-0 32 7 95 3
17250-3421 2.8 54 353+0 43 6 95 3
17250-3244 5.6 37 355+ 1 31 6 94 2
17250-3408 5.6 4 354+ 0 26 6 95 3
17250-3146 5.9 17 356+2 16 5 95 3
17251-3604 6.6 6 352-- 1 58 7 95 3
17251-3615 7.0 8 352- 1 45 6 95 3
17251-3505 7,4 7 , 353- 0 26 7 95 3
17251-3522 9.0 5 353- 0 49 8 94 2
17251--3457 9,4 4 353- 0 30 7 94 3
17251-3824 10.8 5 350- 2 64 8 96 2
17251--3045 '11,8 24 356+ 2 39 5 94 3
17251-3415 11_5 24 354+ 0 ' 35 5 95 3
17252-3014 12,1 22 357+2 16 6 94 3
17252-3139 13.5 9 356+2 27 6 95 3
17252-3345 14.9 41 354+ 0 28 6 95 3
17252-3535 15.6 49 352-- 1 21 6 95 3
17252-3600 15.9 20 352-- 1 33 7 96 2
17252-3119 16.2 14 356+ 2 23 10 94 2
17252-3129 17.1,45 356+ 2 59 6 95 3
17252-3300 17.1 12 355+ 1 35 5 95 3
17252 3359 17.4 2 354+ 0 31 5 95 3
17253-3903 19,2 11 359- 3 35 7 96 3
17253-3839 19,3 8 350-2 83 9 96 2'
17253-3350 19.6 29 354+ 0 37 5 95 3
17253-3701 20,4 7 351- 1 50 6 96 2
17253-3009 21,7 14 357+ 2 30 5 94 3
17253-3422 22,2 56 353+ 0 32 7 95 3
17253--3758 22,4 8 350- 2 41 6 95 3
17253--3155 22.7 49 355+ 1 59 6 95 3
17253-3003 22,9 16 357+ 3 35 5 94 3
17253-3437 23.0 26 353 0 52 12 95 2
17253-3411 23.7 37 354+ 0 75 7 95 3
17253--3031 23,7 44 357+2 42 5 94 3
17254-3640 25,5 29 352-1 22 8 96 2
17254-3407 25,7 22 354+ 0 41 6 95 3
17254-3110 26.3 48 356+ 2 37 5 95 3
17254-3107 27,4 38 356+ 2 61 6 94 2
17254-3347 27,5 47 354+ 0 23 5 95 3
17254-3925 27.8 54 349 3 30 5 96 3
17255--3135 30.1 35 356+ 2 29 6 95 3
17255-3039 31.1 22 357+ 2 42 5 94 3
17255-3834 32,0 37 350- 2 25 6 96 3
17255 3302 32,8 4 355+ 1 42 6 95 3
17255-3142 32,9 37_ 356+ 2 27 5 95 3
17255-3030 33.3 3 357+ 2 15 5 94 3
17255 3943 33,3 36 349 3 39 7 96 3
17255-3224 33.8 27 355+ 1 20 6 95 3
17255-3220 34.2 10 355+ 1 38 5 951 3
17255-3005 34.5 18 357+ 2 27 6 94 3
17255-3151 34.7 49 356+ 1 32 5 95 3
17255-3754 35.4 9 351- 2 39 6 95 3
t7256-3527 36.2 9 353- 1 69 8 95 2
17256--3441 36.2 41 353- 0 24 7 94 3
17256-3437 36.4 10 353- 0 55 7 95 2
17256 3022 37.0 11 357+ 2 29 5 94 3
17256-3644 37,1 24 _ 352- 1 25 7 96 2
17256-3901 37.3 3 350- 3 48 12 94 2
17256--3446 37.7 39 353- 0 50 7 95 2
17256-3119 38.1 50 356+ 2 49 5 95 3
Declination: - 40"--- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C





































































17256-3631 38.3 16 352-1 35 7 96 2 108,50:
17256-3416 39.2 39 354+ 0 76 8 94 2
17256-3729 39.7 54 351- 2 59 7 96 2
17256--3052 40.7 54 356+ 2 24 6 94 3
17256--3604 40,8 40 352- 1 26 6 96 2
17256--3309 41.2 23 354+ 1 46 6 95 3
17256--3258 41.3 22, 355+ 1 28 6 95 3
17257-3356 42.6 19; 354+ 0 39 6 95 3
17257 3803 42,9 52 350 2 34 5 95 3
17257--3420 43.1 44 354+ 0 33 7 95 3
I7257-3245 43.4 38 355+ 1 35 6 95 3
17257-3641 44.3 56 352- 1 62 9 96 2
17257-3951 44.5 57 349- 3 57 7 96 3
17257-3504 44.8 41 353- 0 43 7 95 2
17257-3712 45.1 14 351- 2 67 8 96 2
17257 3707 45,8 1 351- 2 53 5 119 2
17257-3759 45.8 25 350- 2 33 5 95 3
17257-3046 46,3 22 356+ 2 52 7 94 2
17257-3929 46.5 7 349- 3 34 10 96 3
17257-3252 47,9 59 355+ 1 83 8 95 2
17258-3640 48.0 15 352 1 33 7 119 2
17258-3235 48,9 33 355+ 1 37 6 95 3
17258-3154 49,5 6 356+ 1 47 10 95 3
17258-3457 50.4 26 353 0 32 7 95 2
17258-3028 50.7 1 357+ 2 37 5 94 3
17258-3939 51.0 10 349- 3 42 6 96 3
17258-3540 51.9 23 352- 1 46 8 95 2
17258-3602 52.2 53 352- 1 41 8 96 2
17258-3954 53.0 49 349- 3 41 11 94 2
17258-3450 53.0 32 353- 0 37 8 95 2
17258-3611 53.3 50 352- 1 39 7 96 2
17258 3319 53.4 22 354+ 1 53 6 95 3
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
4,45L 73,32L 326.49L F ADHN 960215340F
1,78 10.80: 429.40L FFD AADO 9 960130222F
1.70 9.89L' 85.09L CD BAFD 1 3601101303 113 4
3.93L 67.23 331.81L C E BCC 960420420F
2,47L 5.12L 54.95L D BC 2602400413
5.48 4.33L 68.81L= CD AA 9 3532100003
118.04 1059,28 2619.71 BBFF AABA O 438223134F 31
21,04 387.16L E CC 960342130F
27.28L 224.33L CE AS O 460330000F
22.94L 291.991 O AA 3 970136232F
28.41L 360.79L DE AA 0 150310010F
22.01L 353.86L ; BC AA 2 960356341F
4.98L 66.81L ED AAA 9 2502000113
26.16L 320.58L C AB 760333230F
27.81L 456.36L FF AA 9 86022010OF
79,17L 2619.71L CC AAA 0 330123133F
17.96L 272,58L O BDK 260310000F
21,00L 2619,71L DF AA D 6 341131024F
28,44L 363.08L E AGH 140000010F
4.10L 55.22L CC AA 1 4601300113
21.99L 257.54L FF AA 9 970120431F
3.55L 48,67L FF AAB 9 5602100103
5.49L 65.66L DE BB 9 9600200003
22.45L 378.21L FE AB 0 660224410F
2
4 1 32 X1725-325
1 2 20 G352.866







13.15: 324.96L CDF BABF 2 474024425F 8
13.14L 453.08L F DAJ C 660223340F
4,95L 84.14L D BD 9501000203
5,66L 74,05L F AE 9500110103 3 22 $13
24,61L 315,70L FF AADG 9 360021551F 2
22.77L 272.03L FD AA 9 970110210F' 2
15.12L 140.31L F CB 731210220F 4
22.71L 202.05L E CI 030010000F
23.45L 279_41L CC AA O 660024410F
24.15L 569,47L CF AA 0 850110010F
5.96 57.68 DDCC AAEB 9 6601300103
28.95L 294,79L F AAJ 9 970133132F
31,59L 443.68L CD AB 0 350021120F
6.57L 57.06L DE AB 3 3601122103 3
3.59L 45.98L CE ABI 0 6603311103 1 16 08773
38.94 228.62L FE ACC 970333410F
23.50L 299.17L D AAEG 970150240F
2.13L 56.94L FF AB I' 9 6601200003
297.39L 581.05 EO F DBFC! v 560043530F
11,30 300,65L E AAC 1 970223110F 1
4.20L 61.15L DD AAF 2 9605110413
7.09L 112.63L D A 9506110413
23,67L 281.76L CD AA 1 660124310F
10.49L 146.43L BC AA 2 530020130F
6,84 59.90L CC AB 9601310103
3.91L 56.17L CD ABJH 2 5601110523
18.01L 165.33L DE ABC 9 140020001F
22,79L 297.40L EC AA 8 360130251F
5,10L 58.87L CC AA 0 8601200003
3.82L 54,72L CD AA 0 6601300013
9.92L 106.57L CD ACHE 2 440110010F
3.87L 67,54L F AAE 9 4601212013
5.59L 70.48L CC BAJ 1 5600212013
3,63L 51,04L D EAB 8633300203
5,22L 71,18L EF AB C 9 2502322413
31.74L 291.01L DE AB 5 350141120F
23.47L 513,55L D A 550000000F
3 22 $13
4 1 32 X1725-306
2 14 454-PN 36 PI
7
24.24: 275.98L DF CBE 971433310F
38.94L 331.13L, DF AB E 0 960343322F
3.67L 53.50L CC AAK 1 7603210303
12.83L 581.05L D B 960535210F
3.42L 30,66 O E HB 550221220F 4
57.73L 271.58L E CD 270224330F
4,80L 62.56L FE AA 5 9611000103
397.34: 3647.31 10704.38: CCEF CCDB 1 622323440F 2
1.98 3.26L 23.50L 374.961 E BBE 960140332F
1.76 3,13L 31,03L 640,31L D BB 4404010OOF
1.76 1,62 5.21L 56,31L OF CAJ 0 5601341203 t
1.51 2.54 180.00L 339.76L DE BBE 0 760120220F
1,65 1.08: 24.02L 315.22L DD ABNK 0 360200042F
1.76: 4.30 9,66: 324.85L DCF AAE 8 250241550F 2 2 1 V4995CO
2.13 1.95 24.13L 304.90L FF AA 9 760100200F 2
3.08 1,86 26.27L 250.52L BD AA 0 140310010F
4.47L 3.75 59.42L 356.01: E F BADA 968125442F
3.75L 3.00 20.12 256.88L ED GBA 150200000F
2.15L 20.58 38.99L 22322.19L D CE 520257642F 8
1.45 .55: 7.12L 91.73L BF AC 0 540010010C
69.76 62.30: 14.12 26995L CCD AAB 3 364110110F
2.83L 2.41 13.92L 499.13L E BD 750133241F
6.72 5.53 29.38L 424.33L DF AA 8 550330120F
2.64 3.12 26.87L 285,71L DC AAI O 8 340231120F
1.31 .97: 5,61L 66.68L DE BC 0 4601310113
.63 1.57L 8.94L 111.05L D C F F 340030t00F
1,47 .86L 22.55L 421.07L D BBA 150131200F
9.44 6.44L t2750.32L 22322.19L F BD D 520258542F F
1,54 1.15 18.831 246.69L CE AAI G 0 5503210OOF
3.34L 267L 8.08 307.48L C B D 440122240F 7
3.48: 7.64 18.98L 263.41L !DD AA 0 371311151F
2.81 4.44 4.14L 59.36L F F AAB 9 5602200013
5.12 3.43 7.59L 8528L BC AA 2 4501110OOF
1.30 3.50L 22.64L 318.44L D BC 670221331F 4
1.13 15.35: 180.00 321.73: DDEF CAAA 0 761020110F
1.00L .89L 2.12: 16.26 ED HBEA 564020010C
2.77L 2.03 18.69L 427.45L F CC 260420320F
1,55 1.18L 26.77L 484.71L O ABF 860202100F
1.48 1,40: 25.26L 318.76L CF AB 6 460000101F
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
129
Right Ascension: 17h25"53"-1P26"48 " Declination: -40°--30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
t tt
Name Galactic Uncertmnty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
,8 a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 /_m 60 _,m 100 p.m Flux C_ A Confusion R S A Sepham (s) (") 1 b (") (") (°) N (Jansky) Uncs C_ R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
17258-3018 53.7 13 357+ 2 17 5 94 3 1.29 1.07 4.43L 52.83L FE AB
17256-3637 {53.7 52 352- 1 30 7 96 2 134.33: 1687.59 12750.32S 22322.19 CCFE CA
17258-3432 53.8 54 353 0 42 8 95 2 7.36:
17258 3702 53.8 57 351-1 31 6 118 3 .82:
17259-3150 54.8 21 356+ 1 55 6 95 3 3.15L
17259-3830 55.5 25 350- 2 40 7 95 3 1.26
17259-3211 560 38 355+ 1 36 5 95 3 3.39
17259-3748 56.3 26 351- 2 23 5 119 3 3.53
17259-3049 57.2 18 356+ 2 22 4 94 3 9.03
17259-3230 57.2 0 355+ 1 27 15 95 3 5.86L
17259 3143 57.8 44 356+ 1 21 5 95 3 2.86
17259-3109 57.9 7 356+ 2 52 13 94 3 2.62L
17259-3044 58.826 357+ 2 22 5 94 3 1.94
17259 3237 58.932 355+ 1 49 7 94 2 1.42
17260-3927 0.5 17 349- 3 40 6 96 3 2.16
17260-3129 1,1 6 356+ 2 28 7 109 3 2.71L
17260 3813 1.1 52 350- 2 58 5 95 3 1.36
17260-3226 1.9 55 355+ 1 51 7 95 3 1.14
17260-3722 3,5 39 351- 2 32 6 95 3 5.49
17260 3657 4,0 14 351- 1 29 7 95 3 2.86L
17260-3054 4.3 1 356+ 2 40 5 94 3 3.36:
17260 3756 4.5 20 351- 2 82 7 94 2 .75
17260-3039 5.3 17 357+ 2 69 6 94 2 .91
17260 3445 5.6 6 353- 0 18 7 95 2 7.82
17260--3354 5.7 17 354+ 0! 88 7 95 2 1.44:
17260-3846 5.7 30 350- 2 32 10 96 2 39.64
17260-3624 5.9 50 352 1 52 7 96 2 2.38
19.02 1390.73L 3377.35L De DC
2.96 10.00: 575.50L DDD AB
2.98 22.98L 303.81L C A
.88 13.65L 186.48L DE AB
1.76 1874L 223.02L CO AA
1.84: 20.69L 215.98L CE AA
4.95 4.42L 55.42L CC AA
3.30L 11.60L 128.21 F E
5.07 4.53L 51.88L FF AA
2.83L 7.81 64.30L C B
2.21 4.52L 54.54L FF AA
1.65L 23.27L 364.22L D AB
1.63 9,18L 94.57L CE AA
2.00 13,26 49.88L ED D
.50: 7,55L 207.92L CF AC
.89L 23.91L 512.58L C AD
6,02 3,75: 288.81L CDF AA
4.47 58,78L 190.12: C F B
1.82 4.10L 47.34L CE AA
35: 6.82L 88.45L DF BD
2.53L 4.89L 83.00L D B
39.60: 627.10: 1704.38: CDFF BB
1.78 19.01L 322.78L EF AA
21.41 5.13: 170.65L CCE AA
1.70 26.25L 347.20L FE BA
17261-3348 6.9 4 354+ 0 23 6 113 2 41,17: 47.72: 21.96 275.71L CCF AA
17261-3058 7.9 24 356+ 2 21 5 94 3 3.25 3.37 4.14L 47.66L FD AA
_7261-3139 8.1 29 356+ 1 38 5 94 3 1.21 .98 4.30L 42.70L CE BB
17261-3552 8.1 58 352- 1 69 11 95 2 1.10 .80L 26.83L 511.41L F BE
17261 3925 10.1 41 349- 3 I 86 11 96 2 .65 .55L 11.65L 96.07L D CB
17261-3249 11.1 33 355+ 1 61 9 95 2 3.25L 1.92 14.80: 308.12L EF A
17262-3435 12.3 19 353- 0 36 6 95 2 11.03: 142.28 1390.73 3377.35L CBF AA
17282-3443 12.4 24 353- 0 31 7 95 2 9.61 5.79L 22.22L 329.36L C AE
{7262-3902 12.5 54 350- 3 37 6 95 3 2.06 .75 12.36L 106.48L CO AB
17262-3332 13.2 41 354+ 0 29 7 95 2 1.79 2.53 10.97L 245.98L FF AA
17262-3634 13.3 42 352- 1 52 6 95 3 7.01: 21.63 277.40: 22322.19L CCF DB
17262-3121 13.7 1 356+ 2 39 5 94 3 3.21
17262-3630 13.8 4 352- 1 61 9 94 2 2.22L
17262-3214 14.15 28 355+ 1 36 7 95 3 1.31
17262-3803 14.15 49 350- 2 55 6 95 3 2.11
17282-3005 15.4 2 357+ 2 20 4 94 3 3.31
17282-3801 15.7 18 351- 2 46 6 95 3 25.57
17262-3511 17.10 27 353- 1 32 8 95 2 1.69
17262 3413 17,4 15 354+ 0 29 9 95 2 2.03:
17262 3618 17.9 3 352 1 64 10 95 3 1.16L
17263-3317 18.5 3 354+ 1 50 8 95 2 1.75
17263-3714 20.3 19 351 2 54 6 96 2 1,95
17263-3430 20.7 47 353- 0 52 7 95 2 4.51
17263-3526 20.8 46 353 1 31 7 95 2 2,06
17263-3428 21.6 52 353- 0 61 7 95 2 3.64L
17263-3129 21.8 11 356+ 2 55 6 94 2 1.85
17263 3300 22.7 27 355+ 1 38 8 95 2 1.82
17263-3313 23.6 17 355+ 1 49 7 95 2 1.53
17264-3940 24.0 5 349-- 3 50 7 96 3 .66
17264-3218 ,24.2 19 355+ 1 62 9 95 2 1.13
17264 3032 26.1 13 357+ 2 20 5 94 3 3.84
17264 3133 26.3 31 356+ 1 63 8 95 ; 2 1.15
17264- 3656 26.4 11 35t - 2 60 7 96 ; 2 1.80
17264-3807 27.9 9 350- 2 16 6 95 : 3 2.76
17264 3521 28.1 55 353 1 29 6 95 3 20.84
17264-3916 28,1 26 349- 3 41 7 95 3 ,77
17264-3543 28.2 45 352 1 37 6 95 3 5.94
17264 3243 285 36 355+ 1 33 8 95 2 1.20
17264-3037 291 17 357+ 2 36 7 94 2 1.56
17264-3346 29.2 12 354+ 0 46 7 95 2 20.05
17265-3322 30.3 32 354+ 0 50 8 95 2
17265-3049 30.4 38 357+ 2 48 6 94 3
17265 3230 30.4 11 355+ 1 70 9 95 2
17265-3703 30.4 56 351- 2 55 8 96 2
17265 3621 30.8 50 352 1 47 8 96 2
17265-3456 31.0 23 353- 0 21 8 95 3
17285-3919 31.9 48 349- 3 32 10 95 3
17285 3557 33.2 3 352-1 58 8 95 2
17265-3726 33.2 22! 351- 2 63 10 96 2
17265-3109 33.6 22 i 356+ 2 45 8 95 2
17265 3446 33.6 57 353 0 73 8 94 2
17265-3112 34.2 13 356+ 2 53 8 95 2
17265-3834 35.4 60 350- 2 39 9 95 3
17265-3501 35.7 24 353- 0 32 8 95 3
17266 3453 38.1 4 353- 0 48 6 95 3
17266 3055 38.6 15 356+ 2 57 8 95; 2
17266-3440 39.4 27 353 0 31 9 95 3
17266 3540 39.5 33 353 1 58 7 95 2
17267-3045 42.4 54 357+ 2 47 8 95 2
17267-3840 424 13 350- 3 30 15 94 2
17267 3702 43.1 13 351 2 33 6 95 2
17267-3146 44.2 25 356+ 1 32 8 95 2
t7267-3222 45.2 24 355+ 1 34 7 ! 95 2
17267 3552 45.3 26 352 1 44 7 95 2
17267-3322 45.5 27 354+ 0 57 8 95 3
17267 3419 46.2 48 354- 0 47 8 94 2
17267 3159 47.1 52 356+ 1 46 8 95 2
17267 3536 47.1 24 353 1 27 7 95 2
17267 3922 47.2 53 349 3 31 7 95 3
17267-3423 47.8 17 354 0 30 11 95 3
17268- 3345 48.2 12 354+ 0 77 9 94 2
17268- 3025 48.4 33 357+ 2 39 8 94 2
17268-3443 48.8 44 353 0 41 8 95 2
4.87 2.21L 42.70L FE AA
2.25 135.23L 136.14L F D
3.30L 22.09L 483.60L C AI
.98: 15.10L 291.59L DE AB
5.67 3.96L 42.82L CC AA
16.33 15.25L 217.59L FE AA
25.43 137.38 172.93L DDE AA
6.10 89.73: 289.46L DEE BEI
3.22L 18.70L 192.82 F EF
1.45L 20.25L 350.80L E AC
3.42L 21.55L 245.55L C AC
8.47L 19.20L 3377.35L D BA
1.47: 24.39L 338.53L F F A A
4.35 48.51 : 255.53L E E B
2.16L 14.77L 87.21L D A
136 19.30L 364.07L DE AA
2.01: 19.26L 266.67L CD AA
.26L 8,88L 99,69L B B
1.09L 23.76L 282.66L D BA
3.10 3.83L 42.68L CC AA
2.10L 5.09L 81.93L D BB
4.47L 29.73L 335.28L D AB
1.28 14.93L 207.28L CD AA
29.28 14.37 332.11L DDD AA
.34L 10.22L 107.62L B AJ
4.98 26.30L 378.53L E F A A
1.63L 10.90L 112.18: E F BC
1.00L 4.44L 63.53L E AO
11.76: 21.96L 245.36L CD AA
1.69 2.73: 27.63L 182.70L EF BA
1.21 .81L 3.11L 42.68L C AA
1.36 .90L 19.40L 387.41L D BC
.88 3.53L 21.86L 255.02L F B
3.03L 2.42 29.32L 192.82L E L B
2.06 2.00 13,48L 420.58L DE AA
.37L .80 9.65L 123.42L D GB
3.03L 2.29 26.42L 341.75L E B A
1.20 .67L 17.25L 244.53L D A C
2.71 1.91 4.60L 55.59L I C E A A
1.28: 1.81 9.60L 192.61LIE F S8
2.03 2.14 4.64L 5599L FF AA
1.41L .66: 5.95 134.30L FC C
1.19L 3.97 38,97: 125.11 CDE DB
1,69 1.31 24.67L 438.14L CF AB
1.12 .99 5,56L 53.42L DE BC
3.44L 2.35 18.30L 521.11L F DA
1.71 1.40: 25.34L 431.94L F E A B
2.16 1.97 4.25L 52.02L F F AA
1.42L 1.16L 2.69 85.43L E G
2.20 1.13 9.90L 260.59L DE AB
7.73 438 19.05L 256.60L CD AA
1.82 2.27 19.42L 320.81L DE AA
2.37 8.64 29.86 102.45: ECEF AA
3.84L 1.81: 27.63 250.08L F D C
2.78 2.54 17.68L 537.97L DF B B
1.56 1.53 19.51L 344.63L FE AA
3.95 2.77L 25.06L 407.21L D AA
8.96 4.91 9.37L 84.98L BF AA
3.51L 3.99L 128.49L 537.97 F EI_
4.03L 1.51 16.78L 216.73L F CA
1.65 1.77 3.94L 48.92L DE BA



































Right Ascension: 17626=49'-17h27m38 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 !O 12 y.m
h m , , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
17268-3138 491 39 356+ 1 44 8 95 2 1.64:
17268-3548 49.9 32 352- 1 23 7 95 2 1.85
17268-3747 50.1 45 351 2 56 7 95 3 1.23
17268-3542 50.3 35 363- 1 57 7 95 2 4.26L
17268-3401 50.9 31 354+0 22 9 95,3 3.48L
17268-3415 51.6 46 354- 0 52 7 95 12 7.0617268 3057 52.4 49 356+ 2 34 7 94 2.71
17268 3141 53.0 23 356+ 1 41 8 95 2 8.79
17268-3604 53.3 11 352- 1 45 7 95 2 4.60
17268-3023 53.6 8 357+ 2 47 8 94 2 2.95L
17268-3107 53.8 48 356+ 2 46 7 95 2 2.60
17268-3339 53.8 17 354+ 0 26 6 95 3 3.98
17269-3621 54.0 4 352- 1 56 7 95 2 2.68
17289-3318 54.3 3 355+ 0 46 7 95 3 1.99
17269-3156 55.3 2 356+ 1 27 7 95 2 2.17L
17269-3559 56.3 22 352-1 59 7 95 2 2.15
17269-3823 56.9 44 350 2 27 6 95 3 4.37
17269 3312 57.2 2 355+ 0 26 6 95 3 19.21
17269 3615 57.3 43 352-1 45 7 95 2 1.30
17269-3301 59.5 43 355+ 1 48 6 95 3 1.36:
17270-3042 0.1 38 357+ 2 41 8 94 2 3.95
17270 3806 0.2 33 351-2 28 5 95 3 2.54
17270-3205 0.6 2 358+ 1 72 8 95i 2 1.70
17270-3937 1.3 57 349 3 22 7 95 3 20.38
17270--3906 1.5 58 _ 350- 3 43 7 95 3 2.50
17270--3628 1.7 45 352- 1 60 7 95 2 2.04
17270-3135 2.2 56 356+ 1 33 7 95 2 1.93:
17270-3610 2.7 3 352 1 34 7 95 2 2.28
17270-3343 2.9 13 354+ 0 58 8 95 2 1.86
17270 3351 4.3 34 354+ 0 68 8 95 2 4.06L
17270-3324 4.5 25 354+ 0 34 9 95 2 3.62L
17271 3309 6.9 1 355+ 0 23 6 95 3 43.80
17271-3949 7.4 33 149 3 57 9 95 2 .82
17271-3002 8.0 17 357+ 2 31 8 94 2 1.63
17271-3530 8.4 56 353- 1 32 8 95 2 3.11L
17271-3425 8.8 30 354- 0 40 7 i 95 2 26.59
17271 3635 9.0 46 352- 1 47 9 i 95 2 4.81
17271-3125 9.2 5 356+ 1 44 7! 95 2 2.77L
17271-3439 9.3 24 353- 0 23 7 95 2 69.01
17271-3952 10.1 57 349 3 36 7 95 3 1.42 .66
17271-3213 10.4 35 355+ 1 28 8 93 2 1.66 3.88L
17271-3030 10.5 17 357+ 2 55 10 94 2 3.14L 1.17
17271-3532 11.0 41 353- 1 47 7 95 2 3.29 1.90
17272-3232 12.1 42 355+ 1 45 6 94 3 1.36 1.21
17272 3502 12.1 52 353- 1 46 6 95 2 1.93 1.75
17272--3653 12.5 37 352-2 22 7 953 4.29 5.60
17272--3243 13.1 45 355+1 2;! 6 94 3 4.58 3.4817272-3535 13.443 353-1 7 952 3.83 3.13:
17272-3142 13.7 45 356+ 1 31 8952 1.43 4.84L
17272-3450 14.0 4 353- 0 29 8 95 2 1.88L 4.71
17272-3050 14.2 53 357+ 2 39 8 94 2 2.43 4.27
17272-3418 15.3!55 354- 0 73 13 95 2 4.26L 3.98L
17272-3723 15.9!37 351- 2 44 8 94 2 2.80L 1.80
17272-3009 16.1 12 357+ 2 69 19 94 2 3.70L 1.78L
17272 3220 16.2 2 355+ 1 41 6 94 3 1.65 1.55
17272-3739 16.2 8 351-2 53 9 94 2 .68 .47L
17272-3047 16.8 22 357+ 2 49 7 94 2 4.16 2.99
17272 3148 17.1 4 356+ 1 66 7 93 2 1.13 2.01L
17272-3413 =17.3 37 354-0 26 7 95 2 2.27 5.68
17273--3753 18,3 30 351-2 23 7 95 3 1.06 .60L
17273--3204 18.3_25 356+ 1 37 6 94 3 2.11 1.58
17273-3841 19.3 55 350- 3 30 7 95 3 1.74 1.24
17273 3715 20.8 29 351- 2 49 7 95 3 1.96 .76L
17273-3741 20.9 17 351- 2 50 7 95, 3 1.27 .80:
17273-3706 21.3 10 i 351- 2 62 10 94 2 ,59 1.70L
17273-3142 21.7 52 356+ 1 40 8 95 2 1.65L 1.58
17273-3850 21.8 12 350-3 43 10 95 3 .56 .56:
17273-3640 22.4 32 352- 2 24 6 95 3 13.74 8.28
17274-3901 24.0 60 350-- 3 44 8 95 3 1.05 .55
17274-3711 24.1 12 351 2 73 17 94 _ 2 1.57L 1.93L
17274-3137 24.6 54 356+ 1 33 6 94 3 1.98 3,97
17274-3624 24.6 7 352--1 58 7 95 3 1.67 1.94L
17274 3854 24.8 1 350-3 26 7 95 3 2.23 2.30
17274-3501 25.4 9' 353- 1 33 7 95 2 3.24 7.02
17274-3732 25.6 45 351 2 29 8 94 2 1.39 1.68L
17274-3107 27.4 4 356+ 2 21 5, 94 3 1.65 1.36
17274-3407 27.4 25 354-0 45 7 95 2 2.74 1.66:
17274 3328 27.7 59 354+ 0 21 7 112 2 4.32: 2.40
17274-3436 27.7 1 353- 0 44 7 95 2 1.37L 11.19
17274-3034 28.6 357+ 2 41 7 94 2 1.18: 1.03
17274-3417 28.8 52 354- 0 62 9 95 2, 1.55 1.64L
17274-3031 29.5 10 357+ 2 73 7 94 2 1.12 2.22L
17275-3423 30.7 55 354-O 39 6 95 2 7.50 3.61
17275-3504 30.9 49 353- 1 53 8 95 2 1.73 2.45L,
17275-3122 31.3 43 356+ 1 34 8 94 2 1.98 1.99:
17275-3550 31.7 13 352 1 23 8 95 3 4.16L 1.47
17275-3659 32.9 55 352-2 55 13 94 2 1.68L 3.29L
17275-3900 34.3 18 350-3 44 8 95 3 1.08 .44L
17275-3005 34.4 37 357+ 2 44 7 94 2 2.74 3.66
17275--3510 34.5 15 353- 25 6 95 3 4.66 2.96
17275-3037 34.8 14 357+ 2 37 5 94 3 2.28 2.19
17276 3609 36.3 20 352-- 77 10 95 2 1.98L 1.46
17276-3456 36.6 39 353- 50 6 95 3 .96: 2.28
17276-3201 36.9 39 356+ 1 37 8 95 2 3.71 2.10
17276-3212 37.0 53 356+ 1 35 10 95 2 1.51 1.14:
17276--3836 37.3 19 350-3 20 8 94 3 .51: 4.50
17276--3335 37.4 33 354+ 0 54 9 95 2 4.59L 1.62
17276-3645 37.6 13 352-2 33 9 95 2 1.23 1.50L
17276-3338 38.3 10 354+ 0 32 7 95! 2 2,69 1.88:
17276-3721 38.3 0; 351- 2 66 9 94 2 .93 1.45L
Flags
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /zm 60 /zm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.68 4.96L 82.06L FE BAK 0 5602312303
3.65 14.55 281.58L )DE AAB 1 470123410F
2.49L 16.95L 221.15L C AK 250311010F
4.80 8.16L 277.03L D AC _70030100F
3.92L 12.15 271.58L D B 660212120F
3.45 20.34L 294.06L CF AA 8 760332430F
1.81 4.44L 57.72L FF AAC 9 4601110103
4.84 5.26L 83.78L F F AAC 9 4601301413
2.35 24.25L 293.28L CD AC 5 760230230F
1.61 4.23L 48.51L F BB 7603100103
2.32 4.58L 59.91L FF AA 9 _601311113
3.56: 19.46L 163.42: CF F AA E 0 670033344F
1.96: 14.80L 294.27LFF ABDF 7 160218332F
1.49L 23.65L 340.18L C AA 560111000F
2.79 19.52L 349,06L E 'BAG 440311020F
1.06: 24.07L 289.51L DF AAJB 0 770122120F
1.97 12.14L 141.68L BC AADC 3 040000000F
1 39 MSH 17-307 115 85
2 16 08889 86
A 1 32 X1726-336 109
9
10
137.38 1029.95 1964,41: BCF F BBAB 5 544616333F 3
1.75L 31.90L 478,65L D AA 660232322F 8
3.32 21.76LI 317.76L ED AA 2 360300010F
3,29 4.70L 54.49L F F AAH 9 5604211013
3.65 11.10L 159.83L CE AA 9 140213221F
2.51L 10.04L 418.17L D B J H 750221041F 1 13 208889 K5 3 74
10.53 1.83: 72.21L BBE AAD 0 450111022C 4 1 32 X1726-395 144 4
1.15 9.78L 89.28L BC AB 2 N0010100C
1.22: 11.01L 262.66L DE AA 4 360210010F
1.54 4.92L 98.40L DE BA 0 4612312003
1.90 18.81L 304.50L DE AA 660230120F
4.03L 16.80L 235.85L D A I 660044353F A 1 7_ -3312119 8
2.37 22.38L 254.48L F AA 260230020F
2.15 27.63L 248.34L E HB 660423454F 3
215.20 1048.21 1770.25L CBF AACB 443616333F 3 4 20 G354.664 21
.43L 8.40L 11121L D BJ 340010000C
1.00: 3.97L 46.01L DF AB 6 6604010003 1 16 08920 19
2.49 26.83L 268.10L F DA 850132201F 1
54.35 128.49L 537.97L F F AAA 9 560222220F 1 V481SCO 44 3
2.69 19.97L 280.91L DD AA E 0 260021121F
2.46 26.19L 365.93L F CA 940400121F
589.66 7039.77 12166.27 CCDE BCAA 0:820324644F 51
6.10L 109.01L CF AA 9 440111010C
31.20L 371.80L E B I 950412132F
4.07L 64.38L F CA 5602211003
23.01L 269.26L CE AB 0 850132211F
19.22L 100.36: CF F AB D 0 870100031F
28.03L 247.18L DE AAME 4 460121031F
18.63L 57.91: FEE AAHC 9 980001032F
18.86L 307.90L CE AACH 5 760100102F
23.93L 353.63L F F AA F 9 950022311F
23.78L 445.67L D AB H 940140041F
98.62: 276.73 DE D FCF A 374103220F
4.35L 80.95L F F AA 9 2503110213
19.92 382.88L E C 960132350F
9.01L 80.70L E FCI 1 950334200F
9.10 84.99L D I E D 8503111103
19.65L 261.33L DD BA 1 960313332F
3.26L 84.31L;D AB H 960120020F
4.30L 86.87LiCD A B 0 2502210003
20.50L 289.02L E AH 340320031F
82.63: 366.69L DDE AAAD O 964134460F
8.57L 126.57L B AC E 160201020F
21.51L 377.26L ED iAA 9 850021142F
10.13L 96.46L DD 'AA 7 050113000F
18.36L 161,70L D AB J N0243250F
15.13L 176.67L CE ABI D 0 950030020F
9.68L 116.17L D C 950010010F
20,17L 267.98L E BA I 941230052F
2.23 136.91L CE D BE BB, 0 546321210(3
11.60L 266.30L BC AAFA 0 254131230F
10.16L 84.64L CD BB 0 150030000C
6.89L 50.52 E J C 960232240F
19.86L 278.16L FF AAC 9 940231021F
19.86L 333.28L D ABM 560320010F
4.32L 87.67L DC AAEJ 4 850231231C
28.03 245.57L DDE AAAF 0 560041021F
2.00: 87.48L D E AAD 960412353F
9.14L 254.06L FE AA 0 940110021F
20.80L 310.61L DE AB 3 960224250F
19.32L 241.32L F F AB 1 660223300F
174.42L 12166.27L D B F 820225742F
5.01L 83.14L F F BB 7 5702334103
19.98L 197.56L D DBJ B 970133330F
4.95L 106,68L D BG 5701311003
53.01L 218,96L CE AA 1 970030000F
24,91L 398.42L F BB 4 550043250F
18.92L 361.04L DE AAF K 1 940400140F
14,98: 329.18L E E CCB 450422310F
3.88L 29,36 D F F B 990000000F
10.21L 145.83L B AF L 940240000C
5.36L 72.35L FF AAC 9 6501211213
5,24: 55.72: F EEE AAEE 6 680033430F
2.48L 57.13LF F AAE 9 5804334213
19.99L 283,15L F BA 660200000F
27,84L 409.70L DD AA 6 560010000F
8.96: 125.32L DFF AAEC 6 870042142F
19.90L 296.53L DF ,BD 0 960200121F
20.39L 63.50: DC E CDI F 0 056024343F
32.35 292,31L EE B B 660122020F
22.69L 188.96L F BC 460051110F
32.35L 272.61L, DE AB G_ 0 660122020F
7,78L 87,10L E B L 950042200F
6 4 20 G353.430
4 23 MRSL 355+00/3 250
t
4 32 (1727-369 119
1
71 32 X1727-348 7
4 16 08934 6
6 1 23 MRSL 355+00/3 456
1 23 MRSL 355+00/3 536
2 13 208896B3 9
1 23 OCL 1010 194
28
2 1 32 X1727-388 96 2
3
1 23 OCL 1010 214
1 23 LDN 1751 472
3
3 1 32 X1727-306 75
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
4 1 23 MRSL 355+00/3 90
2 1 32 X1727-386 140






a & a _ Coords 5MJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
h m. , , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
17276--3732 38.3 21 351- 2 38 7 95 3 1.71
17276--3358 39.7 4 354-0 66 10 95 2 3.12L
17276-3527 39.7 28 353-1 56 7 95 3 .80:
17276-3600 40.1 5 352-1 38 7 94 2 1.22
17276-38t3 40.8 44 350- 2 44 7 95 3 2.10
17276-3203 41.2 57 356+ 1 34 8 95, 2 1.70
17277-3917 42.2 8 350-3 39 8 95 3 .86:
17277-3713 42.5 8 351-2 28 8 95 2 1.54
17277-3321 42.7 25 355+ 0 30 11 85 2 4.58L
17277-3304 42.9 25 355+ 0 44 7 95 2 48.97
17277-3506 43.6 37 353- I 17 6 95 3 2.52
17277-3642 ,44.2 27 352-2 36 7 94 2 2.19
17277-3758 44.4 39 351- 2 68 12 94 2 2.2OL
17277-3653 44.f 44 352- 2 36 6 95 3 6.91
17277-3002 45.4 44 357+ 2 36 11 94 2 2.75L
17277-3551 46.2 49 352- 22 6 95 3 4.16
17277-3134 46.3 33 356+ 60 8 95 2 2.62
17277-3650 47.2 25 352 2 28 6 95 3 1.50
17277-3616 47.5 46 352- 40 6 95 3 7.12
17277-3058 47.5 55 357+ 2 29 8 94 2 2.29L
17277-3717 47.5 11 351- 2 57 8 95 3 .88
17278-3631 48.6 4 352-2 40 7 117 3 1.42L
17278-3805 48.6 15 351-2 23 9 95 3 1.02
17278-3436 48.8 13 354-0 24 6 114 3 5.94
17278-3937 49.5 33 349- 3 32 5 95 3 36.50
17278-3416 49.7 19 354-0 47 6 95 3 3.61
17278-3816 49.9 47 350 2 36 7 95 3 2.20
17278-3419 50.3 30 354- 0 29 6 95 3 2.14
17278--3409 50.4 7 354- 0 46 6 95 3, 1.57
17278-3841 51.2 40 350 3 53 8 95 3 .79
17278-3319 51.5 53 355+ 0 42 7 95 2 1.97L
17278-3905 51.6 19 350- 3 65 14 94 2 .34L
17278-3541 52.4 57 353-1 21 6 95 3 12.21
17278-3020 53.0 52 357+ 2 28 8 94 2 1.18
17278-3355 53.1 9 354-0 33 8' 95 2 2.64
17278-3850 53.6 3 350-3 31 6 95 3 6.46
17279-3755 54.0 31 351-2 29 10 95 3 .75
17279-3042 54.1 30 357+ 2 33 8 94 2 6.06
17279-3157 55.3 3 356+ 1 47 8 95 2 4.49
17279-3639 56.4 45 352- 2 63 9 95 3 1.33
17279-3017 56.5 10 357+ 2 57 8 94 2 1.16
17279-3120 56.7 28 356+ 1 48 8 94 2 2.30
17279-3925 56.9 10 350- 3 50 7 95 3 .47
17278-3711 57.1 35 351- 2 39 7 95 3 1.20
17279-3311 57.2 54 355+ 0 31 6 1111 2 8.08
17279-3440 57.5 41 353- 1 18 5 94 3 3.39L
17279-3333 58.1 41 354+ 0 27 8 95 2 2.47
17279-3146 58.9 60356+ 1 52 8 95' 2 4.51
17279-3826 58.9 4 350- 3 29 7 95 3 1.41
17279--3538 59.1 18 353- 1 21 6 94 3 3.18
17279-3532 59.2 3 353- 1 69 9 95 2 1.82
17279-3326 59.3 4 355+ 0 23 6 94 3 8.93
17279-3112 59.5 57 356+ 1 59 8 94 2 2.16
17279-3217 59.E 17 355+ 1 35 7 95 2 2.17
17279-3917 59.E 26 350- 3 15 6 94 2 .95
17279-3350 59.8 38 354- 0 17 6 95 3 25.24
17280-3027 0.1 12 357+ 2 37 8 94 2 2.92
17280-3544 0.2 55 353- 1 29 7 95 3 2.98
17280-3656 1.5 38 352- 2 33 9 94 2 .66
17280-3208 2.1 8 356+ 1 45 7 95 2 2.73
17280-3316 3.1 31 355+ 0 28 5 94 3 8.75
17280-3835 3.1 21 350- 3 43 6 95 3 1.24
17280-3510 4.4 14 353- 1 ! 37 6 95 3 2.91
17280-3009 4.6 25 357+ 2 48 8 94 2 1.47
17280-3708 5.0!25 351-2 55 8 95 3 .98
17280-3613 5.9 36 352- 1 82 8 94 2 .88
17281-3204 6.0 16 356+ 1 31 8 94 2 1.35
17281-3523 6.5 23 353- 1 49 8 95 3 3.32L
17281-3250 6.7 31 355+ 0 20 7 95 2 3.17
17281-3810 6.7 9 351- 2 16 6 95 3 1.15
17281-3507 7.6 47 353- 1 45 7 95 3 1.30
17281-3340A 7.8 53 354+ 0 48 6 95 3 5.51
17281-3100 8.8 44 357+ 1 44 8 94 2 3.12
17281-3415 9.1 21 354- 0 65 12 95 2 3.71L
17281-3618 9.3 37 352- 1 54 8 94 2 1.09
17281-3331 10.0 38 354+ 0 24 6 95 3 3.45
17281-3447 10.4 46 353 1 56 7 95 3 2.43
17281-3807 10.5 58 351- 2 40 6 95 3 14.82
17281-3400 10.7 57 354- 0 28 7 95 2 43.86
17281-3609 11.3 48 352- 1 53 7 95 3 1.40
17281 3340B 11.7 17 354-0 31 7 _ 95 3 5.51L
17282-3453 13.2 49 353- 1 43 6 95 3 2.42
17282-3335 14.1 59 354+ 0 31 6 94 3 9.93
17282-3623 14.5 35 352- 2 62 7 95 3 1.19
17282-3843 15.5 52 350- 3 34 6 95 3 .71
17282-3441 15.6 41 354- 1 21 7 93; 2 3.39
17282-3824 15.9 35 350- 3 22 6 95 3 1.77
17282-3716 15.9 26 351- 2 27 6 95 3 6.63
17282-353 16.3 41 353- 1 30 7 93 2 2.17
17283-3322 18.3 30 355+ 0 28 6 94 3 3.50L
17283-3712 18.8 40 351 2 56 6 95 3 1.12
17283-3219 19.4 25 355+ 1 31 5 94 3 3.48
17283-3859 19.6 36 350- 3 26 6 95 : 3 1.90
17283-3034 !20.2 14 357+ 2 19 7 107 2 5.54:
17283-3727 20.8 17 351-2 43 6 95 3 1.80
17283-3645 20.9 28 352- 2 27 6 95 3 6.46
17283-3820 21.2 60 350- 3 25 5 95 3 2.15
17283-3818 21.257 351-3 22 6 95 3 1.31
17283-3956 22.7 30 349-3 101 11 96 2 .47
17283-3159 23.C 33 356+ 1 36 7 94 2 1.84
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Cm-rected)
V
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 btm Flux C A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C R Flags*
1.04: 7.97L 130.27L CF AE
1.64L 30.96 125.63L E EE
2.51 23.38L 329.61L DO AA
2.87 10.43L 112.94L DD B. a
.92 11.93L 136.92L DE AA
2.58L 20.21L 302.73L F B/m
.67 9,42L 103.85L CF BE
.77 14.73L 132.26L DE A,a
3.29L 24.46 201.12: EE
26.04 19.84L 263.13L BC A_
2.47 6.76 340.03L COD AA
1.26: 3.43: 101.31L CED AA
.73L 2.68 72.24L D I
3.55 13.17L 200.33L BD AA
2.05L 6.07 92.66L D F B
1.47L 20.70L 315.73L B AB
2.11 21.03L 322.38L F E AA
.80 13.26L 201.94L CE AB
5.74 20.19L 215.94L BC AA
2.80 7.21: 325.74L E D A
.74L 7.92L 132.85L C BI3
.88: 12.43L 61.08 E F AC
.75 2.70: 53.38L DEE BB
11.19L 174.42 555.11 C FE DB
15.10 4.64 94.20L BBD AA
2.53 25.59L 255.13L EF BB
1.23 11.17L 102.11L CC AA
3.84L 17.70L 258.04L C BC
1.11: 22.47L 243.18L CE AB
1.19L 10.46L 154.40L C BC
3.03 24.46L 273.41L F BA
.35L 2.00 44.80L D
169.25 1372.75 2945.81: BCED AA
3,30L 4.03L 71.77L F BC
3.40L 21.73L 3898.54L D AB
2.85 4.86L 134.90L BB AA
.67 6.03L 137.34L CE AC
5.16 6.12L 88.24L FF AA
4.53 20.92L 383.76L DD AA
2.75L 19.60L 206.95L D AD
2.93L 5.80L 70.27L D A
2.44 20.83L 331.84L FF AA
.29L 9.40L 101.85L C BB
.72: 12.80L 126.53L CF AB
83.30 866.96: 1745.92: DDFF AA
2A1 15.38L 555.tlL C BA
5.73L 265.29[ 1450.73L E AA
5.49 21.07L 380.45L F F A A
.97 10.94L 164.38L CE AA
4.62 21.26L 249.77L: F F AA
1,61L 21.51L i 300.25L I F AB
7.58 19.41L 1450.73L FF AA
1.00: 20.84L 471.85L FE AB
4.01 29.43L 305.35L DD AA
1.05L 1.86: 20.51L C E AC
166.61: 1237.08: 3898.54 BBEE BB
2.32 6.07L 74.181 FF AA
2.51L 1372.75L 243.62L D A
1.71L 4.68: 124.95L, D E CE
2.43 28.93L 313.57L FF AA
65.66 584.77 570.92L CCE BB
.6.4 15.49L 158.54L CF AC,
2.11 22.45L 252.781 FD AAI
2.42 5.72L 81.69L DE AA
.97L 14.43L 127.43L C BC
.77: 10.64L 159.02L DE BB
1.67 29.28L 317.0OL FE AA_
1.05 4.89 339.21L DD B.
2.20: 19.34L 324.71L DF AAI
2.00 11.28L 110.03L CC AAI
1.37: 22.56L 251D4L EF BA
6.09: 64.78L 243.44L CE AB(
6.96 20.67L 320.61L FF AA
2.69L 13,32 321.41L F F(
1.09L 9.82L 136.01L D BA
32.39 569.42L 1450.73 CC F CBI
2.89L 23A9L 238.22L C AE
12.05 11.42L 110.97L BC AA,
38.87 8,371 203.98L BC AA[
1.24 17.69L 218.91L CE AA
5.32L 64,78 357,36L D BA/
1.16: 22.18L 269.95L DD AB
42,86 265.29 1450.73L DCD AA/
,61: 9.55L 152.34L DE AB
1.59L 8.16L 119,25L C BF[
2.45 132.43L 157.12L CE _BA(
.99 4.69L 21.94: BC D AA(
6.62 3.59 131.70L BCD AA
2.16 11.37L 126.60L DE BA
29.13 42.39 344.68L CD AI
.77 13.71L 145,72L CE ABt"
3.50 21.00L 356.58L ' DD AA
1.14 7.92L 94,73L CF AA
6.05 5.39L 76.17L FF AA
1.58 12.22L 127.28L DE AA
4.04 11.54L 134.20L BC AAF
1.64 6.02L 129.24L ED AA
1.51 5.35L 130.08L FO AAI
.38L 6.30L 92.34L E C
4.18L 10A6L 351.93L F ABI
L C
R S A Sep


































a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8





































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
12 pm
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 btm 1130 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Contirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sop







X 1728 - 344 B 4
MRSL 355+00/2
X 1728 - 307 7
RAFGL 5350
333- PN 11 PI
09079
09090
333 PN 12 Pl
LDN 1734





Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ C_a3rbds SMJ SMN 0) O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 _mham.. 8, (s) ( ) (") (') ( N (Jansky)
7291-3331 6.626355-0 31 6 943 3.36: 2.34
7291-3059 6.822357+ 1 42 6 943 2.82 1.26:
7291 3241 8.1 3355+ 0 35 8 952 1.20: 1.36
7291-3117 8.334356+ 1 29 6 943 1.40 1.00:
7291-3401 9.5 7 354- 0 18 5 94 3 15.94 10.60
7291335610.5,54354-0! 238942 3.16L 7.45
7291-3215 11.6!2; 356+ 1 15 61093 3.52 1.56:7291-3252 11.1 355+ 37 6 943 2.35 5.15
7291 3449 11.436354- 1 46 6 953 6.24 2.38
7291-3810 11.649 351- 3 40 6 95 3 1.35 .95
7292-3136 12.1 9356+ 1 30 5 943 4.00 2.49
7292-3715 13.240 351- 2 17 6 95 3 1.27 .81
7292 3748 14.615 351- 2 53 7 95 3 .87 1.67L
7292-3646 14.938350- 3 34 7 953 .62 .75L
7292-3054 15.1119357+ , 28 6 943 1.29 2.83L
7292-3700 15.3'30352-2 5710 953 2.56L 3.04L
?292-3522 15.48353-1 40 6953 4.15 2.16
7292-3259 15.656 355+ 0 32 6 943 4.38 2.14
72923828 15.824350-3 87 10 952 .55 1.59L
72923208 17.2 2356+ 1 29 7 943 1.25: 2.62
7292-3555 17.529353- 1 53 6 953 .92 1.10L
7292-3456 17.940353-1 19 6 953 4.50L 7.34
7292-3003 17.929357+ 2 39 5 943 2.11 1.77
7293-3417 18.321 354- I 33 6 943 1.96 3.18L
7293-3102 18.5131 357+ 1 27 5 943 3.07 5.94
7293-3624 18.935352-2 21 6 953 1.18 .93
72933247 19.518355+ 0 26 10 943 4.06L 4.72L7293-3650 19.6 1352- 2 25 I v 953 1.63: .70
7293-3354 19.715354-0 41 6 943 3.04 3.82
7293 3345 20.344 354- 0 4t 7 94 3 2,17 1.80L
7293-3238 21.742 355+0 20 6 110 3 1.73 3.16
7293-3349 22.146 354- 0 23 6 94 3 4.37 3.04
7293-3818 22.324 351- 3 25 5 95 3 4.99 2.77
7293- 3436 22.3141 354 - , 19 6 94 3 9.07 5.30
7293-3653 22.622 352- 2 40 6 95 3 1.72 .90
7293-3302 23.111 355+ 0 23 7 94 3 4,12: 17.80
7293--3439 23,310354-1 46 7 953 1.47 ,91:
7293-3752 23.318351-3 31 5 953 3,35 2.90
72933005 23.630357+ 2 30 5 943 1.86 1.94
7294-3152 24.258356+ 1 33 6 943 4.81 3.63
7294-3351 24.8142354--0 50 7 932 1.62: 1.44
7294-3202 25.031356+ 1 37 6 943 1.94 169:
7294-3t21 25.37356+ 1 3618 942 1.90 1.36L
72943525 25.530353- 1 35 ' 6 953 3.12 2.13
7294-3631 25.85040 352- 2 47 6 95 3 1.51 .67:7294-3409 26.0 354- 0 45 7 932 2.89 2.71:
7294 3403 26,1 7 354-0 98 13 93 2 3.26L 2.84L
7294-3750 27.116 351- 3 36 6 95 3 1,57 1.73
72943917 27.236350- 3 51 6 953 1.07 ,59
7294 - 3011 288 ' 44357 + 2 37 6 943 1.44 1.15
7295 3837 30.259 350-3 35 10 95 3 .56: 1.56L
7295-3210 30.311356+ 1 34 6 943 2.52 6.28
7295-3313 31.1 6355+0 22 6 tll 3 4.39 4.23
72953200 31.7 8356+ 1 36 6 943 1.83 1,11
7295-3321 31.759 355- 0 _ 37 6 94 3 11.30 25,17
7295-3000 31,939 356+ 2, 33 6 94 3 5,03 3.30
7295-3528 32.456 353- 1 21 6 95 3 .94 4.48
7295-3629 32.5 7352-2 37 6 953 1.51L 1.02
7295-3220 33.2'29356+0 25 6 943 6.31 4.49
72953757 33.332351-345 6 953 1.25 .67:
i
7295-3052 !33..= 28357+ 1 36 5 943 1.37 2.91
7295 3431 33.512 354- 1 21 7 94 2 1.84: 1.73
7295-3605 34.353 352- 2 28 5 95 3 7.57 7.74
7295-3410 34.321 354- 1 50 8 94 2 3.39L 2.51
72953110 34.4;45357+1 25 6 943 5.81 3.21
7295-3142 34.5'59356+ 1 35 11 932 4.60L 4.10L
7295-3045 13505 357+ 1 36 6 943 1.32 1.45
72953315 35.123355-0 41 6 943 2.32 1.65
7295-3427 35.212354- 1 24 6 94 ! 3 2.65 1.48
72963236 36.025355+ 0 30 6 943 5.22 27.65
7296-3732 36.115351-2 48 10 953 .76 .82L
7296-3333 36.558355-0 45 7 943 1.53 3.32L
7296-3417 37.141 354- 1 27 7 943 3.77L 3.18
7296-3434 37.4 2354-1 28 7 943 1.87 1.14
7296-3155 37.513356+ 1 18 5 943 23.74 17.43
7296-3701 37.7 9352-2 34 5 953 6.61 3.04
7296-3641 38.346 352- 2 40 7 953 1,69L 5.47
72963029 38.618357+1 41 69413 1.77 1.04:
7296-3038 40.346357+ 1 405 9413 2.31 1.84
7296-3459 40.5 2 353- 1 28 6 943 t0.90 7.73:
I
7296 3619 41.2261352- 2 60 9 9412 .77 1.91L
7296 3331 41.442 355- 0 20 6 113 2.30 2.85
7296-3055 41,757, 357+1 30 59413 2.17 1.06
7296-3728 41.7131351-2 706 9513 1.18 1.32L
7297 3359 42.155 354- 0 65 14 93 2 3.38L 2.82L
7297 3533 42.246353- 1 22 11 95 3 1.42L 2.35L72973804 42.4101351- o 27 6 953 1.08 .58L
7297-3425 42.511354- 1 39 6943 6.42 7.43
72973356 42.649354- 0 7768 932 1.78L 1.677297-374143.16351- 229 953 1.72 .78
7297-3059 43.6 4 357+ 1 55 61 94 3 1.11 1.09
7297-3353 44.634 354- 0 3161394 14.93 10,66
72973031 45.254357+ 1 21 6943 1.74 1.90
7297-3516 45.534353- 1 34 8932 .87 .79:
7297-3617 46.1 45 351-3 46 9 i 95 2 1.72 1.49L
7297-3136 46.6 12 356+ 1 37 6 94 3 4.22 4.44
7297-3436 46.8 13 354- I 29 6 94 3 1.42 5.01
7297-3902 46.810350- 3 20 6 953, 1.61 1.08
7297-3815 46.938351- 3 63 11 952 .58 1.47L
72983308 48.254355+ 0 466 943 2.07 1.68
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 I,_m Flux C *rI A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs C JeJ R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
17.06L 338.31L DC A#
24.37L 474.12L CD A# B
22.34L 259.47L E F C#
29.37L 504.71L EF BCE
19.17L 265.75L BC A/JG 2452
22.74L 304.71L D A
18.18L 184.80: CE C ABG MRSL355+00/2
51.17 252.60L CCE ABA
23.54L 243.56L B D AA
8.37L 106.13L CE AA
26.10L 387.69L CD AA
9.51L 165.03L CD ABF
12.06L 142.34L F BC
3.14L 113A7L C BFE
32.30L 570.76L C B E
10.42L 34.73 D C "_
17.06L 161.19L CC AA
18.41L 261.10L CD AA
9.73L 134.46L E CJ
29.39: 289,81L COD B A,:31
14.22L 361.18L C BF
12.45 197.12L CC OAA
5.92L 89.00L CC AAE
26.41L 220.17L D AC
27A7L 352.31L FF AA
14.99L 164.14L DF AB
14.86 255.47L E H 3
9,91L 176.75L EF AB
14.48L 279,56L FF AA
9.60: 271.30L C D AD )
12.83: 323,39L FEE BA :
14.30L 275.43L CD AA
6.95L 114,92L EE AA
24.71L 93.68L CD AA
9.86L 175.35L CC AA
73.83: 138.59: ECED BA._,
13.78 260.62L EFD BD_)
8.68L 111.18L EE AA
5.98L 89.00L EE AAJ
22.99L 289.99L DD AA
15.56L 102.79L DE AC
22.39L 299.30L CF BB
24.83L 346.04L C AAG
15.19L 160.79L CC AA,
10.20L 190.37L CF AB
4.59L 69.40L DE ABt:
7.36 96.78L E D I_
8.72L 111.71L CC AB
6.44L 73.94L BD AA
6.16L 105.75L CC BBt
7.86L 32.36 O D CC[
12.10L 362.62L FE AA[
14.58L 138.44L DF AA
22.16L 382.92L CF AB
13,18L 246,01L FE AA=
5.92L 89.00L FD AA[;
16.90L 261.77L DC AA[_
5,91: 35.96: FDE AB(
8.44L 233.62L CE AA[_
7.26L 114.15L DE AC
11.27L 339.92L ED AAE_
21.76L 234.77L F F B A
4,04 189.03L FFD AAE
26.59L 213.91L F BA
25,15L 316.31L EE AA
12.09 363.96L E C
6.50L 80.64L FE BA
18.11L 168.28L EE AB
22.11L 240.40L CE AB
179.90 323.39 CCDD AAA
4.23L 122.06L D CEG
13.65L 212.69L C AD
21.75L 220.14L D AA
21.51L 230.82L EE AB
22.47L 393.08L DD AAE
6.16L 124.82L CD AAE
13.09L 181.69L ! C DAB644L 83.83L D BC
5.65L 8194L'ED AAN
20.67L 194.47L CO AAC
10.71L 203.28L IF BD
32.82L 250.51: IDC D AAD
24.73L 361.75L ! DE AB
9.34L 123.40L C BFI
4.06 87.00L D F D
14.97L 83.25 C ECH
9.06L 130.70L F BG
22.19LI 243.79L FF AAA
11.81L 170.51L F BA
9,55L 119.38L CD ABC
20.48L 323.04L DF BBD
21A7L 201.58L BC AAE
5.72L 83.41L FF AAG
11.04L 60.05: DF E BBD
7.87L 62.34L F AA
23.46L 411.39L DC AA
25,41L 314.54L DC BAE
1,74: 59.93L I BCE AAC
8.12L 86.97L E BD























a _ a _ C_OrbdS SMJ SMN .8
h m. , , (s) ( ) (") (") ( ) N
17298-3501 48.4 20 353- 1 63 15 93 2
17298-3447 48.6 5 354- 1 15 6 94 3
17298-3531 48.9 57 353- 1 40 7 94 2
17298-3122 49.5 5 356+ 1 81 11 94 2
17298 3256 49.7 41 355+ 0 25 6 94 I 3
17298-3442 49.7 56 354- 1 50 7 93 2
17298-3011 49.9 8 357+ 2 33 6 94 3
17298-3607 50.6 7 352- 2 31 6 95 3
17298-3920 51.5 16 350- 3 17 16 95 3
17298 3304 51.7 12 355+ 0 25 6 94 3
17298-3253 51.8 47 355+ 0 22 7 111 3
Flux Density
Declination: - 40"-- 30*
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
25 Fm 60 Fm
(Jaosky)
V L C
100 _,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.41L .88L 4.63L 38.78 D F H B 480030030F
5.23 3.81 21.06L 322.80L CE AA 8 350234131F
1.71 .93 16.59L 234.66L DE ABM 0 641122233F
1.16 3.78L 31.40L 451.66L D BM 950245120F
2.90 6.43 96.09: 935.34L CDF ABe 4 454334335F
2.02 1.21: 11.74L 97.61L DE ABEl O 670122141F
1.19 2.26L 5.99L 78.99L C AA 9704200013
3.38 3.81 12.48L 207.79L BD AA 6 850034220F
.32L .33L 3.50L 28.79 C H C 960121122C
22.21 16.77 15.29L 117.35: ED DAAMB 9 578132330F
2.83 7.02 222.52: 935.34 DDDF CADC 0 352334337F
17298 3329 52.6 10 355- 0 42 8 94 3
17298 3318 53.4 18 355- 0 26 6 111 3
17299-3146 54.3 34 356+ 1 55 9 94 3
17299-3025 54.3 51 357+ 1 34 5 94 3
17299-3134 54.7 13 356+ 1 43 6 94 3
17299-3854 55.0 5 350- 3 23 6 95 3
17299-3434 55.4 31 354 1 83 20 93 2
17299-3644 57.2 36 352- 2 65 t0 95 2
17299-3624 57.4 56 352- 2 62 8 95 3
17299-3054 57.8 24 357+ 1 81 10 93 2
17299 3650 57.8 39 352-2 19 6 95 3
17300 3013 0.0 27 357+ 2 19 5 94 3
17300--3142 0.1 40 356+ 1 20 6 94 3
17300-3450 0.1 47 154- 1 49 7 93 2
17300-3838 0.6 31 350- 3 27 9 ; 94 2
17300-3000 0.7 40 358+ 2 35 5 94 3
Sep








1 20 I G355.251
1.76 2.15: 18.73L 222.26L DF
1.82 2.88 14.76L l 191.43L DF
1.44 2.78L 22.07L ! 100.80L D
1.81 1.94 5.18L 60.57L DD
2.45 3.83 25.92L 435.94L CC
1.55 1.34 6.75L 61.17L EE
2.74L 1.14L 12.34L 56.45
.89 2.11L 13.45L 152.44L D
.93 2.03L 14.03L 201.02L D
.93 3.41L 32.37L 411.16L D
2.80 1.31 12.39L 141.27L FE
2.92 2.78 5.00L 60.48L F E
5.43 6.43 23.25L 512.58L CC
1.25 .81: 12.06L 98.17L DE
1.01 1.49L 2.28L 63.43L D
1.44 .99 3.70L 80.99L CD
17300-3506 1.2 48 353- 1 32 6 93 2 1.79 1.09
17300-3341 1.3 0 355 0 26 6 94 3 3.84L 4.51
17300-3036 1.4 40 357+ 1 28 6 94 3 2.42 2.86
17300-3821 1.9 7 351-- 3 70 18 95 2 1.52L 1.65L
17300-3509 1.9 3 353- 1 21 5 95 3 .97 8.24
17300-3455 3.0 43 354- 1 47 7 93 2 .98 2.53L
17300-3745 4.5 54 351- 3 34 6 95 3 1.78 1.91
17300-3353 5.4 18 354- 0 23 7 94 3 14.93L 10.66L
17300-3401 5.6 53 354 1 48 6 94 3 2.79 1.65:
17301-3701 6.2 58 352- 2 34 11 95 3= 10.90L 11.65L
17301-3918 7.1 5 350- 3 37 6 95 3 1.68 .81
17301-3750 7.1 1 351- 3 63 8 95 3 1.48L 1.33L
17301 3124 8.1 8 356+ 1 42 6 94 3 4.53 5.26
17301-3819 8.3 59 351- 3 20 8 93 2 .61 .54L
17301-3044 8.337 357+ 1 34 6 94 3 3.34 2.62
17301-3552 8.3 5 353-2 24 6 95 3 2.93 2.56
17301-3720 8.4 11 352-- 2 28 5 95 3 15.65 9.47
17301-3049 8.5 44 357+ 1 86 8 93 2 1.23 3.35L
17301-3430 8.7 38 354-- 1 45 7 94 3 2.67L 2.69
17301-3338 8.8 48 355-- 0 ' 50 6 94 3 1.84 3.47L
17301-3513 8.8 57 353 1 42 6 94 3 1.94 2.17
17301-3640 8.0 8 352-2 51 11 95 2 .78 1.78L
17301-3727 9.1 43 351-2 46 6 95 3 .97 1.02:
17301-3235 9.2 11 355+ 0 33 12 94 3 4.19L 4.13L
17301 3137 10.1 15 356+ 1 75 8 94 3 1.52 3.81L
17301-3635 11.2 53 352- 2 41 6 95 3 1.31 1.38
17302-3056 12.4 33 357+ 1 46 7 94 3 1.45: 1.95
17302-3549 12.4 39 353- 2 59 7 95 3 1.49 .97L
17302-3332 12.5 16 i 355- 0 27 7 94 2 5.80L ! 2.66
17302-3907 12.6 52 350 3 71 8 93 2 .57 .35L
17302-3210 12.8 51 356+ 0 34 10 94 3 3.70L 4.19L
17302-3930 12.8 16 350-4 44 11 93 2 2.88L .39L
17302-3327 12.9 51 355- 0 31 7 93 2 1.52 1.77L
17302-3704 13.0 12 352- 2 37 5 95 3 4.43 1.19
17302-3920 13.0 9 350-3 21 6 95 3 1.10 .74
17302--3245 13.4 55 355+ 0 21 6 94 3 4.67L 30.44:
17302-3613 14.9 34 352- 2 40 6 95 3 42.42 11.93
17302-3052 15.4 40 357+ 1 23 7 94 3 3.03 1.45
17302-3815 15.6 4 351-3 28 10 95 3 .93 .55:
17302-3034 15.9 42 357+ 1 27 7 93 2 5.48 3.04
17302-3837 16.3 9 350- 3 43 6 95 3 1.35 1.25
17302-3118 17.2 41 357+ 1 57 7 93 2 1.68 1,03L
17302-3344 17.2 37 355-- 0 45 , 7 94 2, 4.03L 5.38
17303 3413 18.4 55 354-1 45 7 94 3 1.88 1.17:
17303--3250 18.5 36 355+ 0 62 6 94 3 2.12 5.58:
17303--3429 19.2,21 354-- 1 49 9 94 2 2.67 2.69L
17303-3707 19.5 12 352-2 15 6 93 3 2.00 3.17
17303--3419 19.5 54 354- 53 7 94 3 1.57 1.63
17303-3230 19.7 54 356+ 0 60 6 94 3 4.10L 3.14
17303-3209 19.8 39 356+ 0 : 41 8 94 2 1.55 3.96L
17303 3303 19.6 29 355- 0 51 6 94 3 3.04 4.33
17303 3700 20.3 50 352-- 2 38 6 95 ' 3 10.90 11.65
17303-3427 20.3 28 354- 49 7 94 3 1,77 1.42
17303-3631 20.6 39 352- 2 41 9 95 2 .90 1.46L
17303-3320 20.9 6 355-0 21 6 93 3 2.74 3.70
17303-3020 21.4 11 357+ 1 79 10 94 2 1.48 2.96L
17303-3221 22.0 46 356+ 0 39 6 94 3 2.78L 9.91
17303-3803 23.3 37 351- 3 38 6 95 3
17303--3144 23.9 4 356+ 1 34 7 94 3
17304--3628 24.3 57 352--2 62 7 95 3
17304--3722 24.8 12 352--2 27 6 95 3
17304-3532 25.2 36 353-- 1 60 7, 94 3
17304-3038 25.3 36 357+ 1 27 6 94 3
17304--3855 25.4 13 350-3 42 15 93 2
17304 3024 25.4 48 357+ 1 57 7 94 3
17304--3849 25.5 46 350 3 21 5 95 3
17304-3101 26.5 38 357+ 1 45 6 94 3
17304-3938 26.8 41 350- 4 40 8 95 3
17304-3305 27.2 10 355-0 56 6 94 3
17304-3017 27.3 6 357+ 1 39 6 94 3
17304-3757 28.0 14 351--3 31 6 95 3
17304-3104 28.4 32 357+ 35 8 94 3
17304-3023 29.E 5 357+ 24 6 94 3
AAL 9 170066733F 1
AAC 7 770133443F
BBGG 970320010F
AB 3 9803101103 1 16 09123
AA 5 950220210F 2
AA i 9 750120140C






AACC 0 958123332F 7
BCK 0 470332110F 1
B D 950112120F
ABLD 0 9702223423 4 2 16 09133
18.29L 109.66L DE AB 0 450121000F
63.76: gO.25L ED DDDC 772131430F
5.31L 58.56L FD AA 91 6816320113
2,18: 22.94 FD DC 970130020F
18.29 264.21L CBC BAAH 0 440021000F
9.63L 168.56L C AA 460130000F
8.33L 95.75L CC AAI 5 650220230F
21.17 289.60L E BBA 2 464152102F
29.34L 343.37L CE AB O 560410010F
4.96L 49.66 E I CC 660032320F
3.29L 74.82L CC AA 0 950131032C
3.62 25.62L C CLCC 960010230F
24.72L 266.46L FE AA 9 960133030F
2.44L 57.58L D B S E E 960150030F
6.77L 57.06L DE AA I 6 7802101103 i
11.87L 76.88 DD E AABD 1 i61033332F
9.40L 103.19L FF AAB 9 851010000F 28
33.04L 533.53L D BE 650130010F
4.52: 436.42L DE BABD 0 740051210F
19.28L 292.26L D BE 66012055OF
19.00L 275.12L CC AA 5 440321000F
12.27L 160.82L E B N 3500200OOF
8.75L 101.05L CF AB E 0 850010010F
13.12 273.43L D N D
23.47L 249.18L i C BCH
12.80L 168.49L EF AA
29.12L 390.31L FF BA
19.55L 225.64L C BC
28.96L 260.42L F AAD
3.30L 45.11L D BBM
16.10 163.94 DC DB
1,91: 12.87 DC FECB
11.46L 140.2OL D ABC












2.76L 65.80L BC AAHB 1 958131152C
481.68 690.63 CDD AAAB 0 453233100F
1.96 208.68L CCD AAB 3 730210020F 45
33.32L 255.96L FE BACC 9 760130010F
4.01L 84.87L DF BBH i 960020000F
8.24L 96.39L CE AA 0 8702210103
6.60L 65.97L FE AA 9 950321000F'
25.28L 316.86L D BD 950331120F
27.88L 178.37L E AA L 0 870056874F
19.82L 413.66L DF AA H 6 740413220F
21.72L 690.63L CD AC 6 450366443F
20.75L 316.89L D AB 0 650141210F
5.41L 106.86L FF AAC 9 750242122F
31.78L 340.36L DE BB 0 650134200F
29.72L 419.70L E B B E 960335630F
16.10L 163.94L ' D BFH 870120040F
20 G354.526
2 2 23 CED 145
8
2 1 17 2454
2 22 $12
1 23 LDN 1730
1







8 1 23 CED 145
2
1 22 S12
1 23 LDN 1730
25.89L 746.58L DC BAD 1 650253530F
3.07: 108.66L CDF AAA 1 650041320F ; 2 1 23 CED 145
20.64L 301.48L EF AA 9 652151200F 2
13.32L 175.41L O BF E 550031020F 4
20.94L 240.91L CD BABD 2 870304661F
7.91L 105.81L D BB 9702311303
164.47 466.24L CD ABAB 0 964247751F 3 *22 S12
7.95 2.25 7.31L 71.79L BC AA 5 960101000F
16.07L 105.45: 1133.11 2398.46: BDD GEDB 0 938213333F














7 4 3 RAFGL5352
4
8.66L 102.80L BC AAJ 4 850020000F
22.59L 287.80L DF AC 0 540100000F
5.66L 122.45L CC AA G 9 7704411003
2.20L 23.12 F B 760010030C
5.82L 60.92L F F AA 9'9803311103
3.38L 63.62L DD AAH 9 650110002C 13 8
24.14L 326.32L CE BA 0 960331121F ;
4.96L 54.58L CD AAG 7 950110000C
23.58L 273.35L D AC 660043520F
7.65L 66.06L FC AAFG 1 9801200103
7.36L 72.78L CF BCM 0i 950001000F
26.67L 328.61L O BC K 950231142F
5.85L 66.39L F E AA G 9 9803411103

























h m. . , (s) ( ) lb (") (") (') N
17304-3312 29.8 33 355- 0 35 7 94 3
17305-3336 31.8 22 355-- 0 37 8 94 3
17305--3643 32.3 23 352-- 2 45 6 95 3
17305--3840 32.5 19 350--3 39 6 95 3
17305-3123 33.5 4 357+ 1 14 5 107 3
17305-3422 34.2 36 354- 1 23 7 93 2
17305-3500 34.5 7 354- 1 50 10 94 2
17305-3919 34.7 42 350- 4 31 11 95 3
17305-3333 35.6 50 355- 0 43 8 i 94 3
17306-3921 36.1 42 350- 4 31 8 95 3
17306--3826 36.6 8 351-3 51 7 95 3
17306-3328 36.7 53 355--0 43 10 94 2
17306--3658 36.9 22 352--2 36 6 95 3
17306--3043 37.1 42 357+ 1 33 6 94 3
17306--3120 37.8 30 357+ 1 25 6 941 3
17306--3240 38.1 37 355+ 0 34 7 94 3
17306--3436 38.3 39 354- 1 38 7 94 3
17306--3355 38.8 27 354- 1 23 8 93 2
17306-3729 38.6 41 351- 3 95 13 93 2
17306-3106 38.7;35 357+ 1 25 6 94 3
17306-3337 39.1 43 355-0 63 7 94 3
17306-3353 39.(_ 20 354- 33 7 94 3
17306-3703 39.8 59 352-2 45 6 95 3
17306-3416 39.8 49 354- 28 7 94 3
17306-3225 40,(_ 39 356+ 0 30 9 94 3
17306-3611 40,1 15 353- 2 34 5 95 3
17306-3110 40.3 39 357+ 28 6 94 3
17306--3306 40.3 30 355--0 41 9 93 2
17306--3258 42.0 2 355-- 0 i 23 7 93 3
17307--3648 42.0 14 352-- 2 ' 39 6 95 3
17307--3912 42.3 9 350-- 3 51 9 93 2
17307--3040 42.4 35 357+ 72 11 94 2
17307--3213 42.6 12 356+ 0 54 11 94 2
17307--3033 42.9 10 357+ 1 61 7 94 3
17307--3226 42.9 20 356+ 0 35 8 94 3
17307-3321 43.0 37 355- 0 35 7 94 3
17307-3653 43.1 58 352--2 51 7 93 2
17307-3807 44.6 39 351- 3 28 6 95 3
17307-3130 45.1 30 356+ 1 33 6 94 3
17307-3254 45.8 13 355- 0 21 7 94 3
17307-3312 45.8 22 355- 0 30 11 94 3
17307-3522 46.0 13 353- 1 17 6 94 3
17307--3450 46.1 46 354--1 31 7 93 2
17307-3332 46.2 11 355-- 0 42 7 94 3
17307--3320 47.3 9 355--0 47 7 94 3
17308-3615 49.8 29 352-2 28 6 94 3'
17308-3542 51.1 1 353-- 2 28 6 94
17308-3701 51.7 24 352-- 2 54 7 95
17308-3502 52.0 32 354- 1 20 6 94
17308-3404 52.3 2 354- 1 42 7 93 2
17308-3420 52.5 5 354-- 1 74 11 93 2
17308-3150 52.9 44 356+ 1 51 7 94 3
17308-3030 53.1 33 357+ 1 49 11 94 3
17308-3637 53.1 17 352-- 2 60 9 94 2
17308--3218 53.4 2 356+ 0 26 7 94 3
17308--3750A 53.8 50 351--3 39 15 94 2
17309--3958 54.3 28 349-- 4 58 12 96 2
17309--3412 54.8 52 354--1 30 6 94 3
17309--3857 55.3 13 350-3 35 8 95 3
17309-3232 56.5 12 356+ 0 30 7 I 94 3
17309--3245 56.6 40 355+ 0 47 7 94 3
17309--3211 57.1 37 356+ 0 42 7 94 3
17309--3726 57.5 13 352-3 54 8 95 3
17309-3736 576 32 351- 3 62 7 95 3
17309-3408 57.7 3 354- 1 36 7 94 3
17309-3222 58.5 8 356+ 0 40 7 94 3
17309-3554 58.9 23 353- 2 39 6 94 3
17309-3814 59.7 26 351- 3 47 8 95 3
17309-3520 59.9 41 353- 1 66 23 93 2
17310-3558 0,1 49 353-- 2 36 6 94 3
17310-3017 0.3 47 358+ 1 39 6 94 3
17310-3432 0.3 57 354- 1 43 7 94 3
17310-3014 0.8 34 358+ 1 25 6 94 3
17310-3019 1,4 34 357+ 1 33 7 94 3
17310-3430 3.2 50 354- 1 60 18 93 2
17310-3108 3.3 34 357+ 1 30 7 94 3
17310-3415 3.7 32 354-- 1 79 10 94 2
17310-3544 4.2 1 353-- 2 27 10 93 2
17310--3804 4.3 40 351- 3 85 18 93 2
17311--3023 7.5 37 357+ I 32 7 94 3
17311-3827 7.7 10 351- 3 56 8 95 3
17311-3834 7.9 44 351- 3 43 10 95 3
17311-3605 8.4 3 353- 2 27 8 94 3
17311-3917 8.4 37 350- 4 39 8 95 3
17311-3458 8.7 19 354- I 22 5 94 3
17311-3310 9.e 22 355- 0 78 8 94 3
17311-3539 9.g 53 353- 2 45 7 94 3
17311-3447 11.(_ 5 354- 1 59 6 94 3
17311-3140 11.4 39 356+ 1 58 8 94 3
17311-3344 11.9 56 355- 1 27 6 94 3
17311-3040 12.0 39 357+ 1 51 8 93 2
17312-3808 12.418 351-3 53 9 93 2
17312-3347 12.449 355-1 24 7 94 3
17312-3756 12.4 15 351--3 25 8 95 3
17312-3157 13.4 36 356+ 0 32 7 94 3
17312-3028 14.0 5 357+ 1 78 8 94 3
17312-3535 14.3 5 353--2 37 7 94 3
17312-3033 14.4 48 357+ 1 39 7 94 3
17312 3516 14.5 44 353-I 39 7 93 2








































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)




































I00 p.m Flux C(
Uncs Cc
68.27L 282.42L E AA
21.85L 373.13L E B
12.13L 113.82L DF AA
5.871 63.05L EE AB
21.53L 202.71L FC AA
10.11L 158.94L ED AA
22.15L 304.54L FF BA
3.56L 55.85L C BC
17.59L 403.49L FF AA
2.76 55.72L BCC AA
5.03L 76.84L C AC
12.161 398.33L FF AB
9.06L 109.51L CC AA
10.88: 98.49: DDDD AA
11.32: 406.47L DDD BC
34.59[ 690.63L BC AA
25.59L 377.92L D AA
10.97L 73.09 DF D CD
5.54L 23.94 D B F
9.1t 182.21L' F DD BB
29.17L 291.59L C AB
11.03L 308.78L DD AA
9.36L 119.17L CF BB
25.25L 335.33L E F i AB
152.96L 466.24L D CC
6.34L 148.011 CD AA
22.57L 211.67L CC AA
15.00L 243.80L E B C
175.29L 1445.88L CF BA
10.34L 112.43L E AB
3.90L 44.22L BC AA
8.23L 54.68L E GA
20.54 167.33L E B
7.59L 79.68L C AB


































































16.91L 390.80L CF AD
6.36L 78.20L D BC
4.94L 69.13L DC AA
20.89L 300.66L CF AB,
15.23L 1445.88L EF AA
68.27 220.48: FF BB=
2.30: 285.79L CDE ABI
6.40L 36.60L DF AA,
17.49L 340.25L CF AB
11.10: 271.60L FDF BAI
6.27L 121.87L F BA,
6.49L 209.19L CC AAI
9.44L 96.80L D AA
27.83L 335.94L BC AA
9.24L 147.92L DE AB
3.65 124.52L EFE BC(
23.84L 323.89L CE AA
13.10 84.84L C BI
11.90L 126.81L F AB
34.77L 345.15L BC AAI
2.61 21.74 DF KDI
1.36L 66.69L F C E
6.66 346.14L EDE AAI
5.25L 60.89L DC AA
87.31 466.24L EDD BA[
15.40L 374.78L DE AA|
20.54L 332.15L FF AA
7.19L 75.48L C BH
7.10L 80.13L DE BB
30.58L 350.28L CE ABi
17.09L 466.24L CE AB
2.06: 128.03L FEE AA[
5.53L 64.46L CE AB
7.29L 41.87 D CD
13.65L 126.771 C J AE
2.62L 71.55L CD AA
10.87 389.63L DCC BAI
2.61L 66.81L DF AB
6.59L 72.01L FF BAE
10.87L 51.22 E C
28.44L 354.87L BC AA
28.55L 419.19L FF BB
2.90 117.38L E
1.87L 18.14 D (
5.10L 82.23L FF AAr
5.47L 71.30L DF BB
1.68: 68.76L DED DCE
16.78L 39.20L D BEt_
4.45L 78.04L BC AAC
7.39: 244.07L CCE AAF
96.90L 299.46L C BB
16.55L 132.29L CE AA
28.34L 471.73L C A g
110.75L 395.20L E A_
31.12: 369.68L CDF BAE
8.37L 85.09L DF AA
4.83L 47.70L EE AB
26.23L 410.86L C AC
1.85: 63.33L BCE AAB
20.34L 346.89L D AAI
5,04L 81.03L C AA
17.31L 133.75L EE AA
4.95L 79.48L CD AA
7.17L 101.93L CD AB
7.59L 97.42L D B D
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sap



























h m o , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
17312-3338 16.3 46 355- 1 43 7 93 2
17312-3614 16.443 353-2 29 7 94 3
17312-3150 17.g 22 356+ 0 51 8 94 3
17313-3350 18.1 48 355-1 23 6 111 3
17313-3403 18.5 45 354- 1 16 6 94 3
17313-3226 18_7 35 356+ O 18 7 94 3
17313-3354 19.7 57 355- 1 53 8 93 2
17313-3438 21.3 26 354- 1 26 7 94 3
17313-3026 21.3 39 357+ 1 41 8 94 3
17313-3416 21.3i54 354-1 53 6 93 2
17313-3100 21.7 11 357+ 1 36 7 94 3
17313-3940 22.1 55 350 4 43 8 95 3
17313-3104 22.6 14 357+ 1 40 8 94 3
17313-3607 22.9 57 353- 2 28 7 94 3
r7313-3156 23.3 17 356+ 0 54 18 94 3
17313--3303 23.6 9 355- 0 61 9 93 2
17313--3551 23.6 43 353- 2 20 7 94 3
)7313-3445 23.8 30 354- 1 41 7 94 3
17314-3811 24.3 19 351-3 42 8 95 3
17314-3237 24.7 47 356+ 0 45 7 94 3
17314--3314 25.2 22 355- 0 30 5 110 3
17314--3610 25.7 55 353- 2 39 6 94 3
17314-3925 25.9 51 350- 4 33 6 95 3
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 0 12 Fm
17314-3255 26.3 46 355- 0 16 6 94 3 150.37
17314-3311 27.1 28 355- 0 31 6 94 3 2.23
17314-3131 27.3, 24 357+ 1 52 8 94 3 1.61
17314-3333 27.4 5 355-1 62 6 93 2 1.66
17314-3214 27.8 27 356+ 0 22 7 94 3 4.29
17314-3729 28.0 49 352-- 3 79 13 93 2 1.72L
17314-3129 284 8 357+ 1 33 9 94 3 4.02L
17314-3139 28.5!53 356+ 1 21 7 94 3 1.93
17314-3116 29.4 47 357+ 1 50 8 94 3 1.72
17315-3702 30.5 18 352-2 70 tl 93 2 .48
17315-3414 30.8 39 354- 1 32 7 94 3 90.02
17315-3654 31.2 23 352-2 23 8 117 3 130
17315-3816 32.0 22 351- 3 40 8 95 3 1.73
17315-3232 32.1 56 356+ 0 24 8 94 3 3.31L
17315-3530 32.2 36 353- 2 32 7 94 3 6.59
17315--3317 32.7 2 355-0 51 7 93 2 1.73
[7315-3929 32.8 47 350--4 80 16 93 2 .46L
17315-3448 34.01 3 354--1 26 7 94 3 2.20
17315-3731 34.4 2 352- 3 26 8 95 3 1.72
17315-3305 34.8 33 355-0 20 6 94 3 2.30
17315-3124 35.0 43 357+ 1 35 9 94 3 1.61:
17315--3203 35.0 38 356+ 0 49 7 94 3 4.54L
17315-3543 35.9 5 353-2 44 6 94 3 3_04
17316-3318 36.6 49 355- 0 53 10 94 3 5.07L
17316-3514 36.7 11 353- 1 45 7 94 3 1.31
17316-3523 37.0 56 I 353- 2 22 7 94 3 9.65
)7316-3824 38.3 47 351- 3 44 8 95 3 1.33
17316-3840 38.3 33 351- 3 24 6 95 3 5.94
17316-3846 38.6 4 350- 3 35 6 95 j 3 1.11
17316-3301 38.9 47 355- 0 51 7 94 3 3.20
17316-3226 39.0 39 356+ 0 20 6 94 3 5.57
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 btm



































Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.59 10.54L 96.07L : DF ABE 0 670134321F
6.42 12.81L 131.26L [ EC ABD 1 541115400F
1.95 21.64L 410.22L Io 8c 960313130F
2.68 22.30: 352.21L FDF AAB 9 360444542F
3.54 27.54L 368.14L DE AA 9 440222020F 1
5.57L 213.68 248.37 ; BDE AAAC 1 966224230F 2 *22 S12
2.29L 6.74 48.71 !C ED BOB 384120251F3.82 12.25L 302.351 B B G 540201330F 2 I
2.70 6.41L 80.34L OC BAC 7703201113
2.99 8.57L 119.80L DE AAB 650030200F
3.80L 25.95L 435.57L C AABE] 660110011F
.44 5.34L 63.64L C CC 940100000C
1.94 22.27L 429.62L FC AB 6 850020133F
1.00 2AI: 138.11L CEF BDC 0 540021012F 8
4.86L 13.48L 137.36 F HC 970044320F 2 i
1.73L 23.08 171.57L F E D B B 774225333F l1.46 14.51L 154.25L CE AB 0 550203120F 5
1.63 22.33L 347.5OL C BD 440121130F
2.07 8.58L 80.53L 'CE AB 1 950320000F
3.90L 26.45L 260.50L D BD I 970433555F
34.20 96,90L 354.13L IE D AAJ 9 961141100F
2.36 12,97L 123.36L IFD AA 9, 540132200F
.64 5.53L 63A8L CF BF I 0 850020001C
28.93 268.62L DCD AACE 9 764322251F
96.90 349.61L DCD AAAI 0 760232100F
23.49L 377.99L C AD 950231300F
234.51L 191.12L DF BB F 0 870121040F
44.26L 238.73L CD BAF 0 960422134F
2.03 57.92L D B 960130033F 8
22.00 383.18L EF MOC 954240240F
4.22L 110.75L 365.37L C BCDF 4 960244436F 3
1.94 21.39L 410.50L E D
60.21L _381_78L 8C AAA 1 641030000F 29
V L C
100 .u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
BB 8 950200102F
5,48L C G 560150000F
8.57
3.11: 28.55: DDEE AAFB 4 470311031F
6.71L 67.62L FF AA 9 950050001F
62.90: 234.92L I _D ECDA 974333342FlS.O4L 169.95L C AAO 2 550020000F
15.76L 173.36L DF BBE 3 8703300OOF
1.21 29.33L E K E 9500200208
i
22.12L 163.87LIFF AA 9 850131100F
3.64L 80.85L DD ABG 9 950020021F
38.09L 379.62L CODE BCMF 0 768138333F24,91 192.60L CCBH 964233442F
38.68: 258.52L CD GAAD 964232150F
15.13L 151.46L CD AB 3 450101010F
15.76 363.98L C L A 860320100F
21.43L 177.41L CD AB I 4 750022332F
12.73 173.19L FED AAA 9 5500100OOF
4.76L 87.97L CE AA 2 950131263F
3.27L 77.40L FE AAK 9 950022032F
3.84L 76.38L CF AB 0 950021211F
23,08L 379.62L CD AA 4 760145333F
A A 1 960234220F
1 1 32 X1731-362 69 1
I ! 2 * 3 RAFGL 5354
17316 3627 39.0 53 352- 2 26 8 94 3 2.21
17318 3459 39.3 26 354- 1 19 7 94 3 2.05
17316-3909 39.8 27 350- 4 39 7 95 3 1.05
17316-3527 40.0 34 353- 2 52 7 94 3 .92
17316-3244 40.2 18 356- 0 18 7 109 3 3.38L
17317-3017 43.1 29 358+ 1 54 8 94 3 3.44L
17317-3207 44.3 14 356+ 0 43 6 94 3 2.35






















3,98L 213.68L 266.32L C
8.61L 97.28L CE AB 2 540010000F
12.65: 143.63L D D CBE 0 954231231F
1.07L 62.28L CC AB 1 9501100008
16.26L 179.92L C AH 6500200OOF
276.45 868.91: DF D CB BB 958223431F
6.21L 133.43L C AC 8702211103
18.51L 224.18L F AAF K 1 970135330F
234.51 736.48L DCD AAAD 9 740151120F 79
5.54L 98.71L CE AB 0 540111000F
9.41 46.59: IDEEE BBDB 0 460010150F
7.41L 129.10LI C AEEE 7701200123
3.36: 137.97L EEE AADC 9 4501200OOF
17.49L 247.81L OF AA 9 960231244F
2.32; 180.75LCCD AAB 10 950312100F
1.15L 61.63L DD BBC 3 6501221218
21.02L 272.45L CO AA 5 570431020F
23.94L 189.00L CE AB E 1 950033400F
23.47L _ 372.24LIF D AA 8 660033330F
1.69L 13.56 D BGE C 9600100208
8.69L 76.47L C BC i6 950220000F
6.02L 81.03L CD ABGF 10 550042352F
3.48L 125.34L DD BAC 0 450110000F
24.91L 311.93L CD AAL 9 950254333F
17.46L 439.05L E AA 9 960245344F
3.62 81.03L BBC AAA 5 440111000F 15
17.42L 193.57L C AE 840142122F
9.14L 103.49L EE AA 7 452231020F
22.12L 306.03L F E AAH 9 762226433F
4.19: 299.32L F DE AAC 7 660214333F
21.30L 452.53L C B B 950144143F
6.84L 58.70L EE AAK 9 160000OOOF
23.56L 494.00L C CA 950120040F
243.07: 736A8 DEE CDC 0 758243333F
3.31L 86.88L C ACI 0 950210COOF
5.87L 61.67L E BG 960421200F
1.08L 101.00L DF AB 9 9400221308
7.32L 66.43: DE D BDHD 0 658113365F
17.36L 311.93 E G D 950122133F
18,69L 253.65L DE AA 9 960533430F
18.54L 255.75L FF AAD 9 960323330F
26.38L 169.66 F E BGC 970233131F
21.43L 444.64L F D AA 8 860031200F
5.23L 88.43L C AB 0 6603211103
5.18L 104.45L F D AAGH 9 450310030F
6.51L 79.64L E D AB 9 250102011F









17317-3619 44.5 54 353- 2 42 8 94 3 1.20 .80
17317--3431 44.9 44 354-- 1 16 7 94 3 .82 .97
17317--3005 45.7 56 358+ 1 60 8 94 3 1.60 3_24L
17317-3556 45.7 43 353- 2 33 8 94 3 2.69 6.27
17317-3143 46.3 10 356+ 0 47 6 94 3 2.22 1.55
17317-3507 46.5 21 354 1 28 6 94 3 5.55 2.73
17317-3846 48.9 35 350- 3 43 8 95 3 1.06 .51:
17317-3249 47.3 32 355- 0 39 8 94 3 2.04 2.39
17317-3450 47.8 41 354- 1 30 7 94 3 1.65 1.04
451 1 94 3 2.97 4.4817317-3938 47.9 355- 36 7
17318-3932 48.2 151 350- 4 91 22 93 2 3.78L .93L
17318--3734 48.3 15 351-- 3 49 9 95 3 .64 1.65L
17318-3707 49.2 36 352- 3 31 8 95 3 1.62 1.01
17318-3422 49.7 4ol 354- 1 29 7 93 2 2.03 1.66
17318-3124 50.3 1 357+ 1 45 6 94 3 2.39 2.96
17318-3137 52.4 15 356+ 0 32 7 94 3 4.41L 4.24
17318--3606 53.1 42 353- 2 33 8 94 3 53.08 23.04
17318-3511 53.3 16 354- 1 37 8 94 3 1.43 2.43L
17318-3551 53.7 32 353-- 2 37 9 94 3 1.86 1.48
17319-3343 54.7 2 355- 1 33 7 94 3 1.94 2.15
17319-3346 55.1 12 355- 1 41 81 94 3 2.81 2.70:
17319-3132 55_3 25 357+ 1 61 8 ' 94 3 1.56 4.69L
17319-3643 55.6 53 352- 2 31 8 94 3 4.98 2.98
17319-3058 55.7 42 357+ 1 28 8 94 3 1.13 4.19L
17319-3326 56.3 12 355- I 22 7 111 3 4.06L 21.77
17319-3811 56.4 21 351- 3 49 7 95 3 1.47 1.66L
17319- 3500 565 57 354- 1 29 10 93 2 2.05L 2.33
17319--3904 57.0 5 350-4 45, 7 95 3 1.77 .84
t0 9531 66 8917319_371157.144352-317319_311659.2o357+1 20 932 3.12 401 17319-321156.322366+0 36 7 ,4 3 3.32 4.33
17319-3208 58.9 56 356+ 0 35 I _ 9,1 3 3.74 5.07
17319-3221 59.1 50 356+ 0 421 1_ 94 2 271L 1.49:
17320-3315 0.2 44 355- 0 42 I 94 3 1.51: 2.21
17320-3016 0.6153 358+ 1 40 7 94 3 1.94 4.40L
17320-3548 1,5113 353- 2 27 8 94 _ 2.50 3.86
17320-3650 1.9 60 352- 2 30 8 94 o! 1,81 1.10
17320-3231 2.8 30 356- 0 40 8 94 3 1.60 2.77L
1 "41 17315-3214
1 3 RAFGL 5355 72









1 1 13 208980 K0 7 66
2 *23 MRSL 355+00/1 470
E
1 '41 17317-3244 34 14
2 1 '41 17317-3207 30 3
1 3 RAFGL 5356 5
1 '41 17317-3249 13 2
21 1£
1 1 V4875CO 64
1
F 1 32 X1731-334
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Sma[I Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
8 1 32 X1732-372 91
2
2
1 23 MRSL 355+00/1 177 I







17320 3037 4.3 6 357+1 281 11 93 2
27 I
3O
17320 3001 4.6 11 358+ 1 8 93 2
17320-3012 52 30 358+ 1 8 94 3
17321-3053 6.0 12 357+ 1 48 9 94 3
17321 3310 6.2 7 355- 0 43 8 94 3
17321-3609 6.7 22 353- 2 57 8 94 3
17321-3918 7.0 55 350 4 82 9 I 9945 3317321-3105 7.3 26 357+ 1 33
17321-3336 8.4 60 355- 1 32 7 94 3
17321-3740 8.7 22 351- 3 50 7 95 3
17321--3329 9.6 59 355--1 61 8 93 2
17321-3457 10.0 23 354-1 35 8 94 3
17321 3628 10.1 37 352-2 39 11 94 3
17321-3120 10.3 4 357+1 68 9 93 2
17321-3056 107 23 357+1 26 ;i ,_ 317321-3406 10.8 45 354 1 37
,7321-3352 10.9 30 355--1 21 7 94 3
17321-3658 11.1 27 352-2 38 9 94 3
,7322-3438122 0354-1 61 8 94 3
17322-3158,23 27 356+0 3444_ _17322-312812.956 357+1 50 1
' 7322--3216 13.6 40 i 3_+ 0 " 317322-311113926357+_ 36 8943
17322-3159 16.8 18 356+ 0 33 7 94 3
17322-3448 17.0 47 354- 1 35 8, 94 3
17322-3149 17.5 20 356+ 0 31 7 94 3
17322-3314 17.6 57 355- 0 80 8 93 2
17322-3743 17.8 41 351- 3 46 7 I 95 3
17323-39o218.950,350- 417323-360819.755 353-2 86 217323-335419913356-i 5, 994317323-34402086 384-1 4916 93 2
1,323-384120.9,o 352-2 50 9 94 317323326822257355_0 24 8 932
17323-3007 22.4 29 358+ 1 32 79 ,_ 317323-3713 23.2 31 352-3 36
17323=3026 23,3 5i 358+ 1 61 7 94 3
17323 3614 23.8 3 353-2 30 9 94 3
17324-3508 24.1 29 3844- 2 45 8 94 3
17324-3513 24.8 16 354 2 63 9 94 3
17324-3832 25.2 0 351- 3 29 7 95 3
17324-3212 25.7 4 356+ 0 46 7 94 3
17324 3720 25.7 34 352- 3 40 7 94 3
17324-3343 26.0 32 355- 1 23 8 94 3
17324-3306 26.3 35 355-0 79 9' 94 2
17324 3442 26.6 22 354- 1 27 894
17324-3249 27.0 13 356- 0 48 8 93
17324-3257 27.0 26 355- 0 261 7 94 3
17324-3221 28.2 56 356- 0 171 7 93 3
17324 3408 28.5 57 354- 1 85 10 93 2
17324-3339 28.7 2 355- 1 23 8 94 3
17324-3239 28.7 21 356- 0 41 8 94 3
17324-3233 28.8 12 356-0 32 8 93 2
17324-3520 28.9 50 353- 2 39 8 94 3i
17324-3656 29.7 6 353- 2 48 9 94 3 I
17324-3152 29.8 49 356+ 0 22:7 94 3
17324-3639 29.9 12 352- 2 39 7 94 3
17324-3328 29.9 31 355 1 47 8 94 3
17325-3001 30.4 12 358+ 1 25 8 94 3
17325-3059 3o.8146 357+1 33 8 94 3
17325-3203 31.9i14 356+ 0 31 7 94 3
17325 3418 32.3 37 354 1 27 8 94 3
17325-3401 32.4!36 355- 1 67 9 93 2
17325-3259 33.2 13 355-0 29 13 93 2
17325-3951 33.9 12 350-4 31 7932
17325 3615 35.2 6 353- 2 39 14 94 3
17325 3030 35.7 59 358+ 1 42 7 94 3
17325-3305 35.7l 5 355-0 36 8 94 3
i
,7326395936963504 . 7 96317328_33346.2,22366i 30 8 943
17326-3531 36.7114 353- 2 44 9 94 3
17326 3009 36.9!27 358+ 1 40 7 94 3
17326 3147 369 14 356+ 0 69 11 94 3
17326-3424 37.1 14 354 1 29 8 94 3
17326-3005 38,C 19 358+ I 36 7 94 3
17326-3040 39.1 19 357+ I 36 7 94 3
17326-3844 39.1 39 351- 4 53 8 95 3
17326-3650394 4 36 5 95 3
,7328-3242!39,61_350-56 _ 12 370 94
39.8 28 355 1 22 8
17326-3350 94 _17326-3219 40.1 15 356 0 28 7 94
17326 3056 40.5 28 357+ 1 26 7 94
17326 3627 40.7 9 ! 353- 2 24 8 94 I 3
17326-3024 40.8 24 358+ 1 25 7 94 I 3
17326-3610 41.9 42 354 2 22 8 94 I 3
17326-3324 41.1 8 355- 1 24 7 110 3
17326-3558 41.2 28 ! 353- 2 50 8 94 3
17326-3244 41.8 16 356 0 51 8 94 3
17327-3319 42.2 49 355 I 23 8 94 3
17327 3940 422 46 350- 4 38 6 95 3
17327-3347 43.0 8, 355- 1 46 8 94 3
17327-3138 43.4 38i 357+ 0 24 _ 941
17327 -3251 43.5 47 356- 0 75 9 93 2
17327 3214 44,1 29 3.56-0 27 7 94 3
17327 3356 44.5 6 i 355- 1 29 8 94 3
17327-3534 44.8 59 353-2 30 7 94 3
17327 3411 45.6 54 354 1 40 8 94 3
H
Galactic Uncetlainty C
a ,8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O ]2 /zm






























































25 /zm 60 /_m
(Jansky)




10O p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
2.52 33.32 186.46L CE AAD
1.36L 5.61L 84.49L E BH
2.61L 13.30 185.65L C CJ _F









































2.68L 64.19L E D AA 9 8703410003
19.30L 372.34L BE AAC 8 960041310F
33.32L 379.62L D B HG 752253643F
8.48L 77.95L CF AB 0 450130000F
1.29L 59.53L D B GH 9502000108
22.92L 531.63L BC AA 0 950331041F
9.86L 319.46L BC AA 0 650032310F 26
6.47L 93.00L CF BEM 0 950010000F
10.34L 736.48L EF ABD 1 740142"J43F
16.25L 197.44L CE AA 0 950143400F
F
2.83: 22.29 D DE BC_ B 461100020F
21.82L 324.84L D CC3 950124342F 1
23.61L 358.58L EF AA 9 960041200F
28.57L 293.26L CF AA 3 0 440030200F
27.62L 39.64: F F F AA : B 9 080012121F
9.43L 97,82L CF B8 3 45CO10020F 4
24.59L 216,84L C BC 450143120F
16,23L 273,64L D J Bk: 960233473F 6
16.38L 298.92L D C ND 960041053F 1
27.56L 317.42L CE AAHB 2 960160120F
10+29: 337.36L O E ABI: 950131030F
17.39L 333.86L BC AA 1 960220130F
21.04L 222.30L DE AA 0 850040000F
18.93L 283.61L ED AA 9 960233333F 6
33.32L 135.11L D BBI, M 760341220F
6.63L 62.48L F F AA 9 860010000F
6.19L 74.98L D AA 9 950021210F
1.47L 73.96L F BE 9500121408
2.05L 18.10 D I FB 460010000F
22.92L 314.73L FF BA Di 9 260023122F
5.35L 32.51 D _ 81 370143120F
9.80L 108.24L FF AB 9 150110000F
I0.74L 148.16L DF AB_ 0 770130130F
4.55L 100.33_ CO B_ 8 4603343023 3
5.30L 83.61L FF AA G 9 550114444F 8
6.85L 99.85L C AC 6603230523 1
76.52L BCD AAI D 1 450020221F 14 411.08 7.22
2.54 14.89L 110.58L ED AA 9 850320000F
2.21L 14.56L 160.28L C A E 750133242F 1
1.82 6.81L 66.66L CC AAE 1 956123420F 1
2.44 16.25L 267.45L OF AB 4 963150120F
1.48 5.14L 84.62L BC AA 1 550200000F
3.26 22.76L 332.83L DD AAF 9 350121000F
2.56 26.16L 398.98L E A H 750344344F
2.28 18.65L 178.87L CF AA 91350133120F 2
2.79L 12.14L 155.79L D BI _570032000F
2.07 11.21L 290.13L FF AAk'F 9 770040130F
11.39 36,43L 249.31L CD AAF 0 962041310F
3.39L 6.44L 100.15L E B [ 350123100F
1.21: 22.52L 340.62L EF AAC 8 35003122OF
3.69L 33.73L 357.81L O _C I _ 960232563F1.18: 14.57L 188.57L DF 01 970233371F
7,20 10.82L 116.70L BC AA 11 5EO121420F 1
.81 8.27L 86.46L DE AB 1 440010000F
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 1 V4885CO 31 3
1 17;2458 49
2 "23 MRSL 355+00/1 382
3 4 TMSS -30303 18
1 23 MRSL 355+00/1 217
1 17 2459 62
28
DD CBB A 1 94B044433F 34 6 1 32 X1732-318
5.87L 120.20L BE AAH 0 150220031F
19.27L 358.17L BC AAE 3 5 554231320F 2 1 23 OCL 1021
11.41: 108.35L F DC AAD3 9 4711254413 7
24.20L 439,64L E AAF 3 9 950243360F 1
29.79L 285.81L DF ABF 0 960160000F
22.43L 162.67L F F AA 9 450010000F
6.51L 73.73L D AB 280121000F
4.26 166.64L F C 670140130F
1.09L 25,73L CE AEE 1 9502000006
10.35L 38.06 D CBH3 350030231F 4 1 32 X1732-362
AAG 9 5601101123
B A B 0 650252333F
BE M 9401110008
AAB _ 550020110F t 231 OCL 1021
AA 450030200F
AA _ 9 7601211013
C 960131001F
AA 0 450020000F 14
8 AD 9 4601354303 7
AAF f 6 5603241553 8 1 32 X1732-306
A B 9 550120010F
AB L;; 8 8500010218
11.89 277.50L D G 8 970132323F
3.57: 37.09: CEEF AADI) 0 480032121F
44
314











2.62 3,08 6.52L 104.95L F D
3.73 7.18 23.46L 296,74L CC
.56 .42L .98L 67.80L C
5.20 3.98 22.25L 348,42L F F
130 t.46 9.03L 102.81L F F
3.46 2.58 6.59L 100.64L F D
4.49L 4.31L 8.41 364.93L D
10.22 6.05 10.75L 148.08L BC
3.03 4.00 6.54L 99.06L DO
4.13 5.55 6.52L 193.90L CC
,82 1.08 4.17L 68.96L F E












16.05L 245.72L 8C AAI 2 960261630F 2 1 23 MRSL355+00/1 423
23.06L 417.42L FE AB 9 953243330F 1 1 32 X1732-309 20
1.41L 18.35L FF AA 9 4601100201
13.99L 106.76L FD AAF 9 6624331523 1
11.02L 132.81L DO AA 8 650120000F
11.17L 365.97L CC AAB 2 751241370F 2 I 2 13 209008 K5 29
10.71L 128.56L DD AAA 0 340020000F '
2.32 3.16: 21.79L 278.36L DF BB 9 9731422OIF
44.52 54.37 20.32L 373.11L FF AAB{I 9 752150151F
.95 .56 1.48L 54.61L BD ABMI 1 9501012228
2.65 3.83 25.24L 332.98L F F AA 9 352033200F
3.08 3.86 16.17L 268.89L FF AAE 9 960251370F
2.02 4.81L 5.96L 96,59L D :ABCI 480221050F
14.13 1130 65.69L 240.04L BD AAEC 1 96C353530F
1,95 1,14: 25,84L 319.94L DF ABG 0 251021121F
2.39 1.22 8.98L 134.93L CD AE] 4 340120100F
2.85 1.84 11.73L 178.77L CC AA 3 450122000F
145 ,8
1 23 OCL 1021 454
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour(:es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /.¢mc1 8
hm. * , (s) ( ) I b C) C) (') N
7327-3303 45,_ 16 355 0 24 8 94 3 32.36
7327-3205 46.2 20 356+ 0 44 7 93 2 1.98
7327-3703 47.1 23 352- 3 30 7 94 3 14.66
7327-3548 47.2 59 353-2 23 6 115 3 2,78
7327 3112 47.3 54 357+ 1 25 7 94 3 1,91
7328 3919 480 3 350-4 37 17 93 2 ,29L
7328-3224 48.6 56 356- 0 56 10 93 2 1.69
7328 3050 48,9 46 357+ 1 21 9 106 3 2,37
7328 3746 50.0 12 351- 3 62 9 94 3 ,52
7328-3830 50,4 36 351 3 27 7 95 3 4.34
7328-3914 50.7 43 350- 4 54 9 93 2 .40
7328 3502 51.9 52 354- 2 43 9 94 3 3.39
7328-3907 51.9 58 350 4 30 12 95 3 ,36L
7328-3603 52,7 59 353- 2 77 8 94 3 .77
;'328-3635 52,9 34 352- 2 38 8 94 3 3.19
7328-3120 53.1 57 357+ 0 42 8 94 2 1.60
7328-3657 53.1 59 352 3 42 7 94 3 1.77L
7328-3614 53.3 21 353- 2 35 7 94 3 2.47
7328-3327 53.6 50 355- 1 39 8 94 3 768.49
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)























100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T
Associations
20.22L 397.92L BO AA 9 660060101F
14.58Li 166.05L DF AB H 0 970261300F
7.07L 67.42L CC AA 9 560010000F 14
2.20L 22.89L CC AAFD 0 4631000001
23.17L 340.40L EE AAF 9 960531032F
.96L 16.46 E B 9600200008
11.52L 120.93L D !BC 970071460F
35,41: 215.27: DEEE CBEB 0 965423330F
8.37L 105.59L D CJ 950010000F
4.18L 13.52: BD D CCED 9 670033423F
1.16L 29.52L C BL 9601200008
11.65L 225.39L DE BB 9 650120010F
1.89 58.87L C DMEB 9501000108
1.47L 19.69L CE BD 1 4601100001
1.30L 16.00L BD AA 3 5701401511
21.01L 285,36L D AB 960120051F
6,44 68.04L CC NAA 460020000F




Name Type (') Mag
8
2 1 23 MRSL 355+00/1 480
9 2 14 333-SC16 GI 87
4 1 32 X1732-362
83,76L CB D AABB 1 675241360F 29 2 2 23 OCL 1021
35.23 DD ABEC 4 560021322F
A 1 32 X1733-311 92
2 1 32 X1732-346
9
18.58L 363.00L DC AA 4 960254733F
4.20L 54.12L DF CA 9 850033320F
7.30L 73.76L CD BA 2 950010011F
4.19L 57.68L D B F F F 750001000F
2.36 18.55L C J F 3701200511
19.68L 216.14L!DF BA O 960770352F
7.62L 87.79LD ABG 660110021F
17.43L 188.31LE F BA 0 970353521F
13.40L 158.90L;CC AA 2 450110000F
29.98L 457.49L CE AA 0 650050101F
13.09L 184.45L E DA E 252156330F
22.55L 343.49L F AA 650020001F
8.26L 32,77: D D BBGD 1 668004443F
15,17 195.65: DC F B 5681231423
15.27: 112.61L CDE AAHC 3 6603201423
10,18 45,51L CBC BAAC 2 9500200008
13.38L 191.49L C ADJ C 350034300F
12.80L 177.14L CF AC 0 250133320F
65.69 358.97L D BBCC 0 960252510F
25.56: 156.39 DD ECDA 97C840330F
2.62 91.56L D J EC 850001131F
16.85L 227.59L F AA K 960044003F
23.35L 357.21L ED AA 9 961353350F
6.60: 180.70L CD AA 254134320F
5.31L 52.45L BC AA 0 650042173F
11.66: 423,88L CE A DH 460240030F











2 14 334-PN 1Pl
3 1 17 2461
2
1 39 CC 355+00.0
2 1 32 X1733-311
1 23 OCL 1029
2 1 32 X1732-346
8 3 13 209019 K0
ABKF 560240050F 1 7 HEN1435
AA 6 961445710F
AAH 5 960540360F 2
AD 0 9500000008
AB J 5 968141066F





A 2 23 OCL 1021
2 1 23 OCL 1029
8 1 23 OCL 1021
8 1 23 OCL 1021
9 1 32 X1733-385
2 1 23 OCL 1021




1 23 OCL 1021
1 13 209024 K0
2.48 185.06L F E D AAB 9 650020010F
25.02L 228.76L F BEJ 460022012F
31.37L 83.76 E OGCB 778160263F
136.74 196.80L CD DAAD 970045203F
7328-3517 53.7 46 354 2 30 7 94 3 2.27L 1.12L
7328 3234 53.8 28 356- 0 43 8 94 3 13.00 20.65
7329-3829 54.1 6 351- 3 44 9 95 3 2.95: 2.16
7329--3740 55.4,30 352- 3 31 7 94 3 1.05 ,71
7329-3726 55.8 51 352- 3 41 9 93 2 .59 1,31L
7329-3639 56.2 8 352- 2 58 17 93 2 ,97L .44L
7329-3107 56.3 37 357+ 1 41 7 106 2 1.31 1,79
7329-3451 56.7 56 354- 1 62 9 93 2 1.21 .71L
7329-3133 57.0 20 357+ 0 43 9 93 2 1.86 2.53
7329 3527 57.1 56 353- 2 34 7 94 3 2.61 2.28
7329-3314 57.8 12 355- 1 45 8 94 3 1.96 1.71
7329-3439 58.9 22 354- 1 40 8 94 3 2.24L 2.61
7329 3311 59.0 17 355 1 78 11 94 2 3.09L 1.78
7329-3719 59.5 23 352- 3 30 9 94 3 .73 .59L
7330-3037 0.2 21 357+ 1 33 14 93 2 3,95L 3,33L
7330-3026 0.5 47 358+ 1 25 7 93 3 1.50 1.42
7330-3920 0.8 6 350- 4 35 7 95 3 ,66 532
7330-3434 09 41 354 1 50 9 94 3 2.16 1.82L
7330-3443 1.2 54 354 1 63 8 94 3 1.47 .83:
7330 3215 1.3 42 356 0 38 9 94 3 14.13L 11.30L
7330-3105 1.4 34 357+ 1 37 9 94 3 5.91L 2.39L
7330-3822 1.5 18 351- 3 32 10 94 3 1.35L 1.36L
7330 3147 1.9 1 356+ 0 56 10 94 2 2.96 1.84L
7330-3230 2.0 58 356- 0 31 8 94 3, 7.03 8.44
7330-3441 3.5 40 354-- 1 30 8 94 3 i 2.81L 2.77
7330-3836 4.5 14 351- 4 29 6 95 3 9.27 2.19
7330-3250 5.3 50 356- 0 59 9 94 3 4.86L 4.81
7331-3036 6.3 12 357+ 1 19 7 94 3 3.95 3.20
7331-3252 6.6 49 356- 0 82 12 94 2 1.73 3.43L
7331-3212 7.0 31 356- 0 17 8 109 3 8.28: 6.02
7331-3102 7.5 44 357+ 1 24 8 107 3 5.91 4.28
7331-3934 7.6 5 350- 4 63 7 95 3 .80 .39:
7331-3127 85 32 357+ 0 31 8 94 3 4.02 2.27
7331-3953 8.8 8 350 4 84 18 93 2 .45L .37L
7331 3802 8.7 32 351- 3 28 6 94 3 1.81 3.75
7331 3324 8.7 26 355- 1 42 9 94 3 4.56 1.73L
7331 3244 8.9 53 356- 0 28 8 94 3 5.98 2.06:
7331-3219 10.1 50 356- 0 40 9 93 2 2.10 2.40
7331-3506 10.2 32 354 2 29 8 94 3 6.10 7.40
7331-3350 10.3 14 355- 1 51 9 94 3 2.95L ,96
7331-3322 10.4 21 355- 1 32 16 94 3 3.04L 3.93L
7331-3152 11.2 44 356+ 0 39 9 94 3 4.33L 10.31
7331-3344 11.5 59 355- 1 53 9 94 3 1.68 1.75
7332-3422 12.4 52 354- 1 22 7 94 3 1.76 1.52
7332-3021 12.5 39 358+ 1 74 17 93 2 2,98L 2.19L
7332-3635 12,6 5 352- 2 37 7 94 3 2.71 1.66
7332-3347 12.7i32 355- 1 79 10 93 2 1.56: .92
7332-3654 13.3_54 352 3 35 8 94 3 1.49 .86
7332--3319 13.4133 355-1 51 9 94 3 4,45 2,33L
7332--3618 13.8=16 353 2 47 7 94 3 1.22: .63
7332-3015 14.1 5 358+ 1 27 7 105 3 2.37 1.28
7332-3132 15.1 10 357+ 0 76 12 94 3 4.84L 6.11L
7332-3833 15.5 6 351- 4 51 14 94 3 1,75L 1.21L
7332 3210 16.3 28 356 0 41 9 94 3 2.94L 3.63
7332-3332 16.4 14 355- 1 24 8 94 3 15.33 7.38
7332-3433 17.8 60 354 1 40 9 94 3 2.83L 1,32
7332-3457 17,8 32 354 2 62 9 93 2 1.36 1.62L
7333--3631 20.2 29 353- 2 44 9 93 2 .69 .40L
7333-3124 20.4 47 357+ 0 _ 45 10 94 3 4.33L 2.21
7333-3453 21.9 13 354 2 21 7 94 3 3.03 4.76
7333-3942 22.1i 0 350 4 27 10 95 3 .50 .36L
7333 3719 '?2.9 48 352- 3 20 8 94 3 .76 .49:
7334-3001 25.1 3 358+ 1 47 11 94 2 1.43 1.90L
7334-3924 25.1 0 350- 4 44 7 95 3 1.21 .41:
7334-3854 25.3 51 351- 4 40 7 94 3 1.74 .77
7334-3846 25.5 21 351- 4 68 18 94 3 2.65L 1.16L
7334-3911 25.7 51 350- 4 39 7 95 3 3.23 1.60
7334-3240 25.9 38 356- 0 30 8 94 3 2.10 2.47
7334-3029 26.0 55 358+ 1 60 16 94 3 4.15L 4.94L
7334-3321 26.3 34 355 1 26 10 94 2 1.67L 1.52
7334-3119 26.7 59, 357+ 0 33 8 94 3 3.67 1.84
7334 3055 27.0 1 357+ 1 53 8 94 3 2.15 4.51L
7334-3115 27.7 29 357+ 0 48 11 94 2 2.38 3.64L
7334-3330 27.8 13 355- 1 41 7 94 3 5.41 2.95
7334-3310 28.4 54 355- 1 28 9 94 3 1.24 1.37
7334-3540 28.7 47 353- 2 30 7 94 3 5.33 3.62
7334--3938 29.2 19 350- 4 33 6 951 3 1.86 .47
7334--3436 29.8 52 354- 1 29 7 94 3 2.14 4.06
7334--3434 29.9 6 354- 1 31 10 94 2 1.62 2.29L
7335-3057 30.2 26 357+ 1 83 9 94 3 1.84 1.57:

















25.91L 268.65L F F BA 9 360034222F
14.18L 211.45L CD AA H 3 3500100OOF
11.17 78.68L D OH 6701100203
1.37L 18.89L BC AAF 0 5700301611
8.69L 102.13L DE AC 0 372133212F
7.74L 85.96L CE ASH 0 450010000F
31.83L 282.09LD B D 750260253F
1.86L 18.25LIDD ACK 4 6712203101
7.02L Co4.33L'CD AAt 0 6703000413
13.32 306.98L D C 960232100F
1.94 60.79L D E DB 950133453F
21.83L 358.04L D CAC 0 960356621F
28.37L 213.73LBC AAL 5 560221330F
20.66L 253.69L E A BGD 450063000F
6.85L 107.09L D BE 860140000F
1.40L 19.68L D BG 4600101001
21.59L 370.39: E F BB D 960131065F
3.18: 202.14L BCE AABG 1 651130031F
.83L 52.74L C B F 9501100108
6.02L 58.18L F E AAEF 0 551027654F
28.61L 316.49L F AA 960413352F
.81L 36.30L BD ;AC 1 9600000008
1.23L 48,50L CC AAN 2 7501000008
5.27L 19.14 C KI C 960002242F
.81L 36.63L EC AA 5 9601100218
30.91L 205.15L DD AAH 0 g70432422F
16.56L 118,99 E GB 860201050F
18.10L 105.97L F BBJ E 9 760230253F
9.44: 263.91L CCE ABEG 0 960141040F
25.12L 333.83L D BC 960220100F
16.65L 301.50L F ADF 960341263F
17.55L 211.60L FE AA 9 563032120F
3.29 271.20L FED ABDD 9 650222210F
11.28L 90.85L: FE AA 9 240020000F
.65L 47.24L BD AB 0 9500200008
14.96L 244.85L FF AAC 9 230045100F
15.23L 253.34L D AA 330043000F
24.95L 511.62L CF AA 0 950230122F
176.15 285.58 CCDD BABB O 96A145531F










a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m6c_
hm.. , (s) ( ) 1 b C) C) (') N
17335--3403 31.0 48 355- 1 21 8 94 3
17335--3819 32.1 24 351-3 85 14 93 2
17335--3756 32.4 19 351-3 61 7 94 3
17335-3147 32.5 34 357+0 37 8 94 3
17335-3608 32.6 10 353-2 79 8 94 3
17335--3114 32.7 11 357+ 0 26 8 93:3
17335--3136 32.9 59 357+ 0 62 9 94 3
17335--3534 33.5 35 353-2 38 7 94 3
17335--3040 33.5 37 357+ 1 58 13 93 3
17335--3236 34.9 15 356- 0 66 9 94 3
! !
17335-3706 34.9 5 352- 3 65 18 931 2
17335--3657 35.0 48 352- 3 45 11 941 3
17335--3259 35.1 10 356- 1 77 9 93J 2
17335--3314 35.3 16 355- 1 48 12 94i 2
17336--3957 36.7 5 350- 4 45 6 95 i 3
17336-3615 37.4 3 353-2 29 7 94 3
17336-3238 37.6 24 356- 0 39 8 93 2
17336-3343 38.0 32 355- 1 34 8 94 3
17336-3213 38.4 58 356-0 19 7 108 3
17336-3412 38.4 34 _ 355- 1 25 7 94 3
17336-3835 38.9 30 351- 4 36 9 94 3
17336-3455 40.3 10 354-2 49 10 93 2
17336-3402 40.3 7 355-1 59 10 93 2
17336-3154 41.0 6 356+ 0 32 8 94 3
17336-3128 41.1 52 357+ 0 46 8 94 3
17337-3606 42.0 30 353-2 16 7 115 3
17337-3017 42.3 24 358+ 1 31 8 93!317337-3749 43.51 w 351-- 3 41 7 94 3
17337-3254 43.8127 356-1 26 8 94 3
17337-3509 $4.238 354-2 86 12 94 2
,7337-3910i.4119 350-4 25 14 93 2
17337-3526 46.G'44 353- 2 56 9 93 2
17337-3226 46.1 11 356-0 29 12 93 2
17337-3220 46.e 14 356-0 36 8 93 2
17337-3117 47.1 27 357+0 62 17 94 3
17337-3519 47.3 47 354-2 30 7 94 3
17337-3549 47.5 42 353-2 18 7115 3
17337-3837 47.e 59 351- 4 67 8 93 2
17338-3105 48.3 34 357+ 0 27 8 94 3
17338-3718 48.5 13 352-3 36 7 94 3
_7338-3538 148.6 12 353-2 47 9 93 2
17338-3047 48.7 48 357+ 1 40 8 93 3
17338-3845 49.213 351-4 I 31 8 94 3
_7338--3009 ;49.6 36 358+ 1 I 42 9 93 3
17338-3232 50.1 37 356-01 24 180 93 217338-3044 50.6 30 357+ 1 20 93 3
t7338-3609 .51.0137 353-2! 80 19 93 2
17338 3214 51.2 18 356-0 I 40 8 94 3
17338-3320 52.'/ 21 355- I I 3; 8 94 317338-3313 53.6 13 355- I ! 11 94 2
17339-3624 54.7!40 353-2 37 7 94 3
17339-3612 54.8 43 353-2 41 7 94 3
17339-3022 54.8 36 358+ 1 45 8 93 3
17339-3347 55.2 6 355-1 30 9 93 2
17339--3216 55.4;47 356-0 23 8 94 3
17339-3251 !55.6 55 356- 1 48 8 94 3
17339-3645 ;56.3 13 352-3 43 8 94 3
17339-3424 156.3 3 354- 1 27 8 94 3
17339-3109 156.4 21 357+ 0 33 8 94 3
17339-3235 56.g 44 356-0 60 9 94 3
17339-3310 !57.6 38 355- 1 27 10 94 3
17339-3507 57.1 28 354-- 2 36 9 93 2
17339-3035 58.3 39 358+ 1 33 11 93 3
17339-3004 58.5 15 358+ 1 27 9 93 2
17339-3902 59.2 39 350- 4 52 10 93 2
17339-3540 59.8 22 353- 2 49 11 93 2
17340-3328 0.4 20 355- 1 29 8 94 3
17340-3802 0.7 21 351- 3 27 7 94 3
17340-3050 1.6 6 357+ 1 74 10 94 2
17340-3038 1.8 40 358+ 1 39 8 93 3
17340-3224 2.3 3 356-- 0 54 9 93 2
17340-3543 2.7 7 353- 2 38 9 94 i 3
17340-3908 3.3 45 350- 4 30 6 94 3
17340-3741 3.5 39 352- 3 30 5 94 3
17340-3439 3.6 29 354- 2 36 8 94 ' 3
17340-3129 3.8 35 357+ 0 22 7 93 3
17340-3757 4.0 37 351- 3 27 5 94 3
17340-3135 4.6 11 357+ 0 23 7 93 3
17340-3241 4.6 56 356- 0 42 11 94 3
17340-3157 5.5 17 356- 0 66 9 94 3
17340- 3344 5.6 32 355- 1 27 7 94 3
17340-3228 5.7 8 356- 0 36 8 94 3
17341-3208 6.2 53 356 0 23 7 108 3
17341-3403 6.7 59 355- 1 35 8 94 3
17341-3847 7.3 40 351- 4 20 8 93 2
17341-3529 7.7 16 354- 2 25 9 94 3
17341-3316 7.7 8 355- 1 36 9 93 2
17341-3340 8.2 48 355- 1 76 13 93 2
17341-3417 8.4 48 355- 1 40 8 94 3
17341-3453 8.4 26i 354- 2 33 7 94 3 181.69
17341-3325 8.4 44 355- 1 52 9 93 2 1.83
17341-3047 8.8 2 357+ 1 39 7 93 3 2.92
17341-3557 9.6 52 353- 2 45 9 94 3 .81
17341-3352 9.6 16 355- 1 39 8 94 3 1.44
t7341-3836 9.6 28 351- 4 51 6 94 3
17341-3841 9.8 46 351- 4 41 5 94 3
17341-3432 11.3 40 354-- 2 62 11 94 2
17341-3448 11.3 8 354- 2 33 7 94 3
17342-3806 12.4 50 351- 3 25 5 94 3





















































































































































































100 _m Flux C_)rr A Confusion R S A





IAB E 4701310201 4
AC 960341233F A















Name Type (") Mag
1.92L 15.96 E L EB 57000000OF
6.37L 84.00L F CFEE 550000001F
7.75L 68.94L E FA D 680222641F 2
18.37L 196.05L F BC 660152531F
.79L 35.69L CD AB 0 9501000308
1.21L 14.85L FC AA 9 5701332001
8.23L 124.92L DE AAH 0 980353302F
26.07L 411.08L FE AB 0 450123311F
39.91L 116.95: BD F AASB 1 970242220F 31
24.28L 315.30L ED AAFF 9 440000020F
5.21L 51.03L E I CB 950221232F 8
5.86L 70.27L i D B C 540020010F
1.79L 96.46L D B C _ 370120032F
201.92 423.03 DCDE AB_,A 2 768040233F 2 1 20 G356.485 62
16.71L 190.04L FE AA 9 970112022F
2.02: 21.58L BBC AA3J 0 4600310211 4
22.78L 373.79L FF AA 9 952211331F 2
5.07L 56.70L CC AA 0 750110100F
10.55L 179.62L EF AAE 9 970221330F
15.65L 100.19L E CF 550010000F
1,43 7.77L C FDB 9702200218
4.80L 57.41L DE BC 0 36010000OF
10.57 172.18L F J C 970141050F 2 14 455-SC 25 OC 41
4.16: 140.74L C D ABC 970151110F 1 23 OCL 1029 457
10.19L 155.69 E GC 970141250F 2
11.86L 97.95L CF AB 9 451110130F
1.27L 15.71L EF AB 0 6601113001 2
3.47L 29.74L D AE 960231230F
18.13L 197.05L BC AA 0 971121053F
5.81L 67.89L FF AA 9 550044333F B
4.80L 63.47L D BF 250040000F
19.73L 309.17L D AA 9 660244200F
4.37L 37.70L CD BB-IF 0 950222233F 8 1 13 209029B5 35
28.50L 323.37L DE BA 1 950310120F
39.34 124.92 FF I B 3B 978350340F 1 23 OCL 1029 423
179.51 309.17 DCDD CB_.A 0 6603542OOF
2.04 22.35: CD _J 4601511211 4
39.91 267.99L E EB 3B 960351320F
24.64L 391.47L CC AA- 5 952230131F
23.89L 432.45L D C A 0 950253533F
1.28L 13.68L BC AB 1: 6701100001'
1.22L 14.54L DC AA 7 5701402211 4
24.47L 292.87L D AB J 60 950321231F 21.99L 86.99L DE AA_ 371152110F39.91L 158.88L CC AB ' 972141320F
10.55 363.57L CEF AA_ 0 960221330F
1.28L 16.33L FF AB 0 3603021001
11.91 110.34L CD AA A, 380001000F
102.34 187.47L CCD AAAC 0 970020011F
10.03L 178.57L D AM 970240220F
23.72L 398.71L EE BB'_E 9 950253533F
4.93L 66.61L DE AB 0 550210000F
9.70 271.86L C 31 760234133F
29.04L 266.11L D BH 950122031F 1
1.92 8.52L DC DC3F 9701000008
2.16 15.43 DD G3A 260132000F 1
21.00L 35.22 FE E AA'IC 6 980141000F
3.75L 27.04L BE AA:C 4 760042013F 8 1 32 X1734-380 144
17.62L 377.94L D AB M 950151310F
33.28L 309.17L C B 3 760322001F
10.57L 175.63L D B ._ 970030030F 1 23 OCL 1029 446
8.51L 98.78L FF AA 9 240031000F
1.09L 37.21L EC BA E 0 9600410108
5.14L 60.37L DC AA 1 750100000F
15.12L 106.97L EF AA 9 232032000F
14.21L 207.57L CC AA.3C 9 96C131343F 2
43.28 27.04 BCDC AA_B 1 660122012F 8
5.70: 180.02L DEF BA:) 9 970062420F ,
669.52: F FD DC.3C 958124535F
18.79L 184.77L C ADd 770330252F 2
2.63: 295.13L EED AA ._ 9 450041110F
21.12L 286.65L DD AA 2 960140260F
308.09: 1560.22: CCFE BB'3A 0 949203322F
23.77L 139.77L CC AB 4 460101032F
1.64L 36.94L D CB J F 950131223F 8
4.48: 101.11L FDF AA_ 9 350000010F
7.72L 111.13L E BA 960163432F
3.98 108.55L D F=3 670110010F
12.54 116.36L CO A_ 350020000F
25.85 132.09L CBE AA_ 0 531020020F 29 8 1














3.26L 179.51L 309.17L C AA 1 660144200F
.51L 1.43L 18.07L D AD 4600200001
.88 29.10L 160.56L CE BC 1 I 580131000F
1.32L 4.31L 49.47L E CE_. 950141100F
1.37 4.71L 74.32L BE AA3 2 950130010F
2.24L 17.08L 191.87L D B 350022000F
2.06 14.64L 141.17L DC AA3G 4 230030112F
1.58 4.74L 41.07L DE AA G 9 960030001F
1.88: 25.62: 162.68L DEF BB3A 7 970220240F
2 4 TMSS-30304
4
1 23 OCL 1029 458
1 20 G356.307 21
3 RAFGL 5360 73






a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 y.m
h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
17342-3437 12.9 8 354-- 2 39 8 94 3 1.64
17342-3627 13.2 60 353-- 3 36 7 94 3 4.16
17342-3554 13,3 23 353-- 2 59 10 94 2 ,65
17342-3053 13,5 41 357+ 0 33 7 106 3 3,12L
17342-3445 13.8 50 354-2 51 9 93 2 1,36
17342-3441 14,4 45 354--2 36 7 94 3 2,49
17342-3435 14,9 23 354- 2 37 7 94 3 4,26
17342-3152 15.0 33 357- 0 43 12 94 3 4.58L
17342-3017 15,1 43 358+ 1 36 7 93 3 7,73:
17342-3108 15,1 52 357+ 0 48 16 93 3 3.37L
17342-3011 16.5 6 358+ 1 45 7 93 3 3,40L
17342-3253 17.5 19 356-1 67 9 94 3 1,70
17342-3349 17.7 16 355- 1 20 8 94 3 4,12:
17343-3023 18.2 42 358+ 1 56 12 93 3 3,97L
17343-3217 18,3 36 356 0 30 8 94 3 3.32
17343-3425 18.7 0 354- 1 29 8 94 3 3.26
17343-3705 18,8 44 352- 3 34 6 94 3 1A0
17343 3415 19.8 59 355- 1 46 10 94 3 1.03
17343--3639 20.0 15 353- 3 56 8 94 3 .60
17343--3316 20,1 24 355- 1 42 11 94 2 1.17
17343--3104 20.2 52 357+ 0 27 8 93 3 2.72
17343--3323 20,2 16 355- 1 83 8 94 3 1.24
17343--3515 20.2 16 154- 2 83 8 94 3 .78
17343--3030 20.3 54 358+ 1 44 9 93 3 4.12L
17343--3619 21,3 13 363- 3 30 6 94 3 1A6
17343--3012 21.7 45 358+ 1 52 8 93 3 1.88
17343-3459 21.7 28 354- 2 47 8 94 3 7.27
17343 3617 22.6 12 353- 2 18 6 94 3 3A3
17343 3912 23,1 45 350- 4 24 11 94 3 1,24
17343--3604 23.4 47 353- 2 47 6 94 3 .93
17344--3035 24.2 55 358+ 1 46 9 93 3 2.17
17344-3320 24.4 38 355- 1 37 8 94 3 2.61
17344-3653 24.6 14 352- 3 26 11 94 3 1.18L
17344--3614 24.8 41 353- 2 31 6 94 3 1.33
17344-3025 25,8 4 358+ 1 69 9 93 3 2.08
17344--3905 27.1 6 351- 4 69 18 93 2 .56L
17344-3112 27.3 39 357+ 0 20 9 93 3 1.55
17344-3421 27.4 40 354- 1 36 8 94 3 4.78
17344-3657 27.9 20 352- 3 20 7 94 3 .73
17344--3213 28.8 50 356- 0 20 8 94 3 9.26
17344-3318 29.0 34 355- 1 37 8 94 3 2.15
17344-3559 29.4 21 353- 2 83 8 93 2 .71
17344-3537 29,4 34 353- 2 40 6 94 3 1.71
17344-3849 29.4 46 351- 4 39 6 94 3 1.56
17345--3159 30.1 34 356- 0 51 9 94 3 3.64L
17345-3543 30.4 33 353- 2 44 6 114 3 1.46
17345-3548 30.4 33 353- 2 41 6 94 3 1.03
17345--3715 30,5 33 352- 3 19 5 94 3 4,57
17345--3021 30.5 26 358+ 1 30 9 93 3 3.91
17345--3046 30.9 3 358+ 0 37 9 93 3 2.52
17345-3052 31.2 1 357+ 0 54 11 94 2 2.31
17345-3753 31,3 40 352 3 52 6 94 3 ,98
17345-3033 31,6 50 358+ 1 37 9 93 3 3,03
17345-3153 31,9 11 357- 0 18 8 107 3 4,58
17345-3337 32.7 16 355- 1 46 10 93 2 .93
17345 3750 34,1 5 )52 3 27 9 94 3 ,68
17345-3032 34.2 18 358+ 1 33 9 93 3 4.12
17345-3303 35,3 15 356 1 24 8 94 3 10.94
17346-3401 36.7 44 355- 1 49 8 94 3 1.30
17346-3329 37.1 50 355- 1 32 7 94 3 4,65
17346-3332 37.3 44 ]55- 1 39 8 93 2 2.58
17346-3224 37.5 13 356- 0 53 17 93 2 2,77L
17346-3521 37.5 24 354- 2 31 6 94 3 6,73
17346-3133 38.7 40 357+ 0 29 8 93 3, 3.31
17346-3042 39,0 7 358+ 0 43 23 93 2: 3.76L
17346-3258 39,3 53 356- 1 45 8 94 3 2.54
17346-3455 39,6 35 354- 2 37 ! 6 94 3 1.71
17346 3135 40,7 48 357 0 23 8 93 3 3.21
17346-3708 40.9 22 352- 3 54 6 94 3 .86
17346-3155 41.8 56 357- 0 50 10 93 3 3A3L
17347-3054 42.0 17 357+ 0 33 9 93 3 4.47L
17347-3607 43.5 8 353- 2 43 6 94 3 1.19
17347-3147 44.654 357- 0 37 7 93 3 4.02
17347--3150 44.21 12 357 0 55 9 93 2 1.49
17347-3821 44,3 8 351 = 4 44 6 94 3 2,03
17347-3057 45,g 14 357+ 0 30 8 93 3 4,07
17347 3123 45.9 24 357+ 0 83 17 93 2 5,24L
17347-3626 46.2 27 353 3 69 8 93 2 95
17347-3824 46.2! 45 351- 4 43 13 94 3 126L
17347-3139 46,5 15 357-0 28 7 93 3 18.99
17347-3101 47.4 2 357+ 0 71 11 93 3 4.49L
17348-3051 48,0,39 357+0 46 9 93 3 3,75L
17348-3859 48,5 1 351- 4 40 16 94 3 ,27L
17348-3114 49,(_ 30 357+ 0 28 8 93 3 2.63
17348-3517 49.3 52 354- 2 44 7 94 3 1.24
17348-3141 49.6 37 357 0 29 7 93 3 5.10
17348-3726 496 17 352- 3 20 5 94 3 2.28
17348-3510 50.3 42 354- 2 25 7 93 2 1.94
17348-3736 50.3 15 352 3 58 7 94 3 ,69
17348 3919 51.2 17' 350- 4 32 5 94 3 ,84
17348-3356 51,4 8 355- 1 24 7 94 3 .97
17348-3250 51.6 46 356 1 29 7 94 3 2,45
17348-3207 51,9 41 356 0 27 8 93 3 49,95
17348-3245 52,1 22 356- 1 59 14 93 i 2 3.12L
17348-3344 52.1 10 355- 1 43 6 94 3 2.83
17348-3932 52,1 50 350- 4 25 5 94 3 2.43
17348-3317 52.4 381 355- 1 18 6 109 3 4.17
17349-3659 54.1 38 352 3 59 10 94 3 1AOL
17349 3416 54,4 1 355- 1 22 12 93 2 1.88L
17349 3321 54.8 48 355- 1 32 6 94 3 5.89
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cerrected)
25 .u.m 60 v.m
(Jartsky)
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
1 13 209042 K2
8






.97 5.17L 53.17L DE BB
2.15 15.62L 151.55L FF AA
3.26 16.54L 107.91L CC IAA
4.96L 102.97 395.41: DDIBEDB
4,14 16,49L 209.70L BC AA
15.84L 102.34L 167.10 E I MC
4.05 12,40: 214,10L DE AD
4,31L 29.76L 312.54L C ADL
2.53 25.66L 165.54L CC AA F
3.60L 8.93 479.74L D D
15.70L 188.86L C B F 230042000F
1.13L 14.81L EE AA 9 5701100001
1,68L 35.70L D BC 5500200001












Name Type (") Ma 8
9 84
1 7 HEN1442 57
2
6.83 16.80 264.45L ECD AAD 5 960020310F
1.79 18,00L 180.06L CC AAC 350111000F
1.19 5,34L 64.96L CD BA 2 450022210F
2.06L 19.64L 202.00L C BC ]50020000F
.41L 1,16L 15.87L C B 4600000201
2.86L 32.59L 417.37L D A ]50143354F
8,67 32.06 255.73L CCE AAAE 0 960112043F
2.70L 32.35L 322.78L D AH 95014010OF
2.80L 10.62L 117.67L C BG 440020000F
5.13 9.31 355,97L CD AAB 0 850153455F 2 1 32 X1734-305 113
.92 1.60L 13.78L DD AADB 9 6702201101
2.78L 21.47L 307.30L C ACD 950321240F
3.58 12.11L 122.08L BC AA 0 630320101F 1 14! 393=SC 10OC 73
1.01 1.15L 15.01L BC AA 6702202101 2 14' 393-SC 11 OC 74
.62 1.53L 44.82L FF BAFD 9 9500310008
.59 1.21L 16.97L DC BC 0 4700201211 4
1.86 13.54L 183,62L CE AAGF 0 870234433F 2
1.28 32.11L 215,47L CE AAJ 8 962152100F
1.45L 3.80L 26.80 D K F C 268110024F
.92 1,04L 14.61L ED AB 0 5702202101 1 23 OCL1015 94
1.55 18.69L 309.08L DF AA 9 950230032F
1.36 40.64L C HD 9500100008
20.36 310.12L GED BCB 0 964120001F
2.39 185,62L ECD AAB 9 35013100OF
5.46L 56,05L F A C 450020024F
92.15 259,44L BCE AAAG 1 960131235F 2 14 455-PN 27 PI 18
32.17L 217,69L CC AA 5 960142110F
1.21L 17.10L D B 4600300001
8,37L 112,13L DD AA 9 1411420OOF 1
5.00L 50,18L CD ABB 6 950010001F
23.58: 242,37L CD BA B 660210353F 2
7.65L 104,57L FF BB 9 140131100F
7.06L 103,86L CE AB 0 1400200OOF
2.78 45.91L CCC AAA 0 4512000OOF
18,58L 3t4,25L CE AA 6 950331021F
7,44L 281.63L CE AAE 2 I 760131010F
16,68L 283.24L E BA E 8 960353553F
3,69L 54.07L CE AC 3 850010000F
18,80L 353.16L FE AAFD 9 950332444F 2
AACB 0 660461363F 2
CD 0 860120000F
B D 750220000F





D A GD 980241332F
AA 0 340231100F 2 13 209052 1
BAL 0 960242211F 2
E CJ B 870121011F
AAB 1 960444767F
AA 9 430020100F 1 23 OCL 1018 178
BBB 0 970154410F
A B 9 440022200F 1
2
2
8 1 32 X1734-389 52
8 1 23 OCL 1013 343




















4.96L 102.97L 234.71L D
96
.59: 7.88L 89.O9L DF
1.51L 5.11L 75.56L E
5,13L 17,21L 354.87L D
6.98L 18,02L 169,78L C
,77: 23.60L 323.49L CE
2.75 25.04L 200.37L F D
1.60 6.26L 90.68L CD
2.84L 13.25L 50.58
3.05 8,82L 124.52L BC
4.19 14.21L 211.46L CC
3.43L 21.66L 115.27
1.87 31.39L 221.34L CO
1.68 5.52L 118.02L F F
2.19: 20.45L 213.44L CF
































16.87 181.51: DE BE BD 670331553F
17.50L 234.00: D E BAHC 962246463F
1.24L 9.35L DF BAJ 9 4700101001
16.19L 344.72L CD AAI 1 960350230F
14.05L 236.34L DF AA D 0 560361440F
5.27L 45.99L C ABI C 5 960111110F
17.15L 259.34L DE AA 9 960268551F
t0.57 224,99L D D 960324250F
1.25L 11.58L F D M 5700000001
3,81L 28.78 C M F C 964021110F
125,40 249.00L B S E AAAD 0 964262123F
10.94 249.41L C E B B 9601323OOF
22.91: 316,66L DE A B F 960267673F
2.56: 31.45: E CD F F F D 7681031238
18.12L 234.59LICC AA 8 9602100OOF
10.93L 114.41L CD BFED 5 340310100F
125.40L 249.00L F F AAMO 9 960251123F
5.35L 49.97L F F AAEI 9 740120024F
4.08L 42.25L DE AA 0 360220000F
5.82L 47.10L C AC G 760010000F
.77LI 42.99L DE BAD 9 8501000008
17.31L 173.61L F F AA 9 660110000F
31.95L 189.99L F F BA 9 970423202F
24.6OL 182,62L' BC AAE H 5 970032002F 28
9.25 138.66L F DB E 970214143F
25.85L 248,66L CF BAF 9 650201100F
.63L 34.76L BC AA _0 76210(}0008
24.44L 202.18L DC AA 960432222F
2.52: 20.74 EC E DA 460000001F
4.12L 43.75 E_CCF A 374020020F
2.53: 286,19L DCD AAB 3 960331100F
2 4 TMSS -30305 42 25




Right Ascension: 17h34m55'-17h35=38 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
am _ ct _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 pm 60 p,mh . , , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
17349--3022 55.0 52 358+ 1 35 8 93 3 4.21 1.79
17349-3027 55.3 57 358+ 1 44 13 93 3 3.78L 4.63L
17349-3722 55.8 35 352 3 62 7 94 3 .90 .64L
17349-3239 55.9 17 356- 1 60 7 93 2 2.24: 1.67
17349-3035 56.2 21 358+ 0 44 9 93 3 1.85 2.16
17349-3224 56.3 4 356 0 20 7 94 3 2.20 1.44
17349-3144 56.5 48 357- 0 39 9 93 2 2.81: 1.60
17349-3104 56.6 56 357+ 0 23 6 93 3 3.75 7.86
17349-3011 56.7 35 _ 356 + 1 37 9 93 3 2.95 2.44
17349-3039 56.8 45 358+ 0 22 8 93 3 36.89 25.72
17349-3409 57.4 20 355- 45 7 94 3 1.08 .65
17349-3730 57.5 56 352- 3 39 6 94 3 1.45 .87
17349-3131 =58.C 58 357-0 81 11 93 2 1.33 3.69L
17349-3613 58.5 24 353-3 47 6 93 2 1.52: 1.56
17349 3302 58.g 12 356- 28 8 94 3 1.79: 1.70:
17350-3216 0.7 13 356 0 61 7 93 2 1.43 1A2L
17350-3211 1.2 34 356- 0 47 11 93 3 1.51L 1.10
17350-3528 1.7 9 354 2 30 13 93 2 1.60L 1.92L
17350 3407 2.240 355- 63 15 93 2 2.87L 2.32L
17350-3422 2.8 4 355- 2 72 6 93 2 1.08 .63L
17350 3800 2.9 29 351- 4 32 6 94 3 2.91 1.21
17350-3051 3.3 38 358+ 0 26 8 93 3 3.33 8.65L
17350 3459 4.7 20 354- 2 25 6 94 3 20.26 10.83
17350-3848 5.1 53 351- 4 15 6 93 2 1.12 .98
17351-3429 66 1 354 2 26 6 94 3 3.25 7.62
17351-3426 6.9 20 354- 2 40 6 94 3 1.92 1.22L
17351-3106 7.1 7 357+ 0 59 14 93 3 3.75L
17351-3822 7.1 54 351-4 35 6 94 3 .84
17351-3130 7.6 23 357- 0 35 7 93 3 1.63
17351 3309 7.6 18 356- 1 49 7 94 3 2.72L
17351-3404 8.0 36 355- 1 33 7 94 3 2.06
17351--3557 8.0 20 353- 2 16 6 93 3 4.80
17351-3618 8.1 7 353 3 57 7 93 2 .76
17351--3847 8.8 19 351-4 25 7, 93 2 .62
17351--3256 8.8 18 356- 1 42 8 i 93 2 1.84
17351--3545 8.9 17 353- 2 15 5 114 3 4.53
17351--3126 9.2 16 357+ 0 36 6 93 3 3.45L
17351-3431 9.6 20 354- 2 45 6 94 3 1.56
17351 3805 10.1 26 351- 4 65 7 94 3 .62
17351-3531 11.3 3 354- 2 45 7 94 3 1.04
17351-3235 11.8 1 356- 1 54 8 92 2 1.35
17352-3032 12.1 38 358+ 0 75 9 93 2 1.72
17352-3101 12.1 52 357+ 0 42 8 93 3 1.90
17352-3207 12.5 18 356-0 45 7 93 3 49.95L
17352-3601 13.2 28 353- 2 25 6 94 3 2.88
17352-3007 13.5 56 358+ 1 37 8 93 3 2.63
17352-3329 14.1 54 355-1 30 7 94 3 1.76
17352 3124 14.2 41 357- 0 55 7 93 3 2.14
17352-3252 14.4 15 356- 1 37 7 94 3 26.98
17352-3900 14.7 42 351- 4 18 5 94 3 .87
17352-3153 15.4 0 357 0 32 7 93 3 2.35L
17352-3034 16.2 53 358+ 0 46 7 93 3 1.70
17352-3220 165 14 356- 1 31 8 93 I 2 1.71
17352-3350 16.9 39 355 1 44 6 94 [ 3 3.60
17352 3112 17.1 46 357+ 0 48 22 93 3 4.95L
17352-3307 17.9 17 356 1 41 7 94 3 2.16
17353 3452 18.2 15 354- 2 36 6 94 3 1.30
17353-3614 18.5 40 353- 3 29 15 94 3 1.45L
17353-3145 19.2 37 357- 0 36 11 93 3 1.97L
17353-3714 19.3 2 352- 3 17 5 94 3 1.54
17353 3556 20.e 54 353- 2 60 24 94 2 4.80L
17353-3656 20.0 53 351 4 25 4 94 3 19.45
17353-3403 21.E 18 355 1 36 6 94 3 2.31
17353-3022 22.1 27 358+ 1 41 14 93 3 2.33L
17353-3748 22.4 26 352 3 45 6 94 3 .73
17353 3521 22.8 6 354- 2 38 6 94 3 1.81
17353-3948 23.5 9 350 5 27 5 94 3 3.40
17353-3118 23.8 56 357+ 0 i 29 7 93 3 5.38
17354-3412 24.4 19 355- 2 38 6 94 3 1.87
17354 3142 24.7 1 357 0 ! 24 7 93 3 7.19
17354 3358 24.7 13 355- 1 39 6 94 3 14.34
17354-3201 24.7 59 357 0 56 7 93 3 4.25
17354 3155 24.8 40 357 0 39 7 93 3 139.28
17354-3455 25.4 40 354- 2 23 6 94 3 37.72
17354 3910 25.6 42 351 4 15 5 94 3 2.70
17354-3753 260 15 352 4 35 6 94 3 1.58
17354-3553 26.1 6 353- 2 25 6 94 3 2.50
17354-3341 26.3 61 355- I 42 7 94 3 1.43L
17354-3151 26.5 47 357- 0 51 8 93 3 2.35
17354 3211 28.6 22 356 0 38 7 93 3 2.38
17354-3109 28.7 34 357+ 0 44 7 93 3 2.13
17354-3515 28.9 26 354 2 31 6 94 3 1.25
17354-3025 29.5 28 358+ 0 47 7 93 3 2.76
17354-3311 29.6_23 356- 1 22 8 94 3 3.45L
17355 3428 31.1 1 355 2 31 6 94 3 2.29
17355-3129 32.249 357- 0 60 tl 93 3 5.96L
17355 3631 32.3 11 353- 3 61 6 94 3 .71
17355-3131 32.6 24 357 0 52 7 93 3 2.67
17355-3116 33.5 46 357+ 0 [ 100 13 94 2 5.18L
17355-3241 34.0 55 356 1 24 6 93 3 15.42
17355 3811 34.0 19 351 4 79 11 95 2 .61
17355-3300 34.0 9 356 1 31 8 93 3 2.87
17355-3445 34.4 9 354- 2 39 i 7 94 3 2.63
17355 3457 35.0 51 354- 2 26 I 6 94 3 23.31
17355-3442 35.3 35 354- 2 57 8 93 2 .93
17356 3214 36.2 4 356- 1 67 8 93 3 1.80
17356 3054 37.3 13 358+ 0 24 7 93 3 2.17
17356 3644 37.7 37 353- 3 16 6 93 3 1.74
17356 3426 38.1 15 355-2 28 6 94 3: 1.42
17356-3056 38.5 50 357+ 0 64 8 93 2: 2.38
100 _m Flux C_
Uncs Cc
20.13L 283.92L CE BA
17.64: 138.41 EC
5.97L 52.70L C BC
5.06L 122.30L ' DE AA
21.36L 277.19L EE AA
10.20: 177.51L ECE AB
15.35L 177.50L EF AB
25.97L' 245.27L DD AA
20.95L 320.29L CC AA
11.82: 230.55L BCD AA
11.61L 156.63L CE AC
5.77L 48.71L CE AB
13.47L 268.08L D A
2.67L 10.79L DC AAI
11.30 316.56L CFD BE_
4.79L 136.48L D RBI
27.31L 116.48L F BAI
3.84L 15.42 D GI
1.88 83.71L D
4.62L 59.97L D AB
5.04L 59.45L BD AA
16.75: 347.55L F D CCI
3.02: 121.54L CCD AAq
3.49L 18.00: DE F BAI
4.58 164.89L FED AAJ
16.78L 166.96L F AA
7.86L 23.15L 135.94 E
.95L 5.16L 28.78L C BD
5.74 126.16: 439.98: DCDD BAr
1.36 21.03L 305.57L F A B
1.78 9.43L 161.18L FE BB
3.05 1.59: 22.89L CCF AAI
.58L 1.10L 14.22L D BH
.49: 3.03L 32.59L DF BDI
2.21 9.66L 119.37L DE CA(
4.91 11.87L 96.61L FD AAI
2.60 33.73: 215.52L CD BI
.84 16.02L 163.42L CE AA
1.37L 1.84L 16.23: C E BEI
.64: 13.21L 125.70L DE BB
2.13 11.65L 170.49L DE BA
3.32L 15.24L 363.44L E AB
1.51 11.28L 309.09L CF AB|
36.62L 9.57 182.29L E CA(
3.62 1.45L ' 13.94L BC AA(
2.38 14.27: 119.52L CDE AA|
1.46 13.22L 190.08L CD BA[
2.80L 43.95L 332.89L C ACf
22.43 22.41L 324.48L F E AA[
.35L 1.13L 52.101 B ADI
50.97 491.87 750.03 CFD CAt
2.16L 15.10L 292.91L C AD
1.43: 8.48 152.98L DEE BB(
2.02 20.91L 193.68L DD AA
3.69L 9.75L 82.73 F
2.30 13.23L 281.16L DC AA
.87 12.29L 133.9OI CD AB
.36L 2.41: 21.91 CC BAE
1.64L 25.43: 177.50 FD DE,
1.17 4.14L 52.28L FD ABE
.50L 2.07L 23.53 D
18.59 3.80 36.58L BDC AA_
2.19 18.53L 222.31L ED AA
2.89L 14.82: 156.67 DD EBr
1.48L 4.98L 68.35L D B J
1.09 14.05L 127.90L ED AA
2.31 .78L 35.53L CD AA
4.05 19.24L 228.72L CE AA
1.47L 16.49L 160.03L C AA
5.42 19.10L 210.47L CC AAE
11.33 19.77L 168.11L FC AAE
1.78: 20.68L 273.95L CD AB
113.16 491.87L 750.03L CB AAE
20.83 4.39 131.72L BCD AAA
1.50 .74L 42.68L BC AA
.70 3.43L 38.06L CE ABE
1.50 1.01L 17.20L CC AA
1.28 21.94L 200.72L F BA
50.97L 491.87L 750.03L F ABJ
2.63 21.42L 280.34L OF AA
2.16 20.36L 196.3OL DF AA
1.17 1.15L 15.85L CE AB
3.22 16.57L 262.70L CF AA(
.89: 13.11 26.66: FDE EAA
1.91 18.59L 182.75L CD AA
1.41 L 53.66 332.89 E F C B
.44: 1.13L 13.56L CF BA
3.28 53.66L 332.89L DD AAlu
1.37L 12.40 232.81L E EB
28.64 186.32: 417.86: BCDD AAA
1.22L 3.72L 48.37L E C
3.13 29.15L 22191L FE AAC
1.53L 17.13L 180.20L C AA
12.01 2.10: 16.58L CCD AAA
1.62L 17.36L 184.13L D BFE
1.24 22.21L 225.16L EE BB
3.58L 62.18 427.74: FICFDFIBDB1.32: . 9L 13.57L AB
1.40 6.96L 39.22 DE D AAJ
3.03 62.18L 181.12L EF AAG
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40*-- 30*
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
OCL 1013
X1735-301 3


















a 8 ct ,8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /xm
h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N
17356 3555 38.6 5 353- 3 26 5 94 3
17356-3558 38.7 48 353- 3 69 7 94 2
17356-3545 40.9 11 353-- 2 28 6 94 3
17356-3039 41.1 11 358+ 0 57 8 93 3
17356-3002 41.3 18 358+ 1 53 7 93 3
17356--3250 41.4 14 356- 1 55 7 94 3
17356 3352 41.5 52 355-1 32 7 94 3
17356-3717 41.5 50 352- 3 68 8 92 2
17357-3511 42.8 15 354- 2 59 11 94 3
17357-3322 =43.3 20 355 1 29 6 94 3
17357-3906 43.4 4 351- 4 59 11 95 2
17357-3623 43.9 40 353- 3 34 6 94 3
17357 3048 44.5 16 358+ 0 52 8 93 3
17357-3451 44.8 16 354-- 2 32 9 93 2
17357 3834 44.9 31 351-- 4 61 6 94 3
17357-3138 45.5 58 357- 0 52 7 93 3
17357-3404 46.3 40 355-- 2 43 7 94 3
17357-3208 47.5 20 357- 1 45 7 93 3
17357--3723 47.8 38 152- 3 85 7 94 3
17358-3024 48.1 34 358+ 0 31 7 93 3
17358 3104 48.1 29 357+ 0 52 8 92 2
17358--3156 48.1 41 357- 0 93 10 I 94 2
17358-3653 48,9 47 352- 3 24 10 i 92
17358--3815 49.5 54 351= 4 27 5 i 94 3
17358-3223 50.4 32 356- 1 58 8 92 2
17358-3143 51,0 26 357 0 36 9 93 3
17358-3218 51,0 12 156- 1 61 8 92 2
17358-3022 51,3 24 358+ 0 17 6 105 3
17358-3923 53.7 28 350- 4 46 13 92 2
17359-3925 55.6 46 350- 4 18 5 94 3
17359-3310 56.0 28 356- 1 24 6 93 3
17359-3015 56.7 43 358+ 0 45 8 93 3
17359-3036 56.8 6 358+ 0 50 7 93 3
17359-3756 58.0 30 352- 4 93 26 93 2
17359-3210 581 21 357-- 1 36 6 93 3
17359--3003 58.2 25 358+ 1 73 8 93 3
17359-3120 58.9 11 357-- 0 23 8 92 3
17359-3042 59.4 41 358+ 0 23 7 93 3
17359-3203 59.6 49 357 0 56 9 93 3
17360-3908 0.0 54 351-- 4 83 16 93 2
17360-3350 0.1 19 355- 1 22 6 94 3
17360--3606 1.1 50 353-3 18 5 115 3
17360--3038 1,3 54 358+ 0 41 , 7 93 3
17360--3626 1.3 59 353- 3 32 ! 6 94 3_
17360--3224 1.5 11 356 1 39 8 93 3
17360--3556 1.6 48 353- 3 36 6 94 3


















2.3 49 358+ 0 32 7 93 3 220.73
2.9 22 352-- 4 23 5 94 3
3.0 3 353-3 29 6 94 3
3.0;12 355- 1 22 6 94 3
3,1 17 356- 1 58 8 93 2
3.5 59 356- 1 40 6 93 3
3.5 33 355-- 1 50 6 94 3
5.1 42 354--2 36 6 94 3
5.2 12 355-- 2 43 6 94 3
5.4 51 357--0 25 6 93 3
5.7 39 354-- 2 61 6 94 3
5.9 43 353- 3 46 8 92 2
6.3 34 356-- 1 36 6 93 3
6.9 50 354-2 32 6 94 3
7,1 34 358+ 1 32 8 93 3
8,0 24 356- 1 78 9 92 2
8,8 4 357 1 44 6 93' 3
17361--3315 10.4 5 356 1 27 7 93 3
17361--3846 10.7 45 351- 4 38 4 94 3
17361--3031 11.1 11;358+ 0 26 7 93 3
17361--3844 11.5 24'351- 4 36 5 94 3
17361-3822 11,5 13 351- 4 73 7 94 2
17361-3804 12.0 30 352- 4 17 4 94 3
17362--3630 12.4 22 353-- 3 30 6 94 3
17362-3524 12.7 2 354-- 2 46 9 92 2
17362-3537 13.1 56 354- 2 39 6 94 3
17362-3647 13.9 29 353- 3 25 24 2 2
17362-3455 14.2 12 354- 2 34 6 94 3
17362-3829 15.1 42 351- 4 29 5 94 3
17362--3322 15.5 26 356- 1 18 6 93 3
17362--3614 16.1 8 353- 3 37 6 94 3
17362--3521 16.3 43 354- 2 14 5 _113 3
17363--3002 18.9 2 358+ 1 38 71 93 3
17363--3158 19.6 26 357- 1 47 8 92 2
17363--3543 19.8 44 354- 3 31 10 94 3
17363-3020 19.9 2 358+ 0 93 9 93 2
17363-3107 20.4 8 357-- 0 55 7 93 3
17363-3152 21.2 12 357--0 37! 6 93 3 _
17363--3436 21.9 31 354- 2 35 6 94 3
17363-3526 22.2 31 354- 2 83 7 92 2
17363-3344 22.6 23 355- 1 43 6 94 3
17363-3441 22.7 35 354- 2 77 8 92 2
17363--3017 23,1!13 358+ 0 51 14 92 3
17363--3915 23,4 56 351- 4 29 4 94 3
17363--3103 23,9 59 357- 0 26 7 93 3
17364--3948 24.5 20 350- 5 43 6 94 3
17364-3007 24.E 18 358+ 0 72 9 93 2
17364-3259 24.7:4 356-- 40 6 93 3
17364-3428 25.1 43 355-- 2 27 6 94_ 3
17364-3212 25.6 11 357-- 33 6 93 3
17364--3030 27.1 9 358+ 0 30 7 92 2
17364--3739 27.2 3 352-- 4 43 5 94 3
17364-3122 27.5 49 357 0 23 7 93 3
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.13L 13,78L BC AA 12 3600411321 C
1.83L 20,23L EE CD ;0 2600311321 C
1.53L 13.96L CD AAE i8 2600321003
20,86L 275,45L C F A M 960153030F
23.73L 322.56L CD AA 0 950310041F
27.78L 362.79L C AB D 961310000F
23.34L 173.19L C BF 0 750232100F
3,79L 47.82L D BM 150111000F
1.37L 14.78L E BE 4701210003
25.58L 193.82L FF AA 9 961210010F
1.30L 39.42L C E K 6501200008
1.13L 13,12L F F AA 9 4601100001
16,84L 231.49L CD BA 7 960242221F
1,18L 11.86L E B 4601200123
3,85L 47,70L D BC 960000112F 8
19,94L 251,82L CE AAG 960131112F
20.50L 238.90L CE AA 0 650211000F
25.61 253.29L DE D CAA 960240000F
5.08L 66.87L C B B 340110020F
17.15L 261.86: DE F BBJ El 0 950224433F 3
15.76L 200.55L D BA 970053540F 3
21.08L 352.39L DF AA 660133471F
2.16 45.52L D F BG 150210044F
3.91L 40.87L CD ABF D 2 960130010F
40,71L 126.99L D B EJ G 960150433F
13.33L 268,17L F F CC F 2 860231253F
6.6'6 114.28L DF D BDCH 1 970162300F
20.97: 251.40: EDE F AACF 7 957125433F
1.37 8.17: CE BMCB 7700100008
.80L 52.45L CC AB 5 7510100008
27.33L 200.49L F E AA 9 960131010F!
73.28L 261.25L DF BA 0 950113001F
18.96L 235.94L C BA 960043271F
1.53L 12.41 O L GHC 560100000F
29.83L 219.68L CC AAF 0 960220100F
20.15L 172.18: D F AADC 9 960220041F
66.05L 252.06L DF ABCB 9 965245340F 2
12.68: 153.24L BCE AAF F 0 978032043F
10.68 184.71L C L DAC 960355562F 9_
1.45L 14.65 D EJ HB 6701100008
24.37L 259.96L DE AC 0 550120000F
1.69L 14.39L F F AAH 9 3610300101
16.31L 225.74L C AA 0_ 960042043F
.91L 13.75L CC AA 2 4600200001
37,02L 140,73: D D GCFD 960150433F
,96L 14.71L DD BB 0 3601210001
11,43L 154,53L F DB 870245643F
73.28 265.07L CF D AAA 9 950133121F
2,34: 19,06 CEED ACDB 5 95002222OF
.95L 14.44L CD AAH 0 2600300101
5.07 93.17L C E A DG 760312366F
24,62L 309.12L F AE C 150121000F
25.72L 206.90L CC AAEH 2 960351251F
24.13L 309,10L DE AA 0 650110000F
1.34L 13.32L CD AAF 9 6700310003
17.40L 229.59L D AB H0110OOOF
8.76 202.03L BCO AAA 1 860246474F
12.78L 147.63L C ACL 0 140020122F
1.15L 15.60L D iCK .:_601100003
28.71L 215.75L F F AAF E 9 950323200F
1.13L 13.10L BC AA 0 6701110003
23.03L 321.47L FF AB E 9 958033120F
9.74L 113.77L E AC 970151323F
10.68L 213.75L CF CCO 0 760225562F
17,64 278.97LI CD AAE i 0 960221002F1.67 59.85L; BCD AAB 850111120F
18,66: 196,85L CE AAEC 0 150154471F
5.03L 59.42L BE AA 8 850111110F
4.92L 41,74L F BG 950200001F
2.02 45,08L D AAB 9 743010000F 25
.91L 13.65L CC AA 7 3600200001
1.29L 17,08L E DD 6700300003
.99L 14.52L CF AB 0 5600100003
2,17L 21.01 D F E D 1502000221
1.13L 13,01L CC AA 3 6701100003
5,11L 57,50L CE BBG 2 950112122F D
9,31L 270,54L BC AAB 7 962140133F 25 2
,93L 14,17L BC AB 0 3601000001
1.01L 13.59L CD AA 2 5720410003
18,39L 289.06L F F AA 9 960151051F
6,04L 160.86L DE AAB 0 770142332F 8
1.28L 15.50L E BC '4600100003
17,15L 192,18L E CB D 960054320F 3
91.80L 312.75L D AAO 960033710F 3
24,95L 144.81L CC _AHH 8 670040332F
1,80 20.23: FFDF AABB 9 260020010F
1.30L 15.80L D CF 0 8700410003
17,22L 235,75L CC AA 2 651020100F
5.90L 50.56L E AA 150020110F
10,95 147,96 F E CB 964064120F
.81L 40.81L CF AA 9 6500011008
94.47 174.73 CEDE BBAB 4 970031710F 3
1.12L 38.25L BE AAI 2 2500000008
16.62L 278.06L=F B B 950181151F
27.35L 300.99L F F AA 9 950234260F 1
16.63L 160.79L CC AA 0 250010000F
26.39L 196.81L FF AAB 9 960300030F
10.40L 186.70L DE BAJ 0 960234481F 3
5.47L 58.53L CE BBN 0 940020020F
22.86L 91.30L CE AAJ D 970133130F
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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17364-3235 27.5 44 356- 1 48 7 93 3
17364-3137 27.8 51 357- 0 39 7 93 3
17364-3t44 28.1 2 357-0 24 7 93 3
17364-3054 28.1 24 358+ 0 29 9 93 2
17364--3035 28.2 12 358+ 0 44 6 93 3
17364-3423 28.5 59 355- 2 42 6 94 3
17364--3247 28.5 25 356-- 1 31 6 93 3
17364--3009 28.8 37 358+ 0 53 20 93 2
17365--3449 30.6 25 354- 2 33 6 94 3
17365-3012 30.8 59 358+ 0 90 7 93 3
17365--3117 31.6 13 357- 0 30 6 93 3
17365--3026 32.1 23 358+ 0 84 13 93 2
17365--3927 32.2 22, 350- 5 76 7 94 3
17365-3512 32.3 13 354- 2 47 7 92 2
17365-3744 32.4 10 352- 4 31 6 941 3
17365-3750 32.8 19 352-4 35 5 94 3
17365-3023 33.0 14 358+0 27 7 93 3
17365-3552 33.8 36 353- 3 50 5 94 3
17365-3628 34.0 20 353-- 3 69 7 93 2
17365-3237 34.2 41 356-- 1 38 7 93 3
17365-3200 34.6 50 357- 1 55 7 93 3
17365-3233 34.8 21 356- 1 57 16 92 2
17385-3411 35.036 355-2 77 7 92 2
17365-3126 35.E 57 357 0 39 6 93 3
17365-3814 35.E 16 351- 4 58 13 95 2
17366-3510 36.5 21 354- 2 26 6 94 3
17366-3332 367 45 355- 1 72 8 92 2
17366-3129 36.g 58 357-0 18 6 93 3
17366-3005 37.5 45 358+ 0 60 12 93 2
17366-3240 37.6 30 356-- 1 20 6 93 3
17366-3042 38.6 2 358+0 25 7 93 3
17366-3204 38.7'47 357--1 16 6 93 3
17366-3859 39.0 10 351-4 37 7 94 3
17366--3701 39.1 0 352-3 28 9 93 2
17366-3018 40.8 19 358+ 0 32 7 93 3
17366-3243 41.1 38 356- 1 60 7 93 3
17366--3837 41.3 44 351- 4 51 7 94 3
17367--3100 42.2 25 358-- 0 42 9 93 2
17367--3334 42.3 1 355-- 1 43 7 93 3
17367-3523 42.3 29 354- 2 28 6 94 3
17367-3341 43.1 10 355- 1 17 6 93 3
17367--3633 44.2 10 353- 3 18 4 94 3
17367-3134 44.3 25 357- 0 65 7 93 3
17367-3112 44.9 60 357- 0 67 8 93 3
17367--3228 44.9 55 356 1 29 6 93 3
17367-3459 45.2 5 354- 2 37 6 94 3
17367-3521 45.9 33 354- 2 33 5 94 3
17367-3346 46.1 17 355- 2 29 7 92 2
17367-3258 46.1 38 356- 1 36 6 93 3
17367-3227 46.2 6 356- 1 41 6 93 3
17367-3431 46.9 55 355- 2 23 6 94 3
17368-3325 48.0 58 356- 1 74 8 92 2
17368-3712 491 33 352 3 40 5 94 4
17368-3915 50.7 8 351- 4 39 162 95 2 .4517368-3232 51.0 17 356- 1 34 93 3 3.98
17368-3302 51.1 17 356-1 44 7 92 2 1.46
17368-3321 51.6 4 356-1 39 10 94 2 3.48
17368-3017 52.1 40 358+ 0 56 7 93 3 4.55L
17368-3057 52.1 17 358 0 21 7 106 3 1.65:
17368-3217 52.3 13 357- 1 25 6 93 3 7.89
17368-3515 52.3 10 354-2 19 5 94 3 4.00
17368-3607 52.7 54 353-3 37 5 94 3 4.17
17368-3738 53.3 13 352-4 41 13 94 3 5.48L
17368-3000 53.8 31 358+ 0 36 6 93 3 82.13
17368-3820 53.8 56 351-4 28 5 94 3 3.06
17369-3534 55.0 42 354- 3 25 5 94 3 20.05
17369-3114 55.4 40 357- 0 40 7 93 3 3.94
17369-3956 55.8 45 350- 5 24 5 94 3 1.28
17369-3330 56.0 30 355- 1 44 6 93 3 1.97
17369-3156 56.7 42 357- 1 28 6 93 3 4.56
17369-3944 56.9 19 350- 5 27 7 94 3 .54
17369-3856 58.5 29 351 4 52 15 94 3 .30L
17369-3627 58.9 31 353- 3 43 6 94 3 1.07
17369-3538 58.9 41 354- 3 24 6 94 3 .94
17370 3429 0.0 59 355--2 31 5 94 3 1.83
17370-3036 0.2 37 358+ 0 27 7 93 3 396L
17370-3139 0.3 56 357--0 30 8 92 2 2.92L
17370-3203 0.g 25 357- 1 50 6 93 3 1.35
17370-3357 1.0 45 355- 2 17 5 93 3 .78
17370-3435 10 33 355- 2 28 6 92 2 .78
17370-3614 1.2 41 353- 3 40 6 94 3 1.54
17370-3843 1.6 32 351- 4 29 5 94 3 6.83
17370-3356 2.2 11 355- 2 45 1 93 2 1.02
17370-3701 2.2 41 353- 3 26 5 95 4 2.84L
17370-3206 2.3 40 357- 1 22 7 93 3 1.45
17370-3038 3.4 10 358+ 0 35 7 93 3 3.45
17370-3031 3.6 28 358+ 0 48 8 92 2 1.99
17370-3451 4.4 39 354-2 40 31 92 2 1.57L
17370-3743 4.7 19 352--4 41 5 94 3 1.97
17370-3311 5.2 28 356- 1 42 6 93 3 5.83
17370-3241 5.4 13 356--1 42 6 93 3 2.47
17370-3402 5.7 35 355- 2 34 19 92 2 2.46L
17371-3444 6.1 4 354-2 29 5 94 3 3.05
17371-3021 6.8 26 358+ 0 21 6 93 3 114.68:
17371-3918 8.0 28 351 5 55 6 94 3 .71
17371-3251 8.8 5 356-1 45 8 92 2 .99
17371-3848 9.4 14 351--4 20 6 94 3 1.10
17371-3025 10.1 59 358+ 0 43 7 93 3 2.81
17371-3133 10.3 3 357 0 40 6 93 3 2.07
17371-3244 10.3 11 356- 1 39 5 93 3 7.05
H
Galactic Uncertainty C






















































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































1(30 /_m Flux Co
Uncs Co
32.25L 280.78L C AB
23.92L 179.19L DD AA
5.94 179.91L CED BBE
22.92L 222.9OL EE AAE
17.78L 183.34L CD BA(
21.21L 165.78L FF AA
28.89L 291.05L BC AAI
12.77L 128.79 E CF
11.85L 145.55L FF AA
20.84L 346.75L E BB.
22.15L 130.83: CE E BB
12.10 342.49L D
.89L 49.51L C B
1AOL 12.70L DF ,BC
5.39L _ 53.87L i D B F
5.31L 69.O6L D BD
12.36: 191.36L CDF AAC
1.28L 12.54L C BB
1.93L 13.88L F CI
22.73L 282.63L EF AC
25.58L 247.12L_E D AAE
6.69L 53.16 D
4.54L 46.62L DE B B
23.11L 180.69L BC AA
1.81 57.941 E H
1.11L 12.64L FF AA
7.22L 64.87L D B
23.34L 97.27: CC D ABt"
22.66L 281.03L E C
22.56L 310.50L FE AAJ
23.53L 218.57 DF E BAP
11.37L 80.17: EE E AAI
.89L 44.32L CE BC
6.06L 49.92L F B B I_
24.49L 260.06L C BA
30.91L 460.77L C BB
5.24L 52.13L D BC_
20.93L 232.60L FF A8
28.93L 252.31L D B
1.17L 12.54L FF AA
23.00L 211.69L BC AA
9.94 9.96L DCC AAA
27.48L 247.85L C A
21.83L 254.68L F ABI
22.09L 300.19L DD AAL
2.48L 12.54L FF AAF
1,08L 12.54L FD AA
2.10: 49.00L DEE AAE
2.73: 255.82L FFD AAB
21.99L 298.47L EE AA
15.41L 169.90L BC AAK
7.64L 59.02L D A B
6.64L 49.45L DE AB
.89L 49.21L C B
24.85L 283.40L CC AAk
4.29L 57.96L DE ABG
25.69L 233.23L FE AA(
23.89L 342.46L C A G
118.54: 232.60 DDEE CAB
14.43L 285.46L BC AA
4.20 13.03L FFF AAA
1.06L 15.58L F E AA
2.27 19.05: DC HI 8
23.10L 234.28L BE AAB
3.94L 55.08L CC AA
1.92 11.67L BCC AAB
25.27L 161.33L FE AA
.80L 9.42L BC AB
27.66L 223.29L C AA
10.86L 82.69 CC E AAI
1.43 9.98: F CO BDE
2.73: 27.19 DC F I
1.04L 11.76L; FD AB
1.13L 15.42L F AA
1.69L 12.54L' FE AAB
14.34L 318.09L F J BC
8.26L 73.92: E E BBE
3.71: 459.481 C D ACD
9.32 219.08L DDE BAA
2.03L 11.68L DE BBB
1.48L 14.94L CC BBJ
3.64L 50.97L FF AAC
5.79L 68.23L E C
5.72L 64.88L E NB E
11.42L 275.93L DE CCF
19.31L 123.78 C E BBB
23.61L 219.53L DF BA
1.58: 19.68 FC BA
5.88L 57.96L CE AB
30.54L 277.05L BC AA
30.88L 311.30L CE AB
2.14: 28.60: DD LED
.93L 14.24L FE AA
23.42: 191.08L FFF AAB
.89L 48.89L CD BC
7.38L 120.02L D BC
3.72L 50.63L DE AA
24.28L 226.81L FE AA
13.21L 143.18L FF AA
32.70L 308.23L BC AA
v L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep












"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Soul,:_es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
144




h m, o i
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Cocrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
(s) ( ) 1 b (") (") ( ) N (Jansky)
17371-3135 11.0 7 357-- 0 39 5 106 3 2.47
17371 3505 11.2 20 354- 2 25 5 94 3 18.28
17371-3521 11,2 41 354- 2 31 6 94 3 2,18
17371-3028 11.4 9 358+ 0 54 i 7 93 3 3,59L
17371-3228 1,7 22 356- 1 33 9 92 2 2.32L
17372-3005 12.1 49 358+ 0 46 8 93 3 4.09L
17372-3107 12.3 40 358- 0 67 9 93 3 1.20L
17372-3852 12.5 19 351- 4 59 6 94 3; .90
17372-3328 12.7 28 356- 1 36 7 93 3' 2.70L
17372-30t6 13.2 45 358+ 0 99 22 93 2 3.81L
17372 3029 15.5 55 358+ 0 33 8 92 2 3.14
17372-3331 15.5 46 356- 2 29 6 93 3 3.77
17372-3313 15.8 51 356 1 38 7 93 3 3.48
17372-3000 15.9 42 358+ 0 21 8 93 2 4.93
17372-3718 16.2 16 352- 4 20 13 94 3 1.27L
17372-3101 16.2 10 358 0 42 11 93 2 8.81L
17372-3830 16.3 15 351- 4 61 11 94 3 1,74L
17372-3045 16.5 12 358- 0 32 7 93 3 16.14
17372-3214 16.9 38 357- 1 35 7 92 2 1.19
17372-3123 17.8 5 357-- 0 46 6 93 3 1.61
17372-3212 180 55 357-- 1 80 10 92 2 3,26L
17373-3446 18,1 10 354- 2 30 6 94 3 22,83
17373-3102 19,3 40 358 0 32 6 93 3 8.81
17373-3837 20,2 5 351- 4 49 6 94 3 .95
17373-3202 20,4 18 357- 1 43 6 93 3 1,84
17373-3110 20.8 6 358 0 26 6 93 3 1.96
17373-3339 22.0 46 355- 2 48 7 93 3 2.91L
17373-3559 22,0 50 353- 3 24 4 95 4 4.04
17373-3407 22.3 16 355- 2 77 6 93 3 1.20
17373-3412 22.8 33 355- 2 26 6 93 3 9.01
17373-3148 23.0 50 357- 1 43 7 92 2 1.29
17373-3348 23.1 33 355 2 59 9! 92 2 1,85
17373-3454 23.6 52 354- 2 45 6 94 3 ,99
17373-3827 23,8 34 351- 4 67 6 94 3 ,70
17373-3542 23.9 28 354- 3 27 5 94 3 2,08L
17374-3901 24.0 32 351- 4 16 5 94 3 3,02
17374-3354 24.4 42 355- 2 31 6 93 3 1.06
17374-3632 24.5 48 353- 3 21 5 95 4 2.03
17374-3132 24.8 8 357 0 20 9 116 3 4.64L
17374-3254 24.9 31 356- 1 45 8 93 2 4.05L
17374-3013 26.2 56 358+ 0 38 9 93 2 2.78L
17374-3131 26.2 3 357- 0 36 6 93 3 4.64
17374-3805 26.3 44 352- 4 33 7 94 3 .70
17374-3057 27.0 15 358- 0 72 7 92 2 1.58
17374-3537 27.4 9 354- 3 27 6 94 3 1.18
17374-3730 27.8 46 352- 4 39 6 94 3 1.09
17374-3810 28.2 56 352- 4 72 6 94 3 .98
17374-3145 28,8 25 357- 1 57 8 92 2 2,56
17374-3156 28,8 53 357- 1 28 6 93 3 102.14
17374-3450 29.8 32 354 2 64 7 93 2 2.20L
17375-3652 30.4 10 353 3 19 5 95 4 125,66
17375-3434 30.4 12 355- 2 25 6 94 3 4.05
17375-3247 31.1 13 356= I 41 6 93 3 17.95
17375-3239 31,2 42 356- 1 53 8 92 2 1,92L
17375-3914 31.3 12 351- 5 60 7 94 3 ,55
17375-3605 31.4 60 353 3 35 6 94 3 1.01
17375-3342 31.6 12 355- 2 50 6 : 93 3 .95
17375-3000 32.2 36 359+ 0 41 7 93 3 4.93L
17375-3404 32,2 21 355- 2 85 12 92 2 2,91L
17375-322t 32.3 7 357 1 59 9 93 2 2,44L
17375-3053 32,5 16 358 0 31 792 2 2.67L
17375-3010 32.8 51 358+ 0 27 ; 93 3 3.00L17375-3733 32,8 23 352- 4 40 94 3 4,74
17375-3409 33.5 33 355- 2 29 6 93 3 9,12
17375-3306 33.6 18 356- 1 42 7 93 3 1,53
17375-3135 34.2 7 357- 1 44 7 93 3 4.79L
17375-3027 34.2 20 358+ 0 88 9 92 2 2.97L
17375-3751 34.2 32 352- 4 28 12 117 3 2.89L
17375-3531 34,7 57 354- 3 31 5 94 3 4.31
17375 3907 35,8 57 351- 5 33 10 92 2 .52
17375-3032 36.0 50 358+0 34 18 93 2 4.70L
17376-3448 36.3 32 354- 2 22 5 93 3 3.70
17376-3204 36,9 55 357- 1 29 14 92 2 4.34L
17376-3003 37.9 57 358+ 0 45 6 93 3 2.57L
17376-3330 38.8 30 356- 2 29 6 93 3 1.29
17376 3142 39.3 44 357 1 31 7 93 3 6.81
17376-3200 39.6 49 357- 1 59 7 93 3 2.56
17376-3007 40.4 47 358+ 0 43 _ 6 93 3 4.17
17376-3441 40.7 46 355-2 54 7 92 2 .78
17376-3700 41.1 7 353-3 30 10 93 2 .60
17376-3507 41.5 44 354- 2 59 8 92 2 .68
17376-3021 41.7 12 358+ 0 34 6 93 3 184.60
17376-3048 41.7 3 358- 0 46 13 93 2 5.26L
17377-3323 42.0 28 356- 2 47 12 92 2 1.76L
17377-3211 42.5 25 357 1 24 6 93 3 96,31
17377-3224 42,6 19 357 1 34 6 93 3 20,75
17377-3554 42,7 4 354-3 17 6 95 4 ,67:
17377-3317 43,1 40 356- 1 26 6 93 3 2,61L
17377 3109 43,2 30 358- 0 34 8 93 3 4,89L
17377-3457 43,9 31 354- 2 63 5 93 3 .84
17377-3105 44,9 22 358- 0 37 7 93 3 5,46
17377-3140 45.0 53 357- 1 32 7 93 3 2.85
17377--3300 47.2 31 356- I 28 6 93 3 4.15L
17377-3427 47.8 27 355- 2 65 7 92 2 .92
17377-3959 47.8 25 350 5 39 6 94 3 16.24
17378-3419 48.356 355 2 37 5 93 3 2.81
17378 3431 48.511 355 2 60 8 92 2 .69
17378 3707 51.6i44 353 4 46 6 94 3 .76
17378-3714 51.6 18 352-4 24 7 94 3 .64






































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
13.27L 233.23L CE AA 8 961373363F
2.68 14.99L BCC AAA 5 7700000003 29
1.16L 15.42L FF AA 9 9631010003
24.03L 224.15L D BD 970551454F
6.87 71.92L E GB 970132420F
20.70: 254.38L E E BBE 964132220F
12.85 357.83L D S CD 750222021F
.95L 51.58L CF BD 0 9500201008
2.54 267.52L DD BB 7400310OOF
17.12L 189.43 E BC 970260013F
18.82L 221.91L DE BC 0 970361321F
24.93L 316.59L FE AA 9 640120001F
27.04L 357.51L CD ASK 0 940133130F
14.16: 204.22L D F AAD 2 971130230F
2.76L 21.03 C GC 454200021F
35.91 217.91L E GC 660131420F
1.82 51.92L C C 750110011F
17.49: 307.23L CDD AAE 1 860110070F
5.42L 93.58L D BFI 970140001F
26.51L 338.07L CE AS 0 960113400F 1
9.75L 124,34L F CC 960240021F
1,43L 15.14L EC AAH 9 1700500303 27 4
35,91L 218,96L DD AA 8 660243220F 1
4,60L 53.16L D BDJ 750120120F
34,14L 254,65L FF AB g 660353200F 2
12,85L 1406,62L CC BAD 2 840211122F
4.75 297.59L CD AA 640210011F
1,98 12.35L FDC AAB 9 2600100001
1.48L 18.45L C AD 5701521023
1.42L 14.32L BC AA 0 2701432003
6,17L 78.69: D F BCI F 974321053F
6.45L 68.43L E AAG 560302120F
1.40L 18.25L DD BA 4 6600300003
4.65L 54.15L D AE 850110010F
2,30 12.22L CC AA 6501201003
1.70 14.02: BCCD AAFC 9 9611011238
1,22: 13.91L C F ACE) 6703000003
1,88L 13.99L EC AAJB 7 2601100001
14,97: 118.88 EE A FB 974284463F C
29.54L 313.12L E A 850030032F 8
22,28L 256.28L F A A K 970250053F
29,69L 229.53L CC AA E 4 960173363F C
3.83L 55.19L D BB O 540020100F
12.91L 153.20L EF AB 0 670151340F
1,16L 13,41L F AB g 8500200003
4,25L 56.70L FD AC 4 840210000F
3,91L 55.79L C AG 750011000F
11,66L 142.71L DE AB 0 970142163F
15,74 289.25L BBD AAA 4 660130100F
4.13L 24.34L E AB 1600400303 4
49,47 61.07L FCD AAAF 9 343102000F 14
1.80L 15.46L EE AACB 9 1600100003
29.84L 396.22L FD AAG 9 951011132F 29 8
3,33L 103.72L E ABH 0 860031333F 8
1,02L 46,99L E BJ I 9501110008
1.10: 12.22L ECC ABE 6 2600000001
11.24L 172.67L DF BBH 1 540310010F
37,32L 313,86L C AE 960160240F
2.36 22.48L D J BE 5701200123 8
27.59L 317,02L E BA g50050420F
28.92: 251,93L FF FACF 0 660330330F
32.92L 119.45: D E AEA 984441254F
3.74L 56.60L BC AA 0 840220100F
1.32: 12.17L CCC AAB 6 3600532003
24,11L 297.18L CF BD 7 440210000F
30.34L 265.82L C A 960275483F
19.36L 287.52L F DBC 970264564F
2.00L 16.39 D DF B 4602OO022F
1.17L 12.22L EC AA 9 8601200003
.85L 32.14L CF CE 0 9401120008
18.31L 182.31 F DC 970432320F
6.92 13.33L BCC AAAK 1 1700400303
10.77L 107.23 E BKEC 770322264F
23.96L 218.76L D AA 0 970350230F
26.46L 284.60L CE AAF 2 ] 5401100OOF
2499L 272.87L F D A A 9 ! 950252020F
26.23L 492.44L DE AA 0 I 650240000F
18.47L 213.25L CC AAD 1 970641223F
1.38L 16.11L D BG 1700200003
4.38L 73.43L DE BD 0 440002000F
1.39L 14.48L D BKG 6602010103
31.61 lg2A5L BBE AAB 1 970162345F
30.30 136.05: E F A D B 770520031F
5.67: 34.48 ED FDB 770131000F I
9.85 464.12L CBE AAB 0 950221032F
28.28L 355.64L EF AA 9 950031430F
5.75 13,63L ECB BBBC 0 6601101001
26.99L 234,89L E AA 3 740133101F
614.08 1406.62 CFE AAA 540311110F
1,36L 14,85L C BC 6701100003
15.19L 1406.62L CC AAD 0 340234220F
24.87L 270.79L CC BA 0 950252020F
15.72L 205,41L E AAF 9 753231100F
1.40L 17,47L D AC 2601100003
1.98 6.87L BBC AAAG 0 3700020120
1.36L 16.16L ED AA 9 2601200003
1.41L 17.41L D CB 260020000:
4.23L 60.37L D BC 540000000F
1.63: 21.36L F D BGE B 550000000F
181 11.63: CD CGB 9602000108
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Densily Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 23 OCL 1030
1 23 OCL 1030
8
9




2 4 TMSS-30312 17
I 23 OCL 1014 187
t 16 09462 A0
3





1 23 COL 1014
8
4: 13 209132 K0
1 40 B5/7H1
1 1 32 X1737-310

















a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0)ham ._, (s) () ] b (") (") ( N
17378--3446 52.4 57 355- 2 28 6 93 3 3.43
17378--3158 52.7 30 357- 1 30 6 93 3 3,72
17378--3924 53.3 17 351- 5 69 8 94 3 ,56
17378--3411 53.7 55 355- 2 24 6 93 3 4,37
17378--3100 53.8 8 358-0 39 9 93 2 12,90
17379--3416 54.3 43 355- 2 42 6 93 3 2.01
17379--3546 54.7 47 354- 3 44 16 92 2 1,94L
17379-3124 54.8 33 357 0 32 ! 7 93 3 3,74
17379-3025 55.4 0 358+ 0 25 8 93 3 3,46:
17379-3126 55.4 27 357- 1 23 7 93 3 4,63
17379-3034 55.6 8 358- 0 35 7 93 3 4.70
17379-3246 56.8 17 356- 1 22 6 93 3 5.48
17379-3253 56.8 8 356-1 29 8 92 3 1,81
17379-3235 57.0 18 356-1 35 6 93 3 4,14
17379-3019 57,9 27 358+ 0 37 6 93 3 132.73
17379-3005 58.1 5 358+ 0 56 10 93 2 2,57
17379-3349 58.2 41 355- 2 23 6 93 3 2,83
17379-3557 58,9 57 354- 3 50 i 9 92 2 .69
17379-3243 59.3 24 356- 1 47 _ 6 93 3 1,38
17380 3826 0.1 58 351-4 60:10 94 2 .76
17380-3031 0,3 4 358- 0 44 7 93 3 51.63
17380-3136 0,8 44 357- 1 42 8 92 2j 1.82
17380 3842 2,6 35 351- 4 48 7 94 3 .98
17380-3359 3,0 21 355- 2 36 10 93 3 .73
17380-3606 4,2 43 353- 3 40 8 92 2, .72
17380-3229 4,5 16 356- 1 70 9 93 2 1.28
17380-3722 4,8 5 352- 4 20 6 94 4 3,29
17380-3251 5,0 23 356- 1 50 I 7 92 2 1.57
17380-3316 5,2 29 356- 2 36 10 92 2 .94
17380-3321 5,2 25 356- 2 30 6 93 3 3.15
17380-3001 5.3 3 359+ 0 55 10 93 2 2.40
17380-3015 5,9 46 358+ 0 24 6 93 31 80.28
17381-3608 6.0 36 353- 3 41 6 94 31 1.26
17381-3815 8.6 59 352- 4 39 7 94 3' 11.08L
17381-3043A 6.8 42 358 0 31 7 93 3 4,89L
17381-3109 7,1 32 358- 0 44 10 93 2 5.37L
17381-3510 7,1 30 354- 3 34 8 94 3 .82
17381-3442 7.3 56 355- 2 17 5 94 4 60,38
17381-3952 7.3 53 350- 5 33 10 94 3 ,40L
17381-3505 7.9 53 354 2 31 8 94 4 2.49
17381 3223 10.3 9 357-1 28 7 93 3 2.17:
17381-3042 10,5 6 358 0 27 7 93 3 5.39L
17381-3248 11,0 18 356- 1 48 7 92 2 1.12
17381 3308 11.4 56 356- 1 25 6 93 3 1,53L
17381-3325 11,4 15 356- 2 34 6 93 3 2,13
17381-3459 11.6 19 354-2 31 6 94 4 2.19
17381-3212 11.9 13 357- 1 45 6 93 3 3.27L
17382-3327 13,5 25 356 2 45 6 93 3 1,70
17382-3918 13,7 37 351- 5 72 8 94 3 ,49
17382 3033 14.6 3 358- 0 35 14 93 2 4,76L
17382-3445 16.3 60 355- 2 27 6 94 4 4.89L
17382-3715 18.5 6 352-4 37 14 94 3 1.28L
17382 3623 16,6 4 353- 3 28 6 94 3 6.90
17382--3010 17.9 57 358+ 0 22 7 93 3 8.32
17383-3716 18.6 43 352- 4 25 5 94 4 3,39
17383-3810 19.2 20 352- 4 59 15 94 3 .28L
17383-3711 19.4 13 353- 4 44 6 I 94 3 .63
17383 3112 19.8 44 358- 0 35 6 93 3 3.22
17383-3705 20.6 15 353- 4 57 8 94 2 .60
17383-3751 21.1 25 352- 4 70 10 94 3 2.74L
17383-3734 21.7 24; 352- 4 42 7 94 3 2,68
17383-3004 21.9 36i 359+ 0 34 8 93 3 4.22L
17383 3544 22.9 24 354- 3 34 8 92 2 1.19
17383-3051 23,1 50 358- 0 31 7 93 2 17,39:
17383-3144 23.1 8 357- 1 22 5 93 3 16.41
17383-3014 23.3 11 358+ 0 38 8 93 3 5,40L
17383-3304 23.3 54 356- 1 31 7 92 2 1.94
17383 3037 23.3 50 358-0 87 12 93 2 7.13L
17383-3829 23.6 50i 351- 4 27 6 94 3 8.17
17383-3601 23.9 14 354- 3 21 6 93 3 10.42
17394-3522 24.4 52 354-3 27 6 94 4 1.60
17384-3427 24.6 19 355 2 28 6 944 3.15
17384 3619 25.1 22 353- 3 42 11 115 2 .54
17384-3127 25.4 4 357- 1 36 10 92 2 3.521
17384-3130 25.4 47 357- 1 20 5 93 3 2.54
17384 3156 25.6 55 357- 1 16 6 93 3 3.14
17394-3345 25.7 48 355- 2 42 6 93 3 1.15
17394-3151 26.0 22 357- 1 34 8 92 2 1.52
17384 3816 26.2 10 352- 4 22 6 94 3 5.52
17394-3513 26.6 43 354-- 3 29 6 93 3 1,45
17394 3158 26.7 57 357- 1 51 7 92 2 1,73
17394-3606 27.0 48 353 3 56 6 94 3 2.32
17394 3425 27.3 25 355- 2 39 8 93 3 .77
17394-3433 27.7 21 355- 2 65 8 92 2 1.13
17394-3020 27,7 37 358- 0 22 6 93 3 5.95
17394 3637 29,1 45 353- 3 29 5 118 4 1,68:
17394-3509 29,4 46 354- 3 34 14 94 3 5,41L
17385-3853 30.2 5 351-5 75 16 92 2 90L
17385 3031 30.6 17 358- 0 57 7 93 3 2.90
17385 3651 31.3 53 353- 4 22 5 95 4 1.45
17385 3241 31.6 28 356 1 27 6 93 3 6.25
17385 3913 31.8 18 351- 5 21 6 94 3 2,95
17385-3040 33.8 13 358- 0 55 7 92 2 3.26L
17385-3825 33.6 3 351 4 30 6 94 ! 3 3,18
17385-3249 33,9 44 356- 1 55 13 92 2 3.31L
17385-3110 33.9 50 358- 0 37 6 93 3 1,95
17385 3332 34,2 14 356 2 22 6 93 3 2,88
17385 3529 34.2 33 354- 3 31 6 93 3 1.02
17385-3148 34,3 41 357 1 30 6 93 3 3,52
17385-3020 34.7 34 358 0 23 8 93 3 5,95L
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
25 vm 60 /xm I00 _m Flux C<
(Jansky) Uncs C_
233 1.36L 15.24L BC AA
4.74 20,94L 363.42L FD AA
,68L ,79L 40,52L E BE
2,72 1,39L 15,57L FF AA
9,71 21,94L 213,78L FF AA
.91 1,39L 15,53L CE AB
1,28L 1,37 17,90L D ME
2,78 23,75L 369,76L CC AA
5.74 38.62L 528,05: CE F BA
2.38 23.88L 309.85L DC AA
3.80 82,33L 410.81L DE AA
6.12 26.36L 236.52L BC AA
1,48 30,60L 340,29L CD AB
2,73 18,44L 225,61L FF AA
103.78 31,61L 285,29L BB AA
5,48L 10,10L 192,64L D BG
3,37 1,75: 212,87L FFE AA
,42L 1,21L 12.73L D BF
.79: 31.95L 352.31L CF AD
1,26L 3,88L 41,35L D BB
14.10 22.40L 410,81L DC AA
1.98 12.80L 117.0OL DE CB
,65 3,98L 31.77L FF AB
1,03: 1.56L 14,22L DD CA
1.92L 1.05L 12.56L D BA
3,35L 33,07L 370.40L F BC
3.36 9.87L 12.94: FF C AA
.99L 2.66: 65.16L D D BD
1.30L 4.69L 70.05L D BA
2.79 26.98L 280.88L FF AA
2.36: 19.99L 301.93L FE BA
78.18 121.85L 278.54L CC AA
.72 .97L 11.30L CC AB
5.62 1.64 42.08L O D A A
31.12 926.91 2883.91: DEF A
3.38 15.82L 335.85L E GB
.68L 1.99L 30.07 D D B D
43.42 7.42 14.04L BBC AA
.28L 1.56 8.17L B
1.77 1.14L 13.60L BC AA
1.92 10.46L 77.96L FF AA
27.87 926.91L 231.15L C HC
.98L 6.86L 66.71L D BB
9.64 6.65 303.11L CE CA
1,79 29,14L 275,77L FF AA
,87 152L 16.16L BE AA
2,83 31,02L 244.71L F AA
,93: 29,58L 272.36L CF AB
,40L .87L 34.74L E E D
3.80L 108.82L 410.81 F D
1.59 4.93 13.99L CC A
1.33L 3.38L 21.36 C
2.14 .99L 11.58L BC AA
12.94L 128.01L 1077.82t D AB
1.75 4.85L 47.64L F E AA
.31: 2.19: 22.00 DEC DF
.63L 4.56L 49.051 C B O
1.65 18.80L 186.24L CE AA
1.47L 4.70L 59.37L D BF
1.12L 1.91 39.15L C B
133 3.65L 41,871. BC AA
24,42 76,62: 299,01L DF J B
,61: 2.36L 14.13L DF SS
13,89 114,85L 523,74L DE AA
14.34 13,83L 223,12L DC AA
4,94 29.39L 307.92L D B
1,05 5,43L 58,24L DE AB
7.72L 45.05 410.81L E
3,02 ,85L 33,95L DB AA
5.67 1.00: 11.99L BBC AA
1.82 1.72L 14.19L ED AA
2.00 1.62L 17.87L BC AA
.36L 1,51L 17.87L D B
1.27L 8.56 12889L E E
3.56 27.26L 213.25L EE AA
3.08 9.53 414.69L CEE AA
.78 25,43L 220.12L CE AEI
1.54 3.10L 101.30L DE CC
2.37: .86L 33.92L CF AA
1.34 1.18L 11.89L CE AA
1.35 9.53L 88.17L DE BA
1.34 .97L 11.85L DE BA
2.01L 1.34L 15.66L C B
38: 1.30L 15.57L F F AA
9.50 170.60L 307.92L CF AB
1.27 1.08L 12.48L FC AA
3.87L 1.51: 28.19 DF E
.33L .99 8.67L C
9.13L 19.07L 410.81L C A
1.20 4.73L 47.30L CD AA
5,74 31,85L 318,79L CC AA
1.06 .68L 34.90L 8C AA
2,40 45,05L 166.00L F AAi
3,95 1,18 34.74L CBC AAI
2.06L 2.35 82.91L D
2.45 22.83L 254.82L DF AAI
13.25 10.01 238.40L FCD AA,
.65: 234 12.83L DDC BCl
2.40 28.88L 378.19L CD AA
6.07 170.60L 602.69L F CBI
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (") Mag

















Declination: - 40%- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
G,alacJJc Lrnce.rtainty C
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
h m , , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N
17385--3317 35.2 48 356--2 34 ; 93 3 1.2217385--3116 35.E 56 358-- 19 93l 9.85
17385-3505 35.8 24 394-3 28 6 94[4 4.03
17386-3253 37.4 43 356- 1 40 8 92 2 1.64
17386 3257 37.9128 356-- 1 25 6 93 3 23.32
17386-3025 38.1 36 358-- 0 35 7 93 3 4.37L
17386-3494 38.5 7 355--2 76 12 92 2 2.67L
17386-3838 38.7 55 351-4 56 16 118 3 .36L
17386-3018 39.1 48 358--0 23 5 93 3 10.35
17386-3008 39.4 8 359+ 0 34 6 93 3 3.63
17386-3051 39.5 _30 358- 0 23 7 93 3 6.04L
17386-3451 39.6 4 355 2 36 7 94 3 1.96
17386-3035 398 24 358- 0 43 6 93 3 2.60
17386-3342 40.511 356- 2 36 11 92 2 .95l.
17386-3938 41.(_ 50 350- 5 36 7 94 3 A2
17386--3328 41.151 356- 2 27 6 94 4 6.20
17386--3129 41.113 357- 1 28 7 93 2 3.38
17386--3028 41.731 358- 0 63 8 92 2 4.34L
17387-3608 42.1352 353- 3 I 47 6 94 3 .94
173873610 42.448353-- 3 39 7 943 1.02
17387-3324 ;42.747356- 2 23 6 944 2.15
17387-3545 143.817 354- 3 39 14 94 3 1.24L
17387-3613 ,3.8 51 363-3 36 6 94 3 2.07
17387-3947 ,.1 11 350-5 26 6 92! 2 .74
17387-3225 44.3 11 357- 1 47 7 93 3 1.60
17387-3052 44.4 34 358--0 44 7 93 3 2.61
17387--3440 44.77 355- 2 24 6 93 3 .85 .77
17387--3302 44.8 25 356 2 91 10 93 2 .92 .71L
17387-3757 ,5.1 55 352- 4 19 6 94 3 7.01 5.26
17387-3942 46.446 350- 5 23 6 94 3 .94 .82
17387--3336 46.6 4 356-2 26 12 92 2 2.29L 2.11L
17387--3140 46.8 51 357- 1 43 8 92 2 1.98 2.36
17367--3311 47.3 2 356--2 42 8 92 2 1.23: .82
17387--3301 47.5 24 356-- 2 41 9 93 3 2.50L 1.52L
17387-3550 !47.5 35 3.5,4- 3 48 8 93 3 .96 .56L
17387-3555 47.6 3 354- 3 27 5 95 4 5.20 5.80
17388-3559 48.8 35 3,54-3 24 5 93 3 6.31 7.45
17386-3039 48.8 38 358- 0 50 14 93 2 4.46L 7.23L
17388-3715 49.(3 12 353- 4 27 6 94 4 1.22 1.01
17388-3802 50.8 44 352 4 50 6 94 3 5.65 2.65
17388-3002 50.g 46 359+ 0 26 6 93 3 4.52 39.30
17388-3251 51.(_ 39 356- 1 32 6 93 3 2.23 1.98
17388-3106 51.E 43 358- 1 33 6 93 3 3.21 1.20:
17388-3137 52.2 43 357 1 63 9 92 2 2.02 3.24L17358-314852_28 357-1 42 10 933 132: 14317358_360552959 354-3 31 8 933 454 212
17389_372956c39 352-4 41 8 _!_ 164 9817389--3445 56.1 17 355- 2 26 6 4.76 3.21
17389--3358 57.3 25 355- 2 43 6 93 3 1.33 .91
17389--3055 57.E 57 358- 0 46 7 93 3 5.67 6.30L
17389--3046 58.2 30 358- 0 20 8 93 I 3 5.90L 7.50L
17389-3900 58.4 24 351 5 23 6 94 3 2.17 .74
17389-3454 58.635 355-3 42 6 94 4 1.52 .99:
17389-3241 59.7113356--1 37 6 933 1.89 1.43
17389-3153 59.8116 357- 1 39 7 93 3 1.73 1.81
17390-3118 1.1 25 358 1 28 8 93 3 4.97L 4.85
17390-3321 1.621 356- 2 29 6 94 4 2.66 1.85
17390-3201 2.1 1 357- 1 39 7 93 3 4.33L 5.51
17390-3513 2.5 38 354- 3 32 7 95 4 4.99 1.58
17390-3655 2.5 1 353 4 29 5 95 4 1.39 1.20
17390-3801 2.8 18 352- 4 26 5 94 3 10.39 5.86
17390--3527 3.5 7 354- 3 30 5 94 4 1.73 1.53
17390--3807 3.5 3 352- 4 57 7 92 2 .53 .37L
17390--3014 4.2 5 358-0 23 7 93 3 14.06 13.92
17390--3520 4.9 37 354- 3 26 5 94 4 7.27 6.53
17390--3659 4.9 7 353- 4 52 7 92 2 .71 .54:
17390-3840A 5.0 2 351- 5 46 16 93 2 .43L .67L
2 355 2 43 7 93 3 .90 .75:
17390-3139173903402 5.45"3111 357 I 45 12 92 2 3.62L 4.671
17390-3023 5.934 358- 0 54 9 92 2 2.58 2.92
17391 3040 7.1 j47 358- 0 78 9 92 2 2.15 1.271
17391-3026 7.9141 358- 0 76 7 93 3 5.33L 5.76
17391-3246 8.432 356- 1 57 9 92 2 .91 1.571
17391-3945 8.618 350 5 30 6 94 3 3.63 1.82
17391-3334 8.646356- 2 43 7 944 2.15: 2.50
17391-3535 8.7 49 354- 3 38 6 93 2 .80 .62
17391-3618 8.7 1 353-- 3 36 9 93 2 .71 .57L
17391-3423 8.8 40 355- 2 19 9 95 4 5.21L 2.22
17391-3202 8.9 47 357- 1 71 9 92 2 1.07 2.481
17391-3133 9.3 47 357- 1 42 6 93 3 137 2.92
17391-3758 9.8 6 352-4 32 6 94 3 9.97 4.73
17391-3314 10.1 23 356-2 27 6 94 4 1.87 2.281
17391-3832 10.1 56 351- 5 29 6 94 3 5.48 3.93
17391-3842 10.8 41 351 5 52 7 94 3 .63 .43
17392-3352 13.5 33 355-- 2 26 5 94 4 2.36 4.60
17392-3835 14.2 38 351- 5 38 6 94 3 2.69 2.23
17392-3319 14.2 37 356 2 16 5 94 4 19.12 37.29
17392-3210 14.5 30 357- 1 34 14 92 2 3.41L 4.111
17392-3105 15.8 42 358- 1 35 6 93 3 3.59 2.60
17392-313I 16. I 44 357- 1 63 9 92 2 1.37 1.01L I
I
17392-3020 18.345 358- 0 22 7 93 6.32 17.26
17392-3008 16.610 359- 0 277 93 50.99
17392-3919 17.0 50 351--5 76 8 93 2 .65
17392--3309 17.114356--2 21 8] 944 3.92L
17392--3234 17.540 357--1 26 6' 94 4 3.05
17392--3337 17.7 46 356--2 34 8 92 2 .89
17393--3626 18.8 13 353--3 37 9 94 3 1.21
17393--3529 18.9 48 354-- 3 37 6 93 3 1.05
17393--3223 20.2 51 357-- 1 31 7 94 3 2.06L
17393--3952 20.8 33 350 5 61 15 94 3 .25L
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 /_m Sep
(]ansky) (") Mag
.99: 8.59L 157.29L FF BBGF 2 750014255F 92 9
51.61 531.69 1163.96: BCEE BAAA 0 748116330F
4.22 1.79L 13.42L ED AA 9 6703100403
.74L 5.54L 94.86L E AD 250130000F
22.27 29.17L 284.04L BC AAF 7 230040220F 69
2.28 30.85 177.80L EF CC 970040200F
.60L 1.86 18.03L C BBC 9701100003
.37L 1.14L 18.04 D I C 9683010448 6
5.75 170.60L 307.92 BC D AALC 0970231343F
38.11L 570.66L 1067.97L F BCI F 0951475634F 3 21 358.516 51
13.89L 114.85 234.69L D AA 960173634F 8
1.06 1.11L 12.921 CE BB 5 1701223003 3
2.53 45.05L 173.51L CE AAB 0 970162543F 8
.81L 1.71 58.3BL D BDD 960210031F
.37L .78L 35.54L C BG 7300110108
1.85 10.30L 293.11L CC AA 2 940132040F 3 13 209151 OE5 4 67
4.09 35.47L 133.72L FF AAKF 9770035351F
2.71 30.85L 175.36L F B 970141310F
.37L 1.12L 11.47L C O 6610401001 1 13209152 KS 5 86
.72 1.12L 10.53L FD AB 0 5600400001
1.62 5.45: 249.45L ECE AAE 6 940041020F
1.44L 5.52 13.73 DC CCI B 5501202503 6
1.17 .93L 10.52L BD AAG 8 5601320001 1
.57L .98L 21.22L C AEMJ 4400111108
1.02: 34.66L 345.63L CF ACE 0 950212111F
13.89L 114.85L 333.72L C BH E 368254634F 8
1.13L 13.02L DO BB 31700201003
28.86L 372.09L E BC 230031220F
1.36 31.62L BFD AAB 9 5531222108 2
1.06: 8.54: BCDO BBEC 5 6500310108
4.22 64.94L E CF 960314242F 3
20.13L 112.36L DE AAH 0960333482F
5.36L 58.52L DE BC 0660012210F
7.51 44.89 E E B C B 254020220F
1.16L I 11.9.2L C AE 4501200103
15.14L 21.44L I BB AAB 7500300101
1.62: I 11.04: FFDD AABF 9 7500101001
19.75: 156.18 EE DEEB 970042333F 8
4.95L 40.87L EE AA 9 440000100F
.89L 39.01L BD iAA 6 7501422008 2
454.81 1067.97 CCFF AABE 4 950136811F 2 21 358.626 14
29.32L 294.35L FC AA 4 530140000F
31.52L 317.74L CE AD 0 260010220F
13.91L 162.44L D S 960331440F
38.04L 237.66: DE D CBL D 956035653F
1.01L! 10.56L CD AAF 9 8601211001
3.39L 12.46: CE D AAJC 0 758000100F
1.87L 15.14L DC AA 8 1711131003 1
1.29L 14.48L FD AB 9 6701210003
29.84L 190.99L C AA E 3260234633F 8
30.49 152.44: E D J F B B 974042230F
.93L 10.06: BD D ABEE 09701002108 22 13209163B2 36 25
1.91L 20.871 DF AB 0 6601201003
2.35: 286.63L EDD AAD 9 532132353F 2
31.48L 395.11L CE AA 0 650022330F
65.99 432.26 COD MASS 65Cl17453F B 1 32 X1739-312 139 11
9
52 1 V450 SCO 20 3
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T




1.24L 51.38L BD AAM 9 7401422008
1.21L 14.88L FE AA 9 8601100003
.88L 38.44L C BH 7500200008
96.82L 218.46L FF AAG 9 970334322F
1.42L 13.87L FC AAB 9 9610101003
3.49L 44.74L DE BB 0 440121100F
1.58: 13.84 DD KKFC 8602210118
1.51L 14.86L DE AB 8702200003





17.28L 191.35L' DE BB 1 970233211F
19.69L 243.66L D C AC 970050230F25.31L 249.89L }AF 970220100F
8.58L 75.73L D BD 450120000F
.70L 37.10L CC AA 1 5300210208
16.76L 179.46L FF CB 9950133260F
1.42L 21.07L DE BBLH 0 8503010003
1.75L 16.40L O CD 5600120001
1.95L 15.69L D AA 9 3612420233
12.01L 104.61L D A 660220000F
29.73L 216.58L DO AA 9 860051351F
.79L 51.73L BF AAE 9 9431222008
18.32L 189_69L D AAC 9652053233F
.84L 36.60L CE AA 9 8503100008
.82L 36.19L CD BE 0 7502110108
2.07L 15.77L FD AAJ 9 7701210003
.95L 36.49L BC AAN 0 8503200108
16.49 186.92L BBD AAAD 3 655130110F 37
3.64 94.81L E C 7701500OOF
26.56L 432.26L CC AA 0 260120010F
f2.50L 146.67L O AC H 5 870023371F36.37: 213.51L CCF AAB 970122000F
368.07 1422.86 1868.32: BBEE ABAA 958236850F
.33L .95L 43.79L F B 9401100008
1.49 12.33: 124.29 ECD FCDC 0 464042552F!
1.58 30.47L 238.86L BC AAKG 2760133253F!
2.19L 4.39L 64.71L D BEM 850124410F
.52t .99L 9,17L F BB 4601200001
.88 1.10L 13.03L CD AA 0 8602100003
1.20 12.47L 91.25L E BAG 0 870141010F
.27L 1.00 5.86 D C C D 1501000000
Name Type
9 1 32 X1738--332
1
I


















h m. . , (s) ( ) (") (") (
17393-3138 20.8 37 357- 29 6 93 3 3.62
17393-3257 20.8 54 356-2 30 7 93 3 1.63
17393-3011 21.1 27 359-0 58 7 93 3 2.23:
17393-3420 21.3 18 355-2 40 7 93 3 .70:
17393--3052 21.7 18 358-0 45 7 93 3 3.05
17393--3004 22.4 20 359-0 33 7 93 3 255.54
17393-3357A 23.0 58 355--2 19: 6 94 4 2.30
17393-3612 23.5 6 353-3 46 10 93 2 .57L
17393-3503 23.6 14 354-3 38 6 94 4 t.47
17394-30t8 24.0 6 358-0 51 7 93 3 2.93
17394-3511 24.6 22 354- 3 66 7 93 3 .81
17394-3305 24.9 14, 356- 2 38 5 94 4 1.90
17394-3152 25.4 16 357- 1 43 6 94 4 1.33
17394-3941 26.7 9 351--5 39 6 94 3 .62
17394--3935 26.0 1 351-- 5 56 10 93 2 .31L
17394-3655 27.0 22 353- 4 19 5 95 4 8.40
17394-3115 27.1 53 358-1 36 8 93 3 1.45
17394-3739 27.2 3 352-4 32 6 94 3 1.66
17394-3349 29.2 19 356-2 35 13 92 2 .77L
17394--3328 29.4 1 356- 2 73 8 92 2 .75
17395--3729 305 4 352- 4 23 7 94 3 .76
17395-3142 30._ 52 357-1 24 7 93 3 1.25:
17395-3442 131.2 56 355--3 24 5 94 4 4.40
17395-3211 32.C 3 357-1 32 5 94 4 3A1
17395-3149 32.(_ 19 357-1 25 9 93 3 3.44L
17395-3118 33.9 32 358- 57 6 92 2 1.26
17395-3342 34.3 14 356- 2 24 5 94 i 4 2.22
17395-3232 34.5 45 357- 24 6 94 I 4 5.55
17395-3619 35.0 31 353- 3 29 6 93 3 1.49
17395-3755 35.734 352- 4 i 76 8 94 3 .48
17396-3151 36.1 3 357- 59 8 93 2 1.30
17396-3854 36.3 54 351- 5 24 7 94 3 .86
17396-3313 36.5 12 356-2 44 7 94 3 1.98
17396-3034 36.6 25 358-0 71 9 92 2 1.32
17396-3025 38.1 53 358-0 34 7 93 3 4.98L
17396-3227 38.8 26 357- 1 22 6 94 4 3.23
17396-3113 39.7 23 358- 1 56 6 93 3 1.14
17396--3521 41.3 13 354-3 39 6 94 4 1.58
17396--3434 41.5 7 355--2 66 13 92 2 3.47L
17396-3259 41.6 5 356-2 42 7 93 3 1.18
17397-3401 42.7 50 355-2 21 5 94 5 11.14
17397-3555 43.1 47 354- 3 33 5 94 4 1.93
17397-3605 43.1 25 354--3 24 6933, 3.10
17397-3403 43.3 59 356-- 2 29 5 _ 41 1.64
17397-3453 44.5 50 355- 3 29 6 _ 3.67L
17397-3826 45.4 59 352-5 37 14 94 3 .33L
17397- 3244 45.6 3 356- 2 22 6 94 4 5.30
17397-3644 45.6 14 353- 4 31 11 92 2 .63
17397-3408 45.9 5 355- 2 33 6 94 4 2.06
17397-3710 46.5 42 353- 4 28 20 92 2 1.19L
17397-3111 46.9 7 358-1 58 13 93 2 3.83L
17397--3816 46.9 5 352-4 73 7i 94 3 .74
17397-3046 46.9 54 358-0 19 6 _ 93 3 3.68
17397--3148 47.6 5 357- t 37 6 94 4 2.24
17397--3223 47.6 46 357- 1 59 8 92 2 t.30
17398-3633 48.5 37 353- 4 53 6 95 4 1.22
17398-3429 50.4 11 355- 2 26 6 94 4 1.98
17398-3301 51.4 54 356--2 21 5 10 4 14,28
17398-3539 52.6 28 354- 3 40 6 94 4 1.94
17398-3213 52.7 19 357- 1 22 6 94 4 1,72
17398-3016 53.1 43 359--0 21 6 93 4 14.39
17398-3609 53.2 33 354--3 36 6 93 3 2.34
17398-3232 53.8 2 357--1 66 8 94 4 5.55L
17399-3055 5,5,4 43 358-- 1 17 8 93 3 3.73L
17399--3309 55._= 16 356-2 17 6 94 4 5.51
17399-3100 56.._ 15 358- 1 37 7 94 3 3.43
17399-3108 56.4' 5 358-1 39 7 94 I 3 3.12
17399-3237 56.4 14 357- 1 28 6 94 I 4 6.54
17399--3725 56.5 47 352- 4 27 8 93 I 2 .61
17399--3421 56.7 5 355- 2 18 5 94 ! 4 5.60
17399-3443 57.1 59 355- 3 30 7 93 3 1.05
17399-3043 57.2 40 358-0 48 7 93 3 1.76
17399-3637 57.3 4 353-4 33 5 95 4 1.77
17399-3002 58.G 44 359-0 47 7 92 2 2.78
17399-3032 58.1 25 358-0 25 7 93 3 3.60
17399--3257 58.4 23 356-2 33 6 94 4 3.41
17399--3403 58.4 12 355-2 64 11 94 3 11.14L
17399--3040 58.7 6 358-0 33 6 93 4 8.02
17399-3000 58.927 359-0 54 11 93 3 6.29L
17399-3252 59.1 17 356-2 55 7 94 3 1.50
17399-3117 59.6 38 358- 1 59 8 93 3 1.53
17399-3246 59.6 21 356- 2 69 23 94 2 4.09L
17400--3348 0.2 10 356-2 26 5 94 5 2.42
17400--3154 0.3 16 357- 1 22 9 93 3 5.55L
17400-3735 0.3 59 352- 4 75 9 92 2 .52
17400-3219 0.4 16 357-1 51 7 93 3i 1.56
17400-3144 1.6 25 357- 1 49 6 94 4 _ 5.58L
17400-3501 1.6 51 355- 3 63 8 93 3 .69
17400-3904 1.6 49 351- 5 45 5 94 3 1.13
17400-3921 1.7 45 351- 5 31 5 94 3 1.26
17400--3624 1.8 20 354- 3 24 5 94 4 2.62
17400-3639 2.5 35 353--4 23 7 95 4 1.88
,7400-3142 3.0 60 357-1 68 8 92 2 1.46
17400-3357 3.2 47 355-2 35 5 94 5 1.51
,7400-3346 3.3 33 356-2 48 8 93 3 2.65L
,7400-3405 3.5 13 355-2 27 6 93 3 1.02
,7400-3749 4.3 11 352--4 44 6 94 3 .60
,7400--3310 4.6 25 356-- 2 65 17 94 2 5.51L
,7400-3516 4.6 34 354- 3 27 5 944 11.20
,7400-3320 5.2 30 356-2 20 5 945 4.20
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 Fm 60 ptm
Flags
V L C
A Confusion R A



































































100 p,m Flux C;
Uncs C_
18.49L 237.41L DC AA
22.18L 198.85L FE AA
20.61L 269.47L DC CA
1.19: 16.19 E DC BI
25.17L 181.68L C AC
818.69L 793.53L EC AA
2.31L 16.34L DC AA
1.99L 15.76L D GB
2.65L 18.18L DC AA
21.30L 275.44L CE AB
1.19L 14.90L CF CB
19.69L 194.80L BC AB
37.46L 270.10L FC AA
.72L 36.70L B B
1.49 42.15L C E
4.85L 43.45L BC AA
15.27: 432.26L D D BB
4.27L 47.14L CE AB
1.99 17.07L D B L
4.60L 60.15L E C
4.57L 13,75: DE F BC
38.80L 76.28 FE E BA
1.81L 15.58L BC AA
2.75: 255.43L FDE AA
7.81 99.53L C
7.84L 135.08L DF BB
19.65L 196.27L DF AA
27.53L 292.31L DD AA
.81L 9.66L CC AB
.86L 41.49L C BC
42.47L 271.16L F AB
1.04L 46.61L E AH
3.37 124.231 C F BB
23.72L 194.66L D E A B
56.33L 184.08L C A
28.26L 302.30L BC AA
18.43L 146.34L DF BB
1.58L 19.17L CF SB
1.33 19.58L C
25.63L 218.20L C BB!
1.99: 11.31L BBC AA,
1.44L 11.08L FC AA
1.21L 10.92L BC AA_
2.19L 25.69L CE AAI
4.29 25.93L CB DA_
1.39 15.78: CD H
3.62 232.52L BCD AAq
.92L 8.06L D B G
1.98L 15.49L BC AA
3.05L 11.01 D
11.62 109.18L E FI
1,13L 50.50L B BCI
30.34L 204.08L CE AA
33.02L 421.95L DE ABI
6.90L 64.11L D BC
.99L 13.15L C AC
2.66L 33.10L FF AA
3.31 214.97L BEE AA(
1.46L 10.78L B AA
31.11L 320.77L CE AB
25.74L 257.84L FF AA,
.85L 10.92L DC AAI
30.24L 28.36 C A B I
19,60L 117.62: ' D F A _'
12.36L 204.241 BC AAI
5.88: 375.03L CCE AAE
3.63 29.79L 388.87L EE AA
2.76 18.95L 239.29L BC AA
1.10L 3.33L 54.66L D AF(
1.80 2.76L 18.36L CC AAE
.67: 1.62L 16.89L DE ABI
2.33: 27.99L 214.31L DD CBr
4.21 1.81L 11.71L CB AA4
5.72L 70.03L 326.63L E A [
9.04: 205.86L 395.11L DF AAq
3.05 13.24L 222.13L ED AA
8.33L 2.40L 25.01 B HL
4.22 44.58L 247.99L BC AA(_
8.69L 70.03 995.07L D E
.87 10.25L 78,90L DE BB
1.42: 12.79L 155.33L DD CCI
2.67L 6.00L 42.35 E E
3.07 17.60L 169.53L BC AA
3.15L 6.48 37.07: EE C
1.26L 2.43L 30.62L O DDE
1.09 10.84L 83.63L DD BB
3.13 5.27: 366.85L CD AB
1.91L 1.06L 13.68L C BI
.51 .66L 25.71L CF AC(
.55 .66L 24.31L CC AC
1.61 1.35L 12.01L BC AAJ
1.19 1.60L 11.62L CD AA
3.64L 10.61L 129.23L D A
1.35 2.46L 17.94L DC AA
1.67 17.81L 171.09L : F BA
.93 1.65L 12.791 FF AAH
1.27L 4.8OL 55.47L C , B B
2.74L 2.48L 24.21 D E
3.12 1.46L 9.21L BC AA
3.26 21.56L 224.81L DD AA
Declination: - 40 °- - 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
LDN 1769














a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m6a













5.2 30 350- 5 31 7 94 3
5.6 41 357= 1 21 6 94 4
6.7 15 356-2 27 5 111 5
6.9 43 353- 4 39 17 92 2
7.0 58 357- 1 22 6 94 4
7.1 16 352- 4 56 7 94 3
7.2 26 355- 3 26 7 93 3
8.0 22 352- 5 28 10 94 3
8.4 39 356- 2 32 5 94 5
8.9 54 353-4 41 15 92 2
9.4 42 356- 2 21 5 94 5













17401-3708 10.7 50 353- 4 22 6 95 4 .88
17401-3725 11.4 21 353- 4 37 7 94 3 .75
17401-3052 11.7 25 358 1 21 6 93 4 3.29
17401-3125 11.8 19 358- 1 29 6 93 4 2.79
17402-3730 12.9 35 352- 4 74 9 92 2 .67
17402-3049 13.8 34 358- 1 31 6 93 4 1.92
17402-3646 14.4 12 353- 4 57 8 92 2 .84
17402-3538 15.4 41 354- 3 28 6 94 4 2.69
17402-3217 15.6 35 357- 1 48 6 94 4 2D9
17402-3338 15.9 9 356- 2 31 5 94 5 2.88
17402-3412 16.2 19 355- 2 43 6 94 4 1.66
17402-3025 16.4 34 358- 0 39 7 93 4 6.86L
17402-3917 16.5 49 351- 5 92 10 94 2 .39
17402-3230 16.6 54 357-2 26 8 92 2 1.42
17402-3137 17.C 26 357- 1 21 5 94 5 6.96
17403-3238 18.4 28 357-2 19 5 94 4 35.98
17403-3655 18.5 56 353- 4 26 6 95 4 1.61
17403-3152 18.E 42 357- 1 19 5 94 4 1.67
17403-3716 19.9 43 353- 4 25 5 94 4 19.19
17403-3422 20.7,42 355- 2 42 6 93 3 1.10
17403--3606 20.948 354- 3 30 6 93 3 2.49
17403--3157 20.9 56 357- 1 54 6 93 3 1.18
17403-3504 21.7 54 355- 3 34 7 93 3 .86
17403-3557 21.8 47 354- 3 24 6 94 4 2.24
17403--3134 22.0 46 358- 1 48 8 92 2 1.39
17403-3032 22.3 35 358- 0 14 5 105 5 7.45
17403-3009 22.4 45 359- 0 19 7 93 3 2.80
17403-3744 22.5 26 352- 4 29 5 93 3 21.44
17403-3704 23.0 42 353- 4 17 5 95 4 10.82
17403-3102 23.2 23 358- 1 90 16 92 2 4.63L
17404-3403 24.0 30 355-2 59 8 93 3 1.74:
17404-3356 24.4 53 355-2 39 5 94 5 1.76
17404-3358 24.7 50 355-2 55 7 93 3 .97
17404-3820 25.1 4,_ 352-5 20 6 94 3 1.29
17404-3542 25.31o, 354- o 55 7 93 3 .68
17404-3247 25.4!52 356-2 24 10 954 2.02
17404-3241 25.9 49 357 2 46 7 94 3 1.88:
17404-3546 26.1 59 354- 3 31 6 94 4 2.04
17404-3446 26.1 23 355- 3 21 6 94 4 1.68
17404-3511 26.1 48 354- 3 24 7 93 3 .89
17404-3739 28.5 8 352- 4 53 6 94 3 .98
17404-3253 27.5,17 356- 2 26 5 94 4 1.46
17404-3229 27.7 36 357- 2 41 10 92 2 2.09L
17404-3748 27.8 33 352- 4 42 6 94 3 1.54L
17404-3019 27.9 49 359- 0 75 7 92 2 1.91
17404-3353 28.2 17 356- 2 79 27 92 2 2.12L
17404-3215 28.5 43 357- 1 37 10 92 2 1.07
17404-3024 28.(3 57 359- 0 63 9 92 2 2.06
17404-3258 29.1 25 356- 2 56 8 92 2 .78
17404-3553 29.5 3 354- 3 27 7 94 3 3.07
17405-3043 31.1 17 358- 1 31 5 93 5 8.65
17405-3313 31.2 20 356- 2 27 5 94 4 707L
17405-3911 31.3 31 351- 5 62 9 94 2 .72
17405-3507 31.8 41 355- 3 33 6 94 4 3.35
17405-3149 32.5 59 357- 1 47 6 94 4 1.57
17405-3146 ;32.6 19 357- 1 52 7 93 3 1.30
17405-3211 32.8 36 357-- 1 25 5 94 5 3,95
17405-3722 34.2 23 353-- 4 16 4 117 4 4,06
17405-3003 34.3 8 359- 0 18 6 93 4 3.89L
17405-3708 34.9 22 353- 4 28 4 93 4 2.27
17405-3015 35.2 29 359- 0 15 7 93 5 2.87L
17405-3220 35.7 1 357- 1 12 5 108 5 4.15
17405-3513 35.7 50 i 354- 3 28 6 94 4 6.76
17405-3128 35.9 36 358- 1 57 8 93 3 5.92L
17406-3039 36.0 57 358- 1 57 9 92 2 7.17L
17406-3056 38.0 11 358- 1 31 5 93 5 3.83
17406--3503 38.3 11 355- 3 71 9 93 3 .59L
17406--3847 38.6 7 351- 5 54 6 94 3 .98
17406-3509 38.7 55 354- 3 43 7 93 3 1.12
17406--3430 39.8 41 355- 3 33 6 94 4 4.02
17406-3646 40.7 49 353- 4 58 6 93_ 3 .89
17406 3139 40.9 1 357- 1 26 5 94 5 3.64
17406-3104 41.9 4 358- 1 51 6 93 4 L99
17407-3151 42.8 43 357- 1 52 9 92 2 1.38
17407-3551 42.9 46 354- 3 86 16 93 2 3.07L
17407-3602 43.1 2 354-- 3 96 33 92 2 1.25L
17407--3426 43.7 7 355- 3 85 8 92 2 .61
17407-3048 44.8 20 358-- 1 31 5 93 5 6.80
17407-3906 44.9 29 351- 5 44 7 92 2 .85
17407-3715 45.0 40 353 4 16 5 94 4 1.54
17407-3559 45.2 60 354- 3 27 12 ' 94 2 .73
17407-3230 45.3 34 357- 2 85 9 93 2 1.38
17407 3010 46.9 37 359- 0 40 10 93 4 5.59L
17407-3200 46.9 35 357- 1 26 5 94 5 4.02
17407 3113 48.9 47 358- 1 73 7 92 2 1.57
17407--3208 46.9 1 357- 1 21 5 94 5 2.60
17408--3027 48.2 24 359- 1 17 5 93 5 7.86
17408--3543 48.5 35 354- 3 31 6 93 3, .99
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.68L 23.54L B BEEC 5401000008
6.09: 183.91L DBE BAEH 0 960056465F F
4.80 176.01L DCC AAAD 0 849351175F
.87 11.47L C L D 4600200001
31.81L 818.41L E AA F 0 940043263F F
.75L 50.79L C AE 8501000008
1.26L 9.98L DE BBE 8 1700300003
1.96 11.03: CD E BB 8600000318
23.80L 236.61L C AAI 9 653140300F
.87 10.34L C G C 5601100001
20.48L 204.34L BC AAH 1 750000000F
.65L 27.29L C AC 9500110008
6.18L 64.55L CD ACGD 0 340110030F 4
5.12L 57.10L DF BF J 0 440140000F
28.16L 353.17L BB BAHH 1 260145963F 4
37.16L 397.28L BC AAGF 2 750223343F A
3.04L 34.72L D D 550040000F
26.78L 115.16: DC E ACFC 2 580045853F C
.99L 9.26L DD BBK 0 4600100001
















































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
B A O 950234430F 1
AA 1 941231095F
AB 5601000003 1 14 393-SC 15 OC 42
DBEJ 960245885F 8
C H 9400101008
BE 0 970011320F 2
AA 5 750130130F
AAB 0 734031400F 18 3 3 13 209188MB 4 68
AA 1 340000010F
ABGF 1 950352573F' 8
3.24 58.29L BBC AAAL 3 341111141F125
1.00L 8.19L C AC 0 4801000003
.96: 8.86L F F D AAC 9 9600100001
1756L 427.67L C B D 950240010F
.98L 12.31L E B E 4700620003
1.85L 11.18L CC AA 9 8601101101
13.92L 118.40L FF BB 0 760132240F
95.16 1530.15 3526.21 DBFF BAAA 1 74B309957F
53.94: 401.98L DEE ABDF 4 964210590F
3.12 45.46L EDC AAA 9 540030100F 29



























8 1 3 RAFGL 6850S 48









1 13 209197 G5
C
A 1 32 X1740 312
4
12.91L 78.14





26.37L 284.18L E F
2.12 9.04L 76.99L DC
1.64 1.38L 10.39L CC
1.20 1.48L 14.78L DF
.53: 1.32L 8.47L CD
.81 3.79L 46.17L F F
3.66L 29.39L 378.98L C
1.98L 3.55 62.31L D
.71 3.10L 48.55L D
4.43L 131.95L 273.32L D
2.59L .95L 14.05
.94L 9.50L 106.59L E





















D EJ E 7703200123
AA 960155210F
B H 970166971F
5.50L 69.18L E BD 550121100F
1.55L 16.85L CC AAII 0 8601201301
27.99L 449.21L BBD AA 9 660262311F2.51: 22388L AA B 0 853120200F
.84L 31.85LE D 9400100008
1.73L 12.43LB B AA 0 5700530001
22.54L 185.97LCD BA E 7 660564974F
13.66L 118.84L D BB 4 660463464F
2.06: 482,63L BDE AAB 9 940131100F
4.55L 48.35L CC AAM 9 340130020F
58.38: 406.91L CF BA B 0 960226780F
4.67L 55.49L CC AA 0 340120010F
46.14 364.55L EC ECF 2 877139990F
7.72L 50.53: BD C AADB 6 978154470F
1.76L 11.34L BB AADG 0 8700312101
7.04 127.66L C E B 760121060F
37.30L 281.72L F B 570136910F
21.05L 358.25L BB AA 1 262138851F
1.17 14.43L C D C 5700220001
.64L 30.47L C A E 5400010008
.97L 11.39L OD IB B 7700532101
1.74L! 14.01L EE AA 9 3701100003
.99L; 1O.01L C AC 4600100001
34.30L 316.59L CC AA E 9 753224263F
27.22L 415.45L C AMGH 260030040F
9.93L 114.88L D BE 660523751F
1.59 22.19L C D 5500302411
1.39L 13.24 D AL ME 9600700101
1.17L 12.37L D BK 3701100003
39.66L 254.87L BC AAD 370245366F
.61L 25.55L CD AA 0 9500100008
1.35: 36.71L F FD AAEI 9 350021273F
1.47L 18.30L D B D 8600400101
31.60L 388.71L F F BC 3 940055442F
48.34 382.36L F CC 964416890F
29,52L 444.36L CC AA 9 950311053F
5.68L 160.00L DF BCC 0 660224565F
29.09L 429.89L CC AA 9 940111132F
36.98: 659.16L BBE AAC 1 780166983F
































a 6 o 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 p,m
h m. o , is) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N
17408-3746 49.0 131352 - 4 58 7 93 3
17408-3145 49.5 30 357- 1 35 5 94 5
17408-3824 50.2 43 352-5 42 7 93 3
17408 3832 50.3 19 352-5 21 7 92 2
17408-3252 50.7 38 356- 2 26 6 94 [ 4
17408-3232 51.C 40 357- 2 60 11 94 2
17408-3607 51.2 44 354- 4 64 7 92 2
17408-3105 51.3 34 358- 27 6 93 4
17408-3706 51.4 18 353- 4 69 7 92 2
17408-3642 51,7 45 353- 4 20 5 94 4
17408-3605 51.8 14 354-- 3 36 5 94 4
17408-3541 52.225 354- 3 68 7 93 3
17408-3318 52,6 59 356- 2 20 6 94 4
17408-3344 53,3 53 356- 2 51 7 93 3
17408-3350 53.4 21 356- 2 25 5 111 5
17408-3807 53,6 53 352- 5 33 5 93 3
17409--3416 54.4 20 355- 3 56 7 93 3
17409-3918 54.5 33 351- 5 17, 5 94 3
17409-3309 54.9 49 356- 2 36 ' 6 94 4
17409-3602 55,7 56 354 3 49 6 93 3
17409-3926 55.7 23 351- 5 43 5 94 3
17409-3129 57.0 52 358- 1 26 7 93 4
17409-3830 57.5 42 352- 5 52 6 94 3
17409-3026 57.9 55 359- 1 57 13 93 3
17409-3323 58.2 30 356- 2 27 6 93 4
17409-3023 58.4 38 359- 1 19 5 93 5
17409-3330 58.7 14 356-- 2 18 5 94 5



















0.0 2 357- 2 18 7 94 4
0.2 10 355 3 73 7 93 3
0.6 58 354- 3 30 5 94 4
1.1 38 353- 4 26 4 94 4
1.6 46 358- 1 42 11 93 3
1.9 28 355- 2 25 6 94 5
2.1 26 359- 0 19 5 93 5
2.1 53 356- 2 75 7 93 3
2.6 6 353 4 28 4 94 4
4.1 53 354- 3 75 33 92 2
4.5 14 355 3 18 5 94 4
5A 32 354- 3 30 6 93 3
5.5 48 353- 4 35 5 93 3
57 39 351- 5 43 18 92 2
6,0 7 358- 1 28 5 94 5
6.6 38 354 3 29 5 94, 4

















































25 /,tin 60 v.m 100 p.m Flux C )rr A Confusion R 5 A
Flags* S 2 # TUncs C _ef R
2,67L 40.10L C 8F
30.36L 474.04L FD AI
.67L 34.83L CD BE
1.01L 23.76L DD BE
6.37 36.22: BBCD AJ
30.52L 400.58L EF BI
.99L 12.02L DD C[
18.67L 226.82L D
3.68L 34.71L O A(
.97L 11.03L CC A/



























.97L 11,51L D BF
19.47L 279.05L BC AI
12.27L 121.26L C Eli:
17.03L 175.33L CC AI
.69L 39.94L BD AI=
1.53L 16.55L C DI
.60L 32.80L BC AE
20.56L 300.70L BC AI
1.44L 12.17L CD A(
.61L 29A3L BD A(
31.25L 505.23L CF AI
.62L 9.62L B D A E
40.98 659.16L D
13.01L 269.29L CE BE
7.4 24 357 1 25 5 94 5 1262.00 2723.16 1365.40
15.76L 177.16L 479.07L B A, z
1.24 18.86L 214.08L BC A/
5.61L 37.39L 456.70L B BI
1.44 8.84L 63.71: FD D BE
1.36L 1.34L 14.40L D AE
2.57 1.37L 14.28L FD AA
1.07 1.00: 36.22L CCE A/a
3.72L 5.47 166,80L E EE
3.31 7,33 13.69L CB CA
19.93 255.74 479.07 BBCC AA
.90 21.75L 323.67L CE BE
9.74 3.68 39.22L BBC A#
.63L .88L 18,15 C CE
7.92 1,16 10.82L BBC A/_
.58 1.01L 12.11L EF BE
.68 .84L 8.70L EF AE
.29L .97 30.52L D
1.69 38.64L 617.52L DC BA
2.53 1A5L 10.97L FE A_
.49: 1,07L 11.62L CE BE
405.65 BBCC AA
.95L 6.81 D
26.10L 324.64L D AA
20.77L 247.82L CE AA
1.56L 18.00L DE BC
4.44 93.18L D
40.36L 1072A6L EC CB
6.37L 344.60L C A
805L 71.15 E B B
3.08 67.79L D F
4.83 377.90L CC B
15.62L 390.06L BC AA
59,79 278.78: BDCC AB
.69: 6.31L CCF AA
46.91L 742.50L B D AB
20.10L 240.46L E C AA
18.11L 227.73L CD BA
2.10 17.46L B FC AA
26.59L 413.43L BC AA
2.43L 54.12L CD AC
45.16L 376.69L DC A A
1.93 255.65L ElCD AA
.90 I0.91L C C
35.97L 479.07L C C A A
2.20 10.89L E DC AA
1.51L 18.44L C E AC
.83L 11.45L C C A A
39.67L 944.57L B O A A
49.75: 208.07: DE F E DB
1.05L 12.22L DD A B
1,11L 10.71L D CD
10.67 344.21L FEC AA
.92: 8.38L BEF AA
1.09: 28.52L BBC AA
1.21L 6.56L B E AA
.63L 3890L F F E
1.40L 7A2L C B A A
2.55L 8.99L E CI
5.54 358.04L D BA
17.31L 363.34L DE BB
53,51L 457.69L CC BA
1.64L 11.11L F D AB
.90L 9.52L F F AB
.66L 33.29L BC AA
1.09: 17.46 F D DM
99L 10.OOL E CEl
26.89L 517.53L D BB
35.62L 565.90L D B
19.96L 317.06L DE AA
26.39L 312.93L B B AA
t.39L 7.56L F F AA
.98L 6.42L BC AB
25.06L 131.67 DE D DD
9.25 31.78: ElBCE AA
1.06L 12.07L D 8D
t7411-3920 7.5 51 351 5 62 21 92 2
17411-3304 82 25 356- 2 36 6 94 4
17411-3308 9.3 9 356 2 22 5 110 5
17411-3409 it0.1 37 355- 3 56 7 92 2
17411-3207 10A 30 357- 1 52 10 93 3
17411 3121 10,4 54 358- 1 25 6 94 4
17411-3250 116;59 357 2 29 6 94 4
17412 3140 12.7;34 358-- 1 20 16 107 3
17412-3255 12,6 22 356 2 80 12 92 2
17412-3236 14.1 55 357- 2 54 7 94 4
17412 3229 14,1 6 357 21 24 5 94 5
17412-3045 14.2 53 358- 1 16 6 93 5
17412-3747 14.4 50 352- 4 25 5 93 3
17412 3124 15.2 35 358 1 31 6 94 5
17412-3312 15.5 53 356- 2 45 6 94 5
17412 3346 16.6 43 356- 2 34 6 94 5
17412-3816 16.3 31 352 5 29 5 93 3
17412-3216 16.9 19 357 2 31 5 94 5
17412-3357 17.3 10 356- 2 43 6 93 4
17412 3135 t7.610 358 1 30 5 94 5
17413-3326 20.612 356- 2 19 5 94 5
17413-3513 20.7 5 355- 3 44 20 92 2
17413-3025 21,2 7 359 1 24 5 93 5
17413-3531 22.0 23 354- 3 19 4 94 4
17413 3439 22.9 50 355 3 34 5 94 4
17413-3621 23.7 22 354- 4 27 5 93 3
17414-3053 24,0 4 358 1 35 5 93 5
17414-3041 24.0 9 358- 1 15 7 92 4
17414 3435 24.3 1 355 3 25 6 94 3
17414 3504 24,7t5 355- 3 74 8 92 2
17414 3108 25,0i51 358- 1 20 5 93 5
17414 3706 25.1 29 353- 4 26 5 94 4
17414 3919 25.2 24 351- 5 39 6 94 3
17414 3709 25.850 353- 4 23 5 94 4
174t4-3802 26.1 38 352 5 85 11 93 2
17414--3557 265 17 354 4 23 5 94 4
17414-3549 27.4 52 354- 3 26 10 92 2
17414--3121 27.7 29 358- I 49 5 93 5
17414 3141 29.5 32 358- 1 37 7 93 3
t7414-3017 29.6 53 359- 1 22 6 93 5
17414-3445 29.7 48 355- 3 41 5 94 4
17414 3425 29.9 16 355- 3 42 6 93 3
17415-3842 30.7 39 352- 5 39 6 93 3
17415 3816 31.6 60 352 5 59 13 93 3
17415 3441 329 28 355- 3 23 6 94 3
17415-3156 34.0 56 357- 1 35 9 93 2
17415-3138 34.3 33 358 I 63 7 93 3
17415-3249 34.5 2 357- 2 31 6 93 3
17415 3252 34,6 31 357- 2 22 5 94 4
17415 3546 34.6 28 354- 3 18 5 94 4
17415-3721 35,4 15 353 4 31 3 94 4
17416 3104 36.3 30 358 1 21 8 93 5
17416 3131 36.4 16 358 1 24 5 93 5























































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep















*Confusion Flags: 1) CtRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
150
Right Ascension: 17h41m37'-17h42m25" Declination: --40°---30 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Colo¢ Corrected)
a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _tm 25 ttm 60 /.tin
h m. , , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (°) N (Jansky)
17416-3112 37.2 29 358-- 1 43 7 93 4 1.80 2.421
17416-3417 38.1 35 355-- 3 21 6 94 4 1.25 1.11
17416-3406 38.4 49 355- 3 41 24 92 2, 1.58L L63L
17416-3523 36.6 54 354- 3 33 5 94 4 4.75 2.37
17416-3317 40.3 17 356- 2 27 6 94 5 1.64 1.21:
17416--3411 40.6 31 355- 3 67 9 92 2 1.05 1.62L
17416-3301 40.7 51 356- 2 42 6 , 93 3 .90 1.78L
17416-3003 41.1 7 359-- 0 13 4 104 5 13.87 9.62
17416--3807 41.5 42 352-- 5 50 6 93 3 .35L 1.07
17416--3537 41.7 1 354-- 3 59 6 93 3 .92 .58L
17416-3157 41.8 37 357- 1 30 10 92 2 1.73L .90L
17417-3645 43.2 44 353- 4 20 7 93 3 .72 .31:
17417 3847 44.0 22 352- 5 76 7 93 3 .69 .42L
17417 3231 i45.1 24 357-2 16 6 92 3 1.82 1.21:
17417-3019 46.0 55 359- 1 19 5 93 5 8.40 10.87
17417-3456 46.0 31 355- 3 41 7 93 3 1.04 .50L
17417-3910 46.1 28 351- 5 36 6 93 3 3.49 1.46
17417--3708 46.2 25 353-- 4 54 5 94 4 .96 ,53
17417-3939 46.9 20 351- 6 26 10 92 2 .54 .41L
17418--3414 48.3 11 355-- 3 33 5 94 4 1.35 1.88
17418--3505 46.9 23 355-- 3 67 7 94 3 2.07L .62
17418--3308 49.3 28 356- 2 28 6 94 4 3.23 2.68
17418--3140 49.7 58 358- 1 60 12 92 3 4.54L 1.24L
17418-3633 50.6 40 353- 4 61 9 93 3 .55: .68L
17418-3044 50.9 29 358- 1 24 10 93 5 1.85 22.13:
17418-3053 51.2 39 358- 1 19 6 93 4 2.62 2.54
17418-3452 51.9 53 _ 355- 3 38 10 112 3 1.02: _71
17418-3335 52.6 1 356- 2 18 5 94 5 1.83 14.63
17418-3509 53.4 11 355- 3 22 11 92:2 .58L 1.05L
17418-3204 53.5 50 357- 2 76 9 92 2 .88
17419-3034 54.3 4 359-1 43 5 93 5 .88:
17419--3057 54.4 28 358- 1 22 5 93 5 5.33
17419--3146 54.7 22 358- 1 26 9 93 3 6.09L
17419-3207 54.7 36 357-2 17 6 108 5 4.74
17419-3009 55.0 56 359- 1 18 11 93 5 8.35L
17419-3322 55.3 56 356- 2 27 5 94 5 3.17
17419-3408 56.0 9 356- 3 29 6 94 3 1.05
17419-3245 56.1 8 357- 2 16 6 94 4 4.36L
17419-3433 56.1 29 355- 3 29 6 94 3 1.45
17419-3715 56.1 38 353 4 50 7 93 3 .58
17419-3312 56.6 19 356-- 2 35 6 94 4 1.04
17419-3421 56.9 40 355-- 3 28 5 94 4 2.30
17419-3150 57.(] 10 357-- 1 17 6 94 5 4.22
17419-3114 57.8 34 358- 1 52 7 93 3 1.05
17419-3725 58.2 30 353- 4 48 6 93 3 .83
17419-3418 59.1 42 355- 3 26 6 94 4 1.68
17419-3237 59.4 31 357- 2 25 6 94 5 12.68
17419--3549 59.E 17 354- 4 24 9 94 3 2.63L
17420--3717 0.2 49 353-- 4 _ 24 5 94 ' 4 1.06
17420--3352 0.4 44 356- 3 32 13 93 3 5.08L
17420--3530 0.922 354- 3 27 5 94 4 9.00
17420--3143 1.2 38 358- 1 44 8 94 4 4.41L
17420--3327 1.4 17 356- 2 45 6 93 3 1.07
17420-3331 2.1 13 356- 2 24 14 93 3 3.79L
17420-3937 2.3 35 351- 6 24 5 93 3 1.15
17420-3128 2.8 13 358- 1 27 6 93 5 3.33
17420 3527 2.8 7 354- 3 34 5 94 4 16.91
17420-3929 3.2 39 351- 5 61 9 92 2 .53
17420-3444 5.5 43 355- 3 79 10 92 2 .64
17421-3511 6.7 32 355- 3 50 6 94 4 1.28
17421-3943 7.3 351- 6 85 16 94 2 .31L
17421-3506 7.4 23 355- 3 30 5 94 4 2.07L
17421-3812 7.6 52 352- 5 25 7 93 3 .66
17421-3430 7.9 58 355- 3 31 5 94 4 2.37
17421--3549 8.4 36 354- 4 29 12 93 2 1.54L
17421-3137 8.6 1 358- I 18 6 93 5 5.85
17421-3524 9.2 32 354- 3 29 5 94 4 2.31
17421-3005 9.5 49 359-- 1 46 6 93 5 1.67
17421--3404 10.0 57 356-- 3 36 5 94 4 1.73
17421-3707 11.0 3 353- 4 67 12 93 2 .38
17421--3840 11.1 29 352-- 5 19 6 93 3 3.22
17422-3605 12.3 47 354-- 4 84 9 92 2 .66
17422--3537 12.4 48 354-- 3 27 i 5 94 4 5.84
17422--3038 13.0 34 359 1 63 8 92 3 1.83
17422--3747 13.1 46 352-- 5 40 15 93 2 .39L
17422--3342 14.0 1 356- 2 58 9 92 2 ! .76
17422--3432 14.1 49 355 3 23 5 94 4 1.57L
17422--3845 14.8 11 352-5 17 9 118 3 .75
17422--3602 14.9 52 354- 4 61 6 93 3 .60
17422--3320 15.1 29 356- 2 32 4 94 5 16.43
17422-3750 15.4 20 352-- 5 41 6 93 3 128
17422-3029 16.2 50 359- 1 22 6 i 105 5 6.32L
17422 3335 16.6 27 356- 2 18 5 94 5 2.68
17422-3251 17.8 28 357- 2 28 5 94 4 3.45L
17423-3157 18.3 37 357- 2 21 5 94 5 3.28
17423-3023 18.5 42 359- 1 63 9 93 3 4.23L
17423-3516 18.5 38 355- 3 37 6 94 4 1.50
17423-3153 18.7 2 357- 2 47 7 93 3 1.85L
17423-3406 18.9 51 356- 3 96 20 92 2 4.84L
17423-3600 19.4 5 354- 4 27 12 94 4 3.53L
17423-3646 20.0 31 353-- 4 56 7 93 3 .70
17423-3008 20.3 21 359-- 1 31 12 93 4 9.47L
17423-3048 21.1 42 358- 1 46 9 93 4 4A8L
17423-3808 21.3 30 352- 5 37 6 93 3 1.23
17423-3401 22.0 14 356 3 33 5 94 5 3.89
17423--3301 22.3 43 356-- 2 39 6 94= 4 1.14
17423--3723 23.6 13 353- 4 44 5 93 3 1.55
17424--3131A 24.1 31 358- 1 41 13 92 2 3.02L
17424 3729 24.4 19 353- 4 41 3 94 4 1.93
17424-3743 25.4 29 352-- 5 77 17 93 3 .58L
Flags
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
19.26L 347.85L F AB 9 950020101F
1.85L 14.21L CD BAD 4 5702311003
1.63L 12.86 D C KE 5700300303
1A2L 11.83L DD AA 91 4622013001
17.11L 484.65L DD ACLC 6' 840234542F
1.07L 13.73L F BK 5701300303
26.80L 301.91L D BB 730122060F
82.72L 584.06L BD AAGE 3 960252499F
2.63 35.42L CC AA 4400100228
.91L 10.18L C AB 4600100001
5.63L 35.29 E BCFC 981223350F
.87L 7.03L DF BEG 0 3700110001
.76L 29.76L F B D 3400100008
13.91: 89.02: CFFD ADED 0 861122644F
19.94L 4905.82L CC AAI M 9 630145591F
.97L 10.16L C BC 4703120001
.76L 21.47L DE AAN 9 9500000008
1.37L 13.03L FE AB 0 3501224000
.61L 20.40L C BE 5401300008
1.49L 12.11L DF AAC 0 4701310003
1.80L 13.00L D BB 2600320001
18.03L 209.58L CD AA G 9 75012104OF
5.27 118.81L e FBC 960161143F
.74: 9.08 F DC ADI E 3600000121
162.64: 305.25: CBDC CDFD 0 567216555F
10.05: 109.92L BCD AADH 0 770135402F
.80L 7.71L DF BD 1 ! 47031200031
12.06 161.93L BBC AAA 3 ; 952010000F
1.09L 11.29 C CHKD 2600330001
B F 950045554F
34.29L 445.97L FC CA 0 560130110F
28.30L 347.51L CC AAI K 9 760234402F
36.14L 403.73L F C B E 950246983F
153.29 411.98 CBCC DBCB 1 958155554F
42.89 219.42: DF GCB 970050062F
19.2OL 170.90L FF AA 9 850152410F
1.70L 14.08L DF AB D 3 9700400503
9.44 287.32L BD FABH 7300214OOF
1.59L 12.38L O AB 0 6700213003
.71L 7.47L C BD 4501220500
24.40L 179.88L DF BAE 7 750130065F
1.47L 12.50L DC BA 9 9702211103
95.32 95.68 CCDE BDBA 0 864125740F
29.87L 355.05L F E A B 9 950233234F
.77L 5.95L ED BB 0 6700011100
1.62L 12.88L FF AA 9 9701321003
21.19L 268.56L BB AA 9 850020100F
2.51 12.91 CC DA 2600110201
.87: 8.80L CED AAFF 9 5681120500
6.42L ' 13.66 C MHB 760200010F
1.83L 8.72: BB C AABD 0 3601213101
36.70L 384.98L ' C KA 850141253F
22.71L 168.71L C BI 950141332F
4.45L 18.47 C DJ B 980141322F
.52L 19.68L CF AA 9 6502200008
35.35L 411.58L BC AA 3 950(X30010F
1.10: 7.99L DCC AAC 9 3703214101




























.63L .64L 17.75L C BB 6500010008
1.53L .95L 11.73L D B D 3600001003
.67L 1.30L 12.13L D BE J 2600510001
.43L .87 28.66L D F 7402210008
2.14 1.32L 8.05L e AAB 0 2700320001
A6L .85L 21.68L E DDGC 6402111448
1.21 1.42L 9.57L FC AA 9 6703213103
.34L 2.29 14.30L C B 1601100201
5.19 30.13L 514.02L DC AAHI 9 950030010F
2.02 1.40L 8.56L FF AA 9 3623213001
2.58 25.76L 407.53L DC AB J 0 960260361F
1.14 1.56L 13.69L ED AA 9 9701300603
.45L 1.00L 13.34L C DE 3601100000
1.68 .87L 31.76L BC AAGK 0 4402100008
.68L .80L 12.02L D CEI 6602200001
5.44 1.36L 8.48L FD AAE 9 2601000001
3.96L 34.36L 466.83L D BJ L 560224450F
.52L 1.06 16.42L F CE 7501220220
1.59L 4.13L 45.59L e CC 950224232F
3.26 1.27 11.26L CC BAB 0 7721213003
.53 .62L 31.09L CE AS 0 4402200008
.44L i .84L 12.14L D B 5602200311
8.09 19.79L 293.29L BC AA 9 85025122OF 25
.77 .67L 7.12L DC AB D 7' 7601220330
1.48 31.88 147.80 DDC BBA 688312431F
1A8 19.29L 270.65L CE AA 8 950020000F
9.15 8.62 221.21L BC AA 640012000F
2.20 33.34L 299.77L BC AAL 9 951330140F
3.05 50.86L 231.46L E AAEC 0 770138541F
.54 1.66L 8.63L BD AB 0 2602210001
1.17 33.45L 371.34L E AA 9 ! 940235640F '
1.69L 1.16 9.87L D GA 9701200303
.56L 2.26 15.33 CC Bi DB 4602200311
.32L .72L 8.57L C BG 3702120001
6.19L 20.53 418.26L E DDD 960331360F
1.59: 15.65 114.42 DCC FCBD 1 370022023F
.91 1.04L 25.82L BC ABEC 3 3301101236
3.80 1.45 59.37L EDC AADF 9 9540300213
.97 21.87L 323.55L EF AB 9 630121020F
.86 .62L 5.25L BC AA 0 5600132400
3.00L 4.24 203.75L D F F C D 960210020F
1.76 .93L 7.41L BC AA 9 6500100000
.35L 1.11 7.22L C E 6600120220
Associations
Sep




4 1 40 [38 V 1 30 81
8 2 14 334--PN6Pl 9
1 V734 SCO 10 3






















3 2 39 BTD357.5-01.4 75 2650
8 1 32 X1741-381 116 8
2 1 32 X1742-345 67 2















h m. o , (s) ( )
17424- 3324 26.7 43
17424- 3023 26.7 2
17424 3632 28.3 56
17424- 3510 28.4 52
17424-3346 28.8 9
17424 -3756 28.8 10







17425- 3329 32.8 24
17425-3705 33.2 30
17425-3110 336 49
17425- 3311 33.6 40
17425- 3143 33.8 49
17425-3306 34.1 20




17426- 3504 38.2 47
17428-3737 38.4 22
17426 3800 38.4 12
17426-3042 39.0 8
17426-3112 39,4 53




















17427- 3918 47.6 47
17427- 3030 47.8 17
17427-3033 47.8 45
17427- 3609 47.9 46
17428-3848 48.2 43
17428- 3206 49.8 44
17428 3812 50.0 32
17428 3457 50.6 54








17429 3537 56.6 25





17429 3325 59.2 59
t7429-3028 59.5 32
17429 3043 59.5 56
17429- 3332 59.6 32
17429- 3420 59,9 32
17429 3446 59.9 23
17430 3319 0.5 7
17430- 3122 0.8 48
17430- 3825 2.5 20
17430- 3248 2.6 13
17430-3003 2.8 47
17430-3017 3.8 28
17430 3130 4.0 8
17430 -3205 4.3 18
17430- 3336 4.5 36
17430-3629 4.7 3
17430- 3014 47 49
17430 3357 5.0 22
17430- 3012 5,2 28
17430-3400 5.7 5
17430- 3105 5.8 41
17431- 3901 6.0 39
17431 -3541 6.8 5
17431-3654 7,2 45
17431 3838 7.3 49
17431 3052 7.7 31
17431 3815 81 44
17431 -3043 8.2 7
17431 3759 104 25
17431 3830 10.6 27
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Gal=ctic Unce_ainty C (Not Color Co_ected)
Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 .m 60 .m 100 _m Flux
lb (") (") (0 N (Jansky) Ones
356 2 231 5 94 5 1.85 1.88 21.15L 288.38L DC
359 1 35 9 93 5 7.86L 5.86L 50.86 601.94L C
354- 4 24 5 94 4 3.15 5.37 .73 12.17L FCD
355- 3 43 6 93 3 1.13 .69 .80L 9.OOL CD
356-3 22 7 94 5 1.61: 1.26 17.75L 22.54: EE D
352- 5 58 8 93 3 .46 .44L .92: 1038 C DC
356- 3 18 4 94 5 3.93 3.57 17.11L 182.64L ED
355- 3 55 81 93 3 1.31 .95: 2.13L 10.40L CE
357- 2 30 6i 93 4 2.04 9.15L 26.64L 338.36L B
357- 2 22 5] 94 5 2.68 1.38 8.27: 48.35: CCCD
359- 1 20 6 93 5 4.21L 7.25 133.53: 333.65 BCC
357- 2 27 5 94 5 1.71 2.57 26.82 100.94L BCE
353- 4 40 5 93 3 1.07 .82 .70L 36.39L EC
356- 2 22 6 94 5 3.79L 2.65L 17.71 73.76 FC
353- 4 18 7 93 3 .55 .54: .76L 6.48L CD
358- 1 40 6 93 4 3.05 1.65 13.55L 198.69L BC
356- 2 31 5 94 5 1.94L 1.02 23.31L 307.85L E
358- 2 45 6 93 4 1.45 6.39L 15.39L 326.44L C
356- 2 35 5 94 4 1.76 1.11 24.24L 366.95L DC
353- 4 22 3 94 4 1.47 1.84 95L 7.56L CF
358- 1 35 6 93 4 1.52 1.31 38.57L 322.37L F E
355- 3 36 5 94 4 3.10 2.28 1.51L 8.18L EE
356 2 28 5 94 5 2.26 2.67 19.06L 204.46L CD
355- 3 55 6 93 3 1.26 .43L .85L 8.59L C
353- 5 89 21 92 2 .78L .39L 1.11 13.85L C
352- 5 28 5 93 3 1.98 1.09 .65L 27.80L CD
359-1 17 6 93 5 3.41 5.30 14.77L 63.96: BC D
358- 1 33 5 93 5 2.17 2.04 39.86L 351,88L DC
357= 2 50 9 92 2 .96 2,08L 8.62L 84.06L D
357 2 40 6 93 4 1.10 1.07 32.85L 394.92L DC
353 4 33 6 93 3 1.02 .40: .78L 6.11L CF
355- 3 35 5 94 4 5.20 4.11 1.36 7.84L F DE
357- 2 33 6 93 4 1.82 1.05 27.64L 347.35L BD
359- 1 53 7 93; 4 1,34: t.68 30.24L 271.39L DD
353- 4 17 6 93 _ 2 1.19 .44: 1.03L 7.38LICE
358- 2 40 13 92 2 2,99L 2.72L 8.91L ; 74.43 E
351- 6 75 8 93 2 .51 .49L .62L _ 7.10L!C
358 I 21 4 93 5 7.06 3.35 16.50L 354.46L BC
353- 4 32 5 93 3 1.19 .79 .80L 30.06L; BC
358- 1 18 4 106 5 9.06 7.32 4.17 317.11L FCD
359 1 21 5 93 5 14.40 177.86 60.33 256.44L BBD
358- 2 43 7 93 3 1.75 3.11L 10.82L 149.75L C
356- 3 60 8 92 2 .91 2.23L 4.59L 49.71L D
354- 4 32 10 92 2 .58 .76L .82L 27.90L C
353- 5 28 6 93 3 1.63 1.02 1.14 6.83L CCC
356- 3 36 5 94 5 .73: 5.23 1.81: 11.24L FBD
359- ' 72 9 92 2 I._9 3.42L _133 L 164.76L D3_-3 73 28 92 2 344L 2.05L 1.80L 10.0, C351 8 33 8 93 2 .82 .53L .59L 23.33LC359-1 28 6 93 4 3.O2L 1.8o 1973L 1600,L c
359 1 34 8 9314 1.79 1.64 1946L 122.89LBC
354- 4 23 6 93'31 1.68 1.90 1.06L 31.92L CF
352- 5 64 o 931 , .54 .56L .83L 35.09LC
357-- 2 23 5 931 5 2.42 2.17 34,19L 407.76LEF
352- 5 37 6 93 2 3.61 2.23 .72L 33.73L: F D
355 3 38 5 941 4 1174 " _ 2.00L 10.08L BE
357- 2 14 4 93 5 15.87 8.61 3.57: 426.09L BBC
357- 2 22 5 94i 5 5.15 4.09 24.24L 341.10L B D
356- 3 32 9 111 4 4.49L 1.34L 5.90L 36.65 E
351 - 6 50 7 93 2 .87 .51: .55L 4,94L E F
355- 3 31 5 94 4 2.48 .98 1.45L 8.22L E D
358- 1 65 3 106 5 4.07L 3.71L 17.21 83.70 DD
358- 2 49 6 93 3 1.22 3.04L 37.95L 442.58L C
357 2 23 5 93 4 3.03 1.98 2232L 4459.50L BD
354- 4 21 6 94 4 1.36 .73 1.83L 9.90L: CC
351- 5 40 7 93 2 1.29 .49L .63L 2210L D
359- 1 32 6 93 4 2.74L 1.60 42.98L 275.48L E
355- 3 30 6 93 3 1.07 .67L 1.28L 7.34L D
353- 4 45 6 93 3 .91 .63L .65L 6.40L F
356 3 28 5 94 4 1.39 2.15 2.66 8.65LI CCC
356 2 62 11 93 3 328L 2.42L 6.23: 42.32 DE
359- 1 36 5 93 5 1,74 1.92 20.03L 5320.03L CC
359- 1 29 7 92 3 1.69: 2.11 43.28L 672.69L CE
356- 3 85 22 94 2 4.48L 2.67L 4.78L 26.94 D
355- 3 30 6 93 3 1.51 1.33 .88L 9.06L F D
355- 3 63 8 93 2 .68 .58L 2.71L 27.21L, D
356- 2 24 5 94 4 2.34 3.82 16.99L 180.44L DC
358- 1 14 5 107 5 1.78 2.71 39.41L 473.87L CC
352 5 56 8 93 2 .85 .57L .69L 33.26L E
357 2 19 5 93 4 1.91 1.58 23.91L 211.47L F D
359- 1 30 9 93 3 1.14: 1.42 32.65L 213.42L E F
359 1 29 5 93 4 1.80 2,43 31.21L 295.88L F E
358- 1 53 6 93 4 4.65L 1.30 34,41L 466.13L F
357- 2 37 5 93 5 4.06L 5,96 9.16 429.13L BC
356- 3 20 4 94 5 7.41 4.05 14.82L 98.28L BB
354- 4 42 6 93 2 .82 .59L 1.06L 37.66L F
359- 1 58 7 93 3 1.24: 1.80 30.75L 251.93L F F
356- 3 37 5 94 5 1.48 1.65 1.61L 11.04L CC
359- 1 35 10 93 4 14.40L 177.86L 60.33L 164.78 E
356- 3 32 5 94 4 3.44 2.05 1.60L 12.09L CC
358 1 33 5 93 5 2.25 2,64 44.25L 5EO.33L BD
351 5 34 10 93 2 .60 .43L .87L 27.30L F
354 4 29 5 94 4 6.32 3.11 1.11L 9.62L BB
353 4 34 6 93 2 9.99 8.52 1.67 8.72L FFF
352- 5 48 9 93 2 .68 ,47: .84L 28.53L FF
358- 1 47 5 93 5 6.53L 1,61 46.47L 578.62L C
352 5 32 8 93 2 .66 .58L .70L 39.43L E
359 1 58 8 92 3 1.69 2.11L 16.83L 398.12L D
352 5 79 7 93 2 .81 50: .97L 41.62L CD
352 - 5 241 8 93 2 .86 .5OL .68L 29.01L C
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
V L C
I :orr A Confusion R S A Sep
















Right Ascension: 17h43m10'-17h44=01 '
Position (1950)
Name
o , C) C) .) N
17431-3303 10.9 23 357- 2 28 i 7 93 3
17431-3509 11.2 3 355- 3 38 _ 6 94 4
17432 3126 12.4 24 358- 1 28 5 93 4
17432-3055 12.5 59 358-1 26 6 106 4
17432-3438 12.7 3 355- 3 45 6 93 3
17432-3313 13.5 16 356 2 16 5 109 5
17432--3350 13.9 8 356- 3 35 6 93 3
17432 3547 14.2 25 354- 4 59 7 93 3
17432-3516 15.4 37 355 3 41 6 93 3
17432-3355 15.9 24 356 3 31 5 94 4
17432 3453 16.7 42 355- 3 35 6 94 4
17432--3220 17.5 37 357 2 24 6 93 3
17432-3154 17.6 18 358- 2 15 4 93 5
17433-3144 18.0 32 358- 2 21 5 93 5
17433--3222 19.3 49 357- 2 27 5 93 5
17433-3559 20.2 25 354- 4 25 6 94 3
17433-3722 20.2 50 353- 5 67 8 93 2
17433-3622 21.2 43 354- 4 29 6 93 3
17433-3022 21.3 33 359- 1 56 12 93 3
17433-3226 22.8 38 357 2 30 6 93 4
17433-3529 23.6 15 355- 4 41 8 94 2
17433-3216 23.8 43 357- 2 55 7 93 4
17434 3404 24.3 1 356-- 3 35 5 94 4
17434-3107 24.6 6 358- 1 53 7 92 3
17434-3121 25.949 358-- 1 22 6 93 4
17434-3307 26.1 30 357-- 2 20 5 93 4
17434-3050 26.9 46 358-- 1 58 10 92 2
17434-3612 27.7 54 354- 4 40 6 93 2
17434-3239 28.7 37 357-- 2 62 6 93 3
17434-3204 28.9 31 357- 2 31 12 92 3
17434-3457 28.9 48 355 3 43 6 94 3
17434-3414 29.8 3 356- 3 30 5 94 4
17435-3740 30.9 42 353- 5 37 7 93 2
17435 3758 30.9 18 352- 5 48 6 93 2
17435-3003 31.2 3 359- 1 17 5 93 5
17435-3253 31.4 21 357 2 43 7 93 3
17435 3358 31.8 30 356- 3 25 6 93 3
17435 3133 32.2 25 358- 2 25 5 93 5
17435-3848 32.3 49 352- 5 43 9 93 2
17435 3817 32.5 2 352- 5 64 8 93 2
17435-3311 32.E 55 356- 2 : 27 7 93 3
17435-3009 33.2 29 359- 1 28 5 93 5
17435--3056 33.4 51 358- 1 15 5 93 5
17435--3647 33.4 34 353 4 81 8 93 2
17435-3116 33.5 28 358- 1 29 5 93 5
17435--3046 34.C 30 359- 1 32 5 93 5
17435-3552 35.5 21 354- 4 29 6 93 2
17436-3433 36.4 44 355- 3 38 6 94 3
17436-3544 36.e 1 354- 4 58 6 93 2
17436-3918 37.0 30 351- 6 39 10 93 3
17436-3149 37.3 54 358- 2 72 14 92 2
17436-3127 37A 11 358- 2 23 4 106 5
17436-3335 37.7 25 356- 3 46 7 93 3
17436-3324 38.1 15 356 3 21 6 93 I 4
17436-3030 39.1 30 359- 1 28 5 93 5
17436 3141 40.3 44 358- 2 22 5 93 5
17436-3449 40.4 60 355-- 3 24 6 94 3
17436--3314 41.4 14 356- 2 28 5 93 4
17437--3301 42.5 57 357-- 2 29 5 93 4
17437--3903 42.5 59 351-- 6 56 10 92 2
17437--3712 43_1 25 353-- 5 31 13 114:2
17437--3510 43.4 26 355 4 43 5 94 3
17437-3409 43.9 4 ! 156- 3 31 6 93 3
17437 3310 44.9 27 357-- 2 66 9 92 2
17437 3319 45.6 59 356- 3 38 7 93 4
17437 3901 46.3 3 352- 6 55 7 93 3
17437-3004 46.5 49 359- 1 50 9 92 2
17437-3204 47.4 1 357- 2 22 5 93 4
17437-3128 47.5 56 358- 2 36 6 93 4
17437-3703 47.6 9 153- 4 20 6 93 2
17437-3921 47.6 12 351 6 55 9 93 2
17437-3112 47.7 49 158-- 1 76 12 92 2
17437-3131 47.7 30 358-2 41 5 93 4
17437-3144 47.8 37 358- 2 15 _ 6 93 4
17438-3458 48.2 46 355- 3 41 6 94 3
17438-3153 49.2 31 358- 2 17 5 107 4
17438-3350 50.3 57 356- 3 64 8 92 2
17438-3234 50.6 53 357 2 58 6 93 4
17438--3720 51.6 38 353- 5 79 7 93 2
17438--3010 51.7 55 359- 1 54 8 93 3
17438-3210 52.0i54 357-2 31 7 93 3
17438 3340 52A 10 356-- 3 40 13 93 3
17438-3230 52.6 28 357 2 28 5 93 4
17438-3744 52.8 38 353 5 i 25 17 93 2
17438-3447 52.9 20 355--3 35 6 92 2
17438-3756 52.9 49 352-- 5 75 7 93 3
17438-3013 53.3 2 359-- 18 5 93 5
17438-3831 53.7 352 5 83 10 93 2
17438-3648 53.9 13 353 4 29 6 93 2
17439-3625 54.4 8 354- 4 26 10 93 2
17439-3406 54.4 14 356- 3 53 7 92 2
17439--3518 54.6 27 355- 4 28 7 92 2
17439-3233 55.1 18 357- 2 30 6 93 3
17439-3055 55.5 50 358- 1 45 10 93 2
17439-3520 55.5 40 355- 4 32 7 92 2
17439-3543 55.5 13 354- 4 29 92 2
17439--3613 56.8 48 354- 4 33 93 2
17439-3137 57.4 19 358- 2 19 5 93 4
17440 3015 0.2 16i 359- 1 29 6 93 4













































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags*
8.09L 55.37L DC BA 4 [ 650131100F
1,80L 14,59L CC AS L 1 2600101001
34.26L 645.45L CE ASS 940045664F 7 1 23 OCL 1033 465
17.19L 390.51L E AA C 0 760320011F
1.03L 8.61L DC BA 0 4701110003
17.38L 36.82L FC AAGD 5 67B135255F 1
16.25L 138.30L FF AA 9 942322104F 8
.74L 7.17L DD CA 8 1700110001
.73L 7.24L CD AB 5 2701000001
1.72 14.57L EDC AAA 9 9601400003
2.41L 10.04L OF BB 0 3700102003
26.47L 371.78L CE BBGC 0 941142374F 3
4.04: 59.28: CBDE AADE 7 960030176F 8,
28.71L 484.71L DC AA 9 942034442F
20.93L 234.88L CD AA 9 950145473F 3
.87L 49.29L BE AA 71 4400000008
.89L 11.95L D EDB 6500010100
.81: 35.06L C D BFFB 8502000008
5.70 239.75L C CG 970244272F
20.89L 233.56L CF ABI D 9 854053111F 1
2.10L 7.66L E _.AGC 3702001001
26.84L 347.97L OF AB 940021051F
1.59L 7.69L CC AA 7 9700300003
33.13L 598.39L C AB 950221200F
7.13 454.47L CDO ABC 1 950135433F
20.43 187.04L CBD AAA 0 940063023F
12.42L 148.31L D CE 57024000OF
.86L 22.61L BC AACF 0 8601000108
1994L 237.54L C AE 530030050F
5.47 139.65L E C B C 950220231F
1.52L 6.76L D AA 7 5700202001
5.06 9.52LiEDC AAAD 9 9700110103 28 1 3 RAFGL5383 33
.75L 9.42L EF AS 8 7503000300
.73L 8.35L FD AA 6 9501200000
25.40L 287.89: BDO ]AEC 4 976035200F
7.88L 57.65L CE AS K O 150133343F 9
1.05L 8.28L CE BCD 2 9700200003
29.67L 283.98L CC AB 8 950022010F 1 23 OCL 1033 191
.57L 6.61L D BC 1600000000
.71L 5.34L D BF 8611010000
3.19: 17.33 DCD ABBC 0 )84167232F
30.29L 700.52L BC AA 0 950030060F
32.78L 67.55: BB D AAGC 788410020F 26
1.12L 64.16L C AF 6400100008
31.93L 462.98L OC AA ' 9 950020000F
16.51L 646.44L BC _,AH 0 650142211F 8
.70L 9.93L DF AS 9 0600000001
1.54L 9.06L CF AAB 9 7700110003
.73L 10.41L C ACJ 0600210001
.52L 25.33L E BO 8400100008
3.43 91.63L O MB 960140140F
29.85L 290.50L EE AAME 9 950134672F
6.21L 40.51L CE ABEE 0 970111130F
15.63L 181.98L CF ABGD 0 950110020F
35.20L 438.54L BC AA I 4 962010560F
27.63L 267.12L F E AA L I 9 950048255F 2
2.06L 6.90L CD AADG 2 3701100103
19.07L 148.65L DD ABBD 9 952056012F 1
2.22: 168.68L BCF AAC 0 940120040F
.62L 26.37L E D F 7400110008
1.71 10.07L D KEB 2501000100
1.52L 12.13L FF AAG 9 2600000001
1.56L 30.05L FD AABL 9 9600310003
30.14L 53.29L D BI 960056011F
5.57L 25.28 F E BADB , 978120120F
.58L 30.90L CE BBF 5 7400110008
10.19L 617.51L E CB 960233400F
28.01L 206.46L CE ABE 3 950130021F
16.20L 277.06L D AAED 8 950233541F
1.18 8.75L FFF AAB 9 0700000000
.63L 28.32L C BE 8400100008
9.89L 106.46L E B 96012100OF
16.06L 275.63L CC BB I 3 950242430F
9.94 267.44L CC BAAH 952143344F
1.67L 12.01L F BAK 9 4700102001
4.07: 30.84 CCDC BACB 4 974121251F
4.73L 138.41L D BCJ G 940113336F
22.98L 180.72L DE BBH 6 350150000F
.77L 8.62L DD AD 0 6500000000
15.43L 215.71L C BB 0 970150080F
10.68L 83.77L CF AB 0 660043221F
5.84L 31.56 E D BHB 950011030F
24.11L 180.72L EF AA 9 350050000F 24
1.01: 10.93 FC I C 9581000200
1.02L 19.95L FF AB 0 3601200103
.61L 5.80L C CK 9601101000
10.46: 297.39L BCD AAD 0 964040072F
.70L 8.52L C C 4501100000
1.02L 22.44L CC AAHF 0 6601100008
.99L 35.35L C B 9501000008
3.18L 24.79L EE BB 2 9600200003
1.95L 19.58L FF AAF 9 2511110001
23.45L 180.72L FF BB 9 350150000F
18.10L 294.56L F CB 750200000F
1.87L 19.46L CC AA 0 2501110001
1.52L 18.10L D BB 0 1600300001
1.02L 35.23L CF _,AKE 2 8500100008
30.94L 270.58L CC AA 8 750045341F
26.60L 281.16L ED AA 6 960021070F
1.23 7.31L FFC AAB 9 3500100000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Densily Region.
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 1 23 OCL 1033 586
1 2 14 393-PN 24 PI 23
7 1 23 OCL 1033 233
1
1 39 BTD359.1 - 00.9
6 1 23 OCL 1033
71 2650
141
4 2 14 455-SC 38 OC 49
2:
1 1 V736 SCO 25






a _ o _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /xm
h m. , , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N
17440--3228 1.4 6 357 2 27 6 93 3 2.47
17440--3121 2.3 31 358- 2 39 6 93 4
17440-3141 2.9]34 358-2 57 8 92 2
17440-3111 3.5 12 358- 47 10 93 3
17440-3027 3.6 27 359- 16 5 93 4
17440-3049 3.8 19 359- 47 7 93 3
17440-3035 4.2 4 359-I 60 11 93 3
17440-3021 4.4 23 359 1 25 7 93 4
17440-3215 4.5 41 357- 2 62 7 93 3
17440-3443 4.7 6 355 3 55 7 92 2i
17440-3310 5.3 8 357- 3 20 6 93 3
17441-3158 6.2 54 358- 2 46 6 93 3
17441--3541 6.7 4 354-4 47 6 92 2
17441-3007 7.0 15 359- I 28 7 92 3
17441-3536 7.7 35 354- 4 57 7 82 2
17441 3416 81 12 356-3 57 9 92 2
17441-3413 8.6 39 ! 356- 3 48 6 92 2
17441-3037 8.9 6 359-1 39 7 93 3
17441-3615 9.5 42 354 4 68 10 92 2
17441-3933 9.8 30 351- 6 85 9 93 2
17441-3114 I0.0 36 358 2 60 92:2
17441-3214 10.3 45 357- 2 67 7 93 3
17441-3102 11.0 33 358- 1 24 6 93 4
17442-3852 130 57 352= 6 41 8 93 2
17442-3820 13.5 33, 352- 5 99 9 93 2




























25 pm 60 pm
V L C
100 p.m Flux Co A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co R Flags* S 2 # T(Jansky)
1.52 20.23L 180.72L EE AAI
1.16 32,37L 305.50L DE AA
1.04L 30.52L 434.18L D ABI
2.69L 4.34 151.43L C F
6.19 9.17: 4381.98L DCD AAI
1.11 15.90L 124.18L DE AB
3.66L 5.48 139.86L C C I
1.16 20.10L 435.61L CF AB


















17442-3319 13.9 10 356-3 63 8 92 2 2.00 1.55:
17442-3241 _14.9!30 357-2 35 6 93 3 3.09 3.02
17442-3547 14.9 30 354-4 32 6 93 3 2.27 .79
17442-3701 14.9 54 353-5 75 7 93 2 1.01 .68
17442-3245 15.3 37 357-2 23 6 93 3 1.94 1.98
17442-3737 16.8 59 353- 5 44 8 93 2 2.77 1.48
17442-3001 17.1 7 359- 1 59 7 93 3 1.81 5.31L
17442-3635 17.3 32 354- 4 24 7 93 3 .61 .53L
17442-3054 17.4 46 359 1 30 6 93 3 7.11 6.95
17442-3420 17.5 45 356- 3 57 7 92 2 2.02 1.47
17442 3434 17.9 6 355- 3 45 7 92 2 2.23 2.13
17443-3222 18.6'25 357- 2 17 6 93 3 2.04 1.36
17443-3502 19.7 36 355- 4 59 8 92 2 1.62 1.19
17443-3815 20.6 43 352- 5 36 9 93 2 .92 .54
17443-3844 21.0!54 352 5 79 10 93 2 .49 1.76L
17443-3515 22.3 1 355- 4 46 7 93 3 .74 .52:
17443-3139 230 19 358-2 83 7 93 3 4.15L 3.70
17443-3549 23.2 30 354- 4 36 i 6 93 3 1.02 .9717443-3757 23.6 60 352 5 53 6 93 2 1.93 .78
17444-3403 24.1 1 356- 3 32 8 92 2 3.56 3.29
17444-3704 24.4 2 353-5 58 11 92 2 .50 .33L
17444-3150 24.6 32 356- 2 48 6 93 3 2.26 2.61
17444-3014 26.8 52 359- 1 25 6 93 3 2.87 3.11
17444-3619 28.1 9 354-4 67 9 92 2 39 .42L I
17444-3747 28.7 1 353- 5 53 9 93 2 .29L .67
17444-3450 28.8 48 355- 3 65 7 93 3 1.30 1.63L
17444-3200 29.6 9 358-2 60 13 93 2i 8.81L 4.00L
17445-3520 31.8 56 355- 4 25 6 93 31 1.32 1.39
17445 3855 31.8 33 352- 6 27 7 93 2 7.51 4.31
17445-3405 32.5 37 356- 3 38 7 93 3 7.17 8.28
17445-3608 33.3 38 354 4 45 7 92 2 1.60 1.14
17445-3256 33.4 16 357- 2 41 6 93 3 2.11 1.56
17445-3128 35.9 24 358- 2 33 6 93 3 21.14 15.92
17446-3506 36.0 20 355- 4 25 6 92 2 5.31 4.55
17446-3415 36.6 32 356- 3 20 6 93 3 4.07 3.58
17446-3133 37.3 48 358 2 27 6 93 3 1.63 2.13
17446-3058 38.8 4 359- 1 21 6 93 3 3.46 2.41
17446-3642 39.7 24 354- 4 25 7 92 2 8.19 3.73
17446-3342 40.4 14 356- 3 36 7 92 3 2.50 1.98:
17446-3614 41.5 14 354- 4 47 8 92 2 6.80 8.19
17447-3737 42.1 16 353- 5 60 11 92 2 .88 .39L
17447-3418 42.3 42 356- 3 30 6 93 3 2.53L 5.99
17447-3912 42.9 37 351- 6 72 7 93 2 .70 .39L
17447-3552 44.6 15 354- 4 46 6 92 2 1.49 .72:
t7447-3441 44.9 30 355- 3 31 8 92 2 1.31 1.72L
17447-3000 45.8 54 359- 1 60 6 93 3 4.58 2.74:
17447-3137 46.4 31 358- 2 22 6 92 2 1.47 1.12
17448 3024 48.3 40 359- 1 22 6 93 3 5.08 10.46
17448-3345 49.2 6 356- 3 77 7 92 3 .74 2.15L
17448-3248 49.7 54 357- 2 39 6 92 3 1.64 92
17448-3106 49.9 7 358-2 38 61 93 3 3.43 4.82
17448-3621 50.4 32 354 4 23 6_ 92 2 2.22 1.47
17448 3030 50.8 51 359- 1 58 71 93 ,3 1.92 1.37:
17448 3232 51.2 15 357--2 51 8' 91 2 3.38L 2.26
17448-3904 52.0 6 352-6 60 7 93 3 .46 .31L
17448-3042 52.8 46 359- 1 40 7 93 3 3.65 2.32:
17448-3126 53.4 23 358- 2 25 6 92 2 1.54 1.99L
17449-3156 53.849 3ss- 2 22 7 99 3 1.75 1.s0:
17449-3235 54.1 47; 357 2 25 6 92 3 2.23 1.50
t7449-3013 55.8 26 359 1 48 6 93 3 7.75 4.17
17449-3531 56.1 36 355- 4 46 6 92 2 .85 ,60L
17449-3046 56.6 54 359- 1 50 10 92 2 1.79 1.30:
17449 3613 56.7 5 354- 4 36 6 92 2 2.48 1.77
17449-3541 57.5 7 355- 4 41 6 92 2 5.59 2.00
17449-3844 578 3 352- 6 51 5 93 3 .62 39:
17449-3549 59.0 32 354- 4 26 6 92 2 1.21 .61L
17449-3226 59.3 8 357- 2 30 6 92 3 3.19 1.94
17450-3122 0.1 55 358-2 25 5 105 3 1.43 .93:
17450-3146 0.2 55 358- 2 16 6 92 3 1.47 1.75
17450--3311 0.7 43 357- 3 21 6 92 2 3.48 3.93
17450-3819 0.7 26 352 5 49 5 93 3 .65 .66
17450-3856 1.5 36 352- 6 28 5 93 3 3.60 4.83
17450-3110 2.8 53 358- 2 37 6 93 3 1.76 1.59
17450 3557 29 35 354- 4 23 6 92 2 2.03 .97
2.62L 30.52L O 8
30.14 156.48L CD A_
25.16L 187.40L CE AAI
4.55 18.67L CCC AA/
5.85: 407.80L DEF ABI
1.23L 13.07L D AE
3.2OL 40.16L D CCI
1.19L 25.55L E AD
15.53L 111.07L CC AAr
.59L 29.94L C BC
.58L 25.83L CD BC
33.14L 322.06L O BB}
21.24L 247.32L E A E
45.02L 47.22: CE D AAI"
.69L 5.06L FF AA
.76L 8.98L C B
8.63 7.81L FD AA/
14.67L 142.78L DE BB
23.95L 5002.48L_ F F AA
.59L 7.89L FD AA
.77L 8.32L FD AA
25.33L 228.85L FD AAI"
.86L 8.29L BC AA
33.97L 357.03L E AC
.82L 40.31L,C CC£
35.32L 265.50L F F AA
3.47L 32.82L DE AA
3A8L 29.74L FD AAI
9.57L 63.77 DD E AB(
2.41L 23.14L EE AB
.77L 5.15L ED BB
.70L 5.48L D CM
.77L 9.49L F F B B [
30.52L 4978.53L O DA
.71L 7.21L FF BA
.80L 9.09L CD AA
3.86L 36.94L FF AAF
.98L 1125L C B
27.50L 303.13L DE AA
17.36 77.80: DCEE AAq
.88L 5729L D GI
1.11L 9.14L C BE
.83L 868L E AD
3.62 141.13L D C
.76L 8.73L DC BA
.92L 23.95L FF AAE
1.16L 11.68L FF AAJ
.80: 38.72L FFC ABE
9.73L 196.16L FD AA
9.14 333.83L CEE AAB
1.70L 17.43L FF AAE
.86L 5.99L FE AA
32.91L 326.42L FD AA
41.23L 359.25L FF AA[;
98L 34.65L BC AA
16.25L 154.70L ED AAK
1.97 35.67L FFD AAB
.87L 11.03L C CB
10.17 10.41 CCD AA
.71L 28.65L F BB
.72L 12.71L FF AA
2.27L 28.11L D A H
134.48L 313.35L CE ABG
23.82L 302.92L EF ABJ
8.89: 333.56L DCE AAC
16.46L 187.05L D AE
27.87L 267.08L CF AB
29.61L 5711.27L FF AA_
1.00L 37.03L FF AA
46.30L 5656.25L FF AAE
4.44L 49.33L E BA
.SSL 29.74L F BI
42.95L 477.12L DF AB
15.19L 347.05L F AA
28.07L 248.79L DD BBG
9.42L 49.33 CC E AAI
47.50L 322.75L CD AAF
1.24L 21.571 C BB
13.66L 114.31L DE AB
1.01L 56.21L FE IAA
1.32L ' 14.48L CC AAJ
.71L 4.78L BE BBG
1.20L 13.51L F iAD
22.37L 222.40L CO AA
34.69L 354.53L DF IBBH
36.11L 345.32L DD IBAF
19.81L 183.51L DD AAG
.67L 4.47L CF BAD
1.09L 30.66L CE AAD
6.72: 4941.39L CEE BAC
1.08L 47A3L FF AA
Declination: - 40"-- 30*
Associations
Sep










*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
154
Right Ascension: 17h45m04=-17h46m00"











a 8 Coords SMJ SMN (O(s) () 1 b C) C) ) N
4.91 3 358-2 !33 5 93 4
5,2153 356- 3 46 6 92 2
6.0 2 359- 1 32 5 93 3
6.2 57 354- 4 70 9 92 2
7.7 1 358-- 2 42 5 93 4
7.8 58 351-- 6 18 5 93 3
8.6!42 354- 5 78 9 92 2
(Not Color Corrected)









17452-3133 12.5 25 358- 2 44 8 9212 1.25 .90:
17452-3617 12.6 2 354- 4 22 6 92 2 6.88 4.66
17452-3835 13.2 29 352- 6 36 5 93 3 1.06 .72
17452-3701 15.1 44 353- 5 23 14 93 2 .96L .38L
17452-3057 15.1 32 359- 2 31 6 93 3 3.24 3.63
17452-3944 15.1124 351- 6 33 6 93 3 .98 .39L
17452-3721 15.4 36 353- 5 19 4 93 3 2.38 1.54
17452--3202 15.5 14 358- 2 40 6 92,2 1.92 3.00
17452-3007 15.6 15 359- 1 50 8 92 _ 3 3.68L 2.26L
17452-3817 16.2 4 352- 5 41 6 93 3 1.05 .55
17452-3854 16.6 59 352- 6 29 5 93 3 4.10 1.82
17452-3742 17.7 57 353- 5 54 10 93 2 .40 .37L
17452-3527 17.8 54 355- 4 80 7 92 2 3.63L 3.25
17452-3018 17.9 4 359- 1 17 5 93 4 2.84 1,74
17453-3209 18.2 59 358- 2 32 6 92 2 2.92 2.97
17453-3036 18.6 5 359- 1 45 6 93 3 1.98 1.02L
17453-3539 19.2 36 355- 4 24 6 92 2 2.32 1.36
17453-3656 19.3 42 353- 5 44 5 93 3 1.38 .60:
17453-3140 19.6 48 358- 2 43 7 92 2 1.75 2.01
17453-3718 20.2 2 353- 5 21 8 93 3 .59 .40L
17453-3400 20.6 16 356- 3 69 6 92 2 1.46 1.43L
17453-3128 21.5 54 358- 2 41 6 92 2 12.77 8.38
17453-3946 22.3 14 351- 6 18 5 93 3 1.80 1.02
17453-3340 22.3 13 ]56- 3 39 6 92 2 29.09 28.35
17453-3138 23.3 25 358- 2 22 6 92 2 5.70: 4.59
17453-3328 23.4 52 356- 3 381 6 92 2: 4.25 4.75
17454-3443 24.3 18 355- 4 44 6 92 2 : 6.48 3.39
17454-3024 24.4 16 359- 1 16 5 93 3 50.46 35.02
17454-3630 24.8 42 354- 4 34 5 93 3 1.57 .90
17454-3827 25.3 57 352- 6 63 7 91 2 .53 .56L
17454-3216 25.8 26 357- 2 23 7 92 2 1.59 1.08L
17454-3055 26.0 45 359- 2 42 8 92 2 1.80 3.04L
17454-3751 26.3 6 353- 5 73 30 91 2 .27L .53L
17454-3227 26.7 55 357- 2 34 6 92 2 4.84 4_97:
17454 3352 27.4 23 356- 3 36 22 92 2 1.89L 1.65L
17454-3324 28.2, 21 357- 3 38 7 92 2 3.34 2.18
17454-3545 29.5 26 354- 4 71 6 93 3 .95 1.05L
17454-3536 ?9.9 57 355- 4 44 5 93, 3 1,26 .83
17455-3315 31.6 50 357 3 24 6 92 2 3.57: 2.45
17455-3334 31.6 48 356- 3 37 7 92 2 3.36 2.91
17455-3049 32.4 46 359- 2 25 7 92 2 3_53L 2.06
17455-3247 32.5 0 357- 3 39 6 92 2 3.26 3.56
17455-3356 32.9 25 356- 3 44 7 92 2 4.80 3.27
17455-3812 33.3 31 352- 5 56 13 93 3 .29L .28L
17455-3523 33.9 381 355- 4 24 6 93 3 1.20 .60:
17455-3716 35.6 20 353- 5 42 5 93, 3 1.27 .90
17456-3045 36.6 11 359 2 58 7 92 2 1.73 1.00:
17456-3439 36.9 25 355- 4 34 5 93 3 2.38 1.45
17456-3030 36.9 32 359- 1 45 7 92 2 2.21L 1.99
17456 3004 38.3 25 359 1 32 6 93 3 3.94L 12.87
17456-3250 38.8 30 357- 3 23 6 92 2 1_49 ,99
17456-3454 39.1 59 355- 4 24 5 93 3 32.81 21.10
17456-3506 39.3 53 t55- 4 50 7 91 2 I .63 .67L
17456-3359 39.7 41 356- 3 42 6 92 2 2.18 1.43
17456-3908 41.5 44 t52- 6 70 11 92 2 .38 .46L
17457-3206 42.0 0 358- 2 23 6 92 2 1.28 1.49:
17457-3626 42.1 43 354- 5 49 5 93 3 ,71 .47
17457-3635 43.118 352- 6 71 23 93 3 .25L .31L
17457-3517 43.9 44 355 4 37 15 91 2 .48L 1.45L
17457-3234 44.8 59 357- 3 41 6 92 2 1.77 1.49
17457-3451 45.4 15 355- 4, 25 5 93 3 2.31 2.01
17457-3753 45.5 44 353- 5 35 5 93 3 2.81 1.16
17457-3401 45.8 33 356- 3 23 5 92 3 1.68 1.38
17457-3037 46.t 44 359 2 64 t3 91 2 3.91L 2.99L
17457-3711 46.2 23 353- 5 20 5 93 3 3.94 2.26
17457-3306 46.8 10 357- 3 42 6 92 2 2.50 4.35
17457-3912 47.3 22 352- 6 26 5 93 3 1.80 .66
17457-3623 47.8 31 354- 4 49 8 93 3 .51L .29L
17458-3339 48.2 12 356- 3 29 5 92 3 4.04 3.57
17458-3503 50.7 18 355- 4 37 7 92:2 .85 .67:
17458-3004 51.6 9 159- 1 43 6 92 2 2.75 12.87L
17458-3430 52.0 34 356- 4 41 5 92 3 .97 .53:
17458-3859 52.3 46 352- 6 54 10 92 2 .36 .33L
17458-3743 52.3 22 353- 5 57 12 93 3 .41 .31L
17458-3656 52.6 49 354- 5 25 7 93 3 .68 .68
17458-3314 53.4 6 357- 3 24 6 92 3 2.71 .63:_
17458-3308 53.6 27 357- 3 91 26 91 2 5.48L 2.22L
17459-3421 54.1 59 356- 3 33 5 92 3 3.88 32.02
17459-3303 55.6 45 357-- 3 26 5 92 3 2.64 2.37
17459-3245 55.7 44 357- 3 38 13 91 2 2.56L 2.19L
17459-3132 55.9 7 358- 2 42 6 92 2 1.99 2.02
17459-3059 56.0 42 359- 2 33 6 92 2 3.43 5.15
17459-3057 56.5 27 359- 2, 23 6 92 2 56.40 75.79
17459-3318 56.5 24 357- 3 39 5 92 3 1.52 .81
17459-3154 56.E 46 358 2 31 6 92 2 1.89 1.96
17459-3344 57.2 24 356- 3 29 5 92 3 1.64 .99
17459-3408 57.4 49 356- 3 42 5 92 3 1.19 .69
17459-3814 58.2 56 352- 5 53 7 93 3 .38 .29L
17459-3111 56.7 34'358- 2 33 6 92 2 2.77 1.30:
17459-3007 59.1 51 359- 1 41 6 92 2 1.81 1.28L
17459-3725 59.8 55 353- 5 37 8 91 2 .40 .41L
17460-3858 0.2 5 352- 6 43 6 93 3 .51 .33:
17460-3122 0.5 45 358- 2 16 6 92 2 5.07 854:
Flags
V L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
25.09L 251.21L ED AA 9 440423111F
17.44L 155.52L DE CB 2 _50111000F
23.24L 444.22L DD AA 9 860232251F
1.25L 62.74L C CE 8402100008
26.05L 273.51L ED AAG 9 350230200F
.52L 13.51L CC AAKH 6 4500000008
1.08L 14.44: D F BCGE 7602100228
26.48L 336.72L DF DCHC 0 650052142F
1.35L 29.02L FF AAH 9 9403200008
.75L 5.42L EC BAK 0 4600000100
1.50 12.50:: EO L JC )601110300
29.16L 390.51L FF AAI 9 540110011F
.40L 19.88L D BF 5400101008
.56L 6.52L EC AA 9 4603210300
27.75L 251.13L FF AAL 9 740420110F
8.46 517.59L F CBC )60012063F
,61L 5.51L CD AC 0 5600212220
.73: 28.73L BCF DCHF 4 5400133208
.84L 11.11L C B F 5502000000
1.53L 20.83L F FBGF 2502211203
6,59: 454.80L DED AAD 9 86440100OF
26.80L 243.27L DF AAKF 7 840210032F
33_59L 433.96L C AB H_ 760210052F
1.42L 10.26L FF BB 9 5600310003
.72L 6.87L EF AB 0 0700110300
25.95L 273.13L FF AAH 9 240330100F
1.23L 10.87 C C CDFD , 3603210300
1.17L 32.58L D AA 9601200003
26.91L 284.91L FF AAE 9 450312122F
.53L 19.79L DC ABDF 4 4401101008
4.57 139.66L FFE _AA 9 950211100F
30,48L 286_90L FF AA 9 280140220F
8.38L 149.12L FF AA 9 950131100F
2.22L 26.26L CD AA F 0 2600100203
10.14 446.86L EDE AACG 9 760310042F
.72L 37.71L CC AA 1 9401100008
.61L 5.75L E BDI 4600000000
26.07L 246.60L E ADED 840210100F
29.33L 338.33L F AA F 340110011F
.99L 8.31 C CI E _501100200
24.90L 235.85L FF AAD 9 '40101010F
14.37L 37.63 E C 96Ol10031F
4.50L 44B8L DE AAI E 0 )60112133F
.90L 9.23L F BE 6700100003
.65L 7.71L CF AA 8 4600110003
6.96L 132.13L EF BAH 8 ]50110000F
15.72L 144.37L F F AA 9 950031100F
23.14 362.25L EE BCJ 440310231F
9.88L 146.63L FF AA 9 940310010F
3.67L 35.54L CE AA 7 9601500003
1.20 10.01 CD I FB 7580111220
.94L 9.72L EE AB 0 3602211303
1.11L 5.98L ED ABE 6 3602301300
36.19L 374.35L DE ABK 0 : 640110120F
1.35L 8.63L CE AAJ 0 1700200203
35.38L 415.03L F A A B 1 760223230F :
25.54 464.55L DE NAAG 860113064F
6.75L 144.82L FF ABI 9 940220030F
3.90 8.02L FFC AAAC 9 2700100003 28
.96L 10.09L D BB 3700110203
2.88L 32.08L DE AA 5:9604300203
.59L 22.06L C EG 4401200208
11.32L 29199L DF AA 0 740200130F
.58L 47.58L CD BC E 0 9301200428
.82L 8.09 C I D 4600000100
1.13 9.65L C F CB 1600100103
7.30L 180.21L FF AA 9 940100101F
1.14L 7.80L FC AAE 9 1701210003
.63L 5.70L DC AA 4 4601100100
1.68L 9.61L FF AAJO 9 9803200203
5.25 135.34L' E E CH 760000000F
.65L 6.58L OF AA 9 1602104000
17.73L 176.21L FF AAC 9 140021020F
.51L 21,59L CC ABE 0 3400100008
1.01 38.67L C A A F E 9403200428
12.23L 130.66L FE AAB 9 950220100F
2.03L 13.02L DF ACLG 0 3700110013
37.25L 464.06L F AAB 760131020F
.93L 10.84L CE BB 0 3700110003
.61L 34.07L C D 6402210008
1.26 6.05L C D BFF 4601100220
1.16 6.88L CDD ABB 3, 0701000000
18.12L 172.15L CF AC 0 = 950030000F :
5.81L 15.16 D I C 970040020F
9.00 7.99L BBC AAA 1 4702000103
16.40L 146.50L ED AA 9 940031010F
2.54 49.30L E I C 960330000F
6.59: 213.10L FFD AAB 9 850401241F
13.61L 313.08L FF AA 9 ! 1501200OOF
24.72: 317.85L EEE AAAK 9 150010001F 31
15.74L 205.67L DE ABH 0 950010000F
8.61L 200.74L FE AA F 9 451200011F
11.76L 97.06L CD ABFC 0 950320020F
1.37L 10.14L CE AAD 0 9803200103
.60L 6.18L C DG F 6601100100
12.20L 221.90L DE ABG 650433311F
37.68L 566.69L D ABHC 650121020F
1.14L 6.65L C CDD 3600132200
.52L 33.89L ED BB 0 5402210006
83.81 289.78L CCE BAAA' 0 852023320F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 kLm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
4 1 32 X1745-370 62 4
C 1 1 V652 SCO
7 2 16 09694
4 3
84 134
















2 3 "16 09705





"41 17458 3656 53 3
13 209301 M0 1 86
4 2 14 393-PN 29 PI 10
3 22 $15
1 "41i 17459 3725










_ Coords $MJ 5MN (#)
8
hm, o , (s) ( ) I b (') (') N
17460-3833 0.6 1 354- 5 44 6 93 3
17460-3544 0.8 42 355 4 63 7 91 2
17460-3114 2.0 23 358- 2 39 6 92 2
17460 3432 2.5 36 356- 4 35 5 92 3
17460-3255 2.7 29 357- 3 23 I 6 92 3
17460-3327 3.5 40 357-3 21 5 92 3
17460-3125 4.0 28 358- 2 37 6 92 2'
t7460-3446 5.4 10 355- 4 28 9 110 2
17461-3737 6.0 21 353- 5 39 5 93 3
17461-3540 6.546 355- 4 20 10 92 3
17461-3022 7.2 10 359- 1 46 7 92 2
17461-3622 7.343 354- 5 26 5 93 3
17461 3035 7.3 10 359 2 31 6 92 2
17461-3239 7.953 357- 3 17 6 92 3
17461-3209 8.429 358- 2 67 25 91 2
17461-3452 8.6 14 355- 4 29 5 92 3
17481-3902 10.8 22 352- 6 37 5 93 3
17461-3808 11.6 56 353- 5 66 10 91 2
17461-3145 1.8 40 358- 2 36 6 92 3
17482-3410 12.4 48 356- 3 24 5 92 3
17462-3237 12.7 7 357- 3 34 5 92 3
,7462-3610 13.4 22, 354- 4 24 5 93 3
17462-3347 14.4 11 i 356- 3 65 7 i 91 2
17462-3456 15.9 39 355- 4 51 13 91 2
,7462-3228 16.3 24 357-3 43 6 92 3
17462-3108 16.9 38 359- 2 37 5 92 3
17462-32]9 17.3 39 358- 2 42 6 92 3
17463-3443 18.111 355 4 47 6 92 3
17463-3121 18.913 358- 2 54 6 91 2
17463--3010 19.3 29 359- 1 48 6 91 2
17463-3413 19.734' 356- 3 32 5 ' 92 3
17463-3818 20.051352-6 73 7 912
17463-3713 20.427, 353-5 196 93 3
17463-3929 20.48]351-6 49 16 933
17463-3557 20.928' 4364- 26 6 933
17463-3839 2099352 6 37 6 93 3
17463-3001 21.2 8 360- 1 46 7 92 2
17463-3525 21.4 5 355- 4 25 5 93 3
17463-3126 21.5 20 358- 2 21 4 : 92 4
17463-3335 22.1 2 356- 3 50 17 91 2
17463-3700 23.6 34 354- 5 48 7 i 93 2
17463-3020 23.818 359- 1 73 61 92 3
17464--3419 24.335 356-4 34 592 3
17464-3053 25.454 359- 2 51 6 92 3
17464382626.335352646 !1933 o17464-3057 26.435359- 2 28 92
17464-3022 26.749359- 2 24 92
174643241 27.046357- 3 39 18 912
17464-3726 27.437353- 5 38 6933
17464-3425 28.654356- 4 53 6 ; 923
17464-3701 28.947354- 5 30 5 933
174643732 29.2 1353- 5 40 5 933
17464-3916 29.428 352- 6 53 9 93 2
17465-3444 30.654 355- 4 38 6 92 3
17465-3102 31.350 359-2 26 5 92 3
17465-3144 31.658 358 2 49 6 91 2
17465-3820 32.049 352- 6 81 9 92 2
17465 3750 33.034 353- 5 36 6 93 3
17465 3155 33.7 9 358 2 51 6 92 3
17465-3129 34.755 358- 2 26 5 92 4
17465--3049 34.742 359- 2 46 8 91 2
17465 3437 34836 356- 4 57 12 91 2
17465-3017 35.243 359- 1 19 5 92 4
17465-3013 35.455359- 1 44 6 91 2
174653339 35613356- 3 50 _ 7 91 2
17485-3221 36.043358-3 43 5 923
174663002 36.7 1 360-1 53 5 923
17466-3643 37.922354- 5 37 6 933
17466-3403 38.238356- 3 61 18 91 2
17466 3306 387 3 357- 3 36 5 92 3
17466-3634 39.121 354- 5 15 5 92 3
17466-3851 39.136 352 6 51 8 93 3
17466-3141 39.418 358-2 38 4 92 4
17466 3237 39.943 357- 3 42 5 92 3
17466-3031 40.056359-2 29 4 924
174673121 42.3_11358 2 20 4 924
17467-3455 42.538355-4235 923
17467 3704 42.838 353- 5 22 / 93 3
17467 3200 42.93413 358 2 30 6 91 2
17467 3831 43.9 352- 6 91 26 93 3
17467 3651 44.0 54 354- 5 46 5 93 3
17467 3301 45.4 20 357- 3 53 7 92 3
17467 3706 45.4 57 353- 5 72 7 93 3
17467-3245 455 47 357- 3 22 6 92 3
17467-3314 45.545 357- 3 32 6 91 2
174673353 46.824356-3 29 5 923
174673028 46.8 6359-2 35 4 924
17467-3040 ,47.E 33359- 2 34 10 92 I 3
17467 3511 47.642 355- 4 55 6 92 I 3
17468-3134 48.137358- 2 39 6 923
174683041 _,9.3 23 359- 2 28 4 924
17468-3219 500 6358-3 22 6 923
174683416 50.223 ! 356- 4 36 5 923
17468 3320 50.329 357- 3 24 5 92 3
17468 3702 50.617 ; 354- 5 45 7 93 3
17468 3528 51.0 3 355- 4 63 10 91 2
17468-3615 51.9 1 354- 5 46 7 93 3
17468 3313 53.726 357- 3 65 10 91 2
17469 3249 54.147 357- 3 31 5 92 3








































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)






























































100 /_m Flux Co r A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co _f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
.70L 50.74L BD AB 209305 K5
.64L 8.78L D CF
12.20 220.35L CCF AAI; 209306 B3
.80L 8.76L ED AAI
17.41L 18.21 CE D ABGE
12.40L 109.07L DE BBM
166.70L 289.78L FD AA $15
1.55L 23.00L DF BA OCL 1023
.61L 6.46L SC AA
.89L 8.70L C BE
22.83L 388.65L FF BA
.97L 51.31L BC AAGF
19.62L 278.56L DD AA
19.26L 158.02L F AAC CC 357-02.5
6.59L 24.18 D F
.70L 9.52L EE AAF OCL 1023
.89: 22.46L BCD AA(
.61L 5.32L F DJ
7.91: 55.87L CC A[
1.16L 11.14L CC AAI
19.04L 159.29L SD AA
1.12: 17.63: BFDE AAE
4.13L 51.98L F BE
1.86: 13.27 O C E
19.63L 163.51L CE AB
27.06L 275.62L DO AA
20.96L 54.08L CE ABGF
1.00L 12.10L CF AB
83.81L 178.12L D AAE
5.82L 153.23L DF AS
1.05L 12.99L FE AA
.72L 5.49L F BL
1.13 34.81L D C A C'l
.95: 7.61 DC L C
.86L 56.55L C AC
.48L 5.44L BC AA(_
16.85L 378.88L FF AS
2.71 11.69: CCCC AAE
166.70 269.78 BOO CA. A
2.99L 17.62 D E [
5.75 35.80L BC AA. a
36.28L 406.02L E AA
.83L 6.48L FF AA
32.18L 392.53L CD AA
.50L 5.71L F AE
31.01L 295.88L FF AA
33.01L 402.99L CC AA
2.90L 27.43 D ACG(
.95L 35.11L DC AAC
1.18L 10.85L D AC
.66L 31.46L B AA
1.26 27.28L CFC AAF;
.67L 20.28L D BHN
.94L 10.27L FD AA
30.42L 286.50L CC AA
7.05L 73.08L C AA
.69L 6.81L C C
.60L 27.28L BD AEL
23.26L 198.16L DE AA
23.39L ; 166.70L 289.78L B AA
1.38 9.34L 98.26L DE AA
1.31L 1.38 10.64L C C
1.41 5.15: 365.42L DCE ABE !i
1.52 8.68L 122.99L DE AA
.68L 4.05L 48.13L O BDF
1.99 18.82L 154.15L CO AA
2.29 39.67L 393.88L C A D
1.90 .78L 37.10L CF AAF
1.33L 1.11 12.25L C E
1.02 10.89L 112.74L DD AAJ
9.21 3.66 33.26L BCC AAA
.35L .50L 5.80L C DII
2.10 29.63L 223.72L DE AAC
3.03: 18.38L 179.88L FO AA
5.61 6.39: 342.17L CCE AAA
3.56 29.07L 258.55L CC AA
1.39 1.00: 10.08L FOF ABD
.43: .63L 39.67L DE BC
1.22 5.08L 69.25L DE AA
.28L .53L 9.22 C E
2.71 .84L 39.27L CF AAC
2.16L 11.24L 124.91L D B
.26L .67L 2721L C DFF
.75 13.11L 128.55L DO AC
t.44: 4.09L 32.11L DE BA
1.63 4.90L 116.77L DE) AAI
2.14 34.50L 349.36L EE AA
5.07L 22.32L 117.67 E O F_
52: .82L 9.57L CF BD
1.31: 28.70: t35.83 EDEE CBDI
5.07 34.22L 153.07L BC AAG(
2.08L 3.07: 154.16L C E BFDI
.98 6.34L 99.64L CC ABI
.68 9.12L 126.56L DE ABJ
.46L .66L 27.21L S CE
2.84 .77L 8.97LI O AA
.40L .91L 3801L ! B CLG'
1.04L 2.46 36.35L D I CC
2.44 12.66L 135.17L CC AA
2.36 75L 7.OlLIF F AA
































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) ConfusK)n Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour, es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
156
Right Ascension: 17h46m54'-17h47m54 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H INot Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 pm 60 /_m
h m. o , (s) ( ) ] b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
17469 3144 54.7 16 358- 2 24 6 92 3 2.24L 2.12
17469-3529 55.4 24 355-4 46 7 92 3 5.57 2.81
17469-3550 56.4 11 355- 4 33 5 92 3 2.87 3.14
17469--3138 56.8 22 358- 2 25 4 92 4 4,11 3.51
17469 3439 56.9 23 356-4 44 7 92 3 1.27 .75
17469--3257 59.8 43 357- 3 31 6 92 3 1.34 .68:
17470--3056 0.9 46 359-2 12 4 104 3 5.86 3.34
17470--3253 0.6 60 357 3 30 6 91 2 1.22 .81
17470--3013 0.9 53 359- 2 69 7 92 2 1.69 1.43L
17470-3046 1.3 57 359- 2 42 6 92 3 1.26 2.07L
17470--3714 1.3 22 353- 5 30 5 93 3 1,31 .52:
17470 3640 1.5 32 354- 5 34 13 93 3 .47L .32L
17470-3349 1.7 40 356- 3 69 8 92 3 .70 1.62L
17470-3630 2.1 8 154- 5 61 7 93 3 1.04 .35L
17470-3151 2.1 14 358- 2 33 4 92 4i 2.63 2.90
17470 3009 3.2 20 359- 2 13 4 92 4 4.51 5.54
17470-3110 3.8 52 359-2 31 5 92 3 2.56 3.99
17470-3952 3.8 39 351- 6 18 i 4 93 3 1.23 1,16
17471-3734 60 32 353 5 40 i 5 93 3 1.15 .33
17471-3537 7.3 55 355- 4 18 i 4 92 3 4.32 3.60
17471-3453 7.4 40 355- 4 22 6 92 3 3.07 2.33
17471-3034 8.0 29 359- 2 19 4 92 4 2.38 8.84
17471-3928 8.6 50 351 6 17 4 93 3 6.41 3.41
17471-3354 9.0 58 356- 3 50 12 91 2 .83 1.29L
17471 3747 9.1 44 353- 5 47 8 92 2 .38 A0L
17471-3026 9.3 38 359- 2 18 4 92 4 6.66 7.34
17471-3235 10.3 20 357- 3 34 6 92 3 2.16L 9.07
17471-3514 10.3 28 355-4 41 5 92 3 1.05 _79
7471-3115 10.7 51 359- 2 45 6 92 3 1.10 .87:
7471-3602 11.0 30 354- 5 78 7 91 2 _39L .34
17471 3727 11.3 13 353- 5 15 10 91 2 .25L .50L
17472-3351 12.2 44 356- 3 26 7 92 3 .72 1.56L
17472-3427 12.2 53 356- 4 34 8 92 3 .62 .61L
17472-3048 12.9 55 359- 2 28 4 92 4 3.09 2.00
17472 3212 13.8 57 358-3 27 9 91 2 .92L .96
17472-3118 14.7 51 358- 2 15 5 92 3 4.00 2.13
17472-3916 15.2,40 352-6 30 5 93 3 .25L 1.16
17472 3220 15.9 32 358-3 53 5 92 3 1.96 .89
17472-3420 16.1 42 356 4 45 5 92 3 1.13 .67:
17472-3441 17.1 40 356- 4 57 6 91 2 .80L .57
17472-3136 17.3 50 358- 2 41 5 92 3 2.03 1.31
17473-3124 18.2 51 358- 2 29 4 92 4 2.14 1.17
17473-3250 19.2 2 357- 3 44 5 92 3 2.22 1.20
17473-3637 20,1 55 354- 5 15 5 93 3 1.31 .85
17473-3037 20.2 50 359 2 30 10 92 3 1.61L 2.31L
17473-3127 20,2 40 358- 2 30 4 92 4 4.02 3.41
17473-3203 20.3 17 358-3 22 5 92 3 2,26 4.27
17473 3244 20.E 22 357- 3 53 7 91 2 .89 .62L
17473-3440 20.6 13 356- 4 34 11 92 3 1.81L 1.21L
17473-3335 "20.8 56 357- 3 37 10 92 3 .99 .68:
t7473-3415 21.6 23 356-- 4 51 7 92 3 .88 1.62L
17473-3313 22.8 29 357- 3 36 6 92 3 3.30 3.04
17473-3841 23.8 56 352- 6 25 4 93 3 3.06 1.22
17473-3900 24.0 44 ; 362- 6 54 6 93 3 1.07 .57
17474-3332 25.0 3 _ 357- 3 45 6 92 3 3.05 1.95
17474 3500 26.2 42 355- 4 41 6 92 3 1.33 1.01:
17474--3725 26.3 53 353- 5 60 7 93 3 .55 .28L
17474-3643 26.5 53 354- 5 77 13 92 2 .44 .39L
17474-3610 26.6 38 354- 5 30 5 92 3 3.15 1.97
17474-3054 27.4 5 359- 2 23 13 91 2 2.22L 2.13L
17474-3218 27.4 5 358-3 61 7 92 3 1.10 1.01:
17474-3325 28.6 0 357 3 49 7 92 3 1.13 .68:
17474-3040 29.9 60 359- 2 16 4 91 4 2.40: 1.68
17475--3938 30.8 15 351-- 6 71 8 93 3 _63 .27L
17475 3011 30,9 16 359--2 14 6 92 3 1.99 1.00:
17475-3450 31.6 29 355- 4 43 6 92 3 .79 .95
17475-3629 32.9 27 354- 5 44 10 93 3 .55 .39L
17475-3658 32.9 45 354- 5 40 5 93 3 3.44 1.00
17475--3933 33.0 4 359-- 2 32 5 92 4 5.16 6.32
17475--3341 33.9 36 356- 3 55 7 92 3 1.26 1.58L
17475 3006 34.2 58 360- 2 16 7 92 3 1.94 1.71
17475-3730 34.3 0 353- 5 25 , 4 93 3 6.26 5.89
17475-3101 34.9 48 359-- 2 36 7 92 3 17.49 9.62
17475-3512 35.039 355-- 4 43 6 92 3 1.12 .67L
17475-3933 35.2 6 351-6 37 5 93 3 3.59 3.81
17475--3655 35.6 28 354-5 33 6 93 3 .69 .30:
17475-3302 35.9 357- 3 53 7 92 3 2.41 1.09
17475-3315 35.9 18 357 3 43 18 91 2 1.44L 1.71L
17476-3143 36.3 44 358- 2 26 8 92 2 .70L 6.52
17476-3743 39.8 44 353- 6 39 6 93 3 .90 ,59
17476-3459 40.3 5 355- 4 33 6 92 3 1.43 .90
17476-3300 41.4 21 357- 3 52 7 91 I 2 2.47 1.97
17476-3547 41.648 355 5 16 4 112 3 1.40 ,69
17476-3231 42,0 49 358- 3 43 7 92 3 2.42 1.37
17477-3608 42.1 8 354- 5 19 5 92 3 1.85 1.18
17477-3640 43.1 38 354- 5 51 6 92 3 1.02 .55
17477-3650 44.0 56 354-- 5 60 5 92 3 _56 .33L
17477-3039 44.4 35 359-2 51 9 92 3 1.58 .99:
17477-3258 45.4 17 357- 3 36 6 92 3 3.74 3.56
17477-3539 46.6 19 355- 4 41 6 92 3 2.51 1.56
17478-3544 48.2 9 355- 5 18 5 92 3 1.82 .99
17478-3517 49.9 14 355 4 20 6 91 2 1.05 .70L
17478-3129 48.9 55 358- 2 40 7 92 3 3.43 2.1t
17478-3454 51.7 37 355- 4 21 6 I 92 3 1.80L 1.78
17478-3119 52.4 50 359 2 45 8 91 2 2.77L 1.72
17478-3641 52.5 20 354- 5 82 8 92 3 .06 .57
17478-3502 53.1 53 355--4 28 5 92 3 2,65L 1.35
17478 3332 53,6 51 357- 3 76 7 92 3 .86 1.59L
17478-3002 53.7 22 360- 2 30 7 92 3 2.91 1.78
17479-3236 54.1 44 357 3 39 _ 8 91 2 .91 .77:
Flags
V L C
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
25.39L 73.85L C DA H 568042443F
1.31L 7.53L BC AAC 1 4702102203
.74L 8.00L FF AAL 9 9701000003
19.46L 238.41L EE AA 9 540054773FI
5.46L 61.41L DD AB 8 650221000FI
13.58L 132.95L EE AC 7 550120000FI
22.23L 290.78L BD AA 1 95002000OF
1.48L 18.55L DF AADE 0 970030000F
36.91L 630.58L D AD 440121020F
32.16L 376.61L C BBM 250130001F
.63L 34.10L DE ABFG O 9402001328
1.28 7.89 CD J CB 6600101008
8.44L 45.57L C BB G 960232431F
.66L 33.70L B AFE 9401110008
15.81L 150.41L CD AAGH 2 553211020F
14.73L 69.03: DC F AAGB 9 380110031F
3.03: 217.96L FFE AAD 9 344220143F
.46L 14.71L BC AA 1 9402110128
.53L 24.67L BD AC 0 9500000116
.73L 7.06L ED AAH 9 7700000003
5.38L 61_63L FE AA 9 450102500F
14.18 320.23L BCD BAA 3 35412542OF
1.13 4.91 BDCD AABD 9 9600000109
3.32L 40.28L D CD 560220120F
.80L 41.38L C CE L 9400100006
24.38L 44,35: BB E CBI E 1 370024532F
7.39 139.27L CC AA 850100000F
.75L 6.05L F F AA 9 4702002003
10.72L 213.13L E D ABI 9 541231412F
.72L 26.67L D EB 7500100028
1.55 11.31L C FKBD 9501110538
5.97L 18.43 C E BCEC 870322221F
5.67L 71.19L D BB 2 75010100OF
25.82L 21.79: CC D AABB 1 880130040F
2.27L 22.95 E E CBGD 0 970221022F
15.54L 32.28: CD F AADA O _O253523F
2.04 17.08L C C A A H 7400000218
17.22L 161.60L CE BBH 2 85011100OF
4.99L 73.76L DD AB 8 650010000F
3.10L 30.73L E BB 560121010F
20.71L 175.49L DF AB , 0 740423201F
18.27L 157.06L BD AA 3 750040220F
12.80L 159.26L CE AA 0 841020000F
.83L 28.35L: BC AAN 2 7400202008
9.79L 46.33 D GGEC 97C148532F
18.29L 156.93L FF AADE 9 750220120F
1.65 170.13L FEE _,AC 9 650030000F
3.77L 43.15L C BDF 860110000F
1.84: 9.56 DD DB 570111010F
6.50L 101.15L CF BB 8 950221100F
6.70L 75.77L E S H 640222922F
3.87L 76.55L CC AAJD 2 550121031F
.48L 4.34L BC AAI C 6 3600001100
.61L 17.65L BC ABK 2 7411010008
6.80L 79.23L ED AAHG 9 950211121F
.83L 8.45L FE BBF 0 3791341003
.57L 29.42L C C H 9480220538
.94L 47.49L F E 5401213008
.68L 30.52L BE AA 9 7400111008
2.93 27.20: EF CC 980210020F,
16.02L 118.45L DE BB 0 850222000F
7.32L 104.46L DE BA 0 950200000F
25.78L 385.20L EF AAL 9 950124222F
.49L 20.74L C B 9400100008
21.65L 207.30L CD AA 0 860010031F
4.84L 65.94L CE BB 7 350010300F
.75L 46.84L D CD 9312910108
.61L 30.44L BD AAJ 4 4401110008
20.76L 346.59L BD AA 4 951324540F
3.45L 79.07L C B H H 850322233F
7.93L 37.75: CD E BBFB 3 880020151F
1.50 11.31 DCCE AABD 9 9580120428
2.66: 209.32L BCD AAB 0 850220021F 15
.74L 6.83L C AC 4700322003
.62: 17.41L DCD AAB 8 9400100108
.60L 30.84L CE BCC 0 3402210008
9.06L 93.81L CE ABH 0 450022200F
3.37L 23.26 E H I B 178021031F
19.58L 109.38L D BA E 650314476F
.54L 27.91L CF AB 9 1401100108
.76L 6.56L ED AA 9 2800541003
3,71L 39.17L EE 'AA 0 460130000F
.67L 4.42L EF AB 5 )701200003
7.81L 113.48L DD AA 850321000F
.61L 44.53L EC AA 7 9400211218
.58L 33.13L CF ABN 8410225008
.65L 41.08L B C C 8400100118






1 11 PK 358- 1.2 38
1 23 OCL 1035 391
1 39 LMH 08 86 408
C 1 *41 17469-3714 20 3
1 *41 17470-3640 49 4
1 °41 17470-3630 23 3
1 23 OCL 1035 380
8
3
2 14 455-PN 47 PI 45
1 1 32 X1747-304 18 1
1 "41 17471--3727 46 4
1 1 i V739 SCO 87 3
1 39 LMH 08 106 408
1 14 455-SC 49 GI 30
2 14 334-PN 9 PI 11
1 "41 17473-3637 6 3
5
1 V655 SCO 36 3
7 WRA1790 52
4
1 7 HEN1498 33
°41 17474-3725 17 3
2 °41 17473-3643 38 3
5 SGRV-21 62
2 14 455-SC 50 OC 37
1 °41 17475-3658 29 3
2 13 209340 G5 7 75
1 23 OCL 1035 308
1 *41 17475-3729 5 3
1
1 "41 17475-3655 16 3
2
8
8 1 32 X1747-317 98 8
3 2 1 V740 SCO 67 3
4
3 1 *41 17476-3640 40 3
1 "41 17477-3650 26 t
19.37L 33.26: CE E BAME 0 980014220F
7.17L 90.81L FE AA 9 350120020F
.71L 4.42L BC AA 2 9700200003
.68L 5.15L ED AA 7 9700300003
.77L 6.56L D AA 0 4700320003 1
13.70L 145.59L CD AA 8 950110040F
2.51 51.76L CC AA 350030300F 2 _ 2 14 393-PN 37 PI 4
4.69L 42.58L E BBFE O, 860113333F
.66L 33.55L CF BC 8401125008 3 32 X1748-366 92 3
.74L 5.15L F AB 3800231003 ; 1
8.73L 73.76L D BF 860221051F 4 32 X1747-334 176 4
18.99L 242.47L FE AA 7 440032210F 2
4.30L 15.42: DE E BBND 1 670311010F






• 8 o _ Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 _.mh_m. , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N
17479-3401 54.3 23 356- 4 33 6 92 3
17479-3510 55.0 41 355- 4 60 9 91 2
17479-3950 55.0 6 351-7 50 7 93 3
17479-3514 55.4 50 355- 4 41 5 92 3
17479-3809 55.7 17 353- 6 39 9 91, 2
17479-3453 56.2 52' 355- 4 51 6 92 3
17479-3013 56.4 58 359-2 41 8 92 3
17479-3351 56.8 14 356-4 19 6 92 3
17479-3348 58.1 33 356-4 43 7 107 2
17479-3105 585 26 359- 2 50 15 91 2
17479-3217 58.8 34 358- 3 47 12 92, 3
17479-3610 59.C 8 354- 5 59 15 92 3
17479-3847 59.C 3 352-6 43 5 93 3
17479-3029 59.2 18 359-2 19 6 103 3
17479-3032 59.3 59 359- 2 33 7 92 3
17479-3154 59.8 20 358- 3 88 8 92 3
17479-3426 59.8 42 356-4 69 6 92 3
17480-3725 0.054 353-5 67 8 93 3
17480-3530 1.3 42 355- 4 19 6 92 3
17480-3225 1.3 5 358-3 55 9 92 3
17480-3305 2.1 40 357-3 28 6 92 3
17480-3336 4.0 21 357- 3 47 6 92 3
17480-3748 4.2 24 353- 6 63 8 93 3
17480-3009 5.0 4 360- 2 97 16 91 2'
17480-3023 5.7 7 359-2 23 7 92 3
17481-3323 7.8 14 357-3 19 5 92 3
17481-3318 9.1 37 357-3 30 8 92 2
17481-3405 11.0 54 356-4 23 5:92 3
17481-3648 11.4 22 354- 5 37 7 92 3
17481-3851 11,4 58 352- 6 43 8 93 3
17482-3526 12.4 57i 355- 4 50 8 92 3
17482-3057 13.0 55 359- 2 44 13 91 2
17482-3215 13.0 27 358- 3 25 6 92 3
17482-3043 14.6 5 359- 2 28 8 92 3
17482-3309 14.8 50 357- 3 43 8 92' 3
17482-3732 14.8 43 353- 6 37 5 92 3
17482-3701 16.6 45 354- 5 66 7 91 2
17482-3853 17.2 20 352- 6 26 10 93 3
17482-3627 17.4 22 354- 5 49 8 91 2
17483-3639 18.2 50 354- 5 40 7 92 2
17483-3114 18.3 44 359- 2 23 6 92 3
17483-3011 18.5 41 360- 2 27 7 92 3
17483-3451 20.6 19 356- 4 23 5 92 ' 3
17483-3425 20.9 8 356-4 31 6 92 3
•17483-3513 20.9 19 355-4 30 6 92 3
17483-3250 21.3 13 357-3 17 6 82 3
17483-3542 221 5 355-5, 19 5 92 3
17483-3843 226' 15 352- 6 _ 59 8 93 3
17483-3345 23.(] 45 357-4 22 6 92 3
17483-3139 23.6 9 358- 3 24 5 92 3
17484-3413 24.3 57 356- 4 57 7 92 3
17484-3509 24.3 14 355- 4 57 8 92 3
17484-3501 25.7 1t 355- 4 23 5 92 3
17484--3622 26.5 20 354- 5 21 5 92 3
17484-3802 26.9 52 353- 6 33 6 93 3
17484-3051 27_0 49 359- 2 33 6 92 3
17484-3458 28,5 45 355- 4 35 6 92 3
17484-3943 28.7 10 351- 7 54 7 91 2
17484-3920 29.2 14 352-6 34 5 93 3
17484-3135 29.5 19 358- 3 24 7 92 3
17485-3202 30.4 22 358- 3 70 i 7 92 3i
17485-3131 30.5 30 358- 2 78 14 91 2 I
17485-3705 30.5 41 354-- 5 87 7 92 3
17485-3124 30.9 48 359- 2 28 7 92 3
17485-3442 31.8 58 356- 4 55 13 93 2
17485-3504 31.9 39 355- 4 28 5 92 3
17485-3751 32.1 28 353 6 36 7 92 3
17485-3726 32.7 25 353- 6 54 6 92 3
17485-3247 32.8 56 357- 3 58 7 92 3
17485-3017 33.8 28 360- 2 38 5 92 3
17485-3100 34.6 9 359- 2 31 8 91 2
17485-3859 35.0 40 352- 6 70 17 93 2
17485-3827 35.2 55 352- 6 70 6 93 3
17485-3346 35.4 45 357- 4 34 10 92 3
17486--3001 36.7 52 360-2 69 6 92 3
17486--3649 36.7 20 354- 5 88 7 i 92 3
17486-3258 36.8 3 357-3 49 !i 92 33
17486-344038.78356-493 92
17486-3931 38.8 33 352- 7 46 933
17486-3206 39.1 26 358- 3 56 6 92 3
17486-3145 40.3 2 358- 3 42 7 92 3
17486-3605 41.3 25 355- 5 28 5 92 3
17487--3306 42.6 54 357- 3 37 7 92 3
17487-3148 429 17 358 3 25 6 92 3
17487-3322 43.5 7 357- 3 65 14 91 2
17487-3719 43.7 45 353- 5 41 11 93 2
,7487-3826 43.7 52 353- 6 63 16 93 2
17487-3039 43.8 25 359- 2 40 6 92 3
'7487-3128 "A 28 359- 2 51 8 91 2
17487-3101 46.5 54 359- 2 30 6 92 3
17487-3216 47.0 48 358- 3 39 13 92 3
17487-3853 479 32 352- 6 63 8 93 3
,7488-3541 48.2 30 355- 5 31 5 92 3
,7488-3425 48.6 45 356- 4 21 6 92 3
t7488-3638 48.6 19; 354- 5 41 5 92 3
17488-3229 48.8 26 358- 3 52 7 92 3
,7488-3707 49.9 9 354-5 39 5 92 3
17488-3836 51.4 22 352-6 33 6 92 3
17488-3351 51.7 43 356- 4 64 7 92 3
17488-3036 52.3 45 359-2 24 6 92 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _.m Flux C 3rr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
4.49 6425L BDD AAA 3 350t30100F 13
.59L 5.15L D B I 4700211003
.47L 13.89L B BHE 9400000008
.58L! 5.15L' F E AB 9 4700321003
.61L 3.48L E :GB 6700000000
6.20L 55.06L F BG 350020400F
19.07L 292.65L E BC 0 840050000F
6.72L 66.90L CC AACF 0 550120000F
198 27.50L D J B B 860320034F
3.42 41.92L D J BF 570101021F
4.44: 26.03 EE E EB 660013220F
1.31L 12.41 D DI_ I C 9600100218
.52L 3.43L BF AAG 9 3600210000
15.70L 169.61L CC A_. 1 852444552F
16.51: 106.11L ECD A/BE 0 957434543F
15.57L 218.40L C BF 740110010F
6.79L 65.20L CF BE. 1 54012000OF
.63L 30.90L C CI 9411010208
.97L 6.64L CE BCG 0 4701100003
2.20: 99.46L D E BDCG 750022022F
9.56L 85.86L CD AAE 0 650123300F
9.81L 107.83L DF AS 0,950122000F
31.98L C CFE 9400000008
144.25L D S 750050040F
157.11L DDD C/_A 0 850130030F
78.25L FF AAGG 9 950221010F
83.37L E B 850320011F
58,69L CCD AAAB 8 451220100F
30.87L D CE 7402000008
3.59L C C H 3600200100
5.49L CF BB 6 4701100003
41.11L D BH 974211032F
94.95L ED AA 9 550213220F 3
150.90L C E ADC 860000210F
85.78L C AAI 3 653131122F 3
30.04LI BEC AAA, 9 9402110438
17.92L ! O BE 5501120008
7.54 CC CB 2500100100
19.61L C C 9401100008
30.87L C CCJ 7301034008
174.79 CCDE DCBB 2 841144533F
161.18L BC !AA 4 650050030F
48.64L CC AA 7 350000100F
54.36L BC AAE 3 540020000F
6.52 CDCD 8Ba_B 5 4700101003
68.74L CD AA E 9 540020120F
5.36L BC AAD 1 9700100003
3.99L C C 2600110000
52.73L FF AA 9 760233454F





























5.20L 59.47L D C 540043041F
.64L 6.93L D AF 4700201003
.65L 6.12L FD AA 9 _ 2800211203
.59L 30.79L BD AA 7 93102000081
.56L 3.82L BE ABJH 5 2600000000
15.73L 156.28L CF BA 0 950214020F
.70L 6.15L FD BD 8 2700200003
.51L 10.35L C CI 9500000008
.47L 16.37L BC AA'_ 1 9401100218
3.83: 103.94L C D A A 85402001 OF
12.42L 98.65L F B B :) 550140122F
3.78 65.30L E :) 96022002OF
.55L 31.84L FE AA B 9 6400220008
t3.04L 105.24L FF AB 9 950421000F
1.63 64.76L D I _] 440020011F
1.39: 6.07L BCC AA} 7 4700411203
.46L 21.91L CF BE 6 9400000008
.61L 30.48L C B 9400100008
10.61L 69.09L D BC 540020120F
15.81L 173.22L FD AA 9 850040100F
4.31L 67.01L D AB : 960231232F
.75 5.67L D K )D 6601000108
.54L 18.87L B BC ;C 4400111208
4.96 18.02: E E B "B 770433333F
3.15: 231.84L DF CA _] 240120010F
.56L 34.42L C BC 7402000108
1.54: 59.08L F D AA'; I 9 740020110F
4.88L 59.32L C BF 540020010F
2.35 18.13L CC CAG 9403100118
11.24L 74.47L CF AB 7 460222100F
93.02L; CD BB 3 650032110F
1.17 36.18L BBC AAII 8 9501200108
5.71L 53.58L CD ABG 4 550010100F
11.72L 89.95L FE AA*; 9 650022100F
2.00 29.78L E D D II 860200000F
.69L 24.61L E CJ )! 9501000008
1.24 12.34L C I)B 5400311308
14.80L 159.18i FE !AA 9 950130200F
2.03L 64.86L D ADI 860121020F
13.46L; 125.131 CC AA 2 950241232F
11.81L 25.09 E CC. D
.68 6.95L C O BCGG
.56L 5.51L DC AA













AA 1 j 6500120008




Name Type (') Ma 8
I
2, 2 14 393-PN 37 PI 68
1 23 OCL 1035 363
3
4
40 B9.5 IV/V 1 3 63
13 209359 K2 21 83
3 1 321 X1748-330 30 3
1 23 OCL 1035 489
2 14 455-PN 51 Pl 11
8 1 13 209362 K7 12 91
1 "41 17482- 3405 41 7
1 13 209365 K0 15 72
3
3 1 32 X1748-312 62 3
1 V741SCO 78 3
1 "41 17482-3424 57 4
4'
2 "41 17484-3345 17 3
1
1 V4025CO 53 3
4
2 11 PK 358- 2.4 5
C 2 11 PK 358-2.3 8
4 1 40 B8 IV 1 31 83
2
2 3 "14 394-PN2PI 43
1 "41 17488-3351 37 3







a 8 Coords SMJ SMN :ham..8, (s) ( ) I b (") (') ) N
Name
17488-3051 52.5 26 359-2 29 6 92 3
17488-3256 52.5 21 357- 3 38 7 92 3
17488-3503 52.5 44 355- 4 48 7 92 3
17488-3312 53.1 8 357- 3 19 6 92 3
17488--3249 53,2;14 357 3 28 6 92 3
17488-3009 53,7 8 360 2 39 6 92 3
17489-3259 54_5 31 357- 3 48 5 92 3
17489-3004 54.8 36 360- 2 55 7 92 3
17489 3532 55.0 54 355- 5 18 5 112 3
17489-3618 55.1 5 354- 5 39 6 92 3
17489 3245 55.9 23 357- 3 34 5 92 3
17489--3436 59.8 6 356- 4 43 6 92 3
17489-3823 59,g 33 353- 6 52 6 91 2
17490-3414 0,2 28 356- 4 36 5 92 3
17490 3119 1,9 7 359-2 50 6 92 3
17490-3141 2,8 32 358- 3 29 6 92 3
17490-3526 3.4 52 355 5' 87 7 92 3
17490 3042 4,8 51 359- 2 49 8 91 2
17490-3502 5.5 38 355 4 31 6 92 3
17491-3410 6.2 48 356- 4 23 5 92 3
17491--3536 6.6 9 355- 5 17 6 92 3
17491-3839 6.7 4 352-6 46 11 92 3
17491-3225 6.7 45 i 358- 3 23 5 92 3
17491--3421 7.3 6' 356- 4 28 5 92 3
17491--3345 7.4 49 357- 4 39 5 92 3
17491--3217 7.9 26 358- 3 49 8 91 2
17491--3329 8,7 22 357- 4 91 17 91 2
17491-3014 9.0 31 360- 2 46 9 91 2
17491-3252 10.0 3 357- 3 34 6 92 3
17491--3309 10.1 30 357- 3 55 6 92 3
17491--3143 11.4 52 358- 3 53 8 91 2
17491-3533 11.8 8 355- 5 86 19 92 3
17491-3458 12.0 1 356- 4 37 6 92 3
17492 3113 12.1 53 359- 2 24 6 92 3
17492-3427 12.2 20 356- 4 59 11 92 2
17492-3946 12,7 571 351- 7 49 7 93, 3
17492-3016 13.1 21 360- 2 49 7 921 3
17492-3402 13,1 48 356 4 62 7 91; 2
17492 3840 13.1 21 352- 6 51 6 92:3
17492 3202 14.0 44 358- 3 43 6 92 3
17492-3735 14.4 2 353-- 6 58 13 92i 3
17492-3130 14.6 24 359- 3 47 1 91 ' 2
17492-3616 14.7 18 354 5 22 1 93 2
17492-3210 16.6 3 158- 3 55 7 92 3
17492-3245 17.0 9 357- 3 41 6 92 3
17492-3743 17.1 49 353- 6 12 6 92 3
17492-3612 17.3 11 355 5 38 10 92 3
17493-3456 18.3 4 356 4 75 9i92 2
17493-3440 19.2 16 356- 4 18 6 i 92 3
17493-3331 19.7 45 357 4 21 5 i 92 3
17493-3004 20.6 28 360- 2 70 9 91 2
17493-3632 21.8 60 354- 5 37 6 92 3
17493-3835 22.1 5 352-6 55 7 92 3
17493-3135 22.5 50 358- 3 25 6 92 3
17493-3034 23.6 57 359 2 29 6 92 3
17494-3215 24.5 12 358- 3 89 21 91 2
17494 3041 24.6 5 359- 2 46 7 92 3
17494-3943 24,6 37 351- 7 27 5 93 3
17494-3158 24.8 59 358 3 39 6 92 3
17494-3343 25,0 20 357- 4 28 6 92 3
17494-3045 25.4 52 359 2 32 6 92 3
17494-3117 25.7 48 359- 3 29 6 92 3
17494-3055 25.9 6 359- 2 44 7 92 3
17494-3837 26.4 51 352-- 6 48 6 92 3
17494-3643 26.7 28 354 5 49 6 92 3
17494-3511 27.1 2 355- 5 47 7 92 3
17494 3009 28.0 28 360 2 32 6 92 3
17494-3540 28.(_ 25 355- 5 45 7 92 3
17494-3043 28.8 53 359- 2 , 44 6 92 3
17494-3845 28.8 16 352 6 ! 39 6 92 3
17494-3222 29.2:52 358- 3 34 6 92 3
17494-3244 29.5 2 358 3 57 6 92 3
17495 3406 30.0:15 356- 4 19 6 92 3
17495--3218 31,0 21 358- 3 17 6 91 3
17495-3850 31.4 59 352 6 20 5 92 3
17495 3110 31.7 24 359 2 45 6 92 i 3
17495 3303 31.9 41 357- 3 36 6 92 3
17495-3517 32.0 35' 355- 5 34 5 92 3
17495-3423 33.4 54 356 4 56 6 91 2
17495-3323 33.5 29 357- 4 43 5 92 3
17495-3048 33.6 46 359 2 47 9 91 2
17495-3333 35.3 38 357- 4 44 6 92 3
17495-3153 35,9 40 358 3 32 6 92 3
17496 3255 36.2 51 357 3 64 6 92 3
17496-3414 36.2 42 356- 4 25 5 92 3
17496 3120 36.3 23 359- 3 34 6 92 3
17496 3107 37.4 31 359- 2 28 5 ; 92 3
17496 3711 383 44 354-6 47 7' 92 3
17496 3437 38.7 44 356- 4 37 6 92 3
17496-3037 39.0 59 359 2 39 6 92 3
17496-3336 39,4 23 357- 4 22 12 92 3
17496-3208 39,4 35 358- 3 26 7 92 3
17496 3505 39.6 15 356- 5 62 7 92 3,
17496-3024 39.6 4 360- 2 45 6 92 3 l
17496 3846 39.7 57 352- 6 62 14 92 2'
17496 3529 40.8 18 355 5 35 7 92 3
17497 3226 42.1 36 358 3 71 7 92 3
17497 3444 42.2 1 356 4 29 6 92 3
17497-3012 43.7 13 360 2 86 13 9t 2
17497--3140 44.7 7 358 3 108 11 91 2
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 v,m 60 p,m
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
13.65L 144,19L CD AA 6 950213001F 1
5.93L 58.44L DE AB 9 640030100F
1.52 6.79L FFC AAC 9 2700311203 4
3.51L 50.30L E AA 8 351230100F
6.48L 60.93L FE AA 9 440030100F
19.48L 204.99L FF AA 9 840031030F
1,51: 81.68L F D AAB 9 540120120F
20,18L 197.43L E AJ 740041020F
.60L 5.81L EE AAE 9 |701211123 8

















6.81L 64.16L SC AAB 0 444020300F 29 2
4.13L 69.82L EF AB 9 440031032F 8
.52L 16.82L D BC 6500210418
4.68L 57.18L E AB F 9 640130022F
12.64L 107.23L CD ABI 0 740032100F
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
3 14 455-PN 53 PI 24
1 "41 17489-3414 25 3





























84.89L DE AA 1 651041000F
6.82L D B 3600000003
64.86L F E B B F 1 960020200F
598L B AAF 0 1700211003
84.21L BD [AAI 1 640030021F
5.48L CD BC 1 6601321123
22.09L C C 8400420008
74.54L DD AA 9 550111000F
60.26L CC AAEF 7 640220012F
61.59L FF AAGE 9 640313231F
35.31L C AAE 460322122F
42.81L! D CC 650211000F
65.08L DE BA 0 960033320F
69.41L F F AA 9 440020000F
66.78L C AE 340030100F
38.55L DF BB 0 560220000F
8,82 C CA KF 6601221123
5.14L DE BC 0 1701300003
94.09L F F AAE 9 640042110F
58.62L F AE 640221100F
18.84L B Ei CD 950110000816.90: D AAED 2 970013320F
25.96L D B 460220032F
25.48L B AE 7400520008
86.47L CD BB 0 450020000F
22.55L C B F 9501001408
2098: DD F B B, Co68120020F
26.04L E CN 8300200008
2 1 V407SCO 6 3
1 "41 17490-3410 21 3
9
1 1 V743 SO0 9 3
1 *41 17491 3420 12 3
2 1 "41 17490-3345 30 3
1
1 "41 17491-3329 33 4
3
8 1 32 X1749-355 27 9
1 1 V661SCO 40 3


























































I0.62L 121,28L C CBJ 450110000F
4.90 70.50L C BAA 6 445020200F 2 2 14 394-PN 4 Pl 13
.66L 24.64L DC AAD 0 7400100008 1 V408S00 14! 3
.67L 37,63L F BD 8300100008
1.09L 13.25L D D 0602100003
8.19L 54.18L EF ABJ 9 440121020F
526L 73.15L F D AAI 9 750131110F "41 17492 3331 56 1
6.53L 78,79L D CB 85003102OF _ 2! 14 455-SC 56OC 82
.60L 26.15L EC AB 0 5302010208! 4
.49L 22.52L D CF 6400310008 16 09783 42 144
10.54L 115.45L F F AAD 9 5401310OOF V710 SCO 40 3
6.77L 56.27: CE D BBFC 0 968030254F 23 LDN 1788 558
1.50L 13.08 E GC 970232123F 1
11.77L 176.55L CD BA 0 950040010F 23 LDN 1788 460
.77 17.73L B B F AA B 1 9500100008 V662 SCO 28 3
10.85L 99.42L DF AA 9 930020000F
2.44L 15,34: CE E ABEA 0 768212120F 1 *41 17494-3342 50 12
6.16L 104.13L F F AA 9 950030110F 1 23 LDN 1788 565
11.01L 108.97L F F AA 9, 540021010F
5.69L 120.84L DF BC 0; 950111000F
.69L 22.42L BC AAG 2 7400410008
.61L 24.79L B D B D 0 7401000008
.69L 4.92L CF BC 0 3600110003
15.79L 147.96L C A A 4 953150000F
.67L 4,73L D B B 7603210003
6,32L 19,21 CD E ABEC 0 970040010F 1 23 LDN 1788 453
,47L 20.27L BE BD 0 6400410008 2 2 V665SCO 4 3
8.47L 82.73LF E AA C 9 950130000F
7.34L 120.50L C A B 740210200F 2
1,80L 11.79 CF D ABGB 0 560140121F 3 "13 209397 K0 4 61
8,72L 85.94L F D AA K 9 950132122F 1
.47L 19.75L BC AAM 9 5400200208
11.59L 127.62L _ C AC 450220032F C
5.87L 80,12L EF BBJ E 1 440220030F
.56L 4.40L FE AAJ 9 3700000003
2.70L 22.98L DF CC 0 650121000F 1 "41 17495-3423 17 3
5.30L 74.68L F F AB 9 750210121F 4
2.42 45.58L E D J B B )60130100F 2 14 456- PN 2 PI 21
5.21L' 72.35L CE AB 0 750132110F 1 *41 17496-3333 33 3
10.06L 103.05L DC AAE 9 430210000F
6.20L 83.89L D AGJ K 440100010F
1.09: 36.55L BCE AADE 3 651120012F 1 "41 17495 3414 45 7
12.39L 125,25L DD AB 8 630231020F
5.17 128.38L F FD AAAF 9 450110022F 28 C 1 32 X1749-311 25 12
.62L 3031L DO BD 6 7401100108 1 1 V410 SCO 16 3
8.19 34.55L CE DAAC_ 454121020F 2 14 394 PN 5 Pt 5
5.84L 136.67L DE BAGC _ 950041120F 1 1 23 LDN 1788 295
2.22: 11.04 DD 8BCB 770332110F "41 17495 3336 57, 4
9.25L 152.08L CF AB 3 930100101F
.88L 5.13L F E AAJ K 4 3700110003
17.10L 140.19L CE AC 0 950300000F
.61L 22.33L E E C '8400310008
.69L 6.23L F D AA 9 2612211103! 8
7.27L 96.03L DE BC M 0 950020000F
1.42L 42.35L ED AAC 9 351011000F
5.32L 79.96L D BC 960121020F
4.47L 10.54L D CH KC 460123100F 1,

















































































































t2 pm 25 pm 60 Fm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep

































"Conlus*on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sot rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW)
160




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p,m
h m. , , (s) () ! b (') (') () N
17506-3208 39.0 50 358- 3 26 7 92 3 .87
17506-3748 39.0 6 353-6 88 13 92 2 .34
17506-3413 39.1 1 356- 4 33 6 92 3 2.07
17506--3231 39.4 23 358- 3 41 8 91 2 95
17506-3156 41.1 20 358-3 24 6 92 3 1.45
17507-3221 42.2 31 358- 3 38 7 92 3 2.17
17507-3343 42.4 23 357- 4 40 7 92 3 1.57
17507--3640 42.9 42 354- 5 36 7 92 3 1.24
17507-3041 43.9:15 359-2 37 5 92 3 1.79
17507-3051 45.0:43 359- 3 36 6 92 3 2.16
17507-3938 45,0 13 352- 7 120 28 91 2 1.31L
17507-3742 45,721 353- 6 59 10 93 2 ,47L
17507-3036 45,8 39 359-2 32 5 92 3 1.94
17507-3836 45,8 54 353- 6 50 12 93 2 ,40
17507-3058 45.9 26 359- 3 21 6 92 3 2.59
17507-3520 46.4 55 355- 5 84 8 92 3 .68
17507-3333 46.6 44 357 4 61 8 92 3 .74
17507-3133 46.9 37 359- 3 36 6 92 3 1.67
17507 3203 47.3 56 358- 3 57 8 92 2 1.07
17507-3321 47.6 46 357- 4 26 7 92 3 6.05
17507-3046 47.9 56 359 3 34 7 92 3 2.57
17508-3407 49.1 50 356- 4 38 7 92 3 .98
17508-3436 49.2 27 356- 4 20 i 6 92 3 4.07
17508-3401 50.2 33 357-- 4 31 7 92 3 1,53
17508-3317 51.033 357--4 54 8 92 3 .80
17508 3419 51.2 56 356-- 4 23 7 92 3' 5600
17508-3114 52.3 34 359-- 3 35 8 92 2 1.13
17508-3500 52.4 3 356-- 5 31 7 92 3 3.61
17508 3143 52.9 17 359-- 3 34 7 92 3 1,63
17509 3956 54.4 37 351- 7 29 5 93 4 1.22
17509-3005 55.1 7 360- 2 62 9 91 2 1.10
17509-3552 55.8 44 355 5 23 7 92 3 2.72
17509-3304 57,5 44 357-- 4 43 7 92 3 2,88
17509-3117 57,9 39 359- 3 40 6 92 3 t.65
17509-3300 58.2 19 357 4 36 6 92 3 7.63
17509-3147 58.5 6 358- 3 35 19 91 2 2.05L
17509-3604 59,2 33 355- 5 38 7 92 3 1,86
17509-3131 59,4 23 359- 3 23 6 92 3 5.14
17509--3357 59.4 19 357-4 25 6 92 3 2.79
17510 3432 1,1 48 356- 4 31 12i 91 2 .59L
17510-3726 2,3 35 354- 6 63 9 91 2 .53
17510-3010 2,5 58 360- 2 47 6 92 3 1,36
17510-3022 3,7 4 360- 2 32 6 92 3 2,21
17510-3217 3,9 2 358 3 40 16 91 2 2.19L
17510 3308 5,9 37 357- 4 36 7 92 3 1.15
17511-3709 6,0 12 354- 6 56 7 92 3 2.07
17511-3246 7.1 5 358- 4 20 7 92 3 12,89
17511--3548 7.6 22 355 5 39 8 92 3 1.06
17511--3638 7.6 34 354- 6 54 7 92 3 .74
17511-3250 7.8 13 358 4 47 7 92 3 1.41
17511-3320 8.5 11 357- 4 33 7 92 3 1.11
17511-3819 8.7 22 353- 6 17 9 93 4 .61
17511-3223 9.0 42 358 3 27 6 106 3 2.25
17511 3047 9.6 32 359 3 41 6 91 3 2.33
17511 3542 10.0 17 355- 5 45 7 92 3 2.89
17511-3041 10.8 50 359- 3 55 7 91 3 2.28
17511-3659 1.1 11 354- 6 50 7 92 3 .56
17512-3302 12,1 49 357- 4 32 6 92 3 4.65
17512-3820 12.2 47 353- 6 62 14 93 3 .52L
17512-3158 13.4 45 358- 3 36 6 i 92 3 3.55
17512-3421 13,5 51 356- 4 31 7' 92 3 1.83L
17512-3824 14.2 27 353- 6 71 12 92 2 .37
17512-3207 14.3 2 358- 3 18 7 92 3 4,69
17512--3519 14.5 39 355 5 35 8 92 3 .99
17512-3508 14.6 26 356- 5 105 24 92 2 1.52L
17512-3144 16.5 26 359- 3 27 7 92 3 2.67
17512-3509 16.9 29 356- 5 35 10 91 2 .68
17512-3034 17,2 18 360- 2 48 7 91 3 1.18:
17512-3244 17,6 34 358 4 41 8 92 3 2.07:
17513-3312 18.5 57 357- 4 30 7 92 3 1.42
17513-3137 18.5 9 359- 3 21 6 92 3 2.22
17513-3554 19.6 20 355- 5 35 7 92 3 3.57
17513-3448 19.7 10 356- 5 51 7 92 3 1.33
17513-3105 19.8 20 359- 3 29 6 92 3 2.97
17513-3232 20.3 42 358- 4 56 10 91 2 .73
17513-3523 20.4 32 355- 5 26 7 92 3 .86
17513-3634 20.6 11 354-- 6 49 8 91 =! .59
17513-3918 22.0 33 352- 7 34 5 93 4 8.66
17513-3712 22.1 56 354- 6 22 8 115 4 .25L
17513-3537 23.2 35 355- 5 58 8 92 3 .55
17513-3331 23.8 11 357- 4 40 8 92 3 1.26
17514-3546 24.2 10 355- 5 35 7 92 3 .85
17514-3324 24.9 21 357- 4 62 8 92 3 .66
17514-3354 25.0 28 357- 4 29 6 92 3 2.21
17514-3131 25.0 21 359- 3 65 12 91 2 3.09L
17514-3020 25.4 48 360- 2 37 6 91 3 2.74
17514-3450 25.5 55 356-5 60 9 92 3 .69
17514-3836 25.5 34 353- 7 58 12 92 3 .59L
17514-3839 26.3 50 353- 7 25 5 93 4 1.26
17514-3147 26.7 17 359 3 27 6 92 3 1.72
17514 3314 27.1 50 357- 4 31 7 92 3 2.51
17514-3242 28.4 6 358- 4 52 9 92 2 1.04
17514--3344 28.9 45 357-4 27 6 92 3 1.71
17515-3703 30,0 13 354- 6 18 5 93 4 1.48
17515-3420 30.942 356-4 29 7 92 3 1.87
17515-3100 31.0 5 359- 3 30 6 91 3 1.34
17515-3707 34.4 12 354- 6 29 19 91 2 ,99L
17515-3111 34.8 29 359 3 29 6 92 3 1,90
17515-3230 35.1 6 358 4 56 9 92 3 ,76
17516 3203 36.5 53 358 3 66 13 91 2 1.84L
Flux Density
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected} V L C
25 p.m 60 p,m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # TUncs Cocf R Flags*
3.98L 29.17: FF F BBBE 9 950150034F
.59L 6.79L C EH F 7401210118
4.86L 44.76L EE AA 9 641021100F
3.77L 25.79L D BC 850210000F
7.39L 75.60L FE AAD 9 940110000F
6.28L 64.23L FF BA 9 940311000F
5.30L 47.17L EF AS 1 250132123F 8
.55L 24.44L CF AA 9 5301100008
8.64L 133.71L F F AA 9 940240120F
8.42L 128.12L FE AAI 9 740010000F
1.41L 4.66 F F NC 9500000008
,61L 20.25L F FB 6301100008
8,74L 136.19L CC AAEF 0 940230242F 8
.52L 20.64L E C 9500000008
8,28L 124.49L ED AA 9 951010000F
3.56L 37.06L D BJ 640000000 F
5.47L 57.72L E BD 350210000F
8.91L 85.76L FF AAF 9 940030000F
8.46L 89.95L F CC 940230044F
5.70L 48.65L CD AAD 8 350121000F
13,64L 130,69L D ACMH 0 740122210F 3
4.00L 38.04L CE BC 6 650030000F
2.07L 33.76L ED AAA 9 454120033F 8
5_02L 43.18L EE AB 9 450020122F 4
5.79L 64.02L C BH 3500420OOF
_p
Name Ty_ (') Mag
5.43 34.53L SBD AAA 2 650100000F 22 3 1 BNSCO 4
988L 109.07L F BB 840120000F
3.85L 34,78L SC AA 0 450010000F
8.36L 90,35L F AA 8 940120000F
.49L 13.38L DD AALC 9 8500000008
5.41L 50.29L D ACK 560110000F
2.56L 33,68L BC AA H 5 551031100F
5.87L 67,21L FD AAS 9 440030200F 2 1 23 LDN1753 286
9.71L 100,76L CE AB F 3 940020000F
5.93L 69,05L EE AAD 9 4400202OOF 2 1 23 LDN 1753 29
4.35L 12,44 D KFB 860021100F
,67L 32,65L BC AAC 0 6500000008
9.04L 95.67L CC AA 2 9401200OOF






































































































1.81: 15,20 EE B DC 550110021F
.60L 17.78L D D 3401010008
15.25L 141.20L C AD 640032220F
14.67L 136.08L ED AAH 9 840020100F
1.82L 12.26 D L DB 960001010F
5.81L 65.54L CE AB 5 5400300OOF
.55L 27.93L CF AA 9 1412100308
1.48: 69.20L CDC AACC 0 540130100F 15
2.74L 33_51L CF AA 9 650040000F
.68L 32.61L C BCG 3400100008
609L 73,56L FF AC 0 440020000F
3.73L 37,13L FF BD 9 350051000F
,94L 25.89L DF BBJ 2 8400200108
6.48L 84.71L DD AA 1 940200000F
9.08L 113.75L FF AA 9 640112220F
2.56L 33.64L CD AA 1 650020000F
9.84L 116.23L CE BS 0 840120010F
.65L 28.67L E BI C 0401112008
4.00L 41.63L BC AA 0 45003020OF
1.09 25.91L C D 8440200108
6.85L 95.34L DC AA 9 930100100F
4.51 35.66L CC CAA 0 440011031F
.89L 12A8L F CDHH 8500300108
1.87L 91.85L EC AABF 9 930110053F
2.89L 34.64L E BB 74001000OF
2.15L 16.23 E E LD 660010023F
6.30L 101.65L EC AA 7 930021100F
2.66L 12.42: D F 3FI C 760010023F
10.85L 119.53L CE ABG 5 840010122F
5.63L 51.44L FF AA 9 640030100F
5.26L 45.31L FE AB 1 440031100F
6A2L 104.80L CC AA 0 940141000F
1.52 31.41L CED AAB 9 650021100F
2.78L 37,31L CE ASK 6 35001100OF
7.89L 106.15L FF AA 9 940222120F
6.36L 82,73L D A F D 740110000F
2.61L 34.01L C BD 84001000OF
.6,3L 17.71L C AD J 3400100008
1.11 14.97L BDC AAB 9 6401100008
1.82 14,57 CD FCA 6502100308
3.36L 33.26L D BDC 840030001F
1.32: 45.20L CDD ABFG 5 340002000F
2.70L 33.15L CE BD 0 650020000F
5.05L 44.21L C BG 340010000F
3.81L 41.50L FD ABL 9 250055010F
1.64 49.55L D CHB 940231000F
11.53L 124.99L FF AAG 9 640010101F
3.56L 37.40L F DI H 250011000F
.62: 6,53 DD M FB 9600100118
.47L 18.22L B AI M 9500100118
3,70L 79.52L ED ABDG 9 840121100F
5.25L 37.29L CC AAI 0 450031100F
5.66L 43.74L F AB 740020100F
3.39L 40.01L FD AA 9 250130010F
.53: 24.17L BDC AAD 9 7500212008
3.72 16,73 DCCC AABE 7 6501120310
6.98L 99.11L FF AA 9 94005000OF
.62 18.13L E F E H 7501212008
3,86L 96,45L CD AACI 3 940144252F
7.19L 61.80L BDG 940120000F
2.74L 18+60 D J J B 950110041F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
8
1 13 209444 K0 8 80
1 1 7 316608 86
1 23 LDN 1753 523
4
1 1 V421 SCO 6 3
1 23 LDN 1753 595
1 1 V671 SCO 24 3
3
2
2 1 23 LDN 1753 229
4 2 14 394-PN 10 PI 8
C 1 32 X1751-351 t18 12
C 1 32 X1751-351 133 12
8 1 23 LDN 1795 306





8 1 23 LDN1795 555
2
9 1 32 X1751-311 128
161
Right Ascension: 17h51m36"-17h52m35 '
Posilion (IqSO) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a (6) Coords SMJ SMN .0 iON 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.m8ahm.. , (s) I b (') (") ( ) (Jansky)
17516-3134 36.9 57 359-3 25 6 92 3 2.90 2.31
17516 3617 37,6 17 355-5 34 12 92 3 .51: .43
17516-3751 37.6 32 353-6 76 5 93 4 .86 .40:
17516-3601 37.6 5 355-5 41 7 92 3 AlL 2,46
17516-3924 37.9 23 352- 7 71 20 92 2 .25L ,32L
17516 3213 36.6 51 358-3 37 7 92 3 .87 ,53:
17516-3150 40.5 41 359- 3 29 6 92 3 4.04 3.21
17516-3042 40,8 36 360- 3 46 6 91 3 1.61 .61:
17516-3508 40.7 32 356- 5 62 7 92 3 ,74 1.33L
17516-3359 41.0 17 357- 4 62 8 91 2 ,66 .47L
17516-3101 41.8 53 359- 3 31 10 91 3 1,09 ,65:
17516-3823 41.9 48 353- 7 65 16 90 2 ,71L ,25L
17517-3349 42.1 !34 357- 4 32 6 92 3 2.92 2.44
17517-3009 42.6 47 360- 2 43 6 91 3 1.43 ,99
17517-3338 42.7 29 357- 4 94 19 91 2 16.22L 14,67L
17517-3154 43.7 18 358- 3 36 6 92 3 1.91 1,52
17517-3131 43.9 31 359- 3 24 6 91 3 3.09 3.84
17517-3352 43,9 57 357-- 4 44 6 92 3 3.17: 1.23
17517-3721 46,2 45 354-- 6 73 7 93 4, .41 .33L
17517-3339 46.9 51 357 4 24 ; 6 92 3 16.22 14.67
17517-3156 47.5 16 358- 3 17 6 91 3 3.52 3.97
17517-3124 47.8 19 359-3 33 6 91 3 1.O9 .72
17518-3223 48.5 55 358- 4 43 6 92 3 1.48 .98
17518 3903 46.9 46 352-7 28 4 93 4 .93 .55
,7518-3111 49,2 58 359- 3 64 10 91 2 2.82L 1.71L
17518-3117 49,2 37 359- 3 29 8 91 3 1,49 .99
17518-3106 49.4 25 359- 3 56 9 91 2 1.00 1.75L
17518-3057 49.5 52 359- 3 43 7 91 2 1.55 5.03L
17518-3107 49.6 60 359- 3 28 6 91 3 2.52 2.77
,7518-3138 49.7 35 359-3 16 5 104 3 2.63: 2.33
17518-3015 50.2 11 360- 2 39 5 91 3 1.48 1.33
17518-3633 51.3 18 354-6 23 5 92 4 12.00 9.36
17518-3805 53.9 18 353-6 56 5 93 4 .73 .38L
17518-3414 54.0 3 356-4 36 11 92 3 .44L .37L
17519-3203 55.0 27 358- 3 27 7 91 2 1.21 .72L
17519-3256 55.0 15 358--4 40 7 92 3 1.62 1.37L
17519-3027 55,1 1 360--3 22 5 91 3 4.45 7.46
17519-3012 55.2 8 360-2 26 10 912 .75 2.09L
17519--3930 55,4 40 352- 7 38 5 93 4 ,53 .38L
17519-3207 58.4 9 358-3 64 8 91 2 .88 1.61L
17519-3934 58,9 57 352-7 26 6 93 4 .38 ,32L
17519-3035 59.1 36 360- 3 84 7 91 ; 3 1.25 2.06L
17519-3747 59.5 42 353- 6 59 8 92i 3 .43 .40L
17520-3608 0.4 50 355-5 56 5 92 4 .85 ,33L
17520-3235 0.5 21 358- 4 18 6 92 3 3.09 2,44:
17520-3047 3.2 6 359- 3 28 6 91 3 2.27 1,77
17520-3433 4,2 47 356- 5 25 5 92 4 2.32 4.53
17520-3221 4,3 39 358- 4 44 7 92 3 1.60 .83:
17520-3913 5.0 37 352- 7 62 7 93 3 A8 ,26L
17520-3303 5.5 10 358-4 39 7 92 3 1.26 1,22:
17520-3420 5_6 25 356- 5 40 6 92 3 1.52 .96:
17521-3244 7.3 36 358- 4 46 7 92 3 1.63: 1.80
17521-3411 73 21 357- 4 57 8 91 2 ,89 .40:
17521-3454 8,8 20 356- 5 42 5 92 4 .92 .64
17521-3006 9.3 26 0- 2 36 7 91 2 1.61 1.15L
17521-3409 10.0 26 357 4 33 5 92 4 2.34 .62
17521-3640 10,0 59 354- 6 33 14 92 2 .46L .60L
17521-3058 10.7 43 359- 3 33 6 91 3 3.43 5.03
17521-3416 11.3 40 356- 5 66 7 92 3 .61 .36L
17521 3425 11,6 9 i 356- 5 33 5 92 4 1.43 .53:
17522-3202 12,0 33 358- 3 61 19 91 2 3.39L 1.94L
17522-3808 12,4 28 353- 6 21 4 93 4 1.27 .31:
17522-3246 13.5 57 358- 4 22 6 92 3 1.89 1,63
17522-3147 13,5 2 359- 3 23 6 91 3 4.30 4,04
17522-3736 13,6 36 354- 6 32 4 93 4 1.80 ,88
17522-3835 13,9 17 353-7 58 7 92 3 .37 ,34L
17522-3159 14,1 43 358-3 56 8 92 3 1.35 ,70:
17522-3219 14,1 7 i 358- 4 21 6 92 3 3,70 2,41
17522-3107 14,3 14 359- 3 60 7 91 3 1,27 1,35L
17522 3345 14,8 5 357- 4 48 8 92 3 ,62 1,46L
17522-3604 15,5 11 353- 6 38 6 93 4 ,62 ,36L
17522-3131 16,8 35 359- 3 36 7 91 3 1,57 1,07L
17522-3416 16,8 6 356-5 21 10 92 4 ,51: .35L
17522--3746 17.5 51 353- 6 43 7 92 2 ,75 ,57L
17523-3137 19,2 13 359- 3 27 6 91 3 1,85 1,62
17523-3250 19,9 40 358- 4 38 6 92 3 1,39 1.05
17523-3156 20,4 58 359- 3 42 6 91 3 2,72 ,87
17523-3854 20,6 15 352- 7 36 11 92 2 .30 .50L
17523-3404 21,1 49 357- 4 16 5 92 4 ,79 12,29
17523-3046 21,2 7 360- 3 77 6 91 3 1.86 1.77L
17523-3829 21,4 26 353 7 20 4 93 4 1.95 1,37
17523-3033 22.9 5 360- 3 24 6 91 3 2.38 18,45
17523-3608 23.0 9 355-6 57 6 92 3 ,58 .35L
17524-3728 25,0 16 354-6 80 10 92 2 .29 .90L
17524-3745 25.7 19 353-6 22 5 93 4 3.70 2,25
17524-3433 26.3 0 356-5 73 16 90 2 .59L ,38L
17524-3307 27.1 8 358-4 22 5 92 4 1,83 1.36L
17524-3820 27.4 27 353- 7 18 4 93 4 3,36 2,09
17524-3225 28.7 14 358- 4 54 8 91 2 ,76 ,72L
17524-3612 29.9 41 355- 6 68 10 92 3 ,30 ,34L
17525-3516 30.4 37 356-5 27 5 92 4 ,95 1,15
17525-3552 31.5 4 355-5 33 5 92 4 1,62 1.21
17525-3712 31.6 36 354- 6 66 18 90 2 ,46L ,32L
17525-3524 32,6 42 356- 5 33 5 92 4 1,09 ,62
17525-3438 33.6 37 356- 5 34 6 92 4 ,72 ,45
17525-3408 34,1 27 357-5 60 8 92 3 .39 ,45L
17525-3511 34.2 26 356- 5 27 5 92 4 2.02 1,10
17525-3120 34,5 40 359- 3 28 14 91 2 1.87L 1,68L
17525-3700 34.5 31 354- 6 40 7 92 3 .62 ,32L
17525-3846 35.2 0 353-7 58 8 93 2 ,51 ,25L
1(30 /.tin Flux C4
Flags
Uncs C_
3.72L 90.01L DE AA
.64L 29.78L CD DD
.55L 23.90L BE BA
2.83 25.13L CC DA
.67L 4.13 D
7.68L 64.69L DF BC
6.65L 56.01L FE AA
4.69L 101.28L DF AB
2.84L 36.25L C AG
1.23L 9.06L C CD
7.67L 170.36L CF BC
.81 13.27L C
3.27L 36.04L CD AA
10.57L 105,11L CD AB
3.55L 12.45 E
6.61L 55.21L CD AA
7.27L 60.69L BC AA
4.15L 35.96L CE AB
.58L 30.13L D CJ
2,89 36.25L FFD AA
1.14: 54,74L FFO AA
7,86L 29,11L CE AB
6,49L 47,99L CD AA
,46L 12,60L BC AB
2,09 49,89L D J
8,44L 63,61L DC AA
4,49L 55,39L D C
3,80L 51,08L D AB
2,33: 18.91: FECD AA
1.37: 59.05L DEE AB
10.08L 20.94: CC F AA
1A9 22.04L BDD AA
.56L 24.24L B B E
1,40: 15.85 DC CJ
3.t5L 26,71L D AF
4.59L 40.72L C AD
2.52 75.84L DCD AA
5.15L 45.61L D CD
.54L 23.45L B CF
3.16L 28.34L D AD
.49L 10.25L C CE
11.67L 73.75L C BC
,49L 23,86L D DE
.69L 23.32L B AD
5.60L 45.61L DD AA
9.76L 71.05L DD AA
1.23L 6.91L BE AA
5A3L 48.65L CD BD
.51L 16.75L C CI
4.51L ' 45,78L= F F AB
.64L 6,67LICF AA
5.67L 43.44L FD BA
.69L 7.22L CD BC
.65L 7.84L CF AB
5.96L 42.50L D AA
.66L 7.25L BC AB
.68L 4.98 D F
1.91: 68.26L FEE IAA
.94L 8.61L D BG
.67L 7.60L CE !AB
3.62L 11.54 D E
.47L 20.40L BD AB
3.97L 47.90L CC AA
6.28L 56.76L FF AA,
.49L 17.36L CE AA
,56L 15,19L C BN
6.22L 53.78L EF BB
5.86L 49,28L CC AA
6.91L 65.53L C BC
3.93L 44.84L D CD
.54L 22.99L D CE
6.63L 60.36L E B B
1.34 13.88 F CB GE(
.63L 19,55L F CB
6.55L 59.01L _C D B A
3.85L 56.61L F F AA
5.57L 68.15L CE ABI
.68L 19.13L C DF
30,32 18.02 BBCB AA,
7.19L 70A4L F AB
.53L 14.63L BC AAI
11,91 73.48L !CCD AA,
,52L 25.33L !C B D
.50L 22.35L !C DI
.54L 23.60L F AAI
.67 5.82L C
4.75L 24.30L i B A C I
.59L 15.16LjBD AAI
2.54L 26.14L D BD_
.5,4L 25.44L C FDI
3.41L 25.97L DC BAI
2.84L 27.51L ED AA
.68 8.99L C
3.28L 25.70L D D A B
.60: 5.09LiDEC BBI
.60L 7.46L C D
3.50L 26.16L FF AB
2.20: 15.52 F D
.50L 25.16L C BM
.55L 22.36L C C
V L C
A Confusion R A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep


























a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 pm6(z
hm * , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
17525-3308 35.938357-4 58 6 924 1.83L
17526-3528 36.019355-5 38 5 924 1.62
17526-3232 37.021358-- 4 29 12 91 3 2.17L
17526-3547 37.035355- 5 29 5 924 1.12
17526-3122 !37.453359- 3 27 6 913 2.22
17526-3022 38.042380- 3 43 6 913 2.16
_7526-3717 38.0J 8 354-6 44 4 92 4 .99
17526-3132 38.1! 1 359 3 33 6 91 3 1.33
17526-3610 38.955 355- 6 32 5 92 4 1.30
17526-3110 39.358 359- 3 54 6 91 3 .88
17526-3013 39.7 9 0- 3 78 9 91 2 1.38
17526-3703 40.0 4 354- 6 15 4 113 4 1.05
17526-3154 41.418 359- 3 30 5 91 3 1.40
17526-3044 41.724 360- 3 22 8 91 3 2.13
17527-3151 42.218 359- 3 39 6 91 3 .85
17527-3652 42.855 354- 6 56 18 91 2 .37L
17527-3623 43.041 355- 6 66 19 91 2 .35L
17527-3707 43.246 354- 6 57 8 92 3 .46:
17527-3922 43.4 4 352- 7 76 11 90 2 .38
17527-3241 _4.026 358- 4 44 5 92 4 1.01
17527-3846 _,4.3 3 353- 7 31 13 90 2 .46
17527-3315 45.245 357- 4 30 5 92 4 8.56
17527-3128 47.824 359- 3 31 6 91 3 1.04
17527-3330 47.831 357- 4 27 5 92 4 3.43
17528-3430 49.044 356- 5 32 10 91 3 .49
17528-3140 49.4 0 359- 3 18 5 91 4 2.09
17528-3052 49.934 359- 3 28 4 92 4 5.71
17528-3510 50.2 8 356-5 72 8 92 4 1.22
17528-3322 50.2 6 357- 4 70 7 91 3 .60
17528-3207 50.349 358- 4 35 5 92 4 2.76
17628-3113 50.429 359- 3 34 5 92 4 1.02
17528--3501 50.450 356- 5 32 5 92 4 1.86
17528-3401 50.734 357- 5 39 12 91 3 .41L
17528-3017 53.743 360- 3 35 4 92 4 1.47
17529--3336 54.042 357- 4 20 5 92 4 .98
17529-3008 54.6 3 0- 3 19 4 91 4 5.20
17529-3809 54.6 2 353- 7 40 6 93 4 .99
17529-3216 55.5 5 358 4 27 5 92 4 2.05
17529-3555 55.750 355- 6 47 5 92 4 .61
17529-3814 55.930 353- 7 57 10 90 2 .40
,7529-3036 56.1341360-3 33 5 924 1.12
17529-3303 56.125;4358- 61 13 90 2 .60
17529-3238 56.3 40 358- 4 32 5 92 4 1.11
17529-3406 56.4 34 357- 5 50 8 90 2 .48
17529-3358 56.6 38 357- 5 52 9 901 2 .40
17529-3558 56.7 39 355- 6 27 12 921 4 .29L
17529-3145 57.110 359- 3 16 5 92_ 4 3.06
,7529-3236 57.258358- 4 47 6 91 [ 3 1.86L
17529-3021 57.314 360- 3 26 5 92' 4 6.70
17529-3256 58.7 27 358- 4 33 7 92 4 .93
17529-3228 58.9 2 358- 4 65 8 91 2 .92
17529-3219 59.1 59 358- 4 20 5 92 3 3.56
17530-3348 0.120 357- 4 22 5 924 17.59
17530-3932 0.8 56 352- 7 53 7 93 4 .51
17530-3829 1.258 153- 7 34 5 93 4 .98
17530-3654 2.2 58 154- 8 37 11 92 3 .39
17530-3251 3.5 18 358- 4 24 5 92 4 3.52
17530-3106 3.6 39 359-3 23 5 92 4 2.10
17530-3318 4.0 1 357- 4 71 8 91 2 1.25
17530-3819 4.637 353- 7 17 6 92 4 .74
17530-3342 5.0 6 357- 4 34 6 91 3 .56
17530-3721 5.3 31 354- 6 22 5 92 4 .71
17530-3201 5.8 9 359- 4 35 6 ! 91 3 .96
17531-3745 6.7 35 354-6 66 14 93 2 .58L
17531-3259 6.851 158- 4 30 5 92 4 2.61
17531-3958 8.4 10 352- 8 32 5 93 4 2.15
17531-3103 9.254 359- 3 25 7 92 3 2.41L
17531-3110 9.6 27 359- 3 26 5 92 4 2.04
17531-3841 9.840 353- 7 17 4 93 4 2.17
17531-3612 11.316 355- 6 20 4 92 4 1.49
17532-3011 12.1 29 0- 3 54 5 91 4 2.15
17532-3209 12.1 45 358 4 69 6 91 3 .91
17532-3329 13.8 56 357- 4 31 5 92 4 2.3t
17532-3852 14.239 353- 7 19 9 92 4 .76
17532-3831 14.414353- 7 19 9 924 .29L
17532-3430 14.950356- 5 63 17 912 .38L
17532-3045 15.127360-3 68 9 924 3.19L
17532-3225 15.846358- 4 60 11 912 1,30L
17532-3509 15.818356-5 21 4 924 2.44
17532-3025 17.8149360 3 80 7 912 1.30
17533-3752 18.2135353-7 25 5 924 1.18
17533-3041 18.413360-3 45 5 924 1.13
17533-3334 19.359357-4 41 7 922 .83
17533-3955 19.536352-8 48 6 934 .74
17533-3502 20.919356-5 50 5 924 .61
17533-3357 22.437 357- 5 15 4 92 4 1.73
17533-3910 23.1 49 352- 7 34 5 93 4 1.13
17533-3621 235 11 355- 6 15 4 92 4 3.91
17533-3349 23.4 49 357- 5 23 4 92 4 1.32
17533-3332 23.E 17 357- 4 41 8 92 4 .58
17533-3212 23.748 358- 4 28 5 92 4 2.82
17534-3030 ?4.0 25 360- 3 25 4 91 4 196.45
17534-3447 25.2 57 356- 5 29 5 92 4 AlL
17534-3403 25.814 357-5 22 4 92 4 2.41
17534-3227 264 47 358- 4 19 5 92 4 .97
17534-3113 27.0 11 ' 359 3 61 10 91 3 1.04
17534-3639 27.9 25 355- 6 37 5 92 4 1.22
17534-3202 28.2 7 359- 4 57 15 90 2 1.31L
17534-3247 28.434 358- 4 23 4 92 4 1.17
17534 3231 28.7 3 358- 4 52 6 91 3 .93
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A






7.48L 107.67L F F






























25.19L! DCC ABC 9 9501201008
30.04L CD AA 1 840123200F
94.29L: DD AAI 9 540112111F
30.12L CE BBM 0 840223220F
6.08 D D HC 6601100108
13.02L C ML F H 8500000008
23.27L F C B C 8501200008
16.09L C BG 9400000008
54.14L BF BB H 0741221000F
13.96L C CF 5500100008
39.91L DCC AAA 9550010000F
32.09L CD AAG 5950223200F
46.48L; DD AA 9840000000F
5.58L C C D 3601000000
6.84L 69.44L DF AA 9941220100F
3.68 96.93L BBC AAAC 2245012220F
3.93L 30.19L D AJ 650011100F
3.18L 22.45L D BF 850010000F
6.18L 62.45L CC AAGJ 8 940000000F
7.41L 90.07L BC BB D 1 940022001F
2.64L 23.76L FE AA I 9 550010000F
1.12 4.82L C F F 7601201000
4.22L 110.21L C ACC 1 75013440OF
1.18: 9.55: DDEC BBDD 0 760220040F
1.69 113.71L CBD AAB 9 550120000F
.53L 22.57L B BC 6300200008
6.00L 60.37L BC AABF 0 940315210F
2.42L 16.45L CF CE F 0 46COl1130F
1.01L 13.15L C A I D 7501300108
8.26L 102.14L CC AA 0 650000000F
2.44L 25.78L E C D 550141034F
5.91L 52.26L BF AB 1 650221002F
.71L 4.99L F CF 7601100000
.72L 9.09L D BL 7600211000
1.00 7.32 CD GFDD 6700110308
2.97L 9.64: BC E AAFB 5 960330040F
1.83 22.49L D D F B A 660230000F
8.59L 113.63L BC BA 9 750134400F
1.03: 76,06L C F B LDB 540131000F
3.32L 23.80L D A 950110020F
6.21L 65.38L FF AAB 9 943224200F
2.95 46.76L CBC _.AB 9 741100000F
.40L 14.80L C CBKD! 9402110008
.61L 11.59: B E BHI E 6581120358
.63L 30.69L C B 7500100106
5.73L 57.90L CD AA 9540110000F
1.57: 90.20L BEE AACHI 9940024130F
5.33L 52.74L F A B 941120000F
.53L 20.44L FF BC 9 7402210008
2.79L 23.06L CE CCM 3750110000F
.52L 22.98L CE AA 9 9400110108
3.70L 32.73L CF AB D 0940100011F
.81 6.44L C DD 6500100108
5.60L 56.40L BC AA 1 640141000F
.45L 18.77L CC AAJ 98400100008
2.46: 90.96L CD LABI 940123230F
7.29L 89.21L ED AA 994003400OF
.40L 14.05L B B A A 17500000008
.53L 23.52L CC AA 88400000008
8.88L 155.79L B AD 640021000F
3.62L 40.39L DE BC 0940011010F
3.36L 44.00L ED AAD 9940031032F;
.40L 14.05L BD BC 15500000008'
1,03 11.35: FD F DC 6580120358
.68 6.61L D J E 4601000000






















7.25L 111.52L' D AG 9401220OOF
.54L 26.34L BF ACJ 5 6400100008
1.57L 9.48 D CHDB 9,60100010F
3.68L 42.80L CC AAGF 3 540100142F











2 14394-PN 11 PI
3 1 32 X1752-303
4 3 13' 209489OE5
3
1 1 AI SCO
1 1 V680 SCO
C 2 13 209491 K5
1 1 GI SCO
4 2 14 456-PN 21 PI
1
1 1 V681 SCO
1 13 209495 K5
C
1 V683 SCO
C 1 32 X1753 365
1 1 32 X1753-307
5








AA I 9 9401001008
7.19: CECE AABE 98501000208 4
40.62L BD AA 4740021100F
43.24L D BF 0950231032F C 1 32 X1753-335
69.40L FE AAFD 9940041030F 1
34.50 DBCO AAAB 976F013200F 21 3 1 3 RAFGL 5416
5.40L C C B A B 0600000000
6.19L BE AAK 9 6600203000 2
70.90L CF AS 0840125020F 5
1 13 209501 K5
C
5
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1
C 1 32 X1753-335




























hm. o , (s) ( )
17534--3103 29.2 44





17535 3600 34.8 43
17535-3327 34.9 16












17537 3404 45.g 19
17537-3100 46.9 53















17538 3546 53.6 21
17538-3555 53.7 53
17539-3903 54.0 14


















17540 3434 4.5 43
17540-3621 4.7 57
17540 3319 5.2 9
17541-3335 6.7 25
17541- 3448 6.7 2
1754t-3330 6.7 5
1754t 3805 8.1 5
17541 3206 6.2 22
17541-3348 9.8 37
17541 3352 10.3 40
17541-3208 10.7 6
17541-3142 10.8 20





17542 3247 13.3 47
17542 3839 14.1 43
17542 3049 14.2 13
17542 3342 15.5 9
17543-3419 18.6 33
17543 3123 18.7 13
17543- 3058 18.9 36
17543-3009 19.4 1
17543 3237 20.1 49
17543 3102 20.2 42
17543 3020 20.9 49
17543-3339 21.7 13
17543-3149 22.2 19
17543 3157 22.9 3
17543 3005 23.2 54
17543 3027 23.4 52
17543 3044 23.6 38
17544 3047 25.6 36
17544-3312 25.8 32
17544 3546 25.8 48
17544 3800 260 42
17544 3024 26.3 22
17544 3807 26.4 31
17544 3105 26.4 3
17544 3013 26.6 3
H
Galactic Unccrtmnty C
Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm
I b C) C) (') N
359- 3 22 5 92 4 .94
352- 7 34 9 93 4 .85
355- 6 57 5 92 4 .73
0-- 3 54 5 91 4 1.94
353- 7 40 9 92 4 .57
359- 3 45 6 91 3 1.03
355- 6 35 11 91 3 .27L
357 4 30 4 92 4 2.43
357- 5 71 12 91 3 .31L
359- 4 32 4 92 4 1.43
356- 5 37 6 92: 4 .61
357- 4 30 5 92 4 .66
354- 6 24 5 92 4 .90
358- 4 30 4 92 4 3.37
353- 7 49 6 92 4 .76
358- 4 55 6 92 3 .64
353-- 7 16 9 92 4 1.12
356- 5 38 17 90 2 1.31L
354- 6 38 18 92 3 .26L'
360- 3 18 5 92 4 1.76
357- 5 30 4 92, 4 3.12
359- 3 38 5 92 i 4 1.08
354 6 J 44 5 92 4 .68
357- 5 25 4 92 4 3.56
354- 6 21 5 92 4 1.26
352- 7 59 7 93 4 .59
355- 6 28 4 92 4 7.27
358 4 26 4 92 4 6.60
357-- 5 13 4 107 4 7.33
356- 5 85 8 91 3 .41
354- 6 21 4 92 4 53.44
356- 5 76 16 92 4 1.38L
359- 4 33 4 92 4 2.66
359- 3 20 4 92 4 2.56
353- 7 77 12 92 4 .67L
0 3 22 5 91 4 2.40
359- 3 19 4 92 4 37.09
355- 6 54 6 92 3 .57
355 6 31 9 92 4 1.03L
352- 7 98 7 92 3 .48
I
356- 5 63 I 9 92 21 .42L
358- 4 64 5 92 4 1.02
358- 4 40 9 92 4 .66
0- 3 50 8 91 4 2.33L
352 8 43 7 93 4 .47
358- 4 59 6 92 3 .66
358- 4 21 15 91 3 1.28L
359- 3 35 5 91 3 1.30
357- 5 23 5 92 4 .36L
360- 3 21 3 91 4 3.63
356-- 5 43 5 92 4 .68
357-- 5 82 5 92 4 .67
359 3 22 5 91 3 2.00
356- 5 20 4 92 4 5.55
353- 7 42 5 92 4 .88
352- 7 65 13 118 4 .77L
359- 3 22 5 92 3 3.05
357- 5 59 7 91 3 1.05
356- 5 58 5 92 4 .89
355 6 57 7 91 3 .36
358- 4 38 11 92 2 .67
357- 5 22 6 92 3 1.28L
356- 5 41 5 92 4 1.14
357- 4 37 6 92 3 .88
353- 7 59 6 92 4 .50
359- 4 81 8 91 2 .64
357- 5 29 5 92 3 2.06
357- 5 60 6 92 3 ,68
359- 4 38 6 92 3 1.07
359 4 74 8 91 2 .66
358- 4 50 6 92 3 1.04
356-- 5 59 7 92 2 ,88
360 3 25 5 92 3 4.66
360-- 3 19 6 92 3 1.91
357- 5 24 6 92 3 .68:
358- 4 50 5 92 3 1.22
353- 7 45 8 93 3 .39
360 3 35 5 103 3 1.66
357- 5 56 7 92 2 .55
357- 5 33 8 92 2 .57
359 3 22 5 104 3 2.02
360 3 56 7 91 2 1.23
0- 3 71 6 91 3 1.18
358 4 50 6 92 3 1.00
360 3 27 6 91 3 2.76
0 3 43 5 91 3 1.95
357- 5 21 5 92 3 1.38
359- 4 31 8 91 2 .98
359 4 45 6 92 3 2.03
0 3 21 5 91 3 3.87
0 • 3 34 5 91 3 3.29
360 3 20 5 91 3 4.07
360 3 44 6 92 3 1.79
358 4 25 5 92 3 1.62
355 6 50 6 92 3 1.13
353- 7 41 5 93 3 1.71
0 3 32 3 102 3 1.41
353 7 35 8 92 3 .33
359- 3 40 9 91 2 1.18
0- 3 32 6 91 3 3.37
"Confusion Flags: t) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
164
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 Fm Flux C A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C R Flags*
3.02L 1.93: 79.19L C E BE
.42: .49L 21.94L DF A£
.38L .62L 27.46L C BE
1.21 12.74L 156.93L DD AA
.33L .45L 25.21L B BE
.79: 3.63L 33.28L CF AE
.27L 1.16 6.63L C F
1.48 4.79L 47.26L BC AA
.35L .94L 6.47 C
1.22 1.43L 64.73L ED AA
.44 2.33L 40.49L EE BE
1.98L 4.95L 55.22L C BE
.35L .52L 18.65L B AE
2.51 1.06 54.26L BCC ,AA
.57 .50L 20.201 DC :BB
.47: 3.11L 56.78L CF BC
.70 .53L 20.03L BC AA
1.58L 2.66L 7.51 E MI
.35L .65L 6.31 C H
1.15 4.51L 93.00L CC AB
1.72 .75L 5.30L BD AA
.57: 9.00L 88.87L CF AA
.33L .52L 16.98L B BF
3.42 4.17L 43.17L FD A,
.36: .52L 28.25L,CE AC
.34L .48L 19.50L IC CJ
9.82 2.93 16.46L BEC A*
3.48 1.25 69.22L BCC AA
3.95 4.29L 51.99L BD A'
.34L .58L 6.55L C E E
28.34 3.32 16.70L CCC AA
1.57L ,95L 8,80 O EC
1.84 6.20L 75.64L EE AA
3.14 3.46L 12.89: BC E AA
.30L 1.08 3.92: CD KF
1.31 2.57L 105.07L DE AA
19.45 2.71 77.61L BBC AA
1.37L 2.43L 24.62L E B
2.73L 2.41L 6.63 D E
.31L .59L 21.05L C BK
.53 .62L 5.58L D DE
1.79L 4.72L 56.51L B AC
1.84L 4.75L 57.06L C B
194L 3.22 14.96: DE DL
.27L .50L 20.06L C Bt_
1.53L 5.94L 72.60L C B E
1.80L .70: 7.31 F E N
.88 2.00L 36.34L CF AB
1.37 2.63 5.43L C C B
2.20 7.40L 80.31L DE) AA
.39L .63L 5.63L B BD
.45L .70L 6.83L B AF
1.14 2.97L 36.10L CE AA
4.36 .65: 5.20L BED AA
.36 .47L 18.90L DF BB
.32L .66 7.33: DC F
1.54 6.97L 77.41L DC AA
1.01L .67L 5.03L D AB
.75 .64L 6.95L DD BB
.35L ,57L 23.28L C CF
1.61L 3.69L 43.76L D BJ
3.27 3.05 38.48L DC CA
.54L .55L 5.22L D A B
1.79L 3.51L 41.57L C BB
.31L .50L 23.11L B DJ
.70L 2.39L 28.68L D BC
.96L 3.19L 41.54L C AB
1.74L 3.11L 36.34L C 8G
.71 5.08L 62.39L EF AB
1.62L 2.96L 32.64L D C
1.73L 4.54L 64.21L E AB
.63: 2.51L 24.10L OF BD
4.34 7.43L 77.43L F E AA
1.04L 7.59L 81.68L E AC
.89 .64L 5.22L DC CB
.91: 4.24L 50.59L F D A B
,37L .55L 21.93L C BB
1.07 7.47L 78.70L CD BB
1.76L 3.30L 37.63L D B
.40L 1.00L 6.79L C BG
1.39 5.41L 67.55L ED BA
.75L 9.83L 38.08L D AC
1.87L 8.07L 105.35L C BI
.94L 4.42L 55.05L C A D
21.87 24.44 71.27L DCE AA
1.50 8.21L 102.52L FF AA
1.00 3.53L 30.53L EE AA
.75: 5.23L 6294L EF CD
.80 5.11L 6128L CE AB
1.04 4.31L 100.64L CD AA
3.78 5.82L 90.37L FE AA
2.64 5.69L 8125L FE AA
1.11 5.67L 79.55L CE BB
1.09 2.16L 34.52L EE AA
.39: 2.40L 21.41L CF AC
1.20 .51L 18.33L DC AA
1.02 5.83L 92.22L DD AA
.28L .56L 24.30L C BJ
.93L 24.44L 70.12L F BB
2.34L 5.92L 98.35L C A B
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
































a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /_m
h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
17544-3356 27.2 24 357- 5 24 5 92 3 2.58
17544-3817 27.8 13 353- 7 68 12 116 3 .25L
17544-3116 28.9 151 359- 3 46 5 92 3 4.78
17544-3258 29.1 358-4 21 5 92 3 1.36
17545-3213 30.2 3 359-4 25 5 92 3 1.56:
17545-3705 30.2 52 354- 6 23 6 92 3 4.99
17545-3306 30.3 57 358- 4 49 5 92 3 .99
17545-3524 30.3 16 356- 6 41 6 92 3 1.98
17545-3117 30.7 46 359-- 3 37 15 92 3 1.59L
17545-3908 31.1 22 352- 7 67 25 92 2 .27L
17545-3317 31.6 32 358- 4 24 5 92 3 3.65
17545-3302 31.8 34 358- 4 34 5 92, 3 1.72
17545-3132 32.6 20 359- 4 23 5 92' 3 1.45
17545-3559 33.6 15 , 355- 6 31 12 92 3 .38L
17545-3233 33.8 28 358- 4 22 5 92 3 1.11
17545-3056 34.e 10 360- 3 27 5 91 3 2.92
17546-3205 37.4 39 359- 4 22 6 92 3 .89
17546-3013 ,37.8 25 0- 3 24 5 91 3 3.37
17546-3814 38.(] 27 353- 7 53 6 93 3 .58
17546-3646 38.8 34 355- 6 54 6 92 3 .79
17546-3351 39.1 44 357- 5' 27 11 92 2 A5
17546-3713 39.3 9 354-6 87 8 92 2 .54
17546-3427 39.4 49 357- 5 79 12 92 2 .38
17546-3328 39.4'32 357- 5 28 5 92 3 1.54
17546-3413 39.4 50 357- 5 65 7 91 2 .45
17546-3610 40.5 36 355- 6 53 17 92 2 .38L
17546-3221 41.0 22 358 4 29 5 92 3 5.94
17546-3316 41.6 5 358- 4 27 6 92 3 1.66
17546-3811 41.7 54 363- 7 18 6 93 3 15.33
17546-3138 41.8 7 359-- 4 18 5 92 3 1.64
17547-3006 42.3 1 0- 3 68 19 91 2 3.87L
17547-3249 43.0 8 358-- 4 27 5 92 3 20.96
17547-3154 43.1 5 359-4 39 6 92 3 1.14
17547--3321 43.4 5 358- 5 62 8 91 2 .86:
17547-3343 43.8 57 357- 5 28 5 92 3 3.62
17547-3919 45.4 19 352- 8 87 23 92 2 .25L
17547-3755 45.4 59 354- 7 65 10 92 2 .46
17547-3754 45.6 14 354- 7 54 8 93 3 .64
17547-3847 46.3 37 353- 7 67 8 93 3 .69
17547-3830 47.1 44 353- 7 57 18 93 3 .26L
17547-3145 47.5 47 359- 4 89 18 91 2 1.55L
17548-3543 52.0 10 355 6 46 6 92 3 .70
17548 3722 52.1 14 354- 7 77 10 92 2 .48
17548-3719 52.8 3 354- 7 39 11 92 3 .41
17549-3808 54.3 6 353- 7 37 15 93 3 .39L
17549-3438 55.1 3 356-5 69 11 92 2 ,36
17549-3435 55.4 39 356- 5 50 7 92 3 .75
17549-3142 55.4 44 359- 4 36 6 92 i 3 1.73L
17549-3444 56.3 4 356 5 27 5 92 3 2.47
17549-3347 56.7 24 357-5 27 5 92 3 .49:
17549-3054 56.8 48 360 3 32 6 91 3 1.11
17549-3107 57. ,c 39 359- 3 23 5 103 3 .76
17549-3102 57.9 23 360- 3 68 16 91 2 .54L
17549-3340 59.4 36 357- 5 23 5 92 3 2.97
17550-3606 0.1 10 355- 6 109 12 92 2 .28
17550--3308 0.9 30 358- 4 29 5 107 3 1.69
17550--3057 I.E 45 360- 3 27 6 91 3 1.28
17550-3150 1.7 45 359- 4 16 5 94 4 2.56
17550-3119 1.g 60 359 4 = 22 12 91 2 1.14L
17550-3008 2.5 29 0- 3 31 6 102 3 1.44
17550-3254 4.0 21 358- 4 47 6 92 3 .70
17550-3023 4.9 51 0-- 3 36 7 91 3 .60
17550-3011 5.3 39 0- 3 43 5 91 3 1.30
17550-3609 5.4:46 355--6 85 8 92 2 .40
17550-3019 5.9,37 0-- 3 27 5 91 3 2.76
17551-3000 7.1 27 0-- 3 39 6 91 3 4A4L
17551-3412 8.1 58 357--5 90 7 92 3 .52
17551-3232 9.6 35 358- 4 27 6 92 3 1.80
17551-3145 9.7 4 359-- 4 48 8 93 4 .69
17551-3248 9.7 42 358 4 47 5 92 3 1.66
17551-3811 10.4 17 353- 7 84 9 93 3 .66
17551-3507 11.1 45 356 6 52 6 92 3 .55
17551--3913 11.7 5 352- 8 68 9 93 3 39
17551-3304 11.9 59 358- 4 26 I 7 92 3 .70:
17552--3649 12.1 44 355-6 33 13 92 2 .29:
17552--3554 12.2 36 355- 6 29 5 92 3 15.29
17552-3124 12.6 24 359- 4 22 7 91 3 .90
17552-3901 14.0 37 353 7 62 9 92 2 A3
17552-3328 14.1 25 357 5 52 6 92 3 1.22L
17552-3638 16.1 21 355- 6 76 12 92 3 .36L
17552-3015 17.1 38 0- 3 57 6 91 3 1.23
17552-3256 17.1 47 358- 4 36 5 92 3 2.12
17552-3909 17.5 6 353- 8 32 7 93 3 1.96
17553-3723 18.0 43 354- 7 38 7 92 3 ! 1.79
17553-3218 18.2 58 359 4 28 6 92 3i 1.63
17553-3045 20.9 16 360- 3 35 6 91 31 .90
17553-3009 22.3 49 0-- 3 17 6 91 3 2.08L
17553-3301 22.9 31 358- 4 54 6 92 3 .87
17553-3156 23.0 33 359- 4 33 16 91 2 1.48L
17553-3001 23.4 11 1- 3 12 6 91 3 4.44
17554-3538 25.4 6 356-6 39 6 92 3 .96
17554-3354 25.7 33 357- 5 51 6 91 2 .79:
17554-3238 27.1 41 358- 4 40 5 92 3 3.99
17554-3822 27.4 14 353- 7 33 9 93 3 .31
17554-3005 29.7 16 0- 3 81 7 91 2 1.02
17555-3802 30.2 48 354- 7 94 24 93 2 .36L
17555-3056 30,4 25 360- 3 84 12 91 2 2.39L
17555-3712 30.6 47 354- 7 22 7 92 3 3.35
17555-3651 31.2 19 355 6 34 8 92 3 1.84
17555-3621 31.4 4 355-6 33 8 92 3 .70
Flux Density
(Not Color Cerreeted)








































































































100 pm F]ux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T
24.86L DC AAJ 8 650031000F
7.29 DD DHS 9502210328 C
70.09L EEE AACC 9 941110020F
39.36L FE AA 8 950312000F
48.27L DCE AAA 0 950120021F 4 23 LDN 1766
18.29L 8B AAE 6 9411100008
36.37L CF AC 1 950120000F
17.40L FF AAI 9 450100000F
27.09 D C 950220020F
3.84 D D D 9601000208
33.77L CDD AAA 9 9400300(X)F
38.02L DC AAHC 2 950221000F
67.35L EE AA 7 940010000F 1 23 LDN 1783
21.32L C GHBG 4402000008
46.00L FF AB 9 9501210OOF
57.48L DCD AAAE ' 8 250015100F
49.22L C AD 9501110OOF
81.92L CD AAD 550030100F
19.95L B B 9401210328
19.86L C AD M 8401000008
26.44L E CD 650120100F
16.09L CE BE G 0 9500100008
6.24L C E H 3600000000
38.37L CE ABI 5 940020021F
4.96L D CB 5601100000
16.76L C EB 6600100208 4
47.26L BC AAF 0 950110010F 4 1 23 LDN 1766
45.71L C ABD 940030000F
18.68L BBB AAA 0 9401410328 29 8
52.57L CE AA 1' 940020000F 1 23 LDN 1783
24.88 D EC 560043221F 1 1 23 LDN 0010
47.01L EDD AAAC 9 840010000F 13
57.85L DE BBGG 8 452222010F 1
18.38L DF SC 0 950120000F



























C 1 13 209526 K5
Sep





3.97L EC AAE 6 1701102000
27.85L DCD CAA 0 950223210F
10.82: EE E AAFD 0 270138222F
59.86L DDD BAA 652131000F
12.03 D CMGB 674131010F
28.61L FFE AABH 9 950113120F
24.67L C D 2500200208
31.94L FF AB , 9 950122000F
98.95L CE CC 0 640036132F
12.08L FFE AABC 9 470132100F
17.13 EE EEC 860010020F
62.56L C AAEC 550344333F
i
37.08L C IBj 850021000FJ
32.72: D C B E MD 550020023F
62.40L CD BB 0 540342122F
19.93L C DF E 3400100208
62.01L FF AA 9 540130023F
63.03L DD I AB 656133530F
3.61L C CF 5702000000
48.48L FD AAGH 5 950231100F
73.32L C B D 650020022F
40.13L ce AB 0 84002000OF
22.66L O BG 9300100008
4.73L B BBE 5602100000
15.80L C C 9401100108
32.30L DD BBC 8 950124000F
21.91L C C EDFD 7401100008
4.62L CSC AAA 3 1600000000 29
95.46L C BC 9400100OOF
15.90L C CF 7500000008
45.54L DC BA 940221044F
6.88: CD EHBC 6500000008
10.13L 103.13L C ABD 540240100F
4.04L 52.89L FF AA 9 940121010F
.95 18.14L BCF AAB 9 7501110108
.63L 18.58L ED ABHI 9 7500100208
5.0OL 58.47L F E AA 9 9400010OOF
8.98L 104.41L CE AD 0 2401200OOF
2 14 456-PN 23 PI 7
5 2 14 394-PN 15 PI 3
1









29.89: C E KAEE 568432123F
7.16: EF E BC C 9 960020000F
7.45 D DLFB 970012110F 1
93.01L C AAFB 64114134OF
5.37L BD AB 0 5700100000
5.08L DE CC D 0 670002100F 1
6.48: BC E AA F 0 970221020F 4
4.24: CCDE CBGB 0 8600002108 2
45.94L D SD 650241012F
7.83 O EJ EB 9501101128
34.98L D B H 250232142F 9
17.73L DDC AABD 9 9500020238 8
18.94L BE ACKL 0 5402100008
21.82L BBC AAC 1 4400000008




1 2 14 456-PN 26 PI 3
1 1 V1719SGR 36 3
C
1 1 V695SCO 19 3
1 1 11 PK 357- 4.4 86
1 23 LDN 1783 374
C 3 14 394-PN 16 PI 2
23 LDN 1766 238
1 KL CRA
5 SGRV-5




"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
165
Right Ascension: 17h55"31"-17h56=47 '
Pro.it ion (1950)
Name
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN
ham. o6, (s) () 1 b C) (') t)N
17555-3211 31.5 9 359-4 28 5 92 3
17555-3041 32.4 29 360- 3 32 6 93 4
17555-3343 33.1 2 357-5 21 5 92 3
17555-3728 34.0'12 354-7 75 10 92 2
17555-3144 34,3 25 359-4 24 5 93 4
17555-3029 34.3 26 0- 3 47 5 93 4
17555-3847 35.7 29 353-7:39 6 92 3
17556-3310 36.1 51 358- 5 44 6 91 2
17556-3307 36.7 58 358-5 28 9 107 3
17556-3629 37.0 38 355-6 45 10 92 3
17556-3245 37.1 2 358- 4 68 8 91 2
17556-3839 37,1 6 353-7 59 9 93 3
17556-3203 37.6 22 359- 4 32 5 93 4
17556-3929 39,0 40 352-8 45 7 93 3
17556-3251 40.1 28 358-4 51 6 92 3
17556-3024 41.8 51 0- 3 30 13 91 2
17556-3003 41.8 40 1- 3 29 5 93 4
17557-3935 42.1 12 352--8 66 11 92 2
17557-3320 42.7 33 358-5 16 5 92 3
17557-3231 43.1 33 358- 4 49 8 92 3
17557-3834 43.7 14 353-- 7 29 6 92 3
17557-3235 44.2 45 358- 4 21 5 92 3
17557-3221 45.6 33 359-- 4 31 5 92 3
17557-3141 46.2 37 359- 4 43 5 93 4
17557-3759 46.3 50 354-7 39 7 92 3
17557-3720 46.9 36 354- 7 52 12 92 3
17557-3403 47.7 11 357- 5 27 13 91 2
17558-3034 49.2 24 0- 3 26 7 93 3
17558-3222 49.g 21 359-- 4 24 5 92 3
17558-3130 50.3 40 359- 4 27 6 91 3
17558-3456 50.3 52 356- 6 79 10 91 2
17558-3416 50.9 17 357-5 39 7 92 3
17558-3904 51.5 28 353-8 41 11 93 3
17558-3723 51.g 14 354-7 72 16 92 2
17558-3014 52.3 60 0- 3 19 4 103 4
17556-3638 52.5 31 355- 6 44 9 92 3
17558-3510 53.6 3 356- 6 40 6 92 3
17558-3100 53.7 36 360- 4 43 15 91 3
17558-3240 53.8 58 358-- 4 57 7 92 3
17559-3156 55.1 27 359- 4 45 7 92 3
17559-3104 57.8 52 360- 4 34 5 91 3
17560-3832 0.4 2 353- 7 44 7 92 3
17560-3017 1.3 9 0- 3 43 11 93 2
17560-3418 1.7 26 357- 5 41 6 91 2
17560-3152 2.5 58 359- 4 15 5 92 ] 4
17560-3448 4.5 55 356- 6 90 10 92 I 2
17561-3018 7.9 14 0- 3 21 5 93 4
17561-3145 8.3 17 359- 4 30 7 91 2
17561-3124 9.9 49 359- 4 46 6 91 3
17561-3002 11.0 33 1-- 3 18 4 93 4
17562-3138 12.6 59 359- 4 32 6 91 2
17562-3655 13.1 35 355- 7 63 16 113 3
17562-3429 15.3 43 357- 5 50 8 92 3
17562-3458 15.4 32 356- 6 77 9 92 3
17562-3943 17.9 3 352-8 52 9 93 3
17563-3341 18.2 8 357-5 64 9 92 3
17563-3241 18.8 55 158- 4 37 8 91 2
17563-3717 19.1 59: 354- 7 32 7 92 3
17563-3453 19.4 41 156- 6 35 8 92 3
17563-3158 20.9 2 359- 4 37 8 91 2
17563-3353 21.0 53 357- 5 58 15 92 3
17563-3908 21.7 45 353- 8 24 7 93 3
17563-3804 22.6 3 354-7 33 14 92 3
17564-3030 24.2 33 0- 3 15 7 : 91 2
17564-3207 25.0 31 359-- 4 43 9 91 2
17564-3055 26.8 27 360-- 4 54 8 91 2
17564-3935 28.5 5 352- 8 63 17 93 3
17564-3545 28.9 5 356-- 6 63 11 91 2
17564-3401 28.9 36 357= 5 64 23 92 217565-3412 31.4 17 357- 5 41 11 91
17565--3008 33.1 54 1- 3 50 6 93 3
17565-3115 33.3 57 360- 4 41 7 91 2
17565--3324 35.4 57 358- 5 37 7 92 3
17565--3641 35.7 1 355- 7 53 9 92 3
17566--3019 36.7 17 0- 3 30 7 93 3
17566-3523 37.6 2 356--6 55 7 92 3
17566-3044 38.4 54 0-- 4 51 7 91 2
17566-3259 38.6 5 358-- 5 53 8 91 2
17566-3801 38.6 34 354-7 20 7 92 3
17566-3037 38.8 41 0-- 4 I 32 7 91 2
17566-3504 39.,?. 58 356-6 16 6 92 3
17566-3125 39.8 24 359- 4 37 7 91 2
17566-3716 40.7 57 354- 7 52 9 91 2
17566-3606 41.C 27 355-6 21 7 92 3
17566--3518 41.0 44 356- 6 46 7 91 2
17566--3058 41.1 50 360- 4 27 7 91 2
17566--3255 41.3 2 : 358- 5 24 8 91 2
17566-3106 41.4 39 360- 4 24 7 91 2
17566-3511 41.7 38 356- 6 55 9 92 2
17566-3555 41.7 32 356-- 6 20 7 92 3
17567-3502 42.5 0 356-- 6 41 7 921 3
17567-3422 42.5 5, 357- 5 34 " 92 !
17567-3233 42.6 50 358- 4 23 8 91 2
17567-3849 43.4 46 353-8 28 6 92 3
17567-3308 44.1 57 358- 5 31 7 91 2
17567-3744 45.1 58 354-7 28 7 92 3
17567--3225 45.1 54 359- 4 60 17 91 2
17567-3141 47.3 42 359- 4 49 7 91 2
17567--3301 47.5 14 358- 5 42 7 _ 91 2




Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Con'ectd)







































































































100 /.tin Flux Cor A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Coei" R Flags* S 2 # T (") Mag
63.43L BCD AAC 3 950101000F
88.17L BF BD 0 240010000F
41.83L CC AAGB 2 940202130F 5
17.04L C DF 650O2OO008
16.81: CBED AABG 9 9600100227 C
91.28L FF AA 9 54013110OF 1
17.28L BC AA 2 4501000008
47.12L DF AB 8 940333022F D
61.14L E BE 941323012F D
29.11L C BC 6400000008
22,86L D BC 850020010F
28.80L C B 6400100008
9.00: CC D AAED 1 970000010F
16.78L C BG 9400100008 1 KM CRA 20 3
50.46L CE BC 0 740110020F 4
45.47L D L C 554030023F 8
97.70L DE AB 9 540051220F,
14.55L D G L 9400110008 1 KNCRA 20 3
43.56L CCD AAB 4 941111000F
55.44L C BB 940210000F
17.09L BC AB 0i 6400200008 13 209550K5 4 68
51.36L CCC AAD 51 954130020F 4
47.34L CD CAA 950012200F 3 3 14 456-PN 31 PI 5
18.64L B AD 8600100227 C
23.46L DC BB 2 1401111238
7.51L C El BG _601110208
6.77L C KCC 6600000100
73.61L DF BB E 1 440122210F
55.81L E AAI G 940112200F
11.68L F F ABED 1600210007
6.47L O DD_.! 5500000000
5.20L FD AB 8 5701100000
16.56L C BD 7500020008
7.06L C E H 5601210208
71.44L B AA 1 443240110F 19
18.06L C B F 5400000008
5.26L CD AA 8 5601000000
8.27L FE iAA 0 3704152007
47.97L C BCF D 950030030F
8.26L C BI 8702112217
Name Type
, 2 14 456-PN 31 PI 71
6 13 209553 K0 6 70
1 1 32 X1755--310 36 1
4
4 1 13 .)09554 K5 25 87
8.17L CC AAF 2 3705141007
18.14L BD AA 0 9400100008
99.23L I F CA 540250100F
9.65L! F E F AA/- 9 4600100000
15.03LI DD AB 9 8612201007
10.33L C C 0500100000
90.97L BD AA 0 440340100F
15.08L D BC 8601100007
9.24L FEE AB/- 6 7700301007
109.49L CCC AAE 9 444110042F
15.12L CE AA( 0 7601010107
6.98 C EE(;D 5601000008
6.55L C BDF B 2601000100
5.30L D C 4600200000
25.25L C CDCH 8400000018
10.57: D EE DEDB 960002100F
47.53L FF AAI-_ 9 840100010F
20.76L CC AB 850111010C
4.17L CE BEH 0 0600300000
52.38L CE ABL G 850111221F 4
12.07 D CDPB 460101011F
19.59L BC AB 0 6401000008
10.44: C D GE_E 9582122348
62.47L DE AA 0 540101000F
51.30L FF !B i _ 9 95010000OF83.48L DE 240011010F6.09 C E 9500000208
5.50L C BM 0500000000
47.55L D EE[B 8400000008
31.18L F B 8500000008
82.05L EE ABF L 9 550100020F
15.18L COD AAt 9 5601100007
35.08L EF AA 9 941111102F
23.32L C E F 5401010008
73.79L CE AB! 0 540301120F
4.49L B AC 4500110000
60.70L OF BBI E 0 450100000F
44.39L ED BAi_ 740120001F
19.72L BC AA| 9 9402121338
61.52L FF AA 9 540400010F
4.58L EDD AAI: 9 4600100000
12.61L FF AA 9 5701211007
16.27L F D B I!_ 850011000(3
16.69L DE AA G 9 1401100008
6.83L DD AB 0 4500110000 _
15.53L FF AAI N 9 2600100117
38.30L FFF AA,_ 9 550010000F 29
15.34L DE AA 0 2600101007
4.68L C C 4501010100
4.11L BBC AA*. 0 0600000000 29
4.62L C D B B 7 4600200000
32.11L CD AAMD 2 7421000008
40.57L FFF ACA 9 750211201F 24 2
7.74 BBCC AAAA 0 4680100008
36.72L FF AAq; 9 750000022F 4
t3.70L CE ABI_.D 9 350020200C
14.81 D P._C 860100012F
12.21L CE AA 0 5600200207
37.44L FF AB 9 750010002F
15.28L C CE 450010000C
1 1 V1724 SGR 10 3
4 1 32 X1756-395 39 4
2 I V1725 SGR 83 3
8 2 7 163868 48
2 13 ! 209567 MA 7 84
1 1 V537 SGR 32 3
2 23' LDN 1760 274
23 LDN 1760 379
1 V541 SGR 20
3 13 209570 MA 6
3 14 334-PN 10 PI 6 '
1 V1726 SGR 32
1 23 LDN 1760 173
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SoJrces (PH); 5) Ne*ghbocing Weeks Confirmed Sources F'W).
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17571 - 3137 8.4124
17571 - 3421 9.0 51











17573- 3934 18,1 31
17573-3216 19.3 5
17573- 3520 20.6 40
17573- 3843 21,6 52
17573-3209 22,9 2



























17577- 3629 46.0 56







17578- 3903 49.3 35
17578--3544 49,9 44
17578-3840 50.8 16
17578 -3457 52.1 53
17578-3335 53,3 51
17578-3339 53,6 8
17579- 3512 56,3 28









17580- 3651 3.1 21






17581 --3755 7.9 36
"Co_usion Flags: 6)-9)
Flux Density Flags
H 1Not Color Coffeeted)
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 Fm 60 _m
1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
358- 5 47 7 91 2 1.01 .83L 4.64L
353- 8 51 9 92 3 .43 .25L .44L
354- 7 53 8 92 2 2,21 .39L 1.93L
354- 7 85 17 93 2 .67L ,33L 1.02
359-- 4 41 7 91 2 4.98 3.43 3.60L
358- 5 38 7 92 3 1.82 161 2.92L
355- 6 54 7 92 3 .69 .35L .59L
359-4 54 8912, .90 1.14L 4.94L
359-4 35 7 _i91 1.87 1.35 3.16L355-6 28 7 92 3.69 2.61 ,54L
359- 4 67 9 91 2 : .85 .67L 5.18L
356- 6 33 7 92 31 5.46 2.06 ,65L
354- 7 27 6 92 3 1.49 1.07 1,82L
0- 4 65 9 91 2 .78 2.03L 6,49L
357- 6 26 6 92 3 2.88 2,25 1.03
360- 4 50 8 91 2 .89 2,01L 5,42L
360- 4 38 7 91 2 1.60 1.50 1.77L
354- 7 24 6 92 3 117.63 59.82 9.38
352- 8 32_ 7 92 3 4.28 6.32 1.44
359- 4 62 10 91 2 35 1.28L 3.12L
353- 7 70 9 92 2 .41 ,31L .45L
355- 7 33 7 92 3 3.46 3.30 ,78:
355- 7 28 12 92 2 .40 .26L 1.86L
359- 4 57 8 91 2 .64 1.84L 5.33L
357- 5 33 7 91 2 4.69 4.43 .75:
357- 5 30 7 92 3 1.06 1.59L 3.35L
357- 6 48 7 92 3 1.48 .54 .65L
356- 6 26 13 92 3 .25L .33L ,80:
356- 6 41 8 92 3 3,92 1,60 ,53L
358- 5 28 7 92 3 18,36 8,78 1,38:
357- 5 33 6 92 3 2.05 ,60: 2,58L
360- 4 24 6 91 3 3.14L 1.90 1,39:
1- 3 43 6 91 3 2,03 1,92 5.79L
354- 7 54 16 92 3 .25L .30L .89L
354- 7 31 14 115 3 .44L .34L 1.80:
359- 4 27 6 91 3 2.48 2.71 5.14L
352- 8 35 12 92 3 .49 .37L .46L
359- 4 21 8 91 2 3.63: 3.28 4.29L
356- 6 62 8 92 3 .67 .28L .54L
353-- 8 51 18 92 3 .45L ,31L .87
359- 4 82 11 91:2 2,40L 1.74L 3.01
354- 7 57 10 92 I 3 ,39 .35L 1.97L
360- 4 63 8 91 i 2 1,15 1.16L 5,33L i
1- 3 36 6 91 3 2.82 3,01 6.61L!
359- 4 47 8 91 2 1.05 1,03 4.84L
7 358- 5 37 7 92 3 195 .79 3.14L
20 359- 4 45 8 91 2 1.27 1.46 5.00L
13 360- 4 53 8 91 2 1.94L 2.74 5.94L
26 356- 6 80 7 92 3 .72 .34L .54L
31 358- 5 60 9 91 2 .86 .84L 4.05L
17 1- 3 41 ! 91 i _ 7.06 7.59 1.53:11 355-7 82 1 921 .25L .30L .65:
19 0-- 4 44 91i 2 1,70 1.48 6.00L
35 356- 6 68 10 92 2 .60 .46L .44L
15 357- 5 41 7 92 3 2.34 1,45 .61L
35 360- 4 45 11 91 2 5.23 4.09 5.45L
32 354- 7 45 8 92 3 ,99 ,40L ,43L
1 354- 7 39 7 92 3 3.80 4.60 1,16
33 355- 7 54 11 92 2 .43 .37L ,48L
26 359- 4 37 8 91 2 t9.65 13,35: 2.26
47 356- 6 58 8 92 3 ,69 ,39: ,53L
354- 7 60 14 91 2 ,35 ,78L 1,99L
358- 5 22 8 91 2 ,91 ,73LI 4,27L
359- 4 25 8 91 2 4,87 5.76 1.72
0- 4 46 7 91 2 2.61 3.95 5.96L
0- 4 45 7 91 2 1,81 1,25 6.12L
358- 5 75 9 91 2 ,74 .35L 1.10L
354- 7 46 9 92 3 .42 ,41L 1.74L
355- 7 62 10 91 2 ,52 ,31 ,47L
355- 7 45 8 92 3 1.07 55 .47L
357- 5 69 7 92 3 .68 .32L .47L
356- 6 20 7 92 3 1.59 ,97 .45L
356- 6 I 27 7 92 3 3.26 1.36 1.00
354- 7 51 9 92 3 .62 .63L 1.77L
358- 5 44 7 92 3 1.37 1.31: .53L
358- 5 32 7 92 3 1.08 1.27 .48L
353- 8 54 8 92 3 ,52 .26L .56L
356- 6 82 10 91 2 .36 .34L ,53L
353- 8 62 9 92;3 .44 .46L .45L
356- 6 38 7 92=3 2.37 2.03 .60L
358- 5 43 7 92 3 .75 .39L .63L
358- 5 43 7 92 3 1.09 .78 .63L
356- 6 31 8 92 3 .84 .74 .57L,
0-4 36 912 2.43 1.15 5.95L
353-8 34 12 92 3 .39L ,28L .92
360-4 39 8 91! 2 2.01 62.39 58.21
358-5 49 8 91 2 1.09 .67 2.27L
359-5 56 9 91 2 ,79 1.47L 2.70L
359- 5 48 8 91 2 .80 .81L 3.35L
358- 5 36 81 91 3 1.57 1.63 .59L
357- 6 32 7 92 3 1.44 .90 .60L
358- 5 57 9 91 2 1.00 .39L .63L
355- 7 59 8 92 3 .73 ,31L .45L
360- 4 53 8 91 2 1.14 .52: 4.34L
354- 7 23 13 114 3! .25L ,92L ,85
358- 5 49 = 9 91 3 .34L ,39: 3,50
360- 4 38 7 91 2 3,24 15,32 7.96
355- 7 27 7 92 3 26,09 11,59 1.77
358- 5 53 9 91 2 ,59 .35L .63L
354- 7 87 8 92 3 .88L .44 2,04L
V L
100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
39.65L D A D 1750111200F 2
19.40L C B 3400100008
17.18L B AC 750011000C
5.99L D M CB 360030200C
42.38L CD AA 0 i 7403100OOF
34.48L FF AAGB 9 I 940011000F
20.18L C BC 3400000008
12,57L D A D 4702210007
37,81L EF AAG 6 650200000F
19.98L SC AA 0 1401100008
14.56L D BHI 3602310007:
20.08L CC AAK 4 1400100008
16.32L DE AA 9 350050210C
95.49L D B 440300000F
26.19L BCD AADC 2 2400100208
70.91L D B H 340320000F
13,10L F E AB K 7 1600211007
14,77L BBD AAAB 9! t40000000C 29
17,15L BCD AAA 9 8400100008
25,32L E C 750120000F
13,24L C S 7400010008
19,90L BED AAE 9 751011000C
25.27L C C 750100000C
11,92L D B 3700200107
27.04L F FC AAB 9 9401000108
28.59L C A E 9512100OOF
30.20L CD AB 5 5400100008
9.51 DC H EB 5480110220
5.56L BC AA 0 3600001000
28.74L E F D AAB 9 940221000F
28.10L DF AB 0 450000000F
18.41: EF D AADE 9 1602320337 8
108.76L F F AAK 0 440111000F
5.50 D I B 360120000C
11.13 E E J F E C 258111043C
7.05L CD AAB 0 1702110007
17.54L C ;GF D 7400100008
31.67L F F AA 9 _40020000F
5_88L B AH 5502000000
17.17L D CF F 3400000338
32.88L; D CA 650020000F
19.09L F EC 340120000(3
11.80L E BB 9 1701000007
66.93L F F AA G 9 340122100F
9.75L DE AB 0 2601000107
29.24L DF ACHC 0 840000202F
10.43L DE AA H 2701100007
51.96L D A E 250310000F
6.17L D AE 6600100000
40.47L E BC 2 740100011F
66.19L F F F AAA 9 440221000F
6.48 DC L HC 8600000000
53.58L F F AA 9 450110000F
7,04L F DJ 5501230220
27.80L CD AA 7 9501001008
12,30L F F BA 9 0612012007 2
17,37L C BE MB 7502000008
20.59L BCE _AB 9 940100000C
5.18L C CEM 6600100000
31.81L CDD AAAL 6 540020000F
5.76L CD BC 1 6600200000
20D8L C E F 640000000C
48.90L F B E 540020100F
9.16L CCD AAB 4 4600000007
55.69L F F AA 91 350110000F
55.67L F F AA 9 i 450110010F
35,90L C B F N01210008
18.77L E CC 340101173C
5.20L CD BC E 0 7600100000
3,48L BD AC 0 7610200000
33,53L C SJ 4402000008
3.54L ED AAB 9 6600300000
5,33 BCDB AACC 4 1600111000
19,20L'D BH 540000000C
35,84L F F AA 9 9401200008
31.50L CF AA F 9 9402210008
16.17L C Cll C 7400000008
4.74L C D 1600111000
18.39L C iB D 3301000218
4.24L F F :AAF J 9 6600200000
53.63L C B E 9400420008
40.91L ED AB E 5 9401220008
5.31L BD BBHD 0 5502030010
55.76L DE AB 0 240301000F
5.79 DC O CA 6500000108
14,71L DCE AAAB 0 2601120107
39,58L DD BB 7 640030000F
40,10L F B B 540120010F
49.6tL F AB 4400110OOF
10.90: CF E AA E 9 9680410008
17.35L BD AAJ H 0 2400310008
18.66L C B 9502410008
4.50L B B G '8700000000
14.50L DF A E 0 2611131107
6.77 DE I E C 8600100308:
27.46L E C CA 9501410008
15.19L CDE AAA 0 2500000007
17.44L DCD AAA 8 850100000C 22
17.80L C C 9502300008
18.47L D AB 240131130C
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




# T Name Type (") Mag
I V544 SGR 17 3
2 1 EK CRA 23 3
I 13 209581 K0 30 78
1 1 FTSGR 9 3
1 1 KX SGR 12 3
1 1 V1731SGR 27 3
1 13 209584 K5 10 91
8 1 32 X1757-379 36 8
1 1 V549SGR 10 3
C 1 32 X1757-387 74 12
1 1 EL CRA 26 3
A
1 V552 SGR 53 3
2 °23 LDN 1760 448
8 _
1 V553 SGR 24 3
1 1 V555 SGR 74 3
4
1 17 ! 2510 R 60 128
1 1*41 17579-3238 31 3
1
4 2 13 209602 B9 17 67
2 14 394-PN 18 PI 10






17581-3750 8.5 41 354- ' 26 7 92 2
17581-3757 8.7 47 354- 7 54 18 92 2
17581-3406 9.0 55 357- 6 41 7 92 3
17581-3332 9.5 55 358- 5 57 10 91 3
17581-3827 10.2 1 353- 8 38 6 92 3
17581-3820 11,8 32 354 8 69 14 92 3
17581-3846 1,9 57 353 8 34 11 92 3
17582 3454 12,7 42 357- 6 56 9 91 2
17582-3307 15,2 57 358- 5 53 17 91 2
17582-3206 15,2 24 359 5 34 8 91 3
17582-3626 16.8 2 355- 7 83 10 91 2
17583-3522 18.3 57i 356- 6 31 7 92 3
17583-3451 19.0 3 357- 6 57 10 91 2
17583-3832 20.2 55 353-8 39 92 3
17583-3346 20.4 1 358- 5 29 7 91 3
17583 3139 20,6 23 359- 4 31 8 91 2
17583-3340 21.3 1 358- 5 87 10 91 2
17583-3321 21.4 15 358- 5 77 9 91 2
17583 3006 22.0 7 1- 4 30 5 91 3
17583-3020 22,0 60 1 4 56 6 91 3
17583-3302 22.1 19: 358- 5 80 20 91 2
17583-3441 23,0' 7 357-6 29 8 92 3
17584-3315 24.8i 29 358- 5 43 12 91 2
17584-3756 25,5 57 354-7 36 7 92 3
17584-3147 26.3 58 359- 4 33 9 91 3
17584-3448 26.8 9 357- 6 40 10 92 ! 3
17584-3243 27.5 4 358- 5 48 10 91 ; 3
17584-3105 27.9 5 360- 4 95 14 91 2
17584 3304 28.4 14 358- 5 98 13 91 2
17584-3556 29.8 53 356= 6 69 8 91 2
17585-3353 30.5 6 357- 5 34 12 92 3
17585-3120 30.6 7 360 4 67 11 91 2
17585-3256 32,534 358-- 5 27 9 91 3
17585-3107 32.916 360- 4 40 9 91 3
17585-3350 34,8 5 358= 5 36 9 91 3
17585-3511 36,0 39 356-- 6 28 8 92 3
17586 3558 36,0 35 356- 7 92 8 92 3
17586 3905 36,9 33 353 8 48 14 92 3
17586-3226 37.0 40 359 5 63 20 91 2
17586-3158 37.1 58 359- 5 79 10 91 3
17586-3127 38.3 12 360- 4 90 12 91 2
17586-3508 38.4 24 356- 6 42 _ 6 92 3
17586-3938 39.0 23 352 8 24 8 92 3
17586-3420 39.6 15 357 6 43 19 91 2
17586 3923 41.7 18 353 8 38 9 92 3
17587-3311 44.2 13 358- 5 71 9 91 3
17587 3427 44.5 49 357- 6 19 8 92 3
17587-3412 45.1 25 357 6 31 13 108 3
17587-3330 45.5 37 358- 5 93 10 91 3
17587 3015 46.3 32 1- 4 36 9 91 3
17587-3034 46.7 37 O- 4 35 9 91 3
17587-3302 47,9 24 358 5 86 12 91 2
17588-3847 48.5 13 353- 8 56 9 92 2
17588-3950 48.8 40 352- 8 43 8 92 3
17588-3238 49.2 39 359- 5 70 11 92 2
17588 3537 49,2 29 356- 6 67 14 91 2
17588-3209 49.8 9 359 5 27 12 91 3
17588-3351 51.9 39 358- 6 77 13 92 2
17588 3543 53.7 52 356 6 35 6 92 3
17589- 3003 54,8 8 1 - 4 52 11 91 2
17589-3056 54.8 18 0 4 30 9 91 3
17589 3232 54.9 39 359- 5 53 10 91 3
17589 3150 55.4 57 359 5 48 9 91 3
17589-3757 57.2 51 354- 8 33 8 92 3
17589-3714 58.8 53 355 7 44 11 92 3
t7589-3717 59.0 24 355- 7 31 8 92 3
17589 3827 59.2 18 354 8 24 8 92 3
17589-3542 59.6 2 356- 6 43 7 92 3
17590-3535 0.3 33 356- 6 60 11 92 2
17590-3454 1.1 9 357- 6 47 10 91 2
17590-33t0 1.7 36 358- 5 76 20 91 3
17590-3320 1,8 11 358 5 30 8 91 2
17590 3523 2,5 40 356 6 97 27 91 2
17590-3335 3,2 35 358 5 37 14 91 2
17590 3406 3,2 9 357 6 35 9 91 3
17590-3014 5,5 26 1- 4 43 9 91 3
17591-3216 6.1 57 359- 5 68 10 91 2
17591-3501 6,3 57 357- 6 37 7 92 3
17591 3850 6.4 33 353- 8 60 1 93 2
17591 3731 7.0 17 354- 7 58 8 92 3
17591 3618 7.9 21 355- 7 37 7 92 3
t7591-3639 8.9 19 ! 355 7 34 8 92 3
17591 -3745 8.9 39 354 - 7 37 8 92 3
17591-3549 11.0 10 356 7 28 7 92 3
17592-3037 12.6 20 0- 4 33 9 91 3
17592-3058 12,7 60 0- 4 96 18 91 2
t7592-3925 12.7 21 353- 8 52 9 921 3
17592-3951 13,8 55 352- 9 69 11 93j 2
17592 3250 15,3 52 358- 5 37 14 91 i 3
17592 3256 15,5 51 358- 5 29 14 91 i 3
17592 3628 17,8 39 355- 7 38 9 92 3
17593 3721 18,5 28 355= 7 30 11 92 3
17593-3006 18.6 52 1- 4 50 9 91 3
17593 3434 20.6 1 357- 6 28 7 91 3
17593-3913 22.6 1 353- 8 42 11 92 3
17593-3651 22.9 56 355- 7 86 17 91 2
17594- 3054 24.2 44 0 4 45 7 91 i 3
17594-3142 24.8 42 359 - 5 47 10 91 I 3
17594 3858 24.8 45 353 8 38 8 92! 3
17594 3050 25.6 7 0 4 62 10 91 2
Declination: - 40 %- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corretled)
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"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
168
Right Ascension: 17h59m26'-18hOOm34 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 y.m 25 /.tin 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
h m o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
17594-3123 26.7 41 360-4 35 6 91 3 3.08 2.68 1.12: 5.95L FFD AAB 9 2701210007'
17594-3632 27.0 48 355- 7 43 14 92 3 .36L .33L 1.02 7.89 CD HFFO 7680100200
17594-3209 28.1 31 359- 5 31 11 91 3 .40L .46L 1.55 37,64L D GB 650110010C
17594 3421 28.2 34 357-6 32 7 91 3 3.58 2.73 .55L 23.97L DC AA C 4 8421101008
17594-3100 28.5 47 0- 4 49 8 91 3 .64 2.05L 5.06L 9,03L C BE 0601400007
17595-3712 31.5 4 355- 7 25 8 92 3 .69 .71 2.08L 18.35L CE AB 9 540200000C
17595-3149 31.7 18 359- 5 27 10 91 2 1.05 1.34L 1.21L 7,93L C ADC 2603221007
17595-3625 31.9 48 355- 7 58 9 92 3 .57 .54L .49L 2.81L B CC 6701120000
17595 3256 31.9 3 358-5 57 8 91 3 .62 .42L 2.37L 14.08: B D B HD 950020152C
17595-3758 32.0 9 354-8 21 7 92 3 1.95 .83 .40L 16,73L CF AA H 9 3400000108
17595-3507 32.2 5 356 6 31 7 92 3 8.72 9.04 1.59 4.25L DBE AAA 7 5601000000
17595-3030 32.4 34 1- 4 56 7 91 3 .81 2.17L 6.28L 80,03L D BC 250210200F
17595-3539 32.4 14 356- 7 31 7 92 3 1.27 .25L .56L 3.26L B A 4601100000
17595-3224 33.1 38 359- 5 28 7 91 3 2.04 2.12 3.69L 35.59L DC AA 8 750022022C
17595-3310 33,2 43 358- 5 44 8 91 3 .79 .46: .67L 26.87L CE BC 0 9501100008
17595-3129 33.3 28 360 4 49 7 91 3 1.07 .99L 4.25L 8.25L C AB 2600111007
17595-3056 33.5 51 0 4 27 10 91 3 1.02 1.75L 5.53L 8.74L C B 0601300107
17595-3153 33.8 49 359- 5 25 7 91 3 6.23 4.63 3.87L 7.86L BF AAA 19 i 2612211007
17595-3114 33.9 56 360- 4 30 7 91 3 1.55 1.01: 4.81L 8.46L CD BE] 2600000007
17595-3204 35,0 14 359 5 54 8 91 3 1.22 .50L 3.81L 3801L B ADE 550012120C
17595-3941 35,2 44 352-8 77 9J 92 3 .33 .32L .44L 14,60L C DL 9400000008
17595-3534 35.5 38 356-7 36 18 92 2 ,37L .33L .81 7.93L D C CE 4500100220
17596-3952 36.6 1 152- 9 34 10 92 3 ,48 1.11: .59: 12.68L DDD BAB 0 9510211008
17596-3732 37.4 10 354- 7 27 11 92 3 .78 .68 1.96L 17,65L CD BB 0 540100000C
17596-3553 37.7 50 356- 7 29 7 92 3 ,74 .43L .52L 2.99L B BD 17000(X)000
17596--3613 40.7 40 356- 7 34 8 92 2 1.03 .53 .98L 5.59L FE ABG 7 5601200220
17597-3323 42.0 34 358- 5 34 11 91 2 1.83 1.34 .85L 6.69L CC ABHA 3 9702211208
17597-3048 43.4 11 0- 4 29 7 91 3 2.17 1.81 5.88L 52.72L DD AA 9 240111010F
17597-3121 43.5 3 360-4 48 7 91 3 1,06 .84: 5.08L 8,27L DE BB 2 2600200007
17597-3152 44.3 6 359-5 29 7 91 3 2,22 1.61 4.69L 6.77L FF AA E 9 2703221107
17597-3305 44.4 30 358- 5 42 8 91 3 1.07 .66 .96L 24.73L CC AAG 1 9500200008
17597-3106 44.9 28 0- 4 25 7 91 3 1,77 4.53 2,91: 7.31L FDE AAC 0 1611332007
17597-3436 45.4 18 157- 6 39 8 I 91 3 .86 ,43L .55L 32.09L C AF 5400000208lO .,
17597 3609 46.1 52 156-- 7 28 14! 92 3 .29L .31L .84 4.98L C E BE 560110032017597-3416 46.9 37 357- 6 35 91 3 2.11 1.14 .56L 29.17L BC AA 4 9400102008
17598-3027 48.6 31 1- 4 40 7 91 3 2.77 1.53 1.73L 56.44L DD AAG 3 250121200F
17598-3634 49.8 52 355- 7 76 21 92 2 .32L .78L .82 5.23L E ME 7600100200
17598--3520 51.3 4 356- 6 44 7 91 3 .88 .41 .61: 6,08: EECD BBED 3 3500000130
17598-3706 51.3 8 355- 7 42 11 92 2 .62 .79L 2.12L 19.34L D BD 540000000C
17598 3343 51,6 15 358- 6 35 9 91 3 ,40 .38L .79L 30.29L F DO 1400100(X)8
17599-3653 54,0 14 355- 7 20 6 92 3 113.62 62.03 11.09 3.42L BBD AAAE 4 7600000000
17599-3859 54.1 8 353--8 57 8 92 3 .32L .82 .43L 13.20L C DA 6400000008
17599 3637 55,0 2 355- 7 42 11 92 2 .36 .45L .63L 7.34L C CDFE 7600100200
17599-3957 56.0 56 352-- 9 27 6 92 3 1.85 .96 .67 3.15 EFCD AABB 9 5700100108
17599-3322 56.1 37 358- 5 76 14 92 2 .52 .68L .88L 27.40L C D J 9500331008
17599-3833 57.1 40 354--8 67 16 92 3 .25L .50L ,48L 4.90 C MLDC 1400110008
17599-3619 57.2 1 355- 7 41 7 92 3 .46 .45 .51L 4.21L CD AA 3 7601100000
17599-3135 58.9 35 360- 5 33 21 91 2 1.28L 1.39L 1.29L 7.12 C FDI C 2601120007
17599-3218 59.2 41 359 5 33 7 91 3 6.95 8.14 5.44L 37.84L CB AAAG 0 750110030C
17599-3746 59.4 28 354- 8 36 7 92 3 2.86 2.54 .75L 20.2OL BD AAB 9 240010000C
17599-3020 59,8 52 1-- 4 39 7 91 3 2,93 2.31 4.60L 67.34L F F AA 9 240000100F
17599-3444 59.8 48 357--6 58 12 91 2 .68 .31: _63L 14.59L CD CD O 2401000008
18000-3301 0.8 3 358- 5 55 13 91 3 .41L .45L 2.94 17.76 CD DDDB 9581100308
18000-3201 1.1 32 359- 5 27 8 91 2 2.27 L67 1.27L 40.43L CD AAB 0 340111110C
18000-3359 1.3 23 358- 8 33 7 91 3 3.16 2.48 .65: 29.75L BFD AAD 9 8400120008
18000 3014 3.5 53 1- 4 39 12 91 3 2.38L 1.54L 2.26L 15.70 D NI CB 260010120F
18000-3032 5.534 1- 4 32 7 91 3 4.60 7.46 2.45 65.92L OCD AAA 9 24012000OF
18000-3726 5.6 5 355-7 22 7 92 3 1.09 .51 .82: 7.20: EECE ACDD 3 460110022C
18001 3253 6.6 39 359- 5 40 13 91 3 .38L .36L 2,25: 8.74 CD:FDEA 964110040C
18001-3404 6.E 55 357- 6 41 8 91 3 1,24 .56 .51L 46.11L CD AC E 8400100018
18001-3012 7.3 14 1- 4 32 8 91 3 1.30 .68 4.66L 68.41L FE AB 9 240020020F
18001-3210 7.E 37 359- 5 52 8 91 3 .67 ,41L 3.82L 38.81L D CFJ 750010000C
18001--3242 8.(_ 36 359-- 5 ! 32 7 91 3 1.01 2.54 1.06 26.55L CCD lAB 0 9401010OOC
18001-3338 10.4 13 358-6 32 7 91 3 3.08 3.09 .77: 31.17L BEF AAA 9 9500100008
18001-3143 10.946 360- 5 78 11 91 2 .58 1.06L 3.45L 28.29L D AE 45010000OF
18001 3924 11.0 24 353- 8 30 6 92 I o 2.10 .74 .40L 11.26L BE AA 2 9431001218
18001-3907 12.0 32 353- 8 39 7 92 3 1.00 .51 .40L 11.11L CC AB ! 1 7400000118
18002-3216 113.5 60 359- 5 33 7 91 3 6.60 12.72 544 47.53L DCC) AAAE ! 9 840220020C
18002-3557 113.6 59 356 7 33 13 92 2 .43 ,76L .6OL 5.72L C DL 3600000000
18002-3049 14,8 25 0- 4 33 13 90 2 .67 .69L 3.66L 36.58L D BD 2500200OOF
18002-3349 16.9 13 358- 6 39 6 91 3 .88 .83 .54L 30.28L CE AA 9 3400101008
18002-3533 16.9 51 ' 356 7 24 6 91 3 3.13 1.99 .64L 23.97L BF AADI 9 6400200228
18002-3311 17.1 39 358- 5 60 22 91 2 .95L .43L .94 18.83L D C HI 9501020428
18002-3738 17.2 44 354-8 46 7 92 3 1.55 .96 1.72L 14.17L BC AAGH 0 450010011C
18003 3206 18.0 53 359- 5 71 lo 91 I ,: .96L .34L 1.19 27.18L D M C 750220000C
18003--3835 18.9 19 354- 8 28 6 92 3 1.15 .47 .4OL 10.82L BC AC 9301110208
18003-3054 19.5 13 0- 4 35 7 91 3 4.83 5.21 4.36L 52.07L FF AAC 9 240020310F
18003-3610 19.9 8 356- 7 62 9 92 3 .53 .28L .60L 6.51L D BDHG 7681000420
18003-3325 19.9 27!358- 6 50 7 91 3 .64 .33L .69L 32.06L S BDL 9500220328
18003-3123 21.9 5 360-5 52 12 91 2 .51 1.36L 2.99L 56.12L E C 440030000F
18003-3319 22.3 56 358- 6 42 7 91 3 .93 .57 .57L 32.49L DF ABF 7 9501220008
18003-3252 22.4 16 359- 5 38 6 91 3 2.34 95 3.55L 45.36L CC AAGH 0:940120041C
18004-3514 24.8 45 356- 6 80 11 91 2 _87L .58L 1.98 31.77L D FB 7401100108
18004-3431 25,7 0 357-6 67 7 91 3 .83 ,51L .59L 44.44L D AB 6401100008
18004-3650 25.9 19 355- 7 62 9 91 2 .37 .32L .50L 3.76L E B 6601000000'
18004-3018 26,1 4 1 4 25 7 91 3 3.36 1.92 3.37L 56.17L CD AA 7 251010110F
18004-3425 27.8 7 357-6 52 8 91 3 .48 .30L .60L 4.42: C F BL C 7602100008
18004-3129 28.7 19 360- 5 53 9 90 2= .59 1.23L 2.93L 34.60L D AE 450100000F
18004-3225 28.7 0 359- 5 63 10 91 2 .57 .34: 3.56L 37.48L CF BC 2 950121100C
18004-3220 28.9 14 359- 5 65 9 91 2 .47 .44L 3.04L 28.17L C B 950231130C
18004-3317 29.9 47 358-6 22 6 91 3 1.81 1.71 .68L 7.19: EC D AADD 8 9601130338
18005-3028 30.3 41 1- 4 26, 7 91 3 1.07 .96: 3.44L 55.50L FF AA 9 250210000F
18005-3346 30.5 54 358- 6 53 8 91 3 .37 .42L .63L 49.79L E CK 2400101008
18005-3531 30.8 10 356- 7 28 12 91 3 .54 .53L .57L 26.54L D CEL 7401100008
18005-3254 31.8155 359- 5 52 13 91 2 .47L .55L 1.38 34.50L D J B 940110051C
18005-3509 31.8 58 357-6 34 7 91 3 .73 .76 .69L 5.18: CE D AAGC 6 7600102108
18005-3046 32.2 60 0- 4 43 6 91 3 .68 1.65L 4.56L 57.59L C BD 24001000OF
18005--3223 33,7 9 359- 5 37 6 91 3 3.00 2.14 3.57L 37.88L DC AA 7 950221110C
18005-3733 34,3 39 354-8 33 6 92 3 2.34 .69 1.53L 3.29: BC E ABFD 1 460010000C
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12. 25, 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
4
1 1
2 14 456-PN 40 PI 38
23 LDN 0003 406
23 LDN 0003 390
ET CRA 66 3
3 2 23 LDN 0003 434
4
1 1 EY CRA 58 3
1 3 RAFGL 5430 64
4
1 16 10056 25 148
4
C 1 32 X1800-374 50 12
4
1 1 V1754 SGR 78 3
2 14 394-PN 23 PI 14
4 1 13 209649 M0 10 78
1 1 MU CRA 24 3
1 3 RAFGL 6927S 75
1 1 V573 SGR 83 3
1 1 MW CRA 1 I 3
2 1 23 LDN 0003 42 7
1 1 V575 SGR 88 3
4 1 V1439 SGR 61 3
1 16 10078 20 175
169




ham, _ (sa) (6) C_3rbdS SMJ SMN 12 p.m
18005-3924 34.6 17 353-9 30 7 92 3_
18005-3417 35.1 41 357- 6 77 8 91 3
18005-3157 35.3 54 359- 5 59 7 91 2
18005-3302 35.3 46 358- 5 49 25 91 2
18005-3641 35.7 11 355- 7 44 8 91 2
18005-3905 35.9 0 353- 8 61 14 91 2
18006--3241 36.8 52 359- 5 32 6 91 3
18006-3459 36.8 14 357-6 41 13 912
18OO6--3213 37.1 10 359-5 24 6913
18006- 3057 40.4 3' 0-4 28 6 913
18006--3117 40.6 58 360-5 21 6 91 3
18006--3106 41.3 2 0-5 26 8 91 3
18007--3409 42.3 4, 357- 6 55 11 912
18007-3814 ,2.953 354-- 8 38 7 92 3
18007-3813 ,3.0 56 356-7 37 22 91 2
18007-3210 .3.36 359-5 67 8 91 3
18007-3159 '3.4 40 359-5 29 6 91,3
18007-3115 .6., 45 360-5 72 8 912
18007- 3012 47.4 27 1-4 39 7 913
18008-3146 49.5 14 360--5 30 6 91 3
18008- 3403 49.523 358--6 50 8912
18008-3038 49.6 28 1-- 4 49 19 91 3
18008-3002 50.6128 1- 4 43 6 91 3
18008--3449 52.227 357- 6 33 6 91 3
18008--3239 52.6 31 359- 5 63 6 91 3
18008-3920 53.4 42 353-9 35 7 92 3
18009-3615 55.1 60 356-- 7 34 10 91 3
18009-3141 55.9 23 360- 5 41 6 91 3
18009-3545 56.8 19 356- 7 41 11 91 2
18009-3949 57.0 5 352- 9 79 I 22 91 2
18009-3113 57.5 28 0-- 5 53 11 91 3'
18009--3108 59.8 28 0-- 5 52 7 91 3
18010-3244 0.2 4t 359-- 5 51 7 91 3
18010-3249 1.4 51 359-- 5 63 7 91 3
18010-3352 3.9 35 358-- 6 46 7 91 3
18010--3239 5.6 27 359- 5 40 14 91 2
18011--3151 6.2 27 360- 5 21 6 81 3
18011--3328 7.7 21 358- 6 48 7 91 3
18011-3102 9.3 34 0-- 5 28 6 91 3
18011-3511 10.9 55 357-7 81 9 91 3
18011--3425 11.1 36 357-6 19 5 91 3
18011--3256 11.5 10i 359- 6 54 8 91 2
18011--3710 11.8 361 355- 8 92 23 912
18012-3500 13.1 30 357- 7 32 6 91' 3
18012-3954 14.0 30 352- 9 53 8 82 3
18012-3105 14.1 37 0-- 5 87 8 91 3
18012-3505 14.9 52 357-- 7 20 7 91 3
18012-3115 15.2 50 0- 5 30 6 91 3
18012-3747 15.6 36 354- 8 57 8 92 3
16012--3003 16.7 5 I- 4 92 9 90 2
18012-3914 17.1 39 353- 9 34 19 91 2
18013-3300 18.1 14 359- 6 33 10 91 3
18013-3456 18.3 35 357- 7 71 8 91 3
18013-3112 20.4 29 0-- 5 29 8 91 3
18013-3233 20.6 51 359-- 5 25 15 91 3
18013-3607 20.9 45 356-- 7 47 14 91 3
18013--3420 21.0 44 357-- 6 49 10 91 2
18013-3429 21.7 20 357-- 6 35 9 91 3
18014-3552 27.4 22 356-- 7 68 26 91 2
18014-3514 287 13 357-- 7 34 8 91 3
18014-3554 28.7 19 356-- 7 47 7 91 3
18014-3222 28.9 31 ! 359- 5 44 11 91 3
18015-3037 31.0 8 I- 4 45 7 91 3
18015-3243 33.8 27 359- 5 33 6 91 3
18015-3033 35.8 59 1- 4 43 6 91 3
18016-3931 36.0 10 353- 9 52 18 91 2
18016-3815 36.3 12 354- 8 45 13 91 2
18016-3455 39.0 10 357- 7 70 11 91 2
18016--3214 139.3 52 359- 5 24 10 91 3
18016-3435 '39.E 23 357- 6 53 7 91 3
18016--3302 40.8 56 359- 6 65 10 91 2
18016-3306 41.C 53 358- 6 43 7 91 3
18016-3052 41.1 48 0- 5 51 8 90 2
18017-3652 42.1 22 355- 8 49 7 91 3
18017-3920 43.7 47 353-9 53 8 92 3
18017-3922 43.7 39 353-9 44 6 92 3
18017-3327 44.3 24 358- 6 61 7 91 3
18017-3008 44.6 32 1- 4 32 6 91 3
18017-3136 45_C 51 360- 5 34 6 91 3
18017-3757 46.1 1 354- 8 34 7 92 3
18018-3342 48.4 24 358- 6 64 8 91 3
18018-3157 485 14 360- 5 58 7 91 3
18018-3153 49.1 15 360- 5 22 7 91 3
18018-3058 49.2 33 0- 5 65 8 91 3
18018-3743 49.9 26 354-8 48 8 92 3
18018-3937 50.2 43 353-9! 28 10 92 2
18018-3045 50.9 41 1- 5 79 9 90 2
18018-3144 51.5 7 360- 5 27 6 91 3
18018-3419 52.2 0 357- 6 47 8 91 3
18018-3438 52.6 57 357-6 39 12 92 2
18018-3531 52.6 35 356- 7 36 8 91 3
18018-3605 53.6 22 356- 7 31 7 91 3
18018-3350 53.9 8 358- 6 38 7 91 3
18019-3353 54.1 17 358- 6 86 8 91 3
18019-3403 54.2 32 358- 6 35 8 91 3
18019-3027 55.4 39 1- 4 30 7 91 3
18019-3121 57.5 59 0- 5 26 6 91 3
18019-3450 58.0 47 357- 7 73 10 91 2
18019-3042 58.5 30 1- 5 39 7 91 3
18020-3011 1.6 35 1- 4 37 6 91 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _rn 60 tzm 100 _m Flux C(
(Jansky) Uncs C(
1.88 .60: .40L 11.04L CE AB
.41 ,40L .63L 42.88L C B E
.95 .59 2.57L 26.30L CE BB
.44L .34L .68L 10.18 F FG
1.05 .59: A6L 2.96L CD AB
.55L .25L .53 9.72L C N
.40 3.99 2.87 35.55L CBC CA
.38 .51L .85L 16.27L C FD
27.83 31.48 12.42 39.96L BBE AA
2.24 1.03 1.56L 55.99L CE AB
1.06 7.12 6.88 51.28L DCE AA
1.04 .94: 3.61L 53.77Lj F F AA
.45 .30L 1.02L 13.56L F C
1.10 .69 .40L 11.47L BD AA
.98L .49L .50: 3.36 DC :MF
.63 .44L 4.06L 67.69L C CH
2.03 1.21 3.59L 42.79L CC AB
1.11 1.20: 6.88L 5L75L FF AB
.66 1.70L 5.14L 71.26L D BG
3.04 1.11 3.61L 59.03[ FF AA
1.49 .47L .96L 31.85L C A I
1.43L 1.66L 2.66L 14.34 C
1,19 .86 4.38L 74.70L CE AB
1.48 .38: ,47L 28.30L B F A D
.85 ,56L 4.48L 58.63L C AE
3.51 3.08 .44L 9.31L CD AAI
.57 .39L .43L 3.411 C BC
1.07 .84: 4.01L 63.58L ED ABI
.79 .76L .53L 16.45L F B
.25L .34L .80L 2.79 E
2.01L 1.90L 2.01: 12.58 DD
.93 .78: 3.61L 36.80L FE AC
1.01 .73L 4.42L 45.60L C AB
.64 .39L 4.37L 20.39L D B D I
.59 .42L .87L 30.03L D CF
.69L .50L 1.10 21.58L E DC(
3.78 2.47L 3.94L 38.70L B AC
.73 .47: .72L 28.20L CF BD
1.51 1.21 4.76L 39.29L FE AAI
.86 .42L .49L 27.44L C CD.
2.35 1.25 .47L 22.80L DC AA
.58 .46L 3.88L 25.64L F AE
.25L .58L 2.12L 4.02 F J I
7.63 4.78 1.09 23.58L BBC AAI
.54 .34L .40L 10.29L D BFI
.65 1.85L 5.71L 78.90L D BI
.80 .74 1.02 5.43 CCCD BBI
4.01 2.06 6.17L 44.58L BC AA(
.79 .32L 2.00L 9.99L B BF
1.06 .63L 6.30L 63.99L F AD
.25L .29L .56L 4.00 D
.25L .29L 1.70 7.20 CD IDE 1
.54 .29L .55L 28.95L C C
5.98 3.09 3.63L 45.45L FE AA
.26L .38L 3.22L 15.43 F
.25L .31L 1.25 7.98 CC
.56 .43L .77L 16.83L C BC(
1.06 ,45: ,45L 22.45L DD AB
.25L ,51L ,64L 3.53 D MI
.96 .33L .58L 19.81L_ B iBD
1.87 .40: .63L 18.53L BD AB
.41 .47L 4.06L 39.85L C B I
.61 .61: 5.22L 55.47L F E DC
3.20 1.26 3.98L 23.94L BC AA
.88 1.38L 3.49L 46.00L C AJ
.25L .54L 1.10 10.39L iC D EF
.36 ,77L .47L 10.91L BJ
.45 .78L .68L 16.63L C CN
.59 .36: 1.40: 52.96L CED ACE
1.04 .59: .71L 24.43L DE AC
.32 1.02L 1.02L 44.79L C E H
.94 .48 .74L 39.09L E E AC(_
,51 1,32L 3.75L 39.04L D B
,77 .44 .48L 2,55L BD ACI
.41 .25L .42L 9.04L C BM
,56 .25: .43L 8.98L BD B B E
,80 .53L .72L 37.53L B BC
5.57 7.39 5.46L 61.14L CC AAI
5.16 4.85 4.41L 56.66L BC AAI
3.20 1,56 A0L 12.43L BF AA
.99 .47 .78L 33.05L DD AC
.97 .47L 4.27L 61.07L B BCF
.77 1,54L 4.58L 10.92: D D AH,
2.26L .79: 2.88 52.13L DC CA
1.31 ,39L .41L 2.59L B AB
.40 .41L 1,33L 11.37L E DCI_
.64 .64L 4.23L 31.91L D BG
2.70 2.56 4.36L 57A7L E E A A
.89 .39L .62L 30.32L D AC
.48 1.02L .69L 19.92L C CB
.97 .59 .48L 20.54L BD BB
3.72 3.83 .72L 2.86L DD AAr
2.79 2.20 .83L 23.14L EC AAJ
.58 .47L .83L 22.95L D AGI
.52 4.55 1.22 22.24L BCC BAB
1.21 .77L 5.67L 54.29L E BB
3.48 8.67 3.44 82.46L FFF AAA
.41 .64L .68L 19.13L F BC
.56L 1.92 5.29 50.29L CE CAA
5.35 6.17 4.88L 70.09L FF AAC
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep




















































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
ham. o6, (s) () 1 b
Flux Density
Uncs Coef R(Jansky)
Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _.m 60 _,m I00 p.m Flus Corr A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
26.46L CE AA 9 9400100008
12,06L O C 9501000008
74.72L D B 8401 t0000F
2.83L BD BFF 4500100000
42.93L B BH 950010010C
2.92L D E B 6500200000
47.55L BE) KAAD 750020021C
85.57L E AA 9 H0021100F
10.02L C CC 9600000218
3.62L B AFHK 7600100110
12.59L BD AB G 7500100008
38.22L CC AA J 6 850001100F
28.72L F D AC 8 95013002OC
5.71L D AJ MG 7680000038
9.88 D D 7802000328
5.08L D G 6601010000
24.62L C F F I 950010010C
14.66L BCF ABEE 1 7500200248
20.76L C H B 9400100008
26.43L EDC BAE 4 9301000008
25.49L CD AB 0 951140120C:
3.66L C BD 7600100000
27.78L C CE H 9400100008
27.03L C AB G 750110021C
30.86L CE AB G 0 750001001F
25.64L CC AB 7501100108
26.19L C C 9401100008
3.98: CD DC 8600010108
54.50L D BB 750010010F
11.70L D H BE 960120020C
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8C) C) (') N
18020-3258 1.6 34 359- 6 37 7 91 3 1.63 1.55 .73L
18020-3845 2.2 7 354-8 86 11 91=2 .36 .33L .40L18o2o-3Olg 3o41 1-4 62 8 91 3 1.04 2.30, 494_18020-370032 58 355-8 49 7 91 3 59 30 sol18020-322838 2 359-5 70 7 gl 3 101 49, 342l
'8020--3555 4.1 56! 355- 8 51 9 91 2 .31 .57L .48L
,8020-3207 4.818 ,59- 5 43 7 91 3 26L 528 8.85
18020--3033 4.9 1 1--5 46 7 91 3 3.75L 2.26 4.71L18021-3306 6.823 359- 5 29 14 go 2 .26, .34L 1.22
18021--3728 5.7 38 155-- 8 74 8! 91 3 .80 .32L .47L
18021-3813 7.9 11 354- 8 43 7 ! 92 3 1.41 .48 .40L
18021-3129 9.6 7 160- 5 35 6 i 91 3 2.17 2.09 3.85L
18021-3222 10.0 7 359- 5 40 7 91 3 1.27 .70 3.45L
18022-3927 13.8 12 353-9 45 8 92 3 .80 .27L .40L
18022-3316 14.4 19 358- 6 83 22 91 3 .30L .33L .73L
18022-3635 163 14 355-7 90 11 92 2 .35 .33L .46L
18022-3252 16.5 31 359- 6 51 11 91 2 .48 .50L 2.62L
18022-3413 16.5 12 358- 6 37 7 91 3 1.58 .94 .66:
18022-3530 16.6 44 356- 7 84 12 91 2 .29L ,31L .90
18022-3513 17.4 53 357- 7 40 7 91 3 .98 .54: .57:
18022-3217 17.7 4 359- 5 46 7 91 3 1.08 .69 3.45L
18023-3614 18.3 35 356- 7 55 7 91 3_ .61 .35L .49L
18023-3441 18.6 31 357- 7 48 8 91 3 .36 .37L .58L
18023-3206 19.1 12 359- 5 45 7 91 3 .99 .61L 8.85L
18023-3153 19.3 56 360- 5 43 ! 7 91 3 1.21 .77 3.61L
18023-3409 19.6 48 358- 6 30 7 91 3 .26L 2.95 _ 1.82
18023-3429 20.6 3 357- 6 57 9 91 3 .43 .26L .71L
18023-3935 20.6 6 353-9 27 14 92 3 .28L .27L .95
18023-3039 21.0 41 1- 5 54 7 91 3 .90 .82L 4.70L
18023-3219 21.2 56 359- 5 47 14 90 2 .42L .46L 1.27
18023-3437 22.0 19 357- 7 36 6 91 3 1.30 .40L .57L
18024-3543 24.7 25 356- 7 28 6 91 3 1.70 1.29 .52L
18024-3535 26.1 25 356- 7 65 7 91 3 .79 .43L .50L
18024-3501 26.7 17 357- 7 39 6 91 3 .83 .65 .50L
18024-3213 26.7 28 359- 5 44 6 91 3 2.45 1.99 1.31L
18024-3257 26.9 33 359- 6 40 7 91 3 .85 .36L .60L
18024-3034 27.2 52 1-5 61 15 90 2 1,61L 1.40L 1.46L
18025-3815 30.4 31 354- 8 34 7 92 3 5.26 1.96 .55L
18025-3334 30,E 53 358-6 27 15 90 2 .41L ,44L .80
18025-3619 i30._ 59 356- 7 88 27 91 2 .25L .33L .73L
18025-3128 33.C 3 0- 5 19 6 91 3 2.46 1.89 2.95L
18025-3025 35.C 42 1- 5 35 6 91 3 23.37 5.56 3.00L
18025-3906 35.0 16 353- g 17 6 92 3 4.30 41.20 30.11
18026--3540 36.4 42 356- 7 65 7 91 i 3 1.85 .50L .47L
18026--3506 36.7 46 357- 7 75 7 91 i 3 .89 .33L .50L
18026-3135 37.0 7 ; 360- 5 23 8 91 I 3 1.00 .58: 2.91L
18026-3726 38.3 18 355- 8 56 9 91 I 3 .52 .58L .44L
18026-3941 38.5 53 353- 9 28 10 92 3 .42: .25L .78
18026-3013 39.8 57 1- 4 29 6 91 3 1.40 1.14 3.38L
18026-3309 40.4 31 359- 6 26 6 91 3 2.73 2.15 .60L
18026-3435 40.7 4 357- 7 28 7 91 3 .71 .41L .61L
18026-3033 41.1 34 1- 5 47 6 91 3 86 ,60: 3.29L
18027-3102 42,1 10 O- 5 23 5 91 3 3.67 1.91 1.93L
18027-3152 42.1 57 360- 5 24 6 91 3 1.20 .68: 3.62L
18027--3142 42.2 9 360- 5 23 6 91 3 1.14 .84 3.43L
18027--3407 42.8 48 358- 6 30 6 91 3 3.91 3.71 .80L
18027-3324 44.0 2 358- 6 88 8 91 3 .61 .51L .64L
18027-3031 45.0 8 1- 5 35 6 91 3 .67 1.80L 2.93L
18027-3311 45.2 41 359- 6 40 7 91 3 3.06 2.40 ,78L
18027-3656 45.0 3 355- 8 56 7 91 3 ,81 .31L ,45L
18027-3039 47.6 58 1- 5 22 9 91 3' 1.09 .42: 2.26L
18028-3113 48.5 10 0-5 28 8 103 3 .90 .56: 3.63L
18028-3149 50.6 58 360-5 35 14 103 3 2.19L 2.00L 4.25L
18028-3721 52.9 38 355- 8 64 8 91 3 .44 .33L ,44L
18028-3354 53,1 52 358- 6 79 11 91 3 .35 .29L ,70L
18028-3133 53.8 33 360- 5 23 7 91 3 1.69 .74L 3.73L
18029-3326 54.C 49 358- 6 28 6 106 3 1,26 .69 ,48L
18029-3700 54.1 16 355- 8 59 24 9t 2 .30L .73L .89L
18030-3353 0.1 39 358- 6 84 10 91 2 .64 .43L .85L
18030-3200 0,2_ 9 360-5 40 11 91 3 .77 ,49L 3,58L
18030-3052 0.4 38 1- 5 64 8 91 3 .80 1.64L 4,32L
18030-3637 1.3 50 356- 8 50 8 91 3 .50 .35: .48L
18030-3435 3.0 15 357- 7 55 18 91 3 .38: .38L .50L'
18030-3541 3.0 33 356- 7 40 11 91 2 .59 .74L .56L
18030--3601 3.2 36 356- 7 55 7 91 3 .60 .38L .76L
18030-3023 3.5 52 1- 5 88 8 90' 3 .96 .78L 5.12L
18030-3150 4.0 201 360- 5 23 7 91 3 2.19 1.95 1.3218030-3836 5.9 50 354- 66 8 92 3 .48 .25L .74L
18031-3336 8.6 47 358- 6 51 7 91 3 1.20 .91 .68L
18031-3421 9.0 44 358- 7 40 11 91 3 .39 .47L .55L
18031-3129 11.0 29 0- 5 48 7 91 3 1.60 .90: 4.15L
18031-3229 11.3 36 159- 6 52 7 91 3 2.25 .89 3.45L
18031-3539 11.4 56 356- 7 96 26 91 2 .29L .39L 1.26L
18031-3036 11.7 41 1- 5 36 7 90 3 1.23 .82 1.54:
18032-3022 13.4 1 1- 5 28 7 90 3 2.15 1.18 4.97L
18032-3106 13.4 53 0- 5 44 7 91 3 2.83 .96 4.30L
18032-3728 13.7 22 355- 8 30, 6 91 3 2.79 1.70 .78
18032-3307 14.6 4 359- 6 51 13 91 2 .46 .40L .84L
18032-3206 15,5 9 360- 5 76 9 91 3 1.36 .48L 1.08:
18032-3402 15.6 48 358- 6 55 8 91 3 .61 .55L .57L
18033-3411 16.8 47 358- 7 65 7 91 3 .81 .29L .56L
18033-3224 205 10 359- 6 71 8 91 3 .78 .60L 3.40L
18033-3329 20.:' 47 358- 6 25 7 91 3 1,77 1,15 .51L
18033-3612 21.4 37 356- 7 53 11 91 2 .31 ,65L .48L
18033-3602 23.7 40 356- 7 81 7 91 3 .81 .33: .49L
18034-3536 24.3 20, 356- 7 65 9 90 2 .40 .41L .51L
18034-3417 25.3 10 358- 7 40 7 91 3 ,66 .39: .74L
18034-3237 25.5 32 359-6 77 10 90 2 .55 .53L 2.67L
18034-3930 26.6 5 353-9 53 17 92 3 .25L .31L .73
18034-3038 27,0 24 1- 5 28 90 3 1.83 1.01 5.01L
1 OPCRA
8
1 23 LDN 0026
1 13 209684 K0





24.02L B ADL 9401200008 1 13 209693 K5
18.43L E C AAD 3 8300111308 4
18.80L B BH 9400210208 1 7 WRA1837
20.31L BD BC 3 9401100438
28.46L BD AAD 8 950120110C
6.21L B AF 9601100000
8.79 O F B 770040000F
12.56L BC AAG 7 7500100008 1 1 RRCRA
4.36L C HD 5701000000
3.97 F J D 8600100000
33.74L BC AA 0 850001100F
46.93L BC AAE 0 750030132F 18 4 13 209696K0
7.68 BBCC AAAA 9600000008
23.26L C AB E 8301211308 4
20.06L S AD 9401200218 1 13:209697 K5
31.37L CF BC 0 750022000F 1
2.59L B CH 5600110000 13 209698 K0
5.96: ODD BI HB 9682110408
49.12L FC AA 9 650001200F
4.15L CE AA 9 9701102110 A
25.82L F BGF 9401210208 4
52.94L CD AC 0 750020000F
36.88L FC AAF 8 640100000F
33.87L CD AB 0 750030010F
27.48L FF AAN 9 850122100F _
30.14L BC AAC 6 7500000008
495L C CCG 6702100000
53.58L E BC 751030000F
4.90L CC AAC 6 9701112330
2.89L C BD 3500110000
38.23L CF BDC 2 750012100F
36.22L CF BC 2 650200000F
8.32 D AAFB 770040020F
2.73L C ED 4600110000
5.13L F D I B 1700100000
35.06L iC A B 8500320OOF
5.61L CE AC E 5 5702100000
3.29 D E ME 2500110000
7.02L C CE 1601100000
38.48L F AB 550110000C
41.95L C BD i40000000F
2.67L BF BD 0 7600110000
9.34 C C BFMC 9501010208
16.14L F CC 7402210118
3.21L C BEF 9500100000
51.92L C BB 850020110F
28.57L 3DD AACB 754030020F
14.03L B B FD 9400000208
3.47L CC AAL 7 5702000300
17.23L C CD 9503100008
42.99L CD AB 1 730010000F
30.92L DF ABH 9 950020000C
4.98 F FI C ' 7503210018
17.05L EFE AAEG 9 660022222F
46.52L CD AB 1 750030100F
44.08L CD AA 0 540110000F
2.78L BFC AABH 9 5600010000
6.69L C B G 9602000010
32.29L E E ACEF 650010010C
18.63L B BD 7500000008
27.26L _C B D 9400100008
30.10L C AC 950020000C
3,75L EF AA 9 3600000000
3,72L D FH 9501000000
3.64L DE BB 0 9501100000
14,46L D BL 8401200008
21.54L DD ADI E 0 9401300008
18,27L C BD 960211124C
4.04 FO I GC 9601000038
46.18L CC AAH 0 650022222F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
I
A 1 32 X1802-332
1
4
1 1 13 209706 K2
4
1 1 V605 SGR




9 23 LDN 0029
1 23 LDN 1786
1 1:V608 SGR
C 1 32 X1803-326


























Right Ascension: 18hO3=27"-18h04"50 "
Name
a 5
h m, • ,
18034-3104 27.0 14 0- 5 97 18 90 2
18034--3256 27.3 36 356-- 6 26 6 _!318034-3225 29.5 52 359- 6 88 20
18035-3759 30,4 10 354- 8 47 8 91 3
18035-3624 31.2 60 356- 8 I 67 7 91 3
18035-3816 31,7 59 354- 8 37 7 91 3
18035-3155 33.9 3 43 7 91 3
18035-3047 34.3 _ 42 7 90 3
18035-3051 34.8 25 1- 5 57 9 91 2
18035-3044 35.643 1-5 54 7 903
18036-3145 86,3!62 360 5 51 6 913t8036-3117 369 11 0- 50 6 91 3
18036-3254 38.07359-6 70 8 91 3
18036-3446 38.8 21 357-7 70 14 913
18036-3423 40.6 11 358-7 19 6 91318o36-31oo41.5 6 1-5 83 12 9o 218037-362642.156 356-6 52, 7 91 3
18037- 3201 42.3 ! 23 360 - 6 26 6 91 3
18037-3804 43.4 56 354- 8 43 12 91 3
18037-3106 43.9 2 0- 5 33 7 91 3
18037-3104 44.7 25 0-- 5 38 6 91 3
18037-3425 45.3 29 358-- 7 67 8 91 3
18037--3746 45.4 29 355-- 8 65 7 91 3
18037-3303 46.5 38 359- 6 47 7 91 3
18037--3623 46.9 56 354- 9 35 i 6 91 318038-36o346040 356-7 3111 91 318086-313649.743 0-5 2o _ 91 3
18056-37.5050.3 6 355-8 70 9 91 3
18038-3858 52.5 57 353- 9 32 7 91 3
18038-3034 52.6 44 1- 5 41 6 90 318086- ,3553.114367-756 9913
18039-3042 54.1 15 I-5 38 87 _ 2 3i8 39-3914 ,249 3639 4,1+039_300465,643 i-5 60 7 go3
18039-3411 56.1 51 358- 7 39 6 91 3
18039-3618 56.3 27 356- 8 51 15 91 3
18039-3316 56.4 51 359- 6 50 7 91 3
18039-3040 56+7 9 1- 5 67 9 90 2
18039-3018 57.3 7 1- 5 47 6 90 3
18039-3232 56.9 0 359-6 32 291!118039-3812 59,0 59 354- 9 24 91





















a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 _m











































1+5 46 353- 9 26 16 92 3 .25L
1.8 26 360- 5 81 10 91 3 3.94L
1.9 29 358- 6 87 i 10 90 2 .45
2.1138 358- 6 36 6 91 3 5.08
2.5 15 356 7 39 6 91 3 .99
3.1 10 357- 7 43 6 91 3 1.79
3.3 11 0- 5 43 = 7 91 3; .64
4.3 50 357- 7 56 7 91 3 .65
5.0 49 356 7 57 7 91 3 .40
5.344 356-8 36 10 913 .64
6.531 358-7 41 6 91332 1.2866 360-6 34 6 91 3 1.86
8613o 354-9 25 6 91 3 4.628.4 11 0 81 9 90 2 ,72
9.0 49 357- 7 46 6 91 3 1.54
9.3 50 359- 6 86 17 91 2 .50L
9.5 27 359- 6 25 6 91 3 4.43
18041-3317 10.3 0 359 6 21 6 91 3 107.67
18041-3955 11.7 60 353- 9 36 7 92 3 5.51
16042--3518 14.6 24 357-- 7 63 11 90 2 .30
18042-3806 15.5 40 354- 9 25 14 91 3 .25L
18042-3144 17,0 57 360- 5 42 6 91 3 3.94
18042-3059 17.3 7 1- 5 36 7 90 3 1.16
18042-3429 17.7 25 358- 7 37 7 90 3 .25L
18043-3520 16,8 24 367- 7 63 7 91 3 .39
18043-3702 18.8 55 355-8 18 6 913 1,38
18043 3216 20.(3 25 359-6 59 7 91 3 .56
18043-3341 21.E 34 358- 6' 78 8 91 2 ,44
18043-3451 23.8 28 357-7 45 6 91 3 ,62
18043-3001 23., EO 1-5 36 6903 3.65
18044- 3140 25.4139 0-5 40 7 913 ,63
18044-3610 27.1:36 356- 8 56 7 913 .87
16044- 3358 29.3159 358-7 33 6 913 1.32
18044-3026 29.4 16 1-5 32 6903 ,53
18044-3225 ;'9.7 31 359- 6 49 8 9_01_ ,5316044 3136 29.9 39 0- 5 21 6 5,60
18045-3044 30.9 39 1-5 35 5 90,3 6.49
18045-3624 31.8 9 356-8 5013902 .31
18045-3437 32+6 47 357- 7 21 11 ._ 3 .5618045-3120 34.2 25 0- 5 47 6 .55
18045-3222 34+4 29 359-6 20 16 9113 .26L
18045 3127 35.0 8 0- 5 33 6 90 13 ,7218045 3505 35.6 7 357- 7 27 8 90 = .54
18046-3508 36.3 48 357- 7 84 20 91 ; 3 .25L
18046 3240 36.8 47 359- 6 30 6 91 3 1.05
18046-3006 40.0 13 1- 5 41 10 90 3 1.46L
18046-3651 41.3 3 355- 8 39 10 91 3 1.03
18047 3304 43.9 2359-6 32 61 _ _ 1.57
18047-3115 44.4 43 0- 5 35 = 3.33
18047-3254 44.4 7 359-6 27 6 91 3 ,99
18047 3741 45.1 57 355-8 28 19 91 3 .44L
18047 3439 46.2 33 357-+ 7 47 6 , 91 3 .88
18047-3130 46.9 29 0- 5 50 8 91 2 .46
18047 3848 47.5 13 354-9 26 7 91 3 3.56
18048-3952 48.2 50 353- 9 73 182 92 2 ,30
18048 3621 48.9 27 356 + 6 53 91 3 ,76
18048 3414 ',',',',',',',',','50.949 358- 7 67 16 91 3 .29L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 #m Flux Cor'r A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co:_f R Rags* S 2 # T












37.46L D A B
55.32L B B B t








5.45: C E E G









7.76 D D CAGI
12.24L B BD















































4,76L F C CFA[
32,09L C BGJ





3.85L B A E
4.14L CF AA
5.16L _C AA22.46L B El





3.46L C B B
4.61 C MJ GI
Declination: - 40"-- 30 °
Associations






































18048 3249 51.7 5 359- 6 54 13 90 2
18049-3747 55.4 18 355- 9 60 9 91 3
18049-3202 56.6 52 360- 6 82 7 91 3
18049-3405 58.1 42 158- 7 24 7 91 3
18049-3553 58.3 10 356- 8 39 7 91 3
18049-3338 58.4 14 358-- 7 28 7 91 3
18050-3251 0.1 16 359-- 6 25 9 105 3
18050-3347 0,6 36 358- 7 49 7 91 3
18050-3855 2.1 35 354- 9 26 8 91 3
18050-3304 3,3 32 359- 6 47 7 91 3
18050-3724 4.2 18 355-8 53 9 92 2
18050-3132 4.7 41 0-- 6 50 6 90 3
18050-3232 4.9 3 359 6 39 8 90 2
18050-3100 5.2 52 1 5 30 5 90 3
18050-3725 5.6 45 355- 8 24 12 91 3
18050-3141 5.8 46 O- 6 55 9 90 3
18051 3728 6.3 9 355- 8 70 11 90 2
18051-3157 7.8 52 360- 6 28 6 90 3
18051-3028 8.0 35 1 5 64 8 90 2
18051-3147 8.0 49 360--6 60 14 90 3
18051-3430 8,6 4 358- 7 39 6 91 3
18051-3245 10.4 14 359- 6 45 9 90 2
18051--3909 11.0 37 353- 9 42 15 91 3
18052 3444 12.4 57 357- 7 54 6 91 3
18052-3641 12,7 28 356- 8 67 7 91 3
18052-3056 13.9 29 1- 5 25 6 90 2
18052-3620 14:1 7 356- 8 84 18 90 2
18052-3333 15.0 25 158- 7 29 7 91 3
18052-3024 15.2 39 1- 5 87 11 90 2!
18052-3358 15.9 23 358- 7 44 6 91 3
18052--3610 16.5 24 356- 8 84 32 90 21
18052--3649 17.7 50 356- 8 54 10 91 3 i
18053--3512 18.2 20 357- 7 51 9 91 3
18053 3128 19.0 10 0- 6 43 8 90
18053-3738 19.6 23 355- 9 61 8 91
18053-3221 19.7 53 360- 6 75 10 90
18053--3943 19.9 36 353- 9 69 9 92 2 I
18053-37t2 20.7 29 355- 8 38 16 91 oi
18053-3948 21.0 32 353-10 74 18 91 2i
18053-3402 21.2 13 358- 7 41 8 91 3]
18053 3051 21.3 15 1- 5 33 6 90 3 I
18053-3850 23.4 24 354- 9 55 8 91 31
18053-3930 23.5 11 353- 9 29 6 91 3 I
18053-3754 23.835355-9 35 15 91 31
18054-3120 25.1 12 0- 6 74 9 90 21
18054-3112 25.3 41 1- 5 32 6 90 31
18054--3116 25.3 36 0- 5 75 9 90 2
18054--3720 25.7 13 355- 8 26 7 91 3
18054--3701 26.4 20 355- 8 63 11 91 2
18054--3342 27,3 7 358-7 43 6 91 3
18054-3234 27.9 22 359 6 103 12 90 2
18054 3322 29.6 31 359- 7 40 6 91 3
18054-3054 29.8 55 1- 5 64 8 90 2
18055-3258 30.1 12 359- 6 34 9 91 3
18055-3953 32.0 17 353--10 72 7 91 3
18055 3300 32.2 35 359- 6 54 7 91 3
18055-3724 35.6 3 355- 8 25 7 91 3
18056-3327 36.928 359-- 7 20 6 91 3
18056-3359 38.6 14 358-- 7 49 6 91 3
18056-3227 38.8 36 359-6 53 6 90 3
18056-3319 38.9 17 359 7 59 7 91 3
18056-3430 41.4 38 358- 7 50 16 91 3
18056-3109 41.6 20 1- 5 29 6 90 3
18057-3037 42.6 25 1- 5 34 6 90 3
18057-3039 42.7 20 1- 5 50 7 90 3
18057--3000 42,8 5 2- 5 i 60 6 90 3
18057-3453 42.8 18 357- 7 63 8 91 3
18057--3726 43,9 58 355- 8 33 6 91 3
18057--3617 45.5 9 356- 8 51 14 91 2
18057--3103 46.4 53 1 5 30 6 90 3
18057-3631 47.E 10 356- 8 35 6 91 3
18057-3529 47.E 23 357- 8 22 10 91 3
18058-3654 48.3 5 356 8 62 8 91 3
18058-3026 49.E 46 1 - 5 18 5 90 i 3
18058-3848 50.0 2t 354- 9 31 6 91 3
18058-3030 52.0 25 1- 5 82 24 90 2
18058-3149 52,0 11 0- 6 22 10 91 2
18058-3541 52.6 39 357- 8 35 10 91 3
18058-3837 52.7 14 354- 9 85 11 91 2
18058 3658 53.3 31 355-- 8 36 7 91 3
18059-3444 54.0 58 357- 7 68 6 91 3
18059-3351 54.1 22 358- 7 34 14 90 2
18059-3218 55.5 55 360- 6 26 10 90 3
18059-3816 56.4 24 354- 9 94 22 91 3
18059-3211 58.0 22 360- 6 30 6 90 3
18059-3341 59.4 44 358 7 64 15 90 2
18059-3011 59.4 48 1- 5 45 6 90 3
18060-3206 0.5 12 360- 6 21 6 90 3
18060--3451 1.7 27, 357- 7 18 7 91 3
18060--3005 3.6 11 2- 5 65 21 90 2
18060 3320 3.7 36 359- 7 50 8 91 3
18061--3558 6.6 35 356- 8 73 14 90 2
18061 3202 6.9 31 360- 6 56 25 90 2
18061--3615 7.0 50 356- 8 54 7 91 3
18061-3323 7.4 20 359- 7 29 7 91 3
18061-3314 7.8 37 359- 7 18 7 91 3
18061-3140 9.3 2 0- 6 19 5 90 3
18061-3232 9.5 32 359- 6 56 11 90 2
18061 3647 10.3 11 356- 8 61 7 91 3
18061 3717 10.6 36 355- 8 62 9 91 2
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
<z _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 _m 64) _m





































































































Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
V L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
17.23L C D 9501500108
3.10L D DFJ 9600100000
21.34L C CF 9501100008
16.63L BB AAE 0 5500000008
13.79L BC AAFC 1 9500100208 1 1 V623SGR
5.24 CDCC AADD 9 1681112000
18.77L DE BCF 6 9502200008
4.88: C D BDEJ 1700010310 4
15.01L C DG 7500100008
6.02L CE BE M 0 9600100000
4.42L D B D 2600330000
4.98L B BC 9500201200
14.70L DD AB 0 9503021008 1 1 23 LDN 1789
4.19L BC AA 1 4601110000 3 13 209757 MA
4.87 CC HHEB 3600330000
5.23L C B H L 9702000000
4.87L C DF 4600220000
8.44L BF AACD 9 8702101108
28.35L D BE E 150021000F
8.94 CC GB 9601100100
20.2OL BF AAE 9 6400000008
18.18L C BE K 9502200128
4.44 DC L F C 6600010208
20.31L CE BF 0 7502000008
3.53L C BE 3501000000 1 16 10237
7.86L FFD AABH 9 3500300220 C
4.69L C E ED 3601000000
5.35L C AC M 1600112000
21.93L D C 250010000F
20.74L DC AA 4 3500111008
4.08 E FEE 5601000100
3.39L C AF 2500000000 1 1 V628SGR
26.11L C _EAI F I 94020001084.71L BE g 9600100000
3.34L E B E 7600000000 1 1 GR CRA
24.27L D C 9501110328 1 23 LDN 1789
13.58L C BKE 8401100108
3.62 CC BD 1600000100
4.65 D F B 8500200108
20.70L BC AAF 4 3500211008 1 1 V1278SGR
25.14L DD AB 5 140040022F C
15.72L C BH 6300210108 1 13 209759 K0
13.08L BC AB 0 9500001008 1 13 209760MA
4.83 DC K EA 9600000000
5.66L C BF 7600100000
4.68L BBE AAB 4 5700200000 14 2 4 TMSS-30361
6.01L D BB 6600200000
3.02L BCC AAB 4 1601320000 2 1 WXCRA
1 1 GS CRA3.67L E DE 050100OO00
4.48L E AC 1701000000
25.95L C O 9501001008
4.60L CD AB 1 3600200000
17.30L DE AC 0 140030022F
8.32L BD BB G 0 9601100100
12.51L D BO 7400110008
6.44L D AF 9601100100
2.91L DC AA 6 1611210000
4.34L CC AAF 2 1600100000
26.84L B AC 2500111008
36.84L BF AB 2 9400100008
6.31L 8 BH 3600100000
7.62: CD F BE 4500000108
6.89L B BE 5501200000
45.51L BE AA 0 1401100OOF
45.37L C B 140010000F
53.36L i C A E 240OO00OOF22.24L AD 4502100108
3.10L BC AAF 0 2602110000
4.18L C FLFB 4501100000
6.97L BC AAG 2 5510100000
3.88L BD AC D 0 4602000000
25.48L C BC D 9400001208
3.41L F BD 2502100000
7.66L CC AAG 8 6601111220
11.88L CBD IAAC 7 6400000008
9.42 C FGGF 6681211220
8.24L C ADGG 9602000100
16.80L B BB 94OOO00008
15.25L F E 9500000008
3.29L BD AC 0 0501100000
24,22L C CH 5401000108
4,23L C CFH 1700000000
13.25L DE DFGE 0 9581010348
4.60 C MC 9600100328
14.53: BCCC AAAC 0 9501110008
6.48: CD BC 1601000000
6.92L B AG 5601010000
10.94L B AEKE 9602220008
17.12L BBC AAAD 8 4503100108 27
10.63 C DFD 5601101010
6.19L C 8E 3600300000
4.57L D E G 8600000000
33.00L D DG 9501410208
3.70L CD AEEF 0 6600100000
4.53L BD AO 0 3600200000
5.45L D C BBFJ 4600110000
4.75L BBC AAC 4 9602000000 69
5.82 E E LC 9601011008
3.23L C AC3 C 2602100100
3.92L C B H 1602201210 i
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 u,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sop
















1 16 10248 58 16G
1 1 GU CRA 4 3
1 23 LDN 1789 514
2 4 TMSS-30362 62 3(;
1 13 209769 +++ 6 7(;
1 1 GV CRA 15
1 1 V632 SGR 81
4
C
C 1 32 X1805-304 67 1_
1 13 209773 G5 31 7;
2 13 209775 MA 3 8(
1 13 209782 K2 16 7,
4 1 13 209784K5 21 8_





Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN .00 12 p.m 25 vm 60 i_mh m. , , (s) ( ) I b (") (") ( ) (Jansky)
18061-3528 10.825 357-8 31 7 91 3 3.10 .73 .61L
18061-3126 11.4 37 0- 6 _ 14 5 103 3 2.26 1.11 .56L
18061-3029 11.6 47 1- 5 21 7 90 2 .71 1.48 .86L
18062-3515 12.4 41 357 8 30 7 91 3 3.62 2.15 .46L
18062-3113 12.7 51 1- 6 49 8 90 3 .42 .33L .71L
18062-3715 13.9 16 355- 8 28 7 91 3 1.11 1.26 .54L
18062 3925 14.0 56 353-10 45 7 91 3 .60 .22: .51L
18062-3643 14.2 22 356- 8 83 23 90 2 .86L .78L .80L
18062-3254 15.7 37 359 6 59 13 90 3 .38L .31L .84:
18062-3019 15.9 49 1-5 17 5 90 3 2.12 1.47 .57L
18062-3821 17.2 6 354-9 77 91 224 .25L .34L .69L
18063-3324 19.2 45 359-7 32 10 90 2 .85 .77 2.49L
18063-3159 20.4 46 360--6 52 18 90 3 .25L .32L .62L
18063-3207 22.8 1 360- 6 67 7 90 3 .44 .32L .63L
18063-3049 23.7 28 1- 5 33 6 90 3 .25L 3.05 7.20
18064-3203 26.9 44 360 6 31 6 90 3 1.42 .61L .60L
18064-3712 27.9 51 355- 9 29 6 91 3 .83 .33: .41L
18064-3809 28.5 56 354- 9 20 10 91 3 .66 .34 .50L
18064-3221 28.7 21 360 6 50 15 91:2 .65L .37L 1.80
18064-3154 29.4 26 O- 6 46 7 90 3 .75 .42: .62L
18065-3611 31.9 30 356- 8 36 8 91 3 .33 .49 .51L
18065-3152 31.9 42 0- 6 33 11 90 3 .31L .32L 1.36
18065-3104 33.0 53 1 6 24 6 90 3 1.16 1.21 .55L
18065-3843 33.0 21 354- 9 20 6 91 3 1.06 .63 .40L
18065-3700 33.(3 32 356- 8 34 8 91 3 .47 .33L .60L
18065 3052 33.7 40 1-6 41 6 90 3 1.42 .55 .55L
18065-3951 35.E 35 353 10 34 6 91 3 .54 .51 .40L
18066-3318 36.1 23 359 7 74 11 90 2 .58 .33L .92L
18066-3558 36.4 58 356- 8 24 7 91 3 .65 1.11 .50L
18066 3033 38.1 46 1-5 61 10 90 2 .66: .52 .63L
18066-3144 38.9 2 0- 6 17 6 90 3 4.29 1.82 .63L
18066-3310 41.5,36 359-7 37 6 90 3 1.27 .96 .63L
18066-3110 41.6 2 1- 6 72 9 90 2 .61 .38L .85L
18066-3515 41.7 5 357-8 22 22 92 3 .26L .55L .86
18067-3243 42.9 47 359-6 25 7 90 3 1.11 .44L' .63L
18067-3201 45.8 21 360-- 6 40 [ 18 90 2 .38L .36L 96
18067-3233 46.3 50 359- 6 16 7 90 3 .98 .52 1.27
18067-3316 46.8 37 359- 7 41 6 90 3 1.61 .83 .59L
18067-3652 47.8 58 356- 8 68 9 90 2 .51 .26: .68L
18068-3918 48.5 7 353-10 62 19 91 2 .76L .33L .62
18068-3129 50.3 26 0- 6 20 8 90 2 1.42: .49 .63L
18068-3744 50.3 31 355- 9 27 6 91 3 1.10 .48: .40L
18068-3328 50.4 24 359- 7 50 10 90 3 .25L .35L 1.19
18068-3054 50.8 21 1- 6 35 6 90 3 1.38 .91 .61L
18068-3719 50.9 17 355- 9 29 6 91 3 3.58 2.04 .82
18068-3427 52.7 32 358- 7 28 14 91 3 .29L .27L 1.00
18068-3759 53.0 25 355- 9 43 18 i 91 3 .25L .31L .46L
18068-3421 53.1 39 358-7 43 14 91 3 .25L .32L .79:
18068-3044 53.7 19 1- 5 53 6 90 3 2.36 .46 .67L
18069-3830 55.4 50 354- 9 50 16 91 3 .25L .73L .70:
18069-3627 55.5 38 356- 8 43 8 91 3 1.00 .60 .48L
18069-3353 55.7 30 358- 7 70 9 90 2 .35 .42L .60L
18069-3153 56.0 35 0- 6 22 6 90 3 3.82 2.70 .56L
18069-3255 56.8 47 359- 7 51 8 90 3 .54 .31L .52L
18069-3032 59.2 18 1- 5 32 6 90 3 1.64 .85 .67L
18069--3225 59.4 47 360-6 36 6 90 3 1.29 .68 .64L
18069-3156 59.8 2 0- 6 45 11 90 3 .41L .34L 1.09
18070-3631 0.9 27 356- 8 33 6 91 3 1.79 2.21 .86:
18070-3041 2.1 32' 1- 6 60 11 90 2 .37 .47L 1.04L18070-3330 2.4 441 359- 50 6 90 3 .55 .55L .53L
18070-3138 2.9 47 0- 6 27 6 90 3 2.75 2.57 .92
18070-3006 4.3 6 2- 5 26 5 90 3 1.43 .90 .64L
18070-3132 5.3 36 0- 6 57 7 90 3 .53 .37L .57L
18072-3655 12.1 1 356- 8 50 18 91 3 .25L .30L .72L
18072-3218 12.2 7 360 6 37 13 90 2 .34L .73L 1.18
18072-3029 12.4 46 1- 5 19 9 90 3 .54 .36 .50L i
18072-3212 12.8 42 360- 6 17 5 90 3 1.32 .62 .59:
18072-3945 14.1 33 353-10 67 21 91 2 .43L .31L .41
18072-3343 16.9 18 359- 7 30 13 90] 3 .38L .43L .95
18072 3415 17.1 53 358- 7 27 6 90 3 1.18 .77 .52L
18073-3649 18.5 16 356- 8 65 8 91 3 .56 .34L .54L
18073-3612 22.0 39 356- 8 40 6 91 3 7.22 3.90 .97
18073 3354 22.8 18 358-7 23 10 90 3 .25L .30L .84:
18073-3355 23.0 47 358- 7 38 5 90 3 .83 .30L .47L
18073-3126 23.3 22 1- 6 53 6 90 3 .60 .50L .58L
18073-3315 23A 36 359- 7 61 7 90 2 .44 .32L .68L
18074-3431 25.8 44 358- 7 26 5 91 3 6.00 3.18 .55:
18074-3558 25,9 4 357- 8 25 5 91 3 2.28 1.66 .55L
18074-3728 27.0 25 355- 9 39 6 91 3 5.04 2.86 .72:
18075-3348 31.8 27 358 7 65 13 90 3 .5OL .37L 1.36
18075-3053 32.8 58 1- 6 87 7 90 2 .59 .96L .78L
18075-3137 33.0 30 0- 6 37 5 90 3 3.33 1.94 .63L
18075-3457 35.3 22 357- 8 70 10 90 2 .29 .37L .59L
18075-3107 35.7 11 1- 6 18 4 90 3 7.15 4.95 .76L
16075-3000 36.0 30 2- 5 30 7 90 2 .88L .77 .94L
18076-3838 36.6 3 354- 9 38 13 91 3 .25L .36L .61L
18076-3203 37.9 34 0- 6 78 10 90 2 .77 .48L .66L
18076-3158 40.9 10 0- 6 34 6 90 3 .83 .51L .56L
18076 3859 41.7 46 354-10 43 6 91 3 .62 .49L .40L
18076-3630 41.9 5 356- 8 50 8 91 3 .35 .33L .45L
18077 3312 43.1 53 359- 7 26 5 90 3 3.93 1.97 .53L
18077-3246 438 29 359- 7 30 6 90 3 1.51 1.03 .52L
18077--3005 44.3 30 2- 5 32 4 90 3 1.54 2.35 .78L
18077-3055 46.8 33 1-6 47 5 90 3 1.95 .52 .55L
,8078-3933 48.2 16 353-10 21 5 9113 9.11 5.22 .63
18078-3408 49.6 46 358- 7 32 6 90 I 3 .48 .42L .58L
18078 3042 49.7 51 1 - 6 36 6 90 3 .29L .66 1.70
18078-3916 49.9 23 354-10 48 14 91 j 2 .39 .95L .50L
18078 3548 50.3 60 357- 8 40 7 91 I 3 .55 .27: .42L
18078-3813 50.5 24 355- 9 25 7 91 J 3 .42 .33L .42L
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L
100 t_m Flux Cor A Confusion R S
Uncs Coe_r R Flags"
4.52: BD E AA E 2 9700001008
4.83L BD AA 5 9611011000
8.26L CC BBDF 0 6601111220
17A2L CC AA 2 8500000008
5.27L F BFJ 6600000000
3.05L BC AA 0602201000
12.26L BE BDI 0 8601000008
3.16 C I D8 2602100200
6.77 ED C D8 9600000108
5.12L ED AA 9 5703000000
4.34 E GC 9600100228 4
5.11L EF ABM 0 2600200000
12.02 D J C 8601300208
32.00L, C CJ M 9601220008
5.27L BC AA 5604111000
24.21L El AC 9501420208
15.62L BD ,AD 0 4500201008
13.24L CE BE G 0 9521101228
17.02L D EHDG 9501101568
6.47L EF ElEL 7 9701201200
4.21L CF BElK 9 5600000000
9.84 DD B B8 9602101200
6.63L CF AA 9 4501101100
13.44L DD AB 0 6400000008
15.45L C ElGJ 4500000008
6.9OL CD BC 0 450221200(
9.97L CD AA 9= 6400010008
5.27L F D E 3600111000
4.63L EC AAC 1 7600001000'
7.45L CF BC 0 6600002000
6.91L ElC AA K 1 970300000(
5.01L CC AB 9 6600100000
8.64L F DG ;-I 450110010(
7.39 DE J I .3 860010021(
30.08L B A F D 9403000008
22.96L C DC 9501200208
25.56L CDC BCC9 6 948101010(
5.31L CD AA 0 3600201000
3.34L FE EEJ 0 2600010100
9.94L C D0 5500000208
5.20L CD AC 0 8601100000
16.19L BC ADH 0 5401000008
6.27: CO I [3! 1601100200
6.77L DC AB 3 3511112000
8.52L BCC AACI_ 0 5502000228
20.21L C D C 9403100008
4.42 O G*" 9601000208
5.68 CD GD*" 8601100008
5.44L BD ACH 1 3601100000
4.62 DD FE)." 9600000018
3.26L ElD BBD 7 4603112000
5.18L C BEHI 1600010100
5.44L BF AAFI_ 9 9710101100
24.99L C BH 9501010008
5.57L FD AElF 5600102000
20.02L CD AAGII 9 9501111008
5.52L C D El 9700201000
4.03L DDC AAC 9 4603112000
9.26L C D 4602100000
6.43L C BG I_ 1601100200
5.45LI BCE AAB 9 9601000000
5.62Lt BC ABI 0 5602010000
4.94L B BK 9602100000
6.10 C HE1 2600110100
23.68L D H E ( : 9502210228
5.01L ElF EB 0 5600101000
24.11L DCD ACF 0 9500100008
13.48L F G 4401000008
5.77L C DEGt_ 5600110008
17.21L FD ABLP4 0 7501012008
3.08L C BG [ 2701100000
3.25L BBC AAB 5 5601000000
6.14 DC D[_ 9600210108
17.49L C AJ 8500110108
4.69L B CE 7601000000
17.96L C BD 3501100008
17.78L,CBC AAC 2 8500001008
2.83L BE AAG 9 7702000000
11.30L BBC AADI' 0 6501100218;
18.04L C E C 6500200208
5.29L E BD 3701101000
4.99L CF AA [ 9 9602000000
14.29L C DD 5502000008
4.50L CB AAC 3 2700100000
4.60L E J BG 6601200000
5.38 D J F( 9600000218
17.33L C D F' 9501200008
25.75L C BC 8503200008
11.40L B B C 4400000008
3.28L C C (, 4600000000
19.91L BC AA 2 2401100008
20.91L FF AA 9 9600000008
4.57L DE AAC 9 6602220000
5.26L BD AC 0 3700101000
8.88L ElCE AAC 9 8500000208
15.13L B BD 6500000008
5.35L CC CA 6701000000
11.94L F BG 6500120008
14.88L BE BB 0 7500100008
13.46L C DDGt-_ 9500111108
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1 GZ CRA _ 3
4
1 V637SGR 8 3
1 V335 CRA 20 3





1 1 V503 CRA
4
4
3 13 209803 K0







1 13 209805 K0 2] 78
13 209811 K0 1 73
16 10297 87 152
4 16 10304- B2 66 61
4 1 32 X1807-386 29 4






18078-3429 51.6 20 358- 7 51 6 90 3
18078-3511 51.7 21 357 8 20 6 91 3
18078-3031 51.8 53 1 6 36 5 90 3
18078 3208 53.4 42 360- 6 80 19 90 2
18078 3120 53.8 28 1- 6 38 5 90 3
18078-3229 53.8 53 360- 7 56 8 90 2
18079-3105 54.1 31 1= 6 58 7 90 3
18079-3349 55.7 9 358- 7 29 5 90 3
18079 3306 56.4 24 359- 7 26 5 90 3
18079-3115 57.5 31 1 6 31 4' 90 3
18079-3708 57.9 22 356- 9 38 6 91 3
18079-3827 58.0 38i 354- 9 50 8 90 2
18079-3812 58.4 16 355- 9 36 27 91 3
18079 3139 58.9 32 0-- 6 76 24 90 2
18079 3003 59.4 40 2-- 5 30 5 90 3
18079-3034 59.6 42 1-- 6 19 6 90 3
18079 3346 59.8 49 359- 7 27 5 90 3
18080-3920 0.2 33 354--10 58 7 91 3
18080-3202 0.9 18 0- 6 23 11 90 3
18081-3233 8.7 41 360- 7 16 5 90 3
18081-3604 9.1 53 356-8 98 17 90 2
18081-3343 10.8 58 359- 7 37 7 90 3
18081-3019 10.8 46 2- 6 43 5 90 3
18082-3438 13.3 51 358-- 8 36 7 90 3
18082-3313 16.2 56 359-- 7 29 5 90 3
18083-3446 18.3 48 358- 8 62 17 90 3
18083-3934 19.0 1 353--10 64 17 90 2
18083-3702 19,2 43 356-- 9 36 13 91 3
18083--3130 20.9 47 1-- 6 25 5 90 3
18083-3125 23.1 5 1-- 6 50 8 90 2
18084-3143 24.8 22 0- 5 59 16 90 3
18084-3619 27.6 56 356- 8 35 7 91 3
18084-3210 28.1 34 380- 6 38 6 90 3
18084-3223 29.6 20' 360- 7 32 10 90 3
18085-3427 31.2 34 358- 8 47 8 90 3
18085-3433 31.6 17 358- 8 66 9 90 i 2
18085-3043 32.1 1 1- 8 67 10 90 i 2
18085 3909 32.2 27 354-10 70 23 90 ! 2
18085-3625 32.2 13 356- 8 34 7 91 I 318085-34134.646 358-7 45 8 90 2
18086-3411 36.4 25: 358-- 7 73 19 90 2
18086-3038 37.1 53 1- 6 59 6 9O 3
18086 3501 40,8 36 357-8 40 7 90 3
,8086-314941.326 0-6 74 10 90 2
,8088-324141.544360-7 51 7 _0 3
18087--3018 42.1 i 24 2- 6 23 6 90 3
18087--3318 42.5124 359- 7 34 6 90 3
18087-3858 42.91 39 354-10 76 18 91 3
18087-3352 43.2i53 359- 7 27 7 90 3
18087-3726 _lS.E 14 355- 9 19 12 91 3
18087-3006 45.91 54 2- 6 17 5 100 3
18088-3215 48.E 25 360- 7 62 18 90 2
18088-3510 49.1 7 357- 8 28 11 90 3
18088-3050 51.7 21 1- 6 82 7 90 3
18088-3619 53.3 34 356- 9 24 10 110 3
18088 3218 53.4 9 360- 7 54 7 90 3
18088-3120 53.7 51 1- 6 42 15 90 3
18089 3059 55.7 58 1- 6 40 8 90 2
18089--3901 57.1 28 354-10 46 10 91 3
18089-3415 57.7 27 358- 8 24 6 90 3
18089 3504 58.2 27 357- 8 90 10 90 2
18089-3015 59.2 41 2- 6 79 8 90 3
18089-3037 59.E 36 1- 6 79 8 89 2
t8090-3714 0.1 30 356- 9 42 6 91 3
18090 3606 4.2 29 357- 8 76 12 91 2
18090-3128 5.4 10 1= 6 42 6 90 3
18090-3358 5.8 23 358- 7 41 15 91 2
18091-3305 7.3 17 359- 7 51 7 90 3
18091-3552 7.E 20 357- 8 17 6 90 3
18091-3251 9.E 15 359- 7 22 6 90 3
18091--3557 10.4i 6 357 8 51 7 90 3
18092-3211 14,E 1 0- 7 46 6 90 3
18092-3452 15.E 23 358- 8 87 13 91 2
18092-3646 16.,_ 44 356- 9 43 15 91 3
18092-3926 16.8 31 354-10 38 13 91 3
18092-3541 17.1 53 357- 8 26 5 90 3
18093 3158 18.3 17 0- 7 52 9 90 2
18093-3639 20.7 56 356- 9 36 8 91 3
18093-3431 21.9 37 358- 8 20 5 90 3
18093-3030 22.7 45 2- 6 49 5 90 3
18093 3205 22.9 9 0- 7 41 7 103 ' 3
18093-3713 22.9 23 356- 9 33 10 91 3
18094-3659 25,51 31 356- 9 58 9 90 2
18094-3008 26.5! 12 2- 6 32 8 90 3
18094-3323 27.7 50 359- 7 36 7 90 2
18095--3848 31.9 19 354-10 23 6 91 3
18095--3154 33.2 12 0- 7 46 8 90 2
18095-3304 34.3 11 359- 7 25 11 90 3
18096--3201 36.0 35 0- 7 28 7 90 3
18096 3142 37.8 32 1- 6 61 9 90 2
18096-3429 38.4 3 358- 8 28 6 90 3
18096-3230 41.5 53 360- 7 31 7 90 3
18096-3016 41.9 8 2- 6 36 7 90 3
18097-3724 44.4 12 355- 9 37 6 91 3
18097-3204 44.6 51 0- 7 57 8 90 3
18097-3247 47.8 53 360- 7 27 7 90 3
18098-3158 49.6 5 0- 7 69 10 90 2
18098--3009 49.8 39 2 6 33 7 90 3
18098-3332 51.3 49 359- 7 47 8 901 3
18098-3057 52.6 26 1- 6 64 10 89i 2
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 tim 60 tim






































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
15.17L E CC : 6500000008
15.17L DD ABNJ 0 7502100018
5.43L C BG 7602211000
5.98 D I C 9700100008
4.44L BF AA 9 5700101000
21.94L C C L D 9502101008
5.19L C CC 2700100000
17.62L CD ABF 8 6500210208 4
18.62L BD AA 9 1500000008 1
5.19L BC AAEB 0 4780100000
12.65L CE AA F 9 6500100008
7.54L CF BE 0 9500000008 1
3.46 E HMBD 9600111108
8.52 D MFC 9600100320 C
8.02L BC AAI 7502210000
4.92L DF AAC 8 7712211000
17.67L B E B D 4 6500210208 4
15.64L S AB 6500120008
20.08L C D C EF 8501100008
19.40L BC AAEI 2 9501101008
3.87L D KDC 7702000000
14.31L D C 5500210008
5.76L B BC 7601010000
18.20L C CN 7501100008
14.91L DC AAC 9 1500000008 1
6.32 C HFGC 8601000208 4
3.53 C D E S 9600000428
2.99 CD DA 7700100108
4.22L BF AI J 0 7700101000
4.34L C BK 6700101000
4.81L D G ME I 8600100320 C
3.02L C ACG 5600100000
15.61L: F F ACM 9 9600100008
18.78L CD AB 5 9500000008
13.51LI CE AEE 0 8510200008
15.98L F DC 6500200008
5.41L C CB 5700100000
3.19L F J GD 3600000118
3.07LI BC AAL 0 6601201000
15.95L C D 7500100008
4.21 O E B 7600200008
4.39L B BF 5700100000
16.42L EE AD 0 4501100008
6.08L F BE L 5602000000
19.11L C BD E 9502000208
4.77L EF AAC 7 5701110000
12.45L B AO 2500000108
5.48 FD MDBC 3501100118
20.55 C C E B A A 8400003208
5.32 DC GCB 6600000228
4.92L BC AS 0 5501100000
6.21 E O E B 9600201008
12.41L CF BJ J 1 5501100008
5.36L DF BF 0 3700000000
3.24L D BD G 5611000000
16.32L E BD 9500100008
9.35 CC BDF D 4641000300
5.80L D CE 2700000000
9.15L C H B 3501100118
17.22L CBC AAB 6 7500100008 26
19A5L F BJ 4500200008
4.79L D 'BC 4700110000
5.29L C BHK 4601000000
18.67L CD AB G 1 6400010338
5.00L F C 9700000000
4.26L FD BB 0 3700001000
20.55L D MF E A 7401000008
28.82L CF ABI 0 1500010308
13.92L DFF AAB 9 6500100008
16.46L BFC AAEI 9 7601030008
Declination: - 40 °- - 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 1 Vl178 SGR 28
3 1 V659 SGR
1 : FY SGR 10
1 V343 CRA 32
1 FZ SGR 7
8 3
6 3 14 394-PN33PI 11
C 1 32 X1808-374 42 12
1 1 V660 SGR 31 3
4 1 32 X1808-313 18 4
8 1 1 AK CRA
1 1 V663 SGR
4
1 1 32 X1809-328
3.06L C CG 9701100200
22.32L DO AA 9 9401101008
26.39L E F L 7501000008
7.48 DC BE F 36C2000520 8 1 32 X1809-367
2.35: CD I B B 7600000108
14.22L DF AA 9 9503000008
17.28L C CI C 9502220108 1
3.26L C ACC 3601000200 1 1 GG SGR
15.97L BC BB 1 5500111008
5.72L BC AA 5 3601001000
26.97L CE CCE 0 9411240108 1
4.51: E F ACGE 6680010238 8 2 1 HSCRA
10.65L E BCI 7603000108
7.04L C BC 3502000000
12.38L CF AEL 0 3501000008
2.13L DB AAD 0 4701000000
15.87L FE CD 0 7500200008
11.37 CD F B 3600010508
17.18L CF IBA 9 9501440108
28.65L C BC 8403120108
19.10L BCF AABK 9 5501121108
13.73L CBC BAAJ 0 9501000108
5.17L CF AAD 9 2703101200 4
12.19L BC AALI 0 5500001008
2813L C BFI 9401140328 5 1 13 209859 K2
22.9OL CO ABH 0 7410100008
5.58L C B H D 9600320328 5
5.46L FC AAK 9 2502000000
19.23L ; F A D D 5401100008
23.11 L C B 0400000008







4 1 32 X1809-330












a _ Coords SMJ SMN (.8(s) ( ) i b C) C) )
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
100 _tm Flux
Uncs
18098-3557 53.3 50 357- 9 42 6 90 3.26L CC BB
18099-3412 54.1 2 358- 8 46 9 90 11.76L D CM
18099-3403 55.0 5 358- 8 97 9 90 18.76L D C
18099-3139 55.1 55 1- 7 63 12 90 22.29L C El
18099-3255 57.3 44 359- 7 35 7 90 19.62L E AE
18100-3331 0.1 8 359- 7 17 6 90 17.44L ED AAI
18100-3017 0.1 7 2- 6 61 8 89 5.74L CD AC
18100-3925 0.6 20 354-10 64 18 91 2.75 D
18100-3154 1.6 57 0- 7 78 8 90 21.16L E AC
18100-3220 1.7 34 360- 7 34 7 90 18.47L CBC CA,
18100-3750 2.1 22 355- 9 28 6 91 21.89L D DD
18100-3246 2.2 13 360- 7 66 10 90 17.97L F CG
18100-3737 2.4 37 355- 9 45 10 91 5.39 CC FFi
18100-3644 3.5 47 356- 9 56 6 90 2.99L C BI
18100 3621 5.2 52 356- 9 58 7 91 2.54L C BE
18101-3119 6.1 57 1- 6 65 7 90 22.62L C BC
18101-3934 6.4 55 354-10 46 5 91 7.64L BE AC
18101-3822 7.1 36 355-10 36 23 90 3.14 D EH,
18101-3610 9.2 35 357 9 37 5 90 2.36L CC AA
18101-3942 9.3 53 353-10 24 5 91 11.09L DC AA
18101-3355 9.4 18 359- 8 46 6 90 17.06L BE AA
18101-3046 10.4 53 1- 6 51 7 90 4.21L CE AG
18101-3513 10.5 33 357- 8 45 6 90 15.66L B O BG
18102-3417 12.5 18 358- 8 55 15 90 16.56L (3
18102-3543 12.9 44 357- 8 42 21 90 4.51 DE C
18102-3640 12.9 55 356 9 52 6 90 2.61L ED BA
18102-3547 15.9 36 357- 9 68 6 90 13.04L C AI
18103--3017 21.3 35 2- 6 34 6 90 3.67L BC AA
18103-3146 22.921 1- 7 36 8 90 15.05L CE CB
18103-3042 23.241 1- 8 54 7 90 4.75L C B
18104-3858 24.1 59 354-10 53 10 91 11.59L C M
18104-3028 24.3 32 2- 6 18 6 90 3.64L BC AA
18104-3005 26.0 47 2- 6 39 10 90 6.36L C CG
18104-3522 26.4 18 357- 8 19 5 90 13.22L BC AA
18104 3330 27.2i36 359- 7 39 6 90 6.52L BDC AB
18105-3007 31.0 48 2-6 53 8 89 4.95L C BF
18105-3002 32.5 46 2-6 84 12 89 3.53L DF BD
18105-3743 32.(] 47 355 9 64 16 90 4.07: CC
18105-3945 34.4 3 353-10 73 6 91 8.65L B B
18105-3450 34.6 57 358- 8 52 8 90 13.42Li C BF
18106-3231 36.9 33 360- 7 27 6 90 16.24L BBC AA
18106 3226 37.(] 8 360-7 38 6 90 16.35L BC AA
18106-3418 37.(] 41 358-8 25 6 90 18.62L BF AB
18106-3001 41.4 55 2- 6 41 7 90 5.14L: BC AB
18106-3213 41.7 32 0- 7 49 6 90 18.75L B AF
18107-3436 i44.C 46 358- 8 55 5 90 21.29L B BH
18107-3718 44.1 39 356- 9 51 10 91 13.64L F CE
18107-3147 *4.E 44 1- 7 32 8 90 20.64L BF AB
18107-3627 44.7 1 356 9 52 9 90 4.77L C C
18108-3548 48.,_ 43 357- 9 28 6 90 12,04L E BE
18108 3445 53.2 44 358- 8 19 5 90 4.,46L CC AB
18108-3248 53,3 32 360- 7 32 7 90 4.14: CCCD CA
18109-3525 54.1 43 357- 8 49 6 90 16.53L B A
18109-3901 54.9 55 354 10 72 8 91 8,30L C CC
18109-3710 58.1 31 356- 9 34 6 90 8.52L EEC AA
18110-3938 0.2 54 354 10 21 7 91 11.33L FF CE
18110 3513 0.5 53 358 8 21 6 90 10,44L BC AA
18110-3152 4.9 10 1- 7 77 8 90 19.15L C D BB
18110-3334 5.9 29 359 8 26 7 90 8.43: FF F AC
18111-3125 9.5 40 1- 7 84 10 90 17.36L C C
18111 3129 9.6 6 1- 7 45 12 89 1812L C CH
18111-3523 9.8 35 357- 8 33 16 91 10,29L D
18111-3527 11.0 45 357- 9 54 6 90 15.61L BE AC
18112-3646 15.4 22 356 9 71 19 90 3.50L F
18112-3032 17.5 40 2- 6 43 7 90 2.96L CF AH
18112-3147 17.6 47 1- 7 57 19 90! 5.34 D
18113-3545 21.0 20 357- 9 49 7 90: 17.17L D CB
18113-3216 21.5 50 0- 7 65 16 90 6.06: DD L
18113-3752 23.6 34 _355-10 26 13 90 2.96 DC G
18114-3738 27.8 27 355 10 33 13 90 2.51L D EC
18114 3651 28.1 44 356 9 86 12 90 2.37L C D
18115-3645 31.8 4 356- 9 59 22 90 4.04 C NC
18115-3213 32.2 46 0- 7 55 7 90 15.39L B BH
18115-3237 33.8 10 360- 7 17 6 90 13.12L BBC AA
18115-3505 33.8 45 358- 8 50 6 90 12.49L C BD
18116-3044 36.3 27 2- 6 43 6 90 3.28L DC AB
18116 3319 38.2 34 359- 8 24 6 90 14.08L CC AB
18116-3003 38.3 29 2- 6 24 7 89 3.40L DD AB
18116-3159 39.8 8 O- 7 44 6 90 13.43L BD BC
18116 3136 40.0 2 1- 7 56 7 90 17.13L C BF
18116 3100 40.7 13 1- 7 50 7 90 13.74L E BD
18117-3438 43.0 40 358- 8 71 20 90 4.64 C HB
18117-3939 45.8 52 354-11 57 8 91 11.70L B DI
18117-3328 46.6 35 359- 8 47 7 90 14.41L B AE
18117 3727 47.1 38 356-10 35 11 90 2.68L B BE
18118-3052 51.2 1 1- 6 58 9 90 4.20L EE BD
18118 3113 51.3 0 1- 7 64 9 90 17.31L DD CC
18118-3016 53.3 34 2- 6 39 8 90 3.40L CC EA
18119 3347 55.7 3 359- 8 20 6 90 16.36L D BB
18119 3349 55.8 44 359- 8 105 17 89 16.21L F D
18119-3527 57.9 34 357- 9 25 13 90 4.28 CD E
18119-3223 59.4 46 0- 7 36 8 90 20.77L BE AD
18120-3709 1.1 32 356- 9 47 6 90 2,60L E AE
18120-3503 5.4 12 358- 8 53 13 90 13.10L D GJ
18121-3418 8.1 12, 358 8 40 6 90 3.06L BEC AA
18121-3344 8.8 41 359- 8 42 6 90 12.83L CD AA
18121-3755 9.2 19 355-10 34 6 90 2.46L BCC AA
18121 3720 10.1 30 356-10 28 15 90 3.38: DD N
18121-3106 10.4 10 1- 7 35 10 90 17A6L EF CC
18121-3149 1.5 55 1- 7 61 15 89 4.85 DE
H (Not Color Corrected)
C
O 12 Fm 25 p.m 60 Fm
N (Ja.nsky)
3 .81 .80 .41L
2 .39 .94L .48L
3 .44 .34L .50L
3 .48L .,43L .90
3 .87 .38L .46L
3 2.54 1.64 .5OL
2 1.27 .36: .55L
2 .31L ,37L .73L
3 .77 .52L .51L
3 .62: 4.64 4,88
3 .54 .41L .41L
2 .46 .55L .62L
3 .53L .28L .96
3 .39 .25L .41 L
2 .44 .37L .43L
3 .61 ,44L .51L
3 .65 ,23: .45L
2 1.30L .32L .56L
3 2,57 1.51 .40L
3 2.67 1.81 ,40L
3 1.24 .70 .47L
3 36 .34: .58L
3 .72 .43L .56:
2 .49L .32L .68
3 .25L .61 L .80:
3 .79 .85 .52L
3 1.02 .28L .47L
3 2.01 1.00 .59L
3 ,63 ,49: .50L
3 .60 .33L .54L
3 .51L .28L 1.00
3 1.80 1.13 .55L
3 .55 .51 L .63L
3 3.89 2.74 .47L
3 1.69 .74 .65:
2 .57 ,46L 1.05L
2 .94 .62 .63L
3 .25L .29L .78
3 .90 .25L .41L
2 .50 .87L .48L
3 16.05 9.03 1.00
3 3.20 2.25 .46L
3 2,03 1.22 .49L :
3 1.88 1.08 .70L
I 3 1.17 .38L .54L
3 .65 .33L .50L
2 .40 .37L .53L
' 3 .95 103 .49L
2 .35 .31L .55L
3 ,82 .43L .47L
3 1.58 ,58 .47L
3 .45 1.69 3,74
3 .82 .30L .47L
2 .37 .32L .42L
3 5.17 3,32 .75
3 .40 .39: .40L
3 1.84 .99 ,47L
3 .68 .50L ,58:
3 1.21 .43: 1,05L
2 .37 .40L .92L
2 ,51 .51L .59L
2 ,67L .75L .69
3 ,63 ,34: .43L
2 .47L .31L .61
3 .63 .43: .51L
3 ,26L .30L .76L
3 .60 .28L .42L
2 .34L .37L .82
3 25L .29L .87
2 31 .51L .57L
2 .34 .29L .53L
3 .25L .28L .43L
3 .67 .38L .61 L
3 4.02 4.53 1.84
3 .53 .35L .59L
3 1,26 ,86 .48L
3 1.83 96 .45L
3 1A5 .71: .50L
3 .87 .55 .46L
3 .51 A5L .50L
3 .73 .42L .4,4L
3 .25L .37L .69L
3 .45 .28L ,59L
3 1.07 ,33L .53L
3 .67 .51L .53L
3 .55 ,56: .45L
3 .55 .55 ,44L
3 .39L 2.26: 2.99
3 .82 .52L .40L
2 .44 .38L .78L
3 .27L .35L .82
3 .88 ,48: .47L
3 1.28 .38L .44L
2 .35 .51L .53L
3 6.16 8.48 1.31
3 4.04 2.58 .41L
3 7.27 5.98 1.53
2 .80L .33L .57
3 .55 .49 .47L
2 .48L .39L .69:
V L C
Co A Confusion R S A Sep
























394- PN 35 PI
209902 K0 71
456- PN 80 PI
10417 158
209914 K0 73
*ConfuSiOn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Ne*ghbodng Hours Confirmed Sotrces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
176




a 8 u _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Izm
h m. . , !(s) () 1 b C) (') (') N
17.2 r24 o_ 7 66 9 90,38122_3231
5122-3858 17.9117 354-10 51 7 90 3
8123-3420 18.4 12 358- 8 45 7 90 3
5123-3143 23.9 0 1- 7 41 7 90 3
5124 3412 24.2 27 359- 8 28 6 90 3
5124-3730 24.9 50 356 10 33 12 90 2
3124-3438 25.3 13 358- 8 36 22 90 2
3124-3947 25.7 19 354-1' 47 6 91 3
]124-3551 25.8 11 357-- 9 60 13 90 2
3124-3104 27,8 32 1-- 7 82 10 90 2
3124-3405 28.8 t 359- 8 43 9 90 2
3124--3221 29.6 4 0- 7 20 6 90 3
3125--3313 31.7 0 359-8 54 17 90 2'
3125-3259 32.9 5 360-8 73 20 90 3
3125--3727 35.9 38356-10 37 20 90 3
3126-3603 36.2 3 357- 9 24 12 90 3
H26-3758 36.9 47 355-10 57 8 90 3
1126-3036 39.3 40 2 7 51 7 89 3
1126-3146 40.4 36 t 7 36 6 90 3
1127-3954 46.1 56 ;353 11 33 90 3
H27-3255 46.6 24 360-- 8 50 18 89 2
1127-3319 46.8 43 359- 8 53 7 90 3
1127-3223 47.5 31 0- 7 25 6 90 3
1128-3234 48.2 18 0-- 7 34 7 90 3
1128-3134 49.7 9 1-- 7 49 6 90 3
1128-3012 50.7 8 2- 6 36 7 89 3
1128-3037 51.2 8 2-- 7 28 11 90 2
1128-3409 51.4 7 359- 8 38 7 90 3
H28-3515 51.7 31 358- 9 27 6 90 3
_128-3734 !52.4 16 356-10 40 6 90 3
H29--3208 54.1 29 0 7 33 6 90 3
g129-3305 54.7 12 360-8 17 6 90 3
1129-3349 56.4 17 359-8 78 9 90 3
_129-3053 57.5 12 2- 7 26 6 89 3
_129-3837 57.5 19 355-10 46 10 g0 3
1129-3129 59.942 1- 7 58 10 89 2
;130-3136 2.9 53 1- 7 94 10 89 2
;130-3511 3.2 358- 9 46 15 90 3
,130-3540 5,0 54 357- 9 40 11 108 3
,131 3008 6,2 40 2 6 38 6 89 3
,131-3433 6,7 5 358-8 68 7 90 2;
,131-3328 8.4 9 359-8 58 9 90 2
131--3623 9.1 28 357-9 28 6 90 3
131-3448 11.8 49 358- 9 31 6 90 3
132-3146 12.2 33 1- 7 31 9 90 2
132-3738 17.1 10 356-10 53 13 90 3
133-3543 19.5 51 357- 9 82 13 89 2
133-3748 20.4 44 355-10 60 12 90 2
133-3148 20.9 48 I-- 7 81 8 89 2
133-3829 22.1 21 355--10 75 18 90 2
133 3134 23.4 11 1- 7 37 10 90 2
134-3002 26.2 14 2- 6 38 6 89 3
134-39t8 26.4 31 354 11 59 18 90 2
134 3815 26.7 59 355-10 31 8 90 3
134-3306 27.4 20 360- 8 49 6 90' 3
134 3314 27.6 10 360 8 42 6 90 3
t34-3608 27.8 58 357- 9 39 6 90 3
134-3139 27.8 16 1 7 47 7 89 3
134-3241 28.1 6 0- 8 58 10 89 2
134 3243 28.6 55 360- 8 32 7 90 3
135-3628 30.3 57 357 9 26 6 90 3
135 3907 32.3 46 354-11 24 7 90 3
135-3105 32.8 59 1 7 26 6 89 3
136-3631 36.1 52 357- 9 60 15 90 3
136 3408 37.9 34 359- 8 27 6 90 3
136-3050 384 57 2 7 28 7 89 3
136-3115 139.4 55 1- 7 51 7 90 2
136-3207 40.6 35 1- 7 57 9 89' 2
136 3303 40.7 41 360- 8 42 8 g0 3
136 3228 41.7 30 0- 8 41 6 90 3
137 3933 42.5 11 354--11 80 27 90 2
137--3321 45.5 9 359 8 49 9 90 3
137--3543 46.1 46 357-9 37 8 90 3
137-3153 46.5 18 1 7 34 14 90 3
t37-3713 46.5 40 358--10 81 12 91 2
t37--3738 47.5 6 356 10 58 35 90 2
137 3230 47.7 14 0 8 45 8 90 3
138-3232 48.(_ 60 0- 8 68 17 89 2
138-3754 49.255 355-10 53 37 89 2
138 3615 49.£ 4 357 9 34 16 89 2
138-3811 51.9 49 355-10 51 6 90 3
138 3501 52.2 54 358- 9 28 11 89 2
138 3311 52.6 25 360 8 44 13 90 3
138 3609 53.1 5 357 9 20 6 109 3
138-3145 53.9 28 1 7 33 7 89 2
139-3416 54,1 10 359 8 22 7 90 3
f39-3545 54.6 44 357- 9 31 13 90 3
139 3140 56.3 1 1 7 53 9 89 2
139 3014 56.5 2 2- 7 27 6 89 3
139 3722 57.2 26 356 10 61 10 90 3
139 3251 58.2 52 360- 8 47, 14 90 3
140-3906 1.1 8 354-11 30] 6 g0 3
140-3357 3.0 13 359-8 36 13 g0 2=
140-3150 5.2 3 1 7 74 9 89 2
i41 3119 8.1 18 1- 7 31 6 89 3
141 3505 81 52 358 9 48 7 90 3
141-3203 10.9 33 1 7 46 6 89 3
142-3012 12.2 9 2- 7 26 7 89 2
Flux Density
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flags Associations
V L C
100 #.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
13.21L C IBH 4601000008
8.28L B AFI 2500000008
3.99L C BF D 8700110000
5.92L CF AA C 9 970010110(
3.15L CD AA 8 6700100000
4.24L C B 8501100220
4.24 C J D 7702000120
6.14L BCC AABD 2 5401101008
4,05 D E B 9700100208
21.83L C C 3400110008
4.07L C DI 3700000000
12.70L BC AB 3 5601100008
15.94L C F E 9500000008
6.25: CE DD : 9601101108
4.45 DE EFED 9501100220
12.14L C CG 9500100008
2.23L B B D 8600000000
2.17L CD AB 0 2710111000
15.49L BC AB L 9601101018
6.74L BD ABH 3401000008
5.44 E DC 9600101108
15.53L BD AD 0 9501000008
15.95L DF ABI 9 4600100008
18.37L CF ABH 2502100008
15.09L BD AB 9511200008
3.55L CF BD G 9 4700100000
6.19L C C 3600111000
2.66L DD AB 2 6700000000
12.92L: BC AC 3 9500111108
2.05L FE BB 9 8602000100
10.77L BBC AACH 0 6600000008
12.89L F D AAJ N 9 9501010018
t7.311 C DD 9502000008
5.87 BBCC AAAB O 2501000000 05
2.04L B BC 4600010000
15.28L C C 8501120008
17.56L E C 8501220008
6.61 CC NGC 8600111218
9.12 DD I EEB 9601200328
391L CBC BAAE 0 3600100000
5.36[ C B J 7600000000
8.02L D D D 9601000108
16.38L EE AAD 9 9401300101
3.03L BBC AAA 1 8700000110
19.93L F C 8402100008
3.74 CB HFDC 850000020(
10.67L D CH 8601200428
2.13 L D E E 8600000000
18.23L F AC 7402100108
3.78 D D E C C 4500000330
15.77L F BD G 8501220008
3.20L BBC AAB 0, 2600000000
2.88L C C D 6601000000
1.90: C D ADFD 5600000100
15.21L DC AA 7 9501110008
15.16L CF AA 9 9500100208
10.82L EEC AAC 9 9601000208
15.74L B BF 8502100008
3.89L F BD 7700121000
2.96L BD CC 8700121000
10.60L DC AB 6 8501200108
2.37L BBC AAA 0 4600000000 14
16.38L EE AB 8 6400011008
4.37 CE CB 9600100108
2.84L BCC AAC 4700001000
3.16L BD AB 0 1600000000
15.00L C !C 6500000008
3.92L E CH 6601000000
16.18L CC AB 1 9500100018
2.87L BC ACK 1 7700211000
1.65 D FJ NF
15.01L C DE
14.74L C CGHB
4.67 DD M EC
4.14L C F
3.06 D NJ E
2.57L FE CE
3.9gL C L F D
2.91 D E
5.08: E E C B
(Not Color Corrected)




































































































142--3646 13.7 49 356-10 25 6 90 3 213.72











1.70L BE AD D 0 6600000000
11.34L C DC 5500101001
5.08: C E L D C 9601000228
12,24L CC HAAE 9501100101
11.40L O DC 6400212008
3.46L BCC DBCC 1 5600033100
7.08: CC GDC 96Cl10143_
11.61L D B 6402200038
3,42L DC AAG 2 2600100000
2.59L C B B 9500000000
4.04 CC JJFC 9700000100
1.25L BC AAG 0 4700100000
3.32L D EG 2700000000
11.02L C CJ 4400200108
3.67L BC AB 0 9600010000
11.88L CF AB 9 5500101008
2.91L CF BFD 5 5600100000
2.84L CF BD 4 2610200000
50.68 8.07 10.10L BBC AAAD 5 7400000008 18
55L .42L 2.90L D AD 9701000100
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Dens=b/ Region.
1 GH SGR 24 3
C
C 32 X1812-374 39 12
7 WRA1851 11
13 209927 K5 6 82
1 13 209929 K5 10 82
4 1 13 209932K2 5 71




3 13 209938 B3 8 89
14 335- G 6 S 21
4
1
2 4 TMSS -30372 36 29
1 1 GI SGR 8 3
1 I V537 CRA 18 3
C 1 32 X1814-379 142 12
1 13 209949 K0 5 68
8
1 7 -3612416 46
3 32 X1813-342 23 3
1 V714 SGR 44 3
12 13 209957 M3 7 32
177
Right Ascension: 18h14m18"-18h16m19"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertmnty C
a 8 a _ Coords SM.J SMN O O 12 .u.m 25 p.m 60 _.m I00 u.m Flux
h m. , , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Ones
I
16143-3106 18.6 12 2 7 73 8 89] 3 .63 .36L .45L 3.70L E 8M
18143-3040 19,3 28 2- 7 32 5 89 3 10,65 10.60 2.11 3.04L BDD AAI
18143-3620 19.6 0 357- 9 47 8 90: 3 _54 .28L .40L 13.52L B CJ
18143-3911 21.0 9 354-11 36 6 90 3 5.17 5.10 .70 1.47L CDC AAE
18143-3136 22.5 21 1- 7 49 12 89' 3 .25L .35L 1.13 8.06 CF H(
18143-3158 22.6 4 1- 7 76 14 89 2 ,45L .43L .73 3,39L D J M[
16144-3816 24,7 6 355-10 31 27 90 3 ,25L ,25L ,51L: 2.55 C
18144-3216 28.1 491 0- 8 70 6 89 3 .99 .40L .46L 4.11L D iAE
18144-3210 28.2 8! 1 8 44 5 103 3 1,29 ,41 AOL 2.53L CD AC
18144-3249 29.8 59 0- 8 51 7 90 3 .46 .36L .47L 3.19L C BF
18145-3022 31.2 53 2= 7 22 7 89 3 .61 .35: .45L 2.26L BF BCt
18145-3422 32.3 16 359-9 52 21 90 3 .25L .39L .60L 5.24 D CE(
16145-3838 32.5 49 355-11 60 9 90 3 .32 .31L .41L 2.05L C DF
18145-3255 33.0 28 360- 8 52 8 90 2 .75 .57L .49L 10.60L D BC
18145-3353 33.7 32 359- 8 18 6 90 3 2.19 .89 .40L 11.53L BC AB
18145--3836 34.0 53 355-11 45 6 90 3 .60 .26L .41L 1.88L C BCI
18145-3858 34.3 33 354-11 52 9 89 2 .31 .31L .44L 1.84L C DKF
18146-3110 39.5 2 2- 7 28 6 89 3 1.48 2.26 ,81 2.82L DCE AAI
18146-3203 40,5 45 1- 8 26 6 89 3 1.49 .81: .51: 2,82L FFD AA[
18146-3059 41.7 35 2- 7 30 6 89 3 .91 .51 ,41L 2.82L CE BC
18147-3411 43,3 41 359- 9 76 11 90 3 .27L ,33L ,72 2,99: DF J I
18147-3513 44,6 24 358- 9 58 6 90 3 .61 .35L .40L 10,67L B AE
18147-3522 45,4 1 358- 9 45 6 90 3 .97 .53 .46L 10,67L 8F ADi
18147-3217 45,6 45 1- 8 37 7 89 2 ,77 .29L ,50L 3,39L C BDI
18147-3016 45.9 5 2- 7 27 4 89 3 3.76 1.66 .48: 2.44L BCD AA(
18148-3048 48,6 22 2- 7 63 7 89 2 .38 .41L .57L 4.24L C BE
18148-3205 49,9 6 1- 8 21 6 89 3 2,47 1.31 .44L 2.97L BE AAI
18148-3814 50.0 60 355--10 37 6 90 3 .59 .31L .40L 1.80L B CDI
18148-3534 51.2 59 358- 9 44 6 90 3 .67 .39 ,49L 13.92L CD BBI
18149-3328 54.8 23 359-8 32 17 90 3 .25L .31L .59 3.35: DE
18149-3320 55.1 19 360- 8 23 5 90 3 6,49 4.88 .72 12,06L BCC AAI
18149-3012 56.2 7 2- 7 28 7 89 3 .44 .34L .53L 3,35L C EF(
18149-3637 56.3 49 357-10 56 18 90 2i .31L .55L .54 8.92L D
18149-3526 58.0 10 358- 9 34 5 90 3 4.86 2.63 .61 9.97L BBC AAI
16149-3109 58.3 17 2- 7 18 5 89 3i 1.47 .88 .40L 2.25L BC AB
18149-3141 58.4 47 1- 7 29 5 89 3 .74 .46 .42L 2.79L CD BB
18149-3223 59.2 38 0- 8 48 6 89 2 .56 .40 .40L 2.90L CF BG
18149-3043 59.8 0 2- 7 32 _ 23 179 2 ,29: .35L .49L 4,04 F C EFI
18150-3205 1.4 20 1- 8 36 12 89 2 .56L 1.06L .52L 3.43 O CBI
18150-3035 2.2 12 2- 7 46 5 89 3 .46 1.04 .40L 2.38L FC BBI
18150-3640 3,8 50 357-10 54 8 89 2 ,33 ,31LI ,40L 8,11L C CF
18150-3255 5,4 30 360- 8 32 5 69 3 1,51 ,61 ,45L 11,88L BD ABI
18151-3556 8,5 3 357- 9 60 7 90 3 ,37 ,29L ,40L 8.95L C DN
18151-3058 10,4!25 2- 7 25 5 89 3 ,84 ,51 ,46L 2.69L BD AB
18152-3239 12,6 48 0- 8 68 8 89 2 .44 .6OL .54L 3.67L C CC
18152-3013 13.2 59 2- 7 38 5 89 3 1.40 ,99 .46L 2.56L DD AB
18152-3547 13,4 357- 9 48 9 90 2 .36 ,86L .59L 4.64: C D CH,
18152-3156 16.6 9 1- 8 26 12 89 3 .45L .44L .81 2.78L D E
18153 3621 19.0 31 357-10 52 6 90 3 1.27 .74L .40L 9.22L B AC,
18153-3220 19.E 29 1- 8 ' 44 7 89 3 .44 .75L .44L 2.23L C CH
18153-3659 20._ 11 356-10 21 6 89 3 .80 .50 .40L 2.08LCC CB
18153-3623 21.3 20 357-10 21 5 90 3 8.56 4.19 .89 7.40L'BDE AA
18153 3006 21.9! 7 3- 7 51 5 89 3 1.00 .51: .46L 2.47L DF CD
18153-3653 23,6 16 356-10 51 8 90 3 .61 .55L .40L 7.98L D BD
18154-3254 25,4 23 0- 8 67 7 89 2 ,51 .29L ,43L 10.57L F C
18154-3628 25,8 3 355-11 89 31 89 2 ,42L ,37L .73L 2.42 C
18154-3103 26.3 55 2- 7 49 7 89 2 1.02 .48L .45L 2.14L E BD
18154-3342 28.2 23 359- 8 16 6 89 3 .63 .37: .89 5.19 CDCD AC
18155-3422 30,4 9 359- 9 33 5 90 3 1,55 ,95 ,40L 2,05L CC iAA
18155-3114 34,0 18 2 7 15 5 89 3 2.04 1.40 1,07 2,32L CFF 'AA
16155-3204 34,1 27 1- 8 77 27 89 2 ,43L ,34L .53L 2.45 C
18155-3947 34.6 57 354-11 55 18 90 3 .25L .25L ,40L: 3.63 C
18155 3040 34.7 26 2- 7 65 5 69 3 .72 .49L .40L 3.29L! B BE
18156-3020 38.9 49 2- 7 16 5 89 3 1,16 ,40 ,41L 2,22L BE AA
18156-3233 39,9 33 0- 8 61 10 90 2 .30 .62L .48L 2.97L C El
18156-3217 41,9 311 1- 8 28 5 89 3 1,09 .53 .48L 1.96L ED AB
18157-3300 42.2 45, 360- 8 35 5 89 3 15,82 7.95 1.35 9.82L BBC AA
18157-3201 44.1 17 1- 8 63 7 89 2 ,43 .28: .43L 2.04L CE BD
18157-3114 44.3 2 2- 7 33 7 89 2 1.06 _56L .41L 3.25L F 88
18157-3004 44,6 51 3- 7 63 6 89 2 ,47 ,42L .41L 4.31L C CE
18158-3537 48,0 44 358-9 32 5! 90 3 .73 ,57L ,40L 7.32L E BC
16158-3045 49.5 35 2 7 67 16 89 2 .38L .43L ,43 2.39L C
18158-3604 52.4 46 357-10 61 7 90 3 .54 .33L .40L 2.33: C E:BE
18158-3559 52.9 16 357-10 77 7 89 2 .37 .31L ,40L 8,98L C C
18158-3613 53.5 40 357-10 33 ! 6 90 3 .68 .24: .40L 7.39L FE BD
18158-3445 53.6 49 358-9 15 5 90 3 3.00 2.64 1,03 1.56L BBC AA
18156 3239 53.7 29 0- 8 45 6 89 3 .44 .28L .40L 1.95L B A
16159-3216 55.0 17 1- 8 74 33 90 2 .27L .55L .42L 3.66 D J
18159-3120 58.5 52 1- 8 38 4 89 3 1.63 .59 ,46L 2,29L BE AB
18160-3610 2.6 27 355-11 45 24 89 2 ,25L .39L ,94L 2.41 E
18160 3223 3,6 31 1- 8 27 5 89 3 ,52 ,29L .54L 2.55L C BE
18160-3514 4,5 34 358- 9 21 9 90 3 ,57 ,39L .40L 7.12L C BC
18160-3624 5.(_ 17 357--10 45 9 90 3 .25L .28L .54: 3.70 CC K
18161-3148 9.1 16 1- 6 21 4 89 3 1.22 .73 .40L 2.67L BC AB
18161-3549 9.1113 357-10 : 56 8 90 2 36 .56L .50L 12.60L C BC
18161-3643 9.2 8 357-10 49 5 90 3 .85 .34: .40L 9.52L BF BF
18161-3501 9.4 34 358- 9 78 9 89 2 .34 .33L .40L 9.98L D AK
18161-3032 10.0 18 2- 7 23 5 89 3 .83 .42L ,43L 3.09L El BG
18161-3338 10.2 22 359- 9 51 7 89' 3 .28L .55 ,83 10,27L FD C
18161-3832 10.3 8 355-11 16 10 90 3 .25L .26L .79 7.88 CC
18161-3252 11.5 52 0- 8 39 4 89 3 1,56 .44 ,40L 2.39L BE AB
18161 3720 11,7 0 356-10 28 14 90 2 ,31 .32L ,40L 2.44LC I F
18162-3605 12.8 55 357-10 46 5 90 3 .84 .42L .40L 9.14L C El[;
18162-3001 13.2 37 3- 7 62 5 89 3 1.25 .47: .45L 2.92L CD AC
18162-3854 14.5 26 355-11 34 19 89 2 .47L .31L .40L 2.46 C CJ
18162-3257 17.3 58 O- 8 66 22 90 2 .81L .53L .96L 3.06 E L
18163-3506 189 39 358-9 76 14 89 2 .39L .32L .78 5.91L D
18163-3313 19.5 22 360 8 24 7' 89 3 .41 .31L .61L 5.07: C D C
18163-3950 19.7 52 354-11 50 39 89 2 .31L .28L .43L 2.35 D D
18163-3108 19.8 32 2- 7 72 6 89 2 .68 .40 .54L 2.21L DE BB
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flags
V L C
Col A Confusion R S A
Co_ R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Associations
Sep




















Confusion Processiog; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S<,urces (PH); 5) Ne0ghbocing Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 18h16m21"-18h19m02 s
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainly C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 6 O 12 _m 25 p.m 60 pm
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (°) N (Jansky)
18163-3106 21.9 1 2- 7 33 4 89 3 1.65 1.88 .43L
18163-3335 22.7 55 360- 9 52 7 89 2 .33 .35L .40L
18164-3324 26.3 19 360- 9 36 4 89 3 1.06 .84 .40L
18164-3102 26.4 58 2- 7 41 16 69 3 .32L .31L .35:
16164-3518 272 35 358- 9 61 5 90 3 ,54 .35L .40L
18164-3629 29,6 23 357-10 24 4 _ 90 3 22.70 16.36 3.22
18165-3654 35.6 42 357-10 63 7 90 3 .45 .32L .51L
18166-3248 39.4 17 0 8 79 7 89 2 .75 .49L ,43L
16166-3435 39.9 14 359-9 48 6 89 2 .39 1.13L .44L
18166-3437 40.3 1 ; 359 9 50 8 89 2 ,46 .31L .42L
16167-3330 42.5 21 360- 9 63 8 89 3 .37 .33L .50L
18167-3839 438 52 155-11 32 5 90 3 1,70 .58 .40L
18167-3145 44.2 15 1- 6 59 6 89 3 .63 .50L .41L
18167-3619 45.1 58 357-10 27 13 89 2 .58L .55L .77:
18167-3411 46,5 39 359-9 31 9 89 3 .71 .44L .40L
18168-3536 51.6 10 358-10 23 9 90 3 .49 .35L .40L
18169-3035 55.4 3 2- 7 25 4 89 3 .90 1.42 .40L
18169-3214 56.8 15 1- 8 34 4 89 3 7.01 3.08 .57:
18169-3101 57.1 47 2- 8 37 4 89 3 .89 .43: .40L
18169-3818 57.9 39 355-11 46 6 89 2 .49 .41L .40L
18169-3006 58.1 13 3- 7 34 4 89 3 2.65 2.81 .81
16170-3054 0.1 36 2- 7 76 16 89 2 .26L .35L .55L
18170--3017 0.2 5 3- 7 32 5 89 3 .74 .43: .41L
18170--3132 0.5 57 1- 8 57 19 89 2 .50L .40L 1.05L
18170-3155 0.6 40 1- 8 43 4 89 3 2.14 .65 .40L
16170-3644 0.6 3 357-10 72 8 89 2 ,47 .31L .47L
18170--3651 3.6 43 357-10 43 9 89 2 .38 .27L _58L
18170-3709 4.0 47 356-10 48 23 69 2 1.32L .31L .62L
18171-3236 7.3 58 0- 8 19 5 89 3 2.40 2.40 .49:
18171-3048 9.8 17 2- 7 43 6 89 3 .68 .39L .44L
18171-3114 10.5 21 2- 8 24 5 89 3 1.37 .72 .44L
18171-3663 10.6 13 357-10 48 6 90 3 .59 .48L .42L
18172-3715 15.1 25 356-10 31 5 90 3 3.05 1.17 .41L
18172-3647 16.0 55 357-10 22 5 90 3 2.28 .57 .40L
18173--3107 18.6 25 2- 8 14 5 100 3 6.09 5.28 .96
18173--3038 22.4 56 2- 7 45 32 89 2 .25L .32L .46L
18173-3201 22.7 11 1- 8 26 5 89 3 1.21 .63 .53:
18174-3830 25.0 28 355-11 61 9 89 2 .42 .43L .48L
18175-3235 30.3 15 1- 8 61 7 89 3 .59 .29L .41L
18175-3158 30.6 34 1- 8 60 9 89 2 .34 .60L .49L
18175-3730 30,9 41 356-11 48 5 90 3 1.71 .49: .40L
18175-3449 31.1 40 359-9 70 15 89 2 .27L .41L 2.33L
18175-3008 31.2 43 3- 7 68 10 89 2 .54 .44L .46L
18175-3455 33,3 52 358-9 60 6 69 2 2.18 .67: .40L
18175-3612 33.6 2 357-10 61 8, 90 3 .37 ,26L .42L
18175-3631 34.5 5 357-10 90 9! 90 3 .37 .45L .40L
18176-3915 39.9 52 354-11 44 8 90 3 .25L .28L 1.52
18176-3733 41.8 28 356--11 53 5= 90 3 1.24 .62 ,40L
18177-3015 43.5 36 3-7 59 9 69 2 .43 .44L .46L
18177-3109 45.5 56 2-6 69 7 89 3 .51 .32L .48L
18177-3901 46.842355--11 70 10 903 .60 .36L .43L
18177-3426 47.1 31 359- 9 25 14 89 3 .25L .42L ,54
18177-3209 47,2 3 1- 6 27 6 89 3 2.38 3,16 .75:
18178-3243 48,1 41 0- 8 28 6 69 3 3.14 2.86 .42L
18178-3400 51.0 22 359- 9 58 9 89 3 ,35 .29L ,41L
18178-3122 52.9 48 2- 8 47 10 89 2 .35 .36L .49L
18179-3106 54.1 38 2-- 8 56 7 89 3 .48 .38L .44L
18179-3125 54.6 38 2- 8 28 6 89 3 .56 .31L .40L
18179-3041 55.6 53 2- 8 61 6 89 3 .64 .44L .41L
18179-3207 55.8 22 1- 8 67 12 89 2 .56 .73L .45L
18179--3033 59_9 23 2- 8 35 5 89 3' .78 .64 .40L
16180--3038 3.3 14 2- 8 47 6 89 3 _65 .33L ,40L
16160--3511 5.7 5 358-10 32 12 89 2 .52 .43L 1.33L
18181-3242 7.1 i47 0- 9 72 9 89 2 .31 .48L .40L
18181--3151 7.3 54 1- 8 55 6 89 3 .77 .44: .40L
18181-3447 8.8 55 359- 9 44 6 89 3 .60 .31L .40L
18182-3740 12.6 57 356-11 30 13 90 3 ,25L .27L .65
18182-3028 13.1 20 2- 6 38 5 89 3 .66 1_13 .40L
18182-3015 13.9 10 3- 7 32 21 89 3 ,25L .40L .40L
18182-3133 14.1 31 2- 8 60 7 69 3 .48 .50L .45L
16162-3644 16.1 18 357-10 38 10 89 3 .60 .25L .40L
18182-3333 16,3 16 360-9 24 6 69 3 1.26 .32L .40L
18182-3012 16.£ 56 3- 7 38 6 69 3 1,75 1.11 .49L
18182-3039 16.9 44 2- 6 23 6 89 3 1.03 .35L .40L
18183-3225 16.2 20 1- 8 26 5 89 3 1.63 1.05 .40L
18183-3201 18.3 8 1-- 8 62 5 89 3 .90 .38L .45L
18183-3124 18.8 51 2- 8 66 6 89 3 .95 .33: .48L
18183-3412 21.3 51 359- 9 37 6 89 3 .83 .32L .40L
18183-3506 23.4 46 358-10 19 5 89 3 5.42 2.10 .40L
18184-3215 24.2 13 1- 8 31 5 89 3 1.61 .71 .40L
18184-3054 26.2 22 2- 8 35 5 89 3 5.45 3.81 .58:
18184-3005 27.1 50 3- 7 102 10 88 2 .54 .40L .51L
18184-3238 27.5 8 1- 9 16 13 89 3 .27L .26L 1.00
18184-3033 28.1 54 2- 8 42 6 89 3 1.11 .42L .40L
18185-3504 30.2 20 358-10 38 6 89 3 .46 .32L .40Li
18185-3248 30.6 12 0- 9 26 5 89 3 .86 .28L .40L I
18185-3310 34.4 10 0= 9 62 15 89 3 .25L .33L .72:
18186-3058 38.4 21 2- 8 107 36 89; 2 .48L .41L .45L
18186--3308 40.6 6 0- 9 86 10 89i 2 .46 .41L .43L
18186-3019 41.1 60' 3- 8 48 7 89 3 .78 .44L .46L
18187-3023 44,3 1 3-- 8 88 8 89 2 .46 .45L .51L
18188-3803 49.4 31 356-11 72 10 89 2 ,85 ,66L .55L
18188--3834 49.9 15 355-11 64 9 90 3 .45 .34L .4OL
18188-3217 50.1 19 1- 8 21 5 89 3 4,19 2.28 .58:
18188-3840 51.2 55 355-11 31 6, 90 3 10.73 2.61 .55L
18188-3515 51.6 47 358-10 62 6 89 3 .96 .35L .46L
18189-3307 57.7 6 0- 9 29 15 89 3 .25L .35L .63L
18169--3149 58.2 43 1- 8 73 6 89 3 .80 .44L .43L
18190--3534 1.5 52 358-10 48 6 89 3 .87 .43: .40L
18190 3536 2.1 37 358-10 41 9 89 3 I .35L .33L 1.13
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.70L BE AADG 9 9600200210
10.80L C BD 9400200008
9.62L DF ABGI 9 9402020018
5.16 DC MFDF 7501200210
11.93L C BF 9401100618
7.66L BCC AAA i 0 9400001008 i67
13.47L C CH L 8502000008
2.51L C BDM 4700000000
2.41L C BK 5600110000
2.39L E C 5600120000
12.07L D C GG 8401110018
1.69L CC AB 4 8700000000
2,82L C CB 7600000000
7.08 DF EMDBI 8501100228 8
2.48L B ]GMDI 7600000000
11.55L F BE 8400000008
2.06L FF AAD 9 5700000000
2.88L BBC AAD 0 5701000000
3.95L FD ACI G 6 6500100100
2.52L C BF 8501000000
3.64L BCF AABL_ 9 9600000000
4.06 D BcFAIKI 55010002003.60L CD 4 9600010000
3.65 F N F B I 6500000000
2.50L BF AA I 1 5600000000
7.64L D CG 7400100008
7.55L D D J 4400210008
3.43 E I B 7600100008
2.71L BFD AADG 9 3700000000
2.07L D BG 3600000000
3.16L CC AB 5 8600000000
8.64L C BB 3401210008
7.28L BC AA 0 9501100006
7.73L BC AA 0 5400300008
2.30L BBC AABF 1 8601000000
3.78 D F 5600000000
3.58L BCD ABDK 4 4600100110
2.67L C CG 6500000000
2.78L C BD 2700000000
3.01L C BE N 2600100110
9.69L BE AC 0 9400100008
2.62 D BCE 3601000000
6.10L C 6 9500000000
9.97L BE AB 0 9401001008
2.60L C DH 9600100000
2.60L C BL 9600100000
4.03 C E F A B 2500000000
7.66L BE A6 0 8500100008 =
5.94L O CE F 9500000000
3.69L C BNHF 7600100000
1.88L C GI I 2700000000,
4.24 F D D F D 6600000220
2.72L CCF AAB 9 9701100000
2.41L CF AAK 9 2701100000
1.96L C B I L 8700000000
3.24L C E 7600121000
3.55L B BE 6600100000
3.06L B BJ 5600121000
3.16L C BE 4600100000
3.91L C DD 8501100000
3.05L B D B D 1 i 4600200000
3,14L B B 4600300000
8.23L C CDG 9400110008
3.55L C CJ 8601200000
2.41L DD BB 0' 3601001000
2.57L B BC K 4600000000
4,30: DC E C 7580000338
1.97L BF BB 3 4700260000
4.64 C C 8580100000
2.61L C BD 3600000000
2.46L C B KE 9500000000
10.98L B AE 9500000008
3.05L EF AAKD 9 9600100000
2.28L B A 4600200000
1.91L CE AB G 9 9701001000
3.01L B 6F 9502000000
2.47L CE CD 0 5601021000
2.35L B AELH 3602006000
9.35L BC AAE 0 8400211008
1.99L BC AB 0 9600000100
2.63L CDD AAB 9 4600101000




2.63L B B I
6,05 FD HBEC
2.69 D G E



















1.66L BC AAB 0 4600001000 01
12.16L D BDI G 7400010008
5.17 D EGB 9600100318
2.74L C BJ F 9500000000
9,21L BE BC 0 6401100008
9+23L C MI B 6401200008
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
4 1 1 GL SGR 6 3
1 1 BR SGR 2 3
1 1 IU CRA 28 3
1 1 V560 CRA 42 3
1 13 210014 M0 2 73
1 1 V383 CRA 33 3
2 13 210017 K0 7 = 65
1 13 210016 K5 15 88
1 16 10646 32 134
1 1 V2334 SGR 22 3
1 14 335- G 9 S( 12
2 1 V1289 SGR 68 3
C 1 32 X1817+344 22 12
1
1 1 V2532 SGR 54 3
1
1 3 RAFGL 5474 88
c
1 7 AS 302 8
1 13 210033 K5 4 76
1 13 210035 K5 26 91
1 13 210036 K7 13 91
1
1 1 V1858 SGR 16 3
1 13 210037 A0 5 95
1 13 210039 K0 31 8G
1 13 210040 K2 2 81
1 13 210041 K7 10 84
4
4
1 13 210049 K0 24 77
2 13 210048 K0 5 51
1 16 10680 5 13 ¢
4
1 1 V1861 .SGR 2 '
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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18190-3605 3.8 30 358-10 71 8 89
18191--3633 6.6 28 357-10 80 14 89
18191-3003 7.7 53 3- 8 24 5 89
18191-3546 9.0 33 358-10 36 8 89
18191-3214 9.1 22 1- 9 24 5 89
18192-3719 14.1 25 356-11 58 7 89
18192-3340 14.4 33 360- 9 57 10 88
18192-3010 15.8 48 3- 8 44 6 89
18192-3952 17.6 25 354-12 48 8 90
18193--3049 18.3 25 2- 8 45 6 89
18193--3204 19.5 57 1-- 8 22 19 i 89
18193--3132 19.9 21 2-- 8 30 5 89
18193--3557 20.1 12 358--10 60 9 90
18193--3230 20.2 4 1-- 9 27 6 89
18193--3056 20.4 24 2-- 8 46 6 89
18193-3934 20.6 15 354-12 40 7 90
18193-3333 22.6 25 360- 9 19 5 89
18193-3820 23,1 6 355--11 52 32 89
18193-3341 23.2 54 360- 9 66 9 89
18194-3045 24.9 5 2- 8 36 12 89
18194-3739 27.0 10356-11 27 5 89
18194-3058 29,6 56 2- 8 39 5 89
18195-3343 33.1 44 360- 9 54 8 89
18196-3253 37.5 33 0- 9 20 5 89
18196-3354 39.1 13 360- 9 58 8 88
18197-3320 42,7 15 0- 9 48 6 89
18197-3604 44.6 20 358-10 88 12 90
18197-3941 44.9 52 354-12 88 14 89
18197-3200 45.5 57 I- 9 35 11 89
18197-3313 47.1 26 0- 9 43 5 89
18198-3238 48.1 41 1- 9 25 16 89
18198--3341 520 21 360- 9 52 6 89
18198-3148 52.9 17 1- 8 35 5 89
18198-3355 53.3 21 360- 9 52 6 89
18199-3119 56.0 46 2- 8 33 7 89
18199--3328 56A 6 360- 9 59 7 89
18200--3656 2.4 43 357-11 26 17 90
18200-3038 5.5 18 3- 8 32 7 89
18201--3615 6.2 51 357--10 27 6 89
18201-3852 8.7 46 355 12 67 9 90
18201--3544 9.1 16 358--10 38 5 89 I
18201--3259 11.8 24 0-- 9 48 5 89j
18202--3302 17.6 26 0-- 9 46 6 69i
18203--3210 18.9 20 1-- 9 65 27 89
18203--3602 20.2 59 358--10 62 6 89
18203--3942 20.7 42 354--12 54 11 89
18203--3219 22.7 29 1- 9 26 18 89
18204-3027 24.1 29 3-- 8 26 4 89
18204--3147 24.2 52 2-- 9 26 5 89
18204-3316 24.4 18 0-- 9 29 5 89
18204-3010 28.8 44 3- 8 37 6 89
18205-3125 31.2 25 2 8 61 8 89
18205--3044 31.4 35 2-- 8 54 6 89
18206 3407 36.3 51 359--10 18 5 89
18206-3329 36.8 55 360-- 9 48 7 89
18206 3854 37.1 18 355-12 24 6 89
18206 3921 376 13 355-12 38 8 89
18206-3843 41.2 55 355-12 53 9 89
18207-3146 43.5 15 2- 9 58 7 89
18208-3015 49.9 13 3- 8 18 5 89
18208--3836 49.9 7 355--12 42 7 89
18208--3424 50.7 41 359--10 17 5 89
18208-3439 52.3 36 359--10 68 12 89
18209-3224 56.4 6 1- 9 70 9 88
18210-3412 4.0 32 359-10 27 7_ 89
18210-3959 5.4 46 354-12 30 9 89
18211-3057 9.7 32 2- 8 32 6 89
18212-3232 16.2 31 1- 9 17 6 89
18212-3328 18.3 49 0 9 37 5 89
18213 3042 18.5 53 3- 8 28 11 89
18213-3154 19.2 55 1- 9 40 6 89
18213-3606 t9.4 6 358-11 52 8 88
18213-3219 20.8 9 1 9 39 5 89
18214-3156 24.7 2 1- 9 59 17 88
18214-3931 27.8 60 355-12 34 8 89
18214-3034 28.9 38 3 8 48 8 88
18215-3836 30.2 12 355-12 39 6 89
18215-3534 30.4 60 358-10 45 7 89
18215-3955 34A 5 354-12 62 11 90
18215-3206 34.2 12 1- 9 45 7 89
18215-3550 35.3 14 358-11 44 6 89
18216--3207 39.4 45 1- 9 43 7 89
18216 3849 39.5 37 355--12 39 14 89
18216-3528 40.7 3 358 10 55 13 89
16217-3753 43.242 356-12 49 6 89
16218-3047 48.5 6 3-- 8 60 5 88
16219-3302 55.056 I- 9 61 10 88
18219-3147 55.6 51 2-- 9 61 30 88
18219-3631 565 56 357 11 31 6 89
18219-3905 59,1 24 355-12 41 6 89
18219--3601 59.4 16 358-11 37 5 89
18220 3756 2.5 40 356 12 18 5 89
18220-3621 4.1 37 358-11 24 10 89
18220 3839 4.4 53 355-12 45 8 69
18220-3607 5.7, 16 358-11 35 t3 89
18221-3034 11.0 51 3- 8 41 7 88
18222 3333 14.2 5 0-10 20 6 89
18222-3210 17.8 24 1- 9 20 5 89
18222-3016 17.9 57 3- 8 31 6 88
18224-3519 24.4 44 359 11 47 9 88
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags AssociaZions
CIRRUS-2; 3)
H
C (Not Color Corrected)
O 12 pm 25 /_m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Cor
N (Jan_y) Uncs Coe
2 .37 .28L .48L 2.41L C A
2 .44L .33L .50 2.51L D D
3 .60 .39L .40L 2.23L C BB
2 .83 .47 .40L 8.01L CD BB
3 5.96 1.58 .42L 2.52L BC AA
2 .67 .26L .40L 8.24L F C
2 .40 .31L .53L 12.06L D C
3 .73 .32: ,42L 3.25L DE AGK
3 .25L .30L 1.81 3.95 CC CA
3 .41 .38L .40L 2.11L C DI
2 .26L .35L .56L 3.52 C F1.82 1.81 .45L 2.06L BC AAD
2 .32 .39L .43L 2.47L C BL
3 1.76 .57 .41L 2.70L BD ACL
3 .55 .26L .41L 2.09L C B
3 .78 .29L .40L 8.03L D B B H
3 1.53 2.98 .86 8.07L BBD AAA
2 .25L .39L .40L 2.84 C
2 .54 .60L .58L 10.17L D DC
2 .31L .37L .81 3.42L F HB
3 7.33 6.17 1.05 6.75L BCE AAB
3 3.29 2.19 .56L 2.16L EE AAD
3 .76 .30L .40L 8.05L B AF
3 1.67 .38: .40L 8.70L BE ACI
2 .78 .30L .49L 2.14L C B
3 .52 .33L .41L 11.40L C ACK
2 .34 .33L .43L 2.10L F F
2 .29 .30L .56L 7.58L C O H
3 .42 .47L .41L 2.63L C CJ
3 1.11 .60 .40L 8.81Li BC AB
3 .40L .41L .80L 7.63 C BNH
3 .64 .48L ,40L 8.88L C BFJ
3 7.33 5.16 .91 3.12L DDC AAB
3 1.22 ,53L ,40L 2.35L C AB
3 .54 .40L .44L 3.03L B CI
2 .53 .32L .43L 3.96L E C
2 .77L .46L 1.10L 4.07 E KK(
2 .40 .52L A7L 4.44L C CD
3 2.28 .54 .40L 1.60L BC AB
2 .51 .38L .40L 6.44L E C
3 2.41 1.30 .40L 1.79L BC ABI
.80 .55: .45L 13.52L E F B B N
3 .51 .33L .40L 13.02L C C C
2 .25L .55L .52L 5.14 D El
3 .50 .30L .41L 2.20L C BH
2 .39 1.13L .51L 6.00L C EFJ
2 .25L .38L .72L 4.17 E J E
3 2.44 2.37 .57 4.02 CCCD AAC
3 1.88 1.34 .40L 2.62L E F A A
3 3.77 1.53 .43L 5.70L CC AAK
3 .48 .34L .40L 2.82L C B
3 .51 .37L .40L 3.57L F BL
3 .35 .37L .40L 2.92L C El
3 .96 .44L .40L 2.01L B AB
3 .54 .46L .40L 15.60L C AB
3 1.43 ,74 ,40L 7,53L BC AAJ
3 .29L ,35L 1,89 2.26: CF KHA
2 .46 .22: .43L 2.26L CE BB
2 .68 .79L .47L 3.55L C BBE
3 1.01 .51L .40L 2,48L B AE
3 .40 .43L ,40L 1.91L C BI
3 8.46 2.05 .59: 2.62L BCD AAC
2 .33 .33L .45L 3,19L C F
2 .43 .40L .50L 2.90L F D
3 .43L .32L 1.80 5.56 CC J J B
3 .57 ,31L .40L 1,45L C BE
3 80 .51: .40L 3.76L F F ElC
3 .99 .54: .40L 331L DD CDK
3 1,75 .83 .40L 13.77L BE AB
3 .43 .35L .40L 2.88L C B
3 ,59 .36L .55L 3.04L C ADI
2 .47 .65L .48L 2.77L D DH
3 1.46 .43L .48L 2.02L B AD_
2 .29L .37L 51L 3.42 C E
3 .25L .27L 2.39 2.71 CD HLA
2 .44 .36L .50L 3,81L C El
3 4.13 .99 .44L 1.81L BC AAE
2 .48 .35L .51L 2.37L F CEI
2 .38 .39L .42L 2.10L D D
3 .73 .50L .40L 2.75L E BC
3 .57 ,38L .40L 2.14L B BDJ
3 .55 .48L .40L 2.68L D E D
2 .27L .39L .33: 3.33 D E GC
2 .25L 1.07L .74 2.29 CC KB
3 .58 .29L .40L 1.84L B B E
3 4,23 1.O0 .42L 2.87L ElC AB
2 .37 .58L .40L 14.11L F EMI_
2 .25L 1.03L .50L 4.58 E F F
3 1.16 .55 .40L 1.72L CC ABJ
3 .97 .47 .59L 7,03L DE) ABJ
3 1.34 .46L .40L 1.57L B ACI<
3 17.21 11.25 2.41 1.67L BCF AA,_
3 .60 ,36L .40L 1.66L C BI
3 .25L .34L 96 1.72: CD CE
2 .25L .38: .54 2,42 E CC E E
3 .48 .28: .40L 2.90L E E DF F
3 .73 .54: .40L 12.98L F E ElB
3 3.40 .95 A0L 2.37L BC AA
3 1.11 .34L .43L 2,82L El AE
2 .44 1.21L .73L 2.67L C EK
Confusion Processing;
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep






















16205 -- 3044 1
18206 -- 3407 3
18208 3015 3
210091 A0 20










335- G 12 Sb
210129 MB 86
210128 B8 74
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou,ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
180
Right Ascension: 18h22"28'-18h25"42"
Position (1950) Flux Density Hags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a ,8, Coords SM/ SMN 6 O 12 /_m 25 /_m 60 /_m
(s) ( ) l b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
Name
ham. °8
18224-3527 28.6 4358-11 79 12 106 2
18224-3803 29,838 356-12 44 6 8931
18225-3529 31.7 58 356-11 _0 6 as 2
18225--3157 33.7 17 2- 9 5718 89 3
18226-3147 40.0511 2- 9 405 88
18227-3407 42.910 1360-10 6925, 8818228-3012 49.1 24 3- a 25 10 88
18228-3243 49.7 53 1--9 52 16 88 2
18228-3107 50.0 25 2-- 9 51 7 883'
18228-3707 50.957357-11 56 19 89
18228--3130 51.9 30 2- 9 34 6 88 =
18228-3456 53.6 37 359-10 21 5 89 3
18229--3010 54.5 35 3-8 25 6 88 3
18229--3121 58.9 7 2- 9 76 7, 88 3
18229-3020 59.0 45 3-8 64 7' 86 2
18230-3349 0.9 56 360-10 29 5 89 3
18230-3307 3.0 23 1-10 41 5 89 3
18230-3012 4.3 45 3- 8 64 19 88 2
18231-3253 6.0 40 1-10 38 4 89 3
18231-3242 6.3 27 I-9 37 6 88 3
18231-3022 8.247 3-8 49 6883
18231-3132 8.6 44 2-- 9 72 7 88 2
18231-300O 9.813 3-8 51 8, 883
18232-3134 13.2 46 2- 9 44 7 as 316232-3701172 5357-11 57 7 69 318233-311422959 2-9 22 6 68 318234_331424134 0_1053 5 883
18234_3136 54 2_9 780052704 3 8 4218235_3,503083,359_1041 5 893
t8235_32193528i 1_9 22 5 88318236_305539240 3_9 13 5 9 318236_352139.348359_1157 7893
18237-3707 43.4 46 357-12 37 23 88 2
18237-3548 44.5 36i358-11 52 6 89 3
18238--3124 48.1 15 i 2-9 37 6 88 3
18238-3104 49.3 33 2- 9 27 6 88 3
18238 3018 50.0 33 3- 9 46 8 88 3
18238-3230 52.6 6 1-10 56 9 88 2
18238-3404 52.7 11 360-10 87 9 88 2
18239-3150 55.5 51 2- 9 55 8 88 2
18239-3154 587 47 2- 9 69 18 88 2
18239-3555 59.3 481358-11 48 6 89 2
18240-3618 0.0 34 I 358 11 42 6 89 3
18240-3006 4.0 33 3- 8 51 7 88 3
18241-3312 7.5 13 1--10 63 6 88 3
18241-3115 9.1 31 2- 9 73 8 88 2
18241-3221 10.7 46 1-10 34 10 88 3
18242-3550 12.1 10358 11 54 5 89 3
18242 3109 13.4 23 2- 9 84 23 88 2
18242-3326 14.336' 0-10 50 ; 8833118242--3540 14.7 13 358 11 52 89 I
18242--3100 15.4 47 3-- 9 62 9 88 3
18243--3905 18.4 26 355--12 57 6 89 3
18243--3351 18.8 31 0--10 29 21 178 2
18243--3542 18.8 53 358--11 54 7 88 2
18243-3113 22.3 42 2 9 54 11 88 3
18243 3245 22.4 18 1 10 57 9 88 2
18243-3555 23.1 16 358-11 16 5 89 3
18243-3631 23.6 5 358 11 49 10 88 2
18244--3033 24.1 20 3-- 9 30 7 88 3
18244--3431 24.3 42 359 11 58 7; 88 3
18244--3616 26.8 50 358--11 78 6 89 3
18244--3303 28.5 57 1 10 65 23 88
3
18244-3313 28.8 35 1-10 51 88 3
18245 3505 33.4 9 359-11 77 7 89 3
18245 3327 33.7 38 0-10 73 201 88 2
18245-3223 34.4 36 1-10 54 7 88 3
18245 3116 35.8 17 2 9 36 7 88 3
18246--3345 37.3 35 0-10 64 10 88 3
18246 3321 38.4 28 1-10 22 6 88 3
18246--3507 39.4 5 359--11 18 5 89 3
18248-3104 50.0 10 3-- 9 57 9 88 2
18248-3159 51.4 6 2- 9 30 17 88 3
18248-3732 53.1 57 357-12 77 24 89 2 .38L
18249--3607 54.4 15 358--tl 46 10 89 i .33
18249--3238 57.7 10 1-10 65 12 88 .38
18250 3028 1.7 5 3-- 9 62 11 88 1.20
18250-3429 2.4 48 360-11 48 13 89 .35
18250--3103 4.3 25 3 9 23 10 88 2 2.87
18251 3234 6.7 33 1--10 27 6 88 3 25.0418251 3246 7,7 56 1 10 50 6 88 1.38
18251-3350 9.6 14 0-10 37 5 88 3 6.49
1825t-3143 9.5 21 2- 9 77 12 88 2 .48
18251 3212 10.5 20 2-10 43 15 88 2 .27
18251-3611 10.8 58 358-11 45 6 89 3 1.11
18252-3137 13.7 45 2- 9 119 11 88 2 .68
18253-3803 19.9 43 356-12 64 8 88 2 1.21
18253-3655 20.7 41 357-12 22 7 89 3 .79
18253-3944 21.8 46 355-13 81 13 89 2 .40L
18254-3523 27.8 20 359 11 64 6 88 3 .67
18254 -3347 28.2 0 10 96 27 88 2 .25L
18255 3331 30.4 24 0--10 49 11 88 3 .71
18255 3622 32.3 41 358-12 57 10 89 3 .25L
18255-3006 33.4 32 4- 9, 60 8 88 3 .99
18255-3549 33.6 10 358-11 38 7 88 3 5.97
18256 3031 37.6 5 3- 9 83 10 88 2 .36
18256 3352 41.3 38 0 10 93 12 89 2 .68
18256 3245 41.7 22 1-10 57 11 88 2 1.49





































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30 =
A_aci_tions
V L C
I00 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
2.78L C CG 5601101000
1.59L B AG 3600010000 1 13 210134 K5
1.63L C AD G 5603101000 1 13 210132K5
4.25 C N GC 9601000000
2.36L BDC ABCF 8 8700000000
3.28 D GC D 9500000220 4
4.55L C D AGFB 4601220000 1
3.22 DD J DE 3600110200
3.52L C C KN 6600010000
1.73 D K B 8600000000
2.77L BC AA 1 9700220010
1.92L CC AB 4 6500000000 1 1 V1875SGR
2.88L F BB 4601220000 1
3.28L C C J 7600000000
3.22L F S J 4602100000 1 13 210144
13.69L CF AEI 1 9402000008
15.62L B B 7400000008
4.41 C HGDB 4600220000 1
11.33L CE AS 8 6500000008
2.36L B C 3600110200
2.92L CE AB 0 4601100000
4.04L C B 9600320010
2.86L C El M 4600100000
5.15 CC DAB 9600310010
1.90L D DE 7601010000
2.12L DD AD O 5700000000
8.60L BD AB D 1 7500100128
2.87L C E 8702201010
2.48L C BBM 4600100000 1 1 V930SGR
1.43L DD BCL 1 2501000000
1.76L CD ABMD 0 9700000000
7.08L C CL E D 5581000328
1A5L E C 2700000000
2.99 C GF D 8581010000
2.17L C CD L 1500000000
9.50L C AGI 8500000108
9.80L BDC AAE 9 5500000108
2.23L C AF 4601000000
2.25L C EHG 6702000000
2.53L C DK 9600000000 1 13 210168 89
3.42L F BJ M ! 9600110100 1 1 V1879 SGR
i
3.69 DC EB 9600100120 8
1.53L CE BE 0 2600110000 1 1 V130OSGR
1.55L C CF 2700000000
2.60L CBC AAB 8 4600000000
10.62L C B H 8500100008
9.02L D A 5400111008
2.08L B AHM 9700000000
1.52L E BKJ K 1600200000 1 7 -3512620
4.41 DD CF B 4500100108
5.07L B A FC 9500100028 I 13 210176 K0
1.40L D BDK 1600100000
10.93L E D G 3500000108
1.49L C A F 3600000000
2.67 C E D ' 9601100010
1.54L C DD 1600100000 1 1 VlasOSGR
14.06L C CB L 4400311108
2.03L E C 4600000000
1.54L BDE AABG 9 2601110000 29
2.68L F FE 2600000000 1 13 210181 K0
2.29L BCC AAB 9 3600000100 28
2.13L CE BD 0 7600000000
1.38L B A D M 2700000000
3.89 D F DC 7500000218 4
8.99L B AFGH 7500100008
1.89L C C ' 4500100000
3.11 D FCB 8600100028
256L E AFL 9700000000 1 13 210186K2
8.01L CD ABG 8 6400101008
10.51L C AF 9400100008
8.93L BBC AAA 2 9500000008;16 1 1 RVSGR
1.43L B AE 4600100000 1 13 210187 G5
8.79L C CD L 5501201008
4.11 DC KDC 9680000110 8
3.18 D HGD 6500000120 8
1.71L C CH 2600100000
2.67L D E 5600120000
3.57L CE AC 0 5600000000
3.70L C DI 758100000(
13.03L BC AAG 1 5410201008
1.93L BCD AAA 9 5700120000 26
1.87L BD AC 1 4601000000
2.34L BBD AABI 1 9600100120 8
12.60L C C 9401100018
2.56L C DNGJ 9700000000
1.32L BF AC 0 26001000001 1 13 210201 K5
12.67L F AC 9401100108
2.33L CD AEDE 0 1581020000 1 1 13 210203 K5
1.32L BD BB 0 6603001100
1.22: CD FDBF 4600100000
1.99L C BDC 1600000000
2.76 E K B 9600200128 81
10.59L D BJ G 8400000001 1 13 210209 K2
1.59L C F H B M 2600000000
2.09L CF AE I 0 5601100000
1.60L BBF AAC 0 0600100000 1 1 V1885SGR
3.06L C E 5500000000
2.42L F BGMC 9600100000
3.21L CD ABG 1 2600001000
1.16L C B C F 4600100000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
C 1 32 X1823-309
1 13 210162K2
































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 v.m
ham..8, (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 ,am 60 _.m
DecLination: - 40"-- 30"
Flags Associations
(Jansky)
18257-3440 423 20 159-11 35 7 88 3 1.86 .68: .40L
18257-3010 46.9 49 4- 9 45 7 88 3 .53 .32L .40L
18257-3044 47.8 41 3- 9 33 7 88 2 .65 .37L .46L
18256-3543 53.7 37 358-11 35 7 88 3 4.85 3.45 .62
18259-3811 55.8 7 356-12 84 17 89 2 .34 .30L .40L
18259-3114 56.6 23 3- 9 26 17 88 3 .25L .31L .46:
18259-3132 57.5 2 2- 9 27 6 88 2 1.69 7.47 9.37
18259-3142 57.5 38; 2-10 48 6 88 2 1.74 1.29 .40L
18259-3055 57.8 41 3- 9 16 5 _ 88 3 2.28 1.09 .40L
18260-3719 1.9 3 357-12 89 9 i 89 3 .43 .49L .40L
18260-3105 2.1 44 3- 9 28 9' 88 3 .74 .39: .40L
18263--3131 20.8 8 2-10 50 6 88 2 2.56 1.10: .46L
18263-3410 23.8 40 360-11 49 8 89 2 .49 .42L .40L
18264-3418 265 11 360-11 40 6 89 2 3.53 .97 .40L
,82_-3312 27.5_s1-io 47 6 88 2 .39 .25L .40L
18264-- 3047 26.1 23 3--9 87 8 882 .55 .39L .44L
,8284-393329.956355-13731.!89 o .88 .32L .40,
18266-3532 37.5 57 359-11 78 12 89 2 .25L .81L .76
16266-3131 39.0 42 2-10 40 8 88 2 1.19 .68L .47L
18257--3334 42.557 0--11 52 7 88 2 1.29 .47L .40L
18288-3020 51.9 14 3- 9 45 6 88 2 1.04 .44L .42L
18268-3444 52.9 22 359-11 28 9 88 2 JSO .26: .40L
18269-3735 57.0 3 357-12 68 9 89 2 .43 .53L .40L
18269-3433 58,4 44 360-11 31 12 89 2 .42L .30L .78
18269-3007 59.0 6 4- 9 41 16 88 2 .27L .62L .40L
18270-3052 4.9 35 3- 9 39 6 88 3 .26: .52L 3.74
18271-3059 6.2 46 3- 9 21 5 88 3 .88 .53L .40L
18271-3716 7.4 5 357-12 51 8 89 2 .59 .43L .61L
18271-3621 10.3 23 358-12 66 8 89 2 .45 .26L .40L
18271-3441 11.1 6 360-11 40 6 88 2 3.03 1.81 .50L
18272-3450 17.4 22 359-11 43 7 88 2 .40L .75 .41L
18275-3808 34.0 21 356-13 54 7 89 2 .88 .37L .40L
18276-3604 37.8 40 358-12 60, 13 89 2 .27L .30L .86
18276-3036 38.6 56 3- 9 48 18 88 3 .25L .32L .40L
18276-3151 38.6 26 2-10 33 5 88 3 4.52 2.06 .40L
18277--3110 43.3 42 3-10 16 5 88 3 2.61 96 .40L
18278--3301 48.2 29 1-10 43 6 88 3 .59 .36L .40L
18278-3023 51.7 30 4- 9 29 6 88 2 .87 .53L .40L
18279- 3341 56.1 32 1 - 11 30 20 88 3 .42L .35L .40L
18279-3737 57.8 42 357-13 67 12 89 2 .31 .41L .44L
18280-3135 2.6 40 2-10 ; 59 14 88 3 .25L .40L .40L
18280-3438 4.2 44 360-11 88 6 88 3 .56 .47L .40L
18280-3109 4.8 9 3-10 52 6 88 3 .61 .37L .40L
18280-3232 5.5 39 2-10 47 5 88 3 .65 .43L .40L
18280-3157 5.7 13 2-10 38 6 88 3 .52 .27L .40L
18282-3331 16.1 1-11 51 8 88 2 .39 .43L .43L
18283-3023 22.4: 3 4-9 31 6 88 3 1.13 1.15 .40L
18283-3504 22.4 5 359-11 75 11 87 2 .25 .33L .40L
18283-3138 23.1 0 2-10 47 6 88 3 .51 .31L A0L
18284-3106 25.7 21 3-10 53 7 88 3 .83 .47L .40L
18284-3508 27.3 12 359-12 38 5 88 3 1.00 .49L .40L
18285-3219 33.3 29 2-10 32 6 88 3 1.03 .77 .40L
18286-3632 37.3 51 358-12 44 5 88 3 .69 .29L .40L
18286-3616 39.1 9 358-12 41 6 88 3 .85 .26L .40L
18288-3151 40.5 47 2-10 56 7 88 3 .85 .43L .40L
18287-3444 42.7 35!360-11 52 7 88 3 .60 .20: .40L
18287-3018 44.8 55 4- 9 26 9 88 3 .57 .33L .40L
18287-3750 45.2 48 357-13 53 7 89 2 .76 .45L .40L
18287-3919 47.6 23 355-13 66 31 89 2 1.19L .28L .50L
18288-3114 48.2 11 3-10 64 6= 88 3 .96 .41L .40L
18288-3550 50.4 18 359-12 53 11 88 2 .29: .34L .54
18288-3348 53.9 12 0-11 36 6 88 3 .88 .89 .40L
18289-3049 59.9 15 3-10 37 6 86 3! .53 .45L .41L
18290-3324 0.9 28 1-11 23 7 88 3 1.06 .49: .40L
18290-3251 1.1 27 1-11 87, 13 88 2 .31 .52L .40L
18290-3204 2.8 50 2-10 60 6 88 3 .72 .32L: .40L
18290--3524 2.8 13 358-12 49 8 87 2 .66 .34L .40L
18291-3231 7.7 34 2-11 44 7 88 3 .52 .32L .40L
18291-3929 10.1 38 355-14 53 10 89 2 .25L .30L 130
18292-3500 12.853 359-12 55 7 88 3 .49 .32L .40L
18292-3523 12.9 13 359-12, 58 6 88 3 1.02 ,36L .40L
18293-3413 22.4 43 0-11 24 6 88 3 1.17 3.99 35.35
18293-3324 22,5 44 1-11 43 6 88 3 .94 .41: .40L
18294-3214 25.1 9 2-10 37 8 88 3 .26L .32L 1.36
18295-3530 31.2 11 359-12 63 7 88 3 .56 .29L .40L
18295-3955 32.3 47 355-14 48 9 88 I 3 .37: .27L .57
18295-3827 34.6 33 356-13 56 7 88 3 .77 .30L .40L
18296-3354 36.2 22 0-11 62 10 88 2 .49 .33L .40L
18296-3156 39.3 17 2-10 77 7 88 3 .82 .43L .40L
18296-3501 39.4 34 359-12 57 8 88 2 .65 .30L .40L
18296-3120 41,0 38 3-10 37 7 88 3 2.13 .99 .40L
18297-3624 43.4 44 358-12 33 5 88 3 1.20 .48 .40L
18297-3336 46.9 55 1-11 25 7 88 3 1.11 .54 .40L
18298-3041 51.3 23 _ 3-10 45 7 88 3 1.20 .53 .40L
18288-3822 51.5 12 356-13 33 6 88 3 1.27 .47: .40L
18299-3327 54.7 59 1-11 35 7 88 3 1.13 .39L .40L
18299-3207 55.0 48 2-10 48 7 88 3 1.26 .68 .40L
18299-3414 58.2 47 0-11 38 7 88 3 1.50 37 .40L
18300-3828 0.5 37 356-13 37 5 88 3 1.07 .65 .40L
18301-3007 7.0 42 4-10 43 6 87 3 1,64 .41 .40L
18302-3031 12.1 42 4-10 48 12 68 3, .25L .37L .43L
18302-3003 165 21 4-10 56 7 87 3 1.06 .52L .40L
18303-3337 21.6 1-11 30 29 88 2 .73L ,41L_ .53L
18303-3146 22.0 4 2-10 35 13 88 2 .32 .37L .54L
18303-3115 22.1 39 3- 10 37 10 88 3 .51 .29L .40L
18304-3044 25.3 20 3-10 53 8 88 3 .47 ,33L .40L
18304-3011 25,7 44 4-10 81 9 88 2 .51 ,73L .66L
18304-3900 28.8 22 356-14 79 8 68 3 .46 .37L .40L
18305-3503 34.6 40 359-12 35 10 87 2 .79 .44: .40L
18306-3855 38,0 1 356-14 30 26 88 3 .25L .33L .43L
v L C
100 btm Flux CI rr A Confusion R S A






































































































Name Type (") Mag







































Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C fNot Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 g m 60 )_m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
ham • 6, (s) ( ) I b f') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
18306-3128 41.7 5 3-10 35 8 88 3 .65
18307-3920 43.9 39 356--14 57 9 88 3 .37
18308-3223 48.8 50 2-11 33 6 88 3 1.75
18308-3003 51.7 16 4--10 35 6 87 3 11.32
18308-3029 53.6 20 4--10 27 7 87 3 13.56
18309-3228 56.8 4 2--11 80 30 87 2
18310-3541 1.8 5 359--12 25 7 88 3
18310-3546 2.6 42 359--12 64 13 88 3
18310-3603 5.0 28 359-12 43 22 88 2
18310-3554 5.3 37 359-12 32 7 88 3
18311-3644 11.4 26 358--13 45 8 88 3
18312-3052 12.0 34 3-10 68 19 87 3
18312-3119 13.4 10 3--10 31 7 87 3
18312-3054 14.8 28 3--10 35 11 87 3
18312-3235 17.9 34 2--11 54 8 88 3
18313-3402 20,8 30 0--12 85 10 ! 87 2
18313-3747 22,3 24 357-13 63 24 88 3
18314-3139 26.9 10 3-11 57 8 87 3
18315--3148 34,3 57 3-11 81 12 87 2
18316-3203 39,3 11 2-11 57 7 87 3
18317-3017 46,1 28 4--10 70 26 87 2
18318-3240 50.2 13 2--11 60 9 87 3
18320-3502 5,9 52 360-12 34 7 88 3
18321-3120 8.8 14 3--11 20 6 87 3
18321-3054 9.0 39 3-10 45 20 88 2
18321--3651 9.0 22 358--13 23 7 88 3
18321-3257 9.7 0 2-11 17 5 87 3
18322-3038 13,6 37 4-10 39 6 87 3
18322-3135 15.5 28 3-11 30 6 87 3
18324-3128 24.0 45 3-11 59 9 88 2
18324--3907 26.9 29 356-14 102 26 87 2
18324--3025 27.1121 4-10 33 5 87 3
18324--3116 29,8 21 3-11 67 8 87 3
18325--3456 32,3 47 360-12 57 7 88 3
18325--3406 32,5 18 1-12 51 9 87 2
18325-3217 34,0 13 2-11 40 24 87 3
18326--3312 37,2 60 1-11 48 6 87 3
18326-3543 41,9 5 359--13_ 32 10 106 3
18327-3759 42.e 20 357--14 66 17 87 2
18327-3957 46.2 24 355--14 75 9 88 3
18328-3811 52.3 6 357--14 25 8 88, 3
18329-3526 57,5 23 359--12 31 8 88' 3












































18330-3529 4.6 22 159-13 35 5 88 3 14.47
18330-3222 5.0 10 2-11 22 6 87 3 35,11
18331-3037 6.0 28 4-10 26 19 87 2
18331-3238 6.5 12 2-11 63 7 87 3
18331-3032 6.7 22 4-10 16 6 87 3
18331--3029 7,6 35 4-10 71 7 87 3
18331--3614 10.7 36 359-13 63 8 88 3
18331-3152 11,7 0! 3--11 29 6 87 3
18331-3308 11.9 49 1--12 39 5 87 3
18333-3024 22.4 60 4--10 49 6 87 3
18334-3337 24.3 3 1--12 70 25 87 3
18334-3004 27,7 0 4--10 36 6 87 3
18336-3838 36.6 53 356-14 87 21 87 2
18337-3434 45.6 6 0-12 38 6 87 3
18337-3246 46.3 19 2-12 81 10 87 2
18340--3830 1.6 42 357--14 66 8 88 3
18340-3327 1.8 41 1-12 33 12 87 3
18341--3519 7,3 48 360-13 51 8 87 3
18342--3415 16,9 1-12 45 7 87 3
18344-3753 27,2 58 357--14 80 11 87 2
18344-3050 28.2 54 4-11 69 11 87 2
18345-3355 35.4 6 1--12 36 8 87 3
18346-3008 39.1'24 4--1 43 7 87 3
18346-3056 40,9 15 4-1 40 18 98 3
18346-3714 41.3 11 358-14 48 30 87 2
18347-3341 42.(] 35 1-12 , 42 7 87 3
18347-3946 46.1 17 355-15 ! 95 29 87 2
18348--3911 48.C 11 356-14 63 20 87 2
18348--3424 52,4 48 0-12 46 8 87 3
18348--3118 52.5 16 3--11 84 26 87 2
18348-3601 53.4 25 359--13 42 8 87 3
18349-3856 54.4 35 356-14 31 7 88 3
18349-3207 54.6 10 3--11 56 15 87 3
18349-3326 55.0 5 1-12 28 8 87 3
18349--3421 56.8 31 1-12 60 8 87 3
18350-3508 1.3 5 360-13 53 8 87 3
18350-3723 4.0 13 358-14 48 7 87 3
18350--3238 5.0 351 2-12 28 6 87 3
18352--3608 13.1 50 359-13 42 8 87 3
18352-3331 13.9 27 1-12 37 7 87 3
18352-3301 14.1 34 2--12 45 6' 87 3
18352-3737 15.9 47 358-14 78 14 87 2
18352-3021 17.1 35 4--11 23 6 87 3
18353-3217 22.9 28 2-12 83 12 87 2














































18354-3436 28,7 9 0-13 37 , 7 87 3 .79 .47
18354-3338 29.6 57 1-12 28 ; 7 87 3 33.57 14.08
18355-3302 35.6 52 2-12 71 9 87 2 .36 .32L
18356-3944 38,1 36 356-15 38 6 87 3 .70 .28L
18357-3459 48.224 0-13 45 7 87 3 .75 27L
18358-3236 49,0 2 2-12 41 17 86 2 1.99L .29L
18358-3350 49.2 47 1-12 79 8 87 3 .67 .34L
18358-3957 50,9 20 355-15 81 9 87 3 .44 .28L
18358-3153 51,(] 34 3-12 24 6 87 3 2.21 i 1.23
18358-3210 52,3 51 3-12 71 23 87 3 .25L I .35L1835g- 2810357-144078732595, 26,
18359-3356 57.1 50 1-12 31 16 87 [3 ,28L
.40L 2.24L ED BD I 0 4600000000
.40L 1.28L C B 3500000000
.40L 1.69L BC AB 0 4600100000
5,32 6.10L BEE _,AAH 9 7300100008
1,30 9.09L BCF AAB 9 9300000008
,73L 2.08 E GD 4600100000
.69 1.27L 3CD AAB 5 2600100000
.67 1.27L D CE 1600100000
.40L 1.78 D G B 2500000020
.40L 1.24L CC AB 7 1600000000
.40L 1.27L C A N 2600010000
.40L 2.46 C HMC 2701100000
.40L 1.41L CF ABC 9 6700020000
.40L 1.84L D C G ' 2701100000
,40L t,87L D C 3600000000
1.47L 1,54L C 8 DJ 3600000000
.40L 1.90 C J K D 4401000010
.40L 1.41L B DF 5602000000
.40L 1.72L C C 6601000000
,40L 1.69L DD BBN 0 7611010000
.40L 2,94 D H D 9401000208
1.07 2,51 CC I FAA 2600000000
.76: 1,33L CCE AAB 9 2600000100
.40L 1,43L ED AC 0 5700020000
.43 2,28L D F J 1700000000
.40L 1.28L 8D AC O 3601000000
,40L 1.31L BC AA 5 1600001000
,46L 2,62L BD BCGD 5 9680000218
,49 1.27L BBC AAC 0 4701000000
.40L 2,54L D DE 3601010000
.51L 1,65 D DC 4600000000
.40L 8.15L BC AAM 1 9500000008
.41L 1.42L B B 4700020000
.40L 1.29L C A 1600000000
,41L 1.37L C DE G 2600000000
.40L 2.22 C N F C 7600000000
.40L 1.75L B AM C 5600000000
.40L 1.70L: 8 BD E 2601000000
.58L 2.13 C CB 5400006000
.40L 1.46L C CD L 8500000010
.40L 1.59L BC AAH 6400001000








Declination: - 40"-- 30"
_ Ma 8
1 V911SGR 9 3
19 564 22 117
1 V912 SGR 14 3
1 1 V1912 SGR 6 3
1 1 1 IU SGR 40 3
1 7 HEN1712 12
1 13 210350 K0
1 13 210351 K2
1 14 336- G6Sb
1 13_ 210356 MA
1.50L CC BAED 4600000000 1 BNCRA
1.37L BBC AAB 1 1600100000 17 13 210361 MB
2,55L BBC AAAB 1 7611000000 16 2 13 210362MC
11,16L D H E 7500300338 C
1.64L B BF 6700010000
9.50L DFD AADC 97500301008 1 IWSGR
CC 6500201008
.44L 1.32L C ACGJ 6601000000
.40L 1.26L BC ACN 0 4700001000
.84 1,44L BBC AAB 1 4601000000
.40L 8.34L BE BDF 1 4500100008
.40L 2.24 F H F O 4500000000
.4OL 9,15L BD AAJ I 9 1501000138
,59L 2.23 D HC 4500000000
.40L 1.87L B A B J 0500000000
,40L 1.38L F C 5700000000
.40L 1.35L C B 3500010000
,67 2.09 E C CC 5500000220
.40L 1.35L D CD K 150100OOCO
.40L 1.24L FF AC 8 1600000000
.40L 1.46L C E E 3500000000
.43L 2,20L D D 8701100000
.40L 1,55L C BI H 1500000210
.40L 1.58L CE BB 0 2601010000
.42L 2.70 C I CDC 9681100000
.40L 1.07 D D 1500000000
.40L 1.65L BD ABK 2 4501000100
.40L 2,42 F G 7600000000
.37: 1,71 _ CC KGC )500000100
.40L 1.21L C BCM 16(X) 100000
.40L 2.84 E M E 7703000020 8
.40L 1.13L BD AD 3 6500000000
.40L 1.00L BE AB i 0 9601000000
.63 1.69L O K C 4600000000
.40L 2.09: C D AGKC 5601100100
.40L 1.72L BF AC F 0 1600100000
.40L 1.30L C BF N 1500000000
.40L 1.04L BC _BK 1610001000
.40L 2.22L BC AAI G 5 3600001000
.40L 1.32L B C 5500000000
.40L 1.27L BD AC 0 5601100000
.40L 1.27L DD AB 8 3700100000
.40L 1.06L C DF 1601000000
.60 1.48L BEC AADJ 9 1600000000_
.40L 1.83L F DLM 4600000010,
,59L 1,81 D EK 6600100110
.40L 4.68L DD AA 0 1400010008
2.50 1,36L BBC AAAC 1 5601001220 14 8:
.42L 1.81L C CFG 3600100000
.40L 1.14L C BD 9600100010
.40L 2.05L B B D M 0400000000
,42L 2.30 C F E 4500000000
.40L 6.94L C CE 8401000118
.40L 1.50L C C F 7600000000
.40L 1.25L BC AAF 3 2600101000
.40L 2.42 C D 3500000000
.40L 1.06L B ANJ 3600000000









1 V2595 SGR 2 3
8
1 13 210368 MA 2 89
4
1 1 V944 SGR 13 3
1 1 V442 SGR 57 3
1 39 PKS1833-339 8 2700
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 V1634 SGR 0 3
13 210389 K5 2 89
13 210391 K5 5 76
1 V2375SGR 32 3
39 OU-358.8 80 1415
2 V2017 SGR 44 3
2 V2019 SGR 25 3
1 13 210402 K2 4 75
1 1 V444SGR 15
1 13 210404 K0 35 75
183
Right Ascension: 18h35m57'-18h41m01"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags




# T Name Type (') Mag
2 14 458-PN 1 Pl 11 I
1 1 V1635 SGR 79 I
1 13 210414 MA 14 7;
2 1 V742 SGR 15
1 13 210417 K2 9 i 81
1 13 210426 MA 5 8(
1 13 210432 2 8;
1 13 210430 G5 18 ' 7z
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m 25 jam 60 _m 100 _m Flux O,,rr A Confusion R 5
h m. . , (s) ( ) ] b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2
,6359-310,67.827 4-11 66 10 8" 2 .34 .26: .6,L 2.65L !C,K. 0 77010000O0
,6369-371967.857356-1426 7 8, 3 .8' .26 .40L, 1.00,S ,S G 150OO00OOO16359-314856.13 3-12 32 6' 673 1.3' 2.57 .57 1.41LSCC,^0 12,0010000018361-350310.7413,0-1366 23 882 .25 .34' .40 2.41 C 0 3  0000018362-30431 .7224-11 '3 13 672 .47' .38L 1.05 1.83' E 47O0OO0O0O
,8382-34,14.11 0-13 32 7897133 .49 .29" .40' 1.91 C 0 100O`18362-3015 15.9 18 4-11 66 87 .74 ,40L .40L 1,64L BC 0600000000
18362-3926 17.2 20 356-15 40 7 87 3 2,59 .64 .40L 1,0OLIBD AA 0 6600000000
18362-3651 17,9 27 158-14 36 7 87 3 1.62 .79 .40L 1,06L CC AB_ 1 1500031000 1
18363-3520 20.4 16 3,0-13 73 9 861 2 .31 .37L .40L 1.53L C EK 2600000000
I
18363-3336 23,6 8 1-12 22 6 87 3 17,26 8,94 1,49 2.34L BBC AAAE 4 9501000120 29 8
18364-3915 24.1 54 356-15 34 7 87 3 8.61 5.12 .87 1.00L SFD AA_]M 9 6600000100 28
18364-3105 27,t 45 4-11 43 21 87 3 ,25L ,29L .40L 2.99 C L K° 6500001000
18364-3023 29.4 28 4-11 62 9 87 2 .35 .37L ,56L 2.20L C C K 0500000000
18367-3311 42.0 2 2-12 59 10 87 2 30 .42L .46L 2.17L F CO 9500000000
18366-3833 49.0 36 ]59-14 26 6 87 3 3.64 .92 .40L 1,40L BC AB 1 2501000000
18368-3106 53,6 42 4-11 27 6 87 3 1.79 1,10 .56L 1.50L EE AAG 9 6600000000
18369-3738 58.5 16 158-14 33 6 87 3 1.61 .81 .40L 1A2L BC AAH 0 5600000000
18369-3509 59.2 8 1150-13 36 7 87 3 1,36 .52L .40L 1.48L B AC 1600110000
18369-3512 59.6 21 3`0-13 51 9 66 2 .52 .30L ,42L 1,87L C I C H 1600110000
18370-3822 1,2 21 357-14 35 7 87 3 ,88 ,43 ,40L 1.22L B° ADq 0 3300100000
18371-3159 6.8 39 3-12 38 6 87 3 .25L 6,31 5.16 1.95 BCC FA,_C 5500000000
18371-3304 7.01 39 2-12 28 24 87 2 .25L .33L .50L 2.52 C _)D 6500000100
18371-3045 8.1 6 4-11 48 7 87 3 1.28 .65: ,40L 1.64L BF AD_L 0 3702000100
18371-3148 8,5 37 3-12 43 15 87 3 .25L .43: .40L 2.81 F C CVlF 5`01000010
18372-3354 17,9 17 1-13 47 6 87 3 1,36 .34: ,40L 7.79L BF AB 0 9401210218
18373-3552 18.0 5 359-13 24 7 87 3 2.19 1.23 ,40L 1.29L BD AA 9 3500000000
_8373-3651 20.4 32 358-14 30 6 87 3 3.49 1.42 .57L 1.05L CF AA,3 9 1600001000
18373-3818 23.0 23 357-14 35 8 87 3 .25L ,38: 1.66 2.20 DCC B,kB 4300200000
18375-3814 33.4 26 357-14 37 10 87 3 .25L .29L ,94 1,61L C H_IF 4300200000
18376-3357 38.7 20 1-13 33 14 87 3 .27L ,35L ,73 4.64: C° EHL)D 95(30210448 4
18376-3742 39.3 6356-14 53 9 86 2 ,50 .28L ,40L 1,65L C IB 4500000600
18376-3908 402 10 156-15 39 6 87 33 6,70 1,61 ,40L 1,25L BC IAA E 0 3600000000
18376-3713 14o.4l54 358-14 64 8 87, .56 .66L .40L 1.23L B CFL 1602000000
18377-3753 1421l" 3 157-14 40 7 87 3 1.70 .53: .40L 1.30L C° ABE 2 3500000000
18377-3439 145.31 51 0-13 64 7 87 3 .43 ,29L .40L 6.02L C IB K 7501010008
18377-3810 45.8 50 157 14 41 7 871 3 1.36 .90L .40L 1.71L C AB 4300100000
18377-3918 45,8 40 156-15 44 21 87 J 3 ,25L .28L .51L 2,59 C HC 4561000410
18377-3153 46.6 28 3-12 74 7 87 3 .79 .35L .40L 1.77L O A° 5601000000
16378-3034 48.3 35 4-11 47 6 87 4 ,81 .29L .40L 1.76L B AE 0610100000
18378-3012 487 20 5-11 33 7 87 3 ,48 .29L ,40L 1.79L C C 0600000000
18378-3731 50.3 58 358-14 28 7 87 ; 3 65,13 25,96 5.20 3.93 BBCC AA_,B 3 3401000200 15 4
18378-3303 52.6 0 2-12 40 9 86 2 1,16 .73L .40L 1,79L C AC 4`01000000
18378-3705 53.3 19 358-14 27 6 87 3 1,12 .48L ,40L 1,47L D BFI K 2501000000
18378-3039 53,4 42 4-11 32 6 87 4 1.13 .75 _40L 1.62L RD ASl 5 0600100000
18379-3621 54.0 26 359-14 45 5 87 3 1.00 .26: .40L 1.11L BE !AC 0 2600000000
18380-3720 0.1 57 356-14 59 10 87, 3 ,40 35L .40L 1,41L F E 2501000000
18381-3008 9.8 45 5-11 32 7 87 ! 3 2.81 1.64 .29: 1.25L CC° AA| G 0 2,00000000
_8382-3106 12A 58 4-12 30 29 66 2 .26L ,51L .43L 1.46 ° i E C 960000000018382-3020 12.2 55 5-11 28 7 87 3 1.51 .70 .40L 1.08L BD i A 0 0601000000
18382-3909 133 43 156-15 71 9 87 3 .46 .30L .40L 1.39L C :C 3600100000
18382-3034 14.9 19 4 11 30 7 87 3 1.24 1.13 .40L 1.39L CC AA 1 0600100000
18382-3657 17.1 21 358-14 36 6 87 3 1,47 ,42 .40L 1.00L B° ABt 0 250000000018384-3913 25.4 28 356-15 74 10 87 2 .28 .35L .41L 1.83L C D 3501100110
18384-3310 26.7 12 2-13 35 6 87 4 .80 .42: .40L 1.50L BD AC 0 5600001000
,8385-3046 30.6 17 4-12 77 10 86 2 .41 .43L .40L 1.76L D C t' 6601000000
18385-3146 30.6 12 3-12 54 8 87 3 1.31 .40L .40L 1.32L i IAC 9601010000
18385-3538 31.8 33 160-14 32 6 87; 3 1,87 .57: .40L 1.49L ° AB 0 2510000000
18385- 3032 33.1 49 4-11 69 9 87 3 .53 37L ,40L 1,681 E D C 260010000018385-3241 35.1 10 2-12 72 25 87 3 .25L .34L .40L 2.41 C i 4501000000
16386-3109 41.1 14 4-12 6t 26 66' 2 ,33L _ ,55L .46L 2.69 C FC3 D 9601000000
18387-3121 42,7 52 4-12 30 22 87 3 ,25L ,28L ,52L 2.04 C ( 9600100000
18387-3117 43,9 12 4-12 36 7 87 3 ,86 .35: ,40L 1,05L BF 0 9702100000
18387-3800 45,0 46 357 15 30 6 87 3 1.62 ,76 .40L 1.00L DC 4 1,01000010
18389-3533 56.4 50i },0-14 29 6 87 4 ,84 .53 .40L 1.25L BC 1 05,0202000
18389-3207 58.4 4 3 12 64 22 87 3 ,42L .29L .40L 2.27 C 8500000010
18391-3500 6,9 3 0-13 79 9 86 2 ,37 .43L .40L 1,50L D 060010000018391_3740166,56_1539 6 973 62 112, 2400010000
18391-3636 7.4 32 359 14 41 6 6713 33 ,26L ,40L 1.14Li0 C 1601000000
18392-3512 12.5 16 0-14 38 6 87 4 1.06 .29: .40L 1.48L D° AB 0 0600120000
18392-3536 13.3 16 ),0-14 22 6 87 4 3.45 1.57 .40L 1.28L BB AA 1 0520102000
18392-3515 17.1 35 0 14 55 12 86 2 .39 .33L .40L 1,54L C B 1600130000
16392-3620 17.5 35 }59-14 50 11 87 2 .54 .50L ,42L 1.35L C BL 2600110000
18393 3340 19.7 58 2-13 43 7 87 3 1.11 .30L .40L 5.73L B AI 7500010008
18393 3600 20,3 27 359 14 47 7 87 4 .46 .35L ,40L 1.32L D S° 0600000000
18393-3747 20.6 19 358 15 48 6 87 4 .82 ,40 ,40L 1.39L BF BCL 0 1400000000
18393-3123 21.1 24 4 12 31 7 87 3 1.20 .54 .40L 1.33L CO AC 4 8701010000
18393-321721,96 3-12 35 7 673 I._ .77 .40L 1.27LBC AA 1 560O000OOO
18393-3546 23,1 21 360-14 39 7 87 4 .68 ,35L .40L 1.62L 8 B I<L 0700000000
16394-3503 24.046 0 14 75 10! 873 .48L .31L .96 1.50L C O E}C 4600100000
18395-3924 30,9 23 ]56-15 44 7 I 88 4 .85 .33L .40L 1.,0L C BC I 2 660000000018395-3623 34.3 21 ]59-14 38 11 87 3 ,49 .30: .40L t.13L CO DC 1600110000
18396-3856 36,4 35 ]57-15 31 6 87 4 3,90 2.21 .40L 1.15L 8C AA 1 46600000,0
18396-3535 36.8 41 ]60-14 50 9 87 3 .25L .34: 1,18 1.38: DCC ABB 0700001000
18396-3607 38.2 34 359 14 60 8 87 3 .54 .42 .40L 1.00L EF CCK 1600000000
18396-3328 40.5 22 2-13 53 8 87 3 .82 .61L .40L 1.37L C B° 2700000000
18397-3442 44.5 58 1-13 40 24 87 3 .25L .50L .40L 2.54 E G D 4`01000030
18397-3031 46.5 53 5-12 35 7 87 3 2.87 1_82 .44: 1.41L BF° AAC 9 1600000000
18399-3823 57.1 6 357-15 52 6 87 3 .82 .19: .40L t.00L BE BEFF 0 2`01020000
18401-3214 10.1 13 3-13 36 7 87 3 2.07 1.36 ,40L 154L DC AAKI 5 6600001000
18402-3537 16.1 22 360-14 62 8 87 3' 1.02 .29L .40L 1.00L C A IVJ 0700000100
18404-3710 26,7 44 358-15 59 10 87 i .36 .28L .40L 1.08L C C 150000000018405-3933 30.1 37 356-16 33 13 86 .31 .36L ,42L 2.09L C DiE 350001000018405-3145 34.0 50 3-12 93 28 86 1.26L .46L .53L 29t E L 3 9500000220 C
18407-3117 42.9 48 4 12 55 29 86 2 I, .25L .32L .53L 2,43 ° CE 7,00000010
18407-3646 45.6 12 359-14 56 8 87 3 1.12 27L .40L 1.00L B A _ 1,00000000
18409-3855 57.9 5 357-15 73 9 86 2 .91 .62 .40L 1.41L CD AB 0 1,00000000
18410 3200 0.5 24 3-13 42 27 87 2 .27L .57L .40L 2,15 E CI _) 5601000130
18410-3048 1.3156 4 12 62 8 87 2 .46 .49L .40L t,95L C BH 3,00110000
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusk:)n Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
1 16 11169 21 11;
2 13 210436 K0 1 7,_
1 1 V914 SGR 45
1 13 210446 K5 2 8_
1 13 210448 M0 3 7{
2 13 210449 MD 2
1 13 210450 K2 4 7`=
13 210454 K 3 8_13 210455 MB 10 8.=
2 1 YY CRA 23
1 13 210458 K2 12 7;
1 13 210465 MA 3 9;
1 16 11199 42 100(
1 13 210470 K 12 93
1 13 210471 MB 1 8(
1 13 210474 K0 17 7_
1 13 210482 K2 25
2 14 396- G 1 Sb 76
1 13 210484K2 9
1 1 V952 SGR 11
1 1 V411CRA 7
1 7 HEN1722 24
1 1 V445 CRA 29
1 13 210503 K5 14
2 13 210507 K0 10
184




h m. e ,
18410_37391829356_1585,0 32!1841039043941357_1543 o,184113632762835914 53 8 673
18411 3546 11.5 4 360 14 63 8 87 3
1841230441442114_1225 8633118413--3656 18.2 23 359-15 37 87
18414--3303 25.7 51 2--13 60 13 87 2
18414--3944 28,9 19 356 16 23 7 873
18415--3948 30.4 9!356--16 104 10 873
18415--3452 31,0 10 1--14 67 87
18415--3001 31,1 58 5--12 29 6 86 3
18415--3325 35,4 58 2 13 57 12 87 2
18416--3520 37.4 1 0--14 55 ; 87
3
18416-3050 37,6 29 4-12 49 86 3
18416-3551 38.3 22 360 14 26 6 87 3
18418-3502 49.3 4 0-14 26 ;!87 3318418-3202 50.827 3-13 291 86
18418--3701 51.0 58 359-15 62 10 86 2
18419--3554 56.837 360-14 45 6 873
18420-3395 1.227 2-13 46 6863
,8420--3914 1.6 5 357-16 33 7 87 3
18421-3850 6.7 3 357-16 43 7 87 3
18421-3158 8.1 18 3-13 101 10 87 2
18422-3625 15,1 9 359-15 55 8 87 3
18422-3523 16,7 22 0--14 25 5 87 3
18422-3447 17.2 56 1-14 36 6 87 3
18424-3934 26.1 38 356-16 48 13 67 3
18425--3323 33.6 481 2-13 35 6 86 3
18427-3204 42.4 51 3-13 72 17 87 2
18427-3032 47.9 58 5--12 39 7 86 3
18428-3356 49.6 14 2--14 53 8 86 3
18428-3237 50.5 19 3--13 40 10 86 3
18428-3139 52.0 27 4-13 41 11 86 3
18428-3954 52.4 51 356-16 47 7 87 3
18430-3812 2.3 1 i 358 15 70 10 87 3
18430--3854 2.6 4 357-16 44 9 87 3
18431--3158 7.6 11 3-13 43 7 86 3
18431-3803 9.4 25 358-15 63 7 87 3
18431--3849 9.6 12 357-16 33 6 87 3
18431-3947 1.1 9 356-16 18 6 87 3
18432-3357 14.0 44 2-14 80 9, 86 2
18433-3123 18.9 57 4-13 52 8 86 3
18433-3026 19.5 50 5--12 52 8 86 3
18433-3931 21,7 50 356-16 44 10 87 3
18433-3608 22.3 8 360-15 28 6 87 3
18434-3208 27.7 101 3-13 38 10 86 3
18434-3949 27,7 36! 356-16 52 10 87 3
18435--3410 35,7 37 1-14 53 14 86 3
18436--3837 41.4 9 357 16 53 7 87 3
18437--3035 43.147 5-13 102 11 862
18437-3135 44,8 30 4-13 27 6863
18438-3357 48.254 214 77 9! 86 3
18436 3150 519 5 4 13 47 686 3
18439-3219 54.655 3-13 27 61 a
18439-3301 57,1 14 3-14 45 61 86 3
18441-3812 6.9 53 368-16 25 5 87 3
18441-3905 9.3 48 357-16 52 27 87 2
18442 3446 13.3 32 1 14 55 12 87 2
18443 3643 19.9 41 359-15 70 11 87 2
18443-3611 22.1 9 360-15 57 7 86 3
18443-3237 23.2 5 3-13 30 7 86 3
18444-3751 29,9 43 358-16 38 29 86 2
18445-3612 32.0 51 360-15 28 6 86 3
18446-3704 39.6 35 359-15 50 12 87 2
18446--3856 41.7 1357-16 46 76 87 3 I18447-3905 45.2 41 357-16 77 87
18447- 3902 46.7 6357-16 34 17 873
18448-3555 49.7 31 360-15 26 6 86 3
18446--3107 53,7 1 4--13 52 6 86 31
18449--3704 54.9 16 359 15 24 5 86 3I
18453-3522 21,3 12 0-15 41 8 86 3
18453-3014 219 8 5-13 43 i 16 86 3
18454-3155 24,3 29 4-13 68! 25 86 2
18454-3620 24.6 23 360 15 36 6 86 3
18454-3311 25.5 20 3-14 69 7 86 3
18454-3150 26.2 59 4-13 19 , 6 86 3
18456--3430 37,8 45 1--14 44 7 86 3
18457 3223 43.5,22 3--14 49 6 86 3
18457--3411 45.2i59 2--14 49 10 86 3
18457--3246 45.917 3--14 57 6 86 3
18458-3940 48.8 36 356-17 39 5 86 3
18458-3417 50.0131 2-14 75 8 87 2
18458 3618 51.(_146 360-15 52 7 86 3
18459-3448 57.725 1-15 48 7 86 3
18459 3113 58.9 59 4-13 80 19 86 2
18461-3813 6.(] 59 358-16 ! 41 7 86 3
18461-3502 11,1 59 1-15 48 14 86 3
18462-3507 14,6 34 1-15 t 72 13 86 3
18463-3758 18.8 51 358-16 69 6 86 3
18464-3308 26,(3 55 3-14 22 6 99 2
18464-3044 27.8 30 5 13 56 10 86 2
18464-3435 282 30 1-15 34 6 86 3
18465-3331 33.6 4 2-14 41 7 86 2
16466-3503 388 43 1-15 42 28 86 2
18466-3137 39.6 22 4--14 44 8 86 2
18466-3015 40.7 55 5 13 60 8 85 2
16467-3649 45.9 19 359 16 31 12 87 2
18467-3114 47.048 4=13 46 14 _1 318472 3825 163 221358-16 84 22
18475-3724 35.730 359 16 23 7863
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a ,8 Ccords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _tm 25 p,m 60 p.m






































































































100 _zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.70L C CI MJ 2400000000
1.26L BC AS 4 1600000000 !
1.27L C BF 1600000000
1.23L C CI E 1702000100
1,59L FF AAE 9 1600110000
1.08L BF AC 4 1500000000
2.86L E F 2500000000
1.00L BC AB 1 4600100000
1.31L C EE F 4600100000
1,26L F B KB 5700000120
1.51L BF ACH 7 1700010000
2.51L C GI 0700000000
1.72L B B D 1600000000
1.43L DD AA 9 2600000000
Declination: - 40 °-- 30"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 13 210514 M0 7 81
2 13 210518 + + + 1 55
1 13 210520 GO 7 67
8 1 1 V916 SGR 37 3
1 13 210519 K2 9 75
1 13 210522 GO 23 77
1.00L CC AAE 9 1700101000
1.37: (3 F A O 5600000000
3.25: D E F H B 7501100230 8
1.57L C B H 2401000000
1,02L SD AB 1 1600101000' 1 13 210532K0 8 66
1,39L CF ABLJ 9 07000000001 1 1 V121OSGFt 82 3
I
4.13 CC FBA 3400000100! 1 14 336- G 13 SC 7
1.00L ED ABL 0 3500000000 1 1 RTCRA 13 3
2.27L D O 7600100000
1.25L C B F 0600000000
1,06L BBC AAB 1 1700000000
1.37: B D AGE 4600000010 8
1.72 CC EKCD i 3500000110
2.52 BBCC BAAB 0 0601010000 3 14 396-PN2PI 4
2,09 F E H D 7500000000 21.25L C BG H 0700000000 1 V961 SGR 8 3
8,34L F AI H 9400000008 1 1 V960 SGR 13 3
1,41L C CI 2600010000
1,55L E CJ 8701020000' 1
1.00L DD AEF 0 0600001000 1 13 210549MB 4 86
1,54L C BGG 3401000000 I
1.60L F D ; 3500100000 I
1.36L CC ABK 2 7611010000
1.55L C BE 3400000000 1 1 CDCRA 16 3
t.03L GO AC M 1 3500100000
1.01L BC AAG 0 1600101000 1 13 210557 M0 3 68
5.63L C BD 9400000008 1 13 210559 GO 13 77
1,96: S C 8 E 05010001001 1 17 2652R0 89
1,62L B AM G 4601000000_
2,79 DD J J BB 2500000100 1 14 336-1G 15 DO 21
1,00L BD AC H 1 0600000000
1,42L SD BS 0 5600010000 t 1 1 V2386SGR 16 3
1.07L C BDJ F 0600101000
4.07: CE MDC 9500000308 4 1 32 X1843-342 129 4
1.50L C BH 2501000000
2.58L C CH 3601000100
1.26L 8 B 3600000000, 1 13 210564 K0 1 86
10.99L C F 7300000008
1.26L DF AB H 0 4601010000 1 1 V962SGR 55 3
1,09L BC ABJ 0 3600001000
1.50L B REJ 1600000000 1 13 210571 K5 3 86
1,32L BBC AAEM 2 2500001100 2 1 VCRA 11 3
2.76 C FE 5580000340 C 1 32 X1844-390 139 12
1.65L F C 4600000000
1,26L O B F 2600000000
1.39L E BHK 0600110000 2 13 210577 K5 10 94
1.42L C BBM 1600001000 1 13 210576 K0 5 74
1.57 D HDNB 2500000000
1.36L C CB 0600110000
1.57L C BC 2520100000
1.29L 60 ASL 4 4601000000
1.17L BF BEL 0 4601100530 C
2.70 C FDB 4501100220 C
1,24L B RBL 0601010000
1.60L S AGJ 1600000000 I
1.02L CF AE 1 26301000001 1 13 210584 K0 44 70
1.17L D CD 3600000000
3.86 C GCDC 4680000220 C, 1 32 X1845-302 78 12
1.88 C J C 2500100000 I
1,80 FCC BAC 1500000000 i138L6 BH 0600000oo0, 13210592K5 14 9,111 oc ,,. 9 1 0100000118, ,,B ol2,000000001 1v2388sG. 18 3
1 13 210597 K0 20 68
2.02L D BDN 1600000000
1.13L B CE 3500100000
1.54L B AE K 0600000000
1.06L BC AB 0; 1600000000
1.62L C BM 1500100000
1.37L C C J 0600000000
1.14L C AHH 4600001000
3.62 C FA 1601000200
1.09L F CE 5601000000
3.21 CC GFB 3400100430
1.19L O I C 3500100430
1,36L B BGF 5500000000
2.12L CC AB L 0 0401000000
I
1.87L IC BG G 7600000000
1,42L BD ADL 0 4600000000
1.97L BC AB 0 0500001000
3.01 E HL D 3401000440
1.74L BC AS 0 9600000000
1.60L C B K K 3600000000
1.45L C F I G 3600000000
4,13 CD DEB 9580000220
2 08 C CI C 2400000200
1.16L B AHJ 7600100000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 40 A2/3 V 3 10 98
1 t3 210600K0 6 66
1 13 210607 MA 5






h m. + ,
Galactic Uncertainty
(") (") (0)
18476-3914 40+7 6 357-17 i 45 6 86
18476-3718 41,0 30 359-16 59 7 86
18478-3013 48,3 58 6 13 26 7 86
18478- 3030 50.6 23 5-13 42 29 85
18479-3954 56,4 52 356-17 45 6 86
18479-3128 57.5 56 4-14 86 11 86
18480-3150 4,413 4-14 32 11 86
18481-3458 9.1122 1 - 15 48 20 85
18482-3612 14.6121 360-16 52 7 86
18482-3631 16.322 360-16 25 7 86
18484-3149 25,2 47 4-14 I 98 28 85
18484-3119 26.5 27 5-14 I 66 16 86
18486-3812 39.5 28 358-16 I 4_3 12 8518488-3157 49,3 33 4-14 i 86
18488-3459 50.7 10 1-15 46 8 85
18489-3703 54.3,56 359-16 73 12 86
18489-3512 54,9 49 1-15 71 12 85
18489-3253 55.7 24 3-14 29 7 86
18489-3122 56.1 8 5 14 24 10 85
18490-3706 4.0138 359-16 25 14 86
18491-3220 8,3 26 4-14 71 35 85
18491--3648 11.031 359--16 27 7 86
18492--3121 12.1 33 5 14 23 9 85
18492--3453 15,0 40 1--15 46 8 86
18493--3151 20.1 7 4-14 78 32 85
18493-3719 20,4 29 359-16 89 27 85
18493-3131 22.0 53 4 14 54 23 85
18495-3533 33.01 5 1-16 59 7 86
18496-3436 38.0 ! 59 2 15 82 8 86
18497-3330 42.1 42 3-15 73 11 85
18497--3020 46.2139 6-14 82 12 86
18498--3809 53.1 7 358-17 33 8 86
18499-3625 56.6 19 360-16 77 21 86
18500-3452 2,5 47 1-15 42 7 86
18500-3727 4.5 16 359-16 45 21 85
18500-3923 5.9 35 357-17 i 93 15 85
18501-3611 8.7!15 0-16 I _ 7 86
18502-3124 16.4 5-14 18 85
18503--3656 19,8 53 359-16 ; 9 86
18503--3256 19,9 25 3-15 32 8
18503-3941 22,1 46 357 17 39 8
18504-3203 26,4 17 4-14 35 6
18504-3301 29,2 30 3-151 78 11
18506-3552 41.3 7 0-16 87 12
18507-3454 42.1 22 1-16 33 32
18507-3201 43.8 43 4-14 92 8
18508-3006 53.8 20 6-14 40 6
18509-3257 55,6 14 3-15 j 29 7
18510--3232 3,(_ 3 4-15 31 6
18510-3440 3,2 30 2 16 55 10
185,1-31,,=9067 4_14! 2;
18511-3622 11 2 46 360-16 86 3
28 61 6 318513-3523 23.4l 1-16 86
18514-3046 27,9' 52 5-14 65 6 85 3
18514-3453 29,_ 38 1-16 93 30 85 2
18515--3646 33.4 32 360-16 105 8 86 3
18516-3356 39.3 13 2-15 76 7 85 3
18517--3234 42.4 1 4 15 22 6 85 3
18518--3311 51,1 20 3-t5 91 20 85 3
18518--3032 52,5 39 6--14 45 6 85 3
18520--3937 0,0 3 357--18 38 8 86 3
18520--3727 0.31 5 359 17 24 7 86 3
18520--3313 1.5 29 3-15 35 6 85 3
18521--3728 10.1 37 !359--17 76 38 86 2
18521--3506 10.3 39 1-16 85 14 85 2
18523--3638 21.6 38 360--17 129 12 85 2
18523-3219 23.3 42 4--15 22 6 85 3
18524--3439 27,1 26 2-16 35 34 175 2
18529--3006 54.843 6-14 24 9953
18529- 3627 55.64 0-17 26 6853
18529--3042 57.1 41 6-14 61 86 2
18530-3311 1.9 40 3-15 82 852
18531-3828 7,1 31 358 17 48 85 2
18532-3145 13.5 18 5-15 20 85 3
18532-3823 17.9 22 358-17 58 85 3
18533-3130 18.7 33 5-15 30 85 3
18533-3718 21.4 17 359-17 21 85 2
18533-3330 22,5 53 3-16 41 85 3
18534--3929 26,2 36 357-18 45 85 3
18534-3521 26.7 57 1 16 68 85 3
18534 3439 29.5 20 2-16 69 85 2
18534-3718 29.5 12 359 17 22 85 3
18536 3328 37.1 1 3 16 69 85 2
18536 3858 37.5 52 358-18 29 85 3
18538-3632 52.1 43 0-17 20 85 3
18540-3623 3.9 54 0-17 49 85 3
18541-3752 7.0 1 359-17 36 85 3
18543-3806 21.6 21 359 17 60 85 3
18543-3307 23.2 48 3-16 30 85 3
18544 3354 25.8 46 3 16 80 86 2
18544-3731 27.4 1 359-17 28 85 3
18544-3718 29.6 41 359-17 26 85 3
18545-3000 30,2 39 6 14 108 85 2
18548-3136 36.4 16 5 15 57 85 2
18546-3540 36.5'37 1 17 42 85 2
18547-3833 45.4 31 358 18 47 85 3
18548 3910 49.1 38 358-18 36' 85 2
18548-,3723 51,7 7 359-17 34 85 3
18548 3152 51,747 5-15 67 85 2
18548-3218 53.6:55 4-15 50 85 3

























































(Not Color Corrected} V
12 /_m 25 _m 60 Fm 100 _,m Flux C)t A
(Jansky) Oncs C x R
1.76 .37: .40L 1.40L B F A F
.89 .36L .40L 1.54L B B I
1.04 .54 +40L 1.42L C E A E
.46L .48L .43L 1,56 D E E
.57 .25L .40L 1.23L B BE
.36 .36L .40L 5.46L D C K
.25L .30L .48 6.66 CC NL r
.25L .44L .51L 3.10 F C,F
.57 ,34L .40L 1.41L B BE
2.33 .63 .40L 1.29L BC AE F
.30L .38L .44L 3.96 D F
.47L 33L .69L 4,42 E J G[
.36 .35L AOL 1.91L _ C1.88 .50: .40L 1.44L o D A B J
,75 .43L .40L 1DOL C BC
.45L ,45: 1.56 122L DC B, _
.47 .33L .40L 1,00L C El
1.83 ,94 .40L 1,0OL CC AA
.25L .29L 1.96 12.77 CE I £
.38 .50: .40L 1,43L C F E D
A7L .32L .40L 1.60 D GK
12.04 20.42 7.69 2,54 =BECE AA=
.25L .37L 1.18 12.77L F I E
.77 .32: ,40L 1,20L BE BE
.27L .46L .55L 2.67 O E
.57L ,65L .40L 2.31 C N
,49L ,48L ,40L 1,95 C NEI-
1.94 .45 .40L 1,15L ,BE ABC
.58 .40L .40L 1.19L C SO
.27 A2L .40L 1.40L F DE
.34 .65L .40L 1.43L I C CJ 1"
1,84 ,67 .40L 1.13L ! CO AB!.
.25L .38L .43L 2.06 D HE
1,47 .63 .40L 1,53L !BCDD, ABJ
.25L .31L .48: 1,93 j
,28 ,30L .40L 1.45L C C
1.75 .59 .40L 1,14L!ElC AB
.45L ,32L .48L 2,29 E L GF
.81 .39L ,40L 1.03L D BD
1.10 .48: ,40L 1.50L IEIF AF
I
,69 .29L .40L 1,46L C BE
2.92 ,72 .40L 1.13L ,=8C AA
31 .41L .62L 2.14L!C BG
,32 ,37L .40L 1+46L :C DI
.51L ,33L .53L 2,1t' C F
.61 .31L .40L 1.33L IC B
,95 .38L .40L 1.43L Is AC
2,07 2.16 ,39: 1,14L BEC AA:.
5.24 2.81 .62 1.03L BElC IAA_!
.25L .31L 1.56 4.07 DC IH|
371- 4,1- 401- ,80 ct
.81 .35 .40L 1,00L CD BB
1.04 ,46L ,40L 1,13L _El AF
,73 .341- ,40L 1.43L D BE
.26L ,97L ,40L 1,92 OD F L.48 .31L .40L 6.82L ElJ
.65 .29L .40L 1.00L C J
3.14 1.59 .40L 1.08L BC AAI
.28L .32L .40L 1.89 C M
.53 34L .40L 1.32L C El
2.91 .88 .40L 1,00L BC AA
1.16 .52: ,52L 7,511- BF AEt
1.32 ,80 A0L 1,091 BF !AC
,43L .34L .58L 6.22 F J
.32 .34L .40L 1.68L C G
.33 .84L .40L 4.52L F EM
,28: 3.90 1.93 1.12L CElC OAf
381- .COOL ,40L 1.95 F !GC
.98 ,57 .40L 1.78L BD AC
.85 .32L .40L 5.24L B BE
25 .45L .38L .42L' 2.50 Ci,
30 .25L .45L .61L 1.54 DI
e
.52 .48L .43L 1.37L C 'ElCd
5 2.02 .46L .401_ 1,55L B :AC(
8 .48 .26L ,40L 1.11L C O
14 ,25L .44L .49: 3.33 EC DI
12 ,38L .29L 2.57 19.63: ; DE EL
6 .47 .33L .40L 1.89L B B
7 ,89 ,49 .40L 1,0OL ElC AB
7 .60 .32L .40L 1.17L El ,
36 I .25L 1.13L ,41L 1.1910 .29L ,28L 1,95 16,83: F AH[
34; .30L .41L .65L 1.50 KI
71 .86 .42L .40L 1.19L B AE
3,74 1,84 .63L 3.77L BC AA|
1.44 .45: ,40L 1.29L BD AD
5 6.24 3.92 ,66 1.00L BDC AA|
9 .45 .27L .40L 1.33L C B
6 .81 .32L .40L 1.23L C BE
8 .35 .68L AlL 2,5OL C CD
6 1.08 ,54 .40L 1.01L ElD AC
6 .28L .33L 2.84 3,90 CE FCJ
28 .25L .55L .69L 2.61 C 1- I
11 .33 .49L .40L 1.15L C OL
16 .36L ,35L .61: 1.53 DD
8 .43 ,27L .40L 1.21L C B
32 .25L 1.14L .40L 1.70 D DI
5 2,34 ,76 ,40L 4.17L BD AEl
9 .43 .44L .40L 1.42L C B
7 ,53 ,36L .40L 1.34L C B K
Confusion Processing;
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 +
Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep
















TMSS - 30395 29























4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
186 ' _ '12
Right Ascension: 18h54m56"-19ho3m25"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty C V L
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
ham, , 5, (s) ( ) I b (') (') ( ) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
18549--3547 56.5 50 1--17 24 6 85 3 1.80 .75: .40L 1.24L BE) ABH 0 1901000000
18549-3516 57.2 59 1-17 32 23 84 3 .25L .29L .53L 1.66 D J D 5602010220
18549-3345 59.7 4 3-16 26 14 85 2 .29 .34L .58L 1.49LI D GJ L 1400000000
18550-3331 1.1 57 3-16 22 6 85 3 .93 .53: .40L 1.26LICD ACL 0 1601110000
18550-3214 2.7 40 4-15 57 9 85 3 .49 .31L AOLI 1.34L C CK 3600110000
18551-3106 8.0 18 5-15 40 6 85 3 3.22 .90 .40L 1.44L BC AB K 0 6500000000
18551-3501 8.2 11 2-16 35 26 85 2 .32L .46L .41L 1.79 D KGHD 5501000020 8
18551-3902 8.7 9 358-18 63 25 84 2 .84L .67L .71L 1.50 C J MC 3400000100
18552-3507 12,4 46 2-17 24 6 85 3 6.44 4.80 1.13 1.00L: BCF AAA 9 4601000000
18552-3024 16.8 3 6-15 38 17 85 2 ,36 .35L .42L 2.09L D F 6400110000
18553-3019 18.3 50 6-15 45 7 85 3 ,61 .30L .40L 1.60L C AC 5400110000
18553-3710 21.0 32 360-17 45 6 85 3 1.26 .52L .41L 6.24L B ADLD 9601000108
18553-3334 21.6 37 3-16 56 9 85 3 .50 .33L .40L 1.30L C CKM 1600110000
18553-3414 22.7 46 2-16 41 7 85 3 .51 .36L .40L 1,73L B C J 1500000000
18553-3652 23.7 44 360-17 59 6 85i 3 ,52 .59L .40L 9.13L C AH 9700000008
18556-3326 36.3 32 3 16 84 78 84 = 2 .46 .36L .40L 1.64L C CG 160000000018556 3114 39.658 5-15 49 85! ,65 .32L .40L 1.60L C BK 3400000000
18558-3300 50.3128 4--16 52 20 85i 3 .25L .43L .62L 3.22 C HBDC 6501000430 C
18558-3244 150.7 39 4-t6 111 36 85 2 .34L ,39L ,55L 1.84 D L GE 550100010018558-3609 51.0; 2 1-17 42 9 84 2 .37 .39L .40L 1.65L C I 1900000000
18559 3749 58.8 1 359-18 72 13 86, 2 .29 .28L ,53L 5,47L D J K 9601100118
18561-3726 9.4 20 359-18 67 14 86 2 1.02L .36L .85 6.71L F E D 9500000208 4
18562-3033 13.6 20 6 15 51 6 85 3 .69 .41L .40L 1.47L C ABGF 5600000000
18562-3915 13.8 16 _358-18 41 18 85 3 .25L .32L .40L 2.23 C J DGC 3400000300 4
18562-3940 15,0 43 357-18 43 6 85 3 .85 .37L .40L 1.15L B ADI I 1500000000
18562-3716 15.9 1 360 18 46 13 85 3 .25L .36L .66: 2.80 DF BB: 8800000108
18563-3301 20.0 10 4-16 103 31 85 2 .27L .35L .48L 2.14 D B 5500000210 4
18564-3013 27,7 41 6--15 83 36 85 2 .28L .37L .44L 1.59 D FI E ; 3601000000
18565-3400 33.2 441 3-16 70 10 84 2 .32 .34L .40L 2.38L C D 0400000000
18567-3730 45.3 27 359-18 54 8 85 3 .40 .30L ,40L 5_31L D B C 9700200328 4
18568-3053 51.7 0 6-15 59 28 85 2 .25L .39L .40L 2.04 C C 2500000000
18569-3716 55.7 53 360-18 95 16 84 2 .27L .73L ,80 5,31L O ED 970000000618569-3502 57,6 24 2-17 57 8! 85 .40 .29L .40L 1.44L C El FG 4601000000
18571-3440 10.5 26 2 17 73 101 84 2 .40 .33L .40L 2.37L C D 2500000000
18575-3908 31.1 38 358-18 85 12! 86 2 .34 .31L .40L 1.40L D F 2500000000
18575-3024 32.2 48 6-15 53 21 84 2 .94L .92L .61L 1.41 C I KDB 2600000000
18575-3936 34.0 11 357-19 47 6 85 3 .70 .48L .40L 1.13L B BDEL 3501000000
18576-3548 36.7 12 1-17 82 9 84 2 1.24 .63L .40L 2.13L C AD 3900000000
18576-3646 36.7 1 0-18 26 7 85 3 3.48 1.46 .49L 5.76L BC AAD 0 9802103538 E,
18577-3707 42.7 53 360 18 24 8 84 3 .42: .59 4.24 6.35: CCDF DCGB 0 97C1044108 21
18577-3701 42.9 40 360-18 18 7 85 3 4.88 9.21 18.11 27.94: CBCF AAAD 5 9601000208
18583-3657 18.5 2 360-18 32 8 84 2 30.99 57.01 496.67 719.06 BBCE BBBA 0 9201122428 F
18583-3716 19.2 56 360-18 70 14 84 2, .27L .43L 1.02 5.17L E KDF 9701100008
18584-3637 28.7 43 0-18 70 10 84 2i .44 .33L .40L 7.49L C C G 9700000008
18585-3728 32.3 3 360-18 35 8 84 2 .82 1.77 2.99 4.71L CCD BAAH 0 9701000048
18585-3701 32.9 32 360 18 22 6 86 4 111.06 221.50 608.21 1206,28 BBCC AAAA 5 1100134528 E
18585-3549 35.1 39 1--17 89 22 86 2, ,25L .31L .40L 1.51 E MKB 1900000000
18586-3240 37.4 9 4-16 66 8 85 3 .45 ,27L .40L 1.28L C CJ 0500000000
18587-3227 42.532 4-16 34 i 8 85 3 .42 .31L .40L 1.78L C C 0600010000
18588-3504 50,2 47 2-17 62 9 84 2 .59 .29L .40L 1.54L'C B 5600000000
18589-3626 58.8 46 1-18 37 17 85 3 .25L .29L .40L 2.54 E FCC 8800000008
18589-3754 59,7 16 359 18 60 8 85 3 .70 .37L .40L 7,13L C ;BM 6501000008
18591-3702 7.4 44 360-18 23 9 85 4 .47 .54 ,79 11.31L CEF CBCG 4 9701010418
18591-3937 7.7 46 357-19 94 25 84 2 .25L .28L .40L 1.98 E D 6500000000
18592-3821 13.2 29 359-18' 34 7 85 3 3.70 ,95 .40L 1,61L BC AB 2 1600001000
18592-3135 17.5 41 5-16 24 6 85 3 2,76 1.49 .40L 1.21L'ED AA 9 1500001000
18593-3643 22.5! 55 0-18 37 8 84 2 2.94 .86: .40L 5.68L: BE AB 2 9800001008
18593-3847 23.2 48 358-19 59 9 84 2 .32 .37L .40L 1.92L C CE L 0501000000
18595-3010 34.3 50 7-15 26 6 85 3 2.41 1.43 .40L 1.29L BD AALG! 9 3601102100 2
18595-3947 34.5 22 357-19 28 6 86 4 1703.98 812.62 118.69 36.31 8BDD AAAA 9 8201003000 26
18595-3712 35.8 3 '360--18 45 9 84 2 .27L 3.69 38.91 95.24L CD AAB 9300200008
18597-3008 43.7 18 7-15 50 6 85 3 1.07 .37L .40L! 1.27L B AC E 2600102100 2
18597-3717 43.9 16 360-18 24 8 84 2 31.85 69.09 130.99 95.24 CDFF AAAA 7 9301200108
18598-3627 49.5 4 1-18 29 12 84 2 .51 .56L .40L 7.93L C BF 6700000008
18599-3212 57,8 46 5-16 89 37 85 2 .70L .74L .40L 1.97 D GI E 2501000010
19001-3825 11.1 2 359 19 42 8 841 2 3.89 1.65 .85L 1.76L DE _,AD 2 1613011000
19001--3424 11.4 31 3-17 49 6 85' 3 1.22 .34: ,40L 1.43L BD ACt 1 5500000000
19002-3257 13.9 25: 4 17 113 24 85 3 ,28L .33L .40L 2.38 D LD 1400000100
19002--3643 17.2 11 0 18 47 7 85 3 .48 .26L .40L 5.12L E CE 9700000008
19003 3458 19.5 33 2-17 36 7 85 3 .45 .64L .40L 1.49L B BG 6501000000
19005-3336 34.7 20 3-17 54 t4 l 85 3 .25L .33L .60L 3.88 C NFB ' 2400000110
19007-3802 45.6 53 359-19 54 7 85 3 .56 .26L .40L 5.20L C BI H 6401000008
19007-3826 459 38 359-19 27 5 85 3 152.53 100.81 26.65 9.08 BBFD AAAA 9 1402010000 24
19008-3957 48.2 46 357-19 64 69 86 21 .31 .36L .40L 1.00L E CL F 860100100019008-3033 48.3 5 6-16 23 85 ol 1.86 .53 .40L 1.28L BC ABJL 0 1500000000
19010-3110 0.6 9 6-16 24 6 85 3 13.13 7.04 1.56 1.09L BCD AAA 9 1600000000
19011-3611 6.0 32 1-18 31 5 85 3 1,26 .35 .40L 1.37L BF ABG 6 3700000000
19011-3120 6.5 47 6-16 29 6 85 3 6.07 3.19 .44: 1.23L 6BF AAE 0 1500100000
19012-3655 17.3 39 0-18 44 18 85 3 .25L .34L .61 1.79L D EED 9800000208 4
19013-3117 21,8 29 6 16 54 7 84 3 .42 .38L .40L 1.17L C BH 1500100000
19014-3942 28.6 358-19 33 16 84 2 .25L .25L .66L 2.98 C CC 8502000320 C
19016-3724 41.7 27 360-19 73 18 85 3 .25L .28L .40L 2.51 E F GC 9600000038
19017-3030 46.1 38 7 16 58 9 84 2 .36 .81L .40L 1,14L C FL 3501000000
19019 3354 59.g 24 3-17 35 5 85 3 2.51 1.25 .40L 1.19L BC AAI N 9 250001(7000
19021-3721 11.3 33 360-19 75 24 84 2 .25L .70L .40L 3.80 D G B 9600000368 4
19022-3025 14.3 52 7-16 77 27 84 2 .25L .71L .43L 1.63 C J C 4500000000
19022-3316 17.5 22 4-17 57 7 84 3 .25L .90 .47L 1.26L C BF 1420000000
19022 3526 17.5 55 2-18 61 8 85 3 .80 .29L .40L 1.44L B BF 2500000000
19023 3351 23.0 37 3-17 49 8 85 3 .36 .48L .40L 1.10LC CL 2500010000
19024-3439 24.3 24 3-18 31 5 85 3 5.62 3.46 .86 1.22L BDD AABG' 9 3500001000
19024-3002 26.0 45 7-16 17 4 85! 4 1.24 .66 .40L 1.38L BC AA 2 1500000000
19026-3943 37.4 31 358-20 28 20 85 3 .25L .29L .40L 2.23 DI MB 7581000000
19027 3457 47.2 46 2 18 50 7 85 3 ,54 .27: ,40L 1.20L BE BB J 0 3500020000
19028 3600 51.3 8 1-18 20 7 85 3 _97 .35: .40L 1.12L BD AC L 0 3700010000
19029-3915 58.9 19 358-19 48 6 85 3 .76 .30L .40L 1.39L B AHEM 1600000000
19030-3708 2.1 25 0-19 35 7 85 3 2.88 .82 .40L 6.32L BC AA G 1 9501000108
19031 3812 8_8 17 359-19 61 6 85 3 1.09 .31: .40L 7.40L BD BC 0 4400000008
19032-3418 14.5 2 3-18 16 5 85 4 2.01 1.04 .40L 1,17L BC AAI 0 1600000000
19033 3024 19.0 54 7-16 44 5 85 3 1.15 .59 ,40L 1.07L BE AC 0 5500000000
19034 3127 25.1 58 6-17 37 5 85 4 .42 .36L .40L 1.24L B C 0510000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Sep
# T Name Type (") Mag
1 14 396- G 9 Sb 32
1 13 210771 K0 2 72
2 13 210773 K0 6 60
1 32 X1855-350 114 8
1 1 FO SGR 13 3
1 13 210780K2 3 90
3 13 210781 F5 5 48
1 13 210782 3 91
1 321 X1855-330 44 12
13 210796G5 6 80
14 396- G 11SO 54
1 13 210814 MA 19 90
2 *32 X1857-367 77 2
7 °13 21081688 14 65
2 * S CRA 62 4
5 "14 t96-N14Ga 20
1 °41 18583-3716 14 4
1 "41 18584-3637 10 1
2 "1 DGCRA 9 3
9 "14 396-N ° 15 Ga 16
1 13 210836 G5 1 76
1 13 210843 G5 16 70
1 13 210846 K5 14 90
1 13 210851 MA 10 82
1 1 V969 SGR 10 3
1 13 210854 MA 7 78
2 1 V1235 SGR 26 3
1 3 RAFGL 5552 31
1 1 VV CRA 19 3
2 1 VX CRA 3 3
13 210864K2 5 77
3 RAFGL 5553 23
13 !10871 K2 15 88
13 21O874 9 95
QZSGR 14 3
I 13 210881 K5 9 83
1 32 X1901-397 107 t2
1 39 OV-303 9 1415
2 14 397-PN 2 Pl 82
1 13 210914 K2 2 77
1 13 210915 K0 9 75
13 210928 F8 5 4;
13 210931 K5 15 81
1 V1247 SGR 34
16 11733 65 13:
187











































































































a 5 Coords SMJSMN O O 12 _m
(s) () ] b C) C) (,) N
27.9 12 0-19 35 12 85 3 .25L
29.6 14 359-19 52 6 85 3 .72
36.9 12 7-16 32 19 174 2 .70L
40.0 57 358-20 41 8 85 3 .25L
42.4 41 358-20 28 5 85 3 7.59
44.1 58, 7-16 46 5 85 3 ,70
46.5 12' 3-18 17 4 85 4 6.29
54.6 31 4-17 16 3 85 4 2.49
55.0 28 358-20 98 14 85 2 .33
3.5 51 2 18 107 31 85 2 .26L
15.9 6 0-19 84 10 85 2 .26
21,2 5 5--17 55 8 85 3 .35
22,9 4 6 17 39 4 85 3 2,74
26.1 0 3--18 : 17 4 85 4 1.10
,26,5 18 4-181 48 7 84 3 .37
38,3 50 6-17 37 7 85 3 .69
40,5 5-17 48 6 84 3 .59
43.2 36 5-17 43 5 85 3 1,59
45,8 19 3-18 42 5 85 4 ,67
58.0 50 2-18 26 5 84 3 3,36
1,1 45 358-20 42 30 83 2 .25L
6.2 15 7-17 26 16 95 3 ,25L
13.7 18 6-17 42 6 85 3 1.12
169 56 358-20 47 ' 7 84 3 .84
20.3 32 6-17 58 9 85 2 ,41
25,7 54 359-20 41 6 84 3 ,82
27,2 12 4-18 39 5 85 3 ,60
28,2 56 6-17 72 13 84 2 .30
38.0 1 358-20 46 7 84 3 .68
55.5 3 6-17 27 7 85 3 1,12
3.0 10 3-18 93 9 _ 85 3 ,36
3,9 17 3-18 29 6 85 3 1.66
45 8 _ 360--20 25 5 85 4 1.14
6.8 38 4--18 44 6 85 3 1,03
9,3 59 3 18 36 6 85 3 1.09
13.7 31 358--20 47 6 84 3 1.01
14,1 48 4-18 46 16 85 2 .40L
15,5 21 5-18 51 9 85 2 ,45
18.3 10 4-18 33 7 85 3 .25L
22,7 21 0-19 17 4 85 4 .59
26,0 16 3-19 65 7 85 3 ,66
27.3 53 6-17 27 7 85 2 4,05
27,4 2 4-18 52 9 85 2 ,39
35,0 22 358-20 28 4 85 4 12.50
41,1 43 1-19 56 9 85 3 ,29
44,2 30 2 19 70 12 85 3 .42L
44,8 56 7-17 66 12 852 .39L
47.6 21 358-20 37 8 84 3 .40
52.2 49 3-18 80 25 85 3 ,25L
55.2 49 359-20 48 22 83 2 .25L
59.6 3 2 19 93 8 85 2 .45
2.1118 359-20 16 4 85 4 3.07
11.8 36 1-19 34 14 85 3 .39
;=4,8 25 359 20 51 7 85 4 ,42
27.C 30 4-18 66 16 85 2 .31
_27,7 35 5-18 34 7 85 3 1.73
'37.4 29 6-18 54 10 85 2 .44
57.5 42 2-19 : 33 6 85 3 1.73
57.9 59 359 20 60 33 86 2 29L
1.3 27 4-19 48 9 85 2 2.13
2.040 7-17 85 11 84 2 .32
6,2 14 3-19 54 7 85 2 1,22
13.1 28 0 20 53 7 85 3 .82
t5.2 9 5=18 57 9 85 2 .72
20.1 12 358 20 49 6 85 3 .55
22.9 23 6-18 30 28 175 2 25L
34.4 20 3 19 84 9 85 3 .33
34,5 22 359-20 65 39 85 2 .25L
36,2 41 7-17 30 7 84 3 2,58
40.4 9 359-20 44 5 85 4 1,05
48.8 0 0-20 53 7 85 2 .94
48.8 2 5-18 66 10 84 2 .36
53,0 12 5-18 54 8 85 3 1,39
54,1 40 5 18 52 11 84 2 .28L
1,4 14 1-20 49 29 85 2 ,25L
1.9 13 359-21 44 6 85 3 .54
7.0 9 1-20 57 9 85 2 1.50
14.4 38 359-21 82 20 85 2i .64L
15,6 33 359-20 32 6 85 3 2.45
20.5 43 0-20 52 26 85 2 ,46L
209 6 5-18 35 7 84 3 318,71
35,6 38 1-20 65 10 85 2 .71
43,1 53 359-20 661 32 86 2 .46L
47,2 37 3-19 76 ' 9 85 3 .35
7,4 19 6 18 77 20 84 2 .27L
10,1 18 6-18 58 8 84 2 .34
42.5 36 359-21 55 8 85 3 .57
54,5 5 5-19 78 7 84 3 ,43
59,8 9 5-19 29 24 84 2 ,26L
14.5 16 4-19 37 6 84 3 ,85
17.6 42 1-20 30 11 85 3 ,49
25.8 50 5-19 26 6 85 2 1,29
33.9 12 3-19 74 21 85 2 .40L
55.7 44 3--20 62 7 84 3 ,63
3,8 28 4 19 37 7 84 3 ,49
6,4 45 3-20 61 t0 85 2 ,33
8,8 36 360-21 32 25 84 2 .25L
13.5 60 359-21 99 14 84 2 ,38
17,5 53 359 21 77 22 85 3 ,25L
31.9 22 3-20 72 36 85 2 ,67L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
188
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 p.m 60 tim 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(/ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
,25L .78 7.92 CE G BC 9580000258
.25L .40L 6.38L C B F M 8502000008 3 13 210937 G5
.83L ,40L 2,65 F L MF 5481000260 4
.25L 1,30 1,30L C E A B 8600000000
2,80 ,86 1,131 BBD AAD 3 1700000100
.32L .40L i 1.01L B AFt 1500000000 1 13 210939 K2
2.98 .62 1.24L BBC AAB 1 0600000000
1.34 .40L 1.06L BB AA E 8 0500000000 1 V2405SGR
.27L .46L 1.54L C B L 7600000000
.33L .41L 1.13 F F 3600000000
.29L .41L 5.17L C E ,3F 9600000008
.32L .40L 1.14L C E 0500000000
.77 .40L 1.00L BC AB 1 040000000( 13 210952 MB
.71 .40L 1.33L BC ABF 1 2500000000
,31L .40L 1.05L C EJ 0400000000
,32L .40L 1.19L B BI 0500000000 13 210961 K5
,35L ,40L 1.17L F BG 1501000000 1 V971 SGR
,37: .40L I.00L BD AB 0 0500001000 13 210966 MA
,48L ,40L 1.29L B BHNF 3500000000 13 210967 K2
.88 .40L 1.09L BC AA 1 i 2601000000
".28L .40L 1.67 D F E 2581100140 8 32 X1905-397
.32L .53L 3.84 C MHC 4481000430 4
.36: .40L 1.17L BD AB 0 0500000000 13 210972MA
,25L ,40L 1,93L C B M 1500100130 8
,35L .40L 1.39L C EN 0500000000 1 13 210976 K0
.40L .40L 1.00L C BC 5700000000 1 13 210978 K5
.29L ,40L 1,00L B BJ 1500000000
.32L .40L 1.29L C E 0400000000 1 1 V338 SGR
.25L .40L 1.03L B B M 1600000020
.62 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0400000000
.30L .40L 1.58L C DL J 2500000000
.45 .40L 1.00L BD AC G 2 3700000000 1 13 210989 K2
,41 .40L 5.11L BD ADGJ 2 7500000008 2 13 210990A2
.36 .40L 1.07L BD AC 0 0400100000
.28: .40L 1.00L BE AC 2601000000 1 13 210993 K2
,33L .92L 1.01L B AD3 1600000000 2 13 210994 K0
,33L .40L 2.39 F E ME 2400000010
.30L .40L 1.04L C C 2500010000 1 1 V973 SGR
,31L 1,74 5.06 CC DEAA 2300100000 1 14 397- G4Sb
1,44 2,24 5.07 BBCC BA._,B 4 6620001038
.27L .40L 1,37L_ B B 1500000000 1 13 211000 MA
2.20 .40L 1.98L BC AA M 0 0300000000 1 V340 SGR
.62L ,40L 1,191 C CN 0500010000
2_80 .45: 1.00L BBD AAI: 0 2500000000 2 13 211005G5
.42L .40L 6.39L C DE M 9600000048 8 1 13 211007 K0
.36L .66 1.781 C N F CJ 3500000000
.34L 1,01 1.90 CC I_B 1600000000
.45L .40L 1.48L C CH 1500000000
33L .40L 1.40 C E B 2600000000
,33L A0L 1,79 F *iC 9601000100
,96L ,40L 2.12L C CC 3601010000
1.27 .40L 1,19LIBC AAGH 3 760000000(
.26: .40L 2.43L CD CBI)B 0 9781021208 1
.28L .44L 1.83 B C B F I D 9600000000
.27L ,41L 1,17L D H 2500000000 2 I V976SGR
,61 .40L 1.43L DD AE G 1 260000000(
,38L .40L 1.14L C BE 1500000000 13 211018K0
,59 .40L 1.32L BC AB 1 1700000000 i
,25L .40L 3,29 F I F 9600000240 C 32 X1907-382
.86 ,40L 2,38L BC AA I 0 2400000000 1 V922SGR
,37L .40L 1,42L C CF 0600000000 13 211022
.58L .45L 1.44L C AEt; 0400000000 1 13 211024 K2
,32L .40L 4,92L C BE I 9600000008
.39L .40L 1.00L C B E ! 0500000000
.36 .40L 1.23L CF BD 1 1501000000
.35L .40L 1.47 D C 1500000000
.26L .40L 1.21L C D L 2600000000 1 13 211034 K2
.32L .52L 4.08 D NI H 9602100000
1.41 .40L 1.01L BC AA[ 9 0500001000
.31L .40L 1.39L B ADI 9702100000
.34L i .40L 5.92L C A E 8501000008 2 13 211037 G5
.30L .40L 393L F C H 0400000000 1 13 211038 K0
.75 .40L 1.11L CF AB 0 1600001000
.36L .79 3.92: CE JEC 1303000000 2 14 459- G 6 SC
.27L .40L 3.15 E D 9680000048
.37 .40L 1.35L CD EIB 4 0500000000 1 1 V391 CRA
.52L .40L 5.56L D AFP1 9502000008 1 13 211040K5
.25L .49 1.99L D F 2500000000
,60 .40L 1.13L BC AS( 1800010000 1 13 211044 K5
27L .40L 2.24 D C 9700000008
209.67 33.07 10.39 BCDC AAIA 9 0311000000 28 4 1 V342SGR
.36L .40L 7.90L F B H 8600000008
.27L .40L 7.06 F G G 9500000250 4
.31L .40L 1.55L D CH 1600000000 1 13 211053 K5
.30L .40L 1.41 D A 5401000010
.32L .63L 1.77L C C L 8400110000
.27: .40L 1.35L CE BB 4 6600000000
.32L .40L 1.00L C CI 1600100000 1 13 211071 K5
1.10L .51L 1.50 D J I B 1500100000
.28L .40L 1.02L B AL 0600000000 1 13 211075 K2
.25L .40L 9.08L B _CHI ' K 6600000008 1 13 211078 K2
.32L .48L 1.18L C i 1600000000
.35L .40L 2.19 C F I D 1500001210 4
.29L .40L 1.28L D : B E 1500010000
.31L .40L 1.28L C ANJ K 1600010000
.35L .40L 1.00L F E 3500000000
.31L .40L 2.19 C C 9681000050 81
.30L ,40L 1.34L C C 4600020000 1 13 211095 K0
.35L .40L 3.65 C G h C 4500000020 8







































































a 6 a _ C_)OrbdS SMJ SMN (0h m. . , (s) ( ) (") (") ) N
19126-3157 38.357 6-19 81 9 84 2 .44
19126-3802 41.8 6 360-21 39 26 175 2 1.34L
19127-3653 44.0 32 1-20 28 7 84 3 .80
19127-3808 46.5 5 360-21 82 t2 85 2 .28
19128-3515 50.6 8 3-20 53 32 84 2 .42L
19128-3106 52.058 7-18 37 7 84 3 .78
19129-3847 56.7 24 359-21 62 30 85 2 .39L
19130-3325 0.8 15 5 19 34 5 84 3 8.96
19131-3007 7.453 8-18 31 12 84 3 25L
19132-3904 13.117359-21 48 20 85 3 .25L
19132-3336 16.841 4-19 29 4 84 I 3 77.17
19134 3410 27.229 4-20 47 5 84 i 3 .85
19134-3158 28.4 29 6-19 57 9 64 2 .58
19134-3249 29.658 5-19 52 8 843 .60
19137-3546 45.6 52 2-20 27 23 174 3 .25L
19137 3126 47.7 1 7 19 77 10 84 2 .45
19138-3531 48.539 3-20 66 6 84 3 .67
19139-3942 57.110358-22 22 6 85 3 .35
19139-3349 59.6 1 4-20 31 6 64 3 1.08
19142-3816 14.916360-21 39 36 84 2 .25L
19144-3713 25.2 4 1-21 65 22 84 3 .25L
19144-3903 25.8 57 359-21 65 22 64 3 .63L
19146-3919 38.8 35 359-22 59 10 85 3 .26L
19147-3911 44.858359-22 49 29 85 2 .64L
19148-3017 48.254 8-19 54 14 94 3 .25L
19148-3400 51.446 4-20 77 8 84 3 .49
19150-3757 2.132 0-21 49 20 84 3 .25L
19150-3926 2.6 22 359-22, 20 5 84 3 16.39
1-9150-3919 4.(316359-22 26 7 84 3 .77
19151-3913 6.9 5 359-22 26 26 64 2 .25L
19151-3828 10.3 1360-21 53 6 84 3 .78
19151-3834 11.5 52 360-21 46 36 84 2 .26L
19151-3916 11.7 16 359--22 53 7 84 3 .60
19152-3640 17.1 18 2-21 26 5 84 3 48.49
19153-3459 22.16 52 3 20 73 7 84 3 .62
19154-3335 26.4 51 5-20 80 10 84 2 .32
19156 3921 35.9 34 359-22 56 8 84 .3 .35
19158-3851 49,9 57 359--22 32 5 84 3 2.86
19160-3659 1,3 14 1--21 34 6 84 3 .85
19160-3138 3,7 12 7-19 49 16 84 2 .25L
19161-3610 7,4 10 2-21 87 10 84 3 .38
19161 3254 7,6 13 5-20 42 34 84 2 .25L
19162-3731 17.3 55 1--21 19 6 84 3 18.87
19162-3146 17.E 52 6-19 i 36 7 84 2 1.14
19163-3838 19.2 28 360-22 93 39 84 2 .28L
19164-3749 26.5 47 0-21 28 6 84 3 .60
19166-3148 40,2 31 6--19 25 6 96 2 14.80
19167-3047 43.9 19 8--19 61 7 84 2 1,23
19168-3619 53.4, 19 2--21 19 6 102 3 2.55
19169-3004 58.4! 56 8--19 60 7 84 2 .61
19169-3402 58.822 4-20 44 11 84 2 .31
19170 3421 2.749 4-20 27 6 84 3 .62
19171-3330 6.440 5-20 74 10 842 .35
19172-3031 12.222 819 57 7 8412 .70
19172-3154 13.342 6-20 22 5 83 i 3 5.68
19173 3850 23.427359-22 47 7 84 3 1.57
19174 3912 29.9 46 359-22 29 11 84 3 .61
19176-3750 40,7 49 0-22 84 8 84 3 ,40
19176-3634 41,t 16 2-21 33 5 84 3 1.12
19177-3532 43.7 3 3-21 51 10 84 2 ,31
19178-3307 50.6 49 5-20 29 5 83 3 4,15
19178-3118 52.2 1 7-20 61 8 83 3 ,49
19179-3203 58.4 32 6-20 69 24 84 2 ,25L
19180-3745 4.0 43 1 22 59 23 84 3 ,25L
19182-3504 17,1 36 3-21 32 12 84 2 .42
19183-3042 22,9 24 8-19 48 8 83 3 .46
19183-3036 23.7 34 8 19 58 15 83 3 ,25L
19186-3900 37754359-22 252_ 6321 25L
19186-3856 40.1 26 359 22 27 o 84i o 2,21
19187 3351 44.7 5 5-21 28 7 84 2 1.05
19188-3718 49.958 1-22 55 7 84 3 .36
19189 3202 55.339 6 20 24 21 83 3 .25L
19191-3307 8.8 7 5 20 37 15 63 2 .37L
19191-3641 10.0 5 I 2-22 40 6 84 2 1.10
19191-3029 10.559 8-20 33 12 83 3 .51
19191-3930 10.752359-23 50 12 84 3 .25L
19191-3520 11.1 23 3 21 64 31 83 2 .25L
19192-3201 t2.8 57 6-20 18 6 83 3 6.68
19192-3645 13.224 2-22 54 7 84 2 .50
19194-3039 25.825 8-20 75 24 83 2 .25L
19194 3657 29.043 2-22 58 10 84 2 29
19195-3235 33.8 60 6-20 40 7 83 3 3.14
19196-3025 41.4 33 8-20 91 20 83 2 .25L
19199-3145 54.5 t6 7-20 40 21 83 2 .25L
19199 3028 54.7 57 8 20 40 8 83 3 1.08
19204 3020 24.1 7 8 20 38 7 93 3 1.21
19204-3959 24.5 58 358-23 41 7 84 3 .45
19204 3636 27.016 2-22 19 10 102 2 i .40
19205-3503 30.4 55 4-21 42 _" 83 3 ! 1.03
43.2 20 3 22 65 10 84 21 .6019207-3602
19207-3809 45.849 0-22 37 8 84 2 .40
19208 3008 49.858 8-20 38 33 83 2 .26L
19208 3517 53.0 3 3-21 61 19 83 3 .50L
19212 3219 14.2 27 6-21 60 14 83 2 .49L
19212 3921 15.9 19 359-23 33' 6 64 2 5.45
19214 3054 24.1 8-20 81 11 83 2 .47
19216 3704 36.547 2- 22 48 7 83 3 1.08
19220 3607 4.9 32 3 22 77 34 84 2 .64L
19224 3752 27.4341 1-23 57 31 83 2 .53L
19224-3850 29.2140360 23 54 8 84 2 1.08
I
Flux Density Flags
(Net Color Corrected) V L
















































































































Declination: - 40"-- 30"
Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags*
3,35L D C I 2401010000
2.14 F H E 9581000260
6.29L D BDM 9600000008
1.80L D HH 9602010200
1.48 D H E 3700001000
1.33L B BL 3600010000
2.23 D LGI F 8601000140
1.47L BBC AABK 1 0500000000
1.91 CC J KBA 0500000100
2.58 C KB 9681000230
4.60 BBCC !AAAA 1 0400000000 16
1.37L B IBFEI 1600000000
1.07L C C 1600000000
1.50L C IBLNG 0500000000
2.01 C GD 1500000000
1.32L C !CD 2500000000
1.58L CD BBM 0 4700000000
3,23 CBCC'EAAA 0 3500000000
1.41L BE !AB M 0 0500000000
2.51 F H F 9600000250
3.76 DI D 9680000038
2.89 El I B 9600000200
1,44L C E G B _700000000
3.06 C DEHD 9600100100
2.71: CC DHBC 9401000348
1.09L B CD 0600000000
3.00 D HGC 9600000100
1.63L CBC AAAC 6 9700011100 15
1.21L E BD 8700100000
2.27 C HEC 9600200100
1.291 O S H 9700000000
1.51 F M F 9701000030
1.21L C BD 9700300000
5,57L DCC AAA 9 9600010028 29
1.58L B BE G 2500010000
1.20L D CI 0502000000
1.35L F D DFAD 9700110000
1.33L BC AALK 5 4601000000
8.27L E BE 9500100028
2.30 CC KFB 1400000010
7,91L C CE 3600000008
1.50 D E 1500000210
2.41: BBCD AAAC 3 9700010108 25
1.07L BF BB 4 1501000000
2.40 C K G 6601000560
7.34L B B 9501100018
1.14L BBD AAC 0 150100000015
4.71L D AD 6500000008
5,07L BC ABI 1 8601000008
4,63L C ACK 9501111118
1,07L C BG 1400000000
1.05L B B I 1501010000
1.73L C CJ 1400000000
4.73L B B E 9500000048
1.00L BC AAL 0 3501000000











3.88 DE D EC
2.22 C G E
1.09L BF AA
1.03L C B M




























Name Type (") Mag
4 13 211117 G0P 2
1 13 211119 K0 12
1 1 V2411 SGR 27
1 13 211126 K0 38
1 1 V2412 SGR 20
4 14 337-PN 20 PI 3
C
C 2 14 459- G 11 Sb 12
1 13,211151 K2 5
1 1 V924 SGR 10
1 14 397- G 15SO 15
1 19 600 49
1 13 211162 K5 9
1 13 211166K0 8
4
1 13 211174 K2 2
4 1 32 X1916-386 30
3 4 TMSS -30408 41
1 13 211177 K2 7
1 13 211181MA 1
4
1 13 211186K5 4
1 1 V345 SGR 15
3 13 211191 K5 2
1 13 211195 K2 5
1 t3211204MA 8
1 13 211203 K2 18
4 1 32 X1918-306 32
2.42L 8BC AABC 0 6601111530
5.06L C C D 9600110008
2.66 D GC 3500000028
9.29L E C 9502000128 8
1.00L BE AAJ 2 0600001000 1 13 211217 MB
1.26 C HMC 8600100000
1.39 D F B 6600000330 C
1.39L BC BC G 0 7600100000 1 1 V2414 SGR
1.01L D ADH 9611000000 1 13 211228 K5
1,16L S C 1601000000
7.73L CE CF 0 9501010018
1,68L B AE HH 3600000000
6,81L C B 5510010008
1.71L C AD G 8600001000
1.65 C E 9600000100
1.74 E DJ HC 3600000200
1.40 F C CA 2501000000
1.79L E F AAEC 9, 3500001000
3.52L C B F 4401010020
1.09L B A G 6702001000
2.36 F D 9600000008
2.22 C J C D 9601000130 8
1.75L B AI 1600000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13211212 G5 6
C 1 32 X1918-320 87
1 10 M-05-45-006 148
C 2 13 211215 MA 2
1 13 211229 K0
1 13211232 KO
1 13211233 K2
4 1 14 397- G 18Sc
1 UU SGR

















































(s) ( ) I b
19227-3245 42.9 30 6-21
19229-3526 57.2 30 3 22
19229 3251 59.5 45 6 21
19231 3316 9.4 51 6 21
19234-3142 29.1 25 7 21
19235-3406 31.4 25 5-22
19237-3013 45.4 9 9-20
19238 3521 50.5 15 3 22
19238 3118 50.8 32 8-21
19239-3612 55.7 8 I 3 -22
19239-3840 57.7 19 0-23
19239-3136 57.8 52 7-21
19239-3904 58.5 11 360-23
19240-3703 0.5 34 2-23
19240-3802 1.5 20 1 23
19241-3751 9.1 17 1-23
19241-3430 9.3 31 4-22
19241-3604 10.3 59 3-22
19242-3117 12.3 24 8-21
19243-3006 19.7 25 9-20
19243-3651 23.7 33 2 23
19244-3532 25.E 21 3-22
19247-3732 44.5 58 1--23
19247-3058 46.4 23 8-21
19248-3007 48.7 12 9-21
19249 3220 54.1 31 7-21
19249-3040 55.(; 47 8 21
19249-3613 55.3 6 3-23
19250-3058 1.8 38 8-21
19251-3214 6.4 2 7 21
19252--3746 14.5 14 1 23
19252-3518 14.6 10 4-22
19252-3129 16.1 23 7--21
19263--3750 20.9 1 1 --23
19254-3628 26.1 37 2-23
19255-3658 30.3 13 2-23
19255-3919 33.4 31 359-24
19260-3647 0.8 47 2--23
19261--3217 6.3 49 7 22
19261-3811 7.3 44 1-23
19261-3746 7.4 31 1-23
19262-3511 15.2 26 4-22
19262-3327 17.6 11 6 22
19262-3608 178 41 3-23
19263-3906 23.0 59 360-24
19263-3059 23.6 42 8 21
19264-3754 24.5 19 1-23
19265--3623 32.3 58 3-23
19265-3443 34.2 55 4-22
19268-3930 49.7 57 359 24
19268 3918 51.4 56 360-24
19271-3256 11.3 17 6-22
19274-3351 28.1 38 5-22
19277 3205 45.7 14 7 22
19280-3325 0.4 27 6-22
19285--3703 34.7 50 2-24
19288-3419 50.1 27 5-23
19289-3139 55.5 16 8-22
19289-3613 57.0 10 3-23
19290-3627 0.4 51 3 23
19290-3111 3.6 2 8 22
19291 3351 7.1 51 5-23
19292-3721 16.7 53 2 24
19292-3058 17.6 38 8-22
19292-3506 17.6 37 4-23
19295-3903 30.5 20 360 24
19295-3220 31.9 45 7-22
19296 3458 41.7 47 4-23
19296-3727 50.9 19 2-24
19298 3028 53.0 17 9-22
19299-3149 58.0 17 8-22
19300-3830 2.4 38 1-24
19300-3850 6.0 57 0 24
19303-3737 22.4 15 2-24
19304-3141 29.4 9 8-22
19306-3953 37.6 43,359-25
19307-3025 44.2 39 9 22
19307-3628 46.6 43 3-24
19312-3114 15.4 6 8-22
19312 3543 15.9 4 4 24
19312 3205 16.2 9 7 22
19312-3354 17.6 57 5 23
19313 3021 18.0 12 9 22
19313 3811 23.7 53 1 24
19317-3416 44.6 31 5-23
19318-3107 48.0 59 8-22
19318 3448 53.8 41 5 23
19320-3532 5.0 27 4-24
19321-3323 8.7 51 6-23
19324-3827 25.0 25 1 25
19325- 3256 30.7 4 7 - 23
19325 3727 33.5 29 2-24
19329 3120 54.6 48 8 23
19329-3243 57.2 24 7 23
19331-3156 9.7 41 8-23
19331-3828 10.6 4 1-25
19332-3512 17.2 5 4-24
19335-3240 32.6 44 7-23
19335-3632 35.1 20 3-24
19337 3128 42.2 52 8 23
Declination: - 40"- - 30"
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
SMJ SMN O O 12 _tm 25 tim 60 /.tin 100 _,m Flux C A Confusion
(") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs C R Flags"
66 11 83 2 ; .36 .39L .4OL 1.50L C B
28 8 83 3i 1.38 .49 .40L 1.43L BE AE
46 12 83 3 .37 .27L .40L 1.51L F D[
21 8 97 3 2.17 .59 .40L 1.13L BC AA
59 10 83 3 .47 .29L .42L 1.85L C B
29 9 83 3 2.23 .55 .40L 1.00L CD AE
26 9 94 4 .55 .46L .40L 1.27L B CE
27 8 83 3 28.68 16.88 2.85 2.09 BBCC AA
101 32 84 2 .29L .66L .40L .98 C
24 8 83 3 2.37 1.19 .40L 5.10L BC AA
28 7 83 3 4.82 2.43 .48: 1.15L BBE AA
32 7 85 4 .42 .56L .40L 1.28L B BE
21 6 83 3 19.76 9.49 1.61 .78: BEICD A/I
71 19 83 3 .25L .26L .40L 3.37 C Hh
42 19 83 3 .25L .29L .40L 2.98 C L E
45 30 83 2 .25L .33L .4OL 1.94 E t-
29 7 85 4 .80 .35L .40L I 1.09L B B I
89 22 83 3 .25L .37L .40L 2.21 D C
79 22 84 2 .25L : .6OL .55L 1.66 C b
25 14 104 4 .25L _ .32L .42L 2.19 C KE
79 29 83 2 ,25L .36L .40L 2.08 C
39 9 103 4 .40 .46L .40L 1,46L C CF
56 32 86 2 .25L .42L .59L 1.50 D I
37 14 96 4 .51L .38L .40L 3.06 C Blu
46 36 84 2 .32L .79L .40L 1.19 E
44 9 97 ' 4 51 .33L .40L 1.08L B AF
26 9 95 4 .65 .40L .40L 1.09L B B
51 19 103 3 .41L .32L .40L 2.71 F H
31 11 84 2 .38 .39L .50L 1.04L E C
39 15 98 3 .25L .35L .36 .90 FD H
50 18 87 4 .25L .46L .40L 2.38 C I C
16 5 102 4 3.56 1.66 .46L 1.00L BB AA
84 14 84 2 .29 .71L .40L 1.29L C S
98 23 86 2 1.21L .22 .46L 1.22L E F
49 11 87 2 .41L .28 .4OL 4.09L D D
66 31 87 2 .26L .35L .40L 1.06 D EC
37 9 108 4 .52 30L .40L 1.39L B BC
40 10 105 3 .36 .44L .4OL 1.09L C CG
45 13 83 3 .25L .33L .52 1.43 CE k_
23 5 107 41 1.40 .64 .40L 1.17L BC AB
79 ; 27 87 .25L .36L .40L 1.42 C
27 ] 15 82 .33 .32L .76L 1.70L C B
28 I 6 99 4 1.22 .52L ..38: 1.69L B F AB
35;I 18 104 3 .25L .52L .40L 1.88 D MC30 89 2 .25L .46L .40L 1.02 C K
81 25 83 2 .31L .49L .42L 1.68 D
63 15 107 4 .32L .34L .40L 1.98 B EH
53 9 104 4 .85 .5OL .40L 1.22L B AE
22 6 85 4 2.24 .65 .40L 1.00L BC AB
29 10 108 4 .25L .28L 1.05 .96 BC EK
80 25 89 2 .62L .68L .40L 1.03 D K
73 9 83 2 .69 .70L .40L 1.14L C BK
57 11 82 2 .44 .28L .40L 1.42L C C
84 12: 83 2 .31 .92L .40L 1.31L C DI_
29 15! 83 2 .25L .30L .71L 1.12 D
34 8 83 3 .55 .31L .40L 1.59L B CE
42 81 82 3 .47: .63 ,40L 1,0OL FC EB
22 7 82 3 .81 .36: .40L 1.84: BF E AE
105 38 83 2 1.31L .40L .42L 1.73 D
64 24 83 3 .25L .29L .40L 1.73 C G
5.37 1.50 .54 1.15L BCD AA
79 24 3 .25L .28L .40L 2.35 D
44 71 82 3 21.31 5.12 .82 1.74L BBC AA
92 321 83 2 .40L .36L .45L 2.23 C
74 11 83 2 .29 .64L .40L 1.48L D CE
43 71 82 3 1.02 .44 .40L 1.14L CD AC
77 10 83 2 .35 1.03L A0L 1.56L C D DN87 36 82 2 .28L _29L .40L 2.31
48 7 82 3 3.38 .79 .40L 1.07L B D ; A B
68 18 82 2 .25L _34L .52: 2.35 DC
56 8 83 3 .68 .26L .40L 1.41L S AH
61 8 83 3 .43 .33L .40L 1.27L B BN
76 21 83 2 .33L .33L .42L 1.90 D H
55 7 82 3 .36L .78 .40L 1.28L C CB
39 12 83 3 .58 .30L .40L 1.00L C C
70 28 82 2 .25L .44L .98L 1.60 F H
54 7 83 2 1.12 .55L .40L 1.31L C AB
65 34 82 2 .29L .80L .40L 1.63 D
55 9 82 3 .51 .46L .40L 1.12L B BE
50 8 82 3 .83 .34L .40L 1.31L B A
70 9 82 3 .65 .38L .4OL 1.25L B CE
21 7 82 3 18.48 14.41 3.55 1.59: BCED AA
40 9 83 2 1.23 .40: .40L 1.16L DF AD
30 7 82 3 7.15 3.32 .79 1.02L BBC AA
44 10 82 3 .25L .36L 1.86 2.59 CC I
48 8 82 3 2.28 .67: .40L 1.28L BD AB
58 13 82 3 .41L .32L .76 1.OOL C G
82 12 82 3 .29L .32L .91 2.17 CC
42 10 83 2 2.12 .66 .87L 3.22L BD AB
34 7 82 3 2.01 .75 .42L 1.00L CC AS
28 7 82 3 5.05 2.19 .36: 1.26L_ BCD AA
85 31 81 2 .72L .71L .40L 1.21 D G
33 7 82 3 1.40 .64 .40L 1.OOL BF AB
87 12 81 2 .52 .40L .41L 1.42L C B
69 12 82 3 .25L .25L .79 2.14 CC N
30 24 82 3 .25L .28L .40L 2.39 C I
28 12 81 2 .25L .34L 1.33 3.34 DC
27 12 82 3 .25L .52L 1.27 2.25 CC D
28 10 82 3 3.80 1.61 .40L 1.03L BD AA
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
190
L C
R S A Sep









460- G 5 S.
211290G5


























































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m8¢1
hm, o , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N
19337-3227 43.6 301 7-23 33 8 82 3
19337-3951 46.6 25 ! 359--25 34 11 83 219339-3702 57.4 31 2--25 70 11 82 3
19339-3424 57.8 14 I 5-24 37 7 82 3
19341-3540 6.3 39 4-24 42 25 82 2
19342-3527 14.1 46 4-24 38 13 82 2
19344- 3437 29.5 5- 24 63 1 81
19345-3357 31.7 6 6-24 53 82 3
19347-3852 43.2 21 0-25 40 7 82 3
19347-3301 46.1 38 7--23 96 11 82 3
19348--3822 51.7 46 1--25 53 9 82 3
19349--3223 56.8 51 7--23 55 14 81 2
19351--3553 6.0 37 4--24 40 32 82 2
19351--3842 11.5 6 1--25 61 29 82 2
19351--3944 11.8 14 360--26 37 9 82 3
19352--3629 12.4 5 3--25 46 6 82 3
19352--3659 12.5 56 3--25 53 17 82 2
19355--3331 31.5 23 6--24 42 13 82, 3
19358--3108 50.3 6 9--23 41 9 82 2
19359--3456 58.3 31 I 5--24 74 14 81 2
19360--3553 5.4 23 4--25 39 37 172 2
19361--3404 11.5 49 6--24 42 10 82 3
19362--3221 12.8 26 7--24 63 10 82 2
19365--3846 35.7 7 1--26 32 8 62 3
19366--3746 41.1 26 2--25 91 19 82 2
82I,9367_373148.23 2_26 13,19368--3621 46.1 12 3-25
19368-3814 49.2 55 1-26 49 8 82 3
19369-3458 56.8 23 5-25 71 20 62l 3
19370-3022 4.455 10-23 8713 8221
19371-3805 10.544 1-25101 35 82_
,9372-3455 17.9 37 5-25 45 14 81 3
1937381221.6498310:;,9375_366734.9314_25 6119 7 94347.49  _28 3
,9378-3 95o.4,! 10_2368 13 81] 19382_382712 3_2696 29 6
19383-3711 19.9 23 3--25 32 8 82' 3
t9383-3911 22.1 48 0--26 59 12 821 3
19384--3907 24.32 0--26 47 8823
19384--3500 27.8 9 5-25 42 2 8103
19389-3625 59.112 3-25 35_ 981319391-3727 10.7 48' 2-26 2 81
19392-361114.4414-252988134119395-3437 35.0 5-25 65 8 813
19397-3418 47.140 6-25 45 78221
19401-3346 7.12 6-25 428381:
19402-3605 12.034 4-25 79 9 82 2
19406-3059 38.8 11 ! 9-24 43 11 81 I 2
i
19406-3856 41.8421 1-26 22 8 81 ; 3
19407-3736 47.930 2-26 9819 81'2
19408--3723 48.111 2-26 8728 612
19410-3743 4.5261 226 7221 813
19411-3049 1.439! 9-24 68 15 812
19412--3305 17.215 7-26 41 7 613
19413--3506 19.913 5-25 56 8 81' 3
19414--3422 29.5 0 6-25 58 8 81 3
19415-3339 31.0 30 6-25 56 11 81 2
19417-3322 42.9 34 7-26 50 7 81 3
19417-3121 47.6 361 9-24 80 8 81 3
19418--3154 53.3 39 8-26 59 7 81 3
19420--3452 0.475-26 _ 18190
3
19429-3141 59,5 1 9-25 _(_ 219432-3354 15.634 6-25 42 32
19440-3814 1.452 2-27 29 9013
19440-3114 2.816 9-26 75180 12
19440-3043 3.641 10-25 5910813
19441-3518 11.7 5 5-26 38 8 81 3
19448-3335 52.3 7 7-26 50 32! 802
19449-3758 54.623 2-27 16 5 81 3
19450-3444 3.8 30 6-26 46 7 81 3
19453--3338 18.0 1 7-26 55 12 80 2
27 3 I
19453--371123.1193--2742 81
19453--3355 23.85 6-26 82 1375 8019454-3616 25.323 4--27 36 813
19454-3230 25.743 8-25 48 110 802 I
19455-3744 31.856 2-27 96, 40 80
19459-3453 58.6 4 5-26 27 6 80 3
19466--3523 37.7 18 5 27 7622 80 3
19466-3649 38.8,40 3-27 30 8 813
19467-3504 46.635 5-26 66 9 802
19469-3646 58118 3-27 29 680319471--3755 6.41 2-27 89 20 80 3
19471--3641 10.3 69 4-27 58 22 80 3
19472-3457 17.23 5-27 3327 972
19473-3100 20.444 I0-25 6313 802
19478-3250 49.926 8-26 45 9812
19481-3021 8.154 10-2538 12 803
19481 3717 8.733 3-27 22 6803
19483--3609 116.8154 4-27 803
19484-3727 27.553 3-27 _ 880 3
19485-3109 30.8 10-26 97 15 802
19486- 3831 38 7 53 2-28 49 6 60 I 3
19487-3206 44.2 31 9-26 68 18 80 2
19491--3554 8.3 49 5-27 143 34 61 2
19492-3108 12.5 38 10-26 59 16 80 = 2
19494-3747 27.4 30 3-28 42 6 80 I 3
19495-3236 34.3 7 8-26 87 15 80 2
19496-3216 39.5 17 8-26 29 7 80 3
Flux Density
(N_ Cohr Corrected)







































































































Declination: - 40"--- 30"
Associations
V L C
100 /Am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1.10L BCF AAB 910_00o000o 1 1 ONSGn 10 3
3.01L D CLMM 0201010000 1 13 211415G0 6 78
1.37L C EBC 4701000000
1.00L B AF N 0601000000 13211416 K2 5 80
126 F C 8700000000
1.69: BCC F A E 8601000130 61.00L A B K I 12500000000
1.43 CE GBDI 0500000000
1.50L B ABL N 2500000000 1 13 211425 MA 10 87
1.04L BC AAF 0 3601000010 1 13 211428MA 15 81
1.18L C AE F 3501000000 1 13 211429K0 12 67
1.51L C BE 2601000000
1.34L C DI 0601000000
2.35 D EC E 5600000130 8
1.73 C H D 3500000000
1.07L B C L 0400010000
1.11L BD AB 0 1700001000 I 1 ! BM SGR 48 3
1.11L F HI 3700000000 1 14 398-- G 16 SO 86
2.43: C D A D 1500000000
1.36L C B 15OOOO0O00
1.OOL C BH 0800000000 1 13i 211444 K5 9 85
2.35 F ML D 9600000020 8 I
1.98 CC HBB 0500000100
1.14L O O 0600000000
1.00L C O BCc 3600030000 11.62L 3500000000
16 3600000000 I 13 211455K5 76
1.18:1"41LBEcD jACFF I 1600000000 14 398 G18S. 379
1.15L B 15 86
5.90 c!BjKHD 2700010000 11 13 211457 K2
_8oo0o34o c 1 321x1937-349 92 12
1.88L C J B G 05OO000OO0
1.70 F B 3500000020 8
6.16 C DG B 9401000330 C
1.49L C CI l 3500000000
1.41 E ,, ND_ 6500000010
1.19L B B 0500020000 1
1.15L C CL 2500000000
1.28 D C 1600000000 1 14398- G 20 Sc 8
1.11L BDcc AB 066000010001.98 HFCB I 1500101100 1 14338- G 21 S. 16
1.15L BD AD 1 1600101000 1 1 V1164SGR 25 3
2.43 C J GB 9580000000
1.18L F C 160O000000
1.54 E CI 4681000020
1.00L BD AB 1 3600010000
146 o B °
1.07L BC AAD 0
1.49L B AD I 0600O100O0
1.47: C F B FD 1600000000
1.46L C B C 1500000000
1.00L BC AA M, 0 1 0600001000
1.36 C J F D 9601010000
2.14 E FND 9601000420
1.97 C J MD 9500000000
2.02 DD DB 15O00O0000
3.26 CCC BAB ! 0400000000
1.10L B BH J 4700000000
1.06L C A D 36O0000O00
1.99 CC I BB 0601000000
1.14L B AC H 0600000000
1.17L B BCI I 0o0oOl0OOO
























1.20L BBC AABJ 0 3620000100 14
1.10L D D F 0500000000
1.80 D GMF 4500000100
1.0OL BC AC 2 0700001000
2.0O C E F E 2500000010
3.84 DC BAA 5400101000
1.0OL C C 27O00O0O0O
1.00L BF AB 0 5500201440
1.67 C J B 4400000210
2.01 C NNHE 5400101450
1.48 C GK F 2601000000
1.06L BCc B 0! O6O1O00OOO1.0OL AAJ 1500000000
1.16:
CD FBD 1500000000iBC AAA 14010000001.0OL 7
1.09L iBC ABH 0 2600000000
1.17L CD ADEF 0 2400000000
1.11L C CK 0600000000
1.04L B BGM 1501000000
1.33: CD MBC 0501000000
1.20 C E I ED 15000000001.10L J CO 0600000000
1.09L B AJ K 3400000000
1.0OL F D 0600O00O0O
1.44L BC IAAGJ 6 0600001020
8
1 1 Vl165 SGR 63 3
1 13211502 K2 1381 75
1 13 211503 K2 95
1 13 211510 K5 11 90
C 1 32 X1940-373 15 12
1 14 398- G27Sa 17
1 13211529 K5 3 87
1 13 211533 K2 18 ! 768 14 398- G 29 Sb 62
1 13 211542 K2 3 90
I 13211551 K2 10 82
1 13 211553 K2 5 75
4
1 13 211562 MA 2 81
1 13 211565 K5 9 85
4
2 13 211570 K2 42 85
1 13 211574 MA 5 88
1 1 V1168SGR 47 3
1 32 X1947-366 39 12
2 13 211591 K2 8 80
1 13 211598 GO 10 91
1 1 Vl169 SGR 24 3
1 13211609K0 7 65
1 13 211610 K2 11 92
1 13 211611 K2 13 78
1 14 461-- G 6Sc 11
1 13 211620K2 2 81
1 13 211625 K0 7 7E
8
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; f0) High Source D_-_ty Rsgion.
191




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ 5MN 8 12 /.tin
h m o , ' (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N
19497-3059 43,4 8 10-26 43 6 80 3 1,49
19500-3213 2.8 11 9-26 38 6 80 3 11.61
19503-3417 23.0 37 6-27 69 15 80 2 .56
19504-3007 25.340 11-26 85 17 80 2 ,24
19506-3000 39.7'38 11-26 = 61 25 80 3 .25L
19507-3103 45.8 6 10-26 19 5 80 3 5.40
19513-3241 188 59 8-27 29 6 80 3i .64
19517-3351 47.656 7-27 57 9 80 3 .42
19518-3310 52.4 45 8 27 34 6 80 3 3.03
19819-3421 57.1 19 6-27 59 7 80 3 i .66
19521-3134 9.0 29 9-27 57 10 79 2i _29
19521-3944 10.4 20 1-29 73 10 80 2 .33
19525-3458 33,6 48 6-28 48 8 80 _ 1.02
19527-3648 46.5 2 4-28 43 14 80 2.18
19528- 3827 50.4 39 2- 29 26 11 80 7.09
19526-3012 53.0 9 11-26 43 6 i 80 3 1.97
19532-3814 13.3 3 2-29 83 21 80 2 .80L
19532-3059 14.2 52 10-27 70 8 80 3 .56
19535-3733 33.2 45 3-28 88 19 80 2 .48
19537-3509 45.5 33 6-28 45 12 79 2 .41
19539-3818 55.9 501 2-29 51 16 80 2 .69
19540-3020 4.5 12 11-27 82 12 79 2 .30
19541-3750 10.7 35 3-29 86 11 80 2 1.44
19543-3305 186 27 8-27 43 6 80 3 1.06
t9543-3604 20.8 12 2-29 30 14 80 2 .38:
19544-3747 29.0 57 3-29 65 13 79 2 .35
19546-3130 37.0 14 10-27 45 6 79= 3 .53
19546-3229 41.9 34 9-27 41 7 79 _ 3 .25L
19549-3200 56.4 31 9-27 41 11 79 3 .26L
19550- 3902 4.5 7 1 - 29 88 15 80 2 .49
19551-3154 6.6 29 9-27 24 8 79 3 .25L
19552-3033 17.6 19 11-27 54 10 80 2 .25L
19553-3233 22.4 44 9-27 58 11 80 2 .28
19553-3740 22.9 7 3 29 47 7 80 3 .47
19553-3245 23.7 50 8-28 90 10 79 3 .35
19554-3659 25.8 55 4-29 42 8 79 3 ,80
19555-3430 30.4 10 6-28 26 6 79 3 2,14
19557-3746 43.3 58 3-29 47 20 79 2 .41L
19558-3040 48.7 27 11-27 55 8 80 2 1.24
19561-3459 11.4 = 38 6-28 42 6 79 3 .79
19564-3609 '26.3 20 5-29 50 7 79 3 1.07
'9565- 3524 30.2 46 6-28 70 8 7913 .47
19565-3450 35.6 12 6 28 57 9 80 12 .4119567-3622 43.7 44 4-29 45 8 79 .52
19568-3157 51.1 51 9-28 67 13 80 _ 2 .71L
19569-3750 56.0 26 3-29 47 8 79 3 1.50
19570-3140 2.6 56 10-28 80 12 80 2 .33
19571--3752 6.4 11 3-29 57 8 79 3 .82
19571-3350 8.3 23 7--28 58 9 79 2 .74
19573-3240 20.9 60 9-28 63 12 80 2 .64L
19573-3454 122.5 47 6 29 56 11 79 3 .25L
19578-3847 151.6 58 2-30 44 13 79 3 .25L19579-3516 57.9 49 6-29 69 10 79 .25L
19580-3038 0.7 59 11-27 44 6 79 I 3 1.72
19580-3330 1.1 22 8-28 29 6 79 3 2.25
19580- 3415 1.3 37 7-28 46 7 79 3 .73
19582-3833 14.1 13 2 30 31 8 79 3 .48
19582-3649 15.4 9 4-29 34 7 79 3 .90
19585-3925 33.E 33 1 30 26 7 79 3 1.33
19585-3325 34.9 37 8-28; 60 7 79 2 1.35
19867-34504362s 6 29 79 3 61
19589-3124 54,2 7 10-28 7_77 2; 79 2 .25L
19589-3350 56.1 49 7-29 127 32 79 2 1.40L
19591-3502 11.7 30 6 29 42 8 79 3 .28L
19597- 3033 42.3 47 11 - 28 52 6 79 3 1.38
19598-3913 !49.2 10 1 30 46 21 79 3 ,49L
.>0000-3731 0._ 42 3-30 52 8 79 3 .47
.=0002-3804 14.2 54 3-30 33 7 79 3 11.09
.>0002-3740 t7.E 12 3-30 49 8 79 3 1.05
.>0004-3612 25.0 10 5-29 63 7 79 3 1.26
.=0006-3154 36.C 58 10-28' 40 30 79 2 ,25L
.=0006-3134 38.E 24 10-28 68 23 79 2 .25L
.=0009-3818 55.8 31 3-30 43 9 79 3 .25L
!0011-3211 9.6 55 9-29 27 6 79 3 6.92
.=0012-3018 16.6 32 11-28 49 6 79 3 .97
.=0018-3509 46.3 30 6-29 46 6 79 3 1,49
.=0021-3157 8,1 27 10-291 24 23 169 2 .25L
._0022-3405 12.C 9 7-29 36 10 79 3 .25L
.=0023-3402 18.7 49 7-29 i 61 10 78 2 .35
!0026-3146 38.4 23 10-29 i 93 27 79 2 .25L
._030-3544 1.5 54 6 30 79 12 78 2 .30
!0032-3050 14.7 15 11-29 63 14 79 2 .26L
.=0034-3714 25.2 3 4 30 50 8 79 3 .43
.=0036-3900 41.6 15 2 31 50 7 79 3 .78
.=0037-3441 44.8 35 7-30 58 13 793 .35L
.=0039 - 3032 59.7 37 11-29 63 10 79!2 1,61L
.=0041- 3840 11.531 2-31 37 6783 4.26
,0043-3916 22.9 18 2-31= 42 10 78
3
.=0044-3329 26.6 6-30 I 78 3 .49
.=0045-3245 32.3 11 9-29 59 7 78 3 .86
.=0046-3052 :41.6 25 11 29 26 5 78 3 9,82
.=0047-3944 44,5 45 1-31 82 8 78 3 .77
.=0047-3057 44.6 56 11-29 54 8 78 3 .69
.=0047-3234 47.6 32 9 29 34 6 78 , 3 1,12
• 052-3203 14,4 51 10-29 31 8 78 3 .51
!0053-3043 18.7 7 11-29 40 6 78 3 1.61
!0053-3439 21.4 19 7-30 i 51 16 78 2 .24
.=0056-3733 40.3 40 4-31 62 10 78 3 .26L
.=0057-3002 424 24 12 29 79 10 78 2 .30
.=0058-3827 53.1 2 3 31 44 5 78 3 .94
Flux Density
(Not Color Conecled)








































































































IO0 /._m Flux C,,rr A Confusion R S A Step
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.11L BF AC 0 0600000000 1 131 211626K5 4 86
1.14L BBC AABI 2 0600001020 18 8 2 13 211630MB 3 83
2.33L C B 1500010000 1 13 211631 14 96
2.01L C 4602000000
3.88 C D C E 4480000540 18 12
1.00L BC AAJ 0 0600000000 25 27
1.00L BE BCG 0 06OO0OOO00
1.00L C BJ G ! 1600000000 8 95
1.06L BD ABB 1 0600000000 5 63
1.00L [3 BCH 0601000000
1.33L C C 0600000000
1.39L E D 2500000000
1.04L C AD 0500000000
1.02L CO AA 0 0500000000
1.00L CC AA 0 4500000000
1.00L CO AB 0 1600000000
2.13 DD G3B 4400000000
1.16L C BL _lJ 0600000000
2.33L C E '3E 1400000000
1.19L F D 0400010000
1.28L D CE 54OOOO0O00
1.18L E F I 0500000000
1.00L CE AA 0 3500100000
1.06L B AC 0600000000
9.76 CCDD CAAA 0 4200000000
3.63L C CM N 3400100000
1.32L S AFI 0600000000
5.17 DCC MB/_A 3400000010
1.37L C [_C 3601100000
1.11L C CJ 0500000000
4.15 EC C E!A 3401100000
1.87 CC AA 0500000000
2.08L C O 1500000000
2.14L S CE J 3400011000
1.46L C DFHJ 0600000000
1.02L B BD 15000O0000
1.00L B C A B E 2 0500000000
131L C DI 3500000000
1.34L I
1'96L C ,AD K 1500000000
1.08L B E 0 0500000000
l OOLc 14ooo00o00120, 05010o00o0
1.00L C B 05OOO0OO0O
1.46L D NHC 5600000000
1.00L BD AEL 0 3600100000
1.09L D E H 4500000000
1.33L C BI N 2600100000
1.37L E ! _ 1500000000
1.91L C J EBA 0500000000
2.79 CCH C8 0400000000
1.58 C C L B B 2600006000
1,37: CD A3 1301000100
1.0OLIBD AAF3 0 1600000000
1.00L CC AAB 0 1500000000
1.00L BE AF 0 1500000000
6.82 FDCC BCA _, 2 1300011000
1.11L B B B 1600000000
1.00L DC ABH 4 2600000000
C 321 X1950-300
2 4 _ TMSS-30417
1 13 211652
2 13 211653 K0
1 13 211656 5 103
1 13 211662 K5 20 87
1 13 211664K5 4 65
1 13 211665 16 97
1 14 339- G 8Sa 9
1 13 211669 K5 16 85
1 131211684G5 25 80
1 14 339- G 11 Sb 34
1 13 211688 K2 17 90
1 10 M-05-47-012 145
2 14 461- G 24 Sa 10
2 14 461 - G 255c 6
1 13 211699 KO 32 77
1 13 211701 G5 13 76
1 16 12614 26 115
2 13 211708K0 9 61
2 13 211716 63 14 43
1 13 211717 A3 18 52
2 13 211719 K0 13 60
1 13 211720 _ 931 13 211723 MA 92
3 13 211724 F5 10 56
1 14 399- G 145c 23
1 1 V1711 SGR 19 3
1 14 339- G 25 Sa 7
1 13 211739 K2 10 75
1.00L BD AD 0 1501001000
1.01L E BE 0500000000
1.29 O ] 4600000020
1.30 F H :. 1500000100
6.37 DCC GCA "_ 0300000000
121L BD AA 1 i 0600010000
1.g7 D H ) 3500000020
1.00L B CK I 1400010000
1.00L BBC AAA 11 1601000000119
1.22L B AJ H 1401000000
1.12L B AC 0501011000
1.85 D t I ) 76010000201
2.61 D t : 9502000030
5.18 CC DI A,. 1500000000,
1.00L BC AA| 0 4600000000 I
1.00L B AFH 0600010000
1.00L BD AB 1 0500001000
1.81 C O [ 8501000040
1.68 C D E B [ 1400100000
3.38L C E [ 1300100000
1.32 F G( 9600000000
1.40L C EJ 0500010000
1.63: DF BE 1400000000
1.30L C D M 0500010000 1 13 211813K5 4 83
1.21L B BKN 3700000000
1.15L C C( 1400000000 1 14 399-1G 20 DO 10
2.86 DC N BE 0401000000 ' 2 14 461- G 42 Sb 4
1.00L BC AAMP. 0 5500000000 1 1 V2235SGR 24 3
1_81 CD HCE 2501000000 1 14 339 G 34 SB 12
1.36L C BM 2400010000 1 13 = 211829 K0 B 76
1.17L CF 8F 3 3500000000 1 13'1 211831 K5 14 86
1.00L BBF AACk 0 2600100000 =01 3 131 211835 8 101
1.41L C AH 1400000000
1.33L E CF 2600100000 1 13 211836 3 90
1.19L CC An E 3 3501000000
1.53L C B HJ 3600000000
1.48L SD AC 0' 1501000000 1 13 211847K5 2 78
1.48L O GMK 2401000000
1.30L C H K A G 2500000000
1.60L C D t 0500000000 I 13i 211852 K5 14 90
1.00L B A D 26000000001 1 13 I 211856 K2 1 72
1 13 211749 K5 9 85
8
1 14 399- G 18 Sa 7
8
21 13 211767K5 4 47
13 211770K0 1 68
1 13 211772 K0 19 71
8
1 14 339- G 31 Sa 11 148
5 "13 211782K0 2 50
1 13 211784 K2 8 73
6
1 13 211797 K2 17 90
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sourc,=s (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
ORIGIN/L PACI_ I8
192 OF. PO0_ QUALITY
Right Ascension: 20ho6mo5'-20h20m04 '
Position (1950)
Name
aham .8, (s) () l b C) C) (') N
20060 3252 5.7 10 9--30 25 5 78 3
20065--3728 30.5 40 4--31 45 7 78 3
20068--3842 50.9 49 2--31 58 6 78 3
20069--3602 54.5 18 5--31 36 6 78 3
20070--3927 0.1 8, 2--31 46 5 78 31
20070 3948 4.7 2 1 31 72 27 78 2
20071--3852 11.518 2--31 44 20 79 21
20072-3921 14.641 2-31 26 6 78 3J
20073-3341 20.839! 8-30 52 8 78 31
20073 3730 21.6 4 4 31 62 12 78 3 !
20074-3906 28.7 7 2-31 73 34 79 2 !
20075-3249 30.1 50 9 30 93 34 78 21
20078 3849 53.0 38 2-31 32 8 78 31
20079-3110 56.4 37 11-30 55 13 78 3
20079-3614 55.5 39 5-31 41 7 78 3
20080-3244 5.4 8 9-30 90 28 78 2
20080-3308 5.6 4 9-30 66 20 78 2
20085-3159 33.0 43 10-30 29 8 78 3
20086-3952 40.3 55 1-32 32 10 77 2
20091-3331 7.5 40 8-31 40 35 78 2
20091-3700 8.6 46 4-31 29 6 78 3
20091 3556 8.7 3 6 31 39 5 78 3
20092-3111 16.6 60 11-30 70 J 30 78 2
20093-3109 19.7 15 11-30 36 i 7 78 3
20093-3901 20.6 21 2-32 63 I 9 78 3
20095-3113 35.4 13 11 30 39 j 8 78 3
20096-3344 36.0 22 8-31 57 11 78 3
20098-3138 49.8 17 11-30 74 7 78 2
20102-3659 13.9 38 6 32 51 9 77 2
20103-3944 22.8 16 1-32 49:31 78 2
20103 3111 23.4 34 11-30 70 24 78 3
20104-3416 29.4 15 8-31 47 7 78 3
20105-3100 31.4 11 11-30 92 9 77 2
20108-3816 48.9 57 3-32 26 9 78 3
20108-3326 52.0 46 9-31 83 30 78 2
20109-3003 59.3 2 12-30 31 8 78 4
20111 3655 10.1 33 5-32 57 9 77 2
20112-3559 14.7 21 6-32 21 4 78 3
20112-3323 15.0 58 9 31 62 22 78 3
20112 3259 16.4 13 9-31 33 16 78 3
20113-3554 t8.0 42 6-32 64 9 78 3
20113-3725 23.1 9 4 32 62 17 78 2
!0116-3455 41.4 4 7-31 47 11 78 3
20117-3249 45.8 14 9-31 38 8 78 3
20118 3723 49.3 29 4 32 69 14 78 3
!0119-3553 56.0 19 6-32 67 10 78 2
20121-3740 7.4 2 4-32 22 12 78 2
20121--3253 11.1 38 9-31 52 44 77 2
20124--3906 29.2 36 2-32 47 5 78 3
20127-3009 44.6 33 12-30 37 6 78 4
20128 3050 48.8 23 12 31 25 9 78 4
20131-3636 8.3 32 5-32 31 6 77 3
20131-3604 8.8 0 6 32 34 11 77 3
20132-3920 16.7=29 2-33 56 12 77 3
20134-3219 29.9 58 10-31 50 17 78 4
20136 3708 39.0 40 4-32 89 29 78 2
20136-3810 39.1 18 3-32 32 6 77 3
20138-3909 49.g 25 2-33 55 6 77 3
20138-3129 51.4 49 11 31 39 25 78 3
20138 3121 52.3 45 11-31 70 9 78 2
20141 3222 6.E 41 10-31 44 10 78 2
-)0144-3916 25.4 6 2-33 23 5 77 3
20144-3100 27.0 39 12 31 79 17 78 3
20147-3756 45.7 53 4-33 48 7 77 i 3
20149--3212 56.8 14 10-31 29 25 167 2
20152 3929 15.1 32 2-33 48 9 77 3
__0153--3814 19.5 56 3-33 50 6 77 3
20157-3207 42.8 43 10 31 99 34 78 2
20159 3009 54.7 20 13-31 53 10 78 3
20160-3253 2.5 22 10-32 52 7 78, 3
20161-3026 8.9 52 12 31 58 13 77 2
20161-3307 10.9 57 9-32 22 5 78 4
20161 3622 11.4 7 3-33 46 7 77 3
20162 3021 14.6 59 12-31 69 13 77 2
20163-3926 23.7 42 2 33 48 10 77 3
20165-3950 31.2 13 1-33 66 7 77 3
20168 3215 53.0 17 10 32 72 13 78 2
20169-3713 56.0 21 5 33 42 8 76 2
20170-3444 1.3 37 7-32 62 10 77 2
20171 3022 1.4 9 12 31 59 7 78 3
20175-3700 31.5 43 5-33 25 4 I 78 4
20176-3610 36.9 27 6-33 21 6 ! 78 4
20176-3550 37.9 0 6-33 22 6 78 4
20179-3604 59.1 41 6-33 27 12 77 2
20182-3918 12.3 46 2 34 88 10 76 2
20182-3206 16.5 12 11-32 60 32 77 2
20184-3637 27.9 55 5 33 22 5 78 4
20165 3243 33.9 46 10 32 45 35 77 2
20186-3953 39.1 27 1-34 43 ! v 77 3
20186-3127 41.7 6 11-32 42 12 78 3
20188 3828 52.9 16 3-34 46 13 97 4
20189 3332 58.9 38 9 33 28 7 78 3
20191 3735 63 14 4-33 60 19 78 2
20194-3206 26.6 13 11 32 50 10 77 3
20197 3843 42.9 56 3 34 82 13 78 2
20197- 3629 47.3 50 6-33 62 11 78 3
20198 3953 52.0 53 2-34 30 12 77 3
20199-3312 56.0 34 9-33 36 6 77 3
20199-3140 56.4 28 11 32, 50 10 77 3
20200 3651 4.6 9 5 33 61 13 77 2
H
Galactic Uncertainty oCCoords SMJ SMN 0 12 /xm
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































10O /._m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.19L B BBGF 7600000000
4.43 ECC CAA 2200000100
1.07L B B H G 5600000000
1.79L BC ABEG 0 0500000000
1.00L C BE L
135 E N D
2.28 ED I J C
1.13L C BD
1.00L C CK
1.75L C A N
2.77 F I





3.80 D F HD
1.03L C CN
1.47L C EF
2.06 D t D
1.00L BE AC





















1.78: B D F AB F 8 2600200010
1.00L C BG L 3600000000




1.81 F K D
2.01 C GJ FC
1.20L B B N
1.38L C DI H
2.96 CE DAB
2.04 C F C
1.10L C FBG













2.02 C J B
3.54 DC KFD
1.12L C I BC
1.04L D 1 DC
2.04 CC AB





1.00L B B L L
1.02L BC ABF
2.33L B AE F














1.18L BBC AABL 2 _)500001100 17
3.33 CC J L B B 3500000000
1.27L C J L B C )400000000
2.44 C I B _580000120
1.22 D C C 1500000000
1.15L BD AB 0 0400001000
1.00L B A E E )400000000
1.95 C FH D 1500000000
1.51L C B J 1600000000
1.63L C EJ 4501000000








1.00L B A F
1.73L D E B D
1.05L BC AAE


























1,00L BBC AAB 3 0400000000 18
1.00L B B F 0500000000
1.00L CC AB 1 0400000000
1.25L E E 0400000000
1.88L D C 0400000000
1.07 C L C , 2700000000
1.20L BC AB 0 0400001000
1.29 D H C 5500000010
1.03L 8 AHI 1400000000
1.23: CC FGBC 0601000010
1.77 CE BCC 0401000100
1.00L BCD AAC 1 1600000000
1.33: C D L D D 0400000000
2.86 CC K BB 4600000000
1.11L C CLAD 0400010100
1.25L C N B F 0400000000
2.12L C L MAC 1300000000
1.00L BD AB 0 1400000000
1.54: CD AC 2600000000
1.24L iC E H 0400010000
t




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
13 211861 K5 42 86
14 399- G 23 Sc 7
13 211871 K2 9 80
4 32 X2007-388 45 4
13 211876 K2 8 77
81 1 32 X2007-390 70 9
c!
3 13 211885 K5P 9 52
C
8 1 32 X2007 331 108 8
2 1 13 211898 MB 6 82
1 14 399- G 24Sc 5
1 13 211905 K5 25 90
8 t 32 X2010-397 36 8
1 13 211916 GO 4 66
1 13 211929 MA 8 80
4 1 32 X2011-329 42 4
1 14 399- G 26 Sb 9
1 14_340 - G 7 Sb 11 141
2 13 211940 K2 1 63
1 13 211941 K5 37 88
3 13 211948 MB 4 65
1 14 400- G 4 Sa 15
8
1 14 400- G 5 Sc 36
1 16 12963 6 125
1 13 211960 K0 3 72
1 13 211961 K0 2 78
2 1 RT SGR 3 4
2 13 211975 K5 5 82
8 1 32! X2014-322 83 8
2 14: 340- G 12Sc 14 136
1 13 211986 MA 2 86
8
1 13 211995 K0 8 73
1 13 211998MA 10 90
1 13 212000 K2 20_ 85
1 14 340-1G 17 SB 20' 139
1 13 212004 K0 16 75
1 13 212015 GO 14 65
2 13 212020 MB 2 80
1 13 212023 K5 1 85
2 13 212025 K2 7 65
1 13 212039MA 5 83
2 14 462- G 9 Sa 31
1 14 340- G 20 Sc 11
1 13 212064K5 2 75
1 14 462- G 14 S. 6
1 13_212065 K2 16 8¢






a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
h m. o , (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
20203-3925 19.626 2-34 47 9 773
20205-3517 31.930 7 33 81 10 78 2
20207 3519 46.949 7-33 30 18 783
20211-3253 6.352 10-33 53 11 77 3
20220-3039 3.653 12-32 86 20 77 2
20221-3741 9.248 4-34 38 10 78 2
20222-3929 :14.3 35 2-34 49 5 77 ; 4
20222-3008 15.7 56 13-32 27 5 77 3
20223-3421 21,7 4 8-33 36 8 77 3
20224 3641 25.3 27 5-34 60 7 77 3
20224--3342 27.1 27 9-33 51 14 77 2
20224-3242 28,9 13 10-33 51 7 78 2
20226-3421 37.9 17 8-33 66 25 77 2
20227-3208 45.5139 11-33 68 19 77 2
20230-3445 0.3 8 34 54 9 77 3
20231-3944 11.3'29 2-35 63 12 76 3
20231 3716 11.424 5-34 24 7 77 3
20232-3130 17.221 12-33 35 6 77 3
20233-3229 18.937 10-33 56 7 77 3
20236-3946 37.148 2-35 34 8 77 4
20236-3734 37.4 3 4-34 40 7 77 3
20238-3359 48.156 9-34 46 10 77 3
20238 3909 50.729 3-35 18 5 77 4
20239-3554 54.7 52 6-34 86 11 78 2
20239-3225 55,4 17 11-33 43 6 77 3
20243-3327 23.0 58 9-34 57 ; 11 77 3
20246-3101 38.8 54 12-33 44 10 77 2
20248-3046 51.9 3 13-33 36 27 77 2
20249-3710 58,8 45 5-34 41 18 78 2 i
20250-3557 1,7 36 6-34 17 6 77 3
20252-3530 15,0 19 7 34 43 6 77 3
20252--3314 16.5 31 10-34 57 13 77 3
20253-3757 21,2 12 4-35 69 13 77 2
_0253--3434 21,5 40 8-34 42 6 77 3
20254-3840 25.8 10 3-35 66 10 77 3
20254-3154 27,2 21 11-33 70 20 77 3
20255-3700 33.7 37 5-35 74 9 78 2
20259-3834 55.5 28 I 3-35 31 12 78 2
.;'0263-3154 20_9 12! 11-34 54 36 77 2
.>0264-3917 24,4 59 2-35 84 9 77 3
20269 3757 58.2 52 4-35 85 14 78 2
20270-3222 0.5 43 11-34 42 10 77 3
20270-3458 28 56 i 8- 34 45 8 77 3
20271-3723 8.6 30 5-35 73 11 77 3
20271--3021 11.0 46 13-33 73 18 77 2
.>0272-3101 14.3 27 12-34 86 33 76 2
20273-3926 23.642 2-35 62 7773
20274-3339 28.019 9-34 48 9773
20275 3127 31.441 12-34 38 10377
20277-3959 42.743 I 2-35 30 7 773
20282 3310 12.8 7 10-34 36 7 773
L>0283- 3002 22.1 3 14 - 34 79 lo 771 =E
.>0284-3144 24.9 13 12-34 68 24 76 2
.;'0285 3100 34. t 2 12 34 38 9 76 3
.;'0287-3058 47.115 13-34 75 14 76 2
20290-3443 32 45 8-35 59 15 77 2
_291-3835 6.6 36 3-35 63 7 77 3
.)0293-3424 21.6 45 8-35 36 9 77 3
?0295-3155 30.453 11-34 50 8 76 3
?0297 3553 42.747 7-35 38 7 77 3
?0297-3837 45.7 50 3-36 73 7 77 3
_298-3405 51.6 47 9-35 44 7 76 3
_299-3602 59.7 40 7-35 62 8 77 3
?0301 3147 9,4 60 12-34 75 32 76 2
?0305-3738 33.7 8 5-36 50 8 76 3
70306-3051 38.629 13 34 37 21 76 2
?0308--3032 52.4 53 13-34 28 12 76 2
?0308 3123 53.4 6 12-34 61 7 76 3
70311-3143 7.7 52 12 35 40 18 76 2
70312-3209 14.1 8 11-35 28 9 76 3
70312 3235 16.6 46 11-35 93 19 76 3
70315-3427 33.6 59 9-35 42 7 76 3
70319-3144 59.6 26 12-35 125 34 76 2
?0322-3339 12.155 10-35 47 7 76 3
70329- 3230 59.626 11 - 35 80 20 76 2
?0332-3053 16.2 8 13-35 36 5 77 4
70333-3811 21.0 59 4-36 23 7 76 3
70334-3817 26.5 57 4-36 63 13 76 2
?0334-3428 28.3 3 9-36 61 12 76 3
?0336-3733 41.5 42 5-36 48 9 76 3
70341-3313 10,5 35 10-36 84 9 76 3
?0343-3020 18.5 58 14-35 31 6 76 3
?0345--3539 31,1 42 7-36 43 8 76 3
70345-3125 34,9 49 12-35 24 8 76 4
70351-3109 6,0 9 13-35 26 6 76 3
?0352-3206 14.0 13 12-36 30 13 88 2
?0352-3528 14,6 47 7 36 99 14 76 2
?0352-3233 17.8 50 11 36 29 22 165 2
?0354-3639 24.6 25 6-36 42 8 76 3
70354-3651 276 13 6-36 37 8 76 3
70356-3351 36.9 21 9-36 51 6 76 3
?0359-3806 56.9 27 4 37 23 7 76 3
?0360-3321 1.6 15 10-36 21 5 77 4
.)0363-3800 18.7 45 4-37 46 10 76 3
70370-3413 1.4 40 9-36 22 4 76 4
20370-3141 3.6 7 12-36 31 29 76 2
_371-3104 6.2 19 13-36 61 26 76 2
70371 3336 12,0 36 10-36 22 4 76 4
_372-3948 13.125, 2-37 23 8 76 3
_0372-3036 14.0 9[ 13-36 44 8 76 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Con'ected)







































































































100 p.m Flux C_
Uncs Co
.40L 1.01L C BC
.40L ; 1.70L C C
,40L 1,60 D G
,63 1,21L C E'
.40L .99 D F
.40L 1.00L C DL
.40L 1.09L B A E
.40L 1.00L BC AA
.40L 1.29L B AB
.40L 1.00L B A E
.63 1.99L C E q
.40L 1.00L C ANI
.40L 1.33 F I
.50L 1.74 F E I
.82 1,52 CC EBI
.52 1.11L C
.40L 1.06L BC AA
.40L 1.02L C ADI
.40L I_00L C B K
•95 1.84 B B MF I
.40L 1.00L B AE
.91 1.43: CF
.40L 1.00L BD AAI
.40L 1.29L C BK
.40L I.OOL B B E
.75 1.14L C
.40L 1.23L D D
.63L 1.60 D F I
.46: .97: 0 D
.40L 1.00L BC AAI
.40L 1.00L B ACI
,59: 1.98 CC El
.73 1.46L C E J
.40L 1.00L BD AE
.50: 1.31L C D DCI
.40L 3,70 C E I
.40L 1.00L F B I
.40L 1.32L D B
.40L 2,23 F K D
.40L 1.06L C B D
1.05L 3.51L E D
,91 2.17L C DGI
1,33 3.97 CC D_
.66 1.74L C
,65 1,29L D NI
,47L 1.12 D
,40L 1,00L C BEI
1.18 4,48 CC El
,40L 1,27L C B F
.40L 1.00L DC ABI
.40L 1,00L BC AAI
.60 1.87L C K(
.40L 1.78 C M
1.98 7,01 DC Ct
.65 1,62L D J
,45 1.19L C G[
A0L 1.00L B BD
1.57 3.28 CC Ft
.40L 3,01L BF AC}
.78 1.00L CBF AA|
A0L 1.00L C C I
25 1.00L BBC AA|
.40L 1.29L C B K
A0L 1.67 C H [
1,04 1.71 CC L I
A0L 1,53 F E
1,26 2.90 CC MCI
.40L 1.08L CD AD
,53: 235: DD HJ
3.83 14.45 CE KD[
.40L 2,36 C D[
.55L 1.00L CC ABF
.40L 1.40 F H
.40L 1.00L C BC
.40L 2,41 E
.48L 7.90L BC AAt
.40L 1.00L BC AB[
.60 1.23L C
,80 1,35 CC F
.40L I.OOL B B
.40L 1.31L D BG
1.67 1.OOL DEC AAI
1.64 1.58 CB CI
2.07 3.62 CD DCI
.40L 3.99L BD AF
,62 1.01: CC C(
.40L 1,49L F D
.40L 1,55 D MH
.40L 1,00L DD BCE
.40L 1.00L BC AB
.40L 1.00L B BJ
6.86 2.84 CBCC AAI
.40L 1.35L B AF
.78 1.85 DC
.41L 1.63L CE AD
.40L 1.39 F
.40L 1.52 F J
.40L 1.00L BC AB
,69 1.OOL BCC AAE
.40L 3.13L BE AD
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep















400- IG 26 S.





462-- G 26 SO
400- G 33 Sb
212189 K5 87
4OO- G 34 Sc 135
SW MIC 3
212196 96
462- G 29 Sb 128
462- G 31 Sa
4O0 G 38 Sp
212225 K5 81
463 - IG 3 Tr
212235 MA 86







400- G 43 .. 147
212301 K2 70










*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Netghboring Hours Confirmed SoL'ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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1.05 F HLFC 1400000000
1.68 E G B 4580000058
1.72 CD J DCB 4500000008
6.45 FCC FAA 2300000000
2.90 ECC EAB 1400000000
1.00L C !AH 0500000000
123L B IBD G 1400010000
1.50: CD MCDC )300000100
4.21 ECC HBAA 0200000000
1.49L C B L 0400000000
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.37 C D 9600000110
1.00L C CE 0401000000 I "41 20376-3801 25 12
1.86 FCC DBB 0300000100 2 "14 341-1G 4 Sa 11 135
1.00L BC AAE 3 8700000000 3 13 212345M0 20 57
2.08 EC JCBA 0300000000 2 "14 341-1G6Do 4
1.00L CE BF 0 0401000000
1.00L B S E 1600010000 4 13 212355PEC 11 100
2.09 C D H A C 2301000200 4
1.09L BB AADM 3 1400000000
3.29L B B 9500000008
1.80 F H DC 8502000038 8
1.00L BF AECJ 0 1400010000 2 13 212369K0 17 63
1.00L BBC AABK 0 0400010000 14
8 I 32 X2039-309 143 8
3 14 463- G 20 Sc 7 132
1 13 212390 K2 4 73
1 13 212393 K 29 90





1.00L C B H
1.00L B B L
I.O0L C B D
1.34 D D
1.48 C F B
1.14: ED CC







.95: CD H CF
1.90L F F I E
1.00L BD AB



























a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m. . , (s) ( ) l b (") (") ( ) N (Jansky)
20373--3139 23.4 7 12 36 28 22 166 2 .25L .32L .40L
20375 3802 35.9 4 4--37 88 18 75 2 .31L .28L .3620380-3822 0.5 14 4 37 38 9 78 J o ,25L .27: 1.34
20382 3146 16.4 42 12-36 22 8 76 3 9.81 2.34 .40L
20383--3809 22.7 51 4-37 55 10 76!3 .29L .27L 1.16
20384--3416 28.9 22 9 37 23 8 7612 .67 .21: .40L
20387--3236 43.551 11--36 46 7 78 13 .66 .25L .40L
20390-3535 5.0 54 8 37 37 14 92 3 .25L .25L .54
20392--3554 15.1 j48 7-37 27 4 76 4 4.21 1.54 .48L
20394-3113 27.9 2 13-36 32 9 75 3 .54 .25L .40L
20395-3101 33.0 57 13-36 64 26 75 2 .32L .31L .51L
20395-3944 35.4 25 2-38 53 7 75 3 1.14 .33: .40L
20398-3802 51.2 8 5 37 20 4 77 5 14.30 6.52 1.20
20399-3337 55.6 18 10 37 70 26 75 2 .63L .30L .54L
20400-3058 0.4 45 13-36 75 24 75 3 .25L .33L .40L
20401-3032 10.0 24 14 36 57 13 75 3 .28L .54L .72
20401-3002 11.5 0 14-36 i 44 9 75! 3 .25L .34: 2.55
20408-3337 49.8 10 10-37 30 10 75 3 .25L .28: 1.84
20409--3206 58.2 38 12-37 67 9 75 i 3 .78 .35L .40L
20411-3442 10.1 8 9 37 20 7 75 3 .60 .28L .40L
20412-3753 12.8 24 5-38 61 12 75 2 .70L .71L .66
20412-3841 15.4 58 4-38 27 7 76 4 .32L .19: 1.62
20414-3600 ::=8.5 40 7-38 69 9 76 2 .50 .28L .40L
20415-3211 35.8 5 12-37 36 7 75 3 6.00 2.24 .47
20420-3520 2.2 55 8-38 69 9 75 3 .38 .27L .40L
20420-3131 4.9 18 13-37 45 8 75 3 .76 .30L .40L
20423-3211 19.7 35 12-37 42 15 75 2 .40 .32L .40L
20426 3550 38.7 27 7--38 30 11 75 3 .37L .32L .64
20427-3713 47.5 11 8-38 56 11 76 2 .33 .33L .40L
20428-3813 48.5 16 4-38 56 7 75 3 91 .42L .40L
20435-3426 32.3 49 9-38 45 10 75 3 .56 .30L .40L
20441-3256 10.1 29 11-38 83 27 74 2 1.30L .33L .40L
20445-3008 33.9 37 14-37 67 22 75 3 ,25L .33L .40L
20447-3941 45.8 45 3-39 62 14 75 3 25L .25L .58
20450-3634 0.9 53 7-38 67 18 75 3 .25L .27L 53
20453-3850 20.3 15 4-39 28 9 75 3 .25L .39 1.68
20455-3810 30.5 59 5-39 46 10 75 3 .25L .25L 1.06
20455-3103 35.7 22 13-37 61 15 75 3 .25L .37L .49:
20456-3318 40.9 32 11-38 57 8 75 3 137 .40 .40L
20456--3055 41.5 53 14-37 80 19 75 2 .31L .33L .36
20456-3009 41.7 11 15-37 29 17 75 3 .25L .32L .40L
20459-3924 57.9 37 3-39 50 12 74 2 1.82L .25L .49
20460--3311 2.3 58 11-38 79 14 76 2 .30 .40L .40L
20462--3022 14.4 42 14-37 40 8 75 3 2.20 .58 .40L
20468--3918 48.3 30 3 39 47 10 75 3 .25L .25L .78
20468--3357 51.6 57 10-38 33 6 75 4 3.86 .94 .40L
20469-3301 58.0 34 11-38 66 6 75 3 .56 .45L .40L
20469-3006 59.9 25 15-38 106 16 74 2 .26L .55L .40L
20472-3259 15.6 58 11-38 26 6 75 4 .25L .39L 2.04
20473-3646 23.4 30 6-39 112 35 76 2 .40L .35L .41L
20475-3154 32.9 54 12-38 74 13 75 2 .57 .29L .40L
20475-3934 34.6 561 3-39 29 11 75 3 .51 .25L .40L
20476-3105 38.3 4 14 38 39 1 75 3 .25L .26L .77
20477-3214 42.2 31 12-38 29 6 75 3 3.32 .85 ,40L
20477-3050 43.9 35 14 38 61 10 75 3 .25L .25L .67
20478-3806 48.6 3 5-39 36 9 75 3 5.04 1.27 .4OL
20478-3612 53.6 35 7-39 63 9 75 3 1.11 .27L .40L
20480-3505 0.8 9 9-39 39 7 75 4 1.04 .47 .4OL
20480-3630 3.5 14 7 39 30 19 74 2 .25L .67L .40:
20480-3836 4.4 42 4-39 37 9 75 3 1.31 .32 .40L
20481-3009 10.5 3 15-38 46 15 75 3 .25L .33L .43L
20482-3640 14.6 34 7-39 76 36 75 2 .28L 1.53L .47L
20482-3659 15.9 8 6-39 53 11 75 3: .25L .26L .78
20485-3743 31.9 59 5-39 88 19 75 3 .39L .25L .41
20488-3105 52.9 10 14-38 50 14 75 3 .27L .29L .71:
20489-3404 57.8 13 10-39 33 5 75 4 2.01 .49 .40L
20489-3917 58.2 8 3--39 82 19 74 2 .37L .27L' .45
20490-3634 1.5 17 7-39 45 26 74 2 .25L .35L .40L
20491-3053 10.7 8 14-38 52 : 7 75 3 1.13 .34L .40L
20493-3005 21.0 53 15-38 29 18 75 3 .25L .32L .40L
20495-3917 30.1'48 3-40 42 9 75 3 .49 .25L .40L
20499-3327 55.(] 41 11-39 55 9 75 3 .52 .32L .40L
20500-3642 4.7 12 7-39 42 9 74 3 .39 .28L .4OL
20501-3142 6.7 17 13 39 59 10 74 3 .44 .28L .40L
20503-3054 21.5 33 14-38 48 8 74 3 1.22 A2L .40L
20504-3959 26.5 55 2-40 37 10 74 3 4.98 1.12 .40L
20505--3623 30., _ 9 7 39 19 5 74 4 1.88 .50: .40L
20506 3009 38.C 1 15-38 28 18 74 3 .25L .31L .40L
20511-3232 7.3 55 12-39 67 18 74 3 .25L .26L .45L
20513-3002 19.6 20 15-38 33 20 74 3 .25L .34L ,40L
20516-3504 38.2 12 9-39 54 8 74 3 .47 .27L .40L
20519-3103 58.9 17 14--39 62 12 75 3 .53L .33L .52
20520-3019 2.5 19 15-39 60 12 74 2 .40L .27L .75
20520-3116 4.4 56 14 39 36 9 74 3 .25L .26L 1.10
20521-3546 11.6 19 8 40 46 10 74 3 .26 .39L .40L
20527-3144 46.2 43 13-39 62 9 75 2 .35 .28L .40L
20532-3258 13.2 7 11-39 36 7 74 3 .70 .25L .40L
20536-3153 40.3 38 13-39 48 6 74 3 1.34 .29: .4OL
20536-3005 41.5 55 15-39 79 30 75 2 .25L .41L .40L
20538-3119 49.8 41 14-39 61 8 76 3 .56 .28L .40L
20540--3835 4.2 39 4-40 71 6 74 3 .87 .33L .40L
20541 3730 9.7 31 6-40 61 8 74 3 .49 .28L .40L
20542 3057 12.8 28 14-39 53 6 76 3 1.66 .64 .40L
20542-3405 15.6 16 10-40 50 14:73 2 1.26L .30L .62
20544-3840 24.7 30 4-40 45 10 74 3 .25L .25L .66
20549-3229 57.7 5 12-40 31 7 74 3 .25L .36L 1.73
20551-3208 6.2 58 13-40 72 10 74 3 .40L .30L .67
20551-3214 10.3 12 12-40 39 10 74 3 25L .31L 1.23
20556-3035 41.4 42 15-39 38 26 74 =! .25L .93L .40L
20557-3541 46.5 56 8 40 62 27 74 3 .25L .30L; .40L
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p,m 60 Fm
1.35 C D D 8600000010
3.66 CC KEAA 0400101000
1.00 D E L E I 5500000000
1.08L D B 0400010000
1.00L C C 0400010000
1.51: CC HGBB 2500000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0601000000
1.63 CE K BB 1501000000
1.O0L B C A A H O 0500000000
1.00L B AF 4500000000 i
1.33L BC ACM 1 0500000000
1.06: D F C C 55000011 O0
1.0OL BE AC L 0 0500000000
2.66 C H F C 8480000000
1.37 D KHD 5401000110
1.71 CC BB 64OOOOOOO0
1.52 CC EDB 2401000000
1.64 EC BB 1300000000
1.00L BE AB K 2 0501002000
.94: CD GCD 0500000000
1.48 D G H C 5400000500
1.00L B AG 1601000000
1.90 C I A 9680000110
1.00L B AL 0501001000
1.00L C CI 0600000000
1.91L C B I 4500000000
1.00L D C 0600000000
1.00L B AB 2501000000
1.00L BC AAD 1 0500000000
1.00L _CF AC 1 2500000000
1.67 D B 5601000020
.97 D C F 1501000110
1.84 C J l MB 9600000020
1.00L C BHNN 0500000000
1.32L C B D 15000O0OOO
1.72L' D B E 9600000000
2.05 CC MLBA 1400000000
1.00L C CG 0500000000
1.12L C C K 0500011000
1.00L B B 0500000000
1.06L CE AD 0 1500000000
1.47 D I C 7500000200
1.25L E B 0500000OOO
1.0OL B AH C 1400100000
1.OOL C C D 0500000000
1.00L CD AB 0 1500001000
1.24 FC J I EA 1400000000
1.48 CD BA 1300100000
4.37 CC FCAA 1400000000
1.06L C B 1500100100
2.34 DC EBC 1580100200 I
1.33 C L H D 2300000030
1.75 E J D 1500000550
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 212396 K0 24 68
1 13 212401 GO 3 68
3 13 212402 K5 7 83
2 14 341- G 15 E 8 122
1 14 463 G26Sa 30
1 13 212455 K5 9 90
1 14 341-1G 16 SB 7
1 13 212463 K5 4 72
3 13 212472 K0 8 50
1 3 RAFGL 7136S 68
: 2 14 401- G 14 S. 13
1 13 212485 K2 19 73
1 13 212484 K2 25 77
3 I 13 212487 K5 2 65
1 14 463- G 28 Sb 2
2 13 212488 K0 5 55
1 16 13344 ME 47 1000
1 14 401 - G 16 Do 83
1 13 212491 K5 2 80
1 14 401- G 17 S. 8
2 14 463- G 31 Sc 12
2 1 13 212500 K5 4 77
4 1 32 X2048-365 34 4
I 13 212502 K2 4 75
1 13 212506K0 11 68
1 13 )12512 10 101
1 13 212515 K2 5 71
1 13 212518 GO 4 72
2 13 212521 K0 5 65
2 13 212522 K2 13 53
1 13 212523 K5 3 71
8
1 13 212536 K5 19 85
2 14 463 IG 34 Ir 18
1 13 212547 G5 3 75
1 13 212554 K2 3 82
1 13 212564 K2 8 92
2 14 464- G 3 Sb 3
4
2 14 464-G4S. 19
C
195




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 22 /_m
h m . , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
20557-3939 46,9 28 3-41 43 10 74' 3 ,25L
20561-3115 7,4 38 14-40 59 11 74 3 .25L
20562-3536 13.4 32 8-40 91 35 74 2 .25L
20562-3159 16,4 19 13-40 68 9 74 3 .27L
20564-3042 124,4 16 14-40 64 10 74 2 .34
20568-3705 40.2 53 6-41 71 13 74 I 3 .25L
20571-3706 11.8 55 6-41 26 9 74 3 24.72
20574 3912 29,5 50 3-41 55 12 75 2 .42L
20575-3529 31.0 19 8-41 69 7 74 3 ,76
20577-3615 45,2 1 7-41 40 7 74 3 ,93
20577-3125 47.7 48 14-40 53 8 74 3 ,50
20578-3856 52.g 10 4-4 54 7 74 3 ,50
20582-3227 13.7 15 12-40 i 24 6 74 3 3,92
20585-3017 30.4 29 15-40 78 11 74 2 ,39L
20585- 3634 33.0 5 7-41 70 16 73 3 .25L
20585-3544 34.3 7 8-41 66 8 74 2 .32
20586 3646 41.5 19 7-41 27 6 74 3 1.34
20587-3650 44,1 31 7-41 51 23 73 2 .47L
20588-3258 495 21 12-41 38 27 73 2 .25L
20589-3642 58,5 28 7-41 80 27 73 2 .40L
20592-3843 15.7 41 4-41 25 7 73 3 2.12
20593-3138 21,3 9 13-40 54 12 74 2 .57L
20595-3642 30.1 49 7-41 56 21 73 2 ,31L
20596-3743 36,9 15 5 41 53 11 73 3; ,25L
20597-3840 45,2 47 4-41 52 10 73 3' ,76
20599-3941 55.8 59 3-42 31 6 73 3 5.46
21001-3807 9.0 19 5-41 49 9 73 3 ,25L
21004-3516 29.8 42 9-41 61 10 73 3 .41L
21011-3347 10.9 12 11 41 46 11 73 3 .25L
21015-3759 31.5 34 5 4; 23 8 73 3 .25L
21015-3328 32.2 45 11-41 51 7 74 2 4.97
21016 3506 37.9 58 9-41 77 14 73 3 .44L
21016-3125 41.4 21 14 41 52 11 73 3 ,45L
21017--3616 46.9 43 7-42 102 40 74 2 .25L
21019-3725 59.6 50 8 42 60 5 73 3 .74
21021-3603 9.0 26 8-42 38 22 73 3 .25L
21025-3633 31.8 17 7-42 68 12 74 2 .46
21029--3302 55,5 43 12 41 74 6 73 3 .85
21030--3019 0,4 30 15--41 18 7 73 2 2,19
21032--3544 12,3 0 8-42 74 25 73 3 ,25L
21032-3510 14.9 20 9-42 105 27 72 2 ,36L
21032 3449 15.0 55 9-42 31 10 74 2 ,68
21033-3232 21,4 36 12-41 33 6 73 3 3.80
21048-3727 40.8 58 6-42 60 7 73 3 .48
21047-3659 42,6 45 7 42 58 11 73 3 .25L
21047-3314 47.2 9 12-42 47 5 73 3 1.24
21048-3307 51,2 37 12-42 29 12 72 2 .25L
21049-3325 59.7 31 11-42 76 11 73 3 .29L
21054-3344 27.5 9 11 42 71 9 74 2 .33
21056-3939 37.1 13 3-43 58 9 74 I 2 29
!
21060-3901 4.1 48 4 43 61 8 73 3 .84
21061-3808 86 9 5 43 30 9 73 3 ,63
21068-3742 51.5 35 6 43 26 9 73 3 ,25L
21068-3911 53,0 57 4-43 49 13 72 2 .47L
21069-3843 57,1 18 4-43 20 6 73 3 170.75
21072 3303 16.9 19 12 42 79 9 73 2 .34
21081-3833 8,7 58 5 43 50 10 72 3 .37L
21084-3611 27.7 31 8-43 51 30 73 2 .25L
21095-3404 30.G 28 11-43 64 14 73 2 ,48L
21096-3558 39.4 13 8-43 46 6 72 3 .47
21096-3339 41.7 5 11-43 77 38 72 2 ,29L
21097-3804 47.7 41 5 43 30 9 72 3 ,25L
21097 3627 47,g 35 7-43 42 6 72 3 2,48
21098 3937 52,2 50 3 43 44 6 72 3 90
21101-3637 11,9 52 7-43 44 6 72 3 1.35
21103-3003 20,(_ 57 16-42 65 7 72 3 ,65
21107-3035 42,2 22 15-43 32 7 72 3 .76
21107-3424 43.8 0 10-43 44 25 73 2 ,25L
21108-3014 49,7 46 t6-43 112 31 72 2 ,40L
21110-3154 1,4 60 14-43 43 7 72 3 1,05
21111-3251 7.6 35 12-43 64 8 72 3 .51
21111 3957 7.8 33 3-44 54 10 71 2 .42
21117 31t5 44.(; 19 15-43 44 14 72 2 ,38L
21118 3123 51.7 33 14-43 45 7 72 3 .48
21119 3056 55.3 16 15-43 46 26 72 2 .25L
21120-3111 1,1 31 15 43 70 7 72 3 .74
21120-3441 5.6 21 10-44 96 37 71 2 .25L
21122-3326 15.7 5 12-43 74 14 71 2 .45L
21126 3625 40.5! 10 8-44 33 5 72 3 2,99
21127 3542 45.3 47 9-44 37 5 72 3 1,53
21129 3536 57.3;32 9-44 50 6 72 3 .48
21131 3201 7.1;32 14 43 85 10 71 2 .49
21140-3411 0,650 11-44 53 10 72 3 ,25L
21140 3937 1,020 3-44 43 9 72 3 .25L
21141 3904 10.5 22 4 44 23 5 91 3 2,94
21143-3414 21.1 52 11-44 58 16 73 2 ,39L
21144 3057 26.4 17 15-43 43 4 72 4 ,94
21145-3515 30.1 49 9-44 43 B 72 3 .27L
21149 3222 567 49 13-44 73 11 73 2 .58
21152 3412 13,7 33 11 44 48 7 72 3 1.05
21153 3645 20,9 26 7 44 44 14 72 2 A0L
21160-3234 1.2 5 13-44 38 5 71 3 1.43
21161--3933 8,8 36 3-45 24 6 71 3 1.44
21163 3118 21.1 38 t5-44 74 15 72 3 59L
21170-3958 1.1 38 3 45 81 13 71 3 .47L
21171-3814 8.0 21 5 45 38 6 71 3 .54
21171 3109 8.5 1 15-44 83 25 72 3 .25L
21171-3923 10.3 36 3-45 73 15 70 2 .40L
!1172-3243 14.6 31 13 44 37 5 71 3 1.21
21173 3039 19.1 13 16 44 27 7 72 3 1.09




25 p.m 60 p.m 200 p.m Flux C )rr A
(Jansky) Uncs C _ef R
.25L .69 1.76 CC
.26L .72 1,94 CC
.35L .40L 1.48 D
.25L .85 1.231 C
.63L 1.35L 1,33L C E 2
.27L ,69 1.73 F C
17,90 3.09 1.09L CCD At
.32L .49 1.00L D
.28L ,40L 1,02L B B(
.32L .40L 1.00L B At
,34L ,40L 1.00L C A I
.26L .40L 1.00L C A
• 97 .40L 1.02L BC AI
.64L 1.09 2.00L C
.43L .49L 2,20 F
.35L .40L t.OOL F B(
.38: .40L 1.00L BD A[
,70L ,40L 1.29 D Ft
,32L .40L 1.55 C
.31L .46L 1.47 D J
,57 ,40L 1.00L BC AE
.41L ,59 1,00L C J
,49L ,40L 1,64 F
,25L ,57 1,03: CD
.25L .40L 1.00L B AF
3.00 .64 1.00L BBC AI
.37L 1.33 2.26 C C
.25L .74 1.47L C E
.27L ,59 1.68 C C
.25L 1.15 2,43 CC (
2,11 .48L 1.00L DC AI
.25L .64 1.02L C
,37L ,72 1,27: CC 1"
.28L .4OL 1.16 D
.26L .40L 1.00L B A I-
.25L ,40L 2.14 C, K
,27L .40L 1.00L F DE
.39L .40L t.10L C AZ
.46 .43L 1.54L BD AC
.27L .40L 1.76 E t_
.63L .40L .96 D L C
.35L .40L 1.00L C A I"
.76 .40L 1,00L BD A/
.30L .40L 1.00L C B I_
.25L .90 1.74 CC I
.52 .40L 1.07L BC AE
.27L 65 1.86:' CD
.34L .70 1.30L C F
.34L .40L 1.33L C D
1.33L .40L 1.07L C i C I_
.27L .40L 1.00L B j B E
.27L .40L 1.00L B B 1-
26L 1.17 2.62 CC E
.64L .61 1.10: CD L
115.65 16.19 4.33 BCDC AA
.39L .48L 1.00L C B k
.25L .79 1.12L C H
.27L .76L 1.56 E
,27L ,58 1.08L D
.33L ,40L 1.00L B C
.67L .40L 1.38 D
.25L 1.27 3,91 CC NK
1.58 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.25L .40L 1.00L B AI
.38L .40L 1.00L B A C
.27L .40L 1.51L B BJ
.32L .40L 1.29L F A I
.26L .50L 1.63 D
.31L .40L 1.80 D K
.27L .40L 1.23L B AG
.30L .40L 1.37L B CF
.25L .40L 1.00L C C
.35L .68: 2.64 F F F
.36L .40L 1.18L B CH
.70L .45L 1.38 E D
.36L .40L 1.57L E B IV
.36L .41L 1.21 D
.25L .56 1 _74L C
.74 .40L 1.00L BC AB
.38 A0L 1.00L BD AC
.27L .40L 1.06L B CG
A7L .40L 1,82L C A
.32L .91 1,49: CD LJ
.25L 1.65 3,18 CC F
.77 .40L 1.00L BC AB
.25L .59 1.20L D
,32L .40L 1.20L B A E
.37L 1.04 2.00 C E F
.30L .40L 1.00L C B
.38L .40L 1.23L C A H
.37L .54 1.65L D I
.35: .40L 1,06L B D A B
.40 .40L 1.00L B D A D
.46L .40L 1.47 C E
.25L .54 1,11: CC J
28L ,40L 1,20L C BH
.30L ,40L 2,39 C
.25L .50 3.17L £)
.37: .40L t,15L BD AD
.28: .40L 1,37L BD AC
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flags Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep
Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
341 - G 23 Sc 143

















































































a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 v.m
h m o , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N
21175-3412 31.2 14 11--45 58 13 72 3
21177-3056 44.7 23 15-44 59 15 72 2
21179-3202 55.2 19 14--44 46 33 72 2
21179-3107 56,C 13 15-44 26 6 72 3
21187-3206 42.0! 39 14-45 96 30 71 2
21187--3021 45.6 39 16--44 29 6 72 3
21190-3243 3,5 38 13--45 85 24 72 ! 2
21191-3157 9,1 29 14-45 48 15 72 3
21193-3653 23,9 50 7--45 21 8 71 3
21197 3128 44,4 41 15--45 34 21 72 2
21197-3413 47.6 46 11--45 33 6 71 3
21198-3202 48.8 10 14-45 27 27 71 3
21205 3802 30,1 46 5-45 45 35 72 2
__.1207-3905 43.2 52 4-46 22 5 71 3
21208 3350 48.2 15 11-45 50 6 71 3
21210-3459 0.9 2 10--45 54 12 71 2
21210--3018 1.5 41 16-45 90 20 72 2
21216--3510 36.9 56! 10-46 19 S 71 4
21216-3141 40.4 39 14-45 33 : 7 71 3
21219-3128 59.4 13 15-45 78 21 71 3,
21221-3420 7.0 60 11-46 22 13 71 3
21225-3421 30,4 59 11-46 54 13 71 3
21226-3127 36.3 15 15-45 40 25 72 2
21228-3603 48.2 1 8-46 54 6 71 4
21232--3802 15.6 50 5-46 38 7 71 3
21232--3459 15,8 6 10-46 53 10 72 2
21233-3639 22,3 41 7-46 37 8 70 3
21236-3717 41.214 7-46 18 10 70 2
21237-3042 42,0 27 16--45 67 9 72 3
21237-3442 42.9 54 10--46 38 8 71 3
21237-3004 45.6 9 17--45 34 8 73 2
21242-3507 13.(_ 14 10--46 I 39 9 71 3
21242-3129 14,E 24 15--46 93 24 71 3
21242-3221 17,8 13 14-46 38 34 72 2
21242-3719 i17._ 28 7-46 34 5 70 4
2t245-3103 30.4 51 15-46 30 7 71 3
21245-3540 30.758 9-46 34 20 71 2
21245-3305 3531 26 13-46 99 16 72 2
21250-3159 2,0 56 14-46 33 9 72 4
21251--3804 9.7 53 5-46 48 9 70 3
21253-3741 23,5 47 6-46 44 29 71 2
21257-3838 44.6 58 5-47 64 17 69 2
21259-3736 55.4 56 6--47 50 9 69 2
21264-3128 28.8 40 15--46 52 10 72 3
21266-3330 37.7 24 12--46 50 25 71 3
21268-3747 50.9 35 6-47 64 8 70 3
21268-3601 51.2 7 8-47 57 15 70 3
21268 3628 52.1 4 8-47 57 22 70 3
21268-3241 52.5 53 13-46 24 6 71 3
21269--3711 56.1 44 7-47 25 6 70 3
21269-3015 58.1 18 17-46 64 11 72 3
21273-3437 18.2 33 10-47 66 19 71 2
21284-3623 24,7 27 8-47 73 12 70 3
21291 3617 7.5 47 8--47 88 31 71 2
21291-3600 10.9 10 8-47 87 32 69 2
21293 3435 22,9 42 11 -47 40 9 71 3,
21296-3413 38.3 45 11-47 45 9 71 4
21300-3440 3.326 10-47 26 20 70 3
21301-3557 6.340 9-47 78 38 71 2
21305-3120 33.2 31 15-47 45 13 72 3
21312-3006 12.1 8 17-47 45 15 72 2
21312-3438 13.130 11-47 22 21 71 3
21314-3336 28.726 12-47 55 11 71 3
21315-3652 35.6 15 7-48 30 8 71 3
21322 3046 13.0 2 16--47 28 7 71 3
21329-3047 56.546 16-47 72 8 71 3
21330-3846 5.6 3 4-48 23 7 69 3
21333--3524 18.016 9-48 41 6 71 3
21336-3319 38.615 13-48 36 11 71 3
21344--3627 29.3 23 6-48 47 18 73= 2
21349-3454 56.5 22 10-48 59 10 71 2
21351-3119 11.5 17 16 48 67 1 72 2
21352-3621 12.141 8-48 38 27 73 2
21357-3046 42.831 16-48 20 7 72 2
21357-3610 47.3 17 8 48 60 10 70 2
21359-3945 56.4 21 3-48 39 4 70 4
21360 3924 0.221 3-48 30 6 70 4
21361 -3600 6.6 9 49 46 14 73 2
21361 3354 7.0 17 12-48 27 7 71 3
21363 3513 18.250 10-49 55 7 71 3
21363 3031 23.152 17-48 36 5 71 3
21366 3252 38.141 13-48 48 6 71 3
21368-3812 49.5 52 5 49 23 7 70 3
21374-3445 27.G 43 10 49 67 7 71 3
21379-3444 55.E 51 11 49 37 5 71 3
21380-3209 1.5 3 14 49 69 7 71 3
21380-3034 3.2 46 17-48 44 10 71 3
21382--3548 16.7148 9-49 55 8 713
21386--3245 41.1 31 14-49 45 9 71 2
21388--3903 53,0 49 4 49 52 13 70 3
21392-3244 14,2 7 14-49 25 6 71 3
21394--3906 26.5 53 4 49 83 18 68 2
21396-3225 37.0 55 14-49 33 5 71 3
21401-3911 7.4 52 4-49 49 14 71 3
21405 3822 33.2 23 5--49 41 71 3
21405 3128 35.139 16-49 56 8 71 3
21414-384625.1564-5024 ' 713
214163924 37.150 3-50 5018 703
21419 3315 59.120 13-5058366 70 321425-3540 30.438 9 50 13 70 3
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L






































































































Declination: - 40"--- 30"
Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.08L C HCK 1500001000
1.91L D J D 4500000000
1.80 D F D 3500000050
1,77 BD C ABECi0 4501000000
1,97 C J O .)501000030
1.00L BC AAH 1600000000
1.39 D G L H .)500000010
3,83 C J GA 8500000200
11.21 CDCC EBAA 0 0301000000
2.28 C LHEB 5501000010
1.17L B C K 0500010000
1.84 C E 8600000000
1.62 D E 6580000O40
4,61L BBC AAA 2 8501200008 14
1.12L CF AF 0 0500000000
1.04L C L HCC 0600001000
1.69 C C G ' 1500000020
1.01L B BKJ K 0601010000
1,25L CD AEH 0 5601000000!
1,93 D J C 5580000020
1.53 CB BC 0500100000
1,34L C B 0500100100
2,48 D N I D 3501000230
2.32L B BN J 1502010000
4.31L BD ABM 1 6400000008
1.00L C B H 0600000000
1.00L C DF K 0600000000
1.25 L iC B F 1500000000
1.32L B C !401000000
3.50 CC I HAA 0400000000
1.02L FD AAE 2 0601000000
1.27L B BFML
1.97 C J C
1.76 F L G






1.55 D K D




4,95L C A D
1.82L C CF


















1.00L BCD AAFF 2 2600000000
1.00L BBC AABK 0 2600000000
1.71 CC BB
3.53 E H B
1.14: CD L BF
1.70 F M B




1.85 D F E



















1.00L B E A D G 0 0600000000
1.12L E B J 0600000000
9.34 ECCC EAAA I 0 4200001000
t.00L BE ABEH 0 1600000000
1.00L D B 1302010000
1.34: DD i DC 3500000110
1.00L C C 0500000000
2.40: EED KHABI 03000000001.31 2500000000
1.00L CF ABE 0 0600000000
1.00L C D 1500010000
1,69L BD AAFL 4 1201000000
1,00L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.13L C C 1400000000
1.00L C A E J 0402000000
1.00L B _DJ 0500000000
1.03L BC AA F 0 0500001000
1.40L D AC H 0400000000
3.39 BBCC AAAA 0 0300000000 21
1.00L B AC 0400000000
1.51L BCD AADL 0 0400000000
1.43L C B 0300010000
1.72 DC I BB 0500000000
1.00L B A F 0400000000
1.07L DD AH 0 0400000000
1.46 CC FBCB 0400000100
1.00L B AB 0401000000
1.85L F B _ 0400000000
1.00L BB AAD 6 0400000100
1.70 OC HHAB 0400000000
1.00L C CJ 0400000000
1.00L B C M 0400000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0401000000
1 20L C L } C E 0400000000
1.00L B B E K 0400000000 ,
1.16: CD FBD 0400010000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
8
1 13 212932K2 13 80
2 13 212943 MB 9 88
4
1 14 402- G 26 S( 26
1 13 212955 K2 3 100
8
13 212975 K0 8 70
13 212976 K5 6 90
8 1 32 X2122-314 105 8
1 13 212992 K0 38 76
2 13 212996 K0 7 56
1 13 212999 K2 14 76
1 13 213002 K2 13 78
1 14 402- G 30 SO 28
1 1 S MIC 9 4
1 13 213010 K2 1 77
8
1 13 213011 K5 12 82
1 13 213015 K2 3 77
1 13 213017 K0 36 81
2 14_ 342- G,50Sc 11 129
2 13 213045 2 95
1 16 13742 29 105
8_
1 14 403- G 4Sc
1 14 403- G 6 Sb 6
C 1 32 X2130-359 42 12
1 13213097 43 98
8
1 14403-- G 9 Sa 8
1 13213103 K2 7 68
1 13213116 101
1 13213123 15 92
1 14343-1G 13Do 7 141
1 13213126 K5 2 76
1 13, 213133 K2 7 87
13 213150 K5 22 85
13 213164K5 11 73
2 13 213168 K0 11 62
1 13 213171 K6 3 85
2 13 213175 MA 1 75
1 13 213190 K0 4 66
1 13 213196MB 6 80
1 13 213199 K2 1 81
1 13213203 K0 5 70
1 13 213206K0 1 70
1 14 343- G 20 Sb 23
1 13' 213215 K2 2 71
1 1 SY PSA 43 3
1 14 343- G 22 S( 7
13 213237 K0 5 82
13 213238 K0 : 6 75
13 213248 G5 i 3 62
14343 G 26 Sb I 4
2 13 213258 A0 10 43
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25. 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
197
Right Ascension: 21h42=33"-22h14m10 ,
Position ( I 9.S0)
Name
a 6
[1 m. o ,
Galactic Uncertamty
oF, 5M,5MN(') C) (e)
21425-3344 33.5 55 12-50 67 6 70 3'
21434-3256 26.347 13-50 34 9 70 2
21435-3648 31.1 44 750 5,0i 8 70 2
21438-3426 51.2 30 11 50 49' 16 70 2
:144o-_36 3.544 14 so a_ i 7021441-3601 9.7 25 9-50 1 89
Z1443-3310 19.0 37 13-.50 53 70
:1444-3625 29.439 8-50 498 72{i'1445-381132.7155035 69:1447_3107460 16so 8, 8 71
:1451_3100713, 16_5o69 16 712,
21453--3511 19.7 4 10-50 25 6 70 31
:1453-3108 20.2 10 16-50 83 18 71 2
21456--3224 36.4 33 14-50 57 15 70 3
21465-3655 34.6 50 7--51 20 6 70 3
:1474-3113 29.9 43 16-51 47 10 70 3
21478-3052 50.7 54 17-51 80 14 70 3
:1488-3611 50.5 3 8-51 30 11 72 2
21488-3516 52.7 11 10-51 42 7 70 3
:1492-3733 13.9 41 6-51 18 5 71 3
i
21502--3707 14.8 54 7--51 34 9 70 3 I
:1508-3736 53.7 9 6--51 32 6 71 3'
21513--3617 19.7 53 8--52 37 6 69 3
21517--3706 47.3 39 7--52 53 12 69 3
:1523--3314 22_9 47 13--52 54 8 70 3
21523--3503 23.8 9 10--52 39 8 69 3
:1525--3327 32.3 12 13--52 75 16' 71 2
21527--3940 44.8 13 3--52 79 14 68 2 i
:1530-3050 2.6 33 17-52 54 8 70 31
.)1534-3420 28.7 54 11-52 80 17 70 2 I
1516 5_5239 18 713
:1,,0_37591.85 5_52:15,0_3,532.548 6_52 70
:1,1_3449 9.816=11_5227 8 703
:1551-3297 6.3 24l 14 52 49 18 69 3
:1552-3138 13.9 4 m 16-52 56 12 70 3
:1553-3432 23.1 36 11-52 60 11 69 3
21559--3945 54.7 43 3-52 23 5 70 3
Z1562-3838 16.7 7 4-52 36 6 71 3
:1564-3207 25.8 22 15-52 47 8 69 3
:1565-3730 33.0 36 6 53 46 9 70 3
:1565-3937 34.3 29 3-52 33 9 70 3
21569-3447 56.0 28 11-53 44 6 69 3
:1573-3053 23.0 50 17-53 52 11 69 3
21574-3337 29.2 8 13-53 74 24 69 2
21575-3359 30.3 24 12-53 61 15 69 2
:1580--3647 1.5 44 7--53 65 8 68 4
21584-3409 26.3 22 12 53 62 16 69 2
21585-3404 30.8 41 12--53 50 9 69 3
:1588-3015 493 8 18-53 43 7 70 3
21591-3206 7.0 42 15-53 32 8 69 3
21591-3437 7.7 29 11--53 52 8 69 3
21591-3547 6.7 9 9-53 47 7 69 3
21592-3214 12.0 2 15-53 33 8 693
21597-3953 46.052 2-53 55 10 70 3i
21598-3047 52.956 17-53 59 14 59 21
22003-3404 1e.8 48 12-53 41 9 70 2
22003-3141 22.4 16 16-53 32 6 703
22008-3231 52.038 14-53 561 16 69 3'
22014-3551 265 1 9-54 42 11 69 3
22015-3009 31.4 35 18-53 33 , 6 70 3
22017-3556 45.6 21 9-54 32 8 69 3
22026-3839 37.9 19 4-54 44 10 69 3
22030-3536 2.2 14 9--54 61 11 69 2
22031-3947 6.6112 2-54 29 8 69 3
22031-3438 10,015 11-54 80 11 69 2
22036-3130 39.424 16 54 57 9 69 3
22036-3148 41.4m48 16-54 30 5 69 3
22037-3305 46.2 30 14-54 30 18 69 2
22040-3117 1.7 44 17 54 27 7 69 3
22041-3110 8.7 33 17-54 24 6 68 4
22053- 3448 23.8 2 11 - 54 24 7 68 4
22054-3314 27.8 4 13-54 55 7 69 3
22054-3417 29.7 22 12-54 20 6 69 3
22055-3421 32.7 5 11-54 39 9 69 3
22058-3801 49.3 38 5-54 60 11 702
22058-3501 50.9 24 10-55 30 10 g!:
22058-3521 53.8i 55 10 55 31 12
22060-3244 0,1121 14-55 37 6 69' 3
2.9' 2 9-55 56 13
22060-3618 69 I 2
22062-3921 15.1 13 3-54 36 5 68 I 3
22069-3809 55.0' 55 5-55 39 8 68 3
22070-3415 0.1 44 12-55 37 6 g22072-3620 12.3 10 8-55 26 7
22072-3247 14.6 i 40 14-55 20 7 69
22073-3632 19.2 49 8-55 27 8 68 3
22083-3048 22.0 37 18-55 42 12 69 3
22087-3442 42.5 50 11-55 76 8 69 3
22092-3246 16.6 58 14-55 47 7 69 2
22094-3314 29.4 8 13-55 59 12 68 3
22103-3715 22.0 43 6-55 51 10 68 4
22111-3100 8.1 25 17-56 52 9 69, 3
22111-3655 10.5 57 7-56 43 11 68 3
22112-3236 16.1 49 14-56 33 7 69 3
22115--3013 33.3 47 19-56 29 6 69 3
22115-3931 35.5 16 2-55 31 15 69 2
22117-3903 45.1 13 3-55 60 12 69 2
22124-3g4928.5452-55 3822132-3705 12.9 39 7-56 21 I
22141 3427 10.1 50 11-56 75 9 I 68 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 _,m 25 tam 60 ttm 1(30 izm Flax C_ ,:r A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C, • R Flags*
.44 .26L I .40L 1.00L C DI_
1.36 ,45 .40L 1.00L CO AB
.51L .27L .68 1.55L C
,34.L .34L' .56 1.17 CD D_
1.07 .31: ,4OL 1.02L BD BB
.75L 34L .89 1.45: CD GF
56 .32L .40L 1.05L B BH
1.65 .53 .40L 1.00L DD AA
.80 .63L .40L 2.47L E BE
.46 .29L .4OL 1,0OL E C
.47L ,29L ,49 1.09: CD J C
.63 2.14 16.67 26,27 BBCC BAA
.25L .29L .59 1.51 CC C
.25L .25L .43 1.55L C L E
5.75 1.45 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.25L .25L .73 2.29 CC G E
.25L .38L .98 2.36 DC H 8
.46 .46L .40L 1.30L C BD
.77 .31L .40L 1.0OL B BF
10.39 3.08 .66 1.00L BBC AA8
.73 .32: .40L 1.00L DO BD'<
1.98 .44 .40L 1.00L BC AC
2.16 .33: .40L 1.00L CD AC
.45L .25L .65 1.06L D J
1.22 .37: .40L 1.00L BF ACE
.25L .25L 1.63 4.07 CC
.25L .43L ,58 1.09: DC M':
.73L .30L .66 ,90 DC J L
.99 .26L .40L 1.00L B BHP
.74L .25L 32 1.19L E I_
.25L .31L 1.01 1.81 EC HF L=
.40 .27L .70L 1.36L E E
1.24 .35: .40L 1.16L BE AB
.25L .40 1.75 4.82 DCC C_
.28L .34L .40L 1.50 C NEE
.27L .25L .71 1.15L C KI_
.50L .25L .77 1.21: CO FEE
1.00 .35: ,40L 1.00L CC AC
2.05 .61 .40L 1.00L BC ABE
25L .36: 1.88 3.52 F C C D t_
1.14 .49L .40L 1.00L B AE
.25L .36L 2.36 5.89 C C E (
1,50 ,51 .40L 1.00L BF AB
.25L .32L .76 .89: CD CE
.25L .63L .43: .82: DD I=
.29 .43L ,40L 1.00L D EC
.86 .35L .40L 1,01L B AC
.27L .28L .42 1.12: CC J /_
38 ,28L .40L 1.00L B BJ
.60 .36L .40L 1.00L B BD
.46 .78 5,96 12.85 CCDC BAI
1.03 .28L .40L 1.04L B AG
1,01 ,33L .40L 1.03L B AE
,25L .27 3,49 8.07 DCC FD. _
.63 .25L ,40L 1.00L D BN(2
.25L .29L .51 1.69: E D C
.25L .36L 1.25 4.33 CD I
23.52 6.50 1.07 1.11L BBC AA, _
.25L .26L .60L 1.41 C I E
.25L .27L' .71 1.49 CD CE
5.53 1.12 .40L 1.00L BC AA
12.14 3.20 .63 1.00L BBC AAE
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L C B L
.44 .25L .72L IDOL C B P,
11.71 2.95 .41: 1.00L BBD AAE
.64 .40L .40L 1.22L C BG
.25L .28L .83 2.34 CC ME
2.40 .63 .40L 1.00L BC AB
1.09L ,32 .40L 1.00L E J
,25L 36 2.36 4,48 ECC GC/
.77 .28L .40L 1,00L D A L
8.37 2.04 .37: 1.00L BBD AAC
.75 .26L .40L 1.00L B B E
10.05 2.56 .50L 1,00L BC AAr
.25L .25L ,99 2.12 CE E
.47 .25L .40L 1.23L F B
.25L .29L .60 1.48 CB BE
.25L .29L .64 1.60 CC F E
5.62 1.51 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.61 .38L .40L 1.00L :F BGk
1.68 .78 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.25L .30L 1.92 3.37 CC MF
.63 .27L .40L 1.02L DCC C BM
.27L .45 3.44 6.79 I C/
1.22 .31: .40L 1.00L BF AB
2.41 1.28 .40L 1.00L CC AA
.25L .25L .62 2.67 CC L
.53 .27L .40L 1.00L i D C F
1.39 .58L .40L 1.00L E AC
.43L .28L .60 1.36L C NE
.43L .25L .76 .69: B D MEI
.25L .26L 1.55 2.36 CC
.25L .25L .54 2.58 FC H(
.37 .26L ,40L 1.00L C BB
.25L .85 4.32 4 28 , CCC J A/
1.11L .25L .66 1.40L D MG(
.40L .45 .77 1.08L F E HC/
.68 .32L .40L 1.00L B AD
1.12 2.17 19.51 37.12 BBCC AA/
.29 .29L .40L 1.00L C DF
L C
R S A Sep








403- G 32 Sb
466- G 7Sc
213319 MA








404- G 8 SB
213406 G5
344- G 1 SO
213427 F0
213428 K2




































344- G 10 S(
213599 A5
404- G 36 S(
213602 F8




404 G 44 S.
467- G 25 SO
344- G 16 Sb
405- G 5 SC
213694 G5























































a _ C_)or_s SMJ SMN 80 12 #tin
ham..8, (s) ( ) (") (') ( ) N
Flux Densily
lNot Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 ,u.m
(Jansky)
22142--3500 12.952 10--56 39 9 89 2
22143-3402 23.829 12--56 41 6 68 3
22147--3201 44.9 3 16-56 51 7 68 3
22156-3335 41.3 34 13-57 31 7 68 3
22158--3703 51.0 9 6--56 28 8 68 3
22164-3546 27.8 57 9--57 68 10 68 3
22166--3747 36.9j 9 5-57 i 76 17 69 2
22169-3348 54.628 12-67 679 69 2
22171-3900 9.3 56 3 56 65 11 67 2
22178-3446 50.6 9 1t-57 29 6 68 3
22186-3716 36.8,60 6-57 34 7 67 4
22190 3754 4.9143 5-- 57 83 9 68 2
22192-3211 14,8133 15--57 48 12 69 2
22195-3853 35.4'16 3-57 59 27 67 3
22197-3348 47.2 37 12-57 33 6 68 3
22204-3445 24.854 11 58 45 14 68 3
22207-3810 46,959 4-57 35 8 67 3
22209-3508 54.418 10-58 24 6 68 3
22214--3356 29,852 12-58 51 10 68 2
22221--3805 11.0 1 4-58 35 6 67 3
22225-3136 30.8 28 16-58 26 8 68 3
22227-3749 46.8 23 5-58 59 7 67 3
22233-3123 21,0 60 17-58 41 10 67 3
22243-3523 21.9 33 9-58 i 29 14 67 3
22247-3137 43.6 29 16-58' 87 12 67 2
22247-3644 46,127 7-58 51 12 67 3
22248--3559 52,459 8-58 95 18 66 2
22252-3920 17.9 42 2-58 36 6 67 3
22253--3119 20.4 53 17-59 80 10 68 2
22255--3922 32.5 46 2-58 27 8 67 3
22257-3923 43.5 16 2--58 25 7 67 3
22261-3641 7.028 7--59 38 9 67 3
22262-3713 12.446 6--58 72 10 68 2
22264-3016 25.316 19-59, 59 t0 68 2
22266 3406 39, f 35 12--59 77 8 673
22269-3505 56,352 10-59 42 9 67 3
22269-3408 59.2 9 12-59 59 9 67 3
22275-3125 32.135 17-59 29 11 68 3
22280-3153 4.610 16-59 24 6 67 4
22282--3804 17,257 4-59 47 10 67 3
22286--3236 40,8 9 15-59 28 8 67 4
22288-3532 53.253 9-59 54 8 67 3
22290-3606 2.9 31 8-59 68 16 66 2
22293-3610 23.8 41 8--59 58 8 67 3
22304-3523 26.046 9-60 30 8 66 2
22309-3823 56.149 3--59 52 6 66 3
22311-3728 8,G 49 5-5960 11 672
22311-3551 10.443 8-60 43 6 66 3
22314-3505 24.3 47 10-60 51 7 66 3
22316-3455 36.E 59 10-60 43 6 66 3
22326 3522 38.4 ! 26 9-60 6"} 13 66 3
22327-3737 45,6 36 5-60 92 21 65 2
22330-3035 0.537 19-60 26 5 69 3
22334-3626 26.637 7 60 88 24 67 2
22337 3155 46.3 27 16-60 21 7 67 2
22345-3511 34.7 57 9-60 42 9 67 4
!2355-3458 33.414 10-61 67 9 65 2
22356-3709 37.4 13 5-60 38 5 66 3
22360--3844 3,5 15 2-60 I 34 8 66 3
22360--3924 4.2 53 1-60 39 8 66 3
22371-3526 7.1 13 9--61 45 6 66 3
22373-3012 23.1 10 20--61 75 10 68 2
22374=3732 25.5 11 4--61 73 24 66 2
22389--3818 569 39 3--61 66 15 66 2
22394--3121 24.7 1 17--62 64 12 69 2
22395--3019 32.3 2 19--62 54 17 69 2
22397--3726 42.7 49 4--61 35 10 66 4
22402--3756 12.2 3 3-61 64 11 66 3
22408--3044 37.1 56 18-62 34 9 69 2
22420--3428 3.9 34 10-62 58 11 66 2
22428-3936 40.417360--61 31 7 65:3
22434-3303 24.2 5013--62 75 88 68222441-3326 6,146 13-63 59 68
22441-3317 11.437 13-63 61 968 2
22444-3943 25.6 2359-61 62 17 65 2
22446--3505 37,4 28 9-62 30 10 68 3
22454-3926 29.4 11 360 62 47
22457-3954 44,840359--62 60 12 4
22458-3721 530 36 4-62 50 17 66 2
22476-3707 36.2 18' 4-63 83 14 66 2
22481--3925 1.522360-62 22 6 64 3
22484--3722 24,5 31 4-63 42 5 68 4
22493-3912 20.3 59 360-63 75 7 64 3
22496-3206 40.8 2 15--64 33 8 i 68 2
22497-3308 45.4 26 13-64 55 6 68 2
22500-3447 2.8 48 9--64 49 14 66 2
22505-3411 31.5 56 11-64 67 13 68 2
22506-3941 38.0 25 359-63 33 6 64 3
22515-3439 32.1 25 10--64 39 7 68 2
22522--3955 13.1 32 358-63 23 9 66 3
22524-3639 26,3 24 5-64 25 8 68 2
22525-3409 33.6 18 11--64 53 10 68 2
22530-3427 5.0 33 10-64 46 10 88 2
22531-3153 6.6 60 16-65 45 7 67 2
22531-3248 10.7 29 14-64 46 6 68 2
22534--3820 25.625 1-64 62 7 68 2
22535--3938 35.1 31 358-63 46 9 67 3
22536-3150 38,3 0 16-65 37 7 67 2






































































































Declination: - 40*--- 30 °
Flags Associations
V L
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Coef R Flags =
1,44L CD AC
1.00L BD AB
1.05L C CE 1
1.00L B C I
6.07 CC BCAA
1.00L O B
1.57: CF I ED
1.61L C BF
1.00L C E
1.32L B !AI N
3.56 CC J CAA






















S 2 # T Name Type
1 13 213696 KO
1 13 213699 MA
1 1 t3 213706 G5
1 13 213718 K2
2 14 405- G 7 Sa
1 13 213732 K5
1 14 344- G 20 Sb
2 13 213736 K2
1 13 213741 K0
1 13 ; 213751 G5
1 14 405- G 11 SB
1 13213766 K0
f t4 345- G3SO
1 13213772 K2
1,00L CD ACK 1 1301000000
1.00L BBC AABM 0 0400000000 24;
5.39 DDC J EAA 0100001000
1.00L BD AE 0 1300010000
6.33 DCC AAA 0100000000
1.00L' C A D 0300000000
2.43 CC J BB 0200000000
2.65 C CC NKBB 0201010200
1.55L D 0200000000
1.60 CD KI CC 0301000100
1.44L O E 0400000000
1.00L BC ACD 0 0400201000
1.01L C B 1300010000
2.73 C C A B 0200201000
1.00L BC AB 1 0400201000
3.84 C C E B A 0300000000
1.07L C C 0300000000
1.00L C A E 0200000000
t.OOL D 8F C/ 020QfOOf00
1,34L B CJ J K 0300000000
1,84: CC B BB 0100101100
1.68 CC GCAB 0300001000
1,00L ICC AAD 8 0301001000
1.76 C D D B A 0300000000
1.00L B B E 0301010000
1.25L C B D M 0300000000
1.12L D B CC 0400100000
1.00L C AO BC 0400100000
1.00L B C A B 0 0400000000
1.00L BF AE 0 0300001000
59 C 1200000100
1.00L B 0200000000
1.00L D ACF 0400000000
1,00L B AI M 1200000000
1.66 CC DCC 1100000000
1,14 E J A 1480001000
1.05L 8C HABDc 0 03000000001.61 OC 1300000300
1.61L CD AC J 0 0300021000
1,22L CC AB 2 1200000000
1,00L C C 0300000000
1,00L BF ABKK 0 1400000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0300000000
1.00L B B I 0300000000
1.67L BD AD J 0 0300000000
1.07L E E 0300010000
1.17 CD, J DD 1400000000
.88: C O D F 0400000000170 C C K B A 94000000(0)
2,51 CD DB 0201000000
4,24 DCC CAB 1100000000
1.27L D B 0300000000
1.00L BC AAG 0 0300000000
2.01 D C A B 0200000000
10.31 CCC ECAA 1100000100
1.68L D BC 0300000000
1.25 L I C B G G 0300000000
1.33LI F C 0300000000
1.51L C CDB 0300000000
1.83L D CN F 0301000000
1.12L BC AA 0 14(_0000000
1.00L BD BCF 0 1401000000
1.53 C D, J E B B 0200000000
1.29: C D A B 1300000000
1.15 C E L B 1402000000
1.18L BC AA 0 1300000000
1.00L B AHK 1400001000
1.00L C B I 1400000000
1.00L BE AB 0 _ 0400000000
1.86L E B 0200000000
1.02: ED G CE 0400000000
1.40 D C L B B 2200000000
1.00L B B NI 14000001001
t.OOL O CH t 40OOfOO00
2.84 CD CA 1180000100
1.61L C AC 0500010000
2.40: C C L B B 2300000000
2.03 CD GAC 2300000000
1,00L B D A B 0 0300000000,
2.24L BC AAGI 0 1100000000'
1.6OL C BE 1200000000
1.30L C F N B E 0100000000
1.00L CE AD 0 0300000000
15.38 DD EFBA 1100001100
1 14405= G 18 SB 5
1 13213803 K0 3



















2 13 213810MD 10
1 14 467- G 59 Sb 6
1 14 405- G 21Sc 26
3 13 213829 K2 36
1 14 405- G 22 S, 14
1 13213843 K5 1
1 13 213844 K0 15
2 13 213850 K0 3
1 13 213857 K0 19
2 13 213859 K2 8
1 f3 213862 KO 22
1 14 345- G 18 S, 15
2 13213883 A0 8
1 13 213887 K0 1
1 13 213892 K5 2
1 13213903 K2 8
1 t3 213910 K5 11
1 13 213916 K2 4
1 13 213921MA 4
1 13 213924 G5 10
1 14 405- G 31Sb 28
1 14345- G 33 Sb 44
1 13 213940MA 13
4 1 32 X2233-364 8
1 3 13 213948 K0 6
1 13 213961MA 14
2 13 213974 K0 18
1 13213975 MA 15
1 13!213982 K2 6
1 13213983 K0
1 13213995 K0
31414468- G 23 Sc
1 406- G 4 N







1 13 214079 G5
1 13 214083 K0
1 141346- G 1Sc
1 14406-- G 15 Sa
2 13214134 K2
1 40 M2/311_2
2 13 214146 K0
2 13214152 MA
3 13214153 A0
1 13 214162 K0
,! sT_A
2 14346- G 12Sa
2 13214182 K0
1 14406 IG 20 Do
_! 14406-G21Sa13214187 K0
3 13214189 K0
1 13 214192 K2
3 13 214197 K5






















































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
199
Right Ascension: 22"53"50"-23_59_28 '
Position(1950) Flux Dcusity Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a 8 a 6 Coo_ds SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 v.m 60 ttm 1(30 v.m Flux C)n A Confusion
h m . , (s) ( ) [ b (') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs C 3e: R Flags*
:2536-356250.611 7-_, 22 46 67 22 76 32: 40L 103LiCFEc!Att2540-3649 3.9 16 4-64 57 1 67 .25L i .25L .51: 2.39 H
!2541-3736 6.1 53 3-64 69 14 67 2 .25L .25L 1.00L 3.10 C C
.>2544-3643 24.4 42 6-64 46 14 67 2 1.21L .25L .42 1.04L C E C C.>2550-3812 3.4 19 1 64 69 11 67 2 .39 .25L .40L 1.88L
._2551-3607 8.0 33 6-64 47 7 67 2 .29L .49L 3.13 8.97 DD F E A
.>2552--3400 14.6 42 11-65 44 8 67 2 .33L = .35L 2.88 10.22 DD KE B
!2557-3230 43.6 23 14-65 58 10 67 2 .25L ,35L .71 2.17 CC I_ B
!2557-3547 46.3 37 7-65 70 9 67 2 .50 .25L .50L 3.02L C C
.>2559-3501 58.2 55 8-65 86 13 67 2 43L .25L .70 1.70L C B
.>2566-3758 39.3 16 2-64 36 7 67 2 .25L .46 4.44 11.47 DDD EA
.>2570-3123 0.9 45 17 65 32 5 68 4 2.32 .58 .47L 1.00L BC A/=K
.>2570-3518 4.0 38 8-65 55 7 67 2 1.09 .35 .40L 1.31L CEcD AE
.>2571-3430 11.517 10-65 32 8 672 .31L .35L 1.63 4.33 HCA
->2580-3502 0.7 51 8-65 45 7 67 2 .91 .20: .40L 1.30L CE BE
->2584-3906 26.3 47 1359-64 73 11 67 2 .38 .28L .47L 1.83LID E
->2588-3701 48519 4-65 57 6 672 .70 .93L .40L 1.00L C_ BJ
!2594-3950 26.88167-64 28 10 672 .36L .33L .84 3.13: CD GCC
->2598-3641 49.3 20 4-65 74 6 67 2 .84 .22: .54: 1.0OL DED BE;D
->3006-3501 41.9 22 8-66 57 6 67 2 .78 .28L .40L 1.45L F AJ
_.3007-3642 42.3 13 359-65 22 5 67 2 1.97 .56 .40L 1.00L BC AB
->3010-30421.35318-66697682 .70 .28L .40L 1.11L C S
.>3015-331831.94312-666711682 .28 I .72L .40L 1.00L F BN
.>3019-3419 ,5.12410-667619653 .25L ' _25L .40L 1.25 E I L"I
.>3019-3220 56.9 11 14-66 55 18 " 2 .46L .28L .47 1.60L C J E
!3025-311031.25117-67506682 .97 .39L .40L i.OOL C AC
!3027-3104 ,4.95418-67 35 6682 1.63 .44 .51L 1.OOL CD ABM
._3029-3607 57.8 ._ 5-66 24 5 67 2 2.53 .63 .40L 1.00L BEC AA
.>3031-3052 6.0 18-67 36 7 68 2 .32L .36: 3,06 4.52 DD FBA
.>3032-3258 15.2 47 13-67 49 10 68, 2 .26L .25L .61 2.08L C EB
,3034-3904 26.0,5015035865 22 7 _[2 .73 .33L .46L 1.00L C BLJ
._3041 - 3034 6.6 19-67 30 6 7.60 3.19 .61 1.93L BCC AAA
->3041-3909 I 8.3 42 358-65 62 11 66 2 .35 .25L .40L 1.42L D !E
->3042-3308 115-1 46 12-67 54 14 66 2 .25L .32L ,61 1.30: DD EC
.>3045-3508 '32.4 16 7-66 47 8 67 4 .55 .28L .40L 1.00L B B
.>3046-3454 37.3 _56 8-67 40 13 67 3 .44L .26L 1.05 1.16L C S
.>3048-3620 50.5 36 4 66 29 5 68 3 1.48 A5 .40L 1.00L BD ACJ
.>3054-3553 ;24.430 5-66 38 4 67, 4 1.86 .42 .40L t.0OL BC ABL
.>3062-3107 14.138 17-67 62 19 6_i 2 .75L .57L .50L 1.21 C.>3063-3024 23.818 19-67 27 10 111.83 47.09 6.15 2.31 CBDC AAA
.>3069-3641 54.626 3-67 29 10 674 .25L .25L 1.38 4.35 CC D_]
->3070-3506 1.141 7-67 59 10 69 2 .65 .30L .40L 1.00L C IBC
->3073-3410 23.950 9-67 20 7 68 2 1.60 .42 .40L 1.00L CD AB
->3075-3540 31.616 6-67 33 10 67 3 1.06 .25L .40L 1.16L B AH
.)3081-3303 9.029 12-68 80 18 67 2 .33L .25L .39 1.22L D
.)3085-3243 33.6 38 13-68 46 10 67 2 .26L .25L .74 2.04 CD 3
->3102-3235 16.723 13 68 67 12 67 2 .33 .25L .40L 1.02L C 'C
._3121-3807 9.432359-67 34 8 66 3 .25L .25L .EO 1.43 CB :_
.)3121- 3927 10.74 356 67 20 9 67 3 .63 .25L .40L 100L B BH
->3123-3143 21.323 16-69 78 12 67 2 .29L .28L .54 1.00L I C H,;
._3127-3848 46.834 i ]57-67 34 11 653 .25L .32L .93 2.81 ; CC J I_
._3132-3567 15.5 54 I 4 68 27 11 68 2 39 ii .25L .74L 1.00L C C b_
->3149-3503 57.5 48, 6-69 51 12 67 2 .25L_ 25L 1.02 2.75 CC MGH
.>3155-3220 33.8 3; 14-69 87 7 67 2 .56 .25L .40L 1.22L C AD
->3161-3246 7.7 21 12 69 16 6 67 2 6.75 1.93 .73L 1.00L CC kAl:
->3161-3633 8.956 2-68 43 12 66 2 .25L .25L .76 1.66 CC _;
->3167-3454 42.8 24 6-69 56 20 67 2 .38L .29L .46: 1.12: DE GDI
->3169-3953 58.3 40 354-67 104 28 66 2 .30L 25L .45L .93 D L t
->3170 3358 1.3 56 9-69 46 8 68 2 2.24 .54 .40L 1.00L i BD AB
_'3170 3137 2.0 41 16-70 55 6 67 2 .57 .25L .40L 1.25L C B
191 2-69 54 12 68 2 .40 .64L .40L 1.00L C CJ
.>3199-3619 58.4
->3203-3629 22.1 35' 2-69 64 16 67 2 .26L .42L .61 1.44L C GL
->3210 3452 4.0 46 6-70 81 10 67 2 .60 .32L .40L 1.83L C AJ
->3226-3606 37.1 51 t57-69 43 10 67 2 .70 .31L .40L 1.00L F CH
23226-3643 41.7 16' 355 69 89 16 77 2 .26L .31L .63L 1.67 K(
23232-3552 17.9 45 3-70 38 6 67 2 1.45 .51 .40L 154L CF AC
23245-3634 32.619 1-70 47 1t 67 2 .25L .49L 1.41 2.36 CC Ct
23312-3927 16.1 7; 351-70 30 7 66 2 11.78 6.27 .96 1.00L BCC AAE
23452 3048 15.5 2 15-76 30 7 67 2 35L 29 2.79 8.11 DCC GCl
23474-3005 28.8 13 18 76 67 8 67 2 .63 .25L .40L 1.0OL C B 1
23520 3102 5.3 50 13-77 26 7 67 2 5.64 1.72 .40L 1.28L 6C AAJ
23540-3136 4.5 48 10 77 54 tl 66 2 .45L .25L .65 1.16L C li
23643-3141 21.7 29 10 77 66 11 66 2 1.46L .83L .79 1.50L D I I L
23544-3457 25.246357-76 69 16 67 2 .42L .25L .53 1.57 CC M (
23548-3156 50.0 6 9-77 40 9 66 2 .25L .25L 1.48 2.46 CC /2355232521426 5-77 34 11 662 30L 39L 567 33.39 oEj.oF
23571 3444 8.0 27 356-77 66 16 66 2 .28L .52L .46L 1.65 C' /F
23576-36t4 37.4 13 351-76 63 7 66 2 .49 .25L .40L 1.00L C B
23587-3608 44.125351 76 52 7 66 2 .76 .51L .40L 1.00L C AC
23587 3522 463 26 353-77 69 9 66 21 .46 .25L .40L 1.26L C B
23593 3730 21.6 32 346-75 43 8 66 2 .78 .26L .43L 1.00L C AGt_
23694-3344 26,6 53 359-76 57 10 66 2 25L .34L 92 1.99 CC E#
L Si CA
S 2 # T
Declination: - 40 °-- 30 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
PSA 3
406- G29Sb
346- G 17 Sb 126




406 G 35 Sc
214215 F6 62






K3 III 1 103






407- G 2 SO
214302 K5 80
214301 MOP 73






469- G 15 SC
214344 ME]




407-1G 8 Do 161
214386 K0 75
347- G 3 Sa
214403 K2 77
347- G 4 Ir






471 - G 20 Sc 121
214801 K5 88
214855 98
349 G 9 Sb
349- G 12 Sd 96
349 G 16 S(
214908 K5 85
214931 KO 70
349- G 20 Sa
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
20O




a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.mcz 6
hm. o , (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
00087--4039 47.0 4 332--74 68 10 66 2 .45
00119--4041 55.2 52 331-75 38 10, 66 2 .42
00126-4022 41.5 44 331-75 76 12 65 2 .44
00130-4043 0A 55 330-75 65 11 66 2 .42
00176-4041 36.8 56 327-75 60 10 64 2 .25L
00193-4033 19.3 51 326-75 33 8 65 2 312.40
00223-4037 22.0 44 324-76 67 15 65 2
00237-4357 ¢6.1 23 318-73 47 6 63 2
00238-4234 ¢9.7 49 320-74 44 8 66 2
00269- 4056 55.9 32 320 - 76 15 5 63 2
00271-4549 10.3 31 315--71 98 16 63' 2
00279-4253 56.1 30 317--74 56 13 64 2
00285-4205 '31.3 32 318--75 38 8 62 2
00296-4139 48.5 34 317--75 45 10 64 2
00298-4012 52.13 32 319-77 45 13 63 2
00306-4002 41.8 6 319--77 45 9 63 2
00308-4559 49.E 5 313 71 73 15 63 2
00320-4542 1.1 9 312-71 36 4 62 2
00328-4722 46.5 19 311-70 28 14 62 2
00333-4816 21.0 22 310-69 74 9 62 2
00336-4751 ¢1.3 6 310-69 30 12 61 2
00344-4455 P7.8 51 311--72 43 11 60 2
00347-4202 ¢4.3 38 313--75 37 9 62 2
00347-4655 ,¢5.1 3 310-70 81 13 61 2
00360-4355 4.1 15 311--73 60 17 712
O0366-4210 37.9 44 312--75 83 11 62 2
00368-4145 49.8 10 312-75 64 14 63 2
00374--4504 26.2 21 310-72 31 4 61 2
00381-4615 9.5 37 309-71 54 15 64 2
00386--4503 37.4 38 309-72 87 17 61 2
00389-4621 58.4 32 306-71 28 9 62 2
00405-4603 32,2 37 308-71 32 9 61 2
00406 4547 41.6 52 308-72 38 10 60 2
00409--4527 54.7125 308- 72 44 9 61 2
00410--4423 1.8152 308 73 59 10 61 2
00423--4548 21.2 ! 24 307- 72 35 8 61 2
00434-4749 25.0_37 306-70 53 12 61 2
00440--4742 0.1 14 305-70 56 13 61 2
00446--4815 36.7 14 305-69 26 10 61 2
00458-4509 49.5 33 305-72 87 13 61 2
00466 4658 37.4 15 304-70 54 9 61 2
00469-4958 58.2 40 304-67 45 11 60 2;
00475-4605 31.3 5304--71 100 23 612
00477-4900 44.6 8304-68 19; 62200496-4828 38.7 43 303-69 28 ! 69
00496-4057 41.1 28 302--76 41 10 61 2
00501--4721 8.1 26 302-70 99 16 60 2
00511-4738 12.0 46 302-70 56 13 60 2
00516-4903 39.9 59 302 68 61 9 69 2
00521-4059 tl.9 t2 300-76 36 11 60 2
00522-4744 17.7 23 301 70 70 20 58 2
00527-4529 43.9 10 301-72 87 10 63 2
00536-4510 49.2 3 300-72 68 19 61 2
00539-4548 580 21 300-72 60 16 61 2
00545-4708 34.7 18 300-70 65 9 60 2
00552-4814 12.3 32 300-59 47 16 60 2
00553-4910 23.1 7 300 68 119 26 58 2
00575-4610 34.5 51 298-71 37 9 60 2
D0579-4516 55.1 32 298-72 58 9 60 2
00587-4636 45.9 43 298 71 35 10 60 2
30588-4825 48.0 27 298-69 29 12 59 2
01004-4459 27,7 46 296-72 58 11 60 2
01005 4639 34.1 59 297-71 16 5 58 2
01010--4117 0.4 24 294--76 20 6 61 2
01019--4333 54.5 35 295--74 47 14 60 2
01021--4812 10.4 29 297--69 33 8 61 2
01030--4636 1,1 25 296--71 75 14 58 2
01033--4720 23.1 17 296--70 29 17 57 2
01036--4906 36.9 12 297--68 63 14 60 2
01037--4206 46.1 16 292--75 40 9 60 2
01036--4659 52.5 1 295--70 40 6 58 2
01041 4007 9.6 29 290 77 17 6 60 2
01045--4919 34.9 57 296--68 29 6 59 2
01055--4145 31.3 16 291-75 67 9 58 2
31059--4621 57.0 44 294--71 72 19 60 2
31060 4532 1.9 12 294--72 53 14 58 2
31065--4644 32.5 25 294-70 30 11 58 2
31066--4534 41.6 8 293--71 69 16 57 2
31070-4348 4.7 31 292--73 77 15 58 2
31076-4756 40.3 19 294--69 71 12 56 2
31082--4626 16.6 35 293--71 68 18 56 2
31088 4257 53.6 26 290-74 44 7 57 2
01089-4743 576 36 293-69 50 8 58 2
01091-4611 6.3 44 292--71 52 15 57 2
01103-4112 18.4 27 287-76 55 15 56 2
01103-4158 20,9 33 288-75 32 9 59 2
P1110-4020 3.1 16 265-75 42 9 59 2
_1123-4844 22.2 3 293-68 52 12 56 2
01129-4512 57.5 8 290 72 35 12 56 2
01129 4547 58.2 49 290-71 29 10 58 2
01139 4216 57.7 24 286-74 29 I 6 58 2
_1144 4126 26.9 43 284 75 47 9 58 2
)1144-4208 28.6 26 285-74 75 12 58 2
31147-405542.530263756017572
01159-4443 56.92626772 39 ; 562 I01159-4630 59.2 22 289 70 76 1 57 2
01164-4127 26.9 29 283 75 42 t4 57 2 I
)1164-4740 27.0 53 290 69 54 14 55 21
01165-4335 31.4 44 286 73 27 10 57 21
01174-4733 24.6 17 289 69 26 6 55 2 _
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Color Corrected)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.71L C CNED 0200010000
1.00L C FJ E 0400001000
1.00L C E 0400000000
1.00L C BH 0400000000
1.15L C CI 0300000000
3.46 BBDC AAAA 0 0320011000 28
1,68: D D _ C C 2300000000
1.00L BF AD 0 0300001000
1.20L BCE AAAL 0 0200000000 16
1.0OL BD AD J 0 1400001000
1.31L C CC 0300000000
1.40 C D B D 1200000000
1.00L C DC 1300020000
3.65 CC FAA 2300000000
1.70L C B C 2400000000
1.00L C AE 1500000000
1.84: E D B C 0200000000



















1A6: C F I C D
1.02L C A I
1.46L C IDM
1.00L C :BC











1.42L B AD M
1.00L C B C
1.81: DCF BAC
1.43L CE EIB E 0 0400000010
1.69 FC FDAB 0400000010
1.00L CC AAF 0 0500000000
1.14L C E 0200000000
1,07L B F B D 0 0300000000
1,99 CC EAB 0200000000
1.00 C EC 1400000000






































1.37 D F B











t.05L C K I B
1.00L B BEFM 0200001000
1.00L BBC &AC 0 1200000000 16
1.00L CC AA 1 0400000000
1.00L ED AC N 1 0300000000
1.06L D B J 0200000000
1.45 C H S 1300000000
.89: C E K C D 0300000000
2.34 CC EBA 2100000000
2.55: CD GCB 0100000000
1.36L C H e F 0300000000
1.00L D D 0300000000
1.23: CC GED 1300000000



























Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
1.23L C DG '0300000000
1.58 CD HBE 0301000000
1.16L E DBG 1300000000
1.00L 8 D AAN 2 0500000000
1.00L BC AAL 0 1300000000
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 13 214994 G5 6 7_
2 13 215013 K0 2 8C
1 13 215021 G5 41 7_
2 13 215023 K0 10 7_
4 13 l 215092 A3 9 3E
2 13 215093 K0 2 23
3 "13 215112 K0 4 67
1 40 K5/M0 (1113 18 108
2 "14 294- G 21Sb 7
2 13 215138 KO 7 78
1 14 242-1G 13 Do 21
2 13 215148 K0 5 67
2 13 215157 F8 28 55
2 13 215162K2 4 61
1 13 215167 K7 2 82
1 14 242- G 18Sc 11
1 14 242- G 21S. 10
2 13 215180K0 29 77
3 13 215185 K0 13 60
1 14 242- G24Sa 5
4 13 215194K0 4 45
2 13 215206K0 13 85
2 13 215208 G5 16 70
2 13 215211 K2 4 80
3 13 215232 K0 10 57
1 14 194-1G 360o 4
1 13 215240 K0 31 61
3 13 215245 K0 4 61
1 14 195-1G 10 3 44
1 14 295- G 16Sa 4
1 14 195-1G 11Sa 12
1 13 215283 G5 32 70
1 14 295-- G 19.. 2
2 13 215287 K0 38 73
2 13 215296K2 23 78
1 14 195- G 19 SB 16
2 13 215317 K0 35 85
2 13 215327 K0 5 81
3 13 215343 K0 2 52
2 13 215346 K5 2 71
1 40 F5 V 1 41 87
2 13 215353 MO 2 68
1 14 243- G 24SO 67
1 14 243- G 26Sc 9
2 13 215363K2 3 75
4 13 215365 K0 15 33
2 t3 215367 K0 3 67
3 t3 215374 A3 3 50
1 t4 243- G 34Sc 9
1 14 243- G 40 S. 7 146
1 14 243- G 43 SB 8
1 16 00431 F6 81 93
2 14 243- G 51 Sa 10 138
1 14 296- G 5 S. 10
3 13 215426 GO 3 48
2 13 215433 K0 3 67
2 13 215435 K0 8 75
1 13 215436K2 43 88
1 14 244- G 12 S. 14 143
1 14 244-1G 13 S. 9
3 13 215450 K2 1 67
2 t3 215460MB 1 72
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
201




a _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
h m. , , (s) () ) b C) C) (') N
)1177-4129 43.9 38 282-75 69 14 58 2 .25L
)1183 4655 21.1 6 288-70 62 15 58 2 .38L
)1184-4949 28.7 26 291-67 72 10 571 2 .30
)1196-4240 37.3 48 283-74 42 11 56' 2 .26L
)1212 4414 15.8 57 284-72 34 5 58 2 2.38
)1214 4113 27.2 1 279-75 32 9 61 3 .60
)1222-4115 17.0 32 279-75 41 10 61 3 .25L
)1224-4558 25.9 46 286--70 39 9 56 2 1.07
)1224-4318 26.2 21 282-73 23 12 57 2 A4L
)1224 4145 28.9 5 280-74 32 6 60 3 2.96
)1225-4447 31.8 20 284-71 37 6 58 2 1.45
)1226-4301 37.2 39 282-73 41 6 56 2 1.23
)1230-4611 5.2 10 286-70 20 5 55 2 11.76
)1238-4609 53.2 3 285-70 47 9 54 2 .45
)1245-4044 30.7 33 277-75 55 8 65 2 .73
)1247-4200 =16.5 23 279-74 34 3 62 3 t.63
)1253-4606 22.2 13 284-70 50 7 58 2 1.87
)1259 4149 54.8 12 278-74 39 8 60 3 .25L
)1251-4334 11.E 33 281-72 15 4 56 2 69.75
)1262--4915 14.6 51 287-67 63 9 55 2 .37
)1269 4634 58.7 25 284--69 46 8 56 2 .32L
)1274--4700 24.5 46 285-69 30 5 54 2 14.77
)1276-4241 36.3 27 276-73 50 12 63 3 .33L
)1276-4236 40.E 2 276-73 36 9 61 3 .25L
)1286-4243 37.1 18 276-73 41 11 61 3 .25L
)1291-4919 11.C 50 286-67 29 6 57 2 9.54
)1293-4652 19.3 46 284-69 28 7 57 2 1.14
)1295 4156 33.1 33 276-73 59 22 61 2 .25L
)1295-4508 34.2 16 281-71 32 10 56,2 .46
)1296-4504 36.E 10 261-71 58 11 58]2 1.33L
)1305-4959 33.3 2 286-66 59 10 57 2 .39
)1306-4459 36.8 40 280-71 58 8 55 2 .52
)1311-4223 6.9 46 276-73 88 22 66 2 .25L
)1318-4330 53.2 1 278-72 36 3 60 3 2.03
)1322--4556 14.C 50 281-70 51 8 55!2 .66
)1329-4141 57.1 28 274-73 25 6 6_2i22 .26L)1334-4005 27.2 39 270-74 22 5 , 1.58
)1336-4012 39_(; 6 270-74 57 8 63 i 2 .27
)1339-4351 54.3 44 277-71 42 8 60 3 .25L
)1347-4903 47.9 17 284-67 57 9 53 2 .60
)1356-4047 41.0 43 270-74 39 19 62 2 A7L
11357-4725 43.1 45 282-68 48 9 53 2 A6
)1357-4057 44.3 24 271--73 34 11 62 2 .44L
}1358-4019 50.0 10 269-74 43 12 64 2 .25L
)1359-4620 58.1 18 280--69 20 8 54 i 2 .68
)1363-4016 22.7 20 269-74 34 13 63 2 .39L
)1367 4250 45.2 12 274-72 49 18 622 .50L
11368-4705 50.0 21 281 68 36 7 55 2 .25L
)1370-4722 4.7 53 281-68 50 11 53 2 .40L
)1372-4141 17.4 8 271-73 83 17 63 2 .42L
)1379-4008 55.8 26 1268-74 28 13 64 2 .25L
)1379-4340 56.6 41 275-71 51 10 62 2 1.66L
)1380-4900 4.4 54 283-66 17 4 54 2 4.64
11386-4359 38.4 55 275-71 59 13 64 2 .26L
)1386-4618 50.9 4 279-69 22 4 56 3 .29L
)1402-4859 14.9 40 282-66 53 10 55 2 .38
)1402-4746 15.3 45 280-67 43 14 53 2 .42L
)1403-4655 20.7 56 279-68 21 8 53 2 .60
)1410-4427 0.8 58 275-70 31 8 62 2 .25L
)1422-4204 18.0 55 270-72 44 12 64 2 .40L
)1423-4300 20.0 6 272-71 68 18 62 2 .84L
)1423-4054 21.6 59 267-73 117 22 62 2 ASL
)1437-4145 47.4 9 269-72 61 15 64 2 .31L
)1441-4237 7.9 48 270-71 53 10 65 2 1.11
)1446-4222 40.0 53 270-71 49 10 65 2 1.01
)1451-4200 98 32 269-71 22 8 64 2 4.85
)1455-4630 35.2 24 276 68 27 6 63 2 3.82
)1463-4101 23.7 48 266-72 61 15 63 2 .81L
)1465-4904 35.8 22 280-66 42 17 54 2 .25L
)1467-4853 42.2 49 279-66 33 11 54 2 .25L
)1472-4429 14.4 12 272-69 53 10 60 2 .44
)1477-4312 46.9 55 270-70 38 7 65 2 3.60
)1482-4540 14.7 25 274-68 49 12 60 2 .25L
)1482-4731 17.4 11 277-67 39 10 59 3 .49
)1483-4803 21.4 42' 278-66 24 3 56 3 1.21
)1483-4245 23.2 17 ._69-70 60 6 66 3 .51
)1493-4004 18.9 57 262-72 34 9 65 2 1.05
)1494-4543 24.5 4 274-68 34 11 59 2 1.15
)1507-4908 46.4 31 278-65 39 11 56 3 .25L
1515-4915 32.9 2 278-65 39 8 56 2 .23
)1516-4632 38.7 50 274-67 29 7 58 2 88.95
)1523--4244 18.6 23 267-70 74 10 62 2 ,31
)1523--4612 18.7 55 274--67 49 8 60 2 .56
)1523-4336 21.8 57 269-69 65 14 61 2 .35L
_)1546-4413 41.9 6 269--69 46 12 61 2 .26L
:)1550-4929 1.0 26 278-65 28 8 56 3 A0
:)1551-4737 11.9 42 275-66 20 6 60 2 3A2
:)1569-4311 56.1 18 266-69 30 5 64 2 2.43
:)1571-4304 10.8 18 266-69 103 33 60 2 .26L
31573-4058 22.7 1 261-70 51 8 61 2 .64
q576--4216 36.5 13 264-70 49 8 63 2 2.37
31576-4630 39.6 10 272-67 47 8 59 2 .66
01584-4201 24.1 6 263-70 19 5 61 3 1.99
01588-4826 49.2 30 275-65 48 13 60 2_ .25L
01596-4457 41.8 17 269-67 20 7 59 2 12.61
02003-4939 20.7 3 276-64 50 8 57 2 2.12
32005-4302 35.9 13 265-69 20 11 61 3 .25L
02009-4458 59.9 52 268-67 60 13 61 2 .25L
02029-4622 59.4 21 270-66 76 16 62 2 2.18L
32035-4843 35.6 39 274-64 31 5 58 2 1.49
Flux Density
Declination: - 50"--- 40"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 p,m
V L C
100 p.m Flux Coz, A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T Name TypeUncs Cocf R Flags"
1.31: DC E.B 0300000100
1.57L E CG 0200000100
1.38L D B 0200010000
1.91 CC ,CA 0100000000
1,06L BD AAJ 0 0200000000
1.00L B B I K 0300000000
2.02 ECC I GAB 0200000000
1.63L;BD _AFFK 3 1201000100
1.70 CE MDEB 0200000000
1.O0L CD ABMF 5 0300000000
1.OOL BD *CCJ 0 0400001000
1.00L BC AA 0 0300000100
1.00L BBC AAE 1 1400000000 13
1.24L C iCD C 1400000000
1.OOL C IAJ 0300000000
1.00L BC 'ABN 0 0200000000
1,08L BF AC 0 1400000000
1.30 C C *CC 02OOO0OOOO
1.07L BBC AAAJ 0 0210000000 16
1.07L C E 0300000000
2.89 CC J I AA 0300000000
1.60L BBC AADE 0 0300000000 01
1.00L C GCE 1301101000
2.62 CC I AB 1100100000
2.15 CC KE:A 2200000200





























1.29 F C E A
1.00L C BF M





1.13L C B I
8.70 CCC DAAA
1.00L BC AB




1.00L F B M
1.44 CC E-A
2.20 CC CEB
1.00L C CL H




































1.31L F [ B
1.03L C B H
6.82 DCD EtA
1.82 FDC EE B
1.11L D I E E
1.46 E DK[_B





1.15 DC K [ D
1.53 DC HE B

































AB K 5 0300011000
CG 0300000000
















































































1.33: BBCC AAI E 1 0300000000 18
1.OOL D BG 1300000000
1.00L C BK 0510000000
1.OOL E M E F 0300000000
1.94 CC F E A 0300000100
1.02L B BL 0401010000
1.OOL BC AAF 0 0400000000
1.eOL BC AAbG 0 1200001000
1.08 D D 12O0000000
1.OOL B CE 0300010000
1.OOL BD AB 0 0401001000
1.OOL C CF 0400010000
1.OOL BC AB H 3 O40000OOO0
1.19 CC E(B 0400000000
1.OOL BB AA[:M 0 0400000100
1.00L BD AC O 0400000000
t.66 CC [: B 0300000000
1.38: CC FED 0400000000
1,12L C NK( 0300000000
1.OOL BC AB 0 1301100000
3 13 215525 MB
1 14 296-1G 11 DO
1 14 244-1G 18 .. 40
2 13 215466K0 16
1 14 244- G 20Sc 6
2 13 215486 K0 5
3 13 215491 K0 15
3 13 215492 K0 9
3 13 215494K0 2
2 13 215495 MA 17
3 13 215498MB 3
2 13 215504K0 15
2 13 215506K5 2
2 13 215507 K2 4
2 13 215510 K0 11
3 13 215516 K5 2
2 13 215517 GO 10
11
1 14 244-1G 30 ..
4 1 14 244-1G32_
2 13 215536 K0
3 13 215547 F5
2 13 215550 K2
2 13 215563
2 13 215567 G5
3 14 297- G 51r
2 13 215572MA
2 13 215573 F2
2 13 215581 G5
1 14 297- G 15..
2 13 215588 K0
1 14 297- G 16 S.
2 13 215589 K0
1 14 297- G 18 Sa
1 14 244- G 43 Sc
1 14 244- G 44 Sa
















1 14 244- G 50 S.
2 13 215607 M0
1 14 196- G 19 SB
2 13 215622
1 14 245- G 3 Sb
1 14 297- G 23 Sb
2 13 215640 K5
2 13 215647 K2
3 13 215650 K2
2 13 215654 MO
1 14 197- G 2 Sb
1 14 197- G 3 SB
2 13 215666 K2
3 13 215673 K0
2 13 215674 K0
2 13 215679 K0
2 13 215681 K0
1 14 197- G 9 Sc
1 1 RT PHE
4 13 215696 M3
3 13 215697 B9
2 13 215698 K0
1 14 245- G 10 Sb
3 "13 215713K0
3 13 215715 G5
2 13 215720 K2
2 13 215725 G0
2 13 215726 K0
2 13 215728 IC?.
2 13 215733 K2
3 13 215739 K0
3 "13 215742K2





















































2 13 215765K2 12
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confus.mfl Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I:_'V).
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Right Ascension: 02h03m36'-02h43m28"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 5 ct ,8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 pm
h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
:)2036-4848 36.5 47 274-64 46 9 59 2 .74 .25L .40L
:)2066- 4443 40,7 52 266- 67 56 11 62 2 ,37 1,43L .40L
)2071-4345 8,6 18 264-67 48 3 56 2 2,85 ,67 .40L
:)2074-4345 28,9 43 264-67 48 20 59 2 ,39L ,25L ,44:
:)2080-4403 5,6 2 265-67 56 11 56 2 .84 ,33: ,40L
:)2082-4618 17.4 22 269-65 47 13 60 2 .25L ,25L ,75
32085-4540 33.6 55 267 66 67 8 60 2 .47 ,25L ,40L
:)2086 4819 40.5 42 272-64 42 10 58 2 .28 ,25L ,40L
32090-4956 1.0 4 274-63 22 12 65 3 .25L ,17 ,58
:)2093-4041 23.6 14 257-69 23 15 55 2 .42L .25L [ .50
02099-4724 59,4 19 270-64 32 6 61 2 1.69 .48 ,40L
02104-4435 29.3 54 265-66 56 10 56 2 .61 .35L ,64L
[32114-4431 26.9 41 264 66 52 18 58 2 28L .25L _ .45
[32115-4043 30.3 2 256-68 56 11 59 2 .25L .25L 1.00
02122-4737 14,2 2 270-64 64 13 59 2 ,25 .25L .40L
02124-4128 27.3 40 258-68 28 6 59 2 ,27L .36 3.75
32124--4124 29,9 0 258-68 33 5 59 2 1,37 ,33 ,40L
12128-4332 51,9 24 262-67 53 15 58 2 ,26L .26L .77
02130-4313 1.0 54 261-67 65 15 58 2 ,39L .33L .74
02133--4118 23.5 4 257-68 32 7 60 2 3.65 1.10 .40L
02137-4722 45.2 41 269-64 40 26 86 2 .31L .25L .37
32143-4941 23.4 18 272-62 30 j 8 15 4 .25L .25L .97
02145-4329 33.8 11 262-66 32! 10 60 2 .37 .29L .40L
02146-4309 39.4 35 261-67 60 11 59 2 .28 .25L .4OL
02153-4647 18.4 19 268-64 63 42 76 2 .25L .52L .40L
02154 4459 25.8 35 264-65 45 12 56 2 .43 .38L .40L
02174-4204 24.942 258-67 39 7 58 2 1.37 .37 .40L
02175-4523 33.0 24 264-65 18 12 71 4 .41 .25L .40L
02179-4137 58.7 50 257-67 56 15 58 2 .25L .26L 1.28
02185-4828 30.1 21 270-63 22 10 90 4 .38L ,25L ,48
02188--4450 49.1 49 263-65 74 8 9 3 ,30L ,25L ,47
02197-4832 42,8 23 269-63 18 10 95 3 .53 .25L .40L
02199-4909 57,8 22 270-62 35 13 98 3 ,25L ,25L ,53
02200-4810 5,4 27 269-63 15 8 101 4 ,76 .20: ,76L
02201-4944 8,2! 53 271-62 37 8 18 3 .34 ,25L ,40L
02202-4325 14,0 39 260-66 15 8 58 4 1.10 ,25 ,40L
02205-4811 32.2 32 269-63 67 14 57 2 ,26L ,28L ,63
02208-4832 51,9 30 269-62 19 8 84 4 ,33 .25L .4OL
02208-4626 52.8 7 266-64 29 15 73 i 3 .25L .25L 36
02211-4544 10.0 50 ;264--64 13 8 62 [ 3 .35 .25L .40L
02213-4629 23.1 54 269--62 57 20 57 2 .30 .33L ,57L
02218-4711 52,9 43 267--63 26 8 8 4 39 .25L ,40L
02225-4104 33,4 3 255-66 29 8 167 4 ,59 .25L .40L
02232-4038 14.3 54 253-67 18 5 71 4 .28L 39 3.89
02235-4218 31.9 48 257-66 23 13 81 4 .25L ,25L .69
02238-4422 52.0 47 261-65 22 13 73 3 .25L .25L .54
02244-4827 26.3 40 268-62 22 14 90 3 .25L .25L .51
02244-4608 29.0 17 264-63 23 8 81 4 .25L .25L .40
02247-4135 47.8 26 255-66 30 8 1 5 .31 .25L .40L
02248-4853 50.9 54 269-62 22 14 91 3 .37L .25L .68
02248-4613 52.1 26 264-63 16 8 63 3 .60 .23: .40L
02251-4755 9.6 37 267-62 18 8 78 3 .67 .27L .40L
02258-4516 50.5 16 262-64 17 8 69 4 .43 .25L .40L
02262-4110 15.9 37 254-66 45 21 62 2 .25L .42L .35
02268-4039 53.0 35 253-66 74 13 = 64 2 .23 .25L .42L
02268-4137 53.6 30 255-65 , 31 15 79 4 .25L .25L .43:
02269-4420 55.8 17 260-64 15 8 176 4 .74 .23 .40L
02274-4312 26.7 26 258-65 21 8 78 4 .25L .25L .94
02282-4902 12,3 4 268-61 12 9 80 3 .52 .25L .40L
02282-4304 12,5 55 258-65 24 8 83 4_ .32L .25L .53
02288-4809 48.4 6 267-62 18 9 86 3 .25 .25L .40L
02291-4553 7.8 20 263-63 13 8 56 3 .56 .25L .40L
02294--4140 26.9 22 254-65 14 7 76 3 3.40 1,25 .40L
02303-4605 23.8 28 263-63 16 8 68 3 .55 .25L ,40L
02307-4403 47,5 2 259-64 22 8 63 4 .26L .25L .71
02310-4320 2.7 18 257-64 43 25 58 2 .25L .25L .34:
02315-4344 31.(3 15 258-64 13 5 74 4 .25L .45 1,96
02315-4023 36.G 40 251-65' 52 15 94 2 ,29 .25L .40L
02319-4204 57.1 54 255-64 70 16 65 2 .50L .25L .66
02324-4400 28.4 50 258-63 16 8 60 4 .54 .20 .40L
02330--4219 3,6 52 255-64 18 5 91 = 3 10,88 2,87 .59:
02332-4348 16.7 43 258-63 36 8 175 3 .25L .25L .58
02336-4536 37,4 53 261-62 19 10 91 3 .27L ,25L 1.05
02356-4628 39,4 40 262-62 25 14 90 3 ,25L .25L .99
02357-4327 47.6 7 257-63 28 13 79 2 .27 .25L .42L
02359-4550 56.8 7 261-62 14 6 90 3 3.35 .97 .40L
02362-4308 13.9 49 256-63 32 12 75 3 .25L .25L .60
02362-4207 16,6 14 254-64 25 8 88 2 ,36 .29L .40L
02363-4146 19.2 7 253-64 18 8 83 3 1.20 .31 .40L
02364-4751 25.9 2 265-61 14 8 86 3 .25L .25L 2.60
02368-4057 48,2 43 251-64 97 27 65 2 .42L ,25L ,36
02368-4422 51,6 18 258-63 33 13 55 2 .24 ,52L .40L
02376-4921 41.0 45 267-60 26 8 2 3 .69 .25L .4eL
02377-4012 47.7 52 250-64 21 9 84 3 .48 .25L .40L
02379-4306 54,1 21 256-63 18 9 93 3 .68 .25L .40L
02386-4004 41.8 6 249-64 19 7 88 3 9.37 2.28 ,41L
02389-4130 55.6 46 252-63 21 8 88 3 1,17 .24 .40L
02392-4215 12.3 2 254-63 18 10 92 3 .51 .25L .40L
02395-4126 31.7 27 252-63 28 10 86 3 ,25L ,25L .61
02399-4720 54.6 31 263-6t 28 13 102 2 ,34 .25L ,40L
02402-4244 15.837 255-63 21 8 88 3 .45 .25L .40L
02403-4644 20.6 11 262-61 13 9 72 4 .97 .23 A0L
02406-4057 41.1 10 251-63 30 8 85 3 .25L .25L .57
02415-4451 31.8 53 258-62 38 8 20 4 .42 .47L .40L
02416-4937 36.3 10 267-59 43 15 54 2 .55 .62L .40L
02420-4029 0,9 18 250-63 23 10 86 3 .39 .25L ,40L
02430-4204 4,9 55 253-63 20 10 87 3 ,41 .25L ,40L
02431--4130 9,2 17 252-63 18 10 83 3 ,76 ,25L ,40L
02432 4852 13,0 46 265-59 12 3 67 3 2,8t ,80 .40L
1802434-4629 28.8 51 261-60 3 173 4 1.32 .34 .40L
V L C
1(30 ttm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L C BE 1300100000
1.34L C CI 0300010000
2.28L BC AB J 0 1300110100
1.42 DC E B
1.COL CD AC
1.89 CC LBB
2.16L C S E





1,04: C F B D
1.79: CC AB
1.00L C E I
4,28 DCC KCAA
1.00L B D A B

















































1.O4L E B D H
1.24L B B
1,09: CD HCB
1.0eL B S M
1.0eL F )L K
1.05L B B K

























1.0eL BE BC K 7 0500000000
1.00L D B G 0300001000
1.0eL B C H 0300001000
1.0eL C C F 0400000000
1.15L F O 0400000000
1.82 CC G CB 1300000000
1.0eL BD AD G 0 0400000000
1.80 BD I BB 2300000000
1.0eL B BGM 0300010000
1.00L C GJ BH !400000000
1.00L C C 0400000000
1.00L B B F 0300000000
1.00L BB AAD 0 2400001000
1.0eL B BF 0300010000
1.29 B C M S A 0200000000
.98: C D E B 0200000000
3.32 CBB LBAA 0100001000
1.OlL D CF 0500000000
.96: C C B A 0300000000
1.07L BD BFK 2 0300000000
1,0eL BBC AABJ 0 0300000000
1,0eL C C D 030OOOO000
1.50 CE MDAB 0200000000
1.88 C C BA 0200000000
1.09L E C L 0200010000
1.00L CC AAM 3 0100000000
1.55 CC F BA 0200000100
1.0eL C CH 1300000000
1.0eL BC AB K 1 0500000000
5.33 CC EAA 0100000000
1.0eL C J D 0500000000
1.14L D DL L 0402010000
1.02L C BGJ 0300010000
1,00L F BD , 0400010000
1.00L B A 0200010000
1.0eL BB AAK 1 0400000000
1.0eL CF AC 5 1300000000
1.00L C BG 1400010000
1.47 BF JLAD 1301000000
1,42L C B G 0300000000
1.0eL C CG 1200010000
1,0eL BD AB 0 0300010000
1.54 BC EGBB 1301000000
1.0eL B CJ 0400010000
1,O0L C BE 0401001000
1.00L E C M 0400000000
1.00L D E H 0200000000
1.0eL B BG 0300000000
1.00L BB AA , 0 0400000000
1.00L BC AB O 0300000000
Declination: - 50"-- 40*
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
13 215782 K0 24 85
3 13 215785 K0 13 57
3 13 215794 K0 3 65
2 13 215798 G5 6 71
2 13 !15800 G5 10 77
2 14 197- G 27 S. 2
2 14 298- G 18 S. 8
2 13 215812 K0 1 70
2 13 215816 K0 30 82
4
4
2 13 215830 K0 7 85
1 14 298-1G 24 Do 17 155
3 13 215831 K0 7 58
2 13 215838 K5 2 70
4
2 13 215844 G5 40 75
2 13 215846 K0 7 80
2 13 215855 K5 9 87
3 13 215860 G5 3 62
1 14 298- G 29 Sb 10
4
1 13 215872 G5 6 73
1 13 215875 G5 4 75
3 13 215878 G5 5 62
2 13 215888 K2 4 78
1 40 K4/5 III 3 14 105
1 13 215892 G0 5 61
1 14 299-1G 1 DO 18 138
1 14 299-1G 2 S. 6 153
13 215904K0 2 85
2 13 215905 KO 5 70
2 13 215906B5 4 43
13 215909 K0 5 77
13 215914 G5 9 80
2 14 299- G 4Sc 4 133
1 13 215915 K5 1 85
1 14 246- G 16 SO 4 145
1 13 215923 K5 5 85
1 13 215926 K0 2 86
2 13 215928 K0 4 77
1 X ERI 44 4
1 13 215936 G5 2 70
1 14 246- G 241)O 16
1 14 246-- G 25 SB 3
3 13 215947 K5 3 87
2 13 215950MB 1 70
1 13 215972 K0 19 80
2 13 215977 G5 5 72
13 215979 KO 2 72
2 13 215988K0 11 80
13 215994K5 4 77
13 215995 K2 7 85
2 13 215996A2 3 45
3 13 215999 K0 3 40
1 13 216002 K5 4 76
1 13 216004 K2 5 87
1 13 216OO9 K0 4 80
1 13 216011 K0 8 78
2 13 216013 G5 4 61
1 13 216020 K0 4 75
1 13 216021 12 85
1 13 216025K2 4 8_
1 13 216028)(0 5 9_
1 13 216029 K5 1 8¢
1 13 216030 K5 3 7E
2 13 216036 K0 2 67






)2436-4302 39.052255-62 19 10 92 3
)2447-41,4 471 2 262-62 19 0 78_) 4 0_4 324 60 57_656, 63)2451_4 9312 5_5928,8886)2461-4607 7.421 263-59 19 75
)2462-4819 14.8 41 264-59 30 14 i 94 2
)2464-4124 25,417251-62 32 10:76 3
)2471-4517 9.7 49 ._58-61 17 11 87 3
)2480-4944 2.2 3 266-58 8 7 153 3
)2482-4659 14.7 53 261-60 19 9 63 4
)2491-4857 11.219264-58 31 18 91 2
)2492-4110 12.3625062 13 6 663
)2509-4616 57.619 .)59-59 5625 622
,2514-4845 28.128263-58 23 81644
)2534 - 4601 26.43259-59 2713 693
)2538-4927 48.328764-57 12 8 934
)2538-4908 48.65264-58 14 8 654
)2540-4723 1.05261-58 28 14 773
)2544- 4255 26.443 i 253-60 41 8 6613
)2554-4031 27.347248-61 4320 802
)2558-4943 48.725264--57 18 12 873
)25594812 56.319262-58 63201082
)25604844 4.734 263--58 17126808034)2563--4030 22.113248--61 14
31 14 1)2569--4949 55.816 .)64--57
)2582--4204 17.2 17 ._51-60 18 10 55 3
)2592--4132 12.252_6 250--60 22 4 83 3)2593--4145 23.6 250-60 31 13 97 2
)3003--4329 18.4 12 253-59 33 24 65 2
)3005--4644 35.455 !59 58 18 10 92 2
)3009--4826 59.5 41 .)62 57 68 21 62 2
)3012-4710 13.2 12 259--57 12 5 85 3
)3021-4405 7.6 34 .)54-59 19 3 75 3
)3024--4716 25.411 259--57 17 11 92 3
)3024--4803 27.1 6 _1-57 14 9 76 3
)3031--4907 9.1 23 262-56 16 8 63 3
)3035-4823 34.7 10 .)61-57 68 8 11 3
)3050-4947 4.852263-56 35 8 92 2
)3058-4726 52.954 .)59-57 21 10 773
)3088-4855 49.621 ._61-56 13 6883
33093-4315 21.716 .)52-58 2212 733
)3093--4632 22.51925758 188 177 3
)3105-4318 34.756 .)52-57 39 88 4 3333106-4436 41.323 .)54-57 19 84
)3114-4133 25.6 59 .)48--58 16 7 81 3
)3116-4930 38.5 49 .)62-55 16 8 66 3
)3118-4644 53.4 51 .)57-56 19 10 72i43)3123-4026 19.528 .)46-56 16 173
)3123-4845 21.6 54 261 55 28 8 79 3
)3126-4281 380 29 251-57 16 8 83 3
)3132-4418 12.8 14 253-57 35 14 97 2
)3134 4550 25.6 55 256-56 25 9 84 2
)3138-4328 50.9 8 252-57 12 5 81 3
:)3140-4543 2.1 29 255-56 14 7 86 3
33152--4427 15.2 4 253-56 34 1 2:)3154-4117 29.319 ->48--57 16 4
:)3155-4335 31.2 39 252 56 60 12 62 2
33158-4756 48.6 2259-55 13 5 78 3
)3159-4623 56.8 1 i 256-55 15 10 87 3
I
)3164-4136 29.3 39 .>48-57 48 20 99 2
33167-4513 449 29 254 56 22 11 87 3
33176-4304 38.0 50 .>50-56 33 16
33179-4946 54.0 44 261-54 42 103 3
D3180-4315 5.2 10 251-56 13 6 81 3
[)3188-4805 49.7 16 _59-54 19 8 7 3
:}3197-4345 44.638251-56 44 21 68 2
33198-4004 53.4 56 245-56 22 9; 85 3
D3199--4757 56.4 18 .>58-54 10 8 1178 3
D3205-4656 30.7 26 257-55 12 9 86 3
,3206_492149.621261_.32 28i6033210 4644 1.7 37 .>56-55 21 1 83
33211-4125 7.9 59 247-56 11 5 79 4
03211-4828 8.0 22 259-54 21 11 90 3
03211-4221 9.5 48 :J49-56 16 9 71 4
03216-4132 36.6 27 246 56 17 9 89 3
03217-4015 44.612245-56 18 8 86 3
03223-4124 18.1 28 247 56 22 9 95 2
03224-4630 25.2 56 256-54 31 12 78 3
03228 4024 49.0 50 245-56 23 10 91 3
03235-4925 30.6 46 260-53 31 17 95 2
03244-4359 29.3 32 251-55 23 8 93 2
03247-4044 44.2 35 246-55 15 8 74 3
03257-4003 45.3 12 245 55 13 3 77 3
4803259-4401 59.8 251-55 33 17 87 2i
03260-4941 4.7 11 260-53 39 18 76 2
03263-4544 19.3 6 254-54 26 8 93 2
03274-4300 24.6 28 250 55 52 t8 101 2
03276-4329 49.8 14 250-54 13 8 81 4
03281-4248 10.8 18 249-54 30 12 93 2
03284-4132 26.0 21 247-55 17 8 74 3
03284-4149 28.0 9 248-55 15 4 76 3
03285-4801 30.2 50 258 53 13 4 81 3
03285-4928 33.5 56 260 52 16 11 81 3
03286-4054 37.(_ 51 246-55 44 14 86 3
03293 4808 183 51 258-53 17 7 72 3
03296-4423 37.5 4 252-54 19 9 83 3
03319 4444 55.£ 56 252-53 26 8 172 4
03320-4907 0.6 9 259-52 24 14 66 2
F]ux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)






































































































1(30 _m Flux C..OTT A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L B B C J 0300000000
1.00L CC AB 6 0300001000
1.06L C CM 040000O100
1.00L C J CH 1301000000
1.00L C ,6G 1300000000
1,72L F H 0300000000
1.00L B I ;31 1400000000
1.00L C B M 0400000000
1.00L BDBB BC 0 14000010001.57 GESA 0400000100
.59: BcCD LBG 23010000001.00L AAK 21300000000
1.22L C NEG 1300000000
1.37 BC HBC 1300000000
1.32 CC B BBB E 03000000001.28L B 1400020000
1.00L B CHDA 0500020000
1.04: OF 1400000000
1.64 CC GBC 0380000100
1.03L C D 040OO0000O
1.09L B E C _)ME 14000000001.33 1200000000
1.24L B F _, O 0300000210
1.00L BCD AA_J 004000100001.07 D _B 1401000000
1.00L B BD 0100100000
1.07L F F CC G 00300000000
.90: C C _ F 0300000100
1.00L F L - 0400000000
1.45L B BF M 0300010000
1.00LI E : I 0400000000
1.00L BB AAM 0 0200000000
1.00L BC AA I 4 0300002000
1.62 i ECC FBA 0100000000
1.03L B CEC 1301000000
1.55 BB EG_C 0202001100
1.02L E L CB 1400000000
1.16L I C COB 0100000000
1.39 BC NI BC 0300000010
1.00L BC ABGK 0 0300001000
1.22 CD J L,',C 0400000000
1.00L B AF 0400002000
1.12: , CE L I:D 0300000000
1.00LI B 8 K 03OO0OOOO0
1.00L BD AC ! 0 0201000000
1.00L C B L 0402010000
1.02L B B H, J 0400000000
1.00L C BE J 0200010000
1.0OL' C C 0400000000
1.00L B CG 0300000000
1.76L D E 0200000000
1.00L Ic o 3500000000
1.00L BD AC 0 1401000000
1.0OL B D A D 0 2660000000
1.02L FE BC L 01100000000
132L C J [: D 0300000000
5.81 BC EFIA 0200010240
1.64L C C J 1200000000














1,12L B MF( F
L03L C ( I
.93: CD HI C
1.00 D F C
1.0OL BC AA(
1.0OL B BE H
1.24 C ( B
1.IDOL D B H
1.00L BD AC
1.00L BC ADEc 0 03000000001.17 L D 0400000000
1.46 B C L E D 0200000000
1.00L 6C ABI L 6 0300002000
1.93 E C C A 0301000300
1.81 CBC MEE B 0300000000
1.00L B BB M 0300000000
1,00L B BG 1401000000
1.00L B BDF 0300000000
1.49 E D F E B 0200000000
3.06 CC DA A 1200100000
1.46L C G C C 0400000010
1.48L C E 0300010000
1.00L B BF 1300000000
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
1.23L B E A B I K 0 0300000000
1.14L C E 0300010000
1.69L C E L 0300000100
1.20L C F 0300000000
1.13 C D r" C 1200000000
1.95 BBB LCAB 1200001100
1.44L C DH L 1200000000
1.00L B C 0300010000
t,00L 8C AB F 0 0100001000
5.84 FBC EDAA 0101001000
1,79 B C K A A 0200000000
.94: CD I C I 1301000000
5.38 CCC ECAA 0220000000
1.07: C D 8 C. 0300000200
1.29L C CGK 0300000000
1,02: DC G BB 0301001000
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 13 216038 G5 12
1 13 216050 KO 2
1 13216052 K2 7
1 13216059 G5 6
1 14 247-1G 6 Do 6
2 13216069 K5 5
1 14 247-|G 11 Do 5 '
1
1 1 13 216099 K0 9
4
5 13216114A2 3
1 14 199-1G 8.. 12
1 13216128 K0 9
1 13216136 M0 6
1 13216146 MA 9
1 14 199-1G 10130 7
2 13 216150 K0 1
1 13216156K0 2
1 14 247-G? 16 Ga 17
1 13216158K0 9
1 14 199-1G 15.. 1
2 13216197 K0
1 13 216205 K0
2 13 216209 F2
1 13 216215 K2






1 13 216235 K5
C 4 "14 301- G 2 SB




1 14 200- G 3 Sc
2 13 216263 G5
1 13 216272 K2
1 14 248- G 12Sa
1 13 216277 K0
2 13 216276 KO
1 13 216282 K0
1 14 248-1G 13 ..
2 1 13 216287 K5
4 2 14 200- G 10 S.
1 14 301 - G 9 SO
1 13 216291
1 13 216292 GO
1 13 216297 K0
1 14 200- G 16 SB
1 13 216318 K2
1 13 216321 K0
1 13 216330 K0
1 13 216332 F5
1 13 216335 K0
2 t3216347 A3
3 13216350 F5
1 14 200- G 29 SO
2 14 200- G 33 Sc












































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou,ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
204
Right Ascension: 03632m28'-O4hllm05"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /zm 25 /_m 60 /_m
ham. o 6, (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
03324--4728 28.7 38 256--52 14 9 70 3 .98 ,54
03334-4835 26.7 13 258--52 22 8 79 3 .30 ,25L
03338-4517 53.2 5 253-53 28 11 85 3 .25L .25L
03346-4721 39.8 56 256-52 27 9 89 2 .26 .38L
03348-4407 50.1 11 251-53 14 3 76 3 .30: .38
03352-4026 17,8 17 245-54 12 5 88 3 6.53 1,57
03357-4801 43,6 23 257 52 29 9 69 3 .25L .25L
03359-4842 59,3 53 258- 52 11 5 78 3 1.29 .38
03362-4910 13.91 4 259-51 9 5 89 3 1.73 .44
03368-4250 50,9126 249 53 43 8 7 3 .52 .25L
03386-4125 36.3 19 246-53 33 14 91 3 .34L .25L
03386-4324 37.5 3 250-52 17 6 79 3 4.31 1.18
03392-4044 17.3 43 245 53 19 10 91 3 .73 .25L
03403-4012 21.9 30 244-53 28 11 78 3 .26 .25L
03404-4722 26.9 45 256-51 12 5 86 4 .21: .16:
03407-4918 43,4 37 259-51 19 8 66 4 .32 .25L
03417 4534 47.6 36 253-51 21 8 75 3 ,46 .25L
03419-4943 54.0 27 259-50 9 9 80 3 .72 .15:
03423-4048 20.3 56 245-52 18 8 76 3 1.05 .16:
03425-4323 31.5 35 249-52 15 6 85 3 3.56 .87
03425-4203 34.3 14 247-52 14 5 56 3 3,18 .95
03426 4459 41,3 30 252-51 32 13 90 2 .34 .25L
03428-4448 52,4 5 252-51 18 7 78 3 .64 .69
03433 4813 18,1 1 257-51 10 8 80 4 .92 .22:
03437-4730 42.6 51 256-51 12 3 69 3 1.60 .35
03437-4732 47.1 36 256-51 19 8 67 3 .93 .35
03438-4212 50,1 16 247-52 14 9 82 3 ,54 .25L
03451-4940 10,2 33 259 50 12 8 160 5 .53 ,25L
03452-4357 16,1 42 250-51 34 8 9 3 .36 .25L
03457-4238 43,3 6 248-51 32 14 89 2 .27 .25L
03460-4629 0,3 44 i 254-50 22 11 76 3 .25L .25L
03465-4843 30.7 13 257 50 54 27 105 2 .25L .54L
03476 4900 39.2 29 258 50 16 8 89 5 .25L .25L
03481-4012 7.0 44 244-51 21 8 81 i 3 .25L .25L
03484-4532 25.4 11 252-50 24 8 162 3 .50 .25L
03484--4341 25.5 3 249-51 12 8 72:3 .78 .25L
03496--4014 40.1 5 244--51 19 6 74'3 10.63 2.67
03504--4440 30.0 51 251-50 22 lv 861 o .25L .25L
03507-4913 46.1 9 258-49 11 4 721 3 4.04 1.48
03508-4643 48.3 44 254-50 15 4 74 3 1.70 .49
03510--4505 3.3 40 252-50 15 9 93 3 .63 .25L
03511-4558 11.9 38 253-50 11 4 89 3 57.18 26.30
03512--4737 15.5 26 255-49 20 10 94 4 .38L .25L
03512-4159 15.8 59 247 50 32 9 90 2 .26L .25L
03518-4927 51.5 33 _258-49 59 16 '106 2 .28 .25L
03519-4702 60.0 251254-49 9 3 74 4 2.49 .63
03521-4318 8.1 26249--50 39 8 178 3 .29 .25L
03526-4030 38,0 11 244 50 14 5 80 3 1.23 .34
03531-4507 9,6 3 251-50 17 3 87 3 .25L .20:
03535 4718 31.5 52 255 49 13 8 71 3 .56 .25L
03540-4230 3.6 47 247-50 14 6 87 3 .25L .35
03542-4620 180 44 253-49 18 9 90 4 .25L .25L
03545-4315 34.8 37 249 50 12 8 i 44 3 .51 .25L
03550 4059 4.6 3 245-50 19 10 I 82 2 .44 .25L
03552 4010 16.4 47 244-50 16 3 75 4 1.22 .31
03553 4837 22.1 20 257-48 16 9 73 3 .38 .25L
03555-4953 30.6 59 258-48 65 15 65 2 .20 .25L
03558-4621 53.9 4 253-49 15 7 88 3 .25L .25L
03562-4902 15.0 54 257-48 20 11 81 3 .25L .25L
03567-4436 43.8 28 251-49 12 9 51 4 .25L .25L
03567-4818 45.5 46 256 48 17 10 76 3 .44 .25L
03568-4945 49.2 5 258-48 16 8 72 3 .71 .28:
03574-4212 24.3 20 247-49 92 19 70 2 29L .25L
03574-4412 28.1 21 250 49 18 9 93 4 .25L .25L
03576-4403 41.8 32 250-49 18 8 89 4 .82 .25L
03578-4603 49.9 16 253-49 16 8 37 3 .57 .25L
03583-4231 20.8 49 247-49 21 8 68 3 .69 .29L
03590 4910 2.6 1 257-48 25 t0 72 3 .25L .25L
03597-4616 44.5 35 253-48 17 9 42 3 .42 .10:
04006-4025 41.6 47 244 49 53 8 69 2 .21 25L
04011 4139 10.9 4 246-49 134 8 16 5 .28L .25L
04015-4830 31,8 22 256-48 13 8 36 3 .88 .20:
04018 4416 52.6 23 250-48 23 9 77 3 .51 .25L
04019 4332 54.8 5 249 48 24 8 84 3 .40L .25L
04019-4656 55.4 52 254-48 i 37 14 65 2 .28L .57L
04022-4329 15,2 2 249-48 16 4 73 4 .28L .29L
04024 4627 24,5 32 253 48 17 8 47 3 .28L .22
04026 4558 38.4 21 252-48 10 4 77 3 2.35 .92
04031-4747 8.9 60 255-47 18 8 91 2 .23 25L
04032-4448 12.1 14 251 48 20 7 80 3 1,33 .31
04037-4311 42.9 12 248-48 40 8 84 ; 3 .41L .25L
0404t-4656 8.9 10 254-47 26 8 7 : 3 .41 .25L
04055 4720 34.4 47 254 47 12 3 79' 3 .94 .25:
04057-4302 45.9 56 248-48 18 9 74 4 .66 .29L
04067-4013 42.9 55 i244-48 24 8 79 3 .52 26L
04067-4828 43.9 38 256-47 20 9 91 2 .25 25L
04069-4540 57.5 0 252-47 37 17 74 2 .81L .25L
04072-4731 14.4 31 254 47 12 4 76 3 1.24 .34
04072 4942 17.6 39 258-46 28 15 39 3 .25L .25L
04075-4851 33.0 15 256-46 45 22 105 2 1.05L .25L
04080-4733 0,4 45 254-47 56 16 69 2 ,23 .47L
04083-4021 19.9 37 __44-47 23 9 42 3 ,45 .25L
04091 4207 10,0 20 t46-47 15 8 72 4 1,02 ,22
04098 4608 49.5 2 252-47 15 8 43 4 25L .25L
04102-4712 12.4 51 254-46 18 10 53 3 .45 ,25L
04108 4216 48.1 31 247-47 36 10 93 3 .25L .25L
04108 4856 48.9 24 256-46 19 8: 72 3 55 .25L
04109 4429 55.8 43 250-47 12 4 70 4 2.13 .55
04110-4400 3.4 5 249-47 16 8 71 5 .40 .25L





































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L CC AA 3 1300001000
1.00L B BNH 0300000000
1.66 B B B B 0200000000
1.00L C CH K 1300000000
10.03 BCBC DAAA 0 1100001000
1.00L AB AAHG 0 0300000100
1.41 CD AD 0300000200
1.00L BD ACL ! 4 0100000000
1.00L BB AB 0 0300000000
1.00L E BJ KH 0400010000
.94: BC G CE 0300000100
1.00L BC AAH 0 0300010000
1.00L C CEG 0400000000
1,00L B CI 0101010000
13,77 CCBC BEAA 0 01C0032410
1.00L C DI 0201000000
1.00L B BK 0100010000
1.09L CE AF 0 1200000000
1.00L BD AD 0 0300010000
1.00L BB AA 0500000000
1.00L BC AAJ 2 0400101000
1.00L F E 0100000000
26,97 FFEC EBAA 3 11C0013200
1.00L BE AC K 0300011000
1.15L BC ACGM 2 0300102000
1.00L BC ADKI 0 0300102000
1.00L S BJ 0100010000
1,00L B BE 1300000000
1.00L C CF 0400000000
1,15L C C 0300000000
1.54 CC EBB 0300000000
.62 D KCI 1300000000
2.70 BB DBB 0100010110
2.53 C B L A B 0200000000
1.00L B BI 0301000000
1.00L B AFJ 1300000000
1.00L CB AAE 1 0300000100 17
1.28 C C C D 04000000001
1.00L BC AAC 0 0300000000:
1.00L BC AA 1 0300000000
1.00L 8 B F 0400000000
1.16: BBCF AAAB 2 0311011000 25
2.28 CC J CAA 0100000000
1.09L E CF 0301000000
1.30L C C 0300000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0300001000
1.00L C B 1400031000
1.00L BC ACKK 3 0300001000
2.77 DCB CAA 0281000000
1.00L B BF 0200010000
6.72 DBC CAA 0200001000
2.15 BB HBA 0300001200
1.00L B BFJ I 0301010000
1.43L C D 1300010000
1.00L BC AEJ 1 0300000000
1.00L C CM N 0400000000
1.00L D DC N 0300000000
8.24 CC EEBA 0100000310
4,33 DC HKBA 0100000200
4,47 BB HAA 0201010000
1.00L B AG 0400000000
1.00L B F A E K M 0 0300000000
1.00L C D 0500000000
1.37 B B B B 0400000000
1,00L B AE 0300000000
1,00L B BJ J 0401000000
1.00L B B F 0400000000
2.49 D C F A A 0200000000
1.00L BE CJI H 0 0201010000
1.01L C CFM 0300000000
1.05 CC BC 1301000100
1.00L BD BCN 3 1102002000
1.00L B BI 0201010100
1.13: CD FBB 0300111310
.80: C D K B C 0300000200
10.82 CC EDAA 0180121310
1.08L D C H C A D 0201000000
1.00L BB ,AAF 0 0201002000
1.00L D DC 1201000000
1.00L BC ABGE 0 0400001000
1.00L C C I 0400000000
1,00L B B H 0300000000
1,00L CO AC G 8 0300011000
1.00L B BEKC
1.00L B B MI
1.00L C E
1.00L C K D





1.00L B D A B
2.80 BB GAA
1.0OL B B F K
1.37 CF CD





















*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
3 13 216392 K5 8 90
1 13 216401 K0 6 78
2 14 249- G 7 Sb 7
2 13 216405 K0 1 45
1 13 216414 K2 4 72
2 13 216422 K2 2 85
1 13 216434 M0 3 71
1 13 216438 K5 2 85
1 13 216447 K0 2 95
7 3 14 249- G 14 $8 3 106
1 13 216452 K0 1 75
1 13 216466 K5 3 83
131 216459 K0 5 6513 216461 MA 2 78
1 13 216463 K5 2 72
2 "41 03427-4459 14 1
6 5 "14 249-G16Sc 8 113
2 13 216469 K0 6 65
2 13 216470 K0 3 56
I 13 216471 K5 4 86
1 14 249-1G 19 De 5
1 14 201 - G 3 So 14
2 i 13 216512 R3 1 85
2 13 216523 MB 1 77
1 14 249- G 24 Ir 11
1 13 216531 K5 1 83
1 13 216534 K0 5 76
2 U HOR 20 3
2 14 201- G 7 Sb 6
2 13 216540 K0 4 57
2 13 216543 K0 8 76
4 13 216546 +++ 2 55
I 14 249-1G 28 .. 7
1 16 01421 5 91
4 "14 249-1G31 S. 17 123
4
3 13 216559 K0 8 75
1 13 216568 K0 3 68
1 13 216570 G5 5 75
1 13 216572 G5 t9 80
4 3 14 249- G 33 Sc 8 118
4 2 14 201- G 12 Sc 6 118
1 14 249- G 34 Sc 3
2 "13 216582K0 6 80
1 13 216584 K0 2 70
1 13 216590 G5 5 66
1 13 216594 K0 1 72
1 14 201- G 14 Sa 8
1 13 216602 G5 3 71
2 2 13 216618 K0 3 70
2 13 216619 K0 9 80
4 2 14 250-G3S. 11 134
4
4 2 14 250- G4SB 13 114
1 13 216631 K2 5 85
2 13 216632 K2 5 82
1 13 216639 K2 5 81
2 13 216655 G5 3 63
1 13 216663 K0 1 81
1 13 216664 G5 2 80
1 13 216668 K2 3 75
1 14 201= G 21 SO 18
1 14 201- G 22 Sc 13 _ 131
1 13 216673 K0 25 80
2 t3 216682 F0 48
13 216685 G5 7 75
2 13 216694 K0 3 6613 216695 K0 2 83






04112-4644 18.6 44 253 46 17 10 81 4
04115-4226 30.4 50 247-47 21 10 82 3
04118-4028 53.2 59 244-47 20 5 79 3
04123-4225 20.1 7 247-46 18 4 82 3
04126-4615 39.0 19 252-46 34 10 91 2
04128-4101 48.3 6 245-46 18 8 86 3
04151-4713 9.0 12 254-45 15 8 68 5
04154 4753 27.6 6 255-45 52 28 _t01 2
04159--4011 56.7 57 244-46 48 8 88 2
04164-4854 27.9 24 256--45 29 8 82 3
04168-4058 52.6 55 245-46 33 10 86 3
04172-4842 13.8 37 256--45 18 9 70 4
04176--4741 39.8 13 254-45 16 9 73 5
04177-4423 42.2 12 '250-45 20 5 80 3
04180-4335 5.1' 52 248-45 36 8 81 2
04182-4358 17.8 26 249-45 35 19 90 2
04183-4310 19.0 55 248-45 20 4 79 3
04187-4508 42.4 58 251-45 35 8 84 ! 3
04193-4832 19.3 8 255-45 38 17 60 2
04200-4821 2.1 26 255-45 61 8 75 2
04201--4254 11.3 14 247-45 25 8 86 3
04208-4630 52.0 11 253-45 24 9 89 3
04210-4042 1.5 58 244--45 21 7 85 3
04211-4955 8.2 3 257--44 66 34 84 2
04214-4745
254--44 29 8 73 424"5_5 245--45 68 13 78 204216-4121 39.9
04219-4030 54.2 35 244--45 44 8 79 3
04225--4716 35.9 16 254-44 18 8 88 4
04226--4955 37.1 59 257--44 43 8 157 3
04231--4406 8.5 35 249--44 48 19 43 2
_4237--4416 44.7 19 249-44 35 8 89 2
04244--4322 24.1 58 248-44 59 21 97 2
04248-4202 53.4 25 246-44 37 14 81 3
D4249-4920 55.4 38 256-44 33 16 42 3
_4256-4703 38.4 23 253-44 33 8 89 3
34257-4913 42.4 30 256-43 13 5 71 5
:)4257-4739 44.0 28 254-44 37 13 83 3
:)4259-4218 55.0 27 247-44 23 10 84 3
)4259-4642 55.9 13 253-44 15 5 85 3
)4261-4244 6.7 50 247-44 66 8 4 3i
D4265-4204 31.6 8 246-44 22 6 83 3
04265-4801 33,9 7 254-43 20 8 86 3
)4267-4001 47.0 43 243-44 16 9 81 3
)4269-4321 54.2 4 248-44 43 19 43 2
)4271-4753 6.1 26 254-43 17 9 87 3
)4273-4704 22.1 26 253-43 39 8 180 3
)4275-4942 32.4 37 257-43 25 8 653
)4278- 4637 51.426 253-43 15 4843
)4278-4026 53.0 38 244-44 32 14 882
)4282 - 4828 17.047 255-43 21 8803
)4286-4145 36.258 246-43 49 8, 823
)4289-4135 59.8 9 246-43 34 8 ;79 2
)4292-4542 17.4 12 251-43 17 6l 93 3
)4305-4128 33.4 19 245-43 18 9' 83 3
:)4306-4810 41,7 54 255-43 69 14 76 2
)4307-4554 43,5 16 252-43 27 11 933
)4307-4854 43.641 256-43 29 11 823
:)4309-4018 54.246 244-43 20 5 813
:)4309-4946 56.5 42 257-43 17 9 86 3
;14311-4349 7.4 11 249-43 18 10 833
:)4315-4040 30.0 37 244-43 53 20 86 2
34320-4727 2.4 30 254-43 32 8'1 86 3
:)4328-4832 52.8 44 255-42 64 8 ] 11 3
:)4329-4552 58.5 23 251-43 35 13 ! 85 3
:)4330-4243 5.3 1 247-43 39 8 82 3
34331-4207 7.2 53 246-43 17 3 83 3
)4332-4849 16.8 7 255-42 51 14 91 2
:)4333-4106 21.4 10 245-43 40 13 85 3
:)4336-4018 40.4 56 244-42 24 3 87 2
:)4337-4218 44.5 9 247 42 32 12 82 3
:)4342-4035 12.8 39 244-42 31 16 94 2
:)4350-4018 2.1 6 244-42 39 14 87 2
)4351-4830 10.5 7 255-42 24 8 94 3
:)4352-4856 15.8 50 256-42 18 10 87 4
)4356-4535 36.4 30 251-42 45 15 90 2
:)4357-4437 45.2 7 250-42 29 8 85 3
)4358-4654 48.7 35 253-42 24 11 96 3
:)4367-4759 42.2 51 254 42 56 25! 71 2
:)4377-4446 43.4 8 250-42 28 12 93 3
:)4377-4800 45.0 1 254-42 43 17 79 3
:)4381-4222 11.2 49 247-42 49 17 i 88 2
:)4383 4423 21.4 3 249--42 27 11 96 2
)4384-4848 28.4 59 255-41 21 10 97 4
)4387-4451 45.7 5 250-42 24 7 97 2
)4389-4458 56.3 57 250-42 56 19 88 2
)4389-4157 58,1 32 246-41 25 12 88 2
:)4390-4116 0.8 33 245-41 60 20 80 2
)4391-4838 11.3 2 255-41 14 9 99 4
)4392-4157 13.9 55 246-41 36 15 86 2
)4397-4918 47.4 43 256-41 169 8 15 3
)4398-4106 53.0 32 245-41 46 21 82 2
)4403-4721 20.4 17 253-41 23 8 92 4
)4409 4808 54.3 57 254-41 39 14i 97 3
)4409-4942 55.8 27 256-41 20 6] 87 4
)4410-4036 6.0 13 244-41 39 13; 77 2
)4419-4150 54.4 40 248-41 18 8 89 2
 41g_4718.5 492 _41 18 ;)4420-4109 53 22 245-41 15
)4422-4823 13.0 55 255-41 23 8 91 2
:)4423-4958 19.0 46 257-41 18 9 83 3
Declination: - 50 %- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainly C (Not Color Corrected)
¢z _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _tm 25 tim 60 ;_m






































































































I(X) ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cccf R Flags* S 2 # T
2.90 DBB LDAA 0300000000
2.18 BB MEBA 0200000000
tOOL BC AAG 0 1400001000
1.00L BBC AAC 1 0300000000 17
1.00L C D 0301011000
1.00L B B L 2400000000
1.00L S BI H 0400010000
.89 D I I 1400000000
1.46L, C E 0300010000
1.22: CD BC 0200000220
1.45 CE E=B 1500000100
1.00L B BI 0300010000
1.00L BD ABI M 2 1400001000
1.00L BC AAL 0 0100000000
1.00L C B 0300000000
1.41L C EE O2OOOOOOOO
1.00L BB AAFK 2 0300000000
1.84 DC LNBA 1200001000
1.17L C KMDD 0400000000
1.42L F E K 0300000000
1.00L B C E 03OOOOOOO0
1.00L CC AB 3 1300001000
16.57 CBCC EA/_A 0 0200002000
1.01 D J I-C 2300000000
1.32 CB HBB 0300000000
1.45L C C E I_ 0400000000
1.26L C BJ K 0500000000
1.00L B B B I 0300000000
1.00L C C 2301010000
.95: CF FC 0201000000
1.03L C BNM 0300001000
1,06L C CD 1300002000
.80 C D C E 1400000200
.82 DD J DD 2401000100
1.23L C C O300OO0000
5.09 BBB KAAA 1280002000
1.38 CC GCC 0300000000
2.90 CC I EBA 0201000000
1.00l CC AB L 0 0400002000
1.05 CC CB 0300000000
1.00L BB AAk_L 0 0300000000
3.66 EBC BAA 0201000000
1.00L CD BC 3 0400000000
1.20L D E F 1301000000
4.23 DCC CAA 020(0_1100
1.55 B D MR B O3OOOOO0O0
1.20L D D O3O1OOO000
1.00t BC AB_M 1 0400001000
1.59 CC BB 1400000000
1.00L CE AE 0 0400001000
1.0OL C B N N I 0400000000
1.14L C C G i 0400000000
1.00L B D A B 0 ; 0200000000
2.05 CCC EBAB 0340000200
1.00L C C 34OO001000
1.41L B B KM 0201000000
1.00L B B I G 0400000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0300000000
4.10 BB DAA 1101000100
4.92 FBC BFA_ 0100000000
.80: CD JF3 0400000000
1.00L DC E B 3 1300000100
1.00L C D 0400000000
1.00L B EB3 1200000000
1.22 BC MJA3 0300000000
1.00L BC AC 0 0300000000
1.00L D C 0400000000
1.24L E C 3 0300000000
1.00L B D
.79: CD I O_)
1.53 CC GB---
1.24: F C C '3
1.00L B A
1.31 BC FFB3
1.00 E GE C
1.36 ECC GB3
t.87 ECB BA3
2.08L C D F "t
1.14: CO EB3
1.48 F E 3
1.08L C B
2,61 CC K B_3
1.37 BD HHA3
4.08 DCC CA J,
1.03 D H _J













Name Type (") Mag
1 14 250-G'?12 Ga 13
1 14 303- G2Sa 8
2 13 216705 G5 7 63
2 13 216710 K0 7 37
1 13 216711 GO 12 67
1 13 216716 G5 2 70
1 13 216732 K0 5 80
1.49L BC ABC3 1 2200100110
1.00L C F E _= 0300000000
1.00L B AD 3 0400002000
1.68 CC B3 2200100110
.80 D H_3 1300000000
C
1 14 303-- G 9 S. 7
1 13 216744K0 8 80
1 13 216748K0 2 75
2 13 216749 K0 5 50
1 13 216752 K0 3 80
1 "41 04183--4311 20 7
1 14 250- G 17 Sb 7
1 13 216764G5 24 75
2 1 14 303- G 14 SB 8 131
1 14 202- G 12 S. 16
I 13 216772 K0 18 85
1 13 216773 K0 0 85
2 "13 216781 K0 4 77
1 "41 04231-4406 8 12
2 *13 21679OF8 6 61
1 14 202- G 185b 16
1 13 216809 F5 6 61
2 1 14 202-1G 21S. 4 153
1 14 202- G 22 DO 7
1 14 303-- G 18 Sb 3
2
3 13 216821 M0 7 63
2 14 202- G 23 S. 5
I 13 216823 MA 1 85
1 14 202- G 26 Sb 19
1 14 251- G 55( 3 153
2 13 216832 G5 3 81
1 39 PKS0428-404 1 27_513 21883 K5 _o
13 216839 K5 3 7613 216846 K2 27 85
1 13 216849 K5 6 80
1 13 216861 K0 13 85
1 13 216863MA 3 80
1 14 202- G 355c 16 136
1 14 251- G 10 Sb 4
2 13 216877 K2 3 85
1 13 216881MA 1 80
1 14 303-1G 25Do 7
1 13 216884K2 11 85
1 14 304- G 2 S. 22
1 14 304-1G 5[30 12
4
13OO000000
0301000000 2 "14 251- G 18 SB 15 151
03OOOOOOOO
1200O00000
1300000000 1 14 251- G 20 Sb 67
4 13 216926 F2 18 45
1 13 216928 G5 3 70
1.42L D E C 1400000200 4
1.00L B B 1300010000 1 13 216939 GO 0 65
1.07L D C 1300000000
2.06 CDB BA_ 1200002000 2
2.21 CC CAi3 0400001000
1.00L D CH 1300010000 1 13 216955 K0 5 76
1.00L BC AC 0 0100001000 1 13 216956K0 2 80
1.00L BC AA 0 2300000000 2 13 216961 K5 4 61
1.12L C DE 0402000000
1.00L B CG 0302010000 1 13 216965 K2 5 83
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confus0on Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou, ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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o 8 _ _ c_,_, s_JSMN .0 o
h m. o , (s) ( ) (") (') ( ) N
14427-4621 42.4 38 252-41 29 12 90 2
04432-4438 17.0 31 250-41 19 10 95 3
04434-4556 24.3 25 251-41 28 8 100 3
)4448-4920 49.4 6 256--40 10 3 46 3
04454-4053 25.3 56 245--40 45 8 178 3
04454-4838 27.9 45 255-40 16 5 96 3
04458-4707 48.8 41 253--40, 28 12 99 3
04464--4455 25.523 250-40 86 25 99 2
04465-4613 34.6i30 252-40 31 12 103 3
04470-4403 1.4 58 249-40 21 8 179 4
04471-4754 11.0 13 254--40 25 8 147 3
04472-4952 12.8 42 257-40 31 8 25 3
04478--4140 36.3 17 246--40 28 8 81 i 3
04477-4603 43.1 252--40 39 28 51 ' 2
04477--4710 44.5 253--40 53 8 102 3
04479-4514 54.0 57 251-40 45 12 107 2
04480-4209 4.4 6 247-40 _ 78 32 93 2
04480-4156 5.6 21 246--40 22 9 82 3
04482-4227 13.4 3 247--40 41 8 10 4
)4484-4823 25,5 45 255-40 18 9 96 3
04486-4124 38.520 246--40 49 8902
04488-4829 48.8 54 255--40 38 18 94 2
04491-4017 8.1 53 244-39 42 10 98 2
04491-4247 11.9 50 247--40 29 o 91 !
04493-4502 22.9 51 250--40 58 41 108 2
04497--4808 47.8 44 254--40 15 9 95 3
04498--4239 48.9 1 247--40 16 6 90 4
04504-4250 26.1 15 247-39 62 13 106 2
04505-4105 35.7 14 245-39 19 7 98 3
04506-4656 37.0 71253-39 64 11 109 2
04510-4308 1.4 33,248-39 12 4 94
04511-4323 11.3 15 ; 248-39 52 8 87
04515-4533 36.0 48! 251-39 20 8 87
04522-4444 14.9 52 250-39 54 8 105
04523--4333 23.1 24 248-39 40 14 98
04530--4419 3.2 38 249--39 16 8 76
04531--4146 10.9 13 246-39 37 13 97
04534-4108 26.6 33 245-39 36 8 93
04537-4053 42.1 40 245 39 29 9 98
04538-4953 49.0 4 257-39 19 9 84
04538--4013 50.4 7 244--39 57 8 85
04550-4330 2.5 34 248--39 18 3 93
04552--4636 18.0 40 252-39 21 11 88
04553-4416 19.5 6 249--39 44 10 103
04568-4143 50.3 20 246--38 28 10 99
04568-4058 53.5 56 245--38 61 10 105
04572-4553 12.3 0 251-38 33 i 8 95
04573-4247 19.0 57 247-38 22 9 99
04573-4918 19.2 17 256 38 24 12 88
04579--4124 54.5 31 246-38 22 8 96
04581--4808 6.5 40 254-38 44 8 88
04583--4911 22.7 47 256-38 36 16 98
04589--4828 57.1 26 255-38 24 12 93
04593-4204 20.E 28 247--38 21 5 98
04593-4740 22.8 31 254--38 I 22 9 84
05000-4710 5.1 13 253-38 45 14 101
05001-4454 7.6 6 250-38 51 8 101
05007-4023 43.8 53 245-37 75, 15 104
05008-4908 53.6 37 256-38 31 8 34
05009-4937 57.2 30 !56-38 58 17 85
05013--4140 20.6 37 246--37 33 11 95
05014--4234 27.7 1 247-37 29 10 103
05014--4453 29.0 17 !50-38 37 12 101
05015--4913 30.2 14 256-38 27 8 81'
05016-4946 38.0 17 256-38 11 8 120
05019-4933 58.5 40 !56--38 11 8 166
05022-4931 14.1 53 256--38 30 12 93
05023-4148 18.4 51 246--37 29 10 87
05036-4938 40.6 40 256-37 15 5 101
05041-4938 10.1 16 256-37 22 9 98
05042--4939 16.6 42 256-37 19 5 99
05044--4450 24.1 35 250-37 31 12 95
05045--4844 35.2 36 255-37 21 5 103
05061-4401 8.1 59 249--37 56 15 101
05068-4116 52.9 38 246-36 29 11 88
05069-4624 59.1 28 252--37 38 8 89
05078--4902 53.9 28 255--37 36 12 103
05083-4527 18.8 38 251-36 51 t8 94
05084-4037 24.4 13 245-36 22 8 93
05092-4228 14.8 42 247-36 42 18 88
05096--4834 37.7 255-36 18 5 90
05096--4725 40.C 48 253-36 44 8 29
05097--4538 _-5.2 10 251-36 24 8 88
05100--4502 3.6 60 250--36 53 10 83
05104-4058 27.8 14 !46--36 53 31 99
05104-4143 28.1 32 !46-36 33 9 85
05112-4141 16.3 25 246-35 44 9 86
05120-4811 3.0 21 254-36 28 12 99
05121-4905 6.8 32 256-36 32 14 104
05124--4936 27.4 8 256-36 25 4 45,
05130-4518 5.5 9 251--36 42 14 99
05137-4658 42.2 20 253--36 16 6, 99
05145-4118 33.8 9 246--35 12 3 73
05150-4056 1.7 9 246-35 11 5 84
05152-4911 16.4 47 256-35 40 14 100
05155-4939 30.8 4 256-35 25 10 91
05155-4814 33.8 37 254-35 24 9 102
05155-4221 35.9 6 247-35 42 19 30
05170-4508 4.3 24 251-35 35 18 85
05186--4705 36.7i47 253 35 23 7 104
I
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 /_m 25 v.m 60 _m 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.35 .25L .40L 1.00L D C 0200000000 1 13 216969 K0 5 80
.79 .20: .40L 1.00L CD ADEI 2 0300000000 1 13 216976K2 1 82
.46 .25L .40L 1.06L B AC 0300010000
5.85 2.06 .38: 1.00L ._BD AABK 0 0311000000 2 13 216987M2E O 65
.30 .25L .40L 1.30L C CN 1400000000
.25L .47 5.93 5.39 BCC E]AA 0100001000 1 14 203-1G 1 Do 9
.25L .25L .54 .90: BD DBF 0400000100
.78L .25L .40L .81 D KH G 1300000000 1 14 251- G33S. 25
.25L .25L .60 1.65 B B A B 3200000000 1 14 251 - G 34 Sb 8
.70 .25L .40L 1.0OL B BG )101001000 3 13 217004 G5 O 65
.25L .69L .31 1.24 DC DCD 1301000010 1 14 203- G 4 SC 10
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L B _CG 0200010000 2 13 217006 G5 5 75
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L B B J L 1300000000 1 13 1217013 K0 6 85
.25L .35L .40: .95 E D L C D 3200000200 4 1 14 ' 251 - IG 35 .. 63
1.18L .25L .41 .84: F F DCC 0400000100
.28 .25L .65L 1.53L!C B J 2200000000 2 13 217019K0 11 85
.25L i .25L .40L .82 D F 1400000000 1 14 304- G 21 Sc 19
.96 .25L .40L 1.00L B AF 1201001000 1 13 217025 K2 3 78
.42L i .25L .87 1.04 CB J AC 1400000000 1 14 304- G 23 Co 7
.52 .25L .40L 1.00L B CJ 1300110000 1 13 217027G5 4 80
.32 .25L .40L 1.03L C C 1300000000 3 13 217032 F0 1 60
.25L .86L .36 1.26L C ME G 0301100000
1.24 .34: .40L 1.00L CD AD 0 0400000000
.27L .25L .52 1.00L B B E 0300000000
.33L .64L .40L .59 C J E 1300000000 1 14 251 - G 36 Sa 33
.69 .25L .40L 1.36L C AD G 1300010000 1 13 217042 K0 1 80
.25L .28 2.87 3.87 D B B B A A 0200003000 2
.22 .60L .40L 1.07L O DG 0300010000 13 217047 K5 20 85
3.68 .97 .40L 1.00L BB AAG 2 0300000000 13 217049MA 4 85
.50 .30L .40L 1.00L C CI 1400000000 13 217050 G5 9 70
4 3.09 .88 .40L 1.00L AB AAMN 2 0400000000 13 217051 MA 1 75
3 .37L .25L .32 1.00L D L DBH 0400000100
4 .25L .25L .85 2.58 BB MHBA 0300000010 2 ' 14 251- G 39 St} 5 156
3 .26L .25L .26 .73: CF H DF 0300000000
3 .25L .25L .50 1.26 BC CB 0300000100
4 .46 .25L .40L 1.00L B B E M 0400000000
2 .28 .25L .40L 1.42L C E 0400010000; 1 13 217062 K5 2 85
3 .37 .25L .40L 1.00L B CE 0300010000 1 13 217064 K5 4 80
3 .42 .25L .50L 1.00L B BFDL 0301000000 1 13 !17065 K5 13 81
2 .25L .29: 4.07 5.38 ECC BAA 0100000000
3 .25L .61L .44L .66 D E C D 1500000000
3 2.76 .77 .40L 1.0OL BC AB K 0 0300000000 1 13 217069K5 6 75
3 .69 .16: .40L 1.00L BE AE 0 0400000000 1 13 217071 K0 4 80
3 .35 .25L .40L 1.00L B CM 0400000000 1 13 217072 K0 5 78
3 .52 .25L .40L 1.02L C BF M 0300010000
2 .25 .25L .40L 1.22L D F 0200010000 1 13 217090 K5 3 87
2 i .25L .25L .86 1.41 CC AB 0300000000
3 .71 .25L .40L 1.00L B BD L )200011000
2 .66 .25L .40L 1.10L D BI 1200000000
3 .68 .30: .40L 1.00L B D A B K 7 0300000000
3 .28L .25L .52 1.00L C LCH 0100010000
2 .26 .25L .40L 1.24L C D I 0200000000 1 13 217103 G5 4 81
3 .35 .25L .40L 1.00L S 'CH K 0300000000 1 13 217109K0 3 90
3 3.19 .87 .40L 1.00L BB AAJ 0 0400000000 1 13 217114MA 2 80
3 1.02 .32 .40L 1.00L BD AB 2 0300011000 1 13 217115K2 2 80
2 .27 .25L .40L 1.25L C El 0400000000 1 13 217123 K0 7 85
2 .26 .25L .43L 1.06L C C L 0300000000 1 13 217124 G5 9 80
2 .38L .25L .50 1.00L C C E 0300000000
3 .26L .25L .64 .86: CF DCD 0101000000
2 .86L .43L .40 1.32L C L E B F 0300010000
2 .67 .25L .40L 1.15L B AHE 0401000000 1 13 217136 K2 6 80
2 4.93 1.28 .40L 1.00L BC AAH 0 0200000000 1 13 217138M0 2 68
2 .34 .25L .40L 1.02L C B 0400000000 1 13, 217139 K0 7 85
3 .74 .25L .40L 1.OOL B BI 0301000000 3 13 217140 F5 3 53
3 .52 .25L .40L 1.02L B BMFI 0401000000 1 13 217144 K0 9 72
3 .58 .25L .40L 1.00L B BL B 0400110000 2 13 217150 K0 7 71
2 .39L .25L ,79 2.17 CF L BB 0300110000 14 203- G 17Sc 11
2 .36 .25L .40L 1.00L F CM 0400000000 2 13 217153 F8 4 62
2 12.27 3.00 .67: 1.00L BBC AAC 0 0400012200 17 6 3 13 217164K5 3 48
2 1.07L .21 2.55: 8.11 EEC BAA 0100122200 6 2 14 203- G 18 S¢ 19
2 .28: .66 2.54L 3.83L DC HAAA 0 1200122200! 6 2 14 203-G 19Sa 7
2 .36 .31L .40L 1.05L F DJ 0400000000 13 !17175 K0 9 77
2' 1.20 .24 .40L 1.00L CD BB 0 0300000000 13 217177K5 5 80
2 .48 .25L' .40L 1.06L C B 0400000000 1 13 217186 K5 2 80
3 .38 .25L .40L 1.15L B CD 1500010000 1 13 217198 GO 5 65
2 .25L .25L .91 1.94 EE KBB 0300000200 4 1 14 252- G 12 Sb 33
2 .44 .25L .40L 1.43L C B 0400000000 1 13 217204 K0 2 72
2 .28 .25L .40L 1.00L D F 0400000000 1 13 !17206 K2 5 85
3 2.51 .65 .40L 1.00L BC ABJ O 1500000000 1 13 217208 K2 3 68
2 .26 .25L .40L 1.00L C E E 0300000000 1 13 217219 K0 11 85
2 196.94 90.33 14.83 5.74 CCCC AAAA 9 0200000000 25 1 1 S PIC 1 4
2 .25L .25L .53 1.30L F BK 1202000100
2 23.35 12.41: 1.84 1.26L 3RC AAAC 1 )400000010 24 1 1 Y PIC 4 3
2 .56 .29L .42L 1.11L C BGJ 0400000000 2 13 217223 K2 15 85
2 .25L .25L .50L 1.13 C KHD 1500000100
3 .52 .25L .40L 1.13L_ C BK 0400010000 1 13 217232 K0 6 75
3 .25L .25L .55 1.92 CC CB 0401000100 1 14 305- G 15 Sb 16
2 .43L ! .25L 1.03 1.26 C C B C 0400000000
2 .56L .30L .91 1.42 CC FBBB 0400000000 1 14 203-1G 24 .. 8
2 6.06 2.00 .40L 2.15L BC _,ADI 0 0321000000 1 16' 01887 6 95
2 1.21L .76L .73 1.30L C L HBB 1400000000 1 14 252-1G 13 Do 38
2 2.47 .87 .40L 1.00L BD AAL 7 1300000000 1 1 T PIC 5 4
4 1.85 .44 .40L 1.61L BC AB 0 0500002000 1 13 217258K2 2 73
5 20.78 13.31 3.01 .81: DBCC AAAD 9 0400000000 29 1 16 01911 78 115
2 .34L .25L .61 1.00L C BC ,0300600000
2 .39 .39L .40L 1.26L C BG 0400010000
2 .98 .32L .40L 1.00L C BC 0500000000 13 217271 K5 4 80
2 .27L .25L : .41 1.27L C B G 2401000100 :
2 .24 .56L .40L 1.38L E CJ 1400010000
2 4.58 1.15 .40L 1.00L CC AA 0 0400000000 13 217288M0 9 70
Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
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o _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _tm6(zhm . , (s) () I b C) C) (') N






)5206-4145 36.9 22 247-34 39 17 97 3 .25L
)5211-4527 11.822 251-34 26 28 934 ,55, 217_4311,2.347:4934321 5 .29,
)5217_424545.721248_34188592.,] .28,)5216_43,051.431249_34 1 97 .25,) 21 926.7  ,_34 111062 .34)52 ,_495637.359257_3471210,2
)5227-4339 44,7 7 249-34 13 3 87 5 1,74
)5229-4456 60.0 21251-34 56 12 101 2 .25L
)5230-455611, 21252-34 24 8 88 4 ,35
)5232-4228 14.459248-33 30 9 91 4 ,22
)5234-4416 26.0 6250-34 14 3 86 6 2.04
)5234-4311 27.120249-33 12 4 94 7 2.37
)5238-4122 52,853246-33 30 8 86 5 .40
)5238-4602 53,152252-34 18 4 886 .24:
)5240-4510 3,4 72251-34 58 19 8912 15,71L
)5241--4127 11.3 18 247-33 47 12 91 I 2 .31L
)5243--4354 23.250 249-33 47 14 933 .27
)5254-4059 28,510246-33 30 121004 ,34
)5255-4551 33.923252-33 28 10 914 ,25L
)5256-4454 38.17 251-33 13 3 80 5 1.79
)5256-4128 38.73 247-33 58 g 893 .28L)5_I-4327 9.036249-33 22 1 91 53
)5265-4429 32.356 2,0-33 17 3 86 5 .81
)s28s-472o34.0ls4254-33 22 9 944 .25,
}5266--4538 37.4 1252-33 13 3 82i _I 1.1_)5276-4725 36.339 254-33 31 10 89, . .25L)5276-4g2441.g2 255-33 13 4 92:5 3.19
)5279--4046 59.051 246--32 79 12 76 2 .20
)5281--4448 8.547251--33 16 4 89 4 2.12
)5286--4336 36.767249-33 20 8 884 .92
)5286-4707 39.510253-33 22 12 764 108
)5291-4509 8.419251-33 29 13 943 ,25L
I
)5291 4704 9.7 16 253 33 33 13 98 3 .25L I
)5296-4916 39,550256-33 25 9 844 .25L
)5296-4008 41.259245-32 21 14 86_ 4 ,25L
)52994613 58,820252-33 59 24 9512 .27L
)5301 4211 6,75624832 26 11 894 .38L
)5301-455710.43;!252-33 14 _ 93 i 4 3,65)5304-4125 25.0 247-32 33 1 80 ,25L
)5313-4956 18.6 11257 33 56 16 95 3 .27L
)5314-4304 26.1 38 249-32 31 8 4 4 ,46
)5316 4849 41.940255-33 73 18 97 2 .26
35317-4620 46.2 28 253 32 33 11 95 3 .26L
)5319-4713 54.5 57 254 32 14 8 11 4 .77
)5324-4828 27.6 1 255-33 24 8 93 4 .25L
)5325-4015 30.9 33 245-31 25 9 93 4 .38
:)53264734 40.955'254-32 18 9 934 .95
)5335-404735.555246-3145131002 .25
)5336-4027 41.828246-31 50 81913 .45L
)5343-420123.247248-3149340413 .25L
,5345-,06 30,1 25 250-32 14 914 14.49
35346472040.936254-32175864 2.13






05367-4607 45.242 252-32 28 13 842 .32
053674744 47.327254-32 51121904421 .3305369 4330 56.9 12 249-31 45 .25L
05371-4549 7.122252-31 17 5824 8.82
05373-4406 20.343250-31 27 8835 .27L
05374 4t45 25.052247-31 26 8633 .25L
05378 4643 50.6 18 253-31 24 8 85 3 .38
05383-413220.919247-30 22 8834 .36
05384-450528.436251-31 17 7834 1.22
05384-4106 28.7 39 247-30 15 4 91 4 3.88
05384-4140 29.8 47 247-30 49 17 90 2 .87L
05386-4336 41.2 35 2,0-31 15 3 86 3 2.40
05389-4540 57.5 16 252-31 63 21 97 2 .76L
05392 4941 13.2 10 257-32 22 11 24 4 .25L
05398-4345 49.0 38 250 31 42 8 11 2 .26L
05401 4456 11.E 5,8 251-31 16 9 5 4 .94
05406 4331 38.4 ,0 250-30 21 8 83 4 .69
05406--4753 38,5 46 255--31 26 10 97 3 107
05411-4306 7.9 51 249-30 44 18 96 3 32L
)5411-4002 11,_ 51 246-30' 21 8 85 3 ,42
05412 4938 17,8 16 257-31 31 10 91 3 25L
05413-4329 19.E 16 2,0-30 26 10 86 4 .46
15415-4516 35,5 47 252-31 14 8 11 4 ,77
05418 4628 50,730253 31 14 3 8513 56.28
05421-4820 10,623 !55-31 32 21 82 ! 2 .73L
05421-4734 10.8 0 254-31 20 5 86 3 5.07
05422-4551 15.9 13 252-31 30 14 93 2 .22
05425-4107 33.1 31 247-30 41 10 88 3 .29
05427 4037 45.9 13 246-29 31 8 80 4 .25L
05428-4954 52.4 27 257 31 34 13 93 3 .25L
05429 4613 58.5 49 253 30 30 8 83 4 .30
05429 4911 58.8 29 256 31 32 14 97 2 .34
05431 4347 8.9 12 250 30 63 8 89 3 .25L
05432-4747 16.3 9 254-31 38 23 94 3 .25L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p.m 60 /_m 100 p.m Flux C _ A
(Jsnsky) Uncs C R
.25L .40L 1.00L B C|f
.14: .40L 1.00L DE Bli
4.16 .76 1,00L RBO AI
.25L ,40L 1.17L C IC
,25L .40L 1.76L E C
,28 ,40L 1.41L CC AC
.25L .40L 1.09L {3 B O
.25L .46 .71: CF K
.41L .40L 1.61L B BF
.25L .55 1.48 CC K
.16: 1.38 4.50 DBC GC
.25L .40 1.43L D
.26L .40L 1.80L C CE
,25L ,82 1.73: CC F
.41 .40L 1.00L BC AE
,25L ,39 1.78L C E
.25L .40L 1.35L E DC,
,25L ,40L 1.61Li C !DI'
.49 .40L 1.00L B B A E
.62 .40L 1.00L BB AE
.25L .40L 1.10L B CE
1.01 2.80 2.97 FBBC EA
.25L .26: _' ECL
.25L .44 11uu=. I C F
.25L .40L 1.00L C C
.25L .40L 2.23L B D
.25L .80 2,42 CC E
• 49 .40L 1.03L AD AE
.25L .34 1.11 CC
.25L .40L 1,00L B B F
.20 .40L 1.00L CD BB
.29L .97 1.05 B C F
•42 ,40L 1.00L BC AB
.25L .79 1.82 8C LC
.89 .40L 1.00L BB AA
.25L .40L 1.41L C G
.57 .40L 1 1.68L BC AB
.19: .40L ' 1.00L; B O BE
.26L .40L 1.00L B AC
.25L .58 1.28 CC H
.25L .46 1.32L C
.25L 1.30 2.63 B B H D
.26L .64 1,87 DCI N
.51L .26: 95 E D i
.25L .55 1.86 EB HF
.96 .40L 1.00L BB AA
,25L .36 1,00L C
.25L ,35 1.56L C
,25L ,40L 1.21L D BN
.25L .40L 1.00L F D
.25L .87 1.07L C K
.27 .40L 1.18L BD BB
.41L 1.47 2.95 CC G
.23: .40L 1.00L CF CD
.23 .40L 1.22L C{3 BC
.26L .40L 1.04L C DH
25L .40 1.00L C H
.25L .45 1.14 CF I
10.58 181 1.00L B{SD AA
.51 .40L 4.10L BC AB
.25L .40L 1.00L C F
.25L .43 1.04L C
.25L .40L t.00L D D
.25L .40L 1.12 D
.25L .40L 1.03L C O
.34L .36 1.15L C J
.25L .40L 2.04L C B
.25L .40L 1.37L C C
.25L .29 1.09 CC J H
3.13 54 1.00L ABC AA
.18 .49 1.00L CB C
.25L .70 1.51 CC F
.25L .40L 1.02L {3 C I
25L .40L 1.38L B C
.34 .40L 1.07L BC A8
1.26 .40L 1.00L BB AA
.73L .45 1.08L C K I
.53 .40L 1.00L BC AA
25L ,37 1.01L C
25L .91 1.94 B E B
.25L .40 .77: E D
.17 .40L 1.00L BF AD
.26L .40L 1.01L B AD
.33 .40L 1.00L E C A B
.25L .46 1.00L C H
.25L .40L 1.00L B BI
.25L .87 1.67 CC
.35L .40L 1.04L B 8G
.18 .40L 1OOL BC AB
16.79 5.09 3.80 BBCC AA
.62L .29 1.57L C L J
1.33 .40L 1.00L AB AA
.25L .40L 1.29L I C D K
.25L .40L 1.00L C B I
.25L .56 1.44 CC I H
.25L .55 2.01 OC F
.25L .40L 1.45L C C
.31L .46L 1.45L C CL
.25L .47 1.06L D J
.25L .40L 1.25 C I
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flags Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep







252- G 22 S,
217317 K0














306- G 7 ,.
253- G 10 Sb















306- G 13 SB
217465 K0




























































CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sot:rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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ct _ Coords SMJ SMN (0ham. o8, (s) () I b (") (') ) N
05433-4618 18.7 48 253-30 21 8 83 4 1.03
05434-4013 28.8 3 246--29 15 5 87 4 1.29
05443-4654 18.4 49 254--30 51 17 85 2 .26L
05445-4607 34.6 28 253 30 31 13 93 4 .25L
05449-4713 56.2 43 254--30 28 12 93 3 .25L
05450-4636 3.3 49 253-30 15 5 92 4 2.80
05451-4707 6.3 53 254--30 32 13 95 4 .48L
05453-4209 19.6 59 248 29 61 8 93 2 .25
05453-4930 21.4 22 257-31 36 13 93 2 .38L
05457-4025 43,7 31 246-29 38 12 83 4 .27
05457-4020 44.2 14 246-29 48 12 74 3 .24
05458-4529 48.5 36 252-30 24 8 88 4 .25L,
05459-4136 54.6 22 248 29 15 3 78 5 9.50
05459-4015 55.9 6 246 29 30 27 92 2 .25L
05463-4450 19.4 40 251-30 31 16 80 4 .25L
05463-4712 20.3 37 254-30 61 18 83 2 .65L
05463-4040 21.0 6 247 29 19 6 85 5 1.10
05463 4012 21.7 19 246-29 50 31 67 2 .25L
05463 4404 '21.c_ 9 250-29 22 10 89 4 .25L
05464-4215 29.0 18 248-29 22 9 90 4 .25L
05471-4746 9.2 23 255-30 16 8 90 4 .25L
05476-4505 37.8 27 252-29 32 8 91 3 .32
05477-4710 42.4 53 254-30 17 10 86 4 .25L
05481-4453 6.9 20 251-29 16 5 88 4 1.80
05484-4024 26.8 57, -)46-28 22 6 89 3 1.82
05485-4156 35.5 22 248-29 18 9 89 4 .25L
05491-4859 7,7 54 256-30 24 8 95 3 .52
05497-4558 42,1 3 253-29 26 9 99 3 ,25L
05501--4151 7.7 27 248-28 19 6 ! 91 3 1.72
05502--4920 14.4 38 256-30 45 8 98 2 .28
05503--4106 20.0 57 247-28 15 5 90 3 4.97
05509-4411 58.7 36 251 29 36 13 89 3 .25L
05510-4522 4.8 20 252-29 13 4 88 4 10.23
05512-4048 14.6 1 247-28 16 9 89 3 .54
05515-4027 30.5 14 247 28 18 5 88 3 4.82
05515-4812 32.2 27 -)55-29 40 31 74 3 .25L
05518-4757 49.9 51 255-29 15 5 89 4 1.63
05518-4255 51.1 48 249-28 14 5 88 4 1.85
05519-4543 56.1 5 252-29 29, 11 90 2 .34
05519-4803 583 39 255 29 47 30 92 3 .25L
05523-4235 20.1 31 249-28 46 16 97 2 .24
05524-4545 26.1 28 252-29 19 8 87 4 .60
05527-4104 45.8 2 247-28 44 13 84 3 .25L
05528-4711 50.8 34 254-29 14 8 84 4 .67
05533--4025 21.8 19 247-27 33 9 88 3 ,44
05535--4513 31,6 38 252-28 30 8 88 4 .32
05535-4114 34,2 47 248 28 22 11 87 3 .25L
05539-4534 54.5160 252-28 35 11 101 2 .29
05539-4549 56.5 21 253-29 25 9 97 4 .41
05539-4515 57.7 56 252-28 26 8 88 4 .25L
05539-4743 58,7 16 255-29 16 9 93 3 .38
05550-4643 4.9 16 254-28 19 8 94 4 ,95
05554-4400 255' 49 251-28 28 9 91 3 ,33
05554-4114 29.9 52 248-27 24 8 91 3 ,56
05563--4336 19,4 17 250-28 15 8 91 4 .99
05563-4250 20.7 2 249-27 11 3 90 4 1.70
05564 4815 24,3 35 255-29 14 3 90 4 2.04
05571-4757 8,4 33 255-28 60 28 83 2 .25L
05571-4402 8,5 12 251 28 12 3 93 4 1.86
05574-4234 27.9 51 249 27 15 5 97 4 23.82
05575-4239 30.6 8 249-27 39 11 99 3 .43L
05576-4249 36.9 1 249-27 18 4 94 4 11.92
05583-4553 18,9 39 253-28 22 14 93 4 ,46L
05587-4206 44.7 32 249-27 29 10 100 3 .25L
05598-4649 51.2 15 254-28 39 38 97 2 .75L
05599-4159 59.3 52 249-27 67 19 103 2 .28L
06002-4022 12.5 24 247-26 36 10 98 3 .25L
06003-4349 22,3 22 251-27 53 28 97 2 .26L
06007-4621 42.0 59 253-27 21 8 93 4 ,36
06010-4815 1.6 26 256-28 21 8 97 4, .69
06015-4037 31.9 10 247-26 49 22 94 3 .38L
06015 4301 32.0 27 250 27 22 6 99 3 11.19
06016-4700 37.0 3 254-27 44 27 103 2 .31L
06020-4709 1.1 50 254-27 36 22 108 2 .25L
06020 4542 5,4 40 253-27 58 8 101 3 .28L
06021 - 4509 7,4 ; 27 252-27 21 6 99 3 .25L
06022 4831 12,4 58 256-28 58 19 9t 2 ,62L
06023-4403 21.7 21 251-27 85 23 102 2 .25L
06025-4415 33.(_ 15 251 27 24 23 134 3 .25L
06028 4317 51.E 33 250-26 16 5 103 3 3.34
06030-4511 1.3 28 252-27 22 9 97 3 .51
06030-4501 1.8 55 252 27 48 8 94 2 .34
06031-4707 9.9 12 254-27 41 14 102 3 .28L
06032-4504 14.4 33 252-27 31 9 102 3 .66
06033-4430 22.1 33 252 27 32 9 93 2 .25L
06034-4720 24.9 50 !55-27 54 27 104 2 .26L
06034 4454 26.3 33 252-27 26 9 102 3 .69
06034-4827 28.9 6' 256-27 26 8 4 4 .51
06035-4251 31.9 22 250-26 40 8 11 3 .32
06036-4731 36.1 43 255-27 47 19 102 3 .25L
06036-4255 40.9 21 250-26 36 9 99 3 .30
06038 4003 52.7 17 247-25 15 8 96 3 .91
06039-4917 57.0 44 257-28 32 12 102 4, .25L
06040 4510 3.3 25 252-27 51 22 104 2 .25L
06042 4731 13.8 37 255 27 44 13 100 3 .28
06042 4835 16.7 28 256-27 37 8 87 4 .33L
06044-4546 27.5 17 253 27 47 25 100 3 ,25L
06048-4420 49.4 17 251 26 42 29 88 2 .25L
06049 4534 59,2=13 253-27 60 9 98 3 .31L
06051 4546 6,1143 253-27 20 12 101 3 ,25L
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _tm 60 ttm 1(_ /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.23 .40L 1.00L BC ABG 2 0400100000 1 13 217507K0 3 85
.39 .40L 1.00L BC AB K 0 2400013000 2 1 13 217509K0 4 75
.25L .36 1.30L F D )400000000
.25L ,57 1,59 CD I CB 0300000000
,25L ,59 1.34 CC EBB 0400100000 1 14 253- G 23 S. 13
.67 .40L 1.02L BB AAGK O 0400000000 2 13 217521 K0 8 50
,25L ,52 1.36L C DE 0400100000
.27L .40L 1.15L C FJ 1500010000 1 13 217526 K0 9 80
.25L .65 1.22L C CC )300000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B DHI H 3400110000
.25L .40L 1.10L B D 3400210000 1 13 217535 K0 5 82
,25L 1,04 2.74 BB EAA 1300000000 1 14 253-1G 26 DO 13 144
2.45 .36 1.01L ABC AACD 2 0400000100 17 1 13 217537M0 5 68
.25L .40L 1.02 D I 3400100010
.25L 1,19 2.33 BC FBB 1300000300 4
.29L .33 19.22L F CCM 0100000000
.25 .40L 1,00L BC ADE 0 3500001000 2 13 217543K0 7 65
.25L .69L 1.12 D N EC 3301000010
.25L .92 1,69 BB J AB 1401000000
,25L ,79 1,44 BC BA 1500000100
,54 3,30 4.80 CCC FBAA 3280000000 1 14 205-1G 3., 14 153
.25L .40L 1.0OL B EG J 1400010000
,25L 1,05 2.59 BC J AA 0400000200 14 253- G 29 SB 5
.47 .40L 1.00L DB AB I 0 1400000000 2 13 217559 K2 1 62
,67 .40L 1,00L BC AA 0 3500000000
,20: 1.50 2.42 EBB CAA 0400000000
.25L .40L 1,00L D BH = 1400000000 13 217566 G5 13 73
.25L .62 1.00L C MD B K 1400000000
,51 .40L 1.00L BC AB 2 0500001000
.63L .40L 1.16L C F 1500000000 13 217580 K2 7 86
1,31 ,40L 1.00L BB AA 0 0400000000 13 217583K5 2 65
.25L .43 1.00L C C 0400000000
4.45 .72 1.00L SBD AABJ 7 0400000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B B 1500000000 1 13 217593 K5 2 85
1.92 .40L 1.00L CB AAL 1 4401000000
.25L .40L 1.15 C FL D 4500000000
.42 .42L 1.07L BC ABE 0 ! 3501100020 8 1 13 217598 K2 2 65
.48 .40L 1.00L BB AAGL 0 )500001000 2 13 -)17599 K0 1 62
.25L .40L 1.07L E B M 1401010000 I
.58L= .40L 1.44 E K C 2400100030 8 1 32 X0551-480 89 8
.25L .40L 1.00L' C C J 0400000000
.31 .40L 1.06L BC ABGM 1 1401011000
.25L .58 1.10: CC J BC 1500000000
.11: .40L 1.00L BD BDJ 0 1500000000 1 13 217610K0 4 73
.25L .40L 1.00L E B L 3400000000
.25L .40L 1.08L B C I 0500000200
.11: 1.13 3.05 DCB J BA 0300000200 4
.25L .40L 1.00L C E I 1500000000 1 13 217619 K0 6 90
.25L .75L 1.0OL B CHJ 1500000000 1 13 217620 K0 8 85
.25L .65 1.08 BD HBB 0500000200 1 14 254- G 5 .. 17
.25L .40L 1.00L D CKH 1501000000
.29 ,40L 1.00L BC AC 0 1500001000
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 0500000000 1 13 217634 F5 4 66
.25L .40L 1.00L B B F F 0401000000
.22 .40L 1.00L BC AB 1 0400000000 13 217643 K5 2 85
.69 .40L 1.00L BB AAE 3 0401000000
.56 .40L 1.00L BB ABJD: 0 4500001000 13 217644MA 6 80
.25L .40L 1.20 C H C 1500000020 8
,46 .40L 1.01L BB AA L 2 0500001000 ' 2 13 217648K0 56
13.18 2.18 1.00L BBB AAAF 0 1500101120 22 8
.25L .56 .78: BC J J CH 1500101120 8
2.80 .40: 1.00L ABC AAD 0 1400000000 17 2 13 217650K0 40
.39L .38 1.36L C L F DG 0501000000
.34: 1.14 2.83 F B B CAA 0300000010 14 107- G 12 Sb 4
.59L .40L .83 D E 3501000130 8
.25L .33 1.00L C HBC 1400000000
.25L .98 1.39 CC DBB 4300000100 1 "41 06001-4022 23 14
.25L .40L ,94 C C 6500000000
.25L .40L 1.22L B B M 1500010000
.25L .40L 1,52L B B D 5500000000
.25L ,38: 1.86 CC MI CB 3401000100
4.13 1.00 1.00L BBC AABJ 1 0500000000 15 2 13 217692MB 4 92
.25L .40L 1.23 C H C 8501000140 8
.80L .40L .83 D J C 1501000000
.25L .42 1,07L C J GDK 1400000000
.25L 1.70 2.52 SC LGAB 1500000000
.25L .43 1.34L F D 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.18 C B 9600000010
.25L .40L 2.20 C G F E 6502000350 C
1.29 .40L 1.00L BB :AAJ 4 )600000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B BE G 1501010000 1 13 217703 K0 30 67
.25L .40L 1.02L D D 3600100000 1 13 217702 F8 4 61
.25L .42 1.37L C MBE 5500000000
.28L .40L 1.0OL C BE 1500100000 1 13 217706 F5 9 I 57
.37L ,40L .96 D G B 8600000000
.97L .40L 1.58 C_ I NC 5500000220 C
.15: .40L 1.00L BD BE 0 6600010000 1 13 217707K5 3 82
.15: .40L 1.00L BD AGK 0 1500010000 4 13 217708 G5 7 63
.25L .40L 1.00L C DMN 0500100000
.25L .40L 2.02 C E 7500000220 C
.25L .40L 1.23L D B 0500100000 13 18 85
.22: .40L 1.00L BC AD 0 1500000000 13 5 77
.25L .41 1.18 CD DB 0400000000 14 30
.25L .32 1.14: DD DB 1401000000 14 25
.25L' .40L 1.12L C FG E 5500000210 4
.25L .42 .81: CD KDE 0500000100
.25L .40L 1.48 C D O 2680000020 8
.74L .73L 2.31 F I GD 6500000010
.25L .53 1.00L C I B F 4500000100
.25L 1.20 1.45 CC L AC 2500000000
(Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
217709 K0
217711K2
205- G 18 Sb
254- G 13Sc
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a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _.m
h m. o , (s) () z b C) (') (') N
:)6051-4217 8.229_ 249-26 41 8 992 .21
)6051-4146 10.6191249-26 22 8 933 .53
)6055-4505 35.12' 252-26 20 5 983 1.21
)6059-4928 54.335257-27 26101004 25L
)6059-4511 59.8121252-26 30181042 25L
)6061-4912 7.345 ] 257-27 42 8 904 .59L
)6064-4924 25.521 _257-27 30 10 85 4 .31L
)6069-4650 55.318254-27 56 8102 .32
)6072-4538 13.739253-26 26 8 923 .59)6074 - 4900 26.738257-27 381 851 .25L
)6075-4647 32.2 49 254-26 51 20 102 3 25L
 0754742327 ,25527 179)6075-4633 35.729254--26 3a5 .31L)6080-4214 4.952249-25 25 I1 2 .43L
)6081-4933 7.4 8257-27 29 8 974 .31
)6082-4630 14.112254-26 48 14 98 _ 3 .25L)6082-4425 14.2 5252-26 28 10 981 * .25L
)6083-4637 20.159254-26 36 33 76 2 .26L
_083_49312,913257-2738 111023 31
_6_4726 32,351255_2619 8 ,14 74
_5_4020 39.731247_2513 4994 27.24
_088_44,5165t252_2634 10 994 38
_093_435719126251_2545 311003 25,
_093_422019548:_0_2542 38 882 25,
_0,_432425157251_253o 1510o4 25
_095_4309,1027250_25g _ 99i_ .25_)6095 - 4459 31.6 9 ' 252- 26 95 .25L
)6097-4353 47.93725t-25 39 1974014 .39L)6098- 4454 48.25252-26 31 10 .82
)610O-4707 0.523255-26 42111024 .33
)610O-4330 3.734251-25 4418 932 .35L
)6102-4104 16.948248-25 2825 103 .25L
)6103-4609 21.826,254-26 8_ 181_i 2 .75L)6103-4347 22.744251-25 26 .35L
)6107-4411 43.448252-25 22 696:4 2.80
)6110-4808 4.228256-26 6815106,2 .25L
)6111-4907 8.614257-26 68169913 .40L
)6112-4224 15.413250-25 20 5 93:4 3.67
)6113-4652 18.516254-26 18 5 _ 4 2.60)6113-4539 19.19253-26 16 3.00
)6114-4941 28.624258-26 24 9 lloli 5 .41
)6116-4749 39.748256-26 _ 45:102 .25L)6118-492651224257-26 ;_ o 1_o_ 25,)6,19.325 55.656 251-25 8 4 .26)6121-48o2102 , 25826 68 42 99 2 .73L36123-4938217 5258-26 . 11 97 2 3138124-465926.010255-26 ,, 17 91:2 .19)8125-4_ 32.037283-25 2o 9 984 .31
)8127-4759 42.4 1 256-26 50 8 101 4 .25L
)8127-4447 47.6 4 252-25 35 22 91 2 .39L
36128-4204 51.5 45 249-24 26 8 90 4 .47
)8128-4609 52.356254-25 19 5 934 1.82
)8126-4635 55.316254-25 18 6 894 3.03
6129-4915 59.1 7257-26 53 29 992 .74L
)8134-4659 25.1 39 255-25 66 15 93 3 .26)8134-480o29.721268-26 37 29 1042 .26L
)8136-4510 35.846 253-25 43 8i 93 4 .25L
_138-4226 4_._2 2_024 26 6, 92 4 59
36138-4013 48.638248-24 7423 903 .25L
36140-4805 0.241256-26 25 19 110 5 .25L
_143-4614 22.1522_,-25 34 13' 94 4 ._L
_148-4810 39333268-25 53 8 1034 25L
36147-4439 47.633252-25 73 22 972 .26L
36149--4950 55.723258-26 28 8_ 995 .25L
06150--4143 1.2 21 249 24 26 25 99 2 .25L
06152-4143 13.1 49 249-24 37 1 1 .25L
16152-4855 13.5 21 257-26 16 95 1.31
06154-4852 27.6 2 257-26 22 13 95 5 .25L
06155-4743 33.8 37 256 25 33 8 96 4 .28
06156--4738 37.4 46 256-25 25 6 98 5 .64
06157-4555 45.6 7 254-25 35 8 102 3 25L
06161-4837 6.4 25 257-25 25 18 97 5 25L
06162-4846 12.7 7 257-25 55 8 94 3 .23
06165-4640 33.9 9 255-25 40 9 99 3 27
06167-4559 45.6 8 254-25 63 19 100 3 .25L
06169-4840 55.929257-25 54 8 94 3 23
16170-4041 0.0 29 248-23 31 8 93 4 .57
06170-4129 3.4 32 249-23 31 6 93 4 .36L
06171-4306 6.3 30 251-24 113 35 101 2 .63L
16171-4800 7.2 57 256-25 16 3 94 5 1.64
06175-4454 31.4 8253-24 36 11 68 4 .25L
)6180-4411 4.841252-245822972 .23
06180-4634 5.E 254- 25 56 965 .25L
)6182-4529 !14.,_ 16253--24 30 _99i 5
_25L
.25L
06182-4016 [15.3i 11248-23 57 17 98! 2 .23
06182-4259 17.318251-24 32 10 98 =4 .42
06183-4142 20.758 ,249-23 24 5 964 1.24
06185-4520 33.6271253-24 47 211013 .25L
06186-4811 37.5, 1256-25 34 15 942 29
06187-4346 46.947252-24 42 22 972 .29
06187-4842 47.254257-25 29 12 83 .32
06188-4900 51.247257-25 17 9 985 .0O
06189-4444 59.128253-24 67 181032 .39L
06191-4904 9.345257-25 25 3 985 1.04
06192-4639 17.41125524 17 8 985 .76
06193-4656 20.639255-24 20 9 965 .89
06195-4352 31.219252-24 68 10 101 2 .23
06197-4858 44.753257-25 36 12 5 4 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)



































































































































1.60 2.85 CBC KC
.40L 1.0OL B B F_
A0L 1.0OL B CE.
.40 1.0OL D
.40L .96 i K 'L.57L .73
.40L 1.01




.43: 1.0OL ABF AA
.40L 1.0OL AB AA
A2L 1.0OL AB AA
.4OL 1AOL B BJ
.43L 1.16 F
1.48 3.12 ECB LC
.40L 1.10L C DF
.40L 1.01 E
.40L 1.17L C B
.40L 1.30L C H
.40L 1,0OL B CL
.40L 1.87 C
.31 1.95L F
.40L 1.10L O CH
.4OL 1.00L BB AA
.40L 1.18L BB AA
.40L .93 C J
.40L 1.04L D CG
.40L 1.55 D L
.51 1.0OL C L
.40L .57: BE El BD
.40L 1.33 C
.40L 2.07 C
.61 1.96L B C
.40L 1.49 E
.27 1.0OL D L
.61 1.09L DB C
.40L 1.25 C N
.4OL 1.88 F M
.64L 1.34 C
.40L 3.92L BB AB
.45 228 F B L
.40L 1.30L C C D
,40L 1.00L BE AG
.49L 1.20 C F
25: 2.23 CC GJ
.40L 4.58L C E
.40L tOOL C D
.40L 1.25 D
.40L 5.63L C DI_
.40L 1.0OL B B H
.6t 1.04: BF MH
A0L 1.17 E
.40L L00L BB AB
.62 1.39 BC N
.40L 1.30L F DE
.43 1.37 CC H
.76 1.28 B D I
.40L 1.45 F K
.4OL 1.0OL C GH
.40L 1.0OL B CE
.40L 1.0OL,BC AB
.40L 123 E
.4OL 1.39L E C
.4OL 126LIF I
.40L 3.69L BH
.40L 4.14L CC BC
.32 1.57L D
.40L 5.23L BC AB
A0L 1.0OL BD AE
.40L 1.0OL BC AC
.40L 1.17L C E E
.0O .86: CO
Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
Flsgs Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A




254- G 21 S.



















































ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN
ham.. _5, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") _) N
Naroe
)6203-4214 21.1 40 250-23 45 9 96 3 .39
)6205-4900 34.3 2 257--25 30 8 97 5 .25L
)6206-4306 36.2 2 251-23 57 8 97 2 .49L
)6206-4507 40.9 10 253-24 36 8 102 4 .59
)6212-4704 13.9 23 256-24 42 8 95 3 .27L
)6214-4553 26.5 37 254-24 32 8 101 3 .30
)6214-4536 29.2 6 254-24 22 9 99 4 1.04
)6215-4851 30.5 35 257-25 25 8 24 4 .35
)6215-4300 35.0 35 251-23 42 11 96 2 .26
)6216-4357 40.9 4 252-23 62 11 101 2 .30
)6219-4330 54.(_ 6 251-23 22 5 97 3 .25L
)6220-4650 3.9 23 255 24 31 11 100 I 3 .27
)6223-4549 22.2 21 254-24 50 15 99 2 .27L
)6225-4436 34.9 42 253 23 23 8 99 4 1.00
)6228-4249 52.2 15 251-23 36 8 94 3 .35
)6233-4733 22.1 31 256-24 56 18 106 3 .58L
)6234-4841 26.0 32 257--24 41 8 5 4 .35
)6236-4032 37.1 30 248--22 68 9 90 2 .73
)6236-4603 39.3 47 254-24 21 8 95 4 .60
)6236-4017 39.8 55 248-22 22 8 93 3 .81
)6243--4954 18._ 48 258-24 27 19 101 3 .25Li
)6246--4456 38.2 32 253-23 37 29 19 2 .44L
)6248-4752 48.0 8 256-24 15 4 96 5 2.22
)6251--4330 6.3 33 252-23 20 8 96 4 .88
)6255--4501 33.1 20 253-23 20 9 96 4 .25L
)6255-4928 33.2 53 258-24 14 3 99 4 65.85
)6257-4623 45.0 23 257-24 18 11 109 2 .35
)6259-4823 55.2 42 257-24 71 12 92 2 .27
)6259-4708 59.6 41 255-23 13 3 100 5 .33
)6260-4602 0.7 35 254-23 52 10 97 3 .25
)6261-4447 11.3 5 253-23 48 30 105 2 .26L
)6262-4955 13.3 6 258-24 12 3 101 4 8.24
)6262-4106 13.3 2 249-22 29 10 98 3 .36
)6262-4003 14.0 58 !48-21 21 4 98 3 9.85
)6262-4756 14.8 50 256-24 19 3 98 5 3.60
)6263-4430 19.0 44 253--23 62 8 95 2 .23
)6267-4431 45.3 27 253-23 24 8 103 3 1.93
)6271-4102 6.1 29 249--21 33 11 101 3 .36
)6271-4001 9.7 22 248--21 30 12 101 ! 2 .53
)6273-4438 20.4 6 253-23 76 26 101 3 .25L
)6275-4020 30.7 23 249-21 36 9 100 3 .98
6283-4322 21.056 252 22 6533 1105 2 .25L
)6283-4214 23.6 31 ._51-22 21 8 100 4 .97
)6285-4210 33.2 6 250-22 48 30 102 3 .26L
)6288-4032 52.3 9 249 21 32 9 103:4 .45
)6291-4127 11.9 37 .)50-21 44 23 99 2 .28L
)6292-4812 14.9 371257-23 34 3 106 3 1.25
)6292-4742 16.0 16!256-23 45 27 109 2 .25L
)6292-4005 17.0 55 248-21 46 22 101 5 .25L
)6292--4118 17.7 10 250-21 21 3 100 5 1.49
36293-4726 23.1 22 256-23 27 8 105 3 .42
36293-4052 23.7 46 249-21 13 3 99 5 2.76
06295--4340 33.7 45 252-22 22 8 101 5 .81
06295-4713 35.1 14 256--23 30 8 3 3 .33
D6298-4904 53.3 24 258--23 24 5 107 3 3.13
06299-4402 55.3 44 252--22 46 8 , 100 5 .25L
D6299-4841 57.1 59 257-23 86 ,42 109 2 1.18L
06299-4021 59.7 14 249 21 49 23 95 2 .76L
06299-4934 59.9 49 258-23 31 9 105 3 .40
06303-4427 23.5 8 253-22 40 10 104 4 .34
i
06308-4516 52.8 15 254-22 22 8 100 5! .63
06309-4002 55.4 7 248-20 18 8 100 5 .84
06309--4453 57.4 9 253-22 26 20 108 3 .25L
06310-4213 5.2 251-21 38 8 180 3 .33
06312--4351 17.8 53 252-22 28 6 107 4 .50
06312-4357 17.9 20 252-22 20 5 103 5 3.18
06313--4806 19.8 6 257-23 34 8 105 3 1.00
06313-4144 20.2 51 250--21 77 16 105 3 .39L
06314-4332 25.4 13 252--21 21 5 106 5 2.26
06316-4126 37.6 48 250 21 46 21 101 3 .25L
06318-4408 i48._ 53 253--22:26 9 102 5 .25L
06319-4942 54.4! 52 258--23 73 11 109 ; 2 1.42L
06322-4315 13.6 22 252-21 41 6 106 4 .58
06322-4349 15.7 9 252-21 63 8 107 3 .31
06323-4612 21.6 59 255-22 33 7 108 2 .36
06323-4815 22.7 43 257-23 90 32 109 2 .69L
06324-4130 29.5 4 250-21 16 5 8 4 6.90
06326 4203 37.0 31 '251-21 41 6 106 4 .33
06330--4214 4,1 10 251-21 35 3 106 4 .76
06331-4841 9.9 43 257-2"3 66 27 109 2 .25L
06332--4814 12.5 2;!257--23 42 180 105'2 .7006334-4720 28.5 256-22 37 1041 .39
06335-4131 35.8 13250--20 92 18 104 2 .64L
06337-4643 47.4 54 255-22 53 21 107 3 .25L
06341-4126 9.9 51 250-20 26 5 _ 106 4 1.27
06342-4100 12.3 48 250-20 52 8 _ 103 2 .29
06343-4723 18.2 30 256-22 38 5 106 3 .55
06345-4814 31.5 13 257-22 40 11 102 2 .37
06347-4047 44.5 7 249-20 50 31 105 3 .25L
06347-4237 47.4 41 251-21 44 6 106 4 .76
06348--4449 48.6 28 254--21 30 10 105 3! .25L
06348 4239 52.4 42 251--21 40 8 103 2 I .26
06350--4815 2.0 24 257--22 65 18 102 2' .67L
06352-4130 15.8 47 250-20 19, 5 105 4 1.22
06353-4745 21.7 3 257-22 26 8 104 3 .40
06354-4558 25.9 56 255--22 36 8 104 3 .60
06354-4112 27.2 21 250-20 21 4 106 4 2.25
06355-4507 32.2 35 254-21 25 4 106 3 7.37
06356-4612 36.4 41 257-22 108 26 106 2 .27L
06356-4043 37.C 32 249-20 44 5 106 4 .40
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /J.m 60 #m
Flags
V L C
100 _,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A















1.00L B B H
1.79 BC HE'BB
1.OOL C I E J
1.00L B B E Mt
1.03L D B E
1.01L C C
1.00L BE AEI
1.04L B B E I I




1,04L C E L
1.00L BC ACI M 3 2500001000
1.00L C CE H 0400010000
1.00L C D 1500000000
1.13LI CB CNL 0500000000
1.23L I AKL 0400000000
1.10L! B BE 1500000000
1.0OL! E D ABI 0 0500000000
1.74 C HMC 8402000040
1.48 F F 2400000010
1.01: BB C AAHD 6 !500000230
1.00L BC AB 0 1500001000
1.56 BF LNAB 7500000010
1.87 BBBB AAAB 9 4500001000 29
1.00L C CL 0500110000
1.00L C DLLH 0500110000
12.06 CBBB BAAA 5 1200010000
1.07L C E 0500010000
1.02 D E 7500000000
1.03L ABB AACM 0 6500000000
1.22L B CL 1502010000
1.00L BBC AAC 8 1500000100 01
1.0OL AB AAL 2 1600000000
1.27L C D 4500011000
1.00L BC AA 0 4500011000
1.0OL C CD 2500010000
1.00L B C 3603100000
1.02 F FED 4501000000
1.16L CD BDNH 0 0600010000
.59 C FJ D 3400000000
1.0OL BC AB 0 2500100000
1.43 C K F 2400100150
1.00L B AH A 0600010000
.98 D ML D 5501000000
1.00L BC ACM 1 2500001000
1.07 C J C 4500000020
1.56 B CC 5500000000
1.00L BC AB M 2 45000010001
1.00L B BJ 55000000001
1.OOL AB AB 1 0500000000
1.00L BC AD I 1 36OOOOOOOO
1.25L C CF G 0401_,
1.14L BC AA L 0 3610001020
1.17 CC NHBD 1500000000
1.71 F I 3500000230
.92 C B 4600000020
1.10L C B 0500020000
1.01L 8 AD K 2500010000
1.00L BD BC 7 1500000000
1.00L BC ABG 4 4501000000
1.35 E MDB 1401000000
1.0OL C B 1501010000
1.00L B BGHJ 1600100000
1.00L BBE AAE 1 1600100000
1.OOL BF AC 6 5601000000
1.21L C L KBI 4500000000








































































































Name Type (") Mag
1 13 217883 K5 18 90
1 13 217892 K2 3 75
1 13 217893 KO 4 66
1 13 217894 K5 24 87
2 "13 217898 K5 37 90
1 "41 06218-4330 47 8
4
I "41 06225--4437 28 3
1 13 217907 05 6 67
8 1 32 X0624-498
8
8
1.00L AB ABL 2 2500002000 i 2 2 13 218009K5
1.51 F MJ C 4501000230 4
1.44 BB MLBB 0500000000
2.01L C HKAE 0300001000
1.00L B BH 1400000000
1.27L C C G 1600000000
2.93L D ' C I 03000000O0
1.24 D D 3601000010
1.13L BBB AABC 2 1601000000
95 8




1.11L B C I
1.52L E LBG















1 13 i 217940 K0 14 75
1 1 W COL 14 3
13 217941 MA 4 85
2 13 217951 F2 3 63
14 255- G 11 Sb 30
13 217958 K0 13 73
13 217974 K5 3 ! 75
8 32 X0628-421 89 i 8
13 217979 K0 3 ; 80
13 217984 K5 8 80
1 13 217985 K5 8 75
3 13 217986 K2 3 60
1 13 217987 K0 7 66
2 13 !17968 K5 4 85
C 1 32 X0629-487 12 12
1 i 1 13 217992 K0 2 80
1 13 218002 K0 3 71
1 14 255- G 12 Sb 49
1 19 155 2 110
1 13 218007 K2 12 80
1 77
F G ';
1.0OL C B I 6600000000
1.30 C 4400000040
1.00L B BEM 0500100000
2.37 BB LAA 0400000000
1.17L D D 0500100000
1.66L C F E I 6500000000 !
1.00L BC ABJ 2 0600001000'
1.00L B C N 3600010000
1.00L C B E 0400000000
1.00L BC AB H 0 3600001000
1.00L ABC AADI 1 0500001000
1.32 F E B 450000O(300
1.17L 13 CD 4600010000
1 13 218024 K0 2 80
1 15 03034 12 100
1 13 218028 G5 9 72
1 13 218031 10 80
1 13 218037 KO 6 72
1 14 308-1G 15 .. 9
1 13 218045 K5 10 , 81
1 13 218046 K0 4 : 80
1 13 218048 K0 8 ! 72
13 218052 K0 15 i 77
! 2 "13 218054 1<2 15 85
14 255- G 13 Sa 6
*41 06348-4239 12 1
2 13 218060 K0 2 62
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 218062 K5 7 75
1 16 03053 14 98






h m. = ,
Galactic
_-4927 51.0522_-23
06359-4959 55.9 34 259-23
06360-4038 1.4 33 249-20
06361-4310 9.1 29 252-21
06362-4245 13.0 48 252-20
06362-4309 13.3 2 252 21
06362-4248 16.6 10 252-20
06364--4410 28,9 48 253-21
06366-4809 36.3 7 257-22
06366-4230 40,6 56 251-20
06370-4656 0,5 8 256--22
06371-4502 10.1 5 254--21
06372-4810 17,8 26 '257-22
06374-4048 26,3 14 250-20
06377-4105 43.2 49 250-20
06379-4322 55,6 =48 252-20
06382-4036 17.1 60 250-19
06387-4703 42.7 33 256-21
06387-4920 42.9 3 258-22
06389-4715 54,1 256-21
06389-4327 57.6,44 252-20
06390-4124 1.6 16 250--19
06392-4506 16,3 55 254-21
06393-4833 19.8 11 258-22
06393-4233 23,5 15 252-20
06394-4737 28,0 34 257-21
06394-4724 28,7 10 256 21
06396-4439 36,3 11 254-20
06396-4127 40.1 3 250-19
06396-4710 41.4 40 256-21
06397-4740 42.5 50 257-21
06399-4049 57,1 4 250-19
06400-4650 3.3 11 256--21
06403-4031 22.1 43 250--19
06408-4752 51,5 26 257-21
06409-4219 54.8 14 251-19
06409-4347 59.2 54 253-20
06410-4145 1.5 59 251-19
06410-4846 1,5 6 258-21
06411-4339 7.5 54253-20
06417--4051 44.4 24 250-19
06417-4146 44,5 22 251-19
06417-4643 46.9 8 256-21
06418-4810 53,0 13 257-21
06419-4900 57,6 10 258-21
06420-4229 3A 49 252 19
06421-4309 106 24 252-20
06421-4055 11A 55 250 19
06427-4513 44,4 31 254-20
06431-4144 7M 40 251 19
06431-4358 8.4 51 253 20
06431-4643 11.4 13 256-21
06431-4315 11.5 47 252-19
06432-4754 14,5 26 257-21
06432-4512 15.2 4 254-20
06432-4106 15.6 38 250-19
06433-4708 19.3 10 256-21
06436-4207 40.3 55 25t-19
06439-4640 59.8i18 256-20
06440-4545 0,5 16 255-20
06441-4355 10.2 5 253--19
06444-4730 25,3 32 257-21
06446-4246 39,4 44 252 19
06448-4648 50,3 21 256-20
06452-4518 16,1Q 14 255-20
06452-4304 17,8 15 252-19
06453-4455 18,1 7 254-20
06453-4744 23,3 56 257-20
06453-4041 23,8 53 250-18
06455-4000 34.2 39 249 18
06460-4830 4,8 32 258-21
06462-4439 13,5 41 254-19
06462-4157 16,7 44 251-18
06463-4714 18.8 35 257-20
06464-4115 26,8 33 251-18
06464-4235 27,2 1 252-19
06464- 4509 27.8 58 255 19
06464-4450 28.8 15 254-19
06466-4555 38,5 31 255-20
06468-4728 53,1 53 257-20
06469-4004 56.2 8 250-18
06470-4214 0.1 29 252-18
06470-4826 0,4 12 258-20
06472-4120 12,8 52 251-18
06473-4322 21.4 33 253-19
06473-4246 21.8 2 252-18
06474-4712 25.451 257-20
06476-4802 40.4 32 258-20
06477-4618 462 33 256 20
06484-4205 27.6 5 252 18
06485-4523 30.1 25 255-19
06485-4633 30.4 25 256-20
06485-4550 35A 58 255-19
06486 4138 38.5 55 251-18
06486-4639 41.2 17 256-20
06491 4821 6.9 t6 258-20
06491-4629 9.4 51 256 19
06492-4150 14.1 11 251-18
D6495-4208 31.6 34 252-18
06496-4557 36,1 35 256-19






56 13 107 3
27 4 106 4
39 14 103 3
65 8 107 2
25 5 105 3
30 8 105 3
20 5106 3
69 27 107 3
43 10 103 3
31 3 106_3
29 3 1033
19 4 106 4
30 6 105 4
20 19 107 2
25 4 103 3
.42 5 105 4
51 22 109 3
72 15 108 2
51 11 108 2
30 8 103 3
29 8 102 3
4213 t05 3
32 8 104 4
30 4 105 3
17 4 107 4
56 10 108 2
57 11 105 3
62 20 106 3i
35 14 107 4
67 31 103 2
40 9 102 3
28 5 108 4
39 8 102 3
24 11 107 3
18 4 103 3
52 12 105 3
22 5 105 3
41 23 108 4
76 13 107 2
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
22 8 101 3
76 292 i105 218 11o_246 14
52 28 108 4
54 12 105 3
33 12 6 3
49 12 105 3
48 29 102 2
73 45 103 2
54 9 105 3
31 6 108 4
70 17 105 3
41 14 106 3
65 26 106 3
27 5 106 3
89 18 110 2
53 13 105 2
36 27 106;376 32 101
54 12 105 3
52 14 109 3
24 8 105 3
78 39 105 2
56 14 107 2
77 21 105 3
23 8 103 4
17 4 107 4
62 8 104 3
32 6 105 3
39 8 t03 4
38 9 99 4
15 5 105 3
29 4 107 4
58 17 104 3
24 6 106 3
65 13 107 2
20 6 105 4
44 26 104 3
53 19 108 2
23 6 105 3
51 16 104 3
59 15 104 3
37 15 105 3
51 23 109 2
22 3 105 4
24 6 108 4
55 9 110 2
23 5 107 4
61 12 108 2
19 5 106 4
24 3 106 4
22 8 106 4
21 16 105 3
70 6 108 3
37 8 103 3
89 16 109 2
17 4 104 4
18 3 102 4









































































































25 p.m 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Col _ A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Col f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.25L .30 2.43L C DG 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.26L C EM 2500000000 2 16 03058 K0 12 96
.41 .40L 3.46L BB AA M 2 7500000008
,25L .51 1.05L C J DC 2500101100 2 "41 06361-4310 5 12
.25L ,40L_ 1.30L C CH H 2500130000 1 2 "41 06362-4246 22 3
,51 .40L 1,00L BC ABI G 5 2500101100 5 "13 218071 B8 6 31
.14: .40L 1.10L BE CB 0 2500130000 1 3 "13 218072K5 3 85
,26 ,40L 1.37L DD BD M 0 0601021000 1
.29L .40L 1.89 C MD C 3581000310 4
.25L .40L 1.0OL C BM 0500000000
.26 .40L 1.00L BC ABE 5 9500000000
.50 .40L 1.00L BC AB 1 0500000000
.79 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 i 3600001000 4 13 218093 K0 3 50
.17: 1.93 1.88 DBC B/_B 8500000108
.25L .40L 1.65 E KCLB 86(X)000128
,68 ,40L 1.04L BC AAJ 2 1500001000 13 218102 K5 4 72
.25L .40L 5.14L B AD N 4400000008
.25L .40L 2.23 F GKC 9401000430 4
.25L .40L 2,55L F EH D 1400000000
,25L .40L 1.34L C B 9500010000 13 218119 K0 15 85
.25L .40L 1.06L B AH O 1500000000
.36 .40L 3.61L BD ACG 0 6501001008
.25L .55 1.00L C L CE 050000000(
.25L .40L 1.00L B AJ 1500020000 1
.52 ,40L 1,00L BC AS 1 5600002000 2
L36 .40L 1.00L AB AA H 0 4600100210 4 2 13 218124M0 3 65
.25L ,40L 1.72L C C J G 8600000000
.25L : .40L 1.07L D G 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.68 D K IvB 5602000218
.25L .49L 2.51 B B B 9580000060 8
.70L .40L .99 C KM E _ 3600100210 4
.25L 1.22 1.96 C C D A B 4500000008
.87 .40L 1.00L CC AA 0 9700001000
.25L .40L 1.16L C C 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C D G 1500000000
1.34 .24: 1.03L BBE AAF 1 6600000000 2 1 RM PUP 1 3
.25L .53 .77: CD BC 1500000000
.25L .39: 2.30 B CC AGDB 9582011410 4 3 "13 218139 K0 23 76
.25L .40L 1.30 C C 3500000010
.25L ,41 1.00L C DCE 2500000000
.22 .40L 1.0OL BD AC 2 2600000000 2 "13 218151 K5 4 80
.49L .41L 1,19 C EFC 9600000000
,25L .56 3,45 CD J I DA 8582100358 C 1 32 X0641-467 128 12
.25L .40L 1.63L C F --I 4400000000 1 13 218155 K0 8 80
,25L ,40L 1,88 D L GC 1600000140 8
.25L .42 1.01L D M O'3 6601000220 8
.25L .71 .99 CF F B _- 1501000100
,25L .48 1.05: DF MS3 0500000000 2 "14 308- G 26 S. 6
,25L .40L 1.03 C N F .3 4500000210 C
,25L .40L 1.03 D J GI "1 6601000220 8
.25L .40L 1.09L D AE 1500000000
.31 .40L 3,50L BC ABGM 1 5501000138
.25L .37 .93 DF EC 2500000000
.45L .46 1.41: CC, HC_ 1500000000
.25L ,40L 1.28 D E G F _ 3500000220 C
.27 .40L 1.17: BC F AC J 3 3500001430 C 1 13 218164 7 87
.25L .40L 1.32L D D G 9600010000
.26L .40L 1.53L C GJ G 0 5501011020 8 j
.25L .40L 1.20 D GJ 9601000010
.25L .40L 1.04 D I ::) 5601000230 8
.25L ,49 1.07L C I D I 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.56L C B 2600000000
.25L .40L .78: B C C N: 4600010000
.25L .40L .89 F 8601000120
.25L .36 1.07L C C :: 4500000000
.25L .40L 1.42 C I F ] 1500000100
.25L .40L 1.00L B AB 2500000000 13 218185 K5 1 81
.41 .40L 1.00L BB ABE 0 1600012000 13 218186G5 3 68
,25L ,40L 1.15L B AG 260100000( 13 218188 K2 7 80
,81 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 3600000000
,25L ,40L 1.26L B ACK 3500000000 13 218197 GO 19 67
.25L ,40L 1,06L O B 0500010000 13 218202 K2 13 80
16.10 2,94 2,09 BBBC AAA } 01 6500000030 15 8 32 X0646-419 97 8
,25L .40L 1,00L B BL Vl 5500010000 13 218203 G5 1 71
,25L .47L 2,38 D E t 9501010018
.25L .40L 1.09L B B I 3500010000
.25L A0L 1.88L D C f 0400000000
.25L 1.12 1.45 B B J A f 0400000200
.25L .40L 1.69 F K _ 3600000020
.25L .47L ,70 D K D_, 1500000000
.34 .40L t,00L BC AB 0 3400001000
.25L .36 1.30L C O_ 3500000000
.25L .56 1.75L C C I) 2400000000 1 t4 207- G 2 S. 9
.25L .40L 2.13 E F _ ; 9500000208
.25L .40L .86 C J L_ 3500000000
2.05 .43: 1.00L BBC AACll 3 1600000000
.25L 1.34 2.35 CC NGAll 2400000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 1600010000 1 13 218222 G5 24 77
.14: .40L 1.04L CD BB 0 1600010000
.25L AlL 1.10L C B 6601000000 1 13 218233 K2 11 83
.83 .76L 1.00L BB AAH 0 3600001000 3 13 i218236 K0 2 63
.25 ,40L 1.02L BC AC I 2 2600100000 2 13 218235 F2 5 50
36 ,40L 1.00L DD AD I: 5 6600001000
.25L .43 3.73: CE L CI 9480000628 C
.25L .40L 1.00L B D I 1600100000
.25L .40L 1.04L C C 0600000000
.26L .43 1.34L F I B 1601000000
.54 .40L 3.01L BB AA , 2 5500010008 1 17 603 R 2 122
.51 .40L 1,06L BB ABJ 2 6600002000 1 13 218250 K2 3 72
.65L .40L ,9t D I [ ) 7600000000
Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour :es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW].
212




h m. o , (s)() C) (') (
06497--4715 44.2 54 257--20 31 8 102 4
06498--4818 50.8 16 258--20 23 4 103 3
06499--4423 56.6 48 254--19 29 9 101 4
06499--4645 57.0 14 256--19 42 9 104 4
06501--4557 6.2 53 256--1f 35 17 107 4
06501--4813 11.9 52 258--20 28 3 103 3
06502--4040 15.8 55 250--17 37 8 101 3,
06503--4435 21.0 32 254--19 84 15 109 2
06506--4150 38.6 9:252--18 16 4 104 4
06507--4718 43.4 47 257--19 67 14 107 3
06508--4522 52.3 49 255-19 86 8 109 2
06508-4558 53.9 42,256--19 24 21 19 3
06510-4226 5.6 27252-18 42 10 107 3
06512-4037 12.0 48 250-17 25 9 103 4
06513--4606 20.5 7 256--19 45 8 'I03 4
06513--4249 21.7 3 253--18 24 3 105 4
06515--4023 33.4 21 250--17 35 8 100 4
06516--4559 ]6.8 23 256 19 52 27 103 2
06519--4127 54.2 53 251--17 24 3 101 4
06519-4005 55.8 7 250-17 48 18 103 2
06522-4155 14.0 56 252-17 23 9 104 4
06522-4126 15.4 40 251--17 54 8 107 3
06528-4611 ¢9.6 35 256--19 34 31 172 2
06528-4218 52.2 2 252--17 18 4 103' 4
06529-4302 55.7 36 253-18 23 3 101 4
06530-4022 2.1 18 250-17 78 32 101 2
06531--4355 10.8 50 254-18 29 5 105 4
06531-4240 11.8 56 253-17 51 13 99 2
06531--4046 11,5 52 251-17 54 8 100 3
06532--4021 14.9 3 250-17 63 27 102 3
06533 4105 20.1 16 251-17 21 5 104 4
06539-4702 57.6 54 257-19 48 10 106 3
06540-4623 5.1 46 256-19 37 9 103 3
06540-4521 5.8 57 255--18 20 ' 8 101 3
06541-4158 7.4 46 252-17 31 9 102 4
06541-4921 10.8 60 259--20 65 8 106 2
06542-4356 12.9 32 254-18 22 8 106 4
06543 4045 21.7 6 251-17 24 3 103 4
06547-4543 44.5 46 256-18 39 32 21 2
06547--4406 45.7 12 254-18 32 6 105 3
06549-4855 55.6 8 259 19 30 5 110 4
06549 4839 55.8 14 259 19 21 5 109 4
06549-4915 55.9 58,259-19 23 8 112 4
06550-4506 4.3 29 255-18 51 8 105 3
06551 4117 8.2 52 251-17 37 9 101 4
06559-4931 57.6 2 260-19 23 8 !111 4
06559-4526 58.2 6 255--18 30 8 101 3
06562-4151 14.8 55 252--17 48 31 105 3
06562-4413 15.6 14 254 18 82 12 108 2
06563-4115 21.6 31 251-16 34 8 100 4
06564-4943 25.9 52 260-19 27 3 114 4
06566-4547 39.9 56 256 18 42 3 106 3
06567--4312 45.3 30 _253-17 17 3 101 4
06568--4703 50.5 4 257-18 32 10 113 i 3
06568-4733 53.6 8 258 19 49 11 110 i 4
06569--4519 59.7 1 255-18 50 11 104 2
06576--4052 39A 51 251-16 20 4 101 4
06576-4132 39.81 24 252-16 20 3 104 4
06577--4509 46.6! 30 255-18 41 6 105 3
06577-4111 47A 8 251-16 45 3 106 4
06580-4006 3A 6 250-16 85 36 100 2
06581-4558 10.9 27 256-18 61 14 103 2
06582-4210 12._ 49 252-16 22 5 107 4
06582-4055 13.C 50 251-16 28 8 101 4
06583-4227 !21.4 40 253-16 49 3 105 3
06584-4012 28.5 24 251-16 52 22 104 3
06585-4310 30.3 12 253-17 45 8 105 3
06585-4111 34.4 40 252-16 16 3 104 4
06585-4329 35.9 43 254--17 34 18 107 3
06586-4546 36.1 12 256-18 41 11 111 3
06586-4407 36.6 55 254-17 39 6 105 3
06587-4132 43.9!52 252-16 56 19 107 3
06590 4903 4.9 50 259--19 18 4 114 3
06591-4719 11.015 258-18 73 31 109 2
06592-4735 12.0 8 258-18 27 13 109 4
06592--4052 13.3 38 251-16 26 5 106 4
06592--4809 14.4i25 258 18 28 14 176 2
06594-4346 28.736 254-17 52 18 106 2
06595-4100 32.3 14 251 16 22 9 105 3
06595--4230 35.9 10 253-16 78 27 108 2
06597-4609 45.6 27 256-18 39 3 109 4
06597 4938 47.6 11 260-19 21 8 114 4
06598-4449 50.8 53 255-17 44 6 107 4
07000 4123 1.1 53 252-16 16 5 105 3
07000-4526 5.1 16 256-17 45 10 113 2
07004-4543 24.9 43 256-17 17 8 112 4
07006-4842 37.7 41 259-18 46 8 113 4
07007-4803 46.9 26 258-18 24 14 180 4
37009-4941 58.1 23 260 19 64[ 21 112 3
07009-4907 58.7 27 259-19 42 8 115 3
07010-4159 0.4 37 253-16 23 5 101 3
07011-4756 6.2 30 258-18 19 4 113 4[
07011 4959 9.7 38 260-19 19 8 180 5
07013 4208 21.2 15 253 16 46 12 102 2
97013 4608 22.3 48 257-17 16 3 109 4
17014-4637 26.4 23 257-18 17 4 tll 3
_7016-4433 37.6 60 255-17 25 9 110 4
07016 4305 41.5 16 254 16 52 34 108 2
07017-4154 44.8 35 252-16 52 6 105 3
07018 4425 48.2 7 255-17 13 3 109 4
Flux Density
GNot Color Corrected)






































































































Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.00L B BHG 1600000000 1 13 218251 K0 1 70
1.00L BBC AACF 0 0600100000 15 16 03252 18 1200
13 218255 K5 4 80
13 218256K2 11 85






















1.18L B CH K
1.55L B BE J
1.35 D LLD
1.00L BC AB
1.01L B C F
1.00L C I C
3.95L BB AAI
1.05L C K DD
2.23L C C L




1.00L C R I K
1.63 CB J BB
1.01 D C
1.00L BC AB
1.82L C G D
1.14] C C E
1.06L B BG
.95 F L D
2.89 BBBB AAAA 0 3400000010 42
1.00L BF AB I 5 0500001000
1.45 D I D 4500100300
1.00L C BG 1500011000
1.51L C FN G 1500001000
1.19L C C H 5600000000
1.57 C KKB 4501100300
1.00L B B A A G 0 0600000000
1.24 CD CF 1500001020
1.35L B BI F 3500000010
1.00L B E A H 0 2600000000
1.00L BC ACM 0 450000100(
1.22L D F 0500000000
1.02L BC AB 7 1400010000
1.27: CBC DBD 3600000100
1.15 F D 5601000010
.99: BC HAD 1400000100
1.43L B C M 0401010000 _
1.00L BBB AAA 0 1500000000 18
1.14L C BEI 0501001000
.84: DBF CAC 1601000000
1.24L BF BC 0 1500010000
1.09L BD AG 0 0500001000
1.00L CE CE 0 3500010000
1.63 F I FG 1500010010
1.74L C C 0500010000
1.31L B BI MC 1500000000
1.06L B BL J 0501000000
1.00L B AE 3500000000
1.00L BB AB D 0 1600000000
1.00L D C L E 3500000000
1.28L B CC 8500000000
1.00L B C 4500000000
1.04L ABC AABK 2 0501000000
1.06L BB AAL 0 2500002000
1.16L B CC G 2600010000
1.33L D DGGI 0500000000
.87 D F 3400001000
1.24L D F 1500000000
1.05L BC AB F 0 2500001000
1.24L BD AD C 0501000010
1.11L C ,EJ K 2701010000
1.28 D B C 34OOOOO000
1.02L D D 3600010000
1.10L BBB AAAC 8 0500000000 23
1.27 ED LHEF 3501000000
1,15L C D 1500000000
1.02L B AB E 2500001000
1.72 C J H D 2400000200
1.00L B BB 1510010000
.98 D I H 3500001030
3.36 C B K C C 7482000460
1.16L BC AB F 0, 1501010000
1.37L C J DC 35010010OI
1.63 D H EB 3401000220
1.0OL BD AC 4 0500000000
1.43 C MD 3600000250
1.37L C D 1400020000
1.00L BD ACHI 0 1500000000
1.35L D BH D 540000000(
1.00L DBE AABG 8 250000000(
1.82L C B 1501000010
1.00L BD AF 2 2500002000
1.25: BF J I BC 2501000100
1.17 FC J FB 7580100000
1.55L D K D E 1400000000
1.36L E CJ 1501000000
3.65 CCC F BAA 2500000000
1.00L BB AB 2 5500001000
1.00L B CM 12401120000
1.13L C C 1600000000
1.05L BB AA 1 1500001000
1.10L BB AAEJ 0 1500000020
1.26L B DNNF 4500010000
1.05 D F 4600000100
1.13L C B 1600000000
1.11L BB AA I 3 4500001000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 13 218272 F2 4 65
1 13 218276 K0 8 73
4 13 218296N0 1 60
1 13 218298K5 1 77
1 13 218303 K0 9 75
1 13 218304 K0 10 85
1 13 218302 K2 20 82
8 1 14 256- G 7 SB 9
1 13 218316 K5 19 85
2 13 218324 M0 3 48
14 256-1G 9 .. 8
3 16 03321 M4 58 108
1 13 218369 K5 6 78
1 13 218374 K0 2 68
1 14 309-- G 14SO 8
4
1 13 218381 G5 6 65
C 1 32 X0659-475 58 12




13 218386 K0 10 70
13 218387 K5 4 81
13 21839OK5 11 85






a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _.m
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N
)7018-4036 52.0 9 251-15 30 6 100 2 .27
)7020-4828 49 6 259-18 39 9 111 2 .20
)7022-4107 12.9 51 252-15 29 5 104 3 .50
)7023-4634 20.1 33 257-17 39 34 111 2 .76L
)7023-4021 22.2 59 251-15 62 21 103 3 .33L
)7024-4332 25.3 3 254-16 19 3 107 4 1.45
)7024-4620 25.7 23 257-17 36 3 107 4 .52
}7024-4215 27.8 42 253-16 37 9 102 3 .53
)7024-4728 28.3 51 258-18 55 12 116 2 .25
)7024-4148 28.3 12 252 16 36 11 103 3 I .25L
)7025-4930 35.1 31 260-18 23 81794 .53
37026-4122 38.0 50 252 15 89 382992 .34L)7028-4223 51,1 59 253-16 32 102 .41
)7028-4746 51,7 1 258-18 22 3 114 41 1.37
)7030-4955 1.4 36 260-18 20 3 179 5 1.10
)7030-4024 2.5 25 251-15 18 5 102 3, 1.00
)7031-4934 8612260-18 28 8114 45i .29)7031-4455 11.2 27 255-17 20 102 .92
)7035-4810 30.5 12 259-18 26 5 113 4! .38
37037-4515 47.6 16 256-17 16 3 109 4 1.30
37038-4859 497 47 259-18 18 3 178 4 1.39
37039-4033 54.6 47 251-15 31 4 104 3' .55
37043-4732 18.2 24 258-17 32 10 112 4 .25L
37046-4553 38.7 27 257-17 23 5 113 3 2.74
37048-4962 51.9 49 260-18 28 8 113 4 .69
_7049-4228 59.8 27 253-15 22 3 107 4 .68
)7051-4053 9.3 24 252-15 42 11 102 3 .26L
37053-4727 22.6 47 258-17 62 13 110 4 .25L
37055-4859 30.7 17 260-18 35 9 177 5 .25L
37055-4027 31.9 29 251-14 32 8 99 3 .60
37056-4537 38.5 4 256-16 68 54 110 2 .51L
37061-4840 8.0 2 259-18 69 13 114 3 .35L
37061-4501 10.5 31 256-18 39 9 114 3 .96
37064-4214 24.6 36 253-15 17 8 10 4 .25L
07065-4215 33.7 18 253-15 44 i 8 110 3 25L
17069-4813 57.9 14 259-17 21 3 179 4 1.17
07069-4527 58.3 54 256-16 90i 11 112 2 .19
07075-4137 33.2 15 253-15 71 33 103 2 .25L
07075-4515 36.0 15 256-16 47 17 110 3 .56L
07076-4903 38.2;49 260-17 53 9 109 2 .22
)7076-4706 41.1 9 258-17 63 11 110 3 .37L
07076 4831 41.1 22 259-17 28 12 113 5 .25L
07076-4402 41.5 33 255-16 60 10 110 3 .25L
07077-4344 42.9 18 255-15 37 8 111 3 .53
)7077-4720 44.8 57 258-17 24 3 112 4 39
07077-4908 47.7 57 260-17 14 3 114 4 7.30
07082-4212 13.5 35 253-151 37 9 109 4 .30
07084-4116 26.7 5 252-14 45 15 111 3 .48L
07084-4454 27.C 16 256-16 24 4 111 4 2.51
07084-4402 28.E 41 255-15 42 8 111 3 .46
]7089-4951 56.3 15 261-18 24 8 114 5 .71
)7090-4638 5.7 46 258-16 72 20 110 3 .26L
07092 4309 166 9 254-15 24 5 112 3 1.74
}7092-4620 18.0 51 257-16 80 15 109 2 .39L
07093-4939 18.2 17 260 17 57 12 110 2 .26
07093-4741 21.7 57 259-17 22 3 113 4 1.04
07094-4850 26.6 55 260 17 19 3 114 4 6.04
07097-4138 43.0 0 253-14 26 8 111 3 .55
07098-4909 48.2 23 260-17 14 4 114 4 2.75
07099-4108 59.9 57 252-14 41 8 111 3 .42
07100-4701 5.1 28 258-16 89 11 ,110 3 .30L
07102-4722 17.7 26 258-16 30 11 110 3 .23
07103-4357 20.0 24 255-15 38 19 112 4 .25L
07103-4024 22.6 30 252-14 82 28 107 2 .68L
07104-4632 27.2 37 !58-16 28 6 112 4 .59
07105-4024 35.7 46 252 14 20 8 109! 4 .36
07106-4331 36.6 38255-15 35 3 12 4 .71
07107-4134 43.7 40253-14 20 3 111 3 1.96
07110-4701 1.5 43 258-16 24 7 112 4 .25L
07110-4914 4.6 24 260 17 28 8 114 5 .65
07110-4247 4.9 19 254-14 83 91107 2 .25
07111-4640 7.4 24 258-16 17 31112 4 1.54
07111-4944 7.4 22 261-17 33 6117 4 .39
07111-4044 8.8 26 252-14 40 8 109 3 .34
07111-4031 9.7 60 252-14 87 34 107 2 .40L
07111-4059 10.9 18 252-14 28 8 112 3 .44
07111-4646 11.5 24 258 16 20! 13 176 4 .25L
07113-4018 18.0 19 252-13 49 11 110 2 .23
07113-4457 19.2 0 256-15 16 3 111 4 1.00
07114-4630 26.7 50 258-16 65 14 110 4 .25L
07116-4042 39,4 9 252-14 26 5 109 3 1,42
07117-4526 42.3 3 257--15 47 8 112 3 .23
07117-4505 43,2141 256--15 28 4 110 4 .47
07117-4025 44,6 58 252--13 20 8 110 3 1.05
07116-4415 51.4 43 255-15 27 8 110 4 .25L
07120-4923 1.1 4 260-17 I 53 40 111 2 .25L
07120-4433 1.8 17 256-15 _ 16 3 179 4 2414,99
07120-4136 6.(_ 40 253-14 22 8 112 3 .35
07121-4810 8._ 48 259-16 56 7 110 3 .33
07123-4924 ,20.1 33 260-17 25 5 116 4 1.00
07123-4444 23£ 29 256-15 28 16 109 4 .25L
07124-4813 25.5 41 259-16 43 8 114 3 .29
07124-4652 26.5 29i258-16 13 3 178 4 1.66
07124 4909 29.9 12 .)60--17 50 12 113 4 .32
07125-4350 31.4 26 255-15 39 10 108 2 .65L
07125-4950 34.0 56 261-17 23 5 118 4 1.99
07127-4614 42.9 15 257 16 30 8 178_ 4 .38
07127-4913 45.3 11 ._60-17 30 9 115 4 .25L
07127-4828 46.2 32 260-16 43 9 114 3 .27L
07128-4942 50.539:261-17 48 20 115 4 .25L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 F.m 60 Fm 100 y.m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.28L .40L 1.35L F
.25L .40L 1.34L C
.25L .40L 1.02L D
.53L .40L 1.09 F
.33L .40L 2.07 D;
.38 .40L 1.07L BC
.25L .40L 1.02L C
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .61L 1.54L E
.25L .57 2.06 CC
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.59L .41L 1.00 F
.25L .40L 1.28L B
.37 .40L 1.00L BB
.26 .40L 1.00L B C
.21: .42L 5.76L DD
.25L .40L 1.05L C
.21 .40L 1.00L BD
.25L .40L 1.03L B
.45 .40L 1.0OL CC
.35 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .62 1.44 B C
.68 .40L 1.00L BC
.21 .40L 1.03L BD
.19: .86L 1.02L BD
.25L .50 1.30L C
.25L .44 1.11 CC
.25L .55 1.21 CC
.25L .40L 5.65L B
.25L .40L 1.34 F
.25L .34 1.22L C
.23 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L 1.00 4.53 CB
.25L .72 2.83 CD
.32 .40L 1.00L BC
.25L .53L 1.70L O
25L .42L 1.05 D
.25L .35: 1.43 DC
.25L .44L 2.00L D
.25L .44 1.18: CC
.25L .69 .61: CF
.25L .51 1.06 CO
.25L .40L 1.00L B
.15: .40L 1.02L BD
2.26 .46 1.19L BBC
.25L .40L 1.37L B
.25L .38 1.51 L C
.59 .40L 4.32L B C
.25L .40L 6.17L C
.18: .40L 1.07: BE D
.25L .40L 1.62 C
.65 .40L 1.23L CB
.25L .37 5.02L C
.25L .40L 1.87L F
.28 .40L 1.14L BD
1.48 .34: 1.00L ABF
.16: .40L 1.00L BD
1.52 .40L 4.73L B B
.25L .40L 1.74L C
.25L .45 4.56L C
.25L .40L ; 1.42L C
.25L .40L 1.53 C
.46L .43L 1.45 E
.36L ,40L 1.29 B E
.25L .40L 1.65: C C
,25 .40L 4.20L BD
.77 .40L 1.18L CC
.25L .70 3,20L B
.25L ,40L 6.14L B
,25L .40L 1,38L C
.36 .40L 5.16L BB
.25L .40L 1.16L B
.25L .40L 1.85L C
.30L .40L 1.60 D
.25L .40L 1.86L B
.28L .29: 2.50 E C
.25L ,40L 2.52L C
.28 .40L 4.04L BC
.25L ,43L 2.00 D
.38 .40L 1.55L BD
.25L .40L 1.21L C
.25L .40L 5.07L C
.2"9 .40L 1.50L B D
.25L .52 3.06 CC
.60L .41L 1.58 r'
845.42 94.08 27.80 A B C C
.32 .40L 1.52L DE
.25L .40L 1.33L B
.38 .40L 1.21L DC
.25L .43: 1.82 CC
.25L .40L 1.40L ;F
.44 .40L 4.46L B C
.25L .40L 6.37L B
.59L .56 2.13L D
.52 .40L 1.18L CB
.25L .40L I 5.15L B
.25L 1.27 1.75 B £
.25L .85 5.16L B
.25L .46L 2.88 F
Flags
V L C
C_ rr A Confusion R S A
C, ef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Associations
Sep








































































a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (°) N
37128-4820 51.3 55 259--16 33 14 112 4
37128-4526 53,0 29 257--15 21 6 112 4
)7129-4014 57,7 10 252--13 27 4 110 3
'7130-4755 3.1 21 259-16 41 6 110 3
37130-4201 3.4 2253-14 42 8 113 3
37131-4702 9.1 45 258-16 36 3 111 4
37131-4827 10.3 29 260-16 34 12 119 3
37132-4351 13.4 52 255-15 13 10 109 4
37132-4641 14.5 37 258-16 12 3 177 4
37132-4811 14.8 0 259-16 40 9 115 3
37133-4033 20,9 43 252-13 40 10 111 3
37133-4652 22,9 21 258-16 20 8 176 4
37134-4418 24,7 32 256-15 47 3 111 4
37135--4852 30.0 53 260-17 33 8 115 4
37138--4613 48,3 25 257-15 14 3 177 4
37140--4351 0,0 58 255-14 18 9 111 4
37140--4203 2,1 57 254-14 31 9 110 4
37140 4538 3.5 7 257-15 51 13 112 4
37140--4624 4.3 45 258-15 15 3 178 4
37140--4208 5,2 18 254-14 56 33 108 2
37143--4628 23,3 35 258-15 32 14 111 4
37144--4501 27.0 11 256-15 30 3 111 4
37144--4352 28.3 41 255-14 27 7 111 4
37144--4835 29,0 0 260-16 22 9 116 4
37146-4613 41.7 53 258-15 65 29 114 2
37148--4641 48.9 2 258-15 16 4 112 4
r7148--4847 50,4 52 260-16 64 20 114 4
t7150--4542 1,8 2 257-15 35 16 109 3
37150--4034 4,6 9 252-13 21 9 111 3
37154--4510 29.0 4 257-15 87 18 109 3
37154--4205 29,0 26 254 13 70 7 108 3
37156--4847 37,8 15 260-16 41 13 114 4
37157-4636 43.9 15 258-15 42 8 110 3
37157-4543 44,5 56 257-15 45 16 110 4
37157-4625 45.1 12 258-15 18 13 105 4
37157-4055 45,2 24 253-13 38 17 110 4
97158-4607 49.1 58 258-15 34 18 108 3
07159-4428 58,0 58 256-14 22 11 108 4
07160-4653 2.8 23 258--15 38 6 110 2
07161-4816 6.4 21 260-18 59 10 116 3
07162-4600 14,7 6 257-15 88 12 109 2!
07163-4920 19,7 21 261 16 51 9 114 3'
37166-4042 36,9 28 253-13 36 4 109 4
07167-4428 42,6 36 256-14 26 12 111 4
07167-4327 42.7 35 255-14 20 16 107 2
07168 4858 50.1 49 260-16 31 9 114 3
07168-4151 50.8 51 254-13 42 3 109 4
37168-4245 51.9 57 254-13 19 6 111 4
07169--4604 56.7 58 258-15 32 11 109 3
37170--4906 1.0 16 260-16 40 16 113 3
07171--4940 10.8:30 261-16 38 19 114 3
07172--4458 14,7 27 257-14 37 11 178 4
37174-4430 26,8 32 256 14 26 16 112 2
07174-4136 28.7 47 253-13 71 17 107 2
07174-4252 29.9 25 255--13 23 3 111 4
07176-4311 36,5 19 255--14 39 5 112 3
07176-4411 41.2 51 256-14 2_ 9 109 4
07177-4126 _.3.9 3 253--13 35 25 112 3
07177-4844 45.9 40 !60-16 36 21 114 3
07178-4608 49.9 25 258-15 36 6 109 2
07178-4429 54.0 24 256-14 10 3 178 4
07179-4953 56,8 4 !61-16 22 9 114 3
07181-4851 9.2 48 260-16 67 17 113 3
07182-4911 12.4 16 261 16 33 9 113 3
07186--4617 36.7 13 258-15 40 12 173 2
07187-4237 46.0 9254-13 26 3 111 4
07188-4553 48.4 56 258-14 29 13 109 2
07188--4324 49,3 10 255-13 39 28 108 2
07188-4539 49,5 47 257-14 43 12 !109 2
07190-4939 2.3 43261-16 28 8 169 3
07190-4849 4.3 51 260-16 64 21 117 2
07190-4449 6.0 32 257-14 18 11 177 4
07191-4110 9.0 8 253-12 22 5 110 4
07191-4420 9,4 57 256-14 24 17 179 3
07193-4420 20.3 3 256-14 43 19 112 3
07193--4659 22.0 31 259-15 38 5 112 3
07195--4101 34.9 48 253-12 43 29 110 3
07199--4701 58,0 6 259-15 91 28 110 2
07199--4646 58.2 12 258-15 44 22 111 3
07202-4923 16,1 19 261-16 20 4 113 3
07203--4740 23.9 25 259-15 38 8 113 4
07205-4635 30,7 29 258--15 39 8 116 4
07205-4036 30.9 38 253 12 27 8 113 2
07205-4724 33,645 259-15 46 17 112 3
07207-4510 43,4 0 257-14 31 6 109 2
07207-4405 44.7 56 256-13 31 10 180 3
07208-4539 52.5 9 257-14 69 10 109 2
07211-4624 9.9 53 258 14 32 6 112 3
07211-4728 10.2 11 259 15 48 11 112 3
07212--4431 14,5 41 256-14 20 9 114 3
07213 4645 23._ 5 259-14 39 15 110 2
07214-4325 24.720 255-13 22 9 179 4
07215-4819 31.0 48 260-15 38 11 112 3
07215-4830 31.6 33 260--15 31 5 111 3
07215-4701 31.6 48 259-15 31 8 114 4
07217-4147 44.8 49 254--12 30 3 109 4
07219-4135 57,8 18 254 12 56 7 108 3
07219-4020 59,1 39 253-12 41 7 108 3
07220-4810 0.5 25 260-15 36 15:115 2
07221-4359 6.2 30 256-13 29 4 180 3
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected1 V
12 _tm 25 p.m 60 Fm lOO _tm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Ones Coef R Flags*
.30L .25L .76 6.27L C MF I 9502234478
.25L ,25L ,89 2,37 S C E B B 9600000108
2.06 .65 .40L 1,99L BC AA 0 9601000100
,34 ,25L .40L 1.21L B B N 2701010000
.88 .23: ,40L 1,00L BD AD 0 0700000000
,26 ,25L .42L 5.97L B CDKC 9500010228
.29L .24: .79 6,98: DCF DCCC: 9582233468
,25L ,25L ,79 4,37L B L CA ! 94C1200728
3,81 2,18 .47 3,70L ABD AACC 1 9600100208
.39 .25L .40L 1,32L B BJ H 2700010000
.39 .25L .40L 1.95L D BI C 8600010000
.25L .89 .73 3.36L BC CAD 9601005108
.25L .25L .48: 2,57 CD I DB 9500000308
.40 .25L .40L 5,34L B CI 9400000008
1.21 .50 .40L 4.60L BB AAL 2 8500101008
.25L ,25L ,96 7,65 CC DA 83C0200918
.62 .25L ,40L 1.41L B BE 0700100100
,25L ,25L ,30: 1.83 CC KDB 9600001108
1.40 ,74 ,40L 4.26L BC AA 0 9501101128
.36L ,25L .40L 1.18 C D 3700100100
.25L .66L ,43L 2.38 E MFEC I 9601101128
.51 ,25L .40L 5,29L B AN 9500000008
.25L ,37L .44: 8.88 DB KFFA 9380100700
,84 .41 ,30: 5.53L BCF BBCD 2 9500011008
,25L .25L ,40L 1.78 E D 6602000328
4.98 1.25 ,34 5.47L BBD AADG 0 9500001108
.25L ,25L ,43L 3.14 C CD 9500000438
.25L .25L .36 1,84 CC G BC 9500000238
1.09 ,35 .41: 2.23: BEDC ACEC 6 4600101120
,25L .25L .40L 1.77 E H D 7600000128
.29 .25L .40L 1.43L D C K 0501010000
.28L .25L .47 3.09 EE HEDB 9501000328
.26 .25L .40L 5.04L B C 8500000008
.25L .32L ,44: 2.55 FC FCB 9500110438
.26L .25L ,40 3.08 CD GL GB 9601002368
,25L .25L .51L 2.74 E KGC 9600000128
,25L .25L ,40L 2,32 D GC 9600000118
.34L ,25L ,90 6,07: EC CHEB 9501228458
.77 .22: ,40L 5.33L BF AG 0 9501000008
.45 .25L .40L 1.69L C B M 1700000000
.25L .25L .35 9,11L C B 9400000008
.27L ,25L ,65 6.16L B A 9400000008
.46 .11: ,40L 10,67L BE BCMF 0 9501001018
.25L .25L 1.14 13.76: CC J FD 9402158878
.28L .32L ! .29 1.19L i B C D G B 0600000000
,99 25 .40L 7.11L AB 0 9400000008
.47 .25L .40L 1.70L D C 2600000000
,25L .36L 1,62 2.40 BC NEAB 0400000100
,25L .25L ,52 2.89 CC J DC 9600000228
.25L ,25L ,31: 3,31 DDH EC )500000118
,40L ,54L ,40L 2.19 C HLB 3500000118
,25L ,31L .47 1.37 BC I MB B 9601000108
.25L .25L .51 33.59L D D 9304324888
.68L .66L .33 2.14L D C 3600000100
1,43 .41 .40L 1.37L BC AA F 6 0500000000
.57 .25L .40L 1.27L B SJ G 2601000000
.34L ,25L .57 1,03: CC MBD 9700000100
.25L .25L ,40L 2.06 F L K E 5700000040
.25L .25L .40L 1.86 C KKC 9602000008
1.14 .24 .40L_ 5,03L BD AS J 0 9500000008
6.68 7.60 13.12 33,59 CBCE AAAA 4 9394310558
.52 .25L .40L 1.81L B B E 0500000000
.25L .25L .35: 2.78 DC DC 9500000218
,57 .25L ,48L 6.96L B B K I C 9400000208
,22 ,27L ,44L 1.69 F E FKEC 9601000008
,29 ,25L ,40L 1.93L E C J 0500000000
.26L ,37L .51 3.38: DD, KKCB 9601000218
.25L .57L .4OL .98 C C 3600000000
.25L ,25L .73 6.09: DD EC 8400101638
,47 ,25L .40L 6.65L C BF F 4401000008
.25L .25L ,36 8.19L C J D 9400000008
.25L .34L .60 3.20 CC MFBB 9602000658
2.02 .66 .40L 6,24L BC AB 2 : 8601000008
.25L ,25L .50L 3.22 D DB ! 9501100200
.25L .25L ,40L 2.80 D H C 9681100208,
.59 .25L .40L 8.50L B AD 9400000008
.25L .25L .40L 2.52 D KC 8701001208
.25L .99L .41L 2.59 D GI C 9600000108
.25L .25L A0L 3.09 F GD 9600000018
2.36 ,65 .40L 5,07L BC AB H 3 7501001008
• 39 .25L .40L 8.99L B BF 9401000008
,38 ,25L .40L 2.14L B CEJ D 9700010108
• 65 .31L .40L 7.40L B AC 8501000018
.66L .25L .40L 2.35 C HJ DB 7700000218
1,27 .37 .40L 5.98L BC AB 0_ 8400010008
.25L ,25L .84 9.74L C F B C 9401000008
.25L .25L 1.00 1.91 CD I BB 5600000018
2,15 .51 .40L 9AlL CC AB 1 9400000008
.27L .25L .61 6.43L C E B F 9500000118
.95 .23: .40L 5.41L BE AD 0 9500000008
.65L .25L .50 8.40L C BB 7500100238
.96 .25L .40L 1.79L C AK 3600110000
.25L .25L ,69 3.69 DD El BB 9501101728
1,06 ,33 .40L 8.08L BC ABFC 0 9500000008
.51 ,25L .40L 9,41L B : B G 9500000008
.48 .23 .40L 11,65L BD BC 3 9403112218
,33 .25L .40L 8.64L' B D 9500000008
.41 .25L .40L 9.42L B BF 7500100128
.27 ,25L .40L 8.61L E CJ G 9400000108
1.47 .44 ,40L 6,76L BC AB 3 9503110008














# T Name Type (") Mag






1 °41 07130-4755 4 3
13 218565 G5 17 85
"41 07131-4827 31 3
"41 07132-4352 39 8
13 "13 218567 B8 6 48
2 14 256-PN 19 PI 3
13 218575 K0 11 72
13 218589 K5 2 55
13 218606K0 11 83
4 13 .:'18611 K0 5 67
13 218621 K5 2 85
13 218623 K0 9 80
14 257- G 5 Sa 83
2 "41 07172-4458 29 12
2 16 03537 1 108
1 7 WRA 19 17
2 14 257- G 6 S. 46
8
1 13 218637 K0 10 68
3 7 -443318 39




32 X0718-456 34 ; 4
13 218660 6 85
19 226 70 115
14 257- G 12 S. 9
1 13 218688 K0 6 8,_
8
2 *13' 218690 22 8(






a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O 0
h m. o , (s) () I b C) C) () N
07221-4552 9.8 51 258-14 65 15 114 2
07223-4802 19.6 48 260-15 26 3 111 3
07224-4703 27,2 23 259-14 29 14 174 3
07224-4402 29.0 10 256-13 24 4 179 3
07225-4644 34,3 20 259-14 30 ; 13 111 3'
07226-4135 37.7 49 254--12 39 5 109 4
07228-4449 50,1 42 257-13 89 23 109 2
07228--4420 51,1 33 256-13 52 10 109 2
07230-4151 1.8 14 254-12 33 11 109 3
07230-4217 3.6 12 255-12 21 3 11 5
07231-4141 6.8 31 254-12 99 17 108 2
07233-4046 21.1 9 253-12 43 10 109 4
07234-4136 24,8 20 254-12 33 13 110 4
07235-4137 34.7 23254-12 63 13 106 2
07236-4450 37.1 5257-13 40 28 109 2
07236-4202 39.9 31 254-12 49 8 110 3
07236-4332 40.2 9 256-13 15 8 179 3
07237-4223 42.2 15 255-12 25 4 1 3
07237-4035 42.5 39 253-11 21 3 109 4
07237-4137 45,6 53 254-12 30 14 112 2
07238 4004 48,2 27 253-11 48 11 178 3
07238-4948 53,253 262-15 32 8 121 4
07238-4001 53.E 22 253-11 19 4 109 4
07238 4126 53.g 24 254-12 21 11 109 4
07240-4831 5.8 56 260-15 27 5 112 3
07241-4750 7,g 54 260-14' 62 14 110 2
07241-4247 8,6 21 255--12 37 9 113 3
07242-4500 12.2 21 257-13 69 21 109 2
07242-4710 16,632 259-14 33 6 112 3
07243-4200 21,2 22 254-12 31 9 3
07243-4128 23,2 13 254-12 19, 9 109 4
07243-4810 23.6 22 260-15 22 3 111 3
07244-4629 27.6 43 259-14 29 12 173 3
07244--4051 26.2 41 253-11 33 11 109 4 _
07245-4236 35.4 60 255-12 45 10 114 3
07246-4531 37.5 26 258-1: 62 3 111 3
07246--4342 41.8 4 256-13 29 6 109 2
07247--4620 42.6 44 258-14 27 17 113 3
07247-4407 44.8 28 256-13 61 18 109 2
07247-4445 46,5 12 257-13 54 11 109 2
07248-4058 48,1 49 253-11 37 13 110 4
07248-4459 52.4 10 257 13 31 13 110 3
07249-4007 57.5 47 253-11 77 20 107 2
07249-4143 58,8 59 254-12 23 12 110 3
07250-4910 0.5 34 261-15 42 8 14 3
07251-4208 8,1 50 255--12 23 9 1 3
07251-4250 8.8 50 255-12 33 3 111 3
07251-4658 10.9 3 259 14 21 11 113 3
07251-4733 11.2 34 260-14 67 11 1110 2
07252-4421 13,7 29 257-13 87 18 109 2
07253-4100 192 55 254-11 20 11 111; 4
07253-4029 20.8 19 253-11 21 14 109 4
07254-4304 26,8 47 255-12 40 5 i111 3
07254-4344 27,4 37 256 13 76 15 !109 2
07254--4337 28.5 41 256-12 86 21 109 2
07254-4516 28,8 42 257-13 41 15 174 3
07256--4155 36,5 0 254-12 27 14 114 2
07256-4203 41.0 16 255-12 39 7 111 3
07256-4259 41.1 14 255 12 61 15 108 2
07257-4758 42.2 3 260-14 19 12 111 3
07257-4131 44.7 9 254-11 57 16 111 2
07257-4055 45.7 55 254-11 23 9 111 3
07258-4155 489 55 254-12 18 8 178 3
07258-4830 49,0 58 261 15 21 10 170 5
07258-4643 52,3 12 259-14 43 14 112 3
07258-4940 52.9 5 262-15 34 8 121 3
07258-4808 53,2 8 260-14 74 20 112 3
07260-4633 0,3 24 259-14 22 14 112 3
07260 4708 0,8 55 259-14 43 18 170 3
07260-4721 5,5 20 259-14 20 4 111 3
07260-4850 5.9 15 261-15 35 7 113 3
07261-4136 6.4 54 254-11 25 12 1 3
07261-4159 8.7 32 255-12 21 8 180 3
07262--4003 12,5 44 253 11 35 9 109 4
07262 4734 14.5 31 260--14 43 15 112 3
07262--4311 15.(; 8 256--12 70 9 109 2
07262--4401 15,1 31 256-13 62 11 109 2
07262--4448 15.9 11 257-13 30 12 111 3
07264--4637 24.'/ 48 259-14! 33 11 112 3
07264-4744 27.7 11 260-14 51 12 110 3
07264 4339 28.(; 14 256-12 45 22 109 2
07265-4711 32.5 22 259-14 38 6 112 3
07266--4638 38,C 21 259-14 52 12 109 2
07267-4034 42,2 29 253-11 30 16 109 3
07267-4230 43,5 48 255-12 48 14 175 2
07267-4619 43.5 50 259-13 28 4 112 3
07267-4439 44.8 12 257-13 65 25 112 2
07267-4156 45,0111 255-11 76 14 108 2
07268-4053 48.758 254-11 36 14 113 2
07268-4720 52.4 45 259-14 51 8 112 2
07269-4707 54.1 58 259-14 58 16 112 3
07270-4643 1,4 56 259 14 433 10 11107270-4046 3,7 30 253-11 17 111
07270-4104 4,9 1 254-11 40 14 113
07271-4144 6,9 40 254-11 35 8 180 3
07271-4647 7,4 46 259-14 25 15 112 3
07271-4659 10.3 4 259-14 33 6 112 3
07273-4027 18,1 57 253-11 31 9 110 3 i
_7273-4115 19.8 19 254-11 17 9 178 3
07273-4444 22.5 3 257-13 41 16 111 2
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Rags Associations
(Nm Color Co_eeted)
V L C
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m ]00 _m Rux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs ( ocf R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.35 .25L 1.06L 11.35L C
,69 .26 .40L 8A6L DC 07223-4802 3
.38L .25L ,58 2,99 CD
1.52 .45 .40L 7.09L BF 218698K5 82
,37L .51L .57 2.83 F D
.56 .25L .40L 11.70L D
1.13L .73L .40L 3.55 D
.35 ,25L ,40L 6.30L C
.25L ,25L ,70 4.67: CD
,61 ,25L ,40L 11,93L B
.36L .25L .39 6.63L' D
.37L .41L .47 2.52 CC
.44L .25L .54 5.38L D
.25L ,25L 1,01 5.19L D
.25L .25L .55L 3.05 E
,25L .25L .53L 2.87 D
,75 .11: .40L 3.39L B E
1.43 ,39 .40L 9.33L BC
1.58 .77 .40L 7.49L B B WRA26
.25L .25L ,87 5.38L C
,25L .25L .45 6.79L C
.32 .25L .40L 2.45L B 218715 K0 77
1.27 .62 .40L 12.70L BB
.25L .31L 2.00 15.21L D X0723-414 2
.73 .16: .40L 2.54L CE
A0L .25L .53 2.63L F 07240-4750 12
,54 .15 .40L 8.74L B D
.25L .25L .39: 3,42 DF
.25L 25L 1.82 2.39L B 257-1G 140o
.72 ,26L .40L 11.74L E 218717 K5 70
.25L .25L 1.59 11,83: C C
5.38 1.57 .57 1.80L B B E
,25L ,25L ' .63 2,31: BD
.25L ,25L ,59 5,41L C
,30L ,25L .72 10,80L C
,38 .25L ,41L 15,25L C
1.39 .62 .40L 2.00: B C D
.25L .25L .69 3.89: C C
.25L .60L .56 2.49 DD
.30 .22 ,41L 7,20L CD
.25L ,25L .89L 8.33 C
.25L .25L .92: 8.02 CD
.25L ,25L .40L 1.80 C
.25L .48L .81: 7,00 CC X0724-417 8
,40L .25L .70 1.71L B
.66 ,25L ,40L 9.53L D K2 1112 90
.25L .22 1.12 10.19L E C 257-1G 16 Mu 156
,25L .25L ,67 5,18 EC
,27 .29L .40L 6.98L C OCL 0739
.25L .25L .45L 3.18 D
.25Li .36L .99 5.29 CC
.25L .25L .56: 5.10 CD
.94 .27 .40L 8.091 BE 218731 K2 81
.40L .25L .82 8.43L C
,25L .25L .48L 2.64 D
,25L ,25L .83 4.87 CC
1.02L .25L .75 9.83L D
,29 ,25L .40L 16.88L C
.27L _ .25L ,55 6.70L C
.25L .25L .57: 4.16 CD
.25L .25L .77L 3.71 C 07257-4130 12
.27L .25L .72 10.94L C
.25L ,25L .86 6.49: CC
.25L .25L .90 5.97 CC
.25L .25L .72 4.69 CC
.32 ,25L .40L 1.97L C
.25L .25L .41L 2.84 D
.25L ,25L .46 3,31: CC
,25L 25L .52L 3,83 F 07259-4709 8
1.31 ,75 .56: 8,39L B B E 07260-4721 3
.31 .25L ,40L 2,28L D
,25L .25L .77 10,60L D
.77 ,21 .40L 10.09L 8 D
.25L .25L 1.03 5.37t B
.25L .25L .74 4,51 DF
,40 .29L .40L 11.53L C
.48 .25L .47L 4.11L C 218742 K2 90
.25L .28L .73 5.36 CC
,42L .25L .71: 4.84 DD
.25L .25L .66 7.32: CE
.25L .26L .93 3.23L C
.58 .34 .40L 8.50L BC 07265-4711 3
.59L ,40L .81 5.79L C
.25L .25L 1.22 11.87L D
.47L .41L! .60 3.33 DD
2.04 .80 .40L 5.17L B B
.25L .25L' ,40L 4.49 E
.24 .25L .42L 16.91L C
.27 25L 1.51L 16.31L C
,48 .25L .43L 8,78L C 07268-4720 1
.25L .25L .63L 3.62 D
.25L ,25L .77 13.03L C X0727-467 3
,25L .25L .86L 5.01 D
.68L .25L .78 9.27L D
.69 .11: 1.31L 13.67L B E
.25L .25L 1.02 13,46L D X0727-467 3
.79 .25 .40L 9.14L DF 07271-4659 3
.25L .25L 1.41 6.10 CC
.33L .25L 1.04 5,58 F C 07272 4115 12
.26L .39L .93 5.10L C







37273-4354 22.9 15 256-12 37 16 110 3
07273-4801 23.9 9 260-14 32 19 117 2
37274-4138 25.0 37 254-11 23 13 111 3
37274-4812 29.6 28 260--14 19 10 111 4
07275--4111 31.3 25 254-11 44 9 112 3
07276--4710 37.6 60 259-14 30 5 112 3
37276--4311 38.9 52 256-12 29 9 108 2
37276--4246 39.1 57 255-12 83 10 108
37276-4015 39.4 5 253--11 25, 11 111
37276-4102 41+9 36 254-11 20 9 108 3 I
I
37276-4101 50.5 43 254--11 47 7 110 31
37278-4429 51.7 50 257-12 33 8 111 3;
37278-4442 51.8 53 257-13 16 12 174 3
37280-4229 0.2 50 255-12 79 15 108 2
37260-4757 2.0 38 260-14 77 13 110
37280-4137 4.8 59 254--11 26 15 177
37281-4125 7.5 54 254-11 37 16 ! 112 4
37281 4358 11.5 54 256-12 35 17 113 2
37261--4159 11.6 17 255-11 61 16 108 2
37282-4217 13.6 31 255-11 23 16 109 2
)7282-4042 17+2 15 254-11 48 11 111 3
)7282-4328 17.4 11 256-12 57 12 110 3
37283 4035 20.0 49 253 11 36 8110 3
)7286-4052 36.1 47 254-11 24 5 110 3
)7286-4143 36.2 35 254-11 41 3 111 3
)7286-4934 36.913 262-15 50 12 1252
37286-4352 38.1 29 256 12 27 9 111 3
)7286-4754 38.9 48 260-14 26 10 117 4
)7286-4026 41.2 29 253-10 22 7 110 3
)7287 4041 43.5 55 254-11 66 10 111 2
)7287--4016 44.6 51 253-10 40 12 109 3
37287--4542 47.0 51 256-13 35 4 !111 3)7268_40344253_1177161132
,72,6_41375146254_1120 8,11,,) 6 o 0.539 _1139 0
37290-4754 1.5 37 260 14 32 15 ' 119 3
07290-4344 2.6 25 256-12 95 20 113 2
37291-4019 9.7 6 253-10 31 7 111 3
37291--4915 9.9 39 261-14 47 18 117 3
)7291-4755 1.0 29 260-14 20 14 124 3
37294-4825 27.9 10 261-14 57 19 113 2
37295--4740 30.7 60 260-14 16 3 174 6
37295-4607 31.4 47 260-14 71 e 36 4
27296-4007 37.8 56 253-10 48 8113 2
)7296-4144 36.9 44 255-11 44 20 110 3
)7298-4929 50.9 8 262 14 32 17 127 3
)7296-4924 52.9 48 262-14 33 8 120 3
)7299-4644 56.3 13t259-13 22 11 111 3
)7299-4800 57.0 13 260 14 23 11 115 4)73oo-4152 1.360255-11 42 9 1062
27300-4653 4.5 21 259-13 18 9 121 4
37300-4745 5+246 260-14 2411 120 4
37302-4057 17.8 8 254 10 42 15 108 3
37304-4532 27.5 19 258-13 26 16 111 3
37305-4659 32.3 23 259-13 52 5 ! 119 4
07306--4215 41.5 40 255--11 81 20 108 2
07307--4436 43.4 45 257-12 28 10 113 2
37307--4317 45.2 2 256-11 44 18 108 2
37307-4141 46.0 25 255-11 41 14 1108 4_
37307-4450 48.0 30 257-12 40 5 112 3
373o8-424249639256-11 23 15 11o2
37306-4515 50.2 9 258-12 83 18 111 3
07306-4911 51.4 24 262-14 22 19 185 3
07311--4808 11.237 261 14 35 18 3 2
07312--4643 16.0 18 259-13 26 8 119 4]07312-492016.533262-14 2516 1213
07313-4217 21.7 56 255-11 20 5 110 3
07314 4905 24.6 59 261--14 45 12 119 3
07314-4121 27.2 24 254-10 56 I 8 108 2!
07314-4900 28.6 51 261-14 46 16 116 3
07315-4246 32,5 34 256-11 42 12 111 3
07315--4256 33.1 53 256-11 28 6 110 3
07316-4311 37.9 15 256-11 22 11 112 3
07316-4846 41.0 13 261-14 43 18 115 2
07318-4129 51.3;29 255-10 30 11 t08 2
07318-4736 51.9 10 260 13 36 9 118 5
07319-4650 57.0133 259-13 43 16 116 3
07319-4509 59+6l 16 258-12 67 18 111 3
07320-4606 3.1 54 259 13 58 11 111 2
07320-4308 3.7 23 256-11 73 21 108 2
07321-4919 7.10 8 262 14 22 16 114 2
07321-4634 10.5 13 259-13 16 8 118 5
07321-4642 11.5 5 259-13 11 3 120 5
07322-4300 14.G 12 256-tl 23 5 110 3
07323-4711 ,21.8 33 260-13 39 8 119 3
07324-4011 24.7 34 253=10 55 16 108 2
07324 4007 24.7 26 253-10 41 16 108 2
07324-4248 25.1'51 256-11 54 20 112 2
07324-4236 ;27.3118 256-11 26 17 111 207325-4723 30.9 35 260--13 29 18 168
07326_40,,38210 10631010812073 ,_420438821255112+ 7 109I 3
07327-4638 ,6._ 37 _,9-13 36 , 11_ . 4
073_7 - 4028 ,7.848 254 ,O 85 17 17612
07328--4926 50.5 45 262--14 36 13 115
07328--4357 50.6 10 257-11 69 8 110
07328-4240 50.7 4256--11 36 19 176 2
07329-4247 54.2 27 256 11 102 18 108 2
07329--4829 54.7 52 261 13 41 t9 116 2
07329-4149 55.6 40 255-10 61 14 110 3
Flux Density Flags
H_
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
u _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p m 25 Fm 60 _m






































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
5.21L C FDD 9600100308!
2.73L C HCD 9602000208
4.80 O MF B 968010162C I
7.01: BD FKCD 9581103658
13.04L CE BFE 1 950110010C
6.11L BC AB 1 960000000C
10.15L BBC AAA 0 3500000006 18
9.46L CC BC 1 7501001006
5.99L B K C F 9640000538
11.17 CD EJ DA 950212045C
12+36L C DG 950112045(3
11.90L B D CDEE 9500000208
5.87: DO NCBD 95C3102428
9.69L C DF 8500000008
2.57 D F KB 9703000126
8.61 C D HC 950100253C
4.13 D GFC 960000030C
3.21 L C D C 9600000008
9.85L C E C 9400000008
5.33 E KC8 9681010338
5.05L C EB 9601000008
5.60 CC DB 9601000108
7.84: CC J F B 9501000548
11.03L BFD ACED 0 950011141C I
11.91L C CH 950000100C
1.69L C F F 3700000000
11.26L B D B D 0 9500002008
6.56L C BGFF 9501200126
7.46 BD ECA 9600001308
5.05 CD BB 9601000208
12.23L C CK 9501000308
8.98L B C F B C 2500000008
13.45L E B 9500000208
5.64 CE L DA 954110052C I
7.29 8C EEB 9500111418
5.47L C L F D 9600200426
3.51 E F C 9700000008
5+65 DC F DCA 7640000308
2.71 F G D 960000O1O8
3+78: DD GDC 9700200638
2+03L D F 9700000200
7.23L E GI HC 9681201548
2.18 C GFFC 9701000108
12.40L C S 4500000008
5.28 E GD 968100022C
4.07L C NDDB 9603110326
11A6L B BG 9502110118
10.34 EF NDC I 960300553Ci
5.30L C J HOD I 9601100658
12.31L CC AAB 7_ 9400000008
10.53L D CEB 968311350C
5.82L C KI DB 9681201938
6.17: CE GMCD 9601124668
2.99 D E G H B 9700000008
10.27L C HDC 950422550C
3.37 D B 9700000008
11.56L C DI J 9400010008
16.99L C I FD 5500100318
7.64 DD KCB 9601000218
8.78L B AF I 9500010008
14.56L E 08 9501132338
2.87 DE J J C 9600101238
3.76 O MF D 9601000328
2.10: CE K DC 9701000108
9.72L BD BDLH 1 9500000OOC
5.57: DD KDC 9600200538
16.50L SC AB 3 9500000008
10.18L E DL 9501100008
14.04L B AC 9500010008
3.16 FC DC 9601100208
25.25L C DD 9444000108
16.31L CD AH 9501023008
6.41 L B N E C B 5600200626
2.69L C B DF 9600000318
5.69 CD /CB 9500000328
7.09L BE) B D 8500001008
13.69 E L EC 958010278C
2.48 E DC 9600000208
8.51L C AM 950000OO08
28.03L F I C 9500202428
4.94L D DG 98O01OO448
7.82L BC AC 4 96000010OC
5.76L BB AAJ 9 950020000C
9.92L AB AAC 1 9600001008
1+87 D M C 970000000C
5.58L C E E 5601100228
10.11L D DN 5502100228
4.50 D HC 9602101408
12.42L C DCC 9501223416
2.08 CC I I C 9702000008
5.05L C B I D 7601001118
10.18: CO E EB 9601000318
2.69L B BFGB 968131010C
3.89L C L DD 8701000008
5.45 CE JLFB 9500001108
23.68L i C F D 3501000008
11.48L I E GEEE 9503343318
8.32L I D E D 96021014082.55 I EC 9600001108
19.39L C J F D 9500000008
"Confusion Flags: 6}-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
E 1 32 X0727-482
1 *41 07276-4710
1 13 218755 K5
C 1 32 X0727-402
1
1 1 °41 07279-4101
4
































3 1 32 X0730-409 160 3
1 "41 07305-4659 39 6
1 "41 07312--4643
1 40 B3 V 2
1 13 218790K5





















Declination: - 50%- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (No/ Color Corrected) V
8 a _ C_)or_s SMJ SMN .% O' 12 F-m 2S tim 60 _.m 100 _m Flux C)r Aahm. o , (s) ( ) (") (') ( N (Jansky) Uncs C _e R
)7329 4647 56.6 34 259 13 20 8 117 5 .25L .38 1.34 5.82L BC FE, A
)7329-4439 573 47 258-12 31 14 173 3 .25L .25L i .49 3.92 DC E
)7329-4643 59.5 29 259-13 21 8 120 5 .33 .25Li 1.28L 9.68L B CG
)7330-4021 5.4 37 254 10 80 21 108 2 .47L .25L .79L 3.99 D K k
)7331 4549 9.2 42 259 12 24 14 112 4; .25L .25L .40: 2.95 FD LE
)7331-4202 10.8 37 255-10 42 13 112 21 .29L .25L .77 2.87L C G e
:)7331-4434 109 54 257-12 22 5 110 3 2.70 .70 .40L 8.03L BB AA
)7332-4311 13.4 11 256-11 26 9 110 3 i .25L .25L 1.01 10.21L E HF()7332 4245 153 20 256 11 oo lo 112 2, .39L .25LI .69 10.75L C K C
37332 4238 15.6 46 256 11 21 9 175 3 .28L .25L 1.06 13.76L C I<C
)7333-4615 18,3 7 259-12 53 8 30 51 .38L .25LI .48 2.37 CC CE_
)7333 4127 22.9 42 255-10 42 24 108 2 .25L 25L .45L 4.44 E t<
)7334-4514 25.2 30 258-12 33 11 111 33 25L .25L .74 5.18 EC H C37334-4825 26.3 16 261-13 27 13 122 .25L .25L .55 4.71: OC E E
)7335 4943 34.3 59 262-14 24 3 121 3 2.02 .79 .40L 5.63L BC AA
)7336 4139 36.1 39 255-10 90 20 108 2 .25L ,25L .56: 5.52 CD P
37336 4217 36.1 11 255-11 32 10 109 31 .41 .26L .40L 18.16L 8 BF
)7336-4256 36.7 0 256 11 31 15 108 2 .25L .35L ; .52 12.60L C J J E
)7336 4648 38.6 53 260-13 17 3 119 51 .25L .26 2.04 5.18 CCC EC._
37336-4919 41.1 11 262-14 51 8 174 31 .26L .25L .79 3.14 CF HI C
)7337 4017 42,3 29 254-10 80 10 108 2l .63 ,27L .45L 9.41L C BF)7337_4 ,4391425510 29 111082 27, 27L 444 00
)7337-4820 44.2 9 261-13 26 8 122 3 .58 .15: .40L 9.55L 8D AE
)7337-4213 44.6 3 255-10 49 18 110 3i .78L .28L .48L 3.65 C NF
37337-4250 45.4 21 256-11 64 3 109 31 .26L .25L .58: 4.04 DO GF
)7338-4234 48.4 26 256-11 39 14 111 3 .67L .25L ,85 10.74L C H E
)7338-4005 48.6 7 253-9 67 19 108 21 .25L .25L .68 5.92 DC F
)7338-4926 49.7 59 262 14 43 13 119 31 .25L .25L .99 5.88: DO Di
)7339-4955 54.5 28 262-14 33 13 170 3 25L .25L .89 4.45 BE L!:"
)7340-4107 1.5 30 254 10 87 15 108 2 .25L .50L 1.98L 4.85 E
)7340-4123 4.139 255-10 39 10 109 3i .26L ,25L .95 8.71L D F
)734042445.152256-1159 8 110 3 I .26L .25L .49 19.55L C)7341-4943 6.7 11 262-14 48 12 118 .28 .25L .43L 8.12L C [3
)7342412415.830255-1023101753 .25L .25L .64: 6.72 DC D_
7343-4625 23.2 32 259 12 12 3 117 5 3.55 1.28 .40L 6.39L BB AAC
)7344-4702 25.2 35 260-13 21 3 113 5 1.29 ,36 .40L 6.76L BC AA',
)7345-4949 33.5 30 262-14 25 8 121 3 .91 .27 .40L 9,52L CE AB_
)7346--4847 39.1 6 261-13 30 91122 2 .70 .26L .83L 8.31L C AI _"
}7346-4254 39.5 24 256-11 35 13 I 110 3 .25L .25L 1.11: 6.68 DD K _"
)7346 4921 39.7 13 252 14 33 8 122 3 .49 .25L .40L 9.49L D AE
}7346 4450 41.3 43 258-12 26 5111 3 .70 ,16: .40L 10.54L BD AC
37347 4057 43.6 4 254 10 37 3 109 3 .25L ,25L .77 5.12: DO E
:)7348-4111 48.1 51 255-10 35 3 109 3 .77 .19: 1,35L 6.03L BD BEI
07348-4844 48.3 5 261-13 19 8 120 3 .95 ,23 .40L 8.29L BD AC
37348 4908 49.4 58 262 13 65 23 121 2 .25L ,65L .42L 2.96 D J I
37348-4115 51.2 9 255-10 17 8 109 3 .25L ,25L 1.35 7.71: CD MF
=7349 4300 58.9 22 256-11 88 15113 2 .37L ,25L 1.16 13.30L D G!
07349-4702 599 8 260 12 22 5 112 4 .48 .17 .40L 6.63L BD BC
37350-4242 2.2 56 256-10 39 11 111 3 27L .25L .64 13.21L D D(
37350 4645 2.7 7 260-12 14 8 40 5 .21: 33 .40L 6.04L FC GCI
37350-4731 3.0 26 260-13 17 5 115 41 .26: ,33 3.22 13.15 CDBD FBi
)7350-4125 5.8 36 255-10 60 7 110 3' ,32 .25L .40L 14.37L C C ,
37352-4036 13.0 24 254- 9 24 12 107 2 ,36 .25L 1.54L 6.29L D BJ F
_7352-4539 13.5 57 259-12 24 8 121 5 .49 25L .40L 7.22L B CFf.07352-4004 17.6 49 254- 9 64 8 107 .89 .19: .40L 3.82L FD AD
07353-4519 19.1 4 258-12 20 8 115 4 34 .19: .40L 5.79L BE ABI.
37353-4956 20.044 263-14 261; 164 3i .25L .25L .49L 2.93 E L(07353-4521 21.7 39 256-12 23 117 .99 .29 .40L 5.77L BC AC,
07353 4132 23.0 48 255 10 53 9 108 2 .33 .26L .43L 11.39L C CK
07354-4948 24.6 28 262-14 22 10 116 3 .40 .25L .40L 6.08L B CLI"
_7354 4222 25.2 15 256-10 18 8 110 3 i .25L .25L 1.60 8.34L D F(
07354-4245 28.5 40 256-10 461 lo 112 ,=1 .37L .25L .80 3.33L E [
07354-4411 29.8 3 257-11 36 6 114 4 .40 .26L .40L 13.64L B CD
07355-4237 31.7 4 256 10 251 9 112 3 .77 .23 1.48L 13.33L CE AC
07355-4056 32.1 36 254-10 36 I 9 109 3 .39L .25L .88 11.98L C F £
07355-4511 33.3 58 258-12 29 22 110 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.13 D G
17358 4750 49.6 30 261 13 47 12 115 3 25L ,25L .43L 3.88 D J E
07359-4356 59.0 50 257-11 51 10 112 2 .36 .25L .40L 11.53L 8 C
)7360 4800 2610 261-13 36 8 118 3 .25L .25L .86 3.61 CC MGE
07362 4530 12.8 18 259-12 31 9 119 5 .34L .25L .81 1.82: CE L E
07363-4444 22.6 11 258-11 26 9 114 4 .51 .20 .40L 6.96L BC CCI_
)7364-4331 25.0 36 257-11 45 5 110 3 33 .25L .40L 17.50L B AK
07364 4734 25.4 60 260-13 27 15 172 3 .25L .25L .46L 3.59 C K F
07366-4617 41.2 37 259-12 17 15 126 4 .25L .25L .52: 4.67 CC NEE
)7367-4904 45.2 56 262-13 32 9 123 3 .53 .25L .40L 9.17L C BFJ
07367-4602 47.733 259-12 40 26 117 4 .25L .55L .41L 2.21 E HI"
07368-4125 48.0 47 255 10 22 5 109 3 3.20 2.47 1.53 8.91L BEE AAE
07368-4135 49.4 34 255-10 79 13 110 3 .25L .25L .67L 6.02 C FI
)7368-4426 51.3 10 258-11 36 23 110 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.96 D
07368-4829 53.E 11 261 13 16 4 120 3 1.14 .26 .40L 2.34: BF F AB
07369-4316 158.4 23 257-10 53 12 110 3 .25L .25L 2.47L 8.25 C E
)7370-4428 = 5.4 10 258 11 21 8 177 5 .65 25L .40L 7.41L B BD
07370-4205 5.7 35 256-10 32 10 110 3 .25L .25L 1.03 4.57 DC (
07371-4326 6.4 46 257-11 16 4 111 4 5.72 2.80 1.23: 15.94L BDF AAE
07372-4945 13.0 20 263 13 34 12 12013 .25L .25L .61: 8.92 FD F
07373-4021 22.1 49 254 9 17 4 10913 183.19 67.64 11.79 5.13 BBCB AAI
07373-4005 23.0 1 254- 9 30 13 109 3 .25L .25L .44: 5.86 CC J I E
07374-4838 27.5 31 261-13 16 11 t2713 .33L .25L 1.05 5.49: CC HCE
07374-4014 28.4 11 254- 9 88 13 109 12 .23 .25L .42L 2.72L D F
07375-4236 31.7 33 256 10 30 16 172 2 .25L .25L 1.40L 2.88 E I_I
07375-4310 33.3 31 257-10 80 10 110! 3 .25L .25L 1.31: 12.52 DE K[
07375-4257 34.8 23 256-10 66 10 110 3 .25L .25L 1,31 11.67L D [
07375-4703 35.4 48 260-12 46 12 115 2 .28 .25L .40L 7.24L C
07378-4457 49.0 54!256-11 20 15 179 4 .25L .25L .36: 2.74 CC KE
07378-4745 50.5 17 261-12 25 9 25,121 3 .25L .25L 1.79 13.15 !CE'ccBD07378-4634 51.4 18 260-12 31 1 !171 1.31L ,25L .35 3.62: K
07379-4914 54.4 24 262-13 24 121 3 .79 .39 .40L 5.35L BB
07379-4559 57.8 5 259-12 69 15 119 2 21 .25L .4OL 7.39L C ,D
07380-4121 4.2 23 255- 9 29 11 110 3 .25L .41L 1.63 20.72L C D[
07380-4125 5.5 20 255- 9 23 8 111 3 .27L .25L 1,10 13.03L C GG[
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
L C
Confusion R S A Sep






257- G 19 Sc
X0733-494 8
208- G 26 SO 148
218823 K0 77






















X0737 - 477 12
07379-4914 3






h m. = , (s) ( )
07381 - 4317 8.4 27













37388- 4348 50.2 2
37388- 4747 50.6 19
37388- 4109 50.8 18






07391 --4928 7.8 21




07392- 4820 17.2 30
07392-4039 17.4 29
07393- 4159 20.0 44
07395 -4109 33.4 45
07396-4009 40.2 9
07396 4210 41.5 45
07396--4256 41.8 41











































07414- 4058 27.2 23





07417 4724 43.0 36
















Declination: - 50 °- -- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Co_ected)
Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
lb (') (") (') N (Jansky)
257-10 26 3 tlt 4 1.41 .42 1.46L
256-10 22 9 109 3 .25L .25L 1.80
255-10 61 17 112 2 .25L .25L 1.52L
257-10 46 17 112 3 .25L .25L .46L
259--11 17 3 116 5 3.17 ._ .40L
258 11 24 3 112 5 ,69 ,23: ,40L
260 12 32 8 114 3 ,25L .25L ,46
258-11 50 11 120 2 ,23 ,25L .40L
259-tl 15 3 119 5 1.51 ,42 ,40L
257-11 52 14 113 2 ,22 ,25L .40L
255- 9 23 4 110 3 3,03 1.15 1,43L
255- 9 18 4 112 3 4,57 2.36 1,38:
256-10 30 9 173 3 .25L ,25L ,92:
257-10 46 25 114 2 ,36L ,25L ,46L
257-10 30 4 110 3 3,36 1,43 ,40L
261-12 15 8 121 3 .93 1,11 ,60
255 9 38 4 109 3 ,25L ,25L 1,12
257-t0 23 9 111 4 .25L ,25L 1,72:
263-13 45 8 122 2 ,45 .29L ,60L
255- 9 32 7 176 3 ,25L ,25L 1,55
257-10 18 3 117 5 2,65 ,86 1,33L
258-11 10 8 32 5 .39 ,25L ,40L
257-10 15 5 111 5 ,25L .25L ,94
262 13 58 8 31 3 ,25L .25L ,34:
254- 9 22 12 177 3 ,25L ,25L ,72
256- 9 79 14 111 2 ,35L ,25L .71
254- 9 24 5 109 3 6,43 2.47 ,40L
254- 9 13 4 110 3 3,29 1,30 ,40L
261-12 51 20 121 2 .32L ,25L ,52
254- 9 40 12 112 2 ,29 ,29L 4,49L
256- 9 24 12 110 3 .25L .36L .69
255 9 42 6 111 3 .44 .25L .45L
254- 9 31 5 109 3 1.15 .25 .41L
256- 9 56 13 111 2 .91L .25L 2.99L
257-10 25 5 111 3 .69 .31 1A2L
262-12 25 11 117 3 ,25L .25L 1,12
261-12 33 15 115 2 .26L .25L .68
257-10 41 11 113 3 .27 .25L A0L
260 12 55 12 119 2 .27 .25L .40L
262-12 66 18 124 2 .36L .25L .78
256- 9 28 6 110 3 6.52 1.77 1.65L
259-11 53 10 119 2 .26L .25L .40L
257-10 51 12 111 2 .27 .25L .40L
257-10 78 23 118 2 .39L .25L .61L
255- 9 30 4 110 3 1.27 .43 .40L
254- 8 103 26 107 2 .25L .25L .76L
258-10 23 8 173 4 .42 .37 .40L
256- 9 24 10 112 2 .25L .25L 1.48
262-12 23 3 169 3 .25L .32L .64
261-12 89 29 116 2 .61L .25L .40L
263-13 23 14 124 2 .41L .29L .53
257-10 39 5 110 3 .60 .25L .40L
261-12 29 11 118 2 .33 .37L .40L
256 9 46 12 109 3 .25L .25L 1.33:
261-12 85 35 113 2 .25L .25L .48L
256 9 30 10 107 2 .25L .25L .88
256- 9 52 13 175 3 .25L .25L 2.01
42 256- 9 21 9 173 3 .25L .25L 1.33
5 262-13 31 13 118 3 .25L .25L .73
14 260 12 61 3 120 3 .25L .48L .40L
41: 255- 9 23 7 107 3 .25L .25L 1.65
29 255 9 55 13 107 2 .28 .25L .47L
27 259-11 46 14 121 2 .26 .41L .45L
29 255- 9 40 14 111 2 .62L 32L .41
14 262--12 95 22 121 2 .59L .59L .49
13 256 9 23 11:108 5 .25L .25L 2.58
40 256- 9 35 16 107 2 .25L .25L 1.35
52 262-12 20 12 120 3 .25L .25L 1.38
55 258 10 11 3 114 5 12.00 3.28 133
23 254- 8 34 5 110 3 .56 .25L .40L
11260-12 22 8 122 3 .61 .32 .40L
43 _63-13 32 8 125 3 .46 .25L .40L
32 257-10 24 9 115 5 .25L .25L .40
6 256- 9 28 18 114 2 .25L .25L 1,52
48 259-11 18 8 120 4 .96 .43 .40L
261-12 31 14 120 3 .25L .25L .59
259 11 21 4 116 4 2.15 .52 .40L
260-12 82 20 113 2 .47L .25L .45
255- 9 20 6 109 3 2.04 .48 .40L
258--10 32 13 118 4i .25L .25L .40L
256- 9 16 8 117 2 .26L .27L, 1.57
256- 9 22 6 110 3 .25L .14: 2.36
259-11 29 3 120 3 1.38 .57 .40L
258 10 33 8 119 3 .29 .25L .40L
261-12 119 17 121 2 .25L .25L .43L
255- 9 29 5 110 3 1.00 .40 .40L
257-10 22 8 114 5 .48 .25L .40L
256- 9 22 6 110 3 1.08 .60 .40L
255- 9 24 5 109 3 3.45 .83 .40L
256 9 37 14 115 4 .52L .25L 4.60
255- 8 35 6 109 3 3.98 .98 .40L
256- 9 23 3 115, 4 .60 .29L 3.66L
259-11 17 4 117 3 3.61 .79 .40L
259-11 41 24 120 2 .40L .25L .40L
257- 9 43 8 112 3 .28 .25L .40L
263-13 26 13 164 3 .25L ,26L .43L
263 13 38 10 119 3 ,37L .25L ,93
257 9 14 3 114 5 3,59 ,93 ,40L
257-10 10 3 116i 5 1.21 .50 .40L
262 12 26 10 173; 3 .49L .25L .95
V
100 _*m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
8.85L BE AS M 0 960000011C
12.62L D L DC 960220243C
3.64 D F B 980000010C
2.73 D GC 8500000008
7.55L BB AA K 3 1510101008
6.60L BF AC 0 9401000008
3.84 CC F E B 9601000208
7.6OL C E 6400010008
2.03: BC F AA D 1 9511012008
7.47L C E 6400000008
9.10L DC AAEB 8 960123242(3
14.12L CDC AACC 9 960122334C
11,63 DE HHDB 960100030C
2.29 D M B 5500100008
7.67L BC AAG 0 7300100008
1.73L BBB AAA 1 9600000000
3.84 C D C B 9701000308
9.59 CC J FEA 964010044C
9.87L C BCN 9501001108
5.97 CD J BA 9783000308
7,76L BB AA t 8 960000111C
5.66L B AF E 8401010008
4.80 B C K A A 7400000208
3.17 DD HNEC 9682000448
4.04 C D F C B 1600300008
26.27L E I B 950043524C
11.43L DB AAM 3 9600000008
11.21L BC AAD 8 1600000008
6.51 L D D D 9500000448
13.05L F CE M 1501000008
3,56 DD ECA 970100130C
14.44L C B K 9602000008
15.85L CD AC 1 1400200008
21.59 F M GA 950151133C
7.87L BC BAD 0 960110000C
4.19: B D F C B 9580402788
8.08L F J CE 9500201668
9.96L C E 7500100008
1.84L C E J 9700000000
8.68L F I E E 9500235748
21.59L BB 'AA 0 952131133C
2.37 F M EC 3603000018
8.10L C C 6400000008
2.24 D L MC 9701200008
7.86L BB AA )600001008
4.30 D DC 9601101228
6.11L EF DCJ 9 9401001008
24.25L C GC E 9503255438
6.45 CC J DEB 9603023118
2.52 D H G 9600000220
4.18 CD MI CB 9602000428
8.16L C BF 6500000008
1.66L D BL 7701000000
7.94 DD DB 968031345C
2.38 F E 9600000240
9.54L C C D )60020135(3
30.07L D E B 9402323428
13.05: DD KI BC 9543316308
4.28 CCI DCA 9702000338
3.93 E N F D 9600202440
8.44 CE FAA 96C1001208
12.40L D E 9500000008
2.39L D F M 4600000000
223L C B C 6801002008
10.79L F G 9503002208
31.50L B GCB 9481324508
20.77: E F D D 9503206308
6.22: FO KCB 96C1027418
2.67 ABBC AAAA 3 9500000418
11.08L B A H 9500001008
1.34L BC BBH 0 9800200000
7.28L B BI LE 9502000018
2.32 CC FLCB 6500000208
21.67: C E C D E 9502303108
6.38L BB ABL 1 5501103008
5.09 E C F D C ; 9681002660
7.73L BB AA 0 5401103008
2.24L F GD 9700202320
6.55L BC AA F 0 6602012008
2.35 C E B 9501001008
27.25L D I B B 9503325438
24.99: FDF GHBB 95C3225438
1.64L BD AA 01 6600102000
8.52L D C 9401020108
2.32 E D 9601012340
8.72L BC AB 0 9610000008
7.43L B BGL 7400000008
10.22L CD AB 8 9600000008
830L BC AA 0 7500000208
49.64L D CCCC 9442225438
9.70L BC AAJ 0 1500000008
49.64L C B C F C 9402225438
1.96L BE AAGG 0 7600102000
2.19 C B 8600000000
7.59L C CE 9400101008
3.55 D H D A 9603000008
7.66L C H B 9503100OOC
7.50L AB AAFD 5401101008
5.78L;BB AS = 2 4400000008
8.05 FE I EC 9581144528
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep





*41 07382--4346 40 12
2 13 218882 MA 8 73
13 218887 K2 2 73
2 "13 218891 23 95
2 *41 07387-4139 20 3
2 "41 07387-4136 6 3
1 "41 07388-4347 9 7
2 " 7 WRA54 2
1 13 218894 A0 26 95
1 "41 07389-4942 6 3
1 "41 07390-4119 18 4
1 "41 07389-4318 5 3
1 "41 07390-4341 37 12
2 1 "41 07392--4152 24 4
1 13 218901 K5 5 80
1 *41 07397-4210 45 12
1 32 X0739--485 19 8
1 *41 07398-4303 19 1
1 "41 07399-4207 27 3
1 "41 07399-4257 47 12
2 °41 07400-4113 14 3
1 *41 07402-4217 22 12
1 °41 07403-4718 25 8
1 "41 07402-4308 50 3
1 °41 07407-4909 17 12
1 *41 07409 4116 32 1
1 "41 07408--4058 48 12
3 "41 07410 4845 22 4
1 17 874 N:,R 9 132
1 *41 07411-4659 31 2
2 13 218923 G5 0 51
1 "41 07418-4132 19
1 °41 07419-4140 7 3
2 "13 218931 K5 1 7G
9 1 32 X0741-422 120 9
3 "13 218932 K0 1 5G
9
2 1 13 218933 K5 6 75
1 13 218940MA 3 7E
3 * 5 DC262.2-12.3 459
219
Right Ascension: 07h42m42'-07"49=10 `
Position (1950)
Name
a _ a 6,
h m. o , (s) ( )
07427-4025 42.9 40 255- 8 29
07427-4846 44.5 39 262-12 32
07431-4208 10.4 6 256- 9 37
07434-4135 26.7 50 256- 9 55 ;
07435-4048 329 16 255- 8 22
07435-4034 34.9 27 255- 8 50
07436-4612 36.5 49 260 11 25
07437-4923 43.2 32 263-12 22
07437-4146 45.9 39 256- 9 24
07437-4142 46.9 17 256- 9 37
07439-4453 56.2 57 259-10 58
07439-4714 58.1 13 261-11 41
07439-4153 59.4 7 256- 9 25
07440-4943 1.6 42 263-12 13
07440-4117 2.7 54' 255- 8 31
07441-4356 7.3 52 258-10 17
07441-4913 9.7 32 263--12 26
07441-4125 11.0 40 256-- 8 17
07442 4633 12.3 44 260--11 27
07442-4813 15.8 51 ,262--12 23
07442-4148 16.6 34 256- 9 23
07442-4013 17.4133 255- 8 63
07442-4204 117.7 18 256- 9 16
07443-4438 19.1 14 258-10 48
07443--4628 21.4 53 260-11 28
07443-4442 21.7 42 259-10 69
07445-4351 31.7 36 256-10 49
07446-4850 37.4 54 262-12 17
07446-4231 37._ 38 257- 9 14
07446-4250 40.0 44 257- 9 58
07447-4459 45.3 7 259-10 38
07447-4425 45.9 45 258-10 49
07447-4457 46.9 43 259-10 29
07447-4517 47.2 6 259-10 62
07448-4950 53.2 3 263-12 28
07448-4021 53.5,44 255- 8 39
07451 4212 7.4 56 256- 9 49
37451-4954 7.8 35 263--12 36
07451--4249 11.1 50 257- 9 13
37451-4325 11.8 32 257- 9 16
07452-4616 16.2 4 260-1t 82
07453-4627 23.3 56 260-11 61
07454-4451 25.7 32 259-10 24
37454-4123 263 32 256- 8 18 I
07454-4241 29.8 38 257- 9 76
07455-4023 31.1 32 255- 8 19
07455-4455 35.0 10 259-10 27
07456 4722 36.0 38 261-11 22
07457-4023 42.7 58 255- 8 59
07457-4321 44.7 24 257- 9 35
07457-4621 46.7 45 260-11 19
07458-4652 52.7 49 261-11 26
07459-4515 55.2 52 259-10 26
07459-4038 58.3 50 255- 8 38
07459 4958 59.7 39 263-12 24
07461-4141 9.3 29 256- 8 101
07462-4311 13.5 29 257- 9 69
E)7462-4935 14.2 14 263-12 22
07462-4627 16.2 3 260-11 79
07462 4946 18.0 2 263 12 43
07463-4940 18.7 37 263 12 30
07463-4624 19.0 12 260-10 81
37463-4841 20.2 13 262-12 29
07464-4031 26.2 36 255- 8 14
07464-4352 27.8 34 258- 9 25
07466-4235 37.6 52 257- 9 36
07466-4646 40.4 1 261-11 69
07467-4833 44.7 3 262-11 21
07467 4924 45.6 48 263 12 32
07467-4349 47.1 9 258- 9 26
07468-4656 49.3 58 261-11 20
:)7468-4507 50.4 58 259-10 35
:)7468-4025 51.5 33 255- 7 56
:)7469-4535 57,9 28 260-10 26
37470 4052 0.3 3 255- 8 27
:)7471-4025 6.9 18 255 7 34
:)7471 4754 7.5 54 262-11 41
:)7471--4015 9.9 52 255 7 53
:)7472--4338 13.0 32 258 9 24
:)7472--4359 15.4 2 258- 9 21
:)7472 4124 17.7 56 256- 8 59
:)7473-4835 20.7 60 Z62-11 18
:)7476-4311 361 17 257- 9 29
:)7476-4614 41.9 42 260--10 34
:)7477 4007 42.0 41 255-- 7 22
_7477-4808 45.3 54 262-11 41
:)7478 - 4400 50.2 34 258-- 9 38
:)7479-4437 56.2 39 259- 9 21
:)7479-4603 59.7 45 260-10 57
:)7480-4628 0.0 18 260-10 31
:)7483 4547 24.0 46 260-10 23
:)7484--4516 24.6 33 259-10 34
07484--4002 28.9 32 255- 7 21
07486-4341 36.4 6 258 9 90
:)7488-4315 48.3 55 258- 9
:)7488-4744 489 55 262-11
:)7488 4024 49.9 47 255- 7
_7490-4340 3.7 38 258- 9
07491-4427 6.8 5 259- 9
07491-4905 10,5 26 263-11
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SM] SMN 0 0 12 p.mt b C) C) ( )
3 108 3 .64
9 117 3 .32L
11 111 5 .25L
14 107 2 .36L
4 109 3 .96
6 109 3 .54
18¢ i 120 .7314 33 ,25L
8 110 5 .57
8 17 4 .58L
18 117 3 .25L
15 114 i 3 .25L
15 113' 3 .25L
8 119 3 .25L
4 !109 3 .29
3 120 4 1.09
13 117 3 .25L
3 114 5 1.85
10 116 3 .33
9 121 3 .83
20 122 2 1.09L
11 109 3 .26L
3 115, 5 5.89
10 121 I 2 .36
22 123 ; 2 .5eL
15 121 2 .49L
30 122 3 .25L
4 120 3 3.05
8 115 5 1.01
10 118 2 .27
21 111 2 .25L
11 120 2 .28
9 115 3 .77
23 112 2 .25L
16 117 2 .53L
8 109 3 .45
12 109 3 .30L
20 118 3 .34L
4 115 5 1.08
8 121 4 .94
23 117 2 1.11L
30 113 2 .75L
9 117 3 1.04
23 11721 35 2.33
.25L
9 109 3 .25L
8 118 3 .87
5 119 3 2.11
17 107 2 .25L
8 119 4 .32
4 118 3 1.85
9 119 3 .40
8 118 3 .76
21 106 3 .24
16 127 2 1.45L
14 111 2 .23
27 114 2, .26L
3 74 3 .25L
26 124 21 .33L
8 119 3' .26L
12 167 3 .25L
13 124 2 .24
8 120 3 .46
3 110 4 11.88
5 115 3 2.69
22 116 4 .25L
18 117 3 .26L
4 122 2 1.12
10 116 3 .25L
8 118 3 .89
5 118 3 5.38
8 120 3 .59
21 112 2 A2L
8 120 3 .42
17 113 5 .25L
8 119 3 .35
15 112 2 .23
3 111 4 .27L
20 125 4 .67L
5 116 3 2.69
25 123 2 .25L
3 122 3 2,17
8 119 4 .40
10 118 3 30
3 114 4 3.49
17 118 2 .24
8 120 3 .26
5 116 3 1.06
20 119 2 25L
9 116 3 .64
8 118 3 ,88
10 118 3 .34
8 177 5 .41
33 111 2 .25L
57 23 112 2 .25L
15 3 120 3 4.23
73 19 107 2 .25L
40 15 118 3 .25L
19 8 117 3 .79
23 8 119 3 .47
CIRRUS-2;
Declination: - 50%- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V
25 _m 60 /_m 100 p.m Flux Co; A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Co, R Flags*
.25L .40L 10.58L C BD_
.25L 1.63 9.23 CC HER
.25L .40L 2.7t C C i
.25L .37 2.51L
.63 .40L 7.85L CD AB
.25L .40L 3.00L B B D
.26L .40L 1.69L B AE
.25L .58 9.81L C H
.25L .56: 2.69: B CE ACF
.25L .34: 2.27 CC G
.25L .48L 3.94 C
.25L .55: 3.65 FC KF(
.25L .52 2.17 DC HE
.25L .86 5.22: ! BC D(
.25L .40L 2.51L B B
.33 .40L 1.67L B D A B
.25L 1.22L 5.41 F
.69 .40L 2AOL BC AAI
.25L .40L 1.78L B C
.20: .4eL 1.82L BE BD
.25L .33 2.83L C N
.25L .56 3.23L E L C
1.92 .40L 7.54L AB AA
.25L .40L 2.00L C C
.38L .40L 2.69 C MJ
.25L .81 1.94L C
.25L .40L 1.92 C
1.47 1.35L 5J9L BB AAE
.50 .40L 5_80L BB AAI_
.25L .40L 5.93L F E
.25L .44L 4.68 C C
.25L .40L 2.84L D D
.19: .40L 4.32: CE E BE
.25L .53L 3.52 D GJ
.27L 1.38L 6.62 E KKI
.25L .40L 1.98L B BJ E
.25L .45 8.69L D GC
.25L 1.07 10.96L D E E
.61 .40L 1.53L BB AA
.49 .4eL 1.68L BB AA
.57L .40L 2.95 D J K
.38L .49L 3.89 D L I L
.23: .40L 1.65L BE AFF
.65 .40L 2.00L AB ABJ
.25L .42L 1.57 D E
.25L .83 3.78 CC HM r
.48 .40L 1.63L B C A B
2.87 1.47 1.97: CBCD AAA
.28L .53L 3.28 D E
.26L .40L 1.59L E DGL
1.08 .40L 6.88L BB AAL
.63 .51 9.00L BCB BBE
.15: .40L 1.53L DD BF
.25L .40L 3.51L D E
.25L .49 6.40L C G C
.29L .40L 2.39L C GH
.25L .40L 1.85 E L
.25L .89 10.42L F J C
.64L .40L 2.06 D G
.25L .69 6.45L C L C
.25L 1.16: 11.61 EE J KE
.57L .40L 4.36L C C
.25L 1.50L 8.25L B A K
2,90 .49 3.63L CBC AAC
.65 .40L 2.24L BC ABI
25L .34: 3.54 CC G
25L .40L 2.54 D' L H
.73 .40L 1.78L BE AB
.26L 1.17 7.27 CC J EC
.52 .40L 2.60L CC AB
130 .32: 6.25L BBC AA(
.25L .40L 1.75L B Eli
.25L .69L 2.78 C H I
.25L .40L 6.11L C B
25L .40L 3.89 B F K
.25L .40L 2.88L B C
.41L .42L 2.34L D EK
.25L .65 3.45L B D
.25L .50: 3.26 CC F
.65 .40L 2.21L BC AA
.25L ,40L 2,35 D
53 .40L 1,63L ElC AB
.25L .40L 1.90L C CB
.25L .40L 7.46L D DB
.89 .40L 3.27L BB AAH
.25L .42L 1.88L E G
25L .40L 1.69L C El M
.26 .40L 1.67L ElC AC
.29L 1.83L 3.00 D K F
.19: .40L 7.41L ElD BDI
29 .40L 7.25L BF AB
.25L .40L 1.48L C B I
.25L .40L 2.96L B El
.58L .40L 2.17 D H
.25L .60L 2.07 F J
1.40 .40L 4.81L AB AAE
25L .52L 2.16 D B
.25L .63 4.70 CC H E
20: ,40L 1.68L BE ADI
.31 1,30L 6.44L BD ElC
L C
R S A Sep




















































07491-4526 11.5 1 260-10 48 21 125 2
07492-4442 12.2 21 259-- 9 95 23 117 2i
07492-4630 17_2 38 261--10 72 23 117 3
07494 4143 25.9 28 256- 8 72 24 114 2
07494-4810 27.9 33 262=11 12 3 ,120 3
07495-4022 31.3 52 255- 7 52 8 110 3
07495--4104 32.7 51 256- 7 21 9 114 3
07495 4748 34.0 23 262--11 27 9 18 3
07496-4716 36.1 20 261-10 22 4 117 3
07497-4405 46.7 48 258- 9 24 8 117 3
07499-4020 55.4 58 255- 7 37 23 117 4
07499-4804 55.5 9 262-11 47 8 117 3
07500 4608 0.1 13 260-10 24 6 117 3
07500-4848 0.8 37 283--11 55 8 117! 3
07502-4317 12.8 18 258-- 8 23 13 114 3
07503-4139 19.119 256-- 7 36 8 119 3
07503-4621 19.1 43 281--10 23 5 117 3
07504-4359 25.8 48 258- 9 18 4 116 3
07504-4857 28.0 50 263--11 60 8 123 2
07505-4026 30.2 45 255- 7 16 4 116 4
07505--4354 33.7 57 258- 9 31 8 117 3
07505--4958 34.8 50 264-12 57 13 124 2
07505-4150 35.0 22 257--8 17 3 118 4
07506-4347 37.7 12 258- 9 45 11 120 2
07507-4908 $2.8 6 283--11 46 18 113 2
07507-4833 $6.6 2 262--11 28 12 120 2
07507-4840 47.7 19 263--11 57 26 120 2
07508-4657 52.9 9 261--10 34 9 117 3
07509-4207 56.9 35 257-8 20 3 120 4
07509-4415 57.9 18 259- 9 57 20 115 3
07510-4602 1.5 12 260-10 51 27 118 2
07510--4039 5.9 57 256- 7 20 3 117 4
07511--4319 8.2 22 258 8 19 13 115 3
07513--4332 21.4 21 258- 8 26 19 120 3
07514-4350 26.0 53 258- 8 31 8 116 3
07514--4537 28.7 53 260= 9 54 16 119 3
07515 4046 35.9 32 256- 7 23 10 1tl 4
07517-4159 42.8 28 257- 7 48 17 113 3
07517 4013 45.3 49 255- 7 23 20 109 3
07517-4758 47.3 4 262-10 22 10 116 3
07518-4737 52.7 0 262-10 42 32 122 3
07519-4517 54.7 43 260- 9 59 29 122 2
07520-4209 0.1 30 257- 7 30 8 118 4
07520-4143 2.2 42 257- 7 32 11 119 3
07520-4502 3.3 10 259- 9 26 9 119 3
07521-4818 8.0 1 262-11 21 8 115 3
07521-4025 8.1 2 255- 7 41 12 116 4!
07521-4442 10.2 18 259-- 9 28 ' 27 90 3
07522-4107 14.4 5 258- 7 35 10 117 3
07522-4041 16.1 51 256-- 7 25 8 116 4
07522-4853 16.7 53 263--11 33 8 118 3
07523-4217 18.3 54 257-8 22 3 120 3
07523-4631 22.8 57 261--10 20 5 116 3
07523 4136 23.8 29 257-7 12 3 119 4
07525-4601 30.7 7 260- 9 28 8 119 3
07525 4048 33.5 35 256-7 24 8 118 4
07525-4655 35.2 46 261-10 34 8 170 3
07526-4526 37.9 6 260- 9 26 5 116 3
07526-4256 39.7 37 258 8 19 3 116 3
07526 435t 40.6 44 259- 8 54 22 120 3
07527-4141 44.7 36 257- 7 17 4 120 4
07527-4131 45.9 31 257- 7 24 8 120 4
07528-4248 49.8 5 258 8 39 8 121 2
07528-4346 51.6 25 258 8 24 4 118 3
07528-4628 53.5 11 261--10 30 8 118 3
07529-4220 55,4 24 257- 7 18 5 114 3
07529 4420 59.8 7 259- 8 53 28 121 2
07529-4251 59.9 10 258 8 59 14 117 2
07530-4206 0.6 6 257- 7 95 22 111 2
07530 4023 3.4 3 256- 6 38 24 117 3
37531-4246 6.1 38 258- 8 14 4 115 3
37532-4903 18.0 38 263 11 28 19 113 2
37534-4852 24.7 2 263-11 27 8 120 3
07534-4858 26.2 37 263-11 20 3 119 3
07534 4147 29.2 30 257 7 26 9 118 3
07535 4137 31.0 13 257 7 19 8 118 4
07535-4116 31.3 55 256-7 34 27 132 4
07535 4248 32.4 24 258 8 62 18 118 2
07537-4308 44.2 23 258- 8 38 10 t14 3
07537-4151 46.2 47 257- 7 29 20 117 2
07538-4631 53.5 54 261- 9 35 8 116 3




07541-4516 8.511 280-9 48 12 114 2l
07 ,1_47171 .020282_105825112107542-4301 14.9 12 258 8 45 i 8 18
07544 4253 29.1 56 258- 7 39 j 10 113
07545 4159 31.8 21 257- 7 39 I 22 115 2 i
07545 4409 34.6 36 259 8 18 5 121 3
07545-4908 35.2 6 263 11 21 20 157 2
07545-4400 35.6 33 -)59- 8 22 5 120 3
07545-4129 35.6 30 257- 7 48 12 112 3
07547 4105 44.5 56 256- 7 19 4 119 4
07547-4633 46.2 53 261- 9 20 3 119 3
07549-4950 56.6 49 264-11 13 3 115 3
07549-4044 58.6 6 256- 6 63 20 116 3
07549-4909 59.5 33 263-11 22 17 115 3
07550 4541 2.1 38 260- 9 45 22 112 2
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 Coords 5MJ SMN O O 12 ttm 25 _m 60 _tm






































































































100 btm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.70 F K F G 9600000100
1.63 F D C 1501000000
2.41 D CGC 7601000008
2.84 D G K C 9600000028
1.72L BB AAF 0 1601010000
3.63L C BD 4700100000
10.09L B BF F 9500001008
7.08L B BCG 5500000008
5.16L BB AA D 0 8600000008
2.55L BD ADC 9600000000
2.46 D C 8700100018
2.57L F DI N 0600010000
5.17L ABB AABJ 3 9600000108
1.54L C HA 7700000000
3.59 DC D F A 9500000408 4
12.26L B BD 9401000008
5.35L BBC AAC 7600000008
1.78L CB AAMJ 2 9500101000
2.17 F L F 8601000330
8.47L BBC AAB ; 2 9620000008 19
1.96L= BD AD 0 9500100000
7.47L F K BB 9701010008
8.20L BB AA 0 9500102128 E
2.44L D C J 7600000000
5.57L F D 0600000008
1.86L C DHH 8500001000
2.11 C C 7601001010
5.55L B BG L 4500000008
9.65L BBC AAC 3 9411000008
2.02 C K F J C 7600000000
1.63 D C 5700000008































































C L J B 9700000008




A A H 5 5400000008
AC F 6 9500100008
AAF 6 9521003008
BB 3500001008
AB L 4 9600100108
DB 9601000108
AA 0 4600000000
A B 1 9300000008
C KF F 4500100120
A B 6 9400002008
S F 6400000008
D B I 9500200108
ABM 0 3600100010
C G G 9500100008
AA 0 9600010000
D C 5501000020
10.18L D N C 9500300208
2.96 D J D 5600000008
4.98 C J J G 4601000360
9.41L ABC AAB 1 8500200008 01
2.91 C K GC 8700100000
2.13L C CLI E 9600100000
2.09L BB AANE 1 860020100(
16.39L B BD 8402010118
9.34L DD BDF 7 6400000008
3.03 B LNI C = 9600000008
12.13L E C 8501200008
8.25L C L F E B 93CO003528
3.81 C GC 9601110330
7.31L C BL 8500000008
7.47L BC AANF 0 9503000118
10.30L BD ACMH 2 8400001008
5.41 DC J CC 9681100310
10.71L BC AA 1 9502001008
1.65L F DF 150000000(
2.16 E E C 9600000008
10.32L B CG 9300000008[
14.78L C CA 7400011008!
3.21 D H CO 9601000100
1.48L BC AA 0 2600001000
4.73 C KD 9601100230
1.44L CCE AAAG 9 2600000000 22
13.40L C KBJ 9401100008
9.36L BB AB 8 9500000008
6.90L BB AAi E 6 5501001008
5.15L BBB AAAC 8 86000O000( 17
3.10 D MFB 9600000008
3.21 C K B 9580201100
2.51 D J C 760011001(
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type C) Mag
1 13 219068K0 5 75
2 16 03773 11 100
1 13 219079 K2 10 73
2 16 03779- 9 115
2 13 219082 G5 5 37
1 17 938 N: 14 128
1 "41 07505-4958 48 4
1 40 M0/1 4 12 105
4
1 13 219103 K5 7 9O
3 '13 219111 B1 31 42
2 1 "41 07521-4818 8 11
4
1 13 219129 K0 5 83
81 1 32 X0752-438 63 8
1 13 219131 K0 1 70
1 17 955 R: 7
1 13 219133K2 4 75
8 i 1 32 X0752-443 85 8
C 1 32 X0753-403 47 12
16 03813 4 1100
32 X0753-431 78 6
13 219151 K0 5 80
13 219150 K5 2 72
2 13 219153 K0 1 75
7 HEN 99 28
2 1 SU PUP 6 3
16 03828 40 136
2 13 219177 NB 1 75
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 u.m; 10] High Source Density Region.
221
Right Ascension: 07h55m17'-08h00m43 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)Galactic Uncertainty
Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _tm 25 _,m 60 _m
Name
a 6 a
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
07552-4216 17.6 18 257 7 26 4 115 3 2.88 .70 .40L
07553 4541 20051 260-9 87 35 118 2 1.25L ,25L ,40L
07554 4320 29.757 258-8 30 8 121 3 .62 25L ,40L
07555-4907 33.347 263 10 17 3118 3 2.05 .56 .40L
07555-4912 33.8 12 263-11 51 12 114 2 .25L .25L .40L
07556-4129 37.3 51 257 7 i 23 8114 3 .83 .33 .40L
07557-4405 43.9158 259-8 24 5120 3 2.11 .94 .40L
07559-4353 54.0!32 259 8 26 9 118 3 .78 .17: .40L
07559-4153 54.4!31 257- 7 21 19 96 3 .25L .25L .40L
07559-4120 56.637 257 6i 56 18 117 3 .26L .25L .40L
07559-4102 56.6 32 256-6 13 4 119 3 3.54 1.58 .63
07559-4608 59.4 4 261- 9 28 9 116 3 .58 .21: .40L
07559-4412 60.0 4 259- 8 27 9 116 3 .98 .26 .40L
07560-4108 1.531 256 6 12 3 118 3 3.59 1,13 ,40L
07560-4124 5.1 0 257-6 33 3 116 3 .98 .21: .40L
07560-4543 5.4i28 260-9 16 3 116 3 2,28 .99 .40L
07561-4235 6.3 18 258- 7 29 8 118 3 .37 .25L .40L
07561 4010 9.6 13 256 6 38 9 116 4 ,43 .25L .40L
07561-4038 11.3 53 256- 6 24 8 120 4 ,97 .21: .54L
07562-4526 17.5 31 260- 8 22 4 117 3 4.98 1,14 ,40L
07564-4346 24.2 6 259- 8 28 9 119 3 1.03 .23 .40L
07564-4921 26.3 6 264-10 21 8 119 3 ,47 .26L .40L
07565-4321 33.2 1 256- 7 42 10 114 3 ,33 .25L .40L
07565-4656 35.7 10 262- 9 33 10 116 3 .25L .25L .76
07566-4011 41.6 37 256 6 16 3 118 4 17,86 7.93 1.26
07567 4302 43.2 23 258- 7 38 8 117 3 .51 .25L .40L
07567-4208 45.1 49 257 7 22 8 115 3 .92 .52 .40L
07568-4239 51.0 14 258- 7 39 10 117 2 .57 .29L .40L
07568-4942 51.6 59 264-11 11 4 14 3 .33 .44 8.06
07568-4346 522 8 259 8 22 8 117 3 .92 .31 .40L
07571-4411 6.9 15 259- 8 25 9 116 3 .52 .25L .40L
07571-4833 7.9 42 263 10 19 8 118 3 .89 .23 .40L
07571-4541 10.1 48 261 6 22 20 112 2 .27L .25L .54L
07571-4151 10.2 29 257- 7 48 8 116 2 .27 .25L .40L
07572-4907 12.9 12 264-10 49 16 112 2 .25L .25L .93:
07572-4125 13.5 46 257- 6 21 3 115 3 1.09 .66 .40L
07574-4352 28.0 18 259 8 55 9 121 2 .40 .25L .40L
07575-4700 30.5 10 262= 9 20 9 117 3 .97 .25L .40L
07575 4312 33.7 4 258- 7 34 11 115 3 .38L .25L .76
07575-4506 34.8 48 260- 8 32 30 21 2 .25L .25L .40L
07576 4054 40.6160 256- 6 20 3 115 3 67.64 39.07 &73
07577-4950 44.523 264 11 21 15 156 2 1.36L .38L .77
07577 4112 46.1;17 257-6 44 14 113 3 ,39L .25L .62
)7578-4810 50,0;53 263 10 29 8 115 3 .46 .25L ,40L
07579-4247 56.2 3 258- 7 66 20 118 2 ,34L 1,49L ,40L
07579-4848 59.3 53 263 10 19 8 116 3 .92 .20 .40L
07580-4705 3.4 34 262-9 25 9 116 3 .83 .25L .40L
07582-4808 12.1 22 263-10 34 8 117 3 .45 .25L .44L
07582-4059 13.3 9 257- 6 22 4 115 3 2.85 14.19 10.16
07582 4451 14.,8 3 260- 8 15 4 115 3 1.71 .91 1.38
07582-4111 16.4 52 257-6 69 7 111 2 .32 .25L .54L
07583-4018 21.10 16 256 6! 34 8 117 3 .36 .25L .40L
07583-4920 21.E 36 264-10 78 24 112 2 ,25L .25L ,86L
07583 4035 23.1 22 256- 6 15 4 117 3 .40 .77 12.21
07585 4027 31,5 60 256 6 13 3 117 3 1.84 .49 .40L
07586-4911 36,3!11 264-10 14 4 116 3 1.21 ,72 ,40L
07586 4539 40.9 18 261-8 29 8 115 3 .60 .25L .40L
07587-4518 44.0 59 260 8 24 4 114 3 1.36 .41 .40L
07587-4656 44.8 15 263-10 36 8 119 3 .34 .25L .40L
07587 4935 47.6 45 264-10 18 3 115 3 1.39 .60 .40L
07588 4537 j48.1 21 261 8 33 8 113 3 .71 .21: .40L
07586-4028 50.0 8 256- 6 36 16 115 3 .25L .25L .41L
07588-4955 53.5 14 264-10 26 9 122 3 .76 .30L .40L
07589-4045 58.8 16 256- 6 15 7 114 3 .25L .22: 1.13
07590 4431 2.6 20 260 8 26 3 116 3 1.55 .67 .40L
07590-4219 3,3 19 258- 6 21 9 118 3 1.04 .45 .40L
07590-4023 5,9 t4 256 5 35 12 118 3 ,37 .25L ,40L
07591 4659 7.4 51 262- 9 31 12 112 2 ,25L .25L .66
07591 4424 7.6 14 260- 8 49 10 111 2 ,24 .37L ,40L
07591-4518 9.9 57 260 8 14 3 116 3 .91 .97 8.33
07592 4214 12.2 43 258- 6 33 9 118 3 .50 .25L .40L
07592-4041 15.0 60 256 6 35 12 115 2 .31 .40L .42L
07592-4118 16.2 15 257- 6 22 6 114, 3 .25L .25L 2.05
07593-4120 23.0 10 257- 6 24 10 118; 3 .56 .19: .40L
07593-4004 23.2 19 256- 5 42 8 116 3 .27 .25L .40L
07594-4334 26.0 36! 259- 7 31 7 117 3 .25L .25L 1.53
07595 4043 32.3 34 256- 6 39 17 121 2 33L .25L .47
07595-4746 35.1 51 263- 9 44 17 16 3 .25L .25L .44:
07595-4754 35.1 59 263- 9 39 27 121 2 .25L 2.27L .55L
07596-4326 39.7 39 259- 7 72 23 111 2 .36L .25L .43L
07596-4011 39.8 43 256- 5 35 9 120 2 .75 .27L .55L
07597-4933 42.9 20 264-10 27 8 118 3 .51 .25L .40L
07597-4347 46.7 9 259- 7 38 24 118 3 .25L .25L .46L
07598-4939 52.8 57 264-10 47 12 119 2 .27 .26L .40L
07599 4151 57.6 48 257- 6 24 8 164 3 .25L .25L .40L
08000-4049 0.6 12 257- 6 80 10 110 2 .23 .25L .46L
08000-4041 0.7 40 257 5 17 6 115 3 1.49 .41 .40L
08001-4452 6,4 34 260- 8 19 4 114 3 10.12 5.40 .88
08001-4141 8.0 22 257- 6 29 6 118 3 2,28 ,79 .44L
08002-4822 13,7 20 263- 9 98 23 159 2 .25L .25L .68L
08002 4025 13.8 11 256- 5 30 3 117 3 .63 .17: .40L
08002 4427 14.0 33 260- 7 25 3 116 3 1.58 .40 .40L
08002 4100 14.7 17 257 6 42 11 116 3 .43 .25L .40L
08002-4729 14.8 44 262-9 42 17 112 2 .25L .56L .46L
08002 4800 16.3 22 263-9 61 19 114 3, .25L .25L .42L
08002-4022 17.3 5 256-5 26: 8 116 3 .42 .25L .40L
08003 4103 21.1 35 257 6 26 17 111 3 .25L .25L .40L
08003-4838 21.5 29 263 10 23 4 115 3 2.64 1.00 .40L
08005 4938 31.0 6 264-10 31 8 120 3 .20: .44 .98
08007 4704 43.3 262-9 37 8 119 2 .39 .42L .40L
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A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50*- l 40*
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"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S_ urces (PH); 5) Neighbo¢ing Weeks Confirmed Sources I:>W).
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a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _,m
hm. * , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (°) N
08008-4134 49.419 257- 6 23 18 114 3 .25L
08009-4559 55.519 261- 8 22 5 118 3 1.85
08009-4023 59.149 256- 5 40 8 114 3 .35
08010-4109 0.640 257-- 6 16 6 117 3 56.01
08010--4209 4.752 258-- 6 23 3 116 3 1.20
08010-4145 5.733 258-- 6 27 9 !118 3 .88
08011-4114 9.522 257-- 6 29 9 117 3 .88
08011-4015 11.539 256-- 5 27 8 115 3 .80
08013-4012 22.8 2 256-5 28 9 178 3 .25L
08013-4927 22.856264 10 54 14 113 3 .25L
08013-4503 I23.720 260-8 34 8 117 3 .40
08013-4707 23.835 262- 9 37 10 114 3 .27:
08014--4059 24.4 8 257- 5 26 10 117 3 .62
08015-4031 34.640 257- 5 47 9 117 3 .30
08016-4830 38.9 9 263- 9 20 8 118 3 .72
08017-4814 42.7157 263- 9 51 14 117 3 .25L
08017-4248 47.916 258-6 41 6 111 2 1.10
08018-4136 52.247 257- 6 46 12 117 i .2508019-4630 54.00 262-- 8 I 53 16117 .25L
08019-4610 54.3 3 261- 8 39 10 111 .43
08019-4819 58.8 16263-9 22 1811823 1.0508019-4405 59.93 260-7 492115 .25L
08020-4648 0.024264-9 38101222 .35
08020-4433 1.5120260-7 5827111,2 .25L'
08020-4921 2.8120 264-10 15 9122i4 .87
08020-4823 392263-9 52813120 .32
08021--4625 9.1125 8262- 27 8116, 3 .62
08021-4258 9.416259- 6 741111812 .33
08022-4608 15.248 261- 8 298 117 I 3 .7818042 258- 6
08023-4141 68 11 119 i 2 .29
I
08023--4518 20.133 261- 8 51 12 114 3 .25L
08023-4154 23.45258-6 19 41153 1.28
08024-4852 i25.130264- 9 28 7120 i 2 1.13
08024-4327 25.314 259- 7 144 1143 7.37
08024--4258 29.E 13259-6 32 91133 .53
08025--4604 31.558261--8 7729111 !2 .48L
08025-4042 33.248257 5 20 61163 1.80
08026-4405 38.819260--7 2915111;3 .41
08027-4017 43,745256--544 2212012 .27L
08027--4437 43.716 260- 7 72 28 111 2 .25L
08030--4600 0.2 35 261-- 8 40 8 117 3 .50
08031--4035 6.8 59 257-- 5 18 9 117 3 .78
08031--4157 7.253 258-- 6 61 10 118 2 .30
08031--4759 11.0 60 263-- 9 31 9 122 2 1.10
08032--4941 12.038265--10 15 3 122 4 1.95
08033--4556 21.111 261 8 57 17 111 , 2 .25L
08033-4422 22.2 6 260- 7 I 74 13 111 2 .22
08033-4153 22.515 258- 6 : 68 20 114 3 .25L
08034-4407 25.420260-7 1.63
08034-4842 25.78 264-9' 4_8131141163 ,28L
08034--4720 27.758263-8 177 121232 .23
08034--4204 28.34 258- 6 37 10 1172 .41
08035-4028 31.51257- 5 396 1163 .27L
08035-4737 32.358263--9 149 121232 .25L
08035-4202 34.4 45 258--6 25 8 115 3 .72
08036--4737 38.8. 263-9 22, 15 120 2 .25L
08036-4832 40.950 264-9 180191122 .37L
08037-4608 47.520262-8 30 81163 .66
08039-4605 54.820261--8 28191662 .25L
08039-4630 59.5432628 25 81673 .63
o8039-4918 800136 2r_-9 16 8 124 4 76
08040--4533 0.535 261 7 28 8 114 3 .71
08040-4842 0.910 264-- 9 , 40 12 116 3 .25L
08040-4367 16 1 280-7] 45 10 111 2 32
oeo4o-4527 2.5i 3 261- 7 I 63 22 111 2 .37L
08041 4246 8.fl127 259- 6 55 18 113 3 .25L
08041--4927 9.449 264-- 9 13 8 122 4 .95
08041-4502 10.(] 19 261 7 23 4 112 3 4.96
08041--4932 11.9 5 264- 9 50 6 125 3 .29
08042-4224 13.332 258- 6 32 8 116 3 .40
08043 4505 20.6123 261-- 7 35 9 115 3 .48
08043-4753 22.020 263 9 26 8 119 3 .94
08043-4739 23.1131 263- 8 37 10 119 2 m_
08044--4413 28.9' 53 260-- 7 28 6 113 3 .25L
08045--4658 33.0 20 262--8 26 9 117 3 .92
08045 4833 35.6 41 264- 9 87 10 112 2 .30
08047--4128 43.0 56 258- 5 24 4 117 3 3.64
08047--4917 44,3 11 264-9 17 8 120 4 .61
08047-4030 45.5:25257--5 20 41173 1.66
38048-4923A 48.836264--9 55 141192 ,20
08048-4614 51.3159262-8 59 161182 .25L
08049-4322 59.5 2259- 6 30 151182 .23
08050-4429 1.818 260- 7 46 8 114 3 .25L
08050--4507 3.914 261- 7 23 4 113 3 9.33
08052--4541 12.513 261-7 31 9 114 3 .58
08052-4001 14.513 256--4 20 8 116 3 1.04
08053-4924 21.756 264-- 9 45 17 121 4 .56L
08055-4715 32.336 263- 8 30 13 113 3 .25L
08055-4247 33.1147 259- 6 22 4 113 3 2.00
08055-4135 34.524 258- 5 22 4 113 3 1.84
08056--4721 37.847 263-8 34 8 117 3 .76
08056--4128 40.339 258- 5 37 10 115 3 .31
08058--4907 48.533 264- 9 43 14 115 3 .33L
08058--4614 49.425264- 9 24 I 91173 .66
98058-4228 50.221 259- 5 73 ! 11 110 2 .24
08058-4212 51.71258-5 62211102 .25L
[}8058-4726 52.659263--8 401261172 .25L
[}8059-4512 58.448 261- 7 42 !10 1133 .25L
08059-4139 59.3 13 258- 5 67 18 117 2 .42L
08059--4101 59.7 49 257- 5 14 9 176 3 .90
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cm'rected) V L
25 /.Lm 60 b_m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags ° S 2
.25L .42: 3.05 CC L ECF 9601000210 4
• 50 .40L 2.57L BC AB 0 9601000000
.25L .42L 14.78L B CDL 7500000008
21.82 3.04 2.64L BBC AAAE 3 9700100100 41
.49 .40L 2.38L BC AB J 0 3700000000
.26 .40L 2.46L CD BB 0 9600020000 1
.37 .40L 2.12L BC ABE 1 9700100000
.20: .40L 14.05L BD AD 0 7501103308 6
.43 1.42 12.30L CC LCEC 7541103308 8
.25L .51 2.94L F DD 7602000008
.25L .40L 18.14L C S 9400110008
.25L .76 2.42L D B F B 4500000000
.25L .40L 12.68L B BDK 9500100008
.25L .40L 17.78L C CK 9400000008
.25L .40L 7.33L B AC G 9500100318 4
.25L .40L 3,21 D C 9600100008
.18 .40L 2.08L CD AB G 0 1601000000
.25L .40L 2.83L F E 9601000000
.25L .45L 5.42 C I E D 8501100210 4
.25L .40L ! 3.00L C C 9600101000
.56 .40L 8.54L BC IAAEK 7 9400200008
.25L .40L 2.55 E I D L F C 9500001008
.25L .40L 10.13L C 9501010008
.62L .42L 1.97 F I _ C 8600000008
.19 .40L 10.69L BD ,A 1 5400000008
.25L .43L 7.99L D DMI F 9400100008
.25L .40L 2.72L B B E I 9600100000
1.03L .40L 2.55L C CH I 1600110000
.26: .40L 2.34L BF AB I 09600201000
.25L .40L 2.67L C DJ 8600000000
.25L ,80 4.57 CO EB 9501000316
.39 .401. 2.20L BC ABDI 08600002110 2
.60 .40L 10.82L FF BB 88500000008
2.17 .76 7.56L ABC AAB 1 6500000008
.25L .40L 2.07L C B 1600110000
.25L .41L 2.83 E E D 9600200000
.53 ,40L 11.83L BC AB 0 9500101008
,72L .40L 10.28L C F B 9400030008 1
.25L .49L 4.04 E L GC 9600011438 C
.25L .40L I 2.61 D D 7601000008
.25L .40L 3.32L C B I 9601 I00000
.45 .40L 11.97L CD BBF 4 9500000008
.25L .40L 3.51L C D 14600100100
.35 .40L 8.83L CD AC 0 9500000008
34 .40L 14.79L BB AAG 09511000008
.25L ,36: 3,31: ' CC CB 9500100000
.32L .40L 8.84L! C E H 8400000008
.25L .40L 3.18 C EC I 4600100310 4
.43 .40L 1016L BC AAG I 38400011008
13.14L!
.25L .75 C i J C 8400000108
I
.25L .42L 4.72L C ,19 9500010000
.90L .40L 2.85L CCC DK 8600120000 1
.39 .70 13.09L HBB 9501101338 C
.53L .44t 3.80 I C E C 9500100110
.25L .40L 2.82L I B A E K 8600120000 1
.25L .37 4.07L! D EB 9500100110
.25L .59L 4.49 D H HC 8681010408 4
.25L .40L 3.02L B liBHDc 9601210100
.25L .49L 3.62 E 9601210100
.25L .40L 10.02L B ACL 9402000008
.81 .40L I0.73L BB IAAM 96500000008
.25L .40L 12.05L D AE 9500000008
_B 7502000008.14: .96 9.78L DB ,IE
.25L .40L 10.99L 64OOOO0OO8
,54L .40L 2.67 D I C 9700000008
.25L .40L 2.63 C J B 3600000000
.47 .40i. 12.30L ;BB BB 0 8600110008
1.58 .47: 10.63L BDF AACI 9 9581200118
.25L .45L 15.44L C BKG 9501110008
.25L .40L 2.42L DD 2500000000
.25L .40L 12.95L C BJ 9400200118
.67 .40L 2.19L BC AA 96600000000
.25L .40L 3.72L ,ICcc D CE J 9500000000
.41 3.92 3.84 B A B 6500000008
.26 .46L 2.83L BC ABFG 2 7501010000
.25L .40L 12.94L io D L 5402000008
2.17 .40L 2.82L BB AAFD 1 9900010000
.25 .40L 12.77L IBD BDK 4 4501200008
.74 .40L 13.16L IBC AAL 2 9500000008
.25L .50L 20.19L C E 5401100008
.25L .41L 3.94 C I GC 9501010118
.25L .44L 2.95L D D 5600010000
.25L .4OL 3.92 B D 9500010100
2.19 .49L 14.21L fib AAD 0 9400000008
.25L .40L 3.51L F BL 7501010010
.58 .40L 11.13L BC AA 0 3500000008
.25L .51L 3.55 D NI DC 5601000008
.25L .61 5.26 D C F B B 9600100000
1.67 .55 2.54L BCC AACG 9 4600000000
.47 .40L 2.87L BC AAHE 1 9500002300 4
.25L .4OL 3.09L B BC 8500100000
.25L .40L 3.33L C C 9500000000
.25L .60 15.03L D D 9400100008
.25L .40L 9.60L B BH 4502000008
.60L .44L 5.28L C E 9601000000
.25L .40L 3.05 C B 9500100010
.63L _ .40L 3.66 F E C 8500000000
.25L .89 3.25L C F L B 9600001000
.25L .60 2.83L D DC 9501001400 4
31 .40L 10.61L CF BEFE 819401002008 II




# T Name Type (") Mag
2 1"41 08010-4024 23 3
213219338 5, 85
3 1"13 219343 K0 4 70
"32X0801--402 37 6
1 13 219346 K0 11 72
1 "41 ) 06014--4031 59 I 1
2 13 219355 K0 16 I 62
1 13 219358 K0 10 ! 82
1 23 OCL0741 137 !
1 I I CN PUP 3 I 3
1 13 219360 K0 6 65
2 13 219364 A2 4 90
1 23 OCL 0741 165
1 19287 39 116
1 171027 R: 11
1 19 288 4 9_
1 23 OCL 0741 374
1 17 11028 12
21"4108027-4018 22 4
I 13:219383 KO 7 77
1 "41 08031-4036 17 3
1 13 219385 K2 19 78
1 321 X0803-418 42 4
1 17 1037 44
1 32 X0803-- 485 16 4
1 40 M1/2 (11114 28 105
1 14 209- G 16 SO 2
1 °41 08047-4923 46 3
3 13 219422 K0 1 50
1 13 219428 KO 15 78
1 *41 08052-4924 46 12
1 13 219437 K5 7 75
2 16 03915 12 128
1 13 219444 K0 3 68
1 32 X0805-416 14 4
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a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 y.m8
hm o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') ('). N
I
me0-4607 3.0 8!_2-7 23 9 11813 .4o
,_0-4,0_ 5.7_ 26,-9 14 3 122i4 4_16)_1-4325 7.116 269- 6 47 8 114 2 .28
m61-,_oo 9416_-8 3, 9116 3 .74)8962_4 18049258_617 4.4 3 195
)8064-4628 27.2 53261 7 26_ 24 116 2 .25L)8064-4129 27.3= 9 256-5 113] 1.02
)8065-4640 34.2 49 ! 262- 8 29 8 119 3 .49
)8065-4311 34.3 38 259-6 47 8 114 2 .26
)8066-4535 39.2 20 261-7 18 4116 3 1.78
)8066-4048 '0.3 20 257-4 48 12 114 3 .26L
)8067-4736 46.2 10 263 8 27 81213 .66
)8068-4246 48.633 259-5 27 8 116143 .92)8068-4902 49.6 50 264-9 23 122 .25L
)8068-4522 51.0 41 261- 7 21 4 114 3 3.49
)8068-4643 51.7 33 262-8 27 4 121 3 .25L
)8069-4827 55.1 52 264-9 14 3 120 4 945
)8069-4103 56.2 34 258--5 22 9116 3 .87
)8069-4202 56.7 13 258--5 30 8 174 3 .25L
)8069--4043 58.8 56 257--4 20 4 116 3 1.66
)8069--4350 58.g 44 260-6 19 4 116 3 17.18)8069-4810 59.2 14 264-8 38 o 115 [ ,, .44
)8070-4806 3.6l 9 263-8 35 8 116 3 .32
)8070-4622 4.31 7 262-7 17 4167 3 6.28
)8070-4855 5.9 13 264--9 34 8 12514 ,43L
)8071-4411 11.9 33 260-6 17 4 112 13 2.61
)8072-4120 12.4 24 258- 5 i 17 4 114 ! 3 3.13
)8072-4549 117.9 30 262- 7 73 7 11112 .54
)8073-4722 19.3 48 263- 8 22 9 117 3 .77
)8073-4551 21.1 29 262-7 31 6 118 3 1.11
)8074-4346 !25.6 56 260-6 30 8 118 3 .82
i
)8074-4307 '275. 54 259-6 24 8 118 3 .73
)8074-4950 27.7 2 265- 9 21 13 124 _ 3 .25L
)6074-4113 29.9 28 258- 5 27 8 113 3 .72
)8075-4441 35.0 52 261- 6 76 22 111 2 .25L)8076-4807 374 16 264-8 21 3 118 3 3.27
;18077--4652 43.6 57 264- 9 29 16 173 2 .27L
)8077-4111 46.1 60 268- 4 24 3 114 3 1.49
)8077-4225 46.4 29 259-5 57 25 113 3 .25L
)8077-4634 147.7 3 262- 7 44 17 116 3 .51L
)8078-4056 49.5 44 258- 4 26 10 115 3 .25L
)8078-4008 [51.9 10 257- 4 27 9 113 i 3 .49
)8079-4149 158.9 52 258- 5 42 12 114 i 3 .40L
)8079-4711 58.9 14 263 8 23 4 118 3 19.37
)8080-4128 0.7 _ 258- 5 28 1_ 110)8081-4107 7.3 38 258- 4 21 114 3 .97
)8081-4322 111.9 46 260- 6 28 4 117 3 1.27
)6061-4132 11.9_47 258-5 29 3 115 3 .25L
)8062-4206 12.3 38 259-5 67 9 110 2 .29
)8082-4415 17.3 37 260-6 50 5 116 3 26
)8082-4641 17.5 19 262-7 26 4 121 3 1.09
)8082-4404 17.8 56 260-8 54 15 113 3 25L
)8083-4427 19.1 59 261- 6 52 27 115 2 .35L
)8083-4145 20.4 43 258- 5 35 10 114 3 .25L
)8083-4916 21.7 10 265-9 27 8 120 4 .64
)8084-4656 26.4 5 263 7 24 6 117 3 .25L
)8084-4902 26.5 58 264 9 46 3 29l 4 .43L
)8084-4051 27.3 41 258- 4 50 19 110 2 1.06L
)8086-4502 38.1 14 261- 6 29 23 113 2 .25L
)8086-4240 38.1 7 259- 5 60 25 115 3 .25L
)8086-4920 38.8 12 265 9 18 3 168 4 .85
)8066-4930 40.6 32 265- 9 65 9 111 2 .26
)8087-4920 43.3 44 I 265- 9 14 5 122 2 .98
)8087-4056 46.0 10 258 4 90 20 115 2 .40L
)8087-4853 47.6 16 264- 6 39 8 120, 4 .25L
)8o_-4_3 490 1 260-8 38 g 117i_ 31)8088-4706 49.1 28 263- 8 29 120 .48)8088-4905 51.9 16 265- 9 18 3 122 4 34
)8088 4209 53.9 52 259- 5 55 8 118 3 37
)8089-4900 59.3 58 264 9 36 3 126 3 .25L
)8089463559.56262-722851173 1.34
)8090-4522 5.3131261-7 25 51173 .60)80914451 99 14 261- 6121112 .26L
)8091-4115 10.I 24 258- 4 28 115 3 .77
)8093-4022 21.5 10= 257 4 41 10 114 3 .28)8093-4036 21.9 28l 257- ,, 17 3 1114 3 2.63
:)5095-4504 30.7 61 261- 6 29 3 !114 3 1.35
)8095-4747 34.7 17 263- 8 22 8 120 4 90
)8095-4312 34.8 31 260- 5 27 8 116 3 .54
38095-4554 35.0 37 262- 7 51 14 121 2 .25
38097-4517 42.3 15 261-6 38 9 119 2 .48
)8097--4540 43.9 6 262-7 11 3 41 4 ,58
)8097-4250 44.9 15 259- 5 26 3 116 3 1,16
)8097-4143 46.8 17 258- 4 21 10 115 3 .64
)8098-4547 50.4 12 262-7 22 3125 3 16.2038o96-411653060 256 4 28 7 1113 25,
_096-4126 _8 23 256-4 23 5 1163 1.29
)8099-4953 54.5 3 265- 9 17 4 125 3 3.85
38099-4139 55.0 31 258- 4 21 7 110 2 .33:
38099-4701 56.2 45 263- 7 72 30 111 2 ,26L
D8100-4834 2.4 17 264- 8 21 3 124 4 .25L
.,,
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
Sep
25 /._m 60 /J.m ]0D u.m Fltt_ C _n A Confusion A(3ansky) Uncs C)e: R Flags* o . # Name Type C) Mag
.25L .40L 13.07L B Bit
1.05 .40L 10.43L ;B AAL 219448 MB 77
.25L .44L 3.95L C
.25L .40L 2.79L B AF
.98 .40L 2.33L BB AAJ WRA 164
.48L .46L 3.34 C H E
.42 .40L 9.91L BC AA
.25L .74L 21.05L D BI K
.52L .52L 3.68L C CLaD
.74 .38: 3.55: BCDC AAD X0806-455 10
.25L .55 11.31L C E D
.28L .40L 3.21L B BE
.49 .40L 3.19L BC A/z
.26 3.43 4.14 B BC LEA 08068-4903 14
1.84 .64 4.29L CDF AhC
63 2.09 5.32: CCE JAA
3.62 .74 13.18L lAB B AAB 03926 MS 100
.17: .40L 15.70L BD BE
.22: 1.50 2.38LI EC BB
.42 .40L 13.56L i B A A
6.37 1.27 3.29L BEIC AAA BKVEL 3
.13: .43L 2.42L CE BHI
.25L .40L 3.36L C DC
2.40 52L 12.76L BB AAD BL VEL 3
.25L .69 14"68L[BBBi I C 209- G 17 S.
.74 .40L 2.88L AA
2.24 .40L I0.93L BB AA
.57L .82L 4.78L i C B M
.26: .40L 4.02L B D B D
.28 .40L 3.69L CF AB
.29 .40L 17.35L CC AC.3
.29 .40L 3.11: BE D BD
.25L .40: 2.77 F D GE
.20 .40L 10.53L BD AEN
.30L .40L 4.13 C Nf
.87 .40L 2.55L A C AA L
.25L .55 4"09L I B C E D
.86 .40L 12.27L AAK
.25L .40L 4.55 C I | X0807- 424 4
.25L .40L 5.81 E GF L
.25L 1.26 14.17L C HFA
.25L .40L 16.31L B BI 219496 K5 87
25L .71 3.85L B "]
8.87 4.26 12.90L BBC AAA 219504 OAP 18
.25L .40L 17.14LIE C
.22 .40L 12.41L ! BF AC _ 219510 K5 78
.28: .40L 18.20L BD AC 219514 K0 72
.16: 1.89 5.71 FBE, L|
.25L .40L 4.20L C C
25L .40L 3.70L C C
.28 .40L 3.48: BD E iAB
.25L .60L 4.40 B i i
.25L .53L 4.31 C t ;
.25L .94 4.10 BC !L t_
.25L .40L 16.49L C A 08083-4916 1
.25L 1.73 14.42L B HKI'
.25L 1.76 12.24L El IH (: OCL0753
.25L .45L 4.17 D |
.57L .43L 4.15 O K)
.25L .42L 3.58 C L I
.23 .65L 6.35: CO E AB}
.25L .41L 14.82L C !D
.30 .48 7.37L BCF A Bt 08087-4920 7
.25L .39 15.67L C J F
.25L 1.08 15.76L B I[ 219536 83 73
25L .46L 22.41L F ICHG
.14: .40L 3.81L BD
2.29 11.24 12.24L BBB DCE 219538 B3 66
.25L .40L 3.60L C B B E
.33 1.97 16.77L CC 219541 89 81
.82 .40L 13.86L BC IAA
.37 .40L 3.95L BD ! AB
.25L .60L 4.16 C L I-
.19: .40L 16.69L BD AEI_
25, 401 20.61L_BOOcK.64 .40L 13.69L AA 219552 K2 66
.43 4or 3.1oL AB
.26 .41L 2.92LBC Ace
.25, .40L 16.,LC AEI 219563K2 60
.25L .60L 4.33Lo IE _ 219_oKo QI
I
.25L .46L 4.35L D 'B K
.25L ,42L 4.67L B B
30 .40L 3.58L BC AC 219569 A3 48
.50 .81 14.33L BCO CCC
14.50 2.61 2.27L BBF AAA
.25L 1.16 13.60: CF HFC
.70 .71 13.75L BBC AAB
97 .40L 13.78L BB _,AN
.53 3.25 13.36: CCEE BAB
.25L ..SOL 4.10 E I E F
I
.80 2.11 4.07L CB BAA 209-PN 19 PI
.40: 2.81 16.57: CFCEiDBB
.25L 1.52 17.23L C I'GFE
2.96 12.07 13,57 BBBDIBAA
.35 .40L 3.71L BC AOH
.25L .97: 8.28 BC DEll E X0810-454 12
158L15 A0L 14.37L AB 219577 K2 65
.40L 17.83L BE BG 219580 K5 87
.25L .91 10,26 DC F X0810-454 12
.47 125L .41L 4.56L B BD 219581 K0 80
Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Soul :es (PH); 5) Neighbo¢ing Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
224
Right Ascension: 08h10m20"-08h14m19"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L
a 6 a _ Coords SM3 SMN O O t2 /,Lm 25 /._m 60 pm 100 /.Lm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
h m. , , (s) ( ) I b (") (') (*) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
}8103--4120 20.5 38 258-4 15 7 114 3 .91 1.28 25.47 145.69: CCCF ECEF 5 6341445448 F
18103-4117 22.2 50 258- 4 36 3 117 3 .51 .40 .40L 29.26L CD CB D 1 65A1345348 F
18104-4629 24.9 31 262- 7 27 8 118 3 .84 .19 .40L 20.58L BD BFG 0 3400000008
18104-4314 25.7 60 260 5 22 4 115 3 4.58 1.19 .51: 16.47L BBC AAEG 1 9400100408
18104-4123 26.1 11 258- 4 68 15 119 2 .46 .43L 12.31L 19.39L F FI H 6600534448 F
18104-4832 26.6 49 264 8 48 10 120 4 .25L .25L .97 11.27 FB KDED 3442235430 F
}8104-4550 27.5 31 262- 7 30 9 116 3 .48 .25L .42L 3.00L B BG E 9700000000
18104 4142 30.(_ 57 258- 4 23 10 110 2 .30L .33 2,72L 16,83L E FBCC 9601336538 B
18105-4655 30,4 23 263- 7 29 8 116 3 .40 .25L ,41L 3.92L E CK 96000100(_
18105--4239 33.8 34 259- 5 28 8 116 3 .68 .20 .40L 3.73L BD BD 0 7600000000
}8106--4119 36.2 24 258 4 17 8 114 2 .64: .27 .41L 91.46: FD F DD E 0 6480445448 F
}8106-4832 37.1 48 264-8 27 15 114 2 .83L .25L .84 10.20L E LDH 3502135430 F
18106--4952 38.7 34 265- 9 62 11 123 2 .29 .25L .43L 16.88L C D 2400000008
}8106 4143 40.8 44 258-4 59 11 110 2 .35L .47L 2.02 15.77L D DFCC 9661234738 B
18109-4225 59.4 5 269-5 64 17 110 2 .57L .25L .43 4.22L C J FD 8600000200
18109-4251 59.7 3 259-5 49 20 110 2 .64L .25L .65L 5.07 C M GC 9700121110
18110-4838 0.214 264 8 55 11 129 2 .25 .25L ,50L 17.18L C E G 9403103208
18110-4510 1.4 11 261- 6 33 15 116 3 .27L .25L .70 5.24 DD MDEC 9601000440 C
18110-4414 3.0 38 261- 6 71 10 118 2 .28 .25L .42L 5.28L C F I 4601000110
18111-4916 7.2 27 265 8 25 9 124 3 .77 .25L .40L 15.42L B AD 7600100008
18111-4939 9.3 23 265- 9 26 4 125_ 3 2,67 1.07 .40L 3.80L BB AA 2600000000
18111-4129 10.1 41 258- 4 20 6 112 3 ,25L ,25L ,86 15,20L F HI EB 9600101438
18111-4651 10.8 28 263 7 51 8 120 2 .27 .25L .59L 3.86L D B E 9600000000
18111 4248 11.7 4 259- 5 29 8 117 3 .72 .24 .49L 3.84L BD BFG 3 9700141110 1
)8112-4556 12.6 57 262- 7 20 19 21 2 .25L .30L .57L 4.25 C LGC 9700000210
18112-4904 16.4 59 265- 8 19 4 120 3 1.36 .51 .40L 13.82L BC AA 2 8600001008
18113-4844 19.3 3, 264- 8 18 3 122 4 18.95 12.43 1.80 15.76L BDC AAA 9 3401000008 27
18113-4106 20.6 7 258-4 17 5 113 3 4.87 2.52 .91 4.93 BBBC _ABB 4 4700000228 C
)8114-4130 28,8 43 !58- 4 86 17 10 2 .25L ,26L .75L 6.12 D FED 9700101338
18115 4837 31.9 59 264- 8 27 12 115 4 ,25L ,25L .46 6.76 CD CB 95C1001208
18115-4758 33,8 45 264- 8 14 4 122 4 11.02 4.00 ,62 3,66L SBC AAB 4 1601000000 16
38115-4346 34.8 1 260- 5 33 21 13 2 .25L ,25L .43L 6.41 D C 4701022318 7
38115-4026 35.4 5 257 3 47 16 10 3 .25L .25L .58 5.68: CC FE 5601100428 4
3'8116-4115 36.4 40 258- 4 24 3 15 3 6.97 1.94 .98 14.80L BBC AAB 0 9601100008!
38116-4627 38.2 18 263 7 20 8 16 3 .84 ,32 .40L 3.56L DC AC 5 3700001000
3'8116-4002 40,1 15 257-3 38 9 117 3 .37 .25L .40L 15.66L B BG 9500000008
38116-4158 40,4 10 !59-4 25 8 114 3 1.08 .43 .40L 3,97L BF AC 0 9700120000 1
38116-4248 40.4 34 259- 5 39 8 115 3 .46 .29L .42L 5.99L C CG 9601031000 1
38117-4241 47.1 29 259 5 24 5[116 3 .57 .41 ,40L 4.42: CF E AS H 9 6702012300 4
3'8118-4030 48.1 48 !58- 3 33 12115 3 .25L .25L 1.06 16,96L C FD 3500100418 4
38118-4506 51,7 53 261 6 39 10 116 2 .32 .25L .44L 5,02L C C 9600000000
38118 4216 52.2 47 259- 4 39 21 114 2 ,72L .71L .46 4.79L D D 8600000000
;18119 4254 55.0 52 260- 5 23 6 113 3 t.29 .37 .43L 4.49L BC ASK 2 1700010000
D8119-4409 55.6 2 261- 5 79 19 110 2 .25L .76L .55L 4.18 C J B 6600000000
D8119-4155 56.4 48 259- 4 79 18 110 2 .25L .25L .40L 5.22 E K C 9700120008 1
08120-4039 0.3 30 258 4 34 6 114 3 1.70 .46 .40L 14.65L BC AB 0 3500000008
08120-4650 0.9 18 263- 7 52 11 116 2 .28 .43L .77 3.92L C C DDF 9601003300 6
08120-4206 4.2 16 259-4 48 14 t12 2 .24 .25L ,74L 5.79L F D L 9601000010
08120-4114 4.5 21 258 4 33 10 114 3 .34 .25L ,40L 17,21L C BGHC 9601100008
08121-4346 8.3 6 __60-5 19 7 167 3 .25L .26 2.22 15.13: FCC NDEB 46C2143418 7
08121-4520 8.9 3 262 6 22 8 118 3 1.05 .56 .40L 3.90L CE AB 9 9701001100
08122-4011 16.7 41 257- 3 21 4 114 3 8.72 2.17 .43: 12.90L BBD AAG 2 9500100008
08123 4435 18.5 43 261-6 40 8 117 3 .58 .35L .46L 4.82L C BG 8601000000
08123-4703 20.6 12 263-7 31 11 114 3 ,25L .25L ,42L 5.41 C HKGB 1600000110
)8124-4006 24.6 40 257- 3 20 5 112 3 7,54 4.49 .76 12.72L BBC AAB 2 9500100008
08124 4133 28.4 19 259-4 28 5 t12 3 182.03 132.04 1501 7,49 BBCC AAAA 8 9610001008 27
08125 4223 33.6 0 259 4 46 11 113 3 ,39L .25L .88 5.87L C CBB 5800000000
08126-4402 41.5'42 261-5 37 12 116 3 .25L .25L ,99 3.80L B HB 6600100000
08127-4540 43.9 46 262-- 6 84 14 111 2 .21 .25L .44L 6.20L E C 9700000000
08127-4629 44.0 18 263- 7 , 38 8 119 2 .36L .25L .83 4.40L C H BB 9601000100
08127-4028 46.2 53 258-3 33 8 114 3 .58 .25L ,54L 16.60L B 3FE 3500010108
08127-4353 47.2 20 260-5 35 8 116 3 .72 .19: .45L 4.62L BD BD F 0 7700100000
08127-4505 _.7.E 18 261 6 41 8 123 4 .42 .25L .48L 4.84L B BK 9601000000
08128-4357 52.E 48 261- 5 33 7 115 3 .25L .37 1.07 6.85 CBC BBB 8600200000
08129-4327 56A 54 260- 5 65 9 110 2 .87L .68L .84 21.58L D MHB 5501100008
08129 4050 56.6 41 258 3 20 4 114 3 3.15 1.59 .33: 12.75L BBC AAD 0 4600000008
08129-4156 58.5 45 259- 4 28 6 111 3 .25L .25L 3.24 9.22 FD CAA 9600100008
08129-4937 59.6 34 265 8 66 14 126 2 .32 .25L .46L 5.32L E F 1700000000
08128-4547 59.7 18 262- 6 26 5 116 3 .33: .35 3.23 9.58 DCBB DCAA 2 9601012000 2
08130-4208 2.4 41 259- 4 38 14 115 3 .25L .25L J71 5+90 CCGJ HD 9601000400 4
08130-4156 4.0 11 259- 4 36 3 119_ 2 .29 .25L .48L 9.31L BCBcC C B 960010000808130-4521 4.1 39 262-6 98 3 114 2 .53L .76L 1.16L 4.12 MKI D 9700011100
08131-4432 6.5 11 261- 5 27 5 120 2 .96 2.16 1.62 6.47L AAAH 0 6601000100
08133-4302 19.6 33 260--5 27 4 113 3 2.83 1.23 .40L 4.21L CB AA 7 5700000000
08134-4702 26,2 37 263- 7 62 10 111 2 .25 .44L .56L 4.13L C FKG 4600000010
08134-4548 27.3 43 262- 6 23 8 118 3 ,37 .25L ASL 5.31L B CKM 9700022000 2
08134-4356 27.5 37' 261- 5 28 6 117 3 4.35 1.64 .55L 3.71L BD AAD 9 7701000000
08134 4145 27.6 54 259- 4 31 8 119 3 .36 .25L .40L 21.84L C SG 9400010008
08135 4100 32.9 44 258 3 29 4 115 3 1.95 .87 .40L 19.72L BC AA 0 7500000008
08135-4000 33.4 57 257 3 48 16 , 117 2 .25L .26L .56 4.17 CO KFA 7800000308
08135-4722 34.6 18 263-7 62 28 111 2 .65L 1.82L .48L 4.24 D L E 5600100000
08135-4041 35.6 34 258 3 42 21 117 3 .25L .25L .45 8.16: CD GKEF 5601101318 4
08136-4601 37.6 47 262- 6 39 8 119 3 .35 .25L .45L 5.14L B CEEG 9700000100
08136 4621 41.4 1 263-6 31 22 108 2 .25L .36L .56L 5.02 C J FD 6600000000
08137-4916 42.2 3 265- 8 44 3 124 3 .25L .25L .83 6.41 DB I C 9701100300 4
08137-4326 42.5 9 260- 5 18 _ 115 o .65 .28L .40L 20.96L B BF 4401000008
08137-4045 45.0 29 258- 3 25 5 114 3 1.18 .33 .40L 16.03L BC AC 0 5501201318 4
08138-4006 48.1 52 257 3 44 8 113 3 .45 .25L .47L 24.06L C E 5400000108
08138-4505 48.5 5 262- 6 83 22 110 2 .27L .34L .43L 7.40 C G E 9500001100
08139-4716 56.5 2 263- 16 4 120 4 1.43 .57 .49L 4.40L BB AAJ 1 6600000000
08139-4730 59.1 11 264- 7 35 8 122 3 .26 .26L .42L 15.36L C DK 9500100008
08139 4119 59.4:59 258- 4 19 8 116 3 .94 .32 .40L 18.13L CE AC D 0 9501010008
08140 4255 2.6 260 4 77 9 110 2 .21 .25L .56L 8.34L C D E 2700000000
08140 4029 3.2 44 258 3 24 8 176 3 .36 .25L .40L 20.04L E E 7501200008
08141=4817 7.4 14 264 7 35 19 119 3 .25L .25L .47L 4.96 C I D 4700000008
08141-4518 8.7 21 262 6 30 9 119 2 .41L 25L .46 620L C MCE 9600100220 C
08142-4204 13.8 17 259 4 15 4 116 3 .46 ,66 5,47 1398 BCBC BBAA 0 5501012008 2
08142-4548 16,7 47 262 6 80 16o 110 2 .25L .25L ,59 6.25L C CA 9700120010
08142 4229 17,3 59 259 4 27 113 .43 .21: .40L 4.80L CE BC 0 7700100000
08143 4025 19.1 41 258 3 27 8 114 3 .52 .23 .40L 15.30L DF BD 8 9501210008
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12. 25. 60. 100 .u,m; 10) High Source Density Region.




# T Name Type (") Mag
1 32 X0810-413 83 15
1 32 X0810-413 147 15
3 13 219587 FSP 9
1 13 219586 K2 7 63
2 "32 X0810-485 46 15
1 13 219589 G5 5 80
1 32 X0810- 413 108 15
1 32 X0810- 485 100 15
1 "41 08110-4838 20 1
1 32, X0810 451 108 12
1 13' 219609 K2 32 91
17 1095 20
"41 08113--4844 6, 7
"41 08115--4130 30 6
1 BN VEL 16 3
13 219619MA 11 85
EK VEL t2 3
17 1097 39
32 X0811-426 84 4
32 X0811-405 42 4
1 "41 18119-4156 24 12
2 13 219629 B3 15 52
1 "41 08121 4114 45 1
1 32 X0812-437 18 7
2 13 219635 K0 4 43
1 13 219639 K0 16 73
5 ° 1 RXPUP 10 3
1 13 i 219657 S3 37 60
1 17 1104 8
1 5 DC260,5 05.2 48
1 "41 08129-4156 4 12
1 32= X0813-421 28 4
1 "41 08131-4156 53 1
3 *17 1107 24
32 X0813-406 25 4
13 219678 K0 17 88
1 13 219682 K2 7 81






ct 6 o 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m
h m. . , (s) ( ) l b (') (') (') N
08143-4914 21.5 11 265-8 97 24 128 2 ,25L
06143-4406 23.1 44 261 5 23 6 117 3 .60
08144-4443 24.6 37 261 5 31 9 120, 4 .34
08144-4003 25.6 13 257- 3 34 6 113 3 .25L
08144-4026 29.0 20 258- 3 45 8 118 2 .55L
08144-4328 29.5 54 260- 5 25 9 117 3 .97
08145-4514 30.3 18 262 6 73 29 110 2 1.24L
08145-4543 32.4 2 262- 6 38 11 122 3 .25L
08145-4618 33.9 40 263- 6 26 3 120 4 1.16
08146 4114 36.4 32 258- 3 19 9 173 3 .48
08146-4227 36.9 11 259- 4 43 20 110 2 .25L
08146-4259 38.3 43 260-4 23 10 168 3 25L
08146-4912 39.5 4 265-8 34 9122 3 .47
08146-4143 39.8i3. 259 , 44 10 115 3 .34
08146 4646 41.6 60 263-7 29 26 130 2 1.29L
08148-4117 51.1 50 259 3 35 9 115 3 .38
08149-4302 56.3 20 260- 4 51 10 118 3 .28
08149-4554 566 12 262- 6 42 12 114 3 .26
08149-4614 57.8 29 263 6 33 8 119 4 .47
08149-4521 58.6 33 262 6 48 20 110 2 .25L
08150--4310 0.2 24 260- 4 30 8 119 2 1.15
08150--4111 1.6 51 258 3 49 30 116 2 .37L
08150-4157 5.3 9 259- 4 46 3 27 3 .53L
08151-4502 7.3 36 262- 5 36 9 116 3 .33L
08152-4136 13.2 42 259- 4 60 12 116 2 .65L
08152-4058 16.2 18 256-3 62 18 110 2 .25L
08152 4016 17,3 9 258-3 23 3 116 3 1.18
08153 4444 16.6 36 261- 5 22 11 116 3 .27L
08153-4532 19.2 13 262- 6 33 9'116 3 25L
08153-4606 23.4 43 263- 6 44 10 111 2 .28L
08153-4550 23.6 24 262- 6 43 3 125 2 ,31L
08154-4841 26.2 59 265- 7 39 16 120; 3 .25L
08154-4204 28,0 32 259-4 28 6 115 3 .27:
08156-4220 41.5 36 259--4 23 16 113 3 .25L
08157-4227 426 31 260- 4 63 16 =114 3 .25L
08157-4044 44.1 15258-3 28 9116 3 A1
08157-4231 45.4 45 260-4 34 9 113 3 .49
08157-4123 46.3=37 259- 3 43 16 116 2 .60L
08158-4930 48.4 ! 10 265 6 50 8 123 3 .25L
08158-4610 :0.1 9 263 6 40 22 113 3 .25L
I
08158-4624 ,51.1 9 263 6 25 9 120 _ 4 .51
08158-4015 _51.8 27 258-- 3 34 14 111 3 .25L
08158-4428 52.4 24 261- 5 16 9 123 4 .25L
08159-4458 57.4 40 262- 5 43 8 118 3 .34
08159 4907 57.7 t 2 265-8 12 4 125 3 12.40
08160-4404 1.9 59 261 5 51 15 110 2 .39L
08161-4339 7.6 19 261-5 22 6 115 3 5.86
08161-4651 8A 26 263- 6 47 12 124 2 .21
08161-4616 9.1 58 263- 6 61 18 116 3 .38L
08161 4914 10.3 19 265- 8 53 16 116 2 .88L
08162-4445 18.0 34 262 5 68 23 113 3 .28L
08163-4223 19.3 17 260- 4 40 19 110 2 .41L
08163 4115 19.6 47 259- 3 30 7 172 3 .25L
06163 4156 20.3 52 259- 4 22 6 169 3 .25L
08163-4508 20.5 29 262- 5 44 10 115 3 .31
08163-4740 20.8' 15 264-- 7 74 22 121 2 .36L
06163-4453 21.3 45 262- 5 29 9 117 3 .79
08165-4125 35.8 54 259-3 24 5 115 3 .35
08166-4009 39.4 45 258-2 36 I 7 114 3 .34:
08166 4348 39,7 8 261-5 83 19 110 2 .25L
08166--4752 41.2 4 264 7 58 10 128 2 .66
08167-4407 45.3 10 261--5 50 11 113 2 .34
08168-4236 53.8 3 260 4 43 10 116 2 .65
D8169-4317 54.9 15 260-4 20 6 116 3 1.99
08169-4529 58.6 24 262 5 22 8 121 4 .91
08171-4709 8.9 26 264- 6 23 9 124 3 .97
08171 4222 10.6 8 260- 4 35 9 115 3 ,54
08171--4933 11.1 47 266- 8 30 12 120 3 ,25L
08172 4226 13.5 28 260- 4 44 12 117 2 .26L
08172 4703 14.8 18 264- 6 25 3 125 3 1.20
36173-4051 166 20 256- 3 28 4 116 3 1.26
_8173-4012 20.6 34 256- 2 35 9 172 2 1.21L
38174-4142 24.7 24 259- 3 44 8 113 3 .67
38175-4314 30.6 10 260- 4 20 5 115 3 2,76
38175-4136 31.5 22 259- 3 16 4 112 3 3A3
38175-4335 32.3 28 261- 4 18 8 117 3 ,77
)6175-4431 32.7 0 261 5 17 5 116 3 2.13
38175-4602 32.7 50 263- 6 22 3 119 4 1.19
)8175-4451 33.2 7 262 5 22 19 124 3 .25L
)8175 4310 35.0 37 260- 4 29 8 116 3 .35
)8176-4952 36.5 28 266 8 50 3 119 2 ,25L
)6178-4521 49.6 40 262- 5 43 12 122 2 .26
)8179-4656 54.1 48 264- 6 26 18 113 3 .28L
)8179-4921 54.8 27 266- 7 25 8 123 3 .90
)8179-4140 54.8 9 259-3 36 5 115 3 .49
)8179-4428 55.5 14 261- 5 55 14 119 2 .45L
)8179 4916 56.2 7 265 7 65 16 i 123 2 .42L
)8180 4405 3.9 10 261- 5 32 9 117 3 .45
)8180-4446 4.0 40 262 5 21 9 116 3 .72
)8180-4233 5.3 54 260 4 30 9 116 3 .41
78181-4105 6.5 48 259- 3 30 11 112 3 .25L
78181-4957 8.9 45 266-8 37 8 120 3 .25L
)8182-4659 13.5 43 264 6 41 13 127 2 .25L
)8182-4217 14.6 47 260 3 38 10 114 3 .51
)8182-4922 14,7 39 266- 7 23 8 123 3 .77
)8182-4805 17.6 52 265-7 19 3 125 3 1.31
)8183-4250 18.7 35 260- 4 40 13 16 3 .25L
)8183-4909 19.1 40 265-7 31 9 123 3 .28L
)8184-4353 24.7 30 261 4 19 8 120 4 .61
)8184-4154 28.6 1 259-3 60 8 115 2 .28





25 /_m 60 tim 10(3 /zm Flux Cc A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Cc R Flags*
.30L .91L 5.68 C L
9.26 6.06 3.73L CBC BA
.25L .45L 5.57L C C
.25L .92 7.93 CC
.25 .43L 15.27L O CB
.25 .40L 4.15L BD AB
.25L ,58L 5.66 D
.28L .64 5.60 CC DF(
.48 ,37: 4.90L BBF AAI
.19: .45L 15.72L BD BDI
.25L ,69L 5.37 C
.25L 1.27 9.14 CD J I
.25L .43L 5.64L S CI
.25L ,40L 26.84L C B
.25L .79L 4.16 C LHI
.25L .41L 17.91L C BL
.25L .50L 5.95L D B
.25L .50L 4.75L C CL
.25L .48L 4.74L D B
.25L .70L 6.89 C
.45 .46L 4.46L C C B B
.25L .55L 5.17 D
.25 .42L 29.21L D MB(
.25L .99 5.31L B F I
.25L .75 24.00L C MH(
.47L .44L 5.32 D I
.38 .42L 13.15L CD AC!
.25L .82 3.68L C Hi
.27 1.29 4.64L CB Bf
.25L .53L 4.57 E
.25L .80L 4.76 C J
.25L .74 4.93 DD Hi
.36 1.62 15.34: FCCC EBt
.25L 1.08 4.45L D ML !
.25L .62L' 6.35 C E
.25L .40L 18A3L B BL
.25L .43L 4.26L S CE
.25L .73 23.13L F
.25L .70 4.74L C
.25L .40L 5.54 C
.18 .48L 4.49L BD ADf
.25L .59 9.93: F C K [
.50 3.52 t4.10 DBB LBI
.25L .50L 5,41L, C R
5.62 1.21 6.45: BCBD AAE
.25L .57 5.10 CD
1.61 ,46L 5,94L BB AAr
.78L .56L 5.69L D DM[
.25L .44 6,22L C
.25L .65 5.35L C K E
.25L .51L 6.56 C L
.31L .54: 6.10 DD FE
.13: 2.73 16.98: EDC G{
.72 8.80 21.71: DDD I BE
.25L .65L 4`82L C CFE
.25L ,70L 5.68 E I I<
.14: .43: 5.71L BDD BGC
.36: 7.05 28.15 BECC BEE
.29L ,81 12,40L F F HGE
.25L .40: 6.74 DC E
,28L' ,48L 18.34L D CG
.25L .53L 6.04L E E I
.29L .46L 4.54L C BB
.81 .47L 4.49L BC AA
.48 .45L 4.65L BC BBh
.54 .45L 15.56L BC ABK
.25L 1.73L 25.83L B B M(
.25L .72L 13.06 C F
.30 1.19 4A6L DD J DC
.54 A5L 16.72L BC AA
.35 .41L 20.18L BC ACI
1.73L 9.03 94.53: FF HEC
.25L 1.78L 19.73L B BK
.93 .54L 4.59L BB AAK
1.78 1.65L 21.27L BB AA
.41 .55L 6.05L DC AB
91 .44L 19.95L BC AA
.33 .33: 4A4L BCD ABG
.25L 90 9.21 CC GJ G
.70 .50L 4.57L BB CA
.32L .78 5.63L C I E
.25L .51L 7.87L C C
.55L .76L 6.00 F MF B
.30: .49L 20.76L CE AE
.25L 1.55L 5.27: ; C D BDG
.25L .73 29.62L C K C
.25L .57 19.24L C J C
.25L .EOL 5.12L C CF
.40 .41L 4.63L BC AB
.25L .55L 5.27L B _B
.25L .70: 6.01 DD KCD
,25L 1,14 6.29: B D B
.25L .90 4.88: C D G
.25L 1.86L 19.24L B BG
.23 .61L 18.74L BD ADC
.36 A4L 18.68L DC AB
.20: 2.02 4.51L E B F E E
.25L .96 21.47L C J E B
.44 .51L 5.36L BC AAI
.46L 2A4L 21.38L C F H
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
L C
R S A Sep


























ct 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
hm. . , (s) ()
Flux Density
Declination: - 50"-- 40*
Flags Associations
(Jansky)
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 Fm 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
8.33L C C 8600000000
32.69L B BE 9400100008
4.45L B AE 6700000000
26.86L D GC 870011200C
4.54L FC FB 1801204740
6.03L BF BC 0 1600100000
17.80L BD AC 0 360000000C
23.96L C D DH 880Ol1300C
20.44L E B C 670111020C
16.13 BDD EAAA 960100021C
8.73L D H D E 1802306930
7A6L D B 2701020000
42.02L ED CJ 0 8400000008
5.75L F E D 0840305630
6.62 D J HJ D 9600100008
14.71L CD AAI E 0 9501132228
36.92L B C J 460110000C
5.13L CBD CAB 0 1600000000
8.23 CO MKCB 790232210C
18.42L BB AB 0 9500100008
8.18 D HEC 9681000218
41A3L B B 930210031C
11.65: CD KGD 9582132328
6.61L E KBB 380000010C
5.73L BC AA 0 )803204300
26.07L DEE CCFE 0 570010010C
25.82L CB GAA 9500100008
5.64 C D E D B 880000130C
4.86L BBC ABC 1 5701002000
16.73L BB AAF 0 9501111118
20.35L AB AA 0 570120010C
74.63L BC J AAA 9301100218
19.44L ABC AAA 0 960000000C 16
11.33L EC NBCC 384220133C
20.99L C E CMC 870000050C
6.85 E B 9600000008
4.01L C BCH 2601000000
7.07L C C 8600010000
6.31L C A 1600011000
74.63L BC AAA 9301110108
7.21L C MB B 790110000C
22.62L D C B )60020342C
7.75 O= ND 770010021C
19.85L C E 5501100OOC
16.39L BC AA H 0 9500200118
19.47L B8 AA 2 550010000C
19.17L CD BF 580110330C
14.01L C DC E 970022110C
21.32L D ECD 170020454C
9.59 B D DFFB, 960010041C
18.76L FE DDC 174110331C
4.85L BC AA 0 1600011000
36.33L BB AABI 761123333C
18.73L CCD AAC 9 95000000OC
9.83L D BDGF 8602011308
87.61: BCCD DFDD 7 552113333C
32.43L F C GG 9401002538
35.91L E GDB 860000100C
27.27L DD BD 0 8401000008
26.68L B BGE 95001000OC
20.74L D K F C 370000000C
13.72: D C ECD 974120431C
34,62L F C B 660200060C
26.47L D CA 660420840C
10.32 C K EA 1958104311C
29.86L B CG 9400001008
36.58L B I D I 9400101328
31.48L C BD 360210000C
30.22L BD ACI 0 950221130C
21,82L B AF 55000000OC
20.51L CFC BCCB 0 960031221C
28.62L DE CCB 960040510C I
31,48 CCDE CBBA 6 368114344C
20.51 L E E H C A G 960023443C
5.86: BD C ABCB 0 978032360C
25.28L C DE F 9401300008











6.29L C C D
9.47 C I DB








l b C) (") (') N
)8185 4513 30.7 41 262- 5 38 11 120 2 .20 .25L .63L
)8185-4402 30,9 38 261- 4 26 8 120 4 .49 .25L .57L
)8185-4642 34.7 55 263- 6 33 8 125 4 .71 .29L .49L
18186-4142 36.5 53 259-3 61 15 115 2 1.25L .25L .66
)8186-4239 39.2 13 260- 4 29 9 116 3 ,28L .42 1.97
)8186-4551 39.8 30 263-5 22 9 120 4 .64 ,22: ,48L
18186-4114 40.4 53 259- 3 30 10 114 3 ,74 ,41 1,51L
18187-4141 42,3 53 259- 3 48 4 115 3 ,49 ,25L 1,61L
)8187-4150 42.9 36 259- 3 56 10 114 2 ,26L ,25L 1,13
)8187 4017 43.5 50 258 2 19 5 116 3 .25L 1,65 9,46
18187-4243 44.3 40 260- 4 63 3 119 2 ,27L ,32L 1.92
)8187-4345 45.1 22 261- 4 ' 58 11 125 2 .34 ,66L ,70L
)8188-4447 48.9 35 262- 5 31 11 113 3 .34 .12: .51L
)8188-4247 50.6 58 280- 4 48 3 117 3 .37L .25L 2.30
)8188-4853 51.1 18 265 7 50 21 117i 2 .41L .46L .92L
)8190-4718 0.6 19 264 6 23 6 123 : 3 1.42 .37 .44L
)8190-4219 2.2 7 260- 3 39 9 116: 3 .51 .25L 2.08L
)8190 4613 4.5 26 263- 6 , 27 9 122 4 .33 1.08 1.44
18191-4145 7.4 15 259-31 24 8 170 3 .25L .25L 1.50:
18192-4849 13.4 27 265- 7 21 3 125 3 1.57 .45 .50L
)8192-4430 13.8 45 262- 5 29 14 115 3 .25L .25L ,69L
)8193-4326 18.E 48 261- 4 31 9 117 3 ,43 ,25L 2,69L
)8193-4718 i19,5 32 264- 6 21 13 116 3 .25L ,25L ,96
)8193-4123 !19,9 54 259- 3 55 10 115 3 .28L ,25L .97
)8193-4240 !_0.1 12 260- 4 24 5 115 3 1.87 .82 .51L
)8193-4201 21.0 16 260- 3 25 9 116 3 .54 .20: 1.06:
)8193-4414 23.4 15 261- 4 27 8 118 4 .28L ,82 1,05
)8194-4304 24.2 19 260-4 22 8 115 3 .25L ,25L 2.24:
)8194-4509 25,1 20 262 5 21 3 1214 1.28 ,46 ,49:
)8194-4748 25.9 47 264- 6 15 4 122 3 2.08 1.19 .64L
)8194-4206 27,1 46 260- 3 20 5 115 3 3.99 .98 1,77L
)8194 4925 28.7 8 266-7 22 3 123 3 .25L 2,25 29,75
)8195-4027 30.1 28 258-2 18 4 116 3 16.03 8.32 2.0"6
)8195-4216 30.5 4 260-3 17 7 114 3 .25L .37 5.75:
)8195-4257 31.1 58 260-4 31 10 117 3 .28: .47L 2.07
)8195-4939 31.8 58 266- 7 72 20 114 2 .25L .25L .54L
)8195-4709 33.3 51 264- 6 34 8 122 3 .66 .25L .62L
)8195-4649 33,8 17 264- 6 70 11 126 2 .29 .25L .67L
)8195-4607 35.8 15 263- 5 46 14 119 3 .36L .25L .98
)8196-4931 37.1 13 266- 7 19 3 121 3 .25L 7.07 53.30
)8196-4140 37.2 39 259- 3 45 9 114 I 3 .25L .25L 1.06
)8196-4312 40.0 7 261- 4 39 11 114 4 .25L .37L 1.97
)8196-4034 41.7 4 258--2 33 18 110 3 .25L ,25L 1.64L
)8197-4058 42,6 17 259- 2 63 13 112 2 .34 .25L 1,51L
)8197-4413 43.1 45 261-4 22 5 117 4 1.77 .63 ,47L
)8197-4052 43.1 1 259-2 25 9 t15 3 1.01 1.11 1,74L
)8197-4135 44,9 48 259 3 32 8 115 3 .25L .40 2,09:
)8198-4000 493 21 258 2 42 8 114 3 .38 .30L 1.72L
)8198 4308 53.7 33 261-4 25 3 122 4 .25L .35L 2.56
)8199-4348 57.0 38 261- 4 20 6 117 4 .31 .25L 1.18L
)8199-4225 58.9 56 260-3 22 10 114 3 .25L .52 3.06:
)8199-4610 59.2 31 263- 5 25 4 125 3 1.23 ,26 .44L
8199--4153 59.9 6 260-- 3 24 5 116 3 2.70 4.77 1.89L
)8200--4807 0.4 16 265 7 13 4 122 3 2.92 1.41 .68:
)8200--4450 0,9 39 262- 5 8 7 i144 3 .31 .25L ,54L
8200-4155 1,3 57 260- 3 20 7 '170 3 1,24 1.23 15,53:
:)8200-4432 5,2 5' 262- 4 32 3 120 ! 4 ,31 ,25L .61L
38201-4257 8,7 27 260 4 42 8 113 3 ,37L .25L 1,89
38201-4440 11.7 11 262- 5 4_5 10 14 3 .34 .20 .52L
:)8202-4326 12.5 39 261- 4 22 9 19 4 .50 .25L 2.41L
38202-4207 13.2 12 260-3 63 13 115 2 .84L .25L .93
38202-4227 14.5 1 260- 3 16 5 113 3 .25L .82 7.79L
38202-4251 14.5 15 260--3 32 61113 3 .25L .32 2.39L
08202-4242 15.4 39 280 3 40 3 113 3 .26L .39 3.59L
08202-4755 16.1 40 265- 6 27 10 118 3 .25L .25L 1.25L
08203 4356 18.6 59 261-4 55 8 115 3 .45 .25L ,49L
08203-4414 19.1 60 282-4 31 14 112 4 .30L .41L .94
08203-4131 22.3 55 259-3 43 9 112 3 .55 .25L 1.79L
08204 4330 26.6 4 -)61- 4 19 8 120 4 1.08 .28 1.84L
08204-4047 29.5 29 259 2 41 10 113 3 .59 .25L 1.64L
08205-4009 32.9 58 258- 2 27 8 117 3 .29 .38 2.92
08205-4232 35.4 40 260- 3 35 5 171 3 .25L .30 1.78:
08206-4126 37.6 43 259- 3 20 7 113 3 .56 .85 9.05
08207-4014 45.7 42 258-2 24 7 113 3 .25L .17: 2.37
18207-4003 46.6 49 258-2 25 5 116 3 .55 .32 .81L
08207-4424 46.7 20 262-4 36 8 121 3 .36 .31L .45L
08207-4143 47.8 260-3 15 5 115 3 2.59 .78 10.27L
08207-4631 48.0i15 263-5 34 9 123 3 .44 .25L .44L
08208-4242 49.2 0 260-3 68 14 112 3 .25L .30L 2.76L
08208-4219 50.1 31 260-3 46 18 114 3 .25L .25L 2.36L
08208-4902 50.7 37 266-7 18 3 120 3 2.20 .93 .44L
08208-4454 50.7 2 262- 5 24 8 171 4 .25L .25L 1.31
08208 4536 53.4 38 263-5 41 20 122 2 .27L .25L .71
08209-4435 54.2 56 262-4 18 7 117 4 .25L .25L 2.14
08209-4314 58.2 44 261-4 42 9 116 3 .25L .25L 2.66L
08209-4031 ,58.4 41 259-2 31 10 116 2 .25L .46 1.43L
08209-4619 59£ 54 263-5 36 9 119 3 .26L .25L .73
08209 4200 59,3 26 260-3 20 5 114 3 2,14 10,06
08210-4155 4,1 8 260- 3 28 3 115; 3 1,26L 1,40
08210-4718 4.4 56 264- 6 20 3 123 3 2.68 1.38
08211-4158 7,6 15 260-3 20 4 114 3 10.97 31.95
08211-4642 9.0 9 264--6 70 22 113 2 .55L .61L
08211-4858 9.9 58 266 7 38 8 124 3 ,95 ,30
08211-4422 11.4 59 262--4 17 4 120 4 3.01 1,30
08211-4132 11.5 21 259- 3 17 5 171' 3 1.15 2.14
08211-4229 11,6 45 260-3 19 7 113 3 ,25L .80
08211 4346 12,0 42 261-4 34 9 164 3 .25L .25L
08212-4125 12.7 12 259-3 36 9 114 3 .27: .28
08212 4654 12.8 5 = 264-6 21 4 122 3 9,82 6.52
08212 4640 13.9 17 264-6 32 10 120 2 ,43 ,25L
209.59L 625.33L BB CA 1 430253545C
209.59L 625.33L D DAB 530153645C
.42L 5.08L BB AA 1 1600000000
209.59 625.33 BBEC BAAC 0 537253645C
.69L ' 4.89 C N F D 5700200200
.53L 23..58L! BC AC i 2 6501101128
.45L 19.01L AB AA 0 9500100008
59.34L 167.23L BD CCCB 8 356114544C
7.49L 24.69L D DA 974110540C
1.20 10.42L C L DD 960010142C
1.34 20.26L CDC ECA 0 380103322C
1.08 4.10L ABC AAB 2 4700000000
.43L 6.17L D D H 4600200200
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 17 1141 5
4
4 1 32 X0818-403 75 4
8 1 32 X0818-427 35 8
8 1 39 DCC260.2 03.7 15 2700
A
2 14 259- PN 4 PI 18
2 "13 219814 B 5 85
2
1 11 PK 261- 4.1 7
2
t 13 219817 MA 2 78
4 1 "41 08194-4925 8 10
1 5 !DC266.0-07.5 58
1 13'219819 K2 6 80
1 °41 08196-4931 30 10
2
1 13 219823 K0 36 80
8 1 17 1146 15
6 1 32 X0819-415 17 6
A 1 32 X0819-431 62 10
4
1 13 219832 K2 3 80
1 "41 08201-4257 34 6
2 23 MRSL 260-03/1 63 i
1
C
1 13 219840 K5 4 78
1 13 219841 K5 2 85
A 1 32 X0820-402 78 10
1
8
1 "41 08208-4903 32 2
6 1 32 X0820-448 98 6
E 1 32 X0820-445 29 14
1 23 VHE 15B 90
4









hm. • , (s) ( ) (") (") ( N
08212-4159 14.8 48 260-3 41 3118 2 .85
08212-4146 17.9 10 260--3 21 5113 3 2.09
08213 4242 18.4 28 260--3 31 8117 2 .33L
08213-4944 20.9 9 266-7 24 3122 3 .72
08214 4252 25.0 41 261-3 38 3 110 4 .38L
08214-4158 25.7 46 260 3 32 31693 1.01
08214-4001 27.4 9 258-2 77 8 1182 .29
08214-4156 27.6 21 260- 3 21 4 _114! 3 .25L
08214-4403 28.7 57 i 262- 4 22 5 118 4 .48
08214-4136 29.7 28 260- 3 17 5 169 3 1.19
08214-4106 29.7 46 259-2 39 9 112 3 .51
08215-4545 31.9 1 263-5 28 20 126 3 .85L
08215-4239 32.5 51 260- 3 13 6 168 3 .25L
08215-4030 33.5 2 259-2 24 9 171 2 1.15
08215-4229 34.1 39, 260- 3 34 3 117 3 .25L
08216-4556 38.3 7 263-5 32 26 158 3 .25L
08216 4049 39.8 26 259-2 77 9 109 2 .34
08217-4215 42.3 23 260-3 20 4 116 3 3.60
08217-4806 43.1 11 265- 6 22 3 124 ! 3 2.18
06217-4518 44.4 38 263- 5 22 5 123 4 2.13
08218-4344 48.2 14 261-4 43 9 110 2 .29
08218-4548 48.4 27 263-5 51 3 119 3 .25L
08218-4354 49.4 15 261-4 29 14 114 3 .25L
08218-4243 50.9 44 260- 3! 26 6 123 4 .35L
08218-4140 51.8 4 260-3 20 6 114 3 .36
08218-4100 52.4 18 259- 2 46 12 113 3 .37
08218-4337 53.g 34 261- 4 22 8 116 3 .25L
08219-4739 54.4 6 265- 6 30 9 122 3 .59
08219-4826 55.8 26 265-6 16 3 124 3 6.85
08219-4030 56.0 54 259- 2 24 6 114 3 1.06
08219-4034 56.6 54 259- 2 44 12 109 2 .37L
08219-4144 56.8 55 260- 3 23 8 113 3 .27L
08219-4237 57.0 34 260- 3 15 6 118 4 .28L
08219-4341 57.8 26 261- 4 34 9 116 3 .41
08220-4404 1.4 4 262- 4 23 14 110 2 .25L
08220-4839 4.1 59 265- 7 17 4 123 3 1.42
08221-4613 6.1 20 263- 5 37 12 115 2 .29
08221-4936 6.2 41 266- 7 48 21 112 2 .25L
08221-4150 6.6 32 260- 3 37 9 115 3 .33
08221-4925 7.7 35 266- 7 30 22 115 2 25L
08221-4405 9.8 4 262- 4 12 I 5 121 4 .25L
08221-4444 10.2 18 262- 4 47 I 6 121 3 ,25L
06221-4558 10.4 36 263- 5 67 3 119 3 .26L
08221-4241 10.5 31 260-3 31 8 110 4 .25L
06222-4212 12.3 34 260-3 24 5 118 2 1.23L
08222-4129 13.7 57 259- 2 22i 8 113 3 .71
08222-4238 13.8 14 260- 3 30 8 123 2 .69
08222-4521 15.3 22 263- 5 22 3 122 4 .25L
38222-4214 16.0 29 260- 3 52 14 114 3 .25L
08223-4137 21.7 35 260 2 65 12 115 3 .29L
06224-4810 25.1 2 265-6 32 9 120 3 .25L
08224-4535 25.4 1 263- 5 18 3 123 4 1.25
06224-4248 26.5 48 261- 3 28 8 116 3 .25L
08224 4504 28.5 21 262- 4 39 8 124 4 .48
06225 4853 30.8 0 266- 7 31 11 123 3 .25L
08225-4719 34.4 11 264 6 18 3 122 3 3.12
08227 4543 44.2 58 263- 5 38 13 117 3 .21
06227-4759 45.0 2 265 6 25 8 124 3 .67
_8227-4233 46.7 45 260- 3 36 8 117 4 .25L
38227-4415 46.7 50 262-4 18 10 122 3 25L
38228 4103 49.4 38 259- 2 28 7 115 3 .25L
06228-4319 49.5 51 261- 3 47 10 114 3 .34
06228-4027 51.2 39 259-2 29 8 112 3 .28L
08228-4153 51.5 40 260- 3 40 3 115 3 .30L
08229-4037 54.2 3 259- 2 21 7 113 3 .33
08229--4802 55.8 43 265- 6 20 4 124 3 3.59
08229-4051 57.5 13 259-2 20 5 112 3 .90
08229-4043 58.2 60 259- 2 62 12 109 2 .26L
08230-4052 0.6 4 259- 2 39 8 116 2 25L
08230-4114 5.1 57 259-2 29 8 115 3 .96
08230-4914 5.3 59 266- 7 36 15 123 3 .25L
06231-4412 10.8 45 262- 4 33 8 117 3 .32
08232-4542 12.2 48 263- 5 18 8 122 3 .94
08232-4409 16.4 34 262- 4 43 14 117 4 .30L
06232 4301 17.4 6 261-3 33 3 116 4 .26L
08232-4358 17.8 2 262= 4 43 8 117 3 .32
06233-4928 18.9 45 266-- 7 33 10 116 2 .66
08233-4851 20.5 11 266- 6 23 3 120 3 1.35
06233-4151 21.8 10 260- 2 38] 6 113 3 .26L
08233 4110 23.5 14 259- 2 221 5 113 3 4.74
06234-4756 26.4 42 265- 6 57 16 116 2 .71L
08235 4845 31.1 23 ?66- 6 66i 12 125 2 24
08235-4316 32.2 39 261- 3 31 i 3 169 3 .26L
_8235-4104 32.4 43 259- 2 22 I 5 112 3 .27:
36235-4747 326 57 265- 6 15 4 124 3 10.19
_8235 4428 32.9 20 262- 4 33 11 117 3 .25L
38236-4016 36.3 33 259- 1 35 6 112 3 1.82
38236 4049 39.9 9 259-2 26 7 113 3 .32:
38236-4233 41.0 23 261 3 22 3 121 4 2.94
06237-4500 42.9 36 263- 4 34 3 121 4 .57
06238-4642 48.9 29 264 5 35 8 122 3 .40L
08238-4131 49.3 45 260- 2 40 8 118 2 .39
08238-4056 50.2 14 259- 2 32 7 114 3 .36L
08238-4009 50.5 0 259- 1 27 9 112 3 1.04
08238-4010 50.8 58 259-1 29 8 113 3 .89
08238-4248 51.7 52 261- 3 42 3 121 4 97L
08238-4214 53.0 17 260- 3 30 8 118 4 .43
08238-4356 53.8 t5 262- 4 46 6 121 4 .25L
08239 4314 59.1 6 261- 3 46 13 115 3 .35L
08239 4140 59.2 31 260- 2 26 4 116 3 1.61
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 _m 100 _.m Flux C
(Jansky) Uncs G
.63: 209.59L 625.33L F F C B
18.62 111.08 144.39 BBDF AA
.35 2.92L 24.13L E E r'
.17: .43L 5.11L BE AC
.39: 4.46 24.72L DC GE
1.36: 39.28L 625.33L DD B B
.64L 1.44L ; 25.72L D DL
2.34 32.60L 625.33L B CB
.25L .85: 16.10L C D BI
4.01 59.34L 167.23L BB CA
.25L 2.11L 25.02L B BG
.40L .62 5.96L C G K
.45 4.48: 23.61L F D [_
1.17 32.96 90.76: FCEE EE
.90 7.49L 31.90L E C
.25L 1.07 6.24 I_C FC f']
.25L 2.01L 20.70L B
1.08 1.90L 19.57L !BC AA
.56 2.35L 21.42L B C A B
.56 .71 7.02 BCCC AA
.25L 2.03L 26.68L C B
.25L .58: 5.07 DC F
.25L 1.69L 14.47 C EF
.73 3.76L 24.01L D DC
.35 4.00 167.23L CDC DC
.25L 1.67L 5.36: C D CF
.25L 3.01 9.72L D DH
.25L 2.28L 25.86L B BG
5.72 1.74 20.05L BCC AA
.30: 1.55L 102.06L CD AB
.25L 1.43 20.15L D J
.25L 1.65 29.04L D K B
1.54 12.52 17_55: DEF AE
.25L 3.01L 29.47L C AG
.30L 1.35 15.49L D D
1.10 .40L 20.85L BF AA
.25L .44L 7.48L C F H
.25L .54L 6.57 C
.32 1.28L 28.42L CD DD
.25L .56L 7.89 C
.25L 1.86 15.49L C J I
.25L .99 30.41L C G
.25L .52 7.23L C
.61 12.52L 16.75L C D
.94 3.72 21.12L CE HA
.25L .95: 29.15L B D BK
.25L 12.52L 24.20L C B
.75 1.39 6.36L BC A
.47: 3.72L 21.12 F E C
.25L 1.09 29.84L C D
,25L 1.04 16.23L C
.81 .86 6.84L BBD AA
1.07 20.61L 23.45: E D LC
.25L .56L 5.05L B CD
.25L .93 8.39: DC K
1.46 ,60: 6.50L BDC AA
.25L .77L 9.20L C CF
.29 1.91L 20.24L BD BC
.46L 1.57: 11.43 DS G
.25L 2.34 22.01L C M
.17: 2.69 9.48 DCC NF
.25L 2.19L 26.63L C EN
58 L25: 23.62L C F F B
.25L 2.75 35.36L C E D
.53 4.39 20.35 CCEC EB
1.81 2.36L 16.31L BB AA
4.15 11.89: t9.03: CBDF BA
.16 2.9OL 21.93L D D
.24: 1.78: 15.89 DEF C
.31L 1.93L 27.17L S AE
.25L .79 5.75L E
.25L .63L 38.38L C DL
.33 .47L 6.26L BD AC
.25L 1.16 30.69L C F
.25L 1.20 26A7L B D
.25L .58L 30.67L C A
.27L .70L 4.72L C AG
.39 .42L 20.67L BE) AC
.45 1.71L 16.60L D NB
1.69 1.88L 19.50L CS AA
.25L .64 24.94L D
.25L .55L 27.73L D E F
.24: 2.38 8.17 DCD J C
1.94 10.87 19.50 DBCC CA
2.57 1.07 18.58L CBC AA
.25L 1.00 6.27 CC N
.75 1.69L 18.94L DF AA
.32 3.75 16.32 CDCC BD
.88 2.06L 29.79L BC AA
.19 58L 7.02L DD AC
.25L .89 7.33L C D
.25L 1.88L 21.17L C BK
.27L 2.50 16.32L C HF
.63 1.64L 18.84L CD AA
.39 1.71L 18.88L BD BB
.25L 223L 6.53 E CB
.22 2.72L 29.73L CF BB
.25L .78 32.34L C M
.25L .83 30.17L C D
.94 1.78L 22.41L CC AA
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep






























a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
ham. o 5, (s) ( ) t b C) C) (') N
08240-4232 4.3 12 261--3 29 13 109 2 .28L
08240-4249 5.G 23 261--3 20 4120 4 .68
08241-4335 7.4 18 261--3 37 19 121 4 .25L
08241-4557 6.(_ 48 263-5 29 10 122 3 .39
08241-4257 I 9.3 3 261--3 27 8117 4 .71
08242--4444 112.8 4v 262-- _ 33 12 114 3 .25L
08242--4554 14.E 23 263- 5 24 3 122 3 1.08
08243--4043 22.e 0 259-2 22 6 112 3 .92:
08244--4100 25.231 259-- 2 24 5 114 3 .25L
08244--4248 27.7 38 261-- 3 67 8 125 2 .26
I
08244-4014 279155., 259--1 21 10 170 3 .25L
08244-4309 28.1 10 261- 3 39 16 115 3 .25L
08244-4626 29.3 50 264- 5 60 18 128 2 1.28L,
08245-4038 30.3 41 259- 2 22 7 113 3 4.14
08245-4128 31.2 32 260-2 31 3117 3 1.32
08245-4140 i32.E 39 260--2 35 9115 3 .44
08246-4946 382. 31 267- 7 74 12 114 2 .37 I
I
08247--4223 43.1 10 260- 3 13 3 174 [4 7.50 I08247--4706 44.3 16 264- 5 14 3 121 2.90
08247--4050 46.3 40 259-- 2 21 5 113 3 1.49
08247-4420 47.4 31 282-- 4 22 3 121 4 3.16
08248-4345 49.522 262--3 18 5175 4 5.60
08248-4413 51.2 11 262-4 21 31204 1.69
08248--4348 53.C 9 262-3 57 12 120, 2 .32
08248-4801 53.1 9 265-6 17 8 121 I 24 .7906249-4741 54.3 44 265-8 56 18 115 .29L
08249-4231 57.5 54 261-3 30 8120 4 .48
06249--4425 59.1 0 262-4 17 4122 4 6.58
08250--4059 0.1!12 259-2 56 12 113 3 .32L
i
06250-4616oe 1 2_-5 1 41 8 1182 .20
08250--4322 1.1 10 261--3 19 5 123 4 .73
08250--4455 1.e 31 263 4 27 12 112 3 .25L
08250--4302 2.4 8 261--3 ! 34 14 113 3 .25L
08250-4054 2.5 20 259--2 28 6 114 3 .25L
08250-4224 5.5 27 261--2 52 8 115 3 37
08251-4116 7.3 11 260-2 36 8 116 3 .63
08251-4009 8.0 6 259-1 43 10 112 3 .25L
08251--4356 9.1 56 262--3 21 15 109 3 ,25L
06251-4930 10,3 41 266-7 80 28 114 2 .25L
08252-4042 15.2 20 259-1 17 5 113 3 3.22
08253--4618 18.18 36 264-- 5 ! 3 123 i 39
08253--4853 23.1 266-- 6 18 114 .25L
08254-4246 26.0 261-- 3 31 14 117 .25L
08254-4403 26.1 59 262-3 21 3 120 4 2.08
08255-4400 31.8 49 262- 3 38 11 118 4 .25L
08255-4708 33.9 36 264- 5 I 13 8 120 4 .46
08255-4445 34.5 39 263-4 _ 82 8 125 2 .26:
08255-4230 35.G 16 261- 2 16 4 121 4 2.06
08256-4150 36.3 56 260- 2 17 3 120 4 7.00
08256-4032 37.9 24 259- 1 25 9 112 3 .73
08256-4304 38.9 36 261- 3 22 5 122 4 4.86
08256--4210 39.1 7 260- 2 20 9 174 4 .25L
08256--4112 40.5 3 260- 2 21 8 114 3 .80
08257-4311 47.5 1 261- 3 27 3 119 4 .25L
08258-4058 51.0142 259-2 15 4 173 3 .73
08258-4049 51.4' 10 259-I I 34 7 116 3 .42L
08259-4522 56.6 26 263-4 I 37 8 123 3 .33
08260-4356A 1.2 59 262-3! 26 8 118 4 .41
08260-4206 2.8 23 260--2 39 12 122 2 .23
08260-4506 5.6 3 263-4 17 8 122 4 .92
08261--4232 6.2 14 261-2 29 12 119 2 .42L
06261-4840 9.3119 266- 6 30 12 122 2 .27
08261--4406 10.5 42 262- 3 51 15 118 2 .26L
08261-4919 10.734 266-6 31 16 114 2 1.53L
08262-4552 13.7'118 263-- 4 15 9 120 4 .62
08262-4424 15.9124 262-3 52 3 119 3 .25L
08263-4736 20.6 0 265- 5 73 16 126 2 .70L
08263-4321 22.3 41 261- 3 31 8 121 4 .78
I
98263-4410 22.9141 262- 3 26 3 122 3 1.93
08264-4427 25.5 1 262- 3 42 29 126 2 .51L
08264-4309 26.9 48 261- 3 28 10 117 4 .36
06264-4657 28.3 9 266- 6 17 6 117 3 8.56
06264-4203 29.0'46 260-2 22 5 122 4 1.93
06264--4822 29.2 21 266- 6 19 9 121 3 .25L
08265-4256 31.9 6 261-3 51 12 124 3 .27L
08265-4106 35636 260-2 65 25 114 2 .25L
08265-4716 35.9 20 265-- 5 I 24 11 163 4 .27L
08266-4441 36.4 39 263- 4 I 18 9 121 4 .77
I I
08266-4343 36.e137 262-3 22 6 120 4 .34L
08266-4110 38.6 40 260- 2 19 9 116 3 .73
08266-4100 39.3 11 260-- 1 23 5 171 3 .33
08266--4021 40.2 40 259- 1 27 11 114 3 .56
08267--4832 42.9 0 266 6 30 8 121 3 .75
08267--4357 44.3 58 262-- 3 21 4 121 4 18.28
06268--4429 52.0 50 262-- 3 15 3 173 3 1.48
06269-4319 54.8 9 261--3 28 8 121 2 .27
08269--4039 56.5 37 259-- I 23 4 116 3 2.03
08269--4541 57.1 10 263-- 4 32 10 119 4 .26L
08269 4522 57.8 39 263-- 4 78 11 124 2 .30
08269-4250 58.0 3 261 2 19 4 121 4 2.76
08270-4149 1.0 43 260- 2 17 5 122 4 6.34
08270-4212 2.0 41 261- 2 31 3 120 4 .25L
08270-4911 2.2 15 266- 6 30 16 106 2 .39L
08270--4231 2.8 11 261-- 2 35 10 121 4 .25L'
08270-4102 3.2 25 260- 1 35 9 115 3 34
06271-4024 9.7 11 259- 1 51 8 116 3 .31L
08271-4221 11.6 42 281 2 45, 10 121 3 .32
08272-4438 12.2 44 263- 3 26 14 118 3 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































Declination: - 50%-- 40"




Name Type (") Mag
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
8.09: DF I E GCB 970021364C A
22.01L BB ABEA 5 860023130C 1
7.21 CF FFC 8700000318 4
6.18L B AM 4500100000 1 17 1178 25
19.80L BD AB 0 660000000C 1 17 1177 22
8.03L E FCE 9601011210 4
3.73L BD AB 2 4600100000 1 17 1180 54
398.72L CDD CADB 7 834233321C 6
29.80L CC J BAG 860000000C
31.16L C B 650141030C 1
16.82 DF E DB 960100030C
12.44 CO KEB 9600011108
5.65 O DE 26_0oo000
398.72 BBED FBEA 3 830234331C 87 2700
31.98L CC AB 0 460000000C
23,49L B 3FG 660112133C
6.53L O CBB C 570000000028.47L F D 960000220C 4
412.19 BBCD EABA 7 92Bl14430C 33 3 1 32 X0824-423 11 3
4.79L AB AA 1 1700001000
71.13 BBEE AAAA 1 754214540C 7 1 32 X0824-408 79 3
6.85L AB AA O 0 9610100000
23.58L ABB AAB 0 7501100208
26.43L DD AB 9 9400000008
25.88L C B L 6501100208
25.30L BC AEI 0 550120020C 4 1 13 219922K2 78
27,94L C C 3400100008
30.04L B B I 950200000C
7.37L ABC AAA 19601100000
31.68L C C 760010120C 4
8.18L BD I BF 3600100000
21.75 BCC!BBAA 4 96000443, F 1 32 X0824-433 50 15
10.84 CC KEC 9500001300
19.27 EIKI HC 960100243C E 1 32 X0825--430 58 14
71.13L C BC( 750023430C 7 1 32 XO825-409A 89 4
2.16L 412.19L F BDI 921114430C 3
2.00L 33.14L B BK 5600010OOC
.94 27.30L C I A 760000(0)0
1.16 9.37 DE' HC 9601000618 4
.57L 6.62 E J F 9701000010
1.79L 2376LIBB AA 2 960200000C 1 17 1183
.80 34.87L C GB 8501044348 F
.53L 5.53L B CL 2700100000
.69L 7.39 E O CO 9600000108
.91 9.95L I DG 960000330C 2
.49L 25.38L BC AB H 4 9401100418 4 1 13 219941 K5
1.48 12.74: CC GEE 9681200618 4 1 32 X0825-440
4 1 32l X0825-418
9 1 32 X0825-409B
85!
I





.50L 25.97L B BDI 3501100008
1.05L 9.49L CF EBH 6 9601010000
2.03L 26.98L BB AA J 1 850000000C
.84 23.87LI B DD AAC 9 660010160C
1.98L 24.29L BC ABH 0 960000112C
2.10L 20.17L BB AA 5 960000010C
1.30L 10.88 C I MGB 970110071C
1.84L 19.77L: BE BC 2 570000000C
1.10: 11.01 DC EDR 960000031C
12.80 14.78 BBDC BAAA 3 670103013C
2.71 10.23: EED CAB 88400OO10C
.59L 8.93L D C 6602000100
.69L 29A6L C BG G 7501110008
.66L 10.88L C ENJ F 470234001C
.64L 10.24L BF AD 5 9602011210
.82 20.10L E HBCE 850110000(;
.52L 17.08L C FEJ 9501000008
.98 36.16L C F 8501100008
.75L 7.34 F DC 9601000100
.62L 6.22L BD BDJ 0 5701000000
.83 22.43L C EF 9402114128
.55 6.75L C DE 5600002008
.54L 33.14L B AGN 8500100008
.74L 28.31L BS 'AA 4 9401100008
.94L 19.54 C KF E 9502124120
2.35L 36.67L B BM 750000020C
1.04 30.56L BBC AACH 0 9401011238
2.01L 25.10L 8C A8 0 46012420OC
1.49 11.39L C J CD 9582110218
.97 32.38L D B 950010000C
.75L 7.58 D D E D 580120020C
.76 27.48L D EB 4500100208
.65L 10.15L BD AB 0 9600212000
6.21 27.59 ECC ,HDEB 7542054458
2.19L 22.97L BF BDL 0 460010020C
5.40 9.96 CBCC BAAB I 580310030C
1.74L 27.02L CE IBC 0 8_
.46L 16.44L S I AC L 9500101008
2.22 27.86L ABB AAAG 0 6500010108 24
1.61 9.07L BFC ABAJ 0 9641334100
2.04L 34.71L C F GH H 750023250C
1.25L 19.46L 88 AAI G I 960211222C
1.14 8.71L B CD 4601001300
.75L 9.19L IC C 4600000100
1.94L 30.09LICC AA D 9 950100000C
.64: 24.06L ABD AAD 0 45010000OC
.97 23.04L C DBI 7602105428
.72 6.82L D EE 9601000100
1.62 33.55L EC I DBB 840100130C
224L 187.37L B B 540223233C
.61 16.55L E CDJ 860200000C
4.15L 23.88L C CDC 650202232C
1.40 13.43 DD LEC 9501111300
8
8 1 32 X0826-489




F 1 32 I X0826--437
1 17 1189
1 23 CED 106A
1 1 23 CED 106C
4























a _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ,u.m
h m o , (s) ( ) l b (") (') (') N
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 Fm 60 _m
Uncs C( e R
.51 22.36L C C
1.97L 22.58L BB AA
53,49L 187.37L EB CB_
2.00L 24.96L CD BD<
.53L 4.04L F C H
,96 37.62L BBD AB9
.78 7.52L C K :
.65L 38A6L B BE
53,49 187.37 BEF AA ]
2.60L 22,48L C AG
2.43 32.88L D G
2.09L 34.27L BC AB
.53L 6.07L CF AD
2.95L 32.80L B B I
10.01 31.43L BC HB_
10,01L 31 43L , B a
8.21: 197.37LI ccDc CS3
1.10 24.56L BEC BBA
3.16 11,24 DBCC FAA
1.12 34.86L B DI i]
3.26: 23.13 I DCF ECI;
.80L 38.24LIc D E
.68L 8.35LIC EF
53.49L 187.37L DC BA)_
.54L 34,47L, B B A A
.49L 34.69L BE D AC
.82 31.43L ( :
1.54 31.33L C EA
.98 15.32L[ C L J I-_
3.62 15.30LIBBC AAA
J
2.43L 30.45L D C
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
(Jansky)
)8272-4752 12.2 52 265- 5 44 15 [123 2 .66L .25L
)8272-4241 15,0 37 261 2 18 5 121 4 1.90 .86
)8272-4056 16.1 30 260- 1 19 5 173 3 1.04 1.90
)8273 4034 19.1 44 259- 1 27 8 115 3 .58 .21:
)8273-4942 20.1 45 267- 6 50 10 !119 2 .35 .58L
)8273-4344 22.4 57 262- 3 18 3 119 4 1.59 .45
)8273-4503 22.6 21 263- 4 29 18 114 3 .39L .25L
)8274-4359 26.2 36 262- 3 38 8 !120 3 .49 .34L
)8274 4100 26.7 40 260- I 32 4 117 3 1.12L 7.95
)8274-4111 26,8 35 260- 1 27 9 116 3 .87 .25L
I
)8274-4423 27.2 25 I 262 3 37 9 120 ; 3 .25L .25L
)8274-4304 27.9 37 261- 3 23 9 119i 4 ,61 .31
)8275-4615 30.2 14 264- 4 20 8 121 m 4 m92 121
)8275--4421 32.1 2 262- 3 30 10 )119 3 .40 ,32L
)8275--4226 32,1 51 261-2 21 5 119 4 ,25L .83
)8275-4224 35.4 35 261-2 32 7 122 3 25L 1.13
)8276-4105 38.5 39 260- 1 19 6 116 3 .48 .53
)8276-4123 39.7 40 260-2 26 9 118 4 .40 .16:
)8276 4204 40.3 57 261 2 21 5 122 4 .30 .74
)8276-4342 40.9 0 262- 3 32 7 116 4 .29L .25L
)8276 4039 41.6 23 ! 259- 1 10 3 74 4 .35L .39
)8277-4328 42,1 15 262- 3 64 11 115 2 .33 .26L
)8277-4634 ¢4.0 21 264- 5 51 14 112 2 _22 .28L
)8277-4101 45.61412_ 1 25 41173 1.09 1.06)8278-4338 53.1 ,,.:u=: o-- 14 5 120 4 1.16 .60
)8280-4536 3.358 263- 4 25 4 122 3 1.10 .24
)8280-4225 3.4[39 261-2 67 16 119 2 .39L .25L
)8280-4325 46 17 262 3 34 10 118 3 .27L .26L
)8280-4958 5.2 9 267- 6 43 10 117 2 .34L .25L
)8281-4850 8,3 1 266- 6 28 6 118 2 2.24 9.83
)8281-4028 8.9 2 259- 1 62 11 109 2 .31 .25L
)8281-4200 10,0140 261- 2 48 3 117 4 .45Li .25L
)8281-4502 11.8118 263- 4 24 16 118 3 .25L .25L
)8262-4105 12.9!30 260--1 21 10 119 4 .25: .30
)8282-4145 13.7 40 260-2 34 8 122 4 .35 .31L
)8282-4545 14.4 4 264 4 18 4 121 3 1.51 6.53
)8282-4035 16.1 3 259- 1 22 4 117 3 7.35 3.89
)8292--4314 17.7 50' 262-- 3 50 8 12319 .28L 134
)8283 4800 19,1 59 264'--4 18 5 123 ) 4 139 L 144
)8283 4215 20,4,23 261-2 80 20 119 2 .39L .25L
)8283 4045 21,41 13 260- 1 22 6 171 3 .25L .45
)8283-4529 23,1 40 263- 4 35 8 122 3 .63 .21
)8283-4907 23.2 16 266-6 66 19 114 2 .32L .16:
)8283-4329 23,6;20 262-3 29 9 121 3 .62 .20:
)8284-4733 24.7 49 265- 5 15 ! 120 i .66 .29)8284-4620 25.2 54 264- 4 23 1 118 .31 .25
)8284-4515 25.2 22 263- 4 24 121 .91 .22
)8284-4231 25.5 881 261 2 21 5 1211i 2.63 .69)8284-4058 27.0 5 260 23 116 .34L .22
)8284-4235 27.2 46 261- 2 62 24 117 .25L .25L
)8285-4314 31.6 17 262 2 23 10 119 3 .27 ,47
)8285-4206 32.6 25 261 2 49 15 172 2 .78L .25L
)8285 4319 35.5 30 262- 3 31 8 119 3 .42 .25L
)8286-4251 38,1 17 261 2 34 17 124 2 .32L .25L
)8286_4416 38.6 50 262- 3 21 B 118 3 .47 2.08
)8286-4125 38.8 35 260-1 39 12 119 4 .37L .13:
)8286-4143 39.6 58 260 2 36 6 123 3 .47 .31L
)8286 4728 41.1 11 265- 5 16 5 121 4 34.80 18.86
)8286-4844 41.7 47 266 6 65 8 119 2 .28 .32L
)8287-4242 43,9 59 261- 2 30 11 118 4 .39L .25L
)8287-4014 44.0 39 259- 1 32 8 ,115 3 .44 .31L
)8287 4446 44.9 44 263- 3 47 20 115 2 .39L .31L
)8288-4041 48.1 32 260- 1 18 4 117 3 3.26 11.51
)8288-4304 49.4 22 261-2 17 8 117 4 .25L .25L
38288-4615 50,4 25 264 4 28 8 120 4 .38 .25L
)8288-4019 50,6 54' 259- 1 22 5 116 3 1.51 .36
)8298-4C008 52,8 49 264 4 14 4 118 i 3 I27L 1.09
)8288 4258 52.9 59 261-2 40 7 119 3 .41L .25L
>6288 4452 53,1 14 263 3 16 5 122 3 1.23 .39
)8289-4415 55.7 48 262-3 28 9 121 3 .33L 1.24
)8289-4120 59,2 39 260 1 27 8 122 4 .81 .22:
)8290-4100 2,6 29 260 1 24 7 120 4 .25L .25L
)8291-4212 6.2 23 261- 2 27 9 119 4 .84 .19:
)8291 4112 8.2 53 260 1 31 3 118 4 .28: .30L
)8291-4335 9.7 5 262- 3 39 15 115 3 ,34L 25L
)8292-4434 13.0 58 263-3 28 9 119 3 .77 .25L
:)8292-4007 t4.9 26 259- 1 62 8 111 3 .48 .25L
)8292-4303 15.0 22 262 2 26 4 121 3 .59: .52
38292-4155 16.0 48 261 2 22 7119 4 .25L .38
36292-4719 16.3 20 265 5 35 10 123 3 .33 .25L
:)8293--4353 18.3 16 262-- 3 18 5 1122 3 1.36 140
38293-4746 22.8 34 265 o 59 1.: 1123 3 .28L .25L
[)8294-4420 28.0 24 263-3 143 235 124 i 1154L I69L38294 4218 28.8 21 261- 28 120 .25L .25L
38294-4930 29.5 59 267- 6 50 14 114 I_L ._L
08295-4038 31.8 13 260- 1 39 8 118 3 .47 .24
D8295-4640 32.6 46 264-4 60 14 116 2; .39L .25L
,62954135347392,0_1  119 47 25L38295-4534 34.8 3 264 4 1 121 .40L .25L
38296 4620 39.7 51 264- 4 14 4 123 4 2.44 .61
38296-4727 40,4 21 265-5 22 18 133 21 ,27 .25L
_8297-4613 43.5 7264-4l 29' 8 119 41 ,45 .25L
08297-4648 43.6,1, 265-4 22 8123 4 .46 .25L
38297-4307 45.7]33 262-2 20 4121 3 1.34 .51
08298-4320 49.458 262--2 31 10 172 3 .25L .27L
08298-4740 50.7 22 265 5 22 8123 3 .74 .47
08298-4453 51.6 2 263-3 = 32 15 114 3 .26L .25L
08298-4915 51.8 46 267-6 J 34 13 152 2 .43L .25L
08299-4456 54.2 27 263-3 132 8 120 3 .28 .25L
08299-4259 55.7 55 262-2 27 11 125 2 .42 .35L
1,67 19.44L C L C F
.79 6.32L D C
2.12: 16.38: CDCC DB|_
,55L 25.01L B CD(_
33.73 37.59 BBCD AAt
1.18 16.30L ABC AA[_
.97L 25.16L D CC
3.35 11.53 CBB KB[_
.67 37.43L D E(
3,77 240.57L CC DBE
.49L 36.74L CD BD
1.55L 8.65 E E GD(
.52L 37.11L BD AC
,55L 25.70L BC AC
.62L 4.73L DD AC(
.61L 30.23L DE ADIV
2.01L 33.79LI BB AA
1,28 25.02L DC GCE
1.88L, 729 F L
2.69L 37.73L i F O B B i
.84L' 6.33 E M L
3.07L 38.60L B CD
.91L 11.39 O N E
9.22 17.82 DECE BA/j
1.25 24.65L D B N D E
,48L 6.87: B E BC
3,96 23.21L BBB AAA
.80L 28.07L F B L E
1.15 37.07L D E
2.23L 31.27L B B F K
.76 8.72L D KF
136.70 240.57L BBD BAA
2.46: 19.70 DC EEC
.61L 6.85L I B C
1.54L 15.85L BC AB
9.37 19.89 ECF GBE
1.90 23.99L C N E B
.68L 24.18L BC ABB
9.22L 43.64L B EAC
,53L 22.63L CF BCJ
2,95 10.33 DC J L B
.44L 33.52L BD AEH
1,58 8.74 D CC DDA
.83 32.28L F D E
3.06L 29,44L B BD
2,20L 28.46L C C
2,36: 24.56L DCF CDC
2.66 12.86: CCO BA
.52L 20.97L D S
1.38L 32.66L BC AAC
.66 5.31: CD = $ E
4.71L 8.67 F K
1,02 8.86 B C F B
.69 34.47L F GC
2.39L 20.00L CD BD
.98 6.75L C J I C
,64L 33.37L C B MN
1.19 11.85 CC OHC
.45L 5.29L AB AB
.73L 44.44L C S
.69L 7.35L C CJ F
.60L 7.43L C BN
4,12L 35.50L BC AB/I
1.28 12.33 DD J C
.49L 24.46L CC AB
1.25 34.48L C J GE
.63 7.66L D H F
.68L 31.15L B C
3.29L 165.04L C CF
Flags
V L C
1(7:) /_m Flux C( r: A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
219981 K5 98
219982 B3 58
X0827 - 410 15
CED 106C

















"ConfusJon Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion ProCessing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Souf:es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
230
Right Ascension: 08"29m56"-08h32m49 ' Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Position (19_0) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 tam 25 /_m 60 _.m
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
)8299-4536 56.0 49 264- 4 57 8 121 3 .30 .25L
)8300-4614 5.8 37 264-4 42 9 125 3 ,87 ,25L
)8301-4023 8.3 36 259- 1 48 10 117 3 ,25L ,25L
)8301-4304 11,1 36 262- 2 19 3 121' 3 1,01 3.18
)8301-4507 11,2 9 263- 3 25 9 122 3 ,54 ,25L
)8302-4354 16.8 45 262- 3 41 12 117 3 .34 .25L
)8303-4152 19.8 29 261- 1 34 9 109 2 1.76 6.35
)8303--4428 19.9 1 263 3 21 5 122 3 1.41 .67
)8303--4648 20.2 31 265--4 15 4 126 4 1.25 .37
)8303-4835 20.5 55 266- 5 73 14 117 2 .23 .25L
)8303--4556 21.1 54 264 4 ; 43 14 114 3 .27L .25L
)8303--4112 21.7 10 260 1 25 9 122 4 .64 .25L
)8303--4546 22.9 31 264 4 48 17 114 2 .38L .25L
)8303--4413 23.2 15 263 3 18 3 120 3 5.04 2.61
)8303--4303 23.231 262-2 18 5 122 3 3.52 30.36
Flags
)8304--4341 24.8 45 262- 2 29 5 123 3
)8304-4709 25.4 26 265- 5 17 5 121 4
)8304--4153 25.9 59 261- 1 15 4 173 4
)8304-4358 27.6 50 262- 3 31 8 121 ! 3
)8304 4313 27.7 29 262- 2 18 5 1223
)8304-4542 29.8 29 264-- 4 14 9 119 4
)8306-4405 36.3 28 262- 3 39 15 113 2
)8306-4758 37.1 41 266- 5 27 14 113 2
)8306--4532 38.1 23 264- 4 20 9 122 4
)8306-4725 40.1 23 265- 5 16 9 121 4
)8307-4919 42.1 57 267- 6' 25 12 150 2
)8307--4259 42.6 25 262 2 21 3 122 3
)8307-4257 44,6 16 262-2 15 9 124 2
)8307-4303 45.5 10 262- 2 68 8 123 2
Uncs Coef R Flags*
.68L 53.55L C FJ E 9501030208
.57L 5.76L D 8CH 5712100000
2.18: 12.27 CC GF B 860000331C 2
418.52L 1012.41L BB BBSD 3 320325433C
1.15 30.64L C C BEB 9540102208
2.78L 52.30L C AE G 940121230C
17.15L 100.22L CC AAAA 2 8301144108
2.54L 30.86L CD AAJ 9 950000100C
.59L 28.01L CD ABGE 0 3502000008
.47L ! 26.95L C H 3502000228
.91 10.81 C D L F DC 4601002328
2.36L 30.24L B B C E 660112030C 1
.66 24.44L C CC 7600111008
3.05L 30.91L CF !AA 9 950000000C
418.52 1012.41 BBCD AAAA 0 327335533C
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
.91 .16: 2.69L 2930L EE ACJ 0 950204030C
1.59 .46 .47L 39.06L BC AB 2 3400000008
2.39 5.77 54.93 100.22 CECE AAAA 9 9341144108
.74 .28L 3.20L 40.89L B BE 950342130C
24.78 18.52 4,51 32.26L BCC AAA 9 96012000(0 42
,43 .22 .50L 47.86L CE BH ? 9400131108
.40 .25L 2.05L 48.78L F G G 940110000C
.45L .25L ,87 6.98L C DB 2600000100
.52 .22 .60L 29,86L CC BC 1 9501001008
.48 .43L .61L 24.70L 8 BG 5400000008
.25L 1.27L .90 9.91L C I EE 9601110108
.91 .25L 8.40L 1012.41L B B GF 220243531C
.25L ,66 2.52: 38.59L D F B E 250032431C
.37L ,25 418,52L 1012.41L F HGH 920157453C
28.93L BB AA J 1 950010332C A
7.22L C DG 3701000000
19.13L B CBC 4602101108
16.39L BC AAD 0 9601210008
28.81L CC BB 3 8500000008
16.52 BBCC BABB 0 960022230C
38.76L C BJ 950021130C
28.18L CC BEI 960020342C A
12.51: CD J HFD 4601221418
26.72L BB AB O 8501001008
22.95L BC AA 3 3500000008
20.18L BC AA 1 8500001008
4.75 D CB 780010000C
22.55L F D J 9600010008
7.70 DD LGCC 964100354C A
16.71L BBB AAB O 760020000(3 14
47.76L C J DC 4502021318
33.04L C B C 9500000308
29.40L BC AA 0 950000151C
21.37L BC AA 0 9600201008
52.18L D F 9502000008
7.99 D MI C 9601010008
13.37 C I GC 960100241C
45.25L B A F 940000000C
22.02L C B F 760130000C
16.68L D C 570001000C
20.99L BSF AAG 5 9600201008
6.78 D GKC 2681100308
37.57L D B C 944000040C
28.48L BB AB 0 3400200008
26.21L C BM 3400100008
27.65L D E C D 560000000(3
38.44L EE AAD 9 740011241C
5.55 D DB 980100042C
23.05L B BEJ 2401100308
31.17L C F CHC 9503010008
29.55L C DI El 940010010C
22.41L CO AB 3 6400000108
26.58L AB AA 5 4500000008
14.27 FBD CBC 9602002638
17.87L AB AA 3 670000010(3
4.05 BB E AA C 1 780110122C
29.32L BC ABM 1 5501003518
42.38L O D DB 950000000(3
35.54L D FMD 750100010C
5.76L B ;D E 3600100000
89.43L E IBL I 930011000(3
5.82 E I C 4700100008
46.20L C C 840011100(3
6.22: EC J CB 6700000108
27.18L BC ACCD 2 760001000C
19.75L BB AA 0 670010010C
36,52L D B 950000000(3
22,56L BC AC F 1 3501100008


















6.00 C L EB
32.22L D C
54.91L C B
)8307-4327 47.4 13 262- 2 20 5 121 3 3.37 2.84 2.76L
)8308-4625 48.9 18 264-4 20 8 123 4 .32 .25L .65L
)8308-4229 50.8 12 261-2 36 9 118 3 .25L .26L 1.27
)8308-4925 52.4 54 267-6 23 8 115 2 1.17 .80 .58L
)8309-4149 55.7 52 261- 1 26 9 118 4 .60 .33 .56L
)8309-4310 56.5 13 262- 2 18 5 121 3 .58 1.13 3.22
)8309-4313 57.0 18 262 2 39 8 120 3 .25L .32 4.51L
)8309-4323 57.4 41 262- 2 15 6 121 3 .25L .94 4.04:
)8309-4558 59.1 3 264 4 42 16 121 3 .25L .25L .67
18310-4546 2A 49 264- 4 15 9 119 4 1.05 .42 .64L
)8310-4652 3.3115 265-4 16 5 119 4 1.79 .42 .55L
)8311--4956 6.1 0 267- 6 23 5 117 2 1.76 .79 .44L
)8311-4108 7.1 36 260- 1 45 16 114 3 .25L .25L 2.17L
)8311 4851 9.3 51 266 5 29 12 107 2 .31 .25L .87L
)8311-4016 11.6 11 259- 0 31 3 118 4 .25L .25L 1.50:
)8312-4103 12.2 29 260- 1 14 5 121 4 12.50 7.29 1.22
)8312-4601 15.0 59 264- 4 41 19 124 3 .32L .25L .80
)8313 4514 19.7 27 263- 3 44 3 118 3 .25L .25L 1.52
)8313-4408 21.5 14 263-3 21 5 120 3 2.76 .79 2.63L
)8313-4858 22.3 59 267- 5 27 6 108 2 3.28 ,68 .48L
)8313-4528 22.447 264- 3 24 24 127 2 .20 .25L .76L
)8313-4926 22.9 i 15 267- 6 24 16 114 2 .25L .25L .70L
)8314--4426 25.1123 263-3 44 3 119 3 .25L .25L 1.56L
)8314-4330 26.5!46 262-2 28 9 119 3 .47 .25L 3.37L
)8314--4101 28.0 46 260 1 41 11 115 3 .32 .25L 1.78L
18315 4029 33,8 2 260- 0 48 12 117 2 ,31 .25L 1,68L
)8316-4900 36,0 18 267- 5 13 4 156 3 3,12 2,03 ,59:
)8316-4705 36,3 41 265- 4 29 18 113 2 ,25L ,27L .63L
)8316-4352 36.9 12 262 * 2 38 6 117 3 .25L ,25L 2,31
)8316-4713 41,0 40 265 4 16 8 121 4 ,84 ,37 ,57L
)8317-4717 43,2 23 265- 4 20 12 120 3 ,34 ,25L ,48L
)8317-4242 44,2 41 262- 2 58 14 119 2 ,33L ,48L 1.10
)8317-4443 44,8 13 263- 3 17 5 120 4 3.29 1,03 2,51L
)8318-4020 50.5 6 260- 0 31 16 115 3 .25L ,25L 2.34L
)8318-4703 50.8 56 265 4 18 9 121 4 .50 .25L .55L
)8318-4604 51,3 20 264- 4 13 9 136 3 .26 ,25L .67:
)8318-4449 51.5 46 263-3 35 12 118 2 .26 .25L .75L
)8318-4952 52.G 17 267-6 22 4 113 3 1.21 .45 .41L
)8318-4647 52.fl 56 265-4 15 5 121 4 3.62 1.00 .60L
)8318 4523 53.7 52 264-3 21 9 121 4 .25L .33: 2.96
)8319-4037 54.8 17 260-0i 18 3 120 4 4.20 1.67 1.99L
)8319-4059 54.9 36 260-1 18 5 119 4 1.20 .80 2.08L
)8319-4207 55.126 261-1 20 4 118 4 1.35 .35 .69L
)8319 4336 55.41 1 262- 2 52 12 121 3 .55L .25L 1.45
)8319-4300 56.C 49 262- 2 55 14 120 = 3 .41L .25L 1.17
)8320-4721 0.5 22 265-4 20 9 116 3 .32 .25L .70L
)8320-4419 0.5:25 263 3 31 9 119 3 .42 .25L 3.10L
)8321-4215 6.4 51 261-- 1 91 22 123 2 1.31L .26L 1.03L
)8322-4424 14.3 23 263- 3 57 11 116 2 .24 .25L 3.07L
)8322-4635 16.7 1 265-- 4 21 10 115 3 .25L .25L 1.06
)6322-4130 17.3 24 261- 1 23 9 121 3 1.00 .27 2.19L
)8322-4041 17.7 38 260- 0 18 3 121 4 1,94 .51 2.09L
)8323-4343 20.9 6 262-2 40 15 112 2 .92L .25L .95
)8323-4715 22.5 46 265 4 16 9 117 3 .82 ,42 ,62L
)8323-4247 22.8 44 262 2 22 4 117 4 .73 .64 10.73
)8324-4149 25,2 50 261-1 61 12 118 3 ,25L ,25L .57L
)8324-4155 25,5 41 261- 1 28 9 119 4 ,72 ,24: ,66L
)8324-4519 28.4 22 264- 3 14 4 121 4 1,26 ,40 ,70L
)8324-4706 29,4 12 265-4 23 12 116 3 ,32L ,25L 1,09
)8325-4417 33,1 8 263-3 22 5 120 3 ,25L 2,02 41,74
)8325--4622 33.7 54 265 4 14 9 120 4 .83 .28 .60L
)8325-4711 34.9 46 265- 4 18 9 121 I 4 .69 .30L .66L
)6326 4010 38.4 55 260-0 38 14 120! 3 .25L .25L 1.70L)8326--4618 41.6 54 265 4 20 12 113! o .40 ,25L ,41L
38327-4334 42.7 59 262 2 71 11 124:2 .46 .25L 2.80L
)8327-4324 43.3 29 262- 2 18 5 ,119 3 1.64 1.99 31.94
)8327-4018 45.0 5 260 0 23 3 120 4 1.15 .88 2.11L
)8327-4105 46.0 41 260- 1 23 3 118 4 1.67 .54 2.30L
)8328-4220 49.0 9 261-1 25 5 122 3 .23 1.61 11.00
)8328-4657 49.1 8 265 4 28 19 99 2 .25 .25L .66L
8328-4514 49.6 47 264- 3 17 3 120 4 1.44 .44 .76L
64.57 BSCD AAAA 0 93010330OC
17.35L CB AA 0 970000100(2
24.02L BB AA 7 960100120C
24.64 CCCC,CAAA 0 550100320C
21.60L C DKJ 5501000008
38,58L BB AA 0 9520211008
Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 13 220048 B8
1 17 1205
2 1 17 1206
3 1 32 X0830-418
1 39 DCC262.8- 03.0





2 13 220069 BO
I 13 220080 K2
1 °41 08311--4956
1 13 220087 K5
1 13 ' 220090 K0
1 17 1215
8 1 17 1213
2 13 220102 K2
2 13 220100 K2
I "41 08318--4952
2 13 220103 K2
A
1 13 220113 K2
3 1 32 X0832-428
1 13 220118 K0
B 1 17 1216
3 14 259-PN?10 PN
3 1 32 X0832 434
1 17 1218
2

































.%. + (_) (+.>c_, sM,S,No , C) C) (e) N
38328-4314 49.8 15 262-2 15 3 117 4
38328-4947 53.0 38 267-6 18 5 116 31
38328-4405 53.3 48 263-2 38 8 168 3
)8329-4637 55.7 40 265-4 54 16 122 2
38329-4900 56.8 16 267-5 19 S 119 3
78330-4227 1.6 45 261- 1 29 6 121 3
38330--4146 1.7 50 261- 1 58 10 121 3
)8330--4229 1.9 56 261-1 20 4 174 3
)8330-4634 2+4 45 265 4 18 9 122 4
38331-4843 8.0 31 266 5 28 14 113 2
38331-4827 10+5 35 266-5 20 10 112 2
)8331-4242 11.8 22 262--1 18 3 119 4
)8332-4946 12.8 19 267--6 31 5 116 2
)8332-4549 14,8 28 264-3 65 10 115 2
)8332--4250 16.4 10 262-2 25 3 121 4
)8332-4545 17.6 58 264- 3 13 3 121 4
38333-4336 19.1 19 262-2 24 4 119 3
)8333--4848 19.9 56 287- 5 26 11 115 3
)8333--4856 20.3 44 267-5 21 9 119 3
)8333 4029 22.2 53 260- 0 36 9 t109 2
)8333--4420 22.5 17 263- 2 34 11 115 2
38333--4512 23.6 9 264-3 15 9 118 4
)8333--4923 23.7 59 267-5 64 14 113 2
)8334-4448 24.8 53 263-3 18 5 120 3
38334-4615 25.1 5 265- 4 17 8 119 4
38334-4931 27.8 1 267- 6 24 9 114 2
)8334-4049 28.4 3 260- 0 15 4 118 4
)8334-4308 290 1 262- 2 47 8 118 3
38334-4915 299 41 267- 5 24 10 118 3
38335-4123 32.0 53 261 1 51 11 118 3
)8335-4026 33.0 5 260- 0 20 5 118 3
)8335-4549 34.6 34 264-- 3 23 18 85 2
)8336-4934 36.6 17 267-- 6 33 8 116 2
)8336-4030 39.1 43 260- 0 14 7 118 4
)8336-4802 41.0 4 266- 5 21 8 116 3
38336-4019 41.5 17 260+ 0 21 8 120 4
)8337-4226 42.0 12 262 1 20 4 122 3
)8337-4028 42.6 2 260- 0 19 5 119 4
)8337-4432 42.9 9 263- 2 33 10 115 3
)8337-4024 43.7 40 260 0 30 21 131 4
)8337-4705 46.2 5 265- 4 17 10 114 4
)8337-4556 46.5 21 264- 3 14 8 125 4
)8338-4723 49.3 50 265- 4 14 9 113 3
38338-4651 49.4 39 265- 4 24 8 117 3
)8338-4445 50.0 26 263- 3 52 14 115 2
)8338-4022 52,2 29 260+ 0 24 4 120 4
)8339-4340 54.9 11 263- 2 23 5 121 3
38339-4029 54.9 56 260-- 0 26 8 171 , 4
38339-4611 56.3 59 265 3 14 5 121 ! 4
)8339-4056 57.9 27 260-- 0 17 11 113 3
)8340-4846 1.9 18 267- 5 22 9 120 2
38340-4157 2.1 43 261-- 1 15 3 116 4
38340-4441 3.7 24 263- 3 16 7 166 3
38340--4351 4.7 4 263- 2 83 8 123 2
38341-4540 7.9 49 264-- 3 14 8 123 4
38341--4710 10.1 32 265 4 19 8 115 2
)8342-4557 13.3 11 264- 3 15 9 123 4
)8342 4431 14.2 7 263- 2 16 7 166 3
)8342 4610 16.6 8 265- 3 30 8 117 3
38342-4150 17.1 16 261 - 1 16 4 115 i 4
)8342-4033 17.3 30 260- 0 18 6 171 4
)8343-4039 18.0 28 260-- 0 31 5 120 3
)8343--4052 18.3 20 260-- 0 25 12 172 4
38343-4106 227 0 261-- 0 42 10 119 3
8344-4737 25.0 53 266-- 4 17 10 151 3
)8344--4522 25.4 10 264-- 3 40 3 120 3
)8344 4236 26.8 27 262 1 38 8 119 3
)8344--4429 28.7 26 263-- 2 41 9 119 2
)8345--4309 31.5 43 262 2 47 12 115 2
38345--4818 32.0 55 266- 5 19 10 117 3
)8345 4613 33.4 13 I 265- 3 50 8 120 3
)8345-4046 35.9 55 260- 0 13 4 117 4
)8346-4923 38.4 32 267- 5 34 17 113 3
38346-4711 38.8 31 265 4 32 14 107 2
)8346-4940 39.3 22 267- 5 37 9 116 2
38346-4644 40.1 18 265- 4 38 15 107 2
)8346 4159 41.3 7 261 1 14 4 119 4
38347-4153 42.9 18 261-1 69 15 123 2)83474250 43.122 262-1 35 7 117!3
)6347-4035 44.555 260+0 2410 117] 2
)83474717 46.734 285 4 17 9 1092318347-4m947.58 2m- 3 m 16123:2
)8347-4255 48.0 42 262- 1 36 10 117 3
38348-490249.319 287-5 24 22 36 238346-471352424 266-4 26 131162
)8348-4040 52.8_ 260+40 19 12 118 3)8348-4747 53.6 1266- 14 4 15 3
m49-4539 55723 26,-3 15 9 122 ,
m50-4126 2259261-0 15 41164
)8350-4750 3.2 34 266-4 45 13 115 2
)8350-4327 5.1 1 262 2 37 3 1119 3
)8350-4828 5.4 47 266 5 27 18 11oo 2
38351-43o4 6.4 29 262 1 27 9 120 3
38351-4634 7.1 15 265-4 14 4 117 4
38351-4729 10.3 38 266-4 19 5 109 3
38351-4856 11,4 23 2157 5 24 10 117 3
38351--4646 116 50 265--4 16 8 116 4
38351--4150 11.8 1 261 1 33 7 109 2
38352-4501 17.4 17 264-3 37 13 118 3




Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)




























































.59 .29 ,61 L










































100 /Am Flux Cot1 A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coe+ R Flags* S 2 # T
37.87L BBC AAAC 0 944112352C
20.49L BC AADD 9 5401101108
39+04L D CEB 940100000C
18+89L C C 4600100008
21+20L BC ABF 0 9501110228
11.10 DDCD EBBC 0 660124310C
41.10L C GB 4500000008
10.19 EF D ACGC 0 670124310C
28.87L BC ABM 3 4501100008
27.88L C DC 9501100118
1.42 10.45 EC LJEB 2601030000
15.62 26.91 CBCC CAAA 6 960001210C
.54L 16.35L BC AA 0 5501101008
.71 37.23L E K B B 9502222228
6.37: 31.38 CCC J AEC 764002342C
.73L 27.02L AB AAE 5 9502221118
1.07L 41.79L EO BCF 0 840201130C
1.19 19.77L C MGB 9500100008
.45L 33.22L B BG 9500100218
347.61L 23.57L F F B DC 970256566C
1.06L 8.45L E DJ F A 460201242C
.78L i 45.31L B I B 9500100008
.70 32.21L C B 7501100118
2.71L 38.41L DC jAA C 8 950110230C
.60L 27.07L BC BC 5 9500100008
.59L 22.68L CF BC 6 7500110228
2+01L 26.16L CB AAD 9 960210020C
tOOL 37.88L D AC 950201231C
1.38 18.29L CC HAA 9502100218
2.74L 36.65L C CD J 960000000C
322.87L 388.48L CC AACE 0 830276565C
.80 19.35L C J BH 9605214538
.54L 22.86L SD AC 0 6500110218
347.61L 976.55L SC HABF 0 821165545C
.61L 5.36L C DEC 2700010000
2.11L 24.05L BD ABD 0 770121101C
17.43 66.61: SBED ACBA 3 848004332C
347.61L 1266r04: A F LAAF 820175555C
2.17: 12.97 CC FCCA 964402551C
2.31L 35.21L CC CF 4 862164444C
1.37 9+97 ED MFDB 5600034108
.63L 49.56L S B D 9502101128
,60L 32,81L BD AD ": 0 4401110228
.51L 43.25L C DH 5501000008
2+69L 60.26L C FFF 950121100C
2.31L 22.41L,BC AE 6 670041000C
2J60L 29.72L IBC AA 7 550200100C
339+20L 1166.27LICF CCA 5 920356645C
.58L 26.81L BB AA 0 9502210008
.93: 21.91L C D E B 960210130C
10.09: CD C:.3 9601000108
96.41 BBEC AAAA 1 55400200OC
21.09 DD ECC:3 964111230C
29.83L O D I 6400(38000C
25.11L BBF AAB!-_ 1 9502003108
31.17L ICD BC 0 4504023208
28.16L ICD ADJ 1 9501100008
25.78LjDDF BBE3 0 950232431C
32.12LICC AGEd 0 9502311108
37.16: CCCC CCBA 3 46C204340C
35,89L FCD EBB3 0 964446843C
22.43L E E C C D A 960234642C
7.59 DD G O 3 980112130C
31.69L C B 960000000C
6.57L !C B D 2601000000
33.39L E F GF D _. 9500000208
43.71L B B H 950013553C
33.65L F CB 950333441C
47.30L F C 840300010C
4.78LIB AHE 2701100000
30.09L _!C C 9503311108
32.64L IBC AAI 9 960000000C
8.68 i D ED:3 8601000108
1.07 25.73L'_ F K C3 3504231318
.64L 5.12L C CMF "1 6701000220
.57 26.27L C E DB 4500000208
5.10 1797 CBCC DBS k 2 760112310C
1.07 17.97L E I B : 560225230C
2.05 25.93L DC J CA ) 950010010C
3.08L 22.43 E E I HJ _, 960338996(3
1.02 7.50 F C E HD 3 2702222318
1.03 18.78L FC EGC3 9602101408
1.33 31.37L C KHB 950021010C
.73 19.97L C D3 9500000108
1.62 20.76L D J KD ._ 2502211318
1.75 22.43L E D K OC 960313843C
.57L 5.44L BC ABJ "_" 1 2600101020
74L 48.21L C B 9500000108
2.97L 31.51L CC ABM 3 9600110OOC
.89 9.01 DC MC .3 2601133330
1.84 32,55L C E DA 650300220C
.66L 42.30L E C 9501000008
2.93L 33.34L BC BB 5 750313240C
8.81: BACC AAA 3 6 4620000418
5.89L CC AC 1 3600000000
25.59L CO CC 0 9501000008
34.51L BC AA 4 3500010108
39,72L C B E 160111000C
9.39 FC DI D;3 970000020(3
36.18L ED AB 7 9502115228
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
B 1 32 X0833-432
I "41 08328-4947





D 1 5 DC259.9-00+0
E
D 2 5 DC259.9-00.0
6
1 13 220148 K5
D 4 14 313-N* 4 Ne
3
D 4 23 CED106H
O 1 5 DC259.9-00.0
4 1 13 220154 K5
1 17 1220
D 4 1 EM VEL
1 17 1223























8 1 17 1228






"Confus.,on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou+:es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
232 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF. POOR QUALITY
Right Ascension: 08h35=18*-08h3P25"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertmnty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 btm 25 tim 60 tim 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
ham.. 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
08353--4036 18.1 14 ! 260+ 0 45 11 117 3 .25L .25L 3.70L 33.35 D FFFB 860526664C
08353-4356 16.5 25 263--2 19 5 120 3 .96 .20: .61L 34.48L DD AC 1 5500000008
08353--4106 23.1 11 261-- 0 35 12 115 3 .27L .25L .97 32.89L D O 960010144C
08353-4121 23.7 19 261- 0 22 8 117 4 .97 .39 2.53L 34.35L BB AS li960001150C
08354-4754 24.3 51 266-4 15 7 117 3 .67 .60 8.01 37.65 EFDC BBBA 9 2441033330
08354-4709 25.4 2 _ 265- 4 16 5 111 3 2.13 .98 .45L 4.84L BC AA 6i4701000000
08354-4051 25.8 351 260- 0 26 8 116 4 .79 .24 2.57L 34.43L DO AC 1 960010250C
08354-4331 26.4 2 263- 2 18 11 115 3 .25L .25L 1.48 14.66 DC KFB I 9601003308_
08354-4129 28.0 18 261--0 21 5 116 4 1.06 .27: 2.63L 40.96L SF AB 0 960021000C
08354-4030 29.7 52 260+ 0 45 8 109 2 .50 .38L 2.36L 33.35L C BJ 960220321C
08355-4944 30.0 0 268-5 27 5 14 2 .42L 2.25 9.68 9.48L BC CAAA 6600001110
08355-4203 32.8 11 261-1 23 8 172 4 .36 .25L 1.08: 27.30L C D BJC 460110050C
08355--4603 33.5 55 265 3 27 11 124 4 .42 .25L .75L 30.09L C A I 9502221108
08355--4027 35,1 31 260+ 0 19 4 116 4 ,62 7.47 7.18 10,46 BBCD BAAB 0i960110310C
)8356-4545 36.6 53 264-3 20 12 125 3 .27L .20 1.72 29.81L OC HECD 9502313408
08356-4209 38.1 52 262-1 17 8 119 3 .53 .22: 1.98 35.67L BDD ABC 4 860121271C
08356-4902 39.1 52 267- 5 21 9 116 3 .56 .25L .44L 21.74L B BKH 9500000008
08356-4510 39.3 22 264-3 63 15 116 2 .81L .28L 1.05 32.57L E HE° 950000020(;
08356-4238 39.4 11 262- 1 26 7 123 2 .66 .27L 1.52L 41.53L C BDI E' 950411370C
08356-4539 41.6 14 264- 3 23 22 138 3 .25L .25L 1.07 9.77 FD KAB 7702100208
08357-4521 42.2 11 264- 3 66 10 124 2 .27 .33L 3.66L 34.49L D EJ 950100000C
0 9 117 4 1.05 .44 2.87L 26,13L BC A8 2 970020101C08357--4008 42.6 43 280+ 14
08358--4827 48.4 55 267-- 5 14 6 112'3 .87 3.29 10.01 25.56 BBCC BAAA 9 9501001108
08358-4015 49.9 34 260+ 0 11 4 117 4 14.53 4.29 .75 22.43L BBD AAB 4,970210000C
08358-4337 50.6 33 263-2 26 4 121 3 1.08 .29 .65L 34.46L BD ACD 2 8500010108
08358--4853 53.1 21 267- 5 41 11 1112 2 ,47L .25L .86 9.24: CD BE i9603001338
08358--4046 53.2 47 260+ 0 43 19 118 2 .25L .31L .98 46.72L E EB 960000250C
08358-4248 53.2 49 262- 1 21 5 120 3 1.46 .35 2.93L 25.86L BC AC 0 850100120C
08358-4600 53.5 32 265-3 14 4 117 4 1.34 .48 .66L 30.40L DC AB J 9 9501221108
08358-4005 53.6 47 260+ 1 27 8 116 4 .29 .31 2.71L 22.01L CO CE E 0 970120111C
i
08359-4802 54.3 37 266- 4 17 9 117 ! 3 .94 .23 .59L 6.66L CO AD 3 1700000000
08359-4623 54.4 4'265- 3 12 4 1181 4 1.28 .38 .71L 38.80L 88 A8 0 5500000008
08359-4838 58.3 22 267- 5 46 3 116 2 .25L ,25L .79 14.48L C CC _603101218
08360--4528 2.5 48=264-- 3 19 8 117 4 .35 .25L .85L 49.04L B C8 7400100108
08360-4654 2.6 24 265-4 22 10 107 2 .37 .25L .52L 17.55L B D E 2601000008
08360-4208 2.7 41 262- 1 39 9 i117 3 .42 .25L 2.12L 36.88L B CMJ 86Ol11271C
08360-4033 3.9 19 260+ 0 21 8 116 3 .25L .27 5.44L 40.18: C F DGC 950412662C
08361-4705 73 37 265-4 26 15 113 2 .31L .59L .68 1131L C LED 4602000310
08361-4924 8.1 37 267- 5 28 10 108 2 ,40 .25L .51L 5.82L C B 9601000000
08361-4018 9.4 34 260+ 0 39 9 119 3 .95 .40L 2.51L 26.19L B AB 950120000(3
08361-4025 I 9.6 12 260+ 0 24 3 115 4 1.07 .28L 2.55L 31.64L D BC 950011120C08362-4427 12.8 5 ' 263- 2 37 9 118 3 .25L .25L 1.63 34.58L C J F8 850000011C
08362-4003 :14,4 43 260+ 1 40 8 116 3 .30L .25L .88 41.12L D KB 960120011C08362_46571 43267_55315116,225L 26L1221,1,:cE 9505011358
08363-4238 189 17 262- 1 16 10 11713 .25L .25L 2.24L 18.76 C DEGB 850101380C08363--4837 120.9 32 267-- 5 11 5 116 6.79 3.59 .82: 28.85L BBC AABG 0 9503101228
)6363--4643 21.9 40 266- 3 15 5 111 3 105.28 68.67 19.13 7.03 AABD AAAA 4 2600000006
08353-41_ 23,3,57251-0 23 5 1183 ,25L, .25L 1.43 10,12: DD GCB 960100332C
08364-4954 25.0' 14 268-- 5 38 8 115 2 .34 .28L .57L 6.05L C DN 5700600000
08364-4433 263 0 263-2 46 11 116 3 .71L .27L 4.22L 14.11 D HCCD 960131042C
I
08364-4043 126.9! 15 260+ 0 53 17 118 3 .26L .25L 1.23L 9.69 D KI GC 970010030C
08365--4339 31.5! 12 263-2 27 10 121 3 341 .58L .75L 43.37L F CKG I 8400101008
08365-4847 32.5 13 267-5 33 24 122 2 .25L I .25L .92L 8.86 O GCI 9603000118
08365-4347 32.7115 263- 2 46 11 117 2 .29 .25L .83L 32.78L C D 4600000008
08365-4525 32.9 8 264-3 25 10 127 2 .23 .25L 3.18L 15.46L E D NE 960223444C
08365-4210 33.E 8 262-1 23 12 173 3 .25L .25L 1.07L 9.98 C, GFB 77003OO52C
)8365-4816 34.1 19 266- 4 32 16 105 2 .27 .25L .79L 38.23L C D 8500000008
08366-4535 136_c 29 264- 3 49 10 1241 2 ,43L ,31 1.20L 29.03L D CI 7601113008
08367--4329 44.2 49 263- 1 26 9 120,3 .79 ,47 .60L _ 10.79L CC ABCJ 2 9600100208
)8367-4440 45.8 9 264- 2 22 4 12313 1.32 35 3.35L 28,89L BC AA 6 960020010C
08367-4338 47.3 6 263- 2 27 8 122 I 3 .81 .33L .84L 40.52L B AEG 7500101008
08367-4028 47.9 31 260+ 0 23 3 114 4 1,43 .94 5.71L' 27.86L BF AADC 8 953526974C
08368-4102 48.1 27 261+ 0 43 11 117 3 ,25L .25L 1.68 36.13L C I B 950030211C
08368-4109 49,e 19 261+ 0 62 13 122 2 .59L .25L 1.88 23.42L O J CK 960135576C
08368-4021 51.1 56 260+ 0 24 8 114 4 .59 .25L 2.70L 36.28L B AE 950211000(;
08368--4137 51.5 46 261- 0 i 75 12 123 ' 2 .23 .25L 2.97L 26.20LI D EM 660000000C
08368-4623 52.7 40 265- 3 19 12 122 ; 2 .39 .25L 1.20L 32.68L C C 3501100008
08368--4722 52,8 11 266- 4 20 8 118 I 3 ,62 .25L ,66L 6.41L C AFJ 4701101000
08369-4431 55.7 27 264-2 64 16 117 2 .44L .25L 1.18 33.15L D C C 950031054C
08369-4545 57.1 10 265-3 38 3 116 3 .25L .25L 1.50 12.58 FD HFC 7700010108
08369--4723 57.2 42 266-4 20 9 117 3 .25L .55 1.04 5.67L CB BB 4701101000
08369-4526 57.3 18 264-3 I 30 12 116 3 .25L .25L 2.07L 15.46 C F FC 964213643C
08369-4359 58.4 9 263- 2 42 18 114 ; 2 .25L .61L .82L 7.72 D KJ B 3700000008
08369-4710 59.1 16 266-- 4 i 62 15 113 2 .25L ,35L .68: 4.62 DC KEC 4701000200
08369-4114 59.(3 7 261-0 42 8 121 3 .25L .25L 1.41 35.74L C DCC 960011230C
08370-4040 1.2 46 260+0_ 19 5 116 4 .25L .62 1.74 39.07L CO HB8 960031532(3I08370-4437 2.4 13 264-2 45 3 26 3 .25L .25L 1.29 11.81: DE HCD 970121033C
08370--4030 5.4 42 260+0 13 3 113 4 1.O0 2.25 5.71L 19.53: 8El EiBBBB 1 96031575.4C
D8371-4736 6.3 39 266-4 15 4 116 3 2.34 .92 .52L 4.83L BB AA 1 3601001000
08371--4107 9.0140 261+ 0 21 3 114 4 3.58 1.38 176.28L 22.04L CB ,AACE 0 963012221C
08371-4807 9.4i58 266 4 19 10 112 3 .48 .25L .46L 27.35L S IBI 3500000108
08371-4019 9.8J10 260+ l J 18 8 115 4 .25L .24: 5.66L 11.83 O D BGC 960112578C
08371-4850A 10.8i 8 267-5 14 5 115 3 .25L .53 1.86 11.30: CDD LBBC 9643202218
08372-4413 12.2 23 263- 2 41 8 120 3 .50 .25L .78L 41.61L C BI H 2501000008
08372--4624 14.3_47 265 3 17 13 123 3 33 .26L .56L 5.82L CCO D CF 37032100004838 5 8131 7-5 20 7 115 .25L 48 1.76: 23.33: NCDC 954 101338
)8372-4846 15.944 267-6 61 11 115 2 ,26L .25L .89 13.24L i F I BD 9603202216
08372--4645 16.4157 265--3 17 6 113 3 3.84 1.20 .46L 6.18LIBC AA 1 3700100000
08372-4245 17,1130 262-1 18 4 120 3 2.40 1.05 2.31L 30.29L BB AADG 0 950010232C
08373-4037 19.5113 260+ 0 18 8 118 4 .25L .25L 4.86: 22.$4 CE FFBA 9.54136942C
08373--4322 19.8 1 263-1 22 5 120 3 1,57 .37 .57L 33.30L BC AB 1 8400000008
08373-4124 19,9 47 261 0 31 12 166 3 .25L .27L 2.00L 11.95 C HGEB 870201244.(3
08373-4640 20.8 21 265- 3 25 12 106 2 ,32 .25L .64L 7.84LIC C 1600100000
08373-4928 21,0 1 267-5 18 9 117 3 .53 .25L .50L 5.06l B BH 9700100000
08373 4049 21,4 59 261+ 0 16 4 117 4 ,35 1.00 2.28 32.58L CBC CAA 2 960120410C
08373-4944 21.5'36 268-5 16 5 115 3 1.44 .40 .49L 5.10L BC ACGF 0 4701000010
50373-4610 22.7 41 265 3 18 11 105 2 .25L .25L .99L 7.88 C KCB 5700000208
08373-4059 23.2 27 261+0 16 4 115 4 .56 3.79 2152 36.13 SBC° SAAA 2!95E143312C
08374-4149 25.5 22 261-0 32 8 120 3 .57 .25L 1.21L 31,88L C CDF 960000010C





































# T Name Type (') Mag
2 13 220186 K0 10
1 7 HEN 183 59
1 32 X0835-479 36
2 13 220192 A0 9
1 "41 08355- 4944 4
1 17 1234 51
1 17 1236 59
1 13 220203 MA 3
3 13 220204 A5 2
1 17 1240 5
1 13 220207 K0 17
1 5 DC260.4 + 00.4 511
1 17 1241 36
1 32 X0836-489 30 I
2 13 220216 MA 3
1 13 220217 K0 4
1 13 220222 1(2 8 !
1 7 - 444636 80
1 5 DC260.4 + 00.4 255
1 5 DC260.8 + 00.2 519
1 23 MRSL 260+00/1 568
I 5 DC260.4 + 00.4 501
1 5 DC260.4 + 00.4 228
2 13 220233 K2 2
1 17 1247 6
1 23 MRSL 260+00/1 326
1 17 1246 3
1 32 I X0837-486 45
I
1 17 I 1248 5
1 5 DC260.4+00.4 441
1 17 1246 42
1 17 1249 13
1 5 DC260.8 + 00.2 494











*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
233
Right Ascension: 08h37m26'-O8h39m38 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainly C (Not Color Corrected)
a B a _i Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _.m 25 _m 60 _m
h m. • , (s) (') I b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
06374-4102 26,2 31 261+ 0 28 5 115 4 .73
08374-4200 26.5 47 262- 0 49 18 117 3 .25L
08374--4308 29.3 8 262-1 25 8 121 3 .61
08375-4046 31.8 54 261+ 0 25 6 116 4 .27:
08375-4109 31.8!14 261+ 0 14 4 115 4 7.30
08378-4929 38.6 56 268-- 5 28 11 107 2 34
;}8376-4014 39.3 2 260+ 1 32 4 113 4 .35:
08378--4003 39.6 9 260+ 1 14 3 117 4 2.31
08376--4856 39.720 267-5 14 9 117 3 .68
08376--4853 41.0!16 267--5 39 13 118 2 .26L
06376-4837 41.2'10 267- 4 55 14 112 2 .44L
_8376-4427 42.0 30 264-2 21 8 120 3 .55
08377-4623 42.615 265-3 13 9 154 3 .98
08377 4234 43.9_50 262- 1 26 7 119 3 .25L
08377-4720 46.421 266- 4 23 I 13 117 3 .34
08378-4144 48.1 2 261-0 34 7 118 3 .21:
08378-4115 49.1 7 261+ 0 53 13 123 2 .40L
08378-4332 50.2 47 263- 1 47 16 112 2 .40L
08378-4701 50,5 53 266- 3 17 8 116 3 .49
08378-4931 52,4 38 268- 5 22 8 116 3 .49
08378--4349 53,0 18 263-1 38 _ 6 120 3 .62
08379-4113 54,4 11 261+0 48 20 122 3 .25L
08379 4056 55.9 5 261+0 30 8 117 3 .25L
08379-4004 56.5 48 260+1 16 5115 4 2.10
_8379-4644 56.6 25 265-3 17 7 110 3, .66
08379--4821 57.5 6 267-4 18 9 113 3 .78
08379-4014 57.9 57 260+1 43 13 117 3 .27L
b8379-4715 59.5 41 266- 4 17 6 116 3 .90
08380-4100 0.5 35 261+0 16 7 169 3 .26L
38380-4416 1,3 49 263- 2 18 8 120 3 ,84
b8380--4745 2.1 55 266-4 11 4 158 3j 60.90
08380--4155 2.2 54 262- 0 31 11 119 3 .40
14 112 3 2.0908380-4612 3.1 22 265- 3 I 5
08381-4101 6.2 5 261+ 0 16 ' 8 119 3 .25L
08361-4452 7.4 4 264-2 85 12 123 2 .78L
36381-4059 8.5 32 261+ 0 23 I 9 173 3 .86
08381-4094 10.8 20 261+ 1 30 I 14 118 4 .28L
38382-4850 13.1 53 L_7- 5 18 J o 151 _ j .31L
08382-4859 15.8 36 267- 5 14 5 114 3 1.85
08382-4343 17.4 4 263- 1 36 9 122 3 i .42
211 _ 117 3 4.2508383-4046 19.0 50 261 + 0 I08383-4451 22.8 29 264- 2 29 119 3 .53
08384-4738 25.4 60 266-4 39 12 114 2 .27L
06384-4247 25.7 O 262-1 32i 10 118 31 .33
08384-4706 28.0 1 266-3 24 12 106 3 .37
08385 4005 30.3 24 260+1 23 I 124 118 o .3608385-4442 30.7 16 264- 2 118 3 1.62
08385-4144 35.7 9 262- 0 60 18 115 3 .25L
08386-4044 38.7 15 261+ 1 26 12 124 4 _ .25L
08386 4816 36.9 5 267- 4 t5 9 115 3 .95
18386-4051 37.3_30 261+ 0 46 13 115 3 .25L
08366-4438 37.3 36 264-2 16, 8 119 3 .67
08388-4851 37.7 5 267-4 23'15 101 2 .31
08386-4027 37.7 51 261+ 1 18 4 116 4 7.36
06386-4924 38.722 268-5 25 10 113 3 .37
08388-4943 36.9 21 268-5 21 9 117 3 .73
08388-4036 39.0 7 261+1 41 14 115 2 .25L
08386-4142 39.1129 261- O 37 9 117 3 .42
08386-4203 40.1 48 262-O 381 10 118 3 .31L
08386-4558 40.2 4 265-3 15 5 116 4 .25L
08387 4014 43.8 46 260+ 1 65 14 116 3 .25L
08387-4244 45.6 0 262-1 21 9 171 3 .26L
08387-4927 46.7,55 268-5 53 12 118 2 .24
08388 4235 481127 262-- 1 37 9 118 3 .39
08388 4331 49.739 263-1 36 8 120 3 .48
08388-4500 52.8144 264- 2 18 4 114 3 11.71
)8388 4446 53.0i26 264-2 24 9 119 3 .28L
08389-4545 55.2134 265- 3 31 3 30 3 .33
08389-4039 55.4! 11 261+ 1 31 4 121 3 .62
06389-4650 56.8 12 266- 3 26 21 123 2 .40
08389-4215 56,4 1 262- 0 44 8 116 3 .25L
06389-4209 56,4 49 262--0 38 8 119 3 .79
08389-4805 58.4 11 267-4 i 17 9113 3 .86
)8389-4628 58.7 14 265-3 16 7110 3 10.66
)8389-4232 58.8 32 262-1 34 8 119 3 .65
08389--4145 59.C 50 262- 0 21 5 120 3 2.11
08390-4330 0_7 28 263-1 18 3118 3 .89
08390-4248 1Jg 12 262-1 37 8120 3 .81
)8390-4914 2.4 14 267-5 20 6113 3 .41
08390-4037 4.2 12 261+1 20 10 119 3 .33L
08390-4015 5.9145 260+1 25 3 1154 .25L
)8392-4957 12.0'38 268- 5 42 12 116! 2 .3408392-4535 12.9i 3 265-2 16 120 .54
08392-4126 12.9158 261+ 0 73 10 122 2 ,25L
)8392-4200 17.434 262-0 31 10 116 2 .25L
08393-4311 19.2127 263-1 32 14 1193 .25L
083399-4110 21.7 44 261+0 50 3117 3 .27L
08399-4304 219 18 263_- 1 40 9 121 3 .46
)8393-4041 23.4 18 261+1 20 3119 3 1.30
08394-4039 28.1 13 261+ 1 36 10 121 3 .31
08394-4942 28.1 43 268-5 26 12 116 3 .34 I
08394-4225 28.4 55 262-0 29 5119 3 .25LI
08395-4734 33.4 24 266-4 29 25 92 2 .27
08395-4723 34.1 40 266-3 64 16 113 2 .77L)8395-435234235_-1 15 3 1173 68o
06395-4708 34.415 266-3 19 9 115 3 .96
083_-4_8 38.21 283-I 22 ! lr_123 9o083_-4013_3 3126o+I 77 1 !122 .25Lo_-471o 376_ _- 3 17 1163 9.42
08398--4459 38.141 264--2 30 6 114 3 .39
Flags
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
V L C
1100 _m Flux C cr A Confusion R S A
Uncs C _ef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type
1,09 21.52L 37.28L CB AACD 5 950033312C 8 1 5 DC260.8+00.2
.25L 2.21L 8.85 C FLEC i 970000000C
.37 2.94L 23.43L BC AB 550000000C 1 39 CC 262-01.1
.26: 2.01 9.47 CDBD EEAB 970120510C
55.72 178.28 275.91: AADC AAAA 930010420C 79 2
.26L .56L 6.85L C CG 9600200000
1.24 2.31L 16.24L CB EACH 0 960031324C 2' 23 MRSL260+O0/1 244
2.65 1,10: 47,91L CCF AABC 8 742122340C
.32 .51L 22.36L BE) ABe 0 9500102008
.25L .81 8.74: CF CD 9601223428 2
.48L .97 28.82L F L E) 9502101338 8
.22: 4.50L 35.63L CF AB 0 550120000C
.29 .66L 6.06L BD ACH 0 4702120000 1 1 17 1252
.28: 3.05 114.06 FCB MGCB 960002345C
7.30L B CO 3600100000 I
12.16 F CB FE_]A 970000022C
22.54L D K C 9801 I0320C
14.24: C D C, E 7700002418
5.96L B£) BC O 3711001000
5.62L B C 9700100000
33.62L C BFJ 6601000008
18.97 F EED 980110320C
36.13L C B 950355321C
6.28: CBEE AADB 8 762222340(3
8.96L BO BEII 0 2600000000 i
29,24L BC AE 0 8500010008
26.09L E H B 850021344C
6.53L BD ABI4 4 3700100000
30.78: ODD ECDC 966444432C
39.33L Be AC F 0 2500000008;
5.27L BCC AAt_ 3 0712011000144
33.88L C B F 960000011C
4.43L BC AB 0 9801012100
34.42: D F E E E C 960465443C
42.42L D I El 750010C00C
29,83L BD ACCK 0 960654333C
41.93 E EFCB 954134645C























































































23,16L 8C AAK 4 8523001018
73.26L B B L 5501000008
28.42L AB AA 21 960320161C
42.74L O BF I 750010000C
5.29L C E 2700000000
31.37L B CJ E 950220000C i
6.81L B CCE 3602000000
40.47L C CDFE 74010292OC
28.41L BC AA H 660024344C
10.01 D C 990110233C
27.06 E F O F C B 964531354C
31.60L BC ABEl 1 i 24010000o8 i
37.79L C I B 950300030C
43.95L BD AF 360011000C
28.44L C EF 8503111108
35.21L BBC AAB 950000020C
5.01L C DL 9700100000
5.30L DD AE 0i 7700000000
28,24L E D I 960044664C I
25,69L B B _: 960010233C
28.55L EC CB 960210011C
8.74L BB I BD3 9700002400
28.15L D F C 750121732C =
24.99L FO J DB 950210040C
7.60L C C M 9700200000
36.72L C B 950220001C
39.77L B B 5602122418 i
34.20L BB AA 0 950100000(3
17.47 DDD HFD_; 870014333C
14.69: C FD DFFI) 3684022518
50.88L 146.59L B BGBI_ 941123451C
1.11L 13,15L F B I_ 1600000000
1.16 42,22L C DJC(; 960110010C :
2.20L 37.46L C BG 960110000(;
.49L 44.35L BD ACK 2 2500000008;
.72L 7.53L BB AAB 0 6700000000
2.33L 27.36L BD BA 01 _,0220000Ci1.22: 10.01L 8BC ABC/, 990000231C
1.99 17.15 BCCC ABI [! 0 5742122418
2.72L 36.67L O B E 940210030C
.80: 37.36L C D C I [ 9501000338
4.29: 17,83: FEC DFDI 960013550C,
1,09 9.20L F EC[ 660341621C
.59L 6.55L D C 4600101000 I
4.17L 60.37L BE BI D 0i 750300361C
2.23L 28.06L D C I I 960211443(3
1.53 36.59L E DB [ 964210033C
1.38L 15.66 C NMEC 350000010C
1.76 38.41L E I CB 970010030C
3.06L 36.4OL B C 540000000C
85.17 171.53 ,CBEF EAAE 3 945133432E
65.17L 171.53L !CD BBG 0 940133432E
.55L 6.31L CD DDH 0 6700000000
5.44 19.79L C D NADC _ 974105334C
.78L 12.10L O C 2601000000
1.03 9.31L D FD 2601000200
.67L 27.45L BE AAC 9 2601100008
.62L 7.14L B AEG 2660100000
.7BL 40.43L CC ,AA 1 1601100008
1.51L 6.32 D L B 660210522C
.COOL 6.40L CB ,AA 0 2600100000
3.68L 41.42L C EJ 950110000C
2
8 1 32 X0837-435 87
1 23 OCL 0750 329
1 5 DC260.8+00.2 341





2 23 MRSL 260+00/1 460
1 17 1258 4 13_
1 5 DC260.8 + 00.2 399
1 t7 1261 9
1 40 G8 III 3 29 g;
2 1 13 220243 K5 7 77
1 5 DC260.B + 00.2 470
1 i 5 OC260.8+00.2 469 t
8




1 13 220258 K0 7 7E





1 3 13 220261 K5 2 5EB
1
1 17 1265 20
13 220262 K5 14 7E17 1267 9
4 13 220265 F5P 8 4C
A
1
4 1 19 326 3 10E
1
A
2 1 13 220274 K2 8 81
2 1 5 DC261.3+00.2 125
8
9 1 32 X0839-406 61
9 1 32 X0839-406 136
91
1 17 1271 13
41 1 7 74290 38
3 13 220284 A3 2
8
1 17 1272 151
1 17 1270 15
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusmn Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sourc _s (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
234
Right Ascension: 08h39m43"-08h41"55 '
PosJZJon (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN 8 12 /.tm
Name
ham .S, (s) () [ b C) C) (') N
o8397-412843.241 261+0 27 6 1193 lO4
)8397--4323 43.7 10 263-- 1 25 11 121 3 .40L
08397--4904 45.9152 267-4 14 9 152 3 .54
08397-4039 46.5 6 261+ 1 34 3 171 3 .43L
08398--4329 48.2 13 263- 1 27 9 170 3 .25L
08398-4244 ,48.425_9 262- _ 26 i 120 33 .25L08398-4018 48,8 261+ 45 1 116 3 .25L I
08398-4104 51.1 261+ 1 20 116 .49 I
08398--4125 52,5 22 261+ 0 43 7 122 2 ,41Ll
08399--4544 59.1 7 265--2 21 9 111 3 .30:
08400--4438 1.5 35 264--2 36 9113 2 .58
08400-4007 1,7 14 260+1 22 9 122 3 .25L
08400-4318 2.7 4 263-1 44 8118 3 .73
08400--4755 4.5 58 267-4 13 5115 3 80.39
08401-4225 7,9 19 262- 0 44 6 120 ; 3 .46
08401-4126A 8.3 0 261+ 0 27 7 116 2 .59
08402-4257 12.3 17 263-1 18 4 118 3 4.67
08402--4313 13.6 38 263-- 1 18 5 118i 3 1.11
08402--4600 13.7 28 265-2 26 12 154 2 .40:
08402--4137 14.9 13 262+ 0 68 14 115 2 .68L
)8402--4513 15.0 52 264--2 28 8 117 3 .79
)8402-4349 17.316 263--1 17 3 120 3 2.47
08403-4104 18.5i22 261+ ! 21 5119 3 1.65
08404-4033 27.0 22 261+1 21 5 121 3 5.24
98404-4054 27.1 23 261+1 39 8 117 3 .29L
98404-4206 27.5i12 262-0 35 11 120 3 .40L
08405--4744 30.0139 266-- 4 19 7 115 3 .37
08405--4437 33.1 4 264-- 2 27 9 114 3 .65
138406--4825 37.2 32 267-- 4 21 17 111 3 .30L
08406--4604 37,5 1 265-- 2 21 5 117 3 4.05
08406--4533 38.7 6 265-- 2 28 12 118 3 .35L
08406-4242 39.4 24 263- 0 25 3 118 3 .25L
)8406-4023 400 15 261+ 1 72 8 122 2 .29
08406-4938 40.6 24 268-- 5 23 11 113 3 .29
08407-4141 42.0 34 282+ 0 53 3 117 3 .25L
08407-4114 42.6 6 261+ 1 78 8 118 3 .78L
08407-4517 43.0 56 265- 2 28 9 116 3 .54
{)8407-4043 47.8 21 261+ 1 20 5 120 3 .25L
38408-4815 490 19 267- 4 20 10 106 2 ,35
08408-4721 52.8 25 266- 3 15 3 157 3 2.13
08408--4701 54.0 31 266- 3 13 ! 6 111 3 3.36
38409--4258 54.0 15 263- 1 20' 5 118 3 .28L
08409--4715 54.7 27 266--3 34 12 117 3 .25L
38409--4319 58.0 7 263--1 41 7 117 3 .30L
38409-4049 58.5 6 261+ 1 79 15 122 2 .42L
)8410-4559 0.1 41 265-2 27 10 120 2 .33
_8410-4920 2.9 25 268-4 16 9 116 3 .66
38410-4819 4.2 29 267- 4 36 12 111 2 .25L
08410-4830 4.6 44 267- 4 57 13 114 2 .25L
08410-4524 5.5 31 265-2 35 8 118 3 .35L
08410--4803 5.8 59 267- 4 19 8 118 3 .33L
38411-4350 7.3 32 263- 1 41 5 114 2 .25L
38411-4009 8.4 16 261+ 1 361 17 116 3 .29L
38411-4358 9.8 50 264- 1 39 8 118 3 .30
{)8411-4724 10.5 59 266- 3 55 11 110 2 .39L
38411--4628 10.6 19 266--3 17'9 117 3 .52
38411--4150 11.1 31 262+ 0 83 I 20 123 2 .29L
38411-4104 11.4 19 261+ 11 i, 43 11 122 2 .28:
_12- 8 1 2.1 24 81+ 16 0 70 3 . 8L
38412-4517 12.4 5 265- 2 50 12 114 2 .24
_412--4052 12.7 32 261+ 1 23 I 3 120 3 1,49
)8412--4433 12,9 47 264-- 1 20 I 5 116 3 2.93
38412--4103 15.0 38 261+ 1 19' 7 119 3 .25L
38412-4600 16.4 25 265- 2 18 15 125 2 .51L
)8412-4607 16.6 7 265- 2 33 I 11 114 _: .40L
08413-4125 18.9 45 262+ 1 35 3 118 3 .63
08413-4051 21.8 32 261+ 1 31 5 120 3 .25L
)8413-4229 23.1 47 262- 0 27 3 118 3 1.09
)8414-4522 24.9 52 265- 2 25 6 112 2 2.07
18414--4537 26.2 41 265- 2 18 7 115 3 20.86
:)8414--4142 26.9 23 262+ 0 44 8 119 2 .866
:)8414--4110 28.2 47 261+ 1 20 I 7 118 3 .54
6414--4819 28.2 17 267--4 _6 10 106 _ .30
:)8414-4208 28.3 2 262+0 116 .33L
38414-4128 29.4 44 262+ 0 11 120 2 32
,8415--4708 32.9 55 266- 3 19 9 114 3 .44
:)8415--4028 35.0 25 261+1 74 12 122 2 .25L
)8415-4801 35.1 46 267-4 22 7122 3 1.40
[)8415--4252 35.6 32 263-0 33 9 115 3, .39
)8416--4738 36.5 17 266 3 19 9 114 31 .66
)8416-4606 36.9 8 265--2 23 12 112 3 .26L
:)8416--4628 38.7 4 266-- 3 54 10 119 2! .26
38416--4231 38.8 32 262-- 0 52 12 112 2 .41L
38416--4222 41.0 28 262- 0 26 10 114 3 .25L
,8416-4058 41.5 46 261+ 1 23 7 117 31 .79
38416-4229 41.9 22 262- 0 31 8 118 3 .49
)8417-4040 44.7 48 261+ 1 16 6 174 3 .33L
)8417-4127 45.3 31 262+ 1 23 8 118 3 .34L
)8417-4642 45.4 21 266- 3 21 9 117 3 .35L
:)8417-4905 46.3 51 268- 4 14 5 118 3 1.93
_417-4555 46.6 47 265- 2 12 4 117 3 4.39
38418-4847 49.9 27 267-- 4 13 7 155 3 .46
38418-4917 50.8 15 268--4 24 11 122 3 = .86
:)8418--4500 52.0 45 264- 2 36 8 122 3 .42
38418-4843 53.4 54 267- 4 15 6 116 3 .37
_8419--4145 54.3 11 262+ 0 17 5 120 5.64
:)8419--4101 54.4 31 261+ 1 20 3 118 3 1.68
:)8419--4103 54.6 42 261+ 1 30 6 119 3 .52L
_8419-4549 55.5 44 265- 2 19 5 118 3 ,61
)8419-4426 55,9 26 264- 1 25 9 117 3 .54
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Densily Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































l(X) _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
2.31L 28.30L BC AB 0 980133343C 3
1.89 9.28: DF DBDC 270020330C
.57L 22.87L BC AB 0 9503000008
3.59 171.53L F DECB 940131412E 9
3.89 29.06: DDC FBDC 4601347538 A
1.78: 9.91 DD NDA 954010041C
1.98 33.65L D I GKBC 668010232C 8
2.72: 15.19: BDDD BBBB 0 98C313742E
3.32: 9.38: FFE FAAB 990134332C 3
2.57 16.56 CFFF OOBB 0 570411331C
1.07L 14.93L C BJ 1700000000
2.05: 10.05 DECC LFDA 464100250C3.63L 42.75L B D 260020000C
7.92 11.94: BACC AAAB 3 560011142C 26 2 1 EPVEL
2.69L 30.52L C I CN K 960301333C 2
5.75L 59.38: rE EICBFB : 8 972034332C 3 1 32 X0840-414
2.89L 26.99L BB IAA L I 0 840010020C
1.77L 15.68L EBDoo ABFF 0 468123353C B 2 23 OCL07481,86 22.86! HCB 9604023420 1
1.21 34.e0L E KDB 970000022C
3.92L 61,94L SF AB 7 950100(0)0 4 13 22030085
.59L 32,97L BB AA 0 2601001008
2.38L 30.44L BC AB 980212630E
35.56 69.33 CBED AAAA 954123442E 1 14 313-'N 10 St
1.31 9,17: DC F CD 990001142E
1.37 30.62L C L E AC 974010020C
3.18L 6.42: B O CJ d D 460000000(;
.86L 9.53L B BJ 3801000QO0
1.48 12.06: CD HFED 0500000328
.89L 10.47L CC AA _ 8 9703121230 1
4.18L 18.29 C DKFB 660512461C
1.67 30.68L E C 950002031C 1 5 DC262.5 - 00.4
2.37L 18.61L C D J 970020050E
.55L 8.46L E I B 7701000000
2.80L 12.92 D I HB 988110241C
1,10 41.64L D K C 97020002OE
1.24L 42.61L CE BEC 5 95001100OC 1 23 CEDIO6L
4.80 33.38L C C A A D 980212332E
3.67L 61.90L C BF 530010000(3
.51L 5.17L BC AA 1601102100
.59L 7.13LIBC AAL J 1 1600000000 2 14 260-SC4OC
3.38 30.75L I CD DABA 740120243C 8
.98 7.44L C DBD 0601186100
1.49 36.39L C M AC 360001030C
.93 23.23L D C 86011000OE
3.29L 36.86 CE D CCFD 5 9601223230
,49L 31.78L CD 8C 0 9500000008
.76 23.08L C CKD 0500212108
1.14 21.37L C GDE 0500000308
7.08L 26.34 D D J EEA 860022330C 2 1 32 X0841--454
3.54: 35.49L D E H F E B 544335336C B
1.40 9.31L C FFCB 8900002300
1.51L 15.17 D E EBFC 95C222422C
.70L 8.48L C C B F 8800000000
.97 5.97L DBD 0601102000
.75L 6.08L CO BE 1 9701110000
.85L 6.41 E F B 99000(0)0(0
3.12L 23.87L FF BC 2 980223320E
2.41: 33.38 EFO FCCC 964225332E
3.95L 46.51L E B 850021000C 1 13 220331 t<2
2.39L 42.62L;BC AA F 1 970122123E 1 5 DC261.2+01.0
.97L 9.62L BC AAC 9 3801000000
3.12 23.15L DD BBB 980121310E
6.33 41.11: FF CEEC 9502356230
3.68 9.23L C MD 9703246300
2.90L 8.82: DE D BF D 0 890015230C 1 1 5 DC261.6+00.7
3.44L 34.48: C D BCF 980112234E 1 5 DC2612+01.0
3.20L 10.39L BC ABI C 1 970120020C
3.86L 30.40L FC Ae 1 760021330C 2 1 13 220339K0
5.21 31.18L BBD AABD 0 560100052C 15 1 13 220340MA
3.27L 51.56L F E F 860010330C
4.48 33.51: FDDF CBBA 0 868624550E
3.02L 58.00L C BFFG 640112220(3
2.59 14.34L CC HCAF 988010363C 2
2.94L 43.32L E B 980028350C 1 2 5 DC261.6+00.7
.55L 4.51L iB BDJ 2700000000
1.49 24.45L D C F 970000110E
5.57L 35.49L DC ABBH 4 650334535C B
2.47L 31.22L E BCJ 940233440C
2.56L 29.23L B AGF 450010000C 1 17 1279
1.18L 20.34 C HFDB 9605134400
1.0OL 10.74L F B 9702110000
1.13 40.11L F B 950120020C
1.76: 19.54 EE GGDD 978001345C 2
24.11: 135.81: F CD ECDC 5'96E135434E 1 5 DC261.2+01.0
3.21L 31.08L S BC 950120020(3
5.82: 44.75: I:)EF EACC 97C215413E 1 5 DC261.2+01.0
2.63 13.00: ODE EBCB 690028470C 1 2 5 DC261.6+00.7
1.76 7.87L D e D B D D 4602000200 4
.83L 33.64L CE AADF 9 9521011208
25.06 49.54L ABD AABD 3 950122252C 4 2 11 PK265--2.1
12.64 39.66: CDDD CABS 8 95C1243408 3 1 32 X0841-487
.63L 24.87L BD EIBS 0 9601100008
5.79L 61.08L C AJ 650311000C 34.12 24.09L CBO CABD 0 9603243408 1 11 PK 267- 3.1
1.35: 33.11L BBC AACK 0 970010330C
29.81L 159.42L D DCFD 9 861234724E
20.94L 452.21L D DCMD 958134444E 1 5 DC261.5 + 009
3.53L 68.23L C ACBC 950010010C



























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) I b C) C) (')
,8 IN- 1 111,
59 - 2 1 1'
0 264- 4 1'
0 265- 2 I'
0 264- 2 1'
0 262+ 2 1:,
4 261 + 2 1_
4 261+ 2 11
5 262 + 3 11
6 264- ; 3, 11
7 261+ 3_ 11
7. 263-- I 1! 11
I1. 267-, 5; 1 11
I1. 262+ ( 3' 11
13. 263- ( 6_ 1_ 11
16. 265-- ; 3_ : 11
17. 264-- ' 3_ ! 11
18. 261+ " 2; , 11
!1. 261+ • 2( _ 11
!I. 268- ,= 2' 1; 10
!4. 267- z 1l _ 11
!6. 261+ 1 2; , 11
!8. 262+ 1 1,' I 12
_9, 264- ," 3( I 11
I1. 262+ 1 2: 11 12
12. 262+ ¢ 21 ! 11
:4.1 262+ 1 4( I 12
6, 265- ,_ 2," ! 11
6., 265-- ; 11 _ 11
6.1 263+ C I_ , 11
8. 261+ 1 3_ 1( 17
6.1 264- 1 8.; 1_ 12
9.1 264- 1 2E _E 12
9J 263 1 2C ; I1:
3._ 265- 2 42 1,= Ill
4J 262 + 1 3C _ 21
4.! 262+ 0 15 E I1_
5., 264- 1 51D _ 12t
5.' 267- 3 13 E 15:
5.; 262+ 1 41 1,4 12:
7..' 265- 2 44 E Ill
8.' 266- 2 23 1£ Ill
8.t 268- 4 25 1E I1_
1.{ 263- 0 52 3 I 1
3.,= 267- 3 19 5 II1
4,,_ 261+ 1 17 4 I1[
5.( 261+ I 41 8 Ill
2.; 267- 3 47 11 1,'
3( 263- 0 39 11 2;
4.-= 267- 3 51 9 1]
4._ 267- 3 17 6 11
).4 263+ 0 25 3 1.=
_.4 263- 0 25 8 1(
2.z 261+ 1 24 9 1(
3._ 268- 4 18 12 0,.
3._ 263 0 32 3 1_
t.4 261+ 1 40 12 2;
L; 263- 1 32 8 11
r._ 266 3 15 5 1.=
}._ 268-- 4 16 11 0_
).C 263- 0 17 4 1_
).C 263- 0 39 12 1_
).1 266 3 65 14 1_
)2 261 + 1 27 7 21
1.5 262+ 1 18 9 1_
1.2 761 + 2 94 21 2-"
}.1 _68- 4 34 I0 14
LO 267- 3 19 13 2;
L4 263- 0 21 3 1E
1.5 262+ 1 43 8 1E
}.6 ?62+ 1 57 3 29
1.2 ?62+ 0 34 8 2C
L9 ?62+ 0 29 6 17
;.1 ?63+ 0 20 8 15
;.7 .)62+ 1 14 5 75
'9 ?67- 4 17 16 22
).0 .)65- 2 51 16 t4
!.1 .)67- 3 24 3 17
!.9 .)64-- 0 19 4 19
1.1 .)67- 3 18 10 16
L8 .)63- 0 19 8 11
k7 .)62+ 1 14 3 71
L9 .)62+ 1 26 12 22
'.2 .)62 + 1 34 7 19
L1 .)62+ 0 23 4 17
L3 .)63- 0 32 4 15
L2 ._>4- 1 18 5 18
L8 ._3- 0 21 4 18
.6 !68- 4 16 9 04
1.8 !61 + 2 25 7 20
.1 !62+ 1 33 3 15
.8 !64 0 36 9 11
,.5 _65- 2 36 8 16
,_1 !63+ 0 18 4 17
,9 _3- 0 B5 8 18
.0 _66- 2 20 6 _)4
.9 _3- 0 23 4 18
.3 !62+ 1 73 3 22
.4 !63+ 0 29 !3 17
.9 !62+ 1 16 6 22
Flux Density
(Net Color CorrectS)
12 Fm 25 Fm 60 _m 100 Fm
(Jansky)
.25 .14 1.61 I 10.6:
.40 .25 .61 I, 6.7,
.44 .25 1.31 i 16.5
.43 .48 4.9( 30.9:
1.37 1.46 4.24 11 2(
.41 1 20 4.1_ 33.8(
.37 .40 187 9.6(
.59 .95 8.5E 64.3_
.851 .97 10.5_ 99.6;
1.03 .27 4.0_ 59.7!
1.25 1.54 10.1_ 452.21
.48 .53 4.47 26.6_
.251 .25 1.2_ 7.4;
.331 .26 1.41 29.3(
.841 .25 1.15 37.11
1.471 .16 2.91 18.14
.63 .25 .97 9.24
2.92: 3.80 98.13 452.21
1.08 .42 3.39 752E
.64 .25; 1.65 7.5_
1.04 .30 .61 44.2_
.80 .60: 17.15 452.21
.49 .78: 9.25 119.53
.47 .251 4.80 49.6_
.44: .981 6.31 107.89
.92 .24 2.56 35.94
.70: .65 1.97 31.27
.26L .49 4.40 33.45
1.32 5.80 44.63 92.82
7.33 1.65 2.76 31.95
.41 .77[ 11.581 133.49
.33 .28[ 1.551 21.64
.88 .46 .811 10.82
.65L .32 2.82: 25.23
.30 .25L 4.941 48.70
.71 .95L 7.25: 90.43
25L 25L 2.75 18.05
.44 .25L 3.971 50.80
.31 .23 3.79 25.94
.56L .31L 2.061 14.16
1.01 .29L 3.181 45.34
.34L .33L 2.14 11.17
.73 ,28L .531 4.73
.51L 25L 1.18 45.38
1.83 .51 3.03[ 39.86!
1.26 1.35 19.17: t33.491
.25L 34: 231 46.991
.36 .36L 2.70[ 30.621
.25L .25 1.09: 27.081
35 .25L 2.20[ 30.491
.36 .33 3.03 11.48:
.25L .32 1.82: 11.95
.42L .34L 2.82 11.14:
.36: .40: 5.62 22.771
,74: .43 .68L 26.501
.25L .28L 1.64 26.591
.46L .50 2.48L 19.221
.89 .35L 3.80L 32.631
2.71 .74 .57L 5.681
.76 .26: .50L 27.58[
1.50 1.09 2.84 26.251
29L 1.33L 1.11 28.95[
.21 .25L .67L 6.99l
1.17 1.27 18.26L 102.781
.62: .55 11.69: 108.25:
.25L 55L 1.63L 3.96
.76L .38L t.69 13.11
.25L .25 1.09 44.97t
.84 .24: 2.67L 28.67t
.46 .32L 3.75L 42.11L
.25L .25L 1.78L 12.54
.57 .25L 2.09L 35.77L
.28L .23: 3.21 10.37:
.83 39 1.01L 27.50L
2.89 3.80: 49.70: 224.89:
.25L 36L 1.93: 11.90
.25L .33L 1.44L 17.76
.43 .25L 3.03L 48.73L
1.50 .98 2.85L 1576.39L
.78 .39 2.17L 24.56L
.58L .37L 2.50 45.19L
.97: 1.74 13.62: 48.54L
.45L .25L 6.89 24.66L
.44L .34 3.20L 38.61L
.25L .89 235 10.38
.59 .28L 1.55L 23.32L
13.44 55.98 638.33 1576.39
3.07 1.75 2.78L 26.61L
.72 .27: 1.09L 29.00L
.25L .87 2.47 38.03L
.25L 31L 1.84: 17.47
.72 .27L 3.45L 1576.39L
.80 .40 5.63L 46.96L
4.15 2.11 1.35: 33.32L
.25L .24 1.15: 30.51L
.27L .42L 2,38 16.83L
.89 .36: 3.19L 29.66:
.34L: .35 2.20L 44.48L
.25L .25L 3,17L 14.76
.62: .78: 7.49L 48.54
Flags
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion





CC A/_ A 370210OO0
BC D/A 884214450_
F CC D 980102542_
C C C H 970344722
F EEC 570136864
D B I" E 6503220511
E B C B 8402334331 2:
C D E E C 464325470_
C G 970221030








DC FCB 9443213101 23
DC DEBI 46E1498671
BCD, 550212052(
C EFAI 570159667| 5
3 AC I _)700132231
E B B I 880456540| 5
F MBC )503113014
3 C _ A A _ _462344331
AAM )50202011( 13
F F D I _68348763_ 5
H 470000000(
) _, B 370000000(
CC =FD( )60013642(
MF )50000000(
E [ : F B ! _7C1387454 5
C B( )70012231(: 5
[ }70100000(:





D . :} [ 150000000C
; kA i50012200C 13
)C ?.C )C 169137573E 5
F C . D 3 160120220E
)E ;50020010C
DE B ; 160121864C
] K ;50220011C
CC[ } C _,/_ ;60022220C





E B 180268853E 5
|BI E ,71210000C
B _A 600000000 13
F _C )600100008
EC _AHJ 68123753C
D i F I ) 60042665C
[ 600000000
E )B(IC 61725850E 5




C ; B ! H 70025423C
: C [ 80233233C




DFF _EF D 57545320E ->3
FD _D4 C 50202331C .)3




D DE H 70113543C
E DI 73858630E 5
O ( D 14344530C
C E ?0335220C !3
CD AE B 14101440C
E [ J _0032433C
C D C [1B 15213333C 19
A F Y)032221C
BED 601110118
F O[ E _0110342C r0
CD I E D _4207162C !3
_0223433C
B E _020000(0_
C AE C _,0100132C
C BED _0011000C
F F E H _.0500352C
D DI- C _.8314310C
DE }0448861C
C E F C _0002242C
E C F A _6338740E
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
Sop
Name Type C) Ma8
220356 K2
DC261.2+01.0 2_
DC261.6 + 00.7 14
CED 106N 47
CED 106N 35




DC261.5 + 00.9 47_
220371 G5 ; 40
DC261.2 + 01,0 49
DC261.6+00.7 571
DC262.2 + 00.4 2;
































a ,8 Coords SMJ SMN 00I 12 /xm




38441-4707 7.927 266--3 15 4 116 3 1.43
)8441 4153 8.046262+1 21 4 116 3] .30
38441-4716 9.4 8 266- 3 14631114 3.9808441--4842 11.1 29 268- 4 23 9 113 .42L
Flux Density Flags
18441 4357 11.5 21 264- 1 54 13 116 2
38441 4244 11.5 39 263+ 0 74 12 122 2
38442-4009 12.1 23 261+ 2 42 20 122 2
)8442-4544 12.5 37 265-2 22 10 112 2
)8442-4402 15.2 22 264- 1 31 8 115 3
)8442-4233 17.1 27 263+ 0 47 21 117 2
28442-4328 17.7 40 264- 0 16 461169 33
18443-4551 20.0 27 265- 2 20 116
)8443- 4830 21.811 267-3 17 1173
)8443--4907 22.0 33 268-4 18 9 1106 2
38443-4001 24.0 3 261+2 37 10 122 2
38444-4819 27.0 42 267--3 16 25118 23)8444-4929 30.053268-4 141 !137
18445-4521 30.3 51 I 265- 2 65 13 113 2
18445-4043 30.6 53 261+ 1 51 12 122 2)8445-493832112 268-4 27 16 10, 2
)8445-4839 34.2 10 268-4 33 12 111 3
)8445-4447 34.7 41 265- 1 28 8 113 2
)8445-4420 35.6 14264-1 25 5 1193
18446-445t 36.8 46265-1 24 51132
18446-4112 38.2 2 262+1 20 3 117 3
18446-4331 39.7 26l 264-0 25 4 115 3
)8446-4235 41.7 9' 263+ 0 25 7 119 3
)8447--4122 42.6 51 262+1 20 7 170 3
38447-4757 42.6 25 267- 3 27 13 121 2
)8447-4213 45.1 22, 263+ 1 39 22 115 2
)6447-4543 46.75265- 2 9 4 174 2
)8447-4309 47.340263--O 25 31663
)8448-4343 49.428 264- 0 19 5 119 3
)8448-4804 51.4 58 267-3 19 10 117 3
18448--4341 51.4 t2 264-- 0 25 3 116 3
)8448-4233 52.1 45 263+ 0 30 3 119 3
38448-4057 53.9 32 262+ 1 31 10 120 3
)8449-4730 54.1 21 267-3 25 13 122 2
)8,9-4527 54.85_2265- 12 23 116)8449-4356 55.0 264- 43101192
)8449-4449 55.23748265-12 15 !161218449-4147 55.5 54 262+ 1 89 1 123)8449-4534 56.6 265- 39 1172
18449--4137 56.755262+1 39 31173
)8449--4352 56.9 591 264-- 1 40 9 114 2
18449-4130 59.545262+1 28101203
).49-4689 59.743266-2 14 6 1f9 3
18450-41231.752 262+1 30 11 11o _)64 _47462.1 1267_,3 16 1551)8450_41053.65 262+ 45  123
)8450-4822 4.6191267- 3 17 115=)8450-4247 5.540' 263+ 20 41183
18451-4637 7.422266-2 18 121052
18451-4618 7.7 41 I 266- 2 22 8 114 3
18451-4818 10.6 18' 267- 3 22 10 112 3
18451 4511 1.4 26 265- 1 48 11 110 2
)8452-4317 14.2 57 263- 0 18 4 17 3
)8452491514._52268-4 f7 lf,lO12
38453-4942 19.0 35 266-- 4 33 26 I 82 2
38453 4021 22.0 48 261 + 2 25 3 ' 118 3
38453--4335 22.4 48 264-- 0 19 5 118 3
38453-4613 22.5 49 266-2 22 6 114 3
'8453--4148 23.0 39 262+ 1 28 7 113 3)84r_-4008 24.113 261+2 26 11 115 3
38454 4751 26.0 4 267--3 19 12 117 3
38454-4307 27.720 263+0 32 9 117 3
,8454-4447 28.3 44 265- 1 38 10 115 2
18454-4240 29.6 38 263+ 0 30 8 I 118 3
38454 4049 29.9 59 262+ 1 14 8 119 3
38455 4105 31.5 4 262+ 1 21 8 118 3
08455-4622 35.1 58 266- 2 21 10 115 3
08456-4054 36.6 35 262+ 1 22 8 118 3
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /J.m 60 Fm
(Jansky)
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.40L 5.45L 1576.39L C BB O 830203333C
.24: 10.36L CD BO 0 3800033100
.25L 27.64L B CL 160001151C
.44 6.39L BC AB 0 2700000000
1.35 17.47L CBC DAAC _ 2 980201141C








































































































08456-4558 37.012 266-2 24 9 116 3! 1.11 .25:
08456--4702 37.42t 266-- 2 15 5 117 3 5.32 3.21
08456 4002 40.6 31 261+ 2 39 1031119 .52 .25L
08457-4548 45.6 6 265- 2 24 114 1.78 .75
08457-4334 45.8 48 264- 0 27 5 118 3 6.87 5.92
08457 4229 46.3 52 263+ 0 34 12 122 3 .25L .29L
08457-4124 47.342 262+ 1 28 110 1153 .25L .25L'
08458-4036 48.417261+ 2 69 291222 .53L .25L
08458 4133 52.2 8 262+ I 25 8 118 3 .44 .29L
08458 4538 52.5 48 265- 1 30 9 111 2 .28L .54L
08458 4332 52.5 14 264- 0 18 5 164 3 1.09 2.71
08458-4931 53.3 19 268- 4 22 18 93 2 1.80L .46L
08459-4818 55,9 35 267- 3 22 17 148 3 ,25L ,25L
08459-4547 56.6'54 266-2 79 17 115 2 .5OL .25L
08459-4338 59.3154264-0 21 91183 .28L .57:
08460-4223 2.3'56 263+ 1 16 4 115 3 .49 .47:
08460-4906 5.3147 268- 4 16 10 104 2 2.02 .73
08460-4439 5,SI 15 265-1 25 9 115 2 .75 .32
08461-4314 6.2 39 264+ 0 20 6 167 3 .69 .79
08461-4723 7.2 26 267- 3 15 6 116 3 .25L .34
08461-4612 7.531 266- 2 52 14 113 2 1.17L .25L
08462-4544 12.110 265- 2 23 6 116 2 7.77 3.29
084624148 13.943262+1 25 t211833 .41L .25L084624400 152 264- 0 ! 23 116 .39L .21:
22.66L C FHBC 9703135428
11.98: CC L EC' 7801210300
27.12L D GC 670000100C
5.03 O FJ C 990101322(:;
14.97L D MCDC 970014232C
8.08L B K'BFKBI 59011104009.06 D 970100442C
113.91: COO HDCA 96Ell 5442C
39.59L BC AC 2 960210000(3
12.89 C DD CJI C 4604010218
17.57L CC AAEDI 0 9605101118
8.25: ED EFDB 980101131C
27.25L CC AA H 4 360110021C
26.55L DC ABK 0 9601000008
24.49L F e F K E D I 960103243C
7.32 D MI B 790000220E
16.54L C F EE 9601020210
55.77L C J GF B I 6602133428
13.19L CC AAI 8741223220
82.88 CBDC BBBA I 1 0540033200
12.14L BC AA I 0 9701223220
79.07L BDF AAED 0 964124542C
42,82: C DC GB S B 97E204362C
28.92L D C E F 170010333C
57.26L E GF E E 17E327652C
57.24L F CI 440100000C
29.82L E F C 960100020C
28.18: CCEE BBBB 0 760113232C
35.51 E GECC i 974212363C
326.64 1005.41 BBDE AABB 1 938013033C
3.90L 39.02L BE BB 1 360100000(3































































22.67: DED BAD 670010333C
48.33L EC CDM 970302430(3
17.37L D B 0502000000
34.16L DD AAC 8 960210000C
46.36L C O N 270032020C
50.46 DCCC CCAA 0 8541223220
9.66 O I B ' 988003152(3
28.25L FD BC 0 960110110C
27.85L CDF DCD 0 ! 970001020C
30.85L C B E E G 570022030C
8.76 DD N DB 980101120C
7.49L BC AS 5 2700000000
28.19L CFD ECDF 0 964224432C
38.21L BF BB 0 240010000C
79.07L D D E H DC 960328663C
29.24L Be AA 0 , 6600103318
29.64L BC AAF 1 570010020C
8.76L C BC 4700000000
41.63L S A F 250010000C
12.34 BD FEB 6701103328
16.47 F D MF E 9702011200
36.72L BB AAD 0 970131344C
28.76L CO ACJG I 0 9602121228
10.39 DC GFC 9702010110
48.47L DE AB 9 i 9600001018
48.88L D DBCH 970333430(]
42.78L DO AC 0 350010100C
22.51L DE CEDF 0 960103453C
43.57L B BD 960010000C
51.66L B CG 340000000C
38.70L O F C ' 960200000(;
13.07L DD AC 2 8701010120
31.55L C CEF 570010010C
44.26L CC BBE 0 47001320OC
11.41 ODD FFOB 980015731C
74.80L B B 250000000C
37.48L BC AB 0 i 870113200C:
56.51L SD AE 2 7501000OOC
5.07L BBD AAB 0 2800010000
24.46: BCEE AADC 2 970315132C
9.70L F B I D 970022232C
32.20L BC AAEA 0 i 760120041C
52.71L BB AA 9 960446622C
15.29 FD EDB 67C201120C
33.09: DE HI DE 960324523C' 9
3.55 D K D 9900000008
43.05L C AJG 960312331C I
15.95 DD HHCA 970201220C
52.71 CCDE CABA 097C428322C
13.37L C ACEE 9705001300
10.73 DE GDEC 2701001318
15,33 E J B 970220041C
38.27: E D E D C B 778427845C
44.67: COCC EDCB 0! 150505431C
33.92L BC AA, 0 9505011318
16,13L BC AB 0 6700000000
48.46L BeE SCDB O I 960226331C 1
8.51 DCB EBAA 0600000200 4
31.43L O FEC 260000000C
24.40L BB AA 0960221120C
12.69 DD KDEC 978010430C
24.43 F C CDDB 970124454C B
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
7
7
16 04246 C 35 138
17 1292 26
B 23 OCL 0764 426
4
3i 2 "23 CED 1060 388
4
E
1 23 VHE 21A 21
"13 220422 A0 113 220424 K5 4
4O
75
I "41 08444-4522 23 4
4
B 2 23 OCL 0764 442
B
7 1 32, X0844-443 44 7
B
E 1 32 X0844-425 45 14
3 5 "23 GEe 1060 562
8
1 1 32 X0844-437 36 1
1 1 32 X0844-437 106 t
E 1 32 X0944-425 104 14
4
i2 "17 1295 43
B 1 32 X0944-448 42 11
1 1 23 OCL 0745 499
"41 08448--4534 31 323 OCL 0745 441
2 "17 1299 42
1 1 32 X0845-418 46 1
A 2 ! 17 1300 21
"13 220464FOP 2 57
3 1 13 220473 K5 20 77
2 "19 331 12 113
t 13 220481 GO 13 65
1 '41 08459-4539 47 14
1 "41 08459-4547 25 8
1 23 OCL 0747 358
1 17 1301 24
1 23 MRSL 264--00/1 105
































































































• 480 -- 4828 3,1
)8480--4119 3.6'












,, _ c?,_, sM,SMN .o o(s) () C) C) () N
15.335 266- 2 43 8 114 2
16.222 268- 4 31 13 144 2
16.7 18 263+ 0 42 16 112 2
18.1 13 262+ 2 18 4 116 2
19.828 266-- 2 41 8 116 2
20.2 24 264-- 0 25 8 163 3
25.151 266--2 43 12 115 2'
26.7 38 266- 2 29 10 113 2
27.2 35 265- 1 35 10 115 2
28.055 264-0 19 4 117 3
30.2 50264+0 38! 31132
32.620263+ 1 38 111153
36.723262+ 1 23 191373;
36.847266-2 16 51163
40.225268--4 42 191062
40.633262+ 1 21 101213
41.058263+ 1 22 416631
46.9 16 265--1 22 9 115 2'
47.648262+1 24 1011231
52.118267-3 52 8118 21
53.28264+0 17 8164 i
53.657 264- 0 19 163
54.0 4266--1 38 6114
54.416262+1 35 3i120168 }
55.412262+2 28 117
55.838 266- 2 21 19
56.2211266- 1 41 141102
57.013269-4 13 101302 i57.714 265-- 1 22 115
0.0 12 263+ 1 20 4 120 3 =
0.325! 266- 2 48 10112 2
1.0 371 266- _ 23 10e11151237262+ 30 120o
131 i +0 13 411634.6 6 8 635.0112=+1 26 121133
23 81 36.64 19 111213
7.2  1+2 68 1 i121326. 36282+1 ,8
14.817 42 5117 3
16.7342_4+ 0 16 3 i 117 3
18.031262+1 27 31643
20j 269--4 118.2 22
 502209 i262+119 1172321.9 78812222.3 206_1 27 5115 2
23.545 0 31  i117 3324.66 0 32 11912268-2 14 61183
13' +0 26 61,8 3
19 5118 3268- 2g 16 104 2
58 261+ 2 24 13 177 2
41 j 266- 1 33 18 109 2
18 263+ 0 61 6 123 2
22 265- 0 39 11 1t 2
51 264+0 18 7 115 3
56 264-0 60 15 112 2
24 267- 2 24 10 115 2
 !269- 22 19 682262+ 26 9 116 3
20 262+ 1 18 3 173 3
10267-2 40 815612
27267-2 16 91143
1264+0 21 5 '1163
32263+ 0 37 3120' 3
2262+ 2 67 101212
17263+ I 14 6311827 264-0 20 117 o
42263+1 33 4!1193
0266-2 461111632
o 121266- 38 8 116 2
264- 0 22
0261+ 2 34 1119
41 264- 0 21 61114 2
51264+ 6 22 31153
10262+ 1 241311844262+ 2 39 121
55264-0 27 31612
46 1264+ 0 28101143




49 262+ 2 19 8 171 3
59 265- 1 32 10 115 2
49 261+2 37 8 118 3
11 263+ 1 87 14 122 2
5268-3 19141032
43262+ 2 62 16 120 I 3
265-1 42 9115 I 22
268- 1613140
2264+1 28 . 115 ,:_








































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 b_m 6(] p.m [00 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
.30L 2.43L 30.65L C 6 D K 460000000C
.34L 1.48L 15.40 O L BB 9606101400 i
.40L 1.95 39.70L E J BF 56012(X)00C
.31 3.30L 30.40L BF BBCF 4970013342C
.25L 1.64 10.11 CD I CFB 1700111200 4
.49: 7.38 43.48L D D N B D G 87C324556C
.25L .67L 6.08L C C 2700000000
.27 2.79L 29.16L CD CSH 065000000OC
.25L 1.09L 7.26L E C _ 9502000000
.28L 6.62 47.19L D J B 864211130C
1.14L 3.64L 29.56 E | EC 978101451C !
.28: 2.40 173.31L DD EBC 640322101C
.25Li 2.01L 17.97 D FI EC 978303343C
1.68 .49L 5.06L CC AAGH 9 1800301200 4
.43L 1.88L 16.69 C CCD 9602131310
.45 4.66: 27.94 DFDC DDCA 7 962313340C'
4.85 63.12 173.31 CEF DBCA 74C316331C 1
.40L 1.42L 10.93L C B E F 1802000000 I
.32 2.33: 25.86L ED L CDC 680026663C
.25L .81L 7.05L D B C 4600000000
.43 3.38: 31.56L DD F )D 970152440C i
.86L i 4.63L 36.18L E CI_BC 9764_344CiJ
.40 2.68L 35.75L DD BI3 4860010010C
.59 4.64L 43.20L D E DEA ! 960326542C
.80 .87 30.70L BCC BAAI O 9700001226
.23 1.38L 15.52L F FFGK 1600200100
.26L 2.06 17.23L C M GB 9602001420
.76 .60: 6.16L BDD ABE 19702001000
.62 1.17L 10.44L FF AB 99800000000
97.10 952.36 1813.51 BBBC BAAA 1 922103331C 501
.25L 1.30 7.54L D F..CA 1700400200 4
7.03 1.33: 31.19L FFE AAB 9860121100(346
.32 1.45 7.10 DCD FDCB 970010110C
130.10 342.65 406.92 BBDF AAAA 2949115473C 36
,56 .51L 5.04L BC AB 8 1700213300 6
.39 2.48: 17.42: FDDD HDFB 0760314444C
.31 13.04: 173.31L CFC FGDB 0 94C026551C 1
.51L 5.44: 36.16 EC MGDC 970413344C
.25L .46 5.63: C E C O 9800000326
.41 3.93 25.86L CEE DCBB 4688023431C
.39L 10.76L 82.07: F F F F J F 66D014234C
.94 10.59 406.92L BCD S/_BF I 0 940355333C 6
.41 23.36L 38.96L FF CBBL 964435653C 6
.22: 1.20L 11.28L EF CCGB 99702122210
2.57 26.91L 76.26L CD B/_DD 9950334343C 8
.24 3.39L 27.59L F E J 960014240C
5.34 34.70 50.18 CBCC AAAA 09601010210
.20L 10.59L 41.28L B ACH 970252322C
.29 4.89L 406.92L E MC C 940121110C
2.18 5.97 21.02 BBCB BA3A 12520213200 6
.68 16.36L 57.51: C F DA-ID 960245333C 8
1.05 106.37L 125.56: CC D BC.6.D 194C255333C 8
.75=.- 1.99 50.32L F DOH 8603034238
.41L .48 3.21: F E J DEC 9901002408
.25L 2.88L 11,77 E I I B 960223132C
.45 3.29: 45.58: FFF E D_:)B 960123331C
.28L 2.33 91.50L D L H !3 g60100140C
.62 9.44: 37.84L ED DE .3 96013453OC
.45L 2.93L 30.85 F G B 970112343C
.27L 1.30 8.46 CDI E )A 1600100300
.30L 1.97 19.83 E E I G )B 9601132210
.25L .48L 34.85L C ' BF 9700010008
1.86 26.91L 147.22L CC GA*;F 1 946346334C 8
.25L .77 3.28: OD! FI)B 3701000100
.25L .56L 5.86L C BF 2701200100
44.04 216.31 503.70: CBDD AAAB 1638125254C
.80 14.60L 62.24: DDE HAI:B 960124433C 8
.31L 1.47 24.23L J FF. 960102310C
.62 5.87: 28.19: FCDD EECA, 9764404432C
1.06 4.13L 44.40L BC AAt_ 0960210110C
.62 7.04: 21.82: CDD BE B 970001433C 8
.22: .70L 30.08L CE DD[ 1 7600010208
.29L 3.83 50.61L _ E H( 960222441C 8
.25L 2.74L 33.85L B BG 980113132(3 8
26.26 317.05 580.85 BBEE BAt A O 931234431C
.25L .40L 39.55L C IC 9600000008
.51 5.38L 580.85L FC CCJG 0930115431C
1.60 216.31L 35.35L C CA 762218254C
.25L 2.02 16.38: DD DHC B 950201220C
1.36 5.91: 211.10L CCE CDCH 1940357535(:; 8
.31L 4.13 580.85L E FI EB 940114440C
.33L 8.43L 37.84 E GBI C 960127640C
.25L 3,17L 24.49 D FCC 970411152C
.26: 2.49 34.77L E E F E C C 96030136OC
.40 8.66L 37.84L D DL H 960327661C
.62 4.72: 32.04: F F F ME E _ 968224444C
.26L 1.24L 17.55L C D C 1800101000
.25L .41L 29.89L E CJ -I 9300011119
.26L 1.32 24.43L !CF D NB 960101331C
.36 1.05L ss.56L ^e 1 850100o_
.38L I0.21L 86.67L IE GEOO 950445546C 8
.31L .89L 10.34L !C BE 8802010000
.30L 1.05L 52.45L E BD 2504110108
t.06 7.60: 34.84L CC B DC 966200340C
1.56 2.60: 28.12L CCE SAD_ 0950105245(3 8
.29L .88 7.051 C EA 2900012220 B
1.68 12.53L 22.77: C D LBE :) 968212452C
.4OL .89L 9.00 C HF : 6603000210
.25L .74L 45.61L C B H 34(X)000008
2.47 39,00L 169.25 CO E EEFI) 9 849315465C
CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfusiOn Processing;




# T Name Type (") Ma 8
_l 32 X0846-424 5317 1304 68
1 ER VEL 185 DC262.2+01.4 219
1 "41 08469-4522 17
i2 14 260-PN? 8 PI 83
1 171305 10
1 5 DC262.2 + 01.4 129
1 5 DC262.2 + 01.4 204
1 17 1306 70
1 321 xoe47-4ea 89
1 32 X0847- 434 57
1 32 X0847- 434 76
2 5 DC262.2 + 01.4 246
2 13220531 A2 2 53
1 171308 15
1 5 DC263.0 +01.1 442
2 i _ 220540 A2 6K5/M0 lit 2 8
1 32 X0848 --457 22








ct 8, Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
ham. o6, (s) ( ) l b C) C) (') N
)8483-4148 23.7 44 263+ 1 39 21 122 2
)8484-4921 25.6 31 269- 4 30 18104 2
)8484-4249 26.4 3 263+ 1 18 4 16 3
)8484-4350 27.1 16 264+ 0 33 12 114 2
)8484-4949 29.8 55 269- 4 18 13 125; 3
)8485-4702 30.1 49 267- 2 19 9 114 3
)8485-4431 30.2 55 265- 0 28 9 115 2
)8485-4414 30.3 42 265- 0 23 5 115 2
)8485-4703 336 48 257 2 14 5 1117 3
)8485-4153 34.1 1 263+ 1 41 6 122 2
)8485-4021 34.8 38 262+ 2 27 9 118 3
)8485-4031 34.9 49 262+ 2 81 19 121 2
)8485-4419 35.3 26 265 0 26 5 117 2
)8485 4306 35.e 59 264+ 0 27 10 112 2
)8486-4527 37.040 266-1 28 9 117 2
)8486-4607 37.1 = 10 268- 3 21 14 105 2
)8486-4724 38.7 52 267- 2 21 11 106 3
)8486-4442 41.2 5 265- 1 25 9 114 2
)8486-4817 41.6 7 268- 3 16 11 t41 2
)8487-4250 42.g 35 264+ 1 39 3 120 2
)8487-4814 43.5 27 268- 3 20 16 101 2
)8487-4206 43.8 35 263+ 1 77 15 118 2
)8487-4623 ¢5.2 48 266-2 23 7 115 3
)8487-4203 45.4 29 263+ 1 62 4 121 2
)8488-4222 ¢8.3 50 263+ 1 56 10 121 2
)8488-4254 ¢9.6 34 264+ 1 26 8 117 3
)8488-4842 49.8 48 268- 3 21 18 84 2
)8488-4308 51.0 23 264+ 1 16 6 121 2
)8488-4233 52.1 51 263+ 1 18 10 162 3
)8488-4345 52.3 27 264+ 0 40 14 112 2
)8488-4129 53.7 26 263+ 2 98 18 121 2
)8488-4457 53.9 2 265- 1 27 6 116 2
)8489-4940 55.9 52 269- 4 24 19 24 2
)8489-4241 56.1 24 263+ 1 41 7 118 3
)8489-4138 56.2 33 263+ 1 34 14 122 2
)8489-4622 57.8 34 266- 2 24 12 114 3
)8489-4912 59.8 50 268- 3 24 17 141 2
)8490-4729 0.0 51 267- 2 21 10 106 2
)64gO-4319 0.2 35 264+ 0 68 13 122 2
)8490 4046 0.8 1 262+ 2 30 16 121 2
)8490-4242 1.1 49 263+ 1 54 11 115 2
)8490-4739 1.7 12 267- 2 21 19 83 2
)8490 4402 5.3 36 265-0 24 9 113 2
)8490-4544 5.4 23 266 1 65 14 114 2
)8490-4855 5.4 21 268- 3 13 11 180 2
)8491-4333 7.4 50 264+ 0 37 10 110 2
)8491-4643 7.5 12 267-2 20 10 114 3
)8491-4001 10.0 30 261+ 3 45 8 112 2
)8491-4150 10.1 56 263+ 1 62 10 115 2
)8491-4523 10.8 16 266- 1 23 6 117 2
)8491-4235 10.9 37 263+ 1 30 3 114 2
)8491-4310 11.1 17 264+ _ 13 6 167 3)8491-4257 i11.2 15 264+ , 22 11 115 3
)8492-4220 t2.6 51 263+ 1 62 12 122 2
)8492-4400 12.7 19 264+ 0 26 10 115 2
)8492-4113 14.4 8 262+ 2 44 12 121 2
)8492-4129 16.9 57 I 263+ 2, 19 4 120 3
)8492--4034 17.2 17 262+ 2 40 8 118i3)6493-49219356269-3 24 20 89I 2)_,93_434204142,,+0 38 101102
)8493-4125 20.6 56 263+2 37 10 117 2
_,93_433921145264+0 06 7115 2)6493-433121958264+0 28 121112
)8493--4609 23,7 33 266-- 1 22 9 115 2
)8494--4722 28.2 37 267-- 2 21 18 96 2
)8494--4705 28,7 15 267--2 15 9 116 3
)8494--4326 29.1 19 264+0 23 4 115 2
)8495--4108 30.2 4 262+ 2 35 19 121 2
)8495--4940 30.6 52 269--4 12 5 125 4
)8495-4306 31.6 53 264+ 1 26 12 121 3
)8495-4147 32.1 51 263+ 1 45 8 121 2
)8495--4238 34.0 45 263+ 1 19 3 116 3
)8496--4205 36.8 37 263+ 1 19 7 115 2
)8496--4320 40.0 9 264+ 0 21 5 115 2
)8496-4235 41.5 34 263+ 1 43 10 111 2
:)8496--4229 41.6 22 263+ 1 30 11 114! 3
38496--4438 41.7 1 265-- 0 33 5 116 2
)8497--4828 42.1 16 268- 3 28 19 101 2
)8497-4049 42.5 6 262+ 2 38 11 121 2
:)6497-4238 43.3 26 264+ 1 55 13 114 2
38497-4708 43.4 2 267- 2 26 20 97 2
38497-4205 46.4 17 263+ 1 30 10 122 2
38497-4602 46.7 42 266- 1 57 13 112 2
:)8497-4326 47.9 7 264+ 0 38 9 110 2
:)8498-4312 48.3 27 264+ 1 24 5 114 2
38498 4803 48.8 18 268-- 3 22 17 1101 2
38498-4621 49.1 10 266- 1 16 5 =117 3
38498-4033 49.2 12 262+ 2 29 15 121 2
:)6498-4350 53.0 52 264+ 0 37 9 110 2
08498-4436 53.1 30 265 0 24 6 116 2
08498 4154 53.5 4 263+ 1 53 10 116 3
08499-4258 64.5 12 264+ 1 30 9 116 3
08499-4922 56.0 8 269- 3 20 10 123 3
08499--4222 57.6 40 263+ 1 55 14 121 2
08499--4857 59.9 49 268 3 16 9 142 2
08500-4254 1.2 11 264+ 1 22 4 117 3
08500--4143 2.2 38 263+ 2 63 12 174 2
08500--4237 3.7 13 264+ 1 19 6 116 3
08500--4414 5.9 4 265-0 37 11 117 2
08501--4030 6.2 29 262+ 2 25 10 113 2
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




































































































.25L .37L _ 1.86:
.28 1.16L .96L
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 t_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
15.62 D G D 970012230C
15.75L D GI EC 9601020200
25.60: BB F,AACD 0 970113233C
23.02 E D F KHB 970203240C
7.30L D E E B D 9703000100
22,95 CC H DA 6500133320
9.30L BF ABG 1 1900101000
34.73L EBD AAAA 0 970313101C
11.27L DCF ABDB 1 6601133320
23.46L C C J 960133362C
9
B 1 32 X0848 470
B 1 32 X0848-470
39 11
93 11
.40L I 46.27L BC AD 0 9500002008
.47 3.95L F HDC 9800010008
867.35 1001.91: BBDE AAAA 1 930223130C 80
18.74L 189.25L F ADJ E 748225333C
7.05L BC ABG 3 5702001000
64.73L BD BD 0 4502110208
70.27 CDCC CBBB 0 5403233310




.84L 7.50L CF iBB 2 1801021000
1.04L 49.26L BC AA 4 3501100008
4.31 21.50: DE 'HCBB 970124233C
1.17L 64.45L C A B
2.14 58.14L F I C
2.12: 33.82L CD MCGE
3.25: 18.98L DF J BEF
6.53L 18.00L E DGC
4.31L 52.47L B AHE
1.80 38.66L EC HCCE
10.93: 63.33L BF E ACEE 0 755236544C
5.79: 62.54L DF D !FEBC 1 968323334C
17.08L 23.47 D F HB 974421343C
2.31L 7.84 E MHI B 960120330C
151.71 224.18 BBDD CAAA 0 6482021100
1.41 10.29L I C C D 96021103004.10L 39.15L J CD 970210320C
1.45L 12.02 E F FI D 950202142C
8.46: 30.25 DC HDGD 4503124338
1.75 26.20L D E GF D 9604144420
2.28L 19.58L BC AAEE 0 8606133410
2.24 53.09L D FC 950200340C
.66 6.95L C K KDH 9800020448
3.06 47.86Li D CC 960210320C
1.28L 15.18L F D 8703012100
8.02L 23.96: E F F E DC 970052230C
1.11 26.72L C El CC 9401231218
29.28L 131.58: F F ECDB 7407033228
6.38L 54.23L D BGH 950630332C
.57L 72.33L B AF 4401000008
.66L 39.99L C DH C 9300021008
4.87L 87.88LC B H 940010110C
.79L 7.22L BC AAD 0 5701000000
5.99L 62.54L CD CDGE 0 96A515534C
7.61: 38.58: CDCC EBCC 0 668245334C
1.89 48.39L D DEB 960311000C
1.93 32.55L E NI B 960010320C
4.57L 42.74L DD C 0 960042230C
.92 21.67L D GFA 960131330C
3.66L 66.86L BB AAH 4 930220442C
.44L 42.33L EF BG
1.59 13.25L F LHEEI
5.53L 35.76L C K B
3.33L 62.37L F HAJ
3.85: 43.69L E D .DB
2.71 53.50L D GHC
.601 33.64L 8F BG
1.83L 13.46L C D MD
.52L 7.03L B BC
5.50: 19.31L! CD HBDC







8.29L 200.60L D C C I
3.88L 52.80L F E E
.85L 8.33L CC AC
1.95L 71.52L C F D
.91 9.34: CC HJ EC
21.00L 200.60L F C I
1.48L 10.85L F DH
3.48L 30.30: F F NF HC
1.30 20.94L C C B
2.97L 25.35L D KCEF
3 1 32 X0848-474 21
1 1 23 ASS 59 519
4501100008
950426433C 1 1 5 DC263.0+01.1 223
3501124338 F















10.26L AB AAEB 0 9603000200 01
39.93L C GCC 760234420C
25.33L F CC 950010100C
200.60L BE GAAE 954435643C
34.55: DFF MEBD 960214684C











34.47L BC ABKK 2 460232463C
17.82L D B 4700000000
63.39L BB AA E 0 6401000008
10.13L D M CG 9601141328
56.79L E DDF E 960222432C
8.12L FFF AAA 9 1900100000
39.33 E D GHGD 950004443C
42.15L C AHHJ 86012312OC
8.40L B B 9703010220
32.52L E B 950000020C
74.47: BBDE AAAB 0 954503122C
42.15 BBCC AAAA 1=960333121C
8.60 E D DDB 970323450C
200.60 BCCE EDEB 0 95F135733C
17.06 F E B8 D 970100130C
45.38L C E D 9401131228
2
1 2 5 DC265.2-O0.6 113
1 23 MRSL 262+01/1 407
F 1 32 X0848- 463 29
1 23 MRSL 265 01/1 443
1 5 DC268.2-03.2 93
1 13 220566 B0 11
1 17i1319 18
1
1 231MRSL 262+01/1 427
2 1 17 1320 3
8
1 °41 08493-4342 11
2
1 "41 08493-4339 29
A
1 17:1323 3
1 23 MRSL 262+01/1 281
1
1
1 17 1324 19
1
I 13 220583 MO I
1 13 220584 MA 2
8
1 23 MRSL 264+00/1 14
8 1 32 X0849-419 20
1
1 13 220589 F8 0
1
1 23 MRSL 262+01/1 496






a _ Coord$ SMJ SMN O O 12 pm
(s) ( ) l b C) C) (') N
(I 8
h m. = ,
I
08501 4655 6.4 40 267 2 25 9 1116 3 36
08501-4158 8.6 35 263+ 1 42 4 121 2 .29L
08501-4730 9.1 57 267-2 18 16 90 2 .37
08501-4105 11.2 53 262+ 2 22 4 120 3 3.75
08502-4704 12,0 54 267 2 21 9 115= 2 ,24:
08502--4348 13.1 59 264+ 0 19 7 115 2 ,26:
08502-4249 13,1 4 264+ 1 31 9 113 3 ,39L
08502-4606 16.9 44 266 1 20 5 116, 2 17.02
08502-4038 17.2 28 262+ 2 23 13 121 2 ,25L
08503-4017 18,3 20 262+ 3 75 12 121 2 .26
08504-4208 24.6 43 263+ 1 23 5 118 3 3,41
08504-4651 25.1 38 267-2 28 14 106 2 .33L
08504-4950 27.7 41 269- 4 12 9 125 4 .50
08504-4241 29,929 264+ I 36 7 162 3 .29:
08505-4948 33.2,25 269-4 11 5 124 4 3,44
08505-4641 34.2 29 267-2 71 13 115 2 .26
08506 4629 37.5 24 267-1 30 10 114 2 .68L
08506-4238 38.1 30 264+ 1 58 12 121 2 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 F.m 100 pm Flux Co
(Jansky) Uncs Co
08506-4134 38.4 5 263+ 2 ' 21 10 121 2
08506-4114 38.13 5 263+ 2 33 7 119 3
08506-4146 39.0 28 263+ 2 63 11 121 2
08506-4436 40.5 46 265-0 28 10 115 2
08507-4157 45.1 56 263+ 2 32 7 113 3
08507-4256 45.1 3 264+1 39 10 110 2
08507-4833 45.1j27 268- 3 28 20 101 2
08507--4315 45.151 264+ 1 47 10 114 2
08508-4549 49.8 41 266- 1 54 12 112 2
08508-4404 50.1 59 265+ 0 32 10 113 2
08508--4834 50.7 50 268-3 18 9 106 2
08508-4047 51.3 41 262+ 2 32 8 116 3
08508-4400 51.5 57 265+ 0 48 8 116 2
08508-4334 52.4 26 264+ 1 63 3 116 2
08508-4236 53.6 43 264+ 1 77 17 113 2
08509-4325 55.4 39 264+ 1 23 5 116 2
08509-4839 55.5 32 268--3 21 10 106 2
{)8509-4719 56.4 44 267-2 16 12 102 2
08509-4712 59.4 20 267- 2 23 15 105 2
08510-4159 4.1 9 263+ 2 45 7 117 2
08511--4601 6.2 31 266-- 1 48 3 113 2
08511 4420 67 31 265+ 0 39 12 113 2
08511-4355 7,1 18 265+ 0 38 12 117 2
08511-4131 7.3 55 263+ 2 39 8 118 3
08511--4921 7.6 45 269 3 18 12 115 3
08511 4605 7.7 18 266-- 1 44 8 115 2
08511-4851 8.1 41 268--3 22 12 105 2
08511-4734 8.2 31 267-- 2 18 17 87 2
08511-4229 10.5 26 264+ 1 15 8 116 3
08511--4136 11.0 0 263+ 2 24 7 118 3
08511-4730 11,7 13 267- 2 19 15 100 2
08512-4646 13.5 40 267- 2 17 8 115 3
08512-4507 16,6 36 266 0 29 6 115 2
08512-4834 16,6 48 268- 3 20 11 105 2
08513-4201 19,2 39 263+ 2 17 3 170 3
08513-4857 19,8 51 269 3 15 8 118 3
08513-4317 20.6 55 264+ 1 39 4 114 2
08513-4351 21.8 50 265+ 0 39 6 114 2
[38513-4030 22.1 54 262+ 3 39 16 121 2
08513-4955 23.0 3 269-4 16 12 121 4
38514 4241 24.7 20 264+ 1 26 6 115 3
:)8514-4141 27.2 24 263+ 2 36 10 122 3
38514-4005 28.3 7 262+ 3 37 8 117 3
08514-4425 29.9 34 265+ 0 38 9 113 2
08514-4045 29.9 16 262+ 2 89 18 121 2
[38515-4827 30.2 36 268- 3 24 13 106 2
08515-4409 33.8 17 265+ 0 26 5114 2
[38515-4157 34.1 8 263+ 2 42 3 117 3
[38516-4956 37.4 6 269-3 24 21 56 2
[38516-4942 38,1 8 289 3 45 19 137 2
[38516-4201 38.6 41 263+ 2 52 5 112 2
[38516-4204 39.7 22 263+ 2 29 6 112 2
[38516-4855 40.4 42 269- 3 13 5 128 3
[38516-4338 41,5 58 265+ 1 21 3 116 2
[38517-4501 43.5 21 266 0 28 6 114 2
[38517-4816 43.6 18 268- 2 15 9 143 2
[38517-4326 45.0 1 264+ 1 51 8 116 2
[38517-4525 46.7 18 266 1 22 6 114 2
[38517-4658 46.8 13 267 2 30 26 88 2
[38518-4352 48,8 26 265+ 0 82 18 114 2
38518 4130 49.7 26 263+ 2 46 3 120 3
38518-4626 52.1 18 267- 1 40 9 114 2
38518 4207 53,4 17 263+ 2 23 6 116 3
[38519-4239 55.4 57 264+ 1 33 9 165 2
[38519-4339 55,6 6 265+ 1 31 10 116 2
[38519-4316 56,1 29 264+ 1 42 31 118 2
_8519-4149 57,9 23 263+ 2 27 9 121 2
[38519 4015 58,2 24 262+ 3 26 7 116 3
[38520-4412 0.2 22 265+ 0 30 7 116 2
[38520-4303 0.3 43 264+ 1 23 14 116 2
[38520-4231 2.5 2 264+ 1 51 7 118 3
[38520- 4655 2,7 3 267 1 20 15 102 2
08520-4118 4.7 47 263+ 2 22 10 113 3
08520-4359 5.1 4 265+ 0 58 15 116 2
08520-4709 5,7 26 267- 2 19 11 105 2
08521-4134 6,3 27 263+ 2 271 9 116 2
P8521-4349 8.9 45 265+ 1 34 11 t14 2
08521-4658 9.0 33 267- 2 23 14 105 2
08521-4258 9.1 4 264+ 1 18 15 94 2
_521-4119 9.9 54 263+ 2 29 8 118 2
08521-4719 10,2 50 267 2 18;13 101 2
08521 4908 10.7 0 269 3 26 18 105 2!
.27L .68L 9.75L C CHi
.28: 2.88 39.33L E D H F I
.25L 1.13L 13.33L B C
1.05 3.42L 58,08L BB AA,
.42L 2.86 18.94 C FD BDI
1.97 7.35L 21.31L DC HEI
.38L 3.52 42.15L F J Dn
18.98 24.33 18.13 BBCC AA,
1.06L .48 7,62: CD Gn
.25L ,78L 18.75L D GMI
1.22 4.74L 55.23L DB AA
.36L 4.30L 24.25 E EFI
.25L .89L 9.65L B BCI
.26: 5.80 34.47: CDEE DD_
2.21 1.17L 9.93L BB AAI
.25L .71L 28.19L C F
.35L 1.58 11,80 CC MG(




















































































1.38 23.06L D I
3.52: 22.16 CECF ECI
2.75 10.35L F D F I
3.87L 42.62L F B D
6.27L 34.08L DD BB_
2.22 28.68L F
13.53: 73.50L CDF GFI
4.54L 47.25L F D
.80: 10.24 DC
14.20: 40.74L CDE DDI
24,22: 169.05: DDDF BAI
4.63L 56.57L C B L I
8.38L 27.04L D DCI
2.34 42.61L E HI
4.19L 70.98L F J I
29.76: 86.42: BBDD BAr
9.92: 97.62L DFE AAI
1.06L 4190L F B B I
1.61L 17.99L FF EBI
454.66L 618.44L D F B
1,03 10.34L C
2.34L 28.27L E J D(
3.50L 47.96L E E
5.00L 71.50L CC ACI
3.03L 39.98L E D
.96L 27.74L E CF(
3.26L 36.27L D B
1AOL 9,80L D CI
4.72 23.77 CEC FE(
2.38L 19.97: CC F CA(
1,30L 12.46L E BI
53L 32.37L BD AC
.81L 7.89L B BH,
14.72L 104.03L C B(
454.66 818.44 BBCD AAI
2.28L 33.05L CE AB
4.30L 32.00L E GE,
1.51 38.33L D ME
.86 19.06L D
4,46L 82.09L B AH
2.72 50,19L DCF EBI
3,13: 21.09L DC Ci
,40L 46.82L CC BB
4,52L 23.32L CC BB
.56: 6.19 EE EE
1.65L 22.81L C BCI
8.35L 16.73: C F Met
2.95L 618.44L D Dt
1.30L 9.39 D F E [
1,54L 21,70 C E F
4.67L 618.44L F BB
10,84L 618.44L D A[
1,47L 36.24L BC AA[
4,67 18,41 COD B(
,89 7AlL EBC AAI
5,90 44,83L CCE AA)
3,39 26,01L D F [
4.34 8.76 CCCC CCI
1.90 21.96L F F [
2.39L 18.61 D Df
3.21 51.45L DF F [
7.02L 26.15 F D DH(
10.84L 27.99 C D AI
3.12 13.32 F FD El
4.67L 45.55L C CC(
4.28L 14.71 D
1.56: 20.51L DE DE
3.64L 39.82L CD AC
32.92 92.21: RCEF AA(
4.52: 30.02L CDF BD r
1.98 67.45L C C GF(
1A3L 18.39L C BB
6.35L 61.34L FE BE_
2.60 21.77L D HG(
.78L 11,97L CC AA
10,57L 60,76: F E El
1.75L 42.20L C AFt
2.88 18.72L C L
3.06 48.49L E F G [
5.64L 74.79L D ADI
2.43L 14.55 C C BHF
3.09L 46.06L C G
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Ma 8
MRSL 264 + 00/1



























*ConfusiOn Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3] Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sot'ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources F_V).
240




h m. * ,
)8522 4145 12.729 263+ 2 18 11 121 2
38522-4704 13.9 2 267- 2 24 12 106 2
38523--4335 18.340 265+ 1 35 12 113 2
_8523--4313 19.150 264+ 1 38 9 116 2
)8523-4528 20.415 266--1 41 8 117 2
38523-4408 21.133 265+ 0 45 18 113 2
38523-4918 21.8 3 269-- 3 20 3 126 3
)8524-4318 25.832 264+ 1 40 5 117 2
)8524-4217 27.4 4 264+ 2 31 8 117 3
38524-4518 29.140 266- 0 21 3 159 2
)8525-4159 33.821 263+ 2 63 12 121 2
)8525-4840 34.255 268- 3 17 10 112 3
38525--4206 35.417 263+ 2 29 11 121 2
)8525-4814 35.528 268- 2 17 8 106 2
)8526--4802 36.251 268- 2 15 7 106 2
)8527-4357 44.537265+ 1 33 121132
)8527-4329 47.2 5 265+ I 54 16 114 2
)8528-4501 48,149 266- 0 37 9 115 2
)8528-4007 51,4 6 262+ 3 40 10 113 3
)8529-4523 57.223266- 0 17 61162
I
)8529-4425 59.512265+ 0 57 10 ! 1122
38530--4151 4.052263+ 2 43 61202
38530-4227 4.330264+ 2 32 6 _1172
)8530-4922 5.247269-3 30 121203
)8531-4907 9.047 269-3 26 10 119 3
38531-4557 11.234 266--1 33 8 116 2
)8532-4254 13.913264+ 1 50 10!115 =C
)8533-4829 19,532268- 2 17 8 i 1432
38533-4000 21,040262+3 25 51183)8533-496421552'289-3 28 8 375
)8533--4417 21.660265+ 0 34 71142
)8533--4316 23.1 28 264+ t 29 9 114 2
)8533-4101 24.054263+ 3 51 121222
)8534-4345 25.344265+ 1 4712111 2
38534-430125.427264+13871162
)8534-4231 27.239264+232 i! 162)8534-4927 28.3 30 269- 3 8 176
38535-4724 30.4 26 268- 2 18 107 2
28535-4117 30.5 3, 263+ 2 30 10 40 3
)8535-4800 32.5 41 268- 2 17 10 105 2
38536-4202 36.8 2 264+ 2 90 20 121 2
38536-4713 37.2 15 267- 1 27 13 106 2
38536--4433 37.4 46 265+ 0 45 10 14 2
)8536-4331 40.3 7 265+ 1 38 10 t16 2
28536-4917 41.3 25 269-3 11 3 170 4
)8537-4921 42.5 49 269- 3 14 8 143 5
)8537-4123 45.3 7 263+ 2 31 12 120 2
)8537-4437 47.1 56 266+ 0 34 10 115 2
)8537-4217 47.9 12! 264+ 2 43 10 114 2
)8538-4407 49.3 40 285+ 1 26 6 115 2
38538-4329 49.7 17 265+ 1 63 9 115 2
)8539-4432 57,3 26 265+ 0 31 7 116 2
38539-4545 57.517 266-- 0 39 11 115 2
;)8539-4110 57,510263+3 45 101212
38539 4413 59.0 41 265+ 1 25 6 !1162
{)8540-4240 2.556264+ 2 80 141112
08540-4316 3.218265+ 1 23 i 1115 _
38540-4027 3.346262+ 3 48 1 121
38540-4818 4.2 49 268- 2 14 120 3
38540 4736 5.3 58 268-2 16 10'106 2
)8541-4824 9.3 29 288-2 15 6 117 3
38542-4127 14.1 13 263+ 2 25 14 175 2
98542-4440 16.9 44 266+ 0 53 11 115 2
385424221 16,946264+2 43 1211121
08,3-411020.751,3+3244 118
98543-411822.33263+23011115
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color CorRcted)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /zm 25 ftm 60 /.¢m
(s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N (]ansky)
08544-4022 24.8 27 262+ 3 42 12 114 2 .30
08544-4431 29.5 44 266+ 0 20 7 116 i 180.3208545-4315 31.7 9 265+ 1 27 4 114 1,50
08545-4753 32.7 20 266-- 2 21 14 105 .32
I
98545-4235 33.4 44 264+ 2 32 I 5 118 2 2.91
08545-48443356=5269-_161 6168 4 73L
08546-4013 36.1 v 262+ _ _102 181212 ,39L
38546-4350 36.453265+1 32 I 51142 9.89
08546-4254 39.01 264+ 1 34 81142 29,31
08546-4508 39.919266+ 0 50 301132 .25L
38546-4400 41.141265+ 1 34 61162 .79
08546-4929 41.334 269- 3 20 10 143 3 .26L
085464021 41.534262+ 3 28 17121 2 .25L
085484331 41,6 4265+ 1 29 91152 .72
08546-4258 41.6 3264+ 1 35 71142 1,94
08546-4735 41.7 5268-2 19 t5 782 ,30L
08547 4716 45.7 5 268- 1 22 8 107 2 1.79
08547-4852 47.153 269 - 2 12 5 131 4 2.12
08548-4307 48.823264+ 1 67 101112 .28L
08548-4101 49.2. 13 263+ 3 28 11 117 3 .25L
08548-4433 52.8 22 266+ 0 25 6 116 2 5.62
08549-4647 54.8 16 267- 1 33 21 103 2 .28L
08549-4223 55.5 12 264+ 2 42 10 113 2 39
08549-4327 56.734265+ 1 21 81142 .84
08549-4249 57.355264+ 2 32 71122 1.51
08549-4254 57.735264+ 220 71132 3.37
08549-4722 58.E 43 268- 1 17 6 146 2 1.02
08549-4135 58,720263+ 2 71 17121 2 1,88L
08549-4824 159.947269- 2 13 3 684 .25:
08551-4013 7.422262+ 3 63 16121 2 ,29L
08551-4242 7.850264+2 44 31132 .46L
08551-4344 7.843265+1 20 516212 2.65
08551-4523 9.8' 52266- 0 36 9 116 '2 1.09












































































I00 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
17.79L FD DCDL ' 960221622C
24,19L C B C 8801201210
21,68L E KBC 970113441C
35.8OL C B D )600220OOC
7.04L DD AHBj !04700000000
54.53L D 660210210C
23.15: CDDC ECCC 5950605544C
14.39L BC AACG 1 170010110C
55.64L B BN 450221682C
13.35L D E B C C 6643033330
12.99L DD HF B L 660223331C
76.93L B BF 940000011C
11.42: DE HCC 460212531C
25.40L CD AAC 764302121C
67.98L BC ARC 0850300110(3
14.46 ED LCB 570301130C
29.86L D HC 170000010C
6.74L BE A K 1 6600000000
41,58L B C G 9400001128
5,62L BC AB 1 3701002110
29,92L C B E 860100020C
6.45L CD J DBC 970111210C
47.20L BC AAKD 0750102330C
32.80L E E B C 970323350C
43.54L B A 960100000C
8.76L DC BAB 1640000000
43.64L E BE 950100000(3
19.87 CDEE CDBB 0960201230C
35,34L BE ABI J 9 9400212328
43.36L B SCE 950111000(;
38.40: E E F A A A 960000000C
67.82: D E DCFD i96C104333C
7.24 D D F D D 960000020C
25.46L CC DD GFBF 560001020C
30.57L CAA 0 197010000(0
32,82 BCED ABAA 0 i760002240C I
43,97L DCF ABE 2754122330C!
10,05L BDC AAA 1 390200111042
21.41L E L DCB 950300342C
20.10L C FCAB ,960300011C
9.43 D CI B 960100020C
29.35L D J CCB 9802012300 I
28,83L D A D 780020310C
28.33L CC SB 3970020311C
19.09 CCEF ECCA 5970427651C=
43,15L BD ACCC 4970247681C
27.91: C F I FD 950123635C
20.27L C B K 880020110C
32.88L C BC 1950212110C
26.13L BC AAAB 2878020122C
28.72L D C 970220322C
28.43L FCE EAAB 0680020310C'
11.74L E CHF 1600000000
9.16 OD KDB 960010140C
26,13L BCD BACC 3580022031C
43.10L D B 750111121C
20.09L CE BBH 970121332C
4.65: DD DB ,9600OO000C
650113522C I58.96L SF AF 0
38.00L DD ABED 1 980102110C
76.26L DCC CAAA 1 640111321C _
4.58: DD CD 9701120030
28.97L E C ¢o80100000C
53.68L F GBD 97010000CC
44.28L BC AB E 0940020020C
30.44L O CK 950100030C
74,91L E D 9300101208
28,43L BBE AAAA 5582010312Cl21
30.26L BF AB 2 970021311C
46.51L D BL 750110121C
29.17L BC AA 1 960001101C!
i
37.77L CC EBE 860314634C
13.68L C CD 9501000008
33.13L DC AA 8 86010000013 18
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
8 22 I
111171341"41 08523--4336 54
3 "13 221To40 K5 6
1 17 1342 15
8 1 32 X0852- 492 86
3 "13 220642 K5 10




4 2 "41 08529-4425 7
2
I
4 "17 1347 24
I_ :4_ 08533-441876534 1816
"41 08534-4301 16
1
1 23 MRSL 267-01/1 128
2
I
6 3 I " 5 DC265.4+00.2 229
8 2 "41 08536-4331 5
3 1 32 X0853-492 5
3
2 1 32 X0853-413 110
2 °41 08537-4437 8
2 " 7 V620 54
I!'4108538-4329 43"4108539-4431 49
3 "13220669 3
1 "41 08540--4241 32
3 *41 08540-4316 18
1 "41 08541-4737 59
2 2 '41 08545-4432 26
3 "41 08545--4315 6
2
2 "41 08545-4235 4
B













193.60 1343.72 2098.23: DBCF BAAB 0920242322C
,35L 2.65L 12,28 C GED 4501002220
.25: 1.93L 8,52 8DcD C ABI C 0580101100C I
.25L 1.18 10.85 G CB 580210050C
.25L 1,OlL 6.88 D K DC 9600202328
.30L 2.63L 35.60L B BE 980210232C
12.05 72.72L 32.79L F B BAA 0971142332C
.27 3.13L 46.81L F DCB 970101120C
.93 1.62L 15.38L BC AB 0 9904132200
.79 4.58L 67.30L BB ABC 5950411400C
.25L 1.77 32.37L D B 970011000C
.30L 1.43: 13.69 DC II DC 968103223C
3.21 .92L 21.65L BB AADE 0 580010112C
.33L 2.95 18.40L F GC 9900011310
27L 2.47L 44.29L B CI 970000000C
.34 1.02: 37.17L BCD B E B 01980120230C
.50L 2.52L 34.03L C AF 770220000C
2.84: 1343.72L 305.09L BD DE BA 0 854152432C
4.16 21.33 38.17: DDCE CAAA 0 7804131300
.25L 1.08 5.21L F L D 7801113310
.65 6.07 17.74L DCC EAAA 0 660300121C
.63L .62L 4,40 D I F C 9600000008
.33L 1.54 39.60L D I C 860102222C
8,55 15.60 29.31: CBF E AAAC 3764301222C
.47 1.11L 8.21L BD AAKE 0 3600100000
.39L 1.32L 18.75L B A E 9904000100
B 8 "20 G264,292




B 3 5 DC264.3+01.5
1"4108546-4734
;il 5 DC264.5+01.5
3 °13 220683 K5
3 ° 5 DC264.3+01.5
08550 4722













*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
241
Right Ascension: 08h55m18'-08h57"47 •
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
a 5 a G Coords SMJ SMN O 12 y.m 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 _m
h m . , (s) (') I b (') (') (') (Jansky)
08553--4023 1262+ .5 .i .4 5.4
08553 - 4856 269- .4 .; 3.0 49.4
08553-4303 264+ .2 1.E 7.0 33.1
08553-4929 269- 2.5 .E 5.3 47.C
08553-4310 265+ .3 .4 3.1 44.2.
08554 - 4217 264 + .2 .3 1.4 9. 7
08554 - 4736 268 .2, .3 2.8_ 31.0
08555- 4722 268- .9 .g 13.3, 22.4
08555 4521 266- .31 .3 .7 8.4
08555 - 4244 264 + .74 3.4 9.1_ 26.5
08555 - 4 267 - .Sq .5 5.1 : 15.9
08555 - 4412 265 + .2! .3 2.4( 16. 5
08556 - 4113 263 + .2! .2 .7, 4.2
06556-4819 269 .21 ,2 3.1! 142.8.
08556 - 4330 265 + .7' .7 .9( 8.4;
08556-4725 268- .4_ .6 12.71 32.7!
08556-4954 270- .6_ .2; 4.3( 58.0;
08556 - 4002 262 + .8; .2: .7_ 40.54
08556 - 4729 268 - .5_ 1.3 9.4; 59.0;
08557 4323 265 + .2,= 2.0q 7.61 33.2
08558 - 4103 263 + .2_= .1 _ .5; 8.0(
08558 - 4739 268 - .3; 3! 2.9E 38.3(
08558 - 4230 264 + .27 1.5l 2.4_ 31.0!
08558- 4223 264 + .4E .3l 4.21 32.0(
08559- 4046 263 + .25 .2; .63 3.5(
08559-4238 264+ .2E 1.0, 6.38 66.0'
08559 4339 265+ 38 2 =. 1.2E 36.9(
08559- 4908 269- .29 3; 4.91 19.2;
08559 4212 264+ 1.41 .4E 239 43.1_
08559-4140 264+ .50 .2; 1.37 13.21
08559-4716 268- 3.67 1.51 1.02 17.6_
08561 - 4347 265 + 1.86 1.1C 2.22 7.71
08561 - 4055 263 + .25 .25 .67 3.9E
08561-4840 269- .96 .3E 2.09 52.54
08562-4238 264+ 1.99 .45 14.63 66.01
08562-4229 264+ .90 1.01 38.42 569.03
08562--4700 268-- 1.44 2.05 44.24 167.71
08562--4822 .>69-- , 1.68 .45 9.731 79.42
08563 - 4711 ?68-- 51.90 441.82 329850 3153.86
08563-4117 .)63+ : 1.71 .79 .471 4.59
08563 4225 .)64+ ; 15.30 51.78 328.43 569.03
08563-4910 .>69- ', .281 .43 3.07: 46.81
08564-4042 -)63+ : .59 .34 .771 3.05
08564 4401 ._65+ " .831 .25 1.07 22.34
08564-4828 _9- : .91 .32 5.631 132.98
08564 -4655 .>68- " .83l .32 5.29 22.91
08564-4016 !63+ ." .28 .25 .851 28.85
08564-4415 ._66+ " .50 .25 1.841 28.41
08565 - 4318 !65 + " .251 .53 5.13 14.75:
08565 4912 !69- -" .251 .50 2.07: 36.581
08565-4430 _66+ 1 .56 .42 2.531 26.661
08565-4730 !68- 1 1.07L .79 7.80[ 42.041
08565-4904 !69- ; .26t .33 6.82L 27.32
08566-4902 _69- _ 1.39 .78 3.34L 31.811
08566-4829 !69- ; .32: .63 4.60L 132.981
08566-4458 !66+ C .93 .47: .70L 19.901
08566-4313 155+ 2 32 30 7.86: 20.66:
08567-4708 68- 1 .99 2.561 14.98L 24.83l
08567-4449 66+ C .51 .261 .68L 7.541
08567-4336 65+ 1 .90: 1.25 5.78L 36.391
08567-4504 66+ 0 .28L .55 5.04 8.49L
08567-4805 68- 2 .25L 1.29 6.34: 48.13L
08568-4826 69- 2 .96 1.51 22.21: 132.98
08568 4835 69- 2 .66 .41: 5.86L 17.76
08568-4735 68- 1 .69 .62L 14.67L 49.11L
08568 4740 68- 1 .77 .661. 4.87L 30.53L
08568-4232 64+ 2 .68 2.78 8.28: 42.42L
06569-4931 70- 3 1.75 .73 4.62L 78.42L
08569-4230 64+ 2 .25L .36 2.69L 44.18L
08569-4339 65+ 1 .39L .34 2.05L 30.54L
08569-4928 70- 3 .53 .27L 4.94L 69.45L
085704139 54+ 3 .41 ,69L 1.53L 11.89L
08570-4059 53+ 3 1.23L .25L .60L 8.54
08571-4232 54+ 2 1.22 .46L 2.6OL 32.36L
08571-4215 54+ 2 .26L .25L 1.23 46.12L
08572-4706 _8- 1 1.20L 2.34 1.11L 11.06L
085724028 53+ 3 .25L .25L .74 6.94:
08572-4918 59 2 .28 .62L 3.69L 41.49L
08572-4322 55+ 2 .25L .92 3.45L 31.99L
08573 4825 59- 2 .58 .80 6.08 132.98L
08573-4718 _8- 1 )73.15 279.71S 3.92L 568.23S
08573-4100 _3+ 3 96: .51 .80L 7.28L
08574-4812 39- 2 .85 3.62 15.15 26.32
08574-4006 _3+ 4 .25L .43 4.68 10.28
08574-4424 _6+ 1 .39L .25L 1.12 8.08L
08574-4254 ._5+ 2 .25L .28: 3.66 12.72
08574-4223 M+ 2 .25L .48 1.18: 23.52L
08574-4926 r0- 2 .87 .47 4.87L 89.60L
08575-4904 _9- 2 .23 .25L 3A8L 43.38L
08575-4330 15+ 1 19.67 24.52 )03.70: 746.73L
08575 4959 '0- 3 .32 ,27L 2.00L 5.83:
08575-4048 k3+ 3 3.79 1.66 .44L 6.41L
08576-4314 15+ 2 4.48 25.92 47.01 2637:
08576-4334 i5+ 1 66.78: 582.01: 133.44: M6,73
08576-4837 i9- 2 .81L .80 536: 12.66:
08576-4320 i5+ 2 .33L 1.89 2525 3233L
08576 - 4805 _9- 2 .60 .52L 3.382"94L 56.60i55"03L08577-4003 _3+ 4 .65 .22 .43 39.33L085774858 _9- 2 2.84L .31







































































































































































































Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
Associations
Sep





















































a _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
h m. o , (s) () ) b C) C) (') N
)8578 4751 69._ 42 268-1 15 4 ,117 3 .2SL .62
)8578-4908 49.9 25 269- 2 3t 8 110J 5 .73 .37:
)8578-4400 51.5 31 266+ 1 22 9 115 2 .28L .26:
)8578-4300 52.4 31 265+ 2 26 8 116 2 .25L .72L
)8579-4240 55.3 39 265+ 2 36 7 113 2 1.26 .29
)8580-4729 1.8 27 268- 1 13 3 16 3 1,40L 3.36
)8580 4415 2.0 55 266+ 1 51 10 116 2 .27L .47
)8580-4339 3.626 265+ 1 33 8 113 2 1.25 1.33
)8580-4412 4.9 47 266+ 1 29 6 117 2 1.48 .64L
)8580-4344 5.8 30 265+ 1 26 5 116 2 1.73 4.66
)6581 4408 6.4 58 266+ 1 44 10 116 2 .65 .30:
)8581-4147 6.6 4 264+ 3 22 7 112 2 2.26 1.67
)9581-4433 7.4 3 266+1 50 31 111 2 .25L .25L
)8581-4422 8.7 66 268+1 39 46112 2 .52L .92)8581-4939 10.fl2 270-3 751110 .25L .25L
)8581-4008 11.733 263+4 20 9115 3 .25L .25L)8562_4103,1 026263+326 5114,2 386 105
)8582-4224 13.0 39 264+ 2 ! 25 9 113 2 ,42 .77
)8582-4221 13.5 6 264+ 2 35 11 114 2 ,31 .97L
)8582-4026 13.8 14 263+ 4 40 10 115 3 .32 .25L
)8582-4335 13.9 24 265+ 2 32 9 163 2 .64: .77:
)6582-4053 16.8 22 263+ 3 45 26 118 2 .25L .25L
)6582-4330 17.g 17 265+ 2 19 6 163 2 4.92 3.87
)8583-4719 19,1 51 268- 1 15 6 130 4 6.77 34.08:
)8583-4909 19.2 39 269- 2 8 3 139 5 2.67 1.39
)8583-4337 19.7 42 265+ 1 29 7 116 2 .39 .77
)8583-4333 23.3125 265+2 I 18 6 116 2 6.79 4.77
)8583-4921 23.8 44 270- 2 11 3 126 5 1.31 .45
)8584-4907 27.8 11 269- 2 24 11 109 3 .28L .30L
)8585 4715 i31.5 55 268-1 22 3 148 3 2,84 2,68
)8585-4325 32.1 32 265+ 2 18 6 115 2 5.86 3.28
)8585-4819 132.2 13 269-2 78 13 135 2 2.74L .45L)8585-4124 33.1 264+ 3 46 12 111 2 .25L .41L
)8585--4307 33.8 43 265+ 2 72 15 113 2 .41L .25L
)8585--4033 34.1 30 263+ 4 29 3 115 3 .35 .27L
)8586-4848 38.3 47 269- 2 14 6 156 5 2.31L ._8
)8586-4815 39.5 53 269- 2 I 11 5 125 5 1.91 .74
)8587-4913 43.7 23 270-2 21 9 116 4 .32: .29
)8587-4708 43.9 28 268- 1 13 5 141 3 6,30 2.87:
)8587-4419 44.0 30 266+ 1 41 9 113 2 .25L .62:
)8587-4306 45.2 59 265+ 2 83 8 116 2 .28 .25L
)8587-4352 45.5 55 266+ 1 30 3 116 2 1.70L 1.41
)8587-4250 45.6 26 265+ 2 61 9 115 2 .37 .62L
)8587 4733 46.3 46 268- 1 15 5 160 4 .58: 1.30L
)8587-4334 47.7 45 265+ 2 57 11 116 2 .64L .59
)8587-4019 47.7 32 263+ 4 18 16 120 2 .25L .43L
)8588-4747 48.2 37 268-1 42 3 112 4 1.19L .73L
)8588-4701 48.5 3 268-1 28 17 105 2 1.06L .79
)8588--4347 49.1 43 265+ 1 33 5 117 2 5.86 16.00
)8588-4209 50.3 14 264+ 3 19 14 162 2 .63L .25L
)8589-4847 54.E 51 269- 2 16 8 3 3 .91L .76
)8589-4727 56.3 48 268-1 20 3 129 5 .46: 5.55
)8589-4423 56.7 44 266+ 1 23 8 114 2 .47: 1.16
)8589-4845 57.3 49 269- 2 67 10 110 2 1.18L .42
)8589-4417 57.4 9 286+ I 22 8 113 2 1.32 1.46
)8589-4714 58.0' 6 268- 1 13 3 47 4 2.15: 13.5t
)8589-4849 58.6 40 269-2 18 6 132 4 .51: .74
)8589-4129 59.1 38 264+ 3 27 15 109 2 .52L .25L
)6590--4904 3.7148 269-2 12 5 122 5 .46: .88:
)8590-4840 5.014 269-2 40 3 118 3 2.40L 1.22L
)8590-4829 5.026 269-2 19 8 135 5 1.07 1.24
)8591-4005 7.6 30 263+ 4 61 15 120 2 .27L .25L
)6591-4723 10.6 9 288- 1 17 9 135= 2 1.30: 1.55
)8591-4939 11.3 21 I 270- 2 12 6 126 I 3 4.24 1.71
)8592-4359 12.2 17 266+ 1 34 7 116 2 .25L .55L
)8592-4409 14.4 2 286+ 1 23 8 114 2 .79 .32L
)8592-4756 16.8 50 I 269- 1 13 3 126 4 .49 .51L)8593-4200 18.4 10 264+ 35 10 117 2 1.11 .40:
)8593--4220 20.1 55 264+ 2 48 19 114 2 .25L .78L
)8593-4055 20.8 42 263+ 3 20 9 115 2 1.00 .23:
)8593-4933 21.1 52 270-2 12 5 16413 2.62 .99
)8593-4910 23.2 44 270- 2 11 9 137 I4 ,43 .39:
)8594-4834 25.2 0 269- 2 10 9 1163! 5 1.23 3.28L
)8594 4019 26.3 29 283+ 4 50 8 113 2 .27L .25L
)8594-4924 27.8 2 270-2 15 8 91 4 .46 .25L
)8594-4733 28.8 47, 268- 1 13 3 124 4 .74: .66
)8696-4858 30.4 _, 269- 2 24 3 13o, 5 .39 .70L
)8595 4838 31.2 _ 1289- . 64 7 109 2 1.04L 1.20
)8595-4906 32.1 50 I 270- 2 18 11 112 4 1.48L 1.18L
38595-4847 32.8 20 269- 2 21 10 108 5 1.49L 1.29L
38595-4816 32.9 20 269- 1 73 17 135 2 .82L 1.17L
38595-4230 35.9 14 265+ 2 21 11 116 2 .72 .25:
38596-4811 36.2 1 289-1 196 15 104 35 1.12L .4338596-4729 36.6 52 268-1 164 1.63 1,48
38597--4823 43.1 10 269-1 8 4148 5 2.80 5.60
08597 4723 46.8 6 268-1 23 8 103 5 1.09L .58
38598-4902 48.4 60 270- 2 16 7 1123 3 .91L .52
38598-4854 51,0 55 269- 2 18 3 I 73 4 1.39 .59
08598-4706 51.5 50 266- 1 19 3 141 4 1,04 .96:
38598-4732 52.2 18 268- I 13 9 167 2 .99 1.06L
08599-4738 56.2 36 268- 1 17 8 109 3 1.15: 1.21
08599 4008 57.014 263+4 24 15 119 2, .57L .25L
08599-4013 58.539 263+4 50 9 1t4 31 .25L .25L27 8 123 .95L .86L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L




Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
2.96: 29.60L CD AAA 990200230C
1,90: 90.48L BCF BBB 0 960250010C
2.50 10.89: DDD DCA 990110030C
3.53 14.46: CC KAC 8900002310
.73L 7.88L BD AC 9900000000
11.67: 80.83L D F E B O F 984232400F
.87L 10.47L D C 9701421210 1
21.86: 106.12L EFF DBCD 9 970232200C
1.70L 47.36L B ACOE 650232121C 1
23.96 55,87L BBD AAAB 1 972310200C
3.29L 47.71L CD BC 0 880122110C 1
.71L 12.26L BC AA 0 4701000000
.77L 11.10 D I F 9900001110
3.41 8.09( CC 'EAAG 9700111000
.75L 5.64 D CB 980120131C
1.37 10"30L I BC C DBG 8600021448




31.58L :BC CBC 0 980111111C
47.46L C BF 97011000OC
49.47L C B 7401100018
69.50L 283.38L FF BCDF 7 960444621C
.52: 7.63 E F DD 9640012300
218.88L 653.80L FF DCBB 0 950332421C
468.83L 1691.72L CD BBCE 7 940546332F
4.37L 60.68L A B AA 3 971542361C
61.21L 25.25L I E F CFG 9 982244622C
22.50L 200.90L'BC AAME 6 961332421C

































1.84 65"99L IF E C GB 970351401C38,27L 387,61L DBFH 6 962747132F
2.53L 21.98L FF AA 9 990310000C
1,51 41.25L D GDB 980030220F
1.30 11.72L C KCC 9703011100
1.39 9.73L C D 8900100100
.61L 5.62: IcD _ CGHD 860101031811.15L 16.02: BEB 994341560F
3.69L 31.97L BC AAD 4 780010210F
5.20L 23.04: DF C CDDB 970402381C
36.08L 51.65L BF ABC 0 981818621F
7.30 26.27 EDD RBA 9601213210
.50L 12.08L C C E 7900100100
6.03 31.81L CD :1 AAF 980410210C
.57L 6.69L C BN 9900000000
15.89L 54.32 liED O DCDC 980223520F9.71L 103.74L GCFH 870512522C
5.01: DE I DD 9701000208
26.22L F CCD 990242477F
88.12L F CBG 980512011F
54.60L EIBD AAAA 0 970620231C
11.04 F GLEC 970304320C
64.77L F HBCJ 980341560F
52.26L F C BDG 3 982669400F
11.84L CDD CAAO 0 9701112210
27.19L E B 990351660F
31.15L FC =AAH 0 561111321C
551.26: FCDF DAAB 969837822F
47.37L DO BCA 9 984582560F
9.61L F BB 7631002110
32.98L CCC CDBB 0 987857941F
332.03L E J C 960133542F
I
76.14: CEFOIcBFC 7 978249646F
3.09: DD CDDC 7804000008
28.72L EE DBC 0 990759710F
36AOL AB IAAED 4 950210231C
43.95L D CA B 88000OO00C
3t.02L C BC 760102010C
8.05: C E CEKB 990100030F
8.49L BD AB 0 9800000000
7.31 C KKB 9800000100
11.45L CE AHFI 0 9503010510
40.86LI B B AAB 1 950310220C
98.71L SD BC 0 950524671F
332.03 F EF CDCB 8 96D449873F
40.16L O C 7400000108
41.34L B B H 963110122C
57.29L DE DBDB 980648930F 2
69.84L D E DDF i4 970795953F 8
10.66L 332.03L E GA H 963499994F
3.75L 18.31 E GCBB 980766741F
7.00 44.82: FF DEBB 982289973F 8
I
1.13: 12.52 ED! DB 590212230F
.49L 7.84L DE BD 0 9900000000
3.86L 42.44L E C ,58_ 10040F
22.75L 244.58L CE ABCG 9 97378992OF 2
52.21 166.07 CBCE BAAA 0 976534421F
24.06L 43.51L E BDI 3 990749951F
2.63: 58.11L F D MC B 970665520F
7.76L 53.10L CF ACEB 9 980674960F
t2.93: 76.44: DFFE CDBB 0 976327642F
27.08L 14706.72L F B F 920699961F 2
16.63L 14706.72L EE DBM 9 921455753F 2
1.44 5.19: CE L DE 7600100318
2.84 28.01L C KGCF 7402101008
1.28 35.63L E B 990210010F
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 "41 08578-4300 44 4
2 "20 0265.150 428
1 "41 08580-4344 15 7
4
4 1 32 X0858-401 88 4
2 3 13 220730 F8 2 43
3 " 7 424867 9
1 "41 08582-4220 27
4
1 20 G265.150 380
1 20 G265.150 459
2 23 MRSL 268-00/1 351
6
1 20 G265.150 491
2 "20 0265.150 469
4 3 13 220735 K0 10 73
1 23 MRSL 268-00/1 326
2 " 5 DC265,0+01.7 453
3 °13 220739 A0 36 100
4
2 "23 MRSL 286-00/1 596
1 "41 08587-4307 16
2 "41 08587-4250 17
B 1 32 X0858-478 98 11
2 14 211-SC 50C 52
1 5 DC286.0 + 01.2 435
1 23 OCL 0766 76
1 23 MRSL 268-00/1 594
1 7 WRA 317 15
2 "17'1365 15
1 5 DC268.1-00.6 274
09000-4755 1.2 35 269- 1
09002-4732 12.1 7 268- 1 10 3 141 5 120.52 1962.02 11876.81 14706.72 CBCC BAAA 9 92F756775F 81 2 3 20 G268.454
09002-4123 14.1 48 264+ 3 54, 10 116 21 .52 .25L .86L 11.91L C C 9600000000
09002 4020 14.6 39 263+ 4 18 6 168 21 .57L 8.55 24.37 25.44: FCE DDC 9541132328 3 1 32 X0900-403
09003-4348 19.9 20 286+ 2 38 10 112 2 .38 .25L 1.68L 27.10L E C M 660101000C
09003--4932 21.1 44 270- 2 12 8 128 3 .25L .56 1.40 40.72L CC BA 96Ol12100C
09003-4925 22.732 270- 2 30 16 106 2 .25L .28L 3.44L 17.58 F HDB 970802433C








a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O8ct
hm. = , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N
)9004-4739 26.3 53 269-1 32 9,135 2_ .38L
i39005--4707 31.0 7, 268- 1 10 3 1138 5 4.15
)9006-4905 39.5 34! 270- ¢ 35 o, 22 4 3.34L)_o6-463o 41.o21'269- 1 13 7 1. 3 8.43:39ooe-4o1641.1t5 a65+4 41 9 1132 .2SL) 7_4639,2892,,_0 39 71092 56,
=07_48274635 269_111 i 125,133 16.0219007--4030 47.3 53 263+ 4 29 1 112 .25L
)9008-4628 49.6 56 268- 0 28 109 2 .25L
39008-4241 51.6 24 265+ 2 39 10 113 2 .79
)9008-4824 51.7 7 269-1 19 8 109 3 2.45
)9008-4724 52.0 24 268-1 16 3 123 5 .53:
)9009-4832 54.9 16 269- 1 8 3 29 3 4.86
)9009--4636 55.4 0 269--1 21 6 172 2 2.77L
)9009-4101 56.2 15 264+ 4 43 9 116 2 .92
)9009-4844 57.4 8 269-2 12 8 124 5 .97
39009-4317 58.4 23 265+ 2 35 10 115 2 .40
39010-4857 1.7 24 270- 2 16 12 20 3 .74L
39010-4743 4.7 54 ' 269- 1 22 7 124 4 1.75L
39011-4128 9.4 5 264+3 27 14 109 2 .25L
39011-4900 10.1 27 270-2 16 3 179!3 .45L
39012--4001 13.1 4 263+ 4 31 4 114 , 2 2.12
39012-4528 15.3 40 269- 1 29 3 128 3 1.95
)9013-4105 22.9 49 264+ 4 20 13 111 2 .25L
39014-4806 24.352 269-1 15 6150,3 .61L
39014-4211 26.351265+3 281115712 .40L
)9014-4736 !27.5_ 269-- 1 11 132 30.30
 15=49 ,0.7, 270_ 2o 8 57;2 1.12
39015-4633 '31.E 49 268- 0 34 8 109 ]2 .39
39015-48t0 32.7 27 269- 1 21 18 98 2 .53
39015-4843 !3343:_ 24 269-_ 13 31344 9.46
 015_462557259_ 13 31493 ,=L
 015_480 354 269-13:12 12952 42L39017-4716 42.3 ,¢,_ 268- 0 143 17.73
)9017-4634 42.5 5 268-0 57 10 1_ 24 .28L)9017-4838 42.S 5. 269-1 25 .78
39017-4813 44._ 50 269-1 18 13 162 2 13.28
19017-4814 44.3 32 269-1 15 7118 4 23.38
)9017-4819 ,46.3 24 269-1 10 4165 5 8.12
39015-4218 50.e 25 265+3 21 6114 2 24.27
)9018-4631 51.4 13 268+0 25 7 109 2 .25L
39018-4816 51.6 43 269_ 1 11 3 122 5 8.26:
)9015-4647 53.C 19 268-0 30 8149 2 .42L
)9019-4619 154.9 48 268+20 63 10 109 2 .264850 55.72 70- 3 3127 3 1.45L
39019-4651 :57.3 21 269- 1 9 3 2 4 1.42
)9019-4749 57.8 14 269- 1 10 5 125 5 1.35
39019-4740 59.0 47 269- 1 21 3 105 4 1,21L
)9020-4944 1.4_ 16 270- 2 21 9 141 2 .27:
)9020-4922 3.2' 54 270- 2 19 7 148 I 2 1.60
39021-4846 7,5 59 270- 1 51 10 135 2 1.25L
39021-4810 7.6 21 269- 1 33 12 109 2 1.99L
)9022-4206 13.6 10 265+ 3 51 11 112 2 .40
)9022-4025 16.0 53 263+4 57 11 115 2 .39
)9024-4653 25.6 52268- 0 15 4 12714 15.35
)9024-4702 25.9 42 268- 0 26 18 159 13 .25L
)9024-4853 26.0, 46 270- 1 14 8 155 2 .65
39025-4831 30.32 269-1 21 13 10512 1.12L
)9025-4104 33.1 28 264+ 4 56 10 114 12 .56)9025-4748 34.3 5 269- 1 26 12 135 .31L
39026-4716 ,1.2 51 269-0 15 6123'4 .77L
)9026-4931 41.2 25 270- 2 30121492 .49
)9026-4842 41.6 21 270- 1 13 3 143 3 6.60
39026-4811 41.7 47 269- 1 24 5 138 3 .36L
39027-4241 43.7 45 265+ 3 22 10 111 2 32:
39027-4734 43.8 36 269- 1 27 11 134 2 1.67L
)9027-4114 48.3 12264+4 50 131152 .41L
)9027-4650 46.50 268- 0 74 151342 .31L
)9028-4529 45.529269- 1 10 4 !1504 .44:)9025-4537 49.325 270-1 13 3 1443 3.26
i39028-4819 52.3 50 269- 1 71 11 134 2 .38L
)9028-4929 53.8 22 270- 2 19 3 t45 2 1.21
)9029-4537 54.6 59 267+ 1 63 9 109l 2 .31
39029-4717 56.5 50, 269-0 14 11 165 5 .83L
,9029-4728 59.7 9= 269- 0 23 6 124 4 1.77L
39030-4007 1.4 31 265+ 4 69 20 1112 .25L
39030-4809 1.5 36 269-1 19 12 132 4 .34L
:39030- 4154 2.4 49 265+ 3 21 9 152 .66
]9030 4849 3.7 47l 270- 1 19 9 155i 2 ,34L
Z39030-4636 4.2 35 268+ 0 29 11 121 3 .26L
:)9030-4935 4.2 42 270-2 23 7 143 2 .25L
:39030-4815 4.4 39 269- 1 28 3 119 2 .75L
39030-4222 5.4 49 265+ 3 42 5 114 2 1.29
:)9032-4112 13.4 51 264+ 4 4 1 1 .75
:)9032-4644 14.6 43 268+ 0 72 15 134 2 .31L
:)9032-4844 17.6 13 270- 1 16 3 1161 2 .52L
39033-4251 20.2 43 265+ 3 37 9 112 2 .56
_9034--45_ 27.5 48 267+1 71 9=109 2 .80
39034-4918 29.8 15 270-2 16 8' 177 2 ._
09036-4849 36.5 36 270-1 28 13 142 2 .32
09036-4746 36.5 54 259-1 14 3 165 4 .31L
09036-4735 38.2 46 269-0 32 18 144 2 25
09037-4827 42.6 4 269-1 20 10 33 3 .47L
09037-4727 43.4 7 269-0 17 8 126 4 87
09037-4959 44.5 9 271-2 11 3 133 4 3.97
09038-4916 48.1 51 270- 2 12 3 161 3 1.25
09039-4757 54.1 44 269- 1 14 ' 5 131 4 3.55.
09039--4742 58.5 269 0 12 9 138 4 ,59
09040-4702 0.6 56 268-0 14 4 124 41 10,69
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
12 Fm
Flux Density Flags
(Net Color Corrected) V
25 Fm 60 t_m 100 i_m Flux Cort A Confusion
(Jtmsky) Uncs (oef R Flags*
.45 6.52: 31.04: E E F ! F B C B 990234543F
1.63 3.54L 40.82L BB A/_FG 0 980132431F
.37: 2.40 82.16L F E GCOC 960421340F
30.89 995.12L 2676.04L DC BB 9 933999988F
.37L 1.89 36.28L BC C GD 74002004082.39 1.56L 59.67L AA 0 2800000108
19.43 995.12 2619.46L DEC CBBA 9 937999978F
.28L 1.71 11.39L C E FC 8501001318
.54 3.80 43.12L DC E BC 3800000548
.31L .56L 9.03L E BE C 9901000100
1.34L 3.19L 2687.91L _C BI D 840959011F
.66: 4.97 107.40L DCF DE BC 8 264347841F
12.03: 159.93L 2619.46L CF CECD 9 931998842F
.99 2.95L 43.39L F DE D 0 ' 980486431F
.39 .67L 6.88L DC AB 0 2600010000
.69 5.18L 848.60L BB AAC 5 950225531F
.25L .73L 7.75L C F BJ 5801001100
.61: 4.31: 44.19 FE ECAD 960926665F
1.01L 2.96 3923L C GEC 980412231F
.25L 1.15 8.82: CC EB 9602001220
.46 3.13: 79.99L FF ECB 950736764F
.99 .69L 22.62L ,F E AA 9 9501000008
4.57L 35.75L 2619.46L IF CBC 940877342F
.25L 1.42 6.36L C GAL 3601010210
.54 5.01L 28.63L D DBD 990253610C
.25L 1.08 10.14L C _C 9800000000
79.56 621.48 956.83 CACC BA_A 9 951216664F
.35 3.97L 45.67L BC AD_ 0 960012342C
.47L 2.54: 31.72L C D CEDG 2980212238
.86L 3.46L 66.43L C CF 980499973C
55.72 487.85 848.60 IBBCE CBBA 1 932334451F
1.03 6.20: 82.67L EF BCCG 2 980649620F
.33 3.84L 46.25L D E B C 980233511C
87.93 332.95 492.78: BBCC AAAA 5 95F305421F
.37 1.32L 79.89L F D E 4800212338
6.66L 4.42L 845.60L F AGDJ 950526751F
90.67: 892.56L 6022.47L FF CGQJ 9 933589755C
134.38 1804.05: 7755.96L BBD FEFB 4 927798655C
13.89 131.08L 7755.96LIBC AAB 9 823579975F
10.84 1.70 6.68L !DBF AAA 2 9602000000
1.46 17.19 102.21L CC A_C 4780212338
138.81 1835.00: 7755.96L F BF BA 3A 8 723767855F
.46 1.68L 15.21: E E EB :_D 3901001228
.37L 1.74L 91.24L C E D 4800000008
.80L 2.21 70.52L F J I:IH 960222441F
11.32 59.32 129.08 CBEE AA,'_B 0 97E549421F
3.56 36.89 93.35 CBDC CAllA 9 974435534C
1.32L 7.57L 34,75 D J El B 980527731F
.46 1.00L 38.83L CC FD G 0 9601112115
.47: 3.94L 26.37LIBF AB B 0 970202420C
1.14L 4.46 74.84L E J t tJ 950222320F
.40 3.35L 4427.93L E J E 930335311C
.25L .63L 7.31L C D 9801000000
.25L .52L 7.51L D E E 6500000210
3.72 1.05: 35.65L ABC AA| 2 3800100108
25L 2.11 17,44: DD M fB 3980000408
.64 4.64L 59.91L CD BBF 0 860703530F
1.03L 3.71 43.22L F GF( H 680448833F
.23: .51L 6.22L CE BC 0 1600000000
.37 2.14L 93.38L D HB[ K 972235624C
1.09 7.63L 49.74L C CC[F 980617752F
.25L 3.89L 49.61L C C 860213232C
20.97 199.59 339.77 BBDF BAIA 0 840216410F
.36 3.41 50.70L DE NDE 980013541C
.21 .48L 11.26L CD AC G 0 6501001100
.43: 2.07 22.86L F E CE I 994310040F
.60L 1.22 9.25 CC ME E 3601112110
.25L 1.81 16.85L D J E C 3801314508
1.30 3.59 42.33L DCF CBEB 0 882333833F
18.55 119.95 339.77L CBE AAAA 6 849317932F
.25L 1.77 55.06L D H E 980310210C
1.56 20.43: 115.55: BCFD DD._A 0 954213231C
.65L 1.37L 15.62L C B 3700000000
1.09L 7.63L 44.11 D FDED 970614852F
1.43L 2.52: 1&33 DD CCF B 980000251F
.60L .65L 5.24 C I C 9780000110
.96 5.42L 33.77L D HCG 990232641C
.30 .58L 7.77L CD BB 0 9601000000
,33 3.86L 32.99L E ,GF 0 E 960434552C
.25L 1.21 37.21L F E H_ 4900000108
.48 3.63 36.25L D C B C 6703001328
.27L 1.96 37.19L E M B 990221442C
.35 .49L 5.05L BD ABN- 0 5601001100
.69 4,94 1685 CCC i F BE "3 3540214508
.27L .63L 7.52L C BFK-I 3601112010
.41L .57 33.37L C J C ,3 3701200008
3,92 1683: 35.57LI CE EAA _- 0 764314440F
.45 .61L 5.04L BD AB 1 4700001100
27L 1.29L 16.78L C B 2700000000
2.16 20.98 69.64L FFF AAA_) 9 962422322C
.40L 4.63L 74.70L C DFF 950233340C
.29L 1.62 25.87L C E B i: 990224884C
.25L 3.37L 49.46L D E 980210000C
.31L 1.98 45.68L D CRBB 980213342C
.32L 4.22L 40.72L C ADCE 970121360C
1.98 .77L 33.81L CB AA 9 7700001308
3.15: 43.26: 143.49: FDED BDDA o 958423223C
.95 3.86L 43.96L BO AA 1 960323764C
.64 3.34L 31.69L BC BBF 2 980101310C


































































220503 K0 1 3E
1381 52
A2 V 1 5 75
X0903 - 468 22
1 40 M1 Ill 2 25 10(
9
1 7 WRA 327 6
15 E 1 17 1383 4
4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou[;es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
244




a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 12 p,m
h m. 0 , =(s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
)9040-4658 1.8 14 268+ 0 53 10 131 3 .25L
)9040 4924 5.4 58 270-- 2 12 6 161 3 .57
)9041-4848 7,5 54 270-- 1 25 15 150 2 ,37
)9041-4728 8.7 11 269-- 0 20 3 150 3
)9042-4947 12.339 271-- 2 22 11 124 4
)9042-4706 15.5 55 269 0 16 3 122= 4
)9042 4901 17.3 57 270- 1 17 8 89 2
)9043-4822 20A 39 270- 1 78 11 134 2
)9043-4633 22.6 23 268+ 0 31 8 127 4
)9043-4556 23.0 43 268+ 1 89 9 109 2
)9044 4527 24.2 27 267+ 1 64 7 109 2
19044--4629 27.4 28 268+ 0 25 15 119 2
19044--4655 27.7 2 268+ 0 24 10 118 3
19044-4758 28.3 32 269- 1 21 3 88 3
19044-4616 28.9 29 268+ 1 59 14 134 2
19045-4158 30.7 1 265+ 3 46 10 113 2
19046-4638 36.4 27 268+ 0 31 13 134 2
t9046-4807 40.7 21 269- 1 19 14 149 3
19046--4923 41.8 32 270- 2 15 8 133 3
19047--4526 43,1 35 267+ 1 48 7 109 2
19047-4100 47,8 1 264+ 4 38 8 113 2
19047-4055 47,9 51 264+ 4 38 16 110 2
19048-4856 48.2 57 270-- 1 20 13 113 3
)9048-4958 50,8 54 271- 2 40 21 112 2
)9049-4720 54.4 39 269- 0 28 5 127 3
t9049-4650 54.5 6 268+ 0 18 6 128 4
19049-4802 58.8 9 269-1 17 8 146 3
19049--4038 59.8135 264+4 52 8 113 2
19051--4128 9.8124 265+ 4 40 12 110 2
19052--4501 12.3 6 267+ 1 64 10 109 2
19052--4015 12.4 30 264+ 5 39 5 113 2
19052--4701 13.2 31 269+ 0 34 3 33 3
19052--4934 13.4 41 270- 2 26 8 35 4
19052--4615 15.6 39 268+ 1 19 4 120 4
19053--4926 19.0 11 270-1 16 8 127 4
19053-4913 21.0 27 270-1 12 4 135 3
19053--4812 23.5 16 270-1 20 8 137 3
)9054--4632 24.8 37 268+ 0 70 8 109 2
19054--4737 29.0 42 269-0 46 10 134 2
19054--4649 29.5 56 269+0 18 10 113 3
19055--4723 30.7 11 269-0 50 7 134 2
19055--4956 31.9 22 271-2 20 8 38 4
19055--4646 32.7 8 268+ 0 15 3 124 4
19055-4554 33.3 38 268+ 1 23 9 121 4
r9055-4756 34.1 58 269-- 0 21 8 134 3
t9055--4629 34.2 14 268+ 1 15 4 126 4
19055--4827 35.9 37 270-1 22 15 177 2
19056-4619 38.3 59 268+ 1 16 3 128 4
t9056=4914 39.0 23 270- 1 18 8 131 3
t9056-4709 41.7 57 269+ 0 38 10 134 2
19057--4426 42.5 52 267+ 2 52 18 109 2
19057--4952 44.6 18 271- 2 19 12 116 4
19057--4859 44.8 14 270 1 25 3 126 3
19057--4745 45.5 43 269- 0 16 3 141 3
)9058-4521 48.0 4 267+ 1 34 7 109 2
)9058-4118 50.1 40 264+ 4 35 27 111 2
)9060 4509 0.6 9 267+ 1 74 9 109 2
)9060-4544 2.1;13 268+ 1 23 8 120 3
)90EO-4600 4.845 268+ I 32 9 133 2
)9060-4835 5,7 6 270-1 27 10 115 2
)9061-4448 6.8 39 267+ 2 36 8 109 2
)9062-4914 13.7 21 270- 1 45 3 107 4
)9062-4553 15.9142 268+ 1 29 14 133 2
)9062-4611 17.9 54 268+ 1 17 17 133 2
)9063 4819 21.7 30 270- 1 19 13 122 3
)9064-4616 28.1 42 268+ 1 46 11 117 2
)9064-4122 28.2 60 265+ 4 51 19 114 2
)9064-4739 28.5 32 269-- 0 18 3 160 3
)9064--4437 28.7 3 267+ 2 43 9 109 2
)9064-4032 29.6 53 264+ 5 33 13 113 2
)9065-4620 35.5 41 268+ 1 25 5 129 3
)9066-4808 36.2 42 270-0 15 4 130 3
)9066-4411 '37.3 5 267+ 2 93 11 109 2
)9066-4908 ]7.5 22 270- 1 26 3 125 3
)9066-4553 37.fi 38 268+ 1 14 3 125 4
)9066-4901 38.,4 56 270-1 38 3 125 3
)9066-4503 38.8 12 267+ 2 47 8 109 2
)9066-4646 ,40.E 8 269+ 0 19 5 133 2
)9066-4114 ,41.4 29 265+ 4 20 9 112 2
)9066-4848 `41.5 5 270- 1 20 14 2' 3
)9066-4950 `41.8 18 271 2 12 8 67 3
)9067-4756 `43.4 35 269- 0 20 3 86 4
)9067--4458 ,43.8 51 267+ 2 37 7 109 2
)9067--4852 ,43.9 1 270- 1 27 10 129 2
)9067-4812 ,45.1 9 270- 0 17 5 126 2
)9067-4512 46.3 12 267+ 2 78 12 109 2
)9067-4924 46.3 17 271-1 21 10 123 3
)9067-4550 46.5 4 268+ 1 38 20 133 2
)9068-4917 49.2 6 270-- 1 12 8 156 4
)9068-4906 53.6 9 270--1 22 9 128 3
)9068-4520 53.9 59 268+ 1 27 6 109 2
)9069-4927 54.8 12 271-- 1 11 5 161 4
)9069-4345 55.3 10 266+ 3 39 8 109 2
)9069-4838 57.4 58 270--1 15 13 143 3
')9069-4910 58.7 41 270-- 1 19 8 127 3
')9070--4402 2.3 40 267+ 2 30 14 109 2
')9070-4719 3.8 1 269+ 0 33 5 134 2
')9071-4904 6.2 26 270- 1 13 6 161 4
)9071-4933 6.9 51 271 1 20 8 132 3
)9071-4915 7.5 44' 270- 1 22 9 122 4
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 _.m
(Jansky)
V L C
I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.25L 1.57: 8.56 DE DA 88012002OC
.83 21.04 60.42 CCCD ECBA 9 960204432C
.42L 3.44L 44.14L D DCB 96031115OC
Associations
Sop


































































































6.32 i CDC LCDB 990110330C
15.96: BC ECD 5881036548






58.87L F F C
54.53L C CI D
24.07L C G A B
8.69: C D D E C
5.56L C BI G
11.08 CD EDB
17.68 DD I EB
15.97: CFF FCBB
9,32L C C F
3.89L C D B B





38.36L C D C B
6.9OL CF BE


























4.07L BC AAI C 0 9700000000
15.72: DDCE DEB6 0 97403344OC
45.83L F BG 960201000C
20.62 BC DCFB 4601024738
44.98L B BI 96010010OC
47.82L CE AAD 9 960011200C 14
43.54L FFC EGAB 960010332C
50.00L C CM 9500102OOC
24.42L C EF 970100041C
21.90: EEE CCBC 978122866C E
26.58L FD BB 1 976010020(3
40.86L BC BC 1 3701120408
42.80L BC !AA 1 970110302C
11.73L B ;KA 4701001000
17.09 CF HCCA 970201251C
32.70L EBD AABE 0 950020342C 4
31.71L F LEDD 960111030C
47.79L BBD AAB 2 4501133538 29 B
51.97L BD BA 0 960121210C
15.44L D MBG 970011010C
8.55L D H 1500000200
46.67L CD BED 0 660211000C
15.88: C FD'CHCB 970102332C
61.71 BBCC BAAA 0 950203322C
34.56 CDE LAI D 1541032220
5.45 C I H 9501000220
10.02L C CG 1601010000
15.63L B A BM 2601110100
9.68 CC ICJ CB 7741014540 2
29.27L D I FB 960112110C
8.39L CC :BBH 4 1600002000
30,20: EF CFBC 970313342C
3.89L C J CE 6800100000
4.53L C E 8801010230
12.91: DF I GBB 970212320C
11.67L C B 9700200220
5.76 C NML E 7501000220
52.21L BD ;AAM 2 961335552C
7.80L CF BF 0 1600000000
4.38L C EB 6640000100
5.75L BO AC 0 9700200000
37.04L BD ABH 3 860020010C
9.88L C C 0600000000
18.62L C GHBG 970354410C
9.02L CC AB 2 6700200000
41.21L E I BC 960344620C
8.83L BD AD 0 1600100000
18.90L BB AAJ F 0 970400230C
3.93L CD AB 0 8501100000
30.69L F DDBB 978415462C
37.86L CE AC 0 970030020C
54.47L EE KDBG 960031300C
8.45L: BC AB 0 1700100000
28.91L F FCCC 970515341C
25.80L B F AA 7 860110010C
15.96L F C 2601000000
41.54L D DC D 960145553C
6.80 O NEE 5700100100
87.26: CB E BBBEI 5 95F344642C
68.14L D GBDD 960335720C
9.46L BB AAL 0 1601000200
36.75L BB AAFD 6 960345462C
7.85L BC ABF 0 1600000000
27.48: DF D DCFB 7 970428653C
53.25L DD CCBC 0 9602787:30C
8.44 B J DDB 1601110100
25.09L CDD BBCF 0 965312330C
48.36: FD D DBEC 0 960356620C
32.09L BD ACF 1 860431250C
59.35L FD FDBFI 0 966298941C
3
E 2 7 HEN 248
1 13 220846 K0




B 1 32 X0905-462
1 40 K3/4 III 3
4 1 32 X0905-444
2
1
F 1 32 X0905-453
1 5 DC270.2- O0.9
1 1 5 DC270.2-00.9












*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
245
Right Ascension: 09h07m08'-09h10m00 '
Name
09071-4730 8.7 3
D9071 4110 10.3 5 0
[)9071 - 4801 11.1 5_6C)9071-4953 11.7
39072-4408 13.2 5
39072-4733 16,1 46











)9074 4951 28.0 43





)9076- 4340 39.7 46
)9076-4725 40.6 28
)9076-4421 41,0 45
)9077- 4855 42.4 15





11;19078 - 4905 53,3 I
;19079-4508 58.0 14 !
)9081--4839 6,9 38
;19081-4829 8,1 12






)9084 - 4412 25.9 7
)9084-4512 26.1 37
9084-4922 29.9 27












)9088 4800 50.5 54
)9088 4929 50.9 14
)9088-4302 52.5 56
)9088 4025 52.5 26
)9088 - 4004 52.6 52
)9088- 4935 52,7 7
)9089- 4609 65.0 29
)9069-4721 59,6 42
)9090- 4844 0.3 6





C)9091 - 4826 11,7 4
E)9092- 4855 13,0 22
E)9092- 4920 14.1 38
E)9092- 4441 14.5 1
E)9092 4956 15.9 35








19094 -- 4935 26,2 4
39094--4522 26,4 51












09099 4708 59.8 25
09100--4833 0.1 60
*Confusion Flags: 1)
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 pm 100 p.m Flux
/b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
269+0 16 5 133 4 .67 1,11 7.23 27.50: CDEC
265+ 4 34 10 112 2 .94 ,40 .41L 2.92L BC
270- 0 13 3 119 3 .41 .71 4,04L 41.85L CD
271- 2 14 3 152 3 ,70 .27L 4.08L 46.17L B
267+ 2 30 8 109 2 2.07 .68 .55L 6.36L BC
269+ 0 50 5 134 2 .46 ,55L 7,23L 35,05L B
271- 1 21 13 120 2 .36 .26L 4.61L 40.37L F
270- 1 29 14 141 2 .28 .39L 3,30L 33.64L C
269 0 273 28 4 ,79L .27L 1.76 35.40L D
267+ 2 26 6 109 2 4,00 1,10 ,75L 9.06L BC
268+1 52 13 133 21 ,31L ,25L .77 5.74L C
269+0 15 7 134 2! .25L .59 7,23L 23,39: D E
267+2 23 8 109 2! 5,26 1,85 1,29L 8,91L BC
268+ 1 44 18 133 2 .47L ,25L ,60 3,94L C
270-1 53 3 108 4 ,31L .26 3,07: 40,24L DF
270-1 24 15 129 4 .50L .64 8,78: 55.86L CE
269+ 1 22 12 133 2 .55L .30L .90 19,26L D
271- 2 13 4 138 3 .28: 1.15 2,28 33.40L CBF
271- 1 43 3 109 3 .58L 1.36 32.60L 85,17L F
271- 1 14 6 125 4 1.37 ,70 23,48L 43.56L BF
266+ 3 60 9 109 2 .59 .38L .56L 6.87L C
269+ 0 17 15 133 2 .45 .32L ,76: 24.25L C D
270- 1 26 9 154 2 ,39L .31 2.99L 36.80L F
266+3 32 23 109 2 .25L ,26 1.11L 7.48L E
269+ 0 30 11 134 2 .32 .64L 2.89L 40.97L E
267+ 2 33 7 109 2 1.54 .41 .57L 6.80L BC
270- 1 26 6 125 3 ,33 .31: 7,25L 31.22L CF
264+ 5 41 10 111 2 .85 .27 ,40L 3.42L CD
270-0 20 9 114 3 .58 9.44 5,35: 145.72: FCFE
270 1 22 8 118 3 .81 ,58: 25,63L 79.67: CE D
271- 1 15 7 135 3 .78 3,84 32,60L 85,17L CD
271- 1 28 18 70 2 ,27 ,25L 2.73L 54.45L F
270-1 15 3 127 4 ,25L 2.60 22.02L 82.10L C
268+ 2 61 21 124 2 .29L .25L .85L 8.90 F
270- 1 14 3 29 4 .25L ,76 4.61: 19.41L DF
270- 1 19 9 142 2 .61 .66 3.89 37.39L DDE
271- 1 12 7 163 3 2.30 4.28 51.03: 137,64L DCF
271- 1 21 8 ,131 3 ,45 .29L 4.31L 46,55L E
271- 2 14 8 i160 3 .63 .37 3.55L 33.85L BE
270- 1 11 4 150 3 1.94 .99 3.64L 31.26L eC
268+ 1 17 5 133 2 2.62 2.34 1.15 4.97L DCC
270-0 17 8 1303 25L 75 526 2211L FC267+2 83 111092 29 25L .73L 637Lc268+2 56 19 1332 37L .25L .61 401L O
271- 1 16 7 151 3 .29: .35L 3.01: 24.27 E ED
267+ 2 63 9 109 2 .32 ,28L .79L 8,10L C
269+ 0 19 8 128 3 .26L ,31L 2.21 13.09 FD
267+ 3 35 12 109 2 .25L .25L 1.00 8.61 EE
268+ I 43 22 ;133 2 .43L .25L .60L 4.48 C
270 0 12 3 ;151 3 .63 1,55 14.16 33.77 CBDF
271- 1 42 9 1122 2 .62: .64 42,22L 35.00L ED
264+ 5 49 23 112 2 .25L ,25L .53L 3.74 D
266+ 3 95 18 109 2 .54L .25L .76 12.24L D
266+ 3 79 10 109 2 ,28 .76L .57L 5.97L C
269+ 0 29 7 123 3 .25L .42 3,18L 35.53L E
270-1 48 13 130 2 .40L ,25L 1.91 35.26L D
270- 0 23 8 121 2 .26L .46 15.70 38.86: DEE
270- 0 28 11 121 2 .41 ,33L 15.70L 43.52L C
271-1 16 6 122 3 2.39 7,68 42.22 81.89: BBEE
266+ 3 40 14 109 2 1.51L .25L .96 7.37 CC
264+ 5 26 5 14 2 5,35 2.57 ,60 3.11L BBC
264+ 5 25 7 111 2 3.66 1.67 .40L 2.30L BC
271-1 28 10 139 2 .39L .39 4.56L 38.46L C
268+ 1 18 6 133 2 1.06 ,42 .81L 7.12L CD
269+ 0 26 19 133 2 .26L .30L 4.46L 13.95 E
270-1 70 16 127 2 .25L .44L 1.07 32.29L D
270+ 0 22 8, 41 3 1.08 .33: 3.71L 36.57L BE
268+ 2 45 6 133 2 .96 .28 .77L 4.82L DD
265+5 42 23 115 2 58L .25L ,41L 5.03 F
269+ 1 20 8 127 3 .57 .16: 3.60L 28,91L BE
266+ 3 39 15 109 2 ,37L .25L .96 9,99 CC
270- 0 11 6 141 3 ,25L 1.04 6,94 25.96L CE
270- 1 24 13 141 3 .30L .31L 1.41 34.14L E
271-1 16 6 124 3 1.04 3.06 10,06 25.77: BBDE
267+ 2 19 6 116 3 5.00 1.66 .67L 6.80L BB
271-1 17 14 126 4 .25L .25L 2.73: 21.55 DD
270 0 32 8 103 3 .39 .36L 2,82L 32.31L D
271-1 10 3 174 3 .25L 2.11 28.74 50,15 CEF
271-1 20 16 159 4 .25L .36L 3,53L 31.57 E
268+ 2 49 33 132 2 .25L .25L .79L 13.89 E
271-1 19 6 125 3 ,31L ,36 2,21: 50.15L OF
264+ 5 58 11 112 2 .37 .25L .40L 3.65L C
270-0 9 3 154 3 3.06 40,20 171.80 224.50 BADE
266+ 3 70 10 109 2 .84L ,62L 1.23 5,47L C
271- 1 22 8 94 4 ,38 .28L 4,15L 47,52L B
268+ 2 30 5 133 2 16.22 54,23 118,78 134.38: BBDF
271 1 19 3 83 3 .27L ,22: 3.70 23.85L DD
271- 1 56 8 122 2 .39 .65L 10.06L 31.07L C
267+ 2 24 8 120 3 .72 .28L ,63L 6.19L C
270+ 0 13 5 136 3 2,00 .93 2.70L 40,05L CC
266+ 4 67 8 109 2 ,53 .25L .50L 5.38L C
266+ 4 35 9 109 2 1.33 .52 .57L 6.30L CD
268+ 2 59 17 133 2 .25L .25L .73: 8,42 DE
269+ 0 14 3 163 3 2.19 2.34 42.81 132.91 CEFD
271 1 15 8 163 3 .55 .24 3,67L 36.20L BC
266+ 4 107 23 109 2 .25L .25L ,64L 6.00 C
271- 1 19 8 138 4 ,63 .38L 4.84L 45.13L C
268+ 2 23 7 133 2 A8L .72: 6.46: 26,23: DDE
269+ 1 32 5 133 3 .35: .56 3.53L 49.40L DC











Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
X0907 475 8
DC270.9- 01.6








DCC270,4 - 01,0 2700
DC2699- 00.3
261 -PN 2 PI
DC269,9 -00.3




CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S _urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
246
Right Ascension: 09h10r"01_-09h13m26 ' Declination: -50°---40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
a 8

















































)9116 4244 40.8 12
)9117-4733 42.4 1
)9117-4959 44,4 1
_9117 4449 45.6 6
)9118-4853 48.4 9
39118 4839 48.5 21
39118 -4936 49.6 18
)9118 -4930 50.0 40
)9118 4535 53,1 39
39118 4846 53,5 51
)9119 4926 56.0 43
39120--4226 1,0 24
)9120 4826 1.0 36
39120 -4700 2.7 57
39121-4323 6.5 44
_9121 4912 11.5 42
09122- 4820 12.6 45
09122-4156 13.8 54
t9123 4454 18.9 0
09123- 4444 19.0 47
09123 -4906 21.6 30




09125- 4829 34.5 59
09126-4606 36.8 47
09126 4546 38.2 37
09126- 4950 41.629
09127- 4739 44.5 59
09127 4644 44.5 57
09127--4433 47.1 7
09128 --4424 51,0 26
09128 4139 52.9 24
)9129- 4442 56.8 3
09129-4642 58.5 16
09130 4450 0.6 20
09130 4729 5.8 7





09132- 4707 17.5 16
09133 4619 20.01 2
)9133 4759 22.0 49
09133 4829 22 0 27
09133 4632 23.81 3
09133 4655 23.9 4
09134 4725 24.4 41
09134 4715 266 53
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C {Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN (8) 0 12 v,m 25 tim 60 _m 100 v.m Flux(_) l b (') (") (Jansky) Uncs
48 271-1 15 6126 3 .69 1.28 11.66 31.89 EICCE
47,271-1 14 6 131 41 .31: .27: 6.89 31.66 CECE
14 270+0 20 9 125 21 .91 39 2.82L 43.82L BD
53 271 1 29 10 123 4 .37L .25L 1.85 41.37L D
53 269+1 27 8 128 3 ,38 .25L 3.99L 57,32L El
49 264+5 59 11 113 2 33 .25L .40L 3,96L C
12 271-1 36 8 142 3 .35L .27L 1.60 39,20L D
57 268+2 38 7 133 2 .51 .29L .50L 31,47L C
38 269+1 20 31233 1,91 .58 .41L 4.47L BC
53 266+3 55 11 109 2 .25L .25L .84 6.37L C
I
271-- 1 18 512' 31 .32L .44L _,74_ 14.4125 FD
43 271- 1 30 20 133 2' .55L .67L 1.24 34.62L D
11 271 1 15 8 1163 4 .25L ,25 6.58L 30,35 E C
15 266+ 4 34 9 _ 109 2 .81 10.41 10,25 8,50 CBCC
46 270+ 0 28 16 147 2 .36 .25L 2.72L 36,81L C
17 267+ 3 34 8 109 2 68.84 35.27 5.14 6,20L BBD
43 268+ 2 25 7 132 2 .25L .50 1.62 8,64 CCD
53 266+ 4 78 9 108 2 .52 .27L .50L 5.31L C
0 269+ 1 53 12 133 2 .74L .61L 1.16 40.58L D
0 269+2 22 8123 3 .81 .31 .41L 4,68L BC
31' 271 1 15 61127 3 1.35 .55 2,49L 25,94L BC
12 270+ 1 23 71 124 2 .60L .57 5.62: 35,24: FDD
21 271-0 13 6 127 3 .59 .69 5.33: 19.41: BCFE
31 271- 1 9 3 ! 151 4 .76 4.32 45.98: 98,06 CBCE
21 264+ 6 23 7 113 2 1.86 1.16 .57L 2,13L FF
31 268+ 2 16 t0 119 3 .38 .25L .55 37,03L C C
45 267+ 3 70 16 1109 2 .51L .25L 1_21 8,13L C
26 271 0 20 8 123 3 .30 .34L 3.39L 23.87L D
37 266+4 45 8 109 2 .45 .28L .46L 5,23L B
55 268+ 2 73 28 133 2 .39L .26L .47L 3,47 E
37 267+ 3 69 34 109 2 .25L .25L .70L 12.98 C
36 271 1 19 14 134 3 .25L .25L 1.35 9.77: CD
37 269+ 1 44 10 133 2 .27 .25L .62L 29.62L F552,,+4 44 13:10,2 51 35L 60, 5.77LE
27 27t- 1 15 3166 3 .42 .18: 2.04: 31.12L CDD
14 269+ 1 45 10 133 2 .25L .28L .83 9.31: CD
10! 271- 41 38 10 129 2 .33 .37L 3.38L 31.73L E266+ 40 9 106 2 1.47 .45L .48L 3,92L B
26 268+ 2 57 14 132 2 .39L .25L ,94: 5.37 FE
4 271- 1 14 7 143 2 ,45 .32L 3.12L 31.O0L E
1 269+ 2 20 5 122 3 1.15 .74 .40L 3.99L SC
64) 266+ 4 37 7 109 2 2.00 .54 .43L 4.57L BD
29 266+ 4 26 7 109 2 6.01 2.55 .83: 6.66L BBC
48 271 1 15 3 160 3 .56 .23: 1.76: 20.60L CEE
268+2 16 5 125 3 .25L 1.28 6.03 12.17 CDD
269+ 1 23 4 130 3 6.85 3.52 2.77L 36.49L BB
268+ 2 38 5 132 2 1.90 .98 1.05L 14.70L CC
271-1 18 5 128 2 .25L .67 6.53 36.49: CDD
269+ 1 31 8 128 3 .62 .34: .62L 36.78L CD
266+ 4 36 9 109 2 1,05 .35L .54L 5,79L C
270+ 1 25 6 1128 2 5.50 1.49 2,31L 16.94L BC
272 1 45 11 123 2 .28 .25L 2,92L 29,97L C
268+ 2 53 19^1132 2 .25L .25L ,59: 4.32 CD
271-0 13 _1164 o 3.29 .81 1.96L 8.32 BB F
2710 25216922' .34 26L 295L 36.74L C
271- 1 23 8 123 3 .58 .29: 2.24: 31.36L FDD
27t- 1 16 5 131 3 .27L .75 3.61: 28.51L CC
268+ 2 15 9 124 3 .99 .23: .47L 25.83L BC
271-0 40 7 126 2 .25L .19 2.19 8.03L ED
271- 1 17 6 126 2 ,25L .32 1.71: 24.86L FC
266+ 4 56 7 109 2 .65 .25: .46L 4,19L BD
270- 0 17 4 13t _ 3,88 1,03 3.31L 32A7L BF269+ 1 15 5 172 7.65: 4.21: 1.54 9,13L BBC
267+ 3 56 18 109 I .25L .25L .88: 9.64 CO271- 1 23 126 3 I 1.17 .50 4.31L 42.18L CC
270+ 0 20 11 129 3 .25L .38 1,11 22.36L CD
268+ 2 23 127 .35 .25L .41L 27.61L D
268+ 3 8 132 2 .52 .33L .43L 11,33L E
271-- 0 30 3 t01 4 ! .27L .44 7.68L 33.84L E
269+ 1 27 4 133 2 1,81 .83 ,48L 21,65L BC
271- 1 14 4 131 3 .73 .19: 2.11L 22.00L BE
266+ 4 50 7 109 2 ,74 .31L .45L 4.01L B
270+ 0 29 8 100 3 .54 .34 2,72L 25,85L CD
271+ 0 26 ' 3 161 2 .32L .83L 1.87 11.58L D
269+ 2 16 5 127 3 1.74 .50 .45L 39,10L DC
269+ 2 27 9 123 3 .41 .25L .46L 54.93L C
272- 1 38 11 128 2 .28L .25L 1.57 38.43L C
270_- 1 45 18 128 2 .25L .25L 1.15: 6.33 ED
269+ 1 48 7 133 2 .46 .25L .64L 18,22L C
268+ 3 31 3 125 3 ,25L ,26L .77 8,50 DC
266+ 3 96 298 132 22 .25L .25L .46L 5,03 ,IC D266+51 36 106 .57 25t 46t 4.68L
268+ 3 ! 51 15 132 2 .25L .25L .51 7.11L C
269+ 1 34 17 133 2 .38L .25L .89 22.43LiRBC268+ 3 12 4 124 3 4.14 1.63 .46L 20.58L
270+ 1 29 7 128 2 .40L .69 9.70: 520.91L CE
266+ 5 48 8 109 2 .72 .39 .43L 3,87LICC
269+ 1 43 14 132 2 .25L .25L .66L 7.79 D
270+ 1 18 6 128 2 8.43 29.96 269.22 520.91 FCED
269+ 1 27 7 132 2 .25L .36L 3.84 6.03L C
270+ 0 31 27 147 2 .33 .29L 3.57L 26.33L'F
270+ 1 22 7 126; 2 1.34: .76: 15.64L 114.67L FF
269+ 2 20 13 132 2 .42L .25L .95 6,60L C
270+0 1486413 1.14 .44 2.12L 2&01L BE
271+0 301126412 .31L .25L 2.65L 16,04 F
269+1 22 8132 2 .37 .25L ,90L 19.73LI E
271- 0 21 14 1743 .25L .25L 1.30L 12.76 D
270+1 54 612412 .77 .40L 269.22L 520.91L C
270+ 1 37 5 127 2 .25L 2.18 9.72L 70.52L _ C






C F C O 960025441C
AC g 960213323C
I C 950434463C :
B 450110000C
C 8500000000














AB 0 970222051C I
F DDA 978015671C i
BBBC 4 970234544C
EBDB 4 95Cl15554C
A A B 9 6600000000

















AAB 0! 2800100000BECC 964525642C
AAA ol 9501001028A A D 460220020C
AAM 0 9400100008















JFE 0! 4580000010A B J 950546744C






















A B 0 0700000000













60, 100 u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep





3 *14 314-PN 6 PI 3
2 I 13 220949 MB 3
I
1 '41 09109--4219 33 1
1 '41 09113--4218 7 3
3 "13 220962 KO 3 60
1 '41 09114-4238 13 7
1 7 79573 9 116
1 5 DC268.2+02.0 153
2 13 220964 K5 5 65
O5
1 "41 09120-4226 32 3
1 40 M5111V 1 22 101
1 '41 09122--4157 9 3
2 13 220975 K0 7 77
1 *41 09124-4213 48 3
1 5 DC270.2+00.3 397
1 "41 09131-4152 27
1 32 X0913-473 54
1 25 DC270.2 + 00.31 3 X0913-485








= , " o N i
I
09134-4430 28.4 31 268+ 3 15 9 121 3
09134--4503 28.4 33 268+ 3 18 3 127 3
09134-4455 29.9 55 268+ 3 16 4 124 3i
09135-4744 31.0 12 270+ 1 31 9 125 2
09137-4944 44.1 4 272- 1 10 I 3 147 3'
09137-4737 44.4 35 270+ 1 33 J 9 129 2
09137-4457 44.8 27 268+ 3 30 8 123 3
09138-4732 48.2 44 270+ 1 24 9 125 2
09138-473o 49.o 30 270+ 1 32 9 ] 124 2
09138-4726 50.4 3 270+ I 31 9 124 2
o9138-4512 52.3 6 268+ 2 28 9 1121 3
09138-4834 53.6 57 271+ o 26 15120 2
o9139-4715 58.9 5 270+ 1 25 lO 125 2
09140-4457 1.4 55 268+ 3 18 14 132 2
09140-41o7 4.4 17 265+ 5 79 25 108 2
09141-4843 7.6 4 271+o 36 8 85 2
09142-4751A 12.6 581 270+ 1 20 6 165 2
09142-4945 13.249 272- 1 13 3 140 3
09142-4745 13416270+1 45 81130209142-4441 13.921, 268+3 34 30
09142-4434 14.435 _ 268+ 3 60 23 132 2
09142-4751B 16.0 16 270+ 1 19 8 162 2
09143-4516 20.6 _ 268+ 2 16 5 124 309143-4804 21.2 270+ 1 32 14 129 2
09143-4528 21.4 269+ 2 69
14 132 g09144-4742 25.4 55 270+ 1 17 10 121
09144-4339 26.2 28 267+ 4 229 118 2
09144-4754 26.4 11 270+ 1 35 6 126 2
09144-4933 27.231 272- 1 14 5 129 3
09145-4403 31.8 22 268+ 3 20 5 118 2
09145-4951 33.615 272- 1 16 5 126 3
09146-4812 37.020271+ 0 14 3 893
0914_-4721 41.38270+ 1 39211312
09147-4738 42.129270+ I 224 122 2
09147-4938 42.26272-1 11 51403
09147-4709 42.926270+1 32112869
2
09147-4420 44,8 13 268+3 _ 116 3
09147-4752 46.015270+ 1 81124
09147-4910 48.940271- 0 57 221602
09148-4614 48.010271+ 0 26 81222
i
09148-4458 48.922268÷ 3 24 12124 ! 3
09148-4332 51.031267+ 4 31 121132
09148-4931 52.415272-0 16 61623
09149-4756 54.74_ 270+1 15 7124209149-4922 57.3 271- 38 10 124 2
09149-4743 57.950270+1 23 31272
09149-4926 59.446272- 0 16 61282
09150 4917 0.9 27 271-0 16 3 146 3
09150-4805 1.25271+1 28 141272
09150-4735 5.3'38270+1 45 31222
09150-4827 5.719271+0 20 S 933
09151-4840 6.7211271+0 24 131223
09151-4958 6.871272- 10 81753
09151-475194. 270+1 32 4 1232
09152-,_,5 124_ 271+,0 22 12 157209152-4809 12.7 271+ 41 81243
09152-4049 13.445265+ 6 65 91082
09183-4922 21.214271- 0 22 03135! 2309153-4740 21.713270+1 471 124
09153-4628 21.833269+ 2 26 151262
09154-4414 27.110268+ 3 18 81233
09154-4806 27.859271+1 25 141222
09154-4744 2834 270+ 1 36101302
09154-4512 29.457269+ 3 17 101322
09155-4828 31.4 6271+ 0 17 81443
09155-4636 31.449 270+ 2 26 111282
09155-4732 31.527270+ 1 21 61622
09155-4941 31.957272- 0 13 71624
09155_4756333 271+117 ,015909156-4651 36.3 270+ 2, 29 1 127
09156-4912 37.1141 271- 0 15 3 74 3
09156-4947 37.4124 272- 1 _ 27 8 37 4
09156-4655 39.3 8 270+ 1 31 19 131 2
09156-40t9 41.6!37 265+6 54 25 108 2
09157-4611 43.7 39 269+ 2 76 17 132 2
09157-4944 48.0 46 272- 0 56 3 108 3
09156-4818 49.1143 271+ 1 13 7 124 3
09158-4952 50.0 42 272- 1 16 8 128 4
09159-4846 56.224 271+0 25 9 132 3
09159-4428 57.229268+ 3 22 51322
D9160-4815 2.452271+1 22 3 702
09160-4824 3.017271+0 45 81023
09160-4745 3.359270+1 42 51252
39160-4248 4.239267+ 4 27 i 9 115 21
09160-4705 4.929 270+ 1 33; 8 126 2
09160-4444 5.049268+3 31 I 51312D9160-4921 5,3 2 272-0 19 1 127
09161-4941 7.737 272- 0 18 15 160 3
39181-4525 8.0 8269+ 3 24 131322
09161-4648 8.632270+ 2 36 171302J
39161-4814 9.234271+ 1 21 3 983
39161-4455 9.545268+ 3 24 9 = 1322
39161-4514 9.516269+ 3 45 171322
}9161-4727 10.316270+1 41 41222
39161--4035 11.456265+ 6 47261082
}9162-4757 13.244271+ 1 134 158 2
39162--4851 14.746271+ 0 75 31063
39162-4413 16.131, 268+ 3 31 6 131 2
}9163-4530 21.345269+ 3 23 141322






25 p.m 60 p.m
Uncs Coef R
.41L 3.32: BF O a,F
.40L 13.26L BC a,/
.88 21.84L CDF AI
2.85L 42.05L DC AI
2.47L 29.43L BB A/
6.87: 22.66L CDD D(
.40L 40.88L C B(
15.12L 132.88L FC EE
51.85L 132.88 C F E(:
6.18L 132.88L FD (;E
1.02 4.86 CD fAk
2.36: 17.19: DDEF I'vE
2.40L 17.97L CD £
.63 7.99: E D
.52L 3.5O D (_
1.08 28.33L D [ L
17.39L 102.57L CF E_(_
3.74L 23.27L BC I-,I
2.57L 19.68L E )'_
.43L 3.61L B CF
.44L 4.23 C
17.69L 102.57 F D_
12.80 7.19 BBDF Pl
1.26 6.95L D
.55 4.39L C
6.71: 22.12L E F F[
.47L 22.37L B El
12.56L 126.19L ED t-[
2.85 24.68L CBC h/
.57: 4.59L BBC A/
5.16 36.67L ECC CE
5.37 12.01 FDEFDIE'
.81L 8.61
12.35: 100.46L CCE BC
16.87: 51.91: BCCC CE
1.21 7.23L E L
.40L 2.64L DC BE
2.21L I02.57L CO CE
1.20L 7.74 E I
4.21: 18.11L OF P
.71 7,55 DD
.96 7.70 cDCD2.18L 23.37L EC
11.97: 56.17:'FDEF C =.
2.86L 21.74L C C
















































,47 51: 5.03: 2539: 'CEFF D:
.40 ,25L 1.01L 19.56L B C i
.25L 1.24L 1 71L 10.24 D
1.46 .51: 1.69L i 17.02L BD A,!
.81 .29 2.85L 25.95L B C A,I
.25L .25L .98 19.45L D !/I I1,08 .23 1.39L 27.11L C D
.50 1.07 19,88: 12.22L DCF DI_
,97L .25L 1.11 9.69L D IJ
,34 .62L 2.31L 26.88L C 'D!
.45 i .39L .40L 2.57L C B[:
.25L .25L 1.09: 7.95 DD N_
.98 94L 1.99L 1909,90L E D!
.25L ,25L .81 7.97 CD
1.00 .35 .40L 2.76L DD A(
.41L .31 3.19L 29.60L F E_
1.30: 2.18 62.24: 1909.90L FCF CI_
.27L .25L 1.22 9.88 C D J J
.42 .25L 2.49L 24.94L C B I,
.25L .25L 1.20 9.02: CO F
1,17 2.34 33.89L 70.31: DD E DE
.34L .33L 2.68 9.71: CC E[
1.13 2.89 31.85 93.46: CCDF BE
1.05 .57 .46L 14.77L CD BE
.28L .29 2.96 6.36: CCD B
.86 .26: 2.58L 26.67L BD AA
.25L .25L .73 4.99L C
.25L .25L .40L 5.41 D
.38L .25L .49 19.89L C
1.19 .31 2.68L 24.91L BD AB
1.06 .50 9.02 32.05: DCEF AB
.61 .25L 2.44L 29.02L B A D
.34 25L 3.21L 28.99L C DL
1.53 .45 .40L 3.17L BC AC
.38 .25L 26.28L 62.40L F C
.25L .25L 98 15.50L D F
29: .26: 3.50 15.76L CDD FD
.44 .25L I .40L 16.33L C B K
.84 .44 .54L 17.06L BC AC
1.14 .55 .41L 2.89L BC AB
.26 .25L 2.21L 25.09L C E
.25L .25L 1.26 31.32L E F J
.25L .25L .91 8.75L C N
.43L .29L J 1,22L 6.42 E H
25L .81 26.28 56.12: CDF A
.55 .36L .41L 3.92L C BF
.26L .25L 1.79: 23.49 F E HE
.37L .60L 3.72 18.52L D J A
.25L .25L .48L 430 F ;
1.75 2.10 29.55: 95.20: DCFF EA
.68L .27L 1.33 17.63L D HB
5.94 2.43 .74 2.50L BCC AA
.40L .25L .64 10.98L C
.32 .25L .47L 5.27L C C
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
P'lags Associations
V L C
1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Flags" S 2 # T
Sep

























ct ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _,m8iz
hm. ° , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') (') N
}9163-4948 22.6 54 272-- 0 29 8 162 2 .36
)9164-4633 24.3 14 270+ 2 32 12 130 2 1.00L
)9165-4749 31.5 11 271+ 1 20 4 158 2 14.50
)9165--4719 32.1 38 270+ 1 25 8 124 2 .98
)9166--4930 36.6 37 272--0 11 4 162 3 6.97
)9166-4520 39.3 38 269+ 3 27 5 132 2 .69
)9166--4813 41.7 45 271+ 1 9 3 133 3 4.65
)9167--4502 45.6 42 269+ 3 19 6 131 2 4.53
)9167--4539 47.0 4 269+ 3 77 12 132 2 .67L
)9167 4650 47.8 22 270+ 2 48 16 128 2 .29L
)9168-4918 49,3 58 272- 0 12 4 135 4 1.31
)9168--4820 49,4 32 271+ 1 73 11 125 2 .41L
)9168--4945 50.7 6 272- 0 33 3 102 4 .45L
)9168--4514 50.9 39 269+ 3 76 9 ! 131 2 .34
)9168--4741 53,3 16 270+ 1 25 4 124 3 1,40
)9169--4316 54,2 8 267+ 4 35 16 123 2 ,31L
)9169-4406 57.0 43 268+ 4 28 6131 2 .68
)9170--4952 0.0 41 272-- 0 18 14 134 3 .25L
)9170-4447 0.9 45 268+ 3 48 8 131 2 ,70
)9170-4632 4.0 6 270+ 2 37 8 128 2 .25L
39171-4326 7.3 16 267+ 4 60 8 125 2 .58L
39171-4924 8.4 21 272-- 0 13 8 131 4 .94
)9171-4818 8.6 6 271+ 1 14 3 134 3 .25L
)9171-4602 10.0 30 269+ 2 34 8 125 2 .37L
)9172-4550 13.2 24 269+ 2 34 12 i 132 2 ,67L
)9173-4803 22.5 19 271+ 1 72 11 122 2 .91L
)9173-4411 23,3 34 268+ 4 64 7 131 2 .41
39174-4929 26,3 31 272-0 16 8 135 4 .41
)9174-4935 26.4 42 272-0 42 8 123 3 .35
)9174-4813 28.4 10 271+ 1 46 10 125 2 .28L
)9175-4914 31.1 19 272+ 0 26 20 108 3 ,25L
)9176-4826 36.7 59 271+ 1 30 3 101 3 ,25L
)9176-4431 36.8 27 268+ 3 57 15 131 2 1.26L
)9176-4625 37.6 28 270+ 2 21 6 127 2 1.81
9177-4740 43,1 47 271+ 1 21 3 180 2 .65L
)9177-4423 47.7 41 268+ 4 45 9 131 2 .32
)9179-4628 55.1 26 270+ 2 21 6 125 2 1.71
)9t79-4747 56.3 0 271+ 1 26 19 138 3 .80
39179-4557 59,5 28 269+ 2 30 9 129 2 .25L
39180-4836 1.1 57 271+ 1 18 8 150 3 ,29L
)9180-4623 1.2 7 270+ 2 49 16 128 2 1.15L
39182-4956 14.4 57 272-0 10 3 133 3 2.02
)9183-4724 19.0 49 270+ 1 26 3 123 2 1,13
39183-4807 19.2 48 271+ 1 36 11 121 2 .26L
)9183-4902 21.0 53 272+ 0 63 19 127 2 .25L
9183-4709 21.7 35 270+ 2 17 3 125 2 4.50
)9183-4629 22.9 5 270+ 2 56 15 124 2 .42L
)9184-4457 25.1 39 269+ 3 39 5 131 2 1.17
)9184-4638 25.8 21 270+ 2 52 3 126 2 .25L
)9185-4327 30.1 58 268+ 4 32 17 131 2 .37L
39185-4705 30.9 20 270+ 2 32 9 127 2 .63
)9185-4918 35,9 41 272+ 0 7 3 21 3 243.41
39186-4849 38,0 28 271+ 0 20 10 =160 2 ,38L
39186-4924 38.4 56 272+ 0 14 3 127 4 1,44
:)9186-4218 50.9 59 267+ 5 30 9 117 2 .56
39189-4701 55,8 30 270+ 2 16 3 125 2 6.70
39190-4414 0.7 15 268+ 4 35 6 131 2 .60
39190-4625 2.4 50 270+ 2 25 15 126 2 .33L
39191-4648 6.6 52 270+ 2 21 3 123 2 6.34
39191-4559 7.3 21 270+ 3 33 13 125 2 .25L
39191-4815 8.9 34 271+ 1 41 26 126 2 .31L
C)9191-4538 10.6 1 269+ 3 23 9 126 2 .91
39192-4327 12.6 6 268+ 4 59 24 131 2 .25L
09192-4922 14.1 52 272+ 0 16 5 132 4' ,30L
09192 4406 16.7 39 268+ 4 21 13 131 2 .25L
09193--4448 19.6 45 269+ 3 65 27 131 2 .43L
09193-4926 20.0 27 272+ 0 22 8 87 3 .37
09193-4850 20.8 19 272+ 1 14 4 124 4 8.31
09193-4627 22.0 6 270+ 2 35 12 163 2 ,25L
09194-4818 25,6 19 271+ 1 19 4 138 4 .28L
09194-4639 25,9 35 270+ 2 23i 4 123 2 2.29
09194-4518 28.3 6 269+ 3 15 4 128 3 45.06
09195-4430 32.4 55 259+ 4 50 33 131 2 ,25L
09195-4635 35.6 54 270+ 2 32 15 129 2 .41L
19196-4756 37.4 16 271+ 1 22 9 128 2 .80
09196L4329 40.3 27 268+ 4 43 16 131 2 .25L
09197-4313 42.839 268+ 5 38 20 131 2 .31L
99197-4732 46.3 18 271+ 2 80 23 123 2 A3L
09197-4656 47,0 39 270+ 2 23 3 126 3 2.85
09196-_905 48.6 272+ 0 29 16 135 3 .25L
09198-4419 52,7 7 268+ 4 33 7 131 2 .55
09200-4944 2.8 7 272+ 0 14 4 129 4 3.27
09200-4619 5.7 25 270+ 2 25 9 124 2 ,68
09201-4302 6.13 12 268+ 5 86 29 130 2 ,48L
)9201-4455 9.5 21 269+ 3 43 18 127 3 ,25L
09201-4827 11.1 59 271+ 1 16 8 135 4 ,70
09201-4529 t1,_: 46 269+ 3 57 8 122 2 .25L
09203-4310 20.e 23 268+ 5 59 8 131 2 .36
09204-4849 24.3 16 272+ 1 16 5 130 4 .82
09204 4752 26.113 271+ 1 24 5 125 2 8.14
09204-4745 28.3 28 271+ 1 28 9 128 2 1.02
09205 4750 30,4 38 271+ 1 26 7 128 i 2 2.02
09205 4725 30.6 4 271 + 2 43 18 128 ' 2 .48L
09205-4714 31.2 13 271+ 2 56 9 126 2 .26
09205-4549 34.4 58 270+ 3 27 5 124 2 1.44
09205-4517 35.2 20 269+ 3 22 5 126 2 1.43
09206 4443 36,3 51 269+ 4 29 3 126 3 1.65
09206-4316 36.9 39 268+ 5 38 15 131 2 ,74L
09206-4900 39,7 45 272+ 1 26 3 t24 4 .25L
09207-4757 44.4 17 271+ 1 15 4 128 3 .43
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































I00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
10.75L C D AECC 964324642C
5,54: FD GFFF 9600100208
13,23L BBE AAAJ 0 960200100C
16,07L CF BCD 0 9800010008
18,92L CDC AAB 9 950100020C
9,96L CC BBFE 0 9703112218
242,14 BCFE EBBA 0 930233434C
2.48L BCC AAC 0 i 5800000000
6,63L C HBF 9501000348
15,59L D DI _ 9300000218
25.07L CC AA 9 960100020C
17.56L D B D 960411432C 2
10,75 DC DLCA 954312523C
9.22L C E L L B 9702231448 1
17.55L BC AAF 0 ; 980(X)00OOC
8.36 D HNLB 9602000108
3.62L CCD AAAA 0 2610010000
11.49 C N D C 974022554C
3.84L C Sl 8700000000
5.29 D I B ; 9600000008
5.98L C DB 9600012108
22.52L BD AB 3 950000021C
20.86L B C MA A B 960323330C
10.19L FD EBB 9601001008
13.00L C F BC 9501000228
17.04L D L L C 9602100OOC
3.02L C CJ 2800010000
26,17L C CJ H 940110000C
29,27L D D 940211000C
18.92L E DB 960410000C
7,23 DD L CC 980100241C
10,10 D C BAB 980110132C
4,37L C M EB 9700000100
12.73L BC AA 0 9501200008
37.63: DEE EBGC 9561024228
3.20L F DJ 1700000000
10.82L CE AC 0 8500300108
14.41: BEDE BCBE O 968110233C
9.20: CD J DB 9600002206 2
20.91L D CAC 950031144C
6.26 CE EB 8602200018
28.69L DC AA 8 960300000(3
12.69L CC AA 0 9600000008
10.82 DD KBB 960201123C 8
7.29 D M B 760300011C
11.78L BC AAD 0 9602100008
11.76L C DB 5500100018
3,29L BDC AEC 0 8700000000
6.06 F D DC 6601000308 4
5,46 F K F B 9600006008
11.73L B B D M 9602200008
7,67: BBFC AAAB 8 967211202C 15
27.66L D L B D 950411030C
25.09L BB _AM 0 940131302C
4.16L C BF 2700000000
13.77L CBC AAC 0 9601100008
2.96L CE BE 0 9800001000
11.97L E F C 5501102308
10.18L BBC AAB 0 9500000008
6,36: C D C C 8680001338 8
6,07 D GCDC 960210010C
11.00L CC BB 0 4600000008
5.52 D GDD 9600000348
26,79L C C H B A 940220200C
4.14 DD EC 9700000008
3.84 C K E 9700000000
39.17L F DI 950010200C
19.47L CBC AAB 9 940210050C
7.89 D G B 9582114308 2
4.72: CCF HCAD 970110120C
8.99L BC AB 0 8601100008
3.29L BBC AAAE 0 4700000000 29
4.05 E M F
13.51L C I CD
17.09L B BGLJ
7,12: DE FB
2.70 D I G D
22.20L D F D F
11.52L BC AA
8.28 C F E B
11.20L D CG
22.54L BC AA
5.55: C EE BBDD
2.49 C M I C














19.69L BD BF J 0 950320221C
2.59 C DB 3702000000
2.99L =C BG 9700100100
7,10 BC C BBFC 1 960102340C
240.03 BBFF AABB 0 930223232(3
1.65L 240.03L ED AB M 2 930341220C
109.06L 240,03L FC ECJ 8 3 930223222C
,54 15,10L C M CC 7601011208
.52L 14.86L C F DG 6600000008
.40L 9.83L BF AC A 0 3600000008
.48L 2.86L BD AAHH 0 3701000000
.40L 2.75L BD AB 0 9700001000
.40L 3.89 D L DC 9700200128
1,44: 12.59 F D L DB 954212254C
4.31 11,13 BCCD DAAA 0 950103332C
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /.¢m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Associations
_p
Name Ty_ (") Mag
1 5 DC270.4+01.0 395
1
B 1 32 X0916-482 46 11
1 5 DC271.5 +00.1 461
I 5 DC270.4+ 01.0 567
I 5 DC267.9 + 03.6 14
2 13 221053 K0 3 75
2 1 5 DC271.5+00.1 _303
3 1 32 X0917-476 66 3
1 17 1431 2
2 13 221077 K0 5 65
2 1 RW VEL 4 3
1 17 1433 8
1 17 1435 N 3 134
1 13 221091 A3 10 85
2
B 1 32 X0920-478 39 11
3
B 1 32 X0920-478 69 11
4 13 221109 G5 2 6(
1 17 1439 52
249




a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
h m. , , (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
09207-4246 ,14.9 3' 267+ 5 51 28 130 2 .25L
09207 4826 46.7 44 271+ 1 14 7 126 4 .28L
09208-4902 48.0 32 272+ 1 9 3 128 4 1.31
09208 4732 51.2 4 271+ 2 38 8 124 2 .41
09208 4434 52.4 42 269+ 4 67 23 131 2 .25L
09209 4829 57.6 46 272+ 1 31 8 148 2 .26
09210-4941 2.0 45 272+ 0 13 9 131 3 .95
09210-4313 3.1 58 268+ 5 22 5 131 2 .97
09210 4956 3.2 32 273- 0 26 8 94 2 .84
09210 4503 5,3 21 269+ 3 57 10 125 2 ,23
09212-4556 12.4 19 270+ 3 20 7 165 2 ,25L
09212 4354 !128 50 268+ 4 58 14 131 2 ,31L
09214 4932 !24.6 4 272+ 0 18 8 174 3 .42
09214--4809 27.7 38 271+ 1 24 8 127 3 .80
09214 4614 29,4 38 270+ 3 38 13 123 2 ,80L
09216 4944 40.0 58 272+ 0 15 3 69 3 2.20
09216-4831 40,7 11 272+ 1 26 12 123 3 .28L
09217-4859 42,4 29 272+ 1 29 8 91 3 .32
09217 4603 45,4 49 270+ 3 33 7 122 2 .55L
09217-4402 46.5 14 268+ 4, 30 7 131 2 3.12
09218-4251 49.7 5 268+ 5 58 32 130 2 .25L
09219 4322 57.0 13 268+ 5 26 5 130 2 1.24
09219-4944 58.5 6 272+ 0 12 3 145 3 1.60
09219-4511 59.3 2 269+ 3 41 8 127 2 .33
09219-4445 60.0 51 269+ 4 57 8 123 2 .33
09220-4839 0.0 4 272+ 1 14 3 147 4 196.77
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)



































.57L 4.57 C L
1.95L 26.22L C D
1.85L 17.68L BC AC
.50L 2.38L CD BE
1.92L 20.16L B BL
.40L 3.37L C C
4.61 537: CDD A
.82L 4.06 D !HJ
2.38L [ 25.98L C B K
1.43L i 11.62L B C A C
.47 3.95: CD
2.08L 23.73L BC AA
.90 20.81L C
2.66L 22.92L C CJ
2.48 10.98 CD :H

















5.90: CC D AA









14.30L E B L
8.12L BCC AA
9.11L BC AB
20.62L B F B B
19.51L BF BC





















11.26L C D BH
4.29L C
11.34L C FB

























09220-4300 3.7 38 268+ 5 72 7 130 2 .43 ¢28L .40L
09220-4821 5.1 25 272+ 1 38 10 121 2 .25L .25L ,76
09221-4603 6.3 29 270+ 3 55 10 121 2 .25L ,40 ,99L
09221 4430 9.3 11 269+ 4 28 8 128 3 .60 ,25L .40L
39225-4411 30.1 3 269+ 4 25 13 127 3 .25L ,25L ,59:
09225-4852 31,2 42 272+ 1 21 9 128 2 .47 ,35L 1,89L
09225-4601 32.9 40 270+ 3 38 9 122 2 ,36 ,28L ,40L
09225 4948 33.1 6 273+ 0 24 13 127 2 .29 .25L 1.58L
09226-4753 36.4 12 271+2 24 8 128 2 .70 .20: 1.51L
39226-4515 41.8 30 269+ 4 48 9 127 2 .61 .31L 1.08L
39226-4735 41.9 48 271+ 2 19 5 129 2 2.98 .96 1.63L
39227-4925 45.0 53 272+ 1 47 16 133 3 .25L .13: .76L
39228-4601 52.3 39 270+ 3 34 8 122 2 .51 .38L .40L
39229 4759 56.1 22 271 + 2 70 16 128 2 .25L .25L .63L
09229-4839 56.5 43 272+ 1 16 5 133 2 .94 .51 .55L
09229 4959 57.4 29 273+0 29 8 97 3 ,53 .33 .58L
09229-4641 57.8 39 270+ 3 50 8 124 2i .49 .25L .41L
09229--4930 586 8 272+ 1 16'1 9 131 3 .63 51 2.06L
09230 4614 21 48 270+ 3 50 i 1, 126 ,: .29L .25L .69
09231-4509 10.2 33 269+ 4 20 [ 4 126 2 4.27 .96 .40L
39232-4759 13.4 53 271 + 2 61 8 125 2 .33 .25L .63L
09232-4345 14.4 35 268+ 5 34 6 130 2 20.36 4.48 .69
39234-4643 26.6 34 271+ 3 32 _ 4 125 3 1.26 .29 .40L
39235 4930 32.5 49 273+ 1 12 8 140 3 .64 .27: 1.70L
:]9235 4911 32.5 3 272+ 1 39 8 101 3 .61 .34 1.90L
39235 4737 35.3 17 271+ 2 14 5 161 2 .40L 1.72 16.29L
39235 4619 35.5 26 270+ 3 42 8 124 2 .34L .25L 1.18
39235-4357 35.6 48 269+ 5 48 11 125 3 .32 .25L .40L
09235-4419 35.9 55 269+ 4 40 8 126 3 .54 .25L .83L
09236-4839 41.9 37 272+ I 40 10 126 3 .25L .25L 1.48L
39236-4817 42.0 50 272+ 1 56 8 124 3 .25L .25L 1.00
39238-4610 50.0 16 270+ 3 25 9 123 2 .52 .25L .40L
09239 4535 59.6 4 270+ 3 55 8 120 2 .31 .25L .61L
39240-4255 3.8 50 268+ 5 67 30 130 2 .70L .76L .40L
39240 4252 5.8 19 268+ 5 45 6 130 2 .88 .32L .40L
39241 4616 7.0 58 270+ 3 34 3 124 2 1.24 .36 .40L
39241 4810 8,4 58 272+ 2 32 10 158 2 .71L .28L .96:
39241-4834 8.6 24 272+ 1 17 8 64 4 ,85 .41 1.62L
39242 4922 17.8 13 273+ 1 24 12 137 3 ,25L ,251 1.47:
39243-4732 20.7 44 271 + 2 28 8 163 2 .63 .25L 1.63L
39244-4951 24.6 25 273+ 0 48 16 128 2 .25L .30L .73L
39244 4920 29.8 52 273+ 1 15 7 129 3 ,43 .32L 2,06L
39245-4821 32A 24 272+ 2 24 14 123 2 .51L .25L ,91
39246-4607 38.4 22 270+ 3 39 8 124 2 62 .25L .40L
39246 4744 42,0 45 271+ 2 52 8 126 2 ,36 .26L 1.72L
39247 4805 47,4 40 272+ 2 26 12 128 2 ,35L .25L 1.03:
39248-4514 53.3 44 270+ 4 37 11 129 2 .28 .63L .34:
39249-4655 543 57 271+ 3 59 13 124 2 .25L .25L .68
39249 4541 56.8 19 270+ 3 58 15 128 2 .33 .25L .42L
39249 4909 59.8 20 272+ 1 60 8 100 2 ,45 .25L 2.09L
39250 4300 1.7 21 268+ 5 96 27 130 2 .40L .25L .43L
39250 4752 4.7 2 272+ 2 49 10 124 2 .38 .56L 1.57L
39251-4718 8.5 8 271+ 2 21 8 162 2 .81 .30 .40L
39251 4355 9,6 48 269+ 5 34 10 125 2 .45 .14: .40L
39252-4831 16,0 51 272+ 1 31 8 127 3 .26L .25L .49L
39253-4930 189 50 273+ 1 46 I 19 128 2 1.29L .25L 1.03L
39254-4843 25.6 52 272+ 1 18! 5 148 3 .26L .23: 2.03
39255-4952 30.3 6 273+ 1 15! 3 131 3 .50 ,25L 1.62L
39255-4510 32.6 20 270+ 4 27 i 12 126 2 ,58L ,25L .73
39255 4728 35.1 55 271+ 2 79 23 124 2 .27L .25L .54L
39255 4852 35.5 15 272+ 1 28 18 129 2 .25L .66L 1.74L
39256-4936 39.9 39 273+ 1 14 4 132 3 1.18 .43 1.84L
09258 4410 50.5 40 269+ 5 34 9 127 2 .25L .25L .53
39259 4820 54.7 57 272+ 2 37 10 131 2 ,39L ,46 1.14
39259 4706 59.9 52 271+ 3 22 16 124 2= ,25L .30L .47:
39260-4837 0.2 41 272+ 1 68 10 127 2 36 .25L .60L
09260 4317 0.8 5 269+ 5 23 5 125 3 2.21 .58 .40L
39262-4443 13.7 27 270+ 4 58 19 124 2 .25L .64L .41L
09263-4302 22.2 48 268+ 6 25 8 125 3 ,52 .25L ,40L
39264-4900 25.7 52 273+ 1 15 9 129 3 .67 .23: .64L
39264--4655 27.4 36 271+ 3 33 10 125 2 .36 .25L .47L
39265- 4236 32,1 30 268+ 6 55 6 130 2 1,21 ,58 .40L
09265-4801 33.0 45 272+ 2 41 8 127 2 .39 .39L .85L
09265-4944 33.4 50 273+ 1 13 4 132 3; 3.98 1.42 1.52L
Flags
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T














*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Ne_Jhboring Hours Confirmed S¢ Jrces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
250
Right Ascension: 09h26m39"-09h32m05 '
Name
a
ham ,a, (s) () I b C) C) (') N
3)9266-4753 39.4 29 272+ 2 30 8 124
)9266-4650 39.5 51 271+ 3 45 18 164 2)9266 4847 40.0 251 272+ . 18 5 165 3
)9267-4537 46.5 53 I 270+ 4 41 8 123 2
}9268-4617 53.2 55 271+3 71 8 124 2
)9289-4923 55.9 38 273+ 1 12 3 143 3
}9270-4345 1.5 32 269+ 5 82 20 127 3
)9271-4307 7,3 48 269+ 6 45 30 124 3
)9271-4621 11.6 53 271+3 21 5 126 2
}9272-4919 15.2 42 273+ 1 51 11 127 2
)9272-4956 17.8 38 273+ 1 21 5 177 3
)9274-4133 26,6 35 268+ 7 66 7 129 2
)9274 4258 27.2 11 268+6 39 10 130 2
)9276-4826 :]8.4 33 272+ 2 96 19 126 2
}9276-4633 41.1 25 271+ 3 49 10 127 2
)9277--4726 43.7 58 272+ 3 39 10 125 2
}9277 4829 46,4 43 272+ 2 23 9 129 2
)9277-4836 47.5 6 272+ 2 43 8 126 2
)9278-4610 51.2 18 271+ 3 39 8 122 2
)9276-4806 51.5 41 272+ 2 43 12 128 2
)9279-4832 55.9 43 272+ 2 31 14 128 2
)9279 4414 56.9 52 269+ 5 72 20 123 2
)9290-460862_!4271+ 43 81232)9290-494556 273+1 14 6 1273)9281-48316725272+2 30 4 1262)9261-415698202_+7 37 101292)9282-485613.422 273+2 51 21 1272)9262-452913.56 270+4 28 31232
)9282-4642 14.437 271+3 43 21 124 2
)9282 4216 16.5 36 268+6 26 84 _285!3
)9282-4925 17.3 60 273+ 1 16
)9284-4614 24.8 32 270+ 4 17 6 123, 2
)9284-4737 26.0 15 272+ 2 87 19 129 2
)9284-4549 26.8 18 271+ 4 31 17 121 2
)9284-4439 29.5 54 270+ 5 69 27 123 2
)92ss-4239 36,0 59 _98+ 6 19 4 125 3)9286-4517 39.0 46 270+ 4 63 8 124 3
)9286-4520 40.8 59 270+ 4 45 7 120 2
)9287-4844 43.9 33 273+2 36 3 160 3
I)9297_474644316272+23629t31i2
)9288-4120 48.6 23 268+ 7 76 8 129 2
)9288--4540 49.7 40 271+4 48 8 123 2
)9268-4447 50.5 1 270+ 5 27 6 122 22)9288-4556 50.855 271+4 411 122
)9288-4230 54.0 51 268+ 6 26 8 123 3
)9289-4309 58.5 38 269+ 6 33 15 1127 3
)9290-4858 0.0 42 273+ 2 14 9 149 _ 3
)9291-4200 6.7 54 268+7 35 8 '125 3
)9291-4212 7.6 5 268+ 7 32 9 126 3
)9291-4831 9.6 39l 273+ 2 78 18 1261 2
39292 4506 16.3 46 270+ 4 37 8 122 2
)9292-4654 17.9 56 271+3 43 8 122 2
)9293-4824 21.4 57 272+ 2 55 17 124 2
)9294-4437 27.3 58 270+ 5 59 8 121 2
)9295--4846 33.8 28 273+ 2 53 17 125 2
39295-4931 34.0 40 273+1 15 8 160 3
)9295-4218 35.3 22! 268+ 7 39 11 121 2
)9296-4956 36.1 5 274+1 72 23 127 2
39297--4746 44.3 23 27211-3 44 9 129 2
)9297--4609 46.3 5 271+ 4 24 4 125 2
39297-4732 47.0 15 272+ 3 63 17 129 2
39298-4514 49.8 38 270+ 4 44 27 124 2
392g8-4216 50.4 27 268+ 7 86 10 129 2
D9298-4800 53.7 19 272+ 2 43 8 128 2
D9299 4205 59.1 53 268+ 7 38 21 118 2
09301-4757 8.4 46 272+2 15 10 194 2'
39302--4724 14.3 32 272+3 _ 12 127 2339303-4919 21.9 9 273+1 98
D9304-4335 29.8 34 269+ 6 59 13 123 2
09305-462930811 273+2 4212o 12609305-4946 32.7 14 274+ 1 15 81
D9306-4835 38.8 3; 273+2, 27 18 12709306_4 429. 69+110521 23,39306_420139,725286+7961251212
09307--4214 42.5 3 268+ 7 27 _ 25 110 2
39308-4903 53.4 36 273+ 2 29 10 131 3
09309-4349 56.134 270+6 45 12 127 2
09309 4919 57.9 273+ 2 13 3 133 3
09311-4105 6.3 11 268+ 8 24 6 128 2
09311-4148 I0.8i14 268+ 7 75 8 122 2
09311-4530 11.0:35 271+ 4 56 8 121 3
09312-4428 17.5 43 270+ 5 48 31 119 2
09313-4621 19.4 46 271+4' 35 10 126 2
09313-4048 19.1 42 268+ 8 27 7 128 2
09313--4417 19.3 49 270+ 5 47 10 122 2
09313-4517 19.7 30 271+ 5 23 5 163 2
09313 4809 ,21. c 56 273+ 2 41 19 127 2
09314-4844 27.4 18 273+ 2! 53 8 126 2
09314-4915 28.820 273+ 2 19 9 128 3
09314-4224 129.0 52 269+ 7 26 3 124 13
09315-4352 34.2 57 270+ 6 68 14 126 2
09316-4621 37.927 271+4 28 4124 2
09316 4215 40.6 40 289+7 32 8 12413
09316 4527 41.0 4' 271+ 4 42 9 12309319-471756415272+3 37 9 12620_320-482318 9 273+2 42 9125 209320-42194319269+7 42 34120209320_46104747271+4 46 121252
09320-4906 5.6 46 273+ 2 29 8 1332
Position (1950)
Galactic Uncertainty H
Coords SMJ SMN O 12 Fm
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Co_ected)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
12.51L B BHHE 9400010418
3.96 D C 9701110008
6.67: EF L BE 960110132C
9.75L C CH 8501000008
2.66 8 L M C 6500000200
9.12 CBCF BBAB 0_965226323C
3.59 E C 9600000018
2.92 E NI C 9500000008
2.93L BBC AAB 0 5500000200
13.59L C LIB 950223001C
11.22 CE EC 9600111319
1.80L C BGH 2700000000
9.81L C DK 9400020008
11.09L D LLE 94401111239
11.99L C C 9402201246
12.74L CF DEF 0 8502000008
5.02L C _iGI 9500411348
12.90L C BG 9500310438
2.45L C BC F 9500100000
t0.49L C 8 E, 9401020438
6.05: DE DD 9500321438
4.94 C MDC 4601010108
Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
4
8 1 32 X0926-493
2 13 221214 F5
2 13 221219 G5
13.51L 8C AAI OI 5 560110310C 2 I 32 X0928-497
1.94L C CG I 9600100000
12.71L BB AAEB' 1 360220421C 2
10.33L BC AA 0 9400311338 1 7 WRA389
2.53: CD BCl 9500000109
10.87L D F B 8501200338
1.84L DC AB 0 9701000000
2.70 C J C 9702000109
6.45L BC AB F 0 9500010008
11.51L BC BBI 6 960011120C
3.85 8BCDD AABB! 0 I 9602112120 I3.38 9600000010 82
C C 9501000020
C D 9600OOOOOO




2.55L C CI 8602212120
2.53L F F BG 3 ; 9601112000
7.77 E KEC 9600013548
4.51 C GGG 9680002420
3.13L C B EG 3502000220
2.62L B B 9600000000
2.29L BC AA 0 9601001000!
3.30L C AC 9601000000
8.01L BD BC 0 8500000008
3.72 C D 6600000208
18.24L B C BDEK 9502100218
2.69: CE KGAD 9501000108
5.67L BC BBKJ 1 9600100008
3.91 D L B 9600000228
1.57L C CG 8800000010
2.93L E BJ DF 9700100328
3.03 C O B 9601000218
3.17L C BF 9600020000
4.98 E M E D 8500000228
17.33L E CJ O 9501000008
11.15L C C J 9500100008 I
15.04L D H 9500000208




11.10L C D K
10.41L C BE
2.34 D H C
2,30L C CEMC







2.43 E I B
3.40 F H B
6.75 CD CEDB
4,78 C HB


















13.59L BC ABL 0 5501101628
1.87L BCC AAF 0 1600000000
3.30L F C 1500000000
2.30L B BCHF 5700110000
4.62 C H HF 9501000220
2.51L IF A 8501100100
2.44L A J K 2600000000
11.83L DC DB 9500100108
2.07L FBC AAB 0 7701000000
3.87: DD GE 6701000228
18.35L _D D 9401110228
14.60L B CE H 9502000208
9.OOL BC lAB 0 7400000008
13.09L C H B 9400000008
3.04L BC AAF 0 7501100000
5,40L B A E MH 6400020008
2.87L B BC 5600110000
1.98L C B D F D 5700000000
6.01L C C G 9702121328
2.55 D C 4501010008
2.54L CO DE 0 9500100000
13.21L C J CB 9503000338
8 11






2 3 13 221233 K0 2 66
1 13 221250K0 38 92
1 17 1482 3
4 1 32 X0930-438 81 4
9
1 17 1487 N,R 2 128
C 1 32 X0931-444 16 12
3 13 221280 MB 6 8C
1 11 PK 271+ 3.1 10
1 19 361 1 11E






a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
h m. • , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (')
)9321-4936 11.2 274+ 22 3127
)9322-4821 15.1 5_ 273+ 1 28 13 126
)9323-4049 18 1 53 268+ 8 29 5 124
)9324-4606 26.3 i 49 _ 271+ 4 28 18 130
)9324-4926 28.449274+ 2 19 8143
)9325--4457 35911271+ 5 50 8164
)9327-4834 !42.335273+ 2 23 8126
)9327-4520 42.5 1; 271+ 45 57 _} 121)9327-4646 47.0 272+ 57 129
)9327-4212 47.£ 2 269+ 7 17 123
)9328-4656 149.6 4 272+ 4 33 5 128
)9330-4810 2.8 42 273+ 3 32 9 126
)9330-4935 4.4 21 274+ 21)9332_.o9185371270+32,,3
)9333-4439 19.6 48 270+ 5 68 8 120
)9334-4722 27.6 37 272+ 3 36 11 126
)9334-4031 27.8 54 27268+ 8 1243
)9334-4301 28.0l 28 269+ 6 30 9 127
)9334-4958 28.2 53 274+1 21 6 90
)9334-4432 28.E 21 270+ 5 42 8 123
)9335--4239 !31._: 15 269+ 7 56 23 125
)9335-4607 33.8 8 271+4 39 33 112
)9335-4829 35.1 4 273+ 2 21 6 125
)9335-4336 35.532 270+6 43 13 122
,9336-4746 ,38.3 _ 273+3 26 4126)9336- 4223 38.4 269+7 25 124
)9336-4524 41.1 41 271+ 5, 26 8 122
)9337--4914 44.58 274+2 33 8 86
)9337-4943 46.345274+2 3328 9
)9338-4522 50.333 271+5 30 11 123
I
)9338-4330 !52.2 45 270+6 61 8122
)9336-4959 53.736274+1 7226 _,_ 130)9339-4853 58.631 273+2 128
)9341-4922 6.4125 274+ 2 36 25160
)9341-4443 7.9 53'271+5 41 8 168
)9341-4006 11._ 24 267+9 25 8122
)9342-4250 14.519269+ 7 43 19125
)9342-4510 16._ 10271+ 5 91 18127
)9343-4958 21.356274+ 1 11 5131
)9343-4522 _22.8 57 271+ 5 19 7125
I
)9344-4212 26,0151 269+ 7 399 125
)9344-4952 26,156 _ 274+ 1 15 8141
)9345-4813 34,143273+ 3 24 13161
)9347-4017 44.1 1 268+ 9 54 25121
)9347-4042 44.313 1268+ 8 94 29128
)9348-4642 50.759 ! 272+ 4 28 5125
)9349-4115 56.057268+ 8 30 8121
)9350-4907 2.551274+ 2 18 9125
)9351-4639 11.2 4 272+ 4 42 11 ,123
)9352-4645 13.7 56 272+ 4 19 9 126
)9353 4528 18.5 34 271+ 5 30 6 125
)9353-4135 20.5 38 269+ 8 60 8 122
)9353-4308 21.7 32 270+ 7 26 4 123
)9354-4041 25.8 41 268+ 8 74 25 125
)9354-4032 27.6 41 268+ 9 23 3 123
)9354-4431 29.430271+ 6 44 81121
)9354-4054 29.72268+ 8 29 8124
)9355-4000 32.050268+ 9 54 23126
)9355-4400 34.546270+ 6 70 8123
)9355-4857 35,720274+ 2 48 15125
)9357-4946 42.21 274+ 2 3314 !137)9357-4309 46.9 2z 270+ 16 121
39358-4110 53.9 46 268+ 6 27 8 122
)9360-4331 3.2 14'1 270+ 6 48 8 120
)9360-4257 4.3 52_ 270+ , 26 6 123
39361-4911 67 11 274+ 2 19 8 139
)9361-4357 7.255270+6 29 812339361-4510 6.2 i 271+ 17 4125
39362-4919 14,041274+ 2 32 22,159
39362-4430 17.443271 + 6 51 9 1127
39363-4710 22,7 8273+ 4 20 5 ; 124
39364-4457 25,921271+ 5 24 4 i 125
39364-4318 28.556270+ 7 30 6164
39366--4728 38.834273+ 4 39 6126
D9366-4620 40.237272+ 4 57 8125
[)9367-4930 43.337274+ 2 146 132
39367-4912 44.2 47 274+2 _, 3 154
D9368-4010 49.4 58 268+9 _1 04 12139368-4601 50.3 40 272+ 5 1 125
D9369-4343 54.2 47 270+ 6 121
39370-4826 3.5 34 273+ 3 24 i 5 124
09370-4630 4.5 48 272+ 4 57 34 126
09370-4904 5.2 43 274+ 2 20 8 130
D9372-4149 12.3 53 269+ 6 46 32 125
09372-4812 13.1 15 273+ 3 99 43 126
09372-4423 15.2 55 271+ 6 30 16 165
09373-4111 23.0 16 269+ 8 34 8 124
09374-4300 284 56 270+ 7 42 27 120
09375-4724 34.1 53 273+ 4 23 9 125
09375-4318 35.(] 40 270+ 7 45 11 123
09376-4038 39,234268+9 6218124
09377-4931 45.3 29 274+ 2i 22 10 131
09377-4035 46,940268+ 9' 456 121
09378-4850 49.2 11 274+3 14 9 127
09378-4029 53.4 43 268+9 46 20 125
09379-4316 55.E 55 270+7 46 10 121
09380- 4302 0.4i38 270+ 7 61 36118
09380-4523 1.31533272+ 35 6126
09381-4922 6.2 36 274+ 2 29 13 129




C (Not Color Corrected) V
O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 _m |00 p.m Flux Corl A Confusion
N (.lansky) Oncs Coe! R Flags*
3 .25LI .25L .41L 4.56 D COD
2 .42L .25L .52 9.17L C KD
3 2.21 .59 .35: 1.70L BCD AE=D
2 .25L .25L .81L 4.58 C D
3 .60 .25L .49L 14.44L E B H
2 .29 .28L .40L 2.65L C CI
2 .88 .22: .40L 12.51L EID BC
2 .25L .25L .50L 2.87 D K
I 32 .42 .34L ,40L 2.67L _F DI2.09 .75 .40L 2.54L BC AB
! 2 6.95 4,45 .85 1.87L BCC AAB
2 .58 .24: .48L 2.24L CD BCH
I 3 2.52 .78 .49: 8.94L CCD AAB
! 2 .40 .55L .67L 7.43L D B E H
: 2 .31 .26L .40L 11.26L C DE
!32 .35 .25L .45L 2.57_1_ D1.62 .90 .40L 2.68 C C AA
3 .27 .25L .40L 10.15L F C G
13 1.02 .33 .40L 12.33L BC BB
12, .43 .27L .40L 11.48L C CI
2 .57L .25L .40L 2.58 D H
3 .25L .25L .40L 3.48 C
! 2 .42 .31 1.26L 6.44L IC D BDJ
2 .25L .25L .69 3.15 CC El
2 9.97 2.62 .59 2.51L,BBC AABi
' _ .77 ,58 *40L 1._L BC AS
12 .26 1.01 1.42 9.36L CCC FA&
! 3 .25L ,25L .65 4.49: DC NGD
2 .45L .25L .55L 4.58 D
2 .37 .25L .45L 5.45L C CI 3
I
2 .37L .25L .62 8.43L ! C C
2 .37L .26L .85 12.02L C HD2 .61L .68L .77 12.88L F r-
2 .25L .25L .46 4.26L F G G
I 2 .35L .20 .90L 7.14L E FF_
3 .25L .25L .62 3.61 CC C
i 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.84 O
2 .85L .25L .37 10.89L C E
3 2.08 1.21 .40L 11.61L BE] AA
2 .25L .48 .75 5.69: DCD !LCB
i2 .48 .25L .,t0L 2.O3LIC CH.62 .25L .42L 12.26L AC
2 .25L .70L .48L 3.42 C MI
I 3 .25L .25L .40L 4.12 C i L |
2 .25L .51L .40L 2.95 O
2 2.22 1.17 .40L 2.02L CF AA
3 1.07 .40 .40L 6.94L BC !AC
3 99 .23 .47L 4.48: DD D BFI
2 .37 .25L .40L 2.45L C E L
2 .65 .27L .49L 1.97L B BC[!
3 .88 .39 .40L 7.09L BC AC
3 .38 .25L .40L 2.61L CL
c
1.53 .66 .40L 8.01L BC F A8
.25L .25L .40L 2.742.71 .80 .36: 2.93 BCFC ABF
3 .95 .20: .49L 9.82L B E A F .J
3 ,50 .35 .40L 9.04L CC BC
2 .47L j .25L ,40L 2.30 E HH
2 .19 .48L .40L 9.99L F EL
2 .54: .25L .63 7.06 F CD B F
.30 .25L .42L 14.06L C E18.13 11.45 2.28 2.13L BBC AA, a
3 .58 .25L .40L 10.83L B AD
2 .68 .44L .40L 2.08L D ACE
2 1.88 .54 .81L 7.84L BC AAI_
3 .50 ,17: .40L 10.75L DO BBL
2 .62 .22 .40L 6.66L B D A D
2 10.24 3.59 .71 8.06L CCC AAB
2 .26 .25L .52L 15.26L F E
2 24 .25L .40L 7.88L D H
2 .96 .28 .40L 9.64L FD BC
2 3.02 1,22 .40L 932L BC AA
2 1,83 .65: .40L 2.01L BF ABE
2 .74 .23 .40L 10.72L BD BB
2' .41L .37L .40L 2.67 C K
i 11.75 8.39 1.36 3.24: BBCD A R
.25L .25L .47: 4.64 F D E
.55 .32 .40L 6.62L CD BB
.62 .33 40L 6 98L DE) C
2.11 .89 .41L 1.57L BC AAC-
21 10.82 30.14 14.16 5.41 BBDC AAA
2 .25L .25L .40L 2.32 C
3 .60 .25L .48L 12.74L B ALH
2 .75L .63L .40L 2.86 D F
2 .25L .25L .44L 5.75 D
3 .41L .25L i .30: 3.74 DD J E
3 .59 .25L .40L 9.70L C AD
2 .25L .25L .40L 3,39 C
2 .40L .40 1.03 4,35: DC D GB I
2 .25L .25L .76 2.57L B C,_
3 25L .25L .40L 4.12 E DC
3 .45 .25L .40L 13.80L D BC
.59 .25L .40L 9.22L B A E
2 ,62 .34: .40L 5.00: CD E BF
3 ,25L .25L .36: 3.80 D D F C
2 ,52 .64L .40L 1.94L C CG
2 .36L .25L ,40L 2.38 D K
2 7.91 4.21 .59: 7.05L BCC AAE
= 2 .25 .25L .45L 15.42L E B
2 1,04 .48 .40L 2.64L BF AD
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
















09360 - 4910 3
CC VEL 3
09362 - 4919 3
1509
1510










"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour :es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
252
Right Ascension: 09h38=09"-09h42m55 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corr=eted)
Galactic Uncertainty C
¢z 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /_m 25 /_m 60 /_m 100 _m _ux
ham. o 6, (s) () 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
)9381-4938 9.4 13 274+ 2 41 8 96 3 .45 .25L .40L 12.38L B
:)9382-4735 15.7 26 273+ 4 28 8 124 2 .87 .52 .40L 6.56L BC
:)9383-4655 18.6 30 273+ 4 30 5 124 2 2.50 .75 .42L 7.49L BC
:)9383-4228 21.8 27 270+ 7 40 10 123 2 .47 .28L .45L 2.12L B
09383-4609 23.7 28 272+ 5 45 9 128 2 .44 .25L .40L 9.94L C
09384-4815 28.2 53 273+ 3 42 10 124 2 .96 .48 .41L 2.60L ED
09385-4400 31.5 26 271+ 6 26 4 118 2 1.97 1.19 .95L 2.02L BC
09385 4059 33.5 10 269+ 9 26 5 122 2 3.61 1.96 .45L 6.10L BB
09385-4603 33.8 30 272+ 5 39 9 127 2 .75 .29L A0L 2.29L E
09385--4811 34.3 19 273+ 3 31 10 123 2 .96 .38 A0L 2.57L CD
09385-4753 35.8 40 273+ 3 34 8 124 2 .49 .32 .40L 2.86L CE
09386-4856 37.7 50 274+ 3 90 18 127 2 ,41L .25L .48L 4.94 E
09386-4051 38.3 58 269+ 9 19 4 124 3 2.83 1.25 A2L 3.14: BC F
09386-4416 39.044 271+ 6 22 19 126 2 .73L .60L ,40L 1.95 C
09386-4507 39.835 271+ 6 54 9 127 2 .45 .25L .40L 2.34L C
09386-4845 39.9 27 274+3 34 9 126 2 .82 ,18: .40L 9.61L BE
09386-4331 41.3 22 270+ 7 48 8 121 2 .48 .50L .40L 2.73L B
09386-4350 41.8 4 271+7 44 10 119 2 .34 .25L .40L 2.13L C
09387-4638 45.3 14 272+ 4 48 8 124 2 .32L .35 .40L 9.44L C
09388-4007 50.0 59 268+9 60 9 122 2 .40 .25L A0L 8.40L C
09388-4000 50.4 21 268+ 9 27 10 122 3 .37 .25L .40L 6.79L C
09388-4328 52.E 22 270+ 7 27 18 142 2 .25L .25L .44L 2.40 C
09388-4620 53.8 15 272+ 5 79 23 124 2 .40L .25L .40L 2.98 D
09390-4722 0.2 60 273+ 4 39 10 124 2 .31 .25L .40L 4.31L C
09390-4023 3.4 14 268+ 9 27 13 124 3 .25L .25L .40L 4.20
09390-4815 5.7144 274+ 3 43 27 127 2 .29L .25L .40L 4.06
09390--4448 5.753 271+ 6 21 9 126 2 .62 .35 A0L 2.00L BC
09391-4556 7.6 13 272+ 5 36 6 125 = 2 .63 .32L .40L 7.89L D
09391-4659 9.1 17 273+ 4 32 9 125 2 .72 .34 AlL 9.22L
09391-4832 11.3 38 274+ 3 35 9 125 2 .51 .25L .40L 4.04L
09392-4750 12.3 29 273+ 4 25 5 123 2 3.25 1.22 .40L I 1.68L
09392-4435 15.3 52 271+ 6 54 9 128 2 .77 .27L .40L 6.63L
09392-4551 16.2 52 272+ 5 37 18 127 2 .39L! .25L .40L 2.60
09393-4540 19.1 40 272+ 5 74 14 127 2 .25L .64L .40L 2.55
09393-4818 22.1 54 274+3 25 23 132 2 .27L .40L .49L 3.87
09393-4144 23.0 58 269+ 8 39 8 124 2 .47 .25L .67L 7.46L
09394 4038 24.4 42 269+ 9 38 9 120 2 .49 A2L .40L 8.80L
09394-4909 24,8 3 274+ 3 16 4 =140 3 11.84 7.81 1.36 9.48L
09394-4309 25.9 14; 270+ 7 97 33 123 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.13
09394-4714 27.1 6 273+ 4 40 8 124 _ 2 .33 .59L .40L 11.95L
09395--4616 31.3 10 272+ 5 49 10 128 2 .29 .25L .40L 8.87L
09396-4625 38.0 1 272+ 5 37 8 126 2 .36 .25L .40L 2.26L
09396-4002 38.0 57 268+ 9 70 20 125 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.50
09396-4459 38.8 54 271+ 6 45 13 125 2 A8L .25L .55 3.36L
09396 4409 39.7 19 271+ 6 23 5 126 2 2.72 1.36 A0L 1.58L
09397-4834 45.8 29 274+ 3 101 27 128 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.40
09398-4944 49.2 15 275+ 2 14 3 137 3 25L 2.04 2.32 8.42L
09398-4750 52.5 10 273+ 4 44 24 123 2 .38L .25L A2L 3.41
09399-4152 55.1 7 269+ 8 34 8 122 3 .25L .23: 1.33 2.12:
09399-4643 56.0 49 273+4 36 t2 127 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.90
09400-4733 1.0 19 273+ 4 30 5 124 2 7.85 5.48 1.58 8.34L
09400--4307 1.9 44 270+ 45 8 120 2 .33 .25L .40L 3.02L
09400-4642 3.8 42 273+ 4 33 5 124 2 1.52 .30 .94L 6A6L
09402-4902 13.440 274+ 3 55 17 126 2 .29L .25L .55 11.87L
09403-4424 20.1 '41 271+ 6 45 14 167 2 .25L .28L .57 5.36
09403-4617 22.4 56 272+ 5 30 8 124 2 .76 .35 .40L 7.59L
09403-4135 22.6 13 269+ 8 22 16 123 2 .25L .25L 1.65 4.7909403-4648 23.8 14 273+ 4 ! 33 2 127 2 .76L .58L A0L 2.73
09404-4540 24.4 40 272+ 5 50 8 32 2 .66L .64L .40L 2.33
09404-4706 =26.c7 273+4 68 16 124 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.57
09404-4008 27.9!32 268+ 9 33 20 124 2 .36L .25L .40L 1.86
09404-4142 28.2 46 269+ 8 21 9 123 3 .25L .25L 1.32 4.77:
09404-4659 28.5 53 273+ 4 32 15 129 2 .44L .25L .66L 3.36
09405 4557 32.9 3 272+ 5 44 9 126 2 .34 .51L .40L 7.28L
09405-4638 34.3 8 273+ 5 20 4 124 2 4.60 1.17 .40L 4.26L
09406-4821 36.4 5 274+ 3 66 25 124 2 .25L .25L .49L 2.47
09406-4427 38.5 24 271+ 6 48 5 =124 2 .25L .25L .95 5.84
09406-4312 39.5 20 270+ 7 38 8 120 2 .44 .25L A0L 2.30L
09407-4325 45.6 47 271+ 7 37 8 121 2 .64L .25L .61L 2.65
09407-4149 47.9 31 270+ 8 42 7 121 2 .38L .31 2.56 5.27
09408-4823 49.7 25 274+ 3 63 11 126 2 .37 .25L .61L 10.64L
09408-4836 51.6 47 274+ 3 61 12 127 2 .36 .25L A0L 8.62L
09409-4128 54.5 60 269+ 9 32 8 124 3 .42 .25L .40L 7.70L
09409-4734 56.0 42 273+ 4 30 7 124 2 .46 .37 1.91 6.81
09410-4954 3.5 48 275+ 2 18 11 127 2 .38 .25L .42L 8.05L
09410-4423 5.4 50 271+ 6 86 14 126 2 .42L .25L = .43 2.40L
09411-4906 9.2 53 274+ 3 28 6 125 2 3.44 2.25 .52L 5A3L
09412-4300 15.8 6 270+ 7 31 19 125 2 .88L .58L .40L 2.70
09412-4507 16.6 40 272+ 6 28 5 123 2 5.57 3.50 .62L 1.55L
09415-4929 34.7 40 275+ 3 19 8 142 3 .31 .25L .40L 9.27L
09415--4235 35.9 23 270+ 8 39 8 120 2 .43 .25L .40L 2.19L
09416 4834 37.7 21 274+ 3 60 26 126 2 .25L 25L .40L 3.44
09416-4928 40.5 _ 13 275+ 3 12 8 172, 3 95 A0 .40L 8.61L
09416-4340 _.1.7 31 271+ 7 42 9 127 2 .84 .30L .40L 1.55L
09417-4423 421 23 271+ 6 28 8 125 2 .66 .26: .40L 2.00L
094t7-4631 42.7 11 273+ 5 18 4 124 2 6.88 2.09 ,88 2.39L
09417--4100 429 30 269+ 9 39 8 123 2 ,66 ,25L ,40L 7.11L
09417-4401 46.9 3 271+ 7 23 9 126 2 .66 ,43L .40L 2,69L
09418-4623 51.0 20 273+ 5 31 9 125 2 .53 ,27L ,40L 6,13L
09418 4735 52.6 38 273+ 4 54 11 '124 2 .51 .19: .40L 2.76L
09418 4056 53.5 32 269+ 9 91 24 120 2 .41L .25L .44L 2.65
09419-4309 56.3 54 271+ 7 27 6 121 2 2.02 .85 1.13L 2.38L
09422-4248 17.5 12 270+ 8 22 4 119 2 1.16 .69 .40L 2.22L
09423-4924 18.3 18 275+ 3 21 8 80 3 .88 .59 .40L 7.96L
09423 4626 18.5 1 274+ 3 27 10 123 2 1.08 .30 .40L 2.84L
09424-4758 26.8 37 274+ 4 64 25 124 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.40
09424 4948 28.2 14 275+ 2 28 20 169 3 .25L 25L .70L 4.75
09428-4630 48.3 11 273+ 5 22 5 125 2 67.52 18.44 4.04 3.02L
09428-4341 50.8 51 271+ 24 5 126 2 29.69 12.03 2.48 1,72L
09429-4920 55.1 i50 275+ 3 15 3 69 3 3.02 1.87 .46: 6.48L
Flags
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
C H i 9500010108
A B J 0 5500000008
AAD 2 9500001008 17 1517 8
CGD 3700000000 17 1516 R 7 135
CD 9500100008
BBL 1 6601100040
A A F 1 700000000
AAD 0 9501000018
BC F 9700100008 1 19 365 11 118
BB 4 560111OOO0
BB 0 9600010000
L B 9400010108 1 "41 09387-4857 58 12
AAFC 01 9501001028 8,
K F C 6700000008
A J 4601000000 1 *41 09386-4607 27 3




C K J 1400000018
EMHF 9400000008 1 17 1519 29
N C 5601100000
F B 9700030228
iDFGc G 9601000008F 9480000338 C
D H 5680100220
AC 0 6600000000 1 °41 09391-4448 5 1
BDNL 9500200018 2 13 221399 K2 4 85
B C A B K 9500000008
C BI FH 9501011038 8
CC AA 0 8700000000
F AD F 5400000008 1 40 M0 III 3 35 99
D A 9600100008
D I A _ 9500000008
C GMD 5680100320 4
B B KI 4500000208 4 2 13 221404 K0 6 80
C BHF 9401020008 1
CBC AAA 6 9500000008 45 '3 *14 212-PN 13_ 38
C D 8500000220 C
C 3 E H 9400010008
C C 9500001008
C E G 9702120138
D C 9500000008
C CI 4500000000 1 "41 09396-4500 16 12
BC AAF 1 4700000000
D C )500000018
BB I AAF 9501000008 2 14 212-PN 14 PI 3
C GF D 8600000100
DCD DAE 4600000108
D B 9580100008
BBC AAA 0 6502000008
C FG H 8500000000 1 13 221409K2 14 85
CD ABNE 3 1400100008 1 19 366 18 101
C C I 9400000008 1 ° 41 09401 - 4902 46 4
DC HEC 3501101520 8
CE BB 0 9501000008
CC ILAB 9402010128 1 14 315-G205. 6
E B 9580000008
D A N C 9502020028 8
E I A 9601000008
C J H D 9600000008
BD! J DAD 9501010138
D D MC 9500000008
C C 9501000008
BC AAKH 5 9500000008 2 13 221419MA 4 75
E DC' 9501100108
DO DA 55Cl101410
C C H 5600000000
D J CG 4500000310 4
DCD GDAA 5500000008 14 315- G 21 Sb 13
C DIG 9400200108 "41 09408-4823 10 7
C E 9500100018 2 "17 1530 35
B C H 9301010008
CDDD CCAB 0 9501001110
C C 9502000008 2 13 221423 K0 4 80
C B 3600102000
BC AAHG 0 9500000218 4
C NF B 3600000000
BB AAO 2 4701000000
C C E 9504110108
i C D K 350O000000
D C 96O 1000208
BD BC 0 9504210208
D ADL 1600000000
CD BC 0 2600001000
BBC 'AABD 0 9600000108 2 I'FKVEL 12 3
C BD D 9500110008 2 13 221428 K2 13 80
E AN 4600010000 2 13 221430 KS 9 90
C B E 9501000008
C E B C I 8600000000
E KC C 96O1110008
CD AAK 0 3500000000 16 04600 20 136
BC AA 2 7500000000
BC AB 4 9503102538 2
CD AD 1 9601001108 "41 09423-4826 20 3
C F G D 8680000130
F CB 960110O716
BBC AAAD 3 9600100028 45 8 17 1539 4 142
BBC AAAB 0 3600000000 43
BCC AABC 7 9501000108
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 .u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 09h42=55"-O9h48m35 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name
a 8





































































































IH (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty !C V
a 6 C_XSrbdS SMJ SMN (_) O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux C,r A(s) ( ) (") (") N (Jsnsky) Uncs C* R
55.2 17 271+ 7 27 15 125 2 .28 .25L .40L 2.16L O O
58.6 5 270+ 8 35 9 121 _ 3 .61 .26L .40L 1.94L C AC
0.6 58 271+ 7 43 9 127 2 .51 .25 .40L 2.13L CD BC
2.3 59 274+ 3 45 23 127 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.30 D II
3.6,43 275+ 2! 25 8 136 3 .34 .25L .40L 11.61L C B
66146 274+ 3 55 23 123!2 .26L .53L .40L 2.30 D
10.2115 270+ 9 20 5 122 2 9.20 3.38 .77 5.78L BBD AA E
11.6 7 271+ 7 53 8 124 2 .44 .27L .40L 2.20L E CJ
12.2 6 274+ 3 53 8 125 2 .34 .25L .40L 8.88L E B
13.6 12 269+ 9 71 10 121 2 .81L .25L .42 6.22L C F
I
19.7 12 272+ 6l 38 8 124 2 .45 .25L .40L 1.35L E BE
20.1 59 271+ 71 27 5 125 2 5.72 2.56 .48 1.98L BBC AAC
20.2 54 272+ 6 43 10 125 2 .25L .25L 1.30 2.31: CD A
28.7 18 274+ 4 48 12 125 2 .47L .25L .74 9.25L C I E
44.5 158 272+ 6 34 30 140 2 .49L .COOL .40L 1.49 D
49.4,11 273+ _ 45 11 123 2 .46 .25L .40L 3.67L C CH
53.9 24 271+ 7 39 11 125 2 .56 .25L .40L 1.56L C CEI
55.1 28 271+ 7 19 9 123 2 .59 .31L .40L 1.76L C BE
56.8160 276+3 16 3 145 3 1.19 .50 .40L 1.89L BC AB
2.3114 273+ 5 46 9 122 2 .44 25L .84L 5.03L C B 1
7.3_57 275+ 3 18 8 132 3 1.04 .44 .40L 7.85L BD AB
7.5 58 275+ 2 39 28 167 2 .30L ,73L 1.21L 2.50 D GK_
12.2 45 274+ 4 46 8 124 2 .38 .60L .40L 2.10L C CJ
12.5 5 273+ 6 41 8 124 2 .76 .38L .92L 2.33L C B GJ
19.2 37 274+ 4 44 11 125 2 .30 .25L .40L 2.34L C C
23.8 50 272+ 6 34 12 127 2 .34 .33L 1.12L 2.21L C E GL
26.1 38 275+ 3 18 9 125 2 .41 .26L .40L 7.08L D CH
26.8141 270+ 9 53 8 121 2 .45L .25L 1.01 2.28L C I £
28.1 34 270+ 9 41 8 121 2 .71 .26L .42L 5.87L B BH
29.0 53 275+ 3 39 24 134 2 1.96L .25L .50L 2.11 F K
40.8 3 274+ 4 39 22 125 2 .46L .25L .59L 3.10 C N
45.2 30 275+ 3 76 13 125 2 .35 .25L .40L 2.06L F E
50.3 9 273+ 6 104 23 125 2 .25L .25L .41L 2.58 D
51.0 0 274+ 4 27 5 125 2 36.10 43.53 9.99 2.53L BBC AA
55.5 47 270+ 9 28 3 122 2 1.25 .50 .40L 3.87L F D AB
1.9 46 273+ 5 33 8 125 2 .26 .25L .40L 5.99L C DK
2.0144 274+ 5 27 5 125 2 39.49 34.95 8.44 7.63L BBC AA_
5.6=49 275+ 3 21 8 140 3 .56 23 .40L 9.24L CD BCP
7.0 12 275+ 3 18 3 139 3 1.62 .39 .40L 2.04L BD AA_
12.0 41 272+ 6 23 9 123 2 .55 .31: .40L 1.65L CD BC
t2.138 275+ 3 15 6 129 3 3.10 1.00 .37: 1.70: BBCE AA._
12.158 273+ 5 26 5 124 2 2.22 .95 .40L 5.25L BC AA
14.6127 270+ 9 27 18 123 2 .25L .56L .40L 3.53 D
15.4141 270+ _ 28 9 120 2 1.14 .42 .42L 4.96L BC AC'
16,6i29 271+ 8 25 6 123 2 2.44 1.18 .40L 5.29L 8C AA
18.0 6 270+ 9 39 8 120 2 ,52 .25L .40L 6.56L B BH
19.4 50 274+ 4 18 4 122 2 9.14 4.19 .50: 2.15L BBC AAI
23.1 31 274+ 5 44 9 126 2 1.01 .57 .40L 8.05L BC AB
24.2 24 271+ 8 48 9 125 2 1,05 .25: .40L 2.08L CO BCI
29.9 52 272+ 7 92 34 123 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.11 D I
29.9 11 273+ 61 26 9 t25 2 .83 .58 .40L 2.43L CC 98
33.1 15 275+ 41 26 9 124 2 .25L .80 1.24 7.97L CC A,
35.3 6 271+ 8 66 11 124 2 .49 .25L .40L 2.46LC C
38.7 55 271+ 8 41 10 122 2 .57 .25: .40L 5.95L CD BE
43.3 42 275+ 3 24 8 136 3 .39 .25L .40L 2.18L C BE
46.7 32 273+ 5 30 5 125 2 20.27 11.46 1.49 2.58L BBC AAt
48.1 35 273+ 6 42 20 125 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.47 C
54.5 3 274+ 5 33 10 127 2 .50 .89L A0L 8.61L D CM
56.2 52 275+ 31 17 8 143 3 3.72 1.25 .45L 1.69L CB AAE
59.E 45 275+ 4 29 19 153 2 A8L 80L .40L 3.97 D E B
13.0 25 275+ 3 35 8 88 3 .42 .25L .40L 2.25L F CH
18.2 1 273+ 6 45 9 12512 .83 21: .40L 1.46LCE BD
21 1 37 275+ 4 35 10 127 2 .48 .25L .4eL 1.86L C 9C
25.5 7 272+ 7 57 21 124 2 .25L .25L .44L 2.09 C
]3 5 52 270+ 9 I 47 u8 123 2 .95 .23: A0L 6.66L CF DC AF59.0 40 273+ 6 38 1 125 ! 2 .26L .25L .48: 2.53
59.4 21 270+ 9 39 8 123 i 2 9.24 3.65 .63 6.45L BCC AAE
1.3 50 275+ 3 44 27 123 : 2 .25L 1.21L .42L 2.50 D H
5.4 30 ! 273+ 6 30 5 123 2 287 4.03 1.36 1.55L BBC AAE
6.0 57 _ 275+ 4 30 9 124 _ .45 .23 .40L 2.20L CD AB
65 19 270+10 34 4 118' 2.13 .64 1.07L 4.75L BC AAE
7.4 23 271+ 9 49 8 125 2 .25L .27: 2.15 3.14: DCD CI
7.5 45_270+10 34 4 120 2 1.41 .33 .40L 5.75L BD AB
10.1 58 271+ 8 20 6 123 2 1.72 .48 .40L 1.58L BC AB
10.3 37 273+ 7 42 9 [125 2 .60 .36L .40L 1.25L B BI
22.0 7 274+ 5 25 10 i159 2 .48L .27L 1.27 3.11 DB ECI
24.0 37 273+ 6 25 5 123 2 1.31 .90 .40L 1.83L BC AA
34.4 32 270+ 9 53 27 =125 =_ .25L .25L .40L 2.33 C °35.4 30 274+ 5 37 14 126 .54L .63L .46 3.17L !L KF
36.5 33 274+ 5 71 22 126 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.63 D
42.9 28: 271+ 8 32 9 1124 2 .86 .40: .48L 1.87L BF AJ
43.5 13i 273+ 6 52 11 1125 2 .50L .25L 1.38 2.78 CC HGI
45.5 391 270+ 10 41 9 !122 2 .61 .25L .40L 7.65L E B I
46.718 273+7 44 9i1242 .68 .38 .40L 1.98LEC ,BC
51.131274+527101262 .58 .32 .40L 2.98L F C I_ D59.750273+65391242 .23 .25L .41L 2.62L D
1.011,271+93171242148.86 88.96 17.01 8.25 BBDE'AA/
3.427275+493291262 .29L .57L .40L 1.64 C
9.3 5 272+ 7 22 4 123 2 43.93 22.47 3.55 1.23: BBCD AAI
1.7 30 274+ 5 23 5 124 2 3.96 2.23 .41: 5.83L BBD AA[
18.6 30 273+ 6 43 13 123 2 .28 .25L .40L 1.95L C E
21.0 23 270+ 9 44 8 125 2 .89 .27L .40L 2.82L C BF
24.0 12 276+ 3 24 8 154 4 .38L .25L .48 2.25L C L
24.5 27 272+ 7 71 28 122 2 .29L 25Ll 1.28L 2.48 E, L MI
25.0 43 269+11 20 3 121 3 1.41 .41 I, .40L 4.47L CC lAB[
31.5 37 271 + 8 43 10 121 2 .70 .31 ' .40L 1.80L BD lAB
33.7 16 275+ 3 87 23 122 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.13 C
34.1 34 275+ 4 36 9 125 2 .61 .20: .40L 1.96L CD BD
35.1 52 275+ 4 78 29 126 2 .25L .28L .40L 2.61 C! E
35.2 46 271+9 37 5 125 2 25.53 11.97 2.35 7.76L BCO AAI
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep





























Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 09h48m42'-O9h55m33 '
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
Ct 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 p.m
h m. , , (s) C) I b C) (") (') N
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L




Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.25L .63 2.76L C BB 9600100100 1 14 213- G 3 S. 19
.46 .40L 5.17L CC AB 0 7501000008 3 13 221536K0 5 6_
.29: .40L ! 6.78L BD AC 2 9500000008
.25L .40L 3.74 C MD 5500101130
10.35 1.51 1.68L BBC AAA 0 2700000000
2.28 .43L 2.09L BC AAD 26600101030
1.32 .40L 1.69L BB AAGH 1 8600000000
.39L 1.02L 1.78LC 'BOJ 3600000000 2132215,44K5 12 8C
.70 .4OL 1.89L BC AA 2 6700000000 3 13 221547 K0 3 56
13.12 2.29 6.68L BBC AAA 28500000008 14
.25L .40L 2.40L E B D 2700000000
.37L .40L 1.27L D CD 7601000010
1.80 .52L 2.03L BC AAN 07700000000 413221553G5 16 45
.25L .40L 2.08L ,C e J 4601000000
.65 .40L 1.64LIBC A A L 0 2600101000
.66L .40L 1.84 C GL G 9600000020 8
.46L .40L 2.36 E LE E 5600000000
.51L .40L 1.92, C C 8600000000
2.30 .40L 1.86L'88 AA 7 4600000000 , 1 DY VEL 9 3
.25L .40L 2.30L iC D F 2700000000
I
.25L .47L 2.39L C C G 2600101000
.25L .40L 1.66L F C 9600000000
,41 .40L 7.67L BC AB 0 5500000008
.25L .73 8.78L F DC 9400000008
.53 2,60 2.06 CCD EDB 3700002200
2.78 ;BBCD AAAB 0 1600000000 22
2.66 C O E 8 7600000406
1.60L DD AB O 2600000000
6.97L ie D KADJ 0 75020002182.63 F F 2700000130
1.67 C F C 9700000000
1.42L C eG 2700010000
6,57L BBC AAE 6 7500000008
10.34L CD AA 0 7400000008
2.87 C L B 8400000208
8.01L C CH 9500010008
8.04L CD AD 3 4400000008
2.48L D C L C 9600000008
2.27 C KC 8601000220
1.85L C BF 8600010000
1.43L C El 8800110210
2.95 D I J KF 9400000120
1.88 D HB 6600000010
3.67 C I EC 9600110210
3.29 D B 8600000106
2.71L C J DDF 6701012200
1.91L C CF 9600000000
1.59L C BE 3601000000
1.80 F C 9600000000
1.62L C AC D 6500101000
1.39L E E 6500200120
1.36L BC ABI L 1 5700000000
2.17L C BF 6500000000
3.43 D GD 8400000210
2.74 F D 8400200220
1.69L CE AF 1 7800200210
2.18 C E 8601000000
7,94L C B 6400300108
4,01 DBB DAA 3500200008
9.98L F E 3406200008
9.35L BBE AAB 01 9400100108
8.11 L B B I ! 3300000008
2.87 BBCC AAAB 0 4600000010 44
2.96 C L E 9600000000
2.88 C E G 9700000010
1.86L B BE 4601000220 6
1.70L BBC AAC 4500000000
4.03 C FC 9601000110
9.61L C E H 7400000008
2.56 E GKD 4581000100
2.78 E J I C 1500000038 8
)9487-4928 42.C 31 276+ 3 52 8 , 90 2 .42L
)9487 4642 47.1 1 274+5 36 6 1125= 1.96
)9489-4236 59.0 32 271+ 9 33 6 122:2 1.12
)9489-4631 59.5 39 274+ 6 75 27 123 2 .40L
)9490-4542 0.1 5 273+ 6 25 5 125 2 15,05
19490-4626 1.3 29 274+ 6 33 6 124 2 5.11
)9490 4934 4.9 1 276+ 3 15 4 136 4 2.41
)9491 4318 7.2 4 272+ 8 42 8 122 2 34
)9493-4557 23.1 30 273+ 6 27 6 123 2 2.71
)9495-4723 35.7 30 274+ 5 25 4 122 2 22.26
)9497-4536 44.1 '21 273+ 6 46 10 123 2 .91
)9497-4030 44.2 44 270+10 50 12 124 2 .32
)9497-4616 46.0 55 274+ 6 20 5 124 2 7.40
)9502-4823 15.7 12 275+ 4 46 10 127 2 .46
)9503-4315 21.0 31 272+ 8 21 5 123 2 1.37
)9503-4101 22.4 1 270+10 77 30 124 2 .53L
)9503-4638 23.1 51 274+ 6 78 33 123 2 .39L
)9503-4133 23.5 26 271+10 64 28 126 2 .26L
)9503 4917 23.5 21 276+ 4 23 5 131 3 4.44
)9503-4440 23.6 54 273+ 7 44 12 124 2 33
)9504-4318 26.7 46 272+ 81 74 8 122 2 .33
)9505-4027 34.7 18 270+11 54 11 123 2 .52
)9506-4250 40.1 26 272+ 9 32 5 122 2 1.48
)9506-4646 41.7 4 275+ 4 35 15 125 2 .29L
)9507 - 4602 47.740 274+6 45 61242 .25L
19508-4345 48.5 24 272+ 8 21 4 123 267.8050 29.51 4.91)9508 4356 52.3 272+ 8 44 14 124 2 .25L .25L .49
)9508-4549 52.7 i 8 274+ 6 34 9 123 2 1.97 .92: .40L
)9509-4711 54.1 38 274+ 5 38 5 123 2 1.37 .37 .79L
)9509-4803 54.6!16 275+ 5 38 19 126 2 .39L .26L .40L
I
)9510-4009 3.3158 270+11 105 23 125 2 .25L .26L .40L
)9611-4016 7.0 28 275+4 55 10 127 2 .40 .25L .40L
)9511-4406 7.0 6 272+ 8 23 5 123 2 6.17 1.84 ,37:
19511-4651 7.6 53 275+ 4 46 8 124 2 1.31 .72 .40L
19511--4703 8.4 24 274+ 5 31 21 119 2 .25L ,25L= .40L
)951t-4832 10.4 25 275+4 43 11 125 2 .43 .25L .40L
19512-4915 15.1i20 276+ : 25 9 133 3 .72 .22 .40L)9512-4841 15.4 17 275+ 751 13 124 2 .43 .25L .49L
)9513-4106 20.5 32 271+10 97 ! 26 125 2 .25L .25L 1.15L
)9516-4303 41.6111 272+9 37 8 122 2 .66 .35L .40L
)9517-4752 44.7 49 275+ 5 41 9 126 2 .47 .25L .40L
)9518-4649 51.7 48 274+ 6 60 23 128 2 1.18L .25L .46L
19520-4052 4.0 0 271+10 37122 121 2 .79L .51L .40L
19522-4751 15.9 38 275+ 5 6519 124 2 .25L .S5L .55L
19522-4409 16.1 39 273+ 8 58 21 124 2 .25L .25L .40L
19624_4241.139272+940 123 .36 .26 .40 )9524_462926.658274+6 6 1212 .72 .26 .40,
48!2 22 .28 .25 ,9624_402326.75 270+11 128 .40 ,9626-4305 39.2 8 272+9 34 123 1.12 .46L .40L
19527-4316 47.3 31 272+ 9 541 10 123 21 .36 .26L .40L
)9526 4046 49.2 39 271+11 15 5 123 2' 1.63 .78 .70L
)9529-4941 55.8 40 276+ 4 22 6 144 4 .36 .25L .40L
19530-4646 1.0 15 274+ 6 631 21 126 2 ! .25L .25L .56L
)9530-4316 2.1 38 272+ 9 481 26 124 2 .25L .25L .43L
)9530-4322 2.6i16 272+9 48 6 123 2 1.26 .29: .40L
)9531-4301 9.4 47 272+ 9 35' 33 30 21 .25L .25L .40L
)9532-4906 16,446 276+4 34 8 129 3! ,30L .25L ,48
19532-4911 16.5 57 276+ 4 2' 5 130 3, .25L .26 2.59
19532-4913 16.9 15 276+ 4 50 17 126 2 .23 .25L .40L
)9533-4901 18.7 54 276+ 4 23 5 133 3 19.10 8.89: 1.16
19533-4336 20.5 3 272+ 8 42 I 9 124 2 .63 .25L I .40L
)9533-4120 23.3 57 271+10 18 5 123 2 88.57 24.92 6.01
)9534-4735 28.2_49 275+ 5 I 116 27 126 2 .25L .25L .40L
)9534-4719 28.8 32 275+ 5 31 26 128 2 .31L .25L! .40L
)9534-4108 29.4 4 271+10 48 9 124 2 .53 .27L .40L
)9535-4938 30.2_26 276+ 4 13 3 148 4 4.73 1.26 .59
)9538-4443 52.4 41 273+ 8 74 22 127 2 .25L .25L .40L
)9539-4851 55.5 47 276+ 4 42 11 135 2 .25 .33L .40L
)9539--4550 55.6120 274+ 7 44 34 46 2 .66L .42L .40L
)9539 4927 56.2137 276+4 40 23 134 2 2.11L ,39L .40L
)9539-4034 00.CI60 271+11 39 5 125 2 6.85 1.63 .40L
)9540--4811 3.8 16 275+ 5 29 10 126 3 .49 .27 .40L
)9541-4519 11.5138 274+ 7 26 5 122 2 2.30 1.14 .87L
)9543-45{)0 16.1151 274+ 7 94 15 123 2 .34 .29L .40L
)9543-4803 18.1_51 275+5 46 12 122 2 .42 .25L .40L
)9543-4509 21.5 42 274+ 7 39 10 126 2 .25L .31L 1.28
)9545--4810 92.2 16 276+ 5 25 6 127 3 1.24 .39 .40L
)9545-4931 34.9 3 276+ 4 62 33 136 2 38L .25L -.75L
)9546-4436 39,2 27 273+ 8 72 26 124 2 .40L .25L .40L
)9547-4843 42.4 45 276+ 4 27 8 124 3 .62 .30L .40L
)9547-4902 45.4 51 276+ 4 29 9 130 3 ,43 .15: ,40L
)9546-4731 52.0 16 275+ 5, 23 6 127 2 2.63 .84 .40L
)9549-4726 562 16 275+6 42 10 123 2 .51 .25L .4OL
)9549-4658 56.E 45 276+ 4 35 12 129 3 ,27L ,25L .7e
)9549 4551 58.51 58 274+ 7 57 8 121 2 .86 .16: .40L)9549-4510 59.034 274+ 7 99 29 124 .25L .26L .40L
)9550-4213 0,1 4 272+10 103 25 121 2 .25L .25L .40L
)9551-4158 7,0 51 '272+10 33 24 123 2 .32L .26L .40L
)9551-4127 7.5 26 271+10 41 9120 2 .57 .21 .4OL
)9551 4626 12091 22 275+ 6 24 9 123 12 .75 .25L 1.33L)9552-4332 1 52 273+9 35 20 165 2 .25L .42L .47L
)9552-4120 17.0 48 271+10 52 14 122 2 .29L .25L .64
)9553-4350 20.5_ 18 273+ 6 31 5 125 2 7.38 3.69 .67
)9553-4821 _1.2 6 276+ 5 28 6 130 = 3 5.88 2.79 .35:
)9554-4429 25.7 7 273+ 8 54 19 122 2 .25L .56L .40L
)9554-4032 27.1 58'271+11 66 20 123 2 .25L .26L .40L
)9554--4103 27,3 28 271+11 62 8 121 2 .63 .25L .40L
)9555-4819 31.9 15 276+ 5 46 8 133 2 .33 .25L .40L
)9555-4306 33.2 54 ' 273+ 9 89 14 121 2 .25L I .25L .55
1.00L CC AA 2 6600000000
1.63L CC CD H 2 8701101000
1.60L BC AAL 0 6700000000
2.37L D HK B 7600000000
2.36L C B F 9700000000
1.68L C DA 6700000000
1.62L ec ABJ O, 9700101000
2.23 D H G 4500000030
3.02 C MC 9600000000
7.72L D BC M 7600100028
8.83L BE BE 6 5500100008
3.70L,BC AAJ D 0, 9683100010
2.27L C CE 9601100000
6.15LIcEB KB 54001000081,88L BE 0 56010_0200
3,66 F E 5600000110
2.56 D C 95000(30228
3.15 O F C 9681000218
5.89L C D BH 0 6501000008
1.25L El C D AFJ 56000100001.99 KED 6601000100
5.32L F C I 3600100208
5.30L BCC IAAB 0 2500000008
1.57L BBD AAD 0 5801100000
2.29 C M C 9700000000
2.87 D KEC 96O00OO006
B 9500000008
2.22L6"37LC iD E 5701200000
2.38L C C8 9600001100
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region.
6 1 32 X0950-460 7 5
1 16 04665 54 123
4 1 32 X0950-439 124 4
2 16 04667 C5 6 135





6'5 13 221591 11 60
2 13 221693 K0 3 66
2 13 221596 K0 11 75
8 2 13 221598 K2 9 80
41 1 32 X0953-467 10 4
8
4 13 221606 NB 4
2 1 EE VEL 12 3
1 t7 1587 R 7 135
3 13 221617 M0 22 62
2 13 221623 K0 20 77
2 13 221626K5 6 61
2 13 221631 K0 6 80
2 13 221632 K5 7 85
1 14 316- G 7 Sa 17
255
ham. o8,




a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m(s) () I b C) C) (') N
)9556-4122 38.6 5 271+10 30 6 119 2 16.56
)9556-4759 41.1 26 276+ 5 25 9 127 3 .76
)9568-4541 51.7 8 274+ 7 39 18 125 2 .34L
)9559-4242 55.2 48= 272+ 9 76 11 122 2 .26
)9659-4149 59.7 18 272+10 76 10 121 2 .33
)9560-4907 2.5 50 276+ 4 70 32 134 2 .25L
)9560-4636 2.6 33 275+ 6 37 9 125 2 .39
)9560-4759 3.5 8 276+ 5 30 10 123 2 .52
)9560-4816 3.9 37 276+ 5 89 28 130= 2 .25L=)9_-46_ 5.519 276+5 22 16 136 3 .25,
)9562_41573632272+1056 120 41
)9562--4031 14.1 22 271+11 _ 51242 20.02)9562-40o516.412 271+11 123 so
)9562--4331 17.3 2 273+ 9 43 18 122 2 25L
 3_4 6  3.630276+53o21 3 .25 )9 _4314 20273+929271 12 .41 
 6.246276+516 418013 1.56)9 ,_4937 9.67277+46527132.2 .27 
)9565-4258 32_1 32 273+ 9 37 9 123 2 .72
)9565-4036 35.418 271+11 38 18 122 2 .25L
)9565-4635 35.6 48 275+ 6 53 9 125 2 .56
)9566-4650 38.1 26 275+ 6 24 11 125 2 .26L
)9566-4815 38.7 13 276+ 5 56 8 121 2 .55
)9566-4106 39.4 ,,_6 271+11 80 14 123 i .39
)9566-4954 40.2 i 277+ 4 26 10 135 23 .54
48 272+)9566-4249 40.5 9 21 9 123 2 1.03
)9567-4012 44.2 44 271+11 63 10 121 .26
)9568-4027 49.0 271+11 24 5 123 1.41
)9669-4806 56.9 3 276+ 5 20 5 126 9.01
I
)9569-4538 57.5 2 274+ 7 39 18 122 I 2 .25L
57.9 51 1.12275+ 6 40
19570-4815 3.1 O 276+ 5 52 I 131 .25
)9570-4136 4.6 _ 272+ 10 37 122 _ 1.58)9570--4414 5.41 ,:J 273+ 6 49 10 123 i 2 .51
)9572-4043 13.2i54 271+11 102 26 1222 .37L
)9572-4145 14.2155 272+10 58 12 122 2 1.25L)9572-4651 114.6 275+ 6 37 6 126 2 1.58
)9572-4943 '16.5 54 277+ 4 19 9 136 3 .59
)9573-4612 19.5 5 274+ 8 69 30 125 2 .76L
)9573-4322 22.4 25 273+9 45 33 128 2 .25L
)9576-4321 399 50273+9 58 10 125!2 .49)9576-4746 41.2 58 276+ 6 38 125 .40
)9577-4507 44.1_ 4 274+ 8 65 32 123 2 .26L
)9577-4751 44 8= 24 276+ 5 46 35 123 ! ¢ .42L
)9577-4942 46.130 277+ 4 21 8 134 3 .42
)9576-4854 50.9 60 276+ 5 40 31 122 ! 3 .25L
)9581-4222 7.8 42 272+10 32 11 125 2 .32
)9582-402315.112271+1146171222 .75L
)9583-4616 21.3 13 275+ 7 26 17 131 2 .37L
)9583-4203 21.4 17,272+10 50 9_ 12312 .47
)9563-4425 21.9 53 274+ 8 20 5 I_121 1.30)9583-4659 23.7i38 275+6 71 12 124 .66
)9584-4418 25.7 49 274+ 8 25 5 121 5.72
)9584-4715 29.2 34 275+ 6 65 8 41 .32
)9587-4641 _.5.2 60 276+ 5 34 10 131 .32
)9588-4653 51.1 35 275+ 6 25 8 122 10.97
)9588-4223 51.5 34 273+10 44 8 122' 2 .62
)9589-4040 56.4 28271+11 32 3 1191 2 1.79
)9590-4656 4.2 2 275+ 6 44 8 125 2 3.89
)9594-4512 24.5 50 274+ 8 19 10 125 2 .54
)9594-4916 29.1 51 277+ 5 67 14 132 2 .39L
)9596 4340 38.9 3 273+ 9 61 6 119 2 .37
)9596-4356 39.0 54 274+ 9 25 20 125 2 .25L
)9597-4214 45.1 36 273+10 50 10 124 2 .82
)9598-4258 51.1 _ 273+10 44 28 12212 29L)9599-4139 55.7 272+ 11 32 1221 .48
)9599-4844 277+ 5 68 20 133! 2 .39L i275+71510000--4613 11.7010001--4835 814 17 276+ 5 37 129 2 .25L
10001-4620 9.0 17 275+ 7 30 6 J124 2 2.51
i
10002-4933 12.5 54 277+ 4 41 19 135 2 .25LI
10002-4641 13.0 47 275+ 7 25 7 123 2 34.30
10002-4632 14.4 36 275+ 7 64 11 121 2 .35
t0002-4204 15.7 27,273+10 56 11 123 2 .46
10003-4756 18.3 41J 276+ 6 28 9 126 2 .44
10003-4124 22.0 58 1272+11 34 8 121; 2 1.13
10004-4152 25.8 25 272+11 21 5 122' 2 2.29
10005-4555 32.6 54 275+ 7 25 6 125 2 .49
t0005-4409 34.2 13 274+ 9 69 37 1241 2 .27L,
10006-4515 37.8 18 275+ 8 27 8 124 2 25L
10006-4150 384 49 272+11 48 10 122 2 .25L
10006-4448 38.9 21 274+ 8 71 t5 121 2 .28L
10006--4748 39.5 45! 276+ 6 23 15 163 3 .25L
10006-4811 39.8 18 276+ 6 36 31 125 2 .42L
10006-4330 40.3 48 273+9 38 6119 2 2.38
|0010-4715 3.7 35' 276+ 6 41 6 124 3 .44
10011 4234 8.5 27 273+10 48 17 121 2 .25L
10012-4534 13.6 171 275+ 8 62 11 123 2 .34
10012-4335 13.9 46 274+ 9 47 10 122 2 .45
loo12_47  ,6,6 276+6  129 .6,10013-4143 22.0 273+11 2 122 .25L
10013-4730 22.9 15 276+ 6 107 8 122 2 .25L
10013-4610 23.6 21 275+ 7 44 10 122 2 1.10
10015-4634 31.4 42 275+ 7 43 6 120 2 5.95
10016-4417 51.3 42 274+ 9 40 6 i 120 2 .25L
10019-4331 57.7 56 274+ 9 49 11 122 2 .38
10020-4043 3.6 38 272+12 58 8 121 2 .47
10020-4823 4.5 13 277+ 6 36 10 133 21 .34
10023-4225 182 34 273+10 4t 28 120 2i 25L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
FIu_ Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /_m 60 Fm 100 p.m Flux Cx rr
(Jansk¥) Uncs C(ef
7.19 1.51 5.25L BBC IAAA
.28 .40L 1.52L BD AO
.25L .40L 2.98 _ C CCH F.25L .51L 1.66L I O _ k
.63L .40L 6.59L I C
.25L .50L i 2.50 I D HF
.34L .40L 1.62L E I DG
.16: .40L 1.56L CF BF C
.25L .40L 2 61 DOI'l
.25L .40L 3.50 H,;C
.46: .40L I 1.74L BD IAB )-
.25L .40L 5.23L C B H
6.46 1.39 4.01L BBC AAAJ
.25L 1.80L 1.00L B B L H
.34L .40L 3.33 C I ME
.25L .40L 2.78 C C
.25L .40L 2.62 D E
.52 .40L 6.05L BC AA L
.25L .40L 1.88 D GI"
.42 .40L 3.70L CE AB J
.26L .46L 3.36 D D K E
.25L .40L 1.43L C BF
.25L 1.30 2.47 CC IcFACF
.25L .40L 7.71L C
.25L .40L 6.24L E B E
.25L .40L 1.93L C BC
.68 .40L 2.71L BC AA k
.25L .40L 3.36L C D k
.39 .40L 4.69L BC ABF
4.15 1.34 7.11L RBB AAA
.25L .50 1.76L C £
.29L AQL 2.90L C ,_B (_
.25L .40L 10.79L C
50 .45L 1.36L BD ADFE
.25L .51L 1.96L C :B L
.25L .43L 1.77 D I C
.25L .79 5.18L C ADBAC
.35 .40L 1"49L BBD I
.25L .40L 1.65L BH
.69L .40L 1.44 [3 K £
.61L .40L 2.06 D KC
.25L .40L 1.74L C E]H x
.25L .40L 3.021- F B
.51L .57L 1.74 F F_
!L,25L .49L 4.26 o
.18: .40L 1.64L BF BD
.25L .40L 2.36 D L
.46L .40L 1.62L F GG :
.25L .51 5.301- C D :
.33L .52L 2.49 F F,
.25L .40L 2.02L C ! A,B _.62 .40L 1.41L CC
.26L .40L 1.66L E
1.93 .38: 1.44L CCD AAB
.25L .40L 2.03L O CD
.25L .40L 8.26L E CFG
4.41 .80 1.51L BCD AAC
.32L .46L 1.52L B AHF
.53 1.94L 4.36L BC ASH
1.53 .71L 1.68L BD AAC
.26: .40L 4.96L DO BF
.25L .77 1.88L C NEC(
.25L .40L 1.40L,C E
.37L .60L 2.04 IC C GH{
.30L .40L 1.31L BD
.25L .40L 1.78 C [
.28: .40L 1.11L CD CB
.56L .52L 2.26 O F f.
4.70 .90 1.33L CBO AAB
.25L .42L 3.39 C Dt
1.35 .40L 3.83L BC AAGF
.25L .44L 2.46 C F (
14.84 3.07 1.53L BBC IAAAE
.25L .40L 1.98L D C
.25L .40L 2.001- C C
.25L .401- 6.341- C CEH
.59 .40L 1.71L BC AB J
1.17 .40L 3.43L BC AA k
1.22 .46L 1.49L FE BAC
25L .40L 1.39 O L E
.29L 1.93 3.55 CO HDAE
.30L 1.40 3.27 CD HAE
25L .72 6.32L D B
.27L .40L 2.51 B KJ HE
.61L .40L 1.96 C L r"
1.30 .44L 1.12L BC AAG
.25L .40L 2.29L C C KJ
.65L .47: 1.63 CC I C£
.14: .40L 2.43L CF CK C
.30L .40L 2.21L C BF F
.23: .40L 1.98L BF BC J
.25L .37: 2.64 DC J C
.25L .41L 2.60 C E
.59 .40L 1.58L CD AB
1.94 .74: 1.95L CCD AABI"
1.15L 1.68 3.99 CC L AI
.52L .40L 1.59L C CM
.25L .40L 2.84L C BE h
.25L .40L 8.18L C C t"
.25L .60L 1.73 C L
V L C
A Confusion R S A ,Sep















262- G 15 Sa
316- G 186c





































































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m
(s) ( ) 1 b C) C) (') N
18.6 4 274+ 9 36 12 121 2 i .38L
19.5 21 272+11 26 9 122 2 .99
20.3 16 272+11 34 7 121 2 .25L
21.8 51 277+ 6 84 12 132 2 .67
27.9 13 276+ 6 35 8 132 2 .39
30.2 52 278+ 4 17 3 ;146 3 3.15
34.7 20 276+ 6 26 8 1156 3 .47
37.8 59 273+11 45 9 1123 2 .81
38.2 51 273+10 76 27 122 2 .25L
40.3 26 273+11 45 21 121 2 .25L
43.5 48 276+ 7 56 9 121 2 .44
51.6 24 276+ 6 35 9 131 2 .39
55.2 3 275+ 8 24 11 125 2 ,46
6.3 12 275+ 8 33 9 124 2 .61
8.7 47 273+11 37 9 123 2 ,93
9,5 34 _274+I0 34 9 121 2 .95
10,6 56 277+ 6 38 9 133 2 .88
10.6 21 277+ 5 42 9 133 2 .73
113.7 36 276+ 6 41 18 131 2 .25L
28.1 42 273+11 42 12 1231 2 .96L
38.0 47 274+10 121 22 123! 2 .27L
42.0 35 276+ 7 37 8 124J 3 .44
43.0 52 274+ 9 67 12 123 2 .25L
43.4 21 272+12 98 19 122 2 .69L
47.1 4 275+ 8 50 7 122 2 2.23
47,6 40 274+ 9 44 12 123 2 1.11L
53.1 31 275+ 9 37 9 124 2 .37L
4.1 55 274+ 9 19 9 122 2 .85
9.2 54 273+11 44 26 121 2 .81L
13.0 37 276+ 7 18 5 132 3 2.83
14.6 37 278+5 21 8 137 3 .5518030274+1051 6 1212 81
28231277+ 11912134 36.82: 84 8 2 .39 
,2.243278+719 61283 .80
33.4 54 275+ 8 56 10 123 2 .38
36.9 34 273+11 60 9 121 2 .49
43,3 42 273+ 11 41 10 122 _ 2 .25L
43.8 59 278+ 5 32 9 131i2 .74
44.4 20 277+ 6 35 10 126 3 .42
47.3 2 277+ 6 59 4 131 2 1.23
49.0 49 275+ 9 22 5 123 2 6.06
53.2 24 276+ 7 20 3 123 3 3.06
54.3 4 275+ 9 34 9 120 2 .25L
!54.6 28 272+ 12 24 6 121 2 .87
55.9 38 274+ 10 45 11 122 2 .25L
56.9 29 278+ 5 46 12 134 2 .35
57.3 22 273+12 43 9 122 2 .98
57.6 60 274+ 10 28 9 120 2 ,73
2.1 13 278+ 5 15 3 140 3 4,56
6.5 39 273+12 68 12 123 2 .30
8.7' 55 278+ 5 25 7 131 2 2.65
10.7133 276+ 7 51 8 121 2 .57
16.7 52 277+ 6 60 9 131 2 .67
18.1 40 276+ 8 22 3 124 3 2.26
19.6! 15 275+ 9 34 9 123 2 .85
24.4 56 274+ 10 43 8 121 2 .98
24.9 43 277+ 6 105 21 131 2 .27L
25 1 25 276+ 7 32 21 134 i 2 .48L
26.4 18 275+ 9 61 11 124 = 2 .34
33,6 44 274+ 1t 76 27 123 i 2 .46L
37.5 54 275+ 8 56 9 121 ; 2 .56
38.2 44 277+ 6 47 9 133 I 2 .82
38,4 34 276+ 8 52 13 121 2 .30
39.4 14 273+ 12 25 6 123 2 .83L
44.2 41 276+ 7 49 13 124 2 ,31
44,7 4 274+10 69 13 123 2 .31
51.0 0 272+12 37 6 t21 2 10.02
51,4 20 276+ 7 39 28 129 2 .25L
6.8 42 277+ 6 61 14 133 2 .46
14,3 28 278+ 5 22 6 138 3 .58
18.2 21 278+ 5 54 15 131 2 .31L
26.4 10'276+ 8 44 12 126 2 .25
27.0 7 276+ 7 37 6 132 2 .76
35.4 21 276+ 8 37 18 127 3 .25L
35.6 14 276+ 7 32 9 132 2 .42
48.5 4 273+12 56 8 120 2 .65
55.9 33 278+ 5 114 25 t31 2 .32L
56.0 17 278+ 6 44 9 132 2 .87
2.8 56 274+10 16 9 ,122 2 .61
9.8 31 274+ 11 56 12 121 2 .29L
11.2 14 277+ 7 55 11 132 2 .39
26.7 16 273+11 90 1_ 123l_ .34L29.6 5 275+ 9 37 122! 4.53
32.6 39 276+ 8 66 16 127! 2 .49L
39.8 43 277+ 7 17 6 1331 2 6.51
48.5 5 277+ 7 56 10 132i 2 .48
48.9 50 275+ 9 26 3 123; 3 1.41
50.3 12 274+11 48 8 120 2 .89
50.4 57 276+ 8 54 25 122 2 .29L
53.1 59 276+ 8 19 8 128 3 .98
56.6 291275+10 46 9 122 2 .63
3.4 58 274+11 74 11 123 2 .44
9.7 2 278+ 6 70 33 131 2 .30L
10.9 5t 275+ 10 64 10 123 2 .49
1.3 43 274+ 11 31 10 122 2 .33
13.3 19 274+ 10 46 14 122 2 ,40L
15.9 11 277+ 7 41 10 131 2 .59
19,2 11 273+ 12 36 9 120 2 .35
26.4 42 278+ 5 68 34 _132 2 .25L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 /xm 60 /.tin 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.27L .91 1.51L C GCF 5500000000
,54 .40L 1.11L CC AB 0 0700000000
.29L t.77 5.38 CC BAA 1500000000
.33L .40L 6.96L C B B 7400001008
27L .40L 1.92L E B I E 2600020020
2.33 .40L 1.41L BB AALM 1 9600000000
.25L .40L 1.54L C BH E 6600110000
.26L .40L 1.42L B A D 6600100000
.37L .40L 2.41 C E K D 9400000000
.25L .42L 3.08 D N K C 4581000340
.25L 1.13L 1.84L C BDK 2600000000
,25L ,40L 3.38L C DG D 9500120256
.46L .46L 8.11L F CGN 9300000008
.27L .40L 5.70L B AEJ H 9402000228
.27 .40L 2.89L CD AB F 1 5500100120
.51 .40L 1.38L BC AB 0 2600100000
.26L .40L 3.78L B BF F 9501100108
.26 .40L 6.39L CE BD 0 8501020008
.25L .40L 3.38 D E B 9500100258
.25L .96 1.85: CC NMAA 6500000000
.25L .40L 1.86 F D 9500100000
.25L .40L 1.64L D A F B 1600000000
.25: .51: 1.82L DC BBG 5500102000
.56L A0L 2.17 C M B 5500000100
1.01: .40L 3.94L CD AA H 0 9403000420
.t8: 1.39: 2.13 EDC LDAC 5500000000
.32L 1.34 4.20L D CDAB 4502020008
.35 .40L 1.04L BD AB 0 5600100000
.62L .40L 1.93 F G D 8500000100
.76 .40L 1.69: BD D AA C 1 5600000010
.32 .40L 1.64L BC 8C Gj 3 5600000000
.37L .40L 1.52L C AG ! 9500000000
.76L .73L 5.87L C DDJ J ! 9400100008
.25L .43L 2.44 D H B 9680000118
.25L .40L 6.68L B AD L 3501001008
.25L .40L _ 5.96L C B 7400000008
.34L .40L 1,08L C BD 6500000000
.25L .96 2.25 CC CBB 0600001000
.25L .40L 7.26L F BE 5500000008
.18 .40L 7.95L CE BC 1 7500000008
,39 1.05L 7.23L CD ADK 0 9401100008
3.04 .57: 2.03L BCD AADG 0 2600000000
2.27 2.49 3.94 BBCF AAAA 0 3541100008
.25L 1.74 4.80 DC BBA 4500000000
4.46 38.95 43.17 BBDD BAAA 0 3200011000
.25L 1.28 3.56 CD BB 8401000220
,44L .40L 2.21L C CL M 7500100000
,36L .40L 1.66L C BF 2600000000
.18: .40L 5.13L CD BD M 0 6401000100
2.72 .40L 1.60L BB AAF 4 6600100000
,25L .51L 1.97L C B F K 4502000000
1.67 .46L 8.15L BC AAF 0 6500000008
,25L .40L 1.47L C B H G 6700111000
.25L .40L 4.87L C B 8600000008
1.01 .47L 1.10L BB AAB 0 9701000000
.50L .40L 1.71L C BF G 3500001000
.28: .40L 1.55L CE BD D 0 6500001000
,25L .42L 2.40 E N B 8500100008
.25L .40L 1.49 D CH D 7600110000
.25L .40L 1.49L E C 6600100110
.26L .40L 1.23 DI M B 5600000010
.25L .40L 1.49L C CJ 9602000220
.48 .40L 2.63L CE AC C 0 9601000008
25L .40L 2.44L C D 9600010000
.31 2.40 5.47 CCC DDAA 3500000000
.25L .40L 1.57L D C G 5600100300
25L .60L 2,08L D E E N 6501001000
4.63 .97 1.00L CCC AABD 0 3600000000
.25L .40L 2.56 D GK E 6600100300
.25L .40L i 7.82L D GH K 9400100008
.25L .40L 1.75L F BJ 8500010000
.44L .71 8.98L F L C D 5300900008
.25L .40L 1.48L C D F 9700010000
,18: .40L 1.53L CD BCJ 0 4700001000
.25L .40L 2,73 C HJ C 9681000320
.25L .40L 1,32L El C G 4700010000
.33 .40L 1.59L CD ADI G 0 3500010000
.26L ,40L 1.59 D : B 8500000000
.29: .40L 7.35L BD AE F 2 5400000008
.26L .40L 4.76L E A H L 9401110238
.33L 1.60 2.62 CC LDAB 2500000000
.25L .40L 697L C D 7500000008
.65L .37: 1.35: DC H E C 0500000000
2.27 .40L 1.14L CB AAJ 0 6600000000
.25L .37 1.46L C CC 8700100010
1.98 .38 1.34L BCD AAD 1 3700000000
.25L .40L 1.54L C B F 3700010000
.42 .40L 1.74L BC ACJ M 4 9501000000
.25L .40L 4.65L C BK N 0500000000
.27L .40L 2.07 C NH C 7601100010
.76 .40L 1.26L BC AAI M 2 8700000000
.22: .40L 4.09L CF ADDK 1 9501010448
.25L ,40L 1.70L C DG 0400000000
,51L .40L 3.08 E KF 9500000000
.25L .40L 1.86L C A 6600100110
.66L .40L 1.23L C CHKE 3601000000
.25L .75 6.16L C B 7400000008
25L .40L 4.58L D B M 8500000008
25L .40L 1.17L C C 3500000190
.25L .40L 1.86 C L E 7500000000
Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,am; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50"-- 40*
Associations
L C
R S A Sep




1 14 316-- G 21Sc 11
2 13 221749 G5 25 67
=2 13 221750 K5 8 90
2 13 221753 K5 11 80
1 32 X1002-418 137 12
I
3 13 221759 K0 6' 88
2 13 221760K0 7 65
2 1 14 263-PN 2 PI 17
1 14 263-1G 3Do 32 142
8 3 13 221773 K0 9 51
2 13 221776 G5 3 80
1 13 221778 1 85
1 141 263- G5 Sb 9
2 14 316-PN 27 PI 5
2 14 263- G 7 S. 26
2 13 221780 K5 16 80
1 19 386 10 110
1 40 M0 (111)3 17 103
2 13 221788 K5 7 77
1 40 K3/4(11t) 3 25 103
1 14 316- G 29Sa 8
1 17 1624 3
1 16 04756 62 120
1 40 K0 Ill 1 36 86
2 13i221807 G5 3 71
1 14 263- G 10 S. 3
3 13! 221816 K0 6 71
3 13 221817 K2 4 71
1 40 K3 (111)3 10 104





10085 4128 31.9 8
10085 -4926 34.8 4
10086- 4814 40.5 38
10086-4442 41.8 33
10088-4421 51.3 31
10089 4454 56,4 9
10089-4334 57.7 43
10090-4620 0.4 24
10092 4053 14,2 26
10093-4230 21,1 11





10098 4919 48.7 19




10101 4929 6.5 59
10103-4703 20.8 5
10105-4459 31.4 43
10105 4228 32.1 17





10112 4318 16,7 15
10113-4457 22.3 36
10113-4327 22.4 47
10114 4828 29,0 44























10131 4537 9,1 47
10131-4903 9,5 11






10134 4444 28,6 6
10134 - 4453 29.0 1
10135-4702 30.7 13
10135 4327 31.3 59
10136 4645 41,4 21
10137-4519 42,4 50
10137 4813 44.9 8
































Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 12 _mi b C) C) ( )
273+12 31 6 118 2 2,25
278+ 5 75 12 131 2 ,33
277+ 6 66 19 131 2 .41L
275+ 9 52 22 122 2 ,25L
275+ 9 48 27 122 2 ,32L
276+ 9 21 5 121 3 ,36
275+10 35 9 123 2 ,89
276+ 8 56 9 131 2 ,43
273+12 40 12 121 2 ,25L
274+11 73 10 118 2 ,39
278+ 6 47 21 131 2 ,25L
278+ 6 40 10 131 2 ,46
276+ 9 81 21 121 2 1,62L
273+13 58 10 120 2 .47
276+ 8 20 5 125 3 1,38
278+ 5 58 12 130 2 31
278+ 6 57 11 132 2 33
278+ 6 36 12 131 2 .39
275+ 9 34 8 122 3 .51
278+ 6 61 8 131 2 .90
278+ 5 51 5 133 2 2.t4
277+ 7 29 8 131 2 34L
276+ 9 46 14 131 3 .26L
274+11 35 19 129 2 .77L
275+10 46 8 119 2 .85
275+10 47 8 120 2 .61
276+ 9 24 12 126 3 .29L
277+81961322', 5.57
276+9 32 9127 31 .82
275+11 40 10 122 21 .61:
276+ 9 59 8 124 3 ,25L
275+10 27 8 163 2 ,25L
277+ 8 49 10 132 2 .35
276+ 9 36 8 129 2 1,02
278+ 6 53 10 132 2 .44
274+12 69 12 121 2 .36
273+13 20 3 120 2 2.54
273+13 59 9 120 2 .97
275+11 16 5 120 2 2.05
275+10 23 4 118 2 1.84
275+10 52 13 119 2 .38L
275+10 23 8 119 3 .71
275+11 19 5 122 2 3.61
278+ 7 31 5 131 2 1.71
276+10 28 9 127 3 .25L
274+12 32 5 118 2 1.27
274+12 45 6 119 2 4.51
273+13 68 8 118 2 .32
274+12 35 6 120 2 1.63
277+ 8 44 10 131 2 .71
275+11 21 5 120 2 .34L
275+11 34 8 121 2 .45
276+10 25 4 124 3 1.66
278+ 6 52 8 130 2 .32
278+ 6 57 14 130 2 .38
276+10 41 10 125 2 .40
277+ 9 44 10 131 2 .36
279+ 6 46 10 133 2 .61
279+ 6 46 9 132 2 .82
273+13 72 14 122 2 .25L
279+ 5 18 ! 8 117 3J 1.07
279+ 5 89 i 12 132 2 .27
278+ 7 42 9 131 2 .63
275+11 34J 5 120 2 6,92
276+10 36 31 114 2' .25L
276+9 31 7 126 3 ,26L
277+ 8 49 i 9 132 2 .76
275+11 98 _ 28 122 2 .41L
277+ 8 46 10 131 2 .53
276+ 9 46 11 131 2 .39
278+ 7 32 6 130 2 1.47
279+ 5 23 9 134 3 .70
276+10 24 3 127 3 1,75
274+12 44 7 118 2 ,38L
279+ 6 27 5 131 2 11,55
277+ 8 44 9 130 2 ,90
276+10 29 8 126 3 ,44
275+12 41 9 120 2 ,74
275+11 51 12 120 2 ,25L
275+12 59 18 121 2 ,38L
275+12 37 9 121 2 ,36
274+13 79 10 121 2 ,70
278+ 7 31 9 130 2 .89
275+11 28 9118 2 ,44
279+6 32 6133 22 3,35274+13 71 118 h .60
279+ 7 37 12 130 2 .37L
277+ 9 28 6 129 2 4.59
279+ 7 _ 42 11 131 2 .87
18 278+ 7 56 9 130 2 .49
47 279+ 6 21 3 134 3 52.28
38 278+ 7 51 11 129 2 .36
42 278+ 7 33 5 130, 2 18.86
18 279+ 6 82 27 132 2 .25L
1 278+ 7 38 9 130 2 2.42
29 275+12 49 9 120 2 32
28 278+ 7 63 12 129 2 .37
14 279+ 7 41 6 132 2 2,95
44 276+11 53 33 117 2 ,25L
30 279+ 6 23 8 137 3 ,49
CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2;
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p.m 60 /zm lO0 p.m Flux C* A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C( R Flags*
.57 .40L 1.08L BC AB
.43L .40L 2.42L C DG
.97L .89L 2.85 C ME
.42L .45L 2.73 D L
.92L .4OL 3.56 C J
.60 5.09 10.06 ECCC CB
.23: .40L 4.19L BD AF
.25L .4OL 1.24L C CI_
.25L ,70 2.39 DC
.25L .40L 2.15L E C
.25L .40L 2.32 D L
,19: .40L 1,61L CE BF
.54L .40L 3.49 C J I
.61L .40L 1.27L C CG
,42 .40L 1.64L 8C AC
.44L .4OL 1.90L C DF
.25L .40L 2.17L C C
.25L .40L 6.43L C BG
.25L .40L 1,84L B BD
.62L .99L 3.08L C B D
.53 .24: 1.66L BEF AC
,19: 1,84 5.86 ECC MC
.25L .49L 1.76 C L
59L .94L 1.30 D N
.21: .40L 2.38L BE AD
.27L .40L 5.35L C B E
.25L .94 1.78L C K
239 .66 2.87L BBC AA
38 .40L 1.00L DC AA
.30 .40L 4.94L DD BC
.25L .40L 2.52 C
.25L 1.03 3.13: CE FE
.35L .40L 1,53L C CE
.43 .40L 1.57L CD AB
.25L .40L 1.44L C DN
.25L .40L 1.38L C D
.62 .40L 1.08L BC AB
.27L ,40L 1.08L C A F
,55 ,40L 1.02L BC AA
,77 .40L 1.14L BC AA
,25L .65 1.71L C
,30L .40L 1,07L B B E
1,02 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.49 ,40L 1.89L BD AB
,25L 1.39 3.55 CC I
,41 .40L 1,08L BE AC
2,00 .44L 1.10: BC F AA
,25L .4OL 1.71L D D
.56 .40L 1.00L BC AB
.35L .4OL 1.68L F B D
.40 4.11 8.98 CCC EB
.31L .40L 1.02L C BE
.39 .40L 1.28L BC AB
,57L ,40L 1.95L C D
.25L .40L 1.95L D DH
.27L .40L 1.20L C BH
.25L .40L 1.45L D D
,61L .62L 1,25L C AJ
.27L .40L 1.08L C A I
.25L .60 1.01L D
.55 .40L 2.01L BC AB
.25L .40L 2.30L C C
1.00L .40L 1.64L B BD
1.87 1.07L 1.00L BB AA
.26L .40L 1.51 D L
.21: 1.73 2.20 DCC D
.35L .40L 2.36L C BG
.68L .40L 1.26 F N
.22: ,40L 2,05L C F B D
.30L ,40L 1.38L C DF
.43 .40L 1.42L BC AS
.25L ,40L 1.93: B D BL
.49 ,40L 1.00L BC AB
A2 3.80 7.37 DDD D
5.25 .86 2.62: BBCD AA
32 ,40L 2.54L DD BB
,25L .40L 1.11L B C
.27 .71L 1.26L CD AC
.78L .89 1.38 DC H
.25L .47: 1.64: F C GJ
,27L A0L 1.93L C DN
,26L ,40L 1.66L C B D
,73 ,40L 1.72L BD AA
,25L .40L 1.01L D C
.94 .40L 1.43L CF AA
.27L .70L 1.07L E BK
.75L 2.84 12.15 ED NC
1.59 .33: 1.38L BCF AA
.33 .40L 1AlL CE AB
.25: .40L 1.70L B D B C
16.38 4.35 3.26 BBCC AA
.41L .40L 1.74| C CF
5.87 1.23 2.67L BBC AA
.36L .42L 2.12 C K
.58 .40L 1.43L BC AA
.25L .83L 1.17L F BF
.25L .40L 1.44L C D
2.04 .40L 1.72L BC AA
.25L .40L 1.05 C
.25L .40L 2.33L B B
Declination: - 50 %- 40"
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
221832 K0 60
X1008-443 8
263- G 14 Sa
221838 K5 85





263- G 15 Sc
263-1G 16 S,
221860 K2 82



















317 G 8 Sa
M1 III 2 104
K3 III 2 101
221928 K5 90













a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N
10160 4519 5.9 12 277+ 9 54 9 130 2 .59
10162-4101 16,1 30 274+13 31 27 150 2 ,58L
10163 4534 23.4 4 277+ 9 55 15 130 2 ,25L
10163-4624 23.6 14 277+ 9 59 30 130 2 .25L
10164-4034 24.9 40 274+13 43 6 '117 2 1.96
10164 4834 25,9 56 279+ 7 38 34 127 2 .25L
10166 4939 39,4 43 279+ 6 36 9 131 2 1.07
10167-4057 47.6 10 274+13 51 15 121 2 .41L
10169-4036 57.4 41 274+13 53 14 121 2 .41L
10170-4705 0.3 49 278+ 8 94 32 131 2 ,72L
10170-4455 0.6 7!277+10 64 36 128 2 .36L
10170-4924 3.3 52 279+ 6 42 21 128 2 .37L
10171-4603 10.3 17 277+ 9 72 29 129 2 .26L
10173-4931 21.1 38 279+ 6 64 11 131 2 .29L
10176 4631 38.6 41 278+ 9 68 27 132 2 1.43L
10176-4142 41,2 46 275+13 66 10 120 2 .33
10176-4725 420 31 278+ 8 42 9 129 2 .75
10178-4711 48.1 18 278+8 43 9 !129 2 .72
10178-4732 51.9 29 278+ 8 64 12 129 2 .25L
10180-4551 3.2 44 277+ 9 25 6 130 2 1.16
10182-4726 14.3 49 278+ 6 26 6 131 2 8.69
10182-4924 15.3 18 279+ 6 24 6 131 2 1.18
10164-4324 30.0 33 276+11 35 8 _126 3 .46
10185-4730 35.5 5 278+ 8 60 11 129 2 .48:
10186-4524 37.7 27 277+10 46 9 !129 2 .68
10187-4458 42.7 53 277+10 70 36 125, 2 .25L
10167-4718 45.7 48 278+ 8 36 6 130 2 3.05
10189-4350 54.6 49 276+11 79 38 129 2 .44L
10169-4259 58.6 59 276+12 28 9 124 3 .29
10190-4532 1.1 57 277+ 9 32 6 130 2 1.69
10191-4012 10.3 44 274+14 21 9 121 2 .89
10191-4712 10.5 52 278+ 8 64 30 131 2 .65L
10192--4501 13.9 25 277+10 33 17 129 2 .25L
10193-4142 22,4 41 275+13 28 6 121 2 2.02
10196-4921 40.9 51 280+ 6 58 14 129J 2 ,42L
10198-4201 52,0 55 276+13 53 12 120! 2 ,33
10200-4116 3,5 28 275+13 40 3 121 i 2 ,25L
10201-4123 10.3 46 275+13 20 3 125)3 5104
10204-4843 28.8 39 279+ 7 34 4 129j 2 1,29
10204-4231 29.1 40276+12 44 6 127i 2 .37
10206-472437348i279+6 34 8 1312 15110207-463547655 279+7 25 5 130 2 211
10209-4159 58.5 0 278+13 30 9 122 3 .25L
10211-4026 7.3 30 275+14 40 3:119 2 1.22
10211-4913 9.8 2 280+ 7 41 10 131 2 .26L
10212-4430 12.4 291277+11 48 10 126 2 .52
10213-4602 18.1 15! 278+ 9 33 6 _128 2 4.57
10213-4841 23.7 33 279+ 7 33 6 1130 2 1.54
10214-4921 25.9 42 280+ 7 42 10 132 2 .52
10214-4926 27.4 24 280+ 6 32 6 132 2 1.17
10215--4141 31.8 58 278+13 27 8 121 3 .96
10215-4934 32.1 25 260+ 6 75 35 129 2 .25L
10217 4616 42.7 38 278+ 9 40 6 128 2 2.16
10217-4404 47.4 48 277+11 48 23 129 2 .25L
10220-4515 2.4 42 278+10 72 8 126 2 .51
10223-4951 20.4 12 260+ 6 27 8 132 3 .40
10225_415632032276+13 121 25L10225-4555 348 28 278+10 129 1.81
10227-4719 44.3 27 279+ 8 64 10 131 2 .59
10229-4902 58.3 43 280+ 7 39 9 131 2 1.05
10229-4937 58.7 35 280+ 6 53 9 131 2 ,49
10230-4047 3.9 42 275+14 29 4 125 3 3,42
10231--4936 6.4 19 280+ 6 52 12 128 2 ,32
10231--4212 7.9 42 276+13 44 4 127 2 1.20
10231--4714 11,5 13 279+ 8 79 11 131 2 ,37
10232--4625 16,1 15 279+ 9 34 7 130 2, 3,74
10234--4957 25,7 32 280+ 6 26 11 137 3 .27L
10234-4643 28,6 9 279+ 9 73 31 129 2 .25L
10236-4208 37.9 20 276+13 28 8 125 3 .78
10238-4011 52,5 46 275+14 75 8 120 2 ,30
10238-4820 52.5 50 280+ 8 23 5 130 2 1.26
10239-4254 55,0 26 277+12 37 22 128 2 .32L
10240-4228 0.3 51 276+13 57 6 127 2 1,62
10240-4516 3.9128 278+10 54 8 128 2 ,53
10241-4528 7,0 49 278+t0 46 8 127 2 .25L
10243-4510 20,2 22 278+10 23 5 128 2 1.70
10245-4937 33.1 49 280+ 7 43 6 130 2 1.57
10245-4955 35.(] 9 281 + 6 28 8 144 3 .44
10245-4811 35.5 7 280+ 8 56 11 129 2 .34L
10246-4145 38.8 59 276+13 i 31 8 125 3 .56
10246--4748 41.8 45 279+ 8 35 21 126 2 .25L
10248--4853 51.1 28 280+ 7 59 12 129 2 .25L
10252-4252 13.3 40 277+12 50 14 126 2 .75L
10255--4010 33,1 42 275+15 20 6 123 3 .25L
10255-4405 33.7 15 276+11 46 10 129 2 .37
10256-4500 38.1 60 278+11 55 9 127 2 .83
10256-4450 41.7 57 278+11 46 10 127 2 ,56
10257-4732 42.5 51 279+ 8 95 9 128 2 .39
10257-4338 42.9 56 277+12 23 5 128 2 3.22
10257-4145 47.8 2 276+13 67 9 126 2 .56
10268-4558 48.3 10 279+10 67 31 128 2 ,25L
10259-4743 55.3 29 280+8 60 9 129 2 .60
10259-4044 56.8 3 276+14 22 3 123 3 9.67
10259--4908 59.1 59 280+ 7 37 8 130 2 4,92
10259--4802 59.1 16 280+ 8 42 6 131 2 1.23
10260--4742 5.2 4 280+ 8 61 8 1282 .60
10263--4119 20,3 24 276+14 46 8 123 3 ,48
10264--4968 28,6 11 281+ 6 21 10 133 3 ,71
10265-4950 30,0 16 281+ 7 27 3 59 3 4.36
10266-4400 39.3 51 278+12 37 12 127 2 .39




Color Corrected) V L
_m 60 _m 1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
.26L .40L 2.02L C B H K 6500000000
,48L .40L 1.29 D E 1500000000
.25L .51 1.78 CC CC 2500000010
,25L .51L 2.24 C : L e 7600000000
,52 ,40L 1.00L B D A B 0600000000
,25L .40L 1.97 Di F 2600100200
.30 .40L 2.68L BD AC 0 3500000000
.25L .48 1.54L D C 1500000000
.25L .53 1.95L C CJ 1500000000
.55L .40L 1.86 C e 3400000000
.60L .40L 1.83 C L E 6600000220 C
.57L .46 1.98L D ME 2500000000
.55L .40L 2.26 D E 2600000010
.25L 1.07 1.71: CD BA 3500000000
.29L ,40L 2.52 C MD C 9600001000
.25L ,40L 1.63L C E 3500000020
,45 ,40L 1.74L BC BC 2 2600000100
.35 .40L 1.64L BD BC J 0 4400000000
.28L .75 1.87: E D I B E 5600000100
.34 .40L 1.85L B D A B 0 .)600000000
2.34 .46L 1.30L BB AAC 0 6600000000
.29 .40L 1.73L BC ACK 3500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B AG K 7700000000
1.06: .40L 1.62L DF CA 0 6600000000
.25L .40L 1.46L C B 4600010000
.25L ,40L 2.82 D[ K D 4600000010
,76 ,40L 1.30L BC iABK 0 6500000000
.25L ,40L 1.50 C _ H E 6500000000
,25L ,40L 1.00L C B J 0500000000
.87 ,43L 2.36L BD AADI 2 4600000010
,27L .40L 1.25L C A D 2500000000
,27L .40L 1,71 D ML F 6500000000
,93L ,43 3.41 DC MDC 4480000220
,58 ,40L 1,00L BC AB G 0 0600000000
.25L .80 2.39L C B 6600000000
.33L .40L 1.00L C CC 3600000000
.25L 2.49 2.69 CC BAA 0500000000
1.28 .40L 1.00L BC AAG 2 0610000000
.63 .40L 6.37L BD AB 2 8500000008
.25L .40L 1.24L D CD 1500010000
.64 .40L 2.54L BC AB K 0 3500000000
.72 .40L 4.86L BC AAJ 0 9500001008
.25L 1.36 3.81 C C F A A 2400000000
,28: .40L 1.00L BD AD 0 2600000000
.21: 1.66 4.61 DCC BAA 5500000008
.31L .40L 1.65L B B E L 0600000000
1.35 .44: 1.76L SCF AAEI 116500000000
,30 .40L 6.21L BF AC 3' 7500001008
,36L .40L 2.17L C BF H 7600120000 1
.69 .40L 1.81L BC ABJ 0 7600120000 1
.30 .40L 1.00L BD BCN 0 5700000000
.26L .40L 2,13 C I H 5600000000
.63 .40L 1.69L BC AB N 0 7600000000
.25L .40L 2.87 E I D 8501000120 8
.25L .40L 1,78L C CI 6501000000
.25L .40L 1.73L C B GD 6400000000 !
.25L .38: 1.53 DC C B 2600000000 :
.46 .40L 1.81L SC AB 0 3600000000
.29L .40L 1.62L E BG 4500000000
.46 .82L 7.13L CC ABEH 0 9500000008
.21: .40L 1.79L CE BE 1 5501110000
1.11 .40L 1.01L BC AAGJ 3 0600000000
.25L .40L 2.37L C BK 5500110000
.32 1.48L 1.00L CD ABC 1 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.95L E D 4600010000
1.39 .40L 1.43L DC AA 0 6600000000
,32L 1.37 2.03L C CAD 7400000000
,25L .40L 2.48 C E 5500000110
.33 .40L 1,00L BE BELJ 5 1500000000
.25L ,40L 1.22L C CF 1500000000
.35 .62L 3.34L BE ACEC 0 4400102300 6
.25L .40L 1.80 F GB 1680000010
.31 .40L 1,02L Be AC 01 1500000000
.25L ,40L 1.68L C D 7502000000
.26L 1.83 5.23 CC I AA 7400000000
1.01 .40L 1.16L BC AA F 2 7602000000
.45 .41 2.61L BCE ABDC 1 1500000108
.25L .40L 2.25L C D 5600000000
,25L 1.59 2,55 CE J FAA 6400000000
.29 ,40L 1.00L BC BC 0 2600001000
,76L ,40L 3,07 C HBC 9501000230 C
.25L .64 5.75L C GCG 9500000008
.25L .98 3.03: CD EHAC 5500000128 8
,26L 1.70 4,75 CC FAA 0300000010
.25L .40L .91: C D C C 5700000000
.26: .40L 1.85L BE AC 0 6600000000
.35L .40L 1.16L C BI 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.72L C D M 9501000100
15.43 94.63 121.83 BBDD AAAA 0 4201000106
.25L .40L 1.06L C , B L 4600000000
.25L .40L 2.21 C K E 2780000110
.45L .55L 2.73L C BEEC 9600110000
3.23 .77 1.00L BBC AAA 0500000100 49
1.15 .40L 6.60L BC AA 0 9500000008
.48 .40L 2.38L BC AB 0 9601001000
.25L .40L 1.69L F BC 9700110000
.25L .40L 1.00L C BG 0500000000
.44 .40L 1.44L FC BA 3 1700000000
1.91 .40L 1.65L BB AAI 2 1600000000
.25L .41L 1.69L F D 2500000000
Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




# T Name Type (') Mag
2 13 221945 K 12 90
2 13 221951 K5 3 80
3 *13 221967 K5 4 70
3 13 221970 K0 3 55
1 j'41 10186-4524 10 3
2 13 221977 K5 3 63
1 40 K2/3 III 2 16 101
1 "41 10190-4532 10 7
4 13 221998 K5 5 50
1 14 317- G20Sa 62
2 13 222010 K2 3 72
1 14 214- G 2 S. 2
' 2 17 1671 25
2 13 222015 K2 3 80
3 I 13 222016K0 3 63
3 13 222041 K0 6 62
2 16 04855 MB 21 116
1 14 214-1G 4 2 7
1 40 M2/3 II/11 3 22 103
3 13 222047 K2 11 62
2 13 222049 G 11 76
1 14 263- G 35 Sa 12
2 13 222056 K5 2 86
1 32 X1024--477 56 8
1 14 214-1G 5 S, 10
2 14 263- G 37 Sb 24
2 14 317- G 29 Sa 6 144
3 13 222071 G5 6 7C
2 13 222073 K5 17 8C
1 13 222074 K0 32 75
5 "14 263-1G385. 5 12£
2 13 222077 K5 18 8C










































































































(s) ( ) C) C) ) N
40.0 45 277+13 58 10 127 2 .45
50.3 2 281+ 7 50 8 128 2 .57
51.8 56 278+11 24 8 128 2i .30L
52,8 52 278+11 40 8 129 2 .31L
56.4 32 278+12 30 7 127 2 .26L
0.9 54 277+13 38 34 123 2 .26L
1.1 34 277+13 37 9 128 2 .63
4.5 56 278+12 29 6 129 2 .49
14.3 52 281+ 6 61 8; 80 3 .47
21.0 5 278+11 21 6 127 2 3.28
24.8 7 279+10 55 9 129 2 .41
29.7 47;277+ 13 31 5 128 2 3.00
36.1 37 280+ 7 68 24 _129; 2 .38L
41.0 27 277+12 99 13 126; 2 .28
48.1 19 280+ 9 41 23 127 2 .25L
51.4 25 277+13 49 8 127 2 .48
52.3 35 277+13 72 32 128 2 .25L
3.5 17'281+ 7 27 8 141 3 .79
11.5 51 279+10 28 5 128 2 19.17
14.9 42 279+11 41 26 129 2 .25L
25.3 42 279+10 33 14 127 2 .29
25.9 12 278+11 41 9 129, 2 .81
27.0 31 280+ 8 49 8 1292 .35
29.3 46 278+ 11 87 37 128 2 .25L
_46.5'37 280+ 8 78 36 128 2 .25L
48.9 42 278+12 34 10 126 2 .60
57.5 33 281+ 8 31 8 130 2 .25L
57.5 47 278+ 12 44 6 128 2 1.44
57.5 15 279+ 11 54 7 128 2 1.45
3.5 9 279+11 71 16 127 2 .34
3.9 34 279+ 10 41 13 126 2 .25L
4.0 52 279+ 11 73 36 128 2 .43L
6.1 22 279+10 84 16 127 2 .42L
12.4 15 277+14 36 7 127 2 .34
23.8 2 281+ 7 45 19 128 2 .25L
26.3 17 276+15 74 10 127 2 .70
27.3 51 276+14 37 5 127 2 7.18
32.8 31 279+11 25 12 128 2 .25L
37.7 5 278+12 69 9 126 2 .52
46.7 5 278+13 103 35 127 2 .25L
51.5 36 276+15 41 8 124 3 .32
7.8 2 276+15 25 8 126 2 .64
11.0 9 281+ 8 74 13 127 2 .35
14.9 60 281+ 8 58i 12 128 2 .57
22.0 15 278+12 25 6 128 2 1.24
22.9 12 278+ 13 71 11 127 2 .73
266 13 279+ 10 66 12 129 2 .60
29.4 34 281+ 7 64 29 127 2 .32L
319 52 281+ 7 25 8 135 3 1.00
36.6 19 278+ 12 68 10 127 2 .74
37.4 49 261+ 8 39 27 126 2 .63L
50.2 46 280+ 10 30 6 129 2 5.32
52.6 18 280+ 10 66 10 129 2 .70
4.0 13 279+ 12 72 13 127 2 .25L
10.4 55 278+ 12 63 9 127 2 .69
15.4 59 281+ 7 51 8 127 2 2.93
22.3 6 279+ 12 52 20 126 2 .25L
25.4 35 276+ 15 31 8_124 3 .79
30.7 28 281+ 7 51 7 128 2 1.41
37.9 41 277+15 27 5 126 2 12.34
5.8 19 279+11 92 29 128 2 .25L
6.6 14 280+ 9 70 9 129 2 .52
8.9 32; 281+ 9 34 6 130 2 10.33
14.0 14 i 279+ 12 63 30 126 2 .31L
15.5 52_ 281+ 8 56 12 127 2 .39
22.9 57 260+ 10 38 7 127 2 536.84
27.9 24 277+ 14 24 9 127 2 .90
28.9 11 277+ 14 38 8 126 2 .56
31.4 20 281+ 8 27 12 126 2 .45
33.5 2 279+ 11 88 27 127 2 .25L
35.8 12 278+ 12 32 7 125 2 3.44
42.0 27 279+ 11 25 9 127 2 25.40
44.1 37 281+ 8 48 10 128 2 .71
45.0 5i 277+ 15 54 12 127 2 .38L
48.9 391 281+ 9 39 26 129 2 .25L
51.0 35 281+ 8 52 12 128 2 .41
53.4 51! 279+ 12 58 9 127 2 .59
54.3 2 280+ 9 54 10 129 2 .47
58.4 58 278+13 39 7 126 2 .70L
59.4 13 278+ 13 39 5 126 2 1.32
6.6 58! 280+ 10 50 23 128 2 ,25L
10.4 141 281+ 8 48 13 126 2 .56
13.1 20 279+ 12 53 11 128 2 .57
15.3 3 282+ 7 29 7 127 2 3.48
16.7 16 279+ 11 66 14 127 2 ,43L
19.0 15 280+11 41 34 126 2 25L
20.3 t0 282+ 7 23 8 132 3 .86
269 10 277+15 38 11 125 2 .25L
27.4 25! 281+ 8 85 21 129 2 25L
35.9 171 280+11 61 9 127 2 .63
42.3 32 281+ 9 38 10 128 2 .38
44.2 16 280+10 49 26 129 2 .25L
54.6 3 280+10 78 10 128 2 .45
2.2 54 280+10 101 22 127 2 .40L
13.0 58 281+ 8 38 11 127 2 .77
35.6 52 279+12 66 30 126 2 .25L
37.2 47 280+10 46 10 129 2 .37
46.7 5 277+15 59 9 126 2 .97
47.5 55 279+11 40 9 127 2 1.07
55.0 56_280+10 72 11 128 2 .42
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
260
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V
25 pm 60 pm 1OO pm Flux C A Con_sion
(Jansky) Uncs C R Flags*
.29L .40L 4.25L O DE
.25L .40L 7.68L C AJ
.25L 2.36 10.38 CC L L
.28: 3.46 9.84 DCC D[
.26 2.17 6.66 CCD ME
.66L .40L 1.73 C L
.29 .40L 6.18L B D BE
.94 7.50 19.21: CDDE BE
.21: .40L 2.15L CE BE
.61: .40L 1.49L 8D AA
.25L .40L 2.15L_ C CP
.76 .40L 3.77L BC AA
.25L .45L 2.21 D
.33L .40Li 5.53L C E L
.25L .55L _ 2.05 C C
.25L .40L 4.37L C 'B
.25L .40L 1.57 C
.41 ,40L 1.53L CC AA
8.00 1.30 1.49L CBC AA
.25L .40L 2.08 C
.25L .40L 1.83L C C
.51 ,40L 1.47L CD BC
.25L .40L 2.05LiC CI
.25L .40L 3.45 D
.25L .40L 1.83 C
.25L .4OL 1.31L C AE
.34 1.85 4.17 DCC F
.76 .57L 3.84L CC AA
.38 .40L 1.43L DD AC
.25L .40L 2.02L E F H
.25L 1.06 4.92 CC
.25L .40L 3.01 D
.28L .58 1.70L D K
.57 3.50 7.83 ECCC EB
.25L .40L 5.61 C
.32L .40L 1.00L F BB
1.52 .69L 1.00L BC AA
.25L 1.35 3.65 CC H
.25L .40L 1.65L C CH
.25L .40L 1.97 D
.25L .40L 1.00L C DF
27L .40L 1,00L B AG
.25L .40L 2.09L C C
.33L A0L 1.87L D BC
.31: A6L 1.83L B D A D
.25L .43L 1.45L C SJ
1.41L .43L 2.56L F BI
.25L .40L 2.37 C
.21: .40L 1.87L B D AD
.28L .84L 1.17L C A H
.25L .40L 2.35 C F
1.24 .48L 1.59L BC AA
.25L .40L 1.61L F B F
.26L .58 1.51L C K
.25: .40L 1.57L CD BG
1.52 .40L 2.34L BC AA
.25L .40L 2.07 C
.40 .40L 1.00L BC BB
.41 .40L 1.89L B D AB
5.59 .84 1.00L B BC AA
.25L .40L 2.30 C
.26L .40L 1.77L C B E
5.44 .64: 2,30: BBCD AA
.25L .40L 2.29 D
.25L .48L 1.88L C CN
363.54 69.63 21.36 8BDC AA
.27L ,40L 1.71L C B C
.26L .40L 2.31L B BI
.25L .40L 1.51L C C H
.25L .43L 2.98 C
291 .42L 1.77L BC AA
12.51 2.11 1.82L BBC AA
.31L .40L 1.67L C Bt
.31L 1,41 2.14 CC H
.27L .40L 3.07 C t
.26L .40L 1.76L C F C
.27L .40L 1.28L C B C
28L .61L 1.62L C B E
.25L 3.03 10.81 CC G
24 .40L 1.46L B O A E
,39L .40L 2.49 E L
.25L .40L 1.85L _ ,l_K
.25L .40L 1.39L
2.01: .53L 1.64L BC !AA
.25L 56 1.85L F
25L .40L 1.90 C
.33 .40L 2.O4L B F 'AC
.84L 1.42 3.07 CE L
25L .59L 2.87 C
.25: .40L 1.71L CD AB
2.48L .40L 1.72L C CJ
.25L .40L 2.41 C
.25L .40L 1.70L C D
.25L .40L 1.64 C
.38 .40L 2.11L B D B B
.25L .40L 2.24 D
,25L 59L 1.88L C B H
.41L .40L 1.00L B AB
.54 .40L 1.02L B D A B
.25L A0L 1.61L F DE
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
263- G 40 Sc
263- G 39 Sb
































































Right Ascension: 10h35"03"-10h42=51 ' Declination: --50°---40 -
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 ,_m 25 y.m 60 y.m8a
hm o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
10350-4122 3.7 8 278+15 27 6 126 2 .35: .56 4.97
10360-4251 5.9 29 278+13 53 12 126 2 .41L .47L .79
10351-4735 6.2 7 261+ 9 48 26 128 2 .25L .25L .40L
10351-4357 9.4 47 279+12 23 10 128 2 1.05 .29 .40L
10351-4622 10.3 26 1280+10 46 7 128 2 1.20 .50 .40L
10351-4757 10.4 47 281+ 9 29 7 127 2 2.28 .53 .41L
10352-4859 14.2 19 282+ 8 45 10 126 2 .70 .25L .40L
10352-4235 15.2 50 278+14 34 13 128 2 .25L .25L .69:
10352-4732 17.6 35 281+ 9 40 10 127 2 1.03 .24 .40L
10353-4850 20.3 11 282+ 8 68 12 126:2 .29L .25L .78
10353-4112 21.8 19 278+15 48 8 125 2 .26L .25L .63
10354-4944 24.4 26 282+ 7 41 25 128 2 .25L 1.21L .61L
10354-4827 26.0 17 281+ 8 40 27 128J 2 .25L .27L .40L
10354-4922 27.9 39 282+ 8 38 21 1291 2 .25L .25L .54L
10354-4256 29.0 22 279+13 53 14 126 2 .36L .25L .59
10355-4426 32.8 39 279+12 46 15 128 2 .25L .26L .84:
10356-4600 393 6 280+11 82 11 129 2 .30 .25L .40L
10356 4711 40.6 9 281+10 46 25 128 2 .25L .25L .40L
10358-4254 52.1 18 279+13 44 10 126 2 1.00 .36 .40L
10358-4047 53.0 30 278+15 28 10 128, 2 .43 .27L .40L
10359-4411 57.4 40 279+12 63 16 127! 2 .62L .25L .63
10360-4438 0.7 32 280+12 71 9 127 2 .55 .31L .40L
10360-4446 0.8 1 280+12 42 8 127 2 .68 .25L .40L
10360-4739 3.6 38 281+ 9 43 23 127 2 .25L .25L .54L
10361-4426 6.6 54 279+12 34 12 125 2 .25L .25L .91
10364-4754 28.6 40 281+ 9 55 8 126 2 1.12 .40: .40L
10365-4313 33.8 26 279+13 45 14 128 2 .44L .25L .40L
10366-4928 36.4 48 282+ 8 37 6 129 2 2.42 .72 .40L
10366-4623 36.8 13 280+10 38 9 128 2 .52 .25L .40L
10366-4229 37.6 27 279+14 54 8 1126 2 1.05 .26L .40L
10366-4537 38.1 38 280+11 70 11 127 2 .43 .25L .40L
10368-4638 52.3 19 281+10 51 10 128 2 .26 .25L .40L
10369-4601 55,6 5 280+11 30 9 127 2 .25L .25L 2,45
10370-4422 2.0 7 280+12 45 9 126 2 1.04 .49 .56L
10370-4916 3.8 18 282+ 8 19 10 160 2 .54 .22: .91L
10371-4141 10,8 18 278+14 40 37 48 2 .43L ,25L .40L
10374-4317 28.9 14 279+13 34 7 127 2 14.17 3.98 .83
10375-4208 31.1 10 278+14 56 10 125 2 .59 _25L ,43L
10375-4802 33.2 10 281+ 9 37 9 125 2 35.01 21.40 3,62
10376-4451 39.1 27 280+12 60 14 127 2 .25L ,25L .98
10377-4957 43,5 24 282+ 7 51 26 136 2 .36: .25L ,40L
10377-4347 45,4 57 279+13 69 28 126 2 1.14L 38L .93L
10378-4901 50.9 2 282+ 8 41 5 129 2 2.66 .71 .40L
10378-4735 51,2 14 281+ 9 46 10 126 2 .86 ,25L .40L
10380-4403 2.1 59 280+13 45 7 125 2 1.98 1.10 ,40L
10380-4823 2.3 41 282+ 9 32 7 126 2 2.30 1.05 ,40L
10380-4650 2.7 28 281+10 36 8 126 2 ,25L .23: 3,01
10380-4025 5.2 25 278+16 32 9 i125 2 ,85 .33L ,40L
10381-4818 11.3 20 282+ 9 43 17 1127 2 .25L .28L ,67L
10382-4609 12.4 40 281+11 54 11 127 2 .25L .32 ,87:
10383-4843 23.7 15 282+ 8 67 8 128 2 .22 .50L .40L
10384-4604 25.1 52 281+11 64 15 126 2 .31 1.45L .50L
10384-4914 26,7 52 282+ 8 22 9 128 2 1,08 .28L .40L
10386 4923 36.9 4 282+8 33 6 128i 2 1.26 .78 ,40L
10386-4745 40.9 40 281+ 9 32 11 125 2 ,85 ,32L .40L
10387-4354 45.4 7 280+13 56 12 126 2 ,51 ,28L .40L
10388-4810 48,0 12 282+ 9 79 17 126 2 .42L ,25L .56
10388-4601 49,0 56,281+11 76 14 127 2 .36L .27L .58
10388-4606 53.1 22281+11 58 15 126 2 .28L .25L .84
10389-4314 56,9 5 279+13 64 10 124 2 .63 .28L 1,63L
10391-4744 10.1 26 282+ 9 112 12 125 2 ,36 .25L .40L
10393-4815 23,7 45 282+ 9 71 29 127 2 ,25L .25L .40L
10394-4654 28,2 1 281+10 78 22 126 2 .27L .25L .40L
10395-4357 30.5 40 280+ 13 95 38 1126 2 .26L .25L .40L
10396-4802 40.8 7 282+ 9 40 18 125 2 .25L .45L .37:
10397-4153 43.0 21 279+15 61 26 127 2 .25L .25L .58L
10397-4857 43.0 35 282+ 8 44 9 128 2 .80 1.44L .40L
10398-4449 48.3 26 280+12 52 30 124 2 .30L .94L .40L
10398-4535 50.1 58 281+11 37 7 126 2 1.48 .86 .40L
10398-4647 50.6 42 281+10 45 10 127 2 .84 ,30: .40L
10398-4747 52,5 27 282+ 9 94 12 125 2 ,30 ,25L .40L
10399-4631 59,9 16 281+11 40 7 t26 2 1,42 .35 ,40L
10401-4215 11,1 18 279+14 24 8 126 21 9.43 5,15 .79
10401-4657 11,7 21 281+10 29 7 126 2; 1,23 ,33 .40L
10402-4437 12.4 10 280+12 47 14 126 2 ,48L ,25L ,56
10403-4138 227 34 279+15 78 10 126 2 ,54 ,25L ,40L
10404-4559 25,4 27 281+11 62 10 128 2 ,57 ,25L ,40L
10405 4411 30.6 41 280+13 91 37 126 2 ,25L 125L ,40L
10406-4829 38.9 49 282+ 9 54 9 128 2 .64 ,30: .40L
10407-4858 42.3 42 282+ 8 35 14 160 2 .25L .25L .77
10408-4635 48.4 58 281+11 36 8 t27 2 3.18 1.25 .40L
10408-4822 50.2 56 282+ 9 44 14 127 2 .25L .26L .70
10408 4847 53.342 282+ 9 35 5 128 2 4.10 1.10 .40L
10409 4557 59.2117 281+11 29 6 128 2 .36 .68 5.74
10410-4720 3.0 56 282+10 32 8 124 2 3.08 1.54 .40L
10411-4402 7.1 52 280+13 94 24 124 2 .67L .69L .40L
10412-4744 14.4 29 282+10 I 86 27 128 22 .25L .25L .40L10412-4330 16.8 29 280+13 i 68 22 126 .25L .25L .58L
10413-4705 19.0 10 282+10 _ 83 14 125 2 .39L .25L .73
10413-4414 21.5 14 280+13 99 33 126 2 .26L .57L .40L
10413 4308 22.3 49 280+14 54 7 125 2 1.37 .37: .40L
10414 4920 27.C 20 283+ 8 98 15 126 2 .89L .58L .40L
10414 4844 77.C 53 282+ 9 48 9 127 2 .93 .41L .40L
10417-4620 44.7 8 282+ 9 60 8 127 2 .56 .25L .40L
10421-4935 7.E 17 283+ 8 28 3 136 3 1.24 .41 .40L
10423-4636 18.6 47 281+11 82 26 126 2 .25L .25L .41L
10423-4608 t9.6 16 281+11 82 27 125 2 .26L .70L .43L
10427-4628 46.5 36 281+11 96 25 127 2 .27L .25L .40L
10428-4707 51.1 46 282+10 99 31 124 2 .34L .27L .40L
10428-4336 51.3 55 280+13 73 15 125 2 .27 .33L .40L'
Flags Associations
V L
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
12.65 CDCC ABAA 0 3300012000
2.26 CC KKBA 4400000000
2,09 C E 6600100100
1.98L CE AC I 0 7600000020
1.51L BC AC 0 5700000000






4.28 D F J D









1.59L C BE L
1.12L C BJ
2.60 E J C
1.66 CC AB
6,57L CD AB






















6.18L BC ABFD 1 9500000008
1.52L C BC , 5700000000
1.64L C AD HI 0500000000
2.03L C B I 5601000000
1,91L D D 4700000000
6,03 DC AA 350000(000
1.87L CF ACGH 0 4601000000
6,92L FF DDL 6 9501000008
1.46 C C D 8601000100
1.56: BBCC AABD 0 4500000010
1.63L C B GD 6500000000
1.98L BBC AAAB 0 9500001008 43
2.91 CC AB 1500000100
2.64 C D B C 9601010008
2.93 C NJ L B 2680000420






5.79 D F L C
1.90L FD DB




5.09L C AD I
2.71L D J E K





2.16 D I C
1.66 C B
2.70 C F
2.70 CC J KDB




































1,00L BCC AAB 0 3600000000
1.42L B D A B 2 4700000000
2.09L C J C B 9700000000
1.91L C B L 5500000000
2.17L C BE 0600100000
2.02 C E E 7700000120
6.76L CD AE 0 9400000008
6.50: DD ED 9681000228
1.63L BC AA 0 3700000000
2.64 D D F B 9600000208
5.77L BC AA 0 9400100008
13.45 CDCC BAAA 7 2400100000
1.03L BD AAI
2.23 C J C
1.81 D HD
2.00 C HF














S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
2 2 14 317-- G52Sc 8 126
3 13 222199+++ 12 40
2 13 222201 K5 8 80
1 17 1717 R 6 137
1 14 317- G 53 Sc 3
8
1 14 264- G 15 CO 18
1 14 264- G 16 Sa 15
2 13 222207 K5 32 81
I 14 264- G 18 Sc
4
2 13 222221 K5 8 80
3 13 222222 F5 10 61
1 14 264- G 22 .. 7
2 13 222232 MB 6_ 80
2 13 222233 K0 31 80
1 14 264- G 27Sa 3
C 2 13 222239 K5 8 68
1 40 M1 (111) 3 31 108
2
2 1 14 264-G29.. 4
1 13 222244 3 95
4 1 14 214-G17SB 10
1 13 222250K5 7 88
1 40 M2/3 4 20 106
3 13 222254K2P 13 70
1 14 214- G 18 S. 27
2 13 222268K0 11 70
1 14 264- G 34 SO 22
2 13 222271 K5 7 78
2 13 222274 K5 4 68











ABED 0 6502003438 C 1 19 411
C H B 5600O00000
C E C 8600000100
C D D 7600000100
D E D 160000000,0
H N 3600000000
5 103






a 8 a 5, Coords SMJ SMN O
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b C) C) (')
10431--4950 11.426283+834 843 I
10433--441420.37280+13541125
10434-4801 28.4 18, 282+ 9 42 20 126
10435-4958 31+1 37 283+ 8 31 8 130
10435 4711 31.3 49 282+10 39 7 126
10436 4315 _,12 4 280+14 36 7 126
10439-4955 54.8 13 283+ 8 17 5 126
10439-4402 58.2i 17 280+13 102 19 125
10441-4751 1108148 282+10 31 5 127
10443 4938 18.4 34 283+ 8 40 8 145
10444-4639 28.1 43 282+11 52 12 125
10446-4909 37.2 24 283+ 9 26 7 124
10448 4437 52.8 47 281+13 36 6 127
10449-4339 58.7 14 280+13 26 7 126
10450-4317 2.5 38 280+14 64 10 126
10450-4209 3.1 39 280+15 103 12 124
10451-4548 7.1 22 282+12 35 19 126
10451-4333 81 3 280+14 101 11 127
10453-4154 19.9 26 280+15 39 13 125
10453-4835 21.0 40 283+ 9 I 80 12 124
10453-4310 23.8 8 280+14 88 30 125
10455 4554 35.1 10 282+ 12 35 8 124
10457-4340 42.7 33 281+14 73 9 125
10460-4902 1.1 40 283+ 9 21 4 124
10460-4114 4.9 46 279+16 24 7 125
10463 4340 21.8 11 281+14 84 35 125
10464-4948 27.0 40 284+ 8 31 14 132
10464 4905 28.9 32 283+ 9 66 10 124
10465-4640 30.1 40 282+11 38 22 127
10465-4509 31.1 18 281+12 57 14 125
10465-4729 31.4 14 283+10 52 9 126
10485-4944 32.4 12 284+ 8 24 8 135
10465-4310 33.3 7 280+14 40 9 125
10466-4647 40.1 45 282+11 88 27 124
10470-4216 1.3 26 280+15 56 19 125
10470-4949 4.5 51 284+ 8 28 8 134
10471 4610 7.2 59 282+11 45 18 125
10471-4358 10.6 6 281+13 73 9 126
10471-4206 11.4 13 280+15 54 11 126
10473-4055 19.5 51 280+16 72 11 125
10473-4731 19.7 58 283+10 37 5 127
10474-4614 28.7 30 282+11 59 17 165
10475 4137 32.8 27 280+15 80 14 125
10476-4354 38.6 37 281+13 43 6 126
10476-4419 38.9 56 281+13 54 29 125
10479-4700 54.8 13 283+11 105 14 125
10480-4627 4.6 41 282+11 30 8 124
10480-4909 4.6 41 284+ 9 65 10 125
10481-4850 7.2 51 283+ 9 28 6 125
10482-4645 12.6 24 282+11 25 24 26
10482 4824 14.9 36 283+10 38 5 124
10483-4844 23.9 53 283+ 9 76 10 124
10483-4310 24.0 49 281+14 65 19 125
10485-4824 319 9 283+10 61 9 124
10486-4831 39.6 56 283+ 9 68 8 124
10487 4345 45.0 54 281+14 57 12 126
10488-4212 50.0 58 280+15 78 19 124
10488-4417 52.1 7 281+13 46 35 122
10488 4656 52.4 20 283+11 27 20 125
10491-4202 9.2 15 280+15 112 36 124
10492-4227 13.5 19 281+15 41 26123
10493-4129 20.4 60 280+16 44 9 122
10493-4822 21.2 17 283+10 27 10 123
10494-4357 29.5 47 281+14 33 32 103
10495-4309 34.2 16 281+14 43 11 125
10496-4820 37.3 37 283+ 10 54 8 124
10496-4957 37.7 57 284+ 8 29 8 132
10496-4853 39.4 11 284+ 9 72 12 125
10496 4723 40.5 49 283+11 53 11 125
10500-4016 2.0 21 280+17 51 10 123
10500 4924 3.4 49 284+ 9 92 46 126
10501-4606 11.8 10 282+12 46 6 125
10502-4300 15.7 45 281+14 93 32 125
10503-4951 19.3 14 284+ 8 55 8 66
10504-4013 26.3 27 280+17 61 10 124
10505-4126 33.1 11 280+16 36 8 125
10505-4524 35.2 22 282+12 36 18 124
10508-4121 519 30 280+16 31 7 125
10509-4427 54.9 14 282+13 51 24 126
10510 4048 3.7 52 280+17 67 27 124
10510 4435 5.8 37 282+13 41 10 123
10512-4443 13.1 27 282+13 37 22 125
10512 4923 16.1 24 284+ 9 30 8 126
10512-4948 17.0 39 284+ 8 42 16 146
10515-4251 34.1 13 281+15 75 12 125
10516-4832 36.9 7 284+10 27 7 126
10516-4620 39.7 37 283+12 29 29 45
10518-4905 51.8 18 284+ 9 39 5 126
10518-4853 53.5 41 284+ 9 81 11 126
10520-4448 1.8 3 282+13 61 8 123
10521-4224 10.2 28 281+ 15 65 11 124
10521-4322 10.4 36 282+14 36 26 124
10522-4556 13.3 35 283+12 61 14 125
10523-4752 19.2 12 284+10 32 10 123
10523-4042 21.3 12 280+17 59, 10 125
10524-4831 28.7 0 284+10 44 I 12 124
10525 4639 32.2 58 283+11 75 10 124
10526 4105 36.4 40 281+16 27 7 125
10526-4618 37.9 54 283+12 28 6 126
10526-4850 37.9 25 284+ 9 56 9 127
Flux Density
H
C (Not Color Corrected)
O 12 _m 25 pm 60 p.m 1(30 p.m Flux Cc
N (Jansky) Uncs Cc
3 .44 25L .40L 7.68L B BG
.27L .34L .65 1.68L C L L
2 .32L .25L .51 2.12L D
2 .25 .20 .40L 9.23L' C D D C
2 1438 3.60 .58 1.31L BCC AA
2 1.23 .38 .40L 1.55L BE AB
3 10.20 5.53 .56 6.88L BBB iAA
2 .25L .25L .45L 2.48 C
2 3.19 1.12 .43L 1.58L BC AA
3 .25L i .25L .40L 2.99 C
i 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.81L C C
t 2 25.70 6.33 1.07 8.31L BBC AA
2 2.57 .69 .40L 1.59L BC AA
2 17.06 4.99 1.34 2.71L BCC AA
2 .44 .25L .40L 2.50L C CH
2 .24 .25L .40L 1.15L D C
2 .25L .25L .50: 2.76 D D
2 .31 .25L .40L 1.47L!C CM
2 .49 .25L .40L 1.01L C B H
2 .42 .25L .40L 7.39L C B K
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.94 D
2 2.91 1.11 .40L 3.26L BC AAI
2 .54 .26L .40L 1.31L C BC
2 1.19 .59 .40L 6.78L BC AB
2 2.65 .92 .41L 1.00L BC AAI
2 .25L .61L .40L 2.41 F
3 .25L .31L .47: 3.77 CC HI
2 .54 .25L .40L 8.33L C C
2 .51L .25L .45L 2.73 C M
2 .37L .31L 1.18 4.53 CC KI
2 .81 .31L .40L 1.50L B AD
3 .58 .36 .40L 7.48L B D BC
2 4.71 2.05 .58: 1.0eL BCE AAd
2 .25L .25L .40L 2.96 C
2 .25L .25L .37: 1.65 DC E I
3 .42 .25L .40L 8.90L B BEI
2 ; .43L .25L .40L 2.59 C N
2 .65 .27L .40L 1.87L C BD_
2 1.00 .33: .40L 1.13L CD AB=
2 .55 .25L .40L 1.1OL C CE
2 3.98 2.42 .52: 1.37L BCC AAI
2 .25L .25L .4OL 2.59 D
2 .34L 25L .49 1.42L C
2 1.34 .52 .40L 4.34L BC AB
2 .52L .25L .40L 3.43 C G
2 .34 .25L .49L 1.54L D F
2 7.11 5.48 2.12 2.20: BCCD AA_
2 .38 .25L .40L 5.93L C C
2 1.69 .33 .40L 1.36L EC AA
2 .42L .42L .46L 2.69 C L J I
2 19.90 8.69 1.96 2.27L BBC AAJ
2 .51 .30L .40L 1.54L C CE
2 .25L .25L .42L 1.89 C
2 .64 .25L .40L 1.97L E B
2 .44 .33L .40L 2.31L C BM
2 .71L .56L .87 2,38 DC HHJ
2 .40L .25L .41 1.51L C
.31L .25L .40L 1.95 D H
2 .26L .25L .48L 3.42 C B MI
.25L .25L .40L 1.58 C
2 .25L .25L .47L 2.14 C
2 1.38L .25L .40L 1.51 D G
2 .72 .33L .56L 1.77L D BEI
2 1.31L .48L .40L 2.17 C L
2 .51 .27L .40L 1.32L C 6H
2 .43 .25L .40L 1.90L C B M
3 .32 .25L .40L 1.88L B OJ I
2 .36 3.93L .40L 1.54L C CK
2 .39 .25L .40L 1.47L C D
2 .77 .30L .40L 1.44L B BG
2 .25L .60L .40L 2.17 E
2 .25L .61 3.31 5.15 DCC BI
2 .25L .40L .40L 2.08 F L
3 .25L .25L .29: 4.41 DE GNI
2 .61 .25L .40L 1.24L C B K I
2 1.52 .27: .40L 2.35L CE AB
2 .42L .25L .42: 2.02 DD M[
2 3.24 1.36 .40L 1.00L BC AAI
2 ,25L .25L ,40L 2.32 D
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.32 F
2 1.09 .33 .40L 4.07L BD AC
2 .26L .28L .40L 1.70 D G,
3 .58 .25L .40L 2.83L C A
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.65 B MI
2 .50 .25L .40L 1.96L C CK
2 5.55 3.07 .60: 1.48L BCE AA|
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.43 C
2 17.48 6.67 1.14 1+78L BBC AAi
2 .55 .25L .40L 2.75L C B
2 .64 .31L .40L 2.27: C F BFI
2 .42 .26L .40L 1.46L C CJ
2 .25L .25L .42L 3.28 C
2 .41L .25L .56 1.41: CD
2 .51 .28: .40L 1.39L CF CD
2 ,44 .4OL .40L 1.00L C CB
2 .25L .60L 1.38: 6.O0 E C J
2, .51 .25L .40L 1.08L D B G
2i 2.51 1.31 .49L 1.00L BC AA(
2 2.06 .55 .40L 1.51L BC AB
2 .50 .25L .40L 1.70L C AJ
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep


















264- G 48 Sb
222405 K0
222408 KO


















*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SoL:rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a _5 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /,tm 25
h m . , (s) () I b (') (") (') N
10526 4136 39.6 25 261+16 81 12 124 2 .73
10526-4932 39.g 56 284+ 9 25 8 135 3 .71
10530-4428 1.4 45 282+13 26 20 32 2 .25L
10530-4407 2.7 5 282+14 78 33 125 2 .25L
10530-4443 4.5 1 282+13 50 22 125 2 .25L
10531-4627 7.0 11 283+12 31 11 126 2 .34
10532-4107 14.0 34 i281+16 49 8 124 2 2.42
10532-4936 17.5 21 285+ 9 34 8 133 3 .41
10533-46t0 _1.5 15 283+12 68 11 125 2 .61
10535-4857 34.3 44 284+ 9 42 27 125 2 .41L
10536 4326 39.5 16 282+14 54 30 125! 2 .64L
10538-4056 48.4 18 281+17 72 12 124 2 .88
10539-4749 56.5 7 284+10 79 10 123 2 .86
10539-4313 57.5 30282+15 32 12 124 2 .97
10539-4325 58.2 4 282+14 82 13 124 2 .31
10542-4811 17.2 40 284+10 98 18 124 2 .36L
10547-4943 44.7 51; 285+ 9 34 8 141 3 .27L
10548 4820 53.6 58i284+10 28 5 126 2 1.51
10550-4417 2.1 20 282+14 35 13 123 2 .30
10550-4554 3.0 30 283+12 58 14 125 2 .25L
10550-4534 3.5 43 283+13 76 29 125 2 .25L
10550-4638 4.7 1 283+12 62 15 125 2 .26L
10550-4959 5.7 26 285+ 9 23 3 _136 4 .30L
10552-4840 15.6 57 284+ 10 33 27 1123 2 .25L
10552-4949 17.2 34 285+ 9 21 8 135 3 .79
10553-4536 22.4 24 283+ 13 36 9 126 2 .91
10557-4332 43.3 5 282+14 76 22 123 2 .25L
10557-4811 44.9 38 284+10 40 23 125 2 .56L
10558-4629 53.6 0 284+12 54 10 123 2 .49
10563 4119 18.4 37 281+16 45 8 124 2 1.25
10564-4202 27.7 10 282+16 54 10 124 2 .58
10565-4253 34.2 22 282+15 55 10 124 2 .63
10565 4932 34.2 12 285+ 9 41 25 131 3 .25L
10566-4942 40.6 18 285+ 9 52 8 66 3 .25L
10567-4310 44.8 18 282+15 38 8 123 2, .35
10570-4736 2.8 39 284+11 14 5 125 2[ 1.45
10570-4251 5.1 38 282+15 63 11 122 2 .55
10570-4859 5.6 34 285+10 57 11 124 2 i .61
10572-4725 15.4 47 264+11 55 9 124 2 .36L
10572-4313 16.1 50 282+15 62 3 122 2 1.19
10572--4336 17.3 56 282+15 59 8 122 2 .27
10573--4959 22.2 26 285+ 9 2t 8 128 4 .67
10574-4930 26.7 44 285+ 9 20 7 127 3 1.33
10575-4804 33.1 3 284+10 92 19 125 2 .34L
10575-4411 35.7 34 283+14 66 12 123 2 .50
10578--4930 50.9 40 285+ 9 29 11 127 3 .44
10578--4157 51.1=21 282+16 54 9 124 2 .95
10579--4438 59.2 31 283+14 23 5 125 2 3.48
10580--4247 1.3 21 282+15 31 27 129 2 .25L
10581-4614 6.9 25 284+12 72 9 122 2 .41
10581-4755 8.5 12 285+11 50 10 126 2 .65L
10582-4043 12.E 49 281+17 51 11 124 2 .47
10583-4436 19.145 283+14 105 26 125 2 .25L
10586-4518 38.6 25 283+13 57 27 123 2 .25L
10587--4348 44.0 18 283+14 22 7 122 2 1.21
10587-4634 45.3 5 284+12 26 8 123 2 1.38
10588-4732 48.8 5 284+11 29 16 124 2 .74L
10589-4346 54.3 25'283+14 38 14 124 2 .47L
10590-4859 4.2 14 285+10 42 8 123 2 .25L
10591-4904 8.2 34 285+10 57 10 124 2 .87
10591 4514 8.5 40 284+13 45 10 123 2 .71
10595-4421 31.8 31 283+14 78 30 [125 2 .43L
10595-4141 32.6 47 282+16 79 29 124 2 .25L
10597-4218 46,1 50 282+16 87 13 123 2 .43
10598-4958 52.8 7 286+ 9 44 8 145 4 .30L
10599--4050 55.2 44 282+17 45 6 124 2 29.48
10599 4231 58.4 57 282+16 44 9 122 2 1.20
11002--4806 12.8 28 285+11 87 27 : 124 2 .25L
11003-4346 22.1 33 283+15 33 30 117 2 .26L
11003-4321 23.2 60 283+15 80 13 123 2 .46L
11005-4826 36.0 52 285+10 66 19 123 2 .37L
11006-4850 37.3 44 285+10 41 20 124 2 ! .54L
11006-4510 39.3 30 284+13 21 10 122 2 .39
11010-4916 3.9 8 286+10 50 25 126 2 .28L
11011-4945 8.2 27 286+ 9 23 9 171 4 .25L
11013-4716 21.0 26 285+11 62 27 124 2 .25L
11014-4700 25.4 46 285+12 35 5 125 2 3.21
11018-4553 50.g;60 284+13 62 10 123 2 .50
11019-4526 55.2 13 284+13 20 5 122 2 6.34
11019-4338 58.8 57 283+15 50 9 124 2 1.07
11019-4811 59.9 10 285+11 30 8 123 2 .25L
11020-4218 2.7 59 283+16 93 14 122 2 .37
11021-4224 9.5 55 283+16 88 14 122 2 .49
11022-4724 17.9 49 285+11 71 10 123 2 .45
11024 4324 27.8 46 283+15 43 9 124 2 .68
11024--4959 28.3 28 286+ 9 41 34 115 3 .25L
11025-4405 32.1 3 284+14 40 6 124 2 1.74
11025-4452 33.9 19 284+14 64 19 123 2 .25L
11027-4320 45.5 30283+15 63 9 _124 2 .60
11027-4913 46.0 42 286+10 56 25 144 3 .25L
11027-4620 47.9 18 285+12 50 27 121 2 .98L
11030 4942 2.7 43 286+ 9 21 5 131 4 4.59
11033-4407 19.3 7 284+15 79 14 '122 2 .39L
11035-4337 30.7 52 284+15 33 28 120 2 .25L
11035-4854 30.7 45 286+10 22 9 126 3 .63
11035-4159 31A 19 283+16 88 8 121 2 .35
11036--4232 36.2 21 283+16 41 9 122 2 .63
11037-4424 47.5 25 284+14 48 22 124 2 .67L
11038-4408 50.5 1 284+15 33 3 122 2 1.44
11038-4740 51.2 0 285+11 67 10 123 2 .44
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources
Declination: - 50"-- 40*
Flux Density Flags Associations
Color Corrected) V L C
/_m 60 _m 1(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 _f T Name Type (") Mag
.25L .40L! 1.56L D B F 1600000000 2 t3 222421 K2 40 80
.25L .40L 1.53L B B D K 9600000000
.25L .82L 1.96 C ME 9600000000
.25L .40L 1.94 C G I E 7600000000
.37L .40L 2.52 D MHB 9600000008
.25L .40L 1.20L C F 2600000000
.91 .40L 1.00L DC AA J 0 1700000000
.25L .40L 1.80L B B E H 9600000000
.25L .40L 1.47L F B D 3602000000
.25L A0L 2.36 C E E 8601010000
.59L .4OL 1.54 D DB 6700100000
.33L .40L 1.13L C BCN 2600000000 1 13 222431 K5 34 80
.25L .40L 1.88L F CE C 5401000000 2 13 222436 K0 28 75
.30L .40L 1.15L C ADF 8600000000
.25L .40L 1.26L E E L 4700100000
.25L .36 1.75L D C 4500000010
.25L .90 3.50 C F K C B 9600000110
.82 .45L 1.53L BC AAL 0 3500001000
.67L .40L 1.15L C DM 5600000000
.89L .59 1.53 CC J BC 1600000000 2 14 264-G? 53 Ga 12
.25L .40L 1.93 D C 3400100000
.25L .49 1.35L C J DB 2600000000
.19 1.60 5,11 DCC EEAA 9600000328 4
.25L .40L 1.80 C C I 6500000000
.35 .40L 1.96L BC BCG 1 9700000000
.26 .40L 1.53L BD AC 2 3400100000 2 13 222454K0 8 67
.25L .40L 2.18 D GB 9700000008
.25L .40L 2.53 C K I D 3400000000
1.12L .60L 1A5L C BL M 1600000000
.47 .40L 1.00L CD AB F 2 1600000000
.26: .40L 1.54L CE BO 0 8600000000
.30 .40L 1.00L CD BD 0 8600100000
.51L .40L 2.60 C F L K C 9600000008
.25L 1.25 2.69 CC MAB 9600000008 1 14 215- G 13 SB 4
.78 5.74 11.48: CCCE DAAA 0 9380000238 1 14 264-G57Sc t0
.85 .40L 2.12L BC AA J 0 2600000000
,30L .40L 4.11L C BL J 9501100008 2 13 222473 G5 21 80
.35L .40L 2.06L F CF O 9701000018
.28L 1.85 3.48 DC I AB !400000000
.28 .40L 3.96L CD AD 0 9510100118 2 13 222478K0 17 72
.25L .40L 4.15L C E I 8600000008
.19: .40L 8.99L BD AC 0 9400000008
.36 .40L 7.05L BD AE 0 9501110008
.27L .50 1.23L F MF E 3500000000
.31L .40L 1.43L C CE E 3600000000
.25L .40L 6.55L C CL G 9501110118 8
.29L .40L 1.66L B ADKC 3600000000 3 13 222487 A2 6 45
.91 .40L 1.30L BC AAEJ 0 8601100110 4 13 222490K5 1 71
.25L .40L 1.46 E C 9700000018
.29L .40L 1.70L D CMN 0500010000
.36 1.38 2.06L DC I AAE 3500001000
.25L .40L 1.05L F C 1600010000
.25L .45L 1.60 D EF 5500100110
.25L .40L I 1.97 D E 8500000110
.32 .40L 4.83L BC AC 0 5500102008 2
.41 .40L 1.37L DD AC 0 1610000000
.62L .42 1.72L C B 3600000000
,32L .68 1.88 CD F CD 5600102008 2 14 265- G 3 Sc 26
.25L 2.08 5,37 OD AA 9500100118
.24: .40L 5.90L BD BB 0 9600200118 40 M1/2 (111) 3 16 102
.32L .40L 1.53L C B F 9600000000
.25L .40L 1.33 C C 5600000000
.61L .40L 1.50 D O 1600000000
,25L .40L 1.31L C B 6600000000
.25L .41L 2.50 D DB 9680000308
7.49 1.19 1.00L BBC AAAF 2 3500000000 18 2 13 222508MB 5 65
.34 .40L 1.05L CD AC O ' 4600000000 2 13 222510 K5 16 81
.25L .40L 1.78 C E 2500000000
.25L .40L 2.28 C HG 7500000220 C 1 32 Xl100-437 79 12
.25L .86 1.61 L C B C 8600000008
.25L .46 2.16L E E 5501000000
.25L .44L 2.10 C F DB 2701000100
.34L .40L 1.00L C CF 8600000000 2 13 222521 K0 2 80
.57L .40L 1.88 D C 9700000108
.25L .49 5.26L F M CB 9580201678 C
.40L .48L 4.50 C L NE 4480000330 C 1 32 Xl101-472 19 12
.86 .40L 1.67L BC AA 0 7600000000
.45L .40L 1.27L F C L E I 2600000000
1.77 .53 1.31: BCCC AABE O 1600000010 2 13 222534MB 4 85
.30 .40L 1.16L BC AC 1 4600000000
.28L 2.01 3.73 CC CAB 6501001010
.25L .40L 1.37L C DJ F 0400100000
.25L .40L 1.00L C C 2600100000
.51L .40L 1.32L C OI 4600000000 3 13 222538 A5 30 58
.38 .40L 1.00L CC AC 0 3700100000
.26L .40L 2.76 E GL C 9601011316 4
.87 .50L 1.11L BD ABJ 0 4600000000
.25L .51L 1.81 C F C 5600000010
.25L .40L 1.00L C B H 3700100000
.25L .40L 1.79 C D 1600000000
.25L .44L 2.02 E CE B 5601000000
3.40 .77 5.59L BBC AABI 0 9500000008
.25L .74 1.28L C C L 4600000000
.25L .40L 1.60 C C 2600000220 C
.26L .40L 1.47L B BD 3700010000
.25L .40L 1.15L C CI 1400000000
.25L .40L 1.19L B BK N 0600000000
.25L .40L 1.62 D FLJ D 4600000010
.40 .40L 1.84L BD AB G 0 3600000000
.30L .40L 1.56L C CD 6500000000












































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8
(s) (') 1 b C) C) (')
11 14_ 285+1; 10Z 2' 12
IS I1, 285+1 38 [ 12
15 [51 286+1t 4; 11 12
?0 _ _: 286+ 1( 5_ { 14
-)3. 4q 286 + 1( 23 Z 13,
-)7. 3" 286+1 28 ; 1_
-)7. 3! 283+1( 45 (. 12
$2. 1. 285+1: 65 31 12;
_6. 2 284 + 1! 29 { 12;
_7. I 283+11 98 1; 12:
_9. 4! 286+ [ 28 _ 134
3. 3. 285+1: 60 15 12:
16. 11 286+1( 54 g 12t
18. 1" 286+1' 26 8 12(
!3. 4: 286+1' 47 8 12(
10. 1! 285+1: 21 5 12,
I1. 3; 284+1( 73 10 12,
_1, 5; 283+1; 86 11 12;
_4. 2( 286 + _ 30 8 13|
L4. 5( 286+11 59 10 12,
2. 1," 282+18 90 16 12_
3. 5," 286+1( 43 13 13(
9. 3z 286+1( 60 24 131
18. 3," 286+11 61 8 12 ¢,
:5. 4( 285+13 73 10 12,=
,2. 3_ 286+11 56 8 12(
5J 18 283+17 70 34 12_
8.: 54 285+13 16 4 128
4:24 287+ g 62 29 15(
1.1 44 286+1G 67 8 6,=
1.; 44 287+1G 21 3 138
1.! 11 286+12 55 12 123
7.: 43 285+14 30 5 124
9.i 13 284+17 27 5 124
3.: 3¢ 286+11 41 18 129
7.! 7 285+14 32 27 123
7.1 45 285+14 60 10 123
8." 1 286+12 40 8 122
8." 51 286+11 24 3 134
8/ 39 287+10 49 18 13g
0.1 38 285+14 32 5 123
0.! 8 283+18 94 15 121
0.; 26 286+13 86 18 123
1,| 39 .>86+12 47 11 122
3.; 31 .>84+15 86 29 122
7.`( 57 .>86+11 65 34 132
4., ( 29 .)86+12 36 9 123
6." 10 .)84+16 77 19 !22
2.( 0 .)84+15 74 13 22
7,' 20 .)86+12 42 14 !23
B.; 31 .)84+16 49 9 121
3.. ( 41 .)87+10 36 20 139
3." 34 .)86+12 23 7 126
B.( 9 .)86+12 46 8 26
3.( 49 -)86+11 17 4 30
2..= 22 784+17 49 36 22
3.C' 32 -)87+10 33 27 40
5._ 46 -)84+17 87 11 23
_'.._ 50 .)87 + 11 07 34 29
).; 9 .)84+17 49 28 33
5.-= 34 .)86+12 64 15 21
5.1 ]9 .)84+17 34 33 86
5,_ 16 .)85+14 56 17 23
).1 18 .)86+11 32 5 30
1..= .>3 .)86+12 31 3 26
_._ _0 .)87 + 11 20 8 73
I.E .)2 .)85+14 03 24 22
5.,I 39 !86+13 80 12 21
}.7 50 .)87+10 29 7 36
_.1 _6 !86+13 34 8 26
.).E .)6 !84+16 48 29 23
IA Y8 .)85+15 43 7 21
L1 1 !85+15 22 5 23
I._= 6 !83+ 19 25 8 21
I._ 8 !87+ 10 29 8 30
3.1 4 !86+12 46 8 25
L6 t2 !87+10 30 9 36
).1 14 !85+14 48 11 23
).9 5 !85+15 75 18 22
1.3 13 !85+16 20 5 20
?.0 18 !86+14 36 7 21
).7 _0 !86+13 48 10 21
L9 _,5 !87+11 33 8 38
_.2 ;,5 _87+10 35 19 35
_.5 [4 !87+12 42 15 26
).2 _7 !86+13 43 12 26
_.8 |3 !87+11 26 6 32
).8 _6 !86+12 39 8 26
I._ I1 !86+13 22 5 26
).6 17 !85+17 18 ,(0 22
'.0 12 !85+15 69 ,(2 21
).5 15 !84+18 99 ,(3 21
1.3 10 !86+13 48 .>6 27
'.3 i2 185+16 29 6 20
kl _7 185+15 51 ,(0 22
).8 9 186+13 52 14 21
1.4 _7 ;85+16 34 7 21
L8 ,(8 ;85+17 70 I1 21
'.6 2 186+14 42 6 21



















































































































































































































































































































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
S_p
Name Type (") Mag
215- G 21S.
215- G 23 SO 1_
222572 KS 1; 85
222581A2P ' 52
222583 K0 _ 65
265- G 7 Sc 1E
222590K0 2_ 75
Xl105-482 3_ 8
222591 K0 _ 85
K3/5 4 18 101
PK 285+ 11.1 3
X1108--484 102 8
Xl108-448 80 8
215- G 31 SB 3 137
222619 K0 13 70
265- G 14 S. 3
265- G 15 S. 8
222629 MA 5 82




222643 K0 2 62
222645 F8 3 70
222647 K5 2 57
222649 A2 16 70
265- G 16Sc 58
215 PN 35 PI 10
222659 K2 5 71
05145 61 133
222668K2 11 83
222671 K5 15 63
05148 60 135
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
264




a 8 ct 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /zm
h m. , , (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N
11127--4918 42.0 60 287+10 95 23 129 2 .25L
11131-4047 6.7 0 284+18 35 6 122 2 2.26
11132--4509 17.8 21 286+14 99 26 121 2 .46L
11135-4925 30.6 14 287+10 58 8 64 3 .57
11136-4701 38.8 46 287+13 54 8 128 3 .56
11138-4442 53.8 0 286+15 33 10 121 2 .99L
11139-4939 59.6 38 268+10 56 8 !144 2 .28
11141--4536 8.3 30 286+14 45 13 122 2 .30
11146--4838 41.9 57 287+11 28 17 142_ 3 .25L
11147--4885 45.7 39 287+11 30 10 144 3 .25L
11152-4537 14.0 3 286+14 42 28 124 2 .25L
11153-4908 19.1 71288+11 41 20 136 3 .25L
11154-4808 25.5 17 287+12 99 37 129 2 .77L
11155-4019 30.1 11 284+19 48 10 121 2 .25L
11155-4513 30.3 53 286+14 45 8 126 3 .56
11155-4725 34._ 0 287+12 46 16 130 2 .58
11161-4907 7.3 58 288+11 38 12 1341 3 .48
11161-4929 ,10.C 41 288+10 43 27 6 2 .59L
11162-4054 17,4 50 285+18 67 15 121 2 .53L
11163--4941 19.6 5 288+10 58 14 130 2 .60L
11164-4110 25.3 15 285+18 55 20 120 2 .28L
11165-4604 31.9 6 287+14 35 11 126 3 .36
11166-4910 38.4 46 288+11 63 33 142 3 .76L
11166-4826 39.8 16 288+11 19 3 137 3 1.58
11168-4637 52.9 2 287+13' 36 11 127 2 .25L
11169 4449 59.6 10 286+15 23 7 121 2 15.57
11170-4765 1.5 53 287+12 40 6 132 2 2.05
11170-4741 3.6 25 287+12 20 6 131 2 1.37
11171-4707 11.3 15 287+13 61 9 130 2 1.05
11171-4418 11.8 23 286+15 70 10 121 2 .37
11172-4254 13.1 2 286+17 60 9 121 2 .56
11172-4654 13.4 2 287+13 84 14 128 2 .36L
11173--4228 23.0 22 286+17 61 12 120 2 .37
11174--4807 29.7 15 288+12 76 12 131 2 .29
11181--4643 7.4 33 287+13 37 4 130 2 1.12
11181 4705 9.5 12 287+13 34 10 129 2 .50
11182-4523 14.8 26 287+14 42 : 8 124 3 .25L
11183-4547 20.4 48 287+14 46 I 10 125 .26L
11184-4259 26.6 30 286+17 39 10 121 .25L
11185-4146 35.8 4 285+18 88 35 120 .25L
11187-4722 42.5 21 288+13 70 12 129 2 .44
11187-4536 44.4 37 287+14 40 8 127 3 .47
11189-4531 58.1 39 287+t4 32 27 26 2 .27L
11191-4956 7.1 38 289+10 28 11 143 3 .39
11193-4317 18.4 22 286+16 79 10 120 2 .62
11193--4524 21.4 13 287+14 73 14 129 2 .23
11195-4411 34.7 4 287+16 37 8 126 3 .45
11196-4912 37.5 23 288+11 20 11 135 2 .99
11200 4422 1.2 21 287+15 34 3 124 3 1,14
11201--4635 11.4 53 288+13 45 9 130 2 1.05
11202--4525 14.4 10 287+14 73 38 129 2 ,25L
11203-4240 21.3 25 286+17 21 6 121 2 2.87
11203-4343 21.9 42 287+16 46 15 120 2 .36L
11206-4304 36.1 23 286+17 51 12 121 2 .28L
11211-4407 8.0 60 287+16 74 11 120 2 .32
11211-4427 11.0 18 287+15 45 9 125 3 .40
11212 4939 14.0 43 289+11 17 9 144 3 .97
11212-4538 16.8 40 287+14 37 32 58 2 .25L
11214-4014 28.3 9 285+19 25 6 119 2 7.17
11215-4423 33.2 50 287+15 24 6 127 3 8.04
11218-4810 50.3 46 288+12 33 8 131 3 ,68
11218-4634 53.5 26 288+13 54 14 128 2 .25L
11221-4943 10.8 45 289+10 59 8 54 3 .25L
11224 4440 25.5 44 287+15 51 8 124 3 .42
11227-4936 46.1 28 289+11 31 21 176 3 .25L
11230-4247 0.8 37 287+17 78 11 121 2 .55
11230-4223 3.4 25 287+17 72 9 119 2 .40
11230-4956 4.2 15 289+10 21 6 132 3 2.33
11232-4858 16.1 1 289+11 28 3 133 3 2.55
11233-4536 18.9 21 288+14 45 11 130 2 .58
11233-4834 21.6 9 289+12 61 10 131 2 .48
11233-4752 23.1 9 288+12 48 13 127 2 .25L
11234-4744 24.5 60 288+12 32 9 128 2 .58
11235-4511 33.4 50 288+15 27 7 128 2 27.36
11236-4845 36.0 9 269+11 39 8 135 2 .40
11237-4928 43.5 12 289+11 45 39 118 2 .25L
11239-4921 54.8 44 289+11 57 32 139 3 .25L
11240-4401 5.1 20 287+16 58 8 123 3 .46
11241-4526 10.6 41 268+15 39 35 125 2 .25L
11242-4145 12.7 19 287+18 59 8 119 2 .48
11245-4928 35.7 21 289+11 33 23 125 2 .25L
11246 4519 36.1 16 288+15 95 31 127 2 .25L
11247-4729 42.5 13 289+13 48 tl 128 2 _39
11248-4936 51.4 7 289+tl 115 29 128 2 25L
11250-4942 1.7 59 289+11 19 9 139 3 .63
11251-4918 11.2 11 289+11 22 12 142 3 .31L
11252 4916 13.6 28 289+11 19 8 134 3 .50
11254-4641 27.4 34 288+14 69 9 128 2 38
11254-4120 29.3 22 287+19 41 6 119 2 .37L
11254-4419 29.4 42 288+16 44 8 124 3 .73
11257 4341 46.3 33 287+16 47 12 124 31 .28L
11259-4009 56.1 50 286+20 41 33 122 .25L
11259-4638 56.5 28 288+14 33 I 20 128 .25L
11259-4529 56.6 25 288+15 83 I 17 129 .34
11259-4519 56.7 7 288+15 69 10 129 2 .41
11260 4402 3.6 46 288+16 54 ! 12 126 2 .36
11261 4223 10.8 59 287+18 51 8 122 3 .38
11262-4828 14.1 45 289+12 38' 14 134 3 .38L
11265 4501 30.2 57 288+15 52 10 129 2 .73
11265-4312 31.8 17 287+17 23 7 125 3 1.06
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
V L C
100 p_m Flux Cort A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type








3.49 C HJ C
2.19 CB BB
1.88 C G G
3.33 ED CJ CB




0 3600001000 2 13 222676 K2
9501000108
6601100010
8600000000 2 13 222683 KO
9600000008
8501200228 4
4500000000 3 13 222687 F2
7580000200 4




3400000000 1 14 319- G 11 Sc
9501000000 2 13 222702 G5
1.22L CE BF H 0 1600000000
2.01L C BJ 7600000000
1.66 C MJ C 9601000120
1.32L C F DE 2601000000
2.78L D B E 9501000000
1.52 C L B 6500000000
1.49L C B 3600000000
1.80 C M L F 7600000000
1.16L BD ABL 4 4700000000
1.79: C F L B B 5500000008

















1.96 D H GF









2.16 CC H CC
2.60 CC MHAA
1.88L C CG J
1.00L BE BGJ
1 "41 11165--4604
2 13 222716 MB
ABL 0 1601001000
ABF O 0401000000





EMN 2600000000 1 13 222721 K0
BBJ F 3 2500000000
1400010000 1 13 222731 K0
7600000000
5600000000 1 "41 11183-4547
1400000100 1 14 265- G 23 S(
2500000000
0400000000
6600100120 2 "13 222735 K0
4501000230 8 1 32 Xl118-455
5400000000 1 13 222737 K2
0600000000 1 13 222738 K0
4500000000
050001O0O0
0 5601000000 1 16 05176
0 0500000000 3 13 222751 G5
4 0700000000
3500000000
0 2500000000 2 13 222758K5
0500000000 1 14 265-- G 28 Sb
0300000000 1 14 265- G 29 Sa
0500000000
0 0500110000
1.22L BC AAF 0 8700000000
1.57 D E 5500000020
1.16L BC AAC 0 6500000000
1.00L BBC AAB 1 0500100100
1.40L C AH 1600000000
2.13 CC BD 1600000100
3.71 E GL C 7500000210
1.13L C BHM 0500000000
2.74 CC J J DC 7601000220
1.20L F B 150000000O
1.10L C C 1500020000
1.29L BD AAH 1 9700000000
1.00L BC AAM 1 3600000000
1.09L F CE N 7600000000
1.05L C BGE 1600010000
3.33 CC CA 1500100100
1.28L C BE 1601101000
7.57L BBC AAAG 0 6400000000
1.84L C D G ' 3501000006
2.12 D N C 6500000220
2.83 F E F C 3500100220
1.19L C B 0800000000 '
1.98 C D 7600000000
1.00L C C 0500000000
2.24 C MJ B ,2501000620
1.50 D DD ! 8600000010
1.25L C BJ _ 1600000000
1.91 D GE G 9601000100
1.17L B BD 9700000000
1.61L C C i 3600100000
1.59L S BHHJ 3600100000
1.57L F CL 6701100010
9.02 CDD AAA 0400000000
1.27L B ACMM 0500010000
3.13 CC NDAA 0300000010
1.35 D GC 5500000110
2.76 C H K B 7600100020
1,29L D E 7602000000
1.08L C CH 8600000000
2.11L E C M 0400000000
1.00L C D H 0600000000
1.54L D B J 2500000000
1.33L B BC 5700000000
1.00L C AC 1500000000
1 40 M6 III 1
1 40 K5/M0 III 3
4
C 1 32 Xl122-495
1 1 40 KO III 1
2 13 222789 K0
1 14 216- G 8 Sb




1 13 222804 K0
1 13 222806 K0
1 13 222808 K0
1 14 319- G 22 S(
1 14 265- G 35 Sa
1 40 K0/1 III + 2
3 13 222813 B9

















































ham.. 6, (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
11265-4159 33.(] 33 287+18 54 8 119 2 .80 .28L .401
11266 4009 37.9 43 286+20 84 10 120 2 .42 .25L .40L
11266-4935 38.4 27 290+11 26 14 173 3 .25L .36L .47L
11267-4527 46.1 3 288+15 85 29 126 2 .45L .25L .47L
11272-4949 13.2 47 290+11 37 14 144 3 .28: .25L .40L
11272-4454 13.9 32 288+15 22 6 129 2 2.48 1.15 .40L
11273-4916 19.5 49 290+11 29 18 125 2 .26L .48L .40L
11275 4458 31.9 12 288+15 97 25 128 2 .25L .38L .40L
11275-4529 32.7 38 288+15 32 23 127 2 .25L .85L .46L
11276-4424 36.3 57 288+16; 44 7 128 2 1.50 .41 .40L
11277-4540 45.3 3 288+15 I 55 24 128 2 .25L .25L .40L
11278-4152 51.3 16 287+18 78 11 119 2 .62 .34L .40L
11279-4930 56.0146 290+11 23 8 128 3 .34 .25L .40L
11279-4028 59.513 287+20 27 5 119 2 1.80 1.11 .55L
11284-4741 27.350 289+13 65 8 127 2 .47 .25L .40L
11286-4453 38.7'49 288+15 40 8 128 2 5.65 2.93 .55
11286-4316 39.3 35 288+17 50 9 124 3 .85 .25L .40L
11287-4441 44.830 288+16 41 11 127 2 .50 .25L .79L
11290-4737 0.1 4; 289+13 70 10 128 22 .35 .25L .4OL11290-4606 0.8 289+14 ! 44 128 1.47 .39 .40L
11291 4427 10.2 42 288+16 i 21 6 128 2 2.13 .55 .44L
11296-4431 36.(]50 288+16 29 6 129 2 42.54 46.26 8.94
11296-4739 39.421 289+13 62 11 129 2 .41 .28L .64L
11296-4109 41.6 8 287+19 40 14 119 2 .25L .25L .62:
11298-4520 49.6 1 289+15 78 12 127 2 .38 .26L .70L
11299-4908 56.9 35 290+11 52 8 132 3 .28L .25L .66
11300-4540 4.4 30 289+15 28 6 129 2 2,13 ,83 .40L
11302-4005 14.9 42 287+20 58 7 119 2 1.24 .59 .40L
11302-4227 17.0 15 286+18 55 8 122 3 .59 .25L .65L
11303-4009 21.5 39 287+20 24 5 118 2 11.61 2,93 .52
11304-4948 24.4 27 290+11 17 6 129 3 10.52 3.85 .99
11305-4614 31.6 52 289+14 49 8 125 2 .33 .25L .40L
11306-4429 39.4 39 289+16 36 7 127 2 259 .68 .40L
11308-4643 48.546 289+14 89 16 126 2 .26L .25L .61
11311-4018 7.622 287+20 58 12 118 2 .34 .30L .40L
11312-4828 16.3;46 290+12 28 6 130 3 1.14 .35 .40L
11316-4304 36.5 49 288+17 48 14 125 2 .58L .43L .77
11318 4841 49.4 20 290+12 27 9 131 3 .80 .23: .4OL
11324-4610 25.933 289+14 35 8 128 2 1.33 .34 .40L
11325-4851 32.2 37 290+12 13 5 135 3 2.56 .61 .40L
11325-4750 35.6 29 290+13 64 8 60 3 .28L .25L .61
11326-4244 38.(] 1 288+18 68 12 124 2 .40 .25L .40L
11326-4506 40.6 9 289+15 45 13 128 2 .25L .25L .80
11327-4705 47.645 290+14 28 5 128 2 22.65 6.18 1.35
11328-4844 50.fl 3 290+12 29 3 132 3 .25L .45 4.09
1329 4601 58.1 9 289+15 63 15 127 2 .43L .37L .84
1330-4007 3.2 29 288+20 30 8 123 3 1.01 .32 ,40L
1331-4653 11.5 29 290+14 27 5 128 2 4.68 1.13 .46L
1333-4407 23.(] 11 289+16 38 7 128 2 1.82 .72 .40L
1333-4845 23.(] 19 290+12 38 8 130 3 .25L .25L .74
1335-4722 32.1 10 290+13 66 10 128 2 .63 .25L .40L
1336-4321 41.(] 36 289+17 36 6 128 2 1.59 1.00 .7OL
1336-4757 41.5 13 290+13 46 8 55 3 .32 .25L .40L
1337 4315 47,(] 2 289+17 43 10 126 2 .63 .25L .40L
1343-4130 22.1 41 288+19 72 9 123 2 ,48 .64L .40L
1346 4826 40.3 8 291+12 29 3 131 3 1.22 .55 .40L
1349 4648 54.4 49 290+14 73 12 125 2 .35 .25L .40L
11351 4728 7.9 11 290+13' 24 6 129 3 3.88 .76 .40L
11351-4047 8.2 23 288+20 84 23 122 2 .41L .25L .37
11352-4347 15.E 47 289+17 29 8 126 2 2,16 .79 .40L
11353-4650 18.5 18 290+14 40 10 127 2 .30L .31L 1.18
11353-4854 18.6 7 291+12 27 9 137 3 .25L .20: 1.48
11353 4345 22.3 29 289+17 56 11 125 2 .42 .25L .40L
11354 4931 26.4 2 291+11 18 9 130 3 .91 .24: .4OL
11354 4858 28._ 28 291+12 55 12 126 2 .86L .33L .95
11355-4701 34.2 6 290+14 45 27 129 2 .28L .56L .40L
11356 4947 37.7 23 291+11 24 10 168 3 .44 .39 .40L
11357-4321 44.4 16 289+17 93 12 125 2 .46 .25L .40L
11358-4646 49.£ 45 290+14 50 10 127 2 .68 .25: .40L
11358-4554 51.1 17 290+15 25 11 128 2 .44 .40L .40L
11358-4734 53.5 19 290+13 53 26 144, 2 .75L .25L .55L
11359-4954 55.4 39 291+11 20 10 170 3 .71 .25L .40L
11362 4736 12.2' 59 291+13 52 15 144 2 .64L .52L .78L
11362-4355 17.3 3 289+17 58 10 127 2 .57 .29L .40L
11363 4559 19.1 53 290+15 85 11 128 2 .49 .25L .40L
11363-4001 19.6 36_288+20 42 8 123 3 .58 .25L .40L
11363-4734 21.4 28 291+13 40 8 130 3 .96 .26L .40L
11365-4435 34.8 8 290+16 40 8 124 2 .66 .27: .4OL
11366-4600 37.1 32 290+15 41 9 127 2 .79 .23: .40L
11367-4908 44.8 11 291+12 32 8 136 3 25L .25L .79
11368-4949 54.0 58 291+11 25 10 130 3 1.14 .55 .40L
11369-4155 56.0 14 289+19 89 18 125 2 .39L .25L .56
11373-4416 21.4 57 290+16 40 10 126 2 .26L ,18 1.33
11374-4438 26,5 9 290+16 53 10 125 2 .32 .25L .59L
11374-4236 27.4 53 289+18 83 14 127 2 .36L .25L .54
11374-4531 29.4 59 290+15 77 11 127 2 .63 .25L ,40L
11375 4841 35.6 11 291+12 30 8 132 3 .27L .25L 1.42
11379 4652 59.5 6 291+14 63 26 126 2 .25L .25L .40L
11381 4612 6.8 47 290+15 66 14 127 2 .40L .25L .71
11382-4946 13.1 20 291+11 36 31 72 2 .37L .25L .41L
11382-4706 17.8 42 291+14 32 8 54 3 1.10 .66 .40L
11384-4412 28.0 21 290+17 37 6 125 2 .40L .47 3.76
11386-4036 36.4 23 289+20 35 5 124 2 1.40 .35 .40L
11386-4724 38.0 33 291+14 68 17 137 2 .25L .53L .40L
11386-4550 40.1 8 290+15 62 9 127 2 .34 .25L .40L
11386-4121 40.8 60 289+19 32 14 125 2 .25L .25L 1.35
11388--4955 48.2 22 292+11 34 10 135 3 .34 .25L .40L
11389-4216 54.9 29 289+18 64 8 125 2 .36L .3OL .51
11389 4208 59.8 14 289+19 83 13 125 2 .36 .25L .40L
11390-4623 0.4 51 291+15 43, 15 127 2 .76L .25L .54
(Not Color Corrected)
25 #.m 60 /zm
Flags
Declination: - 50°-- 40"
Associations
V L C
100 /_m Flux Co'r A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1.32L C BJ 0500000000 1 40 M1/2 4
1.00L C B L 0600000000
4,75 C EItB 9501000338 4 1 32 Xl126-4951.63 E FC 9501000010
2.77 E C H I C 5600000010
1.27L BC AAJ E 1 5700000000
2.56 D ME C 9601000108
1.37 D M C 5700000000
3.39 C MIJD 9581000110
1.38L CC AD 0 1500000000
2.80 E HC 9501000210
1.12L C BC F 0501000000
4.08L B DFMB 9500000008
1.28L CC ABHH 0 4600000000
1.71L C C K 3600000000
1.00L BBC AAB O 2700000000
1.02L C AF 1500000000
1.13L C D t3 1500010000
1.58L C BJ 3600000000
1.39L CD AA E 0 36OOO0OOOO
1.OOL BC AB, 0! 0500001000
2.77 BCCD AA,',A 81 0400001000 241.21L CEI i 5_
2.21 DC t ;B 2500000100
1.45L C CHI(E 6601000000
5.51 L F C E 9402000108
1.00L DC AB 0 5600000000
1.00L CD AC 0 2600100000
1,14L C BI K 0500000000
1.06L BCD AAC 0 3600100000 01
1.54L ABB AAAE 1 9601000008 16
1.42L F D O6OOO0O000
1.25L BD AA 0 0500000000
1.54L D L CK 2600000020
1.17L C DF K 3600000000
1.0OL CC ABI 5 3600000000
1.28: CD LC_;B 0400000000
6.25L BE AF F 0 2400010008
1.14L CC AB 0 0600000000
5.18L BB AB 4 4400002008
1,42L C L _ ;I 3600000000
1.42L C B 0400000000
2.21 CD H 13B 0500000000
2.09L CCC AAI]K 8 5600000130
8.47 CCE BAA 6400000008
1,99L C J NF]C 0500100000
1.29LBD AC H 0 2601000000
1.56L BC AAIF 0 4600000000
1.28L BC AA 1 0500000000
8.47L C K FI B 6400000008
1.15L F D 6501000000
1.00L !BC AAI< O 0501100000
1.23L iC CG M 4600010000
1.32L C BF 0401110000
1.25L C BK 0501000000
4.24L BC ABtAD 2 3400000008
1.06L E F . 360O100000
1.00L CC ABI'_ 0 9500000000
1.55L D i _ 1600000000









































3.46 D K riD
1.09L C B H
3.11 C I;C















1.76 C : E
2 13 222821 K2 6
2 13 222823 K5 18
1 13 222831 K0 21
2 13 222833 K2 3
1 13 222835 G5 5
1 13 222845 K5
1 14 320- G 2 Sb
3 t3 222856M0 3
1 13 222858K5 3
3 13 222863A2 36
1 13 222875 K5 13
2 13 222880 K2 10
3 13 222883 K0 2
1 13 222885 34
1 14 266-1G 5 Sb 42
3 t3 222887 M0 0
t 14 216- G 20 S. 4
2 13 222891MA 1
t 14 216- G 216c 12
2 13 222895 F0 29
2 13 222899 K5 11
1 40 K4 III 2
2 13 222917 K2
1 16 05273 ME





















8 1 14 216- G25S.
C
C 1 32 Xl136-476
2 13 222931 K0
C 1 13 222932 K0
1 40 M1/2 III 2
1 14 216= G 28 Sc
1 14 266- G 12 Sc
1 14 216- G 31Sa
1.02L BC AB 0 7500010000
8.78 DCC EB_A 0401001000 1 14 266- G 156c
1.07L BC AA 0 0600000000 2 13 222955K5
1.43 F i I C 7400000000
1.21L F B L 0501000000 1 40 A2/3 (V)3
2.48 CF _B 14000(X)OO0
.87: E D C -_D 0600000200 2 13 222958 K0
1.26L C F 3 0600000000
2.31L D E 0500000000

















"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sc_rees (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
266
Right Ascension: 11h39=30"-11h52m04 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN .0 O 12 _m 25 #.m 60 /zm 100 pm
ham. o 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") ( ) N (Jansky)
11395-4604 30.9 21 291+15 53 10 1272 .60 .33L .40L 1.49L
11396-4700 40,6 22 291+14 43 8 130 3 .32 ,25L ,40L 1.71L
11399-4618 59,7 37 291+15 54 9 126 2 .28 ,25L ,40L 1,59L
11400-4933 2.2 35 292+12 19 7 171 3 1.87 ,54 ,40L 1.06L
11402-4643 15.3 19 291+14 40 7 127 2 2.23 1,20 .40L 1.00L
11404-4750 263 6 291+13 34 8 128 3 .51 ,25L .40L 1,11L
11406-4803 38.8 7 291+13 65 39 126 2 .26L .25L .40L 1.34
11409 4115 56.3 57 290+20 36 10 126 2 .83 .25L .40L t.23L
11409-4103 59.5 0 289+20 50 12 125 2 .32 .29L .40L 1.63L
11412-4541 16.0 58 291+15 40 9 127 2 .80 .40 .40L 1.22L
11416-4229 37.8155 290+18 51 13 123 2 .25L .46: 1.28 2.86
11416-4518 40.4_ 2 291+16 38 9 127 2 .89 .37L .40L 1.31L
11420-4722 0.2 291+14 24 3 130 3 1.89 .83 .40L 1.00L
11420-4941 1.8 3 292+11 47 33 156 ' 2 .61L .62L .57L 1.55
11421-4851 9.6 55 292+12 30 11 130 3 .50 .25L .40L 1.15L
11423 4939 19.2 22 292+12 61 8 55 2 .25 .25L .40L, 2.17L
11425-4646 35.6 57 291+14 41 8 52 3 .83 27 .40L! 1.46L
11427-4847 43.t3 26 292+12 27 8 130 3 1.63 ,51 .40L 1.06L
11429-4014 57.3 36 290+21 62 10 126 2 .65 .25L .40L 6.73L
11429-4002 58.7 43 290+21 45 10 125 2 .64 .31L .40L 5,18L
11437 4852 42.2 14 292+12 18 8 132 3 .91 .23 .40L 1.00L
11437-4455 42.8 40 291+16 21 6 126 2 2.23 .70 .40L 1.00L
11437-4755 45.1 54 ;292+13 28 3 129 3 3.36 .89 .40L 1.OOL
11439-4231 56.1 57 290+18 34 5 124 2 1.79 ,85 ,40L 1.13L
11439-4115 57,1 42 290+20 85 31 124 2 ,25L .69L .40L 2,05
1t440-4013 4,0 33 290+21 31 9 126 2 1.97 .51 .40L 5,13L
11440-4105 5.3 47 290+20 54 10 123 2 .44L .25L .53 1.89L
11443-4944 19.7 0 292+12 68 11 126 2 .27 .25L .40L 1.47L
11443-4711 22.3 48!292+14 38 8 130 3 .58 .25L .40L 1.33L
11444-4316 28.6 15291+18 82 34 1124 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.97
11444-4716 28,7 50 292+14 41 22 132 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.21
11446-4823 36.6 14 292+13 52 8 132 3 .51L .25L .70 1,13L
11446-4431 37.9 38 291+17 44 8 125 2 .51 .27L .40L 1,38L
11446-4748 41.3 42 292+13 50 19 132 2 .25L ,25L .46 1,80L
11447-4846 46.9 36 292+12 34 10,129 3 ,80 .25L A0L 1,00L
11447-4046 47.3 16 290+20 31 16! 3 2 .25L .38L .36: 2.14
11449-4815 57.3 9 292+13 43 8 47 3 .34 .25L .40L 1.16L
11450--4854 0.8 48 292+12 45 8 140 2 .33L .64L .40L 1.13
11450-4112 1.2 7 290+20 47 12 122 2 .59: .28 .40L 1.46L
11451-4257 7.3 10 291+18 77 12 124 2 .63 .35L .40L 2.20L
11452-4553 15.2 60 292+15 30 6 125 2i 41.57 22.18 4.49 2.01
11452-4207 17.5 33 291+19 54 18 123 2 .55L .25L .40L 1.64
11453-4421 18.9 49 291+17 35 9 125 2 .65 .25L .40L 1.14L
11454-4335 28.1 15 291+18 97 13 125 2 .32 .25L: .40L 1.88L
11456-4048 41.0 3 290+20 58 23 122 2 .25L .25L .42L 2.90
11459-4820 56.4 12 292+13 26 8 133 3 .63 .35L .40L 1.05L
11460-4253 5.7 12 291+18 67; 36 121 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.92
11461-4539 8.332 292+16 36 8 125 2 .52 .25L .40L 1.12L
11465-4349 31.216 29t+17 24 9 126 2 .77 .28L .53L 1.61L
11466-4128 41.1 47 291+20 37 6 123 2 119.51 45.91 6.58 1.89:
11468-4241 53.0 14 291+18 37 8 124 2 1.80 .39 .40L 1.54L
11470-4624 1.3 55 292+15 _ 99 18 124 2 .87L .25L .52 4.42L
11470-4825 5.5 8 293+13 48 8 134 2 .38 .25L .40L 1,45L
11471-4754 9.2 12 292+13 48 16 132 3 .27: .25L .40L 1.81
11473-4544 18.714 292+16 29 10 125 2 .72 .28L .40L 1.21L
11476-4544 38.3 26 292+16 37 11 125 2 .40 .28L .40L 1.26L
11478-4921 51.9 29 293+12 18 3 165_ 3 1.31 .46 .40L 1.00L
11480-4017 3.6 57'291+21 38 19 123 2 .25L .29L .61L 2.89
11481-4600 7.4 31 292+15 65 20 123 2 .45L .25L .54 1.77L
11481-4154 10.9 25 291+19 82 26 125 2 ,48L .72L .76L 1,54
11482-4740 12.6 15 293+14 24 3 =131 3 1.65 .75 .40L 1.00L
11482-4718 15.7 3 292+14 25 7 129 3 19.10 17.21 6.00 2.08
11485-4849 30.6 28 293+13 23 6 124 3 26.94 19,94 3.32 1.31
11485-4228 33.8 151291+19 37 25 124 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.72
11485--4609 35.3 34 292+15 23 7 124 2 2.72 .93 ,40L 1.20L
11486--4453 37.7 42 292+16 29 6 124 2 10,87 2.57 .51L 1.06L
11486-4020 38,9 0 291+21 55 31 122 2 .25L .25L ,40L 3.70
11487-4913 42.8 44 293+12 18 6 167 3 3.96 1.24 .40L 1.06L
11489-4248 50.5 7 291+18 29 10 123 2 .75 .34L .40L 1.38L
11488-4905 52.9 47 293+12 50 19 140 2 .26 .25L .82L 1.63L
11490-4701 1.2 49 293+14 44 8 130 3 ,36 .25L ,44L
11490 4332 3.6 34 292+18 98 28 123 2 ,25L 3,47L .40L
11490 4842 4,6 40 293+13 45 8 129 3 .27 .25L .40L
11490-4007 5.9 4 291+21 92 24 123 2 .25L .25L .40L
11491-4001 9.6 41 291+21 71 10 122 2 .37 .25L .40L
11492-4601 13,2;38 292+15 37 10 124 2 .57 .19: ,40L
11492-4537 13.7 52 292+16 23 8 125 2 .44L .41 2,34
11493-4211 20.9 11 291+19 28 7 123 2 5.53 1.71 .40L
11495-4554 32.8 28 292+15 43 22 125 2 ,25L .25L ,40L
11495-4512 33.C 24 292+16 43 7 124 2 1.33 ,37 ,40L
11496-4319 36,5 22 292+18 42 33 1222 ,25L 1.04L .40L
11498-4929 51.4 21 293+12 44 15 131 2 .45L .25L .36
11498-4220 52.5 19 291+19 70 15 123 2 .34 .59L .40L
11499-4200 57,7 56'291+19 49 12 124 2 .25L .31: .61
11500-4824 4.8 15 293+13 18 5 124 3 3.57 ,88 .40L
11501-4004 10.6 23 291+21 29 4 121 2 3.13 2.66 .40L
11503-4850 23.4 56,293+13 48 24 138 3 ,25L ,25L .40L
11505-4957 34.0 25 293+12 24 5 126 3 1,17 ,54 ,40L
11507-4918 46,9 10 293+12 36 17 135 3 .25L ,25L ,45:
11508-4057 51,6 33 291+20 85 12 124 2 ,31 ,25L ,40L
11510-4612 1,7 37 293+15 29 8 130 3 .51 .27 .40L
11510-4627 4.7 46 293+15 51 8 129 3 .61 .25L .40L
11511-4320 6.7 30 292+18 88 33 124 2 .25L .55L .40L
11511-4606 11.5 32 293+15 100 27 123 2 .25L ,45L .40L
11513-4232 23.1 35 292+19 43 35 131 2 .25L .25L' .40L
11515-4334 35,9 60 292+18 63 36 123 2 .43L .25L .40L
11516-4909 40.9 37 293+12 24 11 131 3 .34 .25L .40L
11517--4406 43.7 44 292+17 38 31 119 2 .25L .25L .40L
11519-4145 57.4 53 292+20 42 6 123 2 1.26 .25: .48L
11520-4322 4.1 42 292+18 86 10 123 2 .51 .25L .40L



























































































Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
B C L 0500000000 1 13
B K _60000O000
D 1500000000
ABMD O 3601002000 2 1 13
AA 0 2600000000
A F 1500000000 1 1
G 1600000000
B I 1600000000 2 13
DG 0601000000
BCI 0 0600010000 1 1
G B A 05000O0O00
IBG J )600000000 1 13
AA G 0 2700001000
K B 4502110120 8
B 0600000000 2 13
E 5502110120 8
AD G 0 1600001000 1 1
AD 0 0500001000 2 13
B 9401000008 I 13
A H 9301000008
AC H 3501000000
A B 0 0400002000
A A 0 1600000000 1
A A 0 6600000000
G ME 2500000000













CC O 1 2700000000
A C I 7600000000




HI E _600000120 8 1












H F C 9400000220 C
C A 1506000000
MLGC = 6600O0012O 8
A A L 0 3600002000 2
AAAA 9 2500000010 27
AAAB 0 6400001000 29
L E 940OOO0130 8
AA J 0 i 3500001000


























BC ABLD 1 5600000000
DF J J BC 4500000000
C D 7601000000
1.O0L BC AC 0 3500100000
1,20L B B I 2500000000
1.61 F D 5600000000
1.56 C C 3601000000
2.02 D E 4600000100
1.64 E H 9600000020
1.04L C C 4500000000
1,82 F E 4700000110
1.16L CD AEN O 2600000000
1,59L C B 8600110000
Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
222966 K0 4 80
222971 MA 7 80
V345 CEN 14 3
! 222978 K2 3 81
V647 CEN 34 3
222986 K5 3 83
222991 K0 10 73
V347 CEN 39 3
222997 K0 7 62
222998 K0 28 70
13 223016 MA 2 82
13 223020G5 12 50
14 320- G 21Sa 8
13 223023 K5 10 87
1 V421CEN 44 3
32 Xl145-407 50 8
13 223038 K5 32 82
1 X CEN 8 4
1 13! 223044 K0 8 75
32 Xl148-424 62 8
3 13 223062 K0 3 46
V352 CEN 59 3
2 13 223065 K0 3 70
1 13 223073 K0 6 75
1 1 V422 CEN 14 3
1 14 320-PN?28 PI 4
14 217- G 12 Sc 18'
13 223089 G5 5 77
1 13 223099 K5 9 75






h m. • t
11521-4932 8.79294+12 2: i 126311523--460620.437293+15352126





















11549-4922 55.2 48 294+12 43 301512
11549--48,58.952294+132381303
11551-48347.730294+132071723









11559-4238 54.618293+19 56 281232
1156,-4043 6.717292+21 54 3211222
11561-4351 7.855293+18 72 371222
11565-4804 30.138294+14 45 91293
11566-4011 38.824292+21 52 91222
11566-4933 39.642294+12 51 311212
11568-4652 53.657294+15 46 81293
11569-4110 55.216293+20 31 111232
11569-4905 58.022294+13 71 111232,
11569-4713 58,827294+14 21 101293
11570-4620 0.657294+15 51 171332
11571-4757 7.935294+14 28 81293
11572-4859 14.659294+13 35 111232
11573-4214 20.634293+19 36 91232
115734801 21.253294+14 59 121252
11573-4742 21.7114294+14 33 81273
11573-4639 23.639294+15 51 81253
11573-4343 23.850293+18 31 101242
11577-4722 46.939294+14 32 J 111263
11577-4317 46.818293+18 51 111242
11578-4841 48.731294+13 35 191332
15824751 13.730294+14 38 91293
1,582-4917 14.021295+12 42 81233
11583-4119 21.733293+20 44 101222
11584-4125 30.021293+20 32 101222
11585-4227 33.7159 293+19 32 121232 I
11588-4010 49.4121293+21 44 101212
11588-4617 50.1451294+15 37 81313
11592-4426 15.8_46294+17 65 291202
11594-4514 26.329294+16 54 81232
11596-4117 36.145293+20 54 281222
11597-4648 44.849294+15 21 61313
11597-4317 46.310294+18 71 121232
12001-4355 7.544294+18 49 131222
12002-4647 13.940294+15 25 81253
12003-4153 20.(_ 11293+20 60 111242
12003-4016 :23.529293+21 34 61222
12004-4443 29.336294+17 55 121232
12005-4503 31.437294+17 36 11121 2
12005-4354 35.1 4294+18 54 121232
12009-4306 58.0 i 58294+19 74 13122
122
12010-420950,21294+20i_ io015_4 39.2 4+16 1301 016 ,6.4 94294+19 12212018-4035J9342293+2110134 1202
12021-4_ 11316294+17 42 6 1232
12021-4739 11.629295+14 51 8 49 3
12023-432719.617294+1851 101222
12023-4056 20.2 52 294+21 29 5 123 2
12024-4707 28.519295+15 27 4125312026-471939.87 295+15 41 8 1233
12027-4843 43.8 26 295+13 41 15 137 2
12027-4959 45.1 28 295+12 13 8 126 3
12o9o-48165o17295+1431 1112612031-4419 6.0 49294+18 37 1123
12033 4821 19.8 11295+14 35 16 133, 3
12036-4857 41.5 18 295+13 20 6 125 = 3
12036-4551 41.9 29 295+15 21 10 173 3
12038--4642 49.4 56 295+15 30 10 130 3
12038 4410 49.7 22 295+18 53 12 122 2
12039 4110 57.2 25 294+21 41 26 122 2
12040 4704 45 10 295+15 38 9 125 3
12041-4516 7.1 46 295+17 31 8 172 3
12041-4947 7.24296+12 48 111482
12042-4425 12.842795+17 48 111212
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncenmnty C (Not Colo¢ Corrected)o ,,  rds S,.D 8 O, ,2,.-, 2,,.,.m60,,o





































































































Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Associations
V L C
100 p,m Flux C ,r A Confusion R S A Sep






1.36L C C I
1.66 C C
1.05L CE AE










1,86L C A M_
1.53 C












1.22L C B L -




1.09 DE K C
1.06L C AG
































1.49L C J E




1.36L B B F (
1.32 F
1.62 C N F
1.06L BD AB
1.00L B BI I_
2.56 DC D, z
1.00L BC AB
1.08L BC ABI_
1.25L _ B1.47L F K

































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confu_on Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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12111 4702 9,3 8







12121 --4129 9.2 13
12122 -4618 12.9 51
12122-4158 15.9140






12129 4138 54.1 6
12132 -4621 14.7 44





12138 4302 49.E 52
12141 - 4213 10.2 59
12142-4841 13.4 43
12143-4716 19.1 4






12154 4421 25.4 5
12155-4156 30.3 16
12158 4152 49.5 7
12158 4929 53.2 30
12159-4310 59.0 0
12180 4834 4.7 5 6
12163- 4658 20.2 35
12165-4022 33.2 40
12168- 4759 53.2 32
12169- 4315 58.9 17
12170-4913 0.2 28
12170-4558 3,3 8
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
H
Galactic Uncertmnty C
Coords SMJ SMN O O
l b C) C) (') N
294+20 36 16 120 2
296+12 49 11 136 3
294+21 87 29 121 2
296+ 13 25 11 132 3
295+ 18 29 5 121 2
296+12 32 18 129 3
296+13 34 14 128 3
294+21 50; 24 122 2
295+14 38 8 124 3
295+19 63 25 123 2
296+ 12 30 8 138 3
296+ 13 19 10 130 3
295+17 26 7 121 2
295+ 19 56 22 120 2
296+14 68 8 137 2
295+16 36 13 133 3
295+18 93 31 122 2
296+13 42 14 122 2
296+13 35 21 130 3
295+ 18 58' 11 121 2
295+15 22 3 124 3
295+17 24 6 127 3
296+14 26 9 125 3
296+12 24 16 145 3
295+t8 39 10 121 2
296+ 13 54 27 122 2
295+20 30 8 121 2
295+19 83 25 122 2
296+16 39 8 124 3
295+18 59 29 121 2
296+10ii 1:125295+ 18 121
296+13 22 136 2
295+22 49 1_ 122 _!296+16 38! 124
295+21 62' 12 122 2
296+17 29 3 126 3
295+17 104 18 121
295+21 28 12 120 ,!
295+20 50 8 120 2
295+21 76 32 119 _!296+ 14 34 131
296+152810124 5295+202720115
295+2170241222
296+18 421 _ 12o i295+20 24 120
297+12 40 _ 11 121
296+14 23 3 127 3
297+12 281 7 121 31
295+20 58 35 121 2
297+ 13 28 12 143 3
296+19 45 10 120 2
296+15 31 8 127 3
296+ 15 18 7 125 3
296+17 25 3 123 3
296+ 15 24 I 7 125 3 I
297+13 14 = 4 128 4
296+19 27 8 121 2
297+14 29 10 143 3
296+18 51 8 131 2
296+21 68 15 119 2
296+ 16 32 10 124 3
296+20 51 9 121 2
296+17 43 8 122 3
296+18 30 12 120 2
297+13 33 8 135 3
296+20 66 10 119 2
296+22 31 9 120 2
296+20 72 24 121 2
296+20 29 6 121 2
297+ 16 25 3 126 3
297+12 25 8 123 3
296+21 83 10 120 2
297+17 26 3 125 3
296+17 I 35 3 120 3
297+ 17 44 8 40 3
296+ 19 44 9 120 2
296+20 35 22 122 2
297+14 I 19 6 170 3
297+1527 111333297+1790 34122i2
297+14 25 13 128 I 3
297+16 43 25 139 3
297+ 14 60 8 119 2
297+ 16 22 6 125 3
297+ 18 40 8 126i3
297+19 23 8 119 2
297+18 30 11 125 3
296+20 84 27 119 2
296+20 56 11 121 2
297+13 53 1_ 124
297+ 19 86 119
297+14 16 5 127 4
,297+15 25 14 132 3
296+22 59 12 120 2
297 +14 18 3 128 3
297+19 53 8 119 2
298+13 22 184 131297 +16 36 127 o
Flux Density
(N_ Color Corrected) V
12 Fm 25 _m 60 _m 1130 _m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.25L .25L .81: 2.68 CC HC
.25 .25L .40L 1.40L C G
.25L .49L .40L 2.01 C MC
• 73 .25L .40L 1.11L=B C H
15.88 8.60 1.35 1.73L BBC AAAI 0,
.25L .25L .59 2,45 CC FCD
.25L .25L ,40L 2.49 C HB
.25L 1,03L .40L 1.22 C F B
.34 .25L .40L 1.08L C CE
.67L .25L .40L 2.03 D I F G
.53 .25L .40L 1.07L B BD 5!
.97 .38: .40L 1.07L BF BCKJ
1.72 .44 .40L 1.00L B D AB 0
.25L .27L .40L 2.18 C B
.36 .25L .50L 1.37L F C N
.38 .25L .40L 1.16L F E F
.42L .25L .40L 1.49 C E
.25L .34L .40L 2.57 C C C
.25L .25L .40L 1.74 B K D
.36 .25L .42L 1.52L C DHGF
1.15 .39 .40L 1.23L BC A B 1
5.32 10.96 5.65 2.09 BCCC AAAB 9
.69 .46 .40L 1.27L BC AB J 0 I
.25L .25L _ .68L 4.43 C E F E
.39 .25L .40L 1.06L C C
.25L .25L .40L 2.17 C L KD
.68 .28L .40L 1.06L C OG
.30L .25L .40L 1.48 F C
.25L .19: .58 1.22L DD E B
.25L .25L .40L 1.26 C I D
.25L .25L 1.27 2.90 CC J AA
.49 .30L .40L 1.10L C BC
.36L .25L ,40L 1,95 D B
.49 .25L .40L 1.75L C CM
.25L .25L .72 1.05L C HB
.64 .25L .40L 1.17L F CM
1.14 .25: .40L 1,O0L DE AD 0
,27 .25L ,40L 1.27L C F
.44 .33L .52L 2.52: C F BFI B
.42 .25L .40L 1.40L C D
.25L .69L .40L 1.67 D G F
.92 .47 .40L 1.00L BC ABE 1
.35 .25L .40L 1.12L C E HH
.36L .25L .73L 1.73 C K F C
.25L .26L ,40L 1.80 C C
.58 .27L .47L 1.78L F B HI
2.16 .95 .40L 1.00L DC AAC 0
.27L .23 .40L 1.20L F I CN
3.57 1.92 .40L 1.00L B B AAJ 1
44.26 16.83 3.06 1.16L BBC AAAM 0
.35L .26L .40L 1.16 C K DH
.32 .25L .40L 1.20LID C L
.85 .34 .40L 1.00L C F AD 0
.54 .25L .40L 1.35L O BF N
,30L .70 5.01 6.20: CCF KAAA
7.74 1.91 ,40L 1,00L BB AAD 0
.39: .70 5.57 8.04 CCCC CAAA 1
1.60 .79 .40L 1.31L BC AA 4
2.19 .95 .40L 1.58L BC AA L 0
1.56 1.01 .40L 1.03L EC AAF H 8
.33 .32L .40L 1.27L F AJ
.45L .25L .47 1.27L C CE
.60 .29: .40L 1.04L BD ACL 3
.91 .25L .40L 1.14LD AG
.49 .25L .40L 1.32L C CK
.40 .25L .40L 1.16L C B
.42 .40L .40L 1.24L C BD I
.51 .27L .40L 1.00L;C AE
4.05 3.50 .43L 2.38L BB AADK 0
.25L .25L .40L 1.62 D C
1.36 .32 A0L 1.00L CF AC 0
2.40 .97 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1
.75 .33 .40L 1.23L BC BC 1
.56 25L ,40L 1.20L O B
1,17 .35 A0L 1.19L FD AC J 0
1.39 .41 ,40L 1.00L BC A8 0
.66 .25L .40L 1.00L B ADM
.49 1.08 12.05 29.87 CCDD EBAA 1
.25L .59L .43L 1.41 D I B B
.28 ,37 3,24 8.79 DCCC DCAA 0
4.68 1.34 .40L 1.26LBC AAHK 0
.25L .25L .40L 1.41 E F D
.25L .25L .99 1.84 CB GL BB
.25L .25L .51L 1.64 F E DD
,31 .25L .40L 1.32L C
60,73 35.08 6.46 2.28 CCCD AAAB 9
.45 .25L .40L 1.24L D C MI
,25L .25L 1.75 4.14 CC I AA
.48 25L .40L 1.39L B B D o
.25L .59L .40L 1.37 C
.48 .26L .40L 1,06L C B F H
.49 .25L .40L _ 1.29L C B
.57L' .25L .60 1.36L BC D _ADG2.19 .67 .40L 1.31L 1
.85 .42 .40L 1.26L CC A C 0
.32 .25L .40L 2.42L C CGF L
2.90 t.81 .40L 1.04L B B A A E 0
.91 .39L .40L 2.51L C AC F
.56 .25L .40L! 1.20L_B BC G
1.17 .54 .40L 1.05L CD A B 0
Declination: - 50'--- 40"
Flags Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep










9701020340 8 , 1 13 223228 K0 7 75
5701120000 I
0600001000 I 3 13 223232 K5 36 83
9600100210 4:





3600001000 3 13 223241 A2 2 58
4600000000 1 1 V366 CEN 8 3
1400000000 3 13 223245 GO 1
0500001000 1 1 V390 CEN 22 3










6401000000 1 40 K4 (111) 3 8 103
2500000100
8600000000 1 13 223265 K0 5 73
0600000000 3 13 223266 K0 6 65
3500010000




1500000000 1 13 223270 K0 23 81
3600000230
860000O020




6600000000 23 1 1 V368 CEN 13 3
3600000010 1 39 MSH 12-401 103 85
4500000000 1 13 223286 K2 42 80
1700000000
0600102100 2
0400202110 2 1 14 267- G 29 S. 19
5600000000 2 13 223297 K0 3 52
0400102110 2 1 14 267- G 30 Sa 8
6501000000
2600001000 1 1 V425 CEN 9 3
16OO000O0O




5500000000 1 13 223303 K5 1 80
0700010000
4500000000
8700100000 1 13 223308 K2 2 85
05OOOOOOOO
8600100000





5600000000 I 13 223322 K5 I 85
4600000000
2101012120 A 2 14 267- G 37 Sb 6 123
8600000000
3302001000
0600000000 1 40 M4/5 III 3 28 108
5601000000
2500000100
5500000320 C 1 32 X1215-460 99 12
2501100000 2 13 223335 F8 21 67
5500000210 26 C 1 1 V370CEN 37
07010000O0









2700000000 1 1 V391 CEN 17
0500000000
0600000000 1 13 223353 K0 1 7_
6601001000
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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(_ 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O
h m. o , (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
12172-4551 13.9 231297+16 69361192
12173-4104 18.851297+21 58 121192
12173-4548 23.85817297+16 40 13 124
3
[2174-4147 24.5 297+20 37 19 1202
12174-4658 24.80297+15 _ 2_ 1203312176-4332 37.714297+19 125
12176-4006 37.849297+22 40 111212
12176-4245 38.412297+19 56 181192
12176-4414 38.61_8297+18 283312212177-4700 46.8 297+15113 120 ,:
12178-4653 49.235297+15 24 131303
12178-4302 54.033297+19 55 91192
,2182-4622 16.0 5 29e+16 37 121323
12184-4657 28.6 2 298+15 24 9 1168 3
12185-4856 3190298+13 19 5132312185-430033.8 4 297+19 51 1212o212186-422636.219297+2o 70 9118 2
12187--4832 43.1 3 298+14 21 9 134 3
12187-4058 46.0 25 297+21 46 11 119 2
12188-4658 49.3 50 298+15 50 17 133 3
12188-4359 53.1 28 297+18 35 12 125 2
12190-4940 5.6 14 298+13 21 5 127 4
12191-4142 9.6 52 297+21 30 17 1 2
12191--4256 10.9131 297+19 41 9 119 2
12193--4303 19.2 29 297+19 45 9 121 2
i2196-4336 36.9 26 1297+19 29 9 121 3
12199-4925 54.7j 2298+13 26 5 127 4
12199-4359 59.92 298+18 22 3 123 3
12200-4720 0.4 2298+15 50 32 127 2
12202-4755 15.916298+14 84 29 128 2
12203-4808 18.719298+14 51 141254
12210-4853 3.9j342 298+13 23 19 12634_
_2210--4747 4.7 298+15 23 ,_
12213-4546 195 298+17 120
12213-4132 '23.532297+21 117
12216-4905 36.96298+13 83 371372
12216-4834 38.327298+14 36 211492
12217-4918 42.335298+13 33 251262
12217-4508 46.1 1298+17 50 201332
12217-4311 47.647298+19 63 331202
12218-4705 50.220298+15 28 81243
12218-4804 50.4 1298+14 75 211202
12218-4909 52.347298+13 22 31274
12219-4923 57.39298+13 34 61354
12220--4106 4.823298+21 36 61182
,2221-4924 71 53299+1325 161333
,2222-4652 12.129 2_+15 26 6,1233
12222-4513 15.5 30 298+17 50 8 :134 2
12223-4246 22.3 0 298+20 54 15 121 2
12224-4601 24.7 35 298+14 17 7 1130 4
12224-4424 25.331 298+18 75 12121 2
12224-4214 28.1 8 298+20 72 10 1201 2
12228-4849 36.6 57 299+14 39 14 135 2
12227-4511 46.923298+17 34 13127 3
,2228-4637 52.5:21298+18 38 _ 125i312229-4452 59.8 298+17 27 129
12230--4149 1.52 298+21 38 117
12231-4900 7.5 299+13 34 1322
12234-4346 26.351i298+19 53 91243





12242-4900 12.620299+13 33 i 8126 4




12248-4207 50.2 29 298+20 49 12 118 2;
12248-425452.351298+1970 ' 151202'
12248-463152.722299+163881233





12268-4819 51.212299+14 54 181293
12272-4515 ,12C _ 12 127127 15.52_77299+21299+17' 18 3
12273-4239 119.414299+20 27 71283
12275-4618 33.023299+16 124
12275-4035 33.735299+22 3612119
12277-4749 44.01299+15 24 31264
12288-4207 40.754299+20 35180 122
3
12288-4741 53.726300+15 36 1244
12290-4450 1.221299+18 53 8121 3
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I;
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 p.m 25 /_m 60 /_m 1(30 _m Flux C(,r] A
(Jansky) Uncs C(,e R
,25L .55L .40L 1.38 C I M
.49 .32L .40L 1.31L C :C
.34 .25L .40Li 1.13L D C
.25L .44L .40L I 2.65 C L
.25L .25L .40L 3.33 C ._
.62 .25L .40L 1.37L C BI I
.25L .25L 92 2.30 CO 3
.43L .25L .41 1.42L C I
7.01 2,64 .35: 1.00L BB EIAA
.25L .68L ,40L 1.89 E
1.00 .30 .40L 11OLlcBCIBC
.89 .27L .40L 1.00L ;
.95 .27L .40L 1.48L E rBD
.67 .32 .40L 1.07L B D IA B 0
5.92 3.59 1.10 1.55L EBC _AA_
.29 .25L .40L 1.29L E C
.61 .25L .40L 1.27L F BG
.66 .25L .40L 1126L D B E
.47 .25L .40L I 1.02L C DKI
.26L .25L .40L 2.09 C
.46 .25L .40L I 1.00L D C
2.28 ,56 .40L 1.47L BC [AA
.25L .28L .44L 3,12 C KIJ
98 .42 .40L 1.07L CD AB
.36: .59 4.43 8.70 EEDD DC/_
.89 .26L .40L 1.10L B AF I:
1,41 ,52 .40L 1.43L BB AA
2.51 1.37 .40L 1.00L BC AAI
.25L .62L .40L ; 2.13 C
.25L .28L .40L 1.31 D HG
.25L .72L .40L 2.36 C I
.95 .47 .40L 1.07L BC AB
.31 .25L A0L 1.77L i F C
.25L .25L .40L 2.41 C H
.41L .25L .40L 107 ,BBC D F9.83 3.82 .82 1.00LI AAB
.27L .25L .40L 1.34 C
.30L .51L .40L 1.34 i D E
.45L .25L .40L 2.25 I C G
.47 .26L .40L 2.51L C CI
.62L .27L .40L 1.93 E L GJ
.73 .38 .40L 1.13L CD AC
.25L .25L .4OL 1.66 D
8.81 2.38 .73 1.28L ABC AAE
.25L .28L ,64 5.22L i E K E
1.96 .46 .40L 1.00L B D A B
.25L .25L .60 4.82: CD D E
32.46 33.23 7.99 2.41 BBCB AA_
.27 .25L AOL 1.26L C C I_
.46L .67L .55 1.26L C K£
2.09 .47 .40L 1.01L CD AB
.39 .25L .40L 1.85L D A
.63 .25L .40L 1.73L C B
.25L .25L .40L 1.35 B C KE
.80 .34 .40L 1.00L BC BB
.53 .25L .40L 1.03L B
.74 .23: .40L 1.06L BE BE
.25L .25L .43L 2.83 D ; MD
.25L .31L .67L 1.57 g lMFCE
.63L .25L .52L 2.58
.45 .25L .40L 1.08L B I BE
.25L ,26L .43: 6.48 DE) I J F
1.51 .43 .40L 1.00L BC ACK
.50 .36L .40L 1.08L D B I H
.25L 1.65 1.04 6.20L 8 C K A B
.43 .23: .40L 1.03L CD CBF
.51 .25L .40L 1.55L B BD
.80 A7: .40L 1.00L BD AC
.25L .29L 1.15 3.11 CB CA
.38L .25L .74 2.25L C B
.25L .25L .97 8.76 DC KE
.51 .25L .40L 1.24L D CD
.25L .25L .62 6.07: CF MF
.45 .25L .40L 7.62L B B J
.31 .25L .40L 1.50L C F
1,16 .27: ,40L 1,00L BD AC
.32L .25L AgL 1.82 F E
.23 .25L .4OL 1.55L C D
.25L .40L 1.19 2.02 CF CA
.71L ,27L ,84 1,24 DE DA
.75 .25L .40L 1.00L D B E
2.20 1.37 .40L 5.69L BB AAK
.56 .26L .40L 5.20L B B F
.25L .25L .72 2.67 CC I E
.77 .20: .40L 1.23L CF BB
2.33 1.03 .40L 1.08L BC AAt<
.25L .29L .97 3.10 CC DE
1.03 .52 .40L 1.00L BC AB
.25L .25L .60 1.27L C E
.25L .27L .40 1.36 CD KF
.62 .25L .40L 1.22L C BH3
18.23 4.12 .65 3.10L BCD AAC
6.15 1.61 .45L 1.00L BC AAF
.45L .25L .42 1.31 L C £
1 .39 .40L 1.10L BC ABE
:41L .81L 1.00 1.72 CC ME
1.04 .49 .40L 1.82L BC AA
.46 .33L .40L 1.00L B B B
.25L .33 1.26 2.02 CCC C._
.81 .32 .40L 1.41L CD BD
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusk)n Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
Declination: - 50'- - 40"
Flags Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sop
Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
223357 K0
X1217-469























268- G 10 Sb
05639- $4
05642

































a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O :O 12 _m
h m. o , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
12291 4454 11.7143 299+18 41 28 119 2 .66L .25L .40L
12292-4430 17.9_ 15 299+18 35 11 124 3 .25L .53L .78
12293-4046 18.8 50 299+22 ! 56 12 118 2 1.01 .36L .40L
12293-4729 22.0 2 300+15 31 8 47 4 .70 .25L .40L
12296-4441 40.2 35 299+18 113 33 120 2 .25L .61L .40L
12297-4547 47.4 24 300+17 36 21 131 4 .25L .30L .40L
12298 4722 49.6 55 300+15 26 14 129 3 .37L .25L .44
12298-4431 51.3 48 299+18 24 8 122 3 1.90 .90 .40L
12300-4608 6.0 24 300+16 24 3 124 4 1.87 .83 .40L
12301 4012 10.9 52 299+22 45 14 118 2 .25L .38L 1.04
12302-4127 15.1:40 299+21 44 8 120 2 4.98 2.88 .60:
12303-4646 22.1 4 300+16 39 8 35 4 .45 .25L .40L
12304-4459 29.2 54 300+17 44 19 140 3 .29L .25L .40L
12304-4224 29.4 15 299+20 85 13 118 2 .30 .25L .40L
12309-4354 56.6 31 300+19 21 7 124 3 1.76 .47 .40L
12312-4938 14.5 0 300+13 46 8 125 2 .28 .25L A0L
12314-4001 24.5 18 299+22 45 11 118 2 .58 .25 .40L
12314-4230 25.0 20 300+20 52 8 122 3 .26L .25L ,66
12315-4205 31.3 3 300+20 58 12 130 2 .34L .92L .40
12315-4556 31.6 7 300+17 64 29 133 2 .78L .60L .40L
12316-4618 36.8 53 300+16 29 8 123 4 .43 .25L .40L
12317-4507 42.2 10 300+17 24 3 123 4 1.91 .58 .40L
12318-4307 48.5 7 300+19 48 22 128 2 .49L .20 .58L
12318-4826 50.9 38 300+14 67 8 48 3 .57 .25L .40L
12319-4759 57.5 26 300+15 42 9 127 3 .70 .25L .40L
12319-4423 59.2 45 300+18 31 8 123 3 .82 .35L .40L
12320-4427 3.8 28 300+18 36 14 122 3 .25L .25L .58
12322-4741 15.4 45 300+15 23 6 125 3 12.04 5.30 .96
12323-4209 21.6111 300+20 35 8 122 3 .37 .25L .40L
12325-4816 30.5 4 300+14 69 8 128 3 .41 .18: .40L
12326-4333 38.2 29 300+19 65 8 44 3 .41 .25L .40L
12328-4900 51.5 25 300+14 36 10 126 3 .78 .31L A0L
12330-4044 4.3 56 300+22 52 11 120 2 .75 .25L .40L
12333-4811 22.7 23 300+14 105 15 125 2 .20 .25L .40L
12334-4703 24.6 29 300+15 50 14 138 2 .29 .25L .40L
12334-4524 25.0 52 300+17 56 8 127 3 .27 .25L ,40L
12337-4312 43.1 50 300+19 30 10 123 3 .88 .28L; .40L
12338-4526 51.7 39 300+ 17 58 I 8 129 2 .23 .25L .40L
12341-4151 6.5 57 300+21 44 I 8 123 3 .25L .25L .97
12341-4907 8.6 16 301+13 29! 8 128 3 1.23 .35 .40L
12342-4554 17.5 45 300+17 60 35 134 2 .74L .67L .40L
12346-4902 36.6 23 301+13 31 8 131 3 .55 .25L .33:
12349-4816 57.2 2 301+14 24i 6 127 3 1.41 .44 .40L
12349-4258 57.8 27 300+20 57 ! 8 39 3 .40L .25L .52
12351-4015 9.0 48 300+22 31 9 119 2 .38 .84 7.40
12353-4810 18.1 58 301+14 46_ 17 127 2 .28 .25L .45L
12357-4926 47.0 46 301+13 105 33 125 2 .25L .25L! .40L
12358-4344 53.7 34 301+19 33 3 123 3 1.00 .20: .40L
12359-4226 54.3 36 300+20 40 9 124 3 .86 .30L .40L
12359-4156 58.0 41 300+21 57 8 123 3 .25L .26L .46
12360-4458 0.2 16 301+18 18 4 121 4 2.09 .53 .40L
12360-4117 2.6 7 300+21 56 I 24 126 3 .25L .25L .40L
12360-4210 5.8 23 300+20 39 9 119 3 4.08 1.08 .40L
12362-4737 12.245 301+15 44 8 126 3 .39 .25L .40L
12364-4847 26.2 33 30t+14 40 10 128 3 1.08 .31 .40L
12365 4124 30.5 28 300+21 86 29 116 2 .25L .26L .45L
12365-4753 33,8 58 301+15 56 8 127 3 .32 .25L .40L
12366-4510 37.6 49 301+17 47 8 34 3 ,40 .25L .40L
12367 4506 45.9 26 301_17 16 4 124 4 3.35 .97 .42L
12368-4529 49.4 2 301+17 21 5 133 3 13.82 5.45 .95
12368-4027 53.6 56 301+22 27 9 116 2 .32L .47 2.45
12369-4439 54.3 6 301+18 18 4 121 4 2.01 .52 .40L
12369-4749 57.4 59 301+15 68 31 136 2 .25L .25L .89L
12369-4855 58.E 19 301+14 42 15 174 2 .38L .22: .45
12370-4602 2.6 18 301+17 34 8 131 3 .66 .27L .40L
12372-4733 13.5 22 301+15 72 31 124 2 .25L .26L .48L
12372-4145 16.9 60 301+21 41 8 124 3 .25L .25L .67
12376-4234 40.C 58 301+20 73 8 39 3 .39 .25L .40L
12377-4749 45.7 49 301+ 15 72 8 128 3 .39 .25L .40L
12379--4959 54.E 45 301+13 21 4 129 3 84.92 63.03 12.08
12379-4351 56.2 5 301+19 32 12 121 4 .25L .25L .98
12382 4042 12.6!20 301+22 27 13 120 3 .25L .25L 2.22
12384-4349 ?4.8 35 301+19 27 3 122 3 1.23 .27 .40L
12384-4536 29.9 58 301+17 16 5134 3 170.86
12385-4958 33.4 28 301+13 103 24 1232 .37L
12386-4938 36.1 58 301+13 32 9 128 13 .84
12386-4552 37.4 19,301+17 17 6 128 3 5.64
12387-4841 44.1 4 301+14 33 7124 2 5.79
12387-4355 ,5.935 301+19 32 81214 .38
12389-4811 57.0 44 301+14 73 12 124 2 .32
12390-4025 5.2 14 301+22 28 8126 3 .40
12391-4444 6.8 30 301+18 67 14 127 2 .27L
12391-4321 7.8 47 301+19 26 8 118 4 1.05
12391-4959 8.8 48 301+13 39 9 126 3 .67
12391-4719 9.5 60 301+15 55 12 !123 2 .28
12393-4931 20.6 8 301+13 68 10 126 2 .32
12394-4338 24.8 40 301+19 18 5 120 4 159.25
12394--4033 26.8 25 301+22 75 8 124 3 .25L
12394-4556 27.8 9 301+17 24 9 128! 3 .65
12395--4619 32.6 39301+16 32 8 125 ! 3 .58
12397 4717 43.9 9 301+15 54 14 127 3 .25L
12397--4832 47.7 14 301+14 27 7 127 3 5.83
12397--4712 47.9 45 301+15 32 8 128 3 .50
12398--4502 51.8 57 301+18 41 11 132 3 .48
12401-4812 6.6 54 301+14 28 21 123 3 .25L
12401-4921 8.9 40 302+13 60 47!116 2 .25L
12402-4355 13.4 44 301+19 33 8 126 4 .41L
12402-4238 17.8 14 301+20 38 8 121 3 .28L
12403-4105 20.9 4 301+21 43 12 120 3 .25L
12407-4102 46.5 56 301+22 24 9 120 3 5.53
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




























Declination: - 50"-- 40 =
Flags Associations
V L
100 ptm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
1.30 C C E 9500100020
1.57 CC KBC 3500001000
1.00L C ADI 1400000000
1.13L B BE 3501020000
1.60 F K G 4500000010
1.81 C HHJ D 4500000110
1A7L C D 3500000000
1.00L BC AA 1 4600001000
1.00L BC AAK 0 0600001000
2.39 CD I BA 1500000000
1.18L CCC AAB 5 1600000000
1.45L C C K 2600010000
1.06 D C E 6600010000
1.50L C E D 2600000000
1.00L BC AB 1 1500000000
1.32L E AEDMJ 0 15000000001.00L CD 0600001000
1.05: C E H B B , 2400000000
1.22L E FC 3501000000
1.51 E D 3501000310
1.26L C AB i 05000OO0001.00L BD BJC 9 5600001000
1.12L D K K K 1600000000
1.40L C B 3500000000
1.36L B AG 3500000010
1.24L B BE 3600100100
2.29 CC FCB 3500101100
1.00L BBC AAB 0: 3500000000 16
1.12L C DF K 3501000000
1.20L CE DHJH 0 3500011000
1.34L C CG M 1600010000
1.19L B AC 0400000000
1.00L C B 3700001000
1.71L D G 350OOOOOOO
1.41L C E 1600000000
1.43L C CG C 0500010000
1.00L B BD 1600000000
1.29L C DM E 0500010000
2.28 DC BC 4500000000
1.67L BD ACMH 0 0400002000
1.38 C E 5500000020
1.10L B D C F 0400000000
1.39L DC AD H 0 3600001010
1.13L C DB 1600000000
15.60: CCDF DAAA 0 2300001008
1.31L D E 4600000000
2.11 E E 2401000100
1.00L BD AC N 0 0500000000
1.23L B BC 1500010000
2.14 CF HCC 1600000000
1.00L BC AA C 3 1501000210
2.14 C K GB 4600000030
1.07L B C A A 0 3600000000
1.30L B CJ MI 2600000000
1.23L B F B D 0 1500000000
2.07 F H C 9600000040
1.24L C BD 5600110000
1AOL C CE 1600110000
1.00L BB AAEJ 0 1500110000
1A7L BBC AAAF 0 3600000000 15
3.91 FCD FBAA 9500000008
1.00L BC AB 0 1500000000
1.66 F J C 2500100210
1.04L F D C B 2501000000
1.08L B AI 6600010010
1.10 D J D 2600000100
2.86 CC I CB 6500000000
1.32L C C H 2400000000
1.61L D C J D 1500000000
5.96 :DBCC AAAA 8 1500111010 29
1.96 BB AB 0400100100
11.41 CD DJ DA 8401022108
1.00L BD ACM 0 0510100100
6.82 BBCC AAAA 2 2401001000 24
1.99 D NH D 1600001020
1.25L B E B C 0 4600000000
1.00L BB AAG 1 2600002000
1.01L BC AAI O 0600000000
1.11L B CFK 0500000_O0
2.18L C IC 1500000000
4.17L, C B 8500000008
1.00L[ C DB 0500000000
1.15L BD ACI 0 0500000000
1.62L CD BB 3 2600001010
1.63L D EM 1500100000
1.88L C B E 3500000000
4.87 AABB AAAA 0 0491001000 43
1.60 D C
1.17L B AC





1.46: DC F E B
1,91 D G
1.72 CC GCBB
2.21: CC M BB,














AAJ F 1 3600100008
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 14 268- G 15 SB 12
1 13 223494 K2 13 72
1
1 1 V431 CEN
1 1 V375 CEN
2 "14 322-G25SO
1 40 G8 III 3
1 13 223512 K5
2 13 223516 F2
2 " 1 V432 CEN










1 13 223523 MA 5 90
2 13 223525 K5 3 80
2 13 223527 G5 3 58
1 14 268- G 22 SO 15
1 1 V395 CEN 25 3
2 13 223538 K0 2 80
1 13 223540 K2 4 80
3 13 223542 A5 14 51
2 13 223544 K0 11 85
1 13 223547 K0 10 88
1 13 223549 K0 7 73
1 40 K1 III 1 19 99
1 14 322- G 31 SO 6
2
8
1 13 223560A2 5 40
2 14 322- G36Sc 6 137
1 13 223566K5 7 91
1 14 322- G 42Sb 21
4 1 13 223568K5 2 75
1 13 223569 MA 3 80
1 13 223573 K2 3 75
1 40 K2111 1 17 96
1 17 2021R 5 130
2 14 322- G 44Sc 5
1 13 223579 MA 2 80
4
1 40 A0 V 2 12 79
1 13 223582 5 90
1 14 322-- G 45 Sb 12
1 40 M1/2 4 30 109
1 13 223589 K2 4 85
2 2 14 322-- G 525c 15 120
1 13 223595 K5 2 66
2 2 13 223601 K0 1 57
2 13 223603 A0 4 23
1 16i05861 25 13£
1 13 223608 K2 6 82
2 16 05868 42 14C
2 14 322- G 55 Sb 48 138
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Densily Region.
14 268-- G 33Sb 13
2 13 223614 K0 8 44
8 1 32 X1240-493 88
14 268- G 34 SO 1414 322- G 59 SO 3






ct 6 a ,6 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O
h m. . , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
12407-4635 46.5 51 302+16 78 8 49 3 .32
12411 4518 9.3 53 302+17 26 10 130 3 .25L
12411-4352 11.6 19 302+19 46 8 6 2 .29
12415-4522 30.6 29 302+17 37 9 127 3 .39
12415-4027 35.6 34 301+22 46 8 125 3 .25L
12416-4623 38.4 33 302+16 54 8 127 3 .39L
12418-4803 50.7 7 302+15 27 8 128 3 1.02
12421-4120 10.4 36 302+21 62 23 116 2 .25L
12422-4921 12.5 53 302+13 39 8 131 2 .32
12423-4344 19.0 302+19 45 16 130 3 .25L
12423-4453 20.5 13 302+18 28, 3 130 3 1.11
12424-4612 27.8 27 302+16 26 ! 6 126 3 1.28
12425-4753 34.7 42 302+15 39 6 127 3 1.30
12427-4545 46.1 36 302+17 21 3 125 3 4.70
12428-4723 53.4 45 302+15 44 11 126 3 .97
12430-4230 16 8 302+20 21 6 119 4 17.60
12431-4936 9.4 34 302+13 54 9 124 2 .43
12432-4031 16.0 29 302+22 50 14 117 2 .30
12434-4343 27.7 31 302+19 32 8 126 3 2.34
12435-4125 30.9 57 302+21 21 5 119 3 .25L
12435-4100 31.1 8 302+22 25 7 119 3 .37L
12436-4232 36.2 46 302+20 79 8 41 3 .30
12436-4416 36.3 15 302+18 30 7 123 3 1.84
12436-4523 41.8 14 302+17 42 20 141 2 .25L
12438-4918 50.7 3 302+ 13 39 8 125 3 .69
12439-4859 57_0 47 302+14 24 3 128 3 9.88
12441-4202 8.1 40 302+21 66 36 117 2 .25L
12441-4113 10.4 30 302+21 32 10 119 4 .25L
12441-4001 10.8 57 302+23 107 12 115 2 .28
12444-4822 24.9 32' 302+14 55 8 125 2 .33
12446-4058 37.5 2 302+22 47 12 116 2 .25L
12446-4t32 40.1 22 302+21 109 35 116 2 .25L
12446-4303 41.5 35 302+20 35 5 126 3 .26L
12447-4943 43.9 59 302+13 45 8 146 2 .61L
12448-4751 52.8 38 302+15 30 10 125 3 .76
12449-4951 55.7 3 302+13 34 8 134 2 .31
12451-4344 9.1 21 _302+19 32 18 118 3 .38
12451 4454 10.6 3 302+18 21 5 124 3 15.49
12454-4823 28.8 37 302+14 25 8 129 3 .91
12456-4226 40,0 10 302+20 27 7 122 3 25L
12459-4444 55.0 14 302+18 28 10 128 3 .25L
12459-4348 57.6 58 302+19 20 3 124 3 1.51
12460-4800 2.0 49 302+15 26 4 125 3 3.28
12461-4708 10.8 55 303+15 26 4 126 3 3.63
12463-4913 23.4 51 303+13 24 8 126 3 9.21
12464-4249 27.3 54 303+20 45 8 123 3 .84
12466-4030 36.2 8303+22 30 8 116 3 .78
12467-4643 42.6 23 303+16 37 10 1127 3 25L
12487 4533 43.9 17 303+17 31 8 129 3 .44
12468-4538 49.4 0 303+17 48 8 1126 3 .41
12469-4243 55.0 56 303+20 47 11 122 2 .24
12470-4403 2.7 59 303+19 53 17 137 3 .25L
12472-4226 16.3 22303+20 60 13 121 2 .34
12473-4213 20.4 38;303+20 38 3 123 3 1.95
12473-4642 22.7 48 303+16 88 35 131 2 .40L
12475-4526 32.7 10 303+17 44 23 125 3 .25L
12476-4926 41.9 46 303+13 85 15 124 2 ,24
12479-4933 57.3 10 303+13 28 8 130 3 .90
12479-4216 58.3 41 303+20 29 10 123 3 .25L
12481-4903 7.2 32303+14 34 8 127 3 25L
12482-4722 18.1 26i303+15 43 13 126 3 .25L
12483 4951 20.1 19 303+13 94 37 135 2 .39L
12483-4542 20.4 12 303+17 79 31 122 2 .27L
12483-4103 23.9 2 303+22 48 12 124 3 .26L
12486-4658 391 27 303+16 87 37 127 2 .39L
12487-4435 43.5 23 303+18 51 32 133 2 .34L
12487-4603 45.8 29 303+17 39 8 129 3 ,45
12487-4058 46.7 48 303+22 98 8 116 2 .34L
12487-4057 47.5 36 303+22 53 8 125 2 .26L
12488-4009 49.1 56 303+22 29 8 122 4 .84
12490-4738 1.7 32 303+15 40 8 129 2 .37
12490-4052 5.0 1 303+22 28 18 8 3 .25L
12494-4103 26.8 46 303+22 40 21 121 2 .36L
12495 4047 32.9 23 303+22 38 8 124 4 .25L
12496 4638 37.1 56 303+16 65 8 129 2 .34
12496 4915 37.4 30 303+13 29 3 127 3 2.61
12498 4623 51.4 2 303+16 81 25 134 2 .44L
12498--4450 53.6 51 303+18 39 12 132 2 .61
12499--4145 59.4 33 303+21 39 8 123 3 .87
12500-4223 2.4 15 303+20 27 11 124 3 .25L
12500-4010 3.8 51 303+22 29 8 ! 121 4
12501-4935 8.7 47 303+13 47 12132 2
12501-4024 10.5 7 303+22 48 26 121 4
12502--4840 16.3 20 303+14 23 8126 3
12504--4452 29.5 16 303+18 29 7 126 3
12505 4121 30.2 31 303+21 27 12 124 3
12505-4654 30.7 33 303+16 33 3124 3
12506-4828 36.7 46 303+14 33 8 125 3
12507 4136 42.5 23 303+21 40 10 122 3
12513-4653 21.0 27 303+16 36 3 125 3
12513 4729 21.5 43 303+15 09 42 135 2
12513-4336 21.9 33 303+19 25 10 128 3
12515 4132 30.4 59 304+21 31 10 123 3
12516-4459 41.6 49 303+18 40 ; 11 126 3
12518-4655 50.5 14 304+16 501 29 131 2
12518-4702 53.9 50 304+16 31 9 123 3
12521-4352 9.2 42 304+19 48 11 126 3
12522-4041 13.1 48 304+22 57 15 124 3
12522-4229 16.3 32 304+20 64 17 121 2
12522 4749 17.1 1 304+15 23' 6 129 3i
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 p.m 25 p.m 6El p.m 100 Fm Flux C( A
(Jansky) Uncs C( R
.25L .40L 1.40L B BF
.25L ' ,62 2.62 B C L
.38L .40L 1.45L F F H
.25L .40L 1.44L C B H
.25L .68: 3.03 E D L E
.25L .52 1.15L C MJ
.53 .40L 1.15L BC AB
.25L .40L 1.89 D L
.36L .40L 1.67L D DE
.25L .54 1.48 F C F
.34 .40L 1.09L BD AC
.38 .40L 1.00L BC AC
.24: .40L 1.02L BE AB
2.47 .63: 1.00L BBC AA
.33 .40L 1.56L CO BC
8.82 1.52 1.13L BBC AA
.36L .40L 1.39L C BC
,25L .40L 4.91L E C
.66 .40L 1.16L BC AA
.29L 2.44 6.83 CC GE
.41 2.53 5.42 FCD GF
.25L .40L 1.16L C DI
1.15 .40L 1.00L BC AA
.COOL .40L 1.49 D
.23 .40L 1.21L BD BE
2.95 .66 1.91L BBE AA
.54L .40L 1.29 D L
.28L .59 2.89 CC G
.31L .40L 1.56L C BG
.25L .60L 3,05L C C
.25L .72 1.67 C D,
.25L .40L 1.12 C
.27L 2.14 6.79 CFC CLE
.62L .41L 1.96
.19: .40L 1.36L BD AE
.25L ,40L 1.43L C D
.25L .40L 1.10L C BH
6.33 .88 1.03L CBD AA
.20: .40L 1.39L BD AE
1.02 2.70 1.43: CCD HA
.39L 1.19 3.17 CC G
.41 .88L 1.21L BD AB
1.31 .40L 1.00L BC AA
2.01 .52L 1,22L CC AA
4.95 .67 1.07L BBC AA
.38 .40L 1.11L BF AB
.26L .40L 1.24L B AC
.25L 163 2.76 CC L H
.25L .40L 1.10L B B
.26L .40L 1.00L B B F
.25L ,40L 1,08L C E
,25L .40L 1,55 C G
.27L .40L 1.57L D E
.81 .40L 1.05L DC AB
52L .41L 1.61 C
.25L .40L t.85 C K
.25L .40L 2.15L C C
,26L .40L 1.08L C B E
.24: 1.67 5,15 FCC GB
1,18 1.46 1.95L CC A
.25L .97 2,35 CC
25L .41L 1.53 F
,73L ,49L 1.37 D AK
25L .55 1.49L C I
.25L ,40L t.33 C
,28L .40L 1,83 E
.25L .40L 1.03L D AF
,50L .40L 1.48 C G
.26L .35 1.60L D I
.34: ,40L 1.04L BF AG
,36L .46L 126L F DD
.25L .63 2.32: E E
.25L ,58L 1,34 C
.25L .88 2.43 B C
.64L .40L 1.71L F CD
1.01 .40L 1.28L CC AA
.25L .35 1.21L E
.25L ,40L 1.12L E B
.50 .40L 1.00L CC BC
.25L 1.12 3.84 CC M
.25L ,29L 1.33 3.69 B B F E
.40 .25L ,47L 2,15L D BK
,25L .25L .40L 1.71 B G
13.84 3.64 .56: 1.19L BBC AA
1,24 .38 .40L 1.00L BC AC
,25L .30 .98 1.73 D DC A
1.20 .38: .40L 1.00L B F A B
.37L .47 3.66 11.18 CCC CB
.41 ,27L .40L 1.15L B BD
1.14 ,32 .40L 1.34L EF AD
.25L ,62L .74L 1.51 F F
,40 .25L .40L 1.54L C C
,29L .40: 2.92 8.09 ECC EB
.91 ,22: ,40L 1.40L C D B E
.25L 2.07L .40L 1.28 F L
1,04 ,30 ,40L 1.00L BD AD
.58 .25L ,40L 1.79L B B K
.26L .25L .68 1.96 CC;
.44L .25L .44 1.37L C
1.31 .46: .40L 1.11L BF AE
L C
Confusion R S A Sep
Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
268-- G 35 Sc
322- G 67 SB 128
268- G 37 Sb
223644 K0 65
223659 MA 80
322- G 73 Sa 151
322- G 74 S.
218- G 19 S,
322- G 77 Sb
223666 K0 75
322- G 81 SO
268- G 40 Sa
X1244-497 12
05946 140





323- G 10 Sc
268- G 47 SO
X1248-445 8
323 G 13 SO
323- G 13 SO
323- G 16 E 141
323- G 20 Sb
323- G 22 SO 141
223725 K2 90
323- G 29 SO
323 G 27 Sc 134
223731 K2 43
223733 K0 75
323- G 32 SB
455 93
219 G 4 Sa
223741 K0 80




323 G 42 Sb
223754 K2 80






a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /zm
h m o , (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N (Jansky)
12525-4238 31.5 44 304+20 27 3 122 3 15.35 3.71 .55:
12525 4432 34.2 37 304+18 40 13 127 3 .25L .25L 1.05
12526-4213 37.0 30 304+20 49 8 123 3 .42 .25L .40L
12526--4948 40.1 19 304+13 39 8 129 3 .25L .25L .95
12526-4344 41.5 26 304+19 70 19 121 2 .29L .25L .51:
12530-4209 1.9 21 304+20 24 16 121 3 .25L .25L .59
12531-4559 7.7 55 304+17 55 22 130 2 .25L .41L .40L
12531-4054 8.0 3 304+22 89 15 120 2 .31 .25L .40L
12532-4043 13.5 30 304+22 55 14 124 3 .38 .25L .40L
12533-4430 18.2 39 304+18 38 8 126 3 .94 .29: .40L
12535-4017 31.8 38 304+22 30 7 121 3 4.55 2.33 .52
12536-4806 39.5 20 304+14 65 32 133 2 ASL .25L .40L
12537-4659 43.6 46 304+16 49 27 130 3 .25L .25L A0L
12538-4522 48.6 14 304+ 17 26 7 124 3 7.61 3.32 .48
12540--4041 1.8 17 304+22 50 1 123 3 .66 .25L .40L
12540 4251 2.2 24 304+20 25 7 ,129 3 .25L .48 3.72
12540-4953 2.6 36 304+13 55 25 127 2 .27L .35L .40L
12541-4902 7.0 23 304+14 50 38 110 3 .25L .25L .401
12542-4128 12A 34 304+21 42 8 122 3 .46 .25L .40L
12542-4930 15.8 60 304+13 40 8 129 3 .41 .25L .40L
12542-4636 16.8 12 304+16 32 9 124 3 .25L _ .25L 1.54
12543-4656 19.4 6 304+16 80 11 121 2 .24 .25L .71L
12543-4606 22.7 41 304+16 71 15 126 I 2 .38L .25L .58:
12543-4357 22.8 10 304+19 45 16 127 3 .30L .25L .47
12547-4928 43.2 50 304+13 39 8 124 3 .25L .25L .92
12547-4903 47.8 21 304+14' 49 35 129 2 .40L .60L .41L
12550-4801 5.9 38 304+15 38 8 128 3 .69L .25L .94
12551-4637 11.1 38 304+16 71 8 126 3 .40 .25L .40L
12552--4609 12.8 27 304+16 29 8 125 3 .57 .25L .40L
12552-4559 17.2 45 304+17 21 5 122 3 .90 1.47 16.21
12553-4531 23.3 42 304+17 50 8 122 2 .48 .88L .40L
12554-4429 25.1 29 304+18 73 8 123 3 .37 .25L .40L
12555-4720 30.5 53 304+15 58 24 121 2 .65L .35L_ .40L
12555-4857 34.0 58 304+14 22 6 127 3 1.80 .56 .40L
12556-4646 37,2 19 304+16 53, 21 125 3' .25L .25L .57
12558-4123 49.6 51 304+21 37 8 122 3 .38 .25L ,40L
12559-4042 54.0 50 304+22 54 8 121 3 .50 .27L .40L
12559--4214 55.7 29 304+20 27 6 122 3 3.33 1.43 .47L
12559--4222 56.6 12 304+20 62 18 127 2 .32L .25L .58
12559-4638 57.5 27 304+16 55 9:129 2 .26L .25L .54
12560-4356 6.0 2 304+19 53 8 132 2 .28L .25L .62
12561--4610 6.2 20 304+16 88 30 121 2 .25L .65L .40L
12562-4428 13.3 4 304+18 55 13 130 2 .31 .38L .40L
12563-4326 18.5 0 304+19 39 11 126 3 .67 .25L .40L
12566-4218 37.7 52 305+20 45 12 122 3 .25L .34L .93
12566-4654 38.1 17 304+16 38 11 122 3 .36 .72L .40L
12566-4411 39.5 0 304+18 35 8 125 3 .25L .28L 1.37
12566-4122 41.2 26 305+21 47 11 124 3 .45L .25L .69
12567-4133 44.6 43 305+21 63 14 ;127 2 .26L .25L .50
12567-4153 47.0 54 305+21 77 33 120 2 .25L A7L .40L
12571-4842 9.1 13 304+14 36 20 122 2 25L .25L .69L
12571-4550 9.5 44304+17 39 3 122 3 1.03 .26 .40L
12574-4820 26.0 16 304+14 49 8 125 3 .79 .25L .40L
12576-4958 38.4 45 304+13 34 8 125 3 1.09 .28: .40L
12576-4249 39.6 10 305+20 25 5 130 3 1.15 .32 .40L
12578-4449 53.9 45 305+18 42 10 122 3 A5 .25L .40L
12579-4938 59.9 3 304+13 29 7 123 3 1.20 .37: .40L
12581-4809 11.1 13 305+14 54 22 128 2 .30L .25L A3L
12582-4458 17.8 49 305+18 43 10 123 3 .42 .25L .40L
12583--4249 19.7 15 305+20 41 11 129 3 .60 .25L .40L
12583--4253 20.5 9 305+20 36 8 124 3 1.33 .63 .40L
12584-4837 24.9 15 305+14 21 3 124 3 36.07 48.75 13.04
12584-4123 28£ 38 305+21 90 30 120 2 .25L 1.23L .43L
12585-4325 32.1 37 305+19 58 10 129 2 .27 .25L .40L
12586-4356 39.7 32 305+19 27 5 123 3 4.20 2.16 .50
12586-4346 51.3 52 305+19 99 37 120 2 .25L .29L .40L
12589-4911 56.2 44 305+13 56 8 129 2 .31 .25L .50L
12590-4136 1.1 26 305+21 58 8 121 3 .29L .25L .54
12590-4108 2.2 11 305+21 57 13 124 3 .25L .25L .62
12590-4355 2.8 40 305+19 31 7 123 3 2.61 .68 .40L
12592 4743 14.4 34 305+15 39 8 126 3 .50 .27: .40L
12593-4918 20.7 12 305+13 60 24 125 3 .26L .25L .42L
12593-4913 23.4 2 305+13 25 6 130 3 1.43 62 .40L
12594-4129 25.1 19 305+21 60 32 119 2 .25L .26L .40L
12594-4912 28.6 20 305+13 35 9 128 3 .25L .25L 1.15
12599-4313 54.6 t3 305+19 59 25 124 3 .25L .25L .40L
12599-4321 58.5 21 305+19 48 8 124 3 .64 .27L .40L
13003-4814 20.9 27 305+14 34 12 126 3 .35 .25L .40L
13003-4053 21.2 46 305+22 58 8 123 3 .26L .25L .70
13005 4732 32.0159 305+15 29 26 122 2 25L .25L A0L
13006-4915 37.6!21 305+13 54 8 123 3 .50 .25L .40L
13007-4111 47.0124 305+21 33 6 121 3 3.26 1.58 .40L
13009 4843 56.558 305+14 53 20 128 3 .25L .25L A0L
13009-4241 58.1 48 305+20 33 6 123 3 .25L .59 4.96
13009-4034 58.6 59 305+22 47 8 122 3 .69 .27L .40L
13012-4108 14.5 41 305+21 51 16 123 3 .35L .25L .38:
13013-4739 18.3 7 305+15 53 8 129 3 .25L .25L .40L
13017-4044 45.8 34 306+22 44 10 t22 3 .25L .25L 1.22
13017 4024 46.4 10 306+22 35 8 121 3 .50 .26L .40L
13018-4152 51.9 33 306+21 57 29 119 2 .47L .27L .45L
13019-4616 55.0 31 305+16 27 7 130 3 1.69 .71 .40L
13019-4922 57.2 59 305+13 45 8 124 3 .57 .25L .40L
13019-4055 58.5 42 308+22 28 8 123 3 t3.49 3.31 .60
13020 4814 1.4 52 305+14 68 8 129 2 .45L .25L .40L
13021 4658 6.2 7 305+16 36 3 124 3 .27L .25: 2.11
13022-4352 13.6 10 306+19 97 20 120 2 .51L .25L A0L
13022-4915 16.7 5 305+13 33 9 123 3 .36 .78 11.88
13024-4712 28.7 24 305+15 57 8 120 2 .45 A4L .44L
13025-4911 31.9 60 305+13 24 7 167 3 3.63 14.24 388.08
13026-4934 36.5 57 305+13 38 8 123 3 .76 .21 A0L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 Fm
Flags
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.08L 88D AAB 5 0501000000 18
2.35 CC I AA 0500000000
1.34L B B 1502100000
3.50 C C C B 2500000300
1.61 DC DC 1400000000
1.48: DF DD 1502100000
1.04 C J C 368OO0OOO0
1.19L D E 5500000010
1.22L C E 4502000010
1,00L 8D AB 0 0600OOOOOO
1.00L BBD AAB 1 5600000000
2.04 D L ND 6600001318
2.46 C J B 4480000540
1.09L BBC AABM 0 2600000000
1.30L C B L
6.56 CCC FBAA
1.67 C D B
3.16 D L I F
1.20L B B H
1.12L C B G
3.27 CC DAA




1.93 D K I E
2.71 CD HJ BC

















37.48 EBCC BAAA 2 0140022000
1.21L C BD 1500000000
1.20L C D 1500000000
1.90 D HE C 6600000018
1.95L BC A8 F 1 6600000000
1.40L D E H
1.19L C B
1.09L C BD K
1.17L BC AAJ
1.43: CE BE
2.80L C B L
1.30L D B
1.48 D D D





1,37: B F B B
1.40L C DE





























A DG 1 0500000000
B C 4400000008
AD C 0 3700010000
AB 0 0600000000
BN I 1400010000





3.31 BACB AAAB 0 3530000000 92
1.31 D J L C 3500000000
1.24L I C E 3500000110
1.06L BBD AAC 2600100000
.97 F M F 2600000000
1.04L D CGL L 5900101000
1.83 CF I BD 3500000100
2.04 EC BB 3500000120
1.00L BC AA 2 2600100000
3.80L C F B F F 0 4500000008
1.83 C HHDC 9900201100
1.87: BD E ABGD 1 6900301100
1.46 D E 3500000000
2.66: C F B B 58002011 00
1.68 C J I C 2501010030
1.02L B A B 3500000000
1.52L D EK 7601000000
1.5OL D C E 0500000200
1.92 C C 3600000110
1.34L B BH K 8900010000
1.00L BC AAKH 0 7500100000
1.98 C J I C 5600000030
7.47 CCC KBAA 0500001000
1.11L B BD N 0500000000
2.74 FC NNEB 6400100200
1.72 C K B 3600000010
2.70 CC NEAA 0400000100
1.00L C BD 0500000000
1.73 C J C 2500000130
1.00L BC AAK 2 0600001000
1.19L B AJ 9800000000
1.00L B B O A A B 0 0500000000 18
1.35 C A 6600000000
5.40 DCC EBAA 0400000010
2.15 D B 8600000008
1.07L CDC BCC 0 9901132230
1.73L C BDL K 2401000000
685.59 BBBB BAAA 1 8162235530
1.14L BD AE J 0 8900000000
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Ass_iations
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
2 13 223760 K5 3 55
14 269- G 8 SO 3
4 2 14 219- G 8 SB 28
14 269- G 10 Sa 72
13 223766 K0 12 85
13 223767 K2 4 ; 80
C 1 32 X1253-469 31 12
1 14 269- G 13 SB 9
C 1 32 X1254-490 125 12
1 14 269- G 14 SO 10
1 13 223784 K0 9 83
1 14 269- G 15 Sc 11
1 14 269-1G 17 DO 25
1 14 219- G 14 S. 2
C
1 13 223791 K2 2 75
3 3 14 269- G 19 Sb 9 125
I 13 223795 K5 0 90
1 13 223798 K2 8 85
1 13 223800K0 14 75
13 223803K2 30 78
13 223806K0 7 75
14 269- G 25 Sa 17'
14 323- G 55 S. 9
8 32 X1256-418 100 8
4
13 223821 K2 16 77
13 223827 K0 25 70
1 13 223832 K0 2 72
1 13 223840 K2 14 85
1 7 -487859 23
1 14 323-- G 67 Sc 10
8 1 14 323-G66Sb 11
1 13 223849 MA 5 87
1 14 219- G 22 S, 74
1 14 219- G 22 S, 9
8 I 32 X1300 432 100 8
1 16 06070 34 t20
3 "13 223870 A0 16 50
8 1 32 X1300-487 78 8
1 14 269- G 38 .. 10
1 13 223874 K0 6 70
4 14 323- G 74 SB 7
8 32 X1301-418 53 9
"41 13019-4922 6 3
2 13 223881 MB 1 61
14 269= G 4250 8
F "41 13023-4915 47 3
F 8 "14 219 G 245c 15 96
13 223891 K5 8 80
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 .u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 13h02=41"-13h12"30"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty 0C
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O 12 /_m 25 /_m 60 v.m 100 pm Flux
h m , , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
13026-4746 41.8 36 305+15 50 12 125 3 .31 .25L .40L 1.32L O
13027 4406 46.8 29 306+18 33 9 120 2 1.04 .20: .40L 5.55L DE
13027-4048 47.4 54 306+22 56 18 126i 3 .28L .25L .67 1.54 CC
r3028-4909 48.7 9 305+13 34 7 123i 3 .68 .88 4.82: 1.08L BCD
13028-4741 50.0 56 305+15 29 3 124 3 1.38 .41 .40L 1.00L BF
_3029-4409 59_1 10 306+18 40 6 121 3 1.09 .45: .40L 5.17L DF
13033-4926 19.7 27 305+13 37 8 124! 3 .96 .23: .40L 1.31L BF
13035-4915 34.9 39 305+13 77 8 123:3 ,44L .25L .53 1.46L D
13035-4008 35.9 47 306+22 26 7 121 3 .68 1.24 5.51 8.94 BCCC
13036-4924 36.9 57 305+13 83 20 126 2 .59L ,26L .43 1.72L D
13036-4303 39.1 7 306+19 56 19 130 2 .23 .25L .40L 1.47L C
13037-4545 42.0 57 306+17 30 9 i122 3 1.58 1,76 .66 1.00L BBC
13037-4119 44.2 12 306+21 20 6 129 3 2.50 .59 ,40L 1.00L BC
13038-4044 =19.7 54 306+22 53 15 119 2 .40L ,61L .45: 1.22 DC
13039-4938 59.4 24 305+13 48 8 122 3 .41 .25L .40L 6.00L B
13041-4257 8.3 45 306+20 57 8 123 3 .41L .25L .70 1.00LI C
13042-4248 13.9 11 306+20 48 8 123 3 .55 ,36: ,40L 1.06L _BF
13042-4342 16.8 29306+19 84 27 119 2 .25L ,25L .40L 1.68 D
13043-4719 20.3 26306+15 31 9 122 3 .53 .26L ,40L 1.52L B
13046 4444 39,8 51 306+18 38 10 123 3 .25L ,25L .95 2,75 BC
13048-4946 49.5 12 306+13 30 24 126 3 .25L .53L .4OL 2.10 D
13049 4413 54.6 24306+18 42 8 122 3 .25L .25L 1.05 2.74: CD
13052-4725 17.0 18 306+15 34 8 124 3 .93 .23: ,40L 1.13L BD
13052-4854 17.1 17 306+14 58 8 124 3 .34 .25L .38: 1.41L C D
13055-4117 30.5 28306+21 62 13 119 2 .27 .25L .40L 1.49L D
13059-4026 57.6 17 306+22 34 12 122 3 .71 .29: .40L 1.00L BD
13060-4956 6.0 23306+13 46 8 122 3 .50 .25L .40L 2.30: B D
13062-4135 13.2 19306+21 41 1 123 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.10L D
13062-4433 14.7 54 i 306+18 39 8 122 3 .25L .25L 1.54 2.13 CD
13064-4024 24.4 4 307+22 82 12 118 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.36L F
13064-4045 27.6 2 307+22 44 8 129 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.00L C
13064-4327 28.3 7306+19 58 25 119 2 .25L .28L .40L 1.76 D
13065--4742 30.1 11 306+15 62 t0 t24 2 ,25L .49L .65 2.62L C
13065-4858 34.6 57 306+14 50 8 122 3 .49 .26L .40L 2,33L B
13066-4452 41.3 25 306+18 49 8 123 3 .25L .25L .93 1.97: CC
13067-4953 44.4 6 306+13 36 8 124 3 .48 .40L .40L 3.96L C
13069-4740 57,1 54 306+15 43 12 129 3 .25L .27L ,63 1.02: CD
13070 4717 1,7 24 306+15 30 8 125 3 1,34 .34: .4OL 1,10L BD
13070-4250 1.8 26 307+20 38 12 121 3 .25L .25L 1.53 2.55 CC
13071 4610 9.1 16 306+16 42 8 122 3 .60L .25L .89 4.29 CC
13072-4908 17.2 17 306+13 30 10 121 3 .54 .29L .40L 1.21L B
13073-4850 19.6 42 306+14 33 11 122 3 .94 .44 .40L 1.02L DD
13074-4410 26.4 28 306+18 60 8 119 2 .46 1.11L .48L 5.27L F
13076-4407 36.6 12 307+19 56 10 119 2 .30 .26L .40L 5.28L C
13076-4319 37.3 0 307+19 45 29 119 2 ,25L .50L .40L 1.84 C
13077-4117 46.9 39 307+21 30 6 121 3 .30: .61 5.23 8.58 CCCC
13077-4338 46.9 48 307+19 41 24 120 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.90 C
13078-4701 49.0 23 306+15 37 9 126 3 .57 .34L .40L 1.13L B
13079-4607 55.7 39 306+16 35 10 120 3 .57 .25L .40L 1.64L B
13079-4516 55.7 29 306+17 38 8 127 3 .47 .25L .40L 1.18L C
13081 4323 6.5 55 307+19 43 8 121 3 .78 .35L .40L 1.47L C
13081-4557 7.2 47 306+17 19 6 121 3 .25L .51 2.68 3.70 ECC
13081-4419 8,1 35 307+18 38 12 122 3 .25L .25L 1.24: 4,87 DC
13082-4439 12.9 46 307+18 48 12 122 3 .25L .25L .94 2.40 CC
13082-4334 17,3 52 307+19 26 11 121 3_ ,52 .25L .40L 1.07L D
13082-4158 17,7 6 307+20 60 8 122 3 .64 ,25L ,40L 1.13L B
13083-4928 18.6 2 306+13 47 12 124 2 .50 .25L .45L 1.84L C
13063-4830 19.0 24 306+14 30 8 124 3 .67 .24 .52: 1.09L CDD
13084-4109 28.938 307+21 105 10 118 2 .37 .25L 1.51L 1.19L D
13085-4306 30.8 10 307+19 31 7 119 3 3.24 .84 .40L 1,00L BD
13085-4634 33.5 44 306+16 34 3 123 3 1.75 .46 .40L 1,00L CC
13067-4519 46.9 19 307+17 39 9 121 3 .43 .40L .40L 107L D
13089-4702 57.9 42 307+15 91 19 119 2 .31L .25L .36 1.79L C
13090 4500 1.9 43 307+17 44 3 120 3 1.30 .32 .40L 1.00L CF
13090-4045 3,e 43 307+22 49 8 122 3 .30 .25L .40L 1.00L D
13091-4948 8.0 306+13 I 31 3 120 3 2.06 63 .40L 4.31L BD
13092-4327 14.1 42 307+19 45 18 124 3 .25L .31L .40L 2.22 C
13092-4745 15.1 18 307+15 34 11 124 3 .47 .25L .40L 1.29L C
13092-4359 15.1 307+18 47 15 124 3 .25L .25L .66 2.03 CC
13092-4846 16._ 37 306+14 48 29 119 2 .77L .61L .47L 1.64 C
13093-4303 19.5 1 307+19 53 8 122 2 .25L .29L .54L 1.50 C
13095 4126 30.8 38 307+21 70 34 131 2 .39L .95L .76L 1.40 E
13099-4226 58.0 4 307+20 33 8 120i3 1.27 .30: .40L 1.00L BE
13100-4803 1.5 49 '307+14 48 9 123 3 .33 .26L .40L 1.11L C
13100-4059 4.4 17 307+21 42 11 123 3 1.00 .22: .40L 1.27L DD
13100-4815 5.8 10 307+14 84 10 119 2 .47 .25L .40L 1.65L C
13103-4159 18.9 5 307+20 49 8 124 3 .53 .25L .40L 1.36L C
13104-4319 24.1 9 307+19 32 9 120 3 .25L .37 1.59 2.98 CCC
13104-4522 27.5 43 307+17 60 8 123 3 .38 28L ,40L 1.00L C
13105 4356 32.1 27 307+18 41 22 1124 3 .64L .25L .40L 2.17 C
13105-4015 34.7 22,307+22 24 9 125 3 .86 .19: .40L 1.00L CE
13105-4002 34.9 54307+22 27 5 1241 3 1.32 .41 .40L 1.05L BC
13106-4433 39.2 55 307+18 41 10 1201 3 .52 .18: .40L 1.04L_BE
13106-4939 39.9 39 307+13 72 15 127 2 .43L .25L .48 1.54L D
13109-4455 58.5 17 307+18 38 8 124 3 .30 .25L .40L 1.19L C
13109-4912 59.1 49 307+13 26 8 120 3 .24: .38 2.42 7.76 CECC
13110-4620 3.0 5 307+16 26 8 122 3 2.51 1,37 .40L 1.00L BC
13110-4954 3.8 52 307+13 43 10 124 3 .57 ,25L .40L 1.18L D
13110-4252 4.4 26 307+20 26 7 !120 3 3.02 .82 .40L 1.00L BD
13113-4621 21.5 54 307+16 16 6 178 3 2.04 .84 .40L 1.00L BF
13113-4241 22.0 55 307+20 45 19 122 2 .26L .55L .51L 1.38 D
13114 4056 25.7 57 308+21 69 11 126 2 .35 .26L .40L 1.30L F
13114-4921 26.5 48 307+13 54 27 116 3 .30L .25L .50 1,56L C
13114-4235 27.3 16 307+20 42 10 120 3 .95 .33L .40L 1.03L B
13114-4551 27.7 2 307+17 39 11 121 31 .25L .25L 1.58 4.84 DC
13117 4841 45.4 30 307+14 30 3 120 3 2.07 ,53 .44L 1,25L BC
13117 4224 46,5 47 307+20 33 10 120 3 .25L .25L 1.53 4,26 CB
13121 4323 6.0 27 307+19 48 37 117 2 .25L .36L .42L 2.31 C
13125-4248 30,0 0 308+20 45 8 122 3 .49 .25L .40L 1.10L B




Ci,rr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associ_ions
Sep















219- G 35 S.
223945 K2 80
269- G 55SO
269- G 57 Sa


















269- G 73 SB 145
223992 G5 75
223993 K0 75





Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed _urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 13h12m38'-13h24m27 '
Name
a 8





































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C 1Not Color Corrected) V L C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 Fm 25 _m 60 /J.m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(s) ( ) 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
38.2 46 307+13 66 38120 2 .25L ,55L .40L 1,04 D I E 2601000000
43.2 38 !307+14 73 10119 2 .37 ,34L .57L 2,57L C CI EE ._400000000
53.8 26'306+21 34 7 _119 3 2.39 .69 .40L 1.00L BF AB 8 2600000000 1 13
13.4 4 308+19 48 16 121 2 .32 .28L .40L 1.63L C F 5400010000
23.3 56 308+20 81 18 124 2 .39L .25L .52 1.90L C B 2400000000
27.9 44 307+14 51 8 37 3 .67 .25L .40L 1.68L B ADHJ 1500000000
35.8 48 307+14 41 6 120 3 .47 .25L .40L 1.64L B Bl 2500000000
36.6 26 308+16 19 6 122 3 54.82 20.52 4.13 1.32 BBCC AAAC 0 0500000000 43 3 13
40.8 8 308+21 34 9 121 3 ,88 .31: .40L 1.01L BEcc!ACI 2600000000
42.9 29 308+18 35 1 123 3 .25L .25L 1.46 3.21 FGAB 1400000000
47.5 40 306+17 66 8 122 2 .39 .25L .40L 2.09L C C MC 0500000000
49.1 21 308+20 65 40 129 2 .31L .66L .40L .97 D E 5500000000
49.8 48 308+21 45 8 ; 124 2 .40 .25L .40L 1.39L C CF 2400120000
53.3 33 308+21 70 16 129 2 .50 .37L .40L 2.22L E CD E 1400120000
57.3 4 307+13 79 8 37 2 ,32 .26L .46L 1.58L E D I 2600000000
8.4 5 308+19 31 6 120 3 1.60 .74 .41L 1.22L BC AAF 2 3500000000
15.0 45 308+16 30 7 122 3 1.26 .29: .40L 1.10L BE ACM 0 0500100000 13
17.0 57 306+16 33 7 124 3 1.38 .37 .40L 1.02L BD AB F 0 0500100000
31.3 23 308+16 42 8 122 3 .91 .25L .40L 1,30L B AEJG 0500200000 13
39.7 37 306+22 36 11 120 3 .94 .53L .40L 1.62L B AE N 0500000000
3.4 2 308+21 34 11 120 3 .86 .42 .40L 1.28L BC AB 5 2500100000
4.9 42 306+21 21 7 119 3 66.34 29.10 4.59 2.29 BBCC AAAB 0 2480100000 14 1
12.0 50 307+14 48 17 125 2 ,27L ,33L .47 1.55L C GD 1500000000
15,7 15 308+21 44 13 120 3 .31L .25L .53 1.23L C CD 2500000000
20.6 35 308+17 36 13 124 3 .36 .25L .40L 1.08L D C GH 0500000000
30.3 21 306+16 90 23 116 2, .38L .25L .40L 1,79 C I FC 5500000100
38.6 4 308+14 31 15 178 3; .25L .25L .40L 2.17 C MEJ C 1581000050
52.6 39 308+18 29 8 121 3 .59 .25L .40L 1,35L D BI 1601000000
58.0 41 308+16 107 36 123 2 .25L .61L .40L 1.49 D C 5400000000
59.6 19 308+15 40 17 120 3 .43L .25L .70 1.78L F B 3500000000
1.4 45 308+15 25 7 119 3 .25L .25: 3.14 10.15 DCD HBAA 3300010008 2
5.0 33 308+15 23 5 124 3 7.13 3.99 ,66: 1.03L BBC AAC 0 6600100100 1
5.5 35 308+16 32 9 128 2 1.09L ,33L! ,89 254 CD HHAB 5400100100 1
12.5 13 306+17 62 14 121 3 .25L .25L 1.04 1.03L C J AF 0600000000
25.5 15 308+21 62:21 121 3 .45L .25L .52 1.53: DF MECF 0500000010
28.9 17 308+14 43' 11 122 3 .69 .25L .40L 1.30L B BG i600000010
36.439 308+15 28 14 115 3 .64 .29 .41L 7.46L CD BB 2400101008
43.338 308+15 33 6 119 3 1.54 .62 .40L 4.23L BC AB 4 2400101008
46.4 35 308+20 60 16 117 2 .74L .26L .38: 2.27 DF BC 2500000000
54.5 36 309+20 37 tl 119 3 .49 .25L .40L 1.00L C CH H 1500000000 1
59.9 11 306+15 42 8 120 3 .25L .25L 3.45 11.54 CC CBA 6300001400 4 2
21.4 59 306+19 42 15 5 3 .25L .25L .77 1.66 EC DBC 6701000000 2
28.2 46 308+13_ 52 8 121 3 .35 .25L .40L 1.71L E C 2700000000
28.7 23 309+20 57 8 121 3 .42L .25L ,68 1.15L C C 4501000000
32.2 46 309+21 38 7 119 3 1.18 .42: .40L 1.00L BD AB G 0 0600000000 1
45.E 6 306+15 46 8 1t9 3 .97 .29L .40L 1,00L B AB M 5500000000 1
59.7, 5 306+16 35 4 119 3 2.22 .55 .40L 1.21L BC IAA F 0 5500000200 2
4,6 37 309+19 36 30 27 2 .45L .25L .40L 1.53 D F 6500000010
9.6 43 308+15 60 8 124 2 .37 .33L .40L 5.30L C BI 9400120008
10.1 19 309+16 29 10 123 3 ,75 .45L .40L 1.00L B BB 1700000000
10,7 16 308+13 41 10 120 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.35L D C 1700000000 1 13
28.6 60 308+14 63 8 120 3 .51 .25L .40L 7.68L C BH 9400000108
31.0 3 '308+14 93 23 117 I 2 .25L .62L .40L 1.56 CJ B 8500000000
34.1 52 308+15 39 13 122 3 .25L .26L .68 1.52: CF DGBC 7600100008 1 14i
35.5 37 308+15 64 22 121 3 .25L .28L .40L 2.54 D d C 9500210008
41.2 16 308+17 29 10 124 3 .25L .25L .85 3.05 DC JAB 0500100230 C 2 14
52.9 33 309+20 32 12 120 3 .47 .25L .40L 1.12L B DC 0400000000 1 13
55,1 14 306+17 241 16 ,117 3 .25L .25L 1.19 3,16 CD LBA 0500100230 C 2 14
30.4 24 308+13 59 8 120, 3 .43L .25L .66 1.62: BC BB= 1600001000
57.4 18 308+14 28 25 127 3 .25L .25L .40L 2,95 E C 7600000028
19,6 0 309+19 28 8 122 3 .32L .47 3.96 6.06 CCC J BAA 9600001008 3 °14
22.6 55 308+12 45 17 118 2 .27 .25L .56L 1.60L D ]MN 1601000000
25.2 29 309+16 30 6 123 3 .70 .37 .40L 1.00L CD BB 1 0600001000
34.9 34 309+17 34 10 120 3 .73 .30L .40L 1.0OL B AC F 0500100000 13
45.7 36 308+13 50 30 122 2 .26L .56L .40L 1.65 C F E ;5600000000
46.6 3 309+17 37 11 120 3 .54 25L ,40L 1.26L C D 0500100000 13
50.7 44 308+13 34 8 120 3 .90 .28L .40L 1.34L C BCMM 0600000000 2, 13
53.4 51 309+15 52 8 120 3 .79 .33L .40L 5.63L C B, FG 5401100238: C 13
2.0 44 309+20 44 12 119 2' ,72 .25L ,40L 1.75L C B N 0400000000
10.8 27 306+14 63 6 123 3 .28 .25L .40L 1.57L C ELJ G 3700000000
17.9 38 309+20 33 9 118 3 .94 .35 .40L 1.00L BC AB 3 1800000000 "41
27.7 53 309+18 57 19 122 3 .25L .25L .32: 2.26 DF CB 9501000008
30.3 48 309+17 30 8 120 3 .75 .31 .40L 2.18L BF AC C 0 0400000000
38.9'31 309+19 69 8 121 2 .31 .29L .40L 1.28L C BH 3800000000 3 °13
53,2 50 309+15 52 10 119 3 .32 ,25L .40L 1.19L C BH 6600000000
53.E 12 309+17 63 8 120 2 .27 .26L .42L 1.89L F C 2400000000
6.3 4 309+13 51 15 125 2 .95L .25L .45L 1.71 C HI CB 8600000010
18.2 309+13 41 8 119 3 .72 .20: .40L 1.44L BD AGI 1 7600000000
26.,_ 3 309+15 83 10 125 2 .24 .52L .40L 1.15L C ELF 1501000000 1 "41
30.4 30 310+19 17 5 10 3 11.14 14.99 171.49 337,62 BCCC BAAA 7 02F2033300 80 7 8 °14
34.1 11 309+17 38 8 120 2 .60 .39L .40L 1.77L C BF 0500000000
3.7 32 1309+14 45 10 121 3 .25L ,25L ,74 2,70 CC HBB 2500000000 1 14
12,4 24 309+15 55 27 120 3 .25L .25L .44L 1,47 D HKMC 7500000120 8
12.5 5 309+15 66 8 36 3 ,50 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 1601021000 2 "23
30.0 49 310+21 44 9 118 3 .45 .25L .40L 1.00L C CI MK 1500000000
31.3 17 310+21 29 6 1116 3 1.63 .43 .40L 1.10L BC AB 0 1601000000
32.2 11 309+13 38 11 124 2 .54 .71L .40L 1.39L B BH 3601000000
35.7 56 309+17 63 8 36 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.56L F D L 3500000000
36.3 32 310+21 35 10 118 3 .68 .25L .40L 1.11L B BH 2600000000 1
46.3 57 309+15 50 11 120 3 .38 .25L .40L 1.07L D BM 1600031000 4
48.0 24 310+19 30 6,121 3 2.43 ,74 .40L 3.14L BC AA K 0 3300000008
50.8 14 309+14 36 14 124 2 .40 .30L .80L 1.83L C CDEB 2600100110
56.9 57 309+13 47 12 120 3 .38L .25L .64 1.62: CC HBA 7600100000
0.7 33 309+13 40 8 119 3 .68 .27L .40L 1.70L B BC K 6600100000
0.9 17 310+21 30 8 119 3 5.76 1.20 .43L 1.00L BC AAF 0 1600000000 2
9,8 18 310+17 56 12 121 2 .34 1.41L .40L 2.00L C DG 3501000000
15.5 310+21 65 8 120 3 .29L .25L .50 1.00L C EF 1500000000
181 43 310+18 38 3 120 3 1.34 .35 .40L 1.00L BD AB 0 5600000000
22.7 16 309+16 53 8 121 2 .23 .25L .40L 1.69L C D 1600000000
27.6 41 310+19 29 8 121 3 .25L .43 2.85 4.12 CCC CAA 0600000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 kcm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
I
224015 MB 5 80
224021 K5P 4' 70
i
224031 K2 3 80
224035 K2 1 85
V497 CEN 15 3
14 269- G SOSO 51
14 220- G 2 Sb 11 126
16 06178 45 148
14 269- G 81Sa 16
13 224064K2 7 77
14 269- G 85So 11
14 269- G88Sa 14
13 224072 K2 9 77
40 M2/3 4 30 115
13 224080 K0 3 57
224082 K0 1 82
220- ? 4 Ne 13
270- G 5 $8 5
224086 K2 40
270- G 6 S. 53
85
270- G 7 SO 5 l
224101 K5 5 83




224116 K5 17 85
13224--4712 20 1





14 220- G 9Sa












13247-4321 45.7 0 310+19 68 17 117 2
13249-4310 57.8 45 310+19 21 9 119 3
13249-4913 58.1 4 309+13 37 10 120 3
13249-4904 59.4 23 309+13 53 33 116 2
13250--4252 2.2 46 310+19 43 8 122 3
13250--4343 5.3 49 310+18 22 4 119 3
13251--4448 6.1 32 310+17 48 8 120 3
13251-4330 8.4 33310+19 38 8 120 3
13251-4539 10.3 20 310+16 42 8 119 3
13252-4318 13.1 60 310+19 50 10 118 2
13252-4144 14.6 6 310+20 40 7 117 3
13252-4039 15.4 25 310+21 40 15 119 3
13253-4358 20.9 16 310+18 39 27 127 2
13253-4401 23.7 18 310+18 25 6 120 3
13254--4413 28.6 16 310+18 33 8 120 3
13255--4142 30.7 58 310+20 55 9 116 2
13256--4721 36.9 52 309+15 45 10 120 3
13256-4839 41.4 31 309+13 24 5 119 3
13259--4328 56.1 34 310+19 72 9 16 2
13261-4144 7.3 16 310+20 38 15 120 3
13262-4358 16.8 34 310+18 25 5 120 3
13263-4540 18.8 5i310+16 44 8 119 3
13265-4005 30.5 25' 311+22 57 14 119 3
13266-4555 42.0 31 310+16 34 8 118 3
13267-4137 42.4 23 311+20 42 10 118 3
13273-4752 187 34 310+14 62 28 117 2
_3274-4736 24.5 29 310+14 56 25 120 3
13275-4750 31.0 46 310+14 30 8120 3
13276-4957 38.9 1 309+12 27 10 118 3
13276-441038.157310+1854161223
13285-411933.142311+215981183
t3286-4734 36.8 59 310+14 38 6 118 3
13286-4031 40.5 40311+21 48 35 121 2
13291--4501 7.6 18 310+17 61 12 116 2
13291-4630 9.3 49 310+16 37 7 117 3
13292-4033 12.2 1 311+21 84 33 116 2
13292-4808 12.8 44 310+ 14 43 20 ' 129 3
13293-4235 21.7 34 311+19 10 11813296-4808 38.6 42 310+14 3_99 v 119 3
13297-4813 44.8 43 310+14 82 23 128 2
13298-4822 51.3 3 310+14 37 21 125 3
13299-4855 58.2 22 310+13 62 21 116 2
13300-4812 5.3 19 310+14 31 9 118 3
13301-4444 6.9 57 311+17 34 11 119 3
13301-4948 11.4 14 310+12 42 37 153 2
13303-4911 21.1 23 310+13 56 18 125 2
13304-4823 26.5 49 310+14 51 11 117 2
13304-4716 28.8 49 310+15 23 6 118 3
13305-4842 32.2 59 310+13 49 12 125 2
13305-4255 33.6 40 311+19 I08i 33 121 2
13307-4558 46.0 33 311+16 55 I 8 119 3
13307-4759 46.6 26 310+14 37 ] 7 118 3
13308-4746 48.2 56 310+14 44 8 118 2
13308-4102 52.1 44 311+21 45 11 121 3
13309-4828 54.2 33 310+14 41 22 118 3
13309-4948 54.542 310+12 55 26 116 2
13312-4949 12.6 24 310+12 66 39 129 2
13312-4237 13.4 12 311+19 55 14 120 3
13315-4555 34.2 21 311+16 28 26 26 2
13316--4302 40.9 4 311+19 53 15 120 3
13316-4053 41.1;55 312+21 31 14 126 2
13316--4201 41.145 311+20 29 6 117 3
13317 4517 480 34 311+17 28 12 121 3
13319-4720 57.C 52 310+15 53 8 118 3
13321-4056 7.3 59 312+21 41 10 119 3
13321-4306 10.5 11 311+19 47 20 12213322-4335189 311+18 23 119o
13323-4842 '19,3 47 310+13 66 23 122 2
13323-4410 22.5 36 311+18 77 27 116 2
13324--4544 27.4 11 311+16 48 9 119 3
13326-4039 37.C 35 312+21 33 14 126 2
13326-4309 41.3 12 311+19 65 36 121 2
13326--4856 41.8 16 310+13 28 5 119 4
13328--4939 50.6 40 310+12 45 12 120 3
13334-4816 28.0 40 311+14 58 19 125 2
13335--4601 33.0 7 311+16 23 6 117 3
13335--4702 35.9 58 311+15 80 20 123 2
13336--4527 37.9 19 311+16 48 8 118 3
13336--4608 41.5 3 311+16 40 8 118 3
13339--4944 58.8 31 310+12 38 8 117 3
13340--4159 0.9 19 312+20 51 13 115 2
13341-4353 6.2 20 312+18 33 8 117 3
13341-4314 7.9 3 312+19 38 34 137 2
13341--4419 9.8 34 311+18 58 23 ;115 2
13341--4231 10.5 39 312+19 31 7 117 3
13341--4458 11.3 45 311+17 38 9 117 3
13342--4929 13.7 45 310+12 31 6 18 3
13342--4922 17.4 45 311+13 67 8 121 2
13343--4938 22.2 11 310+12 26 9 17 3
13343--4048 22.8 28 312+21 34 8 119 3
13345--4510 32.4 41 311+17 52 8 120 2
13345--4819 34.0 26 311+14 22 7 119 3
13345-4938 34.9 11 311+12 60 8 34 3
13349-4316 56.5 35 312+19 36 23 115 2_
13350-4635 0.3 9 311+15 70 8 128 3i
Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _tm 25 _m 60 p.m






































































































100 p.m Flux C, .r A Confusion R S









1.43L F B F
1.27L C B H
1.00L BD AC
1.05: CE I B
1.70 C
1.57L BC AAH
3.37 i CB EBB
1.45L C B C
1.38L B A D
11,63 CCCC FCA
1.28L D E L





















2.45 B H ;
1.34L C J GH
1.00L BC AA,i
2.65 E F
3.20 OS F _
2.15L C E























1.98 C F I.




1.00L C E H
1,98 E
1.20L CD AD(




1.48L C B H
119LID CJ3.98 CD B/
















































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SoL'ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
276
Right Ascension: 13h35mo4'-13h45m30"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 tzm 25 _m 60 tim 100 Fm Flux8a
hm. = , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
13350-4230 4.4 37 312+19 27 7 118 3 3.28 .83 .40L 1.00L BC
13352-4948 17,4 2 311+12 41 10 117' 3 ,61 .25L .40L 4.61L F
13353-4912 18.7 31 311+13 23 3 119 3 3.56 1.79 .40L 1.34L BC
13355-4732 30.3 22 311+14 42 9 119 3 .65 .29 .40L 1.00L CD
13355-4626 31.4 52 311+15 68 8 123 2 .39L _25L .40L' 1.33 C
13355-4739 33.126 311+14 34 12 176 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.371 O
13356--4536 40.0 6 311+16 23 4 118 3 .25L' .25L 1.99 5.00 CC
13356-4914 40.9 15 311+13 26 3 117 3 1.44 .33L .40L 1.31L B
13357-4643 42.6 9 311+15 39 8 119 4 .47 .26L .40L 1.23L B
13357-4312 42.9 20 312+19 57 13 115! 2 .26 .25L ,40L 1.49L F
13359-4606 54.4 26 311+t6 39 4 117 3 1.25 .30: .40L 1.47L CD
13360-4407 3.9 55 312+18 50 27 122 2 .42L .55L .40L 1.30 E
13360-4832 4.0 54 311+13 69 8 118 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.52L C
13361-4910 8,3 43 311+13 41 8 117 3 .75 .30 .40L 1.31L,BD
13361-4844 9.1 41 311+13 41 9 116 3 .58 ,25L .40L 1.20LIB
13362-4100 14,3 22 313+21 52 8 116 3 ,46 ,29L ,40L 1,21L B
13364-4717 27.0 57 311+15 45 11 119 3 ,84 ,29L .40L 1.41L B
13365-4150 33,2 29 312+20 50 12 125 2 ,32 .25L .40L 1,45L C
13365-4309 34,0 4 312+19 86 33 115 2 ,25L ,51L ,40L 1,53 D
13366--4959 38.6 41 311+12 38 8 116 2 .36 .32L .40L 11.00L F
13366-4033 40.1 60 313+21 48 13 117 3 .46 .31L .40L 1.07L E
13367-4810 44.7 49 311+14 59 8 119 3 .37 .36L .40L 1.69L C
13368-4941 53.7 54 311+12 19 6 116 3 222.09 114,70 16.69 7.28 BBCC
13369-4922 58,2 11 311+12 31 3 117 3 1.44 .37 .40L 1.36L BC
13369-4201 59,2 57 312+20 36 27 121 3 .25L ,25L .46L 1.50 C
13370-4706 0.3 59 311+15 51 14 120 3 .25L .25L .96 1.44L C
13371-4013 7.0 10 313+21 61 39 120 2 ,25L .29L .40L 1.53 D
13371-4602 10.3 54 312+16 103 33 122 2 .92L .56L .52L 1.88 D
13373-4824 20.4 23 311+13 29 8 115 2 .39 .25L .40L 1.67L C
13373-4726 22,8 57 311+14 34 10 119 3 1.03 ,40 .40L 1,11L BD
13374-4852 29.6 53 311+13 20 3 117 3 4,31 2,29 ,40L 1.19L CB
13375-4805 30.9 18 311+14 34 6 172 3 ,25L ,25L 1,80 5.72 CC
13378-4423 52.0 37;312+17 45 8 117 3 .67 .25L ,40L 1.11L C
13380-4519 3.8 60312+16 40 11 117 3 .62 .25L ,40L 1,2OL B
13380-4207 5.7 13 313+20 47 10 119 3 1.03 .36L .40L 1,25L B
13381--4803 6.9 60 311+14 30 6 119 4 2.51 .63 .40L 1.55L BC
13381-4546 10.6 32 312+16 30 9 118 3 .81 .25L .40L 1.20L B
13382-4631 12.6 31 312+15 55 18 124 2 .25L .25L .58: 1,72: DF
13382-4617 15,2 4 312+15 45 13 ;117 3 .25L .25L .71 1.96 CB
13384-4419 28.0 4 312+17 59 17 121 2 .46L .25L .47 1.30L C
13384-4117 29,1 18 313+20 59 12 118 3 .36 .25L .40L 1,00L C
13385-4542 33.2 13 312+16 58 11 119 3 .33 .25L .40L 1.42L D
13385-4514 34.9 29 312+16 41 8 117 3 1.08 .30 .40L 1.21L BD
13390-4909 2.8 34 311+13 41 10 116 3 .92 .25: ,40L 1.34L BC
13390-4946 5.7 14 311+12 44 12 121 2 .36 ,25L .40L 2.14L E
13395-4705 31.2 34:312+15 51 20 118 2 .63L .61L .51 2.11L D
13395--4952 35.5 20 311+12 26 25 60 2 ,89L .29L .40L 2.02 D
13398-4644 51,0 18 312+15 30 8 11813 1,38 ,36 .40L 1,23L BD
13399-4755 56,0 2 312+14 35 8 117 i 3 ,25L .25L 1.22 4,36 CC
13399-4108 56,4 59 313+20 36 8 117 3 1,79 ,40 ,40L 1.02L BC
13399-4431 58,5 50 312+17 58 9 116 3 .60 .36 .40L 1.00L CC
13407-4330 44,1'25 313+18 90 35 119 2 ,26L ,55L .40L 1,31 F
13408 4625 51.3 3 312+15 35 11 117 3 .56 ,25L .40L 1.15L B
13410-4944 4.3 11 312+12 36 21 120 4 .25L .25L .35: 2.88 DD
13411-4917 10.2 38 312+12 31 8 120 4 .68 .41 .40L 1.53L BC
13415-4655 30.5 4 312+15 45 12 180 3 .25L .31L .88 1.56L C
13415-4239 32.1 24 313+19 63 11 116 2 ,35 1.35L .40L 1.39L C
13415-4658 33,1] 3 312+15 39 8 117 3 .55 ,25L ,40L 1.73L B
13415-4409 35.5 54 313+17 97 10 114 2 ,27 ,25L ,40L 1.20L D
13417-4831 45.4 58 312+13 48 8 116 3 ,55 .33L ,40L 1,52L D
13417-4345 145.5 1 313+18 68 27 114 2 ,25L .25L ,40L 1,84 C
13417-4753 46.C 49 312+14 34 19 116 3 .25L .25L .52 4.60 EC
13418-4943 51.C 59 312+12 39 10 120 4 .25L _25L .59 2.17 BC
13418-4302 51.8 6 313+19 64 8 116 3 .35 .33L ,40L 1.19L C
13419-4135 57.1 50 313+20 45 11 118 3 .25L .27L .92 2.18 CC
13422 4824 12.3 15 312+13 56 34 118 3 _25L .25L .40L 2.20 C
13423-4245 20.4 25 313+19; 32 9 115 3 .60 .28: .40L 1,00L BF
13423-4832 22.9 43 312+13 43 10 118 4 .30 .25L .40L 1.68L C
13423-4409 23.6 9 313+17i 55 8 116 3 .33 .25L .40L 1.57L C
13424 4713 24.3 42 312+14 I 75 11 114 2 .26 .57L .77L 2.36L C
13424-4103 25.4 19 314+20 35 10 119 3 .52 .25L .40L 1.00L C
13424 4308 26,7 46 313+16 66 12 114 2 .30 .41L .40L 1,5OL C
13427-4718 43.7 8 312+14 95 29 116 2 .30L .28L .40L 1,38 C
13427-4909 46.5 52 312+13 34 9 120 3 .55 .25L .40L 1.26L B
13432-4654 12.3 23 313+15 18 5 174 3 3.61 1.01 .40L 1.06LiBC
13433-4014 22.6 36 314+21 87 21 122 2 .40L 25L .45 1.36L D
13434-4923 27.1 2 312+12 25 8 121 4 .92 .41 .40L 1.41L;BC
13436-4621 41.8 11 313+15 28 10 116 3 1.10 .65 .40L 1.32L!BD
13438 4954 49.3 36 312+12 43 8 115 3 .51L ,25L .48 1.88: CC
13439-4712 57.5 51 313+14 24 3 116 3 1.10 .30 .40L 1.09LiBE
13440-4932 2.7 48 312+12 83 14 120 2 .28 .25L .55L 2,32L;D
13440-4621 3.1 13 313+15 62 10 116 3 .39L ,25L .77 1.35L C
13440-4850 5.7 54 312+13 45 8 121 4 .37L .25L .71 1.60L B
13444-4554 26.2 45 313+16 24 6 115 3 5.44 1.44 .40L 1.17L BB
13445-4755 35.5 8 313+14 32 9 118 3 .59 .25L .40L 1.08L B
13446-4321 39.0 15 314+18 53 8 116 3 .45 .25L .40L 1.00L B
13448-4755 53.7 24 313+14 37 8 118 4 .80 .45L .40L 1.23L B
13449-4802 58,0 1 313+14 32 4 t18 4 1.19 ,35 .40L 1,30L BC
13449 4426 58.7i39 313+17 23 7 117 3 5.24 2.79 .49 1.00L BBC
13450-4401 2.1i39 314+17 33 8 115 3 4,24 2.26 .40L 1.00L BB
13450-4954 4.8110 312+ 12 69 19 128 2 .41L .27L .46 2.53L C
13451 4601 11.2 41 313+15 95 25 117 3 .41L .28L .40L 1.64 E
13452-4155 14.1 24 314+19 34 7 114 3 .33L .82 1.96 1.62 CCC
13452-4231 14,8 48 314+19 69 33 122 2 .25L .28L .40L 1.26 C
13452-4542 16.0 50 313+16 76 14 114 2 .30 .38L .40L 1.471 F
13452-4943 16.5 58 312+12 34 8 124 3 .25L .25L 1.38 2.11 CC
13453-4314 20.1 7 314+18 46 9 115 3 1.09 .29: .40L 1.34L BD
13453 4746 21.7 22 313+14 31 8 119 4 .42 .25L .40L 1.67L B
13454 4718 27.9 39 313+14 62 8 116 4 .33L 25L .74 2.12: DD
13455-4229 30.9 51 314+19 35 8 116 3 .62 .52 .40L 1.00L EC
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
A A M [ 0 2600000000 1 13 224292 K5 3 7(





FAA 3502000020 8 2 14 270-G23Sc 0
AB 3610201000 1 13 224304 K2 31 73
CH M 1701000000 1 13 224302 K2 6 80
F 660OOOOOOO
AD N O 3600000000
J MC 3500000200
C 3600010000 1 13 224309 K5 11 90
AC 0 3600100000 1 EY CEN 56 3
B 2700000000 2 13 224311 KO 2 80
BE 4400000000 1 13 224313 K5 13 85
AF J 0601000100
D 14OOOOOOOO
MC 5600000030 8 1 32 X1336-431 117 8
El 9400001008 1 FF CEN 32 3
BGH 3500000000 1 16 06358 30 100(
EC J 2701000000 1 13 224315 K0 2 80
AAAA 0 i 6400000210 22 4 4 13 224317MB 7 55
AC 1 3600000000
K E D 1500000210 4
EAF 0600000000
I E 4500000330 8 1 32 X1337-402 69 8
FG 2400000130
DE 2602100000 1 "41 13372-4824 43 1
BB 0 1700000000
AAH 0 2700000000
JHBA 2501000300 4 3 "14 220-G30Sc 13 146
C F G 3600000000
BKMJ 2600010000 1 13 224330 K5 13 ' 86
A D F 2500000000
AB 0 2700000200 4 3 "13 224331 MA 3 80
BF H 2501100000 1 13 224333 K0 4 66





A C 0 2600000000 1 13 224338 K2 9 68
AC 0 2600000000 1 13 224350K5 6 85
CJ 9600000130 1 1 FM CEN 55 3
MBB 2601000100
NM D 9600000150 8 1 32 X1339-498 84 8
ACGD 0 1600001000 1 13 224357K2 6 80
GBA 1500000000 3 "14 220- G 33 SO 3 122
AB J 1 2600000000 2 13 224359 K0 2 60
BB 3 36OOOO100O
J D 4600000000
BF 2501010000 1 13 224369 K5 11 85
D C 56O0OOO3OO 4
BC 2 4600010000
BBC 2602100100 1 14 270- G 28 ,. 6
CF I 1600000000




MHC 2500000420 C 1 32 X1341-478 72 12
E DB 4600000300 4 1 14 220- G 36 S 9
B B 0600000000
CAA 0400000100 I 14 325-G? 11 Dw 59 141
D 4500000000
BC 5 2601000000
CN 3600000000 1 13 224394 F8 26 68
CI 3600010000 1 13 224400 K2 11 85
IE E 4600000000 1 16 06423 56 148




AA I 0 2601001100 1 13 224410MA 2 80
G 2601000000
A B 3 070OOOO000
AA I 1 1500102100
LEBC 3601010000
AD B 0 3600010000
G DD 46000O0000
BB 15011O210O
L B F 4600000000
AAKJ 1 4601001100 1 13 224422 MB 2 85
CD 1700111000
BD 0500000000 1 13 224432 K0 5 80










AC M 0 0500000000 1 13 224444 K2 21 76
BH J 1601000000 1 13 224445 K0 2 75
H B C 4600000200 4
ABMJ 0 5600101120 8





Position (1950) Rux Density Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
ct 6 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 pin 25 /_m 60 _m 100 _.m Flux C orr A Confusion R S A Sep
h m ° , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
13455-4643 32.8 27 313+15 39 8 116 4 ,49 .27L
13455-4518 35.5 15 313+16 41 9 115 3 1.17 .33
13456-4415 41.1 51 314+17 26 8 116 3 1655 7.61
13459--4232 54.3 30 314+19 68 28 118 3 .37L .28L
13459-4852 54.4 0 313+13 34 24 126 3 .81L .25L
13469-4632 55.8 58 313+15 55 8 34 4 .51 .17:
13459-4302 57.5 35 314+18 45 20 118 3 .25L .25L
13459-4517 58.9 59 313+16 50 8 116 3 .56 .25L
13461-4148 6.3 11 314+20 40 33 131 2 1.01L .66L
13463-4434 21.4 31 314+17 27 6 115 3 3.62 1.69
13463-4016 22.8 3 315+21 26 7 116 3' 2.73 .64
13464-4611 25.8 14 313+15 17 3 116 4 15.24 6.47
13465-4126 30.3 26 314+20 61 8 114 3 .89 .25L
13465-4213 35.9 33 314+19 31 8 116 3 1.81 .78
13466-4830 36.8 15 313+13 52 8 116 4 .26L .25L
13469-4808 56.7 17 313+13 36 8 120 4 .50 .25L
13470-4849 3.8 39 313+13 19 9 118 4 .63 .35
13470-4646 5.8 16 313+15 35 10 115 31 52 .25L
13471-4156 6.8 27 314+19 43 8 115 31 .82 .25L
13471-4839 11.9 48 313+13 39 8116 4, .37L .25L
13472-4628 13.5 6313+15 30 21 126 3' .25L .25L
13472 4807 13.8 46 313+13 35 12 117 4 I .25L .25L
13473-4801 19.0 44 313+13 22 5120 41 .25L .95
13474-4700 28.07313+14 4311215 3! .25L .25L
13475-4531 30.3 10 314+16 29 5 115 3 25.34 12.54
13475-4841 31.0 34 313+13 23 13 117 3 .27L .25L
13477-4848 47.7 30 313+13 22 7 121 3 .67 1.67
13478-4141 51.8 16 315+20 77 31 121 2 .25L .27L
13479-4214 58.3 8 314+19 74 8 115 31 .41 .25L
13480-4105 0.849315+2046 8 114 3' .79 .31:
13481-4220 8.045315+19 29 811631 .86 .49
13483-4750 22.6 1 313+14 57 8 '1163 .41L .25L
13463-4746 23.3 29 313+14 35 8 118 4' .25L .25L
13484-4802 252 40 313+13 39 12 119 2 .42 .25L
13485-4814 362 10 313+13 46 8 116 3j .33 .32
13485441235.450314+1734 71153, .25L .37
13486-4225 39.8 6 315+19 55 !7 119 2 i .62L .25L13467-465443.413313+14 22 3 11741 2.63 1.93
13488-4335 49.1 37 314+18 64 27 119 3! .25L .25L
13488-4556 53.2 8 314+15 54 8 32 5j .45 .25L
13488-4737 633.9 3 313+14 36 8 118 3 ,50 .25L
13489-4702 57.5 49 313+14 60 32 118 2 .25L .25L
13489-4755 58.8 31 313+13 23 3 120 4 .25L .23:
13490-4322 3.3 4 314+18 23 6 116 3 1.30 .39
13491-4112 6,7 44 315+20 26 7 114 3 1.83 .47
13492-4521 14,1 27 314+16 51 8 118 2 .25L .63L
13494-4356 28.0 34 314+17 56 12 115 2 .52 .27L
13497-4214 46.6 15 315+19 50 8 115 3 .88 .27L
13498-4146 52.8 16 315+19 87 19 117 2 .23 .25L
13500-4529 1.1 25 314+16 49 30 118 2 .42L .25L
13500-4234 2.2 27 3t5+19 60 16 120 2 .38 .30L
13502-4415 12.8 22 314+17 53 12 114 3 .47 .27L
13503-4942 18.8 10 313+12 67 12 124 2 .46 .79L
13503-4852 23.118 313+13 31 8 121 3 .94 .44
13504-4532 27.227 314+16 72 31 120 2 .25L .29L
13506-4435 37.2_14 314+17 19 7 114 3 3.09 .77
13508-4330 53.5 53 315+18 52 18 118 2 .45L .25L
13509-4652 56.3 34 314+14 33 30 23 2 .56L .30L
13515-4815 30.5 51 314+13, 43 10 120 3 .89 .25L
13515-4328 34.4 16 315+18 96 32 113 2 ,82L ,64L
13517 4741 432 22 314+14 43 12 123 3 .48 ,22:
13520-4833 0.3 29 314+13 45 8 120 3 .56 .25L
13521-4036 10,E 36 316+20 55 18 116 3 .27L .25L
13523-4609 23.4 6 314+15 52 8 116 3 .38 .25L
13524-4702 24.7 37 314+14 24 6 122 3 1.77 .45
13524-4840 26.8 55 314+13 55 8 118 3 .25L .25L
13525-4222 :]1.2,43 315+19 48 8 114 3 .50 .25L
13525-4424 35.2 10 315+17 46 11 116 3 .29 .25L
13526-4145 41.4 0 316+19 28 6 114' 3 4.80 1.28
13529-4838 56.8 48 314+13 60 8 31 3 .59 .25L
13531-4954 6.1 18313+11 49 14 126 2 .34 .36L
13532-4620 12.8 56;314+15 31 4 120 3 2.20 .56
13535 4345 33.6 551315+17 35 10 114 3 .27L .43L
13535-4749 34.9 19 314+13 55 8 120 3 .43 .25L
13535 4638 35,6 4 314+15 52 8:117 3 .25L .25L
13536-4943 37,4 18 314+12 49 12 '120 2 .37 .29L
13537-4557 47,1 44 315+15 80 24 113 2 ,70L ,45L
13538-4745 49.5 28 314+13 53 26 132 2 .25L .38L
13538-4705 51.6 24 314+14 26 10 123 3 .86 ,26L
13539-4153 54.3 311 316+19 31 9 114 3 .48 .62
13539-4355 55.7 2 315+17 26 8 115 4 1.04 .25:
13541-4540 1.9 8 315+15 43 9 116 2 .28 .25L
13542-4947 17.7 42 314+11 87 26 118 2 .25L .58L
13543--4739 20.7 45 314+14 42 8 120 3 .91 .28L
13543-4028 21.8 35 316+20 67 8 113 2 .34 .32L
13544-4257 28.3 27 316+18 38 6 113 3 .97 ,30:
13545--4645 31.8 54 315+14 49 7 120 3 ,25L .71
13546-4846 38.0 33 314+12 43 9 121 3 .72 .25L
13547-4723 44,9 19 314+14 31 8 120 3 ,25L ,31L
13547-4315 47,0 46 316+18 60 30 123 2 .57L ,32L
13547-4926 47,5 37 314+12 50 16 120 3 .34 .25L
13551-4227 6,0 28 316+18 78 17 116 3 ,29L .25L
13551-4656 9.3 28 315+14 55 8 118 3 .36 .25L
13552-4151 15.339 316+19 85 7 112 2 .50 .38L
13552-4009 17.359 316+21 78 21 120 3 .25L .25L
13553-4907 19.6 31 314+12 55 17 125 2 .37L .40L
13553-4616 23.8 53 314+13 29 9 121 3 .25L .25L
13554-4443 29.5 59 315+16_ 21 7 117 5 .25L .16:
13555-4343 33.g 14 316+17 33 6 117 4 .25L .32L
13555-4433 34.1 34 315+16 40 9 115 4 .60 .30L
.40L 1.21L C
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221 -IG 8 Do
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221 - G 9 Sb
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Right Ascension: 13h55_42"-14hO5mO0 '
Position (1950)
(_) H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C
8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m8
h-re. * , C) I b C) C) (')N
13557-4733 42.047 314+14 30 3 120 3 2.63
13558--4906 50.2 9314+12 20 3 122 3 2.36
13559-4753 56,7i 5314+13 58 17 121 3 ,25L
13560-4828 1345 314+13 29 7 120 3 1.76
13562-4805 13.7:49 314+13 50 16 122 3 .54L
13563-4523 23.7 38 315+16 30 8 117 4 .97
13564-4304 26,3 12 316+18 61 13 113 2 .34
13565-4609 32,1 34 315+15 46 10 119 3 .33
13565-4959 32,5 10 314+11 53 11 120 3 .49
13565-4114 34.7 16 316+20 47 8 112 2 .39
13570-4801 1,3 52 315+13 26 8 120 3 ,25L
13571-4358 '10,0 57 316+17 46 8 26 2 ,28
13571-4952 10,6i22 314+11 46 12 122 2 ,34
13571-4544 10.7 22 315+15 50 12 119 3 ,38
13572-4245 13,(_ 24 316+18 29 9 114 3 .63
13572--4145 14.E 24 316+19 59 10 116 2 .45
13572-4007 16.0 39 317+21 102 33 120 2 .73L
13573-4020 19.5 3 317+20 44 27 112 2 1.11L
13573-4429 23.3 49 316+16 25 4 115 4 3.73
13575-4902 34.3 2 314+12 41 8 122 3 .48
13576-4510 38.7 33 315+16 46 3 118 3 .25L
13576-4138 39.2 6 317+19 31 4 113 3 3.18
13576-4857 40.5 16 314+12 80 27 119 2 .25L
13577-4327 ¢3.5 27 316+17 41 18 116 3 .25L
13577-4802 ¢4.3 11 315+13 42 11 120 3 .77
13577-4000 46.2 9 317+21 85 35 120 2 .25L
13578-4912 49.7 21 314+12 62 13 120 2 .48
13581-4309 6.9 58 316+18 50 8 113 2 .25
13584-4708 26.9 2 315+14 30 6 121 3 2.02
13586-4521 361 48 316+16 22 5 118 3 3.01
13586-4617 37.0 44 315+15 24 6 119 3 39.41
13586-4418 37.3 35 316+17 15 4 116 4 2.82
13588-4314 49,8 19 316+18 67 40 119 2 .25L
13590-4704 0.7 55 315+14 32 7 120 3 1.22
13591-4502 10.9 53 316+16 44 8 119 3 .50
13592-4540 12.7 54 316+15 35 8 119 3 .73
13592-4234 16.0 43 317+18 56 11 115 3 ,28
13592-4247 17.8 30 316+18 23 9 116 4 1.09
13593-4556 23.2 39 316+15 28 6 120 3 1.27
13594-4855 29,0 0 315+12 30 27 116 2 .31L
13595-4833 34.0 30 315+12 44 8 120 3 .49
13597-4144 44.0 51 317+19 29 4 113 4 1.26
13597-4038 44.2 45 317+20 46 13 114 3 .25L
13597-4006 47.6 49 317+21 46 15 115 3 .25L
13599-4403 56,5 32 316+17 56 12 118 3 .38L
14000-4332 3.8 10 316+17 61 8 41 2 .25L
14002-4108 14.4 22 317+20 38 7 113 3 .25L
14002-4730 14.6 16 315+13 26 7 119 3 4.71
14003-4804 20.1 20 315+13 33 9 121 3 .61
14006-4326 37.4 34 317+17 60 8 116 3 32
14006-4042 38,9 10 317+20 36 9 113 3 .66
14007-4104 45.8 10 317+20 35 9 113 3 .73
14010-4559 0.1 24 316+15 28 8 120 3 .94
14013-4839 19.4 53 315+12 43 10 121 3 ,58
14014-4544 27A 46 316+15 57 16 122 2 ,26L
14018-4545 51,0 20 316+15 48 18 121 3 ,25L
14018-4507 53,0 53 316+16 32 9 18 3 ,72
14019-4641 56,3 59 316+14 87 27 17 2 ,25L
14020--4938 0.9 59 315+11 36 12 17 2 .34
14022-4917 13,8 1 315+12 20 4 169 3 1.19
14022-4501 15,3 53 316+16 25 7 18 3 .25L
14022-4236 17,4 25 317+18 58 8 119 3 .30
14022-4134 17,9 50 317+19 29 8 115 4 .25L
14024-4213 28,6 29 317+18 27 9 116 4 ,89
14024-4430 29,0 19 317+16 32 7 117 3 1.53
14024-4919 30.0 30 315+12 30 13 122 2 ,25L
14025-4850 31.2 17 315+12 61 41 122 2 .33L
14025-4452 32.2 17 316+16 58 34 114 2 .26L
14025-4559 35.9 56 316+15 35 10 119 3 1.02
14026-4604 36.4 8 316+15 21 10 120 3 .97
14027-4741 45.9 41 316+13 27 8 123 3 ,25L
14028-4758 49.6 28 316+13 44 8 120 3 ,62
14029-4056 58.5 26 318+20 41 8 115 4 ,36
14029 4922 59.5 14 315+11 28 3 169 3 2,08
14030-4910 4.5 11 315+12 77 9 116 2 ,26
14030-4251 5.6 16 317+18 38 5 118 3 1,29
14030-4629 6.0 7 316+14 21 5 3 40.80
14032-4036 16.1 35 318+20 68 18 112 3 .27L
14034-4508 27.8 19 317+16 42 10 120 3 .58
14034--4852 28.1 43 315+12 22 6 117 3 11,56
14034--4319 29,6 24 317+17 37 3 117 3 2.10
14035--4147 32.343 318+19 33 8 13 4 .61
14036-4130 37.117 318+19 32 10 115 4 .52
14037-4611 43.5 2 316+14 51 12 120 3 ,45
14038-4856 48.3 53 315+12 69 26 125 2 ,26L
14040-4355 1.(3 45 317+17, 58 12 115 2 .27
14040--4521 5.C 31 317+15' 31 18 123 3 .25L
14042-4934 13.C 24 315+11 17 4 117 3 1.92
14043-4809 18.3 11 316+13 65 14 120 3 .32L
14043-4854 21.3 6 316+12 29 5 118 3 2.51
14044 4435 126._ 5 317+16 51 12 120 3 .36
i
14044-4024 !29.4 46 318+20 37 9 115 4 .65
14045-4450 '30._ 13 317+16 84 27 122 2 .25L
14046-4109 39.5 13 318+19 49 28 122 3 ,25L
14047-4827 J.3.5 32 316+12 41 28 124 2 1.09L
14047-4940 44.6 10 315+11 33 11 122 3 ,49
14049-4920 55,1 29 315+11 37 8 120 3 .64
14049--4105 55.2 46 318+19 32 9 115 4 1,05
14049-4816 59,2 45 316+12 54 17 118 3 .25L
14050-4542 0,5 36 317+15 39 10 120 3 .72
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.14L BC AA 1 9601000000
1.81L CC AA 9 3700100100
2.61 DC HGCB 7500000100
5.53L BC AA 0 9400000008
2,68 D HE C 4500000108
1.26L B AC 3700100000
1,35L C D 2500000000
8.91L C E HF 8400100208
2.03L B B GF 2600010200
1.35L C DM 1601000000
5.28 CC CGBA 4400000108
1,46L F F H 0502000000
2,01L C C 5600000100
1.15L EE BB 0 6600000000
1.00L BD BA i 0 0SOOOO0000
1.31L C B M 0500000000
1.73 C F M C 9582000010
1.79 E K N D C 9500000050
1.12L BB AAF 1 1500000000
2,04L D BI E 9700100000
5,75 C C E B A 2500000000
1.00L BC AA 1 0600000000
1.60 C MHD 9600100000
1.83 C J MC 1600000000
2.22L EC BB L 8 3500000100
2.00 C LI DF 9400100010
2.21L F C 3600000000
1.03L D F 1600000000
1,99L BBD AAGD 2 3500100000
1,61 BC D AB E 0 7601000310








































1.47L BBE AAI G O 0600000000
6.93L B BDI J 6600010008
1.16L C C D I 4500000000
1.00L B BB 7601010000
1.00L BC AD O 4500010000
1.09L BD AEI 0 2700000000
2.02L CD BBI O 8600000000
2.06L C NBD 3500100200
2.14 D K FC 2500100200!










2.29 O I G
1.22 D K E
1.24L BC BB
1.22L BC BB















9.93L BF BF N 2 9402000008
1.05L B B 4600000000
1.99L BC AA 3 5603100110
2.48L C E 7700000000
1.18L BD ABI 0 2601000000
2.77 BBCD AAAC 6 95A2001028 28 8
1.41 CD LCC 5600000000
1.81L B B G 25O0O00OOO
1.66L CBC AAB 1, 7700000000
t.40L BC AA J 1 1600000000
1,48L B AB F 3401000000
1,06L BF AH N 4 2600010010
1.47L C E 7600000000
1.79 C B 8700100000
1.23L D E L 0500000000
1.78 E DGB 3500000100
1.58L BD ABM 7 5601020000
6.84L C L J C 9500100308
1.78L BC AA 2 5600100000
1.24L C D 2400000000
1.08L B iBDKG 1600000000
2,35 D G D 2300000310
1,89 C L K D 2680200330
2,89 D GF D 7700100008
2,29L B CF 5501030000
2,26L D BM K 9601001000
1.17L BD AB 3 5600200100
4.64 C C E C B 9580000408
1.21L BE ADN 0 6600100000
1 13 224587 MA 7 80
4 1 13 224599 K0 3 75
1 14 221- G 22 Sc 16
1 "41 13572--4145 22 3
1 13 224612 K2 4 85
2 14 271-- G 10Sc 5 128
2 "13 224614 MA 11 75
4 2 13 224621 F5 6 43
1 13 224627 K5 3 80
2 13 224633 M0 1 95
5 "14 325-PN 46.. 33
1 °41 14006-4042 15 3
1 "41 14007-4104 23 3




1 14 271-- G 15Sc 6
1 13 224664K0 8 85
1 14 325- G 50 Sb 2
4 1 32 X1402-493 25 4
2 13 224673 B3 6 45
2 13 224676 K0 8 62
1 16 06550 24 116
1 13 224684K5 2 9(3
1 1 13 224693MA 2 85
2 14 221- G 25 Sb 39
1 13 224704K2 7 8;
4 1 32 X1404-448 21
8
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. OO, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 14h05"05"-14h14=55 .
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncert_nty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _.m6¢z
hm • , (s) ( ) l b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
14050--4109 5.3 40 !318+19 29 10 118 3 .27: .43 .91
14051-4558 6.9 51 317+15 49 10 119 3 .45 .32L .40L
14051-4626 10.5 43316+14 52 8 119 3 .28L .25L .74
14052-4621 13.3 35 316+14 37 10 119 3 .52 .23: .40L
14052-4546 13.9 18 317+15 52 8 119 3 .40 .25L .40L
14053-4743 22.9 6 316+13 32 9 118 3 .92 .46 .40L
14053-4931 23.C 1 316+11 30 6 124 3 1.73 .82 .40L
14054-4921 25.5 6 316+11 28 3 124 3 1.08 .46 .40L
14054-4617 27.5 6 317+14 92 25 121 3 .25L .27L .90L
14056-4719 36.8 13 316+13 106 39 120 2 .26L .25L .58L
14057-4808 [42.3 48 316+13 38 8 172 3 .41 .25L .40L
14058-4801 ;50.4 6 316+13 22 4 172 3 4.72 2.03 .49L
14058-4906 51.7 3 316+12 54 29 119 2 .25L .52L .40L
14059-4245 57.4 1 318+18 48 9 116 3 .55 .30L .40L
14059-4627 58.9 29 317+14 66 13 118 3 .30L .25L .69:
14060-4418 2.8 47 317+16 35 10 119 3 .68 .26 .40L
14060-4642 5.3 27 316+14 65 12 118 2 .37L .53L 1.54
14061-4000 11.9 56 319+20 67 10 112 3 .51 .32L .40L
14062-4034 12.2 50 318+20 41 10 117 3 .84 .25L .40L
14063-4509 20.9 24 317+15 27 7 118 3 3.06 1.73 .44L
i
14063-4921 22.1!11 316+11 43 10 118 3 .49 .25L .42L
14065-4321 30.418 318+17 33 9 118 3 1.15 .85 .40L
14065-4821 33.2 25 316+12 25 14 172 2 .25L .25L .59
14066-4223 39.7 20 318+18 62 24 116 2 .48L .25L .68L
14068-4628 48.2 8 317+14 52 29 115 2 .26L .61L .40L
14068-4744 48.4 23 316+13 34 8 174 3 .54 .35L .40L
14069-4905 57.3 55 316+12 33 8 120 3 .44 .35L i .40L
14070-4839 1.8 46 316+12 39 8 123 3 .30 .25L .40L
14070-4820 2.4 19 316+12 21 8 115 3 .88 .51 .40L
14070-4518 3.9 20 317+15 46 10 117 2 .54 .25L .43L
14070-4911 4.1 40 316+11 29 4 122 3j 1.21 .57 .40L
14072-4305 17.2 17 318+17 32 8 118 3i .24: .43L 4.72
14074-4526 27.6 57 317+15 60 30 125 2! .25L .27L .40L
14075--4324 35,6 37 318+17 43 9 117 3 ,34 .47 .40L
14077-4815 45.1 28 316+12 73 12 117 2 .30 .25L .40L
14078-4832 48.5 53 316+12 42 10 123 3 .81 .25L .40L
14078-4850 52.3 12 316+12 30 8 122 3 .50 .40 .40L
14079-4804 59.6 17 316+12 100 26 116 2 .25L .27L .40L
14081-4533 8.5 37 317+15 63 14 116 2 .29 .29L .54L
14082-4241 15.2 47 318+18 35 7 118 3 1.53 .89 .40L
14083-4945 18.4 36 316+11 34 8 !120 3 .72 25L .40L
14084-4012 28.0 36 319+20 59 18 119 3 .28L .25L .46L
14086-4603 37.1 56 317+14 29 9 117 2 .98 .45L .64L
14087-4707 44.0 46 317+13 39 8 177 2 .33 .25L .40L
14087-4943 44.0 35 316+11 36 9 119 3 .40 .25L .40L
14088-4909 53.3 22 316+11 36 7 118 3 .46: .64 5.70
14088--4253 53.5 46 318+17 24 7 117 3 1.46 .58 .40L
14088-4524 53.8 28 317+15 42 10 118 3 .92 .39L .40L
14090-4500 2.4 19 318+15 38 9 117 3 .89 .41: .40L
14090-4641 2.7 0 317+14 22 20 125 3 .25L .25L .40L
14090-4953 4.5 9 316+11 80 8 35 3 .32L .25L .40L
14090-4409 5.1 5 318+16 40 10 119 3 .45 .25L .40L
14091-4557 8.6 14 317+14 27 6 117 2 5.36 1.94 .46L
14093-4805 19.8 5 317+12 44 11 118 3 .61 .30L .40L
14094-4633 24.7 30 317+14 49 23 123 2 .25L .32L .32
14097-4124 47.4 30 319+19 25 3 116 4 3.35 .84 .40L
14098-4519 49.9 7 318+15 39 9 118 3 .53 .29L .40L
14098-4249 50.8 44 318+17 36 10 117 3 .66 .34: .40L
14099-4442 57.9 13 318+16 39 8 117 3 .55 .31L .40L
14101-4608 9.4 28 317+14 48 11 116 2 .60 .25L .42L
14101-4708 9.6 24 317+13 81 12!120 2 .25 .27L .40L
14102-4157 13.5 34 319+18 42 25 J120 3 .25L .25L .40L
14103-4511 21.7 2 318+15 49 14 119 3 .25L .25L .80:
14103-4213 21.9 47 319+18 36 7 117 3 1.40 .47L ,40L
14104-4056 24.5 47 319+19 31 9 114 3 .67 .25L A0L
14105-4738 34.4 19 317+13 50 10 119 3 .59 .25L .4OL
14108-4200 48.2 20 319+18 79 27 115 2 .80L .83L .42L
14109-4820 .54.9 39 317+12 49 11 124 2 .50 .25L .40L
14112-4532 15.5 37 318+15 35 7 117 3 1.95 .45L .49L
14112-4652 16.9 8 317+13 21 17 115 2 .25L .25L .45L
14113-4214 208 11 319+18 58 14 117 3 .48L .25L .43L
14114-4534 26.5 45 318+15 49 7 116 2 3.75 1.26 .56L
14115-4525 34.8 36 318+15 52 9 116 2 .95 .29L .40L
14116-4136 36.1 15 319+18 29 8 116 3 1.80 .44 .40L
14118-4629 50.1 29 318+14 27 20 127 3 .25L .25L .33
14118-4343 52.4 45 318+16 40 11 119 3 .25L .29L 1.33
14119-4040 56.0 5 320+19 29 4 116 4 1.32 .37 .40L
14122-4523 131 15 318+15 35 8 1 3 .78 .28 .40L
14124-4446 27.7 5 318+15 51 10 118 3 .47 .25L .40L
14125-4724 33.1 46 317+13 52 16 117 3 .25L .25L .60
14125-4815 35.1 39 317+12 49 11 121 3 .25L .25L .69
14127-4421 438 44 318+16 42 8 117 3 .75 .26L .40L
14127-4924 43.8 26 317+11 71 40 119 2 .64L .50L .44L
14127-4624 43.8 38 318+14 16 5 116 3 5.62 4.18 .69
14127-4604 44.4 1 318+14 85 14 122 2 .32 .30L .40L
14127-4651 47.5 31 318+13 60 36 115 2 .32L .25L .40L
14128-4956 50.0 44 317+10 100 19 118 2 .25L .25L .48L
14133-4939 18.2 44 317+11 52 30 119 3 .25L .25L .53L
14133-4421 18.7 32 318+16 52 13 115 2 .37 .25L 52L
14135-4236 33.8 11 319+17 64 17 122 2 .25L .59L .53
14136 4700 39.5 1 318+13 49 16 116 2 .25L .25L .42:
14137-4444 47.9 46 318+15 27 .25L .33 2.54
14139-4640 55.6 44 318+13 8 116 2.47 .62 .40L
14139-4026 557 25 320+19 35 7 115 3 1.27 .67 .40L
14141-4916 10.3 26 317+11 28 20 119 3 .25L .25L .40L
14142-4343 16.6 40 319+16 21 6 117 3 3.42 1.83 .57L
14146 4827 40.7 14 317+12 38 8 120 3 .41 .25L 1.22L
14148-4737 52.7 25 318+13 27 8 116 3 .41 .25L .40L
14149 4947 55.9 35 317+10 28 8 119 3J ,80 .37 .40L
(Not Color Corrected)
25 /¢m 60 _m
Flags
V L C
100 p.m Flux ( orr A Confusion R S A
Uncs ( oef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.11 CDDC D:_BB O 5400200330 8
1.51L C BJJ 8500000000
3.10: CF J CF 6601110330
1.31L BE A_) 2 6700210220 I
1.19L C E_N 5600100000
6.38L BC A-3H 2 9601000008
1.39L BC AAKD I 5600000000
1.74L CC A_ J 2 9600101000
2.65 C H_GB 6600100100
1.65 F E 5700000100
7.85L D CIJD 9401000008
5.15L BB AAFI 1 9501000008
2.91 C I H 8500000010
1.29L B B F_ M 2500000000
4.66 EC G DC 6501000660
1.09L CO CI) 0 0600000000
3.63 CD J AB 2500000008
1.00L B B D 550OOOOOOO
1.17L B B O400000000
1.49L BC AAD 0 3400000000
1.80: C C B E MG 7600000000
1.05L BC AA 5 ; 1500000000
3.11: DD I)ED 9501200738 8
1.90 D HC 2500000000
2.65 C K D 5600000320
7.15L B BG 4601000008
1.99L C Di) D 6500110000
9.01L C EK 9403010118 8
7.08L CC BI_BH 0 9401101838 8
1,64L C A 3601010000
1.51L BC AI:I 0 6500111000
16.41 C CC CF BA 0200001200
F LD 1600000000
CC M 0 1501000000
1.70
1.08L CC
1.94L C Ct I 9700000008
6.66L C BE 9501000008
1.35L BE CE 3 5700000000
2.19 D L KC 9700000108
3.08L C D 1500000000
1.02L BC AAJ 1 1600000000
2.55L F B MD 9502130310
3.01 D F HC 1300000320
6.46L C AI)M 7500010008
1.73L C D 1601010000
1.95L B Bt 9602130310
13.31 DCCC CI;AA 0 5401012000
1.24L BC A,,L 0 0500000000
1.62L C B(; 3600000000
1.17L BD AD 0 2500000000
2.41 C 141 B[ 9600000108
2.14 F D 7600000210
1.06L C B 1700010000
6.54L CC A,_,E 0 7500000008
6.50L C ClJ I 9500000208
2.62L C I E F 9500000228
1.09L BC AI:;FK 1 0400000000
1.48L B BDKG 3600000000





























D;F. I D 8500000100
At, EK 0 4500101000
A{i 4501000000
A[: I 0 2400001000
1.61: DD , FE 9600000208
3.44 CE t AA 0680000000
1.24L BD A(: 0 0500000000
1.06L CD A[ 0 4703000110
1.77L C B{i H 0600000000
2.29 CB I!CA 3600000010
8.80L E CG 9400000008
1.38L B A{_ M 0600010000
1.93 CN[' H 7500000330
4.33L BBC A_ BH 1 9411000008
4.31L D E H
1.91 F F
2.20 C I B
2.25 CiF KE
1.83L C C M







2.03 DC CD 8700000010
2.14 E D 2602000010
5.04 DCC Hi AA 2501000000
1 00L B D A r 1 9600000000
1.00L BC Ar 0 0600001000
2.73 C I C 9500000118
5.36L CB A_ CJ 4 2500000008
9.14L B B(ID 9400100218
t.80L D B|_ F 2600000000
8.39L BD B(: 0 9401000008
Declination: - 50 °-- 40'
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
1 16 06557
1 13 224720 K0
64 126
3 8C
8 1 32 X1405--464 98 8
1 1 VSO0 CEN 44 3
4 3 14 271- G 19 Sc
1 13 224747 G5
1 13 224749 K0
5 1 13 224752 K2
C 1 32'X1408-402
1 40 K4 III 3
5








1 13 224766K5 5 67
1 1 V505 CEN 34 3
1 14 271- G 225c 31
1 13 224773 K5 6
1 13 224777 K0 2
1 13 224785 M0 38
1 1 V507 CEN 78
1 13 224789 K2 1
2 13 224791 G5 3
1 14 271-1G 25 SB 18
1 13 224794K2 1
8
3 13 224798F8 3
1 14 271- G 2650 20
1 13 224803 K2 5
C 1 32 X1412 494 67











1 14 271- G 285a 15
1 13 224815 K5 4 70
1 1 V510 CEN 13 3





a 5 o 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m o , (s) () 1 b C) C) () N
14151-4301 7,5 27 319+17 34 13 116 3
14152--4659 17.8 30 318+13 31 9 119 3
14152-4309 17.9 31 319+17 32 6 117 3
14153-4347 19.3 45 319+16 42 9 118 2
14153--4811 18.9 29 316+12 59 13 115 2
14154-4552 24.5 49 318+14 25 8 115 3
14154-4144 25.2 52 320+18 63 13 117 2
14155-4941 30.0 8 317+11 22 5 118 3
14157-4109 46.5 8 320+19 30 9 116 3
14158-4133 51.7 55 320+18 45 10 117 3
14158-4849 53.5 37 317+11 54 11 118 3
14159-4822 56.(_ 35 318+12 31 10 117 3
14160-4602 5.9 51 318+14 37 11 116 3
14161-4549 10.4 39 318+14 39 11 114 2
14162-4431 14.7 10 319+15 56 25 118 2
14162441815,412319+1650942
14162-4252 16.67320+17 57 81173
14164-4043 25.7 2 320+19 37 11 11721214164-4955 26.5 317+10 28 6 t18 3
14165 4415 30.4 50 319+16 24 4 4 2
14165-4720 33.3 48 318+13 I 35 8 118 3
14167-4919 44.6 49 317+11 22 5 118 3
14167-4955 45.6 25 317+10 82 28 t24 2
14168-4039 50.9 22 320+19 92 11 114 2
14168-4454 52.1 4 319+15 33 5 118 3
14169--4249 58.537 320+17 20 6 116 3
14170-4354 0.9152 319+16 38 6 6 3
14171-4819 11.1 39 318+12 75 25 120 2
14172-4900 13.2 13 318+11 33 8 119 3
14172-4735 15.8 6 318+12 51 26 121 3
14173-4317 18.91 7 320+16 75 28 121 2
14175-4457 31.0 32 319+15 41 8 116 3
14176-4633 36.4 22 318+13 41 9 119 3
14177-4923 42.3 25 317+11 78 12 120 2
14177-4946 42.4 27 317+10 45 20 122 2
14178--4412 49.5 38 319+16 81 11 115 2
14178-4728 50.9 17 318+13 61 29 115 2
14179-4128 57.3 21 320+18 49_ 10 117 3
14179-4604 59,5 1 319+14 27 6 117 3
14181-4956 10.0145 317+10 103 30 115 2
14183--4813 23.2 1 318+12 45 8 115 3
14184-4745 24.234 318+12 38 8 117 3
14184-4252 25.3 53 320+17 79 15 114 2
14184-4314 28.4 0 320+16 84 23 118 3
14185-4416 30.658 319+15 33 10 117 3
14188-4410 50.3 3 320+16 33 5 117 3
14188-4425 50.947_ 319+15 51 10 115 2
14188-4404 52.5113 320+16 46 10 116 2
14189-4321 59.9 13 320+t6 43 8 113 3
14190-4937 06 19 318+10 25 5 117 3
14191-4325 8.1 40 320+16 46 14 113 2
14192-4555 15.0 14 319+14 4t 8 117 3
14192-4355 15.8126 320+16 26 6 116 2
14192-4222 16.5,44 320+17 34 26 120 3
14193-4825 19.o117318+12 31 9 12o2
14193--4901 21.6117 318+11 29 17 116 2
14194-49t7 25.6;59 318+11 58 26 114 2
14194-4834 28.113t 318+11 39 10 120 3
14195-4814 34.6160 318+12 88 30 121 2
14196-4910 36.4 17 318+11 41 10 116 3
14196-4225 ,37.2 20 320+17 51 11 12 3
14197-4919 44.6 39 318+11 56 36 124 2
14198--4345 52.4 18 320+16' 71 40 113 2
14199-4844 55.1 32 318+11, 26 5 119 3
14199-4711 59.E 20 319+13 I 34 4 116 3
14199-4151 59.7 32 321+18 = 34 9 114 2
14200-4423 4.1 48 320+15 53 13 119 2
14202-4226 12.2 10 320+17' 44 8 115 3
14202-4717 12.8 49 319+13 31 6 115 314203-4925 19C 25 318+11 54 20 115 2
14205-4224 30.4 29 320+17 26 12 12 3
14205-4436 32.7 4 320+15 49 t7 114i 2
14205-4739 35.9 1 319+12 118
14206--4044 36.9,58321+19 42 12 117
14207--4008 47.9 6 321+19 29 8 114 3
14208-4645 50.6 40 319+13 76 10 121 12
14209--4052 587 151321+18 37 10 116 }3
14209 4558 59.0 60 319+14 23 5 117 3
14209-4549 59.6 19 319+t4 51 40 120 2
14211-4815 9.3 9 318+12 43 8 120 3
14211--4017 9.7 345 321+19 43 7 116 3
14212-4401 143 32o+18 49 _ 116 2314213-4350 19.9 58 320+16 36 1 118
14214 4413 24.1 28 320+15 40 3 116'3
14214-4404 27,8 59 320+15 50 3 115, 3
14215--4737 34.8 24 319+12 55 17 119 I 3
14215-4134 35.7 29'321+18 54 18 120' 2
14216--4639 36.7 28 _ 319+13 86 29 115, 2
14216--4907 383 17_318+11 39 30 23 2
14216 4616 40.0 121319+13 24 4 115 3
14217 4949 42.7 1 318+10 63 21 116 3
14217-4104 44.8 51 321+18 54 37 115 2
14217-4702 47.5 45 319+ 13 42 14 123 2
14218-4941 52.3 23 318+10 20 9 19 4
14220-4441 2.4 7 320+15 55 8 114 3
14220-4409 5.739 320+15 48 81115 3
14221 4640 87 20 319+13 29 6 116 3
14221-4845 91 10 318+11 31 5 117 3












































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L
1C0 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
C
A Sep
5 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
6.31 C D D F B 9400000348 C
1.28L 'B BE 0! 360000000013.26 CFCD FEAA 8340000008 2 14 272- G3Sc 2 119
4.93L I C B D 1500020008 1
1.90L ID E E 8500000000
1.08L BC AAI B 0 0500000000 1 40 M4/6(11t) 3 39 109
1.00L C DH M 0601010000




2.07 D D BHGB
1.51L C EL
3.57L C BF M
1.53 D KL E
1.16L C AK
1.43L F BHL
1.44L D AJ M
6.14L BF AB F
1.22L BC ABH
1.21L C 8G M
1.58L BC ABE
2.80 E B
















1 13 224832 4 95
3 13 224833 B3 11 40
1 13 224836 K0 7 80
1 1 CT LUP 30 3
1.29L BBC AAD 0 2600060000
1.09L BD AD 0 3600000000
2.37 C El MA El 4502000000
1.42 C E B 6600000000
1.93L E DJ 9601010000
2.11 C J ( O 2600000010
1.30 E N C 5700000000
1.10L El ACL 26000{30000
1.51L BE AE M 2 1500000000
2.29L D CD L 9500000000
2,49 D HI3 9500000108
1.79L D D 2500000000
1,64 C GD 2600000000
1.27L El El F 2500000000
17.33 CCCC CAAA 0 1300000000
2.85 O C 9801000108
1.44L B BJ J 6500000000
1.51L C B I 4500000000
1.77L F F L M 3600000000
1.27 C E DC 5600000000
1.73L iC BBI J 2500000000
1.64L BC AAHC 3 3600100100
1.82L C B D 2500000000 1 13 224867 G5
1.39L CD BB 0 3600100000 1 1 CYLUP
1.19L BC AB 0 7600101000
5.37: BBCE AABF 0 9400100358 16 C 3 1 T LUP
2.13L F B
162,i El,25.35 COC DAAA 0
2.63 C MD
l mooL C A
1.87 D DC
2.20 C J D
1.21LIC CH1.92 E L KC
1.75L B BCi
2.15: I CO J AB
2.41 D I E E
2.21 I1.29L IBBC O _,AC
2 13 224838 G5 26 56
2 13 224843 F0 5 50
1 13 224847 K5 7 80
1 14 272- G 5 Sb 6
7600101000
46000100OO
4300000000 3 14 272-PN 6 Pl




























2.47L C C H
1.15L D B M
1.19L BC AAI
2.01L D D
2.34 I CD FBB
1.62L I D F H M




1.93L C E1 37L B El 1501000000
1.28L! ElB B AAA 0 3600000000
1.61 C LG F 3501000000
2.79L BCC CJ J 25000100001.15L AB 3 2500000000
1.81L E BDJ 3600110000
2.51L C FJ 5500000000
125L DC AEl i 2 3700000000
1.34L B AD I 4600110000
3.05 E C E B 2400000210
1.OOL C E 1600000000
1.49 F, F 4500000000
2.03 o I ME 6500000100
1.26L BB AA 0 5500000000
3.00 C M CC 7500000300
1.46 F HD F 1500000000
1.82L F J E 4800000000
7.73L ElC BBHE 2 9400000108
1.54L B CFMM 1600000000
1.63L El ElF 2600000000
1.49L BC AA 0 4500000000
1.57L BC AAJ 0 5600000000
1.38L C DB 4600000000
9
163 8
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 224881 K0 5 65
1 1 CZ LUP 10 3
1 1 DD LUP 14 3
2 1 RS LUP 12 3
1 14 222-tG 4 Mu 26
1 13 224892 K2 14 75
1 1 V516 CEN 56 3
I I )DF LUP 2O
1 13 224903 K0 15 6_
4
1 °41 14216-4639 28
1 13 224906K5 2 65
4
281




(8)_ SMJ SMN 0 da 5 a C;)o rbdS C 12 pmh m. , , (s) C1 C) (') N
Flux Density Flags
fNot Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m IOf) _m Flu_ Cr3rr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs C_ef R Flags* S 2 # T C) Ma_
25L .40L 1.36L I B B I G 3600000000
.40L .43L 3.35 D GES 9400000108
.25L .40L 2,05 'F[ C L MC 2500000020 ; 21
.28 .40L 2.73L CD C(KD 0 7501000000 1 16 06658 5 16
.25L .40L 1,73LIB AI' I 1501223400 2 13 224917M0 8
98 1.26 1.99L CE CEFB 4 1511123400 4 13 224919B3 11 4
.71 .40L 1.47LtBC A_ 1 1501200000 ; 2 13 224920 F8 2 4
.33 .40L 1.01LIBD AC L 1 2600000000 3 13 224923K0 3 6
9.35 1.91 1.70: ,SeCF AAAB 5 2681000000 15 1 1 RWLUP 12
.25L .40L 1.60L IC CF 1500212200 7
.51 .40L 1.05LICF ACH 7 0600000000 1 13 224924MA 7 8
.33L .40L 1.16' C L C 2600000000
.56 .40L 1.09L IBC AB 0 3500001000
4.66 .64 1.19L 8B8 AAB 4 4600000000 1 "41 14234-4626 19
.25L .40L 1.95L, C B I , 9600020000
.25L .40L 3,06L IC E G 5500110000
.25L .49L 2.35L 'D EE 1400000000
27L .43L 8.62L IB BD_) 9300000008
.28L .48L 1.85 F KK_)E 1600000000
25L .43L 12.01L ,C C _IE 9400010108
.33 .40L 1.76L BC AD I 0 6600110000 1 13 224930K2 1 6
.28: .40L 1.35L CD BG K 0 3601100100
25L .40L 2.07L C C 1501000000 2 *13 224929 A3 23 5
.25L .44L 1,37L B C NE 4600100100 1 13 224932 K0 1 7
.25L .70 1.35: CC BD 2600000000 1 14 272-1G 10 Do 7,
,25L .4Ok 1.08L I C F, 2500010000
.74 .40L 1.53L'BC AAJH 0 3600001000 1 16 06670 79 13
.25L .5,0: 3.83 OC "3A 2500000110
.25L .44L 3,07 D J DOG 9500000008
.27L .40L 2.83 C l= F 6600000430 C 1 32 X1424-486 104 1
.25L .40L 1.581 C S 2500010000
.32L .68 1.15L C L E 3 C 3500000000
.25L 1.17 2.66 CB GAA 5500000000
.26L .40L 1.72L BM H 2600000000 1 "4114245-4622 38
.41L .40L 1,25 D G E 4600000000
.26L .40L 1.59L OH L 3500000000 1 "41 14249-4523 11
.25L .53L 3,16 C DDA 3500000000
.48L .40L 2.27 C KI C 4401000000
.31L .40L 1.23 D M D 3700000000
.25L .73 11.08L C CBC 9400000008 1 14 222- G 6 Sa 13
.35L.45 .40L'40L 6,54Ll,14LBBc AcBCF HK 0 94000000181700000000 1 40 K0/1 (111) 4 19 10
1.05 .40L 1.69L !AA, 04500000000
.25L .40L 3,16 B B 4500000000
.43 .40L 5.83L CD A8 6 7400001008
.30L 1.15L 2.18L C CFt: I 9601000000
32: .40L 1.47LiBE AD 75600010000 1 13224954K5 9 8
25L .40L 1.86 I D K D 3500000000
.72 .40L 9.63L Be iAAI 19400001008 1 13224959 K2 2 t 7
.30: .40L 1.35L CE BB L 0 9600100000
7.07 1.85 2.65 BBCD!AA/C 0 250000012818 8 1 13224960MR 3 6
1.51 .40L 4.27L BC A.A 0 7400100008
.25L .41 1.54L C o IF CF 2600000100
.26L .40L 2.56 F C 3501000010
.32L .40L 1.48L C BH I 2600000000
24.76 3.51 1.43L CBC AA#F 8 8600100120 29
.38L .40L 2.20 C J / C 9500000020
.25L .40L 6.96L B !B )< 7400100008 1 40 M0/1 4 38 1
.56L .59L 2.57 i D EC 9600100408
25L .40L 1,95L C [ D _G 4501010000
.25L .46LI 2.41 C IjG L B 9602100008
.25L .40L 7.75L C I,E 9400200318 2 13224972 A2 16 5
1.11 ,40LI 1,49L EIB AAK 0 3600001000
.29L .40L 5.52 C G _1 8480100850 C 1 32 X1427-443 101 1
.27L .55 6.05Li C MC 7401000008 1 14 272- G 11 S. 23
.25L 36: 5.07 DC GFHC 8481100450 C 1 32 X1427-443 20 1
.83L .52 1.73L D J C 9600000120
134 .42L 1.10L' BC AAI 0 2701000100 2 13224978 MA 3 9
.42L .40L 2.60 ,[BBC C KF ) 9500010030 i 86.60 1.02 1,54L AAA 5 3600000000 14, 1 , RTLUP 11
I
26: ,40L 1,52L CE !CC 0 5600'000000
.25L ,50L 1.91 C ) 1500100000
.88 .40L 1.60L BC AAE '( 01510100000
.46 .40L 1.42L BC BB 01700000000
.61 .40L 1.70L BC A8 _ 0 2501000000 2 13 224982K2 1 6
.28L .40L 6.60L E el J 9500110018
.37L .40L 1.28L D S D 2600000000 1 13 224987 K0 21 6
.32L .42L 3.05 F J L ) 9500010050 6
.25L .40L 4.82L C 8BDL )1 940110002822: .40L 8.37L BD ; 0 9503100898 C 1 32 X1428-494 50 1
.25L .51L 1.98L C B 4501000000 1 13 224989 K0 22 7
.25L .40L 1.61L E OI ! 0 1501000000
.52 .40L 1.63L BD AA 5600000000
.30L .40L 2.32 C I I 8500000020
1.88 19.70 38.17: 8BCD BAA,, 0 8380022108 3 4 14 272-G 14Sc 2 12
.26L .40L 1.64L C C 5600010000
.36: .40L 1.73L BE AC f) 3 8601000000 I 13 224997K0 5 ?
.26L .53 2.52: CD Ci 9601000108
25L .85 2.40: CC Let 160000(X)00 1 14 272- G 15 Sc 33
24,37 3.44 1.37L BBC AAA| 0 4600000000 25
.25L .48 1.79L C GCPJ 2500000000
.25L .40L 10.91L D O 9401000008
.26L .40L 1.97L C CG 3601000210 4 1 13 _ 225004 K0 13 8
3.35 18.71 44.19 CBCD BAB/ 1 3380032200 5 3 14 272- G 16 Sc 10 10
.25L .31: 2.12 DC H HI 5500000000
.67 .40L 1.21L BC AAK 1 5600001000 1 13225007 M0 7 8
.25L : .40L 2.35 O L [ i 9400000008
4.27 .65 1.46L BBC AAB 0 3700100000
.58 .4OL 1.18L BC ABL 0 5500000000 1 40 M4/54 4 tl
.29L .40L 2.60 C [ 4481000400 4 1 32 X1429-477 70
14225-4414 34.425!320+15 28 89 115 43 .58 I14226-4933 37.1 53 318+10 22 1 113 .25L,
14226-4302 38.1 25!321+16 41 26 114 2 .25L,
14226-4833 39.1 12 319+11 37 10 120 3 .66
14228-4502 49.3 121320+14 35 3 114 3 1.43
14229-4459 555 56 320+15 21 10 115 3 .65
14229-4509 57.2 15 320+14 23 5 117 3 3 .O4
14230-4205 3,9 35 321+17 42 6 115 3 1.48
14231-4355 9.443320+15 23 6 115 3 18.03
14231-4506 95 5320+14 32 91173 .49
14231-4034 11.7 19 322+19 30 5 11313 1.79
14232-4218 14.911321+17 68 29 t17 !2 .28L
14234-4123 27.7_ 57 321+18 24 5 114=3 2.08
14235-4626 30.9 5319+13 22 61163 10.01
14235-48,',',',',',',',','50 131.629319+11 67 91163 .65
14236-4826 40436319+11 54 13 118 2 .29
14237-4511 42.3137320+14 42 101182 .34
142384914 49.127318+10 32 8120 ! 4 .75
14238-4443 50.710320+15 51 361202 .65L
14239-4951 55.730318+10 53 81213 .40
14239-4824 58.9 43 319+11 34 4 116 3 1.29
14239-4811 59.3 12 319+11 27 10 118 2 .76
14239--4554 59.7 45 320+14 61 12 113 2 31
14242-4809 12.8 35 319+11 37 9 1181 3 .43
14242--4707 14.5 25 319+12 61 8 116'3 .27L
14242-4203 16.8 52 321+17 47 10 116_ 2 .31
14243 4723 18.4 46 319+12 28 3 118 3 1.65
14243-4540 23.8 55 320+14 31 15 115 3 ,25L
14244-4918 25.8 26 319+10 62 12 128 3 .25L
14244-4838 26,6 24 319+11 60 6 121 3 .25L
14244-4136 28.451 321+18 61 10 113 2 .40
14244-4151 29.4 47 321+17 58 14 115 3 .25L
14245-4425 35.1 3 320+15 39 10 115 3 .25L
14246-4822 366 45 320+13 43 10 117 3 .72
14248--4058 50.4 49 322+18 44 25 121 2 .28L
14249-4523 56.1 41 320+t4 53 11 118 3 .35
14250-4714 5.2 10 319+12, 66 15 117 3 .25L
14251-4456 7.2 23 320+14 28 27 136 2 25L
14251-4157 7.E 51 321+17 53 30 114 2 .25L
14251-4943 10.7 36 319+10 48 9 122 3 .25L
14253-4231 18.5 35 321+17 39 10 115 3 .87
14253-4702 23.8 30 320+12 31 10 115 3 1.02
14254-4427 25.5 44 321+15 23 5 116 3 4.00
14254 4417 29.3 1 321+15i 34 18 115 3 .25L
14257-4316 43.1,40 321+16 28 6 114 3 1.65
14257-4858 43.8i38 319+11 59 8 116 2 .32
14258-4455 49.1 32 320+14 33 4 115 3 1.30
14259-4132 55.842 322+18 38 23 116 3 .25L
14260-4953 19 i 11 319+10 22 3 116 , 4 2.52
14262-4216 16.7 8 322+17 34 10 115 3 .64
14263-4333 19.7 26'321+16 24 5 113 3 2661
14263-4318 19.9 21 321+16 23 5 113 3 2.70
14263-4157 20.2 52 322+17 33 17 114 _ 2 .35L
14264-4402 27.2 54 321+15 96 23 116 2 .25L
14266--4015 39.9 56 322+19 46 6 114 3 .64
14266-4211 41.3 48 322+17 21 5 115 ! 40.97
14266-4234 _.1.6 53 322+16 58 29 115 .25L
14268-4316 48.1 25 321+16 39 10 114 .46
14268-4921 50.7 39 319+10 29 18 112 .30L
14269-4713 56.9 33!320_12 40 9 117 3 .38
14269-4911 59.6 28 319+10 50 20 117 4 ,39L'
14270-4917 1.7 53319+10 70 10 114 2 .27
14270-4647 5.0 24 320+13 23 5 115 3 4.15
14270-4421 5,4 38 321+15 48 16 112 2 ,25L
14271-4320 8.1 23 321+16 40 12 116 3 .39L
14272-4422 135 44 321+15 27 17 118 3 25L
14272-4206 14.5 18 322+17 46 14 112 2 .28L
14273-4015 18.4 16,323+19 32 4 113 3 5.15
14273-4238 21.0 331322+16 24 22 124; 3 .25L
14274-4828 24.2 11 ! 319+11 21 4 1181 3 14.40
14274-4740 26.4 481320+12 40 12 116 3 .35
14275 4810 32.2 29 319+11 58 35 121 2 .25L
14276-4817 38.9 I01319+11 33 5 116 3 2.61
14277-4553 47.523320+13 38 91153 .69
14277-4037 47924323+18 33 61133 2.62
14279-4259 56539322+16 49 _ i112 o .53
14280-4009 1.6 43 323+19 22 10 ,114 3 .72
14260-4238 1.9 49 322+16 85 31 113 2 .36L
14280-4253 4.1 46 322+16 50 10 114 3 .50
14281-4928 8.7 41 319+10 24 8 114 4 1.00
14281 4730 8.8 27 320+12 59 14 117 2 36
14281 4809 9.5 59 320+11 48 12 116 3 .35
14281-4621 9.8 25 320+13 31 3 114 3 1.52
14284-4212 24.1 34 322_-17 30 25 28 2 .25L
14284-4311 27.2 55 322+16 22 5 113 3 1.08
14284465327.956320+1245121192 .33
142854435 33.411321+15 33 71153; 1.59
14285-491034.151319+10551124731 .25L38 12 11614285-4548 35.9 41 321+13 ,25L
14286-4706 39,9 30 320+12 21 5 116 31 3281
J14267_4003437323+1958131121 25,14269484359254319+115281223, 3714293471721233320+1255 91143 5,14294_43572715321+1528 711,3 8614294_401329.4,35323+1845151143 47L14295_44 32313321+1429 61163 261
14295-4543 33.5149 321+13 60 22 118 3 .25L
14296-4602 41,0138 321+13 28 5 115 3 10.42
14297-4049 42.(_ 41 323+16 41 6 113 3 1.95
14297 4743 44.C 18 320+12 78 33 118 2 .25L
Declination: - 50 =-- 40 =
Associations
Name Type
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRFIUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour(_s (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 8 ct ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /.tm
h m. , , (s) () Z b (') (") (') N
14297-4850 47.5 44 320+10 66 13 114 3 .25L
14299-4559 59.0 28 321+13 30 8 112 3 .33
14301-4919 7.8 30 319+10 35 13 116 3 .25L
14301-4446 9.5 42 321+14 30 10 116 3 .80
14301-4729 10.3 17 320+12 26 9 113 2 .83
14301-4641 10.4 40 320+12 35 8 116 3 .41
14301-4854 11.0 33 320+10 25 3 115 4 1.40
14303-4835 21.9 13 320+11 27 13 118 3 .25L
14305-4614 30.3 12 321+13 28 10 116 3 .51
14305-4447 30.5 18 321+14 39 18 115 3 .25L
!
14305-4539 32.0 321+13 38 8 114 3 .90
14306-4137 36.3 23 323+17 26 4 112 3 1.14 )
14306-4306 39.2 20 322+16 33 8 115 3 .73
14307-4232 45.8 45 322+16 65 23 116 3 25L i
14308-4931 50.0 25 319+10 62 22 113 2 .25L i
14308-4700 52.2 35 320+12 36 8 114 3 .55 _,
14308 4626 53.8 30 321 +13 67 25 116 2 .25L i
14310 4615 1.8 37 321+13 33 3 112 3 .98 1
14310-4754 4.2 0 320+11 23 21 126 3 .25L I
14311-4954 8.8 44 319+ 9 34 9 115 3 1.11
14311-4517 9.2 50 321+14 32 3 114 3 1.27
14312 4254 16.1 8 322+16 58 24 116 3 .25L
14312-4957 16.2 13 319+ 9 39 3 114 3 .98
14314-4240 26.2 57 322+15 53 12 112 2 .38L
14314-4636 29.5'20 321+12 63 8 114 2 .34
14314-4345 29.9 29 322+15 48 13 117 3 .25L
14315-4529 34.5 10 321+13 85 23 1132 .27L
14316-4442 41.5 39 322+14 33 9 114:3 .61
14317-4225 44.0 57 322+16 48 27 112 ! 2 .65L
14319-4511 57.6 3 321+14 40 16 116 3 .25L
14319-4636 59.7 35 321+12 84 33 119' 2 .96L
14320-4001 0.1 25 324+18 37 4 112 3 6.1514322-4135 15.9 57 323+17 33 23 113 .27L
14322-4445 16.0 59 322+14 25 23 124 3 .25L
14323-4007 18.1 26 324+18 50 12 111 2 .40L
14323-4156 20.1 27 323+17 29 6 112 3 5,78
14323-4651 23.0 16 321+12 32 9 115 3 .58
14323-4646 23.2 11 321+12 29 20 113 3 .33L
14325-4635 31.7 52321+12 22 8 1t5 3 .80
14325-4958 31.8 47 320+ 9 30 8 116 3 .70
14325-4814 35.9 2 320+11 21 3 112 4 1.40
14326-4309 39.5 4 322+16 34 7 117 3 14.17
14327-4949 44.4 59 320+ 9 39 18 7 3 .25L
14328 4206 50.2 27323+16 58 13 112; 2 .38
14330-4911 1.3 49 320+10 28 8 116 3 .69
14330-4601 1.7 40 321+13 23 4 115 3 7.07
14331-4035 7.1 7 323+18 18 5 12 3 11.56
14331-4659 7.3 18 321+12 37 8 11 3 .56
14331-4855 10.5 15 320+t0 72 1 11 2 .41
14332-4503 13.1 2 322+14 31 8 13 3 .69
14334-4828 25.t 13 320+11 27 5 115 3 1.55
14334-4736 28.9 41 321+11 15 9 115 4 .80
14334-4841 29.3 58 320+10 31 9 116 3 .66
14335-4059 34.9 31 323+17 27 9 112 3 .68
14337-4049 44.5 22 324+18 42 28 118 2 .44L
14337-4845 45.8 45 320+10 39 8 117 3 .39
14337-4134 47.7 10 323+17 48 13 113 3 .25L
14398-4620 48.4 28 321+13 63 26 115 3 .25L
14338-4634 53.7 19 321+12o 34 12 112 2 .43
14340-4145 0.7 28 323+17 61 13 115 3 .29L
14340-4554 2.1,57 321+13 31 3 114 3 2.98
14340 4959 2.5134 320+9 48 8 116 3 .52
14342-4409 15.5 13 322+15 24 5 113 3 2.14
14342-4952 15.7 13 320+ 9 49 10 116 3 62
14342-4720 17.5 20 321+12 39 10 121 4 .34
14343-4253 22.9 37 323+16 48 3 115 3 .99
14345 4912 30.E 34 320+10 30 8 112 3 .52
14346-4750 40.2 34 321+ 11 42 8 30 3 .25L
14347-4448 47.3 44 322+14 48 9 116 3 .33L
14349 4539 56.723 322+13 31 4 112 3 1.14
14349-4950 57.5 35 320+ 9 73 16 115 : 2 .35
14351-4257 5.8 56 323+16 24 9 113 3 .75
14351 4810 11.5 49 321+11 30 10 116 3 .71
14352-4144 12.5 34 323+17 52 11 1t6 3 .50
14352-4449 13.0 1 322+14 52 21 114 3 .25L
14352-4004 15.9 45 324+18 50 14 113 3 .25L
14353-4313 18.1 31 323+15 72 14 113 2 .27
14353-4249 19.7 25 323+16 64 29 11 2 .25L
14353-4901 20.6 22 320+10 22 10 18 2 .46
14353-4809 23.1 8 321+11 21 3 t6 3 20.41
14354-4302 24.3 41 323+15 77 35 113 2 .25L
14354-4839 24.7 54 320+10 21 5 116 3 14.97
14355-4913 33.2 34 320+10 59 23 123 2 .25L
14356-4247 37.5 20 323+16 58 9 116 2 .29
14356-4730 39.0 49 321+11 42 15 119 4 .25L
14357-4209 46.7 7 323+16 65 13 11 2, .25
14358-4230 51.9 44 323+16 44 34 23 2 .25L
14358-4622 52.4 8 322+12 64 12 121 2 .48
14359-4722 55.0 21 321+11 43 23 121 4 .25L
14360-4016 4.9;36 324+18 61 12 111 2 .84L
14361-4952 9.3 58 320+ 9 62 29 118 2 .27L
14362-4128 16.(; 23 324+17, 38 10 111 2 .32
14362-4654 18.C 41 321+12 28 8 114 4 .63
14363-4738 19.9 33 321+11 53 17 113 3 .25L
14363-4448 21.9 21 322+14 41 12 115 3 .25L
14363-4017 :22.9 51 324+18 54 9 113 2 .83
14364-4136 24.4 43 324+17 52 10 116 3 .45L
14365 4609 30.941 322+13 42 24 112 3 .25L143654142 J19 2 324+17 51 8 1143 .47L14365-4302 32.654 323+15 21 5 f13 3 2.01
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Color Co_ected)







































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.99 CD LBB 9600000108
7.14L B BJ MG 9500100008
4,05 C HJ B 9601000118
1.22L B E A D 0 4600100000
1.60L D BK 4501000100
1.51L B B G 8600000000
9.54L BC AB D 1 9400000108
4.60L C CI DG 9502100768
2.41 F B DM C 5300020100
1.57 B L G B 4500100000
5.98L B A 9301100008
1.02L CC BBD 1 2700000000
1.94L BD BC D 0 6600001100
2.40 F K C i400000100
3.14 D B 9601000108
1,43L BD BC 5 6601000000
202 E D C 8600000000
1.61 L D A O 6400020000
2.55 C M CC 6500000200
10.08L BC ABG 0 9402121018
5.57L'BC ABJ 8 4401000008
2.36 C J C 9600000000
12.15L ED AC 0 9401121008
1.28L E EA 9600000100
1.74L C CJ K 8600000000
2.20 DD EBC 1501000010
2.32 C G F O 7600000010
1.15L C BGH 3500000000
2.11 C LE C 9400000010
1.91 C O G B B 4500000108
1.60 D G GE 7500100010
1.00L ]BC AAC 0 :'500000000
1.60 C d B 2601000010
2.03 C ED 5480001110
1.63 E C D C 2500000000
1.42L CB AABF 4700000000
5.62L B BJ 9400100008
2.39 C HGME 6500100000
137L C A D L 7501000000
12.O6L D BD F 9500100108
1.46L BC ABM 3 6701001000
t.06L BBC AABE 0 8700000000 18
4.37 D GGC 9601100218
1.69L C C J 5600000000
9.36L BCC ABHL 0 9500100118
5.17L BBD AAG 2 5500000008
t.81: ABBC AAAC 1 i 3500001100
1.88: C E CD D 9500010108
7.58L C CEHI 9500000008
1.62L BD BB 0 4600001000
8.05L BC AA 0 4501001008
1.72L B O B E 0 6600020000
7.59L CD BC 0 3500100008
1.19L BF BB K 5 1600000000
1.52 F K G 6600000010
8.02L C CI 6500100008
1.95 CC KCA 2500000000
1.73 C J EGC 9600000008
3.23L O BEt G 9500000108
1.81 CC CC 3500001000
2.15: BC F ABI O 2 3501000008
11.69L C BB i510100208
1.60L BC AACL 4 0600001000
11.49L D Sl 6500010008
3.73: C E C E 9601010548
1.29L D BH 1700010000
9.52L B B 9400000008
2.60: CD J FEC 5701000010
1.53L C GDBD 6600100110
6.67L F F B D 9 1400000008
11.36L C C 9500000008
1,07L BD 'BC 0 6700110000
7.38L C C 7601100138
1.56L C B F 0501000000
3.05 B DGC 6500100110
1.71 CB BB 2601000000
1.79L C O L 5700000000
1.89 C LI D 6600100010
10,33L C BF 9401110248
4.10 CCCO AAAC 9 9700100248 14 C
1.43 C E 4700110000
7.34L BBC AAB 0 5500000005 13
3.60 O E I B 9501000008
1.29L C C D 6600100020
2.48 C C D 4600100100
3.43L C E I L 2500010000
1.24 D H ; 3602000110
1.87L C CJ ' 5600000000
3.04 EO J CB 9600100308
1.23L C BGCG 2600100000
3.31 D MD 8600000308
1.42L C D 0600010000
5.22L B A E MJ 8400000008
2.92 C H B 4601120630
3.19 CC I DA 3500000000
1.27L B AI E 1600100000
1.51: CC CBB 0500100000
2.02 D H B 5600000100
1.55: CF I FCE 0500100010
1.09L BC ,AAL 4 8700100000
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 1 DL LUP 3 3
1 1 DM LUP 56 3
C 1 32 X1430-485 22 12
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 1 DO LUP 24 3
1 1 32 X1431--499 99 1
1 1 DP LUP 37 3
1 1 32 X1431-499 71 1
1 1 V531CEN 26 3
1 "41 14322-4135 22 12
4 "13 225044 + + + 11 25
1 13 225049 K0 5 66
2 1 Z LUP 11 3
"41 14327-4206 42 3
;3 13 225054 K2 1 53
40 G6/8 112 29 103
2 V532 CEN 22 3
1 "41 14335-4134 15 12
3 13 225062 K0 9 53
4
1 OW LUP 21 3
1 13 Z25067 G5 11 75
C 1 32 X1434-473 102 12
1 13 225070 K0 9 65
3 13 225071 B5 2 40
1 13 225079 K0 5 67
1 13 225088 G5 26 66
2_ 13 225089 F8 5 61
40 M0 (111) 3 13 106
1 14 272- G 22So 31
1 1, DY LUP 14
,_- c j 283
Right Ascension: 14h36=33'-14h43m17"





































































































H (Not Co_r Corrected)
GsJactic Uncertainty C
0 _2 _m 2_ _m 60 _m |00 _m
(') (") (. N (Jansky)
33.717321+ 10 26 91163 1.90 1.18 .40L 7.00L
43.516323+15 23 51133 3.16 1.37 .40L 1.13L
48.524324+18 58 81123 .61 .29L .40L 1,19L
51.756322+13 29 41123 1.27 .45 ,40L 1.31L
54.3 32 321+11 38 12 115 3 .29 .25L ,40L 1.58L
54,8 49 323+15 45 8 113 3 1,03 .34 .40L 1,15L
55.343321+11 24 7111 3 .98 ,33L .73 5.41:
55.414323+ 14 22 61153 .25L .26: 4.02 13.32
55.640321+11 54 141202 .50 .24: ,40L 6,53L
59.546322+12 67 221152 .25L .34L .40L 2,13
1,913324+17 26 71143 8.09 4.36 .68: 1,01L
2,716321+ 11 45 191153 ,25L ,25L .40L 2.96
3.246323+ 15 29 101143 .96 .77 .40L 1.55L
5,035320+10 42 71143 1,83 .50 .40L 10,70L
7,758324+17 40 81143 ,25L .38 2,09 1.93
17,643322+ 12 20 51184 4.17 2,15 .42: 4.41L
17.838321+ 11 65 301153 .33L .25L .44L 2.73
18.460321+10 24 61163 1.32 ,62 .40L 6.91L
30554324+16 45 61133 2,93 .82 .40L 1,19L
33.834322+12 90 341162 .68L .65L .46L 1.84
38,717322+12 46 151112 ,41L .28L ,40 1,42L
44.041321+11 36 101163 ,49 .36: ,40L 6,29L
46.0 41 321+10 38 14119 3 .25L .25L .60L 4.36
48.554321+ 9 29 81153 5.56 1.50 .56L 11.12L
50,137323+ 15 37 81133 .68 ,25L ,40L 1.21L
50_537320+ 9 64 261112 ,30 ,28L .41L 14.55L
54.941321+10 37 111153 .49 .25L .54L 10.90L
59.557322+12 20 51154 2.99 1.27 .48L 5.97L
7.450325+ 18 35 131123 ,25L _26L .85 1.77
10,321321+ 10 51 301103 _25L .25L .45L 3,62
17,33321+10 43 141153 .25L .25L .59L 5.22
29.052324+17 52 161192 .32L .27L .47 1.54L
30.040322+12 26 61113 633 1,75 .40L 5.31L
35,631322+11 26 61153 2,51 .60 .40L 7.04L
37.440321+10 30 141173 .25L .25L ,48: 3.82
40,521323+15 37 41133 .27L .31L 1,59 5,17
41,857322+12 23 31164 3.25 1.18 .40L 5.06L
53.849322+ 12 23 41154 2,71 1,50 .40L 1,45L
55.833324+ 16 25 101133 ,83 .27L ,40L 1,30L
59.558321+10 38 141153 .25L .25L .44: 3.97
8,439323+13 L_ 1_ 111 i .59 .28L .40L 1.04L
7.0 9 322+11 118 2.20 .96 .40L 6.70L
13.422322+12 45 8117 .50 .25L A0L 1.57L
13.6 4321+10 28 2 117 ,25L .25L .45L 4,72
28.1 24 322+11 26 10 113 2; .38 .25L .44L 6.34L
30.734321+ 9 _;! 7 1133i 1.66 1.14 .40L 10.21L34.453323+ 14 81123 .45 ,25L .49: 1.42L
39.334322+ 11 65i 201172; 1.25L .37L .61L 1.81
42,640324+ 17 30 91133 .62 .48 ,40L 1.16L
42,610322+ 11 26 61183 2.80 1,57 ,40L 5,34L
43.51324+t7 22 511331 3.07 1.39 .40L 1.OOL
45.5_59 322+ 11 61 11 176 21 .55 .37L .40L 6.19L
47.4 19 321+ 9 38 13 112 3 .50 .25L .52L 10.99L
53.8 14 322+ 11 57 23 116 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.16
0,944325+1741 91153 .80 .37 .40L 1,04L
12, 322+12 11117 45 3016_ 325+17 i 113 3.30 1.81 .40L 1.13L
116.259324+15 22201213 .46L .36L .40L 2.03
122.748321+ 9 469 1143 .56 ,25L .46L 14,19L
31.845321+ 9 30 151173 .25L ,25L ,80 6,39:
38,5 3325+18 29 31133 2.56 .83 ,40L 1,19L
141.4;31325+17_ 74 27 110 2 .43L .29L .40L 1.44
42,4j31321+10 i 31 191153 ,25L .25L ,67L 4,23
47,311321+ 9141 361122 .25L ,25L ,53L 3,34
¢9.630 322+11; 576 1183 .25L .25L .40L 2.67
50,740322+ 11 38 10119;2 ,54 ,25L ,57L 5.57L
53.015321+ 10 26 7111;3 1.48 ,51 .4OL 9,28L
53,210323+ 14 42 301142 ,25L ,26L .40L 1,74
59.540323+ 13 26 51153 3.03 .88 .40L 1.30L
3,429323+ 14 36 81133 ,46 .25L ,40L 1.60L
13,325323+ 13 40 81133 ,46 .37L .40L 1,40L
13.8 5323+ 14 52 91123 ,45 .25L ,40L 1.36L
29.849325+ 17 66 14 ,1152 .34 .27L .40L 1.13L
32,314325+18 32 9114i 3 ,88 .29: .40L 1.61L
33,149325+ 16 366 112_ 3 1,64 .43 .40L 1,00L
38.6 6 321+9 25 _ 113l _ 1.54 .76 .40L 13.08L
39.4 25 324+ 15 41 1,_112 .38L; 25L .63 1.36:
41.2 51 324+14 83 31 110 2 .25L' .26L .41L 2.42
54.0 47 322+11 33 9 14 3 .87 .22: .40L 6,10L
54.939321 + 10 41 19 1112 .25L 26L .41L 3,36
56,733321+ 10 43 15 116i 2 .48 .27L .41L 12,06L
59.347322+ 12 61 26 121 2 .29L ,25L .50L 3.17
7.935322+10 46 13 114 3 .35 35L .40L 9,50L
10,713325+17 28 6 113 3 ,25L .40L 2.22 3,16
16357325+17 37 21 109 3 .43L .25L .54L 1.68
18.338321+ 9 33 101133 ,69 .25L .65L 10,63L
28.713322+12 43 121202 .35 ,26L .40L 1.79L
33.848323+ 13 42 91194 .40L ,25L .64 1,56L
34.5 21 323+ 13 47 12 119 2 .30 .33L .44L
36_233325+ 17 22 61123 1.22 ,48 ,40L
37.0 54 323+ 14 19 6 116 3 2.13 36 .40L
37.2 24 325+ 18 98 32 110 _ .31L .28L .40L
42.7 47 324+ 15 23 6 113 3.22 .77 .40L
45,317322+ 11 30 4114 2.22 ,98 .40L
53.358321+ 9 4818 231 .25L .25L .43
54.520325+ 16 31 ; 1093 i 1.64 .51 .40L54.933323+ 12 22 1174; 14.62 33,30 13,154
3.6 2 323+ 12 81 16 120 2i .64L .25L .41
13.E 50 322+10 79 25 110 2: 25L 25L .40L
17.G 53 325+ 16i 59 28 112 3 .25L .25L .40L
*Confusion Flags:
V L C
Flux (3 ,r A Confusion R S A





























































































2,94134L BDCDi A HF




Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
sop



























1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sot,rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN ff O(s) () ] b C) C) ) N
14433-4002 23,4 23 326+18 62 21 113 3
14435-4438 32.9 42 324+13 29 27 105 3
14435 4727 33.8 47 322+11 66 23 122 2
14436-4316 40.7 33 324+15 67 20 111 2
14436-4914 41.1 6 322+ 9 48 22 111 2
14439-4835 55.3 23 322+10 66 24 111 2
14439-4814 55.7 33 322+10 27 24 127 3
14439-4457 58.3 42 323+13 19 5 119 4
14439--4351 58.9 2 324+14 47 9 110 2
14439--4516 59.4 3 323+13 28 7 118 4
14439-4756 59.5 34 322+10 70 33 119 2
14439--4656 59.7 30 323+11 45 21 121 2
14440-4941 0.8 28 321+ 9 76 18 110 2
14440-4507 1.6 30 323+13 69 8 113 3
14441--4137 9.2114 325+16 68 11 110 2
14441-4906 10.4 46 322+ 9 31 9 113 3
14442-4320 16.4 52 324+14 35 6 112 3
14443--4722 18.841322+11 54 8116 2
14443--4749 23.2'25 322+10 63 13 1092
14443-4623 23.7 54 323+12 39 8 114 3
14444-4735 24.917 322+11 53 22 1192
14444--4604 28,0156 323+12 25 81163
14444-4838 28.8 56 322+10 90 28 111 2
14447--4125 44.6 20 325+16 50 11 110 2
14447--4222 46.5 9 325+15 35 10 113 3
14448-4238 50.1 50 325+15 68 30 114 2
14449--4122 56.5 12 325+16 48 8 111 3
14449--4617 57.2 46 323+12 66 31 116 2
14451--4642 11.1 2 323+11 29 8 114 3
14453--4920 19.4;57 322+ 9 28 7 114 3
14453-4450 22.9 23 324+13 34 4 118 4
14454-4443 25.2141 324+13 35 6 116 4
14454--4343 27,71 14 324+14 26 6 116 3
14455-4745 33.0 22 322+10 48 8 112 3
14455-4929 36.0 37 322+ 9 40 11 114 3
14456-4240 39.4 13 325+15 36 23 110 2
14457-4947 43.119 322+9 44 8 113 3
14457--4012 47.7'50 326+17 40 5 111 3
14458--4907 48.6 16 322+ 9 36 11 114 3
14459--4800 55.2 55 322+10 88 37 117 2
14459-4832 59.5'33 322+10 38 I 12 113 3
14460-4724 1.3 58 323+11 38i 10 110
14460-4015 2.423 326+17 48 10 112 3
14460-4735 4.2121 323+11 44 11 111 3
14461-4244 6.41 13 325+15 49 8 112 3
14461-4704 7.7 31 323+11 46 8 111 3
14461-4342 10.1 30 324+14 36 10 116 3
14461--4604 10.2152 323+12 38 8 114 3
14463--4825 20.7139 322+10 27 3 114 3
14463-4939 20.9 42 322+ 9 24 16 118 2
14463-4555 22.5 23 323+12 33 8 124 2
14464-4026 25.1 27 326+17 96 26 110 2
14464-4055 27,0 36 326+16 74 18 112 2
14466-4126 37.2 27 326+16 32 20 110 3
14466--4218 38.(; 24 325+15 23 6 111 3
14466--4143 41.g 25 325+16 44 8 113 3
14467--4416 44.8 4 324+13 45 9 119 3
14468-4834 48.8 42 322+10 34 10 115 3
14468-4714 49.7 27 323+11 28 7 110 3
14470-4514 3.2 58 324+13 52 16 109 2
i
14472-4129 16.01 2 326+16 56 10 110 2
14472-4050 17.7 22 326+16 50 17 113 3
14473-4424 18.7 49 324+13 37 32 108 3
14474--4053 25.0, 44 326+ 16 42 8 113 ' 3
14474-4043 26.9 55 326+17 30 9 111 3
14474-4651 29.5 42 323+11 29 7 110 3
14475-4600 30.5 21 324+12 89 21 110 2
14476-4612 37.6 41 323+12 24 6 110 3
14477-4936 42.7 49 322+ 9 67 8 111 3
14477-4854 43,2 26 322+ 9 54 20 109 2
14477 4706 44.7 14 1323+11 37 34 101 2
14477-4343 47.8 7 325+14 58 8 113 3
14478-4602 49.9 9!324+12 43 33 118 2
14478-4306 50.4 25 325+14 36 7 116 3
14478-4429 53.0 35 324+13 35 21 119 3
14479-4712 55.4 7 323+11 48 12 11oI 3
14479-4827 55.9 22 322+10 32 10 113 3
14479-4511 56,0 27 324+13 59 13 113 _ 2
14479--4848 59.0 32 322+ 9 34 10 113 3
14480-4210 2.8 57!325+15 33 12 114:2
14480-4045 4.4 59 326+16 45 15 116 2
14480-4804 5.9 3 323+10 42 8 112 3
14481-4328 7.5 11 ' 325+14 52 37 107 3
14483-4952 18.4 41 322+ 8 51 11 112 3
14483-4322 22.2 16 325+14 39 8 114 4
14485 4922 35.2 34 322+ 9 28 7111 3
14486-4807 38.8 53 323+10 43 11 114 3
14486 4229 41.8 19 325+15 24 6 111 3
14487-4721 42.8 17 323+11 21 9 112 3
14487-4855 43.5 52 322+ 9 26 7 114 3
14487-4947 44.1 3 322+ 8 33 6 112 31
14489-4755 58.0 54 323+10 35 3 113 3
144904633 2.519324+1131101103
14490-4802 5.636323+10 40 9 113 3,
14491-4213 11.2 49 326+15 29 14 3111214492-4134 15.1 21 326+16 39' 10 112
14492-4312 16.6 11 325+14 32 6 115 4
14493-4817 18.4 t8 323+10 27 7 113 3
14493-4259 19.1 30 325+14 44 10 114 3
14493-4856 23.5 55 322+ 9 49 8 112 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 p.m Flux C.off A Contusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
2.08 C DNC 4500000420
2.27 C E EC 3500000110
2.55 D HHB 860O00020O
1.67 E E C 55O0000000
3.32 D KGB 8601000208
2.67 E K J C 9700000108
2.89 D HDGC 9500000108
1.95L BBD AABF 0 0500000000
1.44L D DF 0 35020000001.49L BC AA 0500000000
2.01 O E 5500000000
1.63L F BH 4500000100
9.87L D D 9400000008
1.82L E CL O500000000
1.05L C B J I 45000000009.21L BBC AAA 6410000008
1.26L BE AE 6701000000
2.25L D C L 5600000000
1.83L O E 6600000000
1.24L C B D 56OOO000OO
2.25 C I B 8500000100
1.48L BB AAp 2, leO0o0oo0o
2.27 D .C I 9700000108
2.05L F B 3600110000
1.0OL C BI I 9500000000
1.82 D N F 9502000050
1.08L BF AC 4 2600110000
1.68 F HE 0 16000000001,58L BC AC 3600000000
8.09L BBC AAAF O 9401000018
1.96L CF AC H 3 3500000000
1.72L BD AC E 1 7500000010
5.54 FCCC CAAA 3 4301000000
1.97L C BO 7500000000
9.63L B BK I 9401000008
2.15 F C KC 9500000360
10.84L CDi BC 0 9400000008
1.OOL 'B F AE I 2500100000
10.77L C C GJ 7501000008
t.80 F B D 65OOOOOOOO
7.42 CE MMDO 9681010658
1.81L D BF 9500000000
1.61L F CK 1500100000
2.36L C CD M 7500000000
3.77 DC F DB 9580000440
1.64L B BC 7500000000
1.15L C AC 3600010000
1.47L D B 1600000000
9.83L BD ;ACH O 9400100008
3.09 D E B 9601000308
230 D C 3602000000
1.55 D HJ D 65OO00O000
1.85L C E 2501000200
1.45 C J B 2600000000
1.0OL BBC AAB 6 9500000000
1.10L C gD 46O00OO0001.65L C 6601O100OO
9.63L BFE BBEK 0 9500000218
1,78: BBDC AAAE 3 9610000000
1.75L C HB 1700000000
1.32L C CBD 26O0O0O0OO
1.64L C CB 1501110000
2.34 C D E 8680000320
1.0OL E 1601110000
1.21L B BDM 4600000000
1.57L BD ABDL 0 8700000000
1.76 C C D 8501110000
1.66L CC ABE i O _11_
9.18L C BF J 9501000108
3.25 D KC 9600000008
2.65 C I F 8601100000
1.88L D CE 7500000100
2.17 E C F 8501100000
1.00L BD AB M 2 9600000000
1.94 C HFD 9601000100
1.74L B AE 8601100000
8.33L BC AB N 1 9500000008
1.53L C CMK 1700000000
8.68L C BD D 9501110118
1.17L C ElM 0600000000
1.30L C FC 6600000000
1.72L BD AD 0 3700000000
2.22 C (3 7500000000
11J5L CD BC 0 9520000008
1.65L B BI 9500010000
12.37L BBC AAA 0 9401000308
1.85L C BG 9700600000
1.0OL BC AAG 1 5600000000
1.75L BC AAH 0 7600000000
10.16L BC AAHI 0 9500000008
10.75L CC AA 2 9500000008
1.67L BC AAJ 4 7700100000
1.54L BC AAHE 1 4700000000
1.93L D BL F I 9600100000
1.23: CD FNBD 0500000000
1.09L CE AF 0 2500000000
1.16L CC AB G O 9600000000
1.50L BC ABF 0 9700000000,
1.16L B BH 56001(30000
11.98L C B 9500000008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($I) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
15
1 1 TY LUP 29 3
1 14 222- G 18 S. 12
1 16 06799M5 5 98
2 13 225183 G5 3 62
1 13 225193 K0 4 80
1 1 V556 CEN 29 3
2 14 273-1G 4 2 20
I 13 225205K2 8 75
C 1 32 X14.46-485 88 12
1 40 M2/3 4 4 110
1 13 225209 K0 1 80
1 13 225210 G5 12 80
4 1 32 X1446-427 105 4
1 13 225215 K5 14 75
29
1 1 RY CEN 36 3
1 1 V562 CEN 13 3
1 1 UU LUP 31 3
1 7 WRA1255 3
1 13225233 K0 14 75
1 14 273- G 6 S. 27
2 13 225239 K0 12 80
2 V565 CEN 36 3
1 161O6830 84 143
2 13 225248 B5 6 45
1 40 K5/MO (lu 3 7 106
1 1 EO LUP 39 3
1 40 M2/3 4 30 113
1 40 M3 1113 13 106
'2' 13 225260M0 3 70
1 13 225261 K0 7 80
1 14 327- G 25 S. 55






a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m8
hm • , (s) () I b (") (") (') N
14494 4027 25,7 59 326+17 37 : !113 33 .45L I14494-4649 29.4 47 323+11 44 1 110 .39
14495-4923 32.4 40 322+ 9 38 12 112 3 .60
14495-4925 32.8 6 322+ 9 75 18 117 2 .25L,
14496-4618 39.4 17 324+11 20 8 112 3 7.16
14497-4639 44.g 31 324+11 42 12 112 3 ,69
14497-4705 =1.6.5 38 323+11 56 30 111 2 ,29L
14498-4940 150.9 6 322+ 8 61 14 114 3 .25L
14498-4748 51,2 8 323+10 30 9 111 3 7.63
14498-4330 51.5 51 325+14 96 27 109 2 ,44L
14496-4255 51.8 59 325+14 46 11 117 3 ,45
14496-4322 52,4 12 325+14 23 14 119 3 .25L
14499-4646 58,4 10 324+11 50 12 110 3 ,57
14500-4518 0.5 2 324+12 41 8 112 3 .51
14500-4624 4.9 44 324+11 21 10 110 3 7.78
14500-4440 5.5 44 325+13 29 16 115 3 .25L
14501-4539 6.4,26 324+12 85 14 109 2 .29
14501-4851 9.928 323+ 9 37 12 112 3 .25L
14504-4930 27.8 51 322+ 8 44 23 114 2 .41L
14505-4257 31.7 36 325+14 29 3 112 4 1.38
14507--4222 46.5 57 326+15 27 10 114 3 ,84
14506-4832 50,2 6 323+ 9 3911 112 31 ,83
14509-4450 59.4 23 325+13 27! 8 111 3 .79
14510-4700 2.3 45 324+11 45 8 111 3 1.21
14510-4235 5.5 34 326+15 45 8 111 4: .44
14511-4033 10.6 38 327+16 88 39 109 2l .25L
14512-4539 13.3 25 324+12 44 12 111 3l .68
14512-4746 15.6 29 323+10 26 7114 3 14.28
14512-4823 15.9 1 323+9 67 21 110 2 .25L
14512--4841 17.3 25 323+9 38 8 110 3 .90
14515-4307 31.7 21 326+14 45 8 _109 3 .45
14516-4032 36.2 38 327+16 52 8 111 3 ,64
14517-4317 44.5 31 325+14 33 3 110 3 2,67
14518-4522 48.1 34 325+12 32 11 113 3 .71
,4513-422248443326+,5 48 9 1133 .4114513-442952.659325+13 70 8 1152 .36L
14519-4133 54.6 7 326+15 39 23 113 3 .25L
14519-4444 59.245 325+13 71 '117 .36L
14520-4411 3,4 325+13 27 114 .25L
14520 4732 5.2 45 324+10 78 18 110 2 .55L
14521-4916 10,2 44 323+ 9 32 8 113 I 3 .40
14521-4702 10.9 19 324+11 31 11 112 3 1,02
14521-4453 11.6 1 325+12 49 24 110 3 ,25L
14522-4846 14.2 53 323+ 9 49 9 113 3 .27L
14523-4804 21.3 26 323+10 33 8 109 3 .57
14523-4936 23.3 323+ 8 30 108,
14523-4716 23.6 299 324+10 76 218 1131 3 .46
.25L i
14524-4429 29.3 41 ,325+13 45 11 112 3 .96
14525-4550 34,8 20 324+12 60 38 107 3 .25L
14526 4106 39,8 5 327+16 46 14 114 2 ,39L
t4526-4426 40,8 27 325+13 48 14 1114 3 .25L
14526-4222 40.9 54 326+15 34 8 112 4 .68
14526-4854 41,0 58 323+ 9 55 9 112 2 ,33
14526-4826 50,9 30 323+ 9 38 5 110 3 1.02
14529-4126 54.7 56 327+15 40 5 111 3 1,11
14529-4331 58.9 12 326+14 39 8 112 3 .26L
14530 4414 2,5 49 325+13 65 28 117 2 ,31L
14530-4458 2.6 57 325+12 39 8 113 3 1,18
14530-4709 5.1 1 324+10 42 8 114:3 ,36
14531-4549 9.0 49 325+12 49 11 110 3 1.07
14532-4719 12.3 58 324+10 28 7 113 3 5,02
14532-4645 13.0 4 324+11 56 11 109 2 .36
14532-4155 14.7 25 326+15 25 5 111 4 1.96
14532-4403 16.5 30 325+13 44 10 115 3 ,73
14532-4741 16,6 12 324+10 25 10 113 3 .61
14532-4905 17.4 4 323+ 9 60 8 114 3 .25L
14532-4315 180 15 326+14 29 3 112 3 1.39
i4533-4455 18,6 16 325+12 30 9 113, 3 1.28
14533-4227 18,8 58 326+14 29 3 111 4 1,30
14533-4818 22,6 48_323+ 9 64 8 110 3 ,44
14534-4434 26,5 12 325+13 61 21 112; 3 ,25L
14534-4444 27.2 33325+12 76 24 117 2 ,25L
14535-4852 35.1 55 323+ 9 45 11 110 2 .50
14536-4740 39.6 5 324+10 64 8 113 3 .25L
14536-4555 41.7 2 325+11 36 8 110 3 2.62
14537 4547 47.0 22 325+12 68 37 109 2 ,25L
14538-4718 46,1 42 324+10 29 19 105 3 25L
14536-4356 52.9 23 326+13 36 10 113 3 ,48
14539 4156 56.3 10 327+15 35 8 112 4 .70
14539 4519 _59,039 325+12 50 17 112 3 ,25L
14541 4119 7.7 42 327+15 45 9 111 3 .70
14541-4411 8.1 39 325+13 61 13 116 2 .42
14542--4631 12,0 42324+11 26 7 112 3 11,47
14542-4706 15,2 12 324+10 33 10 112 3 .69
14542-4204 15.3 29 _327+15 31 3 111 4 .25L
14544 4737 25.0 45!324+10 66 8 113 i .25L-4255 7 58 326+14 25 6 1 34
14544-4716 28,7 40 324+10 27 6 111 31
,4545-435432.233326+1348 13 1092 43
'4545-4103 33,9 12_1 327+16 45 12 11213 .40
'4547-4221 42.1 326+14 38 10 1103 .g3
14547-4839 !42,5 42 323+ 9 49 8 112 3 ,74
14549-4856 59.8 i 323+ 9 16 109 3 i
14550-4719 1.0 58 !324+10 28 10 112_ 3 . L
14550-4730 1.1 4 324+10 22 12 110 3 ,25L
14550--4905 1,8 50 323+ 8 36 9 109 3 .82
14551-4714 8.1 15 324+10 43 11 112 2 .45
14551 4940 9.3 22 323+ 8 25 3 174 3 2.02




25 /_m 60 Fm 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.26L .40L 1.84 C F
.26L .40L 2.36 C C'C
.24: .40L 9,17L F [
.28L 32: 5.81 F D
3.33 .64: 1.79L BBC A_
.25L .40L 1,85L, B B !
.81L .40L 2.21 C
.25L .54L 3.96 C
4.30 .56: 1.48L BBD A'
.26L .43L 1.06 C
,42L ,40L 1.15L C B
.48L .40L 2.14 C L
.25L .40L 1.94L D B
.42L .40L 1.90L C C :_
2.22 ,44L 1.62L CB AJ
.30L .40L 2.62 C
.36L ,40L 1,79L C F
,25L 1,26 9,18L C F E
.35L .70 6.31L D
.28: .40L 1.53 CF C AF
.39 .40L 1.30L B D B I
.30: .40L 4,78L DD Bt
,42 ,40L 3.09L BC AI
,29L .40L 1.54L B A[
.26L .53L 1.16L B C1
.26L .40L 1 .SiS D
,29L ,40L 1.83L B A[
4.25 .62: 2.06L BBE AI
.25L .40L 3.77 C
.35 .40L 9.87L BD AE
.25L .40L 1.36L D CE
.25L .40L 1.17L C B
,59 .40L 1,30L BC A[
,26L .40L 1.69L B B [
.26L .40L 1.26L E B
.25L .43L 2.47 F
.25L ,40L 2.04 D K
.25L .40L 1.75L E AL
,28L .42 6.22L D iJ
,25L ,65 3,75 E IC
.25L ,44 3,06L C M
.25L .40L 3.06L C B I_
.44 .40L 7.12L BO B E
.25L .41L 2.99 D
.25L 1 55 9.08L C HJ
.25L ,40L 2.52L E BE
,25L .40L 10.08L C BF
,25L ,34 4.86L; O
.40L .40L 6.74L B AC
,25L ,40L 2,27 C E
.55L .39: 1.17 DC
.25L .69 2.83: C CD BE
.30: .40L 1.42L BD A t`
.31L .40L 16.19L O 8J
.42 .40L 2.44L C
.52 ,40L 1.49L DC BB
.25L 1,89 3.17 CD Nr"
,26L ,46L 2,12 F F
.26: .4OL 2.60L B D A c
,25L .40L 9.14L C D
.41L .40L 1,47L B AC
2,38 .46L 6.51L BB AA
,25L .40L 7.55L C C
1.26 ,40L 1.17L!CD AA
.26L ,40L 1,31L B AJ
.36 .41L 2.36L D D BE
.25L .47: 3.65 E B r_
.44 .40L 1.34L BD AC
.32 .40L 6.11L EIC AE
.49 .40L 1.53L BD AB
.24: .40L 3.09L B F B D
.27L .43L 2.73 D E
.25L .40L 2.25 D
.28L .40L 235L D BH
.40L .57L 3,60 C I
1.61 .43L 5.70L BC AA
.25L .40L 2.07 C
.34L .45 4.67: DC GF
.28L .40L 1,28L B AF
,25L .40L 1,43L B AF
.28L .48 3.10 CC D
,29: .40L 1.00L B D B El
.26L .47L 1.82L E BG
6.81 1.29 2.21L BBC AA
.40L .40L 6.47L E BC
.40 5.95 4.80 CCB B
.25L .51L 4.18 C
1.32 7.77 14.00 CBCC BA
1.79 ,40L 7.91L BC AA
,25L .40L 1.58L F B
.30L .40L 1.04L C CI
,41 ,40L 1.08L BD BC
.25L .40L 8.40L F C_
.27L .40L 1.29L E O
.47 ,58L 2.26L BC AB
.25L .65 7.36 C D I
.25L 1,77 8,13 CD
.31: .40L 2,34L ED CC
.27L .40L 10.77L C BI
,60 .54L 2.94: CD DAB
Declination: - 50%- 40 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sep


















































3) Confusion PrOCesSing; 4) Ne_ghbocing Hours Confirmed ,SOL "ces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
286






(z 8 Coords SMJ SMN .06ct
hm. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") ( ) N
14551-4050 9.9 30 327+16 29 4 110 3 5.48
14551-4357 10.4 6 326+13 46 12 107 2 .32
14551 4948 11.9 18 323+ 8 26 3 110 3 1.31
14552-4944 15.5 42 323+ 8 32 8 t09 3 .77
14552--4256 16.1 9 326+14 34 8 113 3, 1.65
14552--4113 16.6 27 327+15 70 13 108 2 .44L
14553-4330 20.4 26 326+13 44 9 112 3 1.25
14556-4148 40.3 51 327+15 26 6 112 4 .33
14557-4745 423 39 324+10 61 11 110 3 .42
14557-4223 45.8 6 327+14 54 16 112 2 .48L
14559--4154 54.4 20 327+15 30 7 110 3 1.23
14561-4140 7.7 38 327+15 34 6 109 31 1.68
14561--4800 8.3 35 324+ 9 37 9 110 3 .90
14561-4030 8.7 58 328+16 38 20 113 3 AlL
14561-4300 9.9 40 326+14 42 I 10 112 3 .95
14561-4733 11.6 49 324+10 26 11 108 3 .51
14562-4434 12.6 17 326+ 12 33! 180 111 33 .48
14562-4137 13.1 6327+15 52 109 .73
14562-4054 13.7 22 327+16 24 9 110 4 1.00
14562-4601 14.1 27 325+11 26 7 110 31 4.87
I
14563-4326 23.9 16 326+13 61 8 111 2! .3014564-4604 24.8 20 325+11 28 3 111 1.07
14564-4735 29.8 22 324+10 28 11 109 31 32
14567--4034 43.6 30 328+16 26 22 110 3l .25L
14568-4901 48.1 57 324+ 8 36 19 111 3' .25L
14569-4534 56.0 54 325+11 40 12112 3 .45
14570-4128 0.9 46 327+15 36 8 110 3 1.49
14572-4809 12.5 46 324+ 9 26 6 108 3 5.76
14572-4926 16.5 39 323+ 8 36 11 114 3 .79
14573--4100 20.213 328+15 9928 118 2 .59L
14574--4910 25.133 324+ 8 54 13 112 3 .25L
14574-4_7 27.148327+14 71 1=71118_ .41L
14575-4710 32.4 13325+10 29 u :109 _ 1.44
14575-4214 33.331327+14 89301132 .29L14575-4217353 47 327+1434 7 1133 159
14575-4154 35.56327+15 55 181082 .25L14576-4936362 ss 323+8 39 8 113 3 57
14577-4050 43.420 328+16 52 8 111 4 .48
14577--4207 44.4 54 327+14 30 10 112 3 1.13
14577-4559 44.9 12 325+11 64 8l 263 .34L
i
14578-4921 48.2 38 324+ 8 37 8 113 3 1.0214578_42o55173o327+1429 811123 219
14579-4233 54.0 7 327+14 _ t0 112 3 1.0745,9_,,,6,,8 2 6+12 10 2814582_48o913817324+935 101103 25L
14582--4015 14.4 14 328+16 38 10 111 4 .56
14583-4537 21.6 47 325+11 26 41111 3 9.39
14584-4136 26.8 48 327+15 31 11: 112 2 .44
14585-4422 30.6 56 326+12 33 10 109 3 .96
14585--4943 34.8 48 323+ 8 24 3 109 4 1.15
14585--4342 35.054326+13 32111113 .89
14590-4839 0.4 45 324+ 9 54 11 117 2 .39
14590-4415 2.6 57 326+12 45 24, 111 3 .25L
14591-4129 6.9 44 328+15 41 10 111 3 .98
14591-4819 8.4 6 324+ 9 38 8 112 _ .5414591-4438 12.0 26 326+12 27 7 109 303.94
14592-4348 12.3 55 326+13 82 29 110 .29L
14592--4212 16.3 39 327+14 31 10 112 3 .64
14592--4039 16.9 35 32_+16 34 12 109 3 I .43
14595--4412 30.1 41 326+12 27 6 109 3 2.3514595-4744 30.2 44 325+ 9 34 o 110 3! 2.63
14595-4121 34.0 56 328+15 28 7 112 3 1.24
14595-4107 35.5 54 328+15 69' 28 114 2 .27L
14595-4124 35.7 18 328+15 21 7 111 3 19.83
14596 4927 38.3,55 324+ 8 79 22 106 2 .26L
14597-4102 47.1 33 328+15 32 I 7 111 3 1.38
15000-4247 3.211 327+14 42 12 112 3 .25L
15001-4943 10.0'60 324+ 8 61 7 log 3 .28
15002--4522 13.5 33 326+11 27 10 111 3 .46
15002--4903 13.6 45 324+ 8 34 8 108 4 .85
15003-4723 18.6 2325+10 63 17 107 2 1.47L
15003--4844 18.541 324+8 59 9109 2 .25
15005-4429 35.324326+12105111243 .34L
15005-4405 35.635327+12 48121123 .25L
15006--4744 39.8 18 325+9 88 14 109 2 .32
15006-4119 41.E 37328+15 61 141113 .29L
15007-4601 44634326+11 18 12 1113 .36
15007-4000 ¢5.0 33 329+16 62 18 110 3 .27L
15007-4759 45.339325+9 29 61103 8.67
I15008_4058,9 128328+1543 111113 9415008_493o,1.810324+813 3 1724 2.751 8_440352860327+1231 111083 5915o1o_473oo.88 325+9 28 8 111,3 33o1 010_41321.647328+1534 8 111,3 7.381 012_484915.6!13324+835 8 10,4 7415012_491115735324+8 48 111122 29
15013-4109 21.942 '328+15 38141123 .25L
15013-4739 23.6 48 325+ 9 84 22 117 2 .46L
15014-4040 27.8 0 328+15 19 7 157 3 41.43
15014--4859 28.3 10 324+ 8 34 9 110 4 .65
15015--4649 31.0 50 325+10 33 17 113 2 .77L
15015-4920 31.8 9 324+ 8 21 10 111 4 .48
15015-4238 35.0 53 327+14 35 10 111 3 .26L
15016-4052 41.5 9 328+15 51 11 112 3 .82 I
16017-4746 43.7 27 325+ 9 56 21 115 3 .53L i
15017-4904 44.1 4_ 324+ 8 17 4 108 4 1.78
15018--4758 48.8 29' 325+9 20 4 110 4 1.1315018-4720 49.2 52 325+9 44 1 I 12 .25L










































































































100 /.¢m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L BC AAC O 6601000000
1.94L C C 4600000010
10.14L BC AA 0 4500100008
2.43L BD AB 1 7701200000
1.16L BC AB 0 2700000100
1.82[ C D 250O000000
1.11L CC AB F 0 4700001000
15.04 CCCC DCAA 0 1300001000
9.84L C A G 9500000008
1.49: CD G CC 1 2600000000
1.04L B ADK 2600101000
1.19L BF ACI 2 1600100000'
11.94L B BM 5400000008
2.51 C L L F B J 5580000040
1A6L C BI 4700100000
8.56L BF BB D 3 9500111008
7.31L O AE 3300000008
2.10L D AF G 0500100000
1.32L B BB J 4600000000
7.24L BB AAEC 4 9401100108
2.96L C B! I 5600000000
1.83L C F 5600O00000
6.32L CC AAH 2 9400100108
9.70L BO BCNE 1 9500111008
1.74 C FI D 5500000010
5.36 EC GFD 4500000310
2.08L C BG I 2600000000
1.26L BD ABJE 0 3600000000
10.04L CB AA 0 8400100008
2.17L CE AC 8 4700000000
1.54 E L O C 7500000000
3.79 C F I D 3600000000
1.45L C HC 3800300000 I
8.09L BC AB 0 9400000108 I
1.51 C C 3501200000 I
1.35L BC ACM 1 1600100000 I
1.47 CC DED 260(X)00000 I
2.94L B BCH 4600000000'
1.39L B DE 7600000000 !
2.02L BC ABDD 0 3401200000
347 c E,,GB ,,OOoo o !2.22L C AHH
1.00L BC ABH 0 3501200000
1.24L BC AA 0 0600000000
1.76L C D 4500010000
8.91L CC CB 7501000308
1.37L B AJ 4500000000
1.61L BB AAB 0 1600000000
2.52L C CB D 2500000000
1.77L D CFJ 4500001000
11.26L CC AC 6 9400000008
1.34L CO CB I 2 6600011010
9.62L F C 7401100258
2.24 C DHD 5580100000
1.37L BF AD 0 3600000000
7.921. B B M I 8500000008
8.76 BBDC AAAA 0 3400000010 26
2.19 D J 5500000000
1.51L CE AF E 0 2500000000
1.06L BE DF 2 5500000000
1.61L BC AA 0 5600100000
7.55L BO AB 6 9400000008!
1.00L DC AC 0 2600100000
1.30 C F C 4400100000
2.10 BCCC AAAB 4 2500100000 29
3.40 E L C 9500010108
1.05L DD ABH 8 4500101000
2.88 CB GDAA 1500000100
15.11L C CJ 9300000008
2.69L C BFL 1500000000
10.12L BC AEK 0 9401000008
2.45 D GJ F B 9500000008
4.86L C E H 9501000010
2.27 C E 2600000100
2.27 CC CC 460010000(
10.97L C OF 9402000006
1.31L C KBI 1600000000
13.06L C DGMH 9480100108
1.56 CB M DB [ 6500000000
11.52L BBC AAB 1 I 7301000008
1.01L BD AC O 1600000000
14.73L iB B AAE 4 9300110008
1.93L EE BD 0 5600100000
10.20LIBC AA 5 9400001008
5.91L IBBD AAB 0 3400000008
3.24L B AC 9600000010
13.23L C C D 9401100008
2.13 CO J BB 1581000000
4.01 O DI HB 9500000016
1.05L BBD AAAN 2 0601100000 18
2.98L B BG 9600101000
5.55L E 'CKC! 9601000008
14.48L B CE H 9300010006
7.55L D N C B 3400000008
1.13L D BB G 1600101000
3.44 DIG C 8500000018
2.61L BB [AAI 4 9600101000
9.64L BCcc AAL 94000000085.39 M CC 9480000558
5.55: ' CD DAA 6400000008
C
A
S 2 # T
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 #.m; 10} High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 1 _ LUP
1 1 WX LUP
2 13 225335 B2P
1 14 327-- G 37 Sc
1 13 225340 K0
1 14 327- G 39 Sb
3 13 225344 B3
1 "41 14561-4800
8 1 32 X1456--405
4
1 13 225362 K2
2 ' 1 XX LUP
14 328- G 2..
"41 14575-4710
1 1 AO CEN
1 13 225375 K2
1 13 225376 K2
4 3 "14 223-PN?10PI
C
1 13 225391 K2
1 13 225399 K0
1 16 06903
1 16 06907
2 13 225422 MB
1 13 225421 K0
C




























a _ Coords SMJ SMN # O ]2 /J.m8a
hm.. , (s) () t b C) C) (') N
Flux Density
(No¢ Color Corrected)
25 p,m 60 p.m
(Ja_ky)
15016-4925 52.6 48 324+ 8 40 22 !110 4 .25L .26L
15018-4111 53.4 2 328+15 51 14 108 2 ,35 .25L
15018-4114 54,0 45 328+15 27 14 112 3 .25L .25L
15019-4059 54,6 55 328+15 93 22 114 2 .43L .26L
15019-4821 56.1 49' 32'6+11 37 29 111 2 .25L .25L
15019-4022 56.335329+16 _ 47[110 3 1.76 .4515019-4200 59,0 27 t 328+ 14 1 108 ,36L ,31L
15019-4303 59.038 327+13 31 7 109 3 2,42 1.08
15020-4433 1.2 14 327+12 30 5 108i 3 1,38 .72
15020-4052 3.9 28 328+15 29 9 112 3 3.49 .81
15021-4410 7,1 42 327+12 33 4 109 3 2.36 ,94
15021-4854 9,0 38_ 324+ 8 41 19 118i 2 ,26L .67L
15021-4619 9,3 30 326+10 62 17 110 3 .25L .25L
15022-4423 16.7 34;327+12 37 10 1101 3 .51 .26L
16023-4215 23.0 24,328+14 26 8 109 3 .39L .24:
15024--4651 28.4 261325+10 19 7 110 3 6.88 4.45
15024--4447 28.2 60 326+12 35 8 [112 3 .44 .26L
,`027_451144.166i326+11256 1083 339 192
,`026_462149826326+1143 6110,3 69 27L1`026-410,`018326+15381112013 97 35
I
,`029_424855523328+1328 6!10,3 2. 167
,`029_422558.3,0326+142. 161103 2.
15029-4454 57.5 6 327+12 30 10 107 3 ,50 ,38
1`026-4037 58.3 52 326+15 46 8 111 3 1.10 .26:
15030-4116 0.4 42 328+15 24 7 112 3 21.76 8.94
15030-4753 4.1 1 325+ 9 54 8 111 3 .30 .25L
1`031-4302 6.7 27 327+13 55 13 109 3 .27L .27L
15032--4022 16,1 10 329+15 32 6 111 3 ,25L ,34
15033-4333 23,6 10 327+13 37 10 112 3 .25L ,38
15034-4702 28,2 48 325+10 73 13 1112 2 .25 .26L
16034-4814 29.6 26 325+9 56 13 112 4 .42L I .25L
1,035-4918 31.6 45 324+ 8 19 6 111 3 1.29 .47
(5035-4222 35.4 0 328+14 54 8 110 3 .28L i .32L
15036-4826 36.2 10 325+ 8 83 37 106 2 .40L .25L
1`038-424256.929328+1359 1_10, 3 .59 .26L
,`036-4767 38.412325+9 19 .!,= . 123 29:
{5037-4554 =12.0 56 326+11 65 12 10, 2 ,73 .25L
15037-4441 45,5 48 327+12 75 26 '107 2 .25L ,26L
15038-4712 =18.9 14 325+ 9 42 5 108 3 .39 ,25L
15039-4951 54.9 291324+ 7 34 8 112 4 .95 .39:
15039-4853 55.6 44 325+ 8 39 6 111 2 1.44 ,38L
15039-4435 59.3 47 327+12 60 a 110 3 .41 .25L
15039-4806 59,4 22 325+ 9 26 4 1101 4 .25L 4.29
15040-4933 1.7 32 324+ 7 45 20 111 2 .98L i .27L
15040-4153 58 17 328+14 63 20 112i 2 1.41L .28L
1`041-4121 11,8 53 329+14 27 7 110 3 2,73 ,77
15042-4852 14.9 15 325+ 8 47 15 111 2 .32 ,27L
15042--4535 17.1 41 326+11 33 11 110, 3 .94 .41
15043-4702 21.0 16 326+10 51 8 109 4 .39 .25:
15044-4834 26.8 29 325+ 8 59 18 111 3 .41L .25L
15044-45498 28.0 47327+11 100o 16 10, 2 .24 .27L15044-4807 28.7 21 1325+ 9 ._ 10 109 4 .52 .31L
15045-4529 31.1 `0326+11 53 10 10, 2 .34 .25L
1,045-4114 35.4 32!329+15 33 19 107 o .25L I .33:
1,046-4758 375 30l 325+ 9 34 3 109 4 1.66 .51
15046-4939 40,5 101 324+ 7 63 8 112 4 .30L .25L
15048-4200 48,1 2 328+14 31 8 108 3 1.50 ,41
I`048-4954 48.8 12i 324+ 7 33 12 112 4 .44 .24:
15048-4850 50,8 53, 325+ 8 22 5 10 3 2,18 ,88
15048-4432 52,8 581327+12 58 9 10,t 3 ,54 .25L
15049-4941 57,9 491 324+ 7 35 9 111 4 .70 .36
I,049-4256 58.7 56 328+13 50 18 111 3 .26L ,27L
1,0,0-4055 05 8 329+15 26 11 109 3 .25L ,25L
150,0-4914 1,0 49 325+ 8 34 9 112 3 .59 .29L
1,050-4745 5,1 59 325+ 9 42 10 110 4 ,40 ,30:1,050-4444 5.3 29 327+11 62 111 3 ,34L ,25L
1`052-4504 15,9 38 327+11 51 8 10, 2 ,65L ,35L
15052-4321 17.0 `0 328+13 30 13 112 2 .31 .28L
15053-4155 19,0 32 328+14 45 9 109 3 1.67 ,61
15054-4318 25.6 58 328+13 41 24 21 2 ,25L ,59L
15054--4918 25.7 6 325+ 7 48 21 110 3 ,58L .25L
1`054-4758 26,7 36 325+ 9 21 10 110 3 ,91 ,35:
1`054-4553 27.0 11 326+10 24 5 ' 108 3 2,00 1,40
15054-4842 27,6 1 325+ 8 16 3 111 4 1,64 .81
15054-4505 28.3 21 327+11 55 14 114 2 .59 .37L
1`055-4658 34.3 45 326+ 9 41 8 109 4 .61 .27L
15055-4205 34.8 53 328+14 68 29 109 2 ,59L .59L
15056-4943 36.2 59 324+ 7 48 10 114 3 .32 .25L
1,057-4321 462 13 326+13 86 8 111 3 .25L ,27L
15059-4313 54.8 57 328+13 37 11 111 3 ,46 ,32:
15059-4836 57,3 44 325+ 8 85 21 110 3 ,28L ,25L
1`059-4642 59.0 47 326+10 78 28 114 2_ ,25L .32L
15059-4727 59.225 326+ 9 36 8 1tl 2 .34 .27L
15060-4331 2.9=43 328+12 62 8 109 31 ,43 .25L
1`060-4112 3.6 17 329+14 32 20 113 3 .25L .25L
15060-4747 5,3 4 326+ 9 26 5 109 3 5,17 3,11
15060-4530 6.0!15 327+11 57 8 106 3 ,38 .25L
15061-4353 7.1 16 328+12 29 5 111 3 4.95 2,01
15062-4059 15.E 2 329+15 29 11 109 3 .67 .27L
15062-4731 17.3 36 326+ 9 51 9 1t0 3 ,56 ,25L
15066-4548 36.1 29 327+10 34 10, .82 .35L
15066-4747 40.6 326+9 44 12 112 2 ,37 .25L
15066-4948 41.7 30 325+ 7 27 7 113 3 2.02 1,27
15069-4350 54,8 57 328+12 38 10 110 3 .69 .24
15069-4836 55.6 33 325+ 8 24 4 112 4 1.86 1.03
16069-4826 57.5 47 325+ 8 40 8 111 4 .95 ,25L
15070-4959 1E 3 325+ 7 46 8 113 3 .75 .34:
1`070-4725 3.2 20 326+ 9 41 4 109 3 2.26 .54
15070-4631 3.4 59 326+ 10 30 3 109:4 2.12 .89
Flags
V L C
1(30 u.m Flux Corr A Conftution R S A
Unc.= Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
,43L 3.51 D [ D 9500000008
tD K 6401100308
.50"40L 3.076"47L'C cCDIGLEBDE 8581100308
.44 6.08L i 5400000008
.41L ' 2.54 I F I C 7700000010
.40L 4.58L BD IAC 0 9400001006
,56 6.61L F EBG 9400000008
.40L 6.30L BC 'AAC 2 5400000008
.40L 1.91L SC ABMM 1 1600000000
.40L 6.00L BC Ag 0 8400101008
.40L 1.79L BC A_KD 2 3600002000
.51L 2.57 C _IEC 9600000000
.40L 2.59 C C KC 9600100228,40L 1.5.8L C 3L 1700000000
2.41 5.57 ECC FCAA 8400000028
.40: 7,34L CCE AAE 8 9,01000008
.40L 1,73L C !AD 9700010000
.47 1.63L BC ACK 5 8700000000
.40L 1.82L B 'BD 7700010000
.40L 6.11L CD BB H 7 4400000008
1.02 5.99L CC /'_A 1500000008
.51: 2.77 EC IGL GB 5500000208
.40L 1.34L CD BC 2 9700010000
,40L 4.94L B D ' A f 0 9500000008
2.10 5,03L BBC AAAL 3 6400000008
.40L 12.53L C BI H 7300001008
1,39 2.61: CC MCAD 5500000108
2.27 3.00 OCC KE;AB 9301000038
2.20 2.95: C C C C A B 3600000008
.43L 11.12L O FI 9400000008
.42L 4.90 C ALEHE 4480000340
.40L 16.33Li B D D 0 9400111106
.69 5.76Li IDA 5501000208
.66L 3.27 C F J 9600000340
,40L 7.58L C BOND 3400000008
.40L 9.89L BE AE F 4 8411111008
.40L 1.80L I F B L J C 3700000000
,40L 1.94 C 9600000110
.40L 9.97LI B A E 5400000008
c F ABJD 0 9611010000
.46L 3.30Li
.40L 3.81L C lAD 7600110000
.40L 1.69L F Io 9600000000
3.61 7,98L B C A _ F 84200OD008
.79L 3,84 j F K -C 5500000008
.40 8.5OL C _ 7401000008
A0L 6.37L BC AB 5 8400000008
.41L 3.22L D GF F 7600111000
.40L 1,73L BD BB E 1 4700000000
.43L 12.05L CE CD3 0 9400000008
.39: 6.35 DC HG;C 8602000340
.40L 2.07L D G 9700000000
.40L 11.00LI CB iSC ' _40000000_
.52L 1.54L FCC I' 8601000000
,46 2.37 G : C 6500000528
.40L 2.37: SC DAB C 0 6600011008
.53L 3.33 B )S 8600100000
,40L 2,72: BC D ASpiC 1 6600101108
.44L 3,29Lt CE CE 6 6600010000
.43L 2.20L BC AAt 0 9700001000
.40L 1.64L 8 CI 9601000000
.42L 2,80L BE AC 0 8610100000
.59 1.89: E E ( :E 5601000108
.91 3.34 CD F I B 6500000218
.43L 2.98L E BE G I 0 6601000210
,40L 9,70L BF DiCD 6400010008
.40L 1.88 HDB 9600000000
.42L 2.13 EJCDF C 970110,100
.49L 2.11L C IA'BBK 7600100020.41L 6.00L BC 1 5500100008
,40L 2.00 D H 6600200020
i
.40L 5.30 B!K FD 9600000410
.40L 9.70L BF BB M 0 8401010008
.40L 1.51L BC AA 2 1700000000
.41L 2.96L BB AAF 7700010000
.40L 1.93L C BC 9700100100
.40L 9.24L C 8DJ E 9401110138
.40L 2.36 C' H F E 8600000200
.40L 3.83L C F 8500000000
.40L 198 C i B C 6600100020
,40L 1.40L CF CEE 8 7500000000
,66L 4.66 C FECD 6600001100
,47L 2.59 D _ 9701000008
.40L 12.90L D G 5400100008
,40L 1,64L C B 8600000000
.53: 2.93 F D C .3 5500000308
,82 1213L BBC AAC 5 7400000006
.40L 1.81L D C K 4600000000
36: 1,34L BBD AAC 0 8701000000
.40L 4.29L C BE :_ 4501000008
.41L 12,91L B BJ H"4 5400100008
,47 11.90L C D 5400000008
.40L 1.94L B ADD 7610000000
.40L 10.88L C D 7400,1000,
.42L 2.92L SF AAG 0 8600000000
.40L 1.53L CD BCM) 5 8600000000
.63 3.83L BBF AAC ,I 0 I 9500003310
.40L 4.09L B A 9601000000
.40L 2.68L ED BC 3 _ 860O000000
.40L 8.97L BC AB 4 5511000008
.40L 7.52L BC AAJ _ 0 I 9500011008
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Associations
Name Type Se_ Mag
l 1 32 X1`01-412
1 13 225432 K2
1 7 WRA1280
2 13 225435 K0
1 I YZ LUP
1 14 328- G 15 Sb
1 40 F7V3
1 16 06922






2 1 GI LUP 32





C 1 32 X1`03-482 80 1;
2 13 225456 K0 9 5;
1 13 225457 A5 2 8(
C 1 32 X1504-485 165 1;
1 13 225465 K0 19 8;
C 1 32 X1504-412 68 1;
8
8 1 32 X1505-433 30 t
4
1 16 06949 24 13,_
1 1 AA LUP 25
2 13 225483 S3 5 i 4:
4
8
4 1 32 X1506-412 25
1 13 225497 K2 5 8'
6 1 16 06963 40 141
1 13 225504 K5 1 8'






a m 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 _tmh . o , (s) () ] b C) C) (') N
15070-4602 5.3 17 327+10 45 30 108 3 .25L
15071--4328 7.0 0 328+12 35 7 110=3 135
15072--4005 15.1 34 330+15 40 12 110 3 .25L
15072-4029 15.7 3 330+15 34 11 109 3 .71
15072-4812 16.e 55 325+ 8 22 8 111 4 .43
15075-4402 30.8 59 328+12 64 18 108 2 .44L
15075-4534 32.0 26 327+11 67 31 107 2 .25LI
15075-4015 32.0 24 330+15 22 7 111 3 24.62
15075--4430 34.E 9 327+11 57 10 106 2 .37
15076-4612 39.0 2 327+10 22 10 109 4 .96
15076--4914 40.5 10 325+ 7 29 7 113 3 2.66
15076--4405 41.0 24 328+12 59 28 114,2 .25L
15077--4041 44.6 8 329+15 52 7 107 !2 .39
15077-4851 45.7 4 325+ 8 28 8 110! 3 .43
15078-4506 51.0 49 327+11 64 13 107 3 .36L
15079-4256 56.3 44 328+13 50 21 110 3 .25L
15080-4125 4.2 25 329+14 50 10 107 3 .70
15080-4823 4.9 43 325+ 8 45 8 110 4 .58
15081-4505 11.2 24 327+11 16 3 109 4 1.46
15082-4808 13.0 44 326+ 8 26 3 111 4 793.29
15082-4608 15.8 25 327+10 39 9 109 3
15082-4343 17.6 27 328+12 40 7108 3
15083-4819 18.8 2 326+8 76 14 108 2
15083-4948 22.5 8 325+7 57 17 114 2
15084-4633 24.5 49 326+10 33 6 109 3
15084-4240 25.5 49 329+13 41 11 111 3
15084-4833 26.61325+8 27 51124
15085-4739 30.0 30 326+9 3619 110 3
15087--4904 46.2 6 325+7 45 3112 3315087--4922 46.8 13 325+ 7 56 I 1 115
15088--4609 48.8 25 327+10 49 10 110 3
15089--4725 54.3 35 326+ 9 19 3 110 4
15089--4104 57.8 44 329+14 78 18 109 2
15090--4801 1.6 49 326+8 28 5 112 4
15090--4752 5.7 44 326+ 8 41 8 110 4
15091--4226 7.1 46 329+13 74 15 107 2'
15092--4033 12.1 38 330+15 70 24 108 3
15092--4600 12.9 23 327+10 84 37 108 2
15093--4707 20.9 54 326+ 9 16 5 110 4
15095-4756 31.1 31 326+ 8 59 8 24 4
15095--4835 34.5 25 326+ 8 33 8 113 3
15096--4540 36.6 40 327+10 30 10 115 2
15098--4737 50.1 11 326+ 9 25 3 111 4
15098--4927 52.9 53 325+ 7 43 15 113 4
15100--4541 1.6 46 327+10 46 8 111 3
15100--4945 3.0 8 325+ 7 99 27 117 2
15100--4447 3.1 41 328+11 81 35 113 2
15101--4849 9.7 0 326+ 8 35 15 117 2
15101--4136 11.6 54 329+14 50 29 112 2
15101--4527 11.7 46 327+10 59 24 !111 3
15102--4026 12.3 28 330+15 49 8 107 3
15103--4004 18.6 35 330+15 82 28 111 2
15103--4807 19.7 18 326+ 8 29 6 111 4
15103--4701 21.0 13 327+ 9 67 24 108 2
15104--4934 29.5 59 325+ 7 32 9 112 4
15105--4310 31.4 9 329+12 73 15 108 2
15105-4834 31.5 16 326+ 8 29 10 114 2
15105--4950 31.6 40 325+ 7 27 3 112 4
15105--4011 33.4 21 330+15 63 24 109 3
15106--4528 37.5 28 327+10 73 16 15 3
15107 4420 45.9 53 328+11 79 31 14 2
15108--4847 49.2 12 326+ 7 34 11 113 3
15108--4637 49.8 19 327+ 9 25 11 113 3
15109 4131 55.8 40 330+14 23 3 t09 3
15109-4317 57.0 58 329+12 54 14 110 2
15110 4349 4.3 19 328+12 19 11 107 3
15110--4822 5.5 40 326+ 8 50 20 114 3
15113--4451 22.6 3 328+11 62 31 107 2
15115--4833 30.7 47 326+ 8 36 11 112 3
15115--4009 34.7 16 330+15 40 9 110 3
15115--4236 36.0 16 329+13 19 4 107 4
15116-4029 37.5 27 330+14 44 12 106 2
15116--4738 40.0 1 326+ 8 27 7 112 3
15117--4516 43.6 4 328+10 101 27 108 2
15117--4132 46.3 10 330+14 66 33 107 2
15117--4254 46.4 6 329+12 87 16 106 2
15118 4406 48.9 53 328+11 46 10 108 3
15118--4030 49.2 42 330+14 38 8 108 3
15119--4141 57.3 38 330+13 32 19 108 2
15119-4856 58.2 10 326+7 77 28 1102
15119-443458.24328+11 19 61093
15119-4021 58.3 18 330+15 31 61073
15120-4053 1.60330+1459311122
15121-4617 7.1 24 327+10 36 49i109 :821 8 510 326+8 251113
15122-4242 13.0 29 329+13 45 16 , 110 4
15122-4226 158 18 329+13 46 9 1107 4
15123-4352 20.1 2329+12 52 14 1123
15123-4745 20.4 56 326+8 34 10 113 3
15123-4046 20.6 3 330+14 68 12 109 3
15124 4805 29.1 25 326+ 8 42 10 111 4
15125-4005 33.6 20 331+15 57 26 109 3
15125 4913 34.7 56 326+ 7 73 1t 109 2
15125 4233 35.3 17 329+13 68 10 : 105 3
15126-4626 36.7 27 327+ 9 26 6 110 4
15127-4809 43.6 20 326+ 8 29 9 112 4
15127 4617 43.7 49 327+ 9 35 8 109 4151274727 44,342 327+6 63 16 119 3
151274556 448 7 327+1o 30 9 lO9 4151274116 46.426330+14 23 6 lO9 3
Declination: - 50"-- 40 =
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 ;tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.67 D L E 9600000340
1.48L CC AC O 7600011000
2.64 CC AA 9600000000
1.21L BD AD O 5600000000
4.82: E C BFFB 6581000308
1.69L C DC 5600101100
1.85 C GL D 6600100010
1.12L BBC AAA 0 9600000000 22
1.94L C ,C




2.89L B B KF
2.17L C D
3.07 C FBE












1.75L,CD ACD 1 9600100000
27.75 :BBCC AAAA 2 9322041108 42!
2.15L B A 9700000000
1.72L B AC 6600000000
15.50L C D 9400100008
5.05L D C 4500000000
9.65L BC AAE 2 9501000008
2.34 C D 4601000100
2.72L BC AAE 1 9600001000
4.05 D F HC 5602000008
2.72L EC ACL 0 8600010000
3.86L C B B 4500000000
2.98L C C 9700000000
10.46L BB AAF 5' 5401000008
1.91L C C I 0500000000
14.19L BF ACD 0 9400000008
13.91L B BCN 9400010008
1.50L D J DC 2600000000
2.97 C KFG 4500000120
2.69 C J E 5500000030
13.16L CC AB 7 2400000008
4.21 C BB 9500100008
2.86L BE AC 0 9600010000
1.67L CE AB 5 6501101000
10.11L BC AA 3 8401001008
6.31 C NI B 4480000310
2.41L D BG 6510101000
2.71 D C 2500000000
1.91 C E 9500010000
2.42L D CF I 8600000000
1.81 D MKD 4500000000
2.97 C BC 4600100430
1.69L CC AC F 1 9600001000
3.13 D MFF 9601000100
10.00L BC ABM 1 9400000008
3.97 C I DD 9602000130
3.60L B BI J 25000000101
2.16L C EMLI 3600000000
3.74L C AE 9600000000
3.98L EE AAFE 9 8601000000
4.66 C J L D 9580000340
3,49 E BCE 4600100430
2.05 D EG I 7601000000
4.99 CC BB : 9500000000
2.75: CCD MBAE 9601000210
1.33L BC AAG 8 4800001000
2.11L E E J ' 7501000000
2.92 CB GCAC 9601000110
7.08 D L KC 9500000008
2.33 D H C 8500000000
3.26L C B H I 9600000000
2.06L BD AC H 0 9601000000
1.56L BBC AAB 6 3601000010
1.84L D DJ 9600100000
9.58L B C A B F 1 7500000008
223 C G L D 8600000000
1.81 F G K 3500000000
1.75L C C 4600000000
1.73L B BHK 9700000000
1,57L C B L E 9610100000
2.63: DD GFB 4500000100
4.09 F L E 4500000000
1.70: BBCC AACD 1 7600(300100
1.51L BC AAEK 1 9600000000
2.24 C M I 6600000110
3.23L C BDH 4601000000
7.48 DE CHC 9580000018
2.50 C F GC 4500000000
1.50L C DF 3601000000
2.15 CC GI CB 9600000100
14.40L B AC 6500000008
1.85L C C K 6600000000
11.35L BD BC H 1 9500211136
1.91 C M E D 9600000000
15.73L D CGM 7400000008
1.93L C B 350000(000
2.47L BF AC 0 2600000000
10.97L 8D ACHJ 0 9501211118
6.59 F CC CI AA 4500001000
3.62 D L A 6600010000
2.18L BE BB 0 8500011000







C 1 32 X1508-429 90 12
2 13 225517 K0 4 63
1 3 RAFGL 4211 50
1 1 FF LUP 84 3
1 13 225523 MA 1 80
4 13 225525 B9 3 40
2 13 225533 K0 8 62
1 14 328- G 30 S. 24
8
8
1 13 225544 K2 2 80
1 1 AH LUP 6 3
4
1 1 AI LUP 1t 3
8
8 1 32 X1510-469 95 8
1 13 225552 G5 27 80
C 1 32 X1510-401 49 12
8
4 1 14 274- G 1SC 33
1 13 225572 K0 6i 80
1 14 328-tG 36 SO 80
1 14 274- G 4.. 19
1 1 AK LUP 14 3
1 40 M2/3 (111) 3 13 112
1 16 06996 23 125
1 14 274- G 5 S. 22;
1 131 225588 K0 11 80
8 1 1 AX LUP 3O 3
1 13 225598 K5 4 80
8
2 13 225600+ + + 3 51
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a C.oords SMJ SMNh_m .8, _s)_) --_ C')(")C#)N
15129-4603 54.716 327+10 37 9 109 3 .71
15130-4239 2.9 30 329+12 85 28 107 2 .25L
15130 4419 4.9 8 328+11 25 6 109 3 2.46
15130-4647 58 32 327+9 41 10 113 3 .45
15131-4730 61 47 327+ 8 51 8 112 3 .85
15131-4218 9.6 1 330+13 52 15 109 3 .25L
15131-4806 10.3 29 326+ 8 34 7 112 4 1.34
15131 4208 11.9 7 330+13 50 9 105 3 ,35
15132-4327 13.4 40 329+12 44 10 108 3 .45
15132-4540 16.4 24 328+10 71 21 111 3 .25L
15133 4740 229 52 327+ 8 29 9 111 4 .83
15134 4527 25.5 60 328+10 21 5 109 4 2.99
15134-4837 26.3 9 326+ 7 46 3 111 3 .98
15135-4426 34.4 49 328+11 26 22 18 2 .28L
15136 4816 41.9 37 326+ 8 98 23 109 2 .28L
15137-4041 44.8 37 330+14 79 22 108 3 .36L
15138-4902 49.9 25 326+ 7 53 9 111 4 .63
15138-4435 50.5 49 328+11 39 10 110 4 .44
15138-4701 52.0 35 327+ 9 43 10 113 3 .67
15138-4316 52.7 7 329+12 39 16 109 3 .45L
15138-4652 53.5 38 327+ 9 91 15 115 2 .30
15139-4942 55.5 49 326+ 6 68 25 113 3 .34L
15139 4621 57.7 26 327+ 9 85i40 113 2 .79L
15139-4415 57.8 35 329+11 65 24 111 3 .25L
15139 4908 58.2 58 326+ 7 23! 6 112 5 .25L
15139-4144 58.6 37 330+13 17 3 107 4 3.42
15142-4614 14.1 26 328+ 9 41 9 109 2 .75
15142-4903 16.2 5 326+ 7 26 9 111 4 .63
15143-4431 19.2 53 328+11 39 8 109 4 .38
15143-4023 20.1 57 331+14 57 20 108 3 .25L
15143 4928 20.6 8 326+ 7 23 3 109 5 1.05
15143-4531 23.1 59 328+10 25 3 109 4 2.74
15143-4757 23.8 23 327+ 8 46 10 110 3 .80
15144-4208 24.1 35 330+13 21 9 108 3 .46
15145-4426 32.3 44 329+11 74 14 115 2 .34
15147-4542 42.3 58 328+10 20 6 111 3 3.44
15147 4936 45.3 2 326+ 6 23 3 113 4 .96
15147-4436 48.3 38 328+11 44 I 5 108 3: .96
15148-4940 48.6 9 326+ 6 16 I o 111 _ 188.4815148-4421 53.0 26 329+11 40 I 24 111 .25L
15149-4114 59.7 19 330+13 54 8 108 3 .64
15150 4912 0.1 53 326+ 7 21 5 110 5 20.28
15150-4256 0.3 48 329+12 54 8 109 2, .34
15150-4741 2.7 39 327+ 8 43 3 110 4, 1.25
15150-4933 5.4 50 326+ 6 51 10 108 2 .39
15152-4342 161 34 329+11 67 23 110 4 .25L
15152-4949 16.g 54 326+ 6 35 8 21 4 .46
15152-4758 17.7 17 327+ 8 19 7 110 4 2.54
15152-4449 17.9 54 328+10 25 5 109 4 4.87
15153-4543 18.3 25 328+10 70 10 109 2 .39
15153-4600 20.1 46 328+ 9 64 13 112 2 .41L
15154-4739 27.2i46 327+8 87 17 109 2 .34
15154-4006 28.9'34 331+14 50 8 109 3 .25L
15154-4444 29.8131 329+10 48 10 109 3 .46
15155-4843 33.3 40 326+ 7 31 8 109 5 .44
15155-4801 33,9 18 327+ 8 47 11 106 2 .30
15156-4239 39.5 0 330+12 42 10 110 3 .57
15158-4818 48.7 48 327+ 7 68 10 107 4 .39L
15158-4129 51.2 37 330+13 75 22 106 2 .25L
15159-4439 54.8 24 329+11 45 9 110 4 .33L
15159--4745 55.7 39 327+ 8 49 8 109 3 .26L
15159-4926 57.8 29 326+ 6 25 9 112 5 .57
15160-4102 0.7 56 331+14 36 10 107 3 .25L
15160-4309 1.9 39 329+12 45 8 109 4 .63
15160-4617 4.1,28 328+ 9 42 19 111 4 .25L
15160-4632 4.9 48 328+ 9 49 8 109 i 3 .47
15160-4459 5.0 43 328+10 44 10 110 3 .62
15161-4025 7.6 21 331+14 25 22 104 2 .29L
15162-4849 13.3 8 326+ 7 54 6 110 5 .37L
15162-4434 16.3 41 329+11 27 22 16 3 .25L
15162-4624 16.4 17 328+ 9 29 5 110 4 1.07
15164-4310 24.9 15 330+12 54 6 108 3 .76
15164 4712 27.5 25 327+ 8 81 11 109 2 .31
15165-4726 31.3 14 327+ 8 41 8 108 5 .46
15165-4842 32.0 16 327+ 7 29 8 109 5 .67
15165-4857 :]4.7 43 326+ 7 32 20 111 3 .25L
15165 4958 :]5.7 39 326+ 6 24 11 116 3 .40
15166-4724 38.9 16' 327+ 8 42 11 110 3 32
15166-4156 41.4 14 330+13 24 17 108 3 .25L
15167 4853 42.8 9 326+ 7 26 8 111 5 .85
15168-4944 49.5 19 326+ 6 19 4 114 4 1.00
15168--4651 53.6 13 328+ 9 49 32 113! 2 .69L
15168-4000 53.9 29 331+14 49 19 108 3 .25L
15169-4401 54.1 36_329+11 49 33 106 2 .25L
15169-4962 55.8 16 326+ 6 18 8 113 4 .95
15169 4719 58.3 35 327+ 8 30 9 10 5 .61
15170-4329 0.4 43 329+11 38 8 109 4 .64
15170-4840 1.2 36 327+ 7 19 3 109 5 2.11
15170-4033 4.3 34 331+14 41 12 109 2 .25
15171-4441 9.6 58 329+10 47 9 109 2 .31
15171-4531 9.8 48 328+10 35 8 112 3 .51
15172 4926 12.9 14 326+ 6 45 15 106 2 .L-_
15172-4537 13.0 38 328+10 28 11 109 3 .54
15172-4028 14.8 52 331+14 22 14 =111 3 .25L
15172-4346 15,7 4 329+11 62 8 109 4 .37
15173-4752 19.3 12 327+ 8 23 8 110 5 .86
15173-4221 22.9 47 330+12 50 29 115 2 1.07L
15173-4655 23.4 51 328+ 8 18 5 108 5 3.05
15173 4341 23.5 31 329+11 49 8 109 3 .40
15174-4402 24.6 56 329+11 44 10 110 3 .65
Declination: - 50 °- - 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not CoMr Corrtmted)







































































































100 v,m Flux C(,rr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2.46L B AE 850000O0OO
2.30 D D ; 3500000000
2.59L BC AB L 1 7601000000
2.31L C BD= 7700010000
2.98L B B I : 5700000000
1.54L C MCD 2701000000
13.10L CC ADM 5 9400101008
1.93L D B 3600000000
1.78L D DD 5500010000
3.52 B KB 8601000000
11.35L BE ADJ 0 4500000008
22.62 BACC AA_A 0 3300000118 95
14.37L FD BB 0 9401001008
2.31 E D 7601000000
3.19 E C 9600000008
2.64 C L F DE 5500000000
18.02L C CJ I 4400231008
1.93L F C JF 2601100000
2.91L D BG E 5600010000
2.96 C BKHD 3602000000
3.73L C F 5601000000
6.45 E KK D 3600000018
3.75 C I H 5600000000
2.80 C HMGE 7600000010
5.70 CC L BA 6580100018
1.31L BB AAML 3 7600000000
6.88L C BK E 6401000000
13.32L CD AB I 5 4400131008
2.13L B CE 2600200000
3.90 C J }D 3502000430
21.10L BD AC 9 4400100008
12.90L BC AA 0 4400000008
13.17L e BL 9400020018
2.01L C B HN 5600000000
4.59L C F 6500100000
2.23L BC AA 0 9600000000
18.15L DD AB 9 3400311008
9.64L B ADI 9400000008
1 13 225604 K2
1 13 225603 K0
1 13 225609 M0
1 13 ! 225613 K0
2 141 274-PN 7 PI
1
1 13 225619 MA
1
C 1 32 X1514-403
1 13 225623 K5
1
1 13 225630 K5
1 17 22327.61 AABB AAAA 3 3511111008 42
2.84 C EDD 9601000100
2.13L D AH 6700000000 1 13 225633 K0
5.38 BBCC AA_C 0 5500000308 16 4 1 32 X1514-492
2.78L C DI 2600000000
2.79L BCD ACEE 1 9700110000 4 13 225638B8
20.33L C E 3400111008
2.71 C GKB 5600000000
4.74L ED BB 9600011000
12.88L CCF AA3 7 9500100018
10.47L BBC AAO 1 9400100008
3.81L C C
2.97L D F _,
2.95L E H
2.18 C MHEB





2.74 F LJ _'C
9.40L B H
8.71L E D, c
21.04L C B K
4:1 CB I F_B










2.62L B B I 3
21.14L B BK




























4.67L DD CC -t 1 66OO0OOOO0
2.39L C D 5600200000
4.28 DC "_C 9500000310
18.17L ICC BC 5 9500110008
23.06L DE AB,(H 9 2500011008
2.26 D I J 3E 6600000000
2.97 C : C 8400000308
2.07 C F < E 9600000000
29.19L BD AC 1 1400000908
3.04L B AE E 9500100000
1.77L BF AG 8 7600000000
17.12L BB AA:) 0 9501212228
1.84L C GC 0700100020
13.66L C D 7400010008
13,42L E ICE 8501100008
25.80L C HNI 4403000008
10.t7L B AL 8501100008
3.07: CC H CA 7680100028
2.03L C D J 6601110000
16A6L B AF 550000008
2.35 C G F 8600000110
2.33L BB AA 3 8701100000
2.48L C B MI 5501100000
1.90L B B M 9600000000
1 13 225654 K2
4 1 14 328- G 43 SB
1 14 224-G? 1 ..
8





1 13 225667 K2
E
8 1 "4t 15170-4033
8 1 "41 15172-4028
























9(1 13 225678 K2 2
"Confus*on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sc urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 15h17m29'-15h21m46 '
Position (1950)
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN O O ! 12 _m 25 y.m 60 /zm
(s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
29.7 54 327+7 21 5109 5 17.58 17.39 3.25
30.6 36 327+8 25 9 109 5 .75 .25L .40L
31.5 43 328+9 31 23 111 4 .25L .25L .71L
31.6 50 329+10 76 11 109 2 .35 .25L .42L
39.4 34 328+9 43 15 111 41 .31L .25L .46
39.7 53 327+8 41 12 109 4j .50L .25L .93
40.0 54 328+9 64 27 106 2i .39L .25L .59L
40.0 29 328+9 54 24 107 3i .33L .25L .42L
40.3 43 330+12 36 12 109 3 .26L .25L .57
40.6 55 331+13 32 25 107 3 .25L .311 .401..
55.8 24 328+10 49 3 111 4 .25L .25L; .46:
56.8 60 329+11 28 6 110 3 1.22 .32 .40L
57.8 52 328+10 29 7 110 4 7.68 2.89 .59:
57.9 45 326+ 6 41 8 110 4 .67 .21: .50L
4.0 50 331+13 35 5 108 3 4.46 1.94 .47L
4.3 2 331+14 33 9 107 3 1.03 .47L .40L
4.3 6 326+ 6 15 4 111 4 8.10 5.75 1.38
13.9 26 331+14 27 6 106 3 1.65 .59: .40L
14.2 48 326+ 6 28 8 111 4 .46 .25L .46L
14.6 49 328+ 8 48 9 111 4 .56 .33L .41L
17.7 8 327+ 6 60 14 110 3 .39L .25L .68
20.7 17 327+ 7:29 3 110 5 1.03 .15: .40L
21.5 47 329+10 _ 30 12 109 4 .38 .25L .40L
23.9 33 329+10 46 14 112 2 .36 .25L .40L
26.5 55 331 +14 56 10 107 3 .44 .27L .40L
i30.3 17 327+ 7 26 10 110 5 .25L .50L .68:
33.5 47 328+ 8 17 9 109;5 .96 .59 .40L
37.1 12 327+ 8 28 9 109 5 .55 .25L .40L
37.6 53 327+6 30 5111 5 1.25 .37 .40L
39.3 14 329+10 74 23 106 3 .25L ,26L .40L
44.2 55 328+ 9 40 10 111 5 .25L .25L .81
45.2 20 330+11 41 6 111 3 2.76 1.18 .40L
46_1 60 327+ 7 19 3 111 4 3.40 1.43 .47L
53.2 20 332+14 42 20 108 3 .25L .25L .4OL
59.6 15 329+ 9 21 4 109 5 1.85 .77 .40LI
4.0 43 328+ 9 47 15 109 2 .35L .28L .42
4.6 45 328+ 9 33 22 109 3 .25L .28L .40L
4.8 0 328+ 8 20 6 108 5 4.12 2.00 .40L
5.2 6 330+11 34 24 21 2 .28L: .27L .41L
5.6 29 326+ 8 40 12 112 3 .41 .25L .40L
I
8.0 43 328+ 9 54 1 1081 4 .37 .29L .40L
8.2 10 331+13 84 8 '109 3 .25L .26L .41L
8.3 18 327+ 8 22 8 110 5 .97 .48 .42L
10.8 40 327+ 8 34 8 12 4 .32 .32 .58L
11.5 33 330+12 39 8 112 3 .48 .26L .47L
15.1 55 326+ 6 20 5 i 108 4 5.27 6.23 1.53
16.2 42 329+10 22 71110 4 1.06 .25L .40L
18.3 25 330+12 42 14 113 2 .35 .28L .40L
18.3 9 326+ 9 50 9 114 2 .36 .30L 1.17L
16.4 41 330+12 38 8 110 3 .59 .39 .40L
18.9 27 329+10 78 16 108 2 .23 .25L 1.57L
20.4 29 330+11 45 12 111 2 .73 .25L .40L
34.3 47 330+12 79 18 113 2, .25L .27L .62L
36.0 57 328+8 62 17 114 2! .25L .29L 1.28L
40.2 25 326+ 6 37 8 111 3 .44 .15: .44L
42.6 58 328+ 8 32, 22 109 2 .25L .25L .46L
47.2 16 329+9 30 20 110 5 .25L .25L .42L
57.7 47 329+ 9 Lr/ 9 106 5 .85 .30L .40L
58.5 4 328+ 8 34 9 109 5 .79 .43 .41L
59.E 54 328+ 8 30 26 104 2 .25L .31L .83L
2.7 6 328+ 8 25 10 110 5 .78 .37: .40L
3.623 330+12 57 17 114 2 .50 .42L .40L
8.8 16 331+12 74 11 108 2 .38 .25L .40L
10.2 26 330+11 40 20 113 3 .25L .35L .44L
10.8 32 332+14 33 21 109 3 .26L .28L .47L
12.5 57 326+ 6 30 8 111 3 .80 .33L .57L
14.7 49 331+13 22 18 113 4 .25L .28L ,43:
15.9 53 330+12 67 13 108 2 .56 .25L .40L
19.1 31 328+ 7 52 12 107 2 .32 .31L .47L
25.4 6 327+ 7 29 8 107 4 .45 .36L .73L _
28.2 501 328+ 8 43 8 107' 5 .48 .25L .41L
30.2 1 327+ 6 48 13 109 4 .25L .25L .80
34.9 13 331+13 19 5 107 4 1.05 .53 .40L
37.8 46 330+11 73 26 114 2 .30L .27L .47L
38.2 2 328+ 9 29 9 110 5 .44 .25L .4OL
42.7 42 330+10 27 3 109 5 1.21 .40 .40L
43.6 11 327+ 7 17 4 112 4 2.01 .55 ,47L
49_6 47 330+12 32 10 109 3 .53 .28L .40L
50.4 38 326+ 8 24 9 112 3 .46 .26L .40L
52.3 38 330+11 31 20 112 2 .25L .29L .73L
53.9 59 329+10 21 4 109 5 1.66 .53 .40L
55.3 2 327+ 7 15 4 110 4 1.27 .26: .63L
57.5 11 330+11 35 10 111 4 .78 .36 .40L
2.1 25 332+13 32 8 107 4 .75 .35L .52L
9.2 30 328+ 8 34 6 109 5 .80 .24 .40L
10.E 3 330+11 27 7 109 3 27.77 15.85 2.52
12.7 7 326+ 8 30 12 107 4 .37L .31L .66:
12.8 24 330+11 56 37 111 2 .28L .61L .40L
14.1 42 328+ 9 22 5 109 5 1.36 _84 .47L
19.4 2 331+13 19 6 109 3 1.58 .48 .40L
24.1 41 329+10 39 9 108 5 .88 .38 .40L
31.9 2 328+8 26 3 110 4 3.60 1.67 .45L'
33.0 23 327+ 7 46 8 111 3 .31L .25L .94
37.2 58 330+10 44 14 113 2 .27 .25L .45L
37.9 17 327+ 6 42 8 110 4 .50 .25: .69L
41.0 28 328+ 8 29 5 109 5 1.56 .64 .40L
41.6 31' 326+ 8 15 4 108 4 2.83 .76 .42L
43.6 54 327+7 21 5 113 5 4.48 1.54 .43L
45.6 0 329+ 9 71 25 114 2 .25L .42L .55L
46.2 38 327+ 7 20 8 114 4 .40 .25L .73:















































































































































































































Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
AAA 9 9400000008 25
B C 9500000000
MJ t D 8601100000
B 9400000008





NJ E 9602000430 C 32 X1517-416 52 12
E B 8680201008
A D 0 9600000000
AAD 1 5501201018 50
ADJ 0 3400000008
AAD 0 4600000000
AB E 7701000000 3 "13 225691 B2 7 33
AAAD 9 9600000008 01




AC 0 6400000008 2 13 225697G0 9 56
BGI 8400100008
D 7501101008 1 13 225698 K2 12 80




ABI D 0 6601120000 1 1 13 225703F'3 6 50
il GLD 8601000008
M BB 9680102508 4
AA 6700001000
AA 9700100000 1 1 AQ LUP 47 3
D 6500121200 4 1 "41 15189-4016 15 8
AA 6 9500101508 4




C J F 9602000000
CI I G 9500010008
I D! 7700011000 "41 15192-4122 52 6
ACF 3 5600220000 1 2 18 5821A G5 7 21 83
B I H 7600300000
BEKF 36OO000000
AAA 9 3502000008

















C K E 2581000330
J I KB 6501000200







AC G 2602000220 C 1 "41 15205-4052 5 3
KD 76O1O0021O 4
CL 9400200108
AB 6 5601000000 1 1 AULUP 25 3
AAK 1 9701001000
BI G 160001GO00 1 16 07050 21 138
C 9502000000
F B ' 7600000320
AB 6 9500001008
ABFE 3 6700000000 13 225742K5 3 93
BB 7 6600000000
BCG 8600110660 C "41 15210-4030 11 3
B B 1 9400OO0008




AB 0 3600000000 1 "41 15212-4105 26 3
AB 2 7500101008
AA 9 9400001008 1 1 AVLUP 8
HI S 9701200000
F 9500000008
C C J 9403010208
AA 9 8400110008
AA 8 7701001000 1 13 225754G5 2 6_=
AAH 2 9700200000
J F D 9501000008
B A 9701200000
25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 15h21=50"-15h26=24" Declination: -500--40 .
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncert_nty !CCoords S/vLI SMN 0 12 _m
Name
a6
hm. • . (s) () ] b (") (') (') N
15218-4014 50.4134332+14 47 14111 i .37L15218-4744 51.625328+ 7 24 110 1.11
15218-4853 51.730327+ 8 41 8113 .48
15219-4939 57.4i35327+6 28 8112_4 .82
15219-4629 59.044 1329+ 8 43 6 108 i 5 .54
15220-4950 4_943327+ 6 24 101163 .34
_5220-4636 5.140328+ 8 24 51085 1.45
5221-4015 8.451332+14 78 291102 1.05L
5222-4826 17.242327+ 7 49 161133 .25L
5223-4834 24.G 4327+ 7 48 91153 .49
5224-4606 28.835329+ 9 32 91095 .74
,5225-4242 ,30.£ 8331+12, 43 61085 .53
15225-4924 31.254327+ 6 33 91124 .48
15226-4504 36.944329+10 59 101122 .30
5226-4149 37.660331+12 33 81093 .26L
5227-4441 42.139330+10 57 121073 .31
15227-4948 42.255327+ 6 60 221143 .25L
_5227-4904 42.721327+ 6 i 36 81113 .25L
5228-4112 51.149332+13 32 111103 .96
52284033 51.941332+13 65 271083 .25L
5229-4118 55.410332+13 38 71103 16.78
5229-4928 59.731327+ 6 20 81144 .92
5230-4311 2.220331+11 41 81085 1.01
15231-4618 7.730329+ 8 42 81084 .48
15231-4207 8.635331+12 31 101085 .54
t5232-4520 15.520329+ 9 39 101094 .38
5232-4959 17.126327+ 5 34 91153 1.01
15233-4949 22.446327+ 6 37 201083 .25L
t5234-4048 24.(_ 6332+13 38 81103 1.09
i5234-4246 24.814331+11 31 8 108 5 .25L
_5235-4822 30.8 2 328+ 7 I 21 3 110 4 7.50
'5235-4415 31.122330+10 35 8 110 4 .36
5235-4818 31.754 328+ 7 21 5 111 4 5.56
5235-4359 34.811330+10 38 18 107 4 25L
,5236-4644 36.3t 25 329+ 6 16 3 109 4 4.62
15236- 4451 37.7124330+10 5214 111 2 .25
i5236-4157 39.148331+12 32 10 107 5 .92
5237-4113 42.453332+13 24 71093 5.32
5237-4932 44.336327+ 6 86 141162 .26L
i5238-4936 49.336327+6 43 81133 .69
i5238-4407 49.559330+10 35 81085 .53
t5238-4215 505 _ 331+12 I =8_= 311052 .46L
15239-4907 57.C _ 327+6 w 19110 ;.t .25L
15240-4445 1.816330+10 30 91075 .83
,5240-4625 5.125329+8= 44101084 .36L
,5241-4900 7.149327+ 6i 35101114 .79
,5241-4337 10.(] 39330+11 48121073 .35
,5241-4624 11.349329+8 21 41084 3.79
,5241-4524 11.41329+9 30 71085 .25L
15243-4509 21.412330+9 50151042 .27
15243-4741 23.331328+7 95191042 .34
,5244-4230 24.E 27331+11 69111063 .33
15244-4804 25.2155328+7 43 91113 .81
,5244-4001 28.950333+13 33 91093 .39L
15244-4412 29.959330+10 31 151104 .45L
15245-4423 30.6i26330+10 36 91085 .40
,5245-4811 132.1'58 328+7 29 91103 .87
15245-402933.513332+13 29 71093 5.72
,5246-4858 ,0.160327+6 22 91124 95
,5246-4326 ,0.217331+11 37 61095 .68
_5248-4334 52.17331+11 41 81064 .38
15248-4727 52.528 328+ 7 43 81104 .44
15249-4948 57.715327+ 5 63 171162 .41L
15249-4429 57.854 330+10 25 91075 1.06
t5249-4559 59,7 37 329+ 9 56 8 108 4 .37
15250-4515 2.316330+ 9 55 91093 .34
15250-4412 4.321330+10 7222 1112 .65L
15251-4854 11.035328+ 8 81 241162 .25L
15252-4410 15.9 3330+10 46 11 110 3 ,34
15252-4742 18.029328+ 7 36121083 .50
15253-4442 21.320330+10 39 1210814 .26L
15253-4045 23.534332+ 13 88 2110513 .29L
15254-4944 24J 37327+ 5 39 9 1133 .75
15254-4620 25.911329+ 8 38 3108; 4 1.21
15254-4953 27.849327+ 5 33 81132 .41L
15255-4351 30.821331+10 27 91075 .85
15255-4819 34,0 48 328+ 7 55 12 116 2 ,31
15255-4521 353 3 330+ 9 32 21 106 3 .25L
15256-4642 36.9 1329+ 8 27 111142 .34:
15256-4957 40.3 soi 327+ 5 23 41124 3.87
15256-4845 41.426328+ 6 28 51143 1.31
15257-4611 45.649329+8 48 81093 36
15257-4955 45.9 3327+ 5 28 161093 .25L
15257-4009 47.618333+13 30 61064 1.24
15257-4630 47.7 3329+8 93 151062 .37L
15258-4210 51.8 2332+12 74 211075 .51L
152594204 54.459332+12 37 81085 .46
15259-4633 55.341 329+ 8 18 41105 14.34
15259-4430 58.313330+10 58 141092 .29
15260-4644 1.5 7329+ 8 33 5111 5 1.57
15260-4243 49 6331+11 52 111064 .71L
15260-4261 4.9 4332+12 26 I 51075 4.78
15261 - 4232 7.0266331+11 55 81084 .39
15261-4141 11.752332+12 3233 9 108 5 1.1415262-4552 13.5 11 329+ 9 3 110 5 1.36
15263 4022 19.0!48 333+13 37 8 107 5 .76
15263-4213 19.658 332+1 36 7 108 5 .25L
15263-4910 20.5 6 328+ 6 19 4 113 3 2.15
15263-4446 21.3 49 330+ 9 10 8 159 4 .90
15264-4301 24.2 51 331+11 43 9 108 5 .CoO
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Cebr Corrected)







































































































1(30 pm Flux C)rr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs C)ef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
2.02L C BE 7700100000
16.05L BC AE1B 0 9401001008
4.45L D CE_KH 9600000000
20.74L BD A[J 2 9500000008
13.00L C BGHF 9400000008
7.09[ D CL D 6600000008
14.66L BBB A/IAI 4 7400110008
2.03 C FEGE 7700100000
4.70 E KL HC 7700000100
5.37L C CL E 7700010000
16.60L B BE I 8401001008
2.08L S AFLK 3500000000
18.96L B BI F 9501100008
10.29L C C 3500000008
7.18 CCC EAA 3400001008
10.84L C D M 7500000008
7.09 C J C 96000000O8
8.28 FC DE 9501000100
9.52L B BC F 4400100008
2.08 C I I B 4502000000
10.09L BBF AAB 0 3400100008 15
25.22L DE BB 9 9401001008
2.06 BD D ACHE 0 9601000000
15.95L B B 6400010008
1.77L B B E 4600000000
13.92L B D 3400000008
3.21L CC AADD 2 9700100000
6.78 D J L C 7600000008
2.18L B BC 9500000000
1.94: CBE GCAG 2601000000
4.12L BDC AAA 96600100000
11.17L C CL 9500000008
3.35L BC AAJ 0 6700100000
3.30 ED I FFD 8601010108
3.07L CBD AABL 68710000000
9.66L D D K 5501100008
1.83L BC ACF 5 3601000000
6.82L BCC AAB 6 4400000008
5.40 D OF B 8600100008
33.24L C B I 7401100008
9.35L BD BDED 0i 9501010028
1.30 C D i 4600000000
6.16 C H"_I 9600000210
10.57L BF AD 0 7501300008
3.34L C A 3700100000
4.43L BD ADKJ 0 9600100100
2.76L C C _ 6600000000
3.20L BC AA 3 2700100000
4.85 E B C C 8 B 2580000208
13.11L C DM 1500000008
15,76L D D 9500000008
2.21L C FE L 3600000000
19.74L DE BE] 6 9500000008
2.29L DC NB '_S 2700000000
3.51 E I J C 8601000128
14.53L B AD .: 9500010008
4.65L C C B E] 05600000000
2.02L BCF AA - ui 9500000000
6.44L B BE] 7601200000
2.23L EC CE] 3 5600000000
2.20L E] BJ :1 76010Q1000
21.95L B B 9510000008
5.38 E : C 7500101010
10.80L, B C
3.99L B E K
18.43L C CJ E
9.04L D I




2.42 C E Ii B
3,77L: B BE
3.67L DD AC





















5.35L BE AA G 9 9500200000
3.37L BC AE]( 0 6600000000
3.81L C IE]c 1501000000
6.56 F : E] [ C 8500200000
2.20L E]O BD 2 1700000000
3.27L C / 2700100000
2.99 C J L C 2500100200
1.72L D B I 2600200000
2.71L ABD AA[ , 2 271010000017
15.04L C E 9400000008
2.96L BD AA 6700010000
2.44L C H E 2600000000
1.66L BBC AA( 2 2600101000
2.47L O CM 4600000000
7.33L BC AE] L 2400000008
2.67L BC AC_ 2 7600000000
1.91L CC BC 73500001000
2.84 BcBg ,-1Ai 39C0000100
6.37 AA(HI 78601000020
2.87L BE E]Bt' H I 6 9601020100
2.06L BC BE] 0 1600010000
1 13225757 K0
1 13225758K2
1 4O K5(ttt) 3
1 13225767 K0





I 1 BC LUP
1 13225799 K0
8
1 14 326- G 3 SO
8
1 113225811 M0
1 1 BD LUP
2 13 225,825 K0
1 13 225830 K5
1 t4 274- G 17 ..
I 39 FJ 1526-42






















*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed So_.rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
292




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m12
hm. . , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N
15264--4329 29.6, 531331+10 73 O 1108 4 .3815285--4007 30.1 2 333+13 79 33 104 2 .25L _
_5265--4040 32.4 39 333+13 28 4 107 5 1.72
15265-4805 32.5 23 328+ 7 30 5 111 4 ,61
15265-4925 32.7 29 327+ 6 22 10 113 3 .42
15265--4341 35.1 57 331+10 55 9 108 5 .42
15266--4438 41.145330+9 _9 li 107l 22 .32L15267-4029 44.4 56 333+13 2 104 .25L
15268-4854 50.4 32 328+ 6 112 3 .57
15268-4732 50.5 41 329+ 7 42 9 110 3 .48
15268-4516 50.9 22 330+ 9 34 14 1106 4 .29L
15269-4145 55.3 51 332+12 21 5 107 5 1.68
15269-4633 56.5 19 329+ 8 38 9 113 3 .54
15269-4400 59.3 17 331+10 23 5 108 4 67.99
15270-4837 1.4 1 329+ 8 60 10 111 3 .32
15270-4805 2.0 14 328+ 7 25 4 113 3 2.09
15270-4727 4.7 26 329+ 7 18 7 109 3 28L
15270-4506 5.1 4 330+ 9 15 5 108 4 1.56
15271-4912 9.9 2 328+6 29 5 113 3 7.27
15271-4632 11.0 52 328+ 6 45 8 114 2 .39
15271-4627 11.6 44 I 329+ 8 72 34 110 2 .29L
15271-4640 11.9 12 329+ 8 26 11 112 3 .51
15272--4813 13.0 16 328+ 6 33 11 113 3 .25L
15272-4025 13.845333+13 53 9107 5 .47
15272-4957 18.0 21 327+5 23 4 112 4 .89
15273-4109 18.758 332+12 85 21 1063 25L
[5274-4341 26.5 37 331+10 57 10 107 3 .39
,5274-4744 27.1 59 329+7 32 9113 4 .59
.5274-4031 28.8 5 333+13 23 5107 5 2.01
,5275-4432 30.9 12 330+9 33 8 109 3 71
15276-4926 39.4 23 328+5 22 11 11512 ]3
,5276-4124 40.1 24 332+12 46 33 107 2 .25L
,5278-4627 51.4 47,329+8 36 10 111 4 .69
,5279-4956 56.6 22 327+5 35 10 166 34 .5015280-4445 2.0 16 330+9 40 108 .82
15280-4935 5.0 21 328+5 49 8 109 4 .31L
,5281-4743 6.630 329+7 22 5112 3 2.77
15281-4929 7.9 55 328+ 5 26 8 109 4 .43
15281-4547 8.9 48 i 330+ S 49 1. 112l3 .27L
15281-4054 tl.7 12 333+12 88 15 105 2 .29
I
15282-4828 15.9 44l 328+ 6 29 10 114l3 .41
15283-4710 202 10 329+ 7 35 8 112 4 .66
15283-4452 21.2 2 330+ 9 38 20 109 23 .39L15284-4652 25.4 46 329+ 7 48 21 107 25L
15286-4816 37.3 50 330+ 8 23 9 110 3 1.14
,5287-4117,70 35333+12 36 6 108i5 41
f5288-4522 49.3 59330+ 9 73 15 113 12 .30
15288-4846 49.5 19 328+ 6 43 13 114 2 .27
15288-4414 49.7 19 i331+10 34 9 107 4 .92
15288-4603 50.0 19 330+ 6 20 6 110 3 198
15286-4724 53.8 31 329+ 7 21 4 112 3 1.32
15288--4106 54.0 5 333+12 39 9 107 5 38
15289-4531 54.2 14 330+ 9 23 5 112 4 1.50
15289-4823 57.0 30 328+ 8 34 9 111 3 .38
15289-4409 59.0 13 331+10 78 28 112 2 .52L
15291-4805 9.6 10 329+ 6 42 11 112 3 £8
15291-4858 10.7 52 328+ 8 59 19 167 3 .44L I
15291--4841 11.7 59 328+6 59 20 115 3 .35L
15292--4655 14.7 14 329+ 7 44 8 111 3 .48
15292-4622 17.0 14 330+ 8 20 6 109 3 1.14
15293-4627 21.6 3 330+ 8 102 11 107 2 .45
,5295-474330.823 329+7 39 11 11o2 .38
15295-4641 31.5 37 329+ 8 51 8 108 3 m40
15295--4326 32.6 32 331+10 29 8 105 3 .41
251332+11 45 12 104 215295-- 4211 33.0 .38
15295--4736 34.7 11,1 329+ 7 42 9 112 3 .52
5 107 5 .25L_5_5-4018 35.3 2,3_+13 27
15296-4109 39.0 81333+12 42 15 108 4 .25L
15297-4555 42.0 25 _ 330+ 8 24 3 110 3 5.08
15297--4051 43.1 191333+12 85 14 105 3 27
15297-4010 43.7 19 333+13 44 8 109 4 A0L
15297-4157 46.0 28 332+11 51 22 108 4 .25L
15298-4148 48.7 7 332+11 64 24 107 2 .25L
15298-4806 50.9 44 329+6 46 13 113 2 .37
15298-4504 51.2 32 330+ 3 20 8 112 4 .64
15298--4849 53.2 56 328+ 6 49 8 109 4 .4t
15298-4951 53.2 26 328+ 5 28 12 107 2 ]515300-4019 4.2 21 333+13 34 107 5 1.07
15303-4613 18.3 41 330+ 8 27 3 105 2 .54
15303-4822 21.8 41 329+ 6 29 8 111 4 .75
15304 4418 24.0 28 331+ 9 44 3 106 3 .25L
15304-4848 25.3 54 328+ 6 55 15 114 2 .37L
15305-4422 31.4 45 331+ 9 67 18 114 2 .26L1115305-4906 32.3 52 328+5 35 107 .40
69!1915305_471133,010329+7 10921 ,25 15306-4200 36.4 32 332+11 44 107 4i .46
15306-4541 37.4 57 330+ 8 50 13 113 2 .33
15306-4107 41.0 10 333+12 44 8 107 4! 26L
15307-4404 429 44 331+10 51 8 110 3 .34
15307-4122 43.6 49 333+12 19 5 107 51 15.80
15307-4527 44.8 56 330+8 113 30 113 2 .25L
15307-4901 45.9 45 328+ 5 24 7 107 3 10.08
15308-4734 48.7 29 329+ 7 62 19 106 2 .25L
15308-4138 48.7145 333+11 27 10 107 4 .45
15308-4912 51.7148 328+ 5 53 tl tO6 3 ,93
15308 4209 52.8114 332+11 63 16 107 3 .25L
15309-4703 59.7 44 .43329+7  11515310-4735 3£ 1 329+ 7 2 110 .30L
15310-4810 4.3 5; 329+ 6 34 109 4 ,9615311 4713 6.1 329+ 7 ; 27 11 110 3 .27L
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Co_r Correctd)







































































































100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cod R Flags" S 2 # T
2.47L, D BH E 3602000OO0
1.84 D D 2700000000
1.58L BB AA 4 8501000000
6.33L I B B / D 5581010000
4.61L C B 3601000000
2.58L CD CDJ 0 6600000000
2.85L E B 9601010000
1.76 CC HC 4500100100
3.86L B BFL 7600010000
21.32LI D CG 8401110108
3.16 CD HDCB 5600000010
1.48L BB AAFE O 3500000000
2.72L C BF 2600110000 1 1 BG LUP
2.21L AAC AAA 1 5521000000 28
3.50L C F G 2600210000
3.55L BC AADC 1 5600110000
5.86 CCC J BAB 8501101108
2.18L CC ABJ 4 8600001000
3.78L BB AAB 1 6600000000
6.33L C CM 8500000000
3.43 F F 2600000000
3.24L C DEJ D 2601100000
3.26L C BC 5600000000
1.93L, CF CDM I 0 3501220000 1
6.81 EDDC BDCC 8 7500010100
2.18 D MNB



















2.86: BC O AA O 2 9700000000
5.40L B CF 3600100000
3.41 EC GKEC 5500000(300
9.62L C B L 9400000008
3.64L B CC H 2600000010
25.51L' BD ADH 1 4400000008
2.97 D J B 4700000000
5.88 D DF 5500001110
4.10 BC C ACJC 0 3501000000
1.91L B BB 56O00O0O0O
3.30L C HM 4600000010
3.97L C F 4602100010
3.69L B AF 3500100000
2.95L BC AA 9 5500000000
4.44L BC AB 5 6600000000
7.02L B B E I N 8400000008
2.98L BC AA 4 4601000000
3.84L CF ABJ 6 2710000000
2.51 C K E 3500100000
5.15L B BD 2700010000
5.16 C El D 4602O00OOO
5.72 u IC HD 3601100120
18.58L E DB 6400010008
3.51L CO AB 8 1501100000
4.50L C C I 5501100008
5.14L C ED G 5700000000
18.22L C FBK 8400000008
2.79: C D BI CD 2501000000
3.07L F E MK 8600010000
4.72L D C 5600000000
2.41: FBE DAF 4600000008
3.05 DD MDC 9581100148
3.09L BB AAF 3 5501000000
8.03L C G 9400000008
2.39 C I C' 4600000008
2.94 O MF O 6600000000
2.11 D HCC 6600000000
3.81L D D 1700000000
3.08L BC BCJ 1 5601001000
5.10L B BMN 2600010000
7.47L E B D 2600000000
5.77L BD ABJ 1 5500000008
6.18 C CC BDCF 3501000110
4.42L B AD I2700010000
3.72 CE KCB 8500100200
5.28L D OL BB ' 2600110000
3.80L C C 2501100200
5.35L EC BC 5 4600100000
5.17 D J B 8701000008
2.42L B C E J D 6600000000
3.76L C OJ 95O0000O00
2.87 EC KCC 9600100128!
2.69L C AJ EK 2600010000
1.971 BBS AAAF 6 4600000010 14
I
3.62 D I G 8500000000 I
5.73L BBC AAEC 0 3601101110
4.64 C HF B 5700100000
1.92L B CGI G 6500000000
6.17L RD ABKH 0 4600000000
3.59 C C D 7501000020
21.54L C D 9401000008
3.81 D B 4700100000
4.16L B AFG 1701000000
6.34 CD DC 7601000118
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 40 A5 Ill/IV 2
II 13'225854G5
1 13 225853 GO
1 1 BK LUP
1 13 225868K2
I
1 13 225878 K2
2 16 07119 M4
8 11IBM LUP
8 1 32 X1529-411
1 7 WRA1323
1 13 225891 K0



























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60. 100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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RightAscension:15h31=11"-15h34m40"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Declination: - 50 °- - 40"
Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a p Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 p.m 60 _m 100 /.tin Flux (orr A Confusion R S A Sop
ham, o 6, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (") N (Jansky) Ones ¢ _ef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
15311-4125 11.2401333+12 62381112 .38L .54L .40L 2.03 D J G 4600000020
15311-4934 11.625328+ 5 9915 102 .40 .30L .65L 9.70L D Ct_ 3600010000
[5312-4256 15.419332+10 20 5108:4 1.57 .85 A0L 11.31L BC AA 45300000218 4
15313-4007 18.159334+13 19 111085 .25L .25L .58 3.79 CC J EB 7500110238 C
15313-4954 19.137328+ 5100 131102 .43 .25L .64L 7.47L C El 6600100000
153134829 20.327! 329+ 6 35 101103 .48 .27L .48L 4.31L 8 CI..I 170(X)00100 2 7 -4810082 11
153134243 23.3541 332+11 73231053 .25L .25L .51L 2.87 E KD 6500000008
15314-4235 28.618332+11 16 41074 5.80 3.67 .47L 8.13L BB A.Z_D 06400000008
15314-4950 28.920328+ 5 36 10110l 2 1.29 .65 .53L 4.66L FC AEI 45600100000
15315-4003 32.442334+13 28 81065 .66 .25L .40L 8.31L B BE N 5400110038 81 13225932 K0 14 78
15315-4718 35.854329+ 7 4015 !1592 .25L .25L .48L 8.23 D J B 8601000008
i5315-4853 36.0 47 328+6 25 7 106 3 2.22 .91 .61L 27.78L BC A/IB 7 7400001008
1, 184,0137.637331+931827'1°,325L33:228 , EoC,,cC,,, ,000000015317-4928 42.0 17 328+ 5 64 111 .57 .32L .57L 2599L 5400000008
15317-4759 45.618 329+ 6 24 9 !110 4 .78 .37: .54L 3.21: 'BD D KF ' 04701000100
15317-4351 46.76331+10 56221022 .62L .28 .60L 2.70L F ECC 5600000060
15317-4933 47.451328+ 550 111112 .94 .35L .62L 24.13L F BE 5400010008
15318-4100 48.34333+12 35 51075 1.73 .38 .40L 7.94L BC AC 17400000008 2 13 .='2593883 4 30
15318-4428 51.8 5 331+ 9 28 5 111 3 3.83 1.57 .40L = 2.28L BC AAt ' 6 1600001000
15318-4807 52.735329+ 6 45 12 1042 .35 .26 .53L 4.44L CE CE 03700000000
15319-4149 55.2 39 333+11 43 8 105 3 .38 .25L .40L 2.32L C BD 6500000000 1 1 BP LUP 3 3
15319-4552 56.449 330+ 8 20 _111 .37: .44L 381L CD BB !15319-4748 56.459329+ 6 29 .63 4701000000
15319-4841 56.4 50 329+6 31 7 106 3 1.09 .66 .51L; 25.34LIcc ABF _0 5500110008
15319-4404 57.4 0331+ 9 44 8 !110 ¢ .83 .28L 40L: 3.45L B B H 5600000000
[5319-4732 57.9 22 329+ 7 25 g 111 4 1.00 .48 .42L 5,77L BE] AAKM 1 4701010000
15321-4337 8.1 4 332+10 89 16 113 2 .34 .30L .40L 3.68L D DFL 3600000000 1 I BQLUP 38 3
15321-4301 10.5:26332+10 58 151072 .44L .27L .40 3.32L_ C KCB 4500000208 4
15321-4617 11.615330+ 8 42211162 .57L .62L .63L 5.58 D K GF 3501000110
15322-4901 [16.02329+ 5 40 111102 .76 .60 .43Li 23.42LIFF AA L 97400102008
I
15322-4821 16.325329+6 38 101063 92 .44: ,42L 4.24L BF AB E 11700000000
15322-4120 16.922333+12 44 121082 .25 .25L .47L 2.50L D EM 2601101000
15323-4920 21.0134328+ 5 42 91112 56.34 30.45 5.67 16.90L ECD AAA 8750201000823 2 13225948M4E 1 63
15323-4652 21.313330+ 7 25 31093 1.07 .77 .46L 14.51L DC AB I07500000008
15323-4839 21.539329+6 29 71073 1.31 .63 .43L 23.15LIBC AB 05510110008
153234713 23.110330+7 20 5_1104 2.69 .95 .53L 19.26L BC AA,_ 107501101108 1 13225949K5 19 80
,5323-4934 23.9 43 328+ 5 25 8107 3 1.09 .89 .53L 25.87L FD AA '9, 5500100008
15324--4447 25.529331+944141112 .39 .25L 2.07L 2.70L D G E 6601100000 213225950B3 7 47
,5324-4415 76.922'331+ 938281003 .25L .25L .4OL 3.55 FFC C BiC 7500100100
,5324-4716 28.8'23 330+ 7 20 5111 4 13.29 7.00 .73 19.62L AA 9 8501101100
15324-4118 30.0 1 333+12 52 8 106 4 .35 .30L .40L I 9.37L'B D 4401101008
15326-4743 37.76329+6 35 81104 1.06 .29: .49L 5.48L BD lAD J 03700210000
15326-4405 37.9 21 331+ 9 53 28 102 3 .25L .26L .61: 7.30 DC t GD 4580000430 C
15326-4451 38.0 48 331+ 9 34 6 110 3 2.91 1.51 .40L 2.78L BC AAI F 0 7501200000
_5326-4832 38.3 55 329+ 6 37 7 107 3 1.39 .39: .43L 4.34L BE AD 1 3701100000 1 13 225955 K5 4 62
15326-4454 40.0 41 331+ 9 28 12 109 3 28L; .27L .70 2.73L C KGE D 7500100000
15327-4931 42.932328+ 5 64 1111052 A.6 .60L .67L 25.74L; [3 CF 5501100008 1 13 ._25958 K5 34 85
15327-4422 44.243331+9 24 41103 3.48 2.04 .40L 2.42L BF AA 98500000000
15327-4239 4.4.310332+10 23 4 1085 1.46 .58 .42L 9.65L CC ABFG 45400002008 21 1 BSLUP 4 3
15327-4745 45.253329+6 21 51104 2.95 1.42 .46L 4.60L CD AA 93720310000
15327-4413 4.5.351'331+9l 19 5!1103 7.24 1.77 .40L 3.24L BB AAFF 27501100300 2 13 :'25957K5 6 55
153274958 46.917,328+ u 20 . 107 o 2.12 1.04 .EOL 5.47L CO AA 96701000000
15328-4751 51.2 44i 329+ 6 57 15 10412 .37 .46L .54L 5.09L C FI 3600100000
15328-4436 52.6 311 331+ 9 48 12 10813 .35 .25L .40L 2.60L C E 5501000000
15328-4740 52.6331329+6 53241032 .25L .30L .73L 4.69 C FPE 3701210000
15329-4858 57.4 35 I 329+ 5 35 10 107 3 .46 .27: .58L 22.66L EE DC 6 7400120008 1 1 "41 15330-4858 30 3
15329-4830 57.8 27 329+6 28 10 112 22 7.20 5.59 1.01 5.43L BCCDIAAAI 4 270110000015330-4125 0.7 341333+11 89 26 110; .25L .28L .49L 3.01 FC 9601000018
15330-4300 1.52332+10 30 71094 1.40 .78 .40L 2.78L CD AB 84600000000
15330-4224 1.755i333+11 81 261093 .25L .29L .40L 3.08 E KKC 4600000008
i
15330-4706 4.7501330+ 7 28 61104 20.57 9.23 1.85 14.57L BBC AAA 0750100000813
15331-4110 6.432333+12 37 121032 .29 .34L .40L 2.50L C CH 9600100000
15331-4842 8.122329+ 6 61 151112 .36 .69L .53L 20.02L C C 4500000008 1 "41153314842 18 3
15332-4858 12.84329+ 5 58 810, 2 .35 .48L .65L 17.95L D FG 7400120008 1
15332-4413 14.57331+9 54201083 .28L .37L .72: 3.78 DC HF:] 7501000210
15332-4349 17.6 29 332+ 9 41 8 110 3 .72 .26L .40L 3.53L B BB 3601000000
15332-4645 17.9 51 330+ 7 108 24 104 2 .45L .32L .55L 5.19 DDiL I ; 650100000815333-4559 19.2 26 330+ 8 57 16 107 2 .45L .36L .75 4.74L LDC _, 4501000100
15333-4240 23.027332+10 69 141132 .33 .25L .50L 3.27L D DKF 7600000000
15334-4031 28.039334+12 28 51064 3.95 1.10 .40L 7.37L BC AA 23401100008 1 13225975MA 4 80
15334-4111 29.117333+12 95331102 .34L .28L .42L 2.39 D E I :. 9600100000
15334--4742 30.0 19 329+ 6 37 20 115 2 .25L .30L .81: 6.24 ED H 6601100200
15336--4028 40.5 38 334+12 38 9 106 4 .71 .2_- .44L 7.91L C AKK 3400100008 1 13 225982K0 15 76
1533;'-4942 43.9 45 328+ 5 27 8 107 4i .73 .28: .91L 7.80L BE BCH 0 4601100000
15337-4224 45.722333+11 6317 1042! .27L .25L .47 2.8,4L C E 9600010000
15338-4211 48319333+11 3_5! 89109 i' .65 .27L .40L 10.11LC CD 7501100008
15338--4051 51.120334+12 106 1.58 .34: .40L 2.59L OD AD 18501000000 1 13225989K0 10 72
15338-4623 51.538330+ 7 70 22109 .34L .41L .56L 5.60 C MDEI¢ 3500000000
15338-4355 53.424332+ 9 32 110 .56 .25L .40L 3.33L C AH 4601010000
15340-4008 2.2 8 334+12 36 9 106 .80 .70 .32: 1.93L BCC BAE 8 7601021000 1
15340-4210 2.66333+11 61 121052 .32 .26L .41L 8.58L F D t 7501100008
15340-4409 2.911332+ 9 48141083 .25L .25L .87 5.22 DC CCI 5500000320
15.340-4335 5.142332+10 46 91103 .57 .25L .40L 2.71L B BG 1500000000
15341-4958 7.152328+ 4 34121093: .40 .25 .52L 5.37L CF BD 03700100000
15341-4548 8.2129331+8 57 81062 .28 .30L .47L 3.45L D CL !5601000000
15341-4831 9.4! 17329+ 6 41 111042 .38 .49L .66L 5.49L F DM 3602000000
15341-4915 10.414329+ 5 65 101052 .42 .44L .78L 26.64L C CE !9400000108
15341-4018 10.5521 334+12 71 321092 .62L .35L .40L 1.76 D H [ 7601010000
15341-4947 11.121328+ 5 28 81055 1.04 .63 .58L 5.75L DD AB 5i 3700000000
15342-4938 12.841328+ 5 27 31074 2.91 .77 .81L 27.70L BC AAC[ 67500101008
15342-4527 13.141331+ 8 i _ 101102 .52 .29L .47L 4.94L F BH I. 6600010000
15342-4738 :16.(] 10 330+ 6 _ 30 112 2 .25L .26L .66L 6.96 C HE 5600000200
15342-4634 16.7 55 330+ 7 26 5 109 3 2.19 1.03 .42L 13.39L ED AAG 9 5400000008
15343-4503 !18152 331+8 26 8 158 3 .59 .34L .40L 4.18LB Bt 9502030000 1
15344-4200 25.716 333+11 2320 1053 .25L .47L .40L 2.98 C K C 9600000008
15344--4759 28.5 43 329+ 6 -K, 3 108 3 .41 .36L .48L 4.10L C ED 6710000000 1 "41 i 15344-4759 10 2
15345-4021 34.5i33334+12 41 91062 .44 .31L .43L 2.24L C BHH 8600010000
15346-4556 36.4 21 331+ 8 36 8 113 3 .46 .30L .52L 4.13L C COEF 3600000000
15346-4049 36.913334+12 78 71032 .54 .33L ,41L 2.73L C AC 5700010000
15346-4224 _0.316 333 +10 22 61084 17.79 4.15 .69 9.79L BBB AAB 1750001000818 I 2 ! 13226004 K5 2 42
"Confu.sJon Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources loW).
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Right Ascension: 15h34m43'-15h37m59"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Declination: - 50"- - 40*
Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected) V L C
Galactic Uncertainty C
ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /xm 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
h_m. , 8_ (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
15347-4423 43.0 40 332+ 9 29 9 108 3 .74 .42 .48L 2.33L CD AB 5 8600000000
15347-4413 46.6 53 332+ 9 41 10 111 2 .74 .31: .68L 2.68L ED SDD ' 0 5501000000 2 14 274- G 19 S. 66
15347-4939 47.9 4 328+ 5 25 8 107 5 .63 .26L .57L 31.91L B BE 5500000008
15348 4123 48.0 48 333+11 38 5 108 4 1.09 .30: .40L 3.00L BD AC H 9601001000 1 13 226005 K2 5 80
15348-4459 53.9 25 331+ 8 28 8 113 3 .68 .36L .40L 2.92L B AD 8500000000
15348-4301 54.0 20:332+10 18 9 110 3 .69 .38: .47L 2.71L BD BCHD I 0 4600110000
15349-4905 54.7 41 329+ 5 35 11 106 3 .43 .30L .80L 24.71L C BBF 9500101008 1 "41 15349 4905 17 3
15349-4900 55.3 39 329+ 5 19 6 106 4 1.66 1.20 .54L 22.89L CC AA 8 7500130008 1 "41 15349-4900 25 3
16350 4845 3.0 54 329+ 5 34 3 106 4 1.15 .60 .56L 35.42L BC AB 0 6411000008
15350--4345 4.4 0 332+ 9 44 10 109 2 .90 .56 .44L 3.12L DF BBH 8 2500000000
15351-4014 6.4 26 334+12 25 22 101 4 .25L .29L .43L 2.97 C ECC 7600100000
15351-4525 7.1 49 331+8 73 24 107 2 .25L .25L .98L 5.54 D I E 4601100310 4
15352-4949 13.6 15 328+ 4 40 8 105 4 .67 .27L .58L 7.75L B AF 3600000000
15352-4259 14.1 3 333+10 37 9 110 3 1.04 .27L .40L 2.72L B AD 5600110000 13 226011 KO 13 75
15352-4757 16.0 5 330+ 6 36 25 118 2 .25L .25L .68L 6.55 C GDE 7600000010
15353-4525 t8.6 12 331+ 8 29 14 118 2 .45L .29L .84 3.56: FD M CE = 4601100310 4
15354-4235 27.9 5 333+10 38 3 108 3 1.14 .53 .40L 2.51L DC AB 6 8600100000
15354-4107 29.5 23 334+11 40 17 107 2 .26L .55L .64 1.99L D J C 9701000000
15355-4014 30.1 33 334+12 20 6 106 3 1.24 .47: .50L 2.13L CF ABHH 0 6600100000 1 BYLUP 15 3
15355-4827 31.1 4 329+ 5 27 6 106 4 3.79 .94 .71L 4.80L BC ABFB 4 2600000000 2 "13 226015MA 1 80
15355-4848 31.7 8 329+ 5 59 3 106 4 .57 .30L .60L 27.61L B BD H 6400100208 4 "41 15354-4847 38 1
15355-4904 31.8 5 329+ 5 25, 6 106 4 3.16 1.46 .59 20.61L EDC AADF 9 8540131418 1 "41 15354-4903 56 3
15355-4624 33.8 54 330+ 7 43 7 112 2 1.21 .79: .40L 3.41L FF AA 9 3701000000
15355-4657 34.1 3 330+ 7 35 10 109 3 .88 .33L .48L 3.42L B BDI 5700000000 1 13 226018K5 14 80
15355-4839 34.4 39 329+ 5 22 9 106 4 1.02 .45 .68L 4,69L BC ABI 1 3600100000 1 "41 15355-4839 18 7
15356-4338 36.2 28 332+ 9 41 10 109 2 .89 .34L .43L 3.30L C BC 1500000000
15356-4238 37.9 41 333+10 57 8 108 3 .45 .26L .40L 2.65L D B 6600100000
15356-4837 40.4 54 329+ 5 35 10 107 3 .35 .25L .45L 4.47L C CI 3600100000
15357-4527 44.1 26 331+8 81 24 118 2 .25L .35L .40L 4.81 D D 3600000110 4
15357-4851 46.2 58 329+5 26 6 106 4 11.35 14.04 3.06 25.31L IBC AAA 3 5400100208 4
15358-4323 51.6 332+10 40 8 110 2 .70 .52L .55L 2.74L C CE 3500000000
15359-4918 55.2 30 329+ 5 i 25 13 104 3 .25L .25L 1.07 28.59L C J DB 7502201208
15359-4065 56,7 50 334+11 67 27 107 2 .25L .61L .40L 4.95 C C 7601000020
15359-4727 58.7 15 330+ 6 21 7 107 3 4.19 1.08 .57L 3.05L BC AAH 0 7701000000 1 40 M3(111) 4 19 108
15360-4710 0.1,49 330+6 49 12 106 3 .65 .26L .50L 3.87L C BLL 5700010000
15360-4924 1.537 329+5 26 5 107 4 5.65 2.92 .76L 26.46L BB AAD 4 6501100008
15360-4005 2.1 16 334+12 35 5 106 3 1.78 .50 .50L 1.53L BE ABH 7 5700011000
15360-4751 2.3 20 330+ 8 53 12 104 2 .37 .37L .76L 7.08L C BFF 6601000000 1 "41 15360--4751 26 5
15360-4423 2.8 46 332+ 9 33 10 109 2 .72 .28 .43L 3.79L CD BC D_ 3 8500100000 1 14 274- G 20 .. 38
15360-4910 4.6 24 329+ 5 40 8 108 3 .29L .291 .80 32.15L C FB 7401300318
15361-4133 6.3 27 334+11 85 19 105 3 .25L .34L .55L 3.73 C I EB 6600000108
15361-4719 11.4 38 330+ 6 42 9 106 3 ,75 .33L .48L 3.43L B BCM 8701000000
15362-4934 12.0 21 329+ 5 43 7 106 2 .33 .36L .73L 21.33L D BD G 5500211358 8
15362-4207 13.0 51 333+10 38 10 109 3 .44 .27L .40L 14.42L C D 7502000008
15362-4814 14.0 20 329+ 6 90 27 112 2 .25L .27L .41L 3.55 D D 4700100000
15362-4910 14.6 44 329+ 5 42 3 111 3 .40L .25L .81 13.08L D DC 7601200418
15362--4125 17.4 371334+ 11 45 9 108 4 .70 .25L .40L 3.20L B AM : 5600000000 13 226030 K0 4 76
16363-4409 19.7 56 332+ 9 25 8 105 4 .39 .25L .44L 2.78L B BD E 1600000000
15363-4918 19.9 18 329+ 5 33 4 107 4 1.64 .43 .62: 28.97L BDC ABDD 0 6501101408
15363-4650 20.1 30 330+ 7 50 11 108 3 .25L .25L .74 5.15 DC EB 3600100110
15363-4515 23.7 20 331+ 8 40 8 ' 111 4 .51 .34L .45L 3.91L C CDL 3600000000
15364-4012 24.8 16 334+12 25 22 111 4 .25L .31L .42L 3.45 C EKC 5600000100
15364-4818 25.8 0 329+ 6 45 10 105 2 .40 .25L .68L 5.44L C A 4600100000 1 *41 15364-4817 19 3
15364-4641 27.8 36 330+ 7 35 10 109 3 .63 .28L .47L 5.12L B AE 3600110000
15364-4422 29.8 46 332+ 9 58 14 112 2 .30 .44L .40L 2.62L C I G 8600100100
15365-4645 30.4 20 330+ 7 36 10 109 3 .64 .27L .48L 4.06L B BF 2700210000 1 13 226037K5 6 81
15365-4907 30.6 6 329+ 5 30 5 107 4 1.21 .45 .61L 26.60L BC AB 3; _500200308
15365-4739 32.032 330+ 6 53 10 109 2 .70 .36L .70L 4.52L C CCI B 8601010000 3 ° BZLUP 30 3
15365-4612 35.5,17 331+ "P 21 5 114 4 2.29 1.04 .49L 3.49L BC AAJ 7 3700001000
15366-4451 41.1 31 332+ 8 33 8 113 3 .66 .25L .45L 3.07L B BI 1600110CO0 1 13 226041 K2 5 75
15367-4144 42.1 31 333+11 32 5 108 3 1.58 .43 .40L 9.00L BC AB F 0 8500000008
15367-4351 46.9 8 332+ 9 65 12 116 2 .31 .27L .44L 3.98L F G 1500000000
15368-4216 51.9 28 333+10 66 16 108 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.76 C B 5600000008
15368--4132 52.E 17 334+11 46 9 106 3 .47 .25L .42L 10.07L D D L 4500120008
15368--4658 53._ 11 330+ 7 44 8 109 3 .35L .26L .82L 7.77 C H FB 5600000110
15369-4340 56.9 19 332+ 9 61 12 107' 2 .46 .37L .43L 3.25L C BF J 1601000000
15369-4516 57.0 18 331+ 8 22 5 166 3 2.13 .68 .41L 4.63L CC AA G 5601100008
15369--4453 57.8 48 332+ 8 24 5 112 4 1.04 .80 .40L 3.27L DD AA 9 0610110000
15369-4025 58.4 31 334+12 98 20 106 2 .29L .37L .56L 4.21 D J HD 5600000100
15370-4017 3.6 24 334+12 40 8 ,105 4 .48 .26L .40L 3.34L B CDNI 4600000000
15370-4423 5.3 11 332+ 9 44 29 117 2 .43L .33L .47L 2.91 D GD 7601000000
15371-4206 7.3 32333+10 25 9 109 3 .81 .41: .40L 9.90L BF BE 0 7501100108
16371--4135 8.1 32 334+11 40 9 107 3 .49 .26L .40L 11.67L C B J 4500120008
15371-4727 8.3 42 330+ 6 40 10 106 3 .70 .37: .40L 3.07L BF AC 2 8701110000
15371-4630 8.5 14 331+ 7 64 20 109 2 .45L .25L .78L 4.36 E El J C 2600000100
15371-4002 8.9 15 335+12 27 5 107 4 7.69 4.35 .61 2.28L BBC AADJ 2 6600000000
15371-4209 9.0 58 333+10 17 10 151 3 .25L .34L .68 5.99: DD I FB ;6681200108
15372-4611 14.8 0 331+ 7 35 8 110 4 .57 .46: .47L 4.06L BF BI H 0 3700010000
15372-4742 15.3 21 330+6 33 9 105 4, .86 .42 .65L 4.28L BD BBHF 8 6600100000
15372-4738 16.3 ? 330+ 6 66 13 105 2 .38 .29L .52L 6.26L F D 7600200000,
15372-4722 17.2 15 330+ 6 23 7 106 4 1.04 .44 .48L 4.61L CC AB 4, 8701100000
15373-4220 22.5'14 333+10 22 5 152 2 4.11 18.14 19.30 13.94 BDDD AAAA 3 9401000000 2 13 226057A2 4 80
15373-4953 23.2 15 329+ 4 28 6 108 3 16.79 8.62 .92: 8.25L BEF AAC 9 4601200000 29
15374-4734 24.7 31 330+ 6 23 6 106 4 6.30 1.54 .60L 3.86L BB AAG 1 7700200000 2 13 226059K5 2 82
15374-4904 '25.1 55 329+5 37 11 105 3 .32 .26L .62L 33.92L C C GE 3500010008
15374-4914 27.3 5 329+ 5 33 12 106 3 .35L .25L 1.07 16.85L C B BE 5600100418
15374-4858 29.4 15 329+ 5 26 8 107 4 .85 .29L .51L 29.05L B AE 4500000008
15375-4052 31.9 53 334+11 29 22 106 2 .48L .26L .57L 5.92 D_E DC 4500100050
15375-4356 33.4 9 332+ 9 34 19 105 2 .25L, .25L .60L 2.57 C HB 4600000000
15376-4923 36.4 18 329+ 5 22 4 107 4 1.10 .42 .72: 11.92L BDD ACEE 3 6600112108
15376-4955 40.0 45 329+ 4 65 11 105 2 .53 .20: .94L 9.64L CE CE 0 4600100000
15377-4755 44.4 33 330+ 6 38 14 106 4 .25L .25L .90: 7.88 CB FGEC 4680000100
15377-4429 44.7 58 332+8 30 5 116 3 1.42 .69 .66 2.37L BEC _CBB 3 6600000000 2 13 226064F5 8 46
15378-4053 50.1 53 334+11 65 18 109 2 .30L .28L .52 5.78L F CB 4500100030
15378-4319 51.2 41 333+ 9 35 5 108 4 1.82 .54L .40L 2.50L B ACF 6602001100 t 17 2267 43
15378-4922 52.1 7 329+ 5 40 11 108 3 .44L .25 .93 36.45L FD GCFD 5500212308
15378--4637 53.1 51 331+7 26 7 107 3 7.59 5.35 .94: 3.79L DEC AABJ 9 2600100000
15379-4818 54.9 36 330+ 5 38 12 106 2 .38 .28L .59L 8.14L D DH 3601010000
15379-4945 56.9 45 329+ 4 30 6 107 3 1.25 .71 .55L 21.88L BC ABI F 0 3500111118:
15379-4008 59.7 58 335+12 42 9 108 4 .60 .36 .40L 14.82L BD BC G 1 7500100028 8





Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Connoted)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 p.m 25 vm 60 _m6(l
hm. = , ($) ( ) I b (') (") (*) N (Jansky)
15380-4549 3.5 2 331+ 7 108 1" .67 .40L
15381-4642 6.957 331+7 31 16 108 139 .25L .43L
15381--4114 103145334+11 51 810533 73_5L .25L .6215382-4607 17.142331+7 42 107 I : .25L .41L
_2-4931 f7.341 329+4 42 18 108 3 .36L .28L .8,5382-4905 17.4f9 329+5 28 4 1o84 .84 .52 .67L
,_2-4822 17._ 0 330+5 27 6 10,'3 2.27 f.27 .57,
15382-4246 17.8 27 333+10 21 8 107 4 .61 .29L .40L
5383-4559 18.2 22 331+ 7 34 3 108 3 1.51 .79 .49L
_5384-4007 24.130335+12 76 141073 .30L .26L .74
5384-4454 26.2_ 332+ 828 ! 1103 .53 .42: .50L,5384-4926 27.E 329+ 4 ' 32 1 106 .25L .25L 1.38
,5384-4910 !27.641329+5 18 1094 5.01 4.82 .74L
5385-4817 32.2 21 330+5 28 6105 3 1.61 .54 .59L
,5385-4444 33.646 332+ 6 37819 4 .63 .39L .43L
15386-4034 36.842335+11 72 16 105 3 .25L .33L .40L
15386-4733 39.538 330+ 6 51 14 105 3 .29 .28 .52L
15386-4351 39.7 38 332+ 9 22 4 112 4 9.88 6.26 1.26
15386-4830 39.6 44 330+ 5 55 12 104 2 .30 .25L .72L
5386-4915 40.946 329+ 51 28 6 163 3 1.42 .53 .63L
i
15387-4639 '43.119331+ 747 101083 .57 .25L .46L
15387-4230 43.9 3333+10 31 81094 .79 .29L .40L
'5387-4445 44.0 5332+ 8 27 101132 .76 .48L .46L
15388-4903 48.1_ 30329+ 5 22 51084 2.38 .56 .54L
15388-4413 48.g 25332+ 9 28 101143 .43 .27L .4OL
!5388-4316 50.9,37333+ 9 58 171072 .28L .68L .54:
r5388-4439 53.617332+ 8 32 81114 .61 .44 .41L
15389-4831 54.g 50330+ 5 87 141042 .26 .30L .84L
15389-4919 59.854329+ 4 23 71073 2.97 .82 1.47L
15390-4034 3.757335+11 31 91063 .45 .27L .40L
539t-4652 9.640331+ 6 42 81064 .28L .25L .85
,5392-4250 14.2 9333+10 29 81085 .66 .25L .40L
15392-4046 14.349334+11 48 38 983 .25L .30L .43L
15392-4805 14.654330+ 5 33 31073 1.22 .51 .62L
15392-4658 15.525 331+6 77 27 109 2 .70L .59L 1.11L
15393-4131 23.133334+11 22 51073 5.07 4.99 1.27
15394-4404 25,140332+ 9 23 61114 1.35 .33: .40L
'5394-4151 26.119334+10 30 28 663 .25L .41L .40L
15394-4535 28242332+ 7 54 121112 .48 .39L .43L
15395-4849 30.655330+ 5 27 101073 .57 .37: .59L
15395-4940 i32.34 329+ 4 27 51063 1.28 .33 .82L
15395-4555 !35,9 7331+ 7 19 61054 2.80 .70 .44L
)5396-4209 38.8 50 334+10 34 8 110 4 .52 .30L .43L
i5396-4534 39.2 10 332+ 7 64 12 110 2 .44 .65L .43L
15396-4951 40.3 11 329+ 4 37 4 104 3 4.26 1.82 .83L
15397-4825 42.C 39 330+ 5 85 33 109 2 .60L 1.41L 1.15L
L5397-4757 47644 330+ 5 32 5 106 3 1.83 .54 .54L
15397-4645 47.932 331+6 21 61053 1.30 .67 .41L
15398-4542 485 3332+ 7 41 241082 .79L .25L 56
15398-4417 149.314332+ 8 92 18115 J 2 .30L .37L .43
15398-4657 50.1 53 331 + 6 38 9 105 3 .46: .37 .48L
15398-4708 50.7 24 331+ 6 95 32 106 2 .26L .48L .66L
15398-4516 51.97332+ 8 25 81094 90 .54 .43L
15399-4916 !56.220 329+ 4 37 191053 .30L .25L 1.11
15400-4302 1.2 i 17 333+ 9 68 13 104 2 .47 .30L .57L
15400-4744 1.3 24 330+ 6 36 10 105 3 .78 .31 .54L
15400-4814 5.2i 3 330+5 33 7106 3 7.47 3.01 .SOL
,5400-4023 5.5117 335+11 35 4107 3 1.82 .69 .44L
7.0 15 335+11
15401-4026 33 5 t07 I 3 1.47 .56 .40L
15401-4036 7.432335+11 26 20115 ! 2 .38L .77L .58L
L5402-4302 13.4 46 I 333+ 9 49 12 115, 2 .33 .32L .40L
15402-4728 15.0 22. 330+ 6 53 15 110 I 3 .29L .25L .92i5402-4243 16.6 40 333+10 43 27 112 .27L .32L .47L
15403-4714 18.1 48 331+ 6 24 7 108 4 30.90 15.47 2.19
15403-4431 21.7 10 ; 332+ 8 34 8 113 3 .54 .27L .40L
15405-4345 30.0 18 333+ 9 81 27 104 2 .25L .61L .53L
15405-4713 30.4 16 331+ 6 36 20 107 : 3 .25L .25L .57L
15405-4945 32.1 54 329+ 4 25 7 102 2 2.36L 26.51 82.99
,5405-4110 32.4 10 334+11 36 9 107 3 .57 .26L .40L
,5405-4543 33.2 4 332+7 87 i_11o__ .42L I .26L .4215406-4412 36.8 26 333+ 8 35 111 .25L .27L .76
9 3 .42 , .40L
)5406-4107 38215334+11 36 107 I .37:
t5406-4852 39.0 22 330+ 5 28 104 1.68 .96 .89L
15406-4946 39.654329+ 4 29 31053 5.71 14.22: 10.77:
15406-4842 41.940 330+ 5 46 10106 3 .45 ,26: .71L
14
,5407 - 4908 42.0 18 330+4 23 112 .46 .68L .89L2
,.07-4105 43822335+11 57 1_110232 78L 28L 65
15407--4720 44.3 42 331+ 6 50 .105 .39 .25L .49L
1,09-4626 54.8371331+7 26 611063 4.72 2.35 .64L
,5409--4244 58.2 53 334+ 9 45 8 108 4 .48 .29L .47L
15409-4951 59.0541329+ 4 36 81043 .94 .39: 1.00L
15409-4925 59.332329+4 22 31043 1.53 1.13 .80L
15409-4342 59.4 3333+ 9 21 41594 1.88 .70 .42L
154104634 0.137331+6 29 101073 .61 ,28L .45L
15410-4723 2.5 16 331+6 64 12 104 2 .50 .38L .51L
15410-4539 3.5 16 332+ 7 71 10 106 2 .29 .25L .81L
15410-4821 4.831330+ 5 43 11 , 1073 .37 .25L .65L
15410-4945 4.8 3 329+ 4 40 8 'I06 3 1.01 .56 .99L
15410-4211 5.8 3334+10 33 91094 96 .67 .45L
15411-4912 8.0 4330+ 4 19 101043 .59 .22: .78L
15411-4626 11.8 6331+7 31 131093 .25L .25L .47L
15412-4522 15.5 8332+ 7 23 121063 .43 .29: .40L
15412-4646 17.615331+ 6 25 81063 1.02 .41 .51L
15413-4902 23.759330+ 4 31 61053 .94 .41 .76L
15414-4349 25.749333+ 9 279 11333 .89 .39 .40L15414-4709 28.460331+ 6 54 8106 .65 .29L .50L
15414-4703 27.244331+ 6 26 71594 1.06 .63 .52L
15415-4509 30.3 22 332+ 8 37 29 116 2 .25L .60L .47L
15415 4609 32.6 22 331+ 7 31 6 106 3 1.01 .46 .49L
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m F']ux C )r A Confusion R S A
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*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confu.s_on Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou):es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I:WV).
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Right Ascension: 15h41"33'-15_45=22'
Position (1950) H Flux Density
Name (l_'of C_lor C_orrectedl V L
Galactic Unccrt_nty C
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 y,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S8a
hm. , , (s) () 1 b (') (") (') N (lansky) Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2
,5415--4210 33.725334+10278106,4 .66 .34 .41L 2.98L BF AE F 09600011000
,5418-474237.320331 + 553813 106 .42 .25L .82L 6.87L C C 8600100000
'5416-463341.32331+6,568105 .44 .31L ,49L 5.32L B CF 5600010000
,5417-474745.312331+578181062 .34 33L .63L 7.90L F CK 5600100000
,5417-452747.352332+742101063 .78 .59 .44L 26.92L DD BC 15400000008
,5419-454949.045332+ 74931052 .33L .32 .60L 19.51L D LEEE 8400101018
,5418-4243 53.9 54 334+ 9 44 8 112 2 .52L .32L .61L 3.72 CL LD 7600000000
,5419-490954.757330+ 45691053 .47 .27L .96L 41.70L D CE 3500000108
15419-411758.414335+114381123 .37 .29L A0L 2.88L C C 2500000000
r5419-4701 59.2,46 331+6 73 14 103 2 .37 .26L .63L 7.83L D D 7501013000 2
15420-4842 1.6 51 330+ 5 _ 34 11 107 3 ,74 .43 .55L 7.39L CD AB 0 3701000000
15420- 4405 2.945 333+831 9 112_3 ,35 .25L AlL 4.47L C S 1500000000
15420-4029 4.628335+1150 18012109 .52 .46L .40L 10.33L C IBC 650011000815420-4553 5.81 332+ 7 38 106 .35L .50 .90 7.38 CCD HDDC 8501201008
15421-4335 11.542333+ 9 33 81114 .64L .26L 1.31 5.02 CC K CB 4601000200 4
5422-4716 12.246331+ 6 38311122 .25L .32L .66L 4.22 F E D 6700000000
5422-4414 13.65 333+ 8 19 41114 28.69 44.36 12.21 4.17L FFE AAAB 9360000000031
5422-4602 17.934332+ 7 57361092 .35L .44L .56L 4.69 D I F 9600100000
5423-4833 19.1 59 330+ 5 28 6 103 3 1.58 .89 .54L 7.17L BF AA 1 4701001000
18423-4435 20.0 5 333+ 8 19 4 106 5 1.23 .66 .46L 3.14LiBB ABM 1 2700000000
15423-4556 ,20.E 33332+ 7 28 71053 1.25 .79 .44L 4.18LICC AA 09601201100
15424-4645 25,o119331+ 6147 71053 .53 .34L .50L 7.50L F BH E 4500000000
15424-4144 z8.9116334+10 ' 33 1_ 102 _ .32 .38L .47L 3.94L F 8 1600010010
15424-4755 26.111331+ 5 28 41043 3.59 1.52 .66L 6.11L BC AAGG 03601100100
15425-4026 30.37335+11 39 91053 .71 .29L .40L 12.99L C AC 6502100008
15425-4906 31.18330+ 4 41 25105, 2 .47L .25L .80 11.91L D IFFGH 3600000108
15425--4740 32.4 52 331+5 37 9 107 3 .87 .36: .69L 6.59L BD BD 2 6700000000
15425--4815 34.60330+ 5 30 610413 1.98 .76 .92L 6.75L BC AAEG 43700000000
15426-4505 ]6.28332+ 7 35 101073 .86 .39 .48L 18.52L CF BDKJ 93400100006
15426-4925 36.22330+ 4 27 8109 _ 4 .84 .48 .68L 39.55L CD BB 02500000008
i
15426-4406 36.3154333+ 8 25 81064 .57 .27: .44L 3.51L BE BD 04600010000
_5426-4445 _38.120333+ 8 40 81063 .68 .25L .42L 5.12L C Is 1600000000
15426-4937 40.144329+ 4 27 101043 .34 .25L 1.01L 52.45L C D J 1500000008
15427-4622 147.5 9332+ 6 44 81073 .49 .25L .47L 6.07L C D L 9600000000
i5428--4608 48.2 25 332+7 41 3 105 3 .42 .25L .58: 7.67: C DC CEEC 9500000100
15428-4515 48.5 45 332+7 68 21 105 2 .27L .64L .76 28"38LIBBD 0 DEE 9400000428 4
 ,29_47,551,331+5  103 715 239 68: 824, ,,c 33 011ooloo15429--4557 55.3 332+ 7 2 109 .25L .25L .67L 7.88 C HDI D 9582000100
15429-4551 59_3 7332+ 7 51 121102 .37 .25L .82L 19.91L'C D 9400000008
15429-4421 59.8 1333+ 8 27 81114 .69 .32L .41L 3.19L B BC 3700000000
15430-4638 0.3 24 331+ 6 37 9 104 3 .61 .32: .55L 5.65L BD BB 0 5600100000
15430-4633 3.3 42 331+6 36 13 107 3 .25L .25L .71 7.62 CC FDB 6601101000
15430-4732 3.7 35 331+5 20 7 104 3 1.07 .42 .57L 5.37L BD ,AB 6 6700120000
15430-4501 4.E 44 332+ 7 68 13 105 2 .61 .31L .49L 16.25L F IBC 8400100008
r5431-4133 9.134335+10 37 81103 .37 .31L .40L 3.0OL C _DH 1611000000
15432-4729 16.934 331+5 31 91043 1.02 .28: .52L 5.31L BE ACH 05700110000
AB 0 46010O00O0F5433--4307 120036 334+ 9 28 3 107 6 1.17 .30: .40L 3.21L BF
15434-4623 24.2! 26 332+ 6 23 10 105 3 .69 .41L .50L 5.72L D BD 8600000000
15434-4826 Z4.8 38 330+ 5 19 3 107 4 1.87 .91 .61L 8.35L gD AA 9 27021000003.93L AC F
15434-4405 28.2 25 333+8' 31 8 110 3 .84 .50L .42L 3601001000
15434--400929.342336+11 48 9106 3 .84 .40L .45L 2.45L B _qDE 7700000000
,5434-4959 329+3 10723 55 ,0, 120, 1260,1 16o000o00o
_5.435-4517 30._ 332+ 7 103 .45L .28L .BB 1755L C FCE 9400100418 4
15435-4351 31.128333+ 8 76 171103 .25L .25L .58L 4.19 B DI B 3600100100
15435-4413 135.259333+ 8 25 111134 .70 .33L 1.00L 5.72L B BCK 1600000000
15435-461635.g 40330+ 5 ! 46 231072 .29L .30L .84: 9.02: _ DD NEC 1702100100
15436-4350 41.34333+8 26 31104 1.08 .59 .42L 3.64LIBE AB 43600100100
r5437-4646 '44.7 8 331+8 19 6 103 3 3.09 1.83 .5aL 5.68L'BC AAC 4 4600000000
15437-4t51 ¢5.843334+10 4210 1133 .53 .25L .43L 17.99L C B 6401000008
15437-4211 i47.2 51334+10, 25 9 109 4 .77 .46 .57L 13.82L CF BCG 9 9401010008I
15438--4824 53.6!17330+ 5 57 31093 .36L .30L 1.57 9.69L C DNEF 1602114400 2
15439-4901 54.156330+ 4 72 141042 .34 .36L .82L 42.75L C DI 2302110008
15439-4453 55.742333+ 7 337 106 I 3 1.27 .88 .47L 3.79L BC AAE I 02602000000
L5439-4052 56.912335+11 29 101043 .80 .30L .40L 3.58L'C 6E 2601000000
15439-4859 58.822330+ 4 45 81063 .81 .51 .77L 25.69L CC A6 22402110008
15440-4854 2.039331+ 6 37 91043 .74 .41 .53L 4.71L BD BC 04600000000
15440-4011 3.5 49 336+11 53 13 109 2 .28 .43L .56L 3.10L C DMGD 5700000000
15441-4002 6.4 291336+11 25 9 106 3 .86 .32L 41L 381 B C ADFD 5701010000
15441-4732 6.8 56 331+5 39 10 105 3 .78 .45 .75L 6.03L!BC ABI 3 4700100000
15441-4757 7.9 9 331+ 5 78 21 111 2 ,35L .27L .80 9.10L D FB 2600000100
I
,54414,,0 11526390+449151082 38 54, 87,1 779,c 2700000000
f5442-424f 14.7 39 334+ 9 308 1094 .49 .43L .SGL 17.43L C tBGG 950_020008 1
, 42_451314.720332+733 7106,3 393 162 83,. 2013,..c 7  101118
, 443_4813824,331+6 511512106 .50 43,_ 87,_ 932L,: ,,OF 18O201OOOO
; ,C0F1950110111815443-4516 19.9 332+ 32 3 105 3 1,22 .28 .59L 7.00L
15443 4826 22.4 2 330+ 29 8 105 3 .59 .36: .73L 8.39L CE lAB I 4 1700214400 2
15444-4829 24.943330+ 5 24 81134 .27L .57 4.63 9.59: C ECC MCDB 1640214400 215444-4419 25.213333+ 8 65 131063 .36 .26L .42L 4.34L CE 2600000000
15445-4729 32.26331+ 5 291110613 .27L .77 1.57 I 5.03L, CC KAB 3700101000
15445-4935 33.026330+ 4 409 10713 .43 96L1,75 . 11.08L BD ABI 12600000000
154454904 34.648330+ 4 37 81043 .69 22: .80L 45.08L BD AD 01400020008
15447-4884 43.1 9 330+ 4 38 16 105 2 .29L .29 .88L 39.00L D CE 3400000008
15447-4751 43.1 55 331+ 5 19 7 106 3 3.71 2.28 .87L 5.82L CC AAE , 9 2601000000
15447-4438 47.039333+ 8 62121053 .47 .25L .52L 5.65L C BK 2600000000
15448-4249 49.412334+ 9 65 81054 ,40L .25L .47L 4.31 Oi F EC 9600000008
15448-4838 50.154330+ 4 36 111053 .83 .35 .86L 27.48L BC I BDH 26500000008
15449-4538 54.621332+ 7 33 191053 .25L .25L .64 30.11L C JFD 9301110126 8
15449-4224 56.73334+ 9 358 1084 .52 .33L .40L 15.54L B CG 9402000008
15449-4124 57.147335+1020 51113 1.67 .66 .40L 12.30L CC ABJ 27400100008
154494156 57.739335+10 24 151124 ,25L .77L .49L 4.36 D JGOC 6500000008
15449-4516 58.3 47 333+ 7 22 5 104 3 12.48 6.71 1.42 22.38L CBC AAA_ 0 930f100116 125
15449-4005 59.0 32 336+11 35 5 106 3 4.75 2.63 .51L 2.55L CC AAD 8 4700000000
15451-4214 11.328334+ 9 439 1094 .37 .29L .40L 18.15L E CJ 9401010008
154514540 11.458332+ 7 34 71033 ,65 .27L .54L 27.04L D CCI G 9302110228 8
15452-4104 12.418335+10 35 61123 .32L A6 4.30 8.86 DCC DAAA 1500100008
15452-4927 13.9 47 330+ 4 37 11 108 4 .26L .47 1.07: 8.98L CD CBC 1600000000
15452-4125 14.6 25 335+10 43 10 114 2 .76 .60L .40L 16.67L E AD 8401200008
15452-4954 17.2 5 330+ 3 24 71107 4 3.94 2.39 .86L 11.01L FD AA 9 0601100000
15453 4947 20.0 22 330+ 3 22 4 106 4 3.88 1.73 .85L 9.33L BB AA 1 0600000000
15453-4740 22.4 59 331+ 5 37 8 106 3 ,87 .44 .70L 6.19L DD BBI 0 2701110000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




# T Name Type (')
1 13 226153 K2 5
1 1 CF LUP 10
1 1 CG LUP 13
1 1 CH LUP 22
1 23 MRSL 332+07/1 354
2 13226172 4
1 13 1226175 K2 19
1 13226182 K5 9
1 13226186 A0 2
1 13 ->26187 3
1 13 1226202 K0 32
2 13226206 G5 17
1 I [ CL LUP 27
1 32 X1544- 484 98





1 32 X1545-456 98



















a 6 Cool-ds SMJ SMN O)N° 12 p.m8hm.Ct • , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (
15453-4823 22.6 43 331+5 34 i 11 105 3 i .5815454-4128 25.1 52 335+10 16 111 4.85
73 16 2, .44L15454-4559 26.0 26 332+ 6 I 109
15485-4748 30.015 331+5 38 ' 7 105 3' 6.62
15455-4938 31.345330+ 4 43 131122 .31
15455-4545 31.659332+ 7 398 102 _ .6315455-4104 34.37335+10 44 8110 .41
15456-4821 38.5 4 331+ 5 36 13 , 105 .49
15457-4826 44.260 331+4 33 12 104 3 .32:
15457-4238 4A.343 334+ 9 37 13 i111 3 .27L
15457-4504 45.2 23 333+ 7 30 13 104 3 .25L
15457-4413 45.3 44 333+ 8 32 7 104 3 1.35
53 5 29141044 .6615457-4742 47.0 1331+
15457-4721 47.6 24 331+ 5 49 11 106 3 .69
15458-4952 49.23330+3 37101064 .8815458-4848 51.4 ol330+ _ 36 3113 4 3.22
15458-4956 51.513330+ 3 9918112 i 2 .2515458-4637 52.020332+6 28 105 1.52
15458-4857 53.658330+ 4 22 81063 3.11
15460-4403 2.258333+ 8 421010513 .75
15460-4152 3.611335+10 28 31534 .25L
15460-4543 4.615332+ 7 41 150 1053 .4915461-4124 9.218335+10 19 1094 4.48
15461-4959 31 9 _106 4 .619.7 31 I 330+ 3
15462-4939 4.545330+ 3 42121032 .63
15462-4010 16.732336+11 48161082 .35L'
15463-4923 21.5 8330+ 4 42 81083 .33
15463-4154 24.0' 38,335+10 61 191082 .33L
15464-4559 24.620332+ 6 47 131022 .34
15464-4438 24.836333+ 7 54 101043 .32
15464-4423 26.97333+ 8 20 61053 1.45
15465-4915 33.224330+ 4 70321112 .38L
15485-4717 34.(] 18331+ 5 1558 1053 .5315466-4811 38.830 331+ 5 35 11107 .61
15466-4820 38.027331+421 51134 4.92
15466-4853 39.222330+ 4 ' 28 81074 1.01
15466--4514 40.4 51 333+ 7 14 108 ,381_,86-412742Q4 338+1o! _ 8 2
.70109
15487--4834 42.73 331+ 4 41 18 1092 .66L
15467-4557 42.9'34 332+ 6 43 101043 .77
15467-4652 43.326332+6 60 111032 .45
15467-4049 48.151336+10 45 131113 .39
15467-4932 46.543330+ 4 20 41074 9.36
15468-4353 50.150334+ 8 37 101043 .90
15468-4738 51.C 52331+ 5 22 81064 .61
15468-4005 51.8 53 336+11 30 10 108 3 .51
15468-4634 52.9 13 332+ 6 50 12 107 2 .76
15468-4521 53.745333+ 737 131043 .25L
15489-4928 56.336330+ 4 21 41074 5.17
15469-4503 56.622333+ 7 35 31023 .91
15470-4254 0.323334+9 51 31113 .25L
15470-4226 05159335+9 36 91094 .40
15470-4459 1.0i'9 333+7 22 4 104 3 7.30
15470-4918 1.356330+ 4 39 81043 .50
15470-4824 3.1 2331+4 64 181192 .25L
15471-4634 7.2,15332+ 6 25 71053 9.14
15472-4241 12.1_41 334+ 9 29 9107 4 .62
15472-4933 12.2139 330+ 3 19 4 107 4 2.82
15472-4844 12.9131 331+4 31 8106 4 .82
15472-4859 14.3110 330+ 4 27 61064 1.36
15473--4914 20.4,55 330+ 4 29 5 107 4 1.37
15473-4459 21.610 333+ 7 71 10102 2 .59
15474-4443 25.927 333+ 7 37 8 104 3 .52
15475-4315 30.8120334+8 30 91053 .91
15475-4431 31.422333+7 7_' 599190_
4695 75_4235245335+9 o .30L
15476-4836 39.5 1 331+ 4 29 5 106 4 19.53
15478-4541 41.020 333+ 6 30 7 106 3 1.78
15476-4234 41.610 335+ 9 33 8 107 4 .43
15477-4910 42.4 4 330+ 4 41 8 107 4 .89
15477-4754 43.0 7 331+ 5 25 3 111 4 .85
15477-4346 45.2'23 334+ 8 38 10 104 3 .79
15478-4311 49.0 22 334+ 8 38 9 103 3 1.00
15478-4624 48.414332+ 6 32 71063 4.08
15478-4817 53.920331+4 16 5111 5 3.48
15479-4352 54.1129334+8 38 81043 .76
15479-4745 54.8"20 331+ 5 31 101094 .53
15479--4253 55.6i40 334+8 42 12 106 3 .25L
15479-4901 57.6!52 331+ 4 19 9 107 4 .73
15479-4933 57.8_25 330+ 3 50 10 105 3 .70
15479-4654 57.9,40 332+ 5 32 71053 2.48
15479-4905 58.7251331+4 37 81084 .67
15480-4713 0.6112332+5 40 81113 ,50
15480--4256 3.9!36334+ 9 32 81043 .65
15482-4605 12.136332+ 6 48 121073 .44
15482-4326 12,744334+8 27 141072 .43
15482-4705 15.t 51332+ 5 42 131103 .47
15482-4804 17.4142331+4 25 31104 .97
15483-4948 18.0!50330+ 3 62 101102 .41L
15483-4752 23.2 49 331+ 5 79 16 158 2 .92L
15483-4926 23.8'16i 330+ 3 28 81074 .84
15484-4815 25.2118331+4 40 81044 .53
15484-4611 25.426332+6 63201092 .28L
1,84--4240 25.532922335+9 31 17010433 .9415485-4541 33.3 333+6 25 106 1.42
15485-4718 34.13332+5 14 61644 6.32
15486--4906 40.7 43 331+4 26 10 105 3 1.00
15486-4227 41.C 44335+9 50 31044 .25L
15486-4725 41.343332+5 19 61124 2.09
154874545 42.839333+ 6 26 131053 .26L
•Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 50 °-- 400
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
25 v.m 60 _m IO0 p.m Flux 2orr
(Jansky) Uncs _J
.28L .83L 40.81L C CFK
3.50 .72 13.81L BEE AAB
.25L .58 22.17L E C
2.74 .72L 7.27L BB AAG
.25L .99L 10.29L C BE
.25: .91L 20.36L CE EGM
.30L .40L 19.73L C BM
29: .75L 40.67L F E AE
.26L 1.20 40.44L C C E K B
.29L .63 13.07L C HFDI
.25L 1.19 5.97: CDI J El
.32: .41L 3.77L BD AD
.21: .61L 7.50L EE BK
.28: .69L 6.18L BE BC
.38: 1.49L 15.07L CF Ai_FI
1.48 .71L 40.42L' ED AA
.36L .95L 10.20L E G
.64 .64L 4.82L BC AB
1.92 1.11L 11.88: ,BB D AADI
.38L .44L 4.01LI B AG
.25L .82 5.98 CC I B_
.23: .65L 23.88L B F B B K
2.53 .57L 12.32L EE AAB
.38L 1.25L 15.37L B BF
.37 1.45L 18.89L C D C BC
.36L .96 3.71 I B
.27 .87L 7.18L CO BE;
.33L .53 22.09L C IM E
.30L .61L 26.92L C B
.25L .51L 4.15L D DH
.64 .46L 4.13L CF A#
.47L 1.31L 11.88 D 8 I
.41L .68L 6.09L C BB
.25L .72L 40.82L IC B N
2.85 .76L 26.62L 'FD A A G I
.17: .76L 43.05L IBF AE
.41L .55L 4.15L ID Ck_J I
.26L .47L 13.96LIB B J I
.28L 1.17 12.00 DE GI El
.48 .65L 23.51L B O B B
.25L .71L 6.27L C C
.25L .40L 3.34L IC BE
6.75 1.14 11.32L 'C BC AABI
.48 .55L 4.08L ' B D BB D
.25L .61L 8.34L B BJ
.26L .41L 4.54L F BC:(
.25L .62L 6.02L C B "_1
.27L .47L 7.89 D D
1.64 1.56L 10.58L AB AA )
.43 .50L 4.83L F E B E
.25L .75 5.59 OC _;(
.26L .40L 14.74L B CH
3.93 .95: 3.89L BBD AAtl
.25L .82L 9.99L C B IA
.25L .89: 8.95 DD HE
19.18 6.40 4.22L BBC AA/,
.46: .40L 17.39L BD BB
1.50 1.38L 17.05L BC AA.
.50 .81L 47.11L CC BB
.$4 1.11L 59.22L CD AC
.53 .86L 8.67L CO AB
.29L .51L 8.04L C B
.33: .49L 3.68L CD BC
.25L .44L 4.01L B AB
.29L .55L 4.35L B BH
.30L .47L 3.85 D I
38.58 17.42 9.85 RBCD AA#E
1.07 A0L 9.60L BC AA
.30L .43L 18.12L B CI
.43 1.05L 82.07L CD BS
.42 .83L 8.52L ED BC
.26L .40L 3.12L B B D
.39L .40L 4.25L S AD
2.18 .58L 6.21L CD AAG
1.83 .92: 44.72L BBC AAA
.25L .46L 4.04L B BF
.36L .73L 8.94L B BC
.25L .53L 6.19 C K E !
.50 1.02L 52.05L B C B B
.32L: .87L 13.21L C CE
.56 .62L 6.44L B O A A
.45 1.16L 53.43L BF AB
.45L .51L 5.04L C AF
.44L .40L 18.24L B BD
.35L .64L 36.24L C CNM
.27L .43L 3.96L D E
.26L .51L 5.44L B AE
.75 .67: 5.87L DDF AAE
.30L 1.55 8.76L C EA
.99L .87 7.64L D K D H
.37 .76L 14.81L BO BB
.33L 1.01L 54.41L B BKM
.65L I .79L 5.93 C K [
.26L .84L 12.61L B AFG|
.73 .43L 25.12L BO AB
4.18 .76: 6.80L BOC AAC
.56 1.30L 36.14L BE ABD!
.29L .49: 5.99 CC GDE
.75 .68L 7.22L BB AA
.30L 2.33 25.26L D H E [
V L C
A Confusion R S A































































































































Position (1950) Flux Ehmsity
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O i 12 /,tin 25 /,tin 60 /_m 200 Fm
(s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
42.8 8333+ 7 40 810531 .71 .30L .50L 4.73L
44.7 20 335+8 23 6104 3 2.72 1.61 ,64,L 9.67L
46.8 41 1331+ 4 24 5 106 4 2.76 1.50 .89L 47,00L
47.6 32 ! 330+ 3 54 18 111 2 .62L ,32L ,77: 8.52:
47.8 20 i 331+ 4 45 13 110 2 .36 .30L ,97L 33.73L
48.8 li333+ 7 42 9 106 2 .45 .52L .SOL 4.47L
49.8 0 331+ 4 18 5107 4 4.04 2,09 .85L 38.43L
50.2271330+ 3 27 51107 4 86.03 60.74 13.20 17.68L
51.4 45 336+10 28 61 105 3 1.39 .47 .40L 4.69L
51,9 48 332+ 5 16 5 108 4 2,96 1,23 .81L 4.77L
53,5 56 332+ 5 95 21 116 2 .25L ,25L .65L 5.99
54.8 38 333+ 7 33 11 104 3 .72 ,32L ,50L 3.73L
56.2 19 336+10 SO 10 107 2 .49 .26L ,40L 3.12L
57.236331+42091063 .87 .45L .68L 42.56L
1,715331+433 81074 .89 .63 1.14L 57,34L
2.76333+ 7 4214!3106 .25L .28L .91 10.054.1 48 334+ 8 31 21 104 3 .25L .27L .55L 3.77
5,1 15 331+ 3 21 12 107 2 ,29 .32L 1.44L 61.27L
7,0 22 333+ 6 30 10 104 3 ,97 .58 .49L 20,62L
7.746335+ 9 338 106:3 .25L .29L .71 14.25L
6.2 12 334+ 8 42 10 105 3 .51 ,25L ,44L 3.19L
8.5 241332+ v 69 14 108 ,: .42 .64L .57L 8.04L
12,7 41' 332+ 5 28 8 108 4 1.30 ,75 .65L 4,62:
16.4 39 331+ 4 20 5 106 4 2.41 1.74 1.29L 36.31L
16.632334+ 7 338 1043 1.46 .84 .57L 4.12L
16.851332+ 5104271162 .31L .63L .72L 10.04
253 12 336+10 37 20 102 2 .25L .25L .78L 4.31
26.4 35 334+ 7 49 39 103 2 .29L .35L _82L 5.22
31.4 4 338+ 9 59 8 104 3 .35 .36L .40L 5,30L
33.633335+ 8 39 211033 .25L .27L .78 7.20:
34.532330+ 3 21 41064 2.48 1.56 1.12L 14.41L
35.727335+ 9 58 181022 .37L .26L .56 22.10L
36.4 11 331+ 4 32 7 108 3 1.14 .87 .70L, 59.64L
36.833335+9 43 91043 .37 .25L .77L 14.58L
37.6 30 332+6 30 7 104 3 1.55 ,60 .60L 7.13L
38_6 47 331+3 31 5 106 4 1.52 ,91 1.27L 11.65L
39.5 55 333+7 19 7105 3 2.85 .71 .53L 4.54L
40.338332+5 18 4511245 2_ 1.54 .6OL 5.95L40.959 331+ 4 55 1 108 L _ .25L 1.66 16.36:
44.233333+ 7 53 121042 .52 .21: .55L 4.81L
44.8 43 332+5 28 3 114 4 .29 .31L .74: 13,25
50.229331+ 4 27 5 ,1074 .88 7.70 4.82 56.77L
52_843332+ 5 24 31075 1.90 .76 .59L 6.19L
53.338331+ 4 27 91074 .81 .31L 1.05L 12.29L
56.4 41 332+ 5 33 21 112 2 .29L .28L 1,29L 10.76
0.8 21 331+ 3 35 9 106 4 .98 .75 1.60L 11,39L
2,4 47 336+10 89 17 113 2 .25L: ,28L .41 5.22L
2,6 60 336+19 73 19 109 2 .33L .52L .44L, 3,85
2.9 13 335+ 8 52 9 106 3 .46 .26L .40L 15,63L
3.3 6 335+ 9 55 16 106 2 .40L ,25L ,77 3.37L
4,5 49 337+10 33 3 106 4 1.90 .60: .41L 2.69L
5.3 7 333+ 7 29 3 105 3 2.72 2.04 .40L 3.89L
6.1 52 331+3 24 7 105 3 14,27 10.26 1.37L 11.19L
9,9 4 331+ 3 38 10 105' 3 .64 .30L 1.55L 19,64L
13.5 17 334+ 7 43 10 105 3 .42 .29L ,57L 4,02L
20.1 49 332+ 4 46 13 109 2 ,48 ,SOL 1.09L 13.86L
23.3 26,336+10 87 17 108 2 .81L .29L .54 2.98L
23,6 31336+10 19 9 109 4 .91 ,40 ,40L 2,80L
23.7 57' 334+ 7 34 6 1105 3 130 1.25 .48L 4.03L
25.3 27 332+ 5 55 13 116 2 .30 .26L .74L 12.28L
27.824331+ 3 7615 Illl 2 .32L .25L 1.12 7.91L
28.2 14 331+ 4 55 12 1021 2 .46 .25L 1.00L 13.35L
32,8 47 333+ 6 77 23 109 2 ,27L ,25L ,90L 6.30
35,5 4= 333+ 6 55 19 106 3 ,25L .25L .79L 7,92
36.4 17 333+ 6 42 3 102 3 4.31 1.46 .62L 25,46L
40.1 31 332+ 5 36 19 108 2 .61L .40L 1.34 11.84L
41.1 28! 331+4 44 8 106 3 ,39 .32L 1.22L 35.19L
43.152' 333+ 6 25 8 1043 3.06 1.34 .72L 25.19L
48.749 331+4 39 17 lO9 2 .85L .O0L .91L 8.21
46,8 48 332+ 4 42 8 105 3 .75 .38L .98L 10,71L
47.07331+4 75111083 .32 .36L 1.02L 6.33L
48.2 46 337+10 29 5107 4 3,90 1.64 .32: 13,84L
48,9 46 335+8 44 23,109 2 .25L .31L .62 6.76L
52.7 37 332+5 32 8 I 112 4 .35 ,31L .63L 9.61L
53.911336+9 23 81053 2.57 .66 .40L 14.68L
54.6 30 336+9 47 8 104 3 .62 .30L .41L 14.20L
54.7 11 331+4 51 10 106 2 .37 .25L 1.09L 13.75L
58.143334+7 39 91053 .68 .37 .43L 4.65L
58.5 29 335+8 49 12 105 3 .64 .36L A4L 15.89L
1,0 33 336+10 35 8107 4 ,39 .30L .45L 3.89L
2.5 37 330+3 21 8 101 31 3.66 1.33 1.68L 21.65L
2,6 37 331+ 4 48 10 105 31 ,45 .40L 1.21L 15.94L
8,2 26 332+ 5 27 I 8 107 41 .67 .16: .69L 9.03L
9,1 49 333+ 6 50 5 104 3 1,26 ,59L .61L 30,69L
9,4 5 332+ 5 48 n8 108 5 .36 27L .86L 9.34L
9,5 58 331+ 3 461 1 103 o .77 .36L 1.53L 13.53L
12,1 42 333+6 22! ; 105 3 11,59 4.74 1.09 4,61L
12,8 8 332+ 4 42! 6 104 3' 1.08 .45 1.72L 7.95L
14.5 56 336+9 49 14 107 2 ,34 .28L' .63L 13.09L
15.2=52 333+6 34 11 104 4 ,40 ,28L ,72L 28.22L
19.0 25 336+ 9 60 14 104 2 .SO .32L .71L 5.17L
20.2 31 335+ 9 80, 14 102 2 .34 .29L ,48L 17.01L
21.8 28 336+10 31 3 104 4 ,95 .44: ,45L 3.07L
22,E 55 333+ 5 76 21 105 3 .26L .36L .81 6.92L
24,2 28 331+3 39 8 103 3 ,61 ,32 1.21L 9,86L
24,2 58 336+ g 52 9 104 3 ,41 .28L ,40L 15,24L
26.2 44 336+ 9 39 26 103 3 .25L .34L .45L 6.82
27.4 32 331+4 33 5 103 3 7.63 3,71 1.11L g.85L
=27.7 56 336+ 9 26 7 104 3 3.74 1.42 .40L 14,29L
29.7 24 333+ 6 31 14 107 2 ,66 .26L .62L 22.01L
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m;"Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flags Associations
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
S B 0501000000 1 13 226308 K0 3 66
BC AACF 1 9501010008
BB AA 0 7501100008
DC D EC 1701100000
C A 9503400008
C BD 15O1O0OO00
BE AA 9 8501210108
BBC AAA 9 1601100000 22
CF AA D 9 5500000008




C A B J 8412400008
BE) ABt D 9 8402110008
CD KLFC 7401000118
C JEC 5600000000
C E HG 2501000008
CO AB 6 6402000008
D D G D 9400000008
B CFMI 7600000000
F D F 650011 O0O0
BC E AAFB 0 5600001000
FD AAC g 8402200108
BC AACG 5 160OO00000
D D 7601000000
C D D 4500000O00
D MG 1480000000
C D F I 950100OO28 8i
CF! I EB 9501100108
BB AAB 1 1702001000
D F D 9301200108
BD AB I 4 7403110008
B C DD 94O01O0O08
BC AB 06501110000
SC AA 0 1700100000
BC AA 0 2501200000
BB AA 0 4600102000
DC HGDD 5601000108
CE BF 0 15011O000O
C EB CHJ B] 5600001100
BBB AAA 1 7402100008 1 11 PK331+ 3,1 2
DC AB 3 16O01O2000
B B C 8600000000
C LHB 56O20O0100BD AB 2 1700100000
D GC 7600000100
F O O I 6600000000
D S G 9402000008
C M CC 95O0OOOO08
B D A C 1 7600002000 2
BC AA 1 2500100000
CC AAC 9 2700000000
D BEM 0600000000
C B L 2500O0000O
C B K 5600000000
F N CB 66OOOO0OOO
BD ACH 2 56000O200O 2
BE AA 9 0600000000
C C 1501100000
C B ! 4700000000
D F I 7500000000
D GC I 9600000008
D FKC 9500100008
BD ABDEM 0 84O0100008D 4601100100
C C J 5400200118
CC AAC 1 54OOOOOO08
C F B 9602100000
B A F 5600000000
C CC I 9701200000
BCE AACF 1 1400000008
D NDH i 8600000108
D BJ 260010O000
BC AB 0 9500100008
C COL 9500100008
F E 9500100000
BD AB 0 2500000000
C B H D I 850O0OOO08
C B 3700000000 1 13 226351 G5 2 80
D D A A 1 4702023000 3
C B I 8601100000
DD ADG O 3601000000
C B I L 6400000008
C D K 2600100000 I
C B E 070000O000
BDD _AB 91500OO00O0
ED ABG 9 460O0000O0 I
E C HF 95032000O8'
S B J 5501000008
C C ED 96OO10O008
C C 9400000008
DF BCK 3 3600010000 1 1 CQLUP 27 3
D DDB 4601000000
CD BC 0! 46O0OOO000
C C 9502100008
E CHI D 96812O0008
CB _AC 2:7611000000 15
iac AA 0 9510200008 1 1 CRLUP 19 3F B D 75102O00O8







15515--4820 31.9145 331+4 18 I 16 120 2'
15515-4557 32.2 7333+6 _ 13 112 _115-4819 641 331+_ loe15515-4431 35.4 334+ 40 14 106
15516-4945 37.7 15 331+ 3 52 8 102 315616-490740211 33143 27 7 103315518-,024,0.319337410 38 9 1033
15516-4710 40.6 12 332+ 5 28 8 i 107 5
15517-4529 43.1 2'6 333+ 8 81 12 102 215517-4028440 2 337410 55 12 1022
15517-4722 45.5 21 332+ 5 53:12 106 2
t5517-4504 45.9 37 334+ 6 43 10 105i 3
15517-4623 46.7 37 333+ 5 33 8 112 4
15517--4817 47.0 26 332+ 4 16 4 105 4
'5517--4833 47.1 8 331+4 25 3 104 3
15517-452447,842 _+ 6 51 13 1053
15518-4205 49.2
,,616_4 5065' i , 32.li ,061°72
,5518-4652_7 _i 332+_ 24 [10_
15519-4949 56.1 4 331+ 21 5 103 3
15519-4349 56.5 46 334+7 59 14 I oo;1 '|5519-4147 57.2 26 336+ 9 59 13
15519-4222 57.8 42 335+ 8 76 8 '106 3
15519-4021 58.5 47 337+10 31 7 103 3
15519-4344 59.319 334+ 7 49 10 104 3
15520-4016 1.6 56 337+10 66 30 108 2
15520-4452 2.1 14 334+ 7 50 13 108 2
15520-4812 2.4 28 332+ 4 18 4 105 4
15520-4459 4.4 38 334+ 8 49 13 108 2
15520-4126 4.6 23 336+ 9 26 8 105 i 3
15522--4612 12.7=34 333+ 6 32 14 107 4
15522-4855 12.8 57 331 +3 40 10 10413
15523-4843 18.2 22 331+4 50 10 104 13
15523-4440 19.4 32 334+ 7 35 20 108 12
15523--4558 ,23.9 0 333+ 6 46 21 153:2
15524-4012 25.2 44 337410 23 8103 3
15524-4404 25.G 30 334+7 22 6105 3
15524-4924 26,(] 22 331+3 25 9103 3
,5524-4645 Z6.3 52 333+5 38 3111 4
15524-4429 29.3, 44 334+7 30 8104 3
15524-4629 30,0'55 333+5 48 12 113 3
15525-4038 34.9 32 337410 44 8 108 3
r5525-4905 35.6 58 331+ 3 28 5 102 3
15526-4927 36.5 46:331+ 3 43 13 107 2
15526--4629 40.132 333+ 5 88 30 101 2
15526-4457 40.5 53 334+ 6 95 14 103 2
15526-4210 40.7 48 336+ 9 43 8 104 3
15527-4334 423 22 335+ 07 31 16,,: 10415527-4248 43.0 14 335+ 27 104 ..:
15527-4652 44.3 11 333+ 5 69 18 115 2
15527-4749 144+4 13 332+ 4 59 8 108 2
P5528-4916 51.9 20 331+3 30 9 103 3
15526-4140 i52.8 52 336+ 9 : 45 21 108, 2
,5528-4450 53.2 31 334+ 6 35 10 105 3
15529-4615 59.738 333+5 67 3 109 3
15529-4744 60.C 60 332+4 47 10 103 3
15530-4651 3.7 45 333+ 5 31 15 105 2
_5530-4238 5.3 45 335+ 8 I 64 16 109 2
15531-4526 6.1 42 334+ 6 39 9 106 3
15531-4058 7.5 27 336+ 9 66 12 106 2
15531-4544 11.1 8 333+ 6 47 14 106
15532-4648 13.7 12 333+ 5 27 4 103
,5532--4352 15.7 39 335+7 21 7104 3
15532--4210 16.8 2 336+8 31 5103 3
15532-4802 17.g 332+4 22 102
,5533-4656 19.4 15 333+5 35 14 103 3
15534-4602 24.E 3 333+ 6 84 21 115 2
15534-4811 26.147 332+ 4 34 10 103 3
15534-4121 281 53 336+ 9 30 9 104 3
15534-4621 29.4 22 333+ 5 19 3 106 4
15534-4715 29.7 16 332+ 5 21 4 105 4
15535--4148 31,C 54 336+ 9 52 17 104 3
15535-4541 33,3 25 333+ 6 28 8 104 4
15535-4055 ;35,3 ; 337+ 9 31 5 104 315535-4044 35.7 3 337410 35 11 102 2
15536-4244 36.3 32 335+ 8 29 10 146 3
i5536-4454 37.E 13 334+ 6' 17 6 103 3
15536-4828 37.fi 54 332+ 4 22 7 102 3
15537-4721 46.C 20 332+ 4 46 11 106 3
15537-4644 146.3 34 333+ 5 32 5 104 4
I
15537-4712 47.6' 332+ 5 35_2 17 105
15538-4050 148.1 312 337+ 9 10415538_460149957332+42812102
,5636_4125513q3 +; 12102,2, 5 6_41 .7 36+ 26 91. 3
,5 39_4327 6  5+7 36 10 3
15539-4047 59.6 18 337+ 9 39 12 105 3
15540-4417 2.0143 334+; 45 8 105 315540-4452 3.0 19 334+ 28 5 103 3
15540-4645 5.7 32 333+ 5 46 8 106 2
15541-4013 8.6 5 337410 26 7 144 3
15541-4724 9.2 42 332+ 4 35 9 103 3
15541-4414 9.4 37 334+ 7 65 28 104 2
15541-4449 10.2 6 334+ 6 77 10 103 2
t5542-4249 12,0 34 335+ 8 48 3 103 3
15542-4226 12,5 56 336+ 8 37 12 99 I 3
15542-4210 14.4 19 336+ 8 35 9 103 3
15542-4216 14,6 18 336+ 8 77 36 108 I 2
15542-4615 15.9 8 333+ 5 21 9 107 4
15542-4825 16.5 5 _ 332+ 4 24 6 102 3
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
H:
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not C.olor Cocrecled)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 y.m 25 p.m 60 /_m






































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
7.02L F H CB 0600201100
11.71L C Kt EB 6500000008
13.05L BED BCGB 0 0500201100
6.16L C C E 1400000000
23.34L BE CB 4 4601100000
10.08L' DE BB 7 3600000000
3.95 C CC C EC 3680200100
7.81L CD BCCH, 3 2600000100
35.30L C CJ G 6400200008
2.62L C DJ L 3700100100
13.37L 3600000000
6.11L FF C'3 0 1600200000
7,98L B 'B=H 4601000000
8.91L FE A_.L 9 1600301100
9.79L BF A_'O 6 7602000000
33.95L C CC 6400200008
13.96L C D CMFD 8402000008
8.65 CC NEC 1600100000
7.07L BCE ACG 3 3601020000
21.79L BBE AAA 1 6701100000 15
3.57L C F. EC 1600100000
15.90L E B 9500000008
20.62L C B 9400000008
2.57L CO AA 1 3700200100
3.65L B BG 2600100000
5.17 D DC 3600200000
5.96L C E( 15000000008.68L I=B AI H 1 1601100000
6.49L C DE J G 1500100000
14.52L DC At FG 8' 9500010108
6.15: JBDCC BA 270000000811.95L BE.H O 5600000000
9.89L C BC 6601011000
6.80L D E 1500OOOOOO
6.48L F F J E E 4701000108
2.66L DC AEE 2:2700101000
4.12L ICCC AAC 9 0601000000
16.25L BC AB O; 1700100000
16.86 C HFHF I 2500010540
4.32L BDE AAB 9 0601000000 14
9.08L C GBC 2601100100
3.66L C B 1601000000
16.11L CC AB 01 3600000000,
37.41L C B 1600100000
12.21 c E
9.21L C _F15.15L D i 7400100008
4.27L BC AA N 01 2601061000
14.64L F BB_ 6502100028
12.84 D H B 5601211558
13.66L C BErG i 3800100100
14.43L BC AB 1 I 2700000000
5,15 D MN:;C 9600100118
5.32L BE) AIC3c 2 i 350000000011.02: DC 0601000308
9.09L C A .I 3600100000
29.03L D G ! 7501311658
23.76L O C 4 6502000008
27.73L C C ,,I 4401000008
10.62L E BH 2506100108
9.68: DC DHD 4600100308
11.02: BD JE_;C 6641201338
5.44 BBCC AAI C 0 2600000000
84.70 BBDE AAe.A 2 5400000008
9.46L CBC AA/ 8 1601000000 24
15.22 C NGI B 7600101218
7.93 O ( _B 6600000208
8.17L E BD 11501000000
14.74L BC AAC 0 9400000008
32.68L BC AB[ 2 5401101108
36.69L BC AA 0 4500200008
4.77 F D F B 8600000008
38.79L BE 8D 0 3500100108
3.99 BBCD AAE B 1 _ 3600200306
14.47L C BB 3502100008
8.74: C E CH(,E 9602010008
4.55L BC AAI 3 I 4701100000
10.64L CC AA J 2 3501001000
`0,44L C E E 3401100008
47.05L EE BC 0 6400100008
52.85L B BJ 4400100008
18.27L C BF 4400300008
13.25L C CH 2601000000
14.18L C F E I 7400000008
6.68: C DD BI G3 7601000508
4,02L BF AE 0 3701000000
19.49L B BGI . 3400100008
6.22L D BE 2501110000
4.45L BB AAB 0 5700200000
30.39L F BD 6500100008
13.03L BC AA 0 1511110008
48.50L C BEL 3401000008
10.57 C HJ _ i 2500110000
5.41L F BGF 4600100000
7.63: C FF D D_J 9601000008
9.80: O D DF ] 9681000218
3.69L F BD 5800100000
6.02 C K ._ 5701100110
33.41L B[) BB 0 8400000108
11.33L BC AAJ : 6 1506112000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 226359 K0 10 8(
1 13 226365 B8 10 8(
1 13 226364 K0 44 7(
C 1 1 AS NOR 25
1 13 226374 K0 15 8(_
C
1 13 226389 G0 8 80
I
4 2 13 ! 226394 MA 5 85
t 1 AU NOR 17 3
1 17 2296 22
1 1 CS LUP 40 3
4 1 32 X1553-415 81 4
1 13 226397 K0 41 90
4 1 5 DC335.6+08,1 95
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Contirmed Soul:es (PH); 5) Ne_lhboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
3OO




5 a ,8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
ham, e , (s) () 1 b (") (') (') N
15542--4144 17.2 51 336+ 9 18 7 103 3 1.46
15543-4026 23.5 33 337+10 57 15 106 3 .49L
15543-4041 23.5 1 337+ 9 81 11 102 2 .38L
15544-4828 25.7 29 332+ 4 25 9 103 3 1.09
15544-4715 27.1 36 333+ 4 46 9 104 3 .58
15544-4939 27.5 30 331+ 3 36 9 103 3 .70
15544-4855 27.7 6 331+ 3 27 8 105 3 3.70
15544-4354 28.1 29 335+ 7 40 15 106 3 .33L
15544-4601 29,2 15 333+ 5 76 14 115 2 .57L
,5544-4308 29.4 46 335+8 29 11 105 3 .66
15545-4349 31.3 15 335+7 21 5103 3 42.67
,5545-4014 33.040 337+10 64 12 1022 .33
15545-4635 33.2 50 333+5 30 5 104 4 2.22
15545-4604 35.2 7 333+5 26 8105 4 .81
,5546-4938 36.042 331+ 3 31 14 1012 .49
15546-4835 38.6 22 332+3 43 9 104 3 .82
15546-4618 40.1 25 333+5 25 14 105 4 .25L
,5546-4252 41.2 56 335+8 77 tl 102 2 .82
15547-4509 45.5 56 334+6 43 9103 3 .57
15548-4733 49.4 34 332+ 4 39 12 106 3 .26L
15548-4756 52.5 36 332+ 4 35 6 103 3 1.15
15548-4244 53.4 34 336+8 38 17 106 3 .53L
15548-4903 53.5 15 331+3 24 6 105 3 1.51
15549-4608 54.5 13 333+ 5 15 5 109 4 4.09
15549-4422 55.5 60 334+ 7 23 10 103 3 .71
15549-4947 56.6 17 331+2 61 8 109 2 .44
15549-4911 57.1 26 331+3 23 7 105 3 1.99
15549-4612 59.9 9 333+ 5 22 3 106 4 1.14
15650-4428 1.5 27 334+ 7 44 5 103 3 1.09
15550-4954 1.6 25 331+ 2 25 5 106 3 1.08
15550-4152 1.9 19 336+ 9 66 17 101 2 .53L
15550-4340 3.0 53 335+ 7 19 6 103 3 21.21
15550-4304 4.5 12 335+ 8 48 10 102 2 .54
15551-4411 7.9 41 335+ 7 39 17 104 3 .25L
15551-4846 8.7 35 332+ 3 28 6 106 3 1.11
15551-4618 9.6 20 333+ 5 25 5 102 3 1.81
15551 4102 9.9 58 337+ 9 62 16 104 3 .25L
15552-4825 13.5 12 332+ 3 33 8 105 3 1.34
15552-4302 15.9 27 335+ 8 38 16 103 3 .25L
15552-4531 18.0 8 334+6 62 12 102 2; .34
15553-4907 18.8 49 331+3 26 10 106 3 .75
15554-4217 25.3 18 336+ 8 46 12 104 3 .53
15554-4055 26.1 14 337+ 9 49 17 101 2 .30
15554-4250 27.9 54 336+ 8 33 6 103 3 .85
15554-4843 28.3 46 332+ 3 18 6 105 3 3.02
15554-4333 29.7 57 335+ 7 36 6 103 3 1.44
15555-4838 31.5 27 332+ 3 34, 6 105 3 .71
15555-4143 32.4 0 336+ 9 44 8 103 3 .65
15556-4758 368 18 332+ 4 65 12 107 2 .37
15556-4619 40.1 9 333+ 5 42 18 107 2 .28L
15556-4358 41.0 26 335+ 7 26 5 102 3 4.72
15556-4231 41.1 58 336+ 8 35 11 103 3 .25L
15656-4927 41.6 46 331+ 3 25 12 104 3 .53
15556-4904 41.7 43 331+ 3 28 12 110 2 .46
15557-4013 44.2 30 337+10 66 12 103 3 .41
15557-4946 46.2 19 331+ 2' 40 3 102 3 1.12
15557-4736 46.E 37 332+ 4 42 12 107 2 .44
15558-4816 60.7 54 333+ 5 34 10 105 3 .70
15558-4630 50.7, 18 333+ 5 23 6 103 3 2.00
15558-4720 52.527 333+ 4 23 10 105 3 .94
15559-4949 54.7 5 331+ 2 43 12 105 3 .98
15559 4951 54.9 58 331+ 2 37 12 104=3 1.01
15559-4511 55.7 22 334+ 6 19 7 103 3 1.80
15559-4143 57.4 41 ' 336+ 8 72 18 103 3 .25L
15559 4908 58.9 36 331+ 3 31 10 106 3 .81
15559-4259 59.6 40 336+ 8 71 10 104 3 .42
15560-4136 4.8 9 336+ 9 20 6 103 3 3.60
15561-4013 6.9 25 337+10 36 6 103 3 1.50
15561-4512 8.5 34 334+ 6 37 10 101 2 .51
15561-4834 11.6 59 332+ 3 60 12 107 2 .46
15562-4847 13.7 26 332+ 3 36 8 106 3 .56
16562-4343 14.9 12 335+ 7 57 8 102 3 .43
15563-4628 19.2 57 333+ 5 38 8 103 3 .91
15563-4146 19.4 27 336+ 8 26 10 103 3 .91
15563-4025 20.3 27 337+ 9 30 4 103 3 1.78
15563-4635 22.8 16 333+ 5 40 16 105 3 .25L
15563-4824 23.0 39 332+ 3 52 10 106 3 .58
15563-4815 23.9 46 332+ 3 38 10 107 3 .83
15564-4725 25.4 20 333+ 4 54 8 101 2 1.02
15564 4522 25.9 34 334+ 6 26 5 110 4 1.56
15565 4909 31.3 54 332+ 3 55 13 109 2i .61
15565 4444 33.2 52 334+ 6 39 29 106 2 .46L
15565-4030 33.6 41 337+ 9 40 5 102 3 2.99
15565-4610 33.8 10 334+ 5 26 6 103 3 1.64
15565-4626 34.2 10 333+ 5 26 7 104 3 5.46
15565-4923 34.5 0 331+ 3 25 8 107 3 2.55
15565 4714 35.2 52 333+ 4 33 8 103 3 1.63
15565-4734 35.6 50 333+ 4 54 11 104 3 .33
t5565-4703 35.7 28 333+ 4 43 12 105 3 .36
15565-4828 35.9 48 332+ 3 32 6 106 3 1.09
15566--4928 37.9 19 331+ 3 ]39 9 104 3 1.92
15566 4611 37.9 56 333+5 6113 105 3 .25L
15566-4506 38.5 29 334+ 6 20 6 104 3 4.23
15566-4824 _,1.9 12 332+ 3 42 8 106 3 .60
15567 4430 42.1 44 335+ 6 44 8 103 3 .37
15567-4141 42.2'22 336+ 8 22 6 102 3 2.59
15567-4805 42.4 2 332+ 4 44 9 105 3 .86
15567-4807 43.1 8 332+ 4 30 6 106 3 .25L
15567-4951 43.1 56 331+ 2 32 10 106 3 .53
15567-4744 47.9 55 333+ 4 25 7 104 3 1.54
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




1(30 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A





















































.26L 2.19L 176.14L B
.61L 2.50L 28.02L E
.28L .46L 18.56L C
.50: 2.31L 28.77L CC
.59L 1.16L 8.85L D
.49L .74L 36.25L D
.76 .58L 28.29L' B C
.34L 1.02L 21.501 C
.45L 2.33L 33.67L C







































3.66L CF ABHK 3 9600000000
4.44 DC KCC 2601000108
11.66L F K B F 3500000008
9.96L BC AA 3 1501102000
33.74L D CJ G 4500000008
27.47L BE BD 2701100000
17.03L BC AA 2 2603000000
4.24L E CB 5600100000
26.83L C K B 7501100108 4
15.86L BE BD 5 7400000008
3.39L BBC AAA 4 6611100000 22
15.16L C CMLJ 2500010008
33.02L CC AABD 2 94000(X)008
32.75L CC BC 2 8501200108
38.00L F F I 1602100000
11.90L CD BBD 2 2501000000
12.60 CC GHEB 9541001118
24.32L C B K 9502000008
6.94L B B 46OOOO0000
12.32 C NGE 2600000100
9.05L BD AG 0 2600000000
9.83L C GL E F 9601000208
19.19L BC AA 0 2601100010
33.16L ECD _.AFE 9 9501200108
4.97L B BG 5601100000
28.42L C B 2701000000
19.84L BC AA 1 1601100000
32.96L FEC AAB 9 9401200008
5.61L B ACE 2600100000
32.35L DC AB 5 4700000000
8.43L C D 9500000000
5.01L DCD AAA 9 4600000000 25
26.96L C CBI D 8501200248
7.96 C El DD 4500000000
17.87L BD AB 0 2601100000
29.61L BC ABN 0 9501101338
7.21 F C E GC 7500000218
15.11L CF AB G 61 1503010000
12.85: DD I GD 86Cl100248
40.07L D F 3400000008
23.49L B CB 1601200000
4.83L B CG 4701000000
22.65L C F G 6400000008
7.83: B C AFLD )681010108
17.68L BC AA 1 1500200000
5.21L BD AA 2 3600001000
17.48L BF BCI G 0 1500100000
6.07L C BEKC 7681001230
14.35L F CE 2600000000
23.49L D EG 9500101228
5.19L BEC AAB 9 7620000000











,90: 10.28 BFDC ABGC 3 4600101000
.71 12.45 EC I DD 6600101120
2.12L 21.06L BD BD I 0 1612100110
.50L 24.61L D DF ! 9501100018
.45L 3.79L BD AB 0 6601001110
5.61 5.53 BBCD I _.AAA 5 1600100008
.74L 7.38L D BD 4600101000
1.68L 23.18L D C 0600000000
1.68L 21.49L CD BE D 0401000000
.52L 6.75L C B 5601000000
.77L 32.18L BF BFM 0 6501210008
.55L 4.65L BC BBGD 1 9700201120
.40L 18.09L BC AA 2 3400102008
.79L 14.59 D GFKC 7601100108
1.26L 18.28L C BKI F 1600201110
1.20L 13.66L EC AC 8 1600001000
1.05L 44.33L F BC 0401000008
.67L 6.67L BC ABI 0 5600000000
1.98L 102.71L F BG 3401000118
.64L 7,05 C M LC 2600000210
.41L 16.11L BC ABG 0 3500100008
1.06L 34.15L BC ABF 0 9400100008
.78L 31.81L DB AAC 8 6500110008
30.97 71.45 BBCC AAAA 1 3600100108
.60L 44.05L BC AB 1 0401011008
1.19L 12.37L D CM 1600000000
.75L 39.25L C CK 2400010008
1.75L 21.58: BE F BDKD 1 1600201110
2.19L 91.71L CE AA 7 5601100008
.71L 10.66 C F C 9600200008
.65L 6.83L BB AAB 0 4600000000
1.52L 17.26L B BJ 1600201000
.60L 6.19L C BH 2601000000
.48L 4.48L BC AA 2 6701100000
1.11L 15.94L BE AC 5 2602300000
2.85 13.04L CC AA 2602200000
3.57L 38.35L C CK 6701100001
.69L ! 11.20L CC AB 1601000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 %- 40"
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Ma8
1 7 WRA1392 32
2 13 226406 MC 7; 91




8 1 32 X1555-430
4
4 1 32 X1555-410









4 1 32 X1555-463
4
69 4
2 13' 226425 G5 6 50
1 1 RY LUP 27 3
3 13 226431 K0 15 62
1 11 PK332+ 3.1 7
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN (0) O I 12 [Lm(s) _ ) I b C) C)
15568-4513 50.6 52 334+ 6 20 6 109 4 158.69
15568-4340 52.3 53 335+ 7 26 8 103 3 .86
15569-4320 54.6 54 335+ 7 43 6 102 3 1+09
15569-4949 58.45733192 32 61053 1.40
15569-4554 59.556334+ 5 44 171012 .28L
15570-4944 0.155331+2 26 71053= 1.55
15570-4447 1.056334+6 28 251123 .28L
15570-4155 3.421336+ 8 36 151013 .37
15571-4548 6.039334+ 5 59 241072 .41L
15571-4804 6.358332+ 4 41 101063 .69
15571-4652 6.5 27 333+4 25 7 ]103 3 30.05
15571-4436 6.67335+6 41 81043 +29L
15571-4217 6.711336+ 8445888103333 .6515571-4444 7.85335+ 6 51 108 .4515571-4230 9.623336+8 1 104 .25L
15571-4456 10.06334+6 44 8j 1043 .64
15571-4900 11+848332+ 3 40 1311012 .92
15571-4052 11.948337+ 9 27 1311032 1.19L
15572-4847 13.758332+ 3 34 81053 6,14
15573-4854 18.629332+ 3 30 81063 4.53
15573-4147 18.85! 336+ 8 32 10 !1033 .29:
15573-4522 23.3_ 334+6 31 1! 10333 .63,5574-434024.5 335+7381109 .25L
15574-454224.7 334+542 1033 16.37
,5574-430927.524336+778211042 .35L
15574-4648 29.916333+4 35 12i1053 +55
15575-4959 34.44933192 25 1_12109 1.10L15576--4747 37.040333+ 4 421033 .39
15576-4616 39.53334+ 5 41 141072 .35L
15577-435346+524335+ 73161064 1.89
,5577-4923 46.949 332+2 25 8 105 3 5.61
15578-420149.048336983716101241 .31L15578-490750.3332+ 32371043 .30L
15578--460050.713334+522131053 .30L
15578-4946 51.731+ 331+2 91191102 1.07L
,5579-4824 54.951'332+3 34 _110` _ 1.1115580--4726 1.6 151 333+ 49 107 .42
15580-4023 2.9 49 338+ 9 62 11 102 3 .55
15580-4408 3.9 591 335+ 6 36 20 113 2 ,25L
15580-4443 4.143335+ 6 277 1053 2.54
15580-4114 5.23337+ 9 54 91012 .71
15581-4404 7.57335+ 6 18 51084 1.96
15582_42.129_ 336+;1011510 3`2 436 3 75860 3 35 7 2,,15583_481916158332+226 7 10+3 9,415583_4941,692 331+225 5 1054 24415583_4811196833,+3301010,3 9116__453922622334+524 7 103 218
,_ 16 g 25,155__451923.038334+5 ,107155__48142+.128332+3 21_ .61
15584_4_927.316335+747 1111012 ._155__421326.635336+841 8,1023 .9316585_4_730.310334+521 71_ 3 4.3115585_413431.422337+840 91033 .9716585_410,_1+5 _7+9 55 81023 1.0816585__,35.542337+941 81023 .79
15586--4338 39.143335+7 ._ 51033 12.67586_4,02340332+3 10, ,016586_48_,41434332+323101043 _0,
15587-4417 45.6 39 335+6 28i 8 105 4! .85
15587.9584°+18331+2 105 1262
15587-4913 46.0 59 332+2 1 108 .32L
15587-4125 47.4 16 337+ 8 43, 10 102 3 .33L
16587-430e47.963 336+7 701161082 .45L155_-4917_5=42 332+2 25 10105315_-4303 49,635336+7 37 8 1043 25,15_-4,07 52,518332+3 26 5 1564 14916588-461653852 334+5 37 101033 62
15588-4933 54.1_[41 332+ 2 43 8 105 4 .B415m9-4132 55+7m 337+8 56 13 1022 37L
16589-414955.46 337+8 57 241072 25L16589-47957119 333+4 27 7 10` 3 2.6715589-492857142 332+2 22 10 1053 7715580-49192339 332+2 61 15 1072 .46L16s,0-4727 3.,,38 333+4 32 3 10` 3 .82
15590-4912 5.631332+ 2 34 91044 .79155,0_,,145945335+6 72121102 2516581-42117+,15336+6 27 6 102,3 155
15591-4259 9.97336+ 7 449 102 ]3 +82
15591-4436 10.527335+ 6 31 81034 961
15591--4816 11.3 _ 332+ 3 46 9106[ 3 +86
15592--4319 115.944336+ . 71 151033 +31
30 1063 5.02
333+ 4 32 12 102103i .67"59
15592--4717 !17.339 7
15593--4222 18.2' 7 336+ 50
1334+ 5 26 106 1.49
15593-4528 18.4 ._ 331 + 93 .6615593-4959 20.315593-4829 20.847 332+ 3 33 104
15583-4744 22.4 7 333+ 4 25 10 107 3 1.05
15593-4957 23.0 44 331+ 2 30 8 107 4 .83
15593-4425 23.6 12 335+ 6 33 8 107 3 .75
15594-4839 24.1 58 332+ 3 40 10 104 3 .85
15594-4025 25.5 48 336+ 9 33 13 101 2 .39
15594-4440 26.0 35, 335+ 6 36 8 105 3 .57
15594-4124 27.8 _L_ 337+ 8 25 9 103 3 .61
27332+15594-4835 28.0 3 32 6104 3 1.34
15594-4722 29.7 333+ 4 35 101073 .86
15595-4905 32.3 332+ 3 27 41054 4,11
15596-4921 36.149332+ 2 24 6 i 1054 2.14
15596-4253 39.032336+ 7 60 12 [ 1033 .39
15596-4934 39.0 33 332+ 2 26 9 =104 4 .84
F]ux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 /_m Flux Cox A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co*_f R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
6,44L CCC AA/* 9 5610000000 29
5.62L BD BE) G 0 4601000000 1 13 226435K0 6 75
22.85L EE AC 8 6400000008 1 1 BCNOR 31 3
36.40L CC AB 0 7700200001
12.17 DI hB )603000008
25.37L CC 'AAUC 1 77,0100001
8.45 C DC t E ._5001002105.89L EEI':G 860000000036.28L [ 8400000008
18.80L B BG 1501200000
41.03L BBC AAI_A 2 3410100108 31
6.41L C EAB 2600000000
5.17L BD AB J 0 3601010000
6.59L C BK 2600100000
24.52L C MC;C 8400000008
7.48L CF AC 03501000000
2,95L 135.33L CFEDIBDI 5 35030000081.54 9.91: FJ CE 5681000438 116 4
2.05L ,0.41L BC AA 9 2400000008
1+68L 98.23L BC AA 3 _1501000008
1.17 4.55L DCD EBhE 9 7700000000
.66L 9.04L F BH 3700010000
.58L 7.19 BCC C]I CPD 45010000001.66: 10.88L AABE 0 5700000108 16 1 18DNOR 23 3
.59 24.90L C B 5400000008
.78L 53.74L C BB 2301100008
2.92 15.73L D EE 4800100101
1.35L 11.64L C CE 0601000000
1+18 19.98: CD E CE 9502100228 38 12
.53L 6.05L CC ABE 2 5600000000
2.83L 126.80L BC AA 4 5501100008
6.47: ED HDDB 6600000100
59.57 BCC GAAA 7600000008
7.63: CE GI DB 8601000008
18.18: DC K KB 7700000401 4
18re4L CD AC 1 1602000000
15.86L D C 1500000000
20+53L C CCK 2400100008
5.69 F GGC 4600100000
6.18L DE AA 9 2601000000
19.59L F BBJ 6400000008
5.89L BB AA ,' 25601101000
23.84L E DG M' 6400100008
15.67L BE AAEC 9 2601000000
3.98L 137.20L BC AAC 9 5501200008
3.80L 44.33L EE AA 96600000001
1.24L 16.96L CD AB 1 1600100000
.58L 36.27L CD AAM 84500000008
1.16L 8.37 C DFB 67020001,0
1.0OL 22.36L C DC ,1501100000
.73L 7.26L D BL 4601000000
.49L 5.21L BF AF 05603000000
.92: 29.48L CCD AAB_ 95501000108
,45L 4.55L C BC 5600100000
.47L 5.61L B A 5600000000
.46L 15.65L BD AB 0 2500000008
1.22 5.56L BBC AA8 4 3600000000 01
3,32L 141.23L ED BC 0 7500224208 2
2.18: 16.88L BCD AAD=" 8 0702010100
,63L 8.13L 8 BJE 2601100000
1.71L 22.52L EE AA 96700000011
1.36 64+88L D E C 4500300008
,66 4.65L DC AC 7,01000000 7
.83 7.34L C M Bl:l 4500100000
3.35L 170.13L FE BB t_ 1 5400400008
1.21 5.49L C E B+ ; 4600200000
12.12 19.55: BBCE ABBI_ 1 7700134408 32 ?
.58L 36.36L BE BC I: 09401000008
3.90L 199.64L B BKD 7402110008
1.05 4.62L C B 4600100000 103
.57: 8.23 DC GCI 6680000110
1.16L 14.70L BC AB 01500100000
1.47L 159.60L EC ABN 25403100008
1.49 11+56L C F C I 5701200008
4 1 32 i X1557-40`
C 1 32 X1557-462
2 14330-PN 8 I=1
7 1 32 X1558-491
1 5, DC336.9 + 08.3
1.47L 13+63L BD BBH 2 1500010000
1.67L 142.47L BD BB 2 8500420308 5
.68L 9.0`L C G H 6600100000
.45L 4.97L BD AB I 5600000000
.57L 5,92L B BH 5600100000
.67L 7.77L C B 7601100000
1.68L 18.63L BC BA 0 0601000000
.60L 6.65L C E M 7602010000
.81L 12.29L BB AA 2 2500100000
.4m_ 5._I_,_+ BFF 5700000000' 1 132_63K0 2 7...
.62L 6.32L Ic F A C 1 4702000000
3.91L 50.95L BC ABG I 6700100001
2.47L 23.37L C BI E 1600100100
1.57L 15.47L [BC ABD 0 1500100000
5.60L 52.12L B BC 8700100001
.59L 7962L DE AB 1 9600000000
2.53L 24+89L BF ABM 0 1,01100000
.65L 26+01L D F 4400000008
.67L 7,37L C CDJ 6600100000
.42L 4.30L B IBC 86OOOOOOOO
2+41L 24.21L DC !AA 01600200000 2 7143545 28
1.04L 13.55L CC BA 41600100000 712.69L 147.49L BC IAA 3 8500034308 2 13 226466G5 6 4(
2.9OL 208.78L CC ]AA 85402100008
.59L 6.33L C BL E 4600100000
3.45L 181.19L CO AA 77401000008
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfusiOn Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour(es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 1P59m41'-16h02m20 '
Position (1950)
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
AssociationsFlux Density Flags
Name I H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
a ,5 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m 25 _,m 60 p.m 1(30 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
15596-4051 41.1 54 337+ 9 43 9 102 3 .46 .27L .48L 4.85L D CBI 2600010000
15596-4146 41.2 8 337+ 8 71 18 101 2 .40L .25L .66 6.59L D F 4600010100
15597-4010 42.9 11 338+ 9 21 5 102 3 .80 1.10 1.25 18.63L FCC BABI 4 9500000008
15597-4945 46.7 18 332+ 2 35 ; 106 4 ,77 .41L 4.05L 39.62L C BJG 760110210115598-4258 48.0 42 336+ 7 50 1 102! .39 .25L .49L 6.67L C DJ 4600100000
15598-4916 48.3 38 332+ 2 31 9 10313 .55L .56 8.07L 225.96L D GBI D 5401346458
15598-4104 49.(_ 2 337+ 9 42 9 103 ! 3 ,92 .81 .46L 4,14L BD AB 1 5601000000
15598-4915 49.4 46 332+ 2 19 12 103 3 .71L .53L 10.15 87.86: CD F EJ D 7581246458
15598-4810 _,9.7 52 333+ 3 46 14 104 2 .57 .38L 1.01L 23.02L F CF !501000000
15598-4351 53.3 3 335+ 6 96 11 101 2 .28 .26L ,63L 9,20L C D 7600000000
15599-4617 54.9 12 334+ 5 31 8 105 3 1.44 .75 .83L 36.22L FF IAA 9 _401000008
15599-4606 55.E 9 334+ 5 39 15 105 2 .48 .52L ,74L 37.42L F DF 9400100008
15599-4801 55.7 20 333+ 3 27 7 105 3 1,34 .72 1.51L 17.07L CC AB 0 3601001000
15599-4750 56.4 53 333+ 3 36 7 106 3 1.79 .51 1.56L 16.77L BF AB 2 2500100000
16000-4405 0.4 48 335+ 6 77 33 107 2 .42L .54L .52L 5.77 C El F 8600000000
16000-4541 1.8 31 334+ 5 24 12 104 3 .48 .62 .59L 41,96L DC BB 2 8400101018
16000--4644 3.C 17 334+ 4 43 11 106 3 1.04 .38L .95L 9.37L B AEI 4500220000
16000-4322 4,0 40 336+ 7 38 10 102 3 1.03 ,45 ,56L 5.05L BD AB 0 5600001000
16000-4646 4,0 56 334+ 4 52 11 108 3 .46 ,28L 1,31L 13.14LIC CMI 5500220000
16000-4522 4,4 20 334+ 5 62 12 101 2 .51 .29L ,81L 9.38L D C 6501000000
16001-4851 7,3 1 332+3 28 6 104 4 18,01 25.96 6,61 155.50L FFD AAA 9 5423000028
16002-4514 12.3 57 335+ 5 30 9 103 3 1.19 .31 .73L 7.26L DD AC =0 9600000000
16002-4753 12.8 58 333+ 3 27 10 103 3 .55 .38L .94L 17.50L D CEC 2500110000
16002-4944 14.5 9 332+ 2 23 4 106 4 1,74L .75 4.49 41.73L CC BD 5640102101
16002--4603 15.2 28 334+ 5 50 21 108i 2 .39L .28L .89 46.87L C C 9401100008
16002--4957 16.7 45 331+ 2 17 4 104 4 5.85 3.53 4.08L 39.30L BB AA 2 6601000211
16002-4336 17.0 22 336+ 7 63 10 =101 2 .38 ,47L .56L 6.44L C CE 4600100000
16002-4643 17.7 11 334+ 4 52 12 !110 2 .61 .44L .90L 10.16L F CC 4500220000
16003-4926 21.8 49 332+ 2 37 8 i109 3 .58 .29: 1,55L 120.55L CD CC 2 460021000816004-4704 28.4 51 333+ 4 59 1 108 .29 .60L 1.24L 11.64L C AB 2601101000
16005-4721 33.8 31 333+_ 54 8 103 3 .45L .41L 1.61 15.22L C ECE 260010110016005-4906 34.9 181 332+ 41 9 103 3 ,41 .37L 3,44L 135.68L D EF 6500000008
16005-4937 35.0 551 332+ 2 30 8 105 4 ,71 .40L 3,69L 162,32L E BDF 5600110008
16005-4126 35.8 8! 337+ 8 20 7 102 3 30.21 38.83 8.21 6.68 CCCC AAAC 9 7601001100 _12
16006--4708 39.7 15 333+ 4 26 6 106 3 1.18 1.13 1.20L 12.42L BC AA 4 2600101000
16006-4223 40.2 24 337+ 7 48 24 101 3 .33L .33L .78: 7,62 DC KJ GC 6601100320
16006-4331 40.4 43 336+ 7 56 11 105 3 .53 .25L .56L 6,96L E DG E 3600100000
16006-4924 41_1 46 332+ 2 22 3 104 4 12.51 10,46 3,63 135,86L CCC AAA 9 4501110208
16006-4848 41.4 47 332+ 3 42 13 105 3 .56 .42 1.61L 53.86L CD BBBD 0 4503100358
16008-4156 48.5 29 337+ 8 25 10 101 3 ,64 .75 .50L 4,39L CC BBI 0 8600000000
16008-4845 50.8 24 332+ 3 31 7 104 4 .33L .32: 5.11 53.21L FB FBE '35C2110358
16008-4828 52.1 34 333+ 3 61 18 108 2 1.92L .28L 1.26 12.66L C L EF 1703000100
16008-4352 52,3 25 336+ 6 25 6 103 3 10.68 5.83 1.41 5.65L DCC AAAE 9 7600000000
16009-4007 56.0 54 338+ 9 38 5 102 3 2.32 .66 .41L 13.21L BC AB 2 8600000008
16009-4129 57.0 11 337+ 8 32 8 ' 102 3 1,77 ,75 ,44L 5.20L CC AA 1 8600101100i
16009-4207 57.7 48 337+ 8 51 10 103 3 ,69 .37L ,47L 4.47L E BD 7600000000
16009-4719 57.7 22 333+ 4 27 5 105 3 2.54 .99 1,00L 10.74L BD AA 8 1600101100
16009-4224 58.2 3 337+ 7 54 23 105 2 .45L ,36L .76 5.08L E KG 4701100210
16009-4754 58,4 57 333+ 3 26 3 104 4 1.28 .53 1.89L 21.97L BD AC 0, 2600120000
16010-4432 0.6 46 335+6 47 17 107 2 .3OL .29L .82 9.29: DD EB 9600000000
16011-4928 10.8 28 332+ 2 30 3 104 4 1.52 .77 2,08L 133.49L BC ABLG 5 3502000518
16012-4952 12,6 46 332+ 2 35, 8 104 4 .89 .45L 3.24L 47,24L D AG 4700232211
16012-4553 13.7 9 334+ 5 69 13 108 2 .37 .31L ,82L 38,62L C C 7400100008
16012-4805 14.4 32 333+ 3 27 8 102 3 .68 .25L .92L 10.13L C BI 3800010000
16012-4016 16,5 23 338+ 9 36 3 102 3 1,04 .58 .44L 14.31L CD ACNG 8 7501000008
16013--4920 18,0 48 332+ 2 20 5 104 4 7.22 3.44 2.42: 134.89L BBF AACF 1 4542000418
16013 4612 19.8 38 334+ 4 73 12 108 2 .48 .29L .85L 47.72L C B 9402211118
16013--4641 20.2 45 334+ 4 51 13 101 2 .38 ,27L 1,31L 15,27L C C 6600100000
16014-4521 24,1 23 335+ 5 54 8 103 3 .64 .34L ,81L 8.77L B BH 7601000000
16014-4609 25.4 42 334+ 5 31 19 103 2 ,25L ,32L 1,29 19.35L D CDD 9502311118
16014-4951 28.2 12 332+ 2 22 3 104 4 1.89 .91 3,22L 46.38L BD AA 7 4700232211
16014-4955 29.2 40 332+ 2 41 3 18 4 1.72 1.44 4.51L 45.18L DD AAJG 9 1700332211
16014-4605 29,9 38 334+ 5 59 8 107 : 2 .32 .30L .85L 46.09L C F 1402200108
16015-4752 30.2 4 333+ 3 32 8 103 4 .67 .36 1,05L 21.03L CE AB 8 2600010C00
16015-4646 30.4 8 334+4 44 9 107 3 .74 ,40L 1.20L 11.52L B AC 5501100000
16015-4713 31.0 17 333+4 78 13 107 2 .45 .28L 1.80L 22.57L C icK 150o01o0oo
16015-4827 32.2 3 333+ 3 23 7 103 3 .55 .35L 1.25L 30.82L C BE 1603100210
16015-4225 35,1 29 i 337+ ; 51 13 106 2 .36 .27L ,49L 5,28L C D 360100000016015-4936 35,3 59 332+ 23 4 104 4 1,90 1.05 3.08L 198_93L BB AA 2 3601010208
16016-4850 36.1 21 332+ 2. 15 5 102 3 9.68 23.47 56.44 143.22 CBCE AAAA 6 4481163148
16016-4612 37,3 2 334+ 4 29 106 3 1.99 ,91 ,68L 33,94L CC AA F ! 8 9401411218
16016-4552 39,0 49 334+ 5 46 11 1105 3 ,27L ,30L 1,82 38,54L C CI B r400100008
16016-4734 39.4 21 333+ 3 24 6 103 4 1.55 .99 ,98L 15,48L DF AB 9 1611000000
16017-4744 44.6 33 333+ 3 53 18 103 2 .33L .26L 1.81 45.09L D M EE 2503000100
16017-4210 46,0 50 337+ 7 66 11 102 3 .52 .25L .52L 5.49L C B 4600000000
16017-4113 47.4 8 338+8 51 9 102 3 .63 .35 .54L 4.78L BD 3DN 7601000000
16018-4614 48.3 54 334+ 4 35 8 105 3 .63 .37L .72L 45.94L B BB 9400111118
16018-4413 50.4 16 335+ 6 34 13 106 3 .25L .28L .90 8.18 CC DC 8601000100
16018-4911 50.4 22 332+ 2 25 9 103 3 ,75 .51L 2,39L 184,78L C BC 6503100108
16018--4010 51.2 57 338+ 9 62 10 103 3 .39 .25L .49L 17,81L C BF 6401000008
16018 4853 51.4 36 332+ 2 29 5 102 3 1,79 1,75 25,38 143,22L BCC CBAD 0' 4402373148
16018-4254 51.6 10 336+ 7 25 7 104 3 3.29 1,46 ,56 5,18L BCC AAC 2 1600000000
16018-4825 52.5 23 333+ 3 22 5 103 3 5.19 2,13 2,57L 27,54L BC AAE 9 1702100210
16019-4906 56.5 44 332+ 2 19 4 102 4 2.67 2.48 2.62L 430.96L BB AA 3 5402351008
16019-4653 58,4 31 334+ 4 28 6 152 3 1.13 .43 1.28L 11.50L BF 3BJ 4602100000 !
16019-4903 59,6 23 332+ 2 20 5 103 4 1,49: 65,05 400.67 430.96 FACC AAAA 4 5401251008
16020-4440 2.4 31 335+ 6 31 9 104 3 1,74 .70 ,76L 7.69L CE AACC 9 960(3000000
16020-4047 4.(_ 58 338+8 44 11 102 3 .25L ,25L .94 5.24 CC KFB 5600000000
16021-4902 7,(; 42 332+ 2 4_3 3 102 4 2.00 ,97L 2,72L 430.96L B BB 542125100816021-4855 11.4 53 332+ 2' 8 107 4 .37L .29L 6.50 174.12L B A 4540263138
16022-4802 12,2 15 333+ 3 59 11 105 2 ,45 ,34L 2,42L 26,96L C E 3700010000
16022-4636 14,3 2 334+ 4 52 8 105 3 ,51 ,33L 1,19L 66,95L C CM 7400000008
16022-4714 '14,8 4,334+ 4 28 10 102 3 ,72 .49 ,82L 9,73L FD AC 1 1700110000
16022-4953 15.4 53 332+ 2 27 8 108i 4 1.14 1.81L 17,39L 225,30L B ABD 750211030F
16022-4609 16.2 1 334+ 4 26 6 105 3 8.95 4.83 1.18L 48.28L CD AAEH 9 9400010208
16022-4543 17.0 7 335+ 5 38 11 105 3 .60 ,46L .94L 37.86L B AH 7401000008
16022-4853 17.0 59 332+2 17 6 104 4 1.01 .66 2.66L 161.21L BD BBLJ 0 4500273138
16022-4753 17.3 10 333+ 3 46 31 111 2 .94L .27L 1.18L 15,08 D M ED 2601000000
16023-4646 19.1 37 334+ 4 29 10 104 4 .32L .28L 1.69 15.95L B MHEB 3640000000
16023-4329 20.0 24 336+ 6 30 12 103! 3 .42 .25L .55L 5.03L C 3600000000
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
2 1 EX LUP 9 3
2
F 2 7 ! -4910284 81
F 2 7 4910284 79
1 1 BI NOR 16 3
3 1 13 226482 K0 6 70






13 226485 B5 35
B 32 X1601-488 128 11
1
1 32 X1602- 490 36 1







16023-4731 20.5 54 333+ 3 31 4 103 4
16023-4554 21.1 56 334+ 5 32 11 105 3
16023-4814 23,2 14 333+ 3 36 10 104 3
16023-4714 23,6 47 334+ 4 34 12 106 2
16024-4455 24,7 50 335+ 5 72 25 106:2
16024-4207 26.2 51 337+ 7 22 1 104 3
16024-4035 28,3 57 338+ 9 47 8 101 3
16024-4957 28.5 17 332+ 2 23 6 105 4
16025-4835 32.0 17 333+ 3 50 9 101 2
16025-4941 32.2 16 332+ 2 27 8 100 4
16025-4807 34,9 48 333+ 3 37 9 102 3
16025--4821 35.3 31 333+ 3 24 4 101 3
16026--4656 41,2 37 334+ 4 33 5 103 4
16026--4742 41.5 21 333+ 3 31 5 102 3
16027-4739 42,5 28 333+ 3 15 5 102 3
16027--4520 42.5 5 335+ 5 27 9 106 3
16027--4943 46,8 34 332+ 2 31 10 117 2
16028-4000 49,4 16 338+ 9 38 10 102 3
16028-4918 50,743 332+ 2 36 8 104 4
16028--4858 51.3 40 332+ 2 68 10 100 2
16028-4352 51.3 19 336+ 6 68 18 104 3
16028-4836 52,2 38 333+ 3 26 3 14 4
16028-4700 53.7 18 334+ 4 36 6 102 3
16029-4414 55,4 43 336+ 6 53 12 104 3
16029-4502 55.9 19 335+ 5 43 10 104 3
16029-4620 56,2 54 334+ 4 24 4 103 4
16029-4115 56.526 338+ 8 64 9 102 3
16029-4548 57.6 8 335+ 5 31 6 105 3
16029-4436 57.7 47 335+ 5 37 8 102 3
16029-4407 57.5 23 336+ 6 69'16 105 2
16029-4915 58.8 9 332+ 2 38 9 110 3
16029-4101 59.9 55 338+ 8 30 7 102 3
16030-4215 2,8 25 337+ 7 29 20 110 3
16030-4128 2,7 22 338+ 8 72 34 101 2
16030-4948 3.0 41 332+ 2 27 8 106 4
16030-4318 3.9 32 336+ 6 38 8 104 3
16030-4525 4.1 18 335+ 5 29 6 105 3
16031-4939 6.9 4 332+ 2 55 10 116 2
16031-4856 7.3 25 333+ 2 12 6 101 4
16031-4815 10,2 60 333+ 3 31 9 _ 101 3
16032-4641 13,0 54 334+ 4 24 5 103 4
16032=4604 13.3 60 334+ 4 17 5 104 4
16032-4443 13.9 25 335+ 5 32 8 105 3
16032-4708 14.2 35 334+ 4 73 11 103 2
16032-4049 14.7 4 338+ 8 86 25 106 2
16032-4000 15.7 9 339+ 9 33 13 104 2
16032-4739 17,2 32 333+ 3 30 3 102 3
16033-4934 22,0 271 332+ 2 21 6 106 4
16033-4623 22.4 7 ! 334+ 4 42 8 103 3
16033-4808 23,2 9 333+ 3 25 5 101 i 3
I
16034-4007 24,2 9 338+ 9 56 15 1031 3
16034-4115 25,2 34 338+ 8 48 17 101 2
16034-4306 29,5 9 336+ 7 65 8 1041 3
16035-4029 32,4 23 338+ 8 33 7 101 I 3
16035-4752 32,9 55 333+ 3 72 10 106 i 2
16035-4549 33,3 6 335+ 5 36 11 101 3
16035-4356 33,3 0 336+ 6 39 11 105 3
16036-4051 40.0 9 338+ 8 46 23 103 2
16036-4512 40.1 47 335+ 5 26 5 103 3
16036-4533 40.8 29 335+ 5 23 5 103 3
16036-4942 41,5 43 332+ 2 37 9 102 3
16036-4120 41,6 25 338+ 8 75 12 105 2
16037-4553 43.8 24 335+ 4 27 4 104 4
16037-4156 45.3 6 337+ 7 29 6 103 3
16037-4426 45.3 55 336+ 6 40 12 102 3
16037-4841 46.5 44 333+ 2 37 8 102 4
16038-4332 48.3 22 336+ 6 51 22 104 3
16038-4935 48.6 58 332+ 2 19 3 103 4
16038-4945 48,7 48 332+ 2 24 8 107 4
16038-4907 50,1 53 332+ 2 20 8 101 3
16038-4758 51,2 26 333+ 3 45 9 100 3
16038-4344 52.1 30 336+6 51 13 106 2
16040-4708 2,6 29 334+3 23 5 101 3
16040-4012 3.4 15 339+ 9 34 8 101 3
16040-4827 3,5 22 333+ 3 11 3 56 4
16040-4639 4.8 53 334+ 4 33 9 101 3
16040-4316 5.5 54 336+ 6 51 14 101 2
16040-4750 5.7 1 333+ 3 35 6 100 3
16041-4620 8,0 39 334+ 4 28 4 102 4
16041-4949 11,3 54 332+ 1 42 11 104 2
16041-4912 11,7 26 332+ 2 20 4 107 4
16042-4302 17842 337+6 46 11 103 3
16043-4719 18,(_ 54 334+ 3 61 12 106 2
16043-4426 18.2 53 336+ 5 46 8 103 3
16044-4834 24.9 52 333+ 2 31 3 100 4
16044-4517 25,8 1 335+ 5 70 25 104 2
16044--4920 26,5 13 332+ 2 24 3 102 4
16044-4939 27,8 30 332+ 2 25 6 108 4
16044--4837 29.9 37 333+ 2 30 5 101 4
16045-4803 30,2 13 333+ 3 25 3 102 3
16045-4832 30,7 28 333+ 2 23 6 104 4
16045-4111 32,(_ 38 338+ 8 53 11 103 3
16045-4406 32,(_ 1 336+ 6 29 5 102 3
16045-4850 35,7 11 333+ 2 25 10 106 4
16045-4651 35,8 18 334+ 4 21 9 101 2
16046-4847 36.6 26 333+ 2 29 13 105 4
16046 4957 39,8 57 332+ 1 39 11 107 2
16046-4558 40,8 30 335+ 4 69 19 106 2
16046-4115 40,8 6 338+ 8 32 3 105 3
16046-4437 41.8 38 336+ 5 27 5 102 3
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 50 i 12 /.tin 25 _m 60 _m






































































































100 tim Flux Col A Confusion R S A






4.09L B B G 226496 K5
16.96L 218.82L CD AA
2.84L 39,56L D BI
10,76L 193.37L liD AB
1.83L 20,06L F F AC
2,35L 23,31L B D A B
1,33L 15.65L CD AB
1.58L 21.50L BF AA
1.52L 20.18L BC AAI
2.48 15.84: FCD NCC
5.41L 134.51L CD BBF
A8L 17.28L C aCE
9.13L 159.85L CF AB
13.63L 195.34L D BA
.96L 10.48 C r
12.06L 143.32L FF AAI
1.47L 17.05L ED BC
.65L 7,80L C CF
.85L 11,19L B BEI_
.79L 59.42L BC AA
.51L 5.97: C O D
1.04L 49.54L DF AB
.57L 7.89L BC ABJ
.73L 6173L D E H
13.20L 157.93L D BE
3.00 4,15L BBC AAA
,67L 9.07 C H I
,48L 7.08 D MG
16.25L 214.87L CD AB
.62L 5.92L BC ASh
1.01L 10.61L BF AAI_
13.66L 218.99L D AH
11.65 168.54L CBC AAA
10,64L 134.93L EE BD
1,37 16,56 CCCC ACI_
.69L 55.65L BD AC
.92 10,49L BEC AA(
1.49L 14.62L F G
.72 5.30L D B
.56L 4.49L C B
2,15L 26,45L BC ABH
13,70L 206,27L B AA
.50L 60.57L CE BE
10.02L 113.57L DC AA
.72: 5.36 DC FGF
_68 6.03L C C
.64L 7.88L C BF
.51L 4.30L liC AAE
2.32L 27.50L C IIDFB1A1 55.94L C
.59L 7.48L C IBI K
.66L 6.29 DE C i C
.76L 9.47L IACJ
,92: 11.07L DCC IABE
12.89L 171.64L C ADF
.77 28.43L C DGli
2.10 46.76L CCB AAB
.42L 4.55L BD AB
.80L 5,73L CD BD
12,49L 159,03L BE AS
.57L 7.74 E HJ F
16.07L 138.14L CC AA
18,13L 186.80L BE BB
12.12L 151,34L DE AC
8.91L 115,33L D AD
.54L 5.11L F BA
2.59 15,21L EED AAA
.95 4.73L BCC AAB
7.68L 49.59 B D BBG
1,37L 71,16L FF BB
.77L 7,98L C CD
7.04L 98,61L CD ACF
,82L 58,88L CE AAK
14,39L 183,78L D CB
7,42 14977L BBC AAA
,62L 6.97L BF AE
1.26L 14.54L DO CCK
.51L 9.42L B BGJ
36.29L 172.03t DF CCA
1.1OL 10.48 C El
16.75L 18739L B ACK
17.48L 194.97L BE All
15.24L 172.74L CF CC
9.72L 121.83L FE AA
36,29 124.65 CBDE FBA
.45L 19.92L B BG
.46L 7.70L BC AA
15.61L 164.26L CE All
1.90L 12.50L ED CD
13.52L 178.36L DF BEF
12.39L 159.65L E BE=
.87 30.76L D NC
1.13 13.25: FF GB
,86L 7.75L liC AAG
Sep







"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confus,,on Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sour :es (PH); 5) Neighbohng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW].
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a 8 Coords 6MJ SMN O O8(z
hm • , (s) (-) 1 b (') (') (') N
16046-4251 42.0 21 ! 337+7 53 17 1106 3
16047-4856 42.6 54332+1 37 8,104 3
,6047-4423 43.4 23 336+5 30 3 102 3
16047-4414 45.5 35 336+6 58 17 107 2
,6047-4541 .6.1 16 335+4 73 8 101 3
.8047--4342 46.7 37 336+6 42 15 102 2
,6048-4538 49.2 15 335+5 19 3103 4
16048-4721 50.2 23 334+3 51 11 99 2
.6048--4215 50.3 1 337+; 22 8103 316048-4726 50.8 4, 334+ 37 8101 2
16048-4130 51.1 54 338+ 8 96 24 100 2
,6048-,ss0623_ 335+ 23 123103,_8-4328 5 5 2o1336+_ 45
,6046-493763121 332+2 44 4 10, 3
,8049-49,_869 2 332+1 31 3 103316049-49057.0,5333+2 5411 1033
,60494757 58739 333+3 68 3 18 3
,_9-4630 59.029 333+2 28 5 1054
16049-431959051 337+8 29 8 11033
16050 4216 4.6 56 337+ 7 81 20 105 2
I
16050--4434 5.7 43 336+5 72 12 1102 2
16051--4221 6.8 42 337+7 33 13 103 3
16051-4832 7.3 80 333+2 50 10 _ 42
16051-4824 8.1 10 333+ 2 17 110216051-424985 0 337+7 38 9 3
16051-4236 8.5 49 337+ 7 30 7 103 3
16051-4859 8.9 3 333+2 19 5 108 4ioo52-485015518 332+1 33 7 lO33
16052-4243 17.0 42 337+ 7 52 12 102 316052-4o1217221 339+8 35 7 lO23
_6052-452517517 335+5 17 4 lO34
16053--4212 18.7 44 337+ 7 39 11 1023
16053-4219 19.1 58 337+ 7 55 14 105 216053-464720213 333+2 39 3 1013
_Bo53-41232163o 336+6 47 6 lo3 316053-46122720 335+4 59 11 1012
16053--4114 23.2 37 338+ 8 57 11 100 2
16053--4645 23.6 47 333+ 2 52 9 105 2
t60:.54--4531 26,5 2 335+ 5 51 11 107 2
16054-4803 27.6 8 333+ 3 27 7 100 3
16054-49227815 333+2 20 3 104416054-475028342 334+3 31 5 lOO316o54-485728647'332+1 32 8 lO5316o55-453532.03 335+4 36 8 1023p6055-462133.625 335+4 16 4 lOl 3
16055--4051 34,2 29 338+8 68 13 103 3
ioo58-46387.3 9 333+2 25 13 1593
,6055-4o36,09 48 338+8 102 12 1002
16056-4521 41.5 58 335+ 5 29 9 102 3
16056-4233 41.9 31 337+ 7 64 8 100 _ 2
16057-4939 42.0 46332+1 22 8 106 3
16057--4708 42.4 24 334+3 18 101
16057-4424 42.6 60 336+5 23 10 150 4
16057 4822 43.7 47 333+2 27 3 106 4
,6057-4738 44.2 1! 334+3 34 6 99 3
16057--4312 44.4 57 337+6 16 6101 3
16057-4548 45.8 36 335+4 26 11 101 2
,6057 - 4855 ,5.9 50 333+2 51 91012
16058-4136 48.0 38 338+7 29 8103 3
16058-4956 49.1 18 332+1 43 12 105 3
[6058-4526 50.8 32 335+5 36 10 10, 3
16058-4544 53.2 20 335+4 41 8 100 3
16059-4703 54.1 16 334+3 26 5 102 3
,6o59-49_,54.739 332+1 33 g 1o4316o59-4352558 9 336+6 48 8 lO33
16059--4515 56.9 24 335+ 5 36 8 103' 3
16059--4715 59.6 58! 334+ 3 39 8 100 3
16060-4707 2,6 48 _ 334+ 3 27 6 101 3
16060-4331 3,1 25 337+ 6 46 6 102 2
16060-4722 4.6 36 334+ 3 35 11 1103 3
I
6060 4735 5.1 7 334+ 3 37 1998 3
16060--4636 5.8 18 333+ 2 23 8 102 4
16061--4618 6.4 44 333+ 2 26 3 106 4
6061-4119 6.8 58 338+ 8 29 182 105
3
6061-4448 8.0 14 336+ 5 37 102 3
16061 4929 8.0 3 333+ 2 45 3 106 3
6081 4555 8.8 0 335+4 24 8 101 3
16061-4638 10.2 54 333+ 2 29 10 114 4
16062-4355 14.0 11 336+ 5 42 8 100 2
16062--4757 14.9 391 334+ 3 83 11 101 2
16062--4041 15,9 46= 338+ 8 61 13 100 2
16063-4826 18.9 41] 333+ 2 33 8 107 4
16063-4805 19.3 19l 333+ 3 42 8 102 3
16063-4906 19.4 21 I 333+ 2 26 6 110 4
16063-4859 19.4 50 333+ 2 18 6 108 4
16063-4607 20.5 50 335+4 50 14 106 2
6064-4643 24.4 45i 334+4 41 10 100 2
6064-4847 24.7 15 I 333+ 2 22 5 105 4
16064-4904 24.9 11 333+2 25 8 109 4
16064-4857 29.2 3 333+ 2 28 8 112 3
16064-4200 29.4 46 338+ 7 27 6 101 3
16065-4821 33.6 38 333+ 2 22 3 108 4
16065-4926 34.0 17 333+ 1 35 8 105 3
16065-4512 34.2 53 335+ 5 46 t4 105 2
16065-4823 34.5 13 333+ 2 29 3 107 4
6065-4803 35.8 29 335+ 4 44 8 102 3
16066-4831 37.2 49 333+ 2 21 9 105 4
16066-4417 41.0 14 336+ 5 41 13 103 4
6066-4427 41.5 40 336+ 5 15 3 , 103 4
16067-4920 42.9 42 333+ 2 28 8 106 3 i
12 p,m
Flux Density Flags
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p_m 60 p.m 100 _.m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.25L .30L 1.08: 9.73 CC DDC I
1.68 1.94L 15.50L 208.39L D B
1.57 .81 .84L 9.71L BC AB j 2
.68L .66L 1.18 11.11L C JFFB I
.37 .29L .95L 10.52L C CF
.34 .32L .73L 10.01L C E K '
1.22 .49: .95L 9.32: BF C ACI E 7
.40 .73L 2.14L 40.86L F DF
1.65 ,85 .74: 7.66L CCD AAED 2
.45 .36L 2.23L 29.80L C B I D
.27L .47L .65L 7.0, D i Et C
1.99 .69 1.10L 40.19L BC I AAH 0
.87 .34L .66L 8.86L C AK H
1.17 .61L 16.20L 199.40L C AD
2.02 1.76 13.13L 188.61L FE AA 9
1.61L _75: 8.62 166.23L EE J EC
.83 .56: 13.06L 137.03L DE ACHH 2
1.18 .56 8.60L 136.98L BC ABE 5
1.93 1.94 .67L 6.66L BE AABK 9
,31L .48L .99L 6.59 CJ FFB
.30 .28L 1.05L 12.74L F D
.45 .39L .49L 7.27L D CI
.70 .54L 16.01L 184.85L D BCH
.79 .82 6.73 163.83L EEE CDBB 2
2.27 1.55 .62L 6.51L BC AAD 3
1.35 .78 .42L 5.02L BC AB 1
11.92 12.59 13.33L 160.99L FF AAE 9
11.24 8.18 14.55L 233.00L FF AA 9
.67 .29L .62L 6.48L B B L
1.39 .64 .57L 4.56L BD ABHC 0
23.73 21.09 4.74 7.30L CDE AAA 9
.66 .45L .49L 6.20L B AG
.36 .82L .49L 7.75L D B M
.82 .90: 18.16L 154.53L EF BCHD 3
.70 .29L .62L 28.71L B B
.35 .44L 1.21L 16.48L C CJ
.48 .84L 1.76 28.58L C D CBHC
.74 1.05L 21.51L 155.31L D BDKD
.36 .34L 1.12L I 12.91L C B
2.92 1.43 9.36L 151.20L DD AA 9
2.50 1.12 13.60L 207.23L CC AAK 9
2.27 1.02 1.38L 28.42L EC AA B 5
3.34 1.53 17.24L 201.10L ED AA 9
.64 .25L 1.02L 9.62L B AF
51.28 59.63 13.49 11.71L BBDcIAAAEI 9
.29L .29L .60L 6.97 HA
2.35L 1.09L 12.97: 71.18 FF DDCB
.40 .43L .59L 7.44L D C
1.03 .53 .77L 9.35L BC AC 1
.80 .54L .60L 8.18L E CB
2.23 2.26 18.21L 181.69L FE AA 9
1.12 .48 1.80L 19.91L BD AB 1
.58 .29L .78 8.43L B D BGF
.70: .60 10.02L 154.20L F E CCD 0
2.02 .81 1.36L 25.75L CC AA 0
19.82 10.44 1.81 6.82L CCC AAB 9
.42 .25L 1.18L 12.66L C BM
.77: 3.29L 10.61 194.76L O E BOA
7.54 7.29 1.75 24.03L DCC AAA 9
2.82L 2.21L 6.54 243,36L E GGDB
.49 .26L .ggL i 10.75L C AC
.70 .30L 1.02L 10.59L B B E
1.63 .90 1.72L 18.67L BC AB 1
1.76 .69: 13.20L 202.95L CD BB 5
.50 .26L .73L 7.83L D D
.86 .49L .92L 9.24L B B D
.44 .57L 2.38L 24.62L C C E H
2.36 .71 1.40L 19.96L BC AA 0
.62 .25L .67L 7.82L C B H
1.08 .68 1.91L 34.97L BC AB 1
.50 .34L 1.95L 28.66L F BJ G
1.09 1.08 26.88L 216.65L DD BA D' 0
1.40 2.03 18.36: 259.00L BCD AACF 1
.25L .26L 1.03 12.79 CE J DB
.72 .27 .79L 7.32L BD ACI 0
t.48 2.06L 17.62L 242.29L C A I D
40.41 30.59 6.02 11.12L BFC AAAC 9
3.09L 3.08L 26.88 226.97: EF CBCC 1
.38 .33L .83L 10.98L C CI
.59 1.14L 14.06L 203.22L E A
.33 .48L .65L 6.26L F B F
1.06 1.93L 13.68L 251.91L C B
.72 1.53L 13.42L 176.57L C BB 0
56.69 18.78 16.53L 213.56L BC AA 0
18.97 10.47 13.87L 201.88L DD AA 9
.30 .35L 1.47L 13.98L C DHD
.38 .50L 2.05L 33.42L C CJ
1.62 1.72 9.68: 166.69L DEE ABC 2
1.75L .68: 11.90 213.28L E C L B B
1.33 3.94L 472.94L 315.60L E DFCD
33.14 34.28 9.40 6.01L BBF AAA 9
8.87 20,22L 240.51: 951.30: C FD DBEB 3
1.27 .71 17.95L 272.50L CE AB 1
.49 .66L .92L 12.11L C FI
8.87L 20.22 213.46L 1009.53L C BBGC 0
.56 ,31L 1,13L 13.83L D CD
1.00: 1,02: 11.14 173.09L CFC EDB 9
.30L .27L 1.09 11.78 CD E GD
48.40 23.86 ' 4.10 8.09L BBB AAAB 0
2.31 1.30 17.92L 233.03L CD AA g








































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
L C
R S A Sop











1 40 A7 IV 1 34 9(
13
C 1 32 X1605-412 111 1;
1 40 K2 + 34 11C
1 226540 K0 5 8C
4 1 13 226541 K5 10 8E
1 13 226544 G 4 8E
2 13 226545 MB 2
1 23 MRSL 333+01/1 406
1 23 MRSL 333+01/1 518
1 23 MRSL 333+01/1 597
1 23 MRSL 333+01/1 224
305
Right Ascension: 16h10=31P-16h12=23 '
Position 0950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty ICH (Net _ Corrected)
5 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p,m 25 p,m 60 _.m
ham, . , (s) ( ) ] b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
16106--4746 39.9 12 334+ 2 21 6 102 5.95 4.12
16106--4943 40.5'
16107--4825 42.E 2_8 333+1 25 16 10313 3.69L 5.54334+2 37 f01 1.14 .56L
16107-4639 42.7 48 335+ 3 57 12 101 2 .46 A6L
18107-4750 44.4 30 334+ 2 21 6 101 3 2.29 1.37 2.62L
16107-4617 44.5 14 335+ 3; 29 7 100 3 2.83 1.16 .96L
16107-4956 44.6 18 333+11 16 5 102 3 3.48 5.33 128.94
16107-4412 44.932 337+ 51 81 8 104 3 .34 .25L .93L
16107-4215 47.2145 338+6 49 12 106 2 .35 .34L 1.08L
18107-4328 47.9136 337+ 5 67 20 105 2 .25L .56L 1.20
1810,-4936 48.e 8 333+1 20 7103 3 3.34L 21.93 246.80
16108-4847 49.2 17 334+ 2 i _ 5102 33 1.90 .98 2.79L16108--4409 49.4 23 337+5 105 .47 .28L .89L
16108--4723 49.9 10 335+3 3210 108 3 .50 .31 1.12L
16108-4521 50.0 30 336+4 27 10 101 3 1.03 .71 .72L
16108-4906 51.0 8 333+1 37 8 103 3 2.74L 1.18
16108-4225 52.2,46 338+6 68, 15 140 2 .43L .30L
16109-4651 54.5'56 335+ 3 25 7 101 3 29.69 21.29
16109-4716 55.5 48 335+3 _(_j 8 103 3 i .41 .48L16109-4112 56.8 23 339+ 7 2 100 .50L .27L
16109-415656858336+7  10233 51 25L
16109-4920 57.0 16 333+ 1 155 j 1.02 3.53L
16109-4904 57.4 45 333+ I 33 3 102 3 4.30 1.34
16109-4844 57.9 28 334+ 2 27 5 103 3 2.47 3.08
16109-4519 59.9 59 338+ 4 52 8 101 3 .45 .29L
16110-4058 0.8 25 339+ 7 61 8 103 3 .68 .38:
16110-4040 3.5 4 339+ 7 36 5 102 3 1.12 1.03
16110-4700 5.3 40 335+ 3 32 8 105 4 .90 .58
16111-4422 6.6 30 337+ 5 73 11 101 3 .68 .27L
18111-4857 7.5 6 333+ 1 33 7 102 3 1.37 1.09
16111-4721 10.0 52 335+ 2 49 10 113 2 .39 .72L
16111-4822 10.2 19 334+ 2 37 9 102 3 .91 .40:
16111-4812 1.019 335+3 41 10102 3 .59 .32L
16111-4951 11.3 39; 333+ 1 27 61 102 3 8.01 9.91
16112-4436 12.9 46 336+4 :_ 160 102 ,_ .65 .5516112-4114 13.0 48, 339+7 104 1.52 .75
16112-435113.8 91 337+555131023 .43 .25L
16112-4727 14.0 46 335+2 47 13 113 2 1.17L .25L
,6112-4734 142 44 334+2 44 31013 .37L 1.08
16112-4815 15.2 56 334+2 35 8102 3 1.08 .53
16112-4943 16.9 8333+1 30 5102 3 46.91
16113-4706 18.9 4 335+3 64 13 1122 .34L .30 1.43L
16113-4104 19.0 2 339+ 7 54 13 103 3 .25L .32L .85L
16113-4131 19.3 28 339+ 7 37 17 104 2 .28L .29L .72:
18113-4159 _m_ _ i 338+ 6 54 14 107 2 .40 L .25L 1.27
16113-4615 21.3 241 335+ 3 30 10 102 3 .59 .32L 1.55L
16113--4857 21.9 17 335+ 3 17 8 105 4 4,06 10.45 23.80
16114-4504 29.8 27 336+ 4 22 7 100 3 .60 4.84 7.19
16116--4769 30,3 30J 334+ 2 31 10 103 3 ,93 .83 3.97L
16115-4803 30.6 60 334+2 31 7 103 3 1.87 .72 4.07L
16115--4844 31.0 8 i 334+ 1 28 6 1021 3 3.94 2.31 4,56L16115_470031,16.336+3409102382 36
16115-4042 31.220i339+7 66 24 1022 .39L .36L
,8115_4401319  15337+31710235,, 2,,16116_440, 2,3 7+58 510024016115_484132,827333+12481033 13,1716115_482234919i 2 ,0 91032 83 53,
,6116_4,0,35935!335+3 21 51023 402
16116-4241 36.3 53 ! 338+ 6 31 10 102 3 7.17 3.36
16116-4905 37.4 52 333+ 1 25 5 102 3 2.34 17.36
16118-4839 39.0 3 334+2 34 6 103 3 1.78 1.59
16117-4111 42.3 28 339+ 7 77 14 99 2 .30 .64L
16117-4758 45.3 5 334+ 2 37 8 102 3 1.01 .46
,6118-4637 48.7 7 335+ 3 41 8 103 3 .45 ,34L
16118-4834 49.4 14i 334+ 2 30 6 102 3 1.17 .55L
16118-4856 49.5 11 334+ 1 39 3 103 3 2.84 .80L
16118-4439 49.8 50 337+ 4 27 6 101 3 29.70 14.13
16118-4249 50.4 18 338+ 6 67 20 103 2 .76L .76L
16118-470, 51.1 56_ 335+ 3 24 6 106 4 1.44 1.4516118-4647 51.2 55 ! 335+ 31 6 101' 3 .52 .30:
16118-4_0 513 41333+1 33 3 1033 184 399L
16118-4248 53926' 338+ 6 34 8102 3 1.67 .44
16119-4141 56,3 48 339+ 7 27 6 105 3 3.79 1.78
16119-4738 57.2 54 334+ 2 46 8 102 3 90 .42L
16119-4741 56.5 33 ! 334+ 2 27 7 102 3 2.57 .95
16119-4611 58.6 8 335+ 3 29 7 101 3 2.76 1.25
16119-4744 59.2 49 334+2 26 7 103 3 1.57 .66
16120-4934 0.1 29 333+ 1 24 6 103 3 7.80 5.92
16120-4918 2.0 30 333+ 1 34 8 103 3 1.99 1.06:
16120-4212 2.7 56 338+ 6 32 10 105 3 .86 .26L
16120-4500 2.8 43 336+ 4 39 8 101 3 1.10 .73
16120-4802 4.2 31 334+ 2 33 5 102 3 2.44 1.59
16120-4031 4.8 14 339+ 7 53 9 104 2 .38 .33L
16120-4940 5.1 56 333+ 1 60 5 103 3 2.39L 2.47
16121-4852 61 13 334+ I 19 5 103 3 2.69 2.27
16121-4857 6.7 31 334+ 1 22 5 103 3 5.17 6.09
16121--430, 7.0 11 338+ 5 50 9 ! 104 2 .49 .33L
16121-4356 8.5 60 337+ 5 44 9 101 3 .65 .31:
16121-4054 10.3 0 339+ 7 31 6 104 3 2.32 1.54
16122-4752 12.2 0 334+ 2 43 10 102 3 .79 .52
16122-4142 14.0 33 339+ 6 51 14 104 3 .26L .29L
16122-4229 15.1 33 338+ 6 51 8 102 3 .65 .28L
16123-4538 19.0 18 336+ 4 39 7 102 3 1.16 .68
16123-46844 20.2 54 335+ 3 20 6 103 3 31.94 18.00
16123-4928 21.4 54 333+ 1 58 3 103 3.84L 1.15
16123-4419 22.3 57 337+ 5 46 15 105 2 .45 .27L
16123-4113 22.3 14 339+ 7 28 7 104 33 1.29 .78
16123-4841 22.6 16 334+ 1 27 5 102 10.54 4.71
16123-4833 22.8 48 334+ 1 34 6 103 2 1.05 .72L
16123-4251 23.3 34 338+ 6 17 6 143 3 7.69 4.46 2.47
Flux Density Flags
V L C
100 vm Flux C_)rr A Confu*ion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 , # T
2.09L 48.04L BB AAD 1 3800200000
24.94 179.70L CO hA 960100111F
4.84L 38.57L B BE' 9800201000
1.69L I05.22L C OG 4401000108
40.89L BC A/IE 0 2821200100
20.02L DC AA 8 1600201000
408.73: CCDD C/_BB 2 968223545F
11.71L C BE 6600100000
27.95L F EGI 3500000008
9.02: DC GHD 5600000000
449.62 CED GBCB' 0 984103331F
48.31L BD AALBj 3 9700230110
8.69L D C I 3600100000
13.56L DD BC 0 3800110100
13,0,L BC AB 0 5600100000
22.13L 242.57L F CB 19 _10,10F1.20 10.77 CD OC 3602000108
4.48 105.85L BBF AAAB 9 3502000108 26
1.14L 22.23L C OF 4701100000
.89L 5,27 C CC 5601100000
.52L 4.65L S B L 6600000000
22.97L 470.64L F BF 940301032F
5.20L 52.71L CC AB 6 9801100000
3.97L 51.05L CE AA 9 970,20010,
1.14L 14.34L F CG 6600100(_0
.56L 6.41L BF BD 0 2600000000
.68: 13.00L CCC AB:'B 7 9601010008
2.74L 140.32L BD AB 0 4522310008
1.00L 12.48L C B 750,100000
5.70L 79.37L EF AA :; 9 9704033520
1.34L 11.18L C BO 3900310000
2.48L 44.17L EE BB 7 8701200000
1.39L 80.05L C CG 7401300118
20.03L 289,76L EE AAE 9 950120000F
+83L 14.21L BC BB 0 6500000000
.59L 4.90L CC ABL 8 5601100000
.78L 8.0,L F C 2600000100
2.37 20.15L D M ItA 4701111100
1.80L 32.74L C HAB 4700000000
4.39L 43.96L DD AB 1 5801000000
287.75 1882.17 4180.55: DBEE CBCB 5 92.A113344F
14.15L D IJ Bf 6702200000
7.49 C ' KDC 4601000200
6.63 DO H (_,B 8501000000
31.68L C GB 240(XX)0108
83.19L C B 8400102118
35.38: BBCC AA/.A 1 4602210008
16.40: CBCC BAIB 0 7601001000
41.10LI CC ABP 4 270,211300
41.83L BC AA 3 2800101000
50.89L DC AA 8 970,100100
1 16 07551
1.17L 111.30L DD BBF 2 4500310008
.95L 7.79 D HMF C 8601010008
.81L 8.81LCB AALG 4 3600000000
.32L .78L 13.37L _ EF I 2500000000123.10 1882.17L 4687.37: B F BAEC 3 921114484F
F 5 20 G332.978
4 1 32 X1611-479
F 2 39 GS 333.0+00,8
4.73L 52.94L F BE 7702100000
3.44 18.09: IBFCE AAEB 9 8600212218
.58L 25.60L BF AA 9 4500100008
57.09 67.74L BBC AA,_B 0 9704011300 2 14 225-PN8PI
4.61L 55.45L EE AA 9 9702200100
.52L 6.18L, C DH 6601000000
1,86L 36.12LI DO EC G 7 270,210200 4
2.94L 124.08L B BDH_: 7400000108
3.37L 66.82L B AC 970310,300 4
5.12L 77.06L E BB 9714235310
2.15 12.05L BCD AAA 9 6501000110 15 1 1 RUNOR
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
ASsociations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag




,97L 7.35 E J F 3 460110010,
3.20Li 27.95L DC AA 9 5802000100
1.55L 128.87L'ED BBJ ' 7 6300000008
23.89L 341.04L C AA 950220232F
.6,4L 26.16L S D AC 1 440,20010,
.58L 7.02L BC AANE 0 5500100000
3.33L 37.44L B =AC 5700221000
3.40L 37.84L CC ,'AB 0 5700221000
1.56L 85.81L BC IAA 1 9400112218
2.89L 31.79L CC !AB 1 5710221000
20.54LI 295.31LIBC AAF 0 960111200F
21.46L 309.74L E F AA 9 960110011F
59L 41.44L B BI 2401001008
1.06L 10.78L BC AAM 4 6601001010
4.0,L 47.27L EF AA 9 170,110100
.58L 24.54L O OK 8400100008
2
4
24,36L BBC AAAll 0 4411102108 01 2
119.21L 351.40: D F GAE ] 95C001131F
3.78L 51.72L CB AA ] 5 9701314120
5.17L 59.65L CF AAB 9 9702324110
.54L 6.48L E BC 360100000072L I016LCE BE 1 1802000000
.46L 26.75L BF AA 9 8400000008
3.86L 47.10L CF BO 5 3701100000
1.14 6,17L C GB 550010000071L 3247Lc .. 3_ooooooo8
1,42L 17.09L BC AA 0 6601000000
3.60 95.98L BEC AAAI: 9 3500000008 44
_70L 385._L E FcG _ _1104_F
.94L 13.20L D 5500000000
.63L 5.77L CC BBH 66020,1000
5.37L 56.58L CF AAGI 9702101100
3.45L 48.42L E AC 870100,300
69 160
88
1 39 JF 333.8+1.4 46
















































































16135- 4935 34.3 33








16137 4110 44.6 30
16137-4813 46.1 46
16138 -4829 49.2 34
16138-4215 49.6 40
16138- 4913 49.9 49
16138-4220 51.1 60
16138-4137 51.3 7
16138 4517 51.4 8
16138-4644 53.2 41
16139-4401 54,0 23
16139 4922 54.8 3
16139-4954 55.1 41
15139-4958 56.4 32
16139 -4637 57.4 45
16139 -4849 58.3 38
16139-4801 59.4 43
16140 4338 0.4 45
16140 4855 0.7,44







H (Not Color Co_ected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m Flux8
(') I b (") (") (*) N (Jansky) Uncs
32 334+ 2 23 6 101 3 16.22 11.66 2.50L 37.68L BB
14 334+ 1 34 19 111 2 .76L .70L 7.01L 98.51 D
17 338+ 6 46 12 102 3 .88 .70 .61L 31.11L CC
27 336+ 4 40 8 100 3 .49 .31L 1.24L 18.52L D
2 335+ 2 23 6 102 3 1.56 1.13 2.24L 34.49L CE
1 334+ 2 26 6 103 3 14.41 9.97 4.78L 28.63L DC
25 333+ 1 30 7 103 3 2.82L 7.69 11.83 355.71L CC
6 335+ 2 45 14 155 2 .43L .66L 3.02 37.86L D
25 333+ 0 35 4 101 3 2.10 1.64L 22.88L 322.75L D
47 337+ 5 59 8 100 3 .47 .25L .75L 12.42L E
42 334+ 2 37 7 102 3 2.06 1.42 3.24L 41.46L CC
24 336+ 4 43 10 100 3 .70 .41L 1.03L 14.74L C
7 338+ 5 23 10 102 3 1.12 .38L .56L 29.27L B
20 336+ 4 61 17 101 2 .59L .36L 1.36 16.52L C
43 337+ 5 67 29 101 2 .58L .30L 1.13L 14.85 Ci
9 335+ 3 38 7 102 3 1.43 .68 2.08L 73.30L BD
3 335+ 3 37 10 103 3 .81 .28 2.41L 106.57L DF
51 336+ 4 28 8 102 3 4.86 3.71 1.46L 15.37L CB
23 335+ 3 35 6 103 3 2.48 1.91 2.29L 87.31L CC
26 334+ 1 35 8 102 3 1.00 .74L 4.01L 43.62L C
29 339+ 6 51 8 103 3 .77 .34L .59L 6.67L B
49 337+ 4 31 8 100 3 1.19 .69 1.01L 14.90L BC
4 334+ 1 64 15 105 2 .59 .67L 3.92L 47.69L D
41 333+ 1 27 5 100 3 2.42 7.69L 16.97L 308.46L C
1 338+ 5 67 18 99 2 .30L .25L .66 11AOL C
22 336+ 4 42 10 102 3 .40 .32L 1.42L 14.72L C
22 337+ 5 39 7 101 3 2.32 .73 .90L 9.59L CD
3 333+ 1 21 5 101 3 2.18 1.97 18.95L 304.85L CD
5 338+ 6 44 11 101 3 .40 .39L .53L 33.05L B
38 336+ 3 63 10 104 2 .42 .25L 2.00L 15.44L C
53 337+ 4 28 6 101 3 11.13 6.42 .91: 11.90L BCD
35 334+ 2 21 5 151 3 3.82 1.67 3.87L 27.42L CF
29 338+ 6 51 12 104 2 .68 .51L .65L 24.99L C
41 336+ 4 28 8 100 3 2.66 1.12 1.04L 13.90L BC
11 334+ 1 48 8 104 2 1.17 .62L 6.20L 126.32L C
24 339+ 6 68 16 104 2 .45 .32L .50L 6.55L F
52 334+ 2 41 8 102 3 .53 .42L 5.30L 56.49L C
8 334+ 1 22 6 152 3 5.46 3.20 4.08L 41.93L BF
335+ 2 81 12 103 2 .84 .38: 4.03L 47.05L DF
335+ 2 33 7 102 3 1.39 .91 2.75L 33.27L BC
338+ 6 28 7 102 3 15.10 6.89 .81: 24.60L BCC
336+ 3 26 7 102 3 4.73 19.53 17.40 88.88L BBC
337+ 5 51 9 103 2 .64 .33: .85L 10.73L DE
339+ 7 39 6 104 3 1.73 .72 .42L 4.53L BC
339+ 7 56 12 103 3 .35L .29L .90L 6.54 C
333+ 0 30 3 151 3 2.78 3.27L 32.48L 321.22: C D
340+ 8 69 8 103 21 .62L .42L .65 26.53L D
336+ 4 75 8 102 3' .25L .32L 1.20L 13.88 C
338+ 5 26 10 103 2 .56 .42: .64L 9.73L CF
334+ 1 46 13 105 2 3.57L .47L 6.44 50.80L C
335+ 3 331 3 102 3 2.50 1.58 1.17L 129.19L CE
333+ 1 25 6 100 3 3.51 1.94 18.84L 318.02L CC
336+ 3 83 8 104 2 .35 .29L 1.74L 72.22L C
335+ 2 22 6 102 3 1.68 1.74 3.10L 26.09L F F
337+ 5 42 10 100 3 .61 .36 .62L 8.17L DE
334+ 1 36 8 101 3 .46L 1.22 4.86L 65.95L C
337+ 4 51 8 101 3 .50 .29L .83L 13.57L C
337+ 4, 52 11 101 3 .44 .51L .75L 11.87L C
335+ 21 31 6 102 3 2.52 1.13 3.08L 26.86L BC
334+ 2 50 6 102 3 .93 .41L 3.54L 58.12L E
334+ 1 71 10 104 2 .76 .54L 5.96L 124.17L_C
338+ 5 49 23 104 2 .81L .54L .83 8.22: DE
334+ 2 20 5 102 3 3.27 1.66 3.84L 37.54L DD
336+ 4 37 8 102 3 1.52 .64 1.17L 9.81L BD
335+ 3 67 8 103 3 .52 .41L 2.69L 132.97L C
337+ 5 32 7 100 3 1.15 .48 .62L 7.88L BC
;335+ 2 26 3 103;3 .79 .41: 4.49L 33.96L CE
; 338+ 5 69 12 103 i 2 .34 .33L .59L 38.68L C
333+ 1 27 10 155 2 1.64 1.44L 11.65L 272.36L D
337+ 5 27 7 101 3 10.67 6.02 1.18 10.69L BBC
338+5 45 8 102 3 .38 .32L .79L 9.69L C
336+ 3 45 9 103 3 ,41 .35L 1.59L 20.59L C
339+ 6 29 11 '101 3 .52 .32L 1.19: 4.69L B D
339+ 7 54 10 104 3 .58 .27L .54L 5.50L D
335+ 2 42 3 103 3 1.34 1.20: 3.75L 50.58L F F
340+ 7 35 17 104 2 .25L .33L .91 6.79 CC
338+ 5 24 7 101 3 2.73 1.22 .78L 9.13L BC
339+ 7 54 10 104 3 .81 .39L .57L 5.69L B
334+ 2 26 5 101 3 1.52 1.41 4.56L 44.92L BC
334+ 1 18 5 151 3 6.12 3.35 4.23L 62.72L FF
338+ 6 53 10 102 3 .69 .27L .53L 38.28L C
334+ 1 37 6 99 2 1.75 2.13 20.09L 403.63L DD
338+ 6 41 7 102 3 .76 .35: .53L 36.14L DD
339+ 6 23 10 101 3 .80 .40 .51L 5.31L BD
336+ 4 93 32 105 2 .32L 1.02L 1.56L 13.38 C
335+ 3 32 16 100 2 .71L .59L 8.00 104.12L D
337+ 5 33 12 100 3 .88 .34L .69L 9.86L B
334+ 1 22 4 101 3 5.04 2.18: 26.33L 134.89: DE D
333+ 0 36 3 99 3 2.64 1.73: 19.24L 206.46L DF
333+ 0 41 7 99 2 = 1.74 4.16L 17.50L 246.77L F
335+ 3 46 11 101 2 .70 .55L 3.21L 134.70L C
334+ 1 37 10 102 3 .68: .64L 12.35 68.71: F CE
334+ 2 32 6 101 3 2.41 1.20 4.39L 64.40L BC
337+ 5 28 6 142 3 7.39 3.60 .89L 8.84L BF
334+ 33 6 100 3 8.53 4.98 4.70L 48.01L CD
335+ 2 34 3 101 3 3.10 2.58 2.84L 41.70L CE
335+ 3 31 6 102 3 1.74 1.01 2.79L 98.53L CF
340+ 7' 51 8 102 3 .66 .27L .46L 5A4L F
337+ 4 43 10 102 3 .60 .25L .88L 10.97L B
337+ 4 74 23 103 2 .25L 1.15L .94L 10.54 D
Declination: - 50 =-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
A A 7 4702200000 29





D A A 950022100F
EDDC 7601100000




AF 3400100008 1 13
L F D 76001_
G HD 3501200010
B B 0 9500000008















AA 9 : 2712113400 6 32
ACJ 4501100008
A B 0 6700000000
AD 8604101000
B 5601000000
B D 2702000410 4












AI DB 6701334310 7
A A 8 1403022108 3






B L L 55001O0000




AA 0 1711113000 2






















L D G B 8402223328 E
A B 0600000000
AAI D 5 577110330F
AAG 8 970145570F
A 970045972F
A B 9403122008 3
CHEB 8603131510
AA 0 1600100000
A A B 9 0600200000
AAD 9 6702202300
AA 9 6601200100





Name Type (") Mag
X1612-489 87 10






Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, O0, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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16152 -4824 12.7 53













16154 4455 26.8 54












Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
"Confusion Flags: 1)
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SM3 SMN _ O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m(_) 1 b (") C) ) N (Jansky)
53 335+ 2 42 10 101 3 .87 .53 3.58L
29 336+ 3 44! 10 103 2 .41 .39L 1.03L
38334+ 1 23 51003 7.04 3.94 6.51L
49335+ 3 45 71023 1.34 .36L 2.43L
58 339+ 6 48, 9 103 _ .50 .54L_ .50L
8339+ 7 3211 103 o 1.01 .33L .57L
51 334+ 1 30 ' 6 101 3 1.39 1.23 6.18L
27 333+ 1 58 3 104 2 3.38L 6.47L 20.08L
59 337+ 4 19 6 101 3i 1.71 1.45 .89L
7337+ 4 27 61013 I 1.85 1.20 .89L
i
6 339+ 7 49= 10 100 3 .61 ,26L .53L
53 335+ 2 51 12 103 2' .44 .55L 5.23L
5 340+ 7 39 34 106 _ .32L .74L .93L
54 334+ 2 275 103 .66 .61L 5.07L
14 335+ 2 33 5 100 2.01 .93 3.96L
55336+3 42 71023 2.19 .66L 1.41L
55 334+1 43 4 100 3, 1.22 2.98L 17.31L
42 335+ 3 225 10031 1.79 1.04 2.68L
1 335+3 46L 77L 6702.47 2.30 19.11L17333+ 0
7334+ 1 31 51003 1.61L 2.41 15.97L
39338+ 6 60 121013 .48 .26L .79L
43336+ 3 27 61023 3.59 7.06 2.14L
11335+ 2 34 91023 .96 .61 4.72L
34337+ 4 57 111012 .62 .43L 1.59L
59340+ 7 59 10 992 .46 .35L .57L
57339+ 6 44 161013 .40L .27L .80
40337+ 4 56 91003 .57 .28L, .79L
2334+15371022 1.00 1.56 16.98L
12333+0 28 7100 3 i 3.79 3.19L 33.22
42333+0312010131 3.79L 4.12L 33.22L
38 335+ 2 33 6 100 3 .71 .33L 3.57L
9337+ 4 84 10 992 .39 .31L .85L
337+ 5 44 131003 .42 .46L .83L
336+ 3 37 71023 1.17 .45 1.91L
333+ 0 41 71013 4.28L 4.72 24ALL
334+ 1 37 6100 3 1.65 1.43: 21.34L
336+4 29101023 1.10 .70 1.44L
338+5 258 1013 1.74 .93 .63L
335+3 32 31013 1.24 1.06 1.22L
334+ 1 27 51003 7.79 7.86 3.55L
336+ 3 29 41003 32.94 9.96 2.54:
337+ 4 32 131013 .28L .56L 1.56
336+ 3 34 01013 .86 .57 1.43L
334+ 1 26 61003' 3.14 1.38 4.19L
334+ 2 39 3 100 ! 1.68 .46: 4.63L
336+ 3 37 9 101 .74 .35L 2.51L
335+ 2 25 5 101 10.00 4.26 3.00L
334+ 1 54 12 103 2_ .83L .96 7.16L
337+4 43 3 101 3 i 1.51 .52 .89L
333335+2+0 4421'1 _ 1_ _ 3.79L'853.10"6833.22L4"46L
333+ 0 45 81032 2.63 1.67: 20.15L
338+ 5 60 171013 .26L .29L 1.36
337+5 35 11 100 3 .87 ,64 .76L
338+5 40 I 2_ 101 _ .25L .35L: 1.34L336+ 3 32 102 6.19 4.29 1.23L
335+2 27101013 .66 .38L 4.08L
338+5 46121003 .54 .26L .75L
339+ 6 61 131032 .31 .63L .50L
334+ I 25 5 99 3 0.44 6.72 21,77L
335+ 2 55 3 100 3 1.02 ,35L 3.80L
338+ 6 58 8 102 3 .46 .35L .62L
339+ 6 38 7 102 3 1.57 .64 .54L
339+ 7 36 181002 .29L .31L .61
339+ 6 70 121023 .26L .38 .61L
334+ I 26 51003 41.50 30.32 5.09:
336+ 3 25 3 993 1.20 1.21 3.23L
338+ 5 65 9 101 3 .44 .45L .87L
336+ 3 31 6 101 3 1.16 .61 1.89L
337+ 4 38 3 100 3 1.09 .66 .79L
335+ 2 21 51003 2.29 1.00 3.80L
335+ 2 26 111003 .41L .42: 6.98
334+ 1 24 51003 3.84 4.75 3.06L
336+3 31 31003 1.70 1.26 2.20L
335+2 47 8 993 .45 .45L 3.74L
338+ 5 24 11 1013 .88 .39L 1.02:
339+ 6 68 10 902 .46 .37L .82L
339+ 7 27 101003 .97 .41: .45L
334+ 1 33 3 974 1.65 3.74L 23.60L
340+ 7 53 12101 3 .69 .51 .49L
334+ 0 41 9 99 3 1.84 1,57: 14.84L
333+ 0 46 0 98 3 4.67L 7.79L 21,03
334+ 1 58 9 J103 2 1.37 .80L 34.99L
334+ 1 34 5 99 _ 3 4.13L 2.56 21.91L
337+ 4 82 17:105_ 2 .33L .25L 1.23
339+ 6 32 7 102 3 2.06 1.40 .54L
337+ 4 22 61023 5.73 2.60 .88LI
338+ 5 45 121003 .60 .34L .85LI
336+ 3 53 8 993 .59 .39L 3.72L
335+ 2 32 5 1100 3 45.93 31.65 5.51L
338+5391_110019_93 .26L .29L 1.30
335+ 2 31 1 1.06 .51 1.32L
335+ 2 35 6 3.39 1.67 5.32L
340+ 7 60 131023 .25L .29L .98
333+ 0 38 81033 3.43 38.81L 244.06L
338+ 5 52 101003 .81 .30: .63L
336+ 3 38 61032 3.60 3.30 1.62L
338+ 5 45 25 104 2 .38L .25L .72
335+ 2 21 4 100 3 33.89 44.33 12.88
V
100 p.m Flux Cot1" A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
43.85L 8C BC 0 5701200100
18.82L C BD 1700000000
42.15L BC AAEI 5' 6902212500
106.53L B BC 8402100008
6.70L D A D 4600000000
4.23L B AB 6601000000
93.32L DC AAG 7 ' 6602010310
78.62 E E B 680001140F
0.67L BC /-AF 9 5600100000
13.04L BC /AM 1 4700100000
6.65L C EM 3601000000
136.20L D E E 4502110308
6.32 C DDE 6601000100
77.87L C E CDF 1700200000
40.36L CC .a A 6 6601200000
16.56L B A B 3600100000
232.48L C E C E 570223562F
123.21L BC AADG 1 8403324438
87.81L F I-!GC D 8502224438
243.74L DE AA 8 960358793F
198,99L E eAJ F 0 570446442F
30.62L C D H 2500000008
74.41L DE AAOE 9 550010(3208
49.62L DD AB 9 2800100000
18.57L C CFD 3500200000
4.30L C C I 4601000100
6.81L C CI 5601000100
10.83L E C L i 3500100000
330.00L DE CA 0 560424240F
243.74L D E BABG 965364340F
243.74 E N B 960344340F
154.27L C ADD 4500210208
12.21L F DD 3500100000
10.70L C CH 2501100000
16.19L BE AC 22600100000
265.14L C AF 960301241F
301.98L CD AAH 0 560113032F
13.59L BC ABF 0 3600010000
40.71L BC ABG 1 1400000008
90.21L CC AB 09504100008
47.23L BD AAC 93723000300
28.21: BBEE Aa, BE 07601200318
8.56L C MDB 3600200000
88.62L CC B_3K 2 8501000008
44.12L CD A_ 8 6702010300
55.34L DD A3 0 1800100100
101.97L B B 7500100218
140.50L CC A-_ 94500110208
109.04L O _) 6601002600
12,64L BE A3F 0 2600100000
46.51L BD BCEL 4 5703123310
243.74L F 8 B 960373340F
243.74L DF AFJ 3960454460F
11.59 CC [ S 0500000100
9.99L BF A_3 5 3600100000
7.79 D EB 1600100108
12.55L 88 A_C 0 2601000000
47.34L C B3 8601000100
10.89L E S 1500000000
7.06L C E _1 5601000100
326.66L FF A_ 9 960210260F
47.00L D A ; 4700100000
37.48L C B _1 1400200108
5.77L BC A:]H 3 4600001000
8.28L C _ BD 6600100000
40.73L D ] 1401000008
56.41L FEF A_,AF 9 4700100203
107.39L CF A '_ 9 7500100008
10.46L C B ; 3511020000
20.64L BC A _, 0 35000000001
10.24L DD B _ 9 1600100000
136.46L BC A_, 0 7501000108:
58.90 FCF G _EB 5601011200
65.32L BB AA 0 3701000200
17.89L BD A I 5 7701000000
45.23L C C ) 6703223310
35.34L B E A _HE 4500300208
35.37L ,C e. F 1400000008
4.55L !CF A_; 0 5720300100
252.25L C All 970213020F
5.70L EE BH 9 5600000000
224.11L FF BI_ 6 9602OO000F
240.02L E C D 970247634F
334.41L D BilE 561310010F
313.25L C C,,G 050100230F
12.97L C E 260OOOOO00
7.21L BC A., 4 6601000000
11.02L CD A._I C 9 4700000000
49.57L C B_;G 5300000008
152.37L C CII 7501100008
45.41L FF A,,C 9 7700200103
9.37 C D I E C 5600100208
155.07L BC AI_C 0 4500200008
60.29L CD A_, 0 4602122210
6.59 DC I CB 5600200100
3690.98L F A_G 940442101F
8.37L EF A_; 0 2600000000
18.84L FD A,_K 8 4600000000
10.05L D F O 1500000000
46.98L FFE A,.A 9 8702100103
CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed 5)urces
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 226633 K5 8 85
E 1 32 X1614-467 82 14
E 1 32 X1614-467 57 14
17 1 13 226636MS 6 8C
28
I









a _ C_OrbdS SMJ SMN O)(s) ( ) (") (") ( N
16156 4818 40.3 1 334+ 1 37 7 100 3 1.15
16156-4900 40.7 20 334+ 1 26 6 97 3 4.22L
16156-4704 41.5 27 335+ 2 19 5 100 3 2.10
16156-4625 41.8 46 336+ 3 21 9 99 3 2.29
16157-4957 43.1 27 333+ 0 29 5 100 4 4.53L
16157--4503 43.8 57 337+ 4 26 10 100 3 .73
16157-4354 45.4 20 338+ 4 33 6 100 3 4.94
16158-4233 48.1 9 338+ 5 60 10 99 2 .29
16158-4057 48.4 51 340+ 7 22 7 101 3 3.63
16158-4401 48.6 4 337+ 4 28 7 100 3 2.40
16158-4627 49.7 53 336+ 3 58 14 101 2 .44:
16158-4716 513 11 335+ 2 27 5 101 3 2.45
16158-4431 52.8 43 337+ 4 43 10 101 3 .49
16158-4925 53.3 56 334+ 0 32 6 98 4 2.65
16158-4208 53.5 25 339+ 6 46 11 99 2 .35L
16159-4805 54.0 3 335+ 1 25 5 99 4 1.91
16159-4603 55.7 60 336+ 3 47 12 103 2 ,47
16159-4902 56.2 46 334+ 1 32 3 98 4 2.37
16159-4942 56.5 28 334+ 0 22 6 97 4 3.52
16159--4906 57.0 45 334+ 1 23 5 98 4 4.21
16159-4508 57.6 17 337+ 4 32 7 101 3 .54
16160-4131 1.4 30 339+ 6 36 9 141 2 .41
16160-4837 2.5 22 334+ 1 37 5 99 3 1.90
16160-4721 3.3 28 335+ 2 29 5 100 3 6.47
16160-4344 3.5 5 338+ 5 20 7 100 3 2.24
16160-4209 4.3 25 339+ 6 32 11 101 3 .68
16160-4821 4.4 22 334+ 1 19 5 97 4 1.74
16161-4215 7.4 14 339+ 6 72 21 105 2 .71L
16161-4408 7,5 49 337+ 4 I 34 8 99 2 .45
16161-4931 7.9! 15 334+ 0 29 3 99 4 2.42
16161-4139 8.1 16 339+ 6 53 13 104 2 .34
16161-4554 8.3 41 336+ 3 28 4 99 3 .83
16161-4010 8.7 46 340+ 7 35 10 101 3 .63
16161-4226 9.5 5 339+ 5 64 13 100 3 .52
16161-4624 I10.1 19 336+ 3 45 11 100 2 .46:
16161-4330 10.7 39 338+ 5 31 6 t00 3 82.91
16161-4109 10.9 16 340+ 6 37 12 100 3 .25L
16162-4956 12.4 33 333+ 0 25 6 102 4 5.35L
16162-4546 12.7 11 336+3 22 5 100 3 10.13
16163-4901 19.2 5 334+ 1 38 8 101 3 133
16163-4948 19.4 25 333+ 0 31 11 106 2 3.61L
16163-4608 19.4 51 336+ 3 26 11 101 3 .69
16163-4523 20.6 57 337+ 3 18 5 100 3 9.20
16163-4727 22.9 58 335+ 2 30 12 104 2 .61
16163-4704 23,2 33 335+ 2 25 3 101 3 .79
16163-4242 23.5 46 338+ 5 33 6 99 3 1.19
16163-4824 23.8 39 334+ 1 28 5 98 4 13.46
16164-4047 24.4 26 340+ 7 36 8 102 3 1.15
16164-4715 24.8 2 335+ 2 38 5 98 3 1.29
16164-4800 24.9 18 335+ 1 27 5 98 4 1.96
16164-4929 25.2 4 334+ 0 19 6 149 4 22.86
16164-4239 25.8 161 339+ 5 43 10 100:3 .66
16164-4920 26.3 22 334+ 0 29 13 150 _ 4 4.83L
16164-4819 26.3 12 335+ 1 31 7 101 3 1.70
16164-4852 27.6 29 334+ 1 24 3 146 4 2.13
16164-4707 28.4 37 335+ 2 32 5 100 3 .86
16164-4807 28.5 12 335+ 1 40 3 100 3 1.58
16164-4837 29,9 55 334+ 1 19 6 99 4 2.74
16165 4912 30.9 29 334+ 1 28 6 98 4 3.92
16165-4749 31.0 54 335+ 2 31 11 100 3 2.61L
16165-4339 31.6 14 338+ 5 62 8 100 3 .46
16165-4322 32.0 51 338+ 5 29 11 101 3 .44
16165-4942 32.5 0 334+ 0 46 8 96 3 5.59L
16165-4733 33.4 58 335+ 2 23 4 97 4 2.62
16165-4626 33.9 46 336+ 3 49 9 99 3 .51
16166-4655 37.7 43 336+ 2 19 3 99 4' 7.82
16166-4016 39.3 28 340+ 7 28 10 101 3 1.03
16166-4811 40.4 34 335+ 1 25 4 99 4 4.32
16166-4529 41.3 38 337+ 3 20 5 100 3 1.78
16167-4223 42.8 32 339+ 5 50 ; 7 99 3 1.26
16167-4413 42.9 3 337+ 4 54 16 102 2 .38L
16167-4942 43.4 58 334+ 0 21 8 100 3 5.54L
16167-4545 43,938 336+ 3 26 6 100 3 ,59
16167-4724 44.6122 335+ 2 21 4 98 3 1.28
16167-4118 44.8 51 339+ 6 61 8 101 3 .39
16167-4923 45.1 334+ 0 28 5 98 4 5.35
16167-4609 46.0 53 336+ 3 32 4 99 4 1.09
16167--4932 46.E 50 334+ 0 20 6 99 4 2.94L
16167-4815 46.9 26 335+ 28 6 98 4 3.17
16168-4901 48.1 5 334+ 20 7 148 4 4.38L
16168 4224 49.8 20 339+ 5 35 3 100 3 .25L
16168-4054 52,4 13 340+ 6 42 8 102 3 ,47
16169-4030 56.1 2 340+ 7 30 8 102 3 .60
16169-4416 57.3 28 337+ 4 63 8 100 3 .83
16169-4632 57.9 4 336+ 2 38 3 99 4 1.00
16169-4947 58.4 9 334+ 0 21 8 102 4 2.18
16169-4357 59.3 34 338+ 4 35 8 101 3 .65
16170-4620 0.0 23 336+ 3 34 12 99 2 .55
16170-4703 1.2 55 335+ 2 18 4 98 4 2.86
16170-4917 1.7 17 334+0 24 5 99 4 10.80
16170-4503 2.4 5 337+ 3 22 5 99, 3 7.11
16171-4832 6.7 21 334+ 1 40 8 99 4 1.63
16171-4931 7.1 23 334+ 0 52 1 108 2 1.84
16171--4349 9.0 25 338+ 4 28 4 100 3 3.04
16171--4759 9.5 44 335+ 1 22 5 99 4 53.48
16171-4505 10.3 8 337+ 3 79 6 98 2 1.57
16171--4915 1.5 14 334+ 0 35 3 99 4 7.10L
16171-4840 11.6 39 334+ 1 19 8 61 3 1.01
16172 4848 12.4 11 334+ 1 51 12 99 2 .71
16172-4604 12.7 19 336+ 3 40 8 98 4 .94
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)

























100 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
23.27L 536.21L CF ABD 8 151201110F
22.66L 218.70L C A 970023243F
2.38L 157.73L BC AB 0 4521200008
26.70 194.22: CDCE CBEC 5 64C3137578
256.21L 3690.98L S AB 940355851F
1,44L 14.43L B BG K 4601100110
.91L 8.32L BB AAD li 1600000000
.87L 45.45L C CH 9 _15400100008
.50L 6.17L CE AAK I 5600200100
.92L 8.32L BC AA 01 1601000000
5.24L 74.74L DE CBAH 0 7604237578
4.27L 36.98L BC AB 1 7704201300
1.14L 14.33L C CD 3600000000
27.72L 330.35L FE AA G 9 960235865F
5.59 38.49L DD DBA 3400110008
5.09L 52.80L CC AA 5 5802100003
3.11L 32.52L C CF 7601000000
21.85L 225.82L BE AAHG 0 970244457F S
18.87L 193.56: CC C AACC 8 97C328766F
33.13: 222.31L BBD AAED 0 974235457F 91 S
1.54L 16.47L BD BCFD 0 3601100010
.95 8.14LC D B DO 6701000000
29.76L 177.06L 340.72LIC AA O 2 660100030F
5.51 4.71L 37.51LIE C AA 9 9702200103
139 .89L 9.99L!BC AA 3 2500100000
.26L .70L 42.79L B B L A 3401210006
1.43 7.36L 231.88L DC AAE 3 160231140F 4
.64L .85 47.78L D GHE 4401200008
.39L 1.15L 13.28L C CB 1601000000
2.61: 20.81L 182,17L BC AAG 3 970236544F 3
.46L .58L 7.97L C DL 7701000100
.48 2.21L 22.51L EE iBB L 7 4702000100
.45L .54L 6.71L S B DE E 1500000000
.32L .76L 39.51L C B H 5400000008
.81 3.81L 150.52L CD EE 0 5404235558 F
42.16 5.75 8.35L B BD AAA 9 2500000000 26
1.93 16.80 CC BC 4501001310
256.21L 525.61 D D DABA 964223530F
.25L
4.32
4.50 1.33L 21.68L B B
5.60L 31.03L 373.84L C
3.93L 20.92L 152.06
.30L 2.82L 31.91L D
5.37 1.57LI 19.12L B B
.86L 2.26L 38.46L F
.30 4.24L 40.31L CD
.56 .54L 31.40L BC
8.29 20.58L 200.09L E E
.42: .64L 6.55L DD
.63 4.66L 44.54L CF
1.46 4.47L 55.67L DD
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1
F 1 32 X1615-464
2
2 13 226650 A2
F 2 14 276-EN 2 Em
1 13 226652 K5
3
2 14 331-PN 1 PI
4 1 32 X1616-411
2
AA '4 6701000000







AAC 9 160221140F 69 4
ACJ 4 4600000000








181.14 1206.08 1980,71: 3BDE BBAA: 4 94C134344F 81 3 1 20 0333.724 26
.27 .54L 33.13L CF CC 7 8500100008
4.81L 21.16 143.88 E E GE CB 77C131076F
1.16 23.72L 205.15L CD AB 0 160331140F 4
1.09: 8.98L 335.40L CE ABF E 7 660201120F 4
.35L 3.27L 30ALL C AHJ 9701210001
t,21: 5.81L 58.09L CF BAD 0 6701211103
29.76 177.06 340.72 DBDD AAAA 4 660202110FI
2.51 22.83L 274.11L F D AA 9 960110310F!
.67L 7.14 50.09L C BF CB 9701021103
.28L .89L 8.78L C B 2500100000
.47L .86L 8.15L B CH 2500000000
5.80L 37.18: 187.82 EC HDDA 974127743F 8
1.18 4.36L 51.92L BD AAE 0 9702200203
.30L 3.50L 31.39L D B I 9603204331
7.19 3.67L 37.55L CB AA 9 9603011611 4 1 32 X1616-468 147 4
.47L+ +55L 6.38L B A BJ H 1500000000
2.39 5.24L 53.97L DD AAF 9 5822311103
.94 2.14L 20.70L CF AA 91 3700000000
.25L .52L 3t.47L B BH A 7500122008 2,
.28L 1.48 18.34L D C 1500110000
4.55 41.70: 249.78L E E E CBC 970138485F 8
.45 2.69L 21.99L CD ACMF 1 5700000000
1.07 3.75L 45.87L ED AAL 6 9601100003
.26: .65L 7.42L CE CDEE 5 6600000110
3.30 22.81L 151.01L BC AA G 1 770334063F 1 7 146840 54
.72 2.99L 29.70L BD BB 0 8702000000
2.42 9.08: 232.38L DD AAA 970234351F 3
1.00 3.97L 55.98L BE AA 1 5701201003
2.34 11.54: 290.31L CC AABE 860420031F
.60 3.42 31.18L CC DBAA 7500122008 2
.36L .58L 7.60L C CGD 4601000000
.37L .56L 6.34L D BJI 2601000000
.36L .91L 12.18L C B D 2601210000
.70 3.32L 30.25L F D AAH 0 9701000201
9.87L 117.53: 877.36: F F F CAEC 1 95C228555F 8 1 32 X1617-497 71
.31: .85L 12.65L BF BC 4 2600000000
.63L 2.77L 35.78L O CC 6601222201
1.42 1.96L 40.83L BC AA 8 9701010001
5.03 34.89L 208.83L BC AA 7 970323130F
2.78 1.53L 15.78L BC AA J 7 4600101000
1.97 11.06: 409.52L F FE ABCC 9 360233513F
6.25L 15.68L 268.83L D BB H 770410031F
1.81 .80L 12.42L DC AA 2 3500000000
26.28 5.67: 48.04L BBC AAA 7 9800000003 43
.65L 2.38L 19.89L E A B 4600101000
7.31 36.25L 233.41L C BAC 970122200F
3.20L 22.24L 335.79L C AC 560211001F
3.46L 20.62L 286.09L E B E H 660200000F
.34: 2.98L 33.50L CD BCC 0 9603000100
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
311
Right Ascension: 16h17=14"-16h18=45"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
GaLactic Uncertainty C
a _ a 6, Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 tim Sep
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (-) Ma 8
16172-4421 14.0 38 337+ 4 42 7 98 I 2 .27 .25L 1.27L 18.88L E I 1500210000
16172-4723 14.9 44 335+ 2 28 6 98 4 13.35 7.98 4.03L 35.31L DB AAB 9 9700100003
16172-4954 15.8 15 334- 0 23 3 97 7.11L 11.01 78.19: 198.95L FD CDC 974429860F 41
16172-4256 16.1 10 338+ 5 51 10 100 3 .41 .27L .79L 31.87L C BMCJ 7501000008
16172-4919 17.3 9334+ 0 33 3 96 4 10.80L 3.79 35.20L 216.81L C A,_CG 2 570246450F
16173-4522 18.4 58 337+ 3 42 8 100 3 .98 .36L 1.03L 25.40L B AC 4601120000
16173-4558 18.4 8 336+ 3 22 4 98 4 1.81 1.04 2.73L 31.75L RC AAGC 3 8603000200
16173-4247 18.6 50 339+ 5 66 7 99 2 .37 .35L .85L 32.13L C BH i 7501100108
16173-4403 19.0 51 338+ 4 36 17 99 2 .36L .25L 1.03 20.21L D K I B 1500200000
16173-4615 19.2 16 336+ 3 44 18 100 2 3.39L .32L 2.79L 31.08 D HC = 4701422521
16173-4751 19.4 50 335+ 26 5 99 4 8.78 5.32 4.14L 46.94L El = A_ 9 9802010003
16173-4418 20.6 49 337+ 4 39 8 99 3 .80 .33: 1.03L 10.93L BE AE 0 1601110000
16173-4644 21.0 20 336+ 2 23 7 99 4 .96 .44 4.14L 34.43L CD BC 0 9602100001
16173-4726 21.5 38 335+ 2 24i 6 98 4 4.82 2.41 4.70L 35.57L BC AA 2 9700100003
16173-4816 23.9 59 335+ 1 39 5 99 3 1.31 1.02 4.23L 50.37L DD B/_FE 4 5802112303 6
16174-4537 24.9 55 337+ 3 31 5 98 4 1.76 .87 2.72L 23.22L CC AS 5 6701000000
16174-4836 25.7 29 334+ 1 17 7 98 4; 8.27 13.53 204.90L 213.75: FD F,AABI= 9 37C526655F F
16174-4829 26.2 36 335+ 1 29 4 98 4' 11.59L 4.82L 53.86 105.94 CD'A/_AB 9 170342312F
16174-4743 27.6 13 335+ 2 28 5 99 4 2.51 1.17 4.40L 41.68L BC AAH 7 9803200103
16174-4335 283 11 338+ 4 51 9 100 3 .66 .31L .90L 11.61L B BC 3500110000
16174-4519 28.9 6 337+ 3 28 5 99 3 .52 .36 2.19L 28.74L DD BBJ E i 6 3601110100
16174-4006 29.4 20 340+ 7 45 10 102 3 .83 .31L .62L 6.47L B A/ 3501000000
16175-4619 31.3 5 336+ 2 32 3 99 3 1.14 .53 3.09L 25.43L CD BB 0 4701322421 1
16175-4308 32.7 2 338+ 5 66 6 99 2 .43 .66L 1.13L 32.36L C CCFG 6500100008
16175-4651 33.2 27 336+ 2 46 3 98 4 1.07 .57L 3.93L 40.57L C BA 9602100001
16175-4620 33.4 39 336+ 2 42 15 105 2 1.20L .25L 4.28 35.87: DE EF 4801522421 1
16175-4616 33.5 1 i 336+3 25 5 98 4 3.39 2.51 3.05L 35.11L DD AA C 9 4601322421 1
16175-4814 34.6 8 335+ 1 54 11 99 3 2.98L 1.02 5.31L 58.24L D B 6702212203 6
16175-4933 35.4 37 334+ 0 60 10 108 2 2.37 5.28L 33.51L 241.27L D ACD 770135170F
16176-4649 37.8 21 336+ 2 46 3 101 3 1.16 .38L 3.26L = 30.95L D AD 9701200001
16176-4249 39.5 6 339+ 5 33 9 99 3 1.09 .53 .68L 43.48L BC ABKD 0 6400100008
16176-4337 39.6 43 338+ 4 81 11 98 2 .37 .27L 1.52L 12.04L C FG 3500210000
16177-4700 42.2 42 336+ 2 25 5 99 4 2.63 2.45 3.65L 33.06L BB AABI 0 9601000101
16177-4916 42.7 48 334+ 0 29 3 96 4 3.72 5.45L 67.92L 158.64 B E All B 970335530F
16177-4934 43.6 31 , 334+ 0 38 11 96 3 7.93L 8.02L 33.51 294.97L E CC 970136270F
16177-4455 45.2 8 337+ 3 48 9 100 3 .55 .29L .87L 20.88L D DG 4601200000
16177-4828 45.3 32 335+ 1 32 6 97 4 4.20 4.82L 53.86L 281.64L D AA 6 161142200F
16177-4856 45.5 8 334+ 1 29 3 96 4 5.19L 1.83 15.25 363.10L CC DBAC 960100133F
16177-4953 46.3 32 334- 0 26 3 100 _ 4 18.05: 139.12 1316.00L 1638.98: ,CC F DCCE 9 850148850F 1 39 GS 333.6-00.1 68 5000
16177-4739 46.6 22 335+ 2 46 8 100 3 .73 1.89L 4.98L 52.59Li C ACGC 9703310103
16177-4543 47.3 10 337+ 3 41 18 100 2 .25L .25L 4.77: 41.45: FF C 8601355540 F
16177-4034 47.7 59 340+ 7 27 9 101 3 1.92 1.22 .55L 5.45L DE AA 9 0700000000
16177-4943 47.9 36 334+ 0 40 8 105 3 8.64L 9.43L 42.93 261.45L F B-3D 974037120F
16178-4936 50.1 28 334+ 0 23 6 103 3 3.54 5.63L 33.51L 291.27L C BD 970022160F i
16178-4713 50.2 1 335+ 2 17 5 98 4 9.43 8.99 4.31L 34.22L EE AA._ 9 9701010101
16178-4625 50.3 51 336+ 2 26 3 100 4 14.77L 15.20 2.72L 23.40L C AA :) 9 8700401301
16178-4211 ,50.7 54 339+ 5 64 16 100 3 .28L .26L .62: 10.73 DC I H-IB 4600000008
16178-4916 53.2119 334+ 0 24 6 99 4 6.75L 4.51 67.92 326.75L CC CA _G 962238750F
16179-4545 54.1 37 337+ 3' 48 8 101 3 .39 .64 3.04L 30.92L CD DD G 6 9600365640 F
16179-4432 54.2 47 337+ 4 25 9 98 4 .94 .64 1.56L 18.34L BC ABM 0 i 2601000000:
16179-4957 55.G 11 334- 0 27 8 97 4 7.68 16.91: 409.87L 3209.99L FF BDGA 0 640249992F 2 1 39 SG 333.6-00.2 85 408
16179-4908 55.8 45 334+ 0 27 6 98 4 5.09 2.74 28.01L 339.94L BC AA 1 960310000F
16179-4620 56.g 43 336+ 2 24 6 100 4 1.20 1.32 4.58L 40.22 CC C AAE)F 9 4600423721 5
16179-4816 57.3 20 335+ 1 21 5 97 4 1.78 .90 5.83L 59.85L CF AA 9 5701111403 6
16179-4843 57.5 49 334+ 1 20 6 97 4 12.21 6.97 34.18L 274.85L BC AA 0 7602100OOF
16179-4951 59.2=10 334-0 24 4 97 4 4.67: 44.97 1318.00L 1878.65L DE CB E 9 941125750F
16179-4449 59.834 337+ 4 28 9 101 3 .64 .31L 1.65L 17.18L B CG 4610220000 1 1 13 226681 K0 6 70
16180-4242 0.2 43 339+ 5 47 9 99 3 .58 .35: .83L 33.49L BE BB 2 6500100008
16180-4401 0.3 17 338+4 103 13 102 2 .34 .42L 1.03L 17.44L C El 1501100000
16180 4337 2.7 45 338+ 4 78 32 105 2 25L .34L 1.101 10.83 D D F 3600100000
16180-4742 3.2 10 335+ 1 28 7 97 4 1_97 .94 6.03L 4735L CC AA 1 9803210103
16180-4459 3.9 53 337+ 3 46 8 99 3 .57 .29L 1,86L 22.32L C BD 4602200000
16180-4624 4.0 43 336+ 2 34 6 99 4 14.77L 4.16 3.42L 33.84L C AA 1 6600502511 4
16181-4300 6.2 36 338+ 5 29 5 99 3 1.90 1.13 .77L 40.06L BC AA 2 6400000008
16181-4254 9.1 1 339+ 5 65 13 100 2 .41L .28L 1.05 36.24L C L 3 5500000008
16181-4542 11.0 28 337+ 3 14 6 144 4 1.80 1.02: 34.92 183.16 DDCC CF3E 7 9490566740 F 1 32 X1618-457 77 15
16181-4929 12.0 43 334+0 49 7 100 4 7.53L 6.09L 17.53 311.66L C B3G 760229674F 6
16182-4419 13.4 31 338+ 4 55 9 99 3 _ 1.07 .52L 1.32L 13.55L B AC 1600000000
16182-4657 15.5 17 336+ 2 44 ; 8 99 2 .57 .47L 3.93L 42.23L D CI ,_ 9600110111
16182-4924 15.8 31 334+ 0 22 5 149 5 7.15L 2.64 23.10L 203.06L C HA:B 574345974F 4
16182-4627 16.1 34 336+ 2 26 3 99 4 4.50 3.14 2.98L 27.75L BB AA 7 8701402111
16182-4309 16.1 24 338+ 5 27 9 99 4 .84 .25: 1.12L 47.34L BE AD O 7400000008
16182-4456 16.7 59 337+3 48 10 98 2 .42 ,29: 2.12L 27.17L CF CG:: 0 4600100000
16182-4644 17.8 1 336+ 2 31 6 99 4 .78 .37: 3.69L 34.31L ED AB : 9600000001
16183-4237 18.3 46 339+ 5 21 5 99 3 8.82 4.46 .75L 39.47L BB AA : 3 5500100008
16183-4701 18.8 29 336+ 2 20 5 98 4 4.65 2.07 3.22L 32.53L BB AA ; 6 9600410311
16183-4718 20.3 15 335+ 2 37 7 100 3 .90 .71: 4.42L 49,68L FF AB 9 9602112523
16183-4439 22.7 46 337+ 4 40 8 99 3 .55 .29L 1.46L 21.21L D C 2600200100
(Not Coter Corrected)
V L C
25 Arm 60 /*m IO0 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs C,,-,ef R FlaBs* S 2 # T
16183-4022 22.7 30 340+ 7 43 8 99 2 .83 .40 .73L 5.42L
16183-4958 22.9 57 334- 0 25 3 12 5 2545.95 6809.23S 5148.86L 36388.64S
16184-4851 24.3 37 334+ 1 21 3 97 5 8.67 5.94
16184-4445 24.3 37 337+ 3 61 11 99 2 .31 .42:
16184 4730 25.8 30 335+ 2 20 8 144 4 1.33 .80
16184-4623 29.4 53 336+ 2 37 3 144 2 .30L 4.53L
16185-4716 31.1 6 336+ 2 23 5 97 4 4.47 2.26
16185-4904 32.0 42 334+ 0 24 4 96 5 3.42 3.15
16185-4632 32.0 10 336+ 2 34 6 99 4 1.32 .25: 3.51L
16185-4540 32.7 43 337+ 3 34 11 102 4 .47 .64 5.07:
16185-4913 33.5 21 334+ 0 22 5 99 5 6.45L 4.48 21.36
16185-4703 34.2 53 336+ 2 45 3 97 4 1.46 .79 4.07L
16185-4448 34.4 17 337+ 3 37 5 99 4 1.61 .43 1,83L
16185-4248 34.9 42 339+ 5 37 14 100 3 .25L .40L 1.17
16186-4918 37.6 44 334+ 0 24 7 101 5 7.31L 11.99L 27.86
16186 4706 39.6 47 336+ 2 46 3 97 4 2.53L 1.79 5.81L
16186 4442 40.9 54 337+ 3 58 9 100 3 .93 .29L 1.50L
16186-4741 41.0 52 335+ 1 48 3 97 4 1.03 3.95L 8.96L
16187-4932 44.3 1 334+ 0 15 4 99 5 3.08 8.81 190.32
16187-4659 44.4 18 336+ 2 29 3 97 4 10.48 4.08 3.99L
16187-4536 44.5 9 337+ 3 65 8 101 2 .29 .40L 2.49L
16187 4134 45.0 28 340+ 6 59 16 98 2 .29L .26L .76
CE BB 100500000000BF F A )B 611537765F
27.90L 321.08L BC AA E 763224541F
2.13L 2291L CF EF 0 4601410000
5.00L 65.57L ED AA 4 9601000003
4.70 38.40 CD A {E 4601402521
5.31L 41.49L BB AA ; 4 9602122531
30.92L 267.15L BC AA _ 4 960129795F
25.55L BE AB 0 8701200001
29.01L CFD AB )C 9 7600555530
256.69L CC C_F 974328892F
39.60L BD AB 0 9601300611
15.82L DD AD F 6 4601220000 1
11.74: FD MK 'D 5601000108
19604: DD FB _E 970447992F
40.04L C A } 9602200101
15.13L e AF 3601400000
90.66L C BE _ 9702210003
435.42 CCCC CB:_A 2 764137734F 2
4196L BE AA E 9 9601210521 4
24.15L C E 7600300000
9.92L D ' ; 4702000000
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Name Type
1 11 PK 333- 0.1
C












Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 ttm 25 _m 60 _tm8ct
hm. * , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
16187-4935 45.0 33 334+ 0 30 3 98 4 3.13 7.71L
16188-4619 48.1 35 336+ 2 41 3 97 4 .54 .33:
16188-4808 48.9 14 335+ 1 20 4 95 5 13.07 11.05
16188--4921 49.5 12 334+ 0 37 5 98 4 3.19: 4.04
16188-4323 50,6 12 338+ 4 15 5 98 _ 4 1.55 ,80
16188-4548 51.3 21 337+ 3 27 7 100 3 .46 .43
16188--4540 51,4 38 337+ 3 28 6 101 3 .90 1.24
16188-4926 51.5 34 334+ 0 48 4 103 2 6.55L 1,69
16188--4435 52.4 24 337+ 4 22 3 99 4 .96 .55
16188--4849 52,4 2 334+ 1 22 4 96 5 2.31 1.38
16188--4555 53.9 3 337+ 3 18 5 98 4 2,53 .98
16189--4437 54.3 45 _ 337+ 4 43 8 99 4 .49L .38L
16189--4232 54.3 45 ! 339+ _ 35 14 100 3 .66L .33L
16189-4518 55.0 59 ; 337+ 3 36 9 100 3 1,03 .44L
16189 4617 55.2 40 336+ 2 26 9 99 4 .76 .33L
16189-4218 573 45 339+ 5 33 8 98 3 .72 .28L
16189-4347 57.7 44 338+ 4 29 4 98 4 2.50 .64
16189-4327 58.6 54 338+ 4 56 12 100 2 .34 .29L
16190-4946 0,6 8 334- 0 23 3 147 _ 5 5.22L 3.46
16190-4425 0,6 1 338+ 4 21 4 99 4 2.48 1.11
16190-4852 1.8 i 12 334+ 1 19 4 97 5 6.41 4.20
16190-4116 2.6! 46 340+ 6 32 6 99 3 3.45 1.64
16190-4716 2.81 2 336+ 2 86 30 99 2 3.11L ,98L
16190-4205 3 2i 8 339+ 5 48 10 99 3 .35 .29L
16190-4330 4._' 4 338+ 4 41 9 98 2 .27 .28L
16190=4937 5.3 8 334- 0 69 12 94 3 8.89L 6.70L
16190-4157 5.7 39 339+ 5 37 8 99 4 .88 .59
16191-4759 6.1 26 335+ 1 31 3 96 5 1.59 1,24
16191-4211 6.3 48 339+ 5 56 9 98 2 .32 .44L
16191-4915 6,4 26 334+ 0 18 4 98 5 12.27
16191-4622 8,8 4 336+ 2 23 3 96 5 1,42
16191-4705 8,8 14 336+ 2 32 9 95 4 1,89L
16191--4005 9.9 38 341+7 28 6 t00 3 2.31
16191-4502 10.9 7 337+ 3 33 8 99 4 .83
16191-4251 11.7 10 339+ 5 I 20 4 98 4 3.46
16191-4940 12.0 54 334-0 17 3 98 5 9,20
=6t92-4830 13.2 28 335+ 1 68 15 99 2 1.44
6192-4046 13,4 10 340+ 6 39 10 99 3 .57
6t92-4916 16.2 36 334+ 0 20 4 97 6 7.85:
=6192-4047 16.3 49 340+ 6 44 27 95 2 .45L
16192-4900 17.7 16 334+ 0 14 3 97 5 52,74
16193-4101 18.6 24 340+ 6 24 20 98 3 ,25L
16193-4756 18.8 43 335+ 1 33 5 96 5 1.56
16193-4948 21.3 1 334- 0 40 5 96 4 3,16
16193-4147 23,8 4 340+ 5 32 4 99 4 4.06
_6194-4243 24.1 48 339+ 5 35 3 99 4 .25L
16194-4345 24.3 34 338+ 4 24 4 99 4 1,42
!6194-4510 24.9 43 337+ 3 55 12 98 2 ,46
=6194-4325 25.0 42 338+ 4 42 9 99 3 ,44
i6194-4820 25,4 22 335+ 1 23 3 97 5 6,52
_6194 4142 26.0:41 340+ 6 58 22 101 2 .46L
6194-4934 28,0 1 334- 0 14 5 102 5 11.65
6194-4849 28.0 10 335+ 0 21 3 97 5 2.05
6194-4534 28.1!28 337+ 3 19 5 98 5 L90
6194-4941 28.2'28 334-0 17 6 96 6 9.20L
16196-4034 31.0 36 340+ 6 44 5 98 4 .78
16195-4555 32.2 37 337+ 3 27 9 97 5 .95
16195-4209 32.3 30 339+ 5 43 8 99 4 .70
16195-4828 33.4 60 335+ 1 29 5 98 5 1.93
16195-4605 33.E 16 336+ 2 33 3 97 5 .87
16195-4029 35.8 54 340+ 6 39 9 98 4 .70
16195-4706 36.(_ 47 336+ 2 72 tl 98 2 .52
16196-4711 37.(] 44 336+ 2 49 15 t00 2 1.48L
16196-4900 37,2 52 334+ 0 14 7 94 5 52.74L
16196-4636 37.5 54 336+ 2 25 5 96 5 6.58
16196-4431 40.8 33 338+ 4 29 4 98 4 1.63
16196-4612 41.5 48 336+ 2 40 3 96 4 .51
16197-4920 42.(] 22 334+ 0 26 3 100 5 2.60
16197-4845 42.1 30 335+ 1 14 3 97 5 6.29
16197-4855 43,4 55 334+ 0 24 3 98 5 2.43 3.53
16197-4t23 ;45.3 16 340+ 6 17 9 99 3 .54 ,25L
16197-4923 47.3 26 334+ 0 35 12 147 9 4.83L 7.86
16197-4403 47.5 0 338+ 4 32 3 98 4 .93 .32L
16197--4453 47.7 29 337+ 3 35 8 97 4 .60 36
16198-4622 48.1! 35 336+ 2 23 4 96 5 11.98 9.70
16198--4914 49.0 49 334+ 0 29 6 94 6 3.41 1,62
16198--4654 49.6 30 336+ 2 23 4 96 5 36.58 17.66
16198-4939 49.7 24 334- 0 20 5 99 6 4.40 4.95
16198-4026 50,2 2 341+6 50 9 98 4 ,63 ,33L
16198 4057 51.7 13 340+ 6 33 10 100 3 ,69 32:
16198-4936 52,1 28 334-0 24 3 99 6 5.94 3,54
16198-4243 52.2 47 339+ 5 62 13 98 2 ,44L ! ,25L
16198 4012 52,5 46 341+ 7 49 9 98 4 .94 ,47L
16198 4746 53,1 51 335+ 1 30 4 95 5 1,62 1,17
16199-4831 57.0 44 335+ 1 19 3 96 6 4,16 2.45
16199-4727 583 16 336+ 1 29 5 96 5 4,19 7.23
16199 4134 58,7 10 340+ 6 44 12 100 2 .34L ,36L
16199 4818 59,2 37 335+ 1 25 3 96 6 3.35 3.29
16200 4401 0,3 24 338+ 4 31 11 98 4 .26L .30L
16200-4018 0.3 11 341+ 6 26 6 98 4 3.19 1.65
16200-4645 0.8 47 336+ 2 34 8 96 5 .79 .55
16200 4008 1.3 22 341+ 7 43 9 99 4 .25L .29L
16200-4335 5.3 23 338+ 4 18 16 127 3 .33L .40L
16200-4919 5.3 25 334+ 0 24 3 100 6 3.68 4.15
16201-4038 6,2 59 340+ 6 58 9 99 4 ,59 .43L
16201 4120 6,7 58 340+ 6 50 26 103 2 .70L ,49L
16201-4109 6.8 58 340+ 6 59 15 99 4 .26L .30L
16201-4945 7.4 19 334 0 26 5 99 6 4.26L 2,46
16201-4827 9.1 24 335+ 1 35 4 97 5 2.06 4.63L
16201-4925 105 1 334 0 21 5 97 5 2.18 5.33L
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
34.32L 435.42L C AB G 860327620F
3,34L 39.75L CD BB 0 3601300411 4
6,10L 71.95L DC AAEB 9 9700000303
32,79L 1340.80L DD AA 2 750349901F
.83L 827L BD BB 7 3600122000 1
2,29L 24.50LICC BB F 0 9602010200
4,02L 34,88L CD ABEB 8 7600313100
31,54L 486,98L F CB B 760249784F 6
1.64L 13,85L DD BC 7 2600200100
30.53L 385.40L BF AAI G 1 760326562F 1
2.40L 22.65L BC AA 0 9601000000
2.82 24.09L B CA 2600200100
.90: 14.55 CD ,ELCB 5600000108
.94L 16.65L B AC 5600000000
3.63L 39.25L D B 7601200000
.81L 38.72L E CF 2301000008
1.28L 11.82L CC AB 9 3600110000
.92L 11.77L C B 3600322000 1
45.10 274,84L CC BAB 8746255OOF
1.49L 13.22L DE AA 9 1601000000
36.31L 367.44L BC AA F 1 760126542F 1
.80L 5.48L DC AAE 4 4600000000
7.74L 50.00 D KCD 9602012831 C
.75L 8.85L D CL L 4501000000
1.29L 15.71L D D 3601200000
24,13 554.82L E C 76446569OF 2
.74L 6.70L CC BD 5 3700002000 2
6.92L 77.76L BD AAF 7 9700100003
.93L 14.18L C CE 5500100000











AA B 7 940126992F
3.33L 31.71L CC AAG 6 3632312111
5.74L 49,69L C C B 9602000711 4
,54L 6.09L BC AB 1 2601000000
1.71L 14.87L CE BB D 8 3600000000
.99L 31.56L BB AAEF 1 4502000108
207.29L 554.82L CC AAB 9 761536450F 3
14.45L 224.46L D B I 360311140F 4
.57L 7.33L C BD 3701140110 1
538.03 1584.28L CBD CBBB 0 94C137952F
.84L 8.62 C G FD 3700140110 1
59.04L 162.05L 428.87L F AAEF 9 96F249578F 42 1
.25L .79L 15.82 i C I LFC 3501000130 8
1.15 6.94L 76.86L'BC_ AA 2 9701100003
6.56L 45.10L 299.21L IB BDE 860835553F 4
1.70 .86 6.70L'BBC AACR O 4700100010
.29L 1,49 21.22: CC EHDC 5581000118
.97 1,11L 9.29L CC AB 5 3603110000
,28L 1.79L 20,36L C B 2601000000
,30L ,82L 8.65L D CJ 3600202000
2,99 5.80L 62.38L BC AAGC 2 4702025303
,25L .73 9.27L C H 4701100010
17,03 122,76: 286.43 ECCD AAAC 3 766141150F
4,03 28.44L 555.95L BC AAF 0 760229988F
1,08 2.47L 22.43L BB AAGH 4 7600000000
19.80L 207.29 554.82 CC AABB 0 761658450F
.66 .62L 7.66L EF AA 9 3701100000
,73 2.01L 32,21L DC AB 9 9621000100
.29L ,66L 8.89L B BL 6501100000
5.79L 49.13L 456.66L B ABD 250221240F
,61 3,70L 29.74L BC ABJG 3 7801020100
.38L .62L 7.47L C AD 2710210000
.37L 7.77L 76.12L E DFG 6602100301
.32 6.12L 52.22L F B 9602100101
59.04L 162.05 428.87 EC CABA 4 964327456F 1
6.77 4.29L 42.48L B8 AA 4 5600000001
.70 1.10L 10.14L DE AA 9 1700000000
.41L 4.06L 43.29L, B B D B 6700000000
5.51 117.75L 1584.28L!BE AAD 1 84058999OF
12.84L 140.97L 201.44: C F AACC 8 574137697F
34.63L 428.87L FD AAI E 9 760136244F
.64L 9_03L B AG 4601110110
184.78L 703.53 E D BBDA 758669770F















6.47L 68.04L B D
B C 1 2700000000
AA 9 2712111101 28
A A F C 9 968246660F
AAA 9 4601000001 29;
AADC 1 760249453F 3
B E 2600110000
B B 1 4700100000
AAE 0 760145151F
D F 4501000228
A B M 2600200000
AA F 8 9802111503 4
AAC 2 350321110F
A A H 7 9603041743 1
B D 8700100000
AA 9 4701047103 2
1,64 15,56 CD HJ GD 2600100210
.78L 6.11L BB AAB 4 3600100000
4.59L 38.75L; BD BC 0 3601000001
1.32 7.28: CC FBB 2600100000
1.18L 13.16 C FB 3600100000
47.33L 703.53L BD BAH 9 850496970F
.70L 8.33L B BD 4701000100
.73L 12.28 E DM F 6601200110
1.04 10.15: CC KHGC 4600000000
120.65L 315.44L C CABD 860229779F
44.50L 307.38L B AB 150312030F
30.56: 70353L D F CBCC 750448851F
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
2 13 226696 G5 11 60
6
9
3 1 20 G333.916
4
1 20 G334.173




"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($t) at 12, 25, 60, 100 .u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham.. _, (s) ( ) l b C) C) (')
16201 4756 10.E 46 335+ 1 20 4 96
16201-4753 11.E 15 335+ 1 20 5 98
16201-4057 11.8 29 340+ 6 31 5 98
16202-4330 12.1 36 338+ 4 19 9 98
16202-4851 14.5 35 335+ 0 21 3 99
16202 4129 14.7 59 340+ 6 18 9 99
18202-4502 15.1 44 337+ 3 24 4 97
16202-4840 15.7 40 335+ 0 34 11 103
16202-4126 15.8 46 340+ 6 27 8 99
16202-4635 16.1 19 336+ 2 29 5 95
16202-4908 16.5 29 334+ 0 49 3 101
16202-4738 17.9 54 335+ 1 90 20 107
16203-4805 18.7 52 335+ 1 46 3 102
18203-4912 22.241 334+ 0 19 4 98
16204 4433 27,(3 10 338+ 3 74 10 95
16204-4916 27.7 40 334+ 0 19 3 99
16204-4717 28.3 11 336+ 1 26 4 95
16204-4943 29.8 11 334 0 17 5 101
16204 4859 29.8 53 335+ 0 20 8 104
16205-4245A 30.8 54 339+ 5 51 5 96
16205-4915 31.C 25 334+ 0 31 3 100
16205 4413 31.2 3 338+ 4 24 3 97
16205-4532 31.8 18 337+ 3 30 3 95
16205- 4905 32.E 30 334 + 0 17 3 96
16205-4821 33.4 35 335+ 1 15 4 98
162054502 34.E 9337+ 3 41 3 96
16205-4830 34.E 59335+ 1 17 5 95
18205-4810 35.841335+ 1 27 5 97
162064537 36.319337+ 3 19 4 96
16206-4837 37.(347335+ 0 20 5 98
16207-4607 42,428337+ 2 22 4 96
16207-4549 42,832337+ 2 24 4 96
16207-4954 44.(355334- 0 27 3 97
16207-4927 45.3 19 334- 0 21 5 98
16207 4948 45.E 15 334- 0 33 3 98!
16207-4833 46.8 48 335+ 1 31 7 99
16207-4222 47.1 21 339+ 5 23 3 991
16208 4135 48.8 42 340+ 5 19 4 99 i
16208 4528 49,4 34 337+ 3 49 14 101
16208-4632 50.657 336+ 2 39 18 104
16208-4833 50.8 I 335+ I 21 3 99
16208-4746 51.1 7 335+ 1 44 9 102
16208 4529 51.9 40 337+ 3 39 12 101
16208-4658 52.428 336+ 2 20 4 95
16208-4910 52.8' 27 334+ 0 43 3 95
16208-4846 52,8 51 335+ 0 47 6 103
16208 4730 53.1 17 336+ 1 54 12 108
16208-4026 53.4 11 341 + 6 44 6 98
16208-4152 54.0 31 340+ 5 28 5 97
16209-4043 55.1 48 340+ 6 25 5 99;
16209-4200 55.5 25 340+ 5 61 11 98
16209--4714 55.6 37 336+ 1 21 4 96
16209--4759 56.652 335+ 1 20 3 97
16209 4947 56,819 334 0 29 3 97
16209-4308 58,4 32 339+ 4 23 11 99
16209-4038 59.4 46 341+ 6 56 6 98
16210 4545 0,7 54 337+ 2 77 3 t02
16210-4957 0.7 0 334-- 0 16 4 96
16210-4431 2.1 19 338+ 3 25 8 97
16210-4945 2.8 41 334-- 0 33 16 94
16210-4018 3.0 16 341+ 6 18 11 100
16210 4857 3.1 21 335+ 0 35 3 100
16210--4502 3.3 12 337+ 3 28 9 97
16210-4935 3.4 41 334 0 26 7 94
16210-4150 5.0 44 340+ 5 56 15 98
16210 4442 5,2 35 338+ 3 37 9 97
16210-4915 5.3 5 334-- 0 19 3 98
16210-4447 5.6 37 338+ 3 21 3 96
16211 -4408 8.9 51 338+ 4 49 11 100
16211 -4315 9.5 3 339+ 4 22 3 97
16211--4753 9.5 42 335+ I 36 8 99
16211-4951 10.5 28 334-- 0 22 6 95
16211-4342 12.0 9 338+ 4 29 10 98
16212 4648 12.3 18 336+ 2 25 3 96
16212 4223 12.9 2339+ 5 14 4 97
16212--4836 14.3 49 ; 335+ 0 17 3 99
16212--4544 15.0 51 337+ 2 25 3 95
16212--4454 15.3 1 338+ 3 61 8 95
16212--4317 15.8 33 i 339+ 4 19 9 96
16212-4607 17.2 20 i 337+ 2 35 9 95
16212--4624 17.4 48 336+ 2 23 4 95
16212--4457 17.8 43J 338+ 3 34 3 97
16213--4927 19.427 1334-- 0 33 8 143'
16213--4944 20.526334- 0 19 3 97
162134737 22.228336+ 1 22 5 98
16213-4038 23.629341+ 6 39 8 97
16213-4705 23,813336+ 1 23 8144
16214-4928 24.059334- 0 23 5 95
16214-4106 26839340+ 6 29 5 98
162144610 27,151337+ 2 26 3 96
16214-4150 27.726340+ 5 48489_7996
162144332 28,315339+ 4 22
16214-4950 29.447334-0 38 8
162144250 29.445339+4 24 38 _(_j18214-4534 29.815337+3 27
162144407 30.01338+4 33 3 96
162154730 30.758336+ 1 28 6 95
16215-4712 30.832336+ 1 32 6 99
182154004 30.939341 + 6 28 9 98
16215-4109 31.043340+ 6 35 12 97
Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)
C
O 12 _.m 25 /,¢m 60 Fm 100 v.m Flux Cc
N Oansky) Uncs Cc
6 3.17L 1.50 6.99L i 68.89L C AA
6 2.20 1.41 8.33L 97.24L BD BB
, 4 2.34 .45 .73L 6.81L BF AB
5 .59 .18: .88L 11.28L BE BC
6 3.11 9.07 44.76 243.59L BBC AA
4 .66 .30L .63L J 8.60L B B K
5 10.80 6.59 2.38L 21.40L BE] AA
4 7.65L 6.26L 15.11 283.55L C J E
I 4 .62 .34 .75L 7.54L B D B B
6 4.46L 1.53 5.15: 40.91L BC DA
3 4.56L 5.43L 17.91 257.98L D
! 2 2.39L .50L 7.22L 56.36 F E
! 2 1.13 3.95L 9.13L 117.78L D AN
6 16.73 5.86 29.74L 578.37L BB AA
2 .27 .31L 2.09L 28.18L C EL
6 18.22L 37.46 418.99 578.37 BCC CA
; 6 15.82 18.82 5.90L 58.20L AB AA
6 5.59L 16.17 120.65 361.97: BDC EC
2 1.28 3.27L 10.07L 213.05L E C
4 .40L .68 1.03L 15.12L C EA
6 18.22 37.46L 418.99L 578.37L B AD
5 5.69 2.31 1.19L 11.67L BB AA
4 .75 .30L 3.42L 37.26L B B B
6 2.00 1.38: 30.84L 89.32: BF E AD
6 5.07 6.35 7.55L 68.36L DC AA
5 2.41 .67 2.22L 26.34L BD AB
6 41.27 21.62 27.41L 412.98L BB AA
5 1.95 1.33 8.10L 70.76L BE AB
6 .72 1.89 3.04L 27.43L BB BA
6 2.56 2.11 26.95L 338.65L BB AA
6 4.28 6.38 3.35L 32.96L CB AA
6 1.34 .92 3.01L 29.06L BB AA
6 2.44 2.36 38.53L 674.20L BC AA
6 3.92L 5.76 86.36 329.23L C D L A
5 1.90 4.50L 37.15L 313.02L C BB
6 10.34L 14.37L 14.90 412.14L D
5 .30L .26L 1.64 9.36 C E H D
.80 .76 .84L 9.47L B C B B
.38 .28L 3.26L 31.96L D E
2 2.30L .51L 5.45 47.91L C DB
6 10.34 14.37 33.50L 307.74L BB AA
3 1.55 3.27L 2.79L 52.44L E AC
3 .34L ,29L 3.08 31.08L C H
6 3.18 .96 5.73L 60.12L BC AA
5 1.27 3.41L 17.21 276,53L D C AI
4 4.65L 4.05L 14.52 341.05L C D D
2 .88L .46L 9,35L 124.22 D CD
3 .54 .28: .64L 8.23L CE BD
4 4.14 1.76 .87L 13.53: BC D AA
4 2.08 .76 .86L 8.83L BC AB
2 .41 .36L .68L 12.12L F EM
6 1.17 18.87 20.68 63.87L BBB BA
6 5.19 2.76 6.90L 64.68L CB AA
4 1.90L 2.17 30.95 312.32L C F E B
3 .40 .28L .83L 36.97L C CI
3 .72 .25L .77L 9.68L B B I
2 1.08L .32L 4.01: 34.49 D D : D
6 10.99 8.96 11.65: 422.57L DDF AA
6 .85 .52 1.98L 18.90L BB AB
5 3.44L 3.82L 30.95L t86.36 D G
3 .26L .30L 1.27 8.64L C L G
4 1.71 2.49L 28.33L 354.28L C B B
5 .71 .54 2.52L 22.77L DC BB
3 3.07L 1.08 9.16 100.56: F F E i DC
2 .35L .25L .92 10.51L D J
5 .47 .34 2.31L 21.28L BC BB
6 4.12L 4.07 17.78 267.231 BC A
6 1.97 2.44 2.40L 20.72L BB AA
3 .33L .25L 1.76 16.66L C
6 7.15 3.69 1.25L 46.69L AD AA
4 1.11 3.14L 8.10L 73,28L C BB
4 3.34L 1.45 25.57: 186.36L E D J A
4 .32 .37L 1.46L 13.09L B BE
6 1.50 1.05 6.05L 49.49L DD AA
5 2.80 1.82 ,95L 33.33L BB AA
6 7.12 4.64 34.01L 340.77L BB AA
6 1.66 2.14 3.45L 40.83L BB AA
2 .46 .44L 2,61L 22.05L D B D
3 .35 .25L 1.25L 60,46L C DD
6 .92 .46: 4.06L 49.69L B D A B
8 3,30 2.30 5,06L 45.79L DC AA
6 .29L .56 5.15 26.59L CB J D
4 4.75L 2.82L 35.50 287.07L D B
8 8.07 8.97 27.06L 415.81L BB AA
6 1.56 1.07 8.88L 69.17L BC AB
4 .82 .33 .91L 8.58L CD BC
4 .99 .53L 5.32L 58.52L C BC
6 2.77 2.82L 35.50L 506.57L B AB
4 .45 .48 .74L 9.26L _B D B C
6 1.62 1.09 4.32L 40.62L BC AA
.50 38 1.63L 8.79L DC BC1.19 .33 1.12L 12.48: BC F AB
3 1.11 2.77L 14.81L 207.23L D AD
6 .76 .34 1.27L 53.41L BC BB1.03 .61 2.71L 35AgL BF CB
8 t.40 .36L 1.82L 15.95L B AB
4 1.03 1.18 6.82L 126.88L CD BB
4 .97 .53L 5.53L 61.59L B AB
4 .67 .25: .63L 7.09L E E BD
4 .26L .32L 1.25 12.90 EB
Declination: - 50 °-- 40*
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep
R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
226714 K0 75









"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-l: 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed So ,rces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
314




o ,fi Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 gm
ham.. _, (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N
16215-4350 31.4 8 338+4 18 9 97 8
,6215_4o25, 919341+8,o _, 85,3 8 35 022
,6215_47=,4436336+125 3 ,8 6
,62154456345o338+336 9 ,6 416215__48563574335+018 3 1016
,6216_4939375493340 20 , 996
16216--4728 40.4 40 336+ 1 28 20 87 5
16216-4615 40.8 20! 337+ 2 37 12 98 3
16216 4913 41.3 2 335-0 18 4 98 6
16217-4127 43.2 32 340+ 5 32 8 981 6
i
16217--4447 43.2 29 338+ 3 21 5 961 6
16217--4957 45.8 48 334- 1 28 3 97' 5
,6217 4733 46.1 27 338+1 26 6 _ 6616217-4920 46.4 16 334-0 25
,6217-4208 46.5 49 340+5 61 9 95!2,6217-4531 46.5 24 337+3 21 96
16217-4606 47.9 29 337+2 25 3 97 6
16218-4812 48.0 43 335+1 40 3102'4
,6218-4409 48.1 16 338+3 13 4 97 6
t6218-4757 48.6 40 335+1 19 5 99 6
16218-4736 48.9 33 336+ I 38 8 99 5
_6218-495249337 334-1 54 331g5 63
_6216-4213 50.951 340+5 20 135
16218--4245 51.9 34 339+ 4 29 11 98 4J_18-4035 51957 341+6 2t 4 98 4
16218-4931 52.5 31 334- 0 19 4 98 6
t6218-4701 527 6 336+1 18 3 98 6
16219-4919 54.1 23 334-O 38 9 97 4
16219--4804 55.4 19 335+ 1 24 5 99 6
16219-4848 55.8 23 335+ 0 16 5 99 6
16219--4929 57.2 38 334- 0 I7 5 99 6
,6219_4635,7750336+_ 441o1_1,'f8219-4032 59.0 341 + 71
16219-4823 59.2 46 335+ 0 14 5 101 6
_6219-422059322 339+5 30 3 9716220-4729 0.6 3 338+1 27 13 98
,6220_44391.550338+3 36 9 96
,82_0_47132.046336+146 8 975
,6220_49062.151335_017 8 1018
,6220_4925.31, 334_018 81016 6.96L
,8220-48,,4.119335+023 3 985, 2.73,6 - 9405.432 4-0 5 .84
,6221-43_6.316330+4 _0 8 975 .64
,8221-46156.533336+138 5 9615 1.53
,6221-42,77.630339+4 33 11 96!4 .52
,6221-48_7.730335+o 16 519o6 23.03
16221-4935 8.4 50 334- 0 34 3 97 6 3.49L
16221-4304 8.4 45 339+ 4 30 4 96 5 1.11
16221-4346 8.7 55 338+ 4 58 8 97 4 .41
16221-4525 9.4 44 337+ 3 30 5 98 6 1.50L
16221-4800 10.5 54 335+1 19 ! 99 64 1.49 I16222-4638 14.71336+2 471100 .89L
_ ,6,8222_4_914.851341+ 40 5 .6116222-4407 15.7 338+ 55 8 101 3 .43
16222-4932 15.8 48 334- 0 20 5 981 6 6.07
16222-4659 16.0 8 336+ 1 49 10 101 2 .88
16222--4738 16.8 19 336+ 1 15 5 99 =6 113.16
16222--4715 16.9 31 336+ 1 37 o 991 _ 1.10
16222-4657 17.4 11 336+ 1 36 6 96 5 1.31
16222-4959 17.8 18 334- 1 32 8 93 4 1.20
16222-4033 17.6 571 341+ 6 41 3 98 6 1.62
16223-4953 18.2 22 334- 1 33 3 96 6 1.9316223-451419.048 337+3 33 9 99 5 .43L18223-49Olg.852 335+0 17 8 99 6 6.59L
16223-4303 22.5 53 339+ 4 30 9i 98 5 .8116223-465022.841335+0 52 7 95 s 1.97
18223-470423123 338+1 _ 6 99 _ 1.30
16223--4146 23.4 36 340+ 5 68 161103 . ,37L
16224-4051 25.1 4 341+ 6 54 12 96 2 .27
16224-4804 26.8 25 335+1 32 3 102 5 4.65L
16224-4436 27.2 40 338+3 16 5 97 6 7.33
16224--4442 27.3 32 338+3 20 5 97 6 3.19
16224-4719 280 11 336+1 24 3 98 61 1.16
16224-4521 29.7 17 337+ 3 39:12 98 51 .47
16225-4726 30.2 52 336+ 1 28 I 5 101 41 1.04
16225-4221 30.5 17 340+ 5 35 19 102 2 .42L
16225-4844 30.7 54 335+ 0 17 5 100 6 40,52
16225-4202 31.7 3 340+ 5 31 12 98 2 .24
16225-4635 32.0,51 336+ 2 27 3 96 6_ 1.09
16225--4158 33.342 340+ 5 22 10 97 4 .48
16225-4914 33.4 36 335-0 21 5 97 6 3.24
16225-4044 33.6 15 341+ 6 18 5 96 5 .87
16225-4903 33,6 25 335-0 20 6 99 6 6,59
16225--4854 33.9 30 335+ 0 15 4 98 6 2,83
16225-4026 34.1 44 341+ 6 26 8 98 6 .70
16225-4135 35.5 52 340+5 40 24 102 2 .25L
16226--4723 ,6.7 44 336+ 1 48 8 104 2 .72
16226-4955 37.4 56 334- 1 21 3 147 5 2.26L
16226--4612 37.5 7 337+ 2 19 5 97 6 17.46
16226-4950 138.3 27 J334- 1 21 3 97 6 1.81
16226-4939 38.9 46 334-0 13 4 148 6 4.42
16226 4831 40.1 45 335+ 0 33 8 102 I 4 1.63
16226-4900 40.4 38 335- 0 16 7 100 7 3.64
16226-4356 41.0 15 338+ 4 59 13 99 i 4 .31L
16227-4540 43.0 42 337+ 2 27 5 98 6 1.69
16227-4421 43.1 10 338+ 3 29 9 98 6 2.25
16227-4944 43.2 20 334-I 44 3 86 6 1.67
16227-4839 43.7 26 335+0 16 5 98 7 2.94










































25 pm 60 am
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.62L t4.90L BC AC 1 4600000000
.70L 8.06L C C 5601000100
28.67L 294.83L B DADN 870334743F2619L 71.67L B A 6700000007
2.42L 20.21L B A B 3602210000
19.03L 238.14L DD AADC, 9 87B223510F
9.52: 398.60L BBD AAB 5 961255510F
6.81L 161.70 C D B ;OFE,o 96813969834.07L 43.40L 7700300001
42.62 262.09L DBC AAA O 460011830F
.83L 8.59L BF BG 0 8600000000
2.26L 23.85L CS AA 9 3601010000
9.54L 61.25 E C BHGB 984245990F
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
5.98L i 69.61L CC AB 8 9701596773
34,18L 887.45L B ACB 350179973F
1.21L 11 96L C B 7701100000
2,68L 28.25L' BD ABI 0 9600130001
3.61L 30.11L CC BC 2 9700200001
10,77 426.21LI C B 950120050F
1.79L 18.83L CB AAEC 9 2600100000
36.00L 312.81L BB AA 2 960111110F
31.19L 433.15L EF BBB I 0 940230110F
19.29L 376.50L F B B C 960249980F
1.07L 10.84L BC AA 9 8711100000
1.55 57.31L C K DJ 9401100108
.74L 6.67L EC AA 6 4601120100
150.82 366.56 ! BCD BAAA 1 960449720F
6.33: 50.66L DCC AAAE i 9 8702211217 27
35,83L 887.45L D F A B 350166720F
35.68L 345.46L AB AA 3 960110192F 01
117.22 177.83 BBCB BAAA 2 670023996F S
150.82L 887.45L_ S R AA I ,: 953379931F
4.56L 48.81L C AB 1 1701300101
1.02L 8.88L O CJ 3601200100
15.99 356.18L BBB AAA I 9 960110153F 39
1.90 51.36L_ DB E HEAG 954000011812.19L 139.22 BFHC 0 969028799F 3
1.90L 22.33L C C J B 360310000020.82L 75.13L BC 6603100007

















887.45 CF'ACEB g 45F279O96F
106.85L 323.69L DE AAFD 0 771236930F
34.35L 366.56L B AA C 2 962168976F
1.17L, 11.87L CC B8 8 4600000100
25.55L 370.46L CC BAG 0 960120060F
1.48L 56.18L EC BB 7 8401000008
16.60L 346.40L CC AAC 9 962210150F 39
23.80 366.56L C DA C E 960275976F
1.24L 67.69L BC AAD 2 7302100108
1.35L 22.58L C CM 4500000000
3.95 29.09L CB FDE 8600102101
27.02L 383.06L BR AAC 3 96029O194F
5.37L 65.94L D CB 0 2701401601
.76L 27.63L 8 8B I 8510100008
1.49L 18.10L E BF 3500100000
8.94L 150.82L 366.56L B AAA 4 860358710F
.56L 23.74L 56.20L D BCL 8701310217
114.01 20.23 374.38L CCC AAA 9 954120655F,27 6
.79: 30.32L 79.98L CF AB 0 5600200007
.89 26.12L 70.01L BD AB 3 7702200217
10.45L 165.86L BO BCGM O _60278991F
.86L 7.30L BC AC 2 2600100000
15.50L 437.90L C ABH 9 950268990F
4.07 23.37L S HF DE I 1600000100











1.15L 72.29L BD AC
64.82L 323.69L B AB
27.56L 69.17L BE BCJ
1.02 7.91L D HDF
1.03L 9.77L C CE
3.24L 10.66 459.73L B J BBF
2.19 2.16L 21.66L AB AAI
1.41 2.15L 22.50L BB AACD
.90 38.19L 75.30L 80 ABJ
.21: 2.44L 34.69L CD BE
2.81L 35.57L 358.21L C ABFD












17.39 i 21.14L 257.50L BB
.38L 1.22L 13.31L C
.55: 24,09L 64.90L B E
.37L .98L 12.51L B
4.56 21.22L 319.49L DE)
.32L .88L 10.49L B





















B D 66OO110000 !
AAF 9 660143890F !
AEI H 2601000010
SA K 951169000F
108.64 571.90L BBD AABB 2 96C252850F
.82L 7.72L C AF 3600000000
1.36L 10.02 E) GHE 5601000100
25.96L 104.0OL D 8DD 3601432857
18.74L 60.75 D EC 984368581F
4.03L 42.16L DC AAB 9, 6710000001 44
7.61: 325.67L BE)E ABE 3 961452210F
5.67: 366.56L DEF AADB 9 961256696F
23.51L 378.78L E BGD 960120300F 2
213.28 571.90L CBD CCBB 5 96E148970F
2.06 14.85L C MI F 3600000200
2.86L 34.63L 80 AB 0 9701100001
1.21L 18.68L DF AA 9 2623100000
30.29L 425.73L _ AD 10 950344520F10.86 340.03L BD AABC 960132010F
.69: 37.11L BCC iAAB 9 9410000008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources {$1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
3
3 1 32 X1621-474 137 2
1 23 I OCL 099O 289
2 14 331-SC 30C 61
I 39 CC 334- 00.0 116 408
2 2 13 226751 B0
4
8 85
1 23 ' OCL 0990 87
1 13 226757 M8 4 I 90
2 2 17 2329 30
1 23 OCL 0990 454
21
1 20 G334.761 96






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham. _ (s) (') I b (") (") (*)
16227 - 4603 337
16227 - 4831 335
16227--4727 336
16227 - 4952 334
16228 - 4957 334
18228 -- 4757 336
16228-4532 337.





16229 - 4624 337 -
18229-4713 336-
16229 -- 4247 339 -
16229--4050 341 -_




16230- 4554 337 4
18230-4131 340-_
16230 - 4612 337 ÷
16230 - 4536 337 +
16230 - 4647 336 +




16231 - 4656 ]36 +
16231-4450 138+
16231 - 4740 136+
16231-4042 141+
16231-4151 140+
16231 - 4731 r36 +
16231 - 4640 t37 +
16232 - 4742 L36+
16232 - 4836 35 +
18232 - 4859 35 -
16232 - 4304 39 +
16232-4917 35-
16232-4938 34 -
16232 - 4855 35
16233 - 4828 35 +
16233 - 4729 36 +
16233 - 4930 35 -
16233 - 4932 34 -
16233 -4603 37 +
16233 - 4224 40 +
16234 - 4607 37 +
16234-4055 41 +
16234 - 4753 36 +
16234 - 4901 35 -
16234-4907 35-
















































































































































1.81 L .48 8.96L
























































































































R Flags* sR S #













TO 335.1 +00.1 2650
OCL 0968
OCL 0968
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
Right Ascension: 16h23m57=-16h25m03" Declination: --50"---40"
Position (1950) Flax Density
Name i H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty iC
a _ Coords 5MJ SMN 8 12 p.m 25 _m 60 _tm
ham. o 8, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
16239-4439 57.2 32 338+ 3 18 6 96 7 9.07 4.94
16239 4912 58.4 58 335-0 74 9 93 2 2.71L 1.17
16239-4533 58.4 6 337+ 2 16 5 97 7 3.32 1.79
16239-4850 59.4 28 335-0 40 3 9 6 .84: 2.91L
16240-4920 0.1 13 335-0 19 5 96 5 1.15 .85:
16240-4934 0.2 20 335- 1 14 5 96 7 .81: 5.34L
16240-4537 0.3 2 337+ 2 20 6 96 7 2.36 1.60
16240-4835 1.8 28 335+ 0 36 3 95 7 5.53L 3.12L
16240-4258 2.4 20 339+ 4 27 11 101 3 3.74 2.16
16240-4947 4.3 13 334- 1 21 3 97 6 21.85 16.39
16240-4808 4.4 29 336+ 0 19 3 98 6 1.85 1.58
16240-4922 5.0 1 335- 0 15 4 95 7 2.01 2.16
16240-4826 5.0 25 335+ 0 30 3 11 7 2.67 1.76
16240-4837 5.8 42 335+ 0 37 7 99 3 1.43 2.38L
16241-4734 6.4 47 336+ 1 38 7 94 4 1.20 1.19
16241-4932 7.2 51 335- 1 25 5 97 6 4.51L 4.23
16241-4351 10.7 39 339+ 3 25 5 98 6 1.71 .78
16241-4720 11.6 36 336+ 1 22 4 98 7 1.31 1.13
16241-4436 11.8 4 338+ 3 23 8 971 7 .81 .35
16242-4408 12.6 28 338+ 3 37 6 98 5 .66 .42L
16242--4834 12.8 29 335+ 0 15 3 97 7 5.53 2.89
16242-4316 12.8 12 339+ 4 45 10 99 5 .57 .30L
16242-4804 14.3 7! 336+ 0 55 3 96 5 4.65L 3.15L
16242-4243 14.9 0; 339+ 4 70 17 104 2 .76L .41L
16242 4839 16.0 54; 335+ 0 17 3 95 6 6.05 6.76
16242-4112 16.4 441 341+ 5 91 10 98 2 .42 .36L
16242 4731 17.4 42 336+ 1 27 11 99 7 3.22L 3.04L
16242-4304 17.8 38 339+ 4 70 19 104 2 .84L .27L
16242-4723 17.9 44 336+ 1 31 4 94 6 1,84L 1.15
18243-4741 18.8 26 336+ 1 16 6 97 7 3,44L 1.02:
16243-4623 19.9 46 337+ 2 22 8 97 7 1A5L .64
16243-4556 21,7 23 337+ 2 18 4 141 7 1.24 .69
16243-4944 22.2 55 334 1 30 4 95 6 2.16L 1.30
16243-4910 23.0 33 335- 0 27 3 95 5 1.59 1.57:
16243-4752 23.4 52 336+ 1 20 17 91 7 2.88L 3.17L
16243-4800 23.8 23 336+ 0 14 3 97 7 2.62 1.49
16244-4031 25.0 0 341+ 6 25 3 99 4 1.42 1.43
16244-4746 25.8 51 336+ 1 24 3 98 7 1.41 1.21
16244-4901 26.0 18 135- 0 19 5 93 5 1.80 1.86L
16244-4308 26.2 49 339+ 4 42 8 101 3 .52 .25
16244-4608 26.8 30 337+ 2 14 5 140 7 2.46 .97
16244-4104 27.3 34 341+ 5 34 8 99 3 1.19 A4:
16244-4148 27.6 22 340+ 5 61 16 104 2 .74L .87L
16244-4450 28.3 5t 338+ 3 21 3 96 6 1.60 .76
16244-4233 29.7 54 340+ 4 52 14 101 3 .40 .32L
16245-4916 30.1 51 335- 0 27 3 94 5 2.38L 1.26:
16245-4614 30.7 9 337+ 2 21 3 96 7 2.23 1.67
16245-4642 30.9=16 337+ 1 21 3 96 7 1.62 1.29
16245-4819 31.5 16 335+ 0 93 19 93 3 4.21L 4.73L
16245-4112 31.9 28 341+ 5 104 14 t02 2 .49 .30L
16245-4712 32.1 9 336+ 1 12 4 97 7 3.08 2.20
16245-4333 33.3 4 339+ 4 19 5 97 6 14.06 4.35
16245-4841 34.4 34 335- 0 79 19 103 2 6.05L 6.76L
16245-4810 34.5 11 336+ 0 23 5 93 5 1.93 2.67
16245-4923 34.E 18 335- 1 31 3 97 5 1.89 1.83
16245-4737 35.1 16 336+ 1 25 4 97 6 1.29 3.78L
16245-4046 35.8 43 341+ 5 88 19 99 3 .25L .25L
16245-4017 =35.9 17 341+ 6 37 10 100 4 .70 .33L
16246-4550 36.5 5 337+ 2 27 4 96 7 .94 .82
16246-4953 37.6 7 334- 1 25 3 97 6 4.73L 1.91
16246-4543 37.8 38 337+ 2 41 11 98 2 .53 .43L
16246-4842 38.1 43 335-0 22 3 96 6 3.86L 2.80
16246-4906 38.8 44 335 0 t9 6 147 5 3.59L 3.15
16246-4624 39.0 26 337+ 2 21 4 94 7 1A5L .69
16246-4646 39.2 301 337+ 1 12 4 96 7 2.14 2.17
16246-4133 39.2 41 340+ 5 54 12 101 3 .53 .25L
16246-4508 40.7 48 338+ 2 20 4 95 6 3.10 2.21
16246-4658 41.2 26 336+ 1 14 5 100 6 3.18L 2.61
16246-4301 41.4 48 339+ 4 75 14 105 2 .37 .48L
16246-4925 41.6 34 335- 1 86 12 95 3 3.57L 3.08L
16247-4942 42.2 29 335- 1 37 8 96 5 1.17 .78:
16247-4424 42.7 56 338+ 3 19 3 138 6 1.56 .50
16247-4514 43.8 57 338+ 2 23 5 96 6 1.34 .95
16247-4931 45,0 30 335- 1 21 3 96 6 3.66 3.79
16247-4619 45.5 16 337+ 2 34 8 95 5 .78 .65L
16247-4856 45.7 41 335- 0 17 3 96 6 1.69 1.49
16247--4829 46.2 51 337+ 1 17 3 96 7 1.26 .90
16247-4043 46.9 0 341+ 6 42 12 101 3 .91 .37
16247 4608 47.047 337+ 2 17 4 96 6 1.73: 1.80
16247-4416 47.5 2 338+ 3 32 4 96 6 .80 A4
16247-4848 47.7 14 335- 0 28 3 96 5 4.45L 3.90L
16248-4819 48.5 44 336+ 0 16 4 97 6 4.21 3.83
16248-4705 148.8 14 336+ 21 4 97 6 3.13 .78
16248-4652 49.C 56 337+ 28 9 101 4 1.08 2.91L
16248-4838 49E 58 335 0 30 4 95 4 1.40 1.68
16248 4118 50.4 25 341+ 5 32 10 100 3 9.27 5.17
18248-4919 51.9 46 335- 0 26 6 99 4 5.62L 3.21
16248-4428 53.5 29 338+ 3 39 3 95' 7 .86 .38L
16248-4341 53.8 51 339+ 3 21 3 98 6 .92 .35L
16249-4911 54.3 27 335-0 19 4 96 6 3.31 1.82
16249-4145 54.7 44 340+ 5 49 20 100i 2 .41L .32L
16249-4714 55.5 29 336+ 1 45 3 98 6 4.72L 3.55L
16249 4532 56.6 47 338+ 2 37 9 97 5 .63 .32:
16249-4102 56.8 45 341+ 5 33 10 100 3 5.54 2.62
16249-4949 58.0 48 334- 1 12 5 96 6 41A3L 26.89L
16249-4959 58.7 59 334 1 20 4 96 6 1.32 1.41
16250-4741 1.5 25 336+ 1 27 8 104 2 1.55 4.56L
16250 4149 1.9 4 340+ 5 70 9 99 2 .33 .48L
16250-4640 2.3 59 337+ I 18 3 95 6 9.02 9.19




100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
2.34L 23.39L BB AAB 9 5600100000
62.56L 269.33L F C 670439760F
2.94L 32,31L BB AA 2 5601110101
20.24 293A6L D D IHC 970047986F
5.84 172.11L CDF BCCG 6 i70435898F
22.93 86.90 C DC EBAB 1 484132487F
2.84L 34.43L DD AA 9 1602110311
14.00 393.91L C B 964244490F
1.18 50.36L BEF AAC 3 )402101008
28.32L 436.01L DD AA L 9 )40230071F 26
21.49L 317.57L DC AAB 9 964155220F
35.97L 348.64L BC b,ADF 6 560445878F
27.63L 328.28L BC AA 3 970120593F
18.30L 255.05L F ACM )70267730F
23.72L 394.34L BE AB 0 750122697F
29.15L 336.89L B A 360210032F
1.43L 16.44L BC AA 4 2500000000
33.78L 77.74L DC BA 6 5801522507
2.31L 16.31L BD BB 6602100000
1.69L 14.80L D BE 2500000000
16.66L 346.78L BB AAM 7 960158690F
1.46L 76.111 C BDJ 4501000008
10.19 332.54L C FBC 960051020F
1.01 41.38L E I D 7400000008
24.78L 329.24L CC AAI 9 970189756F
.96L 11.71L C CL 3600100000
41.03L 213.01 D F E GC 860022673F
1.15 50.77L C C 6400300208
37.19L 84.19L C BAD 2 5702244747
18.17 63.65: EBE CCBB 978123291F
3.88L 57.86L D BB 5 1612300001
3.74L 39A5L BB AB 3 3723100001
18.98 600.49L CB DAAE 0 960030455F
62.56L 269.33L CE CCB 0 670359630F
35.82L 236.70 C DCGD 968024676F
14.86: 343.20L CFD ABCE 2 960035024F
1.27 8.01L BCC AAB 2 3601001000
31.93L 382.09L BF ABE 3 960221121F
49.89L 197.69L C ACF 2 971581952F
1.36L 61.49L BD AD G 0 5501100208
4.26L 47.78L BF AA 0! 4714132801
.83L 9.38L BD AD 0 2700000000
1.29 11.55L E GKDE 4602100100
1.93L 23.68L BC AA 5 4500000000
1.16L 48.83L C CH 7501000218
23.35: 115.55 DCC BBEB 470234875F
3.97L 51.95L CB AA 9 1702300001
26.42L 59.78L FIB AA 9 6601100007
16,02L 111.47 E HC 980413660F
1.26L 12.01L C C 4600100000
34.86L 97.31 =BB B AAFD (8 67A0167997
1.55L 15.95L!AB AAC , 0701000000 16
26.23L 183.89 E B 970066508F
39.33L 380.31L BC AAI G 3 )60339986F
28.01L 320.72L DD 'AA 9 461325966F
26.84L 358.86L B AEK 860121191F
.93L 11.00 C B J D 3700121000
.87L 43.40L! B B E 7401000008
3.75L 41.49L _ BB AAF 2 1701000001
38.01L 356.21L C AAC 3 941427876F
5.00L 62.07L D B 3703000301
27.85L 282.29L C AAFC 6 971066618F
61.13L ' 279.37L E FCD 874350943F
5.76L 53.67L C ABF ' 2 1603300001
24.08L 59.80L BB AA 9 6801200007
.94L 11.30L C BKC 4600000000
2.41L 28.08L BB AA 6 3502000000
34.00L 72.57L B CA 8702142207
1.35L 62.25L C DC 6300100008
6.33 283.08L D EKC 460137432F
18.98L 116.10L DF BB F 970030010F
1.31L 12.59L BC AB J 2 2702210000
2.72L 30.54L BC AB 4 1600000000
520.00L 710.81L DD AAE 9 350127331F 3
5.64L 72.23L C BBJ 1603300001
28.06 291.25L CDC CCBD 7 977449981F
26.08L 64.96L BC AA 9 5602100007
.92L 7.15L DE AC 0 3700221000_
4.46L 50.19L EB AA H 3 3734222611 4
1.65L 17.86L CD AB 8 2603000000
40.12: 282.29 EE I DB 970259997F 8
14.91L 331.27L CB AAHD 9 ! 970343660F
31.86L 76A7L BE AB 9 8701100007
33.16L 76.41L C AB 8701352507 7
130.08L 209.14L DC BBB 6 970034301F
.92L 9.14L BF AA 9 2600200000
25.55L 678.88L F AA 6 450157993F 2
1.61L 17A2L C BCE 4701210000
1.41L 15.66L C AE 1501000000
19.54L 401.98L BD AAGD 1 663189550F
.84 10.74L I F B 3600200000
11.95 90.56Li B EECF 6701156877
3.65L 41A3L CD CB 0 4501000001
.90L 8.45L B B AA 1700000000
73.78L 245.69 D DCHB 0 95E247686F
36.96L 310.15L BC BAI 5 950221100F
54.17L 416.74L D BC 960325991F
1.25L 14.70L C CGK 6600100000
32.56L 59.26L DC AAB 9 6621200007
4.06 145.05L D C 670021022F
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma8
B 1 40 F5V1
2
A 1 39 BM 335.2+00.0
3
2







1 "41 16245-4614 3 3
B




1 17 2332 19
B
8
1 23 OCL0968 478
1 "41 16245-4624 59 3
"41 16246--4619 39 3
23 OCL 0968 553
"41 16247-4629 24 3
32 X1624-461 98 4
1 39 MSH 16--404 77 85
1 23 MRSL335 00/1 468
B 1 32 X1624 498 78 11
317
Right Ascension: 16h25m03'-16h26"18 ' Declination: -50°--40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name
a $





16250-4115 5.(]!1816250-4708 5.2 39
16251-4559 6.3 14





































16255- 4303 31.4 32
16255-4834 31.8 16











16257 4816 43.3 35
16257- 4604 44.8 25
16257-4744 45.9 51
16257-4257 46.3 11
































16262 - 4244 13.9
16262 - 4948 15.8
16262-4732 16.6
16262 4013 11;:4516263-4415
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L
C_OrbdS SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m 25 _m ¢00 Fm 100 _m Flux C_.)rr A Confusion R S(") (") ( ) N (Jansky) Uncs C_ef R Flags* S 2
336+ 1 29 3 101 4 1.58 1.25: 25.52L 81.14L CC AA H 0 5801277947 2
340+ 5 45 14 101 3 .31L .28L 1.86 11.02L C GL EE 4601000100
335-0 25 3 96 6 1.43: 2.59 26.50L 1635.74L DB DAH 0 652272982F
341+ 5 61 8 100 3 .28L .53 .98L 8.78L F E 4700100000
336+ 1 22 5 99 5 1.91 1.03 24.92L 65.30L EE A, a 7 6701120957 8
337+ 2 36 10 94 6 2.71L 1.16 7.67 43.36L BB BAA 3700200101
341+ 5 41 17 102 2 36 .71L .99L 11.84L C DEI 4700121000
336+ 0 16 4 96 6 4.99 3.03 23.36L 475.11L BB A_ 7 960252510F
337+ 1 14 4 98 6 2.85 2.49 9.48: 60.12L BBC A_E 1 8702452317 3
337+ 1 24 5 100 3 1.16 1.13 28.72L 64.83L EC AA 1 8701242107 3
335- 1 12 3 96 6 10.48 79.31 520.00 710.81 AACC BAAA 0 35C027344F 95 B
338+ 2 16 5 95 6 7.99 9.44 3.19L 26.12L BB AA 1 3583000000
335-1 13 3 96 6 5.62L 2.07 33.15L 392.12L E AA L 9 451234540F
335- 1 17 3 96 6 6.42 4.71 32.77L 388.18L BB AA 5 463285780F
336+ 1 37 9 100 4 5.67L 4.47L 9.12 75.98L C C 4802125967
335 0 15 5 144 6 22.51L 28.64 318.49 1000.36 BDD BABB 3 95E348760F
336+ 1 15 6 99 5 1.47 1.32 13.35: 82.72: CECD BCDD 0 5802255707
336+ 0 22 7 98 6 2.49L 2.63L 69.14 494.22L D CDDE 95C259424F
335- 1 17 I 7 94 5 1.72: 3.21L ; 6.52 125.23L O O AOC 0 _464235550F
337+ 2 25 3 95 6 1.64 1.05 4.36L 36.85L B8 AA 2 I 3701000001
338+ 3 40 9 97 5 .54 .33L 2.23L 24.04L D DJ E 4600010001
337+ 1 45i 9 103 2 1.08 93: 24.62L 73.21L DF AC 5 7702231407 2
336+ 1 15 ' 4 97 6 1.98 10.89 54.17 528.87L BBD AAAD 1 954230661F
338+ 2 36 8 96 6 .65 .41L; 3.90L 37.67L B BE 1500000000
337+ 2 40 8 96 5 .72 .55L 5.36L 56.31L B BH 1700020001
339+ 4 29 10 99 4 .40L .28L 2.89 28.89L D EH=B 26C0100518 4
335 0 16 3 96 6J 3.56L 5.14 174.44 466.81 BCC CA_A 3 965120971F
337+ 1 35 4 102 3 1.70 2.80L 24.64L 82.73L F AAq 8702152417 7
337+ 2 39 8 94 5 .74 .52L 5.40L 50.86L C BK 3702181011
338+ 2 24 6 98 6 .97 .48 3.94L 41.28L CF AB G 9 3503000901 4
335- 1 17 4 96 61 41.13 26.89 57.82L 245.69L SB AAFB 4 95C256483F 26 B
339+ 3 60 25 104 2 .44L .33L 1.16 28.53L E D 2401000000
339+ 4 31 8 95 6 .87 .37 1.58L 90.85L BC BB 5 1500000008
334- 1 23 I 9 93 i .89 1.86L 12.15L 245.69L B C D 950244363F B339+ 4 30 I 12 137 .52L .28L 2.03 17.46: BF K EC 0701100008
335+ 0 18 2074 9693 i' 2.07 4.99 110.16: 475.11 DCFC BBDA 8 96E389996F
339+ 3 40 8 6 .52 .37L 1.42L 17.57L C BBI N 0701100200 4
337+ 1 21 98 3.44 2.82 23.82L 57.60L BB AA 6 6700300007
7 2 4 5 8 5 3 3.01 4.04L 41.20L BB AA 7 3711200101
340+ 4 39 103 .39L .26L 1.45 39.51L D JJ GE ' 5500000118
335-0 39 5 143 4 1.04 1.10 15.92L 1000.36L DF BC 0 951254960F
337+ 1 24 3 97 4 1.23 .77: 28.31L 101.26L FD AA 9 6700100007
335 1 22 5 96 4i .96 2.03L 520.00L 710.81L C AH)K 3EO139694F 8
339+ 4 59 14 97 2' .36 .30L 1.59L 71.48L E D 3500100008
335- 0 31 4 95 5 4.34L 2.28 15.76L 533.72L C A ; 964249664F
335 0 14 4 95 6 9.95 7.40 23.71L 475.11L 8B AA 1 963279994F
336+ 0 27 4 94 5, 4.99L 2.33 24.21L 475.11L C AA 2 960179960F
338+ 2 49 = 11 95 3j .43 .39L 3.26L 24.36L C CH 3501000100
335- 0 15 3 97 6 22.51 28.64L 318.49L 548.79L S AA .;B 8 969159970F
340+ 4 31 6 97 4; 1.74 .91 1.39L 12.22L EF AA ; 9 4701100000
335-1 55 8 , 31 .77 2.08L 13.93L 137.48L C BHE 770021352F
335- 0 17 ; 4 96 61 3.99L 27.30L 612.35 1935.58L C FA _,A 748259754F 8
334- 1 16 4 95 6 2.46 1.91 17.13L 331.19L DD AA 9 95003000OF
336+ 1 16: 3 96 6 5.11 2.54 17.61L 475.38L BC AA 9 850132362F 2
338+ 2 17 4 96 6 11.96 9.10 2.69L 26.65L AC AA3 9 3601200000
338+ 2 35 11 94 2 .40 .59L 3.38L 34.70L C 88 3601100000
339+ 4 31 17 102 2 .47L .31L 2.58 28.89L D D GC 0601100518 4
336+ 0 13 3 96 7 20.63 16.04 38.43L 269.79L AB AAi) 7 962358653F
337+ 2 34 8 95 6 .84 .35: 5.69L 52.53L BD AB 4 3701400101
336+ 0 24 3 97 6 2.54 1.70 24.67L 477.82L BC AA 6,950279990F 1
340+ 4 30 14 98 5 .42L .27L 2.07 75.49L C E I:C 2501100108
337+ 2 35 8 97 5 .75 .40L 4.03L 48.21L B AC 3702100001
341+ 5 61 14 104 2 .38 .27L 1.19L 12.81L C C 3701000000
340+ 4 55 3 99 3 .38L .25L 1.38 15.59L C GDI B 3701100000
335- 0 35 15 93 5 2.25L 1.32: 15.35 211.38L FC BCBE 0 974249972F
335- 1 14 3 145 6 6.89 4.87 35.32L 413.40L CC AA 9 461352210F
337+ 1 18 3 98 6 14.85 5.89 36.65L 61.54L AB AA(; 7 5720100007 14
335- 1 25 3 96 7 1.40 1.24 36.67L 296.30L ED AA 9 462143421F
336+ 0 26 3 95 6 2.48 4.47 25.26L 288.63L BB AAI 6 970366543F
337+ 1 22 6 96 4 1.27 1.25: 14.09 79.10L CED ABD 0 6702241607 1
339+ 4 67 14 94 2 .35L .28 1.39L 92.16L E D 1401200008
337+ 2 14 4 98 6 2.00 .88 5.31L 46.18L BC AA 8 2710383201
341+ 5 23 10 95 4 .70 .41 1.09L 12.11L 80 BC 1 370110000Q
337+ 2 19 6 94 5 3.23L .93 5.22L 58.97L C AB 3 2710383201
338+2 33 9 97 6 .65 .37 3.32L 37.10L BD BD 0 1500000000
335- 1 18 4 95 7 7.99 6.55 36.62L 307.75L BB AA 1 050234690F 3
340+ 5 ; 38 11 100 3 .40 .28L 1.00L 11.73L B B F 5700100000336+ 0 28 95 I 6 2.50 4.58L 25.97L 3038.95L C AC ' 930376550F
19 339+ 3 28 8 95i 6 .77 .35L 1.79L 19.46L B AD 1510000001
37 338+ 2 44 8 95 i 6 .57 .43L 3.94L 40.36L B CI 3600100000
48 336+ 1 17 3 99 6 3.74L 1.83 17.08 82.23L BD A[F 5702241707 1
2 340+ 4 90 22 94 2 .57L .29L 1.43 28.38L C D t 3600010200
18 337+ 1 20 3 97 6 1.41 4.65L 29.49L 84.46L B B H 6702241707 1
42 341+ 5 20 10 100 3 1.05 .65 .92L 9.54L BC AA 3 2700000000
32 335-0 12 4 95 7 4.41 3.71 612.35L 1658.63L BB BAI A 2 74C149620F
18' 335 0 13 3 95 7 2.60 8.32 117.21 244.78L BBC 8AI C 2 9780577501:
34 340+ 4 42 14 94 2 .43 .33L 1.55L 16.73LF FLF 3600110210
2 340+ 4 35 3 95 5 .54 .24: 1.49L 72.82L BE BC E 0 2503000538 C
4341+5 39 10 9_ 4 99 i .32L 1.10L 11.83L B AEI-' 360010000051 335- 1 24 4.72L 2.47 34.18 119.51 BDD NB[A 68E4306DOF 6
58i 341+ 5 24 5 9(3 i 5 14.99 10.91 1.71 11.90L BCC AAI 9 2741000100 13
51 336+0 13 4.30L 40.19 425.39L B C BD_C 96C446755F
6143 ; 1.53:
291 336+ 20 20 14196 3.36 1.94 70.54L 340.31L CE BB 0 963427850F337+ 174 6 1.03 .85 5.10L 66.91L DC AA 52703100001
44 341+ 5 29 10 98 5 .25L .36L 2.63 18.62 CB B[,D 2600100110
45 340+ 4 27 4 96 6 2.38 .67 1.24: 74.29L BBC AB[ 5 7501102128
46 335-1 25 6 144 5 1.84: 1.18: 7.83 123.36L FFC AA(A 874269997F 2
17 336+ 1 17 4 97 6 2.93 2.28 37.82L 133.96L DC AAE B 1 1703426607 2342+6. 12963 31 952:FEE 5 196
11 339+ 3 25 3 95 6 2.91 1.55 2.00L 19.40L CB !AA 9 1600000001



























16254- 4557 6 3
16254 - 4634 13 11
MRSL- 335-00/1 309
16257 - 4604 10 1
2335 12
MRSL 335-00/1 465
16258 - 4611 39 1
16259-4608 57 3
1 23 MRSL 335-00/1 429
1 23 MRSL 335-00/1 268
1 "41 16261-4548 7








16263-4600 18.65 337+2 20 399
16263-4328 19.0 26 339+3 21 5 95
16263-4025 19.931 341+5 35 13 101
16263-4814 20.6 53 336+0 241 o 96
16263-4557 21.3 30 337+ 2 3 99
16263--4910 21.7 57 335-1 26 3 95
16263 4826 21.9 60 336-0 11 3144
16269-4853 23.2 49 335-0 23 8, 94
t62,-4300 24.059 340+4 48 9 97
16264-4611 24.0 38 337+I 21 3 98
16264-4330 24.8 3 339+3 85 3132
16264-4841 26.3 10= 335- 0 12 4 14316264-422027.313340+ 4 35 96
16264-4835 27.3 56l 336-0 25 _! 9516264-4845 27.5 54 335- 19 95
16264-4334 28,9 9 339+ 3 22 95
16264-4353 29.1 37 339+ 3 23 4 95
16264--492229.730335-12139616265--473630.315336+114 95
16265--4942 31.0 34 335- 1 17 3 95
16265-_1231645 3_+0 18 _4 _
16288--4823 31,9 16 336-- 0 24 ',
16265--4614 32.0 53_ 337+ I 23 5' 96
16265--4934 32.8 39 335-- 1 13 4 95
16265--4715 33.6 9 336+ 1 16 3 97 _
16266--4241 36.8 10 340+ 4 42 3 96
16266-4658 37.5 40 337+ 1 24 3 97
16266-4954 37,5 10 I 335- _ 15 3 9516266--4711 40.4 46 337+ 19 3 96
16266--4840 40.5 26 335- 0 26 3 951
16266-4638 41.5 16 337+ 1 21 3 96
16266-4315 41.6 45 I 339+ 3 16 4 95!16267-41264262o!341+5 98 3 96
1100116267-411143.4191,341+_5 44 361431- _ .511 38 0 18
16267-4141 44.013341+ 46 8 9516267-405544621341+5 39 6 96,
16267--4036 45.0 34 341 + ? 32
5 96'
16267--4949 45.2 335- 11 3 9716267-4325463 t6 339+3 61 13 99
16_7-443746716336+3 24 4 97
16267-4919 46,9 33 335- 1 19 3 96
16267--4341 47.2 34 339+3 57 12 100
16267--4843 47.5 6 335- 0 19 3 93
16268-4556 48.4 22 337+2 15 3 97
16268-4748 49.3 23 336+0 23 3 96
16268-4434 49.6 56 338+ 3 21 3 97
16268-4508 49.6 19 338+ 2 30 11 98
16268--4834 50.5 20 336- 0 13 3 94
16268-4903 50.8 52 335-1 43 4 93
16268-4947 51.1 28 335--1 22 395
16268--4400 51,427 339+3 21 3 96
1826,8-4200 51.813 340+4 40 166'190_216268-4838 52.7 46 336- 35
16269-4248 54.640 340+4 38 9 95
16269-4913 54.716 335--1 29 3142
16269--4228 55.4 18 340+ 4 20 8 96
16269--4721 55.6 27 336+ 1 25 7 _ 94
16269-4504 56.5 20 338+ 2 21 4 98
16269-4845 56.948 335--0 16 6 961
16269-4108 58.8 24 341+5 38 10 96 I
16269-4910 59.9 44, 335- 1 19 95i
16270-4042 0.1 5 341+5 25 8 96
16270-4515 0.2 !338+ 2
44 32 9 94
16270--4423 1.1 35 339+ 35 8 97
16270--4713 2.2 29 337+ 1 20 3 96 !
16270-4927 2.3 34 335- 1 21 3 94
16270-4823 2.7 12 336--0 16 4 141
16270-4817 2.7 591 336-0 11 4 141
16270--4751 2.9 2 336+ 0 12 3 95
16270-4809 3.2 7 336+ 0 45 3 93
16270-4657 3.3 0 337+ 1 47 7 102
16270--4831 4.0 13' 336- 0 16 3 94
16270--4200 4.2 17 340+ 4 52 22 93
16270-4709 4.3 1 337+ 1 15 3 96
16270-4754 5.0 27 336+ 0 18 5 94
16270-4340 5.9 15 339+ 3 13 4 96
16271--4854 7.8 29 335- 0 26 8 95
16271-4829 8.8 8 336--0 31 316271-4547 11.831 338+2 25
16272-4837 12.6 18 336-0 12 3 98
16272-4852 12.9 23 335- 0 12 4 ! 95
16272-4758 13.1 23 336+ 0 17 4 94
16272-4436 13,3 34 338+ 2 25 8 95
16272--4400 14.0 47 339+ 3 18 4 136
16272-4459 14.5 16 338+ 2 19 6 99
16272--4913 14.6 35 335-- 1 48 8 9216272--453714.917338+225 95
16272--421615.158340+432895
16272--4317 15.813339+3 36 17 98
16272--490216.041335--1 28 3 9_33
16272--4944 16.4 28 335- 1 17 i 5 116273-4804 19.9 34 336+ 0 25
16273-4958 20.3 10 335- 1 25 3 96
16273-4850 21.0,20 335--0 27! 3 95
16273-4003 21.0 52 342+ 6 65 ' 18 104
16273-4846 21.1136 335- 0 12 4 97
16273-4135 21.2i 9 341+5 26 15 103




8 Coords SMJ SMN O O
C) [ b C) C) (') N
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Correcled) V L
12 /.Lm 25 prn 60 v.m 100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #
6 1.03L .57: 6.27 71.20L CC BBGC 0 2702200201
6 1.10 .54 2.96L 18.32: BC E AAFB 7 3702332108 7
.45 .29L .81L 43.77L C B 5400000008! 3.19 4.34L 32,78L 3038.95L B AL 940599191F 1
6 4.81 2.80 5.29L 62.44L BS AA 3 2702300201 I
6 3.26 1.74 34.18L 326.56L BC ASH 7 561420791F 6 1
6 8.15L 2.51 14.75L 355.87L D AAG 1 962457420F
5 1.38 2.65L 7.89: 244.78L B C BCD 970141410F
3 .32 .56L 1.39L 76.94L E CD D 9501000008
6 8.47 4.54 28.86L 312.14L CB AAHF 9 953027230F 1
,58: ,25 2.12: 18.73 DDEC BEFB 0 0702332101 35.00L 8.47 222.22 819.29 BFD DACA 1 95E380950F
5 .49 .39 1,33L 11,84L BD BCI J 1 3700010310 1
6 4.63L 1.95 201.81L 819.29L D A8 9 950499995F5.32L 21.09 222.22L 819.29L B AAC 956252920F
6 3.13 2.91 1.51L 17.14L DD AA 9 0703302101 21.43 .53 2.04L 17.83L BF AS 3 0601100101
1.28 .66: 33.96L 293.77L B F B B H 0 450322980F 24.49L 12.25 72.21L 563.47L C 8AEB 85C438990F 2
7 1.89 .88 30,20L 429.69L BB AA 1 450010030F
5.01 2,73 21.00: 3038.95L BCD AAD 7 940399990F4.32L 1.60: 36.10 425.39L DF FBB 964467578F5 76 279L _57L 31800LC REK o 95oo2123OF
7 4.80 2,37 21,10L 38.73: RB F AAEB 7 780114470F 2
7 6.04 3.51 24.61L 90.22L BB AAE 2 2803200307
4 .28L .33L 2.04 44.15L C E B E 9502203548 C
7 1.28 1.64 27.59L 85.94L BB AA O 5 3803113617 2
8 1.38 3.00 35,18 113,73: 88BC RAAO 92 9604599g7F 27 4.40 4,75 25.04L 106.51L DC AAF 2701300407
5 5.00 4,57L 222,22L 819.29L C AANB 0 950290950F
7 1.87 1.04 27.13L 79.57L BC ABGC 2 3702100507 4
6 1.91 1.13 1.50L 69.82L BB AAF 7 5511000008
6 .68 .29L 1.32L 15.15L D R J F 2611010000
.54L' .27L 1.32 15.41L C HE 26011000006.06 34.39 674.0OL 2702.44L RB AAJC 8 949359997F 3 1
4 .44 .28L 1.35L 13.47L C D 4700000000
.70 .39: .98L 12.27L CF BE 2 37001000001.67 .75 1.05L 9,47L BC AAG 1 2600102000 2
8 5.95 4.64 4.32: 331.59L BCF AAF 9 754259999F 2 1
2 ,38 .30L 1.65L 83.10L F O 5504330008 1
6 5.43 I 5.19 2.92 23,46L ARC AAR 6 3611122000 3
7 4.61L 1.69 12.65: 432.52L S E D A F J 860236960F 2
3 .53 .31L 1.91L 18.77L D CJ 0700100001
6 2.87L 2.74 222.22L 819.29L C AAJ 7 953383960F
6 6.51 49,55 47.64 266.09L AAC AAAG 2 750200000F 91 3
4 2.11 3.01L 54.55L 487.23L C ROF 954599940F
6 1.24 .38L 2.96L 23.40L B AE 2601122000 36 .81 1.34L 389L 33.36L B AD 6610100003 1
7 8.30 62.70 676.43L 1958.02L BB AAAB 2 9.4A379863F
6 1.00 .72: 17.62L 244.78L BF BBG 0 570269997F
1.31 .72 13.29L 115.00L BD AA H 2 660345674F 27.10 1.79 2.17L 21.81L B8 AA 4 1611101001 1
.34L .25L 2.31 21.59 DC_ F HC 46001000001.45 4.57L 676.43L 1958.02L C _ BBC 940483940F
5 .35LI .34L 2.81 18.86: RC!JEEB 9600100108
6 1.39: 1.03: 10.43 54.59 EDDC BBCA 78F237961F 2
6 •65 .44 1 45L 15.96L BF BB 9 3500000000
8 5.18L: 2.14: 68.11L 236.85 F BI EFA 27C5491897
6 1.67 .69 3.73L 29.13L CL., lAB 9 6600200003
6 6.42L 13.83L 14.26 154.85L C F E C R 975266962F
.43 ,34L 1,20L I 13.21L C AE 27001000002.25 1.06 39.89L 387.83L BE AB 0 860229761F
5 .48 .34L .94L 13.06L B BF 2501100000
5 .95 .51 3.96L 32.98L CF BC 1 5600000003
6 ,73 ,31: 2.76L 24,50L BC BB 2 27010000014.40L 2.93 33.32L 87.47L C AA 9 2803300007
6 2.71 3.43L 28.47L 99.04L B AA E _ 970256999F B
6 4.18 28.52L 237.81L 1651.86L B BADC 947392939F 2
7 2.18 5.27L 131.48: 892.09L C C CCOB 955398994F
7 27.58 32,37 5435 417,82L ABB AAAD 3 960469920F
4 1.76 6.09L 145.71L 383.32L C AA 960265531F
2 1.56 5.14L 23.43L 122.15L F ADJ 3704100317 4
7 11.99 12.02 26,43L 1958.02L AB AA 1 940256253F
2 .29L .32L 1.48 19,12L D GKD 4700100000
6.72 5.13 29.29L 84.61L BB AACH 0 38032004071.21: 2.25 43.27 434.91L DCD BBA 4 964456510F
5,65 2.56 1.90L 18.96L BB AAH 3 1700100001
.80 2.39L 14,36L 154.85L B BE 770231660F
6 3,73L 1,89 222,D6L 1216.19L D A 950489583F1.99 1.37 22.59L 220,97L BC AA 3 540210010F 1
5.05L 21.90 676.43 1958•02 BCC AAA 940278223F15.75 6.84 32.66L 127.06: EIB F AAFD 6 871330362F
6 1.87 2.46 26.29L 2702.44L BC BB 4 940555674F 3
6 .97 ,51: 3.39L 29.50L BE ABD 0 3601022103 3
6 7.10L 1.19 2.39L 21.40L D AA I 1 1631201001
7 .71 .55: 3.87L 35.02 BD C BBGDI o 5600211213 1
i 1.90: 1.48 .12.46L 116.06L FE BBE 0 780166631F
.62 1.61L 25.98L 300.20L C BBDD 0 540100010F
,84 ,43 1.47L 16,31L CD AB 2 4500100000
5 I .28L .36L 1.32: 25.94 CC GC, DC 57000(X)008
i 1.07L 1.98 10.76 118.06L BC CBRH' 0 880059999F1.68 2.70L 42.22L 40.09: C O AADB 1 882172475F
1.86: 5.15 95.15L 2702.44L CC BB D 0 940479999F
6' .74: 1.06 36.66L 381.03L FO AAE 9 940320210F
6 1.75 .94: 9.65: 154.85 BEDD ABEC 0 770243982F
2 I .30L .36L .96 31.29L D HS 3400100308
5 5,42 13.83 19,88L 257.72L DD AA DD 9 i 767259932F
3 .26L .30L 2.27 11.45L D CFB 2701100100 1
7 10.40 9.75 11.87L 76.10 OC F AAGR 9 873055899F 28 B
5 2.11L 5.44 145.71L 2069.90L C A A B 2 940464732F
al 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.




T Name Type (") Ma[
I 20! G335.751 115
"41; 16263-4557 4
23 MRSL 335-00/1 390
1"41 16263-4611 33
16 07754 51 14C
20 G335.978 64
32 X1626-498 137
"14 276-PN 4 Pl 6
"41 16268-4508 10
13 226830 M0 3 7e
1 "41 16269-4504 36
°41116271-4547 6
°41116272--4459 22
3 1 39 SG 336.0+00.1 115 40_
13 226838 A0 7 9(
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Right Ascension: 16h2P22"-16h28=21 '
Position (1950)
Name [ Galactic UncertaJnzy
ham. o6, (s) C) C) C) (
i
6273-4939 22.0 18 335- 1 20 3 95 _ 6 1.106273-4556_2.714338+2 2o 3 06 6 164
5273-4355 22.760 339+3 38110016 2. 1.16L
6273-4924 123.5 ' 55 335- 1 67 9 94, 4 4.85L5273-473623._59 336+0 56 8 93 4 3.16
6274--4835 24.4 29 336--0 24 3 94 8 6.16
5274--4626 25.0 19 337+I 16 3 06 6 1.795274-472525151 336+1 21 4 95 6 2626274-472725751 336+0 15 4 95 6 2.20
6274-48232s.g37336-0 12 3 975 5.62,
5274--4118 27.6 25 341+ 5 65 9 94 3 .30
5274-4212 28.g 33 340+ 4 55 13 99 2 .32
5274-4640 29.C 6 337+1 11 3 96 6 9.86
5274-4819 29.1 59 336-0 36 3 95 6 2.20
5275--4427 30.{3 26 339+ 322 3 97 7 .95
5275--4136 31.4 7 341+ 5 48 17 94 2 .57L
5275-4642 31.5 6 337+1 44 3 101 2 1.11
5275-4328 33.2l 4 339+ 3 56 12 92 3 .50
5275-4734 33.413_ 336+ 0 32 10 100 2 1.78
5275-4618 33.5!52 337+1 14 3 140 6 2.70
5275--4026 34.1 51 342+ 6 23 4 96 6 I 3.66
,275-4916 34.1 !21 335-- 1 25 ' 3 95 7 4.09
5275-4916 34.4 13 335- 1 221 3 24 7= 4.00L
5275-4827 34.5 6 336-0 14 4 96 6 2.39L
$275-4517 34.9 44 338+ 2 33 i 8 97 4! .62
5276_44563 426336+2 10 gi 455275-4909 35.5=14 335-- 1 , .62:
5276-4543 37.0 46 338+ 2 35 I 8 98 5i .80
5276--4600 38.4 3 338+ 1 13 3 06 6 2.48
5276-4823 38.5 43 336- 0 55, 11 101 2! 1.35L
5276-4224 38,6 54 340+ 4 19 _ 3 95 61 1.98
5276--4859 39.7 18 335- I 181 3 96 8i 1.31
5276--4653 39.9 30 338+ 2 13 I 3 141 6 1,40
5276-4011 39.9 56 342+ 5 20_ _ 96 _ 1.225278-478041124 336+0 15 3 95 6 3.54L
277-4421 44.5 44 339+ 3 37 8 95 5 ,64
5277-4113 45.5 2 341+ 5 24 7 98 4 .29L
5277-4826 46.8 36 336- 0 30 3 98 6 1.93
277-4537 46.9 7 338+ 2 16 4, 97 6 1.13
5276-402249.035342+5 52 8 962 .37L
5278--4446 50,3 42 338+ 2 10 4 96 6 4,82
5275-4038s0612341+5 41 6 95 5 69
5278--4954 51.4 18 335--I 19 I 3 94 7 3.34
5276-4226 51.9 46 340+ 4 22 5 95 6 3.015278-460252.138 336+0 19 3 96 7 2.86
5275-4808 52.2 26 336- 0 22 3 96 71 4.35L
5278-4910 52.6 12 336-1 52 6 93 4 91
5278-4412 52.8 35 339+ 3 21 8 97 6 .66
5276-4940 53.5 29 335- 1 54 12 95 2 .,565278-48535,.834335- I 21 4'142 6 3.00
5279-4127 54.6 22 341+ 5 41 8 94 5 .41527,_4,,155243337+12612t453 340 
279-45506343338+234,1010282 645279_481955619336-0 94 2305279-4757 55.8 40 336+ 0 3 95 8 43.00
,279-4934 55.9 43 335- 1 92 22 91 2 2.31L
5279--4742 56.0 22 336+ 0 10 1 4 142 ! 2.375279-4804 56.2 26 336+ 0 17 3 96 6.06
,279-470956.232 337+i 16 4 95 59.36
5279-4119 56.6 12 341+5 54 8 98 2J .38
5279--4032 58.1 30 342+ 5 32 8 95 6 .70
5279-4516 58.5 43 338+ 2 18 3 97 76 3.62
,279-4810 58,6 29 336- 0 22 3 96 7.35
5279-4336 59.0 34 339+ 3 13 4 97 61 3.13
5279-4923 59.6 39 335- 1 13 3 06 7 3.05
5279--4510 59.7 27 338+ 2 13 I 3 97 6 i 4.92
5279-4627 69953 336-0 21 12 97 6i 3,85L5_79-425959.941340+3 26 3 95 7' 1.25528o-4616o.o52 337+I 44 11 _ 3 .67
5280-4143 0.4 18 341+ 4 43 3 97 4 1.26
5280-4851 16 2 336-i 16 3 94 61 419
_260-4711 1.6'23 337+ I 43 I 7 92 3 5.60
5280-4139 2.9 34 341+ 4 30 I 6 95 5 .52L
5280-4154 3.0 55 341+ 4 19 5 97 6 45.61
5280-4632 3.1 48 337+ 1 20 3 96 6; 1.38
,280-4029 3.3 2 342+ 5 20 4 98 6 i 1.16
1280-4220 3.3!53 340+ 4 56 16 98 4 .58L
5280-4905 3.712 335-1 23 3 95 7 1.69L
5280-4522 4.4'49 338+ 2 19 3 96 6 1.11
5260-4008 5.650 342+ 5 12 4 96 6 6.90
5281-4636 8.6137 337+1 27 3 141 6 1.14
5281-4429 10,2 47 339+ 2 15 3 97 6 13.16
5281-4656 lo.3l 3 337+ 1 22 4 94 6 4.95
5281-4559 10.7'26t 338+ 1 46 6 96 3 .61
5281-4557 11.4!16 338+1 15 3 06 6 1.36
5282-4035 12.1 6 342+5 _ 49 97 5 .495282-4203 13.02 340+4 I 96 6 1.80
i282-4007 14"0i162 342+5 21 33 96 6 3.59
5262-4520 14.6 338+2 14 97 6 2.92
5282- 4926 15.(J 335-1 88 12 903 2.38L
5282-4845 15.6 12 336-1 11 4 143 7 1.28:
5282-4704 15.6 3 337+ 1 15 4 94 6 9.57
6282-4252 16.4 54 340+ 4 26 6 95 6 1.16
5282-4947 16.7 47 335- 1 20 3 95 8 1.44
6282-4231 17.1 16 340+ 4 20 3 95 7 2.31
5283-4617 _19.1 36 337+ 1 22 8 103 2 1.42
6283-4746 20.C 31 336+ 0 15 3 95 7 9.02
i263--4442 ,21.C 35 339+ 2 35 6 101 3 .88
;283-4855 21.4 27 335-- 1 15 3 96 8 2.33
6283-4339 21.5 20 339+ 3 16 8 06 6 .91
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Ft0.gs Associstious
(Not Color Corrected)

























Uncs Coef R Rags*
11.18L 139.90L B AAF 4 560150120F
22.04L 261.30L CC &AG 9 _660220000F
2.21 20.64L C KCG ! 3602100201
5.36 147.54L C '_HAC 960156989F
196.44L 765.63L CF ]DE 1 750090200F
676.43L 1958.02L BC AA 2 ! 940347302F
24.91L 341.88L BC ,\A 2,850100010F
54.84: 263.30L BCF :_ACD 9 972240999F
43.86: 239.48L BCD |_ACG 8 I 871149977F
204.27 1651.86L ED (:CCF 941599999F
1.40L 19.68L C t J 2601100000
1.46L 13.57L C C 4700100000
25.57 79.80: BBBD AABB 3 ! 2780323617
24.97L 1216,19L B A 950479174F
3,17L 29.64L B AE ' 2601100001
2.09 20.93L C G E 2601100100
25.57L 75.97L E B F 2701334727
2J8L 116.50L CF _FI E 0_ 45010000(0
17.14L 497.16L F #B 960137870F
26.17L 311.13L C AAG 1 963229994F
.96L 51.28L AB AAA 0 5401100008
27.31L 370.32L B AA 6 862159963F
27.10L 42696L E BB 3 760145600F
V L C
tOO _,m F)ux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep





























14.79L 222.06 1651.86L C CDBD 9 943579999F
1.65L 5.93L 64.08L E B 5503100203
1.66L 5.65L 40.57L D C 4701101313
1.67L 10.39: 73.45 F CC CEDB 880139650F
2.14L 23.87L 286.71L B BC 440010020F
1.50 24.12L 341.82L BB AA 4 860110010F
2.58L 136.57 1651.86L E HCCF, 940579999F
1.48L 17.00L CB AA 2 3500210000
28.62L 164.46: CC C B_]HE 1 87C339996F
23.20L 285.12L BC Aa, GJ 5 5601200OOF
1.11L 52.11L BB AADI 3 7400002008
135.02L 474.85L B BABC 3 060239990F
3.25L 32.56L C BH 3601200001
2.28 18.22L C HCBE 1702200110
222.06L 839.68L BE BAFG 0 950453999F
21.05L 236.45L BB BAA 1 440000000F
1.20L 43.41L F H E 5402200008
3.79L 38.59L ED A/, 9 3601201003
1.17L 15.97L B BPI E 1501200100
44.86L 349.22L CB AI 9 9401152OIF
1.48L 17.17L BB AI 8 3500110000
206.97: 935.95: DBFE DE F D' 6 95F348899F
50.63L 242.72L B BI F 962149966F
12.11L 51.25: EF E B( FB 0 980235490F
3.06L 34.79L B AL 2501100001
13.83L 86.74L E C 870040120F
19.51L 316.08L B AE G 9 962349995F
1.29L 15.40L B AKM 2701000100
3229L 6619 C KFFB I 1703475937
23.93L 269.15L D BCE 660120000F
26.38L 191.71L BD ABB 0 970359685F
163.22 264.75L AAC AAA 1 970243320F
6.81L 30.75 D D,3B 980040190F
257.06: 765.63L DCC CO_)A I 9 950149990F
195.83L 963.96: DB D AA3F 9 958359999F
2 5 20 G335.748 114
2 1 7 --4610801 4
49.71 29.26L 258.10L BB AA 8 960320030F 42
.31L 1.26L 19,43L C D 2601100100
.41L 1.12L 14.70L B BB 1501300100
1.68 4.41L 39.33L BB AA _, 2 5703300103
3.44 67.83L 192.68L BB AA:H 9 971164300F
.88 2.07L 22.56L CB AB 8 3710300001
2.06 49.22L 367.82L CC AA ; 9 950169985F
1.37 4.11L 37.86L BB AA 2 5601000103
14.79L 222.00L 327.62 D CAiC 06A350799F
.79 1.69L 75.84L BD AA 9 8411000008
2.07L 9.12L 424.72L D B Ft E 950226593F













2 1 39 GS335.8-00,2
2 1 39 SG 335.7-00.2
1 "41 16278-4537
1 "41 16278-4446
1 39 TD 336.3+00.3
2
1 39 SG 336.8+00.6





















6,64: 313.37L CCF AA| 9 760269992F
20.01L 257.44L DE AAt H 0 960330040F 78 408
1.95 13.56L B J | 3701121000
7.90 14.99L AAB AAI 4 5750000500 26 4 1 32 X1628-419 57 4
23.33L 267.23L BF AB 0 060220110F
1.05L 63.67L BF AF 4 5301200008 1 40 M0/1 4 26 109
1.91 16.90L C K ( 3501100000
25.47L 406.31L E B8 3 951468950F 1
4.18L 4338L BD ABE _ 5 4603200413 1 *41 16280-4522 14 3
119.47 52.11 BACC AA# 8 6421103108 95 2 14 331-PN6P_ 12
31,87L 62.71L CC BBI.- I 1802273777 B
7.27 3.10L 31.07L BB AAC 2 2600200001 1 "41 16281-4429 19 3
5.01 30.80L 276.14L BB AA 6 560100161F 4
2.52L 42.09L 508.82L O C 850211040F 4
.95 i 2673L 262.98L BB ABC 0 760310000F
.29L 1.24L 10.69L B BGIv 1502300100
.52 1.46L 14.89L BD AB 1 4700001000
.76 .88L 64.85L BE AA 0 9400102008
1.67 3.81L 51.44L BB AA 1 4602300003 1 "41 , 16282-4520 t6 3
1.42L 3.05 13099L D C 960024559F 8
1.96 15.81: 187.44L OCC DBC -II 2 675049992F 8
i
4.80 35.92: 355.34L SCF AAD._ 1 761258898F 1
.58 1.66L 69.06L CO AB 9 9401100008
.90 43.55L 382.43L BC ABHC i 6 952139999F
1.08 1.44L 13.51L BB AA = 2 2601000000
126L 23.82L 231.50L F AG _1 3 960134291F 1 7 -4610608 69
7.54 115.10L 416.95L AB AAH_) 7 960389290F
1.42L 3.61L 46.26L C BC 2601203003 1 "41 16282-4442 44
2.38L 24.34L 364.42L B AA 6 760278498F
.69 1.95L 22.78L BC AA 5:4701200001
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 16h28m21'-16h29m22 '
Position 0950)
Name
o , C) (") (. N
16283-4215 21.7 6 340+ 4 27 14 134 6
16283-4241 23.0 57 340+ 4 78 16 102 2
16283-4828 23.6 2 336--0 23 3 95 7
16283-4446 23,9150 339+ 2 20 3 96 6
16283-4424 23.9'57 339+ 2 21 3 96 6
16284--4806 24.9 3 336-0 14 3 95 8
16284--4832 25.1 '41 336- 0 15 3 96 6
16284--4331 28.0_13 339+3 20 3 97 6
16284-4156 26.1 58 341+ 4 25 3 95 7
16284-4548 26.2 0 338+ 2 23 8 98 4
16284-4620 27.4 1 337+ 1 23, 3 140 7
16284--4342 27.6!22 339+3 20 8 95 4
16284--4645 28.1 3 337+ 1 18 3 94 7
16284-4713 28.6 41 337+ 1 14 3 95 7
16284-4802 29.1 25 336-0 44 8 90 2
16285-4541 30.0,36 338+ 2 26 3 96 6
16285-4707 30.8 42 337+ 1 32 6 93 6
16285-4515 31.6 10 338+ 2 20 i 3 96 6
16285--4957 31.9 7 335-1 19 3 97 7
16285-4900 32.0 42 335-1 22 3 96 7
16285-4953 32.0 1 335-1 21 3 99_ ;16285-4748 33.426 336+0 21
16285-4941 34.3 21 335- 1 45 I 6 93 5
16286-4205 36.8 35 340+ 4 26 I 5 95 5
16286-4201 38.7 0 341+4 39 8 96 5
16286-4757 39.5 10 336+0 24 3 95 7 i
16286-4905 39.6 9 335-- 1 21 5 97 6
16288_461639.93337+122 _ ** ;i6 1444059 41 4 6162._465940946337+112 3 ,2 5
16288_42,041,24340+443 5 986
16207_4_0242342338+143 _ _6 949371 6_ 31
18287_431443730340+317 _ t, ;6 6 9206959 35-1 416267.4284707 339+242 8 1013
16287-433247.754339+3 28 4 9661
16267-463047.96 336-0 161 _ 97 !
18266-4852 50.1 7 336- 1 19 96
16286--4734 50.3 49 337+0 20 3 95
16288--4244 50.9 53 340+ 4 58 20 94
16288--4915 50.9 5t 335-- 1 2116288-46185 02 336-016 _ t, ;I
16288-4228 52.2 10 340+4 16 I 3 95 6;
16288-4935 52.8 54 335--1 16, _ 144
16266_472552946337+019 ;286_45093.12 6 226
16288-4519 53.7 34 338+ 2 16 3 97 7
16288-4124 53.9 46 341+ 4 22 _ 96 6716289--4000 54.1 4 342+5 25 1 97 i
16289--4449 54.3 8 339+ 2 131 3 96 7i
16289--4636 54.3 37 337+ 1 23 3 96 7i
16289--4045 55.1 25 342+ 5 50 11 96
16289-4811 55.4 45 336- 0 20 3 95
16289 4601 56.4 40 338+ 1 23 3 96 6
16289-4959 57.2 38 335- 1 87 13 93 2
16289-4112 57.3 42 341+ 5 73 17 102 2
16289-4842 57.4 4 336- 1 19 3 98 6
16289--4451 57.5 12 339+ 2 25 3 96 7
16289-4641 57.5 1 337+ 1 17 3 96 7
16289-4552 57.g 18 338+ 1 15 3 96 6
16289-4312 58.9 18 340+ 3 29 9 96 5
16289-4709 59.8 7 337+ 1 23 6 97 2
16290-4503 1.1 56 338+ 2 12 3 98 7
16290-4830 1.5 44 336- 0 27 3 93 5
16290-4517 1.g 21 338+ 2 29 8 98 3
16290-4214 1.9 37 340+ 4 20 3 95 6
16290-4720 2.7 57 337+ 0 26 3 95 5
16290-4631 3.C 15 337+ 1 25 3 95 6
16290-4727 4.C 50 337+ 0 51 3 94 4
16290-4757 4.6J 14 336- 0 22 3 96 7
16290--4555 5.0J 27 338+ 1 I 26 3 96 6
16291-4751 8.3_29i 333+ 0 12 5 94 7
16291-4616 8.81 40 338+ 1 28 3 95 5
16291-4123 9.01 43 341 + 4 t4 4 95 6
16291 4422 9.1135 339+ 2 21 9 95 4
16291-4953 9.21 7 335- 1 18 4 97 7
I
16291-4949 10.2 16 335- 1 18 6 143 3
16291 4057 ;10.2 6 341+ 5 27 3 96 6
16291-4804 10.3 17 336-- 0 32 3 94 5
16291--4931 11.2 29 335 14 94
16292-47t6 12.0 23 1337+ 10 39 316292-4924 12.3 25, 335- 15 3 96 7
16292-4815 12.3 25 336- 0 14 6 94 7
16292 4748 14.0 15 336+ 0 20 3 97 7
102 2
16292-4646 15.1 22 337+ 50 10
16292 4754 16.0 42 336 0 12
5 416292-4444 16.4 60 339+2 71
16292_413216.42tl341+408 6 931316292_41117.21341+522 4 9,616292_40031766336_127 5 95i616293_465919031337+132 3 96516293_4.91 621335_121 6 943182934910215t4 335_113 4 97,18293_45432159 337+127 3=95616293402321715342_532 8 9, 6
16293 4110 21.7 12 341+5 88 14 95 2










































































































25 /_m 60 _m
(]_sky) Uncs Cocf R Ptags*
.26L 1.60: 26.01 DC LG$ D 3641000100 i
.69L 1.55 51.82L F LEDC 9401000118
14.79L i 45.88L 327.62L F DBCC 964149655F
1.17 3.34L 43.83L BC AA C 0 2632103003
16.56 4.56 34.49L BBB AAA 0 2601421001 i
8.31 209.18 1115.01: CBED ECBE 8 95C159999F
1.92 45.88L 327.62L CC CAAB 3 964159999F
1.87 1.91L 98.39L BB AA 1 4500200008
.25L 2.66 13.35L B J HFA 4700200600
2.56L 24.96L 392.71L O AJ 53010GO00F
.65 7.23: 335.29L BEE BBEB 0 960233192FI
.41L 2.34L 27.87L E AB 4701100001
7.84 32.14L 383.21L BB AA 1 460103100F
10.13 25.85L 268.45L DD AA 9 9702443401 =
2.81L 88.18L 21298L E CCF 970359999F
2.63 35.14L 361.22L B AB 430000000F
4.86L 13.22 499.31L E BDC 760251598F
.98 4.16L 59.87L CC AA 9 5600200003
.74 2.32 519.45L BCD ABC 0 830140300F
,88 31.96L Co41.62L BC AA 1 750086988F
1.12 46.70L 379.19L BC AA 1 953145835FI
5.99 41.96: 338.82L F F CBCB 961570993F I
1.83L 4.32 145.18L C I BD 960120030F
1.58 1.01L 12.84L AB AAG 1 27001010001
.32L 1.56L 14.22L D SN 2700201200
21.17L 166.86L 388.67L B AEGH 964489960F
1.72 40.59L 462.60L C AAI D 6 751048801F'
1.19 33.29L 442.12L CE AAK 9 951333191F
.79 1.09L 12.85L BB AA 1 1701000000
1.45 78.01L 510.45L BF ABEl 660139998F
.34L 3.12 99.80L B EDAJ 8402200118
2.84L 10.94 272.59L C C 960512050F
.75L 13.32L 128.13L D BF 570267460F
1.18 2.0OL 91.33L BB AA 9j 6410101008
4.19 58.18L 439.99L DD AA I 9' 940146488F
.31L 1.33L 29.42L C C i 1600221001
.39 2.31L 112.11L BF AA 9] 3530200008
2.97L 45.88L 221.49: B F AACE 9ll 974279999F1.83: 19.31L 358.61L FF AAG 881289277F
6.32 33.73L 619.76L CB AA 960452770F
2.05L 16.52 D LGFD 8500100118
52.19L 457.54L BC AA 1 750131290F
55.03L 539.95L C BBBH 1 ; 962273309F
1.58L 15.29L BB AA 0 2500000100
11.12 422.60L BC AAAC 2i 841356010F
57.25 595.68L CC CCG 960539660F
3.93L 46.85L BD AA 1 4700100003
4.58L 37.39L CC AA 9 4701200003
3.33 19.88 FDC FEDA 46C021020C
1.03L 45.30L CC SBD 2 9500000108



































I00 l,tm Flux Corr A Confusion R $ A
8 2 # T
37.48L 412.25L BD AB 4 360Ol1211F
1.29 15.53L C FBB 1500000000
22.63L 237.31L CC AAF 2 970232010F
30.00L 264.74L CD AB 2 960211070F
2.25 65.98L E F C 880240200F
2.26L 13.88 E DC 570020011C
11.81L 102.27L BC BBCC 3 474141890F
3.79L 45.16L BD AB 1 1701103103
35.26L 505.91L BC AA 2 460031200F
24.56L 288.48L AB AAF 3 860210010F
2.12L 84.01L _B CE 7400101008
22.02L 445.41L F BA D 960230999F
2.58: 32.80L BBF AAA 9 3710100003 45
18.92L 213.36: C F BACE 960359998F
5.18L 44.58L DF AB 9 4701100103
4.91 15.23L BB GAAG 2601000000
41.55L 216.86 E BBFB 978835140F
28.33L 252.99LBC AAFI 2 960109811F
124.41L 619.76L F CBKH 960659690F
178.10L 283.81 L B B A D 962590944 F
29.14L 257.29L CC AA 9 860310010F
411.61 1504.64L FBC AABB 7 957599967F
.96 28.54L 362.83L BD AAD 2 962231770F
.91 5.57L 6236L i B B _AB 6 450121010C
26: 3.73L 40.94LICD BD 0 2601200001
.91 22.08L 355.88L BC ABGC 9 952358999F
1.39 7.92L 84.74L!EE BBHC 9 860388119F
.57 5.30L 74.23L _BC AB 1 550100000C
2.04 142.27L 438.35L D GA E 960349758F
1.52 1.82L 136.14L AB AA 1 3520100108
.78 15.26L 129.56L C ABCJ 4 962399542F
5.55L 26.78 229.88L D OC 974237140F
1.29 43.55L 486.71L BC AA F 4 850079998F
1.47 55,03L 419.74L CC EBCB 6 966262099F
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2
1 13 226858 M0 5 73













1 1 "41 16287-4428 2 1
2
1 7 WRA1504 81
1 "41 16288-4509 26 11
1 "41 16288--4519 7 3
1 "41 16289-4449 3t 15
8
2 "39 CC 338+01.9
2
5
3 7 20 G337.318







3 1 32 X1629-498 19 3
2
5 1 39 SG 336.7+00.5 35 405
A
18.85 362.95: 1504.64L CBC )CB 2 952289998F 8
2.14L 14.16L 326.96L I E B 4602210OOF
41.08 434.74L 1184.15L B BBB , 4 956191091F
12.36L 178.10 483.5OL E )F B 8 963379390F
.65 4.90L 47.55L _ F BC 0 1602301003
.37L 1.99 66.33Li C K B 450100010C
.81 5.20L 61.10L BB AAE 2 550040011C
.73 12.07L 219.68L DC CB 0 880042340F
1.89: 23.06L 438.07L DE AA 9 860339520F
1.36 10.04L 77.22L E BB 3 961388999F
2.32L 55.59L 468.40L B AAC 0 852141220F
1.75 24.75L 452.70L CE AA G 9 560122300F
.29L 1.18L 64.63L B CHJ E 8501100108
.33L 1.94 77.94L E B 550040011C
1.98L 6.78: 43.29 F C CBDA 870067795F A
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Contirmed Smell Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 39 CC335-00.7 100 40E





16293-4613 23.8 338+ 1 15 3 961716294-4821 24.5 336- 17 8 100 8
16294-4928 25.2601335- I 17 3 97! 8
16294-4712 25.4391337+ 0 19 3 946
16294-4856 26.519 1336 , 27 81063
18294-4157 26.659341+ 4 23 8 956
_6294-4115 27.06341+ 4 55 13 954
16294-4454 27.919339+ 2 17 5 946
16294-4426 28.5 18 339+ 2 20 3 96 6
16294-4237 29.247340+4 2910 94 3
16294-4152 29.538341+ 4 57 3 975
18285-4,31 30.137 335--1 25 9 _136295-40270216 42+532
,6295-441530522339+228 3 955
,6 ,5-48531134336_121 8897!;16295-4106 31.616341+ 5 36 95
16295-4546 31.741 338+ 1 31 3 955
,6295- 4746 33.150336+0 13 495!816295- 452 3 9+2 6 96
16295-4907 33.3 19 335- 1 14 3 96 8
16295-4345 33.9191339+3 23 3 966
,6295-4349 33.910 3339+ 19 4 976
,6295-4933 34.8 37 335-1 20 4 98 8
16295-4441 35.559339+2 24 3 956
16296-4507 36.626338+2 17 3 977
16296-4730 37.2 40 337+0 41 3 99 2
16296-4900 37.5 42 336-1 15 3 143 I 6
16296-4947 37.8 55 335- 1 16 3 97' 8
t6296-4155 38.0 17 341+ 4 50 9 93 2
16296-4841 38.0 30 336- 1 29 3 96! 7
,6296-4220 38.21340+4 60 8943
16296-4445 38.358339+ 2 14 499_2 ! 616296-4817 38.545336-0 46
16296-4745 38.721336+0 27 3967
,6296-4515 39.055338+ 2 24 14105, 2
16296-4952 40.538i 335- 1 19 10 92! 8
16296-4430 40.544 339+ 2 21 4 97 6
16296-4538 40.933; 338+ 1 16 3 858
16296-4848 40.913336- 1 22 3 968
16296-4417 42.034339+ 2 14 3 976
16297-4831 42.453! 336- 1 27 6 93 6
16297-4550 43026338+ 1 15 4 946
16297-4604 43.324338+ 1 20 3 967
16297-4705 44.94337+ 0 32 81364
16297-4828 45.750 336 0 21 7 94 6
16297-4016 45.95342+5 30 3 965
,6297-4723 46.0 38 337+0 17 3 95 7
,6297-4757 47.1 18 336-0 12 3 96 8
16297-4916 47.7 45 335-1 14 4 988
16297-4044 47.849342+5 85 14 992
16298-4900 49.6 49 336-1 19 6 _6 8616298-4838 51.157 336 1 17
16298-4721 51.131337+0 34 3967
16298-4228 51.6 27 340+4 12 3 96 6
16298-4502 52.319338+2 20 8 97 7
16298-4652 53.14337+1 55 9'1062
16298-4012 53.9 24 342+5 28 3 96 6
16299-4803 55.156336-0 22 3 968
16299- 4940 55.213351 13 3 988
16299-4111 55.3 37 341+4 66 4 95 6
16299-4115 55.732341+4 22 I 8 975
16299-4944 56.410 335- 1 23 8 99 7
16299-474957.4303360283956
16300--4854 0.433336-1 1414978=16300-4124 0.432 341+4 18 956
16300-4922 1.6 31 335-1 25 12 918
1.6,42336_116 4163 _48252. 23 8_0 21 3
16300-4635 2_7 58 337+ 1 18 5 85 7
16300--4418 3.4_52 339+ 2 23 3 96 7
16300--4107 3.5'43_ 341+ 4 26 8 95 6
16300--4733 4.1110 337+ 0 17 7 93 5
16300-4836 4.3 39 336-- 1 26 3 98 8
16300--4232 4.4 21 340+ 4 32 3 97 6
16300--4459 4.8 14 339+ 2 35 8 95 6
16300-4742 4.g 2 337+ 01 18 5 98 7
16301--4729 6.9 18 337+ 0 I 22 3 97 6
16301--4542 7.2 8 338+ 1 17 3 95 7
16301-4337 7,7, I<3340+3 6516982
16301-4340 8.1150 340+3 12 3 966
16301--4538 8.2i24 338+ 1 60 11 100 2
16301--4427 8.849 339+ 2 29 8 96 6
16301-4718 9.5 46 337+ 0 14 3 98 7
16301-4139 9.5 32 341+ 4 31 8 95 I 6
16301-4255 10.2 25 340+ 3 21 8 96 6
16301-4823 10.7 24 336-0 18 5 97 816301-4633 11.0 57 [ 337+ , 26 4 95 7
16301-4627 11.4 16338+ 1 30 3 95 7
16302-4815 12A 20336-0 17 4 978
16302-4527 13.9 8338+2 25 3 97 7
16302-4706 14.016337+0 28 911012
16302--,13 15.446339+2 28 8 I 95 6
16302-4643 17.353i 337+ 1 22 3 95 8
16303-4142 18.2 7 341+ 4 35 7 93 2
16303-4753 18.435 336- 0 25 51406
16303-4554 19.142336+ 1 30 3 954
16303-4608 20.0 19 338+ 1 23 4 96 7
16303--4239 21.1 30 340+ 3 29 3 96 6
16303-4148 21.4 9 341+ 4 42 9 95, 4




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 ttm





































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 /.tm 100 _m F]ux C,rr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
211 32 X1629-462 23! 2
2 j 1 13226873 K5 8 I 76
I2 1 32x1829-489 2
1
2 2 "13 226874 K0 5 90
1 "41 16295- 4426 26 3
(Jansky) Uncs C Jef R Flags*
4.67 28.01L 353.86L BB A,aC 2 960220660F
2.21: 82.54 316.50L CDC CDBC 8 960180299F
.54 53.25L 40.19: EID D ACGB 0875156783F
3.09 19.89L 320.38L DC A,_G 9970145910F
7.41L 130.92L 812.67L D CCGF 851279999F
.48 1.59L 16.39L BD BE C 93600220000
.37L 6.13L 18.00 E G(;DD 670020011C
2.10 4.64L 34.78L C IAl B 22720302103
1.89 3.89L 29.93L BB IAI 01701201001
.33L 1.75L 102.01L C C_" 7401000008
17.12L B IFDE 2600200100
104.28L D F BC 960164652F
62.82L B BDC 7502100008
30.49L EBC LAA 6 26001001011208.33L iCI ME 559269999F
73.15L BD ;C B 1750120000C310.89 850210000F
1184.15 B C CFCC 950199988F
52.75 BBBB BAAA 1 1701302103
595.71L BB AA 98501612OOF
2.79L 22.86L BC iAA 14700111001
2.95L 22.57L CE B,; 34702101001
24.27L 372.87L CC A_:}D 9 940184110F
4.32L ! 30.99L B D A ; D 9 1603300003
14.20 31.32L BBB A_,A 2 4700100003
20.98L 1845.04L D B 940499991F
19.02L 191.69LI B A3B 1 766269997F
35.17L 487.26L AB AAE 7940366997F
1.75L 17.56L D C 3600220100
9.54: 147.70L EC FAC 476164890F
1.68L 20.94L C A 2601000000
3.44L 30.0 IL F ABC 21612300003
55.03L 224.40L E GBDF 970057191F
434.74L 1184.15L BC E IBCFD 4 952191795F2.50 34.81L HB 4780000213
2.83 54.29: BDCD 1 971146997FABBE
3_65L 28.78L BB A _, E I 9 0701301101
26.27L 287.19L BC AA [ 8 550200000F
28.31L 1208.33L CB BAI 3443130000F
5.83 27.71L BBB A_,A 8263030010142
13.09L 223.51L OF IC'3BJ 3960355548F
24.36L 299.71L B B IA A 4 850411020F
21.29 234.38L BB I AA 972220020F
22.73L 212.13L C BBFG 974252999F
9.43 132.79L E FDCH 970281141F
1.20L 47.77L AC hA 2 9500100008
15.87 126.84L 2209.37L 88 1.4ABF 62840399276F206.94 1581.99 3421.21 AABB EAAA 941289982F
1.01 56.52L 90.46L BC /=AFB 287D169996F
.37L 1.60 57.30L O C 550100010C
2.74L 19.02 585.42L D D EBB 0850371770F
4.32 28.31L 308.70L B ._ ADE 9 960289999F
5.05 31.21L 2323.98L C EA 940299196F
6.21 3.08: 64.88L CDC ,_AEF 9557111121C 29
.57 3.66L 31.55L BC EA 1 3700200003
1.36L 11.03L 208.27L D I BC 770211000F
3.29 1.19L 42.82L AB / A 5 9500106008
5.16 40.29L 4609.70L BC I AG 4931159511F
1.94 2.43: 507.16L BBC / AD I 4941140000F
.19: 2.11 73.58L DB (_EBBI 650020001C
.37 6.73L 63.06L BD fiCI 0650010000C
1.40L 9.10L 136.40L B CE 950020000F
4.69L 301.72L 1184.15L E |!DH 0950299961F
11.03 271.90 1208.33L BSC (:ABB 4549349998F
1.24 6.41L 56.54L AB I_,A 2550010100C
2.38L 14.64 474.39L C I}EB 956122900F
3.15 51.46L 507.93L AB J_A 2450050040F
2.88 34.63L 702.71L CC ,;,A M g 950246880F
2.76 25.64L 380.23L BB AAI 4960310370F
4.02 2.79L 27.28L C AA 7 2601300101
.90 6.11L 61.28L DC *;B 9751010000C
49.77L 771.59 1235.23L E ItDBB 0951599964F
1.05 17.24: 124.68 DEDE _:BBC! 0 '97C379999F
,46 7.70L 83.15L BC :IB 5350121100C
1.62L 4.16L 42.4OL C _C 2701300003
13.86L 260.50: 1184,15L C F ]EFE 6957579590F
15.25L 296.23: 3122.36L D F ;CCI 8940390996F
2 1 32 X1629-489 146 2
1 13226877 K5 2 86
8 2 20 G336.456 97





























































I "41 16295-4445 32 3
C 1 39 GS 336_5+00.0 74 5000
3
1 "41 16296- 4430 9 3
1 "41 16297-4417 11 7
1
D 1 32 I X1629-470 92 13
2 20 G336.375 54
2






4 I 39 SG 336.5+00.1 94 408
24.22L 197.87L BB '_A 6650110000F
1.52: 18.99 EO _ DO 4700200_01
1.92L 20.34L BC "XA 3 4711200001
25.36L 191.65L D J_D 550210000F
2.84L 30.52L B i_IBC 1701201001
119.88L 448.15: BB D _ACC 2960369960F 4
1.47L 13.08L BC _B 11721100000
1.92L 94.72L CC ACGC g 4500000108
32.06: 694.28L BCC _BED 4956169991F
25.06L 384.13L EC _,AI 9960410380F 2
23.67L 372.26L B _C H ; 960310087F 8 1 13226892K5 5 7587.79 482.39L CCC 3BDC 965129999F4.72L 44.24L CC &A 4701200003
23.47L 205.19L F AH C H 970349994F 7
2.29L 26.09LICE BC 03601300001 1 "4115303-4413 34
13.73 64.48: ! CBF FAAD 580310195F
1.70L 17.12L F C D 0700200000
344.02 4609.70L BF CCBD 5 945189980F 2 20 G336.490 86
7.73: 292.59L ED AAD_ 970202192F 825.65L 291.61L BC AA 3 970220000F1.74L 85.74L BE BB 9 4500300008
7.15L 73.31L B B 350010000(3
8.09L 43.79L BF BBFB 0 97C126796F 2 7 -4910773 73 I
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirrne_ Sources (PH); 5J Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
322
Right Ascension: 16h30"21"-16h31m19 _
Po.,,io..95o_ _I
Name Oa,actic Uncertainty /4
h lz.m 8 o 6 Coords SM] SMN 8 ,2 p.m
o , (s) C) 1 b C) C) (')
16303 4431 21.6 59 339+ 2 18 3 98 7 7.25
16303-4846 21.7 48 336-- 1 20 3 96 8 3.78
,6303_4910_213336_1159 39319627 59716303-4509 22.4 37 338+ 2 35 .80
16303-4446 22.9 13 339+ 2 22 8 98 8 .88
$6303-4647 22.9 25 337+ 1 17 3 97 8 4.52
16303-4336 23.6 45 340+ 3 19 3 97, 7 1.85
16304-4710 24.7 18 337+ 0 18 4 97 ) 8 3.19
16304-4057 25.2 57 342+ 5 41 10 95 3 .43
16304-4833 25.4 27 336- 1 34 3 981 4 1.32
,6304_491426.757335_ 18 _ _m .87_16304--4 10 7.2 16 ! 42+ 30 8 50
,_._4_,29.62,339+3 15 _ I ; 1._63o54_1 3o 02338+122 , .94
,8305_462530.139336+119 4 _ 8 3.o71_05_4028,0.723342+531 12 974 .32_
,_05_411730.9583,,+4 43 6 954 .31
,6305_4_,1.37338+1 30 5 957 2.0o
,6305_4_,1.,56338_119 4 998 1.63
,_05_4520,2.,35338+217 3 978 1.93
,83o5_4228,3.04834o+42o 9 135,7 .32_
,6305_4_,4._17341+431 3 966 .31,
,_05_,11 ,4.927339+218 3 977 1.88
,_05_400_35.243_,2+5 24 18 963 .33_
_6305-4246 35.5 16 340+ 3 39 8 96 3 .33
16305-4852 35.8 45 336-- 1 18 8 96 5 .79:
16306-4902 36.5 16 336- 1 23 3 98 8 3.37L
16306-4939 36.6 60 I 335- 1 25 8 96 7 .70
16306-4758 38.0 39 336- 0 13 6 97 8 15.60
16306-4823 38.6 4 336- t 44 14 103j 3 2.85L=
16306-4109 39.8 13 341+4 79 12 93i2 .31
16306-4455 39.9 13 339+ 2 36 3 99 !6 1.69L
16306--4722 40.8 48 337+0 16 7 10117 45.17L
_6306--4953 412 17=335-- 2 22 8 9316 1.39L
16307-4912 42.1 39 336-1 20 3 97 8 1.92
16307-4703 43.829 337+ 0 18 3 97 7 3.21
16307--4942 43.e 42 335- 1 21 3 96 6 .84
16307--4544 43.9 7 336+1 30 3 95 7 1.21
i6307-4704 44.2 28 337+ 0 = 23 11 95 6 6.49L
16307-4124 J44.s 14 341+4 26 4 95 6 6.86
I
16307--4751 44.6 26 337-- 0 ! 14 4 142 8 18.42
16307--4749 45.S 3 337- 0 52 12 90 2 4.67
16307--4018 46.228 342+ 5 33 13 96 6 .32L
16308-4821 ¢8.0 1 336- 1 29 3 96 7 1.10
16308-4556 49.1 48 338+ 1 21 4 96 7 1.54
16308-4127 492 33 341+ 4 29 3 95 6 1.40
16308--4512 49.6, 41 338+ 2 15 6 96 i 5 .60
16308--4252 50.2 1 340+3 51 6 94 4 .41
,6308-4452 50.3 50 339+ 2 20 8 98 6 .91
16308--4947 50.8 24 335-2 21 8 96 8 .95
16308-4508 51.7 21 339+2 76 19 105 2 .46L
16308-4813 51.7 52 336- 0 18 9 _1 6 3.84L
r6306-4553 51.6, 52 336+t 2! 9 6.t0
16306-4617 52.310 338-0 16 5 98 8 10.83
16308-4406 53.3 56 339+ 2 16 4 98 7 3.38
16308-4030 53.5 20 342+ 5 41 8 95 6 .91
16309-4743 54.1 35 337--0 26 7 101 7 1.68:
16309-4316 54.91 9 340+ 3 32 8 102 2 .37
16309--4441 55.328 339+ 2 12 3 99 8 3.08
16309--4035 55.6_ 19 342+ 5 26 9 96 6 .51
16309-4740 56.1 51 337--0 25 3 95 8 4.22L
16309-4629 56.7 2 336-- 1 20 3 97 8 3.11
16309--4625 58.4 29 338+ 1 21 3 99 7 1.35
16309--4807 58.5 28 336- 0 14 3 141 8 1.88
,6309-4859 59.0 6 336-1 28 3 94 7 1.03
16309--4520 59.2 8 338+ 2 89 20 105 2 2.15L18310-45a, 0.23_338+. 18 o 95 , 19.63
,_10_,,59 1.410339+213 33_ _ 4.371_10_44251.538339 221 1.1916310_4_32.054337+118 7 7 1.79
1_10_47_ 2.158 337_o 28 7 97 8 4._
,6310-4623 2.3 52 336--1 29 ; 93 6 .g6: I,6310-45422743337+1 29 97 472,16310_47363455 337_0 15 4 966 277
18310-4113 5.4 47 341+ 4 29 11 95 6 .49
,6311-4512 7.0 36 339+ 2 73 22 105 2 1.53L
16311-4726 7.2 35 337+0 13 3 96 8 20.11
16311-4457 7.2 27 339+ 2 37 3 95 8 2.47,
,6311_47077517337+0 20 33_m_ 514,16311--4919 8.0 51 36- 13 1.47
16311-4311 10.1 48 340+ 3 27 3 97 7 .31L
16311--4631 10.7 59 338+ 1 20 4, 95 6 2.60
16311--4830 11.6 21 336- 1 44 14 92 5 3.11L
16312-4816 12.1 30 336- 1 18 7 93 8 10.83L
16312-4826 12.1 50 336- 1 26 7! 92 4 .90
16312-4026 12.2 13 342+ 5 23 9 95 7 .48
16312-4409 12.8 36 339+ 2 22 8 97 7 .81
16312--4857 13.8 19 336- 1 23 3 95 8 1.66
16312--4018 14.0 13 342+ 5 50 15 101 2 .39L
16312-4124 14.3 19 341+4 30 6 95 7! .65
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 #m 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
5.11 2.73L I 27.72Ll DB AAG 9 0700100101 1 "41 16303-4431 30
2.23 43.30L Co47.93L BB IAA 2 460030040F
4.83L 25.13L 391.80LIC AAC 9 956152897F A 1 32'X1630-491 84 2
.43L 4.19L 29.47L'F BCE 4702100303 4
.66 3.61L 34.16L BC BAMH 9 1700010003
2.12 25.27L 352.32L BB AA 8 760310140F
.88 2.41L 2290: BB EAAEE 2 9701200006 i
37.25 309.36 453.93L! BBC AAAI 1 964227010F
.29L 5.91L 54.11L C C 750200010C
.91: 20.15L' 205.53L=CE ]BE 0 960229989F 1
3.18 10.02 390.14L BE] AAAJ 1 851259929F A 3 14 226-PN15PI 4
.35L 1.29L 50.85L B CF 8501100208 I
2196L SBC ABE 4611001101 4 I 226900 5C
.83 1.40: 8 13 BOP 17
.76 500L 47.61L DE ABF 0 2701100003
2.35 28.83L 364.56L BB AAJ 1 961410041F
.29L 2.33 68.94L D K CA 6500200618 4
.36L 7.30L 84.79L B C F 550111000C
3.71L 25.98L 322.23L S AC 970420000F
1.05 24.60L 394.62L BB AAH 5 850040430F
.85 4.52L 40.36L SS AA 8 37010(_003
.40L 6.51L 47.80 C DBFS 55C400296C
.26: 3.30 79.20L DD GDBE 550100110C
2.38 2.37L 25.04L DD AA 9 3601200001 1 *41 16305-4411 4 3
.36L 1.35 68.31L C K E D 8400100208
.39L 1.41L 100.25L_ D CB 44011000081.09 19.39L 283.87: _D DIBBLO 3 468339598F
7.95 6.42: 398.94L B C A B N 850130260F
1.69L 26.45L 362.61L B IBF 941230000F 7 72
68.03 2288.05L 5832.37L CC DDDA 9 93B669908F 57 5000
3.07L 20.94L 73.85 D CBDC 980269990F
I
.28L 7.18L 65.90L I 650100000C
.62 2.62: 38.86L DCC IDBAA 1701211003
37.08 443.24 277.37L CC ACC 2 976439900F
1.19L 2.57 36.16L D CBDF 972233474F B
1.00 44.34L 573.13LICB AA D 9= 851163919F B
3.59 67.09L 180.23 IBB C AA o u 770222990F 6
.44: 19.51L 276.27L BF AB 6 951020000F
1.19 26.72L 252.06L BB C AA 6 650100010F5.97L 67.09 204.60L S S E 878221990F 6
4.66 6.61L 19.16L BB AA G 9 471120011C
126.05 1636.56L 3722.00L SB CCCA 4 94F291275F 79 5000
4.14L 1626.36L 2544.28L D C 940191291F
.33L 2.66 13.65 BC J FCC 7602010218
1.13 21.09L 219.21L BC AA E 6 970259993F
1.01 26.63L 408.85L SC AAS 3 960421192F 8
.80 7.25L 73.37L CC AB 9 450120011C
.43: 4.07L 34.72L DF COl 2801200403 4
.48L 2.06L 96.36L D BD , 3501100108
.70 3.99L 3L30L CB BB I 5 9701221003
.62 29.53L 384.34L BD AS 7 940020120F
.41L 1.67 21.23L D C E E F D 2803200503 41.38 35.50L 197.16L MBB 974249994F
9.46 2'6.27L 401._6L EC AA i 9 6421t1160F
9.28 35.50L 477.91L AB AACC 3 96E149992F
2.41 2.50L 25.66L CC _AA 9 4600210001 1 "41 16308-4406 7
.46L 1.50L 64.82L B AS 5500500618 4
4.14 30.29L 356.47L CB iFB 1 870489940F
.37L 1.14L 87.16L C D 2503100008
1.88 3.61L 28.00L BB IAA 1 0700000003
.32: 1.43L 67.11L CC BBG O 4500200008
5.97 77.05L 273.58L B HAF 972549900F
1.55 49.04L 725.24L CB AABC 0 950141480F
4.23L 22.48L 261.38L B ABL 971222270F 2 1 13 226913 K2 7
1.61 58.52: 272.03LICCC AADD 0 974353690F 2
1.14 7.07: 131.45L _SFC CCC 9 674252470F
1.45L 1.93 20.85LI D B G 2800200003
13.79 4.35L 38.51L BB AA 9 1702000003 29
2.08 3.76L 30.61L AB AA 1 0800400003
.47 3.28L 23.75L BE AA ;4 4701000001
.99: 26.65L 322.83L BE AAI E 10 570112197F
22.88 2288.05L 5832.37L BC AACB L 5 93D494929F 8 1 32 X1631-479 63
2.72L 10.18 159.30LI O S _,CCF 970049790F
5.09L 13.53L 98.21 C B GB 580112197F
10.18 201.31L 256.8OL, B B BBD 5 973459300F
.34L 6.99L 73.88L! B BL 650001000C
1.43L 2.39 20.73L D L EC 2801400503 4
152.75 847.34: 8225.28L_AAF BBEM 1 933884899F 1 20 G336.840 175
.65 4.42L 35.95L C NBBB 0800401003 2 1 5 DC338.7+01.8 89
2.45 67.09L 331.65L B :AAA 874249990F 7
1.03 16.37: 160.29 BCDC BBCB 9 86F239998F 3
2.90 5.18 92.29L B B K A A 2503200408
1.60 26.27L 463.49L BC AB 5 960136400F 3 1 32 X1631-465 91
2.61L 6.95 110.02L C DEBE 970023591F 1
9.28L 35.50L 179.17 C GCDA 97C169990F I
2.20L 8.31 125.00L C D BHB 971046991F 1
.39 2.15 63.40L SEE CECC 6541200618 4
.43 2.86L 21.81L SC AB O 6600110001 I i'41 16311 4409
1.09 8.15L 35.63: BC D BBBE 7 580049453F
.31L .77 3,3.49L D K B 7501010108 [
.32 7.17L 58.52L SD AD 1 451310011C
3 13 226901 B3
8 1 39 GS 336.4-00.2
8 1 39 GS 336.5-00.2
16312-4719 14.4 39 337+ 0 20 3 ! 96 8 2.04 7.26L 77.5OL 409.78L C BAFE 0 960579901F ,
16312-4751 14.8 36 337= 0 17 5 93 ! 16.71L 2.81 82.24L 5832.37L F _,BK 9 930298994F _ 39 SG336.5-00.216312-4724 16.7 37 337+ 0 15 3 142 45.17L 27.41 212.77L 8225.28L D AAHN 3 631599677F _ 20 0336.840
16312-4340 17.3 8 340+ 3 13 4 97 4.32 3.15 2.40L 23.99L CC AA 9 4600000001 I
16312-4325 18.0 9 340+ 3 52 8 95 5, .42 .32L 9.51L 131.61L S C 540100000C
16313-4939 18.2 20 335-- 1 16 4 96 8 I 2.45 1.09 31.57L 414.05L BB AA 3 841227200F 1
16313--4626 19.2 29 338+ 1 16 I 4 97 6 3.41 2.17 26.09L 456.30L BB AA 8 960239541F 3 I
33 5 95 5! 1.91 5.50L 22.79L 227.13L B AN 670112520F 216313--4659 19.2 48 337+ 0
16313-4652 19.5 45 337+ 0 22 3 98 8 2.23 2.40 22.80L 201.20L BB AA G 8 670224895F 3
16313-4729 19,7153 337-0 25 9 93 8 20.45 154.02 2607.08 8225.28 AAEC BACC 937459098F L4 20 G336.840
B












a _ Coord$ SMJ SMN O O 12 vm
ham. 05, '(s) () ] b C) C) (') N
16313-4031 Z0.0125 342+ 5 I 15 4 96 7 2.88
16313-4515 21.3 47 339+ 2 20 4 96 8 12.66
16313-4759 21.3 44 337-0 37 3 93 4 1.39L
16313-4441 22.6 4 339+ 2 22 3 98 8 .80
16313-4222 22.7 8 341+ 3 27 5 98 6 .44
16313-4840 23.4 6 336-1 13 4 98 8 23.65
16314-4815 24.2 2 336--1 19 3 94 7 1.66
16314-4635 24.5129 338+ 1 37 3 100 3 1.31
16314-4741 24.815 337-0 31 6 99 5 1.59
16314--4212 25.5 23 341+ 4 17 3 98 7 1.89
16314-4912 26.0 42 336- 1 14 3 99 8i 6.57
16314-4842 26.1 44 336-1 19 3 98 8i 2.22
16314-4000 26.237 342+5 32 [11 96 31 .35
16314-4454 27.7 12 339+ 2 27 I 8 95 7_ .87
16314-4306 28.7 59 340+ 3 12 I 3 98 71 3.09
16315-4905 30.7'23 336-1 33 3 95 8i .64:
16315-4224 30.7 3 341+ 3 28! 10 95 51 .30L
16315-4257 91.6 35 340+3 39 95 5', .44
1,15-4508 31.8 30 339+2 25 4 95 el 2.45
16315-4557 32.8 23 336+1 27 5 95 8' 3.98L
16315-4642 32.9 54 337+0 32 3 98 6] 1.9416315_445294530339+298 8 994 243,15315_465634758937+041 5 956 849,16315_45533499338+121 3 969 16416315_47573 158337_01810i,4 5 274,
16315--4517 35.3 37 339+ 1 46 3 8 7 1.30:
16316-4642 36.1 50 338+1 18 3 96 8 2.14
16316-4732 36.2 9 337-0 49 7' 92 5 2.37
16316-,19 37.2 47 336-1 15 146 8 1.86L
16316-4003 37.2 20 342+5 21 97 7 1.06
16316-4418 37.4 53 339+2 20 96 8 1.93
16316-4333 38.4 17 340+3 34 96 6 .43
.6316-4927 39.4 3 335-1 25 395 7 .74
16317-4531 42.4 41 338+ 1 21 496 7 4.50
16317 4503 42.7 41 339+ 2 24 8 999_256 ,9816317-4357 43.1 59 340+ 2 27 1.27L
16317-4140 43.6 32 i 341+ : 56 11 3 .3316317-4156 44.2 59 341 + 30 8 103 6 .42
16317-4802 44.7 44, 337- 0 22 4 96 7 1.46:
16317-4611 44.9 37 _ 338+ i 23 3 96 8 2.38
16317--4529 44.9 42 338+ 1 30 5 96i 7 1.54
16317--4851 45.0 17 336- 1 21 3 97 8 3.09
16317 4613 45.5 15 338+ 1 26 3 95 8 2.56
16317-4505 45.6 54 339+2 41 8 95 7 .89
16317-4933 46.3 12 335-1 15 34 99_7 8 5.1116317-4302 465 23 340+ 3 18 1.20
16317-4028 47.1 31 342+ 5 53 9 98 4 .29
16317-4539 47.2 40 338+ 1 16 4 97 8 9.45L
16317--4618 47.9 26 338+ 1 15 4 97 6 5.45
16318-4651 49.0 12 337+ 0 17 3 97 7 4.22
16318-4211 49.9 47 341 + 4 27 8 1 _S 6 .73
16318-4024 50.0 21 342+ 5 22 10 94 3 .30L
16318-40t8 50.3 5 342+ 5 70 21 98 2 .30L
16318-4724 51.0 55 337- 0 15 4 142 8 5.79
16318-4051 52.0 25 342+ 4 17 3 96 7 3,74
16318-4034 53.8 34 342+ 5 43 10 96 3 .35
16318-4414 53.8 11 339+ 2 15 4 99 8 4.60
16318 4914 53.9 10 336 1 21 3 94 8 4.23
16319-4923 54.1 51 336- 1 12 4 97 8 11.65
16319-4645 54.3 36 337+ 0 17 5 97 5 2.38
16319-4743 55.1 12 337-0 14 6 138 6 2.03L
16319-4356 55.1 36 340+ 2 18 13 106 2 1.44L
16319-4730 58.1 8 337-0 33 12 I 93 5 4.45L
16319-4839 58.4 13 336-1 15 13j _49 8 10.7516319-4151 59.5 4 341+ 4 59 1 .38L1632o-464309 13 938-1 33 31 4 236L153204419 2531 339+2 16 3198 8 16.611632o-4_ 3.759 342+5 18 3 97 7 .8416920-42343.955 341+3 21 4 97 6 64
16320-4024 4.1 56 342+ 5 23 13 96 5 .25L
16320-4244 4.4 58 340+ 3 42 1 .39
15320-4447 5.4 17 339+ 2 14 97 6 13.92
16320-4734 5.4 2 337- 0 17 7 99 6 5.60
16321-4826 62 35 336- 1 19 7 103 6 3.14L
16321-4813 7.1 32 336- 1 17 5 99 8 1.56
16321-4519 76 21 339+ 1 25 8 99 6 1.O6L
16321-4122 10.6 30 341+ 4 24 4 96 7 1.17
16321-4703 10.6 34 337+ 0 24 3 95 7 1.71
16321-4508 11.0 8 339+ 1 23 9 ' 98 7 1.53L
16321-4755 11.5 5 337 0 19i 4 96 8 1,13:
16321-4517 11.6 47 339+1 _11_ 109_2 38 .8116321-4635 12.0 31 336+ 0 1.92
16322-4638 12.4 21 338+ 0 34 13 99 2 4051
16322--4831 14.2 27 336- 1 38 I 3 95 5 1.95L
16322 4944 15.3 26 335 2 17 I 4 _ 8= 1.2216322-4104 16.3 21 342+ 4 32 .53
16322442216347339+216 g 88i 146_443511 321 63
16322_49 017514390_152 8 926i 251,
15322_433417927 ,0+9 27 8 978 89
1.23494718353935-230 155,16323-4308 18.6 5 340+ 3 39 .72
16323-4819 18.8 31 336- 1 31 3 96 71 1.091_23 48o5 2oo41 337-1 16 5 95 7,, _:16329-402422.753342+5 26 12 94 41 .29L
16323-48Ol230_ 337-1 14 4 64 7, 2.34
16323-4528 232 I_o 338+ 1 19 3 96 8 2.09
16324 4238 24.4,30 341+ 3 32 8 96 6 .77
16324 4402 24.6:17 340+ 2 24 14 105 2 1.16L
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Con'ected)




3.56 2288.05L 5832.37L E E B 930379996F
1.14: 3.69L 32.18L BF AA 8 0700000003
.40 7.9OL 72.30L BF CBI C 8 564124999C
167.30 1028.72 2219.16 AACB BAAA' 4 948136983F
1.72 35.50L 179.17L BB AAKF 6 970179990F
1.78L 27.86L 215.21L F ABB 2 870126200F
5.26L 92.81 228.47L C F CHB 976441250F
1.11 7.08L 84.16L BC A_HC 9 561021010C
2.69 34.79L 350.91L BC A_.J 9 553445692F
4.11 1028.72L 2219.16L CB A&.F 9 943146983F
.31L 1.25L 45.31L C C3 7501210008
.53: 4.02L 37.06L BC BA 2 0701302003
1.19 8.86L 88.43L BB AA H 9 450230050C
,70 5.72 463.53L EEB ECC 550130290F
.29 4.90: 55.98L F E HCF D 554234999C
.26L 2.17L 134.03L B C 1500100008
.62 4.52L 45.20L BF AB 5 1712300403
3.72L 9.98: 61.53 BC GSDB 880211190F
1.16: 19.72L 232.40L BE) A_3H 1 470022131F
.78 4.51L 36.84L C DC 0702202003
5.89L 21.42 224.18L C D BE 570241410F
1.48 24.76L 335.17L BC AA 4 750211280F
1.48: 47.14L 365.66 E D, BBHC 960339909F
2.04 5.04L 48.88L F C A A H 1 1700500003
1.54 25,81L 298.38L BC AAFD 2 552024650F
5.55: 2607.08L 8225.28L DD CBB 8 931179088F
1.39 4.30: 644.46L CC A/_C 2 953054990F
.29 1.25L 55.60L BF ACt 7 7501210108
.98 3.10L 26.38L BB A_A 6 5712296301
.31L 11.22L 126.65L C AL 640100010C
.63: 2.82: 88.84L DCF CE_CF 3 570140595F
1.74 5.44L 51.85L BC AA 7 0700100003
.81: 5.05L 46.57L BF AA 8 0700241003
30: 3.91 27.99L FB HDD 7701110001
.36L 7.47L 83.17L C EL 456101010(3
.35: 6.56L 27.22: EE C' BCFE 470100061C
1.19 29.61L 365.56L CB AA 6 860357394F
2.53 25,27L 284.49L BB AA 5 870214100F
.82: 5.36L 51,40L BE A/z 7 0796100003
1.63 47.06L 544.04L SB A/_ HE 4 25A148990F
1.44: 25.35L 511.70L BD A_ 0 860324120F
2.56L 5.OOL 55.39L B lAB 07012510032.44 33.82L 19.82: B D AA E 9 770332272F
1.48 8.89L 94.47L BB AA 9 550030000C
.38L 1.51L 74.09L C C 5401300208
6.83 5.72L 49.66L B AA 7 0810246503
5.45 26.95L 273.95L CB AA 9 870410020F
6.09 23.33L 421.00L DB AAEJ 9 564139999F
.41L 8.76L 102.85L B BE 560011000C
.38L 1.55 26.66L D J E : C 6601201308
.39L 1.13 60.02L O K_ 6400000108















.31L 9.03L 90.29L B
.31L 2.34 33.63L D
.67 8.15L 93.97L BB
.31L 7.76L 114.04L D
10.29 4.44L 38.61L BS
44.04L 1408.01L 4392.61: C C
1.75 47.76L 128.92L B
1.47 15.58L 643.00L BC
.57 6.65L 44.77L F
.63 6.54L 78.76L BB
3.74L 212.43L 924.24L C
V L C
100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
52.22L AB AA 8 4500200008
41.20L CB AA 9 1700400203 01
8
81 D _ 32, X1631-42432 X1631-486
1 39 CTS 33
2.13: 69.90L ACE AA_)G 9 550110200C
1.51L 79.61L C DH 3400100008
2.92L 31.06L AB AA 4 6701200001
29.35L 404.53L BC AA I 4 551358720F
35.28L 51.83: B B C AA . E 9 582132584F 27
26.53L 236.26L F AA _ 9 474149899F
151.97L 305.30L B BA _O 0 574540090F
4.41 22.14L E FD )B 7701120001
304.08L 5211.63L E GB(; 1 533199568F
5.32: 81.00: DCCF AA*;A 9 872039980F
2.17 113.72L D J DI) 350201000(3
7.41 150.53L ED ACt;L 870035980F
4.00 31.86L BBB AA_, 9 4731300001 43
1,13: 64.70L BFD ACI_F I 0 6400010108
BI I C 150210000C
E t B 4540302308
AAI 5 550010010C
DN _ 5502_
AA. !5 070OO0OO03BB( O 54E179986F
AAE D 8 87C249999F











D I 32 X1631-424




1 23 OCL 0980 246
4
8 1 7 -4710871 60
1




9 1 19 506 12l
1 2 23 OCL 0980 502
3 1 32 X1631-456 113
3 20 G336.961 118 l
110
260
1 39 GS 336,9-00.1
1
2
.72 5,14L 51.56L D BC 1 0712252003 1 1 32 X1632-451
1.27: 40.73: 139.94 DDBB DD£ B 3 484257990F
.62 4.43L 42.53L E F BA 0701202703 6
1.49: 31.46L 148.34: CF F AAE F 0 986225667F
3.39L t0.75 250.11L F C H 970227886F
.90 11.39L 128.92L D BE B 870249999F 1
1.38 35.27L 412.94L CC AAC 9 742110220F
.29 7,14L 93.84L BD AE 1 451110000C
1.30 3,51L 32.62L CC AA 9 5700100001
.30: 4.18L 37.31L BD AB 3 3700000001
1.35L 3.47 65.12L B DCB 670256274F 1
.33L 11.34L 117.06L B =IA E 640110110C
,5,4 4,65 16.13: DBElK BAA 780246496F 8
.38L 9.10L 104.89L C ' AC 550020021C 4
.70 14,85L 144.08L BE CBL '3 670153990F
.92 27.26L 236.38L ED CDB_ 2 56C159491F 6 1 32 X1632 481
.26L 2.91 33.63L C HGGC 3541215318 2
1.63 8.94: 168.85L BBO ABB 0 575167922F
1.11 24.17L 346.94L BB AA 9 960200060F 4 1 23 OCL 0980
.29: 8.70L 97.66L BE BO :3 0 150220COOC












a _ Coords SMJ SMN r#x
ham. o 5, (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") t] N
16324--4753 24.7 39 337-- 0 21 4 95 7 1.42
16324--4737 25.4 46 337--0 20 3 141 7 1.56:
16324--4708 26,1 3 337+ 0 20 3 96 8 11.25
16324-4308 28,8 20 340+ 3 30 10 102 2 .62
16324-4845 27,4 17 336- 1 73 11 90 2 1.80L
16324--4747 27.6 4 337- 0 14 4 144 8 2.00
16324-4605 29,5 44 338+ 1 20 4 96 7 4.29
16324--4618 29.7 23 338+ 1 63 11 103 2 1.05
16324-4233 29.9 47 341+ 3 17 3 96 7: 13.36
16325--4916 30.3 30 336 1 28 10 140 6i .53:
16325--4731 30.5 52 337- 0 14 4 95 8 22.82
16325-4017 30.5 6 342+ 5 33 I 8 97 7 .87
16325-4711 30.8 42 337+ 0 16 I 4 97 8 4.52
16325-4807 30.8 40 337- 1 45 3 16 8 1,03
16325-4130 31.1 59 341+ 4 19 3 96 7 1.10
16325-4137 32.7 4 341+4 22 9 97 4 ,32:
16325-4822 33.7 35 336-- 1 44 5 94 5 3.07L
16325-4228 34.4 40 341+ 3 23 4 97 7 ,38L
16325-4331 35.3 13 340+ 3 30 8 96 8 .79
16325-4710 35,9 4 337+ 0 34 3 94 6 2.47
15326-4450 37.5 24 339+ 2 18 3 97 8 17.71
16326-4056 37.7 59 342+ 4 14 3 96 7 11.24
16326-4140 37.9 37 341+ 4 48 14 95 2 .27
16326-4503 38.3 2 339+ 1 16 4 97 8 5.10
16326-4403 38.6 17 340+ 2 35 3 94 8 1.92L
16326-4355 38.6 19 340+ 2 22 3 96 8 1,69
16326-4718 38,7 23 337- 0 16 7 93 7 8,71:
16326-4836 38.8 23 336- 1 34 7 95 6 2.48L
16326-4628 39,6 6 338+ 1 16 3 52 4 5,02L
16326-4930 40.0 11 ]36- 2 22 5 93 7 2.35
16326-4640 40,1 7 338+ 0 24 3 94 7 5,73L
16326-4609 40.6 23 339+ 1 19 3 96 8 2.42
16326-4201 40.9 37 341+ 4 17 7 93 7 .80
16326-4651 41.5 4 338+ 0 23 3 97 6 2.72
16326-4733 41.6 43 337-- 0 25 5 92 5 4.20
16326-4412 41.7 20 339+ 2 29 5 93 5 .72
16327-4338 42.0 10 340+ 2 11 3 97 8 8.23
16327-4545 42.2 35 338+ 1 18 3 96 8 3.42
16327-4601 42.7 5 338+ 1 16 8 94 8 1.50
16327-4924 42.8 16 336- 1 23 6 94 7 1.44
16327-4906 43.5 27 336-- 1 52 3 94 5 .79
16327-4746 43.6 30 ]37- 0 17 4 98 7 4.08L
16327-4514 44.1 5 339+ 1 17 3 96 8 16.54
16327-4025 44.8 8 342+ 5 19 3 96 7 .29L
16327-4824 45.4 20 336- 1 34 3 94 6 1.43
16327-4816 45.5 20 336- I 15 5 98 7 4.11
16327-4938 46.3 58 ]35- 2 31 6 96 6 .69
16327-4848 47.0 34 336- I 16 4 97 8 126.39
16327-4259 47.3 26 340+ 3 14 3 97 8 2.15
16327-4557 47.8 28 338+ 1 27 3 95 6 1.48
16328-4656 48.7 55 337+ 0 15 4 96 7 69.16
16328-4517 49,0 59 339+ 1 16 3 96 8 3.73
16328-4133 50,0 49 341+ 4 15 7 93 5 ,48
16328-4104 50,6 53 342+ 4 20 3 95 6 5,84
16328-4818 51.3 36 336- 1 25 ! 3 94 7 2.62
16328-4358 51.4 24 340+ 2 43 8 98 31 .67
16328-4245 51.9 28 34t+ 3 11 4 99 8l 1.37
16328-4643 53.6 33 338+ 0 50 ' 3 99 2J 3.50L
16328-4553 53.7 59 338+ 1 19 14 106 7 4.04L
16328-4750 53.7 3 337-0 28 3 97 7 2.53
16329 4649 54.4 35 338+ 0 47 10 101 8 6.19L
16329-4809 54.4 47 337- 1 24 3 96 7 2.94
16329-4615 55.3 43 338+ 1 16 3 97 7 4,20
16329-4314 55.5 45 340+ 3 20 8 96 7 ,73
16329 4547 55.5 52 338+ 1 34 3 97 5 1,33
16329-4114 55,7i46 342+ 4 21 6 132 4 .45L
16329-4730 56,1 31 337- 0 22 10 101 4 4,26L
16329 4739 56,6 53 337- 0 17 3 98 7 7.07
16329-4540 57,6 29 338+ 1 23 3 96 7 1,61
16329 4701 58,1_ 44 337+ 0 25 3 95 7 3.33
15329-4745 59,8 7 337- 0 28 3 97 5 1.35
16329-4712 59.8 32 337- 0 24 5 96 5.57L
16329-4134 59.9 18 341+ 4 22 8 104 2 .56L
16330-4725 1.2,24 337 0 14 3 141 7 84.01
16330-4151 1.5145 341+4 25 8 95 6 .42
16330-4421 1.8 _ 11 339+ 2 39 9 95 6 .69
16330-4454 3.3 51 339+ 2 33 3 97 5 1.03
16330-4607 3,7 47 338+ 1 20 4 97 6 2.37
16330-4609 3,9 54 338+ 1 32 3 94 5 1,43
16330-4835 4.4 6 336- 1 15 6 97 I 6 2.36
16331 4556 6.7 43 338+ 1 34 5 98 7 1.66
16331 4859 7.1 11 336- 1 16 5 97 7 4,52
16331-4700 7.9 60 337+ 0 38 3 96 5 5,48L
16331-4737 8.3 23 337- 0 16 4 100 6 56.30
16331-4227 8.4 1 341 + 3 44 14 96 2 .28
16331-4815 8.9 4 ; 337- 1 16 3 97 7 4.02
16331-4637 9.7 46 338+ 0 15 5 96 7 8.02L
16331-4618 10.1 55 338+ 1 17 3 94 7 6.02
16331-4838 10.6 1 336-1 40 12 106 8 4.36L
16331 4803 11.2 2 337- 1 14 3 97 ! 7 2.35
16331-4854 tl,2 3: 336- 1 21 3 99 7 3.33L
16332-4905 13.2 3 336- 1 15 5 93 6 1.95
16332 4821 13.3 28 336- 1 25 4 95 6 1.26
16332 4826 14.8 21 336- 1 17 4 98 7 1.92
15332-4742 15.1 40 337- 0 22 3 94 7 1.61
16332-4423 16.3 54 339+ 2 22 3 95 7 1.23
16332-4411 16.9 11 340+ 2 38 8 94 6 .74
16333-4937 18.9 22 336 2 25 8 95 6 1.01L
16333-4514 19.0 5 339+ 1 52 10 102 2 ,79
16333-4433 19.2 22 339+ 2 59 8 92 3 .84
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
35.59L 323.04 F HOl C 86C049999F
33,14L 600.67L FC BBCI 9 262559997F
33.92L 377,14L B BAC 464254424F
89,26L 467,75L BB AALE 3 660078758F
30.97L 360,19L B ABFF 968349999F
12.84L 176,32L BD BOG 0 7400000OOC
32,25L 376,85L CF BA 660023322F
2.67L 85.24L D EBAD 340120110C
10,00 1423,44L 9930,21L D EA 330197713F
10.66 76.66L 496.73L BB AAF 1 360168953F
,68: 25.60L 386,93L BF AC 3 9601100OOF
2,66 43.76L 1256.85L BC ABEF 9 450383597F
2.21 128.78L 600.67L CD BBAI 8 160450597F
365 41.42L 1256,85L C GA 450464300F
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.01 13.51L 168.86L BE AA 1 270256790F
4.39L 139,47 184.69L F D ECB 9 577259188F
8.76L 270.08L 1256,85L A AC G 0 550096990F 2
.89L 8.79L 98.63L F AA 650020000C
.50 7.41L 45.11L F E B K I 280074990F 2
1.38: 128.78L 600.67L CD BCCD 7 565646007F
4.87 32.51L 301.34L BB AAH 2 97044108OF
4.12L 32.66L 372.17L D B 960114312F 3
9.94 2.07: 100.60L CCC AAB 9 250120000C
1.46L 2.71 28.68: E CC CDBE 684234162F 1
94.68 1423.44L 1570,81: AA E AAAB 1 35C289988F
.40 1.43L 79.62L BC AB 4 3401000008
5.52L 105.08L 3346.28L B AA 2 542194500F
1.07: 27.81L 338.87: ED C CBDE 7 564159089F 8
.72 6.70L 75.47L BB ABC 9 150219898C D
.33 5.33L 77.54L CD EFFC 1 35022999943 D
.54: 7.96 160.27L EC BBA 670133120F 1 23 MRSL 336-O0/1 515
.44 5.56: 30.70 DCB DFEA 460111140C 4
.32L 11.95L 160.42L B AE 640020000C
6.01L 33.31L 1256.85L C BG 450198090F 2
12.64 2.22 51.42L CCE AAB 9 0610110303 4
6.39 1.89: 73.81L BBD AAA 9 450210000C 24
.41L 8.62L 115.01L C DL 350110000(3
5.95 22.94L 278,72L CB AAB 9 350020000F
.38L 6.07 38.36: BD DEFD 6702242921 E 1 32 X1632-440 67 14
.81 2.59L 37.23L BB AA 7 6600101001
38.37: 1099.37 4576.90L CDE BABC 1 537562998F 8 1 32 X1632-472 94 8
1.29 20.59L 128.92L D EDBB 0 874159986F
5.63L 8.94 126.68L E DB 980201161F
1,12 38.95L 439.16L BB AAEF 4 550122494F B
2,31 39.46L 422.94L B A 960139997F 3
1.23 24.03L 273.66L CC AA 9 550125200F 1
.47 2.90 94.33L BCB BCBH 0 461101020C
3.62 24.80L 274.02L DC AAJ 9 470344456F
4.62 1423,44L 912.67L BC ABCH 3 350269988F
.18: 3.85L 43.91L DE BB 0 5711000101
3,91 2,13: 169.81L ABE AAC 4 540000100C
1.73 34.42L 278.06L BB AA 8 660020001F
1.27: 12.90: 408.34L BEC BCB 7 960241090F
1,27 35.89L 437.66L DD AA 9 550133010F;
.60: 9.13L 104.31L CE BCH 0 570200482F 2
18,01 128.78 600.67L BC J ABB 164550997F
14,36 23.28L 267.13L BB AABF 9 550231370F 6 1 32 X1632-452 73 6
.37 4.06 21.00: DCE HECB 66C311411C 2
2.72L 14.64L 152.89L B AB 9! 770244370F 1 23 MRSL 336-00/1 3624.67 35.68L 106.24L DB AADA 774178491F
,47 2.79: 680,63L BDC BBEC 2 334214110F
213.56 63.18 512.67L BBC AAA 9 251052883F 32 8
1.27 11.81L 122.08L BB AA 1 652Ol114OC
1,03: 33.40L 529,61L BD AA 0 950159928F B
32.03 12.50 368.82L ABD AAB 7 460442393F 22 8
20,50 6.90 335.83L BBE AAA 2 551111370F 6
.61 6.69: 60,62: FCCC DBCD 7 254239999C D 1 32 X1632-415 133 13
2.34 7.35L 83.34L BB AA 7 3410000OOC
1.02: 43,52L 500.74L BF ABKD 1 668189911F 2 1 23 MRSL336-00/1 571
.30L 3.27L 33,06L E CDC 4702322811 6
.54 10.26L 94,13L BC ABJF 0 552001461C 7 4 13 226953B1 10 55
2.92L 9.22 187.95L D DI B 970031220F








.41 7.41L 60.68: F F DDEE 360239999(3
590.30 7759.01 9930.21 CABD BBAA 4 437489950F
,34L 7.86L 98.50L B BK 35010000OC
.43L 4.38L 51.92L B BB 5601100001
.58: 25.49L 286.05L BC BB E 2 160031140F
3.16 35.48L 527,08L : B D AA 9 960441263F
5,92L 26.74L 369,91L C A D 960555566F
3.05 20,59L 61,11 CC D CBAA 9 985369999F
5.40L 39.23L 605.22L B AD H 950169999F
2.70 4.78: 29.44: BBDC AADA 1 395063631F
5,43L 34.26 1256.85L F DAF 45C493777F
48.09 10093L 208.14L AB AABD 2 37E144886F
.31L 7.48L 71.83L F D 350001010C
1.96 33.63L 575.74L BC AA 7 650099994F 2
16.87 Co4.70L 668.37L B AAGE 9 969229999F 16 B
4.36 41.51L 321.48L BC :AACE 3 973329956F 3
1.58 19.40L 524.31L B ii ACC 960369999F
1.70 23.55 547.38L BCC 'AABJ 554047752F
2.91 12.69L I 548.1EHL B GAE B 266154992F
13.16L 8,22L 106,74L B AAB 6 863151402F
1.61 8,75L 123,02L BC AAG i 2 971088990F
1.71 11.79: 430.09L DCF AAF 9 964154880F
1.44 26.65L 336,19L BC BCC 0 970469966F
.64 3,89L 39.86L CC AB 7 5700100001
.33 4.35L 34.73L BD AC 5 5701000101
.60 30.94L 365.93L C AA 3 541227470F
.50: 13.23L 222,54L DF BC 0 660111360F
.44L 5.16L 50.83L D BC 3801000001
Name Type _"_ Mag
1 39 SG 337.2+00,1 75 408
D
2 3 20 G337.147 97
4
8
1 23 MRSL 336-00/1 503
B
2
8 t 32 X1633-470 94




2 1 23 MRSL 336-00/1 337
1 23 MRSL 336-00/1 51
6 1 16 07847 B5 72 7E
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16333-4523 19.9 24 339+ 1 25 3 96 7
16333-4041 20.511 342+ 4 24 3 97 6
16333 4654 21.8 38 338+ 0 16 4 96 7
16333-4924 22.1 49 336= 2 28 4 93 6
16333-4807 22.7 40 337- 1 17 4 97 7
16333-4533 22.9 54 339+ 1 18 3 94 5
16333-4134 23.2 55 341 + 4 43 8 94 3
16334--4939 24.1 52 336-2 22 6 93 5
16334-4005 24.1 48 343+ 5 33 3 97 6
16334-4913 24.4 11 336- 1 47 3 96 4
16334 4611 24.5 42 338+ 1 28 3 : 94 6
16334-4318 24.6 24 340+ 3 5 3 53 8
16334-4812 25.6 14 337- 1 69 10 102 2
16334-4626 25.7 29 338+ 0 25 8 96 5
16334 4258 27.6 45 340+ 3 29 8 96 7
16334-4146 28.9 37 341+ 4 65 8 97 2
16334-4604 29.2 26 338+ 1 46 13 90 2
16334-4719 29.3 9= 337- 0 13 4 99 7
16334-4644 29.4 37 338+ 0 20 4 95 7
16335-4738 31.2 34 337- 0 35 3 20, 8
16335-4616 31.7 15 338+ 1 27 4 96 7
16335-4909 32.2 11 336- 1 36 3 95 6
16335-4345 33.6 44 340+ 2 86 23 104 2
16335-4944 34.7 30 335- 2 18 6 93 7
H
Galactic Uncertainty C

























16335-4707 35.5 35 337-- 0 17 3 96 7 200.19
16335-4011 35.8 39 343+ 5 29 8 97 6 .53
16336-4214 36.4 26 341+ 3 21 3 97 4 .33
16336-4235 36.5 16 341+ 3 48 8 94 4 .37
16336 4722 37.0 4337- 0 17 7 91 4 1.20
16336-4316 37.4 54 340+ 3 20 3 98 7 1.05
16336--4354 38.7 54 340+ 2 62 3 95 5 3.62L
16336-4056 39.2 49 342+ 4 27 8 95J 6 .52
16336--4158 39.E 44 341 + 3 26 8 96:6 .53
16336-4244 40.e 20 341+ 3 31 7 100 3 .44
16336-4955 40.7 10 335- 2 37 4 93 6 .72
16336-4650 41.5 28 338+ 0 32 5 95 6 4.34L
16336-4049 41.8 51 342+ 4 44 3 94 4 .47
16336-4619 41.8 22 338+ 0 21 5 95 6 2.39
16337-4557 42.8 14 338+ 1 18 3 95 7 8.25
16337-4703 43.1 47 337-0 26 3 94 6 2.38
16337-4825 43.5 14 336- 1 19 3 94 8 3.74
16337-4750 43.8 11 337 1 13 4 95 7 2.81
16337-4044 43.8 22 342+ 4 62 10 92 2 .32
16337 4201 44.3 34 341+ 3 15 3 97 7 9.66
16337 4757 44.9 46 337- 1 22 3 95 8 2.91
16337-4525 45.2 25 339+ 1 17 3 96 7 90.59
16337-4912 45.4 48 336 1 38 3 94 4 .69
16337-4356 45.8 39 340+ 2 18 3 95 7 .81
16337-4005 45.9 53 343+ 5 28 9 94 4 .55
16337-4713 47,4 29 337- 0 19 3 95 8 3.58
16337-4841 47.4 3 336- 1 45 3 95 2 1.55L
16337-4403 47.5128 340+2 34 8 96 6 .72L
16337-4940 47.7J25 336- 2 40 5 91 6 .91L
16337-4656 48.035 338+0 29 3 95 8 4.15L
16338-4608 48.626 338+ 1 40 5 94 2 1.31
16338-4533 48.9 58 339+ 1 17 3 95 6 1.82
16338-4916 49.6 44 336- 2 18 4 93 7 .61
16338-4522 50.7 13 339+ I 43 3 95 4 1.15
16338-4113 50.7 1 342+ 4 18 8 129 3 .39
16338-4401 51.3 3 340+ 2 16 8 97 7 .62
16338-4901 52.9 32 336- 1 28 3 94 6 2.35L
16338-4741 53.0 1 337- 0 20 5 93 6 1.48
16339-4622 54.7 36 338+ 0 27 7 94 5 1.86
16339 4427 54.8 47 339+ 2 9 3 134 8 2.88
16339-4627 54.9 43 338+ 0 19 4 96 8 5.54L
16339 4926 55.5 35 336- 2 23 5 94 7 .51:
16339-4728 55.7 35 337- 0 54 11 92 3 4.39L
16339-4808 56.1 47 337- 1 14 6 96 7 1.39
16339-4309 56.2 19 340+ 3 15 i 4 97 7 1.89
16339-4717 56.3 52 337- 0 22 i 3 94 7 2.45
16339-4951 56.5 51 335-- 2 20 i 5 95 6 1.73L
16339-4339 56.8 17 340+ 2 12 I 8 2 6 ._
16339-4947 57.3 7 335- 2 15 3 95 8 3.04
16339-4450 58.7 41 339+ 1 24 4 97 7 .98
16339-4214 59.3 8 341+ 3 74 9 91 2 .41
16339--4818 59.6 41 337- 1 32 3 92 5 1.43
16339-4531 59.9 27 339+ 1 16 3 96 8 4.19
16340-4422 0.0 27 339+ 2 27 6 97 7 .96
16340-4634 1.3 41 338+ 0 14 3 96 8 555.52
16340-4617 1.3 5 338+ 0 34 8 94 5 5.98L
16340-4821 2.4 35 337-- 1 37 3 93 6 1.29
16340--4648 2.6 47 338+ 0 15 6 93 6 9.57
16340-4046 3.0 11 342+ 4 29 6 96 6 .27L
16340-4331 3.4 3 340+ 2 25 i 8 96 7 .80
16340-4644 3.5 50 338+ 0 36 i 3 99 4 1.94
16340-4709 4.1 7 337- 0 30 3 93 7 2.69
16340 4348 4.2 45 340+ 2 15! 3 97 7 5.03
16340-4732 5.4 44 337- 0 18 3 97 7 1.77
16340-4132 5.5 20 342+ 4 20 4 96 6 2.60
16340-4115 5.9 18 342+ 4 12 3 96 6 1.74
16341-4944 6.6 17 336-- 2 28 8 93 5 .70
16341 4736 7.4 51 337- 0 34 4 98 5' 1.59
16341 4251 8.1 6 341+ 3 12 4 98 7 9.70
16341-4147 8.7 36 341+ 3 12: 3 97 7 1.08
16341 4552 9.4 59 338+ 1 18 i 4 96 7 2.51
16341-4055 9.5 58 342+ 4 31 8 95 6; .61
16341-4853 9.7 26 336- 1 35 I 3 94 5 1.53L
16341-4712 10.1 14 337-- 0 29 ; 3 95 7 5.48
16341-4726 10.4 49 337- 0 11 5 98 7 8.24
16341 4714 11.5i58 337 0 27 3 96 7 6.92L
I
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)



















lO0 p.m Flux Co
Uncs Co
8.79 369.11L CE FBI
6.80L 72.35L BB AA
24.00: 248.25L BBD AAI
2.15: 73.09L BDC BBI
89.26 113.25L BBE AA_
42.89L 281.80L B AEI
6.75L 93.35L C C L I
3.96L 25,46 E BB(
6.18L 63.15L B AE
3.97 106.72L E DG[
39.80L 331.03L BD AA|
11.65L 143.66L B BEE
8.71 123.75L E F F |
10.68 331.28L C CB(
11.77L 143.44L BF AB
7.44L 74A5L D C
9.97 77.50L E H(
23.17L 298.24 3681.93L D A A |
3.49 30.35 260.48: BED DB[
2.29: 54.85 299.90L F D L A E
1.57 11.64L 309.43L BC AA[
1.66L 8.30L 82.60L B B B I
.41L 4.23 30.80L C
.58 7.23L 65.37L B D A B
196.92 38.56L 367.38L BA AA[
.25: 5.46L 76.97L BD 'BD
.38 1.96: 91.47L CCD BBE
.39L 10.01L 130.41L B DC
4.03L 298.24L 133.09L D CBE
.86 13.73L 131.O9L BD AA[
.31L 5.98 36.29L B E [
.35L 8.33L 88.96L B BC
.33: 9.21L 102.38L CD BB
.19: 10.92L 117.75L FF BD[
1.15L 5.71L 62.96L E BD
4.60 866.45L 271.56L C A E
.64L 6.06L 104.53L C B GF
2.02 11.64L 428.05L B D B A (
7.15 42.46L 328.09L DC AA
2.50 27.14L 410.04L BC AA,
1.83L 43.10L 502_44L B AA[
1.10 36.10L 386.38L BE AB_
.45L 8.01L 86.15L E F
4.14 9.62L 90.12L AB AA
1.83L 31.68L 537.31L B ACE
76.10 12.54 448A 7L BBC AA. =
1.57L 4.95L 96.11L O BDI
.76 3.04L 33.55L BC BA
.35L 7.59L 7039L C B F
12.09 433.02L 506.85L BB AAI
.73 11.43L 95.87L F HCE
.33 4.49L 38.60L F B D
.69 6.03L 58.86L C D B I-
4.45 51.04L 471.81L B DAI_
4.49L 26.62L 247.77L E B
.90 35.89L 644.18L BF ABE
.58: 4.02 67.73L BCB DCE
3.30L 28.04L 271.88L C B D
.73L 8.23L 42.38L C ECL
.30 1.63L 34.37L BF AB
.64: 4.96 99.15L EC BE,a
1.17 27.40L 299.90L CE BDF
5.33L 17.88L 241.21L B AB(
2.11 3.84L 41.52L CB AAE
2.99 33.10 311.95L BB BAA
1.74L 5.78L 38.04 D C CHF
3.23L 15.75 168.23L D DC
.98 10.12L 88.77: BE F BAB
.48 12.83L 115.36L BD ABE
4.58 298.24L 2451.72L BF AAE
.98 7.52 331.21L BC MAA
.40L 14.40L 127.20L C BC
1.23 28.78L 418.56L BB AAk
.56: 30.33L 292.19L BE ABE
.77L 10.31L 95.67L C EC
1.47 11.91L 45.27: BF F ABC
3.54 35.42L 492.57L DC AAF
.59 3.81L 39.03L BD AB
414.29 107.75L 668.37L AA AAA
7.82L 12.70 245.98L C H B
1.70L 11.35L 130.81L B ABF
44.20L 1019.33L 3443.37L C AA,_
.52: 2.50: 20.03 F B C C E
.47 13.23L 123.11L BD AA
5.93L 26.77L 3443.37L D B B
1.75: 19.50: 1310.06L BCE ABB
3.90 2.65L 27.80L CB AAI
8.49 33.82L 438.92L BB BBC
1.72 1.71L 18.34L BD AA
.80 3.93L 33.40 BB C AAJ
.45: 5.71L CoS.54L CE BC
7.80L 33.85L 445.71L C AB
4.15 10.50L 118.60L AB AA
.81 9.40L 95.28L BC AAF
4.66 22.30L 333.42L CB AA
.33L 7.70L 83.63L B BD
1,02 4.30: 85.82L D F C B 0
9.57L 49.29L 2451.72L B AAE
4.67 32.29L 334.15L BC AAJ
35.08L 49.29 942.01L C H A
V L C
A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep






"Confus*on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sou cos (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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16342-4323 12.8 39 340+ 2 19 3 96 7
16342-4825 13.5 51 337- 1 55 18 100 2
16342-4704 14.3 17 338-- 0 72 11 90 2
16342-4911 14.3 7 336- 2 23 6 97 6
16342-4921 15.6 21 336-- 2 28 3 94 7
16342-4812 15.9 24 337- 1 13 4 95 7
16343-4245 18.8 4 341+3 21 3 97 7
16343-4851 19.351 336- 1 28 3 95 6
16343--46,48 19.4 56 338+ 0 25 I 9 103 6
16343-4745 19.5 20 337- 1 18' 4 97 7
16343-4700 20.3 42 338- 0 19 ! I
16343-4603 20.5 19 338+1 L_ I _ 99_5 75!
16343--4299 21.1 17 341+ 3 13 102 3 I
16343--4058 22.9 32 342+4 33 9 96 5
16343-4247 23.6 61 341+ 3 24 8 99 51
16343--4542 23.944339+1 213 97 71
16344-4937 24.057336-2 38 1o 95 61
16344-4933 24.258336-2 29 3 _ _i16344--4315 24.8 19 340+2 60 13
16344-4830 25.329336-1 21 5947
16344-4422 25.850340+2 19 8 966
16344-4414 26.154340+2 35 8 975
16344-4856 26.4 17 336-1 31 3 94 6
16344-4357 26.78340+2 243 96 7
16344-4744 27.2 10 337-1 31 10 94 5
16344-4759 28.650 337-1 28 11 93 4
16344-4658 29.7 56 338- 0 16 4 98 7
16344-4931 29.8 32 336-- 2 21 7 95 6
16344-4605 29.9 12 338+ 1 18 3 139 7
16345--4354 31.7 17 340+ 2 42 3 96 3
16345-4742 32.0 27 337-1 33 7 92 6
16345-4825 34.3 48 337-1 31 9 97 2
16345-4554 34.3 43 336+1 29 14 93 4
16345-4137 35.0 20! 342+4 34 8 96 6
16345-4945 35.3 54i 336- 2 16 : 95 6616345-4127 35.6 8 342+4 18 98 I
16345-4910 35.8 2 336-2 14 8 1447
16345-4138 35.6 48 342+4 22 8 97 6
16346-4749 36.5501337- 1 15 594'6
16346--4242 37.132341+ 3 29 8 945
16346-4926 37.1 ¢4 336- g 14 96 I
16346-4630 37.1 _' 338+ 22 595176
16346-4430 37.4 32 339+2 19 32 Og_l ;16346- 4206 37.618 341+3 6911
16346--4945 37.610 336- 2 52 10 9316346_4803378,337_ 19 o g
16346-4636 36.7 2 338+ 25 12 6
16348-4810 38.8 16
16346-461836.85_7 3:38+ _ _ 965 ;338+ 45
16346-4837 39,032336-1 26 3 947
16346-4545 39.7 46' 339+1 38 12 10112
30337- 12 94 ;16346-4713 40,381337_0 27
16346-4726 41.23 21 12 951116346--4046 41.4 421 342+ 4 61 97 216846-440e415 2 340+2 26 961716847-475642.02o 337-1 16 8 96 716347-443944810339+1 40 3 6 7
16347-4141 44.7 54! 342+ 3 13 3 96'8
,_,7-4525 46.o5o _9+ 1 24 _ 8716347-4209 262 341+3 76 921
16347-4512 46.4 22 339+ 1 17 3 95 7
16347--4403 47.2 4 340+ 23 94
16347--4834 47.8 336- 1 16 95 !
16347-4915 48.0 27 336-- 2 17 4 95 8
16348-4654 48.2 41 336-- 0 18 3 94 7
16348--4112 50.0 56' 342+ 4 19 3 97 8
16348--4352 51.0 10 340+ 2 40 9 96 7
16348-4517 51.2 45 339+ 1 17 4 96 7
16348-4849 51.4 13 336- 1 19 3 97 7
16348-4706 51.7 58 336- 0 22 4 95 7
16348--4350 52.2 19 340+2 28 4 95 7
16348-4422 683.3 51 340+2 15 4 96 7
16348-4203 53.4 2 341+3 51 12 95 3
16348-4010 53.4 14 343+4 29 3! 98 3
16348-4558 53.7 42 338+1 22 5 95 7
16349-440854.126340+2175197 /
16849_4921.1 03362 68!:95  9_ 56555.414336+117916849_4 055.553342+4 37 985
16349_403155.559342+4123,98755.6143 +0 193 94716849_.13 .149337_124914151 49_4 56.1.336+031 3 947
16349-4729 59.7 28 337-0 58 13 100 2
16849-4358 59.7 9 340+ 2 29 5 96 6 1.30
16850-4904 0.9 31 336-- 2 31 9 97 45 .9516850--4548 1.7 55 339+ 1 321 5 93 1.68
16350--4016 1.7 37 349+ 4 93 9 95 6 .6816350-4809 2.5 2 337- 1 21 v 141 v! 3.45L
i
16350-4302 3.8,53 341+3 20 4 97 7! 1.35
16350-4453 3.8 7 339+ 1 591 13 103 2! .58
16850--4152 4.1i20341+ 3 29 3 97 7, 1.20
16350-4238 4"5119'5 341+31 21 3 96 7 1.28
16350-4754 5.0 337- 14i 499_ ;! 120.11
16350-4738 5.4,52337- 1 23 1.39:
16851--4704 7.339 338-0 56 8 89 2' 4.90L
H
Galactic Uncertainly C
























































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_m _ p,m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion SR 25 i# TA(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.16 12.55L 145.28L BB AAL 6 650100150C 4
.81L 8.31 133.91L E DB 970076990F
1.97 14.71L 3399.44L F E B 940274100F 1
1.46 32.23L 393.27L DO AAEG 9 751179996F 3
1.73 49.04L 482.24L EB CACI 0 650131520F
4.39 38.89L 100.32: BF F AAAD 4 98B450129F 15 2
1.05 1128L 109.85L BB AA 8 85024100OC
2.30L 7.87L 128.23L B AD 970223950F 2
44.20L 1019.33L 3443.37 C BAAA, 3 547297983F 8
2.24 30.24L 433.90L CB AAG 6 960249980F
1129.71L 3399.44L DC BA C 948149993F 2
56.86L 404.94L B A 860030790F
11.88L 38.17 D L EC 060421122C 4
1.85L 19.58L B BH 3610100000

















29.82L 421.04L BB AAF 4 960120310F 2
3.34L 17.34 C HB _ 468030170F
5.88L 73.29L C A B I G 2 562043270F
10.14L 149.06L C CK H 9EO210110C33.81L 547.55L BB AA 8 953179890F
5.54L 39.72L BD AS 0 3712013721 A
5.23L 44.79L B BE 3803000001
9.88L 94.06L BC AA 3 980121830F
3.74L 35.83L BC AA 1 2601900001
10.51 316.25L E BC 970148630F
Declination: - 50"-- 40*
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 23 MRSL 336-00/1 557
1 13 226978 K2 6 65
10.74 135.40L E fiE 8 984339930F
46.71 1129.71 4034.09L BBC AABB 9 94A359984F 2 1 39 GS 337.6-00.0 51 5000
.41 7.26L 78.21L BF ADE 3 570136461F 1
8.71: 159.39: 404.94 DCC AA BA 762030970F 2
.36L 4.54 33.59L E GC 2601400101
1.56 16.37L 259.51L F O BB D] 2 973148970F
.81 5.85L 32.64L F DOE 994148960F
6.35L 27.62L 114.48 C CAF B 670246293F
.32L 2.05L 25.90L B 4700311210
1.01 5.91L 288.95L CC AACB 7 341210330F 2
2.45 1.89L 19.80L AB AA 7 2600001000
1.85 26.40 126.57: CCCD, BCCB 9 769247976F 3 1 32 X1634-491 74 3
.49 2.25L 21.91L FC CA 9 4700311210
132: 48.34L 321.52L BC AAJ C 6 97C053890F
.37L 13.34L 162.53L C BD I 050431010C
3.67 2.59L 479.35L BB AAB 9 551150220F
3.11 42.51 314.98L BB FAB 970620702F 2
4.77 4.07L 44.98L OC AA 9 2802011001
.32L 9.09L 83.87L E C 260020000C
1,13L 4.08 51.54L C CA I 360110330F 2
7.76 39.40L 592.78L AB AAE 0 9504210OOF
6.05L 75.62L 451.39L E AE B I 960689099F A
20.72 56.16L 232.88L CC AAJ B 8 970160980F 2
7.84L 15.53 400.89L B F C 960210090F
4.89 40.16L 625.12L BB BBD 3 950189891F
3.59L 31.19L 316.23L D B 570034310F
25.41L 278.06L 861.32L C BBFB 9 95F359989F C
2.29 54.59 8676.68L CDB CBBD 6 933430990F 3
.28L 1.76L, 22.95L C D F 2701010000
.79 4.28L 58.19L BC AB I 1 3612259821 F 1 32 X1634-441 36 15
1.52 28.59L 135.40 F F CI CBBC 9 96C249850F
1.01 5.28L 64.38L DC BB 8 3702111201
1.40 2.05L 21.95L BB AAE 3 4721411210
1.08 31.09L 408.81L BC BA 7961201060F 4
.36L 8.59L 136.37L D B 260010000C
1.41 34.37L 320.68L BB AA 2 960120010F
13.56 3.38 73.77L BBD AABH O 554120011C
.86 4.10L 52.67L CB AA 9 2601358821 F
2.04 18.25L 616.85L CD BBDC 6 963159990F
8.73 40.66L 509.69L BB AAL 5 85003OO6OF
45.18 842.98 4034.09L BBC AAAA 1 746559185F 2 1 39 ADG337.7-00.1 82 5000
1.59 1.32 16.26L BCD AAD 9 3600000100
.60L 7.17 53.77L C ME F C 2600400501 4
8.03 29.07L 346.99L BB AAK 0 960110070F 4 3 141 277-PN 2 PI 9
17.09 355.75 4075.56L F BD DCBC 6 93F379766F 9
6.47L 88.58 2198.35L C E DA 1 843166901F 1 39 SG337.7-00.3 88 406
,33: 4.30L 53.36L BO AB 2 2501300501 4 1 32 X1634-438 57 4
2.95 4.31L 54.33L CB AAH 9 2711112931 A
.32L 10.06L 131.38L C EE 160010000C
.32L 1.66: 49.11L B D CKE 654001010C 1 131 226988 K5 20 91
1.64: 32.75L 342.33L BD ACE 1 770233160F
.68 7.81 61.78 CCBD CCBD 5 2700359821 F
2.05L 2.63 82.85L F CS 670153661F 8
2.48 11.96: 336.22L BBE AADB 4 574253402F 4
.27: 1.82 72.10L CFC GBBF 350000010C
15.34 313 6322LCCB A^A 9 4_10000c 28
721L 18049L94533L_ AABF_ _9980F1.91 19.58L 81.31: E E ECDB _ 988479997F
159.66L 341.74L CC CCC 3 962399990F
54.59L 141.88L D B D 970139340F 2
4.45L 40.26L BF AB 7 16102CO001
43.48L 858.31L B BF 0 740256784F
26.05L 168.03L C BC H 570154692F 4
7.26L 72.41L CO SC 4 760101111C
8.65 139.87L F C DBA 974458967F
14.45L 31.42 BE D AAF D 9 968103561C 3
23.14L 306.04L F C 460020010F
8.46L 126.36L BB AB 1 i150000000C
12.30L 139.83L BB AA 1 050110010C
28.59L 569.00L BA AAA 1 960439990F 25
27.93L 322.90L CE EDFC 0 97C020991F















16351-4722 7.9 6 337- 0 17 3 94 7 8.41L 133.48 3692.88 8676.68 ABB AAAA 2 930370981F
16351-4900 8.345 336- 2 23 4 95 7 1.39L .78 43.05L 24.31: E C ABGB 5 991139994F!
16351-4701 9.6122 338- 0 15 3 95 7 3.19: 27.89 483.90 1499.26 BBCD CAAB 6 85C269998F I
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_ended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Densi_ Region.






ham. 8 I a _ Coords SMJ SMN 60 I:1 V.m
. , (s) () ] b C) C) (') N
16361-4736 9,753 337-1 24 3 93 6 1,83
16351-4455 9.7 5 339+ 1 43 10 96 2 .81
16351-4318 9,9 50 340+ 2 16 3 96 7 6.51
16351-4746 10.3 41 337- 1 22 5 92 6 1.71
16351-4718 10.4 31 337- 0 14 4 97 7 4.16L
16351-4539 10.6 24 339+ 1 41 3 136 3_ 5.28L
16351-4639 10.6 38 338+ 0 16 3 95 7 4.85L
16352-4529 12.6 57 339+ 1 42 _ 3 94 6 _ 5.07L
16362-47121335o 336-0 15 _ _ _5 2.73
16352--4215 13.316 341+3 47' .66
16352-4813 14.3 14 337- 1 18 5 94 1.62
16362-4721 14.4 2 337-0 25 3 92 5 8.41
16352-44:]0 14.4 5 340+ 2 48 6 101 3 .65
16362-442815.47340+2 37 4,96 4 .9o10362-4100 154 2 _2+4 70 12,88 2 .3616362-462e 15.794 339+1 20 4, 85 7 5.20163,2_48251 613336+027 3 887 33,
163,2_4618647 338+0 28 38 ) 227163,2_494917.7473 _2 15 8.4918352_4,317.937338+027 3 6 188.68 
163'3-4406 16.3 19 340+ 2 18 3 85 7 1.76
16353--4551 18,4 39 339+ 1 34 15] 93 3 5,03L
16353-4558 20.6 21 338+ I 52 3 97 4 6.06L163,3-492021113366-2 19 4 94 7 I._
16353-4217 21.7 0i 341+ 3 19 3 95 7 6.42
16353-4759 22.6 _ 337-- , 16 5 93 6 11.69
16353-4958 22.6 8 336-2 15 3 95 7 1.87163,3-465822655 336-2 17 6 9o 6 .88
16353-4915 23.0 34i 336- 2 46 3 92, 5 2.55L
16353-4636 23.5 34 338+0 14 4 97 7 12.45
16353-4535 23.6 33 339+1 14 4 97 7 7.91
16354--4909 24.3 11 336-- 2 28 6 94!7 1.12
16354-4120 24.9 59j 342+4 19 35 97177 5.0016364-41_24.934 342+4 15 102 156
16354-4630 27.3 2252 338+ 0 25 3 95 ; 3.41
16354-4626 28.9 336+ 0 23 95' 6.28L '
16364-4642o6 336-0 18 3 97i8 106.6816355-472430457 337-0 27 3 93 6 244
16355-4340 30.6 56 340+ 2 88 12 941 2 .3416355-465131.422336-1 15 3 95 6 2.48
16355-4742 32.4 33 I 337- 1 25 3 95 6 3.99L
16355-4159 33.3 10 341+ 3 41 9 t03 3 .31
16355-4415 33.9 32 340+2 36 8 97 6 1.04
163,5-4756 34.1 27 337- 1 20 9 93 5 2.75L
16355-4517 34.1 31 339+ 1 29 3 96 7 2.15
16355-4221 34.2 59 341+ 3 15 3 88 7 1.10
16355-4019 34.3 2 343+ 4 20 9 96 7 .25L
16355-4944 34.3 55 336-2 24 10 89 6 .95L
,6355-4744 35.1_ 337-1 15 50 97 ; 7.0716356-4356 36.1 340+2 49 1 !100 .48
16356--4651 36.3 33 339+1 44 3 95 3 .96L
16356-4245 36.8 35 341+ 3 17 4 95 8 2.74
16356-4127 38.0 59 342+ 3 42 10 88 3 .40
16356-4440 38.7 19 339+ 1 49 9 104 2 1.11
16356-4021 39.2 49 343+ 4 17 3 97 7 1.19
16356-4013 39.3 56 343+ 4 33 8 94 4 .43
16356--4632 39.6 30 338+ 0 44 3 10 6 2.82
16356-4836 40.6 36 337- 1 17 3 95 7 1.65
16356-4255 41.3 24 341+ 3 75 8 93 2 .42
16356-4750 41.9 2 337- 1 23 11 93 6 2.9.4L i
16357-4126 42,4 4 342+ 4 38 97 .46
16357-4816 42.5 34 337- 1 18 9 6 1.44:
16357-4832 43.0 52 337- 1 19 5 951 7 1.43:
16357-4645 44.1 43 338- 0 20 3 971 _ 1.79:
 118 88971772001o216357-4742 44.4 337- I 22 616357--4428 46.0 1 340+ 29
16357--4700 46.6 29 338- 0 22 45 =I) 3.63
2 3.31L I16357-4401 47.1 340+ 2 19
16357-4836 47.5 1 337- 1 21 5 95 7 5.21
16336--4226 48.4 47, 341+ 30 26 8 96 8 .7116358-4916 46.8 12 336- = 17 4 95'7 3.35
,63_-,_43 5Ol45i339+I 25 3 6814 115
16358-4614 50.2 52i 338+ 0 15 7 93 7 6.57L
16358--4727 50.5 361 337-- 1 27 4 96:6 3.94
16358-4806 52.6 21 337- 1 66 3 92 5 1.42
16358--4611 52.7 11 337- 1 21 3 93 _ 7 4.11
1.58-4733 52718337-1 80 8 91 3 147
16358-4309 53.0 17 341+ 2 20 _ 961 , 96
16358-4804 53.0 351 337- 1 39 3 94 7 ,88:
I
16358-4735 53.6 55, 337- 1 35 3 I 94 5 1.51
16359-4515 54.5 37 339+ 1 22 3 88 7 3.63
163'9--4453 54.5 30 339+1 19 4 95 7 7.30
16359-4436 54.7 35 340+ 1 21 3 94 7 2.4216359-482855719337-I 25 3 93 7 69:
16359-4859 56.2 51 336- 2 27 10 95 5 1.12163,9-463558336 338+0 15 3 98 7 3.6116358_4 56.616336_283 3 933 2.36 
' _59-- 4346 57m0 7 340+2 16 4 0_55 ; 5.33163,9_46207111 36+083 1 304
163._,62157.,9 337_124 ) 77
1_59--4751 58.4 44 337-- I 19 11105
163'9--4513 _,6 46 339+ I 29 9 _ 4 6.IIL
16359-4705 59.2 40 338-0 28 44i _(_95 7; 3.7216359-4555 59.7 24 339+ 0 18 20.26163,9-492959949 386-2 23 1.16
16360-4610 0.3 39 338+ 0 20 4 97 7 9.99
ie_-4723 05 6 337-i 12 4 _ 7 12._
16360-4915 1.0 6 336-2 13 3 97 7 .76
18360-4707 1.4 16 338-0 13 5 141 7 8.94:
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Ru_ Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Coffered)














100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
16.33L 265.04L BD AB C 4 970139991F
29.60L 300,23L O AO 46301O010F
14.15L 158.34L AB AAE 2 840300110(3
32.57L 242.31L BC BAJ C 2 974139970F
80.59L 8876.68L B BBK 1 931370023F
16.03 346.97L E GGOG 880154988F
158.12L 2231.47L B ABCF 8 941262978F
69.92L 355.73L C A O i 960231180F
493.00L 2198.35L CD C'HA _ 5 94E359993F
10.25L 123.81L E C=" 160011010(3
19.58L 145.38L BF B:IC 0 970470988F
BAA 931359941F
B 3700100001
B l) E 37O0202631
FG 3600000000




[_ A B 954291920F
AA 1 2801127501
133.48L 3692.88L 8676.88L B
.39L 4.52L 61.81L D
.56L 6.05L 64.61L C
.47L 1.41L 21.50L D
2.61 57.6fiL 349.16L BE
2.29: 61.38L 465.94L DD
54.47L 50.20L 740.72L' B
1.69 21.36L 232.19L SB
69.63L 159.66 1086.77L C
1.24 3.85L 42.78L BB
2.25L 12.86: 141.56 EE BCD 480256892F
5.91L 14.68 388.05L C _C 460203220F
2.05 24.78L i 236.94L'OC A_t E 9 550157792F
12.03 10.76L 126.28Lj BC A,a.A 9 160021010C
6.43 14.16L 497.29LIBB A_BK 3 968248570F
2.67 23.66L 184.78LI CC AA 9 95011O060F
.64 3.59: 29.14 SDCEIBBBC 1 991139781F
1.52L 3.53 63.89Ll E E F C 572130190F
73.28 806,10L 2231.47 jB8 D AAAB 2 949289978F
I
5.89 20.64L 366.97LIDD !AA3M 9 966252621F
.61 3'5.11L 553.03LI BD AC G 3 740034646F
2.14 1.59L 13.83L BB AAO 9 4701100000
.68 1.43L 15.23L BB AA 1 3600100000
2,35: 45.90L 346.35L SD AAE 2 6601799OOF
4.34 61.36 387.31L B B A B 864269900F
69.63 159.66L 2231.47L AB AAEC 5 842269910F
I
8 1 20 G337.449 60
6
8 1 23 ASS 66 382









1 1 5 DC337.0-00.8 122
4
2i
6 1 23 ASS 66 325
1 23 ASS 66 237
1 23 MRSL 336-01/1 283
1.86 3692.88L 8676.68L BC IAA 3 930049982F
.49L 17.26L 248.76L C C 340010010C
2.58 46.03L 901.2OL CB BBBH 4 957268835F
9.01 23.27 322.88L BE !BAA 880261288F 9
35 11.00L 112.59L CE ,BC 8 1502010O0C
.58L 5.70L 59.74L B B I H 2700000001 I 1 13 227002 K5 2 78
3.66L 14.16 201.72L C DC)C 976348470F 1 1 5 DC337.0-00.8 77
1.37 65.20L 410.06L BE AA 1 880121010F
.60 12.32L 31.60: BC F AAI':D 8 678221052F 4
.29L 3.34L 16.53 C El B 668122121C
.6.4 3.19 46.38L EE BCI:G 0 260041470F
6.57L 23.27L 322,32L B AA 9 970278970F 2 39 AJG048 99 408
.72L 4.66L 46.93L D CD L 1500101201 4 i
1.81 14.75L 224.76L E 'EB( E 470333880F 4 i
1.19 13.70L 135.75L BC ,AA 9 850111040(:: 4 i
.43L 2.11L 18.22L C OH 4602100210 i
.45 4.53L 71.79L FF IACEH 8 4801211601 4
.65 5.86L 58.38L BC AA 8 65Ol12121C
.30L 6.88L 72.91L C C 750011000C 2
2.89 45.60L 4794.17L CE BAL 5 733189252F 1 23 ASS66 456
1.71 27.53 131 43 BC BBEC 6 97427405OF
.50L 5.62L 124.57L C IBHF 950222471C 7
4.21L 12.31L 126.72 C I EC 980237590F
.30L 1,38L 15.27L E C (3 2700000000

























37.49: 152.71 E CD BDE& 97C246894F 1 "41 16357-4617 29 8
40.67 63.86: DBCD DBB3 3 880249040F
169.44: 2923.35L CED BBD3 1 i 64C356020F 1 23 ASS 66 345
23.27L5.O0L 552.19L51.25LCOBFD AABAA 01 3800100001952242198F; 9 1 20 G337.226 65
25.91L 2636.33L BB 9 940349997F A
5.01 47.92L BC GAA 1501401201 4
47.18L 407.40L B AAB 9 963259640F 2
12.67L 169.59L BD BC 3 650211011F
36.76L 431.66L BB AA 9 358259910F 3
8.37L 88.49L CO BBC ) 2 4800211701 4
177.84 467.05 EEE GBB _ 9 76D566397F
19.01L 427.76L BE} AAS 1 960159652F 6
47.46L 243.10L C BG 960054994F 1 '41 16359-4800 18 3
33.82L 431.75LiCB AAD 9 961166633F I "41 16359-4811 18 3
14.86L 322.60L, 'D B 880331110F
14.98L 181.10L DBCE AB 8 840110030C 4
47.46 243.10L BBDI; 962044884F 1 "41 16359-4804 19 4
1434L 322.90L B B C 960329999F i 6
37.12L 391.32L BD AA I 0 960021072F 8
45.40L 285.51L BB AAD 2; 370100010F
6.50L 51.31L BB AA 5 4601200581 4
1535 184.79L C C ECCE 97C437181F
26.31L 440.83L DE BEE 0 660347541F
39.29 1288.81 4794.17 BBCC BAAE 2 538189260F
1.27L 2.04 I 61.19L D DE 160121271F
1.47 17.07L 187.33L AB 'AA 3 241O0000OC
838L 3153L 467.05L D AJ 660684640F
I
1.24 17.23 194.79LI OC OCCE 3 974457594F
7.93 34.16L Co03.29L BB AA k 9 950176680F 29
,.36 3.96289.06 ,  21073F6.75L 157.91L 2636.33L C 940358779F
7.39 37.38L 440.18L BE= 'AA 6 460120270F 01
.65 28.49L 400.75L BD ABH 2 350102100F
6.29L 68.49L 467.05L B !AAH 660445054F
15.35L 490.82L 1133.37L B AACB 958059889F
2.08 9.07: 379.04L CBC BBC 4 354122770F
66,28: 865.49L 2636.33 BB C OOHB 5 94F346777F
1 39 ADG336.7-01.2 107 5000
1 23 MRSL 336-01/1 534
3 20 G336,007 72
1 17 2351 12
1 "41 16356-4821 57 5
1 "41 16360-4751 37 3
8;
AJ 1 20 G337.704 80
E 1 32 X1636-473 57 14
2 1 13 227012 83 38 90
A _ 1 20 G337.704 60






a ,5 c[ 8, Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 /_m
h m, o , (s) () I b C) C) (') N
16360-4238 1.516341+ 3 49 10 1943
16360-4405 1.925340+ 2 14 4 957
16360-4401 2,556340+ 2 27 8 955
16360-4629 2,651338+ 0 34 7 924
16360-4623 2.947338+ 0 27 3 957
16360-4421 4.242340+ 1 29 101002
16360-4958 4,514338-2 20 3 948
16361-4658 6.514 338- 0 29 3 94 7
16361-4353 7.2 56 340+ 2 25 3 96 7
16361-4817 8,724 337- 1 15 3 3 5
16361-4946 9.146 336- 2 20 8 96 7
16361-4626 10.0 9 338+ 0 16 4 97 7
16361-4111 10.6 0 342+ 4 37 9 96 4
16361--4903 10.9 26 336-- 2 26 14 92 i 4
16361--4400 11.0 15 340+ 2 27 4 95 7
16362-4601 12.5 28 339+ 0 25 3 95 7




















100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 , # T
(Not Color Corrected)
25 t.tm 60 ttm
(Jansky)
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
1,37L 12.97L 171.44L O CG 940000000F
1,77 5.02L 37.99L BB AA 1 1801300001
.60L 5.23L 45.41L B AAA 1801301201
2.06 45.90L 4794.17L E BD 530265260F
2.45: 288.86L 418.60L BF ABE 5 360435620F
1.05L 7.22L 59.73L D BD 2701100001
.48 21,64L 164.27L BC ABF 4 650125272F
2.71 27.57L 362.52L B BA 962134330F
1,86 4,85L 36.94L B HAB 1600001001
2,20 31,10: 184.79L DE BCB 974363990F
,52 11,07L 272,36L BC AA D 1 141132211F
5,65 47,65L 325.83L BB AAM 6 372258650F
.36L 1.99L 22,94L B B D 4600100000
1,77L 3,30 86.O9L C HDB 680249899F
,58 5,03L 36.47L BC AB 8 1600301101
1.60: 46.40L 483.41L BF AB 9 260066290F
1,06 1,76L 17.54L CS AA 9 3600000000
Sep




"41 16360-4816 48 2
2













































































4.86 12.30 77.02L 18723.71L BB BAC 8 920379946F
2.23 1.27 5.08L 47.16L BB AA 3901211401
.55 1A4L 10.09L 93.07L D C 350110000F
.73 .68 5.11L 37.25L FE BBBC 2 388227780F
4.15 18.14 258.09 2923.35L CBC BAA 2 743568990F
4.00: 10.81 277.05L 564.37L CE CDBE 6 967266753F
3.68L 29.58L 462.70L B BD 960041960F
3.83 490.82L 766.52L BS AA 2 950249978F
1.98 490.82L 766.52L CC AAED 8 950179998F
.39L 2.31 101.75L E J B 360329097F
.34 1.45L 17.77L CC BCED 4600000100
83
F 2 "20 G336.514 232
3






16362-4841 14,814 i 337-- 1 18 3 94 7
16362-4439 14.823340+ 1 17 3 967
16362-4157 15,758 342+ 3 41 8 96 4
16362-4922 17,044 336- 2 35 8 91 4
16362-4639 17,617 338-0 17 3 137 7
16363--4542 18,437 339+ 1 8 3 5 5
16363--4808 19.160 337- 1 32 8 96 5
16363--4727 19.3 7 337- 1 21 3 94 7
16363--4721 19.638 338- 1 21 3 94 7
16363--4910 19.760 336-2 50 3 100 2
16363--4129 19.8! 26 342+ 3 26 7 994
16363--4606 20,C 45338+ 0 16 3 957
16363--4645 20.C 42 338- 0 28 7 136 '11
16363--4710 21.C 44 338- 0 28 3 93 5
16363-4650 23,C 56 338- 0 20 3 94 7
16364-4954A 24.456 336- 2 29 8 97 6
16364-4222 25.Q 44341+ 3 19 3 956
16364-4300 26.(319 341+ 2 17 4 967
16364-4014 26.948343+ 4 22 3 968
16364-4207 27.220 341+ 3 26 4 95 7
16364-4954B 27,713 336- 2 27 3 99 4
16364--4535 27.9 25 339+ 1 19 3 95 6
i
16364-4931 28.3 54 336- 2 I 21 3 94 8
16364-4112 28.8 59 342+ 4 ' 44 8 96 3
16364--4827 29,1 !52 337- 1 21 3 140 7
16364-4802 29.2110 337-- 1 30 3 96 4
16364-4305 29.649 341+ 2 38 12 98 5
16365-4742 30.947 337-- 1 23 6 94 6
16365-4020 31.3 31 343+ 4 23 4 97 8
16365-4631 31.5 53 338-- 0 46 3 96 5
16365-4812 31,738 337-- 1 16 5 95 7
16365-4836 31.8 35 337-- 1 15 6 93 6
16365-4506 32.0 50 339+ 1 20 3 94 7
16365--4717 32.3 4 338 1 19 4 94 6
16365 4736 33.7 54 337- 1 19 4 95 6
16365-4533 34.3 15 339+ t 12 4 98 7
16365-4556 34.7 10 339+ 0 14 4 97 7
16365--4527 35,0 4 339+ 1 15 4 96 7
16365--4609 35,627 338+ 0 25 3 94 7
16366--4427 36,2 31 340+ 1 23 3 96 7
16366--4215 36.5 57 341+ 3 25 8 94 5
16366--4815 36.6 22 337- 1 13 3 94 7
16366--4433 37.839 340+ 1 57 11 99 3
16366 4353 39.1 23 340+ 2 22 3 96 7
16366-4013 39.5 58 343+ 4 26 4 97 6
16366-4804 39.5 9 337 1 24 3 94 6
16366-4212 40.3 51 341+ 3 67 13 94 3
16366-4746 40.7 9 337- 1 42 10 100 6
16366--4821 41.047 337-- 1 32 3 92 6
16367--4411 43.7 4 340+ 2 75 10 100 2
16367--4701 43,922 338-- 0 15 3 98 6
16367--4820 45.3 3 337-- 1 30 5 94 3
16367--4231 45.6 t9 341+3 35 8 95 6[
16367--4714 47.5 44 338-- 1 32 7 93 41
16368-4914 48.433 336- 2 27 8 92 4
16368-4419 48.4 2 340+ 1 45 8 101 3
16368-4751 48.8 2 337- 1 15 5 96 6
16368-4655 48.931 338- 0 23 3 95 6
16368-4900 49.219 336- 2 18 3 94 7
16368-4516 50.0 18 339+ 1 21 5 96 6
16368-4538 50,638 339+ 1 18 3 97 7
16368-4118 51,0 35 342+ 3 29 9 96 6
16368-4607 52,6 13 339+ 0 21 6 100 6
16368-4055 53.047 342+ 4 17 3 97 7
16368-4726 53.025 338-- 1 15 5139 7
16369-4240 54.236 341+ 3 17 4 : 96 7
16369-4810 54.312337- 1 19 51956
16369-4521 55.856339+ 1 20 3' 946
163694053 57.130342+ 4 76 12 972
16369-4520 57,117339+ 1 26 3 975
16369-4720 57.2 1 338- 1 56 12 97 2
16369 4853 57.3 54 336- 2 39 5 94 4
16369-4826 57.6 57 337- 1 21 3 93 6
16369-4026 57.7 45 343+ 4 37 3 98 5
16369--4931 58,110 336- 2 18 3 94 7
16369-4641 58,9 48 338- 0 16 6 94 6
16369 4446 59,043340+ 1 18 5 97 6
16369--4646 59.1 29 338-- 0 27 3 95 6
16369--4730 59.1 12' 338- 1 26 3 94 6
16369--4219 59.25331 341+ 3 27 8 96 716369-4936 59,924 336- 2 29 11 95 5
t6370-4621 0,3 338+ 0 50 3 99 3
13.83L 154.70 9o47.87L C ADE 26625969OF
17.86 954.22 2923.35 SCDC ABCB i 8 84F599770F 2 23 ASS 66 475
1.90 14.08L 2636.33L CF SAI 943249797F A
3.99 94.40L 2923.35L BB AA 5 ¢o42346100F
1.43L 3.70 15.72 EC BECA 580327293F 3
.80 10.29L 129,45L BD AB G 0 640301220F
1.88 14,OOL 146.21L CC AA 9850110010C
1.44 5.81L 65.24L BB AAL 6650120200C 2
.46: 10.79L 116.71L BF AD 3 450010000F
1.58L 26.27L 16.44: C E BDEA 580327293F 3
34.65: 2637.76L 6842.69LICE ASCF 4 933239977F 6 1 32 X1636 455 138 6
.61 27.17L 215.87L BC AA 9 360117360F
.69L 1.49L 20.17L C CF 5600100000
2,07 26,48 211,72L CC GBCC 97E359991F 1 "41 16364-4827 36 6
9,16L 15,73L 1202.98L C CH 950459297F C 1 32 X1636-479 193 12
.40L 3.92 156,58L D DGC 840010010C
2,97: 14,50: 150.52 FDD DAEB 970167799F 8
.47 6,84L 79.22L BF AA 3 550010000C
4.36L 71,70 304.32L D E EB 4 470389970F 1 39 KOM39 113 408
5,91 178,29L 382.09L AB AACE 2 960046910F 44 2 4 "13 227026MB 2 80
2,29: 48,48: 138.18L BED ACEE 1 976156970F 2 1 20 G336,514 513
4.62 34,40L 412,02L BB AA 8660101200F 2
24.62 28.70L 766.52L S AAE 1951154290F 25
3.44L 17,03 174,00L D GCC 974129894F C
235,06 2637.76L 6842,69L B B ACCB 693F349977F 62 39 GS338.9+00.6 105 5000
837 41.53 323.66L BBC AAB 5 272114692F 4
5.07 66.86 496.04L DDC C)BB 1 962221600F
6.12 154.70L 647,87L DC DCFM 9 362479690F 1 20 G338.450 596
1.83 35.61L 257.77L C AA 3 361110040F 4
1.24L 11.67L 118.07L C BJ I 450120100F
2.09 9,65 97,32L BSD AABF 8 980153670F
3,79L 32.66L 342.23L D A I 360010040F 4
,36 4,77L 46.23L SD AC G 4 0700001001
,42: 2.25 73.85L DB FBA 6400102OOC 2
2,13 24,64L 246.67L DC BAB 9 962556421F
1.38L 12.44L 137.59L D BE 440020100F
1.78: 54,22 243.06: DDCD BCAD 964159986F 1 °41 16366-4745 16 ,6
1.36 14.48: 120.85L ECF BBAC 5 970337890F 2 "41 16366-4821 18 3
2,23L 30.28L 342.63L F B 360000000F
323.68 1116,72 1797.63 BBDE AAAA 0 957155330F 71
229L 17.53: 97.32 F D GC B 98023689OF
1
1 "41 16367-4750 16 3
1 "41 16368-4900 5 1
1
2 1 39 BM 338.9+00.5 23 1410
"41 16368--4810 17 15
.57: 15.40L 117.44L B F AC 0660000000F
4,33L 14.64L 67.65 C E AF BC 980153390F
1,29L 3.39 22.81L D A GC B 384219820F
,78 43,95L 222.18L E D B B 0 360000000F
4,53 8,55L 435.58L DC AACG 9 860044720F
2.11 19.46L 1797,63L CC AAC 5 7511520OOF
1,77L 29,02L 319.27L C ABFH 4 660369995F
6,62 44,34L 517,25L EC AAE 9 960434361F
44,01 2637,76L 6842.69L SB BAK 8 930159943F
.30: 2.28L 17.36L BF AC 7 660100010{
13.00L 142,27: 391,75: S CD BBBB 6262359680F
,86 1,71L 16,50L SB AB 6 3701200000
1,48 39,22 135,78 DDCC ABAA 9977156630F
2.61 13,27L 119,35L BB AA 5950010000F
11.37 178.29 246.67 CBCC DCAS 1 97125770OF,
3.64 65.04L 519.19L C ECL 960544670F
.65L 2.02L 20.89L C CJ 3702200000
9.09L 71.10L 158.44 B EAJ A 970334671F
1.32 13.39L 189.43L DE BB E 0 970140021F
.96 8.52L 91.89L DE CC 0 680353366F
1.90: 27.02L 298.92L BE AB 4 862469998F
.35L 2.86 17.11L C GECC 460020020(3
.83 25.03L 190.07L CE BB 9 260217400F
37.35: 452.74 2299.39L DDC E FCC 7 54F369997F
294 31.31L 300.03L CC AA 9 360216681F
4,92 111.34L 1804.52L B AC N 750248530F
7.00 43.94L 435,22L CC AA 8 960176610F
.51 11.24L 114.72L BD AB 3 450101310F
1,64L 2.49L 14.74 C FGHC 290112490F
17.67 32.73L 375.48L C S 360373973F
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
23 MRSL 336-01/1592
8 ° 41 16369- 4826 34 1
7
8 2 20 G338,131 78
3
3 "41 16369-4730 40 3
6






a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 ttm8
hm. o , (s) () I b (") (") (') N
16370 4638 1.9 33 [ 338- O 23 5 99 6 8.74
16370-4605 2.8 35 339+ 0 42 3 93 3 3.62L
16370-4850 3.3 30 337 2 25 3 98 7 2.66L
16371 4709 6.6 26 338- 1 17 6 94 6 2.62
16371 4436 6.7 37 340+1 36 10 104 2 1.23
16371-4127 7.2 44 342+ 3 18 3 96 7 4.65
16371-4552 7.7 19 339+ 0 19 5 97i 6 3.11
16371-4311 9.1 2 341+ 2 43 8 98 [4 .52
;6371-4640 9.4 3 338- 0 37 10 101 I 5 4.15
16371-4558 9.7_ 20 339+ 0 19 S 93 1 5 3.28
16371-4031 I0.3[ 15 343+ 4 50 12 99 3 .29
16371-4830 11.1 54 337- 1 37 6 103 3 1.03
16371-4425 11.3 49 340+ 1 26 4 97 6 1.56
16371-4617 11.9 34 338+ 0 19 3 97 6 9.15L
16372-4358 112.1 19 340+ 2 25 8 93 5 1.01
16372-4808 i12.7 11 337-1 24 4 95 6 2.04
16372-4735 i13.C 58 337 1 19 3 96 6 3.06L
16372-4652 '13.2 54 338-0 47 3 96 3 1.67
16372-4101 13.8 39 342+ 4 35 9 96 6 .67
16372-4623 13.9 57 338-0 18 3 94 6 8.06
16372-4801 14.3 17 337- 1 24 6 96 I 6 7.14
16372-4614 14.4 20 338+ 0 17 3 96 5 71.98
16372-4849 14.4 4 337-2 22 9 143 7 1.02:
16372-4060 14.7 41 343+ 4 45 8 99 4 .40
16372-4751 15.2. 27 337 1 30 12 92 ! 4 6.74L
16372-4136 16.2 14 342+ 3 28 3 95 7 1.12
16372-4830 16.4 24 337- 1 13 5 96 7 1.08
16372-4430 17.C 24 340+ 1 21 3 96 4 1.59
16372-4545 17.3 8 339+ 0 17 5 138 6 6.71
16372-4209 _17.4 18 342+ 3 20 4 96 6 1.90
16373-4036 18.1 34 343+ 4 29 3 97 4 .31
16373-4152 18.2 56 342+ 3 87 16 102 2 1.42L
16373-4018 18.9 55 343+ 4 19 4 97 7 1.14
16373-4732 19.2 10 338- 1 18 4 95 6 81.16
16373-4756 19.7 21 337- 1 29 3 93 6 1.23
16373-4658 20.6 45 338-0 32 6 94 5 4.43
16373-4117 20.9 14 342+ 3 39 8 97 4 .46
16373-4911 22.2 59 336- 2 24 3 94 5 1.08L
16373 4720 23£ 43 338- 1 69 7 93 3 4.20L
16374-4319 24.2 31 341+ 2 56 8 97 2 .34
[6374-4406 24.6 34 340+ 1 22 4 96 6 2.14
16374-4247 25.8 21 341+ 2 75 10 102 2 .50
16374-4422 26.2 40 340+ 1 20 4 95 6 3.63
16374--4701 26.647 338-0 20 3 94 6 191.94:
16374-4151 27.0 15 342+ 3 44 10 100 4 .70
16374-4707 27.3 50 338- 1 64 12 99 2 2.07
16374-4115 27.3 27 342+ 3 33 10 97 6 .43L
16374--4608 27.8 34 339+ 0 18 3 94 6 62.39
16374-4456 29.3 40 = 339+ 1 75 19 101 2 1.44L
16375-4042 30.1 13 343+ 4 40 9 97 5 .47
16375-4029 30.2 43 343+ 4 46 8 99 3 .60
16375-4217 30.2 46 341+ 3 21 3 97 5 1.04
16375-4503 31.0 14 339+ 1 23 3 95 6 1.74
16375-4139 32.1 3 342+ 3 27 3 95 5 .34L
16375-4522 33.0 56 339+ 1 56 10 96 4 6.62L
16375-4922 33.1 55 336-2 33 3 94 6 2.07L
16375-4822 33.4 6 337-1 24 3 97 6 .83
16375-4500 34.1 29 339+ 1 28 5 98 6 1.97
16375-4627 34.5 9 338-0 18 5 94 5 2.95:
16375-4605 34.7 34 339+ 0 21 3 96 6 2.88:
16375-4954 35.3 54 336-- 2 16 5 147 7 1.44:
16375-4354 35.5 30 340+ 2 17 3 97 6 4.15
16376-4204 36.1 58 342+ 3 17 5 98 6 1.11
16376-4303 36.4 56 341+ 2 17 4 97 6 6.86
16376-4947 36.9 12 336- 2 30 9 95 5 2.09L
16376-4253 37,4 4 341+ 2 69 14 104 2 .66L
16376-4129 37.6 38 342+ 3 20 3 96 6 1.36
16376-4634 38.0 23 338- 0 17 3 96 6 18.51
16376-4933 38.5 16 336 2 23 3 97 6 1.17L
16376-4542 39.5 38 339+ 0 17 5 140 6 5.31L
16376-4643 39.8 461 338- 0 17 5 137 6 2.34:
16376-4716 41.6 30_ 338- 1 20 7 93 6 1.03:
16376-4002 41.6 6 343+ 4 17 3 96 6 13.34
16376-4814 41.7 15 337- 1 26 8 100 4 1.14L
16377-4336 43.5 13 341+ 2 66 3 100 4 .69
16377-4548 43.5 19 339+ 0 17 6 97 6 3.32
16377-4706 43.6 2 338- 1 17 3 94 6 10.35
16377-4757 43.7 45 337- 1 48 3 96 4 2.83L
16377-4639 44.1 24 338-0 39 9 89 2 1.40L
16377-4137 44.1 40 342+ 3 62 12 96 2 .34
16377-4628 44.3 51 338-- 0 18 4 96 6 13.86
16377-4645 44.3 33 338- 0 32 7 95 6 2.51
16377-4545 44.6 8 339+ 0 21 3 95 5 5.31L
16377-4657 44.7 2 338-0 28 9 136 3 4.22L
16377-4536 45.3 52 339+ 0 20 5 97 6 4.29
16377 4907 45.7 5 336- 2 28 8 99 5 .98
16377-4247 45.7 1 341+ 2 62 12 102 3 1.56L
16377-4019 46.0 41 343+ 4 81 13 103 2 .41L
16377-4126 47.6 23 342+ 3 36 8 94 5 .54
16378-4806 49.0 40 337- 1 21 10 96 6! 1.80L
16378-4257 49.9 43 341+ 2 23 3 97 6 1.18
16378-4528 50.4;24 339+ 1 26 5 99 5 4.17
16378-4730 50.6 9 338 1 23 3 94 6 3.99
16378-4236 50.7 51 341+ 2 36 4 101 4 1.08
16378-4844 50.9 35 337-2 57 12 90 2 .79
16378-4650 50.g 338- 0 32 3 93 6 2.10
16378-4559 51.8 29 339+ 0 21 5 97 6 6,69L
16378-4827 52.2 51 337- 1 19 4 93 7 2.20
16378-4900 52.3 4 336--2 17 3 94 7 2.00
16378-4612 52.4 2 339+ 0 19 7 93 4 6.53
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 ,u.m 60 _m 100 vm Flux Co r A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Co f R FlaBs*
10.26 26.50L 1804.52L CB AA 1 553369935F
3.73 28.63L 406.56L F B B I 260259990F
1.59 34.55L 90.81: D E AA C 0 781737826F
4.31 40.83 426.90L BCC BB_, 9 860036600F
1.56L 37.45L 512.16L IF AA 460000030F
2.11 2.06L 17.54L AB AA 3 6622000000
2.99 30.41L 135.43: BC E AAI E 5 280429703F
.50L 3.38L 36.38L B BG 9601000400
4.65: 452.74L 2299.39L BD AD41F 6 44A357969F
3.59 61.74L 218.89L CC CBI F 0 274337863F
.33L 6.42L 66.63L C CDL 350042130C
2.78L 7.91L 442.38L C B DC 860189097F
.78 31.79L 391.94L BD AB 3 450130000F
89.31 1465.62: 958298L BF AAFII 3 33B479977F
.68: 36.57L 255.57L BF AB 5 450010000F
14.30 178.29L 354.37L BB AAA 3 960336510F
2.23L 39.61L 203.91 C AAJ B 9 979166790F
3.66L 20.68L 205.94L C B K 570065000F
.28 1.70L 17.65L CD BE] 1 4701110100
41.07 416.02L 434.82L BB CBC 4 160369930F
9.63L 88.58L 390.61L B AAIII 9 867345930F
64.86 738.29: 302.95L BCF AAE 1 372479877F
1.89 21.51 523.97L FEC DDI_C 7 766739922F
.32L 1,66L 18.91L B BF 3701200000
4.53L 7.93 88.70L E F E I ; K 984133520F
.45: 2.09L 18.62L DE ACH 6 4700110200
3.08L 24.53: 135.06L D D BCI)C 1 67E269987F
1.02 28.49L 278.73L FC ABC 9 460010120F
50.13 358.42 2402.61L BBF AAAA 3 94F439444F
1.60 9.27L 95.10L BD AA 9 350020100F
.30L 1.84L 68.07L C BFFF 150020120C
1.32L 2.51 79.91L E D 15023000OF
.41 6.67L 63.07L BD BBD 1 55000010OC
43.36 15.68L 410.05L CC AA 9 962165890F
1.10 32.99L 386.17L BF AAF 4 86003023OF
4.53L 13314.60L 24770.05L C CF 720258775F
.30: 1.96L 25.71L BF BD 7' 6602100100
2,96L 9.42 131.76L C DAA 2 370377920F
4.24L 6.25 156.98L E GDI_ 970133337F
A4L 4.95L 41.61L E DB 9600000100
2.63 32.41L 277.96L DC AAI_ 9 3E0200050F
1.19L 6.92L 131.18L D DF*; 850030000F
2.00 30.29L 283.50L CC ,AA 9 460210000F
1768.14L 13314.605 24770.05 F FB 'DG_A 4 723267777F
.39: 11.77L 113.89L BF AD 0 150130(_0F
1.08L 40.83L 144.77L D BC 870147600F
.39L 2.97 17.96L B CE=]C 6601100100
57.35 23.13L 312.64L DB AA 9 171156970F
5.58L 26.79L 64.27 D AF :B 380220052F
.29L 8.85L 69.96L D BG 150020000C
.39L 6.36L 62.15L C BB 251210000C
1.04 10.66L 43.18L ED BB _B 8 561101450F
1.15 64.03L 558.19L CE AB 9 560121001F
.43: 4.16: 33.14 FDC DCi_IC 4600211410
8.53L 18.51 367.47L E CCi3 964220040F
.56 4.89 58.98L DB CCIt 0 270322310F
.86L 31.47L 701.05L B BBi: 0 950420410F
1.09: 64.00L 563.52L BD AA 9 460120000F
23.52 416.02L 823.61L DB CB:B 3 056139760F
19.05 242.08L 273.74L DC EC_; 3 177151640F
1.04 16.23L 111.79L E D AA'I 9 550048899F
1.61 29.07L 287.29L BB AA 5 450110110F
.96 5.43L 29.88: BC D AB:D 6 460022171F
5.05 3.47L 26.32L AC AA } 9 7600000000
1.53L 2.53 73.79L D GJ } 160011010F
.36L 2.52 30.42L C K ) 5700200100
.85 2.26L 20.gOL BC AA 9 5600110000
14.90 19,65: 823.61L BBF AA I g 250250410F
.47: 5.43: 18.87 FCB FD =A 294200470F
29.35L 680.35 2402.61L C DH ]B 2 840339766F
1.47: 49.70 444.68L E DC AC J 964468999F
1.12: 13.17 82.56L EEC CC )B 5 98E144997F
9.34 5.67L 53.09L BB AA .H 9 358132482C
1.77L 9.70L 53.02 D CE )B 984125260F
.47L 6.20L 60.23L E BE :_ 6702000300
6.39 89.41L 2179.89L CB BA :Ki7 948449555F
4.75 35.98L 24770.05L BB AA 8 820138941F
2.71L 6.02 151.03L E C D _ J 770020660F
5.54 168.32L 422.00: F F CB _C 960366889F
.48L 2.85L 22.49L C B F '_ 5602111610
18.45 416.02L 2166.17L BC AA_C 3 141139980F
3.58L 49.70L 470.27L B AB 6 962169652F
6.26 680.35L 2179.89L C CB ;L 8 941339966F
4.68L 154.91 24770.05L F BB _] 820185444F
13.70 155.50 2402.61L BBC BA_ 4 744126320F
.57: 30.33L 331.45L BE AC :G 0 464147980F
.77L 3.80 174.90L D EG ; 650010000F
.74L 1.49 70.36L D HG ; 440100100C
.46L 1.84L 27.84L C CG 6503110000
2.25L 7.58: 96.60 DF CA :C 674022751F
.61 3.97L 42.71L BC AA 2 6601100100
4.39 170.76L 376.14L FE AA_3 9 860134360F
2.47 31.53L 348.21L BB AA 1 961020130F
.54 14.29L 127.90L CE ABi:" 4 650110000F
1.93L 7.60L 65.39L D CH 680669992F
1.92 18.03L 478.60L CC AAH 5 960144130F
3.31 54.57 228.98: CDF AAA 170031330F
1.12 34.16L 303.20L BB AA 9 862t65997F
1.07: 76.84 435.19: EFCF DDBA 6 565289999F
41,41 398.60 1560.93: DCEF CCBB 6 150358511F








# T Name Type (") Mag
2 "20 G336514 534
2
1 23 OCL 0988 376
81 1 20 G338.131 100:
6! 1 32 X1637-459A 96
1
8 2 *23 OCL 0975 576
E 7 20 G338.460 441
2 1 "41 16371-4808 43i
5 2 "41 16371 4735 26!
1 7 150093 9
1 20 G338.450 422
1 *41 16371-4801 34
Ei 3 20 G338.450 155
2 '23 OCL0975 566
1 "41 16373-4750 59
8 3 "23 OCL 0975 590
1 1 '41 16373--4732 5
F 1 20 G337.949 205
2
9
1 23 OCL 0988 448
4
F 7 20 G337.949 123
3
6 I 20 G338.450 521
8
1 °41 16376-4822 35
2 39 AG G338.3-0.1 82
1 32 X1637-460 19
6 1 32 X1637-495 171
2 20 G338.943 91
8
B I 32 X1637-472 16
29 E






1 39 GS 338.9+00.4 110
1 20 G337.949 237
2
1 °41 16378-4730 32
3 °23 CED 136B 335
2
8 1 "41 16378-4827 8
8
1 20 G338.450 497


















a 8 a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN O 12 p.m
h m. o , is) ( ) l b {") C) (') N
,6378-4530 52.9 39 1339+0 23 6 _ 5
r6378-4041 53.528 343+4 26 5
,6379-4507.4 20 339+1 32 3 96 5
,6379-4157.5 53 342+3 23 4 96 8
,6379-440955737'340+1 31 7 100!4
16379 4120 56.821 342+ 3 67 10102 3
_6379-473457323338-1 24 31 94 6
_6379-465667633337-2 25 6 1007
16379-4951 58.62336--2 17 4 976
,6380-4525 Ol 26 339+1 83 3 95 3
,8380-4205 0932 342+3 26 111023
,63 0_4420422340+127 3 985
163 0_46122651339+027 6;,63s0_45o93.213339+11663380--4436 3.430 340+ 1 1 3 97
16380--4429 3.4 52 340+ 1 36 100
16380-4451 4.6 56 340+ 1 25 6 100 5
16380-4350 5.4 60 340+ 2 25 5 101 I 4
16380--4217 5.8 50 342+ 3 40 9 101 4
16381-4912 6.8 9 336--2 22 3 96 6
16381--4845 7,0!34 337-2 34 8 101 4
16381--4347 8.2 17 340+2 31 5 98=5
16381--4657 9.3 34 338-1 29 4 98 15
,8381_472011.0!25338_178141012
































Declination: - 50"-- 40"
F]ags Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags*
3o,39.1521.27,. IAA 7_24200F
1.75L 14.65L SS AAC 36700100000
47.23L 288.90L CE IBB E 7570013766F
10.55L 126.59L BB !AAA 0 440010000F33.59L 288.09L RE 2460310000F
1.82L 17.18L D CCC 6602100000
31.05L 513.76L B ABHC 160164450F
163.56L 516.23: B F CCHE 546A289999F
16.79L 118.03L BC AB 9 150033300F
15.71L 103.85 D DLB 980326490F
3.78 118.29L D HHBF 550014274F
42.94L 440.87L BD AA 0 460100000F
780.44L 1221.77 F DDABA 3 951367511F
43.91 161,55: CDC BCD 470013886F
42.21L 412.90L BC IAAM 8 161032311F
45.24L 541.08L BD AAJ 3 650025266F
27.56L 357.91L BF AA 9 161113130F
28.91L 274.51L B AAD 345O120210F
13.74L 108.31L C BF 650231260F
25,62L 310.84L BC SAE 1361211200F
6.79: 377.69L EED BBB 0 550679993F
5.72L 62.28L BC AA 1 6711202000
154.91L 761.55L C GBCF 660135444F
5.24 120.08L D E B 980233698F
110.23 1078.45 3337.01L CBD BABB 194814799OF1.54L 1.84 56.76L 160121000F
v L C
100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
B 4 14 277-PN 5 PI
16 1 13227059 K5
1 "41 16379-4734
8 2 "39 AGG336.6-1.8
1
D
1 20 ' G338.450
B 1 32 X1637-451
9
3 °23 CED 136B
9
7 2 39 GS 338.4-00.2
16382-4329 13.222341+ 2 23 975
16382-4555 14454339+0 18 6 995
16382-4136 14.4114 342+ 3 43 11 102
,6362_4622167:4;338_01916382-4538169 339+0 18
,6382-4904116918 336-2 20 93,6362-450017.726 340+1, 31 33 96
16383-4958 i16'1'5926 336--3! 1915 3 _96 6,6383--4401 18.2 340+1
,6383-4829 18.257 337-337-21 32 _ 95 5
16383- 4815 18.5463 19
i6383--4122 i 342 +3 45
i19.11i6363-4022 19.26343+4 _(_ 159998
.68 ,68L 9.35L 115.92L D BCGH 350100010F
2.77 2.03 5.29L 57.18L DC AA 9 6502000000
9.60 13.47 21.86L 255.18L BB AA 4 070252462F 2
.49L .30L 2.61 28.79L F CE 4703112620 4
8.33 4.11 25.44L 360.24L BC BAC 6 960136800F 3
6.08L 1.63: 52.53: 163.90 DCD DOB 97C12385OF
1.22 1.26 26.50L 398.56L CC SAC 5460123500F
1.83 1.58 36.70L 501.01L BE AA 0360001230F
3.17 3.26 3.40: 148.00L BBF AAFB 7454113572F 3
34.50 22.43 39.19L 243.06L CC AAB 9450110140F 42 4
1.08 3.83L 22.57L 99.28L C
2.93 1.98 34.08L 291.85L B S
13.02 6.19 2,09L 21.84L CB
,40 .35L 1.65L 19.07L C
1 "4116382-4904
i C B D 5O0053525F 8 1 "41 16383--4630
ABD 9860126360F 2 2 *41 16383-4815
IAA 9570110000029
IB 7600100000
16383-4626 19.333 338- 0 21 6 94 5
16383-4927 19.5156 336- 2 23 4 97 5
16383-4441 20.139 340+ 1 ! 19 5 99 5
16383-4212 20.3 59 342+ 3 25 4 98 5
16383-4227 20.6158 341+ 2 39 9 99 3
16383-4738 21.6, 23 338-1 26 3 985
16383--4405 21.7 38 340+ 1 19 3 96 5
16383-4433 22.7 3 340+1 23 5 100 5
16383-4733 23.710338-1 4010 933
16383-4011 23.813343+ 4 3210 994
16384-4940 24.341336- 2 18 4 975
16384-4614 24.349339- 0 25 3 94i5
16384-4558 25.813339+ 0 18 7 92 I 4
16384-4048 27.615343+4 35141002
,6384-4704 27.711338-1 16 5 955
,8364-47_6 _8.153338- 1 43 20 985
16384-4108 28.26342+ 3 37 9 995
16384-4651 28.3 45 338- 0 39 3 94 4
,6384-4.0 285 . 339+0 49 9 g11_
t6384-4819 28.7 18 337-1 23 3 995
,6384-4742_8 31338-1 44 6 1034
,8364-46.1 28.621338- 0 17 8 94 4
16384-4427 29.09340+I 55 6 103 3
,63_-4514 _,.8 o 3_,+1 2o 5 s163s5-,,-4 _1723337-2 27 13 ,






























21.17 1078.45L 3337.01L CB AA 9940246690F 7
.72 19.37L 226.79L BC iAA 2260100000F
1.32 27.75L 360.74L BC AS 4660226474F 9
2.52 13.19L 141.76L BB AAC 0640047654F F
.64 9.57L 134.84L CE BA 1 740210000F
1.24 47.86L 592.15L BD AABG 0 950179750F 1 "41 16383-4738
6.46 40.22L 400.76L BB AAL 0461120040F 4
.98: 34.31L 98.96 CFDD BBLD 1 670138477F S3.30L 8,53 115.83L D B J70120140F 1 "41 16384-4733
.33L 2.08 17.33 DS LGHC 8601000100
15.72L 158.25L B AAD 0 151030400F 2
36.75L 245.16L 1221.77L C AAB 9950249911F 2
1.76 26.61L 166.25: DD F AAFB I 5 370441284F
1.22L 2.23 22.07L C EDA 8601100110
19.29 13.94: 46.47:, BBCF AAAB i 3 _90212077F 42 8
3.16L 16.13L 86.96 D D FC 980004552F
.28: 2.07L 25.46L BE iBEME 03700100010
1.32 100.76L 245.54L E D IB S 0 970039265F
1.62L 25.84L 523.45L C !AC N 961342750F
1.56L 36.69L 462.02L C AA 7460151100F 1 °4116384--4819
1.57: 47.86L 592.15L DC SB H ; 5 950259973F C 1 20 G337.550
8.67 198.64L 456.53: CD O CAAA 296A361985F 2
4.101 41.06L 444.70L C BGK i 660032021F
32.60L 402.37L EE AACC 9960011280F
8.47L 49.61 F E CBEB 47C769997F 8
20.82 341.05L BCE AAB 9972261120F
68.77: 706.68L I t_ D AADB I 0966345548F
1228.12 2444.11: BBFD DAAA 1 94E136540F 3 1 32 X1638-46333.237! 339+ g,8865-4619 4.646 9- 23 3 6 112.11
16385-4445 35.2 54 340+ 1 30 5, 99'5 3.32 1.20
14 1103116385- 4138 35.846 342+3 38 .46L .35L2
16386-455336.9339+032599521 2.09 6.06L
16386-4842 37.1 12i 337- 12 33 4 144 _ 1.16 1.74L16386-4713 37.7 3 338- 32 92 1.02: 1.63
16386-4329 38.6 11 341+ 2 25 5 97 5 8.51 6.71
16386-4601 39.046339+ 0 293 955 1.65: 1.57
16386-4018 40.323343+ 4 5510 994 .81 .34L
16386-404941.141343+334141023 ,28L .37L
16386-4505 41.5 37 340+ 1 20 3, 95 5 2.28 10.59
16387--474143.637338-1167l 696 3.05L 3.20L16387-4453 44.8 41 340+ 1 34 ,1002 1.33 3.29L
16387-461245520339-0185945 2.16 25.04
16387-4907 45.6 3 337-2 83 15 101 2 3.12L 1.20L
16387--4855 45.749337-2 18 6 996 .83: 3.98
16387--4134 46.851342+ 3 30 7 993 .74 .35L
16387-4823 47.926337- 2 21 4 976 1.29 .94
16388-4941 49.226336-2 30 121032 A4 .40L
16388-4222 49.411342+ 2 38 10101 _ ,79 1.75L16388-4139 50.257342+ 3 56 13101 .50L .38
16388-4847 50.426337-2 33 I 610051 .85 1.28L
16388-4649 50.644338- 1 18 6 985 4.28L 16.61
16388-4748 51.835337- 1 16 ! 5 956 2.49L 2.43L
16388-4900 52.210 337-2 23 4 98 5 2.41 1.65
16388-4754 54.6138337-1 24 3 976 1.03: 1.25
16389-4800 54.635 337- 1 18 3 98 6 .92 1.00:
16359--4607 54.847 339-0 27 8 97 5 5.66L 4.49L
16389-4426 54.812 340+ 1 33 5 100 4 1.24 3.66L
16389-4540 56.143 339+ 0 19 4 97 5 15.27 13.26
16389-4639 56.554 338-0 18 5 96 5 12.43 9.6016389-4415 57.329 340+ 1 46 7 100 3 .97 2.38L
337- 1 3 97 6 .89 3.0516389-4805 ,57.430 25
[
31.66L 365.60L BE AB 0560212020F
3.01 42.51L C J L CC 4702312410
30.71L 532.85L B ACC 360442280F
8.24L 65.50L C A S 570729097F
19.67L 170.61L CC AA 3770124371F
5.73L 47.01L BD AAC 9 5701000000670531074F
34.14L 317.44L EO ID_BD2.38L 16.60L C EC B 86011000003/12 26.72 HB 3681100110
85.69 146.00 CBEC_ DABA I 774104640F
47.86 592.15L D CFCA 095C049993F
28.81L 410.59L D AHI 360111130F
245.16 362.92L BBC AAAB 0980344332F
2.63 69.45L E C 270223700F
13.60: 338.85L DCF EBRF 2 368059757F
3,27L 30.43L B BHO 4702213310
17.07L 361.90L CC BBJ 8 364046598F
17.13L 182.73L C FFS ' 840030410C
17.29L 241.92L D BD 4 440224431F
2.87L 37.04L D DDCC 3701311210
28.38L 400.57L D S F N 450549840F
100.76 305.25L BC BAAE 0978028378F
32,39: 336.93 CF FCBC 165F359995F
22.54L 280.32L BC AAE 0250139802F
32.93L 466.01L CB DBO 6150353501F
12.93: 497.10L CFE BDEC 8264145980F
16.11 385.16L C DEB 760130210F
33.51L 294.53L C BB 780010011F
24.91L 977.23L BB AAA 8951546822F
198.64L 316.82L DD AA L g 960041441F
33.53L 390.49L E B 460110151F
11.97 489.01L BCC BABL 21250161840F
8 1 "41 16385--4841
3




F 2 °32 X1638-484
2
3


























a 5 a ,6, Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _¢m
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N
,,69-_51 57.6_r340+12, 11_'16389-4912 58.0 48 336- 2 18
16389-4127 58.3 28 342+ 3 19 6 100 4
r6389-4932 58.7 37 336- 2 15 4 98 5
,6389-4614,_. _'i339-0 2, 3 _,_, 6 - 701,99 6- 33
,_0-4629 06 337-; 16 5 I!_
P6390- 4657 27 3
10_ 336_116390-4339 1.91 ,341+ 42 7 100, 4
,6390-4559 2.1 339+0403985
16390-4218 2.3l 49'342+2 43 6 1004
16390-4354 241 35 340+ 1 21 6 101 416390-4417 _i 39 340+ 1 25 5 100 _ 4
r6390-4637 2.9 50 338-- 0 23 5 97 5
16390-4626 4.7 9 339-0 43 3 94 4
16390-4213 4.9 43 342+ 3 22 5 136 4
16390-4006 6.0; 12 343+ 4 51 14 97 3
16391-4634 7.9, 53 336-0 25 3 95 5
16391-4558 6.5127 339+ 0 37 8 97 4
16391-4309 8.5 59 341+ 2 32 6 100 4
16391--4013 9.1_ 29 343+ 4 26 6 101 4
16391--4059 10.'/ 7 343+ 3 45 7 98 3
16391--4453 10.g6 340+ 1 40 10 100 4
16392-4744 112.1 54 338- 1 19 5 98 6
16392-4033 '12.(] 24 343+ 4 24 6 101 4
16392-4944 112._ 15 336-2 19 5 100 4
16392-4808 13.5 32 337- 1 18 4 99 5
16392--4845 14.4 29 337-2 22 3 96 5
16392-4628 16.2 37 339-0 28 5 99 4
16392-4104 t6.g 27 343+ 3 42 9 100 4
16392-4127 17.(] 48 342+ 3 65 8 100 2
18392--4547 17.7 12 339+ 0 25 9 96 4
16392--4534 17.(] 28 339+ 0 20 5 100 4
16383--4434 19.4 42 340+ 1 32 5 100 4
16393-4908 19.7 59 337-2 20 6 99 4
16393--4956 20.0 24 336--3 19 5 145 4
16393--4007 21.4 56 343+ 4 31 6 101 4
16393-4543 21.5 57 339+ 0 25 7 97 4
16393-4055 21.9 17 343+ 3 25 6 100 4
16393-4652 22.2 50 338- 1 27 5 99 5
16393-4521 23.2 13 339+ 0 35 7 101 4
16393-4011 24.C 45 343+ 4 46 10 98 3
16394-4911 24.9 55 337-2 58 9 101 2
16394-4643 26.2 16 338-1 26 5 99 5
16394-4538 27.2 36 339+ 0 21 6 97 4
16394-4918 z91 97 336- 2[ 31 _ 96 4
16394-4719,29.2o4 338-1 76 1_ lol v16394-4902 28 8 33 337- 2 23 95 2L6394-,663_9337 339-0 33 7 98 4
,6394-473829421336-I 35 7 98 4
16394-4952 29.7 59 336- 3 16 6 99 416395-4727300 5 336-1 40 17 99 4
,6395-492930429336-2 67 4 1033
'6395-4236 31.3 49 341+ 2 34 9 99 4
16395--4734 32.3 18 336-1 27 5 100 5
16395--4600 33.8 5 339-0 24 8 141 4
,6396_42233 647342+2_0 1_lg16395-4717 346 49 338- 1
16395-4357 34,9 30 340+ 1 23 6 100 4
,6395-4743 35.3 44 338- 1 27 3 102 3
,6395-4058 35.623343+3 27 9 lOOl4
16395-465936.06338-151110163 104 !
[6396-4514 36.3 _ 340+ 0 4216396-4234 36.7 5 342+ 48 8 99 4
16396-4555 37.1 339- 0 24 6 98 4
t6396-4617 37.2 30 339-0 61 8 96 3
16396-4850 379 53 337-2 49 9 101 2
16396-4701 38.1 13 336-1 24 3 98 5
16396-4400 39.3 60 340+ 1 50 10 95 2
16396-4613 39.4 7 339-0 19 6 99 5
16396--4902 39.4 29 337--2 19 7 146 3
16396--4709 40,2 2 338-- I 21 51100 5
16396--4429 40.342 340+ I 20 6 101 4163._483,41921339_031 3 975
,639,_453242327339+o26 10 97_i1639,_44_42.53_0.1 31 .1_
16397 4349 43.7 34 341+ 1 23 9 102 2
16397-4423 44.5 13 340+ 1 28 7 101 = 4
16397-4329 46.5 59 341+ 2 27 6 100 4
16397-4511 47.3 1 340+ 0 44 11 100 3
16397-4427 47.8 32 340+ 1 42 7 100 3
16398-4115 48.1 4 343+ 3 26 7 102 3
16396-4941 48.7 33 336-3 56 9j103 4316396- 4258 48.846 341+2 19 136
16396-4637 49.7 27 338-1 36 6,101 3
16398-4542 50.8 47 339+0 25 7 99 4
153._-4_ 51.o3339-o ,OllO12i16396-4_3351_49342+232 9946 96-4834_ 937 72 21 lO33163.__48245221433.-0 42 lO24
1639_-474552318336-1 30 51o231639_-45,05252 339+o31 7 984183.8_.1o5273934o+119 6 lol 41_.__475253033336_127 71o33
16399-_o1_.231339-o 19 _ _ _1163,,4414_.245340+1 35 1163__4305_.046 341+2 33 699
16399_4o3556.534343+3 41 1_101_i
16399-4742 59.2 3 338- 1 27, 102
16399-4509 59.6 28 340+0 24 6 100 4j
*Confusion Flags; 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Cole¢ Corrected) V
25 Fm (_1 p.m lOG Fm Flux COlT A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
1.60 .95 43.52L 284.08L CD AA 7
1.29 .73 20.98L 167AL BE) A_ 5
1.69 .76 3.85 30.39: CDDD AEI B o
21.29 15.57 17.82L 170.29L BB A,AF 9
2.99 5.25 245.16L 220.07: BD F AAAE 0
1.14 3.27L 21.21L 205.87L B BE
1.99 2.20 15.82L 40.65: BC C ABGB 2
1.82 .96 27.81L 456.48L BE AAG 0
1.134 .54: 7.07L 86.95L CO AB M 0
6.06L 7.04L 64.14 317.44 DE DCAC
.93 1.51L 18.59L 50.01: C E AB C
33.25 16.46 34.27L 290.35L CB AAB 9
1.42 .90 32.86L 263.22L CD ABHD 8
2.20L 34.90 154.68 186.75 BCD CAAB 1
1.56 1.46: 29.87L 3337,01L OF AB D 4
1.71 1.42 16.12L 131.68L FD AAHJ 9
.76 .37L 1.71L 19.57L B BC
t01.10 119.34 17.80L 312.61L BB AAFK 9
6.06 135.19L 1168.42L 2827.79L C AAFC 0
2.02 1.43 5.50L 48.92L CE AA 9
5.11 4.47 1.56L 21.92L BC AACF 9
.29L .40L 5.40 38.76: DC L H F C
4.86L 4.55L 15.55 401.94L C E E ._.
8,33 4.97 32.03L 336.93L CB AA3N 9
4,73 2.55 1.72L 19.07L BB AA H 8
2.44 4.36 2.17: 97.39L BDD AA :_ g
2.21 1.41 18.23L 280.84L CC AA :;L 9
4.91 3.49 10.25L 302.68L BB AA <H 1
9.41 9.23 9.49: 179.79L DCE AA,:;H 9
.60 .50L 1.87L 29.28L B BG
1.12 1.14L 14.03L 32.77L F AB D
3.64 3.66 24.96L 977.23L CD AC 9
3.23L 8.59 279.17L 235.30L C BAB 0
2.23 1.78 37.10L 1585.16L FF AAF 9
1.19 .93 21.46L 185.06L CC ABel
.66: 3.60 18.19 18.95 CBDC BA B
3.41 2.94 1.80L 21.35L B B A A DJ 0
11.94 90.51 487.90 1074.63L BBD AAAB 1
8.52 5.31 1.64L 28.24L CB AA 5
1.39 1.80 27.33L 299.90L DC AAG 9
3.30 2.16 29.80L 411.54L CD CB 1
94 .36L 1.93L 21.27L B AC
.38 .41L 6.60L 62.65L E CF
1.29: 2.43 17.25 316.62L CCE CA/ D 2
3.48 6.30 25.94L 1074.63L DC AA 0i
.57 .54L 20.97L 32.44: B E BDI'_C 4
2.85L 2.67L 9.08L 85.11 D M CB 0
.86 1.28L 10.42: 46.39L D F CHC
4.67 12.11 29.43L 1437.62L De. CB
39 1 6 6 98 06L D F
.60: 1.27 2.27: 144.94L EBE BAE 4
2.49L 2.'0L 12.68L 58.49 C M EC
.41 .39L 2.37: 273.98L C E CG£
1.14 1.60L 16.34L 212.91L B AG 0
4.42 2.44 31.08L 271.48L BC AA o62.94L 135.19 1471.53L 3088.97L B BCCC
.70 1.33L 14.08L 195.29L F BH
1.38 .89 26.70L 311.05L BE AB 7,
1.56 2.40L 32.58L 376.77L B A B E
1.00 3.59L 28.08L 111.96L D BCGE
.70 .44L 2.85L 34.00L I D A F
2.79L 3.09L 20.03L 51.34 C K 3
1.77 2.33L 9.72L 423.27L O B B C
.63 6.97L 22.20L 220.32L D B F
J
9.69 14.58 27.57L 262.58L CB BCF 1,
1.45 3.88L 22.60L 256.48L C B E
.41 .50L 8.13L 73.65L E E
2.76L 1.50 14.69 324.27L CC BCB )
.92 3.04L 28.22L 301.15L D B
63.23 25.72 12.98 310.22L B BC AAA
.88 1.28 13.77: 81.60: DCFD BCE ) 0
2.64 1.11 26.05L 298.19LIBD AA 0
21.62 203.94 1033.63 1585.16 BBDD BAA_ 7
4.74L 1.08 22.63: 115,61: ECF BC )
3.07L 18.10 279.17 1596.29: DEE DDC : 8,
2.32 6.68 34.50L 336.71L CD AAG 91
3.33L .47 5.60L 87,72L D ECB I
1.81 1.14: 38.42L 436,09L CD AAK 0
1.04 .61 6.72L 63ALL CF BBJ 9
6.00L 3.75L 10.11 250.41L D DD
1.55 3.02L 103363L 1585.16L C BG
.66 .51: 13.97L I 152.94L CF ACE 0
.57 .24: 19.08L 177.02L CD BC
1.20 1.31 11.49 47.47L CCC ABA! 1
2.03L 1.02 22.03L 245.89L E A B 4
2.84L 15.30 329.08L 1074.63L B CAF! 3
1.26 .84L 18.72L 158.40L D IBBE
.79: 6.97 20.52L 17606L FB BAC 0
12.23 14.17 6.63L 217.58L' CB !AAC 6
2.23 3.70L 23.85L 385.39L B AC
1.52L 1.34L 28.08 377.73L F !DECI. 0
4.57L 5.91 67.88 289.06L CE EBC
4.32 3.76 30.48L 407.61L E C A A 9
2.96: 1.71 29.43L 341.58L DD DDBH 0
62.94 135.19L 1471.53L 3088.97L B AAD[i 0
1.81 3.66L 37.43L 416.45L C A E
1.23 .97 6.26L 51.82L BD AAK 7
.49 .40L 2.01L 21.50L E BE
5.42 4.99 18.37L 303.14L FF AAI 9
1.88 2.14 29.21L 118.47L FE AA E 9







































































































R S A Sep










1 32 X1638- 484 100 15
1 39 SG 338.4-00.2 57 408
1 131 227088 K2 10 83
3 ! 3 39 GS 338.9-00.1 50 5000









4 32 X1639- 444 7
8 39 TD 339.3+00.2 97
3' 1 39 BM 339.0-00.1 92
1 13 227105 K5 1
6









a 8 a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 ttm
h m. o , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N
16399--4713 50.0 46 338--1 30 6102 3
16400--4218 0.3 0 342+ 2 27 9 99 4
16400-4338 0.3 53 341+ 1 21 5 100 4
16400--4551 1.0 4 139- 0 23 6 99 5
16400-4936 1.2 40 336- 2 43 7 151 3
16400-4455 1.3 47 340+ 1 24 8 99 4
16400--4929 1.8 31 |36- 2 50 10 102 3
16400--4832 2.1 9 337- 2 23 5 102 3
16400--4102 2,1 24 343+ 3 21 3 99 4
16400--4237 2,2 4 342+ 2 24 6 99 4
16400-4954 2,2 24 336- 3 68 25 93 2
16400--4607 2,5 20 339- 0 35 7 101 4
16400--4808 2.6 2 337-2 22 6 102 3
16400-4404 3.2 54 340+ 1 26 6 101 4
16400-4215 4.5 18 342+ 2 39 8 99 4
16400 4145 4.8 59 342+ 3 32 8 98 4
16400-4113 5.9 55 343+ 3 35 5 99 4
16401-4303 6.9 57 341+2 40 6 99 4
16401--4658 7,0 27 338--1 32 7 102 4
16401-4732 7,3 49 338- 1 78 14 101 2
16401-4520 8.4 28 339+ 0 28 10 94 2
16401-4350 8,9 28 341+ 1 23 6 100 4
16401--4932 10.5 54 336- 2 51 10 103 3
16401-4905 11.1 37 337- 2 47 10 101 2
16401-4635 11.1 15 339- 1 26 6 101 4
16401-4632 11.2 7 339- 0 32 21 98 2
16401--4611 11.2 55 339- 0 26 6 101 4
16402--4759 13,1 18 338- 1 24 6 102 3
16402 4242 13,5 52 341+ 2 39 7 100 4
16402-4824 15.E 13 337- 2 56 8 101 2
16402-4708 15.E 5 338-1 32 6 102 9
16402-4548 16.7 43 339 0 33 10 104 2
16402-4902 ;17.0 38 337--2 35 3 103 3
16402--4639 _17.3 48 339-1 31 6 102 4
16402-4920 17.3 45 336 2 42 9 101 2
16402-4620 17.9 49 339- 0 61 8 101 2
16402--4507 17.9 31 340+ 0 34 10 101 3
16403-4918 16,1 40 337- 2 41 6 103 3
16403 4504 19.3 55 i 340+ 0 32 8 102 3
16403-4322 20,1 34 341+ 2 24 6 100 4
16403-4501 21,6 21 340+ 0 43 10 101 3
16403-4614 21,8 53 339- 0 15 5 101 4
16404-4316 26,3 56 341+ 2 82 13 95 2
16404 4535 26.6 52' 339+ 0 43 8 102 3
16404-4020 27.1 28 343+ 4 23 5 98 4
16404-4418 27.5 2 340+ 1 43 7 103 3
16404-4208 27.6 20 342+ 2 45 8 98 4
16404-4543 28.0 52 339+ 0 21 7 102 4
16404-4516 28.3 20 340+ 0 33 10 101 4
16404-4623 29.1 19 339 0 20 6 101 4
16405-4940 30.1 48 336- 3 32 7 103 3
16405 4752 30,9 32 338- 1 92 14 101 2
16405-4237 31,0 24 342+ 2 38 3 101 3
16405-4657 31,4 48 338- 1 90 10 101 2
16405-4705 31.9 30 338- 1 29 6 102 3
16405-4100 34.0 5 343+ 3 29 6 100 4
16405-4421 34.9 50 340+ 1 30 9 103 3
16405-4959 35,2 51 336- 3 30 10 103 3
16405 4132 35.3 43 342+ 3 25 10 99 3
16405-4730 35.5 25 338- 44 6 102 3
16405--4336 35.7 39 341+ 37 10 102 2
16406--4700 37,1 18 338- 46 10 102 3
16406-4802 38,C 3 338- 2 28 16 101 2
16406-4526 38.2' 4 339+ 0 22 7 101 4
16406-4714 38,6 10 338 35 9 102 3
16406-4012 40,0 19 343+ 4 32 6 100' 4
16406-4608 40.3 4 339- 0 30 7 t01 4
16406-4722 40.5 58 338- 1 45 20 101 2
16406 4240 40.6 28 342+ 2 20 5 99 4
16406-4220 40.8 19 342+ 2 25 9 102 3
16407-4904 44.0 23 337- 2 20 9 149 3
16407-4635 44,4 1 339 1 32 6 102 3
16407-4319 45.5 3 341+ 2 70 14 100 2
t6407-4125 45,6 38 343+ 3 28 13 103 2
16407-4102 46.3 17 343+ 3 39 10 100 3
16407-4638 47.4 55 139- 1 79 8 101 2
16407 4245 47,6 52 342+ 2 35 9 100 3
16407--4007 47.7 4 344+ 4 34 7 101 3
16407--4453 47.9 34 340+ 1 49 9 101 3
16408--4614 49.0 15 337- 2 24 9 103 3
16408-4541 50.2 43 339 0 19 6 101 4
16406--4424 50.555 340+ 32 7 103 3
16408--4827 51.4 24 337 2 30 6 103 3
16408-4917 51.8 49 337-- 2 , 49 10 103 3
16408-4116 52.C 4 343+ 3 32 5 99 4
16408-4754 52.3 55 338- 44 5 102 3
16408 4154 52.3 5 342+ 2 28 6 99 4
16408-4759 52.5 22 338 2 24 6 102 3
16408-4042 52.9 23 343+ 3 38 9 100 4
16408-4653 53.8 43 338- 1 27 7 102 ' 3
16406-4444 53.8 24 340+ 1 39 9 101 3
16408-4226 53.9 26 342+ 2 32 3 98 3
16408-4137 53.9 2 342+ 3 37 10 99 4
16409-4612 54.1 29 339- 0 30 102 3
16409-4151 55.1 22 342+ 2 31 6 100 4
16409-4203 56.7 31 342+ 2 17 6 99 4
16409-4948 56.5 28 336 3 26 6 102 3
16409-4729 57.1 24 338 1 38 5102 3_
16409-4126 57.8 6 343+ 3 30 9 96 2
16409 4500 58.1 18 340+ 0 17 7 100 4
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # TUncs Coef R Flags*
29.14L 268.18L EF AAK 9 960020200F 2
14.95 101.57: EF FDBF 468327572F A
6.93L 61.26L BB AAD 9 4612000300
40.89: 330.77L C F AAD 0 960243940F
21.10L 183.42L C BED 150131210C
26.56L 274,71L CF BA 0 260245876F 8
7,47: 34,34 DE DBEB 97001222OC
25.58L 221.02L BC AAJ 9 940021020C
9.32L 75,41L CC EBED 6 85C126552C 1
20,74L 177,40L FE AA 9 360020000F
1,78L 12,52 E C HC _80111022C 8
27.64: 3088.97L BeE ACDC 0 641121320F
31.78L 410.24L BC AAJ 0 950200010C
30.85L 393.48L DB AA 9 640232110F
14.95L 150.50L E DCB 460417672F A
12.65L 156.15L BC AB 0 950100GOOC
10.73L 114,24L BC AA 3 950011000(3
6.87L 51.59L B BB H 1614233410 6
25.24L 275.56L CE AAJ F 2 960031045F
4,31 114.33L E D C 970220010F
A C 960224440F
6.99L 64,42L BC AA 3 5601002000
20,00L 166,43L B CMK 950130230C
3,26: 60.47L De CB 970134572C
23,58L 315,56L ED AADJ 9 960430080F
12.93L 98.58 E I B 984340181F
252,99L 496.32L BC AAK 5 860037570F
32.69L 424.06L BC AA 9 952102220C
25,76L 236.93L B D BB 1 440223441F
6.82L 78,67L C DD H 960213013C
28.82L 265.30L CC AA C 4 960117210F
67.88L 285,16L DE BBC 7 170130840F
9.10L 226.22L E ECBC 960043542C
15,41L 255,95L BC AAD 0 970534750F
2.89 58.23L D F DB 860122030C
22.55L 496,32L_ D BG H 960054482F 9
15.27: 356,29L _)CD kAC 9 660031253F 8
15.63L 170,73L BD ABHL 2 850122031C
28.16L! 358,16L D AAD 560042210F
6.61L 55.49L BE AAE 9 4702211100
28,27L 312.43L B AA 1 260231100F
252.99 496,32 FCED BBBA 1 967036450F 7
7,51L 69.34L D BBK 4702211100
74.05 506.11L CE ACE 960212300F
1.85L 21.86L BC AB 6 5600000000
30,55L 33898L DE AB 9 560213545F
23.99L 212.99L C A B 350200021F
153.29 541,21: DeED CCBC 2 96D227754F
126.93 329,01 CDC CEDB 760134450F
18.21L 200.24L BC AAEG 0 970035472F
16.81L 211.54L C AB 850113221C
11.54 125.98L E C C 960046468F
9.35 223.95L C HDBB 350223541F
33.11L 121,45L F ECI 970142135F
13.97L 157.81L FD AAED 7 961139345F
11.16L 112.33L BE AA 9 850325663C 25 1:
24.21L 311.97L F B B C D 560423655F A
1,05L 163,07L C BD 9500131338
18.98L 128.34L BD BD 8 9500100OOC
29.43L 411,86L FD AAC 1 950120000F
7,37: 82.38L C F BBB 2601100200
33.11 220.27: DEE BACE 968036435F A
7,25L 60.73 E DDKD 970113220C
343.78 1112.28L CBC CBAA 0 850025531F 4
21.99L 33.06: DD D BAHC 2 }80000220F 2
1.81L 21,48L BC AAC 9 5621101000
29,77 626.77L DD ECC 4 )64033320F
10.95L 56.38 E C H D 980223130F
14,27L' 67.10: D D BBEA 9 761133641F 3
18.98L 132,06L E CCGE 46C144570F 2
12,63L 55,30 e GEGA 974266640C
23.50L 251.05L BC AA 4 970330140F
9.20: 91,16L FDC eBB 3 4601211100
3.51: 31.90L EEE CEOC 0 97011010OC
6.25: 57.94L D F I C E C _ 860324462C
17.06L 121.79L D AD 970130320F
24.90L 237.99L F BD 740221310F 2
1.79L 29.88L C DI 1602100000
30.67L 403,36L C CB 460347646F
26.86L 241.05L B BE D 940412440C
153.29L 235.69L BC BBAF 2 670027244F 8
31.52L 358.27L FF AAN 9 760413545F A
30,34L 250.63L DF AALJ 9 940203013C 8
19.73L 176.36L DF BB 9 95010210OC
15,51L 146.81L BD ABe 0 950100000C
37.15L 447.32L CF BB 0 850341001F
19.27L 215,59L BF ABE 0 350122010F
15.21L 432.77L BC AA 0 950032220C
2,43L 20,49L B A D 7702000000
15.58: 419.85L FE AAE 9 955123420F
31.86L ' 375.42L, CC BA 0 760211255F
14.07 106.99 DDE CCCC I 0 961345351F
17.05L 159.96L BE BAH 2 950112000C
18.36: 261.42L E E B A C 960038760F
18.12L 172.53L CE AA 8 950122010C
19.05L 177.20L BB AA G 0 350210010F
53.56 132.20 BBDD BBAA 940003421C
37.83L 454.38L BC AA 950142221F
14,17L 161.91L CD BDG 0 950210110C
22,47: 298.29L BCE AACM 0 160236413F
*Confusion F!ags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma8
2;























1 23 OCL 0978 450
1 23 OCL 0978 106
1 23 MRSL 336-02/1 292
1 23 MRSL 336-02/1 530
23 OCL 0978 473,
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a 5 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) 1 C) C) (')
339- I
341+ I!















337 - , 3
343 +, 5
341 + 3








341 + ; 4t
341 + 1 2_
337 ; 2,
338- 1 6(
339-- C 4, =
340+ C 2'
339- £ 3;
336- i 3. =
339- C 3."






















141 + 1 42
_37- 2 27
;43+ 3 85










































12 vm 25 pm 60 _m 100 pl Flux C( rr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs C(¢f R Flags*
1.8 _ 1.4 15.1 276.7 ccr ABC
1.1 .51 7.1 70.5 BD BCI
1.9 4.1( 39.5i 164.9 CC[: FB,_
13.8 13.5; 3.5! 75.1 BB AA_
6.8 2.9( 20.2: 380.9 CD AA; _
9.._ 51.5, = 414.94 1503.0 BBE BAC
.4_ .6", 3.4, DDF DE 9
4.0_ 2.91 28.8 FF AA
1.1( 1.6; 20.9, O AC _"
2.61 2.1" 32.5; 324.1 B E A B F..
6.1, 3.2 £, 2.81 122.1 BCC AA_
3.6_ 4.51 151.4' 626.7 CC CBC
1.9' .9E 28.6_ BC AA
.5! .4_ 22,2" C B E
.6! .87 9.1`= BFE BDD
.8; .92 8.7( E E D A D(_;
5.5( 2.59 35.4," BC _A
.4( .56 5.41 CD J B U,
.5.= .45 2.06 B 3BF_
1.3z 4.87 34.3; 513.1 C =IA
4.9; 2.93 33.0E















3.66 10.701 136.95 I AG,
1.24 2.32 16.45 143,34 : E )A
3,34 4.90 26.55 )E kA
6.80 8.45 24.69 ]C kAG
.68 .54: 22.371 )E IC
2.15 1.82 11.07 222.25 ;DE lAB!
1.521 1.76t 6.571 62.44 I K 1
.87 .57: 7.83i 68.80 ID ICE
4.41 1.43 14.261 IC LAC
2.91 1.38 14.751 IC _B
3.011 1.50 25.891 D BC-
.45 .64: 8.511 42.81 )D | :DFE
2,561 2.26L 20.401 115.09 E DI ,"
1.t8 .76L 17.79( 180.04 ) ,B
.86 .86 12.99( 131.55 ;D BI :
.84 .47 1.53: 137.82 IDD CC"
7.56 11.36 169.69 536.83 ;CDI: :AB:
2.25 1,75: 25.731 ;E B
6.51 2.17 16.671 D AM
30.44 38.41 18.07 291.511 :CC AC
3.54 13.24 25.941 D A J
.95: .59 8.741, F B G
2.39 1.23 34.961. D A E
1.30 .74 7.851. F B
.401, .41 22.27L 34.26 D E BF_
.52 .56L 13.49L 130.871 E
.91 1.40 2.55L 26.781 F A
.88 .39L 15.76L 186,931 J B
14.20 14.32 6.35: 308.771 FE AF
2.09L 1.95 38.34L 486.721 E A F
4.83L 1.72L 14.75 221.85t D BB
3.52L 1.56 19.99L 200.571. D A
1,55 1.02 20,18L 104.86[ D A
9.69 10.51 12.79L 149.92t C AD
.51 1.80L 24.75L 276.49L H ]
6.73 14.09: 406.90 250.38: CEF CDF)
1.32 .45 .90L 23.461, D D
2.31L 37A8 43.59 918.171. DE CB
3.49 1.86: 35.76L 569.80L D B I
1.01L .69 6.49L 91.12L D CBH
1.82: 2.20 41.03 214.27L DE BB
1.30L .89L 13.91L 104.69 E C,J ( ;
3.43L 11.59 200.84L 387.00L F _kAl_
4.69L 3.68L 11.45 612.81L C E B
1.5O 2.76L 15.80L 261.88L
1.62 1.44 16.57L 121.52L F ,31
8.05 15.98 11.48 294.96L BF _,B(
1.95 3.58L 37.52L 399.77L ;) F [,
1.84 2,23 27.76L 453.00L 3 akI ( i
6.00 4.43 174.35: 958.83L ED 3E(
.65 .38L 20.42L 243.96L
.57 .51L 5,46L 82.33L C
.92 .66 1.67L 20.63L _ 3
2.54: 16.74 208.31: 908.42L .3E 3CF
1.14 .89L 9.78L 130.69L .3G
3.54 1.72 19.45L 204.82L " 3
1.09 1.30 9.60 94.84: )EE 3DEI
2,60 5.13L 29.66L 298.86L ) (
2.56 1.28: 38.83L 462.63L _) 3
3.43L 12.06L .>O0.84L 387.00 F ] B I
2.62 3.17 2.46L 24.70L .3 k
.88 .53L 22.56L 265.68L
.46L .86 26.18L 227.65L ._ ) C
4.68L 3.24L 12.22 72.08: CE )BE
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
I Associations
L C
R s A Sep







































































































































Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
IH (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty 'C V L
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m 25 y.m 60 pm 100 _m Flux Con" A Confusion R S
(s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (°) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
15.3 13 339-- 1 48 9 101 i .83_ 1.30L 5,49L 228.64L D CBC 960124443F 38115.315336- 3 34 101 5. 2.45 13.75L 188.37L BC AAD 3940012300C
15.7 54 336- 3 44 10 101 . .45 t2.72L 106.56L BC BC 0 750111010C
16.530343+ 3 39 8101 3 1.21 .90 14.49L 120.11L CC AA 2750100000C
16.511 341+1 28 61024 2.23 .89 7.27L 91.66L BC AB H 88601112501
19.155341+ I 49 111014 .87 .70L 9.28L 93.90L O 88 8602100001
19.710 340+ 0 44 7 101 3 1.94 1.48: 20.07L 249.66L DD AB 7 760610440F
20.. _ 13 343+ 3 69 7 101 3 1.93 .99L 2.61L 33.27L B AB 5600200100
120.7 10 337-2 95 13 101 2 1.03L .41L 3.98 71.77L D N CEr 960211102C i
:21.4' 7 338-2 40 9 101 2 .63 1.67L 14.51L 107.54L E CJ 660021020F _
23.C 39 341+ 1 50 8 102 3 1.16 .64 6.39L 71.37L DD BB 3 0601201210
23.7 27 339-1 34 6 102 3 1.92: 1.79 31.28L 105.52L CE BBBB 1 884115344F;
25.3 13 337- 2 31 7 102 3 4.57 1.75 24.12L 256.42L FC AA 9 940311100C
25.5 36 341+ 1 30 6 102 4 1.92 1.04 6.23L 93.78L CC AADG 9 9601212301
26.8 24 338-2 26 6 102 3 2.98 1.41 13.93L 168.05L BC ABFF 0 960134422F 6
27.351337--3 36 101023 .50L .36: 6.85 150.15L ED FDD 950220010C
27.55336- 3 83 91012 .77 .48L 4.15L 42.73L D BMG 970030000C
28+0 53 342+ 2 35 7 102 3 1+97 1+11 23.23L 195.33L CC AA 4 960210000F I
28.217 341+ 1 41 8 102 3 1.91 1.56 7.53L 83.40L DC AA 0 6701122211!
28.4 22 340 0 23 6 101 3 7.52 80.51 757.10 1908.42 BSFF AAAB 1 448215436F 8
28.9 17 342+ 2 28 7 102 3 2.92 2.70 13.9OL 150.58L DC AA 9 650210100F
29.2j53 340+0 44 6 103 3 3+91L 1.99 31.94: 958.63L CF CBBB 0 944348145F
29+3124 343+ 2 27 71023 .99 .58 11.461_ 95.66L BO AB 2651200_OOC
29.636338-1 21 51023 1.75 2.75 23.07 48.88: CCDF AAAB 0981110430F 2
30.416338-2 19 51023 4.22 1.62 13.93L 357.37L CD AAF 9950125422F 8
31,16339-0 26 7510243, 4.66 6.66L 26.64L 321.27L F AA C 64660124352F I31.53342+ 2 36 101 1.22 .84 6.26L 68.48L BE AB 0601132310 1
32.6 56 341+1 38 8 102 3 2.52 3.91 7.35L 85.38L FF AAE 9 8703011101
32.835340+ 1 41 61023 1.88 1.69 28.47L 293.01L CF AA 0960101000F
33.123339-1 26 ! 71023 1.84L 2.37L 37.39 447.53L E CBB 850323443F
33.34342+2 30 71023 2.73 1.15 22.14L 175.66L DC ABE 4860110000F
34.649339-1 29 61023 1.90 5.14 61.69 275.41L ECD CBAH 0968333444F
35.750342+260 11022 3 .50 1.66L 20.69L 235.44LE C 750320110F
36.832339-1 32 ;510231 1.83 .99: 33.04L 474.09L EF AB 9960020000F
37.8 2 343+3 31 1 99 3 .gOL .66L 8.02L 43.69 D EEGC 570110120C
38.351139-133 101 2.19 5.00 25.16L 503.47L CD AADF 960257533F39.0 17 338- 1 79 15 101 3.42L 2.35L 5.59 142.95L D 670011000F
394 340+033;102 392 401L14532L.16 c h HOi2.3. . 6i40.041339- 1 24 I 102 2.00 2.22 32.53L 404.09L EE BA 960123010F40.76342+ 2 23 71023 1.80 1.11 20.92L 165.12L CD AAMF 760000010F
41.013342+ 2 28 7102 3l 1.64 .56 22.60L 253.29L CF AC 2l 950020000F
41.58340+ 0 45 71023 3.73L 3.49 19.15: 681,95L CF AB 350123310F
41.6142338-1 6713, 61013 1.6OL 2.38L 7.72: 50.74 EE KEFB 880123130F
42,454339- 0 30 10132 1.18: 2.98L 12.15 276.98L E E CBDF 470012032F
44.346 337- 2 41 6102 1.38 .55 19.29L 204.07L CF AC 1 950000100C
45.6 38 340 0 26 101 3,17 3.45 81.18L 224.72L FF AAB 9 475122220F 7
47,335 339- 1 21 101 1.75: 1.41: 80.25: 457.78 DFED BBES 964156734F
47.812337-3 35 7101 2.63 1.53 12.82L 131.65L CC AAKB 850020140C
49.633343+3 40 910131 3.35 1.37 3.12L 23.01L CC AA 017701200001
24 51023 468, 666 20,8427069,00 1  0125342F51.153339- 051514339_0771342154 1691284 27451LE 5 12303  
51.7 54 343+ 3 36 83!101 1.07 .40 2.82L 23.84L BD BD 0 570100010051.8 45 339- 1 53 6 102 1.84 2.37L 37.39L 355.09L D AA 0 551122351F
52.3 _14 342+ 2 28 7 102 3 i 4.30 1.16 19.07L 157.08L BC hA 1 _ 760120100F
53.4 34 343+3 19 7 101 3 9.82 16.66 172.85 261.00 CBEF BAAA 01552014340C 7
49 7 100 2 1.36 1.57 17.57L 218.02L DE BB 0,1 570313332F 153.4 i27 340- 0
132343 + 2 5313 99254.8 1.39 69L 12.21L 147.18L F AD 651211110C
55.450340-O 82 ! 81023 3.53 2.11L 25.05L 1908.42L E BG 441435434F 1l
55.817 340+ 0 22 51413 2.35L 22.84 200.48 661.95 CDF BABC 0250334430F I
57.255344+ 3 33 71013 1.78 1.34 2.20L 19.81L DC AAH 9 _ 2801000000
57.2147343+ 2 65101013 .98 .44L 14.66L 172.08L D AGEE 750121110C
57.4142340- 0 30 41013 2.61 1.84 20.77L 267.05L CD AAD 247002t22OF 1
56.417339- 1 26 5 1013 2.40 2.36 36.87L 437.61L DC BAOF 61760432940F
59.336338- 2 92 131012 4.01L 1.86L 3.58 110.78L D C I 660013231F
0.158340+ O 39 71023 2.76 3.34 20.66L 241.56L DD AA 2260311023F 6
0.358338-1 52 131002 23.07L 14.43L 4.65 31.83: DE FHOS 980120020F ltl0.833342+ 1 27 71024 1.59 1.04 7.04L 72.24L DC BA 05600141201
0.935340+ 0 64 101022 1.19 1.46 21.57L 238.63L DE CC 5260222324F
1.1' 3 337-2 25 6 102 3 3.75 1.67 19.11L 252.00L CC hA G 5 840210222C 2
I I
1.9 ! 58343+ 2 137 71013 1.17 .67 13.63L 118.93L BC AB 4750010010C
2.515340-021 51013 10.32 6.92 22.15L 204.58LIBC AA 2370231101F
3.3139338-221 71023 3.01 1.56 21.52L 239.99L BC AAF 1850011230C
4.1, 14341+1 60 91023 1.25 .92L 7.87L 84.16L,CI F BB 8602233801 24.258340-03861013 5.22 3.75 362.07L 982.52L AA 9350133410F 2
4.4'17342+22871024 .85 .73 28.50L 270.13L AA 0940112010F 1
4.620338-2 34 81022 1.56 1.84L 25.63L 367.90L D AC G 650012221F
7.6 59 1338-- 2 27 6103 i 3 5.51 2.43 9.70: 204.33L BCE AAED 1750021140F
8.439341+ 1 25 6 1023 5.21 3.49 6.47L 45.87L:BC AAE 99801220101 I
8.715336- 3 29 5101 I 3 2.83 1.71 1.48: 75.49L BBE AAD 076020000OC
11.0 7 t 343+ 3 48 11101 I 3 .59L .75 12.89: 261.00L OD FCE 550023221C F
11.017341+ 1 51 81002 1.39 1.08L 23.58L 379.38L D AB 960111032F
11.127341+ 1 84 141023 2.97L 4.04L 25.56L 88.02 F E DB 870021131F
12.720341+ 1 83 71023 2.58L 2.12 32.01L 199.48L D LABE 960021241F 1
12,828342+ 2 29 71013 2.93 1.57 15.47L 130.96L BD hA 9750210000C
13.649340+ 0 46 61023 2.70 2.18L 200.48L 681.95L C AC D 250334330F
13.834342+ 2 43 311003 .73 1.16L 18.00L 178.77L D BJ H 550120000F
14.40342+ 2 28 71024 1.03 .71L 15.92L 177.47L C BB 551310000F
14.432342+ 2 47 71024 .72 1.23L 19.20L 227.96L E AB 650110120F
14.546339- 1 32 61023 3.51 1.84 30.24L 433.21L DE ABD 0760425430F
i
15.3541340- 0 15 51023 11.96 18,41 20.36L 255.20L ED AAKF i 9270340021F
43338- 2 32 71023 3.26 1.93 29.76L 305.32L ED AAC I 9760011401F 815.4
16.045338- 1 25 61033 24.59 23.32 11.06Li 210.72L BC AAC 1 752034560F 243
12 9916.648344+ 3 61 .94 .46 2.97L 34.10L DF AB i 027001101012
16.8 46 342+ 2 54 9 100 3 .77 1.51L 25.29L 209.99L C AG L 650100020F
17.152342+2 38 71023 2.16 1.85 25.97L 260.96L FE AAKH 9840124353F
18.63338-1 31 61033 1.57 1.00 21.90L 218.34L EC hA 8850140020F
19.953340+ 0 37 61023 2.85 2.24 22.56L 272.69L DC hA H 7960224143F
20.9 31, 343+ 2 25 7,101 3 7.82 1.86 12.50L 113.79L BC AA E 0 550211010C
21.0 32 343+ 3 36 8 I 101 3 3.54 8.17 99.68: 435.13L -_-BE AAEB O 448237674C F
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region."Confusion Flags: 6)-9)




# T Name Type (") Mag
1 32 X1642-497 25 3
1 13 227167 +++ 10 81





1 20 G340.240 347
1 32 X1842-475 61 2
1 39 CC 337-01.4 112 408
2 14277-SC 10 OC 90
1 23 OCL 0982 340
1 23 OCL 0982 466
1 20 G339.040 84
1 23 OCL 0982 41
2 13227188 B8 39 90
1 32 X1643--485 110 2
1 5 DC337.6-02.0 113
1 13 227197 MA 2 7E
1 32 X1643-411 79 1E
335
Right Ascension: 16h43_21"-16h44=14" Declination: -50"--40"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 a _ Coord$ SMJ SMN 00 12 /_m 25 /.¢m 60 _tm 100 y.m Flux Co;1" A Confusion R S A _,,_h m. . , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Co_f R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type Mag
16433--4700 21.1 24 339-1 64 13 100 2 .66L 1.07L 9.40 106.28L E CBC. 570101130F 1 23 OCL0982 428
16433-4636 121.6 9 339- 1 46 7 100 2 .86 .80 13.14L 149.44L DF BB 0 : 770215162F 1
16433-4737 21.8 53 338-2 46 8 102 3 1.02 .75 30.74L 57.14: DE E BCHB 3 780033321F
16433-4020 21.8 16 344+ 3 35 8 101 3 1.37 1.01 1.17L 25.55L DD AA 1 2701000001 1 1 V564SCO 10 3
16433-4211 21.9 41 342+ 2 55 9 99 3 36 .71L 18.92L 206.18L C BB 85002010OF
16433-4752 22.6 56 338-2 62 14 101 2 1.56L .5OL 4.63 43.56: DF AFDE 570034231F
16433-4556 23.9 42 339- 1 46 6 100 2 1.64 .90L 15.20L 206.54L D AC I 960227443F
16434-4351 24.4 58 341+ 1 28 6 102 3 19.11 19.37 6.16L 46.20L FC AA 9 9801223101 3
16434-4545 25.2 15 340-0 15 5 101 3 359.90: 383.82: 166.54 384.99L BBE ABB 1 36313253OF 10 1 3 7 HEN1250 47
16434-4239 25,8 6 342+ 2 37 7 102 3 .84
16434-4406 25.9,48 341+ 1 60 7 102 31 1.53
16434--4714 27.0160 338-1
27 76 103 3 23.0716434--4429 27.5 10 341+ 0 261 102 2.95
16434--4327 28.0 15 341+ 1 60] 8 102 3] 1.24
16434-4038 28.511 343+ 3 61 9 101 3 1.04
16434-4900 29,4 57 337-3 27 7 101 3 1.69
16434--4334 29.7 44 341+ 1 70 12 102 2 .79
16435-4828 31.4 46 338-2 43 7 102 3 2.60
16435-4954 31.5 8 336-3 38 11 102 3 .44
16435-4854 31.5 35 337- 2 35 8 101 3 6.14
16435--4515 31.9 53 340- 0 39 6 101 3; 5.73
16435--4008 32.3 57 344+ 3 62 9 101 3 .54
16435-4808 32.4 25 338-2 34 7 102 3 3.26
16435-4337 33.1 42 341+ 1 74 8 102 3 3.12L
16435-4110 33.9 14 343+ 3 30 9 101 3 1.73
16435-4549 34.2 4 340-0 68 15 100 2 2.24L
16435-4126 34.7 55 343+2 24 71101 3 .78
16436-4426 36.5 21 341+0 27 76 1 3 12.1916436-4235 36.5 29 342+2 39 10 .76
16436-4725 37.0 3j 338-2 30 8102 3 2.96L
16436-4520 37.5 26 340-0 52 6102 3 1.96
16436-4849 38.1 60 337-2 31 7,101 3 2.72
,6436-4107 39.2 57 i 343+ 3 39 7' 135 3 2.55
16436-4249 39.6 22 342+1 61 9102 3 1.21
16437-4858 42.5 37 337-3 17 7 101 3 .40
16437-4834 42.8 58 337- 2 96 13 104 2 ,44
16437-4620 44.1 23 339- 1 16 6 102 3 34.32
16437-4552 44.2 44 339- 1 51 6 102 3 3.97L
16437-4917 44.9 8 337- 3 59 10 101 3 .94
16437-4339 45.1 20 341+ 1 74 7 102 3 1.56
16437-4355 45.3 22 341+ 1 43 7 102 3 3.38L
16437-4404 45.6 22 341+ 1 46 6 102 3 2.93
16437-4813 46.5 58 338- 2 32 5 102 3 2.97
16437-4510 46.8 60 340- 0 22 8 101 3 28.55
16437-4601 47.5 12 339- I 65 9 103 2 1.15
16438-4344 48.1 25 341+ 1 72 8 103 2 1.38
16438-4730 48.8 7 338- 2 45 9 102 3 .81
16438-4550 49,1 13 340- 1 35 7 102 3 3.93L
16438-4232 49.2 45 342+ 2 43 9 102 3 1.08
16438-4607 49.4 3 339 1 38 6 102 3 1.40
16438-4611 50.1 44 339-1 65 8 103 2 3.95L
16438-4803 50.2 12 338-2 30 7 102 3 3.65
16438-4523 5Q4 18 340- 0 28 8 101 3 2.07
16438-4713 50.5 55 338 1 34 7 102 3 2.75
16438-4540 50.5 49 340- 0 24 7 101 3 1.39L
16438-4756 50.9 2 338-2 23 7 102 3 1.93
16438-4434 51.2 6 341+ 0 23 5 102 3 9.02
16438-4110 52.2 25 343+ 3 23 7 101 4 7.41
16438-4436 53.4 37 I 340+ 0 28 11 102 3 3.60L
16438-4627 53.5 28 339-1 38 6 t02 3 2.21
16438-4843 53.5 38 337- 2 21 6 101 3 4.11
16439-4319 54.3 51 341+ 1 47 6 ; 102 3 1.02
16439-4750 54.6 16 338-2 39 7 102 3 3.05L
16439-4614 55.8 14 339- 1 61 6 101 3 1.44
16439-4747 56.0 28 338-2 32 6 102 3 2.60
16439-4429 56.1 17 341+ 0 25 6 102 3 1.83
16439-4735 567 57 338-2 17 6146 3 1.10
16439-4644 57.0 22 339-1 42 5102 3 2.43
16439-4451 57.5 21 340+0 21 6 102 3 2.30
16439 4455 57.9 50 340+0 73 9103 2 3.88L
16439-4033 58.1 4 344+ 3 77 8 _ 101 3 5.17L
16439-4525 58.4 22 340-0 55 6 101 3 3.71L
16439-4652 56.6 21 339- 1 32 7 102 3 103
16439-4159 58.9 21 342+ 2 47 7 ! 102 3 2.35
16439-4050 59.5 51 343+ 3 39 7 101 3 .85
16440-4353 0.3 59 341+ 1 44 -17= 102 3 2.17
16440-4146 1.0 30 343+ 2 27 t_1102 o 1.80
16440-4704 2.7 55 339- 1 55 6 102 3 1.22
16440 4616 3.6 18 339-1 18 10 143 3 4.33L
16440-4154 3.8 17 343+ 2 37 8 102 3 .56
16440-4626 4.9 18 339- 1 81 11 100 2 2.89L
16440 4518 5.1 8 340- 0 27 5 102 3 8.58
16440-4249 5.3 12 342+ 1 24 8 102 3 1.44
16440-4303 58 36 342+ 1 65 23 100 2 2.49L
16440-4530 6.0 16 340-0 43 7 102 3 3.99L
16441 4506 6.5 19 340-0 27 5 102 3 50.51
16441-4448 7.5 0 340+ 0 29 6 _ 102 3, 4.16L
16441-4343 7.6 12 341+1 24 6 102 3 2.69
16441-4514 7.6 33 340 0 37 9 103 32 3.72L16441-4427 7.8 5 341+ 0 37 7 103 2.66
16441-4038 81 15 344+ 3 34 7 101 3 3.35
16441-4858 8.5 14 337-3 45 3 101 3 .88
16441-4612 8.5 35 339 1 41 7 102 3 1.53
16441-4313 8.6 38 342+1 59 8 102 3 .97
16441-4502 9.6 53 340-0 45 8 103 3 2.23:
2.11L i 26.27L 325.12L C A 950145453F 9
I
3.29L ' 23.94L 322.17L C B 960130101F
14,43 22.86L 228.55L EC AA 9 860040010F 27
1.60: 20.39L 277.27L CD AA 6 960242134F 1
.67L 2.67L 56.62L C A 9703001001
.34L ' 2.47L 20.91L E A D 5800000001
.91 5.62: 244.03L CEF ABDI 9 340125432C 3
.83L 8.19L 89.95L E CB 9602300001
1.06 21.73L 271.11L BC AAE 2 640011120C
.42L 10.10L 127.05L C BDL 540100(30(0
4.37 19.92L 199.47L BB AA 3 450131361C
29.68 362.07 982.52 DCED CBBB 0 35725431tF
.40L 1.94L 26.68L C CE 0603010001
2.33 8.58L 210.83L BC AAJ 0 850230122C
.77 10.18L 55.44L F CB 9702422201
5.69L 173.77L 1004.79L C CHF D 435244534C
4.12L 19.96L 79.25 E DA 97024263OF
.47L 11.81L 106.38L B AC 550221010C
9.52 18.71L 96.55L RC AADD 0 982252144F
1.95L 31.0OL 341.40L D BD 950030000F
2.24L 51.37: 210.04 DE HGEA 4 764134530F
4.29L 25.09L 982.52L F AB 250231300F
1.54 20.88L 207.38L BC AA _ 0 450120140C
3.89: 35.02L 1004.79L BC CBB 1 530233434C
1.59L 25.30L 333.07L D CE 940111311F
.63 8.55: 246.76L FCC GBDB 4 344145442(3
.34L 23.28L 242.98L C B 640011000C
31.02 35.48 399.45L BBE AABE 4 460325633F
3.16 29.93L 356.11L D A 960330310F
AlL 12.56L 112.28L B BCG 950101121C
.78L 9.07L 54.47L C ABD 9703313431
2.79 29.28 52.38L CC BG 8840303321
1.58 25.82L 306.88L CC AA G 0 760320101F
.77 20.45L 279.72L CC AB 0 650020121C
49.53 10.69L 982.52L EF AAGH 0 251355443F
3.58L 31,10L 395.51L D AE 460517683F
.73L 6.94L '_48.5OL D BC "_ 9702323431
1.94L 31.84L 469.51L D B 640132310F
2.72 17,42L 397.78L D BB 960322830F
1.29: 23.67L 278.57L DD AAD O 950010000F
.99 32.15L 499.11L DE AB ! 0 550448650F
2.12 18.83L 433.09L F DBI -_ 550254310F
1.66 21.15L 293.80L CC AA 2 850241222C
1.66L 20.39L 360.67L C CB 660140000F 1 7 151113
1.65 23.44L 358.65L CC AA 0 650120000F
1.97 35.70 309.85L ED BAD _: 960311264F
3.88 4.87: 227.21L EFE AAD I 9 550032121F
21.68 10.05: 196,09L CCF AAC ! 8 971320373F 2
9.57 178.50: 1004.79L BCD AADC 1 430133344C F
3.53L 19.18: 117.17 FF BD_; 978230352F
1.33 29.77L 443.57L DF AB 0 960221100F
2.17 21.41L 217.71L 8C AA 0 450000000C
.61L 6.12L 49.51L C AD 8803000101
3.33 18.49L 234.15L F AA 9 5501510OOF
4.11L 39.83L 407.86L C A E G 960254311F
1.40 18.67L 238.12L CC AA 6 5501314201:
2.50 53.14L 212.72: CC E BAA[_ 0 970242434F 3 2 39 AJG056
1.02 16.04: 121.06L DED CBC| 0 674233332F
1.29 41.23L 480.82L CE A8 0 960220111F
3.07 25,79: 274.98L CCD AAE 0 870322120F 1
1.58 23.98L 237.57L E CD 770332120F 1
1.22 2.62L 24.73L D AAF_ 0 4700320201 1
1.92 33.83L 394.80L D AF 760130240F 2
2.74L 29.26L 46.41: C E A8 ( 980111112F
1.03: 20.14L 176.55L CO AA ,0 430110000F
.35: 2.63L 25.74L CE BC 0 6700000101
1.41 5.06L 93.78L CD AB E 3 9700203311 2
.91 18.13L 149.36L BC AA 4 630200000C
1.95L 25.96L 501.98L C ACC 350020110F
3.28L 42.89L 295.77 F MDF[ 960164311F
96 13.46 61.36 EDDD DDC/ 8 540210131C 4
2.17L 7.58 151.57L E [ FA 970221110F1283 4753.11L 8540.32L BC AA 6 630243433F 8l
1.38: 15.86L 279.57L FD CBD 2 646024643F 3l
.69L 8.79L 99.99 C AI E 7502122621 2
4.01 48.41: 330.12L DF BE 964130230F 2
44.60 21.86L 230.23L BC 0A 1 27028352OF 2
8.93 32.27 227.70L CD AAL 970230140F
1.59 5.09L 111.46 CC D AA E 0 9701123331 A 1 32 X1644-437
7.58 54.90L 8540.32L F F C K 430268833F A
3.32: 53.14L 221.68: CF F BAAE 8 970122333F 3
2.37 1.85L 24.89L ED AAB_ 9 4700220001 1
.50L 18.14L 261.12L E BBGt 340025342C 3
2.EOL 29.03L 492.84L D ABF 950183220F
.6OL 6.98L 54.04L C A D 8602100001
4.74 216.31L 1976.70L FE BAGC 6 240276663F
3
2 1 32 X1643-452
2
F 1 32 X1643-411
1
1
3 1 32 X1643-474
2
F 1 32 X1643-411
2
3 1 32 X1643-489
2
2 1 32 X1643-439
1 13 227205 K5
A












16442-4034 12.4 44 344+ 3 26 7 101 3 5.17 1.41 1.35L 21.30L BC AA 2 4700230101 1
16442-4511 13.3 39 340-0 32 7 102 3 4.76L 63.52: 711.77 8540.32L CF FFOGI v 532158733F 8
16442-4352 13.8 45 341+ 1 5e 7 102 3' 1.80 Bo: 5.07L 70.81L CE AB 0 9800209011 2
16442--4059 14.2 21 343+ 3 60 10 101 3 .64 .32L 10.29L 144.54L C A 450110110C16442-4943 14.3 38 337- 3 51 6 101 .45 56L 4.56L 45.16L C CC 560000000C










(s_ (_) C_)°rbdS SMJ SMN 12 _m,', (',(.oo
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 /zm
(Jansky)
16442--4308 16.2 11 342+ 1 51 7 102 3 1.20 .70L
16442-4435 17,0 19 341+0 25 6 102 3 8.64 4.26
16443--4640 19A 55 339--1 41 6 103 31 1.30 2.91L
16443--4140 20,4 13 343+ 2 22 8 101 3 1.08 ,49
16443-4103 21.5 6 343+3 37 11 101 3 .36L .70
16443-4829 22.3 5 338-2 53 7 101 3 ,80 .36:
16443-4622 22,7 26 339-1 21 5 102 3 2.37 3.73
16443-4252 22.8 29 342+ 1 29 6 102 3 2.21 1,06
16443-4756 22,9 10 338-2 28 7 102 3 1,81L 1,96
16443-4249 23,1 23 342+ 1 44 8 102 3 1,44L 1,43L
16444-4548 25.1 48' 340- 1 55 7 101 3 1.13 2.32L
16444-4633 26.4 46 339- 1 35 6 102' 3 5.44 3.21
16444-4527 26.8 38 340- 0 25 5 101 3 72.42 102.27
16444-4650 27.3 26 339-- 1 35 8 100 2 .93 1.47L
16444-4319 27.5 46 342+ 1 30 8 100 2 1.87: 1.11
16444-4700 27.6 54 339-- 1 37 6 101 3 2.26 1.13
16445-4459 30.1 54 340-- 0 18 5 101 3 5.10 118.38
16445-4648 30.7 48 339-- 1 54 15 100 2 4.33L 1.81L
16445-4554 31.5 1 340- 1 49 7 100 2 2.44 1.93
16445--4702 ,31.7 3 339- 95 12 100 2 2.26L 1.95L
16445-4637 31.7 37 339- 50 3 102 3 3.91L 2.65L
16445-4505 31.8 24 340- 0 73 8 102 3 14.77L 6.11
16445-4631 32.4 16 339- 26 6 103 3 1.96 1.21
16445-4936 32.4 36 337- 3 31 6 101 3 36.14 18.42
16445-4846 32.8 31 337-- 3 37 5 101 3 1.47 .72
16445-4655 33.7 24 339-- 1 26 9 102 3 .93 1.46L
16445-4321 33.8 35 342+ 1 34' 7 102 3 4.23 1.51
16445-4516 34,0 18 340-0 27 6 101 3 26.09 319,33 4753,11
16445--4628 34.3 57 339- 1 104 14 100 2 .80L 2,18L
16445-4113 34,7 34 343+ 2 37 8 101 3 1,74 ,80
16445--4159 35,3 57 343+ 2 47 10 102 3 ,70 1,41L
16445-4608 35,3 58 339 1 39 12 100 2 3,03L .62:
16446-4302 36,1 4 342+ 1 55 8 100 2 ,99 .61:
16446-4522 38.6 30 340 0 33 3 102 3 1.66 5.59
16446-4246 37.1 60 342+ 1 51 8 102 2 .82 ,83L
16446-4620 37,8 27 339- 1 67 9 100 2 1.09 2.19L
16446-4051 38,4 3 343+ 3 54 7 101 3 ,67 .34L
16446-4243 39.0 55 342+ 1 27 6 102 3 52.20 54.11
16446-4732 39.4 31 338-2 39 8 102 3 1,56 ,94L
16446-4337 40.3 20 341+ I 63 6 102 3 1.02: 1,11
16446-4335 40,4 10 341+ 1 84 7 102 3 2,70L 1,32
16446 4342 41.3 21 341+ 1 67 11 101 2 .94 .66L
16446--4210 41.8 38 342+ 2 43 9 102 3 1,54 .85
16447 4423 42.6 9 341+0 66 10 102 3 4.91L 4,37L
16447-4952 44.7 0 337- 3 46 11 100 2 .82 .42:
16447-4142 45.1 33 343+ 2 24 7 102 3 18.28 9.13
16447-4806 45.3 54 338- 2 42 8 101 3 .92 ,76
16447-4032 46,0 2 344+ 3 31 7 101 3 1,28 .50L
16447-4436 46.6 53 341+ 0 25 5 101 3 2,22 1,55
16447-4902 47.9 36 337-3 60 6 100 2 .84 .56L
16448-4043 50.C 11 344+ 3 27 7 101 3 1.59 .82
16448-4440 51.9 1 341+0 23 5 102 3 3.03 5,16
16448-4345 52.3 30 341+ I 23 9 102 3 1.13: 1,54
16448-4355 52.5 9 341+ 1 45 6 102 3 2,43 1,54
16448-4708 53,9 51 339- 1 28 6 102 3 4.53 8,51L
16449-4454 55,1 30 340-0 32 6 102 3 2,24 1,81
16449-4430 55.324 341+0 27 5 102 3 6,74 2,85
16449-4935 55,430 337-3 29 7 102 3 1.44 1.01
16449-4551 56.2 58 340- 1 39 7 100 2 1,31 1,59
16449-4603 57.0 44 339- 1 20 8 100 2 2.44 4.87
16449-4539 57.5 47 340- 1 33 7 100 2 1,83: 2.41
16449-4926 57.9 51 337- 3 36 11 102 3 .34L .40L
16449-4519 59.2 30 340- 0 64 7 102 2 2.12 3.59L
16449-4451 59.6 6 340- 0 25 5 101 3 10,07L 22.60
16449-4320 60.0 35 342+ 1 47 5 102 3, 1.03 .74L
16450-4614 0.3 339- 1 27 5 102 3i 1.97 2.67








16450-4448 1.1 14 340+ 0 26 6 102 3 143.38
16450-4251 2.0 53 342+ 1 30 6 102 3 44.36
16450-4533 2.6 44 340- 0 26 6 102 3 12.73L
16450-4702 3.2 4 339- 1 36 7 102 3 2.19
16450-4508 3.4 28 340-0 43 8 100 2 1.96:
16450-4840 3.9 17 338 3 49 10 101 3 .58
16450-4536 4.0 2 340-1 27 4 101 3 2.43
16450--4517 4.8 8 340--0 37 6 101 3 1.60
16450-4917 5.1 19 337- 3 42 6 1101 3 2.99
16450-4137 5.5 58 343+ 2 30 8 101 3 4.07
16450-4206 5.8 21 343+ 2 39 8 102 2 .79
16451-4327 6.6 9 341+ 1 48 8 103 2 .79
16451-4637 6.7 9 339-t 16 5 145 3 5.02
16451 4718 7.6 5 339 2 30 7 101 3 2.79
16451--4524 8.0 41 340-- 0 60 9 100 2 3.01L
16451-4312 10,5 21 342+ 1 20 5 102 3 39,09
16451-4729 1.0 11 338 2 58 10 102 3 .83
16451 4737 1.3 53 338- 2 27 10 100 2 .52
16452 4057 12.0 38 343+ 2 56 12 101 2 .65
16452-4905 12.1 18 337 3 60 12 !100 2 .47
16452-4115 13.3 51 343+ 2 54 9 ;101 2 .37:
16452-4600 15.3 9 340 1 29 6 102 3 1.43
16452 4504 15.9 44 340-0 20 6 102 3 24.89:
16452-4247 16.8 42 342+ 1 72 7 102 3 .78
16452 4305 17,5 59 342+ 1 26 5 102 3 1.60
16453-4101 181 40 343+ 2 31 7 101 3 3.70L
16453-4110 182 45 343+ 2 37 7 101 3 1.38
16453-4501 19.2 16 340- 0 36 7 102 3 4.56
16453-4709 20.4 21 339- 2 25 8 100 2 9.05
16453 4515 23.0 47 340 0 32 6 102 3 11.61
16453-4011 23.1 56 344+ 3 50 7 101 3 .95
16453-4456 23.3 44 340 0 52 8 100 2 2.88L
16454--4435 24.7 31 341+ 0 69 6 102 3 1.68
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
6.84L 50.29L C BB 8602211411
30.27L 199.15L EE AAI E 9 972312340F
32.56L 649.22L C AF 950132121F
19.49L 162,11L DC ABEE 7 450201121C
5.81 127.90L CE CCF 350010110C
24,85L 240,42L BE ABHD 4 540101030C
26,59 167,15L CCD ABAF 970151320F
24,30L 189,18L CC AA 0 850142200F
3,43 305,11L CD AAC 450010331F
15.86L 88.71 D'CDCC ! 0 860144653F
20.91L 396.63L C AC 960222200F
29.56L 63.10L BC AA C O 988143042F
25.68L 361.16L BB AA 2 860220250F
12.01L 100.11L D BE 970052334F
9.31L 100.49L FF ACGC 0 8701301201
25.22L 381,89L CD AAD 0 650030000F
907.96 1976.70 CBDF BAAB 0 740143353F
4.78 147.21L E BD 960042645F
20.48L 163.77L DE AA K 0 97013210OF
6.25 87.67L D B 170020100F
15.86 389.94L D F A 960030001F
26.00L 1976.70L D HD 3401663537
29.38L 413.84L CD AAK 6 960133011F
3.68 122.03L DOE AAA 9 i 450122100C
19.17L 200.44L DD AA 5 450000000C
25.20L 495.22L F B B D 750030000F
5.24L 78.55L BC ABI 0 8705201201
8540.32 CBCD AAAA 0 523437646F
6.25 151.03L D C C 970132011F
13.93L 147.48L DC AA 3 350100010C
24A3L 268,19L E AD 330100000F
14.11 178,70L F E E B G 960054350F
7.13L 80,38L DD BB 0 6601111511 2
36,92: 8540,32L DDF BBB 730430031F
30.56L 189,18L D BB 650232453F
26,59L 155.31L D BD 970120320F
2.79L 26.70L C BL 5702000201
12.25 228.76L FFD AAA 9 650220252F 23 2
13.15L 292,35L C BCEE 450124656F 9
3,52L 53.46L ED ABD 8 9801200101
5.62L 52.07L C BA 9801100201
7.30L 84.33L E B 9702235621 A
23.35L 214,14L CE ABJ J 2 430023334F F
21,15 136.11 DC ECBB 970000030F
8,08L' 75,33L EE AB 6 23010000OC
4.68L 49,56L FD AAEF 9 3600111211 27
32.24L 590,45L F D BAJ L 0 540400131C
2.45L 19ALL C BBE 2801011211
117.95L 300.36L DD ABH _ 4 960012243F
1,31L 14.33L C AB 9701100100
3.08L 29.15L CC AB F 3 5701000101
117.95 396.22: CCDD CACB 2 968023133F 1
16,84 59.67L EFC DCF 1 9844112421
7,08L 60.17L CC AAG 1 9803001111
19.85L 276.21L E AA 9 160210032F
24,50L 311.23L DD AA 9 770120000F
24,55L 265,63L CC AAB 0 960000000F
3,86L 75,07L BC BBC 0 55002210OC
19.88L 120.35L DE AA 0 970023120F
11,01L 138,69: DD F AAGC 0 978134200F
18.40L 187,41L DE AAI 0, 870211422F
2.42 91.99L E GDC 550100000(
24.21L 405.01L D A I D 560457443F
36.74L 336.21L D AAA 0 7621422317
6.98L 60,73L D ABI C 9804201411
29.20L 428.49L CD AAH 7 95011345OF
3.35L 97.18L CD CBD 0 450032100C
23.81: 282.99L CBE AAB 0 870022131F
20.03L 302.37L BB AAB 5 740110031F 26
25.74L 431.74L C AA 0 960244333F
30.28L 288.39L DF AA 9 760102100F
22.90L 5850,39L F E C El 1 230226111F
15.53L 187,85L C B 450110010C
25,89L 434.91L CE CC 0 960363212F














2.52L 40.92L 406.51L C
187.73: 1622.59 5850.39 B B E E
BJ GD 565544443F
13.44L 135.33L BF AA 9 740200010C
4.20L 50.47L BC AA L 5 4600101111
22.80L 62.39L DE BB E 1 240134353F
6.92L 76A3L D C 9704000101
25ALL 421.87L DD AA 2 961143432F
24.17L 363.94L CC AA 350211030F
22.75L 202.08L E J C 770422010F
4.98: 53.72L BBD AAAF 2 8600100201 24
28.49L 340.01L C BCB 450030100F
6.05L 89,99L D E E 660034423C
3.82L 38.01L F B 5600200001
16,34L 168.90L D BE 540131033C
5.27 50.28L D C BDAH 5601110101






BF L 0 730323333F
AA 3 0703000127




1.85L 20.08L : 338.65L E
.58L 3.15L 57.93L C
1.54 3,56L 39.02L D
2.07 1,50L 49,10L DC
25.71: 198,54L 5850,39L CD
8.51L 10,29L 77,31L C
8,60 23,84L 2570,49L CC
,28: 2,57L 27.38L E F
2,01 29,36L 246,70L E
4,29L 26,98L 298.99L C
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50"--- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
I 13 227229 B2 8 86
8_
1 1 5 DC336.8-03A 445
19 510 12 115
8 3 20 G340.047 58
32:X1644-475 161 9
1 16 07964 46 145
1 1 5 D0336.8-03.1 212
1 5 DC339.5-00.8 172
1 5 DC336.8- 03.1 159
6
1
39 BM 340.2-00.2 93 1410
6
20 G340.t 11 67
F
9 2 13 227251 G5 45 73
A 5 20 G340,279 57
A 1 32 X1645-450 174 10




Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ 1C_or_s SMJ SMN (0) O 12 _.m 25 p.m 60 _.m
h_m. , 8, (s) ( ) (") (") N (Jar=sky)
16454-4942 25.6 54 337- 3 26 6 101 3 3.78 2.14 1.19L
16454-4411 263 50 341+ 0 28 5 102 3 1.96 1.33 12A6L
16454-4858 26.5 37 337- 3 28 5 101 3 4.37 3.09 1.24L
16454-4539 26.6 10 340 1 29 6 102 3 16.88 10.53 25.89L
16454-4908 26.8 11 337-3 27 6 102 3 1.15 .57: 9.74L
16454-4642 26.9 13 339- 1 41 7 102 3 1.58 1.24 31.88L
16454-4159 27.4 21 343+ 2 40 7 102 3 14.33 14.35 5.23L
16454 4833 282!32 338-2 22 7 101 3 1.25 .75 1.21L
16454-4835 28.2 10 338- 3 73 11 101 3 .80 .50L 1.68L
16454-4929 28.4 32 337- 3 47 8 104 2 .83 .41L 2.62L
16454 4212 28.6 21 342+ 2 33 6 102 3 6.33 2.97 19.73L
16454 4828 28.9 22 338- 2 63 10 104 2 .68 .44L 3.09L
16454-4508 29.3 56 340-0 20 7 102 3 2.71 3.06L 23.27L
16455-4814 30.3 37 338- 2 63 10 104 2 .47 .52L 4.71L
16455 4452 30.9 42 340-0 39 6 102 3 3.62L 2.33 21.44L
16455-4531 32.7 24 340- 1 14 4 142 3 8.61L 43.38 595.48L
16455-4126 33.7 28 343+ 2 54 9 101 3 1.03 .47 4.41L
16455 4349 34.1 41 341+1 41 6 100 2 28.30 18.96 10.03:
16455-4807 34.2 9 338- 2 28 8 104 2 1,50 1.13 6.28:
16455-4629 34.5 29 339- 1 42 7 100 2 1.04 .74 9.13L
16455-4239 35._ 37 342+ 1 29 6 102 3 2.29 1.58 18.94L
16456-4207 36.4 2 343+ 2 59 7 101 3 .61 1.74L 25.39L
16456-4006 37.2! 54 344+ 3 21 6 101 ' 3 2.29 1.12 2.33L
16456-4054 37.4 51 343+ 2 50 7 101 3 .88 .39L 3.38L
16456-4725 37.925 339-2 39 6 101 3 1.74 .98 9.71L
16456-4332 )8.0 14 341+ 1 32 7 102 3 1.30 .76L 6,58L
16456-4030 _,0.2 3 344+ 3 32 12 99 2 .76 .30: 3.07L
16456-4157 40.5 39 343+2 38 6 101 3 4.51 2.77 4.14L
16456-4354 41.8 11 341+0 44 6 103 2 1.39L .66 3.58L
16457-4733 42.8 37 338-2 53 9 104 2 .55L .61 6.07L
16457-4601 43.7 56 340- 1 22 8 101 3 3.34L 1.29 44.72L
16457-4519 43.7 34 340-0 38 6 102 3 9.16 16.90 78.38L
16457-4953 45.4 47 337-3 20 6 102 3 2.39 1.41 .90L
16457-4505 45.9 3 340-0 50 7 102 3 3.59L 8.30 53.82:
16457-4120 48.5 51 343+ 2 36 6 101 3 1.34 .55 1.76L
16457 4325 48.6 54 342+ 1 39 6 102 3 1.60 .95 6.50L
16457-4256 47.5 19 342+ 1 48 6 102 3 2.80 .88L 28.76L
16458-4827 48.3 1 338-2 79 15 100 2 .45L .45L 1.21
16458-4407 48.8 22 341+ 0 38 6 102 3 1.86 4.08L 31.94L
16458 4400 49.7 5 341 + 0 35 6 102 3 1.62L 1.55 5.60L
16458-4425 50.0 7 341+ 0 31 5 102 3 8.63 7.55 27.65L
16458-4138 50,0 46 343+ 2 66 8 99 2 1.05 .65 4.32L
16458-4333 51,9 58 342+ 1 52 7 102 3 3.51L 1,65 6.42L
16458-4512 52.3 39 340-0 21 6 102 3 6.94 103.76 1150.68
16458-4731 52.5 32 338-2 28 10 104 2 .98 1.07 13.56L
16458-4231 53.7 9 342+ 1 31 5 102 3 2.37 2.81 25.01L
16459-4656 54.1 14 339 1 38 6 ; 101 3 1.37 .95 8.97
16459-4518 54.5 4 140- 0 26 4 101 3 2.33 7.21 78.38
16459-4420 55.2 59 341+ 0 46 10 102 3 1.41: 4.12L 118.23:
16459-4057 55.2 35 343+ 2 87 10 99 2 .60 .63L 4.10L
16459-4328 55.3 22 342+ 1 55 8 101 2 1.35 .86L 7.27L
16459-4926 56.2 56 337- 3 22 7 101 3 .50: .29 1.44L
16459-4450 56.6 52 341-0 29 6 102 3 2.31: 3.62 119.02:
16459-4803 56.6 12 338-2 45 8 100 2 .74 .45 3.00L
16459-4054 57.2 44 344+ 2 46 9 101 3 1.64 .78 3.60L
16459-4757 57.7 2 338-2 22 7 101 3 1.84 1.22 4.61:
16459-4244 58.3 51 342+ I 22 5 102 3 5.69 2.47 23.87L
16459-4546 58.5 14 340 1 26, 8 100 2 1.48 1.03: 14.0OL
16459-4354 59.6 12 341+ 0 65 6 102 3 1,39L 2.08 5,54L
16460-4719 0.7 37 339--2 82 12 103 2 .61L .99 9.74L
16460-4641 1.1 28 339- 78 19 100 2 1.57L 2.02L 4.90L
16460-4145 2.5 32 343+ 2 33 6 101 3 2.42 1.73 3.87L
16460-4202 4.G 30 343+ 2 76 9 102 2 .80 1.73L 18.87L
16460-4454 4.E 52 340- 0 49 9 103 2 3.66L 1.89 24.87L
16460-4649 4.9 7 339- 36 9 103 2 2.07 1.17 26.23L
16460-4403 5.6 = 40 341+ 0 23 6 102 3 13.67: 8.45 30J9L
16460-4823 5.7 13 338-2 40 8 104 2 2.02 1.24 5.51L
16460-4022 5.9 28 344+ 3 32 7 101 3 348.38 513.97 179.71
16461 4445 6.3 22 341-0 43 7 102 3 4.04L 3.07 47.22:
16461 4608 6.3 58 340- 1 23 7 101 : 3 2.80 4.07 42.99
16461-4308 8.9 57 342+ 1 94 15 101 2 3.44L .79L 6.99
16461-4111 9.4 41 343+ 2 45 6 101 3 1.17 .80 3.18L
16461-4539 10.5 31 340- 1 26 4 101 3 3.14 1.86L 22.92L
16461-4015 10.7 7 344+ 3 31 11 101 3 .82 .35L 3.17L
16461-4951 12.0 47 337- 3 35 ,101 3 2.72 .71 .87L
16462-4414 13.3 57 341+ 0 42 6 ' 100 2 2.73 4.54 25.04L
16462-4753 13.4 55 338- 2 42 7 101 3 1.45 .61 19.83L
16462-4423 14.3 27 341+ 0 74 7 102 3 4.32L 2.67 27.60L
16462-4922 15.1 53 337- 3 73 12 100 2 .40L .28L 1.82
16462-4231 15.6 22 342+ 1 73 7 102 2 2.37L .58 6.82L_
16462-4536 15.8 54 340- 1 39 6 : 101 3 4.00 2.32 30.59L
16462-4432 17.8 27 341+0 37 6 100 2 5.97: 11.63 35.19L
16463-4703 18.9 26 339- 2 31 7 103 2 1.51 1.23L 24.89L
16463-4251 19.7 12 342+ 1 38 6 102 3 1.36 .82 5.87L
16463-4154 20+5 34 343+ 2 63 8 102 2 .59 .45L 4.77L
16463 4459 20.7 48 340-0 49 6 102 3 3.90L 7.19 47.55
16463-4313 21.0 15 342+ 1 56 14 102 2 2.64L .64 7.70L
16463-4944 21.1 38 337- 3 34 ] 8 101 3i 4.05 2.63 .88L
16463-4513 21.1 41 340-0 36 8 102 31 1.26L 1.76: 27.87
16463-4127 21.2 2 343+ 2 23 6 101 3: 32.22 16.44 6.10
16463-4622 22.324 339-1 35 6 101 3 3.15 1.52 27.88L
16464-4956 24_(] 58 337-3 65 10 100 2 .58 .35L 1,10L
16464-4741 24.3 58 338-2 67 11 100 2 .51L .99 26.83L
16464-4340 25.5 5 341+ 28 6 140 3 1.22: 2.67 13.10
16464-4359 ?5.7 54 341+ 0 28 6 102 3 3.33L 9.06 199,02
16464-4431 26.4 3 341-0 81 7 100 2 1.68 1.94L 24.98L
16464-4612 28.-_ 34 340- 33 6 101 3 2.33 3.66 42.99L
16464-4504 28.845 340-0 49 6 102 3 2.76 7.53L 27.79L
16464 4452 29.2 21 341- 0 37 7 102 3 2.32 3.19: 20.97L
16464-4032 29.8 46 344+ 3 54 8 101 3 1.20 .52 2.97L
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Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 pm 25 /_m 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jarlsky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources (S1) al 12. 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep






16471 - 4204 7
16471 --4108 3
16473 - 4041 3
X1647-440 3
16474-4123 6
16474 - 4056 3
O._'J'G_IAL PAGE 1"5339
a_ %J J, ._" L , .




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m
h m . , (s) () t b C) C) (') N
16474-4405 20.660341+0 28 6 J102= 3 7.83
16474-4204 28,9 46 343+ 1 22 51101 3 2,24
16474--4147 29.8 51 343+ 2 57 7 101 3 ,72
16475--4410 30.1 12 341+ 0 39 6 102 3 3,23
16475--4421 30,5 46 341-0 23 6 102 3 2.19
16475-4706 31,4 59 339- 2 50 7 103 2 1,27
Flux Density
Uncs ( oef R
(Not Color Cotreoted)
25 _tm 60 p.m
16475-4753 31.6 13 338- 2 43 7 101 3 1.05 .43L
16475-4349 31.7 36 341+ 0 37 6 102' 3 5.62 7.32
16475-4712 32.8 28 339- 2 25 8 103 2 2.16: 1.36
16475-4658 32.9 55 339- 2 33 7 103 2 6.56 4.33
16475-4609 34.2 17 340- 1 24 6 101 3 19.73 101.51
16475-4940 34.4 50 337-3 57 8 102 3 1,24 .42
16475-4830 35.2 53 338-- 3 21 8 101 3 1.33 .45L
16476-4744 36.4 22 339- 2 33 7 101 3 6.57 2.92
16478-4432 36,4 29 341- 0 51 3 101 3 3,81L 1.53
16476-4401 37,8 42 341+0 43 9 102 3 5,84L 4.35L
16476-4145 38.3 43 343+ 2 32 5 101 3 2.01 1,33
16476-4315 39,3 37 342+ 1 23 6 102 2 1.92 1.31
16476-4445 40,510 341-0 34 8 102 3 25.26L 23,81L
16476-4435 40.6 32 341- 0 18 6 102 3 2,62L 3,13
16476-4539 41,2 19 340- 1 66 8 103 2 1,27 3,55L
16477-4209 43.1 26 343+ 1 18 5 101 3 1.51 ,93
16477-4522 44.4 27 340- 1 47 11 103 2 1,65 2.73L
16477-4241 45.3 11 342+ 1 23 5 101 31 3.75 2.18
16477-4048 45,6 23 344+ 2 46 11 9g 2 .52 .40L
16477-4741 45.6 47 339- 2 19 7 101 3 1,20 1.03
16477-4408 46,1 47 341+ 0 19 6 102 3 3,37L 4.91
16478-4152 48.6 9 343+ 2 21 5 101 3 1.28 ,57:
16478-4108 48.7 14 344+ 2 30 6 101 3 1.37L 7.18
16478-4413 49.2 8 341+ 0 63 7 102 3 4.12L 2.40
16478-4439 49,7 18 341-0 50 7 102 3 1.37L 2.48
16478-4445 50,3 54 341-0 25 8 102 2 25.26 29.69:
16478-4620 51,2 42 340-1 89 12 100 2 2,01L 1.21L
16478-4833 51,2 42 338-3 107 35 100 2 ,28L ,39L
16478-4248 53.3 39 342+ 1 23 5 101 3 1,83 2,21
16478-4825 53.5 41 338- 3 76 11 101 3 .86 .43
16478-4322 53.7 37' 342+ 1 27 5 101 3 99.86 42.78
16478-4708 53.9 48 339-2 51 8 103 2 1,29 .85
16479-4112 54.4 7 344+ 2 37 5 101 3 2.56 1.37
16479-4355 55.4 39 341+ 0 81 9 102 ! 2 1,43 1.32L
16479-4553 55.5 18 340-1 22 8 100 2 1.50: 2.91
t6479-4637 56.0 32 339- 2 31 7 103 2 3,27 2,38
16479-4901 57.0 37 338-3 47 14 100 2 .28L .56L
16479-4259 57.2 45 342+ 1 23 5 101 3 1.37 .98
16479-4617 57.3 31 340- 1 74 9 103 2 1.03 2.54L
16479-4817 57.7 43 338- 3 27 7 101 3 1.58 1.98
16479-4314 58.7 39 342+ 1 14 5 139 3 15,83 9.59
16479-4018 59.3 17 344+ 2 55 8 99 2 ,72 .47
16479-4535 59.5 5 340- 1 55 8 103 2 1,46 1.56L
16480-4009 0.3 23 344+ 3 58 7 101 3 .81 ,40:
16480-4457 1,8 30 341--1 60 9 102 2 1,21: 1,57
16480-4123 2.2 57 343+ 2 45 5 101 3 1.14: .74
16480-4224 2,6 22 343+ 1 22 5 101 3 2.41 1.14
16480--4907 2.8 5 337- 3 48 11 10t 3 ,85 ,60
16480-4307 2,8 28 342+ 1 39 6 101 3 1,85 1.26
16480-4750 5.1 22 338-2 50 10 101 3 .49 .28L
16480-4754 5,7 45 338--2 53 12 100 2 .45L .53L
16481-4734 6.1 5 339-2 40 12 100 2 .33L ,37L
16481-4013 6.3 53 344+ 3 17 6 101 3 1.78 ,34:
16481-4950 66 2 337-4 2g 12 t01 3 .45 .22:
16481-4237 6.8 8 342+ 1 21 6 101 3 1.71L 1.93
16481-4208 6.9 43 343+ 1 44 6 102 2 .86 .49
16481-4956 7.1 45 337- 4 25 7 101 ; 3 5.01 1.28
16481-4126 7,5 57 343+ 2 47 6 101 3 .85 .40L
16481-4338 9,0 42 342+ 0 16 5 101 : 3 18.04 9,13
16481-4845 9,5 36 338- 3 86 14 100 2 .97L .47L
16481-4215 10.0 54 343+ 1 49 5 101 3 1.15 ,65:
16481-4450 10,1 48 341-0 30 8 102 2 11,79 11.48:
16481-4229 10,3 19 343+ 1 36 5 100 2 1,24 ,66
(Jansky)
16481-4429 10,5 26 341- 0 77 9 102 2
16481-4344 11.5 43 342+ 0 54 6 101 3
16482-4443 12.2 47 341 0 27 6 102 2
16482-4047 12,5 18 i 344+ 2 44 5 101 3
16482-4232 12.9 1 , 343+ 1 47 5 101 i 3
16482-4004 13,1 43 344+ 3 28 6 101 I 3
16482-4653 14,0 41 339- 2 63 9 103 i 2
16482-4152 14,3 32 343+ 1 44 7 102 2
16482-4359 15,7 59 341+ 0 23 5 102 3
16482-4620 17,8 29 340- 1 49 7 103 2
16483-4926 20.3 50 337- 3 26 16 147 2
16483-4821 20,7 23 338- 3 60 10 103 2
16483-4404 21.2 52 341+ 0 36 8 102 2
16483-4342 21.3 22 342+ 0 20 6 101 3
16483-4809 21,8 16 338-3 46 7 101 3
16483--4532 23,0 24 340- 1 25 6 101 3
16483--4806 23.7 40 338- 3 54 10 101 3
16484-4045 !24,2 18 344+ 2 26 5 101 3
16484-4212 i24 3 50 343+ 1 37 4 101 3
16484-4728 !25,0 56 339- 2 42 14 101 3
16484-4109 25,3 18 344+ 2 32 5 101 3
16484-4417 25.8 60 341- 0 63 8 102 2
16484-4603 25.8 32 340- 1 45 9 100 3
16484-4239 26.7 16 343+ 1 47 6 99 2
16484-4350 27.4 27 342+ 0 27 5 101 3
16484-4543 27,8 50 340- 1 45 7 103 : 2
16484-4433 28.2 2 341- 0 29 9 102 2
16484-4119 29,0 55 344+ 2 32 5 101 3
16484-4914 29.1 54 337 3 56 14 100 2
16484-4011 29,4 58 344+ 2 24 7 99 2
16484-4241 29.5 0 342+ 1 20 6 101 3
Flags
V L C
I{30 vm Flux ( on" A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
15.43 181.78L 617.28L CC
1.58 5.24L 44.27L CC
.45L 4.38L 55,29L C
4,44 75.28L 304,10L CC
4,94L t09.3OL 284,79L C





























3,34L 69.44L F F
2.91L 11.22L DD


















25.60L 362.52L E F
15.39L 229.85L C
4,58L 26.36 D











6.55: 60.06L F F O
3.82L 119.42L 469.86L O1.55
1.75 1.77 82.35L 239.95L CE
3.27L 43.61 400.68: 939.58: C E F
1.39 1.30 2.93L 26.41L CC
1.37 .56L 5.97L 52.65L C
6.45 4,27 2.91L 18.38L BB
2.19L .73 11,83 417.43L ED
1.84 1,22: 4.99L 54.11L ED
1,96 1.71 12.89L 409.72L EE
1,14 2,27L 26,36L 527.51L O
,34L ,32L 1,12 14.71L D
,40 ,46L 3.39L 48.67L D
5.08 5.49 23.30L 357.66L F F
3,05L 3.59 16.38L 190.68: D D
1,14 .25: 1.57L 12.96L BD
5.04 2.93 21.70L 355.80L CC
.37L .56 232: 132.43L CD
1,48 .75 14.56L 30.64L CE
2,34 1.12 5.33L 54.99L CC
,43: ,47 17,05L 39,12: FE F
1,90 .91 3.25L 36.50L CC
2,47 2,27: 23,78L 2995.40L DE
9,93L 192.04 3444.00 5346.68 B D E
1.73 1.05 6.19L 99.39L OF
6,77 4.42 21.74L 335.91L BC
1.35 6,03 16.36 423.65L DDD
4.09 7.04 119.42 784.21L DDF
1.59 .54L 3.07L 46.42L C
,35L ,25L 1.27 10.79L C
2,03: 1,20 1.47L 25.16L DD
2,88 1,73 4,75L 69,11L CC
Associations
Sep































































































































a 6 Coords 5M,I SMN 8 O 12 _.m(s)() I b C) C) (')N
30.1 56 ,3-.-2 56 6!101 3 1.17
30.2 21 344+2 31 51101 3 3.23
30.323 340-2 29 71101 3 2.19
31.148342+1 55 8i 99 2 2.85L
31.9 42 339-2 31 81013 1.03
31.9 43 337-4 27 7102 3 2.95
33.3 2 339-2 44 ;101 3 .89
,.4 31 342+0 23 139 4.52L
35.2 51 343+1 63 6 102 2 ,85
36.1 58 338--3 61 15100 2 .47L
36.4 9 342+0 27 6102 2 3.03L
36.8 53 344+2 42 5 101 3 .69
36.9 8 342+1 47 56101 3 1.9337.4 35 .3+1 46 101 I 3.39
38.2 38 339- 2 44 7 101 3 1.13
38.5 25 344+2 21 5101 3 2.02
39.8 37, 344+2 46 5 10113 1.4040.7 12 338--3 35 101 4.21
41.3 28 340- 1 22 7 103 2 3.82
42.2 35 342+ 0 25 5 101 3 3.99
423 i339_1244 ; 10032 139
42.4 341 -- 36 1100 2.04;
26 5 101 3 .94
43.2 09 344+ 2243.73 .4+ 22 5 101 3 4.36
43.8 29 340- 1 48 10 103 2 1.36
45.1 4 341-10 35 8102 2 19.3245.42 343+ 35 5 101 3 2..
46.6 52 .4+2 34 5,101 3 2."
46.7 44 342+0 27 5 101 3 4.52
48.3 19 343+ 1 42 5 101 3 1.31
48.5 4 "3+ 1 88 13 102 2 2.29L
49.3 56 341- 0 24 8 102 2 48.71
49.5 55 340--! 74 6 103 2 1.12
50.027 343+ . 43 5 101 3 .78:
50.3 58 339- 2 75 17 100 2 .61L
51.5 41 .2+ 0 44 9 102 2 1.31:
51,7 7 340-1 35 10 103 2 2.91L
52,6 44 341- 0 70 16 99 2 2.57L
54.0 3 344+ 2 37 4 101 _ 3 1.21
54.2 31 338- 3 30 12 100 I 2 .52
54.2 17 344+ 2 25 5 101 3 3.38
57.8 14 341- 0 22 5 101 3 12.95
58.1 40 338-3 23 6 101 3 8.97
59.3 33 336- 3 32 8 101 3 3.53
59,6 5 344+2 42 9 100 2 1.02
59.8 39 ,2+ 0 18 6102 3 11.49:
0.2 0 338- 3 57 12 101 3 .74
0.8 43 341-0 27 6100 3 7.46
1.4 54 342+ 0 60 8 102 2 3.03
2.0 48 340-1 29 7 100 3 3.61:
2.2 21 343+2 25 6 101 3 2.05:
2.6 1343+1 23 5 101 3 2.18L
4.8 25 342-0 37 9t02 2 3.09L
4,9 36 339-2 81 12 101 3 .55
5.0 57 340-- 2 27 7 100 3 99.94
5.0 35 341-- 1 33 8 103 2 1.92:
5.8 56 338- 3 37 9 101 3 .83
5.9 59 344+ 2 53 6 101 3 .75
6.0 57 345+ 2 18 7 101 3 2.29L
7.1 43 339- 2 98 10 100 2 .39
7.3 23 342+ 0 32 8 !102 2 7.16
7.5 48 337- 4 24 6 101 3 8.35
9,0 46 340- 1 60 8 101 3 1.90
10.3 1 343+ 1 37 5 101 j 3 2.51
11.2 3 .1-- 0 28 6 102 3 3.53
13.5 35 342+ 1 49 8 102 2 3.68L
140 i338 421881°°i 43.15.4 2 339- 58 9 103 .50
15.7 26 344+ 2 44 99 1.57
16.6 17 337-- 4 68 10 104 2 .42
16.7 55' 341- 0 14 5 1401 3 11.25:
17.2 24 342+ 0 36 7 101 3 3.38
17.3 31 344+ 2 52 10 99 2 .54
19.5 9 342- 0 19 8 : 101 3 1.64
20.0 36 340-2 2066 i I100 3 1.46L21.8 22 344+ 2 53 101 .74
22.5 49 339-2 1 100 2 .44
23.5 28 .0--1 52 9 100 3 .82:
23.6 5 344+ 2 35 4 101 3 2.65
23.8 59 343+ 1 20 8'101 3 1.62
24.4 53 344+ 2 46 5 1101 3 1.63
24.5 39 343+ 1 51 6 101 3 2.03
25.5 40 339- 2 29 7 101 3 1.93
26.3 22 343+ 1 38 5 101 3 4.90
27.1 5 344+ 2 55 6 101 3 .89
27.4 40 343+ 1 51 6 101 3 2.18L
27.7 12 345+ 2 42 5 101 3 1.23
28.3 8 342+ 0 46 9 102 2 2.01
29.5 28 342+ 0 36j 8 102 2 3.42
29.7 59 344+2 37 I 8 101 3 .73
29.9 37 344+2 19 5 101 3 1.45
30.0 52 342+ 0 36 8 102 2 39.96
30.1 16 338- 3 92 27 100 2 .30L
30.4 40 339- 2 46 10 101 3 .69
30.5,31 338- 3 46 12 101 3 .84
30.9 27 337- 4 31 13 100 2 .57
31.3 24 340 1 36 7 100 3 4.11
31.3 13 343+ 1 35 5 101 3 2.20L
31.6125 342-0 41 6 101 3 1,26
32.3!25 341- 0 31 8 102 2 2.13L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
(Jansky) Uncs Conf R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.55 4.38L 52.01L CE AD 1 4600031001 1 1 "41 16484-41, 58 3
2.66 1.33L 25.33L BB AA 2 3602200001
1.40 17.18L 332.20LI F E AA D 8 950122332F
1.38 6.56L 89.O4L F B 3801133101 1
1.00 13.79L 139.70L BC AAF 0 960030232C
1.09 .77L 46.93L, BC AAKG 1 9500100008
.62: 23.72L 373.17L CD ABG 1 850120300C
13.36 116.79: 388.13: DCED BBED 0 564211333F 8
.54L 3.04L i 67.52L I AD 4702010001
.26: 3.23 28.96L ED CCH 960111032C
2.91 82.35 403.28L EE FBCH 460031634F
.64 2.83L 42.90L OF IBB 9 1600200001 2 "23 MRSL343+01/1 184
.70L 8.55L 81.29L C 'A 3802133001 1
1.98 8.13 63.50L BCC AABH 0 6702100111
.55 14.20L 176.36L CC AB 0 950022242C
.73 12.43L 32.72L CD AA 0 2702010007 2 °17 2370 15
.82 11.83L 33.75L CE AB 0 4601200007 1 23 CED137B 490
3.76 1.15L 9.31L CC AA 9 9700100100
4.21: 61.56 221.73 CDEE'BSBB 0 960103331F
5.35 21.28L 399.24L FE AA 9 460010000F
1.14 8.08L 91.79L DE AB 1 970211330F
2.40: 97.79L 560.42 CF F CCFO 0 565414343F 8
1.16 11.81 29.05L DEE CBB 2 2700105207 2 1 40 B3 II 3 36 98
1.82 10.35L 29.91L BC AA 6 4702110107
6.03L 35.31L 331.86L D AS O 660311012F
92.22 1257.14: 2995.40 CCFF BBEA 0 938324631F 1 20 G341.191 75
2.45 5.24L 46.48L CC AA 1 3601110301 1 *41 16487-4201 25 3
1.21 10.88L 28.44L BD AA 3 4601212007 2 1 23 CEO 1378 546
13.36L 17.82L 260.51L F !AA 8 460121333F 8
.59 4.89L 43.16L CD BB 0 4701100001 6 "13 227328OC 3 65
.70L 6.01 59.78L D I B 2601100001 1 °41 16488-4209 9 6
23.63 10.59L 294.04L BD AAI 0 660223311F 1
1.67L 14.29L 483.48L O ACH 550231210F
1.36 5.53L 59.14: DC DIBA D 1 3600211101 3 "39 CC343+01.1 112 408
.44L 8.32L 37.70 E"LHHB 970015351C 3
2.56 81.25 319.57L DEE DBS 1 560010230F
1.70 18.66: 462.58L EF BC 450232110F
4.16L 7.91L 115.17 F CCC 870120030F
.76 2.32L 40.92L DC BA 0 2701020101 1 "41 16489-4125 21 1
.41L L22L 9.47L C BD 8803000220
1.74 3.50L 38.28L CC AAK 1 1600100101 2 "23 MRSL343+01/1 144
74.88 507.02 784.21 BBEE AAAA 0 950231121F
6.41 2.45 143.10L BCD AAB 9 950111132C
3.65 1.55L 10.87L CB AAF ! 2 9600200100 4
.51 2.24L 39.06L'DD BB 1601010101 2 "41 16489-4118 44 3
183.85 1309.02 2632.27 FBFE CBBA 9 545423543F 8 2 20 G,2.085 82
.39 .82L 10.32L CD AB ,0 6601101200 4
4.51 11.59L 439.14L CC AAE I 0 951421200F
4.14L 332.15L 350.83L O BD G 578026526F 2
2.51 21.03L 502.06L CE AAGE 1 951001020F
1.48 4.65L 40.73L OC FB 0 3700131001 1 2 "32 X1649-415 30 1
.87 2.70L 56.62L C AB 1 3700201001 1"41 16.490-4t52 24 3
5.97 38.,L 301.26L E BB 560033541F 1
.31L 17.55L 200.26L C B 950051100C
81.03 24.34 467.05L DBD AABK 1 851100020F 25
1.06L 38.29 454.90L D E E L BA 360121200F
.30L 1.00L 66.63L B AGE 3500101108
.44: 12.51L 27.77L DF ABD 2 3702300107 1 23 CED 1378 457
.56: 4.86 27.72L EC CC8 0 2602120207
.35L 6.44L 85.12L C C 840113210C 2
I
11.10 55.28L 336.36L CD AA ! 0 570110000F
5.81 2.94 14.73: BBCF AAEC 0 4502011228
1.84L 11.68L 22L73L C AHGD 860225551F
1.73 4.68L 53.85L CC AA 0 4600300001 2 "16 0800409 55 70
6.66 52.05L 784.21L DD BCC 4 953256642F 8
1.57 21.30: 132.35L CD BEG 4702012231 8
.28L 1.45 10.41L D FF 7601301200 4
.41L 17.70L 175.89L E B 950134053C 9 1 32 X1649-475 153 9
1.37L 16.23L 47.3OL D AB 4601110007
.47L 1.31L 50.22L C i CKJ C 7401000008
77.36 736.54 2174.41: BCFE DCCB 1 741359464F 8 1 20 G341.264 114
17.55 332.15 706.87: DCFE BAAA 0 564044513F 2 2 20 G341.686 68
1.52L 14.59L 42.78L D CD 5600000007 1 23 MRSL 343+01/1 599
2.90 38.,L 144.25 CD E AACB 6 575134573F 1
295 50.61 267.69 CEE DBDC 0 850113432F 2 1 32 X1649-466 56 2
.40L 4.57L 41.07L C A 1600200101 1 23 MRSL 343+01/1 492
.53L 2.39L 67.73L F DFI D 760200010C
11.52 62.23L 212.85: ED F CDGD 1 460305343F 3 2 39 TD340.4-01.0 96 265C
1.72 11.43L 29.60L BC I AA 0 4801100007 1 23 CED 137B 117
2.13 32.90 209.96: DCDD CBEC 2 6501113341 2 1 *41 16493-4242 20
1.23 4.74L 52.19L ED AB 9 1600200101 1 23 MRSL343+01/1 481
.53L 5.05L 60.65L D A 4600200001 3 "23 ASS 67 548
.84 7.10L 160.39L CF AA 9 95113210OC
3.55 6.98L 68.46L BC AA 2 3700301311 1 "41 16493-4216 32
.57L 4.45L 51.57L D BC 2600010101 1 "41 16493-4127 49
1.12 5.65L 60.07L D AB 0 3701100101 3 *23 ASS67 364
1.19L 10.51L 24.95L C AC 2602210007
2.69 27.45: 322.83L EEE ABF 6 570124533F 2
18.63 382.03 763.91: FDEF DBAB 0 468120233F 8 3 20 G341.963 77
1.59L 16,29L 26.77L D BF 4701310107 1 23 CED 137B 370
1.37 15.18L 39.95L FE AAJ 9 4601110007
37.88 382.03L 343.95L FF AA 9 370010233F 8 1 5 DC342.0+00.3 168
.31L 4.84L 14.56 E D _970210043C
.37L 14.99L 227.31L B AC 950134154C 9
.40 .95L 10.97L CD AB 0 6602110000
.34L 1.36L 37.89L F GEH 4402001228
1.45L 29.47L 387.57L C AA E 01658133553F I I
1.15 5.46L 62.67L C AD 4600400001 21"41 16494-4140 27l
1.84 23.79L 237.31L ED BAD 0 570031020F
4.08 27.87L 344.23L E OC 860344220F
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 pm; 10) High Source Densdy Region.
341
Right Ascension: 16h49=32"-16h50=31 '
Position (1950)
H,
Name Galactic Uncertainty C
O 12 lgm
ham. /5 (s)a (8) C_OrbdS SMJ SMN° , C) C) .) N
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
16495-4025 32.4 55 344+ 2 41 6 101 3
16495-4626 32.6i39 340- 2 51 5 100 3
16495--4831 32,6 8 338- 3 28 14 100 2
16495--4335 33.4 8 342+ 0 45 9 102 2
16495-4908 35,1 24 338- 3 76 15 100 2
16495-4354 35,3 49 342- 0 38 6 101 3
16495--4711 35.5 27 339- 2 34 8 101 3
16496-4631 37,1 5 340- 2 36 9 99 2
16496-4313 37.2 8 342+ 0 64 9 102 2
16496-4108 37,7 28 344+ 2 33 5 101 3
16496-4618 37.8 26 340- 2 50 11 99 2
16496-4003 37,9 42 345+ 2 40 5 101 3
16496 4220 38.C 55 343+ 1 21 6 101 3
16496-4856 40.9 32 338- 3 60 8 101 3
16496-4516 41,3 36 341- 1 17 7 101 ' 3
16496-4426 41.8 22' 341- 0 31 8 102 2
1.42L 1.62 4.43 30.82L CD ACD 4701300107
1.54 2.04L 32.41L 423.53L C _,C D r40213210F
.30L .25L 1.83 12.27: DC DA 6641200200
1.85L 3.31L 55.28 152.86L E 3CBJ 588231434F
.41L .25L 1.66 11.2OL D E F 6700201000
2,61 2.23 21,96L 375.28L CC _AC 7 560021000F
.50 .42L 17.12L 322.30L C DBF 740100110C
.48 ,67L 7,72L 96.09L C 3DD = 950112210C
1.51 4.47L 29.97L 602.32L F 0 F 460241402F
1,94 ,77 4.43L 42.65L CD AA 0 1601200101
1.36L 1.40L 6.34 113,10L E EB 770011020F
,93 .49: 10.46L 112.76L CD AB 3 540421121C
1.27 .74: 6.52L 55,61L CD BD K 1 3701201311 "41 16496-4220
.47 .36L 1.00L 11.98L C OG i700210000
1.63 7.69 55,93: 334.13L FFF ABF 9 970004230F 6 32 X1649-452
2.78 77.36L 179.87: 481.69: D FF 8BDC 750217454F 8 32 X1649-444
,93L 9.62L BE AA 3 7601100000
1.07L 8,96L BC AAG 0 5700210000
3.83L 49,78L DE _,B 4 1600000001 2 *41 16497-4121
22.60L 310.98L CD _.AKG 1 960000233F
1.95L 16.07L E 8B 6700210000
8.14L 104.31L FF AA 9 5803000001
18,28 426.06L E C 650020210F
17.80: 175.84L EE BDG 770110120F
1,88: 105.81L DDD )DD i 0 960310000(;
10.00: 149.84: DFCF AADC 9 680213432F
29.30L 407.62L CD AA 0 650030210F
29.08L 391.34L DC AAG 7 950010000F
1.37L 11.32L B BI 7601100100
1.41L 74,89L C DF 4300200008
11,30 108.36L C D E D 3700201411
6,09L 43.46L CC AAI 0 4801000101
17,71L 267,69L FD CB I 0 940024362C
29,95L 410,31L D BB 850020210F
22,11 56,52L BBC AAA 0 3600200001 35
2.23: 46,06L C D CFD 960210021C
55.28L 164.67L F I BAE 570221434F
29.33L 408.18L E BB E 360253421F
17,97L 274,27L C B 940013223C
16.62L 35.82L CO AAF 2 4800000007
.90L 52.77L BC !BBM 2 4402010228
1.40L 12.96L E BEMF 7700101000
27.89L 493.71L D iABG 750253200F
1.21: 11.39L CFC iBCDF 2 5703000000
6.34L 104.95L CE BBD 0 970121000(3
10.37L 102,18: BC F AAFD 0 978025754C
18,46L 277.59L CC AA O 660244230F
15,34 314.25L E F B 660154220F
4.48L 46.70L C BG 1601000001
106,01: 74,12L CD BB 4823343301
20.76L 156,63L C B 340223431C
21.06L 485,70L C AB 660114450F
32.30L 1535,55L E B 450143213F
4,94 30,27L C GGC 6803000007
18.83L 296,17L EF AAL 9 460022010F
26.32L 283.25L E ;AA : 4 760246442F
Sep
C) Ma8
16496--4843 41.9 19 338-3 34 9 100 3 1,14
16497-4858 42.3 21 338- 3 28 7 101 3 2.29
16497-4121 42,3 3 344+ 2 39 5 101 3 1.17
16497 4541 43.3 11 340- 1 38 7 100 3 2.29
16497-4900 43.4 6 338 3 43 11 101 2 1.20
16497-4256 43.5 29 342+ 1 48 7 '102 2 1,86
16497-4448 43.5 40 341- 1 31 10 102 2 6.51L
16497-4507 44.3 23 341- 1 52 10 102 2 .91L
16497-4753 44.6 31 339-- 3 39 10 101 3 .62
16497-4343 45.3 49 342+ 0 18 5 139 3 3.92
16497-4447 47.1 59 )41-- 1 41 8 102 2 6,51













16497 - 4836 .25L
16497-4940 47.7 43 337- 4 63 9 103 2 .42 ,37L
16497-4219 47,8 27 343+ 1 56 13,102 2 3,53L .93L
16498-4201 49,1 52 343+ 1 29 5 101 3 2.79 1,35
16498-4637 49,6 56 340 2 56 13 101 2 .85 .63
16498-4449 50.7 50 341- 1 37 10 102 2 2.63 1.45L
16498-4143 51,4 35 343+ 1 24 5 101 3 39,71 60.88
16498-4803 51.9 24 339- 3 40 13 100 2 .39 .55L
16498-4335 52,2 22 342+ 0 42 ! 9 101 2 2.89L 1.98
16498-4307 52.4 40 342+0 56 9 102 2! 3.72L 2.50
16498-4658 52.6 35 339- 2 55 10 101 3 ,55 .34L
16498-4048 52.8 39 344+ 2 23 5 101 3 1.63 1,09
16498-4927 53,8124 337- 4 27 9 101 3 .87 .49
16499-4907 54.3 16 338- _ 61 10 102 3 .65 .36L
16499-4437 55,2 28 341-1 41 8 102 2 1,35 ,87L
16499-4811 55.7 46 338-3 52 3 101 3 .50 .39
16499-4618 156.8,51 340- 2 36 9 99 2 .66 .37:
16499-4609 156.933 340-2 22 7 100 3 4,03 2.37
16499-4416 57.3 49 341-0 30 7 102 2 27.91 23.39
16499-4414 58.8 2 341-0 79 11 102 2 2.97L 3.77L
16499-4115 59,1 28 344+ 2 52 6 101 3 .77 .52L
16500-4304 1.0 10 342+ 0 38 7 101 3 3.43L 10.33
16500-4003 1.1 17 345+ 2 74 7 99 2 ,68 .41L
16500-4500 2,7 33 341- 1 64 6 100 3 1,24 2,47L
16500-4317 3,3 39 342+ 0 60 8 101 3 3.30L 3,34
16500-4022 4,0 21 _ 344+ 2 50 9 132 3 1,69L 1,69L
16500-4359 4.4 42 342- 0 28 7 101 3 6.87 3.87
16500-4434 4,5 54 141 1 25 8 101 2 4.01L 2.47
16500-4741 4.8 28 139- 3 46 12 101 3 .59 .39L
16500-4548 5,0 29 340- 1 32 7 100 3 2.48L 5.22
16501-4308 6.4 52 342+ 0 39 7 101 3 3,72 2.63L
16501-4314 7.1 29 342+ 0 28 6 101 3 7,48 2691
16501-4749 8,3 33 339- 3 43 14 99 2 ,55L .27L
16501-4715 8.7 44 339- 2 30 3 101 3 2,14 1,10
16501-4258 8,9 10 342+ 0 27 6 101 3) 50,56 11,96
16501-4041 8,9 18 344+ 2 20 5 101 3 2.35 1.32
16501-4712 9,1 50 339-2 56 13 99 2 .37L ,33L
16501-4656 9,3 57 339 2 47 14 99 2 .67L 57L
16501-4938 9,9 7 337 4 73 10 100 2 ,44 ,27L
16501-4108 10,6 25 344+ 2 56 6 101 3 1.04 .45L
16501-4943 10.8 24 337 4 45 10 101 3 .63 .26L
16501-4346 11.5 50 342- 0 41 8 102 2 2.81 2.87
16502-4410 ,13.9 1 342- 0 27 7 102 2 8.16 6.42
16502-4628 14,0 48 340-2 56 12 100 3 ,53L .51
16502-4216 14,3 39 i 343+ 1 22 5 137 2 17.21 30.89:
16502 4950 15,3 38 337- 4 25 6 101 3 15.25 4.32
16502-4302 15.6 50 342+ 0 35 8 101 3 3,40L 3.12:
16502-4720 16,4 35 339-2 38 8 100 3 1,33 .55
16502-4103 16.6 22 344+ 2 23 5 101 3 2.69 2.68
t6502-4140 16,8 19 343+ 1 40 6 101 2 2.24 1,80
16502 4002 17.5 29 345+ 2 17 5 100, 3 3.18 3.44
16502-4051 17.5 56 344+ 2 26 5 101 3 20.53 16,95
16502 4225 17.5 14 343+ 1 38 6'102 2 2.71L 1,89
16503-4503 18.0 48 )41- 1 39 8 99 3 4.75 61.55
16503-4338 23.349 342+ 0 54 6 102 2 2.35 2.64
16504-4244 24.230 343+I 57 7 101 3 1.73 173L
16504-4010 24.8 39 345+ 2 30' 5 100 3 .65 ,67
16504 4745 25.040 339 3 831. 101 .I .50 .35L
16504-4228 25.1 54 343+ 47 8 102 2 2.79 1.31L
16504-4154 25.6 47 343+ 50 8 101 2 1,12 .95L
16504-4222 25,7 20 343+ 52 6 102 2 2,49 1.18L
16504-4351 26.3 44 342-0 85 8 102 2 2.04 3,31L
16504-4823 26.E 37 338 3 40 10 101 3 .96 ,35
16504 4344 26.6 37 342-0 25 7 102 2 5,83 3.11
16504 4713 26.9 23 339-2 30 9 100 3 .90 ,30L
16504-4358 27.8 2 i 342- 0 75 8 102 2 2.28 4.80L
16504 4543 29.2 12 340- 1 25 6 100 3 6,67 4,06
16504-4336 29.6 44 342+ 0 33 8 102 2 2,73 1,85:
16505 4759 30,4 5 339 3 47 14 99 2 ,25L .30L
16505-4203 30,5 5 343+ 1 60 7 101 2 1,10 ,83L
16505 4705 30.7 1 339 2 32 t5 100' 3 .49L ,30L
16505 4306 31.5 43 342 _- 0 85 14 102 3.54L 2.90
Flux Density Flags Associations
(]Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /J,m 60 _.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(lansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type
1 23 CED 137B
4
8
13,05L 206.06L C ICBC 930210110C
28.44L 397.68L D AA 852153333F
47.70L 1535.55L C ABH 350175431F
567,62 1535,55 BCFD BACB 450355635F
3.75L 13.58 D M FA 964220020(3
12.42L 175.43L BC AB 751032220C
5.02L 74.96L BB AA 0 4803120001
14,09L 34,35L DC AA 8 4800013007
3,60L 23,44 E H E E B 770022220C
9,81L 41,85 E DCJ A 960222333C
1,0OL 31.61L C S 4400200008
5,52L 44.05L F BA 1801220001
.84L 38.65L C BE 5401200008
40.59L 164.19: DE E'ABJ E 0 470322452F
18.88L 259.75L DD AA 6 670461043F
21.13L 455.66L F CDDC 950111220C
14.10: 105.02L CCC AAB 3 3703100201
.88L 38.65L EIB KAF 6 7401100008 16
103.58L 408.63 C C BBG8 4661633301
14,23L 185,71L BC AC 0 750122122C
19.93L 42.23L FE AA 9 4800221007
5.45L 46.30L CC AA 0 5702100111
20.76 106.75 3CEE CBBB 0 245224441C
6.78 39,04L!DDD AAB 9 4800121317 27, 4
8.47L 107.24L F AA 9 460230011
337.50L 485.70 CB I" DCFB 0 768133330F
21.26L 330.83L DE AA 0 570220100F
5.98L 95.11L E AB 5701000001
6.08 35.54L CDC BBB 5601030117
213
20 G342.300 441
2 3 14 277-PN 16 PI 60
4
2 3 14 277-PN 16 PI 5
2 *41 16498-4201 6
2
2
3 "23 OCL 0997 432
8





8 32 X1650 461 195 8
3 _
2 13 227358 K0 11
8 1 20 G342.300 383
1 23 CED 137B ,484
C 1 20 G342.300 207
C 2 20 G342.300 195
85
3
3 13 227359 MB 2 56
2 1 32 X1650-406 18 2
3
4 1 32 X1650-437 30 4
"41 16502--4216 12 7
1
1
2 "23 OCL 0997 219
3 1 32 X1650-400 32 3
1 20 G340.842 72
1 "41 16504-4228 11 3
4 6 *13 227374 B0 22 61
1 °41 16504-4222 16 3
14.22L 155.82L C C )30030030C
8.55L 113.08L C A A 3702310001
7.26L 104,54L E BCE C, 6700010401
9.99L 106.43L D AE 3714300411
19,93L 461,15L F BC 460421011F
2.20L 9,28L BE ADGC 0 6801101200
18.10L 317.93L CE AAJ 0 470423422F
14.47L 192.78L B AF G 650122220C
19.58L 358.67L D B 460110030F,
31.08L 333.50L EC AA 7 960134344F!
20.84L 396.68L DE AA 1 460221301F
3,43L 22,40 I HF S 960100030C
6.91L 98,15L D B 4701000001
7.42L 28.53 | M HA _7C100330C
6,5tL 84.60L F C 4805344301
"41 16504-4202 45
20 G342.300 342
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusc, n Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
342





hrn. o , (s) () I b C) C) N
16505-4611 33.1 43 340- 2 61 10 99 2 .47L
16505-4423 34.3 53 341- 0 46 7 99 2 1.13
16505-4257 35.3 53 343+ 0 481 7 102 2 2.35
16505-4303 35.8 6 342+ 0 29 ! 7 136 2 3.84
16506-4855 36.5 16 338-3 27, 9 100 2 .34
16506-4954 37.7 11 337- 4 68 16 100 2 .25L
16506-4742 38.3 41 339- 3 42 10 100 3 .81
16506-4512 39.2 43 341- 1 28 7 101 3 82.81
16506-4233 39.3 13 343+ 1 24 7 101 3 1.42
16506-4628 39.4 28 340- 2 46 9 99 2 1.14
16506-4055 39.9 49 344+ 2 26 5 101 3 1.14
16506-4937 41.2 46 337-- 4 31 7 101 3 3.93
16507-4420 42.1 34 341-- 0 32 7 101 3 3.20:
16507-4426 42.1 42 341- 1 54 9 101 3 1.46
16507--4049 42.9 27 344+ 2 22 5 101 3 3.12
16507-4022 43.2 20 345+ 2 44 6 100 3 2,92
16507--4810 43.8 25 339-- 3 33 I 11 99 2 1.07
16507-4413 44.1 56 342- 0 74 I o 99 2 1.03
16507--4644 44.4 23 340- 2 26 7 100 3 11.88
16507--4729 44.7 44 339-- 2 22 8 100 3 3.76
16507-4824 45.0 47 338- 3 68 18 99 2 .25L
16507-4017 47.3 57 345+2 21 5 100 3 1.94
16507-4333 48.0 19 342+0 32 81022 3.22
16508--4554 48.5 49 340--1 40 ! 4100 33 1.93L16508--4620 49.0 58 340-2 37 100 39.05
16508-4956 49.8 51 337- 4 56 10 101 3 .81
16508--4122 50.1 47 344+1 421 5 134 2 3.24
16508--4251 51.3 53 343+ 0 301 7 102 2 5.74
185o8-4153 52.5 7 343+1 39, 6 lol 2 4.11L
16508-4204 53.6 46 343+ 1 601 7 101 3 1.56
16508-4002 53.9 49 345+ 2 27 11 101 2 .81
16509-4650 54.2 50 340- 2 112 12 99 2 .42
16509--4151 54.6 11 343+ 1 59 6 101 2 2.20
16509--4921 54.9 4 338- 4 27 _ 101 o! 1.21
16509--4034 56.5 1 344+ 2 35 7 101 2 13.26
16509-4207 56.8 32 343+ 1 32 7 101 3' 1.57
16509-4343 57.0 25 342--0 39 7 101 3 3.24
16509-4049 57.4 19 344+ 2 40 11 101 2 3.12L
16509-4614 57.7 55 340-2 20 11 100 3 39:
16509-4242 58.7 57 343+1 47 71022 1.77
16509--4005 59.6 15 345+2 85 8 99 2l .54
16509--4025 59.9 24 345+2 64 15 101 2' 1.20L
16510-4330 0.525 342+0 32 7101 3! 3.51L
16510-4347 1.8 6 342-- 0 21 6 139 3 1.95
1851o-4_o 2.8 18 337-4 32 _ 101 _ 355
16510-4341 2.9 53 342- 0 27 . 138 o! 2,27L
16510-4216 3.5 49 343+ 1 50 8 101 2 30.15
1661o-49o5 3.962 336-4 66 lO lol 3 .6o
16510--4634 4.0 51 340- 2 83 21 99 22 .42L
16510--4854 4.7 5 338-3 79 9 103 2 .54
16510-4433 4.8 12 341- 1 46 21 99 1.99L
16510-4508 4.827341--I 60 7 101 3, 4.59
16510-4438 4.9 37 341- 1 45 7311ol .99:16510--4546 5.1 45 340 1 27 7 100 1.47L
16510-4026 5.7 47! 345+ 2 40 91101 2 96
16510-4805 5.8 14 339- 3 83 10' 99 _ .6716511--4320 7.3 24 342+ 0 55 11 101 1.68:
16511--4040 7.4 23 344+ 2 25 6 101 3.57
16511--4933 7.5 44 337-- 4 31 13 101 3 .25L
16511-4259 7.6 52 343+ 0 33 7 102 2 4.60
16511--4836 7.7 11, 338-3 49 10, 99 2 .37
16511-4801 9.6 22 339- 3 29 7l 100 7.08
16511-4325 10.0 46 342+ 0 36 7 10t 3 3.14
16512--4643 12.1 41 340-- 1 35 7 1100 3 1.96
16512--4254 12.8 25 343+ 0 34 14102 2 4.44L
16512-4410 13.2 4 342-0 42 9 101 3 3.65
16512-4653 14.7 6 340- 2 33 10 ! 100 3 .33:
16512-4444 16.1 41 341- 1 27 7 100 3 2.36
18512-4153 16.241 343+ 1 55 8 101 2 4.11L
16512-4114 16.3 13 344+ 1 64 8 101 2 .99
18612_445018642!341_1135 ; 10133 64316612_450316 816341- 2416512-462017.30,340_2 75 9 101318512-42 17.6221343+0 80 9102 2 1.50
16513--4923 18,0 24 338-- 4 82 10 101 3 .67
16513--4052 18.9 25 344+ 2 50 6 101 2 1.93
16513-4332 19,6 47 342-- 0 22 6 101 3 1.63
16513-4014 19.9 44 345+ 2 30 7 100 3 1.15
16513--4606 20.1 47 340- 2 27 10 100 3 .97
16513-4500 21.9 6 341- 1 86 9 99 2 1.17
16513-4515 22.4 12 341- 1 47 9 1:100 3 2.17L
16513--4534 22.7 6 341-- 1 28 lv 1100 _ 1.05
18613-4252 230 32 343+0 33 7 101 3 284
16513--4316A 23.6 51 342+ 0 27 7 101 3 8.82
16513-,_._9 23.755 342-0 59 9 lO2 2 1_o
16513-4504 23,8 20 341- 1 27 10 101 3 5.18L
16514-4756 25.9 50 339- 3 36 10 i100 3 1.14
16514-4336 26.0 46 342- 0 35 8 101 3 3.21L
16514--4340 26.4 0 342- 0 40 7 101 : 3 3.21
16514-4521 26.7 8 341- 1 39 7 100 3 1.92L
I
16514--4104 27.0 13 344+ 1 65 8 101 I 2 1.15
16514--4035 27.6 44 344+ 2 45 7 101 2 2.23
16514-4507 28.9 29 341-- 1 39 6 100 3 2.04L
16514-4743 29.2 42 339-- 3 20 7 100 3 7.74
16514--4625 29.4 21 340- 2 36 6 100 3 .61
16515-4447 30.7 15 341- 1 27 6 99 2 .93
16515 4121 31.61 344+ 52 101 3 1.16
16515-4050 132.9 344+ 2 81 101 1.84L
16515-4832 33.2 46 338- 39 6 101 1,43
Flux l_ensit y Flags
(Not Color Corrected)
25 .u.m 60 p.m
(Jar=sky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.69 8.86L 97.38L C F C H 970224453C
2.04L 20.79L 238.27L =D BA 0 671320000F
2.25: 11.99L 70A8L CC AAI 3 4803200201
4.13 40.92: 74.49L CDD CCD 0 4803433301
.27L 1.70L 10.22L E C HF 1600100200
.47L 1.31L 10.76 D I I B 6501200008
.54L 11.94L 150.90L B BCF 931010030C
786.48 7540.58 11641.02: CCDD CRBB 0 82A644333F
.84L 4.51L 63.82L C B B 4702110001
.49: 7.01L 84.18L I C D B B H 3 95022222OC
21.11 41.31L EDE CBAD 0 2841001317
.88L 33.36L BC AA F 0 4410200008
18.24L 298.20L ED AA 4 660325230F
18.86L 300.29L DE BCH 1 660210000F
18.78L 39.52L CC AA C 3 4801220317
12.90L 31.48L BE ABG 0 5801335527
8.96: 13.48: 'FCFF AAAE 0 760210020C
23.03L 292.16L D BG 560423230F
13.75L 194.69L BE AA 9 940300020C 29
13.62L 119.62L BE AABH 9 748122421C
1.65; 19.48 EC I C 5700101200
14.00L 119.66: CD F ABGF 0 5401243327
74,49: 340.42L E F AE E L 370120335F
18.96L 119.76 O FFEB 0 970213230F













































































100 _.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
.83L 41.56L BD BD 0 6400210108
2.93L 72.22L CD AA O 5801000101
6.15L 79.92L FF AA 9 4702100231
7.88L 83.20L F AA 9 6600210401
3.25L 78.26L CF AA 0 4701110011
7.38L 111.07L 'C BCH 140213120C 1
7.38L 87.58L C CE 850412542C
9.06L 98.15L E ABG 7600200301
1.07L 34.65L BE AB 0 3601201228
18.78L 48.28L FE AAA 9 4800101007
3.29L 77.90L CO BB D 0 4702110011
26.50L 302.52L E AF 0 570231310F
8.88 58.00L D BDB 4701220317 4
12.62L 97.38 CE E GEHD 970323042C
6.31L 114.22L D AC 4702000111
14.79L 157.19L E BB 140032010(3
19.31L 63.64 C I EHA 4700312207
59.94: 514.28L C F A E E 360130335F
165.37 302.52 CBDD CBAA 0 57133230OF
.72L 44.18L BD AA 9 3401100108
26.50 302.52L EC BB 570141300F
7.61L 95.72L BC AA 0 2702011101 19
1.15L 64.96L F O LH 7300000208
8.02L 25.99 D CGC 970023261C
1.79L 76.28L F BB 4400100008
12.09L 111.49 F DFD 770013141F
91.76: 1160.87L E F COB 850164732F
23.68L 225.96L EC BA D 0 760066371F
14.70 102.56 EFE HAAA 974313432F
15.87: 56.80L DFF BBB 0 4700212307
4.03L 60.05L F C 950320020C
47.59 228.38L E F DDC I 370548310F
13.88L 40.33L CO BA 01 5800301107
1.61 16.02: CD DDCB 3501100008
6.11L 121.20L CC AA O! 4701210201
1.20L 16.13L C DKD 0'! 36001010009.69L 89.39L BC AAI A 940220020C
22.27L 314.15L FF AA 9 370234300F
22.13L 294.93L CD AA 0 960225443F
14.23 123.55L C D 4701422531
53.42L 491.16L CE BCKI 2 560424444F
5.26: 257.93L DDC GFEJ 1 940232322C
24.55L 407.40L CE AA E 0 862053260F
7.91L 100.70L C AAL 6720200301
6.22L 67.95L F A E 5800200001
24.84L 65.16: BC F AA C 2 780130130F
213.04L 1213.30L CD BCBA 3 754143400F
21.88L 232.47L CD BDH 0 960220131C
6.14L 100.06L FE CB 7 3800300101
.72L 63.10L C BE 2300211328
8.88L 60.02L D AB 37021100071
16.64L 302.05L C ADI 370030335F
7.93L 37.80L DF CCFH 0 3902262107
19.74L 190.82L CE BA 0 960220100FI
14.67L 1160.87L D B 750123200F
13.59L 313.88L O BE 970152210F '
27.53L 440.70L C ADHF 950000000F
4.16L 88.17L DE AA N 9 3701223431
456.57: 1394.48: CDEE BBCB 4 35F525530F
23.93L 302.52L FE AAH 0 450210300F
FF C CA 754143500F11.05L 312.63: 1160.87
.77 9.90L 91.73L BC AA 3 940510000C
2.16L 23.47 112.17: DF GFBD 280131443F
5.53 42.22L 284.26L FF AA C 9 470132530F
4.48 27.24 93.26L C D E C B D 980032430F
1.88L 22.50L 61.75L E AM 4801100307
1.71 15.75L 40.55L FE AA 8 4800300007
13.97 29.46L 1160.87L C J B 7522536OOF
5.02 10.73L 84.77L CC AAM 3 941010110C
1.42 4.60: 19.71: CCDE CAAC 2 990110000C
2.51L 14.09L 137.27L E A HC 770141040F
1.39 21.10L 348.42L CO AA 1 560155110F
.77 4.81L 68.05L DF AB 3 5800000001
1.14 22.33L 73.85L E B 4701211207
.94 1.43L 90.37L BD ABE 0 2400101008
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
4
E 6 20 G340.778 55
4
1 13 227386 K0 11 62
2
4
A 1 32 X1650--403 108 1C
8 3 20 G342.101 75
1 "41 16508--4122 16 3
8
4 1 23 ASS 87 592
2 "41 16508-4204 3 3
4 3 "23 OCL 0997 562
8 1 17 2377 R 13 1310
1 7 152291 15 85
2 "41 16509-4207 32 2
1 "41 16509-4242 41 2
2
8 3 20 G342.101 161
1 20 G341.956 87
3 °13 227402K5 4 37
4
E I 20 G340.778 414
7 851 13 227406 MA
E
i 1 23 MRSL 344+01/1 514
2
2 23 MRSL 341-01/1 86
E 1 32 X1651-428 104 14
5' 13 227425OEP 19 60
I
1 "41 16515-4121 13 I
2 23 OCL 0998 468 l
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 hem; 10) High Source Density Region.
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G_=¢tic Uncert_nr.y C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flux
(s) ( ) ] b (') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs
33,4 6 342+0 22 8 101 3 3,29 9.61 128,63 529.37 CCDF
34,916 343+I 40 7 101 2 354 661: 722L 81.15Lc0
35.0 35 342- 0 87 9 101 3 3.36L 1.94L 15.83 438.14L O
35.4 21 344+ 1 28 5 100 3 4.85 2.74 3.08L 66,58L CC
35.5 _ ] 342-- 1 56 71013 1.544 3.02L 15.00L 299.02L C
35.8 _:=,'342+ v 91 8 992 1.46 4.48L 17.16L 798.36L D
39.458341- 1 19 71003 4.95 5.29 27.24L 197.40L CC
39.58 1340- 2 52 8 992 .86: .54 5.tll 36.77L DD
39.519342- 1 41 71013 3.43 3.16 15.08L 253.02L CC
=10.7126 339- 3 27 71003 2.30 2.15 11.60L 94.66L CC
41.427343+ 1 46 71012 3.46 1.47 6.79L 83.17L DD
_.1.67338-4 40 71013 .79 ..53 .97L 45.95L CO
42.135342- 0 79 71013 1.46 3.19L 20.86L 326.18L C
=12.740340- 2 28 7100:3 1.40 .92 23.03L 248.29L CE
_3.753340- 2 80 15 992 .60L .40L 3.44 19.63L O
44.347345+ 2 49 71012 1.71L 1.55 16.19L 52.61L E
44.8 i 60339- 2 97 12 103 2 .38 .32L 6.08L 120.92L D
45.342 ,340- 2 59 12100 I 3 2,16L ,81 23.25L 196.91L E
47.213339- 2 78 121003 .38 .35L 15.55L 168.81L C
48.249338- 345 71013 ,67 4.11 1.14L 57.63L FB
48.854342- 1 16 61383 1.81 2.58 26.07L 275.14L CD
19.3139 339- 3 44 131022 .43 1.03L 11.36L 96.57L F
49.9i22 344+ 2 32 5 t00 3 4.20 2.08 22.77L 52.82L DD
 240 3.+1 38 211012 139 111 811 100.37 E
S0.21 37339-3:33 7 1013 2.40 1.43 L29L 102.04L BC
50.434342-0 44 7992 1.65 1.40 15.88L 231.50L DE
50.e 49342-0 44101013 3.30L 5.53L 42.22 305.17L O
51.C 30344+ 2 57 10982 1.25 1.03L 21.21L 72.11L O
51.137343+ 0 41 81013 1.28 4.09L 28.68L 365.91L D
51.758343+ 0 30 71013 4.44L 3.62 34.87: 357.27L OD
52.218344+ 1 50 71012 1.84: 1.26 5.95L 88.20L DF
52.239343+ 1 33 81012 3.46L 1.47L 17.99 410.97L D
52.9 2338-4 39 19 992 .26L .30L .86: 12.89 DE
53.260344+ 1 70 71012 1.27 .74L 4.04L 63.95L D
53.955340-2 20 61453 14.98 6.29 6.33L 125.92L BD
55.e 0338-4 26 71013 2.26 1.01 1.11L 46.74L BC
55.7 4343+ 1 29 71012 4.09 4.69 7.51L 84.44L FF
156.9 1344+ 1 59 71012 1.34 1.36L 7.O2L 65.63L O
57.920344+ 1 58 71012 1.08 .84L 22.02L 74.20L D
58.1 7342- 0 25 71013 6.14 6.39 18.79L 302A6L BD
I
1582 343+ 1 51 91013 2.84 1.70L 25.13L 402.72L C
' _58.5 339-3 30 71003 19.64 10.85 3.30: 19.86: BEDD
59.335341-1 50 18 992 1.52L 1.46L 11.02L 54.32 E53 345+ 2 101 2 .55L .20L 20.99 230.05L E
159.6 551059827344+ 1 28 61012 5.91 5.77 23.37L 64.07L,FO
30 101012 1.61L 1.66L 52.10L 228.97 , D59.9i 33345+ 2
0.8l 2; 342- 0 ; 28 9 101 3 44.09L 80.39L 372.28: 798.38 DF1.41 342- O i 50 8 99 2 1.85 1.70 16.70L 230.65L DE
1.729 341- 1 28 7 139 3 136.98 60.08 14.50L 187.45L CB
2.111 342- 1 51 8 101 3 1.14 3.47L 24.73L 519.37L D
4.132 ! 344+ 1 80 20 101 2 .61L .49L 7.25 79.28L C
i
4.3 7344+ 1 27 7 101 2 1.14: 10.21 63.49: 65.83L DCE
6.2571342- 1 34 101013 3.10L 2.75L 14.21 400.75L! F
6.410341-1 16 61393 2.80 1.91 8.97: 53.21: DDEE
42 3.09 4.09 22.17L 61.95L FF
6.510344+2 661011i7.019343+ 0 42 101 1.82 3.62L 18.96L 105.61: C D7.025343+ 0 59 7101 1.79 2.09: 32.56L 267.30L CF
8.6 21 342- 0 32 7 l_1Ol 6.42 3.52 19.24L 288.66L BC9.4 49 343+ 0 60 6 101 2.56 2.65: 1167.05L 235.40L CF
10.1 1 343+ 1 63 10 101 2 1.36 4.23L 20.11L 346.52L F
10.6 41 338- 4 34 9 99 2 .71 .48 1.57L 22.83L ED12.2 1 342- 0 54 8 101 3 3.66 4.12L 131.37L 798.36L
12.8 2 341- 1 33 12 9g 2 1.16L .91L 9.75 152.86L E
13.318 340-2 20 8 100 3 7.86 2.70 9.40L 261,94L BC
13.411344+1 52 71012 1.99 1.19: 7.12L 74.88LICF
14.220 342- 0 3173101 44,09 80.39L 91,11L 859.46L !E
19.424343+ 0 28 71013 6.11L 8.13 27.72L 255.47L C
20.333342-0 20 7 !1013 1,97 4.05 113.93L 507.39: DD F
20.7 47 340-- 2 33 16 100 3 1.00 .52 14.39L 142.21L BE
21.052344+ 1 45 711012 10.05 8.'_1 5.46L 65.81L FF
21.310340- 2 37 7 '31001 1.70 .98 16.11L 150.32L BC
21.637' 342- 0 71 81022 3.01L 2.92 27.67L 798.38L E
24.711341- 1 43 7101, 3 1.46 .78: 21.89L 253.96L ED
26.111345+ 2 57 9101 i 2 .62L 1.21 8.35: 60.22L EE
27.458 339- 3 32 6 100 3 1.73 1.33 8.02L 108.07L CD
27.8 1343+ 0 21 71013 8.59 129.78 1167.05 2394.81: BCEE
26.542342- 0 45 8992 1.39 2.39 19.50L: 267.59L DE
28.741340- 2 24 8 1003 7.45 4.50 16.90L 264.81L CD
29.025 339-3 76 15 99 2 .38L .28L 1.27 41.88L C
29.339340-2 22 71003 10.54 4.15 13.35L 141.02L CB
30.48343+0731411013 4.18L 4.17L 9.24 266.43L D
31.412340-293 9_10232 .45 .43L 14.77L 151.38L' C
32.132 338- 4 87 I_l 101 .62 .28L 1.06L 68.25L C32.939344+ 2 48 1012 2.48 1.54 18.78L 54.31L CE
33.47338-4 57 14 992 .33: .25L 1.45 9.38: C CO
34.152339-3 23 71003 tOO .43 2.83: 98.57L COD
34.755337- 4 28 7,1003 2.92 1.95 1.30: 41.10Li BDD
34.929340-2 78 121003 2.37L 1.69L 6.20 318.11L D
36.456344+ 1 50 7 1003 1.29 ,84 3.06L 56.75L CD
36,525344+ 1 45 7101 3 1.62 1.18 5.74L 78.24L CC
36,951 344+ 1 109 34 982 I.ggL .67L 7.21L 120.28 O
37,754 343- 0 36 10101 3 3.55L 1.21L 19.53 280.48L D
39.18338-4 301110121 .57 ., 2.25L 44.78LFD
40.043345+2 33 8 10121 1.72: 1.72 19.28L 211.81L EE
40.841341-2 28 71003, 1.88 1.41 6.59L 224.72LCC
42.639343+ 1 22 8 _11Ol 1.46 1.32: 24.09L 232.17L DF42.7,42 345+ 2 27 7101 18.11 27.05 9.02L 104.57L CO
43.354343+0 50 81013 2.92L 1.32 9.28: 300.82L CD
45.252343+ 0 26 710131 4.88 4.19 15.98L 297.75L CC
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux [)_nsit y Ra_
v L
Corr A Confusion R 5






I, A 1 970141530F
( BFI 6 960224431C
AA 6670151000F
AAC 5944000221C













_tE E B 7700212311 2
AA C 1 2400001008
ABJ 1 470133001F
DCB 450133540F
DJ 1 4701233317 3
BC 9510000OOF
EAED 950012463F E























A_.I C 0 970122231F











AI F D 1 460304334F
AE 4950010000C












B E t 940221210C
Cl_ 7400010218
AA 0 4802001207
E C E 9700000308
ACffC O 941011130C
















# T Name Type (") Mag
! 2 23 OCL 0998 287
1 20 G342.121 24
223 OCL O998 106
7 HEN1281 4523 MRSL 344+01/1 453
1 23 MRSL344+01/1 206
2
21 20 G342.382 71
i
1 1 RS SCO 26
2
2 1 32 X1652-417 48 2
31 23 OCL 0998 131
2
1 20 G342.524 69
8
1 1 32 X1652-429 32
1 39 MSH 16-409 76 8E
F
1 172378 37




DC338.8 - 03.0 192
1 16 08048 46 110(:
2
4
1 23 OCL 0998 407
8
D 1 32 X1652-423 182 1,"
(PH); 5) Neighbonng Weeks Conf'_med Sources PW).
344
Right Ascension: 16h52m45'-16h53m40"















































16531 --4037 8.9 59
16531 --4516 9,4 58
16531 --4658 10.3 11


















16533- 4339 22.8 1




































Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
341-1 41 3 99 3 1.96L .81 23.59L
342-1 36 1_ 90(99 _ 1.04 2.25L 20.66L941- 11 21 1 .78: 3.73 22.83:
345+ 2! 26 8 101 2 2.24 17.15: 86.64L
342- 0 34 7 101 3 1.43 1,24L 18.07L
342- 0 29 7 101 2 3,87: 3,01: 11.68
345+ 2 34 7 101 2 1.58 4.27 43,36:
338- 3 58 12 101 3 .46 ,28L 1,10L
342- 0 33 8 101 3 2.75L 5.03 65,07:
344+ 1 26 6 100 3 30,85 32.34 10,15
344+ 1 36 10 100 3 .90 .90L 5.67L
340- 2 71 9 99 2 .64 .40L 6.11L
343+ 0 47 7 101 3 1.75 1,17: 20,92L
339- 3 26 6 100 3 5.74 2,63 7.68L
339- 3 29 9 101 2 .49: .96 4.53L
342- 1 26 10 101 3 1.02 .85: 18.24L
339- 3 79 16 101 2 .35 .29L 6.48L
339- 3 28 6 101 3 2.08 4.19 2.30L
340- 2 63 11 100 3 .68 ,31L 12.82L
341- 1 27 8 100 3 3.57 2,10 17,84L
343+ 0 25 7 101 3 5,49 2,61 21,08L
345+ 2 50 7 101 2 1,25 2,64L 17,32L
337- 4 39 10 147 3 .36L .27L 1,82
340- 2 80 14 99 2 ,26L ,32L 2,80:
342- 1 24 8 101 3 2,01 1.76 20.95L
339- 3 36 7 101 3 4,62 5,47 1,10L
342- 0 29 9 99 3 1,72: 18,44 132,57:
344+ 1 34 6 100 3 12,24L 5,26 15.76
342- 1 27 7 101 3 3,01L 11,48L 144,04:
342- 0 26 7 101 3 1.35 20,51 22,46
345+ 2 48 9 100 3 1,88L 2,18 20,72L
340- 2 34 6 100 3 1.64 ,50L 12,35L
343+ 1 44 7 101 3 .96: 1.24 5.84L
341- 1 61 9 99 2 1.13 ,74L 14.01L
339- 3 29 5 100 3 3.02 1.40 2.81L
342- 1 37 8 101 31 1.04 1.13 22.84L
341- 1 25 7 100 31 3.11 1.96 7.29L
343- 0 48 6 101 3i 2.56 3.21L 19.53L
343+ 0 38i 7 101 3' 1,50 1.35: 30.29L
341- 1 33 8 100 i 4.41 7.19 7.10:341- 1 48 8 100 2.68 2.03 25.24L
342- 1 47 8 99 .70: .72 5.26
343- 0 33! 7 101 3i 4.92 5.34 19.37L
345+ 2 25 ! 7 100 3i 1.83 2.06 11.00
341-1 41 8 100 3; 1.67 1.59L 10.06L
340- 2 38 _ 6 100 3'_ 1.31 .97 9.64L
344+ 1 71 8 101 2 .73 .72L 5,69L
339- 3 93 15 99 .32L .27L 4,31L
344+ 1 28 6 100 3,12 1.49 4,70L
343- 0 57 8 101 3! 2.75L 3.21 58.46L
342- 0 36 7 101 3 8,83 7,03 21,99L
343+ 0 33 7 101 3 2,94L 3.89 32,77
343+ 0 53 8 98 2 1,97 2,40L 31,21L
341- 1 59 11 100 3 2,47L .95 25,95L
343+ 0 31 9 100 3 1,26 1,32: 21,30:
342- 0 21 7 101 3 17.17 10.69 21.01L
344+ 1 47 7 98 2 .84: .51 6.53L
344+ 1 61 13 100 2 1,09 .66L 6,14L
344+ 1 42 6 100 3 12.24 8.88 6,17L
345+ 2 21 7 101 2 26.40 471.28L 7135.57:
340- 2 21 7 100 3 4.19 3.94 13.29L
339- 3 46 9 101 3 .62 ,43: 4.93L
339- 3 54 10 100 3 .48 .32L 12.88L
342-- 1 25 7 101 3 1,76 .92: 20.64L
342-- 0 60 9 99 2 1.07 2,21L 21.39L
342- 1 30 6 138 3 3.01L 1,27 9,21L
345+ 2 22 7 132 3 .82 14.83: 48,08
345+ 2 26 6 100 3 20,32 10,45 27.12L
343+ 0 24 8 134 3 3,32L 2.40 31,21
344+ 1 64 6 100 3 2,96L 2.08 3.86L
340- 2 35 6 100 3 5.03 4.01 8.07L
340- 2 86 12 99 2 1.25L 2.01L 3.14
344+ 1 58 6 100 3 1.99 1,41 5.98L
345+ 2 33 9 100 3 2.39L 2.98 48,08L
341 - 2 39 11 99 2 .75 1.77L 17.83L
341- 1 23 7 100 3 .79 .74: 11.09L
340- 2 44 6 100 3 1.20 .85 10.32L
340- 2 31 8 102 2 1.05 .85 13.05L
54 343+ 0 60 8 101 2 1,41 1,05L 20,60L
28 339- 3 25 8 102_3 ,53 ,36L 3,21:
9 341 2 35 7 100 3 1,35 1,03 13,81L
6 339- 3 68 14 99 2 ,50L .44L 1.60
21!342- 1 56 8 101 3 1,08 1,08L 21,34L
521341- 2 61 8 99 3 .76 1.17L 18.10L
40 341- 1 50 12 99 3 2.64L 1.05 25.96L
50 341- 2 62 10 99 3 .87 .74L 18.45L
41 343- 0 34 8 101 3 1.64: 3.65: 127,22
7 344+ 1 24 6 100 3 2,85 1.92 5.25L
40 339- 3 54 8 101 3 .47 .29L 7.25L =
33 344+ 1 57 10 100 3 .97: .86 5.82L
27 338 4 22 9:101 3 .68 .30: 1.25L
0 343 0 14 7 101 3 1.08 3.10 58.46L
48 343+ 0 33 7 100 3 4.76 3.25 24.48L
19 341- 1 52 11 101 2 .89 1.90L 7,17L
25 340- 2 40 7 t00 3 3,59 1.93 15.36L
46 338- 4 68 11 103 2 .36 .35L 1.67L
29 338- 4 45 7 99 2 .67 .80 .92L
0 343- 0 30 7 101 3 4.18 14.88 58.46L
3 345+ 2 25 8 99 3 1.64L 3.47L 23.39








































































































Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _.m;
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L
Co_ A Con_sion R S
Cocf R Flags* S 2





AAB 8 275357342F 2
BCD 0 3805422007
B H 44O1OOO2O8 4
BBDF 350213332F

























AAH 2i 940140233C 8
AB Ol 160100011F
AAFG 2 868116543F 8
AB 660031330F 4
BBD 0 860023164F C






A B I 0 940040000C
A 7700100101
K MB 960040242C










AA C 0 7800201301
BAAA 0 321354302F



















B K F E 950112144C





B D [2 850023121F










B B 0 8501011008
AAB 8 760246651F 6
DCC 560211200F
AAH 5 560437533F
10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Sep
# T Name Type (") Ma 8
1 32 X1652-451 123 15
2 13 227466B5 25 80
1 20 G342.034 73
E
8 1 6 DC338.8-03.0 246
8
1 23 OCL 0999 461
E
4














1 23 OCL 0999 510






2 14 332-EN 14 Em 57
I 20 G344.930 74
2 1 32 X1653-465 86 2










a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm8a
hm. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (°) N
16536-4519 40.3 44 341- 2 56 8 99 3 .76 1.50L
16536-4149 40.5 1 344+ 1 24 7 100 3 730 4.79
16536-4514 40.7 59 341- 1 52 7 99 2 .82 1.31L
16536-4725 41.6 3 339- 3 44 6 100 3 5.77 2.98
16537-4530 42.1 49 341- 2 42 8: 99 3 1.05 .75
16537-4429 43.0 38 342- 1 48 10 101 3 .96 .65:
16537-4117 43.1 49 344+ 1 61 7 98 2 1.35 .76L
16537-4242 43.1 58 343+ 0 30 10 101 3 2.34L 2.43L
16537 4338 43.4 11 342- 0 29 8 101 3 2.29L 3.73:
16.537-4151 44.2 6 344+ 1 60 7 100 3 1.51 1.02L
1 7_4522,4833341_227 67 405 3o516537-4225 45.6 52 343+ 0 30 1 7.30 5.01
16537 4240 45.8 35 343+ 0 31 11 98 2 1.15 2.2OL
16537-4155 46.9 4 344+ 1 53 13 99 2 1.19 .97:
16537 4426 46.0 59 342- 1 40 8 101 3 2.80L 1.69
16537-4635 46.4 1 340- 2 38 8 99 2 1.90 1.25
16537-4712 46.8 7 340-3 66 10 99 2 .41: .48L
16538-4814 48.1 21 339- 3 58 10 !101 3 .64 .33L
16538-4403 48.9 44 342 1 27 8 101 3 3.38 3.37
16538-4108 49.0 57 344+ 1 38 6 100 3 3.86 1.71
16538-4202 50.0 22 344+ 1 82 8 100 3 1.76 .96L
16538-4633 50.7 9 340-- 2 28 6 100 3 49.51 25.01
16538-4652 51.4 40 340- 3 22 6 100 3 18.81 7.56
16538-4827 51.4 20 339-3 48 12 99 2 .28L .26L
16638-4606 51.9 22 340- 2 28 6 99 3 1.89 2.48
16538-4133 52.6 20 344+ 1 33 6 100 3 2.35 39.59
16538-4640 52.7 45 340- 2 63 8 100 3 .51 .66
16538-4135 53.1 22 344+ 1 40 12 98 2 39.38 38.55
16538-4754 53.1 18 i 339- 3 60 11 101 3 .60 .29L
16538-4129 53.9 53 344+ 1 60 6 100 3 1.25 .89L
16538-4920 54.C 39 338-4 59 14 100 3 .39L .27L
16539-4433 54.137 342-1 29 7 100 3 4.58 5.82
16539-4628 55.C 19 340- 2 57 12 101 I 2 .39L 1.14
16539-4104 56.3 23 344+ 1 23 7 100 3 .84: 1.06
16539-4310 59.C 19 343-0 27 6 101 3 2.00 2.39
16539-4601 59.C 7 341 2 23 8 99 3 2.32L .78:
16539-4542 59.2 46 341 -- 2 40 6 99 3 1.20 2,04
16539 4917 59.3 12 338--4 31 8 103' 2 .97 .71:
16539-4503 59.9 55 341- 1 35 7 99 3 1.20 .86
16540-4016 0.4 42 345+ 2 22 6 132' 3 6.03: 9.60
16540-4926 0.8 29 338 4 48 11 101 3 .49 .32L
16540-4009 2.1 43 345+ 2 20 7 100 3 7.69: 6.76:
16540-4743 2,4 38 339- 3 29 7 100 3 3,31 1.70
16540-4258 2.6 49 343- 0 28 7 98 2 1.89
16540--4321 3.5 6 343-0 30 7 101 3 1.30
16540-4200 3.6 52 344+ 1 34 7 100 3 2.13
16540--4757 4.226 339-3 27 7 100 3 4.82
16540--4522 4.820 341-2 56 13 99 2 4.05L
16540-4215 5.9i 31 343+ 0 46 9 101 2 1.56:
16541-4901 6.8158 338-4 24 7 101 3 30.92
16541-4723 7.7 57 339- 3 85 10 99 2 .48
16541-4259 11.2 28 343-0 24 8 100 3 4.48L
16541-4634 11.4 39 340-2 56 10 100 3 .65 ,35:
16541-4036 11.5 3 345+ 1 44 6 100 3 1.37 2.32L
16542-4239 12.7 35 343+ 0 40 7 100 3 1.90 1.87
16542-4224 13.8 43 343+ 0 31 7 100 3 5.63 6.24
16542-4217 14.5 40 343+ 0 85 9 98 2 1.48 4.66L
16542-4244 14.6 42 343+ 0 43 7 99 2 2.87L 1.14
16542-4824 15.1 47 339- 4 34 7 100 3 4.03 2.16
16542 4447 16.2 2 342 1 42 7 101 : 3 .78 3.41
16542-4048 16.6 18 i 345+ 1 48 6 100 3 1.51 3.23L
16542-4237 t6.6 20 343+ 0 29 9 100 3 .96: 4.06L
16542-4535 16.7 35 341 2 27 7 100 3 1,09 ,57
16542 4234 17.8 59 343+ 0 44 7 101 3 1.47 1.20
16542-4403 17.6 17 342-- 1 47 12 98 2 .86: .82L
16543-4230 18.5 60 343+ 0 21 6 135 3 1.37 2.64
16543 4821 18.8 49 339-3 28 9 100 3 .90 .45
16543-4304 19.0 26 343-0 34 6 134 3 1.51 2.61:
16543-4957 20.1 38 337 4 37 10 101 3 .74 .37:
16543-4219 21.5 10 343+ 0 40 7 100 3 3.61L 4.66
16543-4028 23.3 52 345+ 1 24 6 100 3 11.70 22.17
16543 4913 23.6 30 338--4 47 10 100 3 .76 .31:
16544-4558 24.6 1 341-2 33 7 100 3 2.05 1.54
16544-4241 24.7 48 343+ 0 54 8 100 3 1.06: 1.90
16544-4407 26.6 10 342- 1 25 11 98 2 1.98L .92L
16544 4008 27.0 52 345+ 2 29 6 100 3 .86 10.44
16544-4247 27.8 45 343-0 49 7 100 3 1.97
16544-4258 28.7 32 343- 0 23 6 J100 3 4.48
16544-4441 29.2 0 342- 1 37 7 1101 3 10.27
16544-4019 29.3 48 345+ 2 17 6 100 3 5.40:
16544-4104 29.5 56 344+ 1 66 8 100 3 1.28
16545-4012 32.8 34 345+ 2 17 7 131 3 12.42L
16545-4016 333 22 345+ 2 88 9 98 2 1.30 3.32L
16545-4214 34.3 50 344+ 0 18 6 100 3 364.33 169.09
16545-4004 34.4 57 345+ 2 42 7 98 2 2.68 1.53:
16545-4314 34.6 25 343- 0 27 7 101 I 3 9.43 7.92
16545--4810 34.9 101 339 3 24 7 1001 3 20.55 26.56
16545--4750 35.0 541339-3 56 14 99! 2 .29L .42L
16545-4338 35.0 57342-1 31 98 0_i2 1.55L 1.85
16545-4051 35.4 45 345+169 1 1.65 2.81L
16546-4829 37.730 339-4 68 71003 1.13
16.6-4659 38.1 18 340-3 54 11 1013 .55
16546-4319 38.2 34 343 0 49 3 99 2 1.46L
16546--4405 40.0 20 342 1 54 7 101 3 .88
16546--4057 40.0 43 345+ 1 26 7 100 3 128.98L 100.47
16546 4553 40.0 29 341 - 2 35 6 i 100 3 .85 2.44
16546-4713 40.7 29 340-3 40 10 100 3 .99 .37:
16546 4540 41.0 50 341-2 65 9 99 2 .92 19.82L
16546-4402 41.1 12 342-1 24 6 101 3 4.02 2.25
16546-4223 41.3 51 343+ 0 47 7 100 3 3.63L 4.45
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 pm






6.22L * 87.53L DD
6.37 235.40LI DD
18.74L 42.00L CD






100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
18.92L 404.53L C BEG 650023510F
6.03L 67.21L CD AF, 7 7800400201 4
t0.48L 102.00L D A( 570220020F
1.71: 94.11L BED A/*DC 9 950020000C 1 5 DC3395-02.8 538
18.14L 205.24L CE Bt_K 0 840032010F
24.25L 324.41L OF CU 6 4600300OOF
6.18L 64.71L D AC 7800010001
44.77: 255.38 DD GGDB 1 97C434431F 3 1 32 X1653-427 128 3
FBD 560130330F 2 1 32 X1653-436 29 2
A Ei L 7700300001
A/_J 0 860024541F
AA G 0 860220250F
B [_ 960423231F 1
B[_ G 0 7701400001
MA C 4600200OOF
CA I 960141322C 2





18.74 34.74: CDDE At_AC 9 960241322C 45 2
3.90 30.52L BBC AI_BG 3 865220040C 14
2.29 15.13L C CC 5680100228 4,
15.52L 170.59L ED At, E 9 940020410F
40.89 69.69L DBC At, A 0 6701213111 2 _ 4 14 332-PN 15 PI 5
8.28L 149.91L FC BE! 4 940221310C 2
6.26L 69.84L FF AI. 9 7700203111 25 2 1 32 X1653-415 70 2
7.18L 141.12L D C_ 940020010C
6.33L 72.89L D A_ 6801322311 2
1.44 52.61L D 1tF 7501210208 4 1 32 X1653-493 93 4
18.75L 253.41L DD AAF 9 260110000F 1 23 OCL0994 506
10.24L 161.26L E B 940121210C 2
20.20L 228.21L DE CC 0 360110020F
20.02L 121.53: FF F AAED 9 57832704tF
5.46 43.10: FDC DBB 870020020F
17.91L 218.04L FE AAGF 9 74020000OF 1 23 OCL0991 195
1.39L 46.08L FE ABF 5 7501210208 4
19.02L 185.96L CD AEII H 5 460103110F
157.90: 1065.67L BDE D[:AL 2 853553320F 2 7 322422 58
.68L 44.96L I D C[ 9500100008
154.68 370.56L CFD E( AC 9 360316510F
6.69L 91.81L CD A/ 9 940021122C
6.41L 124.09L 453.46L D A I A A 1 962035640F 7
1.39: 18.46L 250.35L ICF AI, 0 771225333F 2
1.55 4.09L 106.21LLCC AA K 3 4804221221 A
2.50 7.13L 69.16LIBC AAF 4 950110010C
3.05L 7.68 32.43: I ED J HDC 680222530F
1.32 22.66L 372.34L I F E B Ei 0 860221300F
50.58 14.00 44.25L!CBC AIA 9 9502100008 33
.50L 5.42L 43.46L F DF 960010000(3
8.00L 128.77: 453.46 FF BI:_ A B 964043330F
18.74L 205.36L CE B(_E 2 740430022C
22.12L 193.29L D AI, I 670121000F
27.93L 258.77L DF BE; 0 972151241F
32.13L 125.64L:FF AADB 9 870221231F
40.32L 334.79L D C( 8601312OOF
20.43: 283.39L F F H E D 970041442F 8
.86L 60.83L BC At 0 5500200228
11.12 240.21L DCD AI BD 2 540000100F
19.29L 233.90L C AI_ 370231221F
27.93 321.08L D E DI'_C 960130140F
18.37L 245.03L CE A(D 2 740100000F
38.02L 324.48L CE A( G 0 960233150F
6.39 94.62L F D DE CE 170135343F
98.68: 441.27: DDDF DC EB 3 86E153251F
.87L 61.81L CD B( 8 4510100008
12.88: 453.46L DDD A[:B 1 560357470F 7
,63L 43.70L CD BE_ 0 9500101108
40.32 285.15L DE CI A 860250200F
171.53L 1361,06: CC F AEHE 0 752333321F
.77L 62.52L BD B[ 2 9501100008
14.64L 191.49L DD AI R 8 750122032F
18.20 6580.14L DED CECH 2 930181232F 8
8.18 161.89L D DF B 170133010F
154.68L 229.31L DD D( 0 470436730F
62.28L 2638.75L 6580.14L;C AE 0 930133141F 8
8.00L 11.58L 453.46L F AI DC 9 860123330F 7
8.19 19.03L 252.47L F F AI B 9 540210100F
6.93 140.11: 531.99 CDEF BE EC 5 765734150F
3.22L 24.07L 308.35L C B 160100010F
59.00L 789.56 1812.62: FE F( DA 4 94D453650F
19.18L 531.99L D B 760647480F
43.65 289.69L DDD AIA 9 770231300F 43
21.25L 334.70L DE A[ 1 560312200F
8.98: 216.50L BCD AI C 0 870112020F
6.47 65.66L BSF AI A 9 750010000C 13
1.75 54.76L D I C 950000000C
17.33L 143.99L E AI GD 0 46002000OF
22.26L 289.15L D B 270040000F
.28L .92L 82.35L B BP, 5500000008
.31L 7.68L 124.87L C C D 640000020(;
1.21L 10.65 378.64L E C[C 660241000F
2.32L 13.79L 267.49L C A 160254210F
28.10 265.16L BD At AC 9 163024040F 31
8.92 170.59L DCC BI AD 2 650122332F
7.18L 96.23L CD A( 2 440110100C
8,31L 95.52L E BE G 450123333F
7.38L 268.97L BC AI H 1 160255010F
74.67: 281.79L CD EEB 978052301F
1 5 DC339.5- 02.8 455
7 1 32 X1654-429 70 7
1 23 OCL 0999 477
1 23 OCL 0994 349
1 23 OCL 0991 448
1 °41 16542-4957 31
1 23 MRSL 344+01/2 214
1 23 OCL 0994 320
6 20 G345.031 98
1 20 G345.121 43
1 17 2380 53
1 1 V589 SCO 80 3
1 5 DC339.5-02.8 ] 468
B 1 23 OCL 0991 276
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed S)urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
346
.... .'L' _Y
Right Ascension: 16h54m41"-16h55=49 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN _ O 12 p.m 25 _tm 60 Fm
ham = _, (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
16546-4509 41.4 48 341--2 64 10 99 3 .67 1.32L
16546-4907 41.8 25 338-4 58 11 100 3 .35L .25L
16546-4348 41.9 6 342-1 34 7 101 3 4.59 5.00
16547-4906 42.4 21 338- 4 40 11 101 3 .62 .29:
16547-4505 42.4 31 341- 1 28 7 100 3 .64: 2.75
16547-4247 43.5,33 343-0 38 6 100 3 2.55L 62.28
16547-4934 44.1 338- 4 75 21 99 2 .66L .30L
16547-4333 45.1 53 343-1 30 9 101 3 2.72 2.15:
16547-4326 46.3 56 343-0 38 8 98 2 1.30: 1.03
16547-4641 47.C 23 340-3 33 8 100 3 .62 .44L
16547-4219 47.7 28 343+ 0 27 7 100 3 7.97 5.08
16548-4838 48.6 29 339-4 55 12 101 2 .44 .29L
16548-4240 50.0 52 343-0 30 6 100 3 13.17
16548-4238 50.5 55 343+ 0 78 8 100 3 2.87L
16548-4732 50.6 37 339-3 87 16 99 2 .39L
16548-4133 52.8 29 344+ 1 25 7 100 3 23.39
16548-4523 53.7 20 341- 2 46 7 99 3 1.11
16549-4949 54.7 56 338-4 55 10 100 3 .50
16549-4435 55.1 49 342-1 44 7 101 3 1.44
16549-4359 55.2 56 342- 1 60 12 99 2 1.00
16549-4135 56.4 37 344+ 1 51 6 100 3 1.85
16549-4411 59.1 2 342-1 95 14 101 2 .71
16549-4049 59.8 39 345+ 1 49 7 98 2 1.28:
16550-4332 0.4 46 343- 1 42 6 98 2 1.57
16550-4245 0.7 15 343-0 34 10 99 2 2.43L
16550-4031 1.6 40 345+ 1 22 10 132 3 5.40L
16550-4458 2.9 8 341-- 1 61 8 98 2 .70
16550-4314 3.7 31 343- 0 22 7 136 ! 3 34.89
16550-4233 3.9 17 343+ 0 42 8 100 3 2.39L
16550-4620 4.0 55 340-2 42 7 100 3 1.22
16550-4343 4.8 5 342-1 36 6 100 3 3.86
16550-4100 5.3 45 345+ 1 31 7 100 3 6.14
16551-4541 6.3 49: 341- 2 34 6 100 3 20.73
16551-4129 6.8 22 t 344+ 1 37 19 101 2 1.38L
16551-4242 7.3 46 343-0 22 8 100 3 13.17L
16551-4358 7.7 44 342-1 59 8 100 3 1.24
16551-4019 8.0 0 345+ 1 28 7 100 3 1.42
16551-4116 9.0 34 344+1 74 7 100 3 1.04
16551-4048 10.2 18j 345+ 1 27 8 101 2 2.12
16551-4035 10.4 2, 345+ 1 83 11 100 2 1.30
16551-4518 11.3 53 341- 2 21 6 140 3 5.71
16551-4605 11.5 19 341- 2 29 6 1001 3 5.34
16551-4304 11.9 56 143- 0 18 7 100 3 2.37L
16551-4421 12.0 5 142- 1 27 7 101 3 4.18
16552-4634 12.2 34 340-2 30 7 100 3 6.19
16552-4813 14.6 40 339- 4 41 11 100 3 .80
16552-4138 15.3 46 344+ 1 40 7 100 3 1.56
16552-4253 16.2 54 343-0 40 9 100 3 2.55
16552-4554 16.5 21 341- 2 100 15 98 2 2.98L
16552-4326 16.7 28 343- 1 50 7 98 2 1.07
16553-4000 18.3 25 345+ 2 33 8 98 2 2.45:
16553-4051 18.5 7 345+ 1 48 12 98 2 .99
16553-4219 20.3 26 344+0 29 7 100 3 21.64
16553-4419 21.134 342-1 37 7 101 3 3.35
16553-4504 21.7 35 341-2 59 7 101 3 1.43
16553-4538 21.7 36 341--2 43 7 100 3 1.88
16553-4625 21.9 39 340-2 40 7 100 3 1.53
16553-4249 22.8 43 343- 0 29 7 100 3 1.61
16553-4205 23.3 58 344+ 0 42 6 100 3 1.88
16554-4026 26.7 4 345+ 30 7 100 3 3.17
16554-4030 26.5 5 345+ 34 7 100 3 1.40
16554-4025 26.9 14 345+ 58 12 100 3 3.50L
16554-4559 27,1!4A 341-2 41 3 100 3 1.06
16554-4032 27.9 23 345+ t 28 9 100 3 3.70L
16554-4451 28.0 28 342- 1 31 9 101 ' 3 2.95
16554-4338 28.1 52 343-1 39 7 1(]O 3 2.56
16554-4947 28.2 33 338-5 57 10 100 3 .51
16554-4435 28.3 47 342-- 1 34 11 98 2 1.66L
16554-4318 28.9 47 343-0 30 6 100 3 2.88
16554--4409 29.7 16 342- 1 35 7 101 3 2.16
16555-4456 30.5 26 142- 2 34 7 101 3 25.74
16555-4840 31.1 23 339-4 66 18 99 2 .32L
16555-4438 31.5 25 342- 1 25 6 101 3 1.30
16555-4817 31.9 7 139--4 22 7 100 3 1.87
16555-4009 32.2 8 345+ 1 21 7 131 3 13.38
16555-4336 32.6 2 343--1 27 7 100 3 3.55
16555-4054 32.7 52 345+ 1 17 6 100 3 5.68
16555-4321 33.2 40 343- 1 36 8 98 2 1.34
16555-4237 33.3 33 343-0 26 7 100 3 94.91
16555-4545 33.9 60 341-2 29! 6 100 3i 16.82
16556-4022 36.4 8 345+ 1 34 8 100 3 1.39
16556--4800 36.747 339-3 34 15 99 2 .43L
16556-4235 37.6 18 343-0 29 7 100 3 7.04
16556-4659 37.7 14 340-3 38 6 100 3 1.28
16556 4209 37.9 30 344+ 0 33 10 101 2 1.50
16556-4222 38.9 46 344+ 0 ; 29 8 98 2 3.55
16556--4201 39.027 344+ 0 34 7 100 3 8.03
16556--4411 40.7 42 342- 43 7 101 3 1.30
16557--4753 42.7 54 339-3 34 7 100 3 1.21
16557-4531 43.4 40 341- 2 21 6 101 3 45.09
16557-4002 43.9 18 345+ 2 29 7 100 3 15.19
16557-4704 44.2 58 340--3 21 7 100 3 .73
16557--4835 46.0 55 339- 4 77 12 102_ 2 .46
16557--4500 46.4 47 342- 2 28 8 101 2 .71
16557-4249 46.5 24 ! 343- 0 28 10 100 3 2.36L
16558-4812 48.0 19 339-4 52 10 99 3 .56
16558-4526 48.4 4 341 2 34 6 101 3 27.77
16558-4359 48.5 12 342-1 42 7 100 3 3.25
16558-4317 48.9 26 343- 1 33 7 100 3 2.76
16558-4049 49.0 33 345+ 1 40 7 132 3 1.60
V L C
100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
19.89L 297.38L D CI 1EO110210F 4
2.31 63.69L C KJ DB 9501220328 I
6.21 388.91L FFE AAC 9 451020010F
.80L 63.92L DD BD 0 9501220328 1
12.67L 171.22L EC CBBF 1 450020230F 4
.>638.75 6580.14 B DC A A A 930143242F 8
.71L 8.45 D K C 9701000208
8.41 219.65L FDD AAC 9 560143100F
15.88L 210.88L DE AAGE 1 670238556F 2
7.79L 154.89L S BFI 640111032C
24.00L 274.54L DE AA 9 970031200F
1.73L 67,15L C CDE 7402010208 1
7.93L 175.68L 222.43L C AA 4 970153441F
2,92 26.49L 232.11L F B E 970160440F
.32L 1.56 67.26L D HD 950401222(3 A
15.40 5.51L 55.38L FF AA 9 4810300001 i
.69L 17.16L 331.96L C BDC 461221253F
.31L .95L 53.18L B SH 9401000008
1.19 5.75: 244.52L DDE _,BD 9 640010230F 6
3.04L 20.03L 346.23L D BE 360030000F
1.00 3.45L 58.72L CO BB 0 4700200001
2.88L 20.39L 526.89L D CFE 250212300F
1.05 25.31L 341.32L , DE AB 0 260145444F 8
1.02 13.48L 164.25L I D E AB 0 660136211F
7.43 2638.75L 6580.14L D CA 830443310F
3.79: 312.21L 1478.49 F F I DHC 45C237564F
1.24L 7.78L 98.54L D CC 550020000F
49.35 13.98 206.78L CBF AAA 6 670241000F 33!
5.97 46.28: 266.54L CF DBBF 770141020F
.96 9.49L 167.69L BD AACI 4 550011350C
2.72 13.21L 280.99L BC AA 2 4500400OOF
5.75 22.95L 286.96L FF AAEC 9 260102130F
19.62 9.43L 214.67L FF AA C 9 )41333333F
1.83L 5.80L 96.51 D ENJ D 3701110321
7.93L 175.68 2212.96L D DBAB 840363310F
19.98L 473.04L C AD 3 550020000F
93.37L 221.08L CE CCCE 3 672134450F
5.89L 81.34L C AI 3701100001
16.91L 251.73: EF F AB D 8 270145436F
23.38L 1478.49L D CI 1 350134444F
16.10L 259.16L BC AADD 0 350120234F
9.73L 176.39L BC AA O 850241120F
74.28 309.80: CEE BAAC 0 661224134F
19.33L 285.35L FE AA _ ' 660021001F
7.19L 95.37L CD AA 9 650120033C
6.46L 74.83L BD BBI 0 650111222C
5.77L 45.63L EE AA 9 4801100101
27.75: 140.84: CFDD AAOB 6 87042634OF
3.55 111.65L D C 950023302F











































35.65L 508.21L EE EBD 1 560354501F
23.79L 347.23L D C 260155557F
23.18L 224.23L BC AA 1 870240130F
19.35L 290.58L BD BC 01 660021000F
16.65L 242.22L C A 45012000OF
13.54L 127.86L CD ACL 0 950143330F
7.37L 96.00L BD ABM 3 560120220C
17.58L 205.60L D A E J 870336130F
87.69L 286.13L CE BCGB 1 870532343F
27.79L 331.38L EE AAJ 2 163134420F
26.00L 1478.49L DD BB 0 350258865F
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
32 X1654-475 136 10
1 "41 16549--4950 40 1
B 2 5:DC340.9-02.0 207
4
1 39 KOM45 1 408




4 1 5 DC343.6+00.1
1 1 7 WRA1581
164
4
27.79 308.40L D E C B 160236300F
6.67L 59.59: C F CEED 0 860243412F 144
140.86L 1189.70L D DCJ F 150145655F
18.44L 266.32L CD AA 6 640020000F
19.28L 320.25L F F AA g i50030100F
1.19L 57.08L C BGL 9401000008
5.33: 31.40 DD F DB 774010130F 6
20.82L 292.93L CC AA 0 _60424031F
19.5OL! 318.82L CE AA ' 0 241124310F 4
5.18 291.51L FED AAA g 640140120F 44
1.33: 12.51 EE DC 7603210508 5 1 32 X1655-486 156
21.86L 290.18L CC BAC 8 740120030F 4
3.12L 18.74 BC D AAEB 0 476121332C A
211.99L 5756.50L BD CEED, O 431443343F 9 2 20 G345.308 94
19.18L 316.80L CE AA 0 550110100F
29.43L 267.25L EC AAI 3 370220000F
.74L 7.98L 84.44L O ABI D 580244041F
251,87 1917.72 2212.96 BBDD J, AAB 0 84022130OF 4 14 277-N" 21 Ne 8
15.44 2.98 186.13L CCD AAAG 8 95001000OF 14
1.46L! 26.46L 368.13L C CC 0 460235520F, 7 153088 77
.46L 5.24L 9.57 E GKGB 7701000OOC
2.45L 1917.72L 2212.96L B A 740331300F 20 G343.490 381
.93 8.19L 99.32L BC ABC 4 950110200C 2
1.07L 24.07L 286.13L F BB 871321320F
3.72 23.63L 230.10L DE AA 0 6704404OOF 2 20 G343.490 419
7.99 87.69L 286.13L BC AA 3 970140364F
.69 21.76L 285.35L DE BC 0 250023200F
.70 6.66L 75.98L DO ABB 3 950133100C 1
44.13 10.28 129.85L BBC AAA 9 760120020F
94.80: 659.79: 270.85L CBE DBB 0 466363511F 1
.49 4.14L 82.09L CD BAFB 7 940111223C 5
.32L 1.79L 75.99L, C DHMF 6402120308 5
.63: 15.34L 211.77L DF BCC 0 440130120F
3.12L 13.64 191.28L D I B 770142210F
.34L 6.25L 70.69L E BDE 550210202C
14.92 7.2OL 131.38L SC AANH 2 660411164F
2.72 19.65L 347.03L CC AA 0 65012000OF
5.35 18.58L 295.61L CD AAH 9 460342GOOF
1.15L 13.83L 287.08L C BDCG 0 470255534F 8
"Confusmn Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density ReoJon.
2 1 32 X1655-459
347
Right Ascension: 1§h5Sm49"-16h56=50 "
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 a B iC_OrbdS SMJ SMN (.0) O 12 ;_m 25 _tm 60 pm 100 /tin Flux ,i_h m. • , (s) ( ) (') (') N (Jansky) Unc_ C.(
16558-4204 49.1134 344+0 33 8 100 3 1.37 4.45 105.751 266.13 CC O BA
16558-4445 49.3"59 342- 1 38 71013 16.04 5.80 17.43L 307.36L BD AA
t6556-4o._ 46.551 345+1 31 1=6_ 3 3.72 4.49L 84,43: _.37L O F CO
16558-4228 49.6 344--0' 18 1 17,44: 126.55 1967.58L 8100,43: BC F AD
16558-4917 56.7 338- 4 36 1.10 .51 .71L 18.46L CE BB
16656-4613 51.8,0 341-2 20 6140 3 3.37 3.21 4.94L 65.89L FD A_
16558-4615 52.5154 341 2 32 7 100 3 2.20 1.30 5.29L 98.23L CC A_
16558-4843 52.9:16339- 4 51 101003 .61 .29L 1.25L 65.84L E CL
16559-4923 54.014338-4 62 20 992 1,42L ,25L .86: 8.74 DE MM
16559-4542 54.3131341- 2 76 111003 .59 1.47L 11.94L 194.92L D B,3
I
16559-4354 55.757342--1 45 81003; .83 ,67L 19.71L 359.57L C AC
16559-4619 56.2 6 341-2 21j 7 100 3l 2.29 1.95 8.00L 60,93L BC AA
16559-4748 58.425339- ' 100 2,31 1.09 5,81L 73,55L BC AA
16560-4159 1,8 344+ 0 100 5.06 4.20L 23.31L 286.13L C AA
16560-4605 4.033341- 2 53 1101003 ,67 1,03L 8.23L 116.22L C Bl:!
16560-4241 4,2144343- 0 53 7 982 1,34 8,37L 114.24L 257,60L E B,
16560-4332 5.539343- 1 46 7 982 1,09 ,92 4.01: 115,10L DFE AH
16561-4329 6.848343- 1 36 i 71003 2.03 2.35 18.71L 350.91L FF A,_,
16561-4001 9,7 3 345+1 31 7 100 3 11,64 86.35 9699,61L 15158.39L BC BO
16561-4207 9.8 28 344+ 0 44 8 100 3i 3.47L 5,29 105.75L 626.72L C I B
16561-4022 10.415345+1 27l 8 10031 2.32 2.61L 30.74L 299.65L D A16561-4216 10.4 3 344+ 0 33 ! 7 100 7,12 5.22 135,75L 263.5OL DE AA
16561-4308 10.7" 343-0 5_229 108 1003_ 3' 3,46L 2.69L 16.37 76.30 E E EC
16561-4319 11.044343- 1 2; .90 2,18L 7.96L 137.29L D BF
16561-4006 11.235345+ 1 1 1 110,59L 559,82 5039.93: 11687.72L CE GC
16561-4458 11.312342- 2 6100 20.35 13.48 3.44 153,37L CCD AA
16561-4047 11.356345+ 1 2211 982 .88L 1.10L _ 9.76 369.07L D FC
16561-4734 11.58340- 3 85 1121002j .36 ,31L 8.25L 99.59L C B
i
16562-4051 12.148 345+ 1 32 6 100 3 14.73 11.78 27.91L 341.38L FE At_
16562-4003 15.3 2345+ 1 76 1119821 4.38 2.92L 23.01L 15158.39L D C16562-4258 15,529343- 0 18 I 100 2,44 6.87 85,76: 392.29: DDDE BE_
16562-4423 15,515342-1 26;71013 1.35 7.82 6,41L 339,70L DC AA
16562-4327 16,022343-13617298 1.34 1,77 12,93L 88.22L DO BA
31 10 3 2.97L 1.77L 10.58 346.75L D l
16562-4326 16.031343-1 I 7 10016562--4242 16.248 343- 0 34 100 31 2.16L 8.37 114.24 209.67L CE GA
16562-4153 16.611 344+0 33 13 134 3 4.25L 5.47L 30.11L 85.53 C A
16562 4659 16.7 33 340-3 59 8 100 3 .32L 1.32 9.95L 116.22L C B
16562-4559 17.1 29 341-2 44 11 98 2' 1.35L .51L 2.36 74.04L D E
16562-4411 17.2 13 342-1 42 7 100 3' 1.28 .91: 15.46 62.98 DEDD CD
16562-4256 17.3 21 343- 0 1 31.35 25.12 17.88L 329.76L BC A/
16562 4519 17.3 14 341- 2 .58 .58L 7.69L 75.49L C CE
16562-4637 17.757339- 4 25 71003 4.56 2,26 .83L 56.65L BE A._
16562-4133 17.9 2 344+ 0 22 I 7 100 3 2.59 1.36 25,45L 263.62L EE A, =
16563-4239 18.5 3 343- 0 73 I 9 98 2= 2,22L 1,55 19,79L 200,53L E ME
16563-4907 18,624 338-4 41 22 99 2 ,25L .74L 1,19L 9,54 F
16563-4244 20,031 343- 0 64 7 100 3 2,72 3.46L 114.24L 164,47L C AE
16563-4545 20.0'28_ 341-2 29 7 100 3 .99 .87 6.26L 96.12L DE AE
16563-4032 21.3r37 345+ 1 55 7 131 3 1.50: 5.64 29.99L 383.88L DE DE
16563-4141 21.8,501344+ 0 29 71333 16.91 15.27 24.44L 210.03L FF AA
16563-4055 22.334345+ 1 43 8 982 ,99 2.59L 30.56L 227.08L D BE
16563-4827 23.3 21 339- 4 56 9 99 2 .52 39, .86L 27.68L DE BE
16584-4611 24.3 33 341- 2 22 6 99 3 6.16 6.12 8.78L 54.22L FC A/_
16564-4036 24.4 26 345+ 1 23 10 98 2 2.67 3.43L 151.13L 608.42: D F CA
16564-4350 24.525342- 1 36 81003 3.47 1.69: 49.79L 331.85L CF A,A
16564-4443 25,128342- 2 26 71013 1,19 .82 16.67L 249,11L CD AA
16564-4219 25,936344- 0 28 61003 3.70 14.91 135,75 263.50 CDED BA
16564-4101 27.658345+ 1 50 71003 1.46 2,56L 29,52L 367,52L C AE
16564-4116 28.126345+ 1 42 81003 2.27L 1,59 7.02 216,80L DE HA
16564-4500 28,743342- 2 182 8 982 .61 1.39L 8,94L 114,24L E B
16565-4358 31.858342- 1 21 71013 1,42 1.01 24,30L 365.75L FE AB
16565-4744 32.1 46 339- 3 31 7 100 3 1.18 .60 6.61L 58.85L BO AB
16565-4407 32.2 22 342- 1 49 7 100 3 1.14 .69: 20.26L 595.52L DF AB
16565-4041 32.7 55 345+ 1 28 7 100 3 1.06 1.60 30.64L 240.35L DE DC
16565-43t8 33.2 54 343- 1 28 7 100 3 ,80 1,58 7.96 362.55L CED BA
16565-4754 33,535 339-4 65 17 99 2 ,83L .62L 1.74L 11.05 D GJ
16565-4524 34.5:35 341-2 32 9 100 2 8.53 5.67 7.46L 155.85L F F AA
16565-4343 34.826343- 1 29 71003 3.07 1.76 23.08L 346.04L CD AA
16565-4537 35.832 341- 2 34 71003 3.82 1.71 8,26L 97.54L BC AA
16565-4421 35.835342- 1 397 10033 .67 2.04L 19.72L 343.28L C B16566-4204 38,112344+ 0 27 6100 2.41: 9.61 212.64L 626,72 CC E DB
16566-4207 38,621344+ 0 27 61003 4.27: 4.81 14,88L 626,72L CE AA
16566-4249 38.7 41 343- 0 60 8 100 3 1.52 .93: 17.64L 402.75L CE BC
16566-4145 40.058344+ 0 508 10023 4.26L 1.35 9.81: 207.51L FE B16566-4857 40.34339-4 34 8102 1.74 2,05 1,44L 58.62L DC AA
16566-4834 ¢0,827339- 4 40 6100 I 3 1.39 .33 .84L 68.46L BD AG
16566-4734 41,049340-3 41 71003 2,90 1,52 7,24L 60.13L BC AA
16566-4229 41,9 3 344-0 27 7 100 3 5,14: 67,32 556,62: 893,84 CBEF DC
16567-4710 42,1 39 340- 3 89 18 98 2 .82L .30L 2.75L 17.07 E I
16567-4719 42.6 58 340- 3 68 9 102 2 .39 ,29L 9.46L 98,74L C DC
16567-4628 42,7 38 340- 3 83 13 98 2 .33L .53L 2.47 83.841 D DB
16567-4104 43,546 345+ 1 43 10 100 2 1,06 3,33L 9.19L 279,69L D A
16567-4818 44.4 33 339-4 30 7100 3 2.38 1.39 .6BL 59.26L BC AA
16567-4457 44.5 10 342-2 74 9 98 2 .57 1.65L 8.89L 107.95i D BC
16567 4549 44.9 39 341- 2 51 12 99 3 .62 .49: 10.32L 146.29L DE DB
16567_40,0,5  ,541 2810 177 165, 1068,15942 i016567-4021 45.1 345+ 26 2.59: 2,65 44.50L 242.03: DE F CA
165674659 452_i340-3 23 7 99 3 35.20 36.95 835 9591LBBE AA
16567-4354 459211 342- 1 64 81003 1,45 1+02L 20.76L 324.58L D AE
16567-4236 46.721344- 0 41 117 992 4.65L 2.42L 12.90 405.17L E
16567-4427 467 6 342- 1 24 6 100 3 1.58 .98 15.46L 238.03L DE AA
16567-4130 46.8 14 344+ 0 40 7 100 3 2.23 1.32: 21.06L 197.37L CD AA
16568-443146.749"2-1 _,_118; 9821.44L 1.39L 5.26L 46.51 D h165684113 48,81345+1 98 2.54L 2,05 26.20L 21646L E ! .a
165684128 49.513344+0 181 °71003 6.20 7.56 21.11L 198.68L FF AA
165684545 50318341 2 27i 6 993 5.05 7,31 4.68 120.83L FEC A,_
16568 4138 503 5 344+ 0 36 j 6 100 3 2.13 1.61 15.65L 206.31L
• Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring
Declination: - 50°-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Sep
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Flux Density _ .... " " ".," ..... " i_l[ags
V L C
l(X) p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
21.26L 247.05L F AA 2 I 651022231F
.90L 63.18L C CDH i 9400100008
49.79L 203.44: D D EAAB 0136C031443F
27.85L 287.59L C ADL 370220020F
8,58L 97.54L BD AB F 0 760323234F
30.19L 283.99L DD AA 7 371220010F
17.98L 225.73L FE AAFD 9 770324440F
5.47L 86,40L ED BB 0 660121000F
3.94 23,15: FF GCA 970111320C
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a ,8, Coords SM.I SMN O O 12 /.tm 25 p.m 60 v.m
ham. , 8, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
16568-4417 52.0 29 M2-- 1 23 I 6 100 3 1.41L .92
16568-4814 52,1 5 339-4 55 10 100 3 ,50 .32L
16568-4348 52.5 34 343-1 25 7 100 3 1,91L 2.32
16568-4051 52.9 9 345+ 1 38 7 100 3 2,44 3.15L
16568-4522 53.3 40 341- 2 30 7 100 3 6.99 1.38
16568-4054 53.4 21 345+ 1 71 7 100 3 1,32 1.81
16569-4213 54.0 10 344- 0 37 7 100 3 6,90 4.19
16569-4617 55.2 23 341- 3 20 10 100 3 .84 .52
16569-4636 56.2 30 340- 3 44 9 100 3 ,25L .33L
16569-4328 56.3 16 343- 1 51 8 100 3 ,93 .82L
16569-4046 57.8 18 345+ 1 31 7 99 3 1,21 1,05
16569-4000 58,4 10 346+ 1 42 7 100 2 1,84 3.22L
16569-4718 58.7 30 340- 3 41 7 100 3 12,14 7.60
16569-4411 59.1 22 342= 1 55 9 98 2 ,69 1,58L
16569-4512 59.9 56 341 2 37 7 100 3 1,07 .83
16570-4227 0.6 37 344- 0 28 6 100 3 3.24 11.88
1.7 45 345+ 1 46 14 100 2 ,68L 1,92L
1.7 12 338- 5 30 11 99 2 ,39 .76L
1.8 47 341- 3 42 10 98 2 ,45 ,36L
2,5 34 340- 3 53 8 99 3 ,47 ,27L
3.5 19 344+ 0 32 7 100 3 2.28 1.86
4.1 1 346+ 1 25 6 98 3 15,38 13.97
4.7 20 344+ 0 52 9 99 2 1,63 2,90L
5.6 34 342- 1 20 6 101 3 17,37: 8,23
6.1 44 338- 5 41 9 100 3 .94 .48
6,2 12 342- 2 32 7 100 3 1,87 1,65
6.3 24 344-0 105 10 98 2 2,33L 1,39
25.88L 381.30L F BC 360016243F
25.47L 248,84L DF B B E O 470020020F
26,86L 416,08L E AA 460423241FI
6.27L 62.24L BE AA 9 850210000C
11.27L 116,13L D C H 160011001F:
9.32L 120,31L DE AAH 5 160100000F
397.77L 893,84L CC AACB 0 250336454F
18.39 65,75L D F D 2804244300
.65L 19,83L F SJ 7600110008
5.15L 48,64L E F J B 970131134C
10.91L 146,78L C B 950121340C
18,58L 626,72L CC AAF D 3 850330122F
3.27L 66.92L BC AA 9 3803321200
12.87L 626.72L E AB 650436433F
14.05L 232,0OL BC AA 0 353020210F 64
.68L 36.36L BD BBM 0 6500110008
10.28L 148.23L F F AA 9 450110000F
14,61L 193.18L E E B 270233355F
6.6 7 345+ 1 26 7 130 3 122.35: 974.65 9385.05:12723.82 BBDD EBBA 0 421214530F
1.04: 1.40L 15.03L BE ABGD 0 7600000118
1.06 4.92L 87,32L F F AAB 9 960154334F
,72L 18,19 75.97L C DGC 2803322100
1,66 28,95L 189.42 CC D BBBB 3 470025330F
2,93L 31,42L 344.03L D AE 360130111F
,27L 2,58L 15.21 D GB 970000020C
2.03 18.88L 200.25L CD AA 3 870433303F
1,18: 11,30 198.10L F D FCA 770322100F
1,77 16,27L 276.24L D EA F 360020200F
1,53 21,35L 350.29L F E AA 9 660112221F
9,37 19,43L 232.00L F F AAH 9 361110240F
1,09: 32,99L 242.80L CF DBE 0 470015330F
,77 11,53L 252,03L CD AB 1 250130000F
,30L 1,47L 50.01L F E 9301000008
4,63 335,52 1163.72L CD HBAF 950325122F
1,94 16.41L 346.63L CC AA 2 960333112F
.29L 1.06L 65.55L C B F )500200108
.69: 18.49L 319,49L EF AB 9 350000000F
.33L 1.54 26.33L C GC 9601111008
48,35 14.58 115.37L DED AAA 9 951023100C 31
44.59 983.26 1968,09: B DE E C B CA 1 848204330F
,41L 1.26 22.56L D L GC 9401221328
5.05L 15,81L 204,59L E AD D 570136433F
2.82L 12.89L 34.52: D F B FC 970022340F
.51 3.51L 95.19L C EDG 950011440C
2.58 19.55L 271.55L BD AA F 0 150032221F
40.86 397.77 768,70 CCDE BAAA 2 )50135122F
1.16L 31.32L 323,66L D BBJE 4 868236333F
2.72 21.38L 203,34L CD AA 0 370020200F
.67 7_75L 105,53L CE A B i60124030F
2.82 13,47: 47,14L DF DF B 970023330F
3.71 45.01L 136,93 C C BDB )74235332F
14,94 14,90L 221.40L F E AAAF 9 670143333F
,35 ,67L 47,18L i DD ABC 2 6500000008
2,02 25,24L 206,71L_ DF AAKD 9 _50130220F
.33L 3,30 31.24: _ DE :CGC 9602111218
5.22L 57.84 299,98L D BAAE I 0 960234410F
,63L 6,08L _ 61.31L B A 2803121000
1.18L 10.12L 129.66L D B F 960024130F
1.67 14.88L 215,77L F F AA 770220000F
.98L 1492L 227.02L C AA L 570133333F
120.22: 1629.30 5083.14 BBDE CCDC 6 433225843F
9.54L 130.44L EC AA 9 }60334124F
5.49: 115.37L D F ABF 960023220F
18.03L 308.47L F CA 0 360102221F
20,79L 219.51L BC AB 0 350002300F
11,20L 147.84L CE B B 550000000F
8,55L 31.52L CE BCL H 9 970102344C
2.13L 22,56 E J BJ D 5402221438
13.85L 324.35L D ABG )60351120F
17.97L 233.94L E AB 370100010F
397.77L 768.70L D AL 950236232F
9.56L 158.80L D BF 860220100F
6.85L 185,82L DE DBK 5 370010110F
7,41L 80,94L BD AA 9 960220130C
.84L 68,43L CD ACGD 1 9501100008
14,86L 225.25L BC AA 2 760120000F
201.24: 5083.14L CCD DDCB 0 435144431F
5.51L 22.08 D E F E B 980024220F
14.90L 252.29L CD AAEB 4,660121230F
1.51L 70.02L CD AC 0 9503110208
9.58L 146.73L DE BB 6 160210100F
4.54L 41.93L C B NHE 97001320OC
1.77L 63,77L CE BD 3 9401000108
57.84L 317.32L B AAC 6 953255340F
24.35L 627.73L D A 950165333F
2.86 166.72L CED BBC 2 360102200F
327.44: 627.73 F DDF AAAA 1 95F167313F
20.23L 276.48L DC AAC 8 150003200F
27.34L 224.02L ED AA 9 250220021F 49
12.29L 59.72L D BDL E 978143430F
5.62 31.62: BBCF AAAE 0 572220240F 24
16571-4029
16571-4851 6,8 41 339- 4 31 9 102 2 2,02
16571-4608 6.9 21 341- 2 19 6 100 3 1.63
16571-4004 7.7 7 346+ 1 43 10 100 3 ,58L
16571-4039 8.8 44 345+ 1 27 7 100 3 1,97
16571-4114 9.0 53 345+ 1 87 8 100 3 1.04
16571-4647 10,4 37 340- 3 86 16 98 2 ,28L
16571-4154 11.2 22 344+ 0 26 6 100 3 3.53
16571-4156 11.8 37 344+ 0 40 9 100 3 3,11L
16572-4119 12,8 55 345+ 0 29 7 100 3 4,25L
16572 4316 13.6 54 343- 1 48 8 100 3 1,23
16572-4355 14,1 30 343- 1 37 6 100 3 3,81
18572-4037 14,6 49 345+ 1 32 8 100 3 1,11
16572-4406 17,1 3 342- 1 28 6 100 3 1,05
16572-4907 17,3 19 338- 4 61 12 102 2 ,45
16572-4221 17,4 46 344- 0 46 8 100 3 2.88L
18573-4240 18,6 27 344- 0 27 7 100 3 3.19
16573-4753 20,0 12 339- 4 43 10 100 3 ,53
16573-4336 20.5 27 343- 1 50 7 100 3 1,07
16573-4749 20,7 30 339- 4 38 14 98 2 .32L
16573-4619 21,8 34 341- 3 33 7 99 3 38.70
16573-4214 21,9 47 344- 0 34 7 100 3 15.49:
16573-4919 22,422 338- 4 77 14 99 2 ,50L
16573-4133 22.6 56 344+ 0 36 11 98 2 2.32
16573-4536 22.8 32 341- 2 33 8 98 2 .51
16573-4641 23.6 33 340- 3 49 15 99 3 ,29L
16574-4416 24.9 28 342- 1 37 7 100 3 4,07
16574-4225 25,G 32 344 01 34 7 100 3 3.58
16574-4234 25,8 53 344- 0 30 9 100 3 1.06
16574-4120 267 49 345+ 0 52 6 100 3 4.25
16574-4611 27.4 55 341- 3 30 7 99 3 1.43
16574-4537 27.g 34 341- 2 31 8 99 3 1.19L
16574-4149 28.E 24 344+ 0 30 7 100 3 3.17L
16574-4136 28.7 6 344+ 0 24 6 100 3 15.17
16575-4939 31.2 50 338- 5 46 9 100 3 .87
16575-4400 31.2! 26 342- . 36 7 100 3 4.11:
16575--4729 31.5 ! 50 340- 3 22 9 100! 3 ,27L
16575--4252 32.1 23 343- 1 31 7 100 3 7.81L
16575-4016 33,2 0 345+ 1 52 7 99 3 Z56
16575-4541 33,3 53 341- 2 32 10 99 3 ,71
16575-4141 33,4 11 344+ 0 26 6 100 3 1.39
16575-4131 33.9 0 344+ 0 33 6 100 3 2,04
16575-4023 34,1 48 345+ 1 18 7 100 3 24.40:
16575-4522 34.1 43 341 2 34 6 99 3 6,96
16575-4600 34.3 57 341-- 2 24 10 99 2 .77
16575 4327 34.5 39 343-- 1 32 10 1100 3 ,88L
16575-4344 35.1 55 343- 1 33 6 100 3 4.79
16576-4450 36,2 43 342- 2 39 7 100 3 .79
16576 4658 37.7 2, 340- 3 30 8 100 3 .88
16576-4924 37.8 31 338 5 20 20 98 2 .82L
16576-4259 38.1 17 343- 1 35 11 99 2 1.56
16576-4059 38.6 54 345+ 1 54 9 98 2 1.33
16576 4223 39.6 25 344 0 52 9 100 3 2,91L
16576-4520 41.2 21 341- 2 67 8 99 3 ,75
16577-4033 44,3 23 345+ 1 63 10 100 2 .92:
16577-4629 44.4 23 341- 3 30 7 99 3 2.48
16577-4743 44.5 19 340- 4 33 7 102 2 1.27
16577-4144 45.0 34 344+ 0 32 7 100 3 4.97
16577 4028 45,4 59 345+ 1 19 6 98 3 5.00:
16578-4601 48.6 46 341- 3 72 13 98 2 1.69L
16578 4202 48.7 40 344- 0 33 7 t00 3 2,65
16578-4729 51.3 16 340- 3 50! 7 102 2 .79
16578-4516 51,6 7 342- 2 34 3 99 3; 1,21
16578-4620 52,0 40 341= 3 56 10 98 2 .45
16578-4816 52.8 26 339- 4 29 12 102 2 .78:
16578-4254 52.9 25 343- 1 23 6 100 3 7.81
16579-4247 54.6 47 343 1 92 10 101 2 2.97
16579 4504 54.6110 342- 2 38 7 99 3 1.55
16579-4245 55.5 44 344 1 15 5 134 3 2.57
16579 4408 55.6 15 342 32 7 100 3 3.42
16579 4338 59.4 18 343 24 7 100 3 20,63
16580-4257 0.3 29 343 59 7 98 2 .75































Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
32 X1656-438 96 10
2 13 227547 K2 3 65
7 153295 87
5 )C343.0-00.7 I 570
"41 16570-4947 14 9
9
2:5 20 G345.231 85
92 "32 X1656-461 128 9
2 1 32 X1657-406 90 2
2
2 2 5 DC343.0-00.7 231
2 1 32 X1657-406 114 2
8
1 "41 16573-4619 5 7
3 1 32 X1657-415A 78 3
3
2
1 "41 16574-4611 16 3
1 16 08099 24 138
B
1 40 B8 V 2 18 97
2 "41 16575 4600 21 3
3 1 32i X1657-437 12 3
B 1 32 X1657-469 15 11
39 SG 345,2+01.0 86 408
39 TD 344.1-00.0 78 2650









a _ Coords 6MJ SMN 6 O 12 t.¢maa
hm o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
16580-4355 1.9 111343- I 20 7 100 3 3.82
16580--4539 2.3 7 I 341- 2 28 3 99 3 1,37
16580-4640 2.9 15 340- 3 31 7 100 3 ,73
16580--4759 3.2 35 339- 4 49 7 100' 3 ,50L
16580-4242 3.5 42 344- 0 32 7 100 3 1.11
16580-4738 5_2 9 340- 4 36 12 102 2 .90
16581-4212 6.4 45 344- 0 31 7 134 3 4,67:
16581-4907 7.1 52 339-4 36 7 102 2 3.17
16581-4058 7.7 43 345+ 1 28 7 100 3 62.58
16581-4854 8.1 56 339-4 69 9 102 2 .63
16581-4954 8,8 55 338- 5 33 6 102 2 1.45
16581-4000 g,2 43 346+ 1 48 7 99 3 .91
16581-4322 10.1 24 343--1 67 9 98 2 1.00
16581-4236 10,2 29 344-0 = 33 7 100 3 1.94L
18581-4120 10.3 28 345+ 0 31 8 100 3 1.39:
16581-4024 ,10,7 24 345+ 1 58 6 99 3 1,52
16581-4826 11,3 16 339-4 32 5 99 3 1.99
16581-4314 11,4 53 343-1 30 7 100 3 2,14
16582-4429 12,5 21 342-2 26 8 100 3 1,32
16582-4130 13,C 28 345+ 0 54 12 100 3 1,01
16582-4600 13.2_51 341- 3 37 7 99 3 1.68
16582-4441 13.3 6 342- 2 45 7 99 3 1.27
16582-4611 14,8 8 341- 3 70 10 101 2 .55
16582-4753 15.7 38 340- 4 29 9 102 2 3.06
16582-4458 16.3 14 342-- 2 43 6 99 3i 3.63
16582-4159 165 35 344- 0 61 7 100 3 i 2.46L
16582-4232 17.8 35 344- 0 18 6 100 3 1.52
16582-4342 17,8 2 343-1 84 12 98 2 2.50L
16582-4317 17.9 10 343- 1 20 9 98 2 1.04
16582-4452 18,0 12 342-2 26 7 99 3 t.30
16583-4328 20,1 22 343-1 39 8 100 3 1.20
18583-4526 21,0 25 341- 2 33 7 99 3 4.30
16583-4013 22,8 36 346+ 1 51 6 99 3 1,45
16584-4217 25,5 32 344- 0 82 10 97 2 1,21
16584-4225 25,6 11 344- 0 35 7 100 3 1.89
16584-4333 25,7 37 343- 1 36 9 98 2 1,18
16584-4103 26.3 32 345+ 0 35 8 100 3 2.60
16584-4320 26.8 59 343- 1 45 7 100 3 .90
16584--4916 27,0 13 338- 5 22 7 102 2 2.52
16584-4132 27.3 55 345+ 0 34 7 100 3 6,82
16584-4151 28,1 33 344-0 73 8 100 2 1,30
16584-4531 28.4 49 341- 2 24 8 99 3 1.39
16584-4230 28.4 39] 344- 0 29 7 100 3 4,15
16584--4255 28,8 2il 343- 1 25 7 100 3 1.54
16584-4245 29.4 511 344- 1 52 7 98 2 1.20
16585--4350 30.4 39 343-1 41 7 100 3 1.05
16585-4015 31,4 38 346+ 1 33 8 99 3 .62:
16585-4038 31.7 26 345+ 1 45 8 98 2 3,53L
16585-4511 32.9 3 342- 2 31 7 99:3 2.55
16585-4618 33.1 24 341 3 86 21 1100 3 1.33L
16585-4206 33.1 38, 344- 0 27 6 100' 3 1.68
16585-4703 34.1 52 340- 3 41 8 101 2 1.35
16585-4819 34.7 2' 339- 4 50 9 99 3 .73
16585-4341 34.9 15 343- 1 65 9 98 2 .75
16586-4540 36.0 15 341- 2 25 7 98 3 2.48
16586-4304 36.4 18 343- 1 82 9 98 2 ,71
16586-4129 36.9 3 345+ 0 39 9 100' 3 2.79L
t6586-4154 37.4 12 344-0 31 6 100 3 .98
16586-4420 37.9 6 342-2 32 7 100 3 2.25
16586-4142 38.0 32 344+ 0 34 6 100 3 90.78
16586-4047 39.0 45 345+ 1 71 8 99 3 .93
16586-4914 39.8 50 338-5 52 12 102 2 .58
16586-4223 40.4 42 344-0 51 7 100 3 1.77
t6586-4450 40.9 35 342- 2 48 10 99 3 ,51
t6587-4218 42.3 46 344-0 44 8 134 3 1.21L
16587-4422 42,4 35 342- 2 35 6 99 3 4,43
16587-4055 42.5 42 345+ 1 33 7 99 3 1.21
16587-4706 43.6 15 340 3 50 9 101 2 1.07
16587-4051 44,1 17 345+ 1 56 9 100 2 .85:
16587-4309 45,0 5 343-1 38 7 100 3 2.11
16,587-4302 46,6 28 343 1 86 11 98 2 2,28L
16587-4325 47.6 40 343- 1 30 7 100 3 6.85
16587-4442 47.7 59 342-2 46 10 99 3 ,61
16588-4020 48.0 34 346+ 1 30 8 99 3 1.80:
16588-4718 48.3 10 340-3 54 10 99 3 .79
16588-4115 49.3 14 345+ 0 51 7 99 3 2.10
16588-4522 49,8 12 342-2 35 7 99 3 1,51
16588-4413 50,2 0 342-2 78 9 98 2 ,92
16588-4235 50.5 10 344- 1 49 7 100 3 1,17
16588-4138 52.4 34 345+ 0 33 6 100 3 3,02
16589-4622 54.0 43 341- 3 64 11 101 2 ,61L
16589-4812 54.3 57 339- 4 58 8 102 2 1.66
16589-4852 55,3 54 339- 4 67 14 102 2 ,42L
16589-4127 56,0 58 345+ 0 39 6 100 3 2,05
16589 4212 58,1 1 344- 0 44 6 100 3 3,70
16589-4024 58,5 39 345+ 1 37 7 99 3 8,80
16590-4208 0,7 33 344- 0 49 6 100 3 1.30
16590-4226 2,6 50 344 0 25 7 100 3 1,23L
16590-4237 3,1 55 344-1 24 7 100 3 2,36
16590-4320 3.1 47 343- 1 29 10 134 2 .74
16590-4246 3,3 44 344-1 33 7 100 3 127:
16590-4404 3.4 20 343 1 26 6 100 3 1.80
16590 4517 3,6 43 342-2 57 11 99 3 1,78L
16590-4346 4.1 40 343-1 31 6 100 3 2.82
16590-4513 5.8 22 342- 2 24 7 99 3 5.38
16591-4105 6.3 24 345+ 0 19 6 99 3 5.87
16591-4143 6.5 1 344-0 40 6 100 3 4.18
16591-4840 7.5 35 339-4 24 t2 100 3 .32L
16591-4300 8.5 53 343-1 36 9 132 2 .97L
18591-4123 9.2 5 345+ 0 67 9 98 2 2.78L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2;
Flux Density Flags
(Not Co_ Corrected)
25 p,m 60 p.m 100 p-m Flux
(Jmtsky) Uncs
2.25 20.14L 31.38: DD E
.94 12.66L 114.57L DE
.49 7.48L 48.44L CC
.56 1.96L 77.34L C
1.13: 23.89L 627.73L CF
.53 1.83L 92.42L IC D
7.93 13&52 193.13: EDE r
1.20 1.16L 42.63L EC
56.70 11.28 264,21L FEC
.45L .96L 66,23L D
.81 .92L 47,86L BC
.49L 4.71L 81,70L B
.69L 13,05L 148,25L F
1.80 22.46L 167.34L C
10,24 37.71 t55.07L CCD
1.00: 19.03L 213.07L OF
.64 .83L 55.65L BC
2.40 20.27L 227.97L F F
.85 13.96L 208.95L CC
1.02L 22.89L 300.59L C
1.26 7.63L 95.19L CD
.91 17.39L 185.37L CD
1.02L 5.06L 81.87L E
2,23 1.90L 78.46L F F
3,06 10,35L 158.24L DD
2.08 15.53L 307.48L D
1,94: 17.12: 252.04L EFD
.50L 3.98 125.90L D
.56L 5.13L 162.27L D
.76 11,31L 172,79[ CE
1,10 20,81L 372,62L DD
4,10 8.24L 114.57L FD
,51: 3,96L 67,99L BF
1,34L 21,74L 207.83L D
2.46 12.53 290.61L CDD
.80 10.16L 102.95L DE
1,11 16,02L 263.31L CC
1.63 21.01L 395.52L EC
1.36 1.22: 42.76L BCC
4.36 16.22[ 282.69L CC
2,56L 18,59L 272.31L D
.82: 3.01: 114.57L EFD
3.04 15.48L 249.66L BC
2.81 18,87L 229.94L F E
1.56 19.15L 166.22L DF
1.21 16.21L 289,47L FF
1.19: 25.09 62,62L CDC
2.00 16.86L 276.58L E
1,12 12.20L 144.95L BC
1.25L 9.45L 28.86 D
1,01: 10.96L 276.67L CD
.64 3,51L 72.90L FE
,36L 1.05L 56.81L C
1.36L 10.48[ 92,08L D
3.70: 12.66L 82,76 CF F
1.91L 12,12L 188.03L D
2.85 22.89 272,48L CD
1.31 15.89 278.34L CCC
1.17 15,06L 229.37L DE
651.36 3495.11 5237,92 CBCD
.91: 17,06L 283,75L CE
,47L 1.10L 60,06L C
2.43L 20,12L 240,36L C
1,40L 13,27L 176,42L D
1.34 15.70: 166.09L OF
1.30 14.43L 240.11L DE
1.00 15.91L 272.93L CC
,69 8,06L 104.19L CD
.88 9.83L 217.09L DE
3.02 21.34L 434.07L F F
1.12 12.46L 147.88L F
4.16 22.25L 287,00L BC
.61L 13.46L 185.68L ,D
2.75 21.14 193.91L FFF
,43L 8.75L 104,38L D
1,25: 16.14L 295.67L CE
,51: 7.98L 125.83L CD
.63: 7.18L 63.85L DE
3.21L 20.30L 333.81L C
4.23 14.67L 5237.92L E D
.47L 4.63 118.59L E
.70 1.73L 89.13L F E
.80L 1.50 56.09L C
2.16 2Z89L 209,10L ED
2.22L 13.50L 225.63L C
7,18 10.60: 295,94L FFE
2.68L 20.36L 221.35L C
1.64: 20.12 214.03L DD
3,63 10.74L 223.48L FE
.63: 7.70L 115.51L DF
5.43 55,44: 196.89L CDE
,70: 15,12L 27.30 CD D
1,2OL 2.74 127.24L C
1,63: 18,37L 79.46L CF
4,48 8.81L 128,37L FE
2.24 9.08L 227.84L CC
2.37 18.49L 1125.36L CE
.28L 1,33 59,691 C
.74L 6.65 60,09 F E
1.67 18,76L 317.43L E
V L C
3orr A Confusion R S A
3oef R Rags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations














3) Confus,_n Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed E :)urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
350







a 6 lC._OrbdS SMJSMN (00 ]2pro(s) ( ) C) C) ) N
16591-4145 9.3 15 344- 0 75 10 100 3 2.83L
16591-4426 9.6 38 342 2 32 7 100 3 .50
16591-4650 10,0 10 340-3 57 14 98 2 .36L
16591--4447 10.7 2 342-- 2 27 6 99 3 1,29
16591--4309 11.1 41 343-- 1 29 10 98 2 .99
16592-4235 12.1 14 344-- 1 83 7 100 3 1.99L
18592-4648 12.1 15 340- 3 51 10 99 3 .72
16592-4126 13.0 26 345+ 0 37 7 99 3 4.75
16592-4129 13.2 21 345+ 0 47 7 100 3 1.17
16592-4027 16.2 47 345+ 1 32 7 99 3 3.58
16592-4922 16.6 50 338 5 39 10 t00 3 ! .81
16592-4216 17.0 25 344- 0 31 8 99 3 2,05L
16593-4938 18.7 19 338-5 51 13 102 2 .44
16593-4910 18.8 7 339-5 45 15 98 2 .32L
16594-4208 24.1 13 344-0 54 9 100 3 3.22L
16594-4112 24.6 10 345+ 0 21 7 99 3 1.08L
16594-4815 24.7 56 339-4 48 8 102 2 1.65
16594-4256 24.8 48 344-1 36 6 100 3 66.02
16594-4611 24.9 28 341- 3 30 9 101 2 10.34
16594-4250 25.3 16 344-1 47 7 100 3 1.49
16594--4935 25.5 31 343- 1 69 19 98 2 3.00L
16594-4414 26.3 12 343-2 49 10 99 3 .69
16594--4527 26.6 36 342- 2 53 8 101 2 .73
16594-4656 26.7 14 340- 3 31 6 99 3 44.92
16594-4834 26.9 53 339- 4 53 15 102 2 .32L
16594-4137 27.2 38 345-0 22 6i 99 3 1.14
16594-4434 27.6 46 342- 2 46 10 99 3 .94
16594-4652 27.7 31 340- 3 41 8 99 3 1.70
16594-4416 28.2 35 342-2 17 6 100 3 2.75:
16594-4305 29.2 30 343- 1 16 6 99 3 15.00
16595-4833 31.5 44 339- 4 17 9 99 3 .70
16595-4223 31.9 50 344-1 29 7 100 3 2.31
16595-4149 32.2 48 344-0 32 10 100 2 2.40L
16595-4052 32.4 43 345+ 0 36 7 99 3 1.33
16595-4421 33.3 6 342-2 69 20 98 2 1.47L
16595-4019 34.4 26 346+ 1 23 6 130 3 .94
16595-4312 34.8 1 343-1 73 8 100 3 2.78L
16595-4830 34.9 48 339- 4 23 18 98 2 .46L
16595-4050 35.4 33 345+ 0 37 8 99 3 1.01
16595-4327 35.4 57 343 1 45 7 100 3 .96
16596-4351 36.7 25 343-1 41 6 100 3 .92
16596-4957 37.6 16 338-5 19 16 98 2 .25L
16596-4012 37.9 55 346+ 1 36 6 99 3 .79L
16596-4736 38.4 38 340-4 43 7 101 2 27.73
16596-4010 39.6 44 346+ 1 64 13 98 2 .68L
16596-4422 40.1 32 342-2 41 6 100 3 1.02
16597-4947 43.2 20 338- 5 23 4 99 3 1.27
16597-4650 43.2 42 340- 3 58 10 101 2 .65
16597-4539 43.3 43 341- 3 32 7 101 2 3.85
16597-4259 436 29 344-1 21 7 100 3 1.06
16597-4134 43.6 35 345- 0 51 8 97 2 1.44
16597-4703 45.5 50 340-3 28 7 101 2 2.40
16597--4810 45.6 33 339- 4 32 6 99 3 1.08
16597--4159 45.7 57 344-0 61 12 99 2 1.03
16597-4335 46.3 39 343-1 19 6 100 3 3.00
16597-4405 47.4 19 343-2 36 6 100 3 1.35
16598--4156 48.4 2 344-0 30 7 99 3 2.84L
16598-4035 48.7 2 345+ 1 54 6 99 3 1.15
16598-4745 49.4 28 340-4 24 11 98 2 .39L
16598-4521 49.7 17 342-2 53 8 101 2 .86
16598--4207 49.9 45 344- 0 37 7 99 3 1.54
16598--4234 50.7 11 344-1 32 6 100 3 2.76
16598--4117 51.7 45 345+ 0 29 7 99 3 121.98
16598-4642 52.0 5 341- 3 29 7 101 2
16598-4250 52.4 26 344- 1 31 6 100 3
16598-4038 52.5 0 345+ 1 61 9 99 2
16598--4453 52.6 31 342- 2 50 8 101 2
16598--4620 52.6 16 341- 3 53 9 101 2
16598-4401 53.0 42 343- 2 41 6 100 3
16598-4940 53.3 12 338-5 39 8 99 3
16598--4513 53.5 53 342- 2 31 8 101 2
16599-4758 54.7 0 340-4 18 9 99 3
16599--4043 55.0 42 345+ 0 30 6 99 3
16599--4120 55.1 56 345+ 0 31 7 99 3
16599--4501 56.3 8 342- 2 44 7 101 2
16599--4753 57.5 10 340- 4 93 19 98 2
16599--4321 57.6 34 343-- 1 24 6 100 3
16599-4051 57.8 16 345+ 0 52 10 99 3
16599-4517 58.0 54 342-2 23_ 7 139 2
16599-4408 59.5 43 343-- 2 28 8 101 2
16599-4232 59.6 48 344- 1 24 6 100 3
17000--4617 0.9 47 341- 3 32 8 101 2
17000-4730 1.0 41 340- 4 39 17 98 2
17000-4425 1.1 16 342- 2 50 8 101 2
17000-4801 2.9 39 340-4 48 9 99 3
17000-4225 3.2 46 344-1 39 6 100 3
17001-4307 6.3 24 343- 1 25 6 100 3
17001-4129 6.7 12 345- 0 43 8 131 3
17001-4223 7.4 35 344 1 33 10 132 2
17001--4805 7.5 19 340 4 46 9 99 3
17001 4113 7.5 13 345+ 0 27 10 98 3
17001-4446 8.8 56 342-2 34 7 101 2
17001-4337 9.3 8 343--1 76 7 100 3
17001-4824 9.5 13 339-4 42 14 99 3
17002--4159 12.2 22 344-0 30 8 99 3
17002--4418 12.5 57 343 2 63 9 101 2
17002--4248 13.E 55 944 1 45 6 100 3
17002-4404 14.8 26 343-2 36 8 101 2
17002-4031 15.3 21 346+ 1 85 11 100 2
17002-4533 15.9 18 342-3 88 27 99 2
Flux Density
(]Not Color Corrected)

































































1(30 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
Associations
Uncs Coef R Flags"
11.46 329.81L C I B 950042210F
16.81L 232.27L DF BB 0 550000000F 2
1.56 36.08L E G L CJ 76O030000C
2.46 173.55L CFD ACB 0 950000000F! 2 13 227572K0
9.26L 125.33L D AB 960011020F l
24.03L 243.92L D HA 960234410F
8.68L 110.27L C BCMt 750020000C
16.03L 245.48L BC AA G 0 460433741F
14.01 247.91L DFE CACG 9 960323741F
15.23L 262.26L BC AAI 0 270222010F
.88L 39.39L BE BCL 0 9400000008
13.63: 199.12L EE GDAI 570133523F
.70L 45.18L CD BFH 0 9502100008
1.08 9.39: CE J GCD 9500000008
20.36 197.86L E D CDB i 86O048863F
46.12: 234.21L ED FAA 864110234F
1.40L 49.95L C ADD 9401100118
16.27 279.78L CCD AAA 8 961230162F
3.19L 80.05L CD AAC 1 8600100OOF
19.91L 483.95L CE AA 2 950112270F
9.26L 51.86 E J B 670032220F 3
19.51L 234.66L D BG 450010200F
10.57L 127.41L D BB 1 660000000F
131.42 34.36 BBED AAAA 3 872030000C 74
1.33 67.86L D K D 9400200008
661.58 1125.36 DDFF BAAA 0 942131322F 1
19.09L 210.65L C AE F 950111113F 8
9.62L 91.76L B AC L 850040011C
7.55L 158.17L BC AA 0 461030120F
17.33L 31.85: DD E AAGC 8 970122130F
1.08L 48.14L B AHHJ 9400200008
25.01L 489.06L CF AAFG 2 962204540F
24.88 686.53L F FD 950221331F 2
17.26L 344.92L CD AB 2 660011031F
7.34L 23.48 E CFB 980021220F
10.20 162.75L CED ABBJ 8 370422323F 2
4.25: 356.39L DD ECA 940001000F 4
1.14 31.70L D F J 9500200008
17.31L 271.28L CD BB 1 670121031F
20.83L 326.37L DD BB 0 740100000F
15.64L 304.41L CE AC 0 650113212F
.88 23.80L C F B 9501100308 4
160.95 528.19 BDC CAAA 0600100200
7.81 64.26L BBF AAA 1 9501000008
4.45L 50.45L D C 1800100200
20.29L 194.19L CF BCL 0 96O031120F
.81L 27.35L BE ABJ 7 9500101008
8.42L 118.9OL F AB 750020011C
8.38L 89.44L CD AALG 0 960000000F
17.33L 425.43L C ADC 0 950010211F
16.19L 1125.36L DE AA 0 940421431F
5.80L 87.37L F F AA 9 650000000C
.81L 62.42L EC AB 8 9401201008
19.30L 686.53L D C , 850025111F
18.22L 328.90L F F AAF 9 i 750032210F
8.26L 208.70L CD AAB 0 ; 651120142F
232.87: 686.53 CDE EDDC 0 195F136334F
17.77L 343.35L DE AA B 9 460220010F
1.31 14.61 DF E FC 9601000018
8.64L 84.92L FF BB 5 ' 660110011F
23.82L 397.07L DE ABCL 0 651014342F
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
3 1 32 X1659-414
3
2
1 13 227579 K0
2 "41 16593-4611
1 "41 16596-4539
3.48L 222.09L 961.22: C F BJ GO 950215343F
3
8
3 2 20 G344.406
C 1 32 X1658-425
214.83L BCE AAA 0 ! 863130300F 24 2 1 32 X1659-41278.81 23.02
1.76 .95 8.81L 99.88L CD ACE 0 650000000C
5.28 3.59 17.29L 362.41L BC AAD 1 950120120F 4
1.59 1.01L 17.71L 248.58L D A D 460221041F
1.50 .70L 10.23L 135.22L C A B 560000000F
.43L .85 3.62 120.78L E D EAC 550010100F
1.00 .59L 8.49L 231.64L C A B 650020020F
.58 .30L .58L 51.57L B CD 9401000008
1.26 .54: 8.74L 6O.60L DF AC 0 26O110000F
.83 .62 .82L 52.55L BF BA 3 9401200008
6.77 3.38 21.78L 114.53L BC AAGG 0 570212231F 2
4.78 3.42 16.57L 212.61L DE AA 9 76O110300F 2
1.09 .62 5.91L 133.27L DE AB 1 460010000F
.59L .43L 1.02 41.60L C K F 9501100008
7.21 4.23 21.32L 335.55L CC AA 2 840010020F
1.01L 2.20L 15,18 231.22L D J C C060021031F
17.05 11.93 8.69L 87.78L F F AAA 9 160120011F
4.98 3.03 18.49L 8090L OD AANH 7 570120222F 8
1.22 13.45: 243.39L 864.30: DC E BDGD 1 948214343F C 2 20 G343.926
3.60 6.83 5.20L 121.66L FF AAC 9 740020410F 2
.27L .26L 1.81 31.03L D F HD 6600000108
2.38 1.33 14.50L 143.10L DE AB 1 960021120F
.51 .35L .84L 52.25L B BA 9400200108
2.60 .98 17.06L 282.57L CE AB 8! 86Ol11550F
1.96 2.73 24.58L 318.45L EE AAG 9 950100000F
2.31L 1.27 8.68: 163.48L FF CBG 960120253F
.90L 37 5.35L 828.43L F CDDB 740133560F 21
.64 .29L .95L 63.30L C BI 9401300108
2.32L 2.77L 16.61 227.23L E L CDD 860311053F 2
4.80 2.05: 7.04L 150.64L FE AA 0 660110000F
1.54 .96: 20.14L 224.38L CD AB 2 85002220OF 3
.46L .26L 2.71 35.85L D GC 6401110318
1.17L 1.31 11.0OL 686.53L E ECE 0 950124605F 3
1.79 1.01L 15.25L 150.69L D BB 7 460012110F
1.39 2.22 19.66L 312.92L DC AA 0 950241300F
1.85 1.22 16.89L 179.66L DE AA 4 750120100F
12.05L 9.45L 8.09 202.64L E B 370220100F
1.14L 1.27L 10.71L 40.52 E F D 570111000F
1 14 227-SC 30C
2
1 "41 17001-4532



















a (_) Coords SMJ SMN 0 NO_ 12 p.m8ohm. o , (s) I b (') (") (')
17002-4633 17.5 35 341- 3 54 7 101 2 1.28
17002-4030 17.8 47 348+ 1 22 6 99 3 12.05
17003--4445 18.0 59 342- 2 55 9 101 2 4.80L
17003-4144 18.7 0 345-0 21 7 99 3 1.74:
17003--4815 19.3 28 339- 4' 36 14 98 3 .27L
17003-4457 19.7 47 342-2 41 7 100 3 .80:
17003-4420 19.8 60 343- 2 27 8 101 2 3.47
17003-4722 20.4 5 340- 4 49 11 99 3 .41
17003-4908 21.1 17 339-5 70 7 98 2 .31
17003-4322 21.2 22 343- 1 26 11 98 2 7.21L
17003-4215 22.3 5 344-- 1 36 7 100 2 3.27
17003-4136 22.9 31 345- 0 34 8 99 3 2.60L
17003-4334 23.6 41 343- 1 20 6 100 2 10.98
17004-4438 24.0 12 342- 2 29 7 101 2 3.56
17004-4133 24.3 50 345-0 36 7 99 3 12.38
17004-4235 25.0 54 344-1 41 8 98 2 .56L
17004-4119 25.3 49 345+0 21 86 _11 3; 128.0917004-4536 26.3 49 342- 3 31 i 1 1.06:
17004-4253 26.7 56 344- 1 28 _ 6 100 3 2.35
17004-4621 29.0 53 341- 3 28 7 101 2 1,81
17004-4807 29.7 14 340-4 36 5 99 3 20.83
17005-4315 31.4 53 343-1 55 7 100 2 t.29
17005-4150 31.5 34 345- 0 30 7 99 3 3.02L
17005--4152 32.9 57 345- 0 19 6 90 3 1.51
17005-4156 33.0 17 344-0 40 6 99 3 3.84L
17005-4327 33.1 30 343- 1 44 7 100 2 3.04
17005-4631 33.4 43 341- 3 42 9 101 2 .43L
17006-4223 37.7 53 144- 1 19 6 100 3 3.03
17006-4858 37.9 29 339- 5 27 18 102 2 .66L
17006-4510 38.3 24 342- 2 83 9 !101 2 .78
17006-4037 38.9 10 346+ 0 87 8 _ 99 3 1.83
17006--4100 39.7 31 345+ 0 26 8 99 3 1.84
17006--4408 39.8 15 143-- 2 39 8 101 2 1.66
17006-4215 40.0 44 344- 1 33 6 99 3 29.91L
17006-4010 40.8 23 348+ 1 93 9 100 2 .62
17006-4031 41.2 37' 346+ 0 50 13 99 2 1.48
17006-4251 41.4 13 344-1 54 8 100 2 1.21
17007-4140 42.6 18 345- 0 89 14 97 2 2.24L
17007-4354 42.8 44 343- 2 27 9 101 2 1.26
17007-4823 42.9 11 339- 4 15 5 99 3 64.72
17007-4606 44.3 10 141- 3 66 7 101 2 .90
17007-4312 44.7 10 343-1 53 8 100 2 1.11
17007-4247 44.8 51 344- 1 41 7 100 2 3.64
17007-4259 45.2 22 344- 1 48 6 100 2 1.42
17008-4544 48.4 46 341- 3 30 8 101 2 1.47
17008-4121 49.8 21 345- 0 41 6 99 3 7.29L
17008-4144 50.8 15 345- 0 41 7 99 3 1.46
17008-4418 51.0 33 343-2 22 8 100 3 .57
17008--4040 51.0 18 345+ 0 32 6 98 3 68.38:
17008-4115 51.1 8 345-0 39 7 99 3 3.14
17008--4054 51.3 57 345+ 0 19 6 99 3 3.61
17008-4631 51.4 31 341- 3 26 8 101 2 1.66
17008-4433 51.4 5 342-2 26 6 99 3 1.01
17008-4332 51.5 34 343-1 64 9l 100 2 1.05
17008-4933 51.5 13 338-5 2215! 98 2 .25L
17008-4218 52.1 13 344-1 48 7 99 3 4.31
17008-4558 52.3 53 341-3 57 7 101 2 .84
17008-4112 53.8 7 345+0 42 7 99 3 2.68
17009-4346 55.4 53 343-2 29 8100 2 1.26
17009-4058 56.7 42 345+0 51 9 99 3 4.11L
17009-4220 56.8 20 344-1 24 6 99 3 16.59
17009-,26 57.430 343-2 31 11 992 .74
17009-4154 57.5 29 345--0 33 6 99 3 7.44
17009-4648 57.7 31 341- 3 39 6 99 3 1.02
17009-4245 58.1 59 344- 1 57 ! 7 100 2 1.49
17009-4352 59.4 54 343- 2 51 8 t00 2 1.18
17009-4117 59,7 21 345- 0 23 6 99 3j 2.33
17009-4042 59.9 19 345+0 25 6 99 3, 55.97
170t0-4129 0.8 29 345-0 55 11 98 2! 2.21L
17010-4925 3.3 50 339-5 25 5 99 3 10.07
17010-4403 4.4 37 343--2 , 7100 3 1.16
17010-4848 5.1 24 339-5 56 9 99 3 .70
17010-4423 5.2 21 343--2 43 91012 1.26
17010--4323 5,5 52 343-1 40 8 100 2 94.95
17010-4547 5.7 38 341- 3 52 5 99 3 1.12
17011-4136 6.5 22 345-0 20 6 99 3 18.74
17011- 4446 6.5 67 342- 2 57 9 101 2 .91
17011-4853 7.1 13 339- 5 93 10 101 2 .35
17011-4817 7.5 34 339- 4 18 5 99 3 4.07
17011-4806 8.(; 9 340- 4 15 4 99 3 3.88
17011-4829 8.2 15 339- 4 23 5 99 3 18.47
17011-4232 8.3 23 344-1 50 7 100 2 2.45
17011-4343 8.e 31 343-2 30 6 100 3 72.94
17011-4035 9.5 29 346+ 0 22 7 99 3 2.58L
17011-4307 9._ 8 344-1 32 8 100 2 3.59
17011-4953 10.1 39 338-5 31 3 100 3 .26:
17011-4743 10.7 23 340- 4 _ 52 8 98 2 .38
17011-4941 '11.3 36 338--5 24 5 99 3 1.54
17012-4240 12.731 344--1 55 8 100 2 1.16
17012-4009 14.8 7 346+ 1 21 7 99 3 7.16
17012-4406 15.1 58 343--2 29 7 100 3 .68
17012-4612 16.2 42 341- 3 26 7 99 3 .62
17012-4138 16.3 46 345-- 0 30 7 99, 3 1.29
17012-4709 16.3 36 340--4 30 5 99 3 1.45
17012--4230 16,7 54 344-1 25 8 100 2 .76
17012-4525 18.8 56 342- 3 53 8 101 2 ,70
17012-4518 17.6 58 342- 3 28 7 101 2 1.43
17013-4203 18.5 23 344-1 40 8 100 2 1.89L
17013-4338 19.0 29 343-2 37 6 100 3 2.16
17013-4918 19.8 52 339- 5 36 9 99 3 .92
"Confus_n Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 Fm lO0 y.m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.59L 8.80L 95.97L E
9.45 15.98L 202.21L BC
2.64 2.66L 158.09L D
2.40 21.80L 131.39L CC
.34L 2.28 23.53 O D
.63 10,42L 128.42L EF
4.14: 15.80L 176.25L CD
.29L 5.99L 109,63L D
.28L ,71L 26.21L C
4.23L 3,65 26,73: EE
262.82L 2249.79L 278,73L D
2,16: 20.05 254.62L DD
6.45 10.21L 236.12L FF
1.84 6.28L 118.60L CD
6.33 21.09L 255.09L BC
.76 11.62L 133.15L F
322.62 373.11 198.70L BCF
.67 t.92L 104.98L DE
.93 26.28L 309.33L CE
2.28 9.03L 115.87L BC
12.60 2.23 73.89L BCD
.52L 26.87L 306.95L D
1.35 41.24L 377.98L E
1.80: 41.24 98.42: DEED
2.24 65.84L 274.94L E
3.70 18.92L 242.26L F F
1,31 3.15: 88.96L DD
32.31 355.12: 913.06: DCED
.56L 1.18L 12.10 E
.39L 12.12L 146.33L D
3.30L 17.90L 18227.20L F
2.53 14.69L 210.57L CC
2.00 17.17L 178.07L DE
262.82 2249.79 4530.07: C F D
.49L 8.81L 83.14L C
9.45L 9.41L 220.10L E
1.49 28.28L 390.76L F F
1.83L 8.34 188.22L E
.72L 18.10L 210.18L D
48.16 7.51 54.76L BBC
.57: 9.37L 128.30L F F
1.04: 21.34L 255.19L FE
2.94 26.70L 351.50L DE
1A3 29.49L 328.15L DE
.83 11.65L 132.87L DE
7.09 20.14L 347.70L D
1.94 16.83L 309.28L DE
1.41L 18.32L 219.85L C
539.11 2713.18: 18227.20L BBF
2,84 75.43L 347.70L CC
3.33 6.34: 213.84L CCD
.89: 6.94L 79.61L CD
.64 14.25L 123.07L DF
.75L 23.00L 261.37L D
.41L 1.77 14.91: DE
3.85L 2249.79L 106.63L C
.75L 9.52L 133.92L F
1.45 19.57L 347.70L CD
.85L 18.96L 228.34L D
1.52L 10.11 244.53L C
16.40 26.65L 284.01L BD
.67: 15.24L 128.32L F F
86.38 65.84 260.01L BBD
.87 6.99L 97.73L F D
3.03L 31.37L 358.47L D
.83: 18.83L 232.29L F F
1.82 75.43 347.70 C DE D
521.92 5607.64: 18227.20S CBDF
1,88 39.10L 395,84L E
4,67 .81 39.67L BBC
.65: 7.20L 229.40L DE
.38L .78L 39.65L C
.79L 18.63L 177.78L F
60.28 10.68 260.29L FFD
.36L 9.68L 153.69L C
14.41 129.47L 187.35L BC
1.63L 14.46L 168.73L D
.46L ! 1.03L 54.38L C
2.02 3.54 23.66 CCCF
1.69 .64L 57.33L B B
10.89 2.15 60.92L BEC
1.28: 30.02L 476.94L CE
47.56 8,45 238ALL BBC
3.37L 50,52 247,62L D
1.77 26.10L 260.03L CE
.25L .92: 8,71 C DD
.39L 1.51L 87.88L C
.74 .61L 26.28L BC
1.11 26.99L 305.09L DF
17.30 27.16 140.94 BBCC
1.57L 4.02 145.33L D F
.42L 7.20L 121.18L B
3.72L 19.41L 421.13L D
1.01 .95L 33.02L BC
2.99L 32.28L 475.55L D
.87L 3.99L 139.32L C
,63: 12.62L 142.37L DE
3.91 38.29 161.96L EE
1.41 15.64L 255.60L CC
.52 .63L 41,89L CC
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbccing Hours
P-lags
V L
C.orr A Confusion R S
Coef R Flags* S 2
AD 780011210C 2
AAC 9 ! 370110100F
_A 660010000F
D_ D 0 970222233F 1
CEC 9501101208
BB 9 4600 IO000F





C C 960342542F 3 20
AAF 9 750012200F 3
AA F 1 860010030F
AA 3 960451533F
De 860011220F
AAAC 8 862021230F 8
BBG 5 660011000F







A A 9 750020000F
CC 560022210C 2
BBDB 0 648014330F 2 2 20
F B 9605021438 D 1 32
AE 250100010F 1 13
B F 410153443F E
BA 2 570031120F
AAD 1 650011101F 8











AA.B 8 750134323F 3
A A, 8 961023410F 2
B3 D 8 961110002F
BDI 550011010F
A-3BA 5 419253333F E 2 20
AJ, K 1 960135330F 6
AAD 3 470031240F 2




A "3G C 470023230F 3
A = 950110020C
A a, 2 860222441F 2
A ,3 850020000F
.3D 360020320F 2






C3CB 0 964055630F 6 1 32
A_AA 4 411233333F E 2 20
H 3 B B 960230353F




A_A 9 650000000F 28
B ME F 950122222C 3
A_EA 4 960242430F 13
B .3 560010000F
C _ 8401100108
A_EB 8 9542113408 2 1 32
A_I 3 9500100008 1 23
A_,AJ 9 840100020829
A _, K 1 650211132F 4
A_A 4 850030100F
Ba, B 8 273144200F
A A 4 750334010F 1
EDFB 9680O0O0O8
C E 5401200118
A =_ F 2 9500111218
A a, 4 750110000F
A_AD 3 1701043660 B
CBC 650022010F
CDK 94020(X)00C 161C 960142430F 1 ,
A&FE 0 3500100208 4
B C F 650223133F 4
B H EJ 750132232C 6 1 32
AC 2 250110000F
H CC I 864423335F




# T Name Type Ma 8
G344,703 37
227593 MA 2 85
G344.115 33
X1700-489 146 13







08150 M0 9 115
X1701-454 88 E







a iC_3orbds SMJ SMNh"m. 8, (,) <_) ("> (")(.0)N
17013--4256 21.819 344-1 51] : 100 2! .9817013--4430 22.5 53 343- 2 100 2 2.17:
17014-433524.1 2_,3-2 251 _1_ _! 1.5517014-412924.424 345- 0 42 2._,17014_48 26.047339_541 14 98 .5o,
17014_421228.48 ,4_1 34 50717014_411326.655345_026 .oo o 13917014_412227011345-0,, 6 993 212
17014-4342 29,3 22 343-2 18 78 90_9 31 3.81:1 5 .8 3 5 - 0 38 1 33.57
17015-433030.217343-1 371 _ 100_I 10.60
17015-4106 31.5 41 345- 0 18 I u 131 o 1.19:
17015-4808 32.7 47 340- 4 43 9 99 3 .59
17015--4700 33.8 3 341-4 77 8 101 2, .38
17015--4302 34.4 41 344- 1 24 6 99 3 1.24
17015--4116 34.5 26 345-0 83 12 100 2 4.19L
17015-4532 35.2 20 342- 3 42 8 99 3 .57
17015-4054 35.3 4 345+ 0 51 1_ 98 i 2.95L
17015-4900 35.7 45 339- 5 23 99 2.70
17016-4646 36.4 55 341- 3 58 i 10 101 .31
I
17016-4605 36.4 9 341-3 29 7139 3 .28L
17016-4442 36.4 11 342-2 54 8 101 2, .62
17016-4419 37.0 11 343-2 35 9 100 21 2.03L
17016-4629 37.0 41 341- 3 44 15 98 2 .28L
17018-4234 373 6 344-1 36 7 134 2 1.53
17016-4245 37.6 52 344-- 1 22 8 100 2 2.3617016--4242 37.848 344--1 32 9100 1.28L
17016-4226 38,2 24 344--1 75 7100 21 1.29
17016-4522 38.335 342-3 34 6 98 3' 12.61
17016-4758 38.3 28 340-4 36 9 99 3 ,66
I
17016--4124 38.8 59 345-0 31 7 100 21 3.10:
17016-4306 39.0 32 344- 1 55 7 99 3 1.03
17016-4205 40.4 24 344- 1 41 9 100 2 1.89
17016-4551 40.8 16 341- 3 18 11 100 3 .67L
17016-4321 41.0 3 343--1 27 7 100 2 4.99
17016-4838 41.1 52 339--5 35 9 99 3 .55
17017-4713 42.2 23 340--4 62 8 99 3 .45
17017--4712 443 34 340- 4 60 13 98 2= .48L
17017--4017 45.043346+0 34 6,31 1.84
17017--4726 46.4 18 340- 4 69 1221101 .46L
7017-4827 46.6 9 339- 5 71 12 98 2 .35L
17017-4615 47.1 43 341- 3 72 10 98 2 .27L
17017-4811 47.3 58 340- 4 47 8 99 3 .69
17018-4127 49.9 22 345--0 35 71002 8.34
17018-4136 51.0 5 345- 0 31 6 100 212.672517018--4706 53.3 39 341-4 9 98 3 .72 .60
17019--4012 54.4 44 346+ 0 51 8 99 21 1.40L .78
17019-4725 55.7 14 340- 4 27 5 99 3 .98 .63
17019-4333 56.5 40 343-2 47 9 100 2 2.82 2.41
17019-4055 56.5 58 345+ 0 43 7 100 2 1.48 1.28
17019-4427 56.7 13 343-2 29 6 100 3 .65 1.21L
17019-4220 56.8 54 344- 1 43 I 12 97 21 3.08L 2.04L
17019-4428 59.5 10 343-2 66 I 14 97 2 1.54L 1.54L
17019--4354 59.6 35 343--2 30 9 100 2 2.64 1.48
7019-4241 59.7 19 344-1 69 I 10 97 2 2.14L .66L
17020--4218 0"61125 344--1 34 I 6 99 3 12.20 7.2617o2o-4,_3 1.o 338-5 34 5 1003 3.88 1.76
17020--4308 1.2 40 344- 1 43 ' 6 100 2i 1.02 .79
17020-4352 2.1 15 343-2 34 9 100 2 1.44L 2.22
17020-4207 2.5131 344- 1 43 11 99 2 3.42L 2.05L
17020-4801 2.9 17 340-4 26 5 99 3 2.95 1.76
_7020-4117 3.1 51 345- 0 21 7 99 2 2.78L 4.56
17020-4112 3,9 31 345--0 37 7 100 2 2.56 1.61
17021-4018 6.4 47 346+0 23 7 99 2 4.54: 3.06
17021--4730 6.5 36 340-4 50 13 98 2 .43L .27L
17021-4528 8.5 14 342- 3 35 11 99 3 .55L .28L
17021-4447 8.7 11 342- 2 30 6 98 3 1.79 1.26
17021-4032 8.8 41 346+ 0 $0 7 99 2 2,37 1+74
7021-4342 9.5 39 343-- 2 36 9 100 2 1.57 1.39L
17021-4639 9.g 4 341- 3 31 5 98 3 4.39 2.08
17021--4000 10.9 18 346+ 1 43 6 99 3 1.12 1.07
17021--4133 111.1 29 345-0 30 7 97 2 4.88: 5.11
17021--4223 12.C 16 344- 1 , 74 8 97 2 .77 .61
17022-4938 12.4 16 339-- 5 55 18 98 2 .25L .25L
17022--4325 12.5 53 343-- 2 44 8 10_o 2 1.31 1.00
17022-4456 12.5 11 342- 2 75 . =o 13 1.12 1.62L
17022-4811 19.6 22 340- 4 30 9 99 3 .46 .25L
17022-4623 14.1 10 341- 3 27 5 96 3 .28L 1.14
17022--4404 14.2 8 _ 343- 2 30 6 100 I 3 4.97 3.04
17022-4150 14.7 52 345-- 1 30 7 97 2 1.09: 1.70i
17022-4303 17.7 22 I 344- 1 59 8 100 2 1.34 .71:
17022--4146 17.7 23 345-- 1 22 6 99 3 6.83 3.99
17023--4130 16.1 6 I 345-0 27 7 100 2 7.76 10.26
17023-4349 19.4 3'343-U Z 24 7 100 3 .78: 1.78
17023-4844 19.5 52 339- 5 43 12 99 3 .25L ! .27L
17023-4441 21.5 20 342-2 70 7 100 3 1.02 .73:
; 207, 1303217023_42461.534344_128 117023-4821 21.6 10 340- 5 47 30
6117023-4,82186o341-433 5, 3 99 2.92
17023-4314 21.8 54 344- t 42 8 I 100 2 1.43 1.44
17023-4941 22.3 33 338- 5 54 9 99 3 .61 .25L
17024-4950 24.3 171 338-5 32 12 98 2 .28L .63L
17024 4037 24.7 111 346+ v 28 7 99 2 4.26: 50.34
17024-4656 25.0 14 341-4 48 9 98 3 .57 .41L
17024-4133 26.2 55 345-0 35 12 100 2 3.90L 5.11L
17024-4003 27.6 26 346+ 0 25 7 99 2 4.75 2.12
17024-4910 28.4 12 339-5 40 9,100 3 .76 .47
17024-4106 29.0 39 345- 0 56 81100 2 1.67 1.51:
17025-4413 30.2 29 343- 2 25 6J 100 3 2.75 1.48
17025-4012 30.4 53 346+ 0 40 6 99 2 7.78 5.49
Flux Density Flags
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
V L C
100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 pm
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flag,*
.82: 27.20L 267.65L DE BB 0 760011200F 2
1.31 19.88L 118.26L FF AA 9 760113200F
1.67 20.75L 261,02L F F BA g 85002CNOOOF
2.34 39,10L 7027.67L D AF 920042330F
25L 1.46 12.59L D N EE 7601201238 C
2.64 26.90L 3.48.51L CO AA I 1 550300010F
1.59L 10.37L 347.70L C BBGG 960140351F 6
1.28: 3669.06L 7027.67L CD AB 0 920144320F
3.01: 1.90 175.63L FFE AAB 9 85Ol10100F
25.11 16.6OL 249.32L BC AAF 1 960213230F 01
4.14 16.38L 268.24L BC AAD 0 5501100OOF 1 1 V6025CO
5.94 73.33L 258.27: FD E DAAB 2 86F223321F 3
.37L .90L 64.83L B B E 9400200008 1 23 OCL 0986
.65L 1.62L 93.13L C 8J _ 4501000008 1 13 227604 82
.66 2.21: 335.33L DDF BCCH 8 650034200F 3
2.41L 9.21 334.14L E BBF 960121111F
.40L 10.52L 113.58L C B G 960010120(; 4
1.28L 24.73 18227.20L E C B E 410463324F 8
1.62 .52L 27.45L BD AA 6 6401100228
,33L 1.99L 86.66L C O 3500000008
.85 4.58L 123.57L D J GCG 950231340C 2 2 40 B2 II 1
.63: 6.47L 111.55L DE BB 1 860010000F
1.57 15.53L 120.64L E AA 560101110F
.28L 3.08 31.68: CE El HE 5601022128 2 1 32 X1701-464
2.66L 28.65L 280.22L D A8 G 560203044F 5
1.43 29.66L 289.50L DE AAG 1 660321034F 4
.98 29.40L 287,02L E AA 660120000F
1.07: 14.41L 235.70L EE ACC 0 6601110OOF
15.49 4.12L 150.97L FF AACF 9 250321321F 2
.37: .67L 58.42L CD BC 2 8501000108
241.04: 3669.06 7027.67 DCDE AAAA 0 924042232F
2.58L 23.69L 394.32L C ACG 6501242OOF 3
3.78: 38.29L 303.55L EE AAFB 0 760322533F I
.33L 3.81: 36.44 DE EEEB 978110042C I
6.14 17.20L 283.28L FF AA 9 250210010F
.25L .71L 40.10L C B C 7400000008
.31L 1.56L 93.52L C BFD 3400100208 4
.31L 1.78 39.67L D C 3500100108
2.14 11.59 67.06L BCF AAB 0 0842223100
.58L 1.99 91.24L C H B E C 3402214338
.30L 1.11 7.80L C GJCD 5600000008!
.27: 1.85 16.95: EDF KI AC 670200110C
.36L 1.00L 77.93L B BFKE 8300200008 1 23 OCL0986
94.53 3669.06L 7027.67L CC DBAB 0 924132232F 11
8.85 24.16L 241.80L CD AA 0 960122100F
I
A 1 32 X1701-474
1.02L 86.71L BD Be 2501000008
e.58L 120.49L _ DBCE 11702243330 31,69L 14,79: D E ABI E O 3601214338 A 1 32 X1701-474
19.86L 198.27L CD AA 0 550100010F
24.73L 262.94L F F AA F 9 _ 460443414F 8
7.69L 121.29L C BD G 96011100OF
4.38 71.72L E BD 470240022F C I
2.57 90.29L E D 860111001F
20.98L 211.74L EE AA 0 650220000F 1 14 278-PN 1 PI
6.36 69.82L F CB 570221100F I
27.10L 265.36L BC AAB 4' 460220032F C I
1.05L 34.10L CD AAC 9 9500210008
18.34L 263.16L DF BB 0 550025010F
22.27L 218.71L E A 650121000F 2 14 278--PN 1 PI
23.46 222.00L F I HB 760410101FI
.89L 48.84L CD AA 9 8500101008 1 23 OCL0986
56.80: 225,37L DF GAAD 960310110F
216.97L DE BBC 1 960326321F 3 I10.13L
10.72: 64.47L CCD AAE 0 0800233210
1.13 26.50L C J E 3601224438 A 1 5 DC340.2-04.1
4.40 98.32L E F J D 660000030C 1 39 CC341-02.7
13.68L 176.78L CD AA 9 650100000F
16.39L 210.52L!F F AA 9 470421322F
23.39L 250,01L D A F 550120020F
1.04L 64.09L,DC AA 8 4500000008
3.62L 50.38L DD BBG 3 2801201000
13.12L 170.42L DE AABG 0 g70133233F
10.86L 104.09LiDF BB 0 470231111F
.83 8.58L D HB 9500210108
24.64L 211.13LIF F AB 9 550110010F
11.63L 171.60L!C BCG 1 550100020F
.71L 63.76L BCC B 73001000084.13 77,01L I B B 650000200C
13.2OL 135.89L BC AAK 7 660121130F
14.33L 171.65LIE F BC D 0 970435660F
8.92L 320.47L DF ADD 5 950010000F
16.53L 204,37L F F AA 9 960336790F
23.47L 250.96L CO AAL 0 960224155F
22.46L 232.92L DE BAC 650223022F
1.55 8.59: CD GDB 650000010811.92L 195.5 L,CD BB 0 7 1 F
20.23L 35282L F F AAH 9 450211101F
.75L 49.23Li D D 6400002008
.90L 86.21L' BB ;AA 2 3500000108
26.26L 227.80L F F IAA 9 950212020F
.58L 41.82L D BI 9400200108
.97 5,91 CD LGEB 8700000108
642.82: 1069.46: CCFE ECEB 4 450332322F
.94L 96.91L C BC 3500000008
13.12 144.32L E ABCH 970133133F
18.25L 210.52L DE AA 0 670031110F
.56L 34.46L BC BA 0 8300000008
21.21L 264.95L OF CDFG 0 760210000F
18.21L 209.03L BC AAK 0 550042010F
17.66L 238.57L CD AA 2 470110000F
Sop

















1 20 G344.780 97
1 1 32 X1702-415 88
8
2 13 227616 B0 15 8E
353
Right Ascension: 17hO2=30"-17h03m35 '
Position (1950)
t H
Name Galactic Uncertmnty C
a # Coords SMJ SMN 8 O
ham _ (s) C) i b C) C) (') N
17025--4209 30.6, 345- 46 100!2992040 ,1.1 _ 166 gI 346+
17025-4520 31.8 8 342-3 53 13 97 2
17025-4220 321 18 344- 1 28 7 100 2
17025-4418 32.2 54 343-2 27 6 100 3
17025-4510 32.8 31 342-3 23 6 100 3
17025-4023 33.3 48 346+0 27 6 _ 217025-4904 34.3 8 339-5 44 1 !
17025-4719 35.2 49 340-4 31 4 99 3
17026-4402 36.2 46 343 2 33 6 99 3
17026-4528 36.6 59 342-3 28 12 97 3
17026-4542 36.9 55 342-3 57 10 98 3
17026-4703 37.5 32 34t-4 42 9 99 3
17026-4425 37.6 36 343-2 54 7 100 3
17026-4415 37.6 54 343- 2 43 10 100 2
17026--4053 38.3 44 346- 0 25 6 99 3
17026-4157 39.4 10 345-- 1 36 7 100 2
17026--4727 39.7'52 340-4 40 11 99 3
17026-4559 39.7 15 341- 3 58 10 99 2
17026-4533 39.8 48 342--3 28 5 98 3
17026-4241 39.6 46 344-- 1 33 8 100 2
17026-4202 40.5 29 345- 1 28 8 100 2
17026--4710 40.9'41 341- 4 36 9 99 3
17026--410341.4[40345--085101002
17026-4008 41.4 37 346+ 0 20 6 99 2
17026-4932 41.6 47 339-- 5 24 i 99 317027-4614 43.4122 341-3 22_7 , 99 317027-4523 43.8 12 342--3 98 3
17027-4409 44.0l ; 343-2 27 6 100 317027-4001 44.55 346+ 58 7 99 2
17027--4617 46.8 59 341-3 45 10 99 3
17027-4309 46.8 56 344-1 45 6 99 3
17027-4100 47.1 60 345-0 56 6 99 3
17028-4327 48.4,50 344--2 26 6 99 3
17028-4806 48.7123 340--4 45 10 99 3
17028--4045 48.849 346+0 26 6 99 3
17028--4050 49.6,47 346--0 37 8 99 3
17028-4056 51.1 !35 345-0 57 7 99 317028--4631 51.9 57 341-4 42 14 99 3
17028-4410 52.1 20 343-2 76 7 100 3
17028-4118 53.4 7 345- 0 41 7 100 2
17028-4913 53.7 54 339- 5 33 5 99 3
17029-4111 55.2 2 345-0 47 7 100 2
17029-4733 57.1 5 340- 4 _¢_j 9 99 317029-4446 57.7 7 342-- 2 6 100 3
17029-4026 58.9 28 346+ 0 34 7 99 2
17029-4958 59.2 43 338-6 52 10 100 2
17030--4102 0.7 16 345-0 45 8 100 2
17030-4246 0.8 6 344- I 35 6 99 3
17030--4820 1.9 10 340- 5 22 8 99 3
17030--4056 1.g 33 346- 0 41 7 99 3
17030--4850 2.5 31 339-5 32 11 1_{_ 317030-4106 2._ 345- 0 51
17030-4320 2.9 27 344--2 46 6 99 3
17030-4249 3.8 53 344-- 1 48 8 97 2
17030-4430 4,6 26 343-- 2 26 6 100 3
17031_,0376, 346+02917031-4838 69 339- 5 I 76 1= 1
17o3,-4559 _:_17 342- 3 650 1-4159 42 5-1 31 100.
17031--4627 9._1 17 341-3 40 7 97 2
17031--4543 10.4 15 342-3 31 6 98 317032_4224, 71, 344_140 6993
17032_41221330345-046 ; 1 1217032_4 013.9 3,_1 49 .317032_475514.07340_428 8993
1, 2_461314.543340-5 46 917032-4355 14.6 5 343- 2 75 8
17032-4400 14.9 51 343-2 74 12 98 2
17032--4617 16.4 43'341-3 25 5 98 3
17032--4019 17.8 20 346+0 39 16 99 '3
17033 4612 18.6 48 1341- 3 29 5 98 3
17033-4821 18.6 47 ' 340- 5 43 9 99 3
17033-4025 18.717 346+0 27 8 99 2
17033-4408 19.1 14 343-2 42 6 99 3
17033-4232 19.2 40 344-1 36 6 99 3
17033-4119 19.3 51 345-0 23 7100 2
17033-4035 19.8 53 346+0 30 7 99 217033_41647345_149 9100,2
17033-4147 20.8 60 345-- 1 51 99712
96j17o33_4756 o93 340-I 57 817o33-453121.o 342- 19
17033--4237 21.4 41 344- .I 59 58 _ _853 53 1 4 1717033-42t4 24.0 461 345- 25 S 3
17034-4434 24.2 50 343- 2 29 5 99 3
17034-4049 25.5 481 346- 0 25 7 99 2
17034-4216 26.5 511 345- 1 28 6 99 3
17034-4318 27.7 33 344--2 33 6 99 3
17034-4522 28.5 37 342--3 87 8100 2
17034-4931 29.3 30 339--5 74 22 98 2
17035-4006 30.3 23 346+0 24 7; 99 3
17035-4244 30.7 47 344-1 44 13' 97 2
17035 4213 31.6 24 345-1 53 9 97 2
17035-4051 32.1 42 346-0 41 7, 99 2
17035-4057 34.0 1 346- 0 35 7 99 2
17035-4641 34.1 59 341-4 35 5 98 3
17035-4635 34.3 24 341- 4 50 6 98 3
17035-4331 34.7 60 344- 2 43 11 98 2
17035-4631 35.3 32 341- 4 33 10 98 3
=
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flux Density
(Not Color Cocrected) V
12 /_m 25 p.m 60 _.m 100 p.m Flux t_ol A
(Jansky) Uncs __ R
2.94: 2.35 30.06L 331.50L F F A
1.12 3.16L 21.81L 4000.goL D B
1.24L .96L 2.56 65.97L D C )E
3,00: 2.23 24.18L 132.89L FF AJ_E
3.75 2.24 14.60L 204.14L BC A A
1.03 .58: 8.00L 105.45L CF B_.
1.37 1.09 16.98L 179.07L CE A8
.51 .27: .56L 35.43L BF CDE
64.79 48.71 8.13 76.89L BBC AA/
1.19 .76 14.78L 235.55L FE A _1
.42: .26L 10.85L 30.03 D D C_
.52 .41L 6.74L 78.04L C B _F
.92 .28L 1.41L 71.94L B A E
1.00 1.47L 12.24L 309.06L C AC
.84 1.10L 14.70L 207.06L F AAJ
6.92 43.90L 340.47: 4000.90L C F AB_
2.63 1.57 31.15L 327.46L DE AAI
.26L .24: 1.64 20,22: FCO CEF
.42 .33L 6,82L 48.67L F R
4.41 9.82 3.42: 108.20L BBD A_,C
3.42 1.68 20.69L 291.41L CE AP.
2.26 1.79 46.36: 192.68: EEEE DBE
.51 .30 1.02L 78.53L BF BC
1.52 3.91L 21.21L 300.97L D BE
1.62 2.03 17.96L 217.29L FF AAP
20.30 26.42 5.31 32,58L BBC AA_ I
.25L .48L 4.33: 38.30 D F d [
.89 1.14 6.55L 106J 7L ED BA_
1.46L 5.51 12.12 213.51L CD BAE
1.98 1.38L 20.28L 249.44L C AB
.57 .40: 6.78L 86.21L CE BC
1.41 .75: 27.27L 415.55L CF AB
5.77 3.93L 46.02L 226.46 C F A E I_
1.79 1,26 19.90L 222,85L DD AA
,42 .28L ,84L 51.71L C B
24.26 225.13 3253.88 4000.90 CCEF AI/I
24.27L 165.75L 1297.10 4000.90L E EE C
1.14: 1.89 20.39L 289.13L CF AE
.37L .34L 2.48 21.16: CE GE C
1.21 5.51L 15.07L 326.19L C BE
25.88 26.26 14.65L 184.21L FF AA(
3.14 1.56 .63L 38.02L BB AA
18.65 23.05 12.09 179.42L EDD AAE
.48 .32L .84L 63.97L C BH
4.44 2.20 2.94: 121.61L BCE AAE
12.95 8.64 20.00L 170.55L F D AA
.72 .61L .91L 31.66L C BF
5.77L 5.32L 21.21 228.46L F CA/
16.75 22.10 5.99 329.74L FFD AA
.25L .36L 2.68 6.51 CO KCE
3.44L 2.52 13.92: 4000.90L F E A
.27L .26L 1.34 9.56 CD J I
1.09L 4.25 13.47: 228ATL E E B A E
.84 1.64L 29.42L 238.51L C AC
.80 .91 8.75L 115.06L DE CB
2.18 .95 8.64L 95.22L BD AB
2.35 23.03 209.37: 1157.14: CCFF BA_
.32 .27L 1.12L 39.44L F G
.81L .28L 1.60 42.84L D GKC
2.77 1.59 22.70L 343.53L DE ABE
.55 ,60 1.23L 38.22L !DD CB
2,04 .48: 7.75L 86,03L BE AC
3.02 1.82 25.71L 321.20L CD AA
2.89 2.06 26.84L 312.56L IF F A A
1.00 4.33 32.98L 352.64L DC AA
.25L 1.15 7.58 8.54: CCD A
1.05 .35L .92L 52.37L B AB
.65L .55 16.56L 255.23L F HB
.67 1.61L 14.73L 190.66L F C
2.28 .99 6.78L 103.60L BC AA
2.95L 4.30L 14.61L 161.80 D FJ
.30L 2,10 8.59 104,56L I CD JA.:
.67 .34 .78L 50.44 F AD
2.24: 1.72: 12.55 217.31L FFE ACI
.9O .50 13.93L 138.73L ICF AB
2.29 2.65 31.55L 349.85L ICC A B I,
1.62: 11.13: 94.38: 263.88 EDEE BA_
3.89 8.70 306.57: 975.82: DEFF BB(
1.29 1.22L 28.71L 633.16L D CC
.90 1.69L 21.75L 266.03: E F DCI
.52 .40L .93L 25.53L C AC
.42L 1.51 5.49 76.36L DD HA_
.80 1.91L 9.93L 164.72L D B
2.97 1.35 1.38 8.46: BCEE AAI
1.08 1.27: 28.03L 337.07L EF CBF
1.50 .88 9.77L 129.35L ED AA
38.10 26.58 18.26L 192.09L BC AA
3.66 1.71 28.24L 333.35L BC AA
2.28 1.80 19.69L 261.65L CC AA
.64 1.25L 9.58L 118.02L D B
.25L .25L 1.31L 8.60 D
1.49: 3.25 69.00 244.05L EEE DBE
1.42L 1.26L 5.06L I 36.72 E J
.75 2.09L 12.18L 147.9OL D C
45.13 34.24 19.19L 193.32L BC AA
6.74 6.09 37.56L 197.59L] CO AAI
1.94 .47 1.16L 102.83L BD AC(
1.22 .52: .89L 9O.58L CF BC_'
1.04 .71 18.76L 249.49L OF BB
.56 .41 .75L 75.68L ED DC,
Confusion Processing; 4) N_ghbodng Hours
Rags
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep







































17035-4649 35.6 32 341- 4 48 9 98 3
17036 4134 37.1 36 345- 1 31 7 99 3
17036-4343 38.0 59 343-- 2 64 7 99 3
17036-4104 38.8 34 346- 0 53 9 130 2
17036-4033 39.5 11 346+ 0 32 7 99 2
17036-4156 40.6 26 345-- 1 34 9 97 2
17036-4556 40,9 59 342--3 24 7 97 2
17037-4055 43.9 13 346-0 40 7 99 2
17037-4629 44.7 4 341- 4 17 7 139 3'
17037--4121 44.9 12 345- 0 26 7 99 3
17037--4859 45.2 23 339- 5 33 5 99 3
17037-4854 45.7 52 339- 5 55 8 99 3
17037--4452 47.2 15 342--3 63 7 100 3
17037--4545 47.4 9 342-3 39 6 98 3
17038-4727 48.8 40 340- 4 49 10 99 3
17038-4815 49.6 13 340- 5 21 4 99 3
17038-4026 49.9 52 346+ 0 28 7 99 2
17038--4429 51,3 8 343- 2 34 6 99 3
17038--4418 51.9 56 343- 2 20 7 99 3
17038--4607 52.7 18 342- 3 26 6 99 3
17038-4541 53.4 52 342-3 26 6 98 3
17039-4711 54.4 37 341-4 51 10 99 3
17039-4500 55.6 44 342- 3 36 6 99 3
17039-4238 56.0 55 344-- 1 59 7 97 2
17039-4041 56.1 11 346-- 0 58 7 99 2
17039-4251 56,7 40 344-- 1 29 6 99 3
17039-4922 56.8 28 339-- 5 74 16 98 2
17039--4529 56.9 34 342-- 3 23 5 98 3
17039--4821 57.3 53 340- 5 65 9 98 3
17039-4035 57.9 56 ; 346- 0 22 7 99 2
17039-4840 58.2 20 339- 5 57 11 101 2
17039--4352 58.4 55 343- 2 59 8 97 2
17039--4653 58.4!42 341--4 35 9 98 3
17039-4146 58.e 9 345-1 55 8 97 2
17039--4030 58.8 37 346-0 46 7 99 2
17039--4656 58.8 34 341-4 42 9 98 3
17039-4016 59.C 6 346+ 0 55 8 99 2
17039-4612 59.0 9 341-3 25 9 98 3
17039-4350 59.1 14 343-2 58 6 99 3
17039-4355 59.8 23 343-2 18 6 99 3
17040-4320 0,2 55 344- 2 49 10 98 2
17040-4002 0,4 17 346+ 0 18 8 99 2
17040-4157 0.4 41 345- 1 45 9 97 2
17040-4523 0.6 22 342--3 33 12 135 2
17040-4750 1.2 4 340- 4 37 : 5 98 3
17040-4427 2.1 6 343-2 56 _ 8 100 2
17040-4117 2.4 55 345- 1 26 6 99 3
17040-4755 2.6 45 340- 5 59 14 97 2
17040-4730 5.2 55 340-4 41 10 99 3
17040-4337 5.3 45 344- 2 54 6 99 3
17040-4143 5.3 26 345- 1 22 6 99 3
17040--4050 5.4 44 346- 0 24 7 99 3:
17041-4258 7.1 8 344- 2 28 6 99 3 _
17041--4234 7.2 29 344- 1 44 6 99 3
17041--4807 8.3 52 340- 5 41 5 99 3
17041--4539 8.4 55 342-- 3 45 11 99 2
17041--4329 9.0 3 344- 2 27 6 99 3
17041--4436 9.9 50 343- 3 73 7 99 3
17042--4636 13,1 26 341- 4 31 5 98 3
17042--4246 13.3 20 344-- 1 30 6 99 3
17042--4037 13,4 38 346-- 0 34 10 99 3
17042--4527 13,5 54 342- 3 29 5 98 3
17042--4703 13.7 4 341-- 4 55 8 99 3
17042--4700 13,9 31 341- 4 33 9 99 3
17042--4853 14.1 35 339- 5 58 14 101 3
17042--4255 14,8 12 344- 2 28 7 97 3
17042--4223 15.1 27 345-1 23 6 99 3
17042--4434 16.3 23 343--3 29 6 99 3
17042-4707 17.5 37 341-4 27 9 99 3
17042-4042 17.8 42 346- 0 28 9 99 3
17043-4019 18.5 9 346+ 0 24 7 99 3
17043-4009 19.5 57 348+ 0 44 7 99 2
17043-4033 19.7 56 346- 0 45 7 99 3
17043-4138 19.7 33 345- 1 47 8 99 3
17043-4849 19.9 8 339-5 27 5 99 3
17043-4148 20.9 7 345-1 29 9 99 3
17043-4843 21.0 29 339- 5 35 5 99 3
17043-4502 21.1 5 342-3 23 5 99 3
17043-4748 21.3 50 340-4 30 9 99 3
17043-4027 22.1 40 346-0 21 8 97 2
17043-4512 22.6 22 342- 3 35 7 98 3
17043-4717 22.6 6 341- 4 21 9 98 3
17043-4947 23.1 48 339--6 28 6 100 3
17043-4407 24.0 43 343--2 78 g 97 2
17044-4838 24,3 2 340--5 19 5 99 3
17044--4106 25.1 8 346--0 42 6 99 3
17044--4517 28,3 32 342--3 40 7 99 3
17044-4134 28,7 56 345-- 1 20 6 131 3
17044-4025 28.9 35 346--0 25 7 98 3
17045--4731 30,1 16 340 4 39 15 97 2
17045--4100 31.6 41 346-- 0 39 6 99 3
17045-4804 33.6 6 340--5 62 10 99 3
17045-4210 33.8 29 345-- 1 22 6 99 3
17045-4118 34.0 16 345- 1 48 7 99 3
17045-4627 35.2 53 341-4 42 9 99 3
17046-4015 36.0 5 346+0 62 10 99 2
17046-4322 37.0 48 344--2 30 6 99 3
17046-4421 37.9 17 343 2 81 13 99 2
17046-4259 38.0 2 344--2 83 12 97 2






































































































































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
.68L 76.99L B AC 4500200008
97.97 439,49 DEEF DABC 0 960213434F _
18.51L 269.57L O A 440010010F
17.62: 111.31 FE BBB 480321131F
219,63 476,24: DDEF BBBE 1 360233620F
9.14L 209.44L E BBD 0 =960232311F
2,31: 39.96L C E BJ E 970024220C
37.56 287.65L E E CBBB 270162320F
2.22 23.04: C DE B GD 47C0334328
21,531 289.77L CF BB 0 760230120F
.68L 42.25L BC AB 0 9300200108
.73L 47.61L D BG L 9301200308
9.79L 113.40L CF BCFG 0 550010000F
7,12L 108.81L BD AB 0 950030100C
,97L 58.85L C BB 4501110208
4,49 43.34L BCC AAAM 9 7410000008
18,68L 173,38L CD AA 272811533F
8,95L 40.19: FF F AAI E 9 670011222F
4,53L 143.67L D HAAG 350110100F
1.87 80,03L DFD BCBJ 0 860112011C
7.16L 94.29L CD BB 3 960030100C
1.19L 98.92L C D 7401110008
5.52L 75.16L CD AA 1 460010000F
g,80L 104.16L D BC 770121111F
29.87L 271,51L O BCD 370447531F
30,42L 372.49L _ D AB 0 950041100F
.94 6.71L C F E D 7600000008
7.36L 15.49: BE E ACGD 1 960010101C
,76L 43,73L BF BCH 0 8400000008
219,63L 151,41L BC AABK 0 370250130F
1.12L 48.09L F FK 9300200008
2,74L 72.00L D CFI 460120010F
1.03L 77,07L BF BC H 0 6500200008
30,67L 167,42L D BD 0 970332530F
140,21: 176,23L DE BBA 274451411F
1.02L 87.38L CD BB 0 7500200008
24.86 166,84L EE BB 570331610F
6,81L 96,35L !C CF J 750111030C
9.09L 197,24L C BC 551020010F
9,03L 155,19L CE AS 0 450230000F
19,88L 299.09L F BC 850200010F
20.55L 169.89L FF AA 9 770223422F
13.43L 126.77L F CCI F 0 871233544F
2.79: 18.44 DE GI DC 260120110F
.81L 62.78L BE AB 9 6400200008
9,06L 158.59L D C 550020000F
14.86L 326.74L BB AAC 3 260010010F
1.04 9.58: DE J EB 8700100308
.78L 64A5L C BDG 4500211108
2.77L 119.71L D AE 360131220F
30,67 370,89L EDE ACC 2 _ 963142510F
33.66: 250.45L CDF ABFC 1 370420250F
22.02L 281.86L FF AAC 9 950021100F
29.24L 444.90L CF AA 0 660021102F
.68L 45.48L BC AA O 7500100008
8,80L 105.88L D CL 940120100(3
11.52L 150.33L DD AB 1 350204210F
12,21L 125.01L E BC 660110000F
.89L 78.98L BF AAHG 9 8581023228
30,76L 305,96L CE AB 0 850021010F
31,41 265,16L D HHC 360346342F
7,33L 87,94L BC AAHH 0 840220111C
,98L 62.64L C BI 6600200008
.83L 61.84L BC AS 1 6600200008
1.24 12,95 FO I GB 9502211428
22.26L 297.61L DD BC 0 950031100F
12.91L 431.76L CE AAJ M 0 160321453F
12.28L 126.67L FF ABG 0 660130000F
1.22L 60.98L BE ABI 1 6600210008
29.87 174.38L DE CABJ 0 970339452F
24.86L 252.31L C AG 7 670140400F
17.30L 176.95L FF AA 9 770223342F
16.23L 225.84L CO AAK O 270240210F
27.26L 425,59L E F B 860153451F
.92L 29.32L BC ABBK 0 9402211328
18.37 169.54L D FDBB 1 770322510F
.73L 26.99L DF AB 9 9400300008
7.72L 100.36L FF AA 9 350000000F
.64L 48.65L BD BC H 0 6500100008
466,82: 1265.33: DEFF AAAC 9 258333473F
7.58L 114.90L F BB 240132000F
.69L 81.12L DD BB 3 6400000008
.49L 33,62L B BCKD 9402011008
6.82L 81.84L F C F B 86000000OC
1,78 29.64L BDC AAB 9 9400200008 29
17,76L 432,81L D CBGB 9 360114553F
10,28L 90,28L D BBG 340132011C
12.22: 285.21L 1026.52: DF F CCHF 2 959183553F
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
4.04L 43.75L 1057.70L D BBFD 0 951164373F
.88L 1.28 31.68L C BB 5500100008
1.11 28,77L 315.88L CE AA 460130033F
.26L .76L 58.68L F B 7500100008
8.31 28.83L 454.05L DD AA 9 450020022F
,78: 35.87L 464.97L CE AC 260010020F
.34L 3.63 14.01 CD HCDA 8701011108
2.06: 22.42L 222.60L DF AE 0 670243532F
3.38 12.82L 234.44L EC AAE 9 740121020F
.34L 11,01L 196.95L F D 540200000(3
1.33L 3.25 52.38L D B 970011100F
1.24L 10,80L 93.53L F CG I 770323443F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 v.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sop
Name Type (") Ma 8
13 227636 K0 10 71
8
1 11 PK 342- 2.2
1 23 MRSL 344-01/1 328
1 23 MRSL 344-01/1 569
2 1 20 G345.721 56
23 MRSL344-01/1 1458
8
40 A0 V 1 17 ; 77
2
8 32 X1704-401 100 8
8 1 13 227648 K5 3 68
8 1 32 X1704-404 95 8
B
1 20 G345.215 90
8 1 20 G346.109 65
355





h m_ o , (0 () C) C) () N
17047--4224 42.3 37 345-- 1 26 6 99 3 3.18L
17047-4220 42.5 28 345- 1 38 6 99 3 1.71
17047-4254 43.5 24 J44- 2 20 6 99 3 5.27
17047-4041 44.3 10 346-0 21 6 99 3 3.52
17047-4030 44.6 22 346- 0 36 6 99 3 103.53
Flux Density
(Not Colo¢ Corrected)







17047-4217 46.1 27 345- 1 24 6 99 3 5,18 2.70
17047-4248 47.6 13 344- 2 45 11 97 2 .74 .44L
17047-4052 47.6 8 346- 0 34 6 99 3 24.28 27.03
17048-4114 48.3 41 345- 1 39 6 99 3 2.68 1.63
17048-4007 49.0 52 346+ 0 60 12 99 3 4.07L 3.68L
17048--4815 49.0 3 ]40- 5 34 7 98 3 .26L .45
17048-4600 49.7 17 342- 3 35 12 100 2 .30 .32L
17048--4105 49.9 36 346-- 1 21 6 99 3 5.47 4.54L
17048--4013 50.0 8 346+ 0 29 6 98 3 9.55 5.73
17048-4536 50.4 10 342- 3 19 5 99 3 4.78 3.46
17048--4949 51.2 22 339- 6 49 ;i _ 2 .57 .29:17048-4349 51.7 40 343- 2 40 1.25 1.10
17048-4431 52.3 12 343-3 35 6 I 99 3 2.88 1.81
17048-4038 52.7 19 346-0 22 6 99 3 3.28 1.54
17048-4139 53.6 26 345- 1 35 6 99 3 1.53L 3.14
17049-4005 54.0 54 346+ 0 58 7 98 3 1.41 1.35L
17049-4552 54.5 23 342- 3 44 12 98 3 .43L .32L
17049-4604 54.9 18 342-4 58 7 97 2 .54 .67L
17049-4250 55.4 14 344-2 43 6! 99 3 1.00 .76
17049-4056 56.7 42 346-0 32 6 97 2 2.22L 1.39
17049-4352 56.8 6 343--2 26 7 97 2 .36L .55
17046-4500 57.9 58 343-3 72 7 100 2 .83 .36
17049-4048 58.1 59 346-0 25 6 99 3 2.22 2.75
17049-4317 59.5 42 344- 2 57 10 98 2 1.43L .59
17050-4526 0.3 29 342- 3 27 5 99 3 3.64 1.67
17050-4610 0.8 35 H2- 4 36 9 99 3 .78 .47L
17050--4621 1.6 34 341- 4 24 5 98 3 34.68 14.70
17050-4642 1.7 23 341- 4 26 5 98 3 25.02 24.61
17050-4123 2.1 23 345- 1 24 5 99 3 79.03 57.16
17050-4234 2.5 28 344- 1 43 6 99 3 1.22: .55
17050-4032 3.9 52 346- 0 54 7 99 3 2.05 2.88L
17050-4558 4.2 12 342-3 49 9 98 3 .89 .66
17050-4232 4.9 16 }44- 1 30 6 99 3 4.37L 3.30
17050-4651 5.8 37 341- 4 21 5 98 3 2.01 .54
17051-4055 6.3 25 346- 0 26 6 99 3 2.64 1.57
17051-4157 8.9 10 345-1 30 7 99 3 2.08 .80:
17051-4217 11.7 44 345- 1 62 I 6 99 3 1.44 3.36L
17051-4023 11.8 10 346-0 24 6 98 3 42.04 27.73
17052-4148 12.5 39 345- 1 40 7 99 3 2.41 1.09
17052-4111 13.4 25 346- 1 37 6 99 3 4.80 4.55
17052-4016 13.8 57 346-0 36 6 99 3 3.74 6.48L
17052-4520 14.1 13 342-3 26 5 98 3 4.97 5.63
17052-4455 14.1 56 343-3 29 5 99 3 2.45 1.36
17052-4105 14.6 44 346- 1 30 6 97 2 2.39L 3.20L
17052-4001 15.3 21 347+ 0 20 6 96 3' 11.17 63.21:
17052-4315 17.1 36 344- 2 37 5 99 3 1.37 1.33
17053-4035 18.(] 8 346- 0 33 8 99 3 2.60L 1.23
17053-4922 18.2 55 339- 6 22 6 99 3 6.04 2.67
17053-4441 18.5 33 343- 3 34 5 99 3 1.35 .79
17053-4019 18.8 23 346- 0 32 6 96 3 4.31 2.35
17053-4046 19.6 30 346- 0 76 8 97 2 1.19 4.04L
17053-4750 19._ 23 340-5 46 10 99 3 .48 .27L
17063-4116 19.9 5 346-1 25 11 99 3 4.58L .93L
17053-4209 21.3 42 345- 1 30 6 99 3 2.31 2.41
17053-4037 22.4i69 346-0 36 10 97 2 .83 3.47L
17054-4506 24.5 20 342- 3 22 5 99 3 1.67 1.06
17054-4430 27.4 26 343- 3 75 18 97 2 .29L .83L
17054-4232 27.9 2 345- 1 37 6 99 i 3 4.37L 1.90
17054-4152 28.1 50 345-1 36 7 97,2 1.73L 1.20
17054-4234 289 42 345-1 28 6 99 I 3 2.80 1.33
17054--4446 29.0 0 343- 3 26 5 9913 1.36 1.36
17054-4342 29.5 36 344- 2 26 5 99 13 17.03 5.06
17055--4306 31.7 11 344- 2 20 5 134 3 2.73 1.78
17055-4139 32.1 25 345- 1 19 6 99 3 2.53 12.22
17055-4203 33.0 18 345- 1 38 12 97 2 5.28L 1.84L
17055-4501 34.9 44 343- 3 23 5 99 3 1.76 1.17
17055-4517 35.0 31 342- 3 41 13 98 2 .37 .51L
17055-4633 35.1 56 341-4 79 1B 97 2 .47L .27L
17055-4118 35.2 24 346- 1 42 7 99 3 1.23 1.66
17056-4828 36.0 38 340- 5 35 10 99 3 .53 .29:
17056-4322 36.1 26 344- 2 29 15 97 2 1.13L 1.17L
17056-4137 37.0 17 345- 1 35 7 99 2 40.08 27.45
17056-4101 37.4 13 346-- 1 63 9 99 3 5.00L 3.35L
17056-4651 38.6 10 341-4 27 8 98 3 .57 .28L
17056-4918 38.7 31 339- 6 37 16 99 3 .25L .28L
17056-4239 39.1 60 344-2 46 6 131 2 1.11 .57
17056-4258 39.6 19 344-2 24 6 99 3 .94 1.52L
17056-4004 40.8 26 347-0 20 6 98 3 1.68L 639
17056-4225 41.4 38 345- 1 20 6 99 3 2.17 .95
17056-4001 41.5 43 347+ 0 23 5 96 3 3.92 2.43
17056-4t07 41.7 49 346- 1 24 6 99 3 11.80 5.56
17056-4913 41.7 21 339- 6 34 6 99 3 .93 .48
17056-4659 41.8 56 341- 4 30 15 97 2 .32L .32L
17057-4050 42.3 34 346-0 34 7 99 3 1.56 2.24
17057-4530 42.7 50 342- 3 35 5 98 3 1.45 1.16
17057--4458 44.2 24 343- 3 37 5 99 3 1.15 .77
17057-4244 44.5 8 344-2 75 7 99 3 .68 1.29L
17057-4329 45.3 27 344- 2 46 6 99 3 .58 .31
17057-4543 46.6 0 342- 3 88 21 97 , 1.50L .27L
17057-4432 46.7 14 343-3 62 8 99 3 .45 .35L
17057-4335 47.1 36 344-2 46 10 99 3, .52L .32L
17057-4706 47.3 39 341- 4 24 _ 14 97 2 .46 .28L
17057-4214 47.4 52 345- 41 6 99 3 2.69L 1.35
17057-4217 47.4 56 345- 22 5 99 3 4.62 2.91
17058-4502 49.7 37 343-3 34 7 97 2 1.35 .65L














33.45L 247.96L E C
7.53L 94.73L B B
















































































4.26 23.75: C E
1.22L 28.82L C
20.04L 296.69L D
17.48L 225A6L C D
4.96L 13.67: C E
Flags
V L C
100 p.m Flux ( _rr A Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
Sep






ADG346.5 + 00.0 2695






a B Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _.m8a
hm o , (s) () 1 b (') C) (')IN
17058-4221 51.7 6 345- 1 26 6 99 3 1.65
17058-4512 53.2 48 342-- 3 38 6 98 3 2.37
17058-4053 53.3 35 346- 1 40 8 97 2 1.86
17059--4520 54.2 9 342- 3 43 7 100 2 .41L
17059-4146 54.951 345- 1 42 6 99 3 13.42
17059--4235 55.4 56 345- 2 26 6 99 3 14.92
17059--4033 56.635 346- 0 43 6 98 3 3.51
17059--4037 56.9 22 346- 0 22 5 129 , 3 7.47
17059-4204 57.4 22 345- 1 22 6 99 3 1.82
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 ,am 60 vm
(Jansky)
Declination: - 50TM- 40"
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
1.201 17.48L 223.77L C ADD 760021000F
1.86 2.04L 90.93L CC AAB 9 350010OOOC
1.06 28.34L 51.9OL DE ABKC 0 98004026OF
.63 7.96L 87.94L D DC 360111110C
10.66 16.47L 250.60L BC AA 1 460010000F
7.87 3.94 290.68L BCD AADJ 2458121242F
3.28 10.22L 261.26L FF ASF 9970334342F
5.62 26.73L 268.09L DC AACB 997B364621F
1.22 17.48L 234.14L CC AAC 6 8601000OOF
17059-4132 59.8 9 345- 1 18 6 99 3 542.76: 3878.42 12713.80S 25751.66 BCFD DCDA 0: 413435634F
Sep
Name Type C) Mag
1 13227674 K5
A
2 1 32 X1705-406



















0.1 50 343- 2 54 7 99 3
0.446 346-0 26 6 98 3
1.C 54 346- 1 42 7 98 3
3.5 0 341-4 43 10 99 3
4.C 23 344-2 38 6 97 2
4.4 54 346- 1 30 7 97 2
5.1 2 344--2 40 17 97 2
5.255 344-2! 37 8 97 2
5.9 55 345- 1 35 6 99 3
8.0 3 343-3 69 6 99 3
6.7 28 344- 2 51 6 99 3
7.2 12 342- 3 21 5 98 3
7.313 340-5 40 13 97 2
8.3,18 346- 1 38 8 97 2
8.757 345- 1 18 6 99 3
8.9 19 343- 3 54 7 97 2
9.4 24 346-- 1 27 6 98 3
9.733 347-0 30 7 98 3
17061--4113 10.4 9346- 1 47 7 993
17061--4933 11.139339- 6 36 i 7 993
17061--4417 11.355343- 3 26 ' 11101 3
17061--4005 11.810347-0 36 7 883
17062--4633 12.030341-4 58 12 972
17062--4041 12.7 4346-0 32 6 983
17062-4042 13.057346--0 41 6 983
17062-4140 13.231 345-- 1 32 6 993
17062-4019 13.3 8346--0 23 6 983
17062-4335 14.1 0344--2 51 6 993
17062-4002 14.340347--0 49 7 983
17062-4136 14.560345-- 1 18 6 993
17062-4705 14.624341--4 29 6972
17062-4230 16.331 345- 2 48 7 97 2
17062-4056 16.531 346- 1 51 8 97 2
17062-4339 17.638 344- 2 37 6 99 3
17062-4836 17.9 0 340-5 22 5 99 3
17063-4240 18.849 345- 2 53 7 99 3
17063-4506 18.9 9 343-3 72 8 100 2
17063-4911 19.551 339- 6 38 7 99 3
17063-4420 21.020 343- 3 46 6 99 3
17063-4610 21.719 342-4 31 11 99 2
17064-4014 25.957 346- 0 25 7 96 2
17064-4613 26.310 342- 4 39 6 98 3
17064-4937 26.719 339- 6 49 10 99 3
17064-4649 27.9 9 341-4 63 7 100 2
17064-4804 29.331 340- 5 39 10 99 3
17064-4352 29.853 344- 2 22 5 99 3
17065-4521 30.838 342- 3 40 10 97 2
17065-4215 31.852 345- 1 39 5 99 3
17065-4010 32.553 347- 0 33 7 98 3
17065--4254 33.035 344- 2 36 6 99 3
17065--4357 33.225 344- 2 32 11 99 3
17065--4038 33.440 346- 0 27 6 98 3
17065--4047 33.826 346- 1 30 6 98 3
17065-4016 34.552 346- 0 23 6 98 3
17065-4300 34.7 15 344- 2 51 6 99 3
17066-4732 36.2 26 341- 5 66 16 97 2
17066-4654 37.9 31 341- 4 21 9 98 3
17066-4228 38.2 28 345- 2 46 10 99 3
17066-4843 38.637 340- 5 30 14 98 2
17066-4542 39.849 342- 4 52 9 98 3
17066-4023 40.017 346- 0 40 8 97 2

















































































17066-4028 40.3 32 346- 0 20 6 97 3 161.53
17066-4116 40.7 39 346- 1 34 6 98 3 4.75
17066-4909 40.8 18 339- 6 32 10 99 3 .66
17067-4120 42.131 346- 1 27 8 97 2 1.83
17067-4042 42.2 29 346- 1 22 6 98 3 62.32
17067-4817 42.2 8 340-5 29 7 99 3 .94
17067-4123 42.8 26 346-1 37 6 98 3 12.55
17067-4326 42.826344-2 45 6 993 .71
17067-4721 43.250341--5 4210 993 .51
17067-4002 43.59347--0 28 6983 4.95L
17067-4835 44.043340-5 6511002 2 .76
17067-4640 44.319341-4 7311 972 .27L
17067-4518 44.614 342- 3 41 6 98 3 .33:
17067-4106 47.628 346- 1 40 6 98 3 2.70
17068-4310 48.8 39 344- 2 25 6 99 3 12.05
17068-4453 49.147 343 3 47 8 98 3 .49
17068-4152 49.2 48 345- 1 32 5 99 3 2.53
17068-4533 50.0 26 342- 3 23 11 134 2 .64L
17068-4132 50.015 345- 1 41 7 98 3 2.18
17068-4545 50.4 59 342- 4 67 6 98 3 .46
17068-4204 52.2 58 345- 1 55 7 97 2 .68
17069-4202 54.011 345 1 33 6 99 3 10.46
17069-4548 54.025 |42-4 44 7 100 2 .67
17069-4149 54.4 7 345- 1 21 5 99 3 3.26
17069-4626 54.5 39 342-- 4 47 17 97 2 .25L
17069-4625 56.6 7 342-- 4 27 5 98 3 1.73
17069-4059 57.7 39 346- 1 20 6 98 3 3.43
17069-4005 59.9 20 347 0 37 7 96 2 1.47
8.27L 106.40L C AE 55001000OC
187.26: 261.28 CCDD BAAA 0 974112121F
26.34L 516.25L D B L D 960140240F
.92L 74.85L CE BC 9 5401111008
3.11L 50.97L CE BBH 0 560011020C
4.97L 32.12L D BBEE 0390011110F
6.82L 26.87 D C MC 560011020C
11.07L 98.44L CD AA 0250120210F
9.00L 193.76L EE BBM 0 760041510F
9.11L 120.16L BC BB 0 850010020C
10.98L 95.10L C B 350220010F
5.02L 75.76L FC AB 5350210100C
1.19L 7.12 E O DD 9600020008
13.67L 145.44L DE BB 0 970140230F
48.26: 125.83 DDEE AAAB 0870010022F
1.97L 67.96L C BF G 550010000Ci
27.93L 347.61L BC AA 0460100110F i
20.69L 283.69L CE AAD 0 560153771F
28.39L 354.58L F BB 9360011110F
.70L 9.92L BC ABL H 3 5501102128
3.72L 17.52: C E D FA 470021030C
28.68L 99.44: CF E BDFD 0680133560F
1.81 11.93 CD DB 47000(X)018
24.03L 315.77L C AA 0960163660F
25.63L 318.02L E AB C 4961162550F
45.05L 195.93L F E DC 760134710F
24.07L 240.54L BC AAH 047212014OF
12.85L 182.59L D BI 550012130C
13,99: 265.65L CDD BADE 7670141441F
23.00L 25751.66L DD BBL 0710357932F
.90L 27.38L BC AAJ 0 9601100218
5.66L 107.70L E BF C 460220020F
9.29 44.63L F E ECCG 880210252F
12.42L 116.62L CD AC 0550022120C
1.01 30.19L BBD AADB 3 9401100208
21.67L 255.48L D A 350201120F
8.74L 118.32L C D 550001020C
.80L 29.30L CC AB 0 9401100008
9.05L 124.04L BC AB 1 340021030C
7.57L 64.63L C DD H 460023333C
16.28L 191.08L DE AA 1 570140120F
4.23 64.18L CC FAA 960023333C
.71L 22.68L DD BCK 26401102128
1.42L 75.66L D BE 9400100008
.98L 46.02L B BHH 7500000108
3.83L 104.45L BB AAC 9550021030C
2.06 44.76L D E KC 460112340C
18.02L 392.27L CF BBHN:0750003221F
31.62L 136.98: D D BBEB _ 574133430F
11.51L 120.86L CE AA 0 350011220F
6.78L 103.69L C C 650120010C
83.89L 322.32L CC AAB 2 761051043F
26.35L 330.37L ED AAI 9 760140350F
22.49L 536.67L DF AAF 0 450230030F
11.43L 181.28L C AC 350211221F
1.10 10.50L C F B 6501000008
.90L 77.04L C BF G 9403111008
5.66 194.39L F E C C 364120030F
1.15L 39.97L E D 9400020008
7.51L 85.61L C CEF 9,40020000C
6.86L 118.81L DF BBGB 0 380210130F
8.24L 101.78L FF BB 9 7500000OOC
19.09 312.63L CBC AAA 1 861221000F 28
17.22L 261.33L BD AA 6 360040032F
.72L 31.80L BC BBJ 1 9401200008
12.10L 345.74L D ACG 360051040F
6.66 325.34L CCD AAB 2860021140F 29
1.19L 32.44L BD ACHD 0 8401100108
17.52L 261.05L CC AA K 4 261041010F
12.82L 141.01L C BE 350100000F
.83L 71.67L B CE 8300000008
54.30L 151.79L C A F C 570133345F
1.02L 36.36L FD AB D 4 9401100208
1.02L 15.39L E HEI G 8720003328
4.77 18.89 FDCD JDCB 0 470012330C
I0.02L 255.02L DE AAC 8 460000100F
2.54: 168.77L BCE AAD 1 250210111F
7.24L 112.79L BE CD 0 850010010C
13.71L 341.03L CE AB 0 640123000F
2.41 36.80L D DGCD 970121201C
1.65L 137.97L 336.39L C AEGE 0461325633F
.34L 2.71L 106.50L C BCF 950120110C
.54L 8.81L 108.07L D BC 660110020F
6.49 4.48: 342.81L CCE AACD 9 640210020F 26






















6 1 32 X1706-466
3 I 32 X1706--453
58.81: 33.18: CCDE AAAB 2670123110F 95 1 2 14332-PN24PI
2.63L 16.71 O DHC 870110120C 4
5.59L 74.06L CD AB D 7850110120C 4
19.48L 283.34L DD AA 4760010100F









*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
357
Right Ascension: 17hO7=OO'-17h08"20 "
Position (1950)
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 tim 25 ;tm 60 _m
ham. o6, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
17070--4031 0.5 36 346--0 26 6 98 3 2.71 2.57
17070--4450 0.5 7 343- 3 72 10 100 2 .37 .38L
17070-4357 1.7 58 344 3 27 11 99 3 .36L .37L
17070-4047 2.7 29 346- 1 23 6 98 3 5.85: 3.28
17070-4245 3.5 15 345 2 35 12 97 2 .94 1.03L
17070-4429 5.7 48 343- 3 34 5 99 3 2.62 .52
17071-4122 6.1 18 346- 1 43 5 98 3 1.44 2.77
17071-4818 6.7 3 340 5 43 15 100 2 .82L .33
17071-4908 6.8 15 339- 6 56 11 99 3 .46 .25L
17071-4949 6.9 10 339- 6 23 6 99 3 1.44 .79
17071-4657 7.7 47 341- 4 47 9 99 3 .49 .33L
17071-4853 7.7 15 340-5 26 7 99 3 21.07 9.07
17071-4715 8.4 52 341- 5 55 11 97 2 .29L .29L
17071-4521 9,6 8 342-3 28 11 100 2 .35 1.12L
17071--4417 10.9 22 343- 3 51 6 99 3 .53 .30L
17072-4139 12.2 56 345- 1 55 11 97 2 .77 .53L
17072-4338 14.2 59 344- 2 54 11 98 2 .33L .69
17072-4029 14.3 25 346- 1 33 6 98 3 2.66 2.67
17072-4115 15.2 32 346- 1 21 5 98 3 10.14 5.82
17072-4022 16.1 33 346-0 55 6 98 3 6.49 4.63:
17072-4129 16.2 21 146- 1 21 8 97 3 5.49 2.30
17072-4050 16.3 14 346- 1 27 7 96 2 1.64 1.23
17072-4035 16.7 44 146- 1 38 6 98 3 1.41 .97:
17072-4034 16.8 1 346- 1 42 6 98 3 1.77 2.09
17072-4041 17.9 0 346-1 41 6 98 3 2.71 1.74
17073--4301 18.6 58 344- 2 22 5 99 3 1.53 1.02
17073-4355 19.4 52 344- 3 40 6 99 3 1.18 .62
17073--4225 19.6 18 345-2 28 6 99 3 10.81 16.15
17073--4349 19.9 12 344-3 27 6 99 3 .80 .32L
17073-4336 21.3 24 344- 2 25 5 99 3 2.36 2.46
17073-4506 23.4 33 343- 3 35 9 98 3 .95 .82
17074-4549 25.1 10 342-4 33 5 98 3 12.84
17074-4102 25.2 44 346- 1 35 6 99 3 1.10
17074-4912 25.7 53 339-6 86 18 97 2 .25L
17074-4941 27.8 51 L39- 6 58 13 99 2 .37
17074-4604 28.2 38 342- 4 21 10 97 3 1.41
17074-4246 29.6 26 345-2 30 5 99 3 3.31
17075-4258 30.1 4 144- 2 31 6 i 99 3 .7117075-4536 30.5 8 342- 4 48 6 i 98 1.08
17075-4513 30.6 35 343- 3 28 5 98 3 3.21
17075-4112 30.8 2 346- 1 28 6 98 3 3.15
17075-4325 31.5 49 344- 2 24 7 99 3 .75
17075-4610 31.5 44 342- 4 44 9 99 3 .75
17075-4032 33.6 38 346- 1 31 6 98 3 3.40
17075-4255 34.0 7 344-2 18 5 99 3 3.34
17075-4555 34.0 7 342- 4 55 9 98 3 .68
17075-4346 34.2 33 344- 3 39 5 99 3 1.89
17075-4601 34.5 47 342- 4 28 9 98 3 .50
17076-4015 36.5 15 347-0 31 6 98 31 12.80
17076-4022 37.0 25 347- 0 34 6 98 3] 10.49
17076-4705 38.1 0 341- 4 36 9 99 3 1.00
17076-4235 38.3 26 345- 2 21 5 99 3 2.64
17076-4702 38.9 35 341- 4 24 6 99 3 33.20
17077-4158 42.7 15 345- 1 48 6 98 3 1.33
17077-4037 43.1 14 346- 1 51 7 98 3 1.02
17077-4721 43.124 341-5 60 10 100 2 .301.
17077-4559 43.538 342-4 28 11 98 2 .75
17077-4320 43.7 8 344- 2 23 5 99 3 4.51
17077-4354 44.5 1 344- 3 38 5 99 3 .87
17078-4615 49.10 26 342- 4 27 6 99 3 2.53
17078-4004 49.6 33 347- 0 32 6 98 3 1.58
17078-4336 50.7 20 344-2 30 5 99 3 .86
17078-4848 51.3 50 340- 6 41 7 98 3 24.51
17078-4145 51.4 31 345 1 20 6 98 3 15.99
17078-4017 52.C 49 347-0 29 9 96 2 1.01
17078-4629 52.E 13 342-4 90 24 97 2 .25L
17078-4542 52.7 23 342- 4 23 10 98 3 .83
17079-4032 54.3 34 346-1 35 6 98 3 3.40L
17079-4639 55.E 3 341- 4 36 8 99 3 .58
17079--4727 55.E 20 341-5 30 6 99 3 4.83
17079-4231 56.G 48 345- 2 28 6 98 3 .91
17079-4133 57.71 5 346- 1 22 6 98 3 3.78
17079-4104 58.2 16 346- 1 43 6 98 3 .87
17079--4748 59.2 24 341- 5 56 17 98 3 .25L
17080--4552 1.6 53 342- 4 38 11 99 3 .251_
17080--4121 2.1 52 346- 1 26 6 98 3 3.00
17080-4151 2.6 0 345- 1 21 9 98 3 1.64
17080-4814 3.3 43 340- 5 71 t9 97 2 .25L,
17080-4125 3.4 13 346- 1 29 8 96 2 .85
17080-4219 4.7 49 345-- 2 34 5 98 3 1.23
17081-4430 6.2 32 343- 3 19 6 98 3 1.15
17081-4803 6.7 35 340-5 20 12 101 3 .25L
17081-4811 7.0 9 340- 5 57 10 97 2 .35
17081-4035 7.3 36 346- 1 42 6 98 3 11.58
17081-4203 9.3 101 345- 2 38 5 98 3 1.4917081-4300 10.3 41 344- 34 8 96 2 .54
17081-4158 12.0 30 345- 2 54 6 98 3 .70
17082-4114 15.2 26 346- 1 28 5 98 3 6.26
17082-4224 16.3 0 345- 2 73 11 96 2 1.32L
17082-4031 16.6 2 346-1 34 6 98 3 1.85
17082--4400 16.6 7 344- 3 53 12 99 2 .83
17082--4551 16,8 4 342-4 62 10:99 3 .60
17082--4134 17,9 58 346- 1 39 5 98 3 3.781-
17082--4631 18.0 37 342-- 4 56 10 98 3 .60
17083-4213 18.8 0 345-- 2 46 6 98 3 .77
17083-4733 19.0 50 341-- 5 20 5 140 3 1.26
17083--4638 19.4 18 342-- 4 25 14 99 3 .25L17083-4433 19.6 40 343- 3 _ I 5 98 3 11.53
17083-4027 20.0 6 347-1 54 8 98 3, ,79
17083-4539 20.3 57 342-4 53 10 99 3 .62
V L C
100 _tm Flux Co=.- A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs C(x,r R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
27.18L 142.63L ED AA G 4 770144332F 1
9.08L 140.62L F C 850010022C 8
4.32: 27.62 EE MCFB 560020030C
14.17L 294.59L BD AA 5 861120120F
14.70L 292.09L E BAF 340225320F 3
7,82L 52.31L BC AB E 0 850010324C 8 3 13 227688G5 15 50
13,89L 343.61L CC AAE 0 260140030F
1.65L 41.85L E DF 8400100308 4 1 32 X1707-482 128 4
.82L 26.39L E B D 9500200008
.65L 19.43L BC ABHH 5 7400010008
.89L 64.51L C BEI' 9501000008
1.67 25.27L BBC AAI 0 9501100008 23
1.77 37.34L C E( 9400100008
7.46L 72.18L C CG G 360002220C 1
10.35L 139.82L B B 440110000C
19.14L 411.61L D BC 6eO223353F 2
24.60L 180.29L D B 550010310C 2
16.93L 317.84L FF SAM 9 860235421F 1
13.93L 348.43L EF AA 9 360040152F 13
26.87L 264.40L BF AB 0 360320210F
19.47L 368.40L CD AAN 9 461413301F 1 1 19 515
12.43L 102.87L DE AAG 0 870110110F
15.27L 312.74L EF BD 2 760146421F 1 1 32 X1707-405
15.06L 187.48L DE BA G 9 770146421F 1 1 32 X1707-405
21.69L 355.16L CC AA 0 760122020F
9.28L 121.25L CC AA 0 250120022F 1 "41 17072-4301
10.33L 122.69L BC AB 2 450021030C
5.63L 206.74L FF AA[_ 9 760100000F
4.57L 37.45:6 F B1-(_D 560022043C 9 1 32 X1707-437
24.60 62.84 BCDD AAIA 0 564110310C 2 1 32 X1707-436
92.09L DD BA 9 850100000C5.98L
305.34 1169.25 1908.80 BBCD AAAA O 9t9111220C 79
1.30 14.01L 405.38L DF AA 0 560010100F
.26L .87: 8.94 ED FC 9600100118
.26L .75L 29.58L C DI 4400000008
.82 27.42L 104.31: CD F DBDE 0 940433333C
2.06L 5.76L 182.13L C AAE 7 250114330F
.73L 9.45L 179.92L C BC 250020000F
33: 6.27L 80.18L CD AA 5 960011221C
2.13 3.93L 60.64L DE AA 9 660100010C
1.67 13.95L 388.71L FF AA 9 4601200OOF
.49: 4.37L 31.95: CE C BE! B 0 360111211F
.30L 4.85L 60.82L B B B [ 950120000(3
3.93L 22.77L 389.80L C AAI G 0 562154423F
4.01 3.86L 120.261 FE AAG 9 250011000F
.62: 5.70: 1908.80L CED DD(I 0 91013220OC
.67 13.01L 126.64L BC AB 0 350012143C
.29L 5.08L 120.84: C F CLGE i944323333C
10.36 5.73 316.15L BCD AAC 0 960110030F
4.19 23.32L 402.68L DD AA 9 860030130F
.69 .96L 49.85L BD ACL 0 9500100008
2.41 7.99L 186.16L CF AA 9 260022230F 1
46.52 11.51 9.35: DDCD AAAB 9 9720100008 32
.74: 17.13L 270.39L DF AA 7 750100000F
1.92L 14.02L 475.29L C BC 660143331F
.47 1.29L 39.84L D B(_J 8400100328
.37L ! 4.96L 79.40L D B G 940334533C
3.06 3.17: 120.90L CCE AAD 8 540210112(3
.44: 8.69L 141.93L BD AB 0 340011010C
1.32 5.20L 61.97L BF AA 9 950020000(3
1.26 21.98L 436.40L FD AA E 9 858031144F
1.19 11.17L 122.18L CD BAI, 1 340102300C 3
6.68 1.78 30.60L BBC AA(:I 2 9510000428 18 8 2 13 227699M0
10.64 13.00L 178.39L FE AA 9 750133202F
.79L 5.73L 55.43: F F CBIIE 880130130F
.35L 5.25L 15.87 D J I C 970200100C
.49L 5.98L 82.14L B BCI C 9602210OOCI
3.93 14.05L 437.37L C AA(iG 0 660141334FJ
.30L 1.19: 45.77L C D CFI B 9600101118
1.93 .81L 40.01L CC AA 1 9400100008!
1.46L 11.40L 47.43L C AG H 260022330F
2.08 13.27L 188.79L CC AA 5 460111000F
1.18 17.05L 283.60L EE AB 9 45(X)00000F
.25L 1.27L 12.48 C L I C 5600000238
.32L 2.45 60.89L D HE¢:I 950232210C
1.43 13.52L 194.85L CF AA O 260312120F
1.18 17,33L 37.54: DE F ABI D 0 671022230F
.43L 1.04 23.53L F J ( ; 8501100108
1.67L 9.49L 55.45L D CC*;F 280213021F
1.03 9.891- 127.04L DE AB K 7 : 651110010F
.87 8.66L 108.36L DC ABHC 0 440110320(3
.25L 2.24 17.31L F IIC 6642101238
.27L .74L 23.82L O E 7500100008
5.99 21.02L 418.21L EC AAol 9 460133232F
.70: 10.60L ! 237.00L CE AB 1 550220000F
.40L 6.57L I 93.87L D CF 550001120C
1.57L 14.47L 248.16L D BC 650010000F
16.96 413.03: 827.28: CDFE CBI)A 1 25C013333F







1.49: 21.17L 119.82L CF
.35: 10.56L 152.46L; E D
.30L 5.36L 81.25L D
3.69 18.24L 238.03L F
.31 .90L 57.01L FF
1.47L 12.80L 149.21L C
.48 .77L 46.13L CC
.27L 1.96 21.38: DF
5.96 3.96L 72.01L BC
2.90L 21.30L 585.28L E
.36L 5.02L 71.111- B
D 1 32 X1707-460 142 13
3 2 *32 X1707-427 122 3
1 "41 17074-4257 54 1
2 "13 227692 K2
1
1 "41 17075-4255
9 1 32 X1707-437
D 1 32 X1707-460
1 17 2403
1
















C 1 32 X1708-480 65 1_
1 "41 17081-4300 8
B 1 32 X1708-412 122 11
AB G 0 470130234F







AA ; 9 451252372C 29 B
B 750320002F
BC 960122010C 4
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed So Jrces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
358




ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Itm
ham. o5, (s) ( ) l b (") (') (') N
17083-4851 22.9 60 340- 6 33 6 99 3
17083-4111 23.0 10 346 1 42 5 98 3
17083--4417 23.8 27 343- 3 46 6 99 3
17084-4709 24.0 15 341 5 27 9 99! 3
17084--4241 25,3 14 345-2 71 7 96 2
17084--4448 25,5 24 343- 3 84 13 97 2
17084--4102 27.4 22 346-- 1 25 6 98 3
17084--4437 27.6 4 343--3 31 7 97 2
17084-4505 29.5 55 343- 3 31 7 98 3
17084-4149 29.7 38 345- 1 43 6 98, 3
17085-4358 30.5 12 344-3 71 8 99 3
17085-4310 31,4 29 344- 2 21 6 98 3
i7085-4912 31.6 9 339-6 78 22 99 2
17085--4934 32.3 50 339-6 63 11 98 3
17085--4428 32.8 59 343- 3 23 5 99 3
17085--4058 33.5 7 346--1 35 5 98 3
17085-4306 35.1 24 344-2 47 6 98 3
17085--4100 35.9 53 346- 1 44 7 98 3
17086-4018 36.0 27 347-- 1 22 6 98 3
17086-4138 36.0 57 346-- 1 27 5 98 3
17086-4455 36.7 10 343--3 30 8 100 3
17086-4942 36.9 13 339-- 6 21 10 98 3
17086--4532 37.0 46 342-- 4 39 3 98 3
17086--4021 37.3 25 147-- 1 52 8 96 2
17086-4631 39.0 5 342-- 4 19 7 99 3
17086-4236 39.1 53 345--2 41 6 98 3
17086-4041 39.6 45 146-- 1 26 6 98 3
17086-4007 39,9 1 N7-- 0 37 8 96 2
17086-4333 39.9 25 344--3 29 6 99 3
17086-4152 40.0 9 |45-- 2 38 8 98 3
17086--4435 41.3 8 343--3 39 13 99 3
17087--4043 42.0 57 346-- 1 57 12 96 2
17087--4118 43.0 14 346-1 36 6 i 98 317087--4830 45.2 43 340- 5 26 7 _ 99
17087--4216 45.8 49 345- 2 45 7 99 2
17087--4352 45.9 59 |44- 3 35 6 99 3
17088--4227 48.3 8 M5- 2 22 5 98 3
17088--4951 48,7 3 339-6 66 12 98 3
17088--4157 49.2 46 345- 2 22 5 98 3
17088-4221 49,4 37 |45- 2 26 5 98 3
17088--4037 51,2 51 345- 1 41 6 96 2
17088--4529 51,6 53 143- 4 19 6 98 3
17088--4147 52.6 36 346-- 2 19 5 98 3
17088-4415 52,8 13 344-3 34 7 99 3
17088-4212 53,1 46 345-2 28 9 98 3
17088-4122 53.3 4 346-1 20 5 98 3
17089--4533 55,3 52 342- 4 24 7 98 3
17089--4135 55.4 46 346- 1 18 5 97 3
17089--4048 56.3 1 346-- 1 42 7 98 3
17089-4849 56.4 58 340--6 41 15 98 3
17089-4411 56.6 28 344--3 41 7 99 3
17089--4542 57.9 11 342-- 4 30 11 100 3
17089--4225 58,2 16 345--2 67 7 98 3
17089--4825 58,4 1 340-- 5 42 8 99 3
17089--4351 58.4 30 344-3 26 5 99 3
17089--4000 58.E 22 347-0 33 12 96 2
17089--4857 58.7 17 340-6 86 21 97 2
17090-4131 0.4 50 346-1 55 6 98 3
17090--4727 2.7 42 341-5 56 11 98 3
17090-4735 2,_ 42 341-5 35 7 98 3
17090-4647 4.9 34 342- 5 61 9 97 2
17091-4247 8,7 44 345- 2 38 7 96 2
17091-4210 10.1 11 345-- 2 45 6 98; 3
17091-4521 10,4 34 343-- 4 37 6 98 3
17091-4706 10.6 16 341--5 25 9 98 3
17091-4611 10.7 24 342- 4 59 9 97 2
17091-4808 11.1 52 340- 5 32 7 98 3
17091-4941 11.2 19 339- 6 45 16 98 2
17092-4612 12.4 46 342-4 58 13 100 2
17092--4027 13.3 41 347- 1 22 5 98 3
17092--4009 14.2 4 147- 1 21 5 98 3
17092--4055 14.6 46 146-- 1 54 6 98 3
17092--4754 16.9 55 341- 5 28 10 98 3
17092--4846 17.8 49 140- 6 70 17 97 2
17092--4254 17.8 12 345--2 37 6 98 3
17093-4035 18.4 48 347-- 1 32 5 98 3
17093--4104 18.6 57 346-- 1 50 6 98 3
17093--4954 19.3 59 339-- 6 40 10 98 3
17093-4214 19.8 7 345-2 34 6 98 3
17093-4033 20.3 17 347- 1 36 6 98 3
17093--4603 23.4 24 342- 4 48 10 99 3
17094-4520 24.7 27 343-4 24 7 98 3
17094-4359 24.7 38 344-3 30 7 99 3
17094-4114 24.9 47 346- 1 34 5 98 3
17094-4831 25,1 49 340-6 44 8 100 2
17094-4109 25.3 3 346- 92 25 96 2
17094-4649 i26.5 49 342--5 30 6 98 3
17094-4043 27.5 12 346- 34 5 98 3
17094-4136 27.7 16 346- 2 33 5 98 3
17094-4735 29,4 0 341-5 30 7 98 3
17094-4614 2'9.5 56 342-4 32 5 99 3
17095-4357 ]O.C 17 344-3 40 7 99 3
17095-4001 30.1 5 ; 347- 1 36 5 98 3
17095--4420 30,2 33 344- 3 69 7 99 3
17095-4924 30,9 45 339-6 46 9 100 2
17095-4312 31.1 23 344-2 86 9 96 2
17095-4337 32,5 28 344-- 3 47 12 99:2
17095-4500 32.7 20 343--4 57 7 99 3
17095-4013 33.1 53 347--1 31 6 98 3
17095-4643 33.9 2 342-5 91 15 96 2
Flux Density
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p,m 60 vm 1(30 _tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A




































































B B F 0 550033400F
BFCG 450132352C
ABF 0 650100000C
AB F 3 650032340F
BD 630121010C




AA , 9 550133300F
B C J I 550022222C
CB i 3 54013340OF







B E F I 650314233C
A A 5 460030000F
B C 770000000F
BB 9 740000000C
B C F E 65003222OF




B 1 32 X1708-445









































































7.28L 48.80: FD F BBFE 0 450132352C B
4,07 99.60L D C 470020000F
9.28L 248,77L FF AAG 9 150026633F B
.68L 32.98L BC AA 2 9501100008
11,27L 156,95L F AB 55003100OF
9.27L 125,41L EF ABF 9 630221010C
16.22 107,92L DDC BAA 1 650151000F
.57L 26,70L C B D 4400000218
13.86L 165.82L FF AA 9 6500200OOF
106.78 36,90 BBEE AAAB 1 664051010F 39
3.47L 99.60L CD BBI 0 370110000F
2.06 84.75L CBD AABA 7 660020100C
15.26L 168.46L BC AA 1 650120100F
7,33L 75.82L BC AAD 1 540012110C 1
13,67L 119.95L DE AB 0 860020000F
13,44L 172.06L CC AA 4! 160123320F
7,20L 83.10L FE AA 9 760120100C
17,02L 173.82L BC AAB 0 360020000F
2.82: 46.02: C EE AADF
1.02 23.61L F DB
7.49L 76.47L BC AB
1.45: 13.35: C DD CNCD
17.38L 144.50L D C
.64L 34.62L C E B
5,00L 85.76L BC AA
8.84 144.14L F ECD
.56L 7.26 D HHKC
17.36L 183.64L C E B D













20.95L 305.55L F E
6.25L 52.52L B





1.07L 52.40L B C
10,50L 298.68L CE
16.11L 143,30L FD
1.07L 26.88L BB AAGI 2 5601110208
1,73L 31.53L C CFK 9601310208
6,04L 72.22L CD AB 0 650000000C
18.18L 150.03L CE AB 2 150131020F
7.85L 82.18L BC lAB 1 54001000(0
2,03 10.67 CD H CB 9700101208
4,00L 33.16L CE BB 0 950020100C
.93: 33.94L BCD AAE O 9500000008
.72L 27.12L D D 1400030008
1.93 51.07L e C K B 950020100C
27.07L 386,67L C C A H 760222442F
19.59L 301,64L BC AAH 0 950010120F 4
15.15L 290,01L EE AA 9 350220020F 4
.73L 34.41L CD BB 0 9500000008
.83 5.83L C GDF 7600100218
12.97L 151.59L CC AAH 840003232C
20.83L 297.80L CC AA 8 262121010F
9.09L 210.40L C AE 350020000F







C I 9501000008 !
D H D 770020010F
ABLJ 0 9501210208 4
AB 6 260110000F
AA 9 363110000F
2.37 10.27: BCCE AACC 9 5700210208 25 4 1 16 08284
6.00L 58.50L CC AA H 2 950030100C
8.83L 115.t2L CF AA 9 530010100C
5.54: 298.69L BCE AAC 0 950032032F 64
7.44L 96.63L C AB H 440010021C
.73L 27.16L C EH 9401000108
4.20L 85.63L C CJ M 640102000C
8.98L 81,66L CD CD 0 650013020C 5
8,44L' 122.51L B BG 850120154C 8
11.70L 361,66L= CE AAB 0 750220320F 6
1.07 57.01L C M C 9400100008
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 .u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
113 11
32 34
3 1 32 X1708-409 96 3
1 "41 17086-4306 37 3
3 1 32 _1708-409 110 3
1 "41 17086--4333
32 X1708-445














a 8 a B Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 t_m
h m. , , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
17096--4224 38.2 50 345--2 40 8 98 3 .72 .77:
17096-4324 38.3 52 344-3 41 7 98 3 4.24 2.18
17096-4701 39.8 33 341-- 5 40 6 98 3 2.10 .77
17096-4819 39.8 40 340-- 5 63 11 97 3 .49 .25L
17096-4607 41.(_ 8 342-4 33 6 99 3 1.40 .84
17097-4711 42.0 39 341-5 39 6 98 3 2.21 .63
17097-4227 42.2 2 345-2 27 7 98 3 .76L .77
17097-4334 43.1 25 344-3 28 6 98 3 4.32 4.19
17097-4724 43.9 19 341-5 32 6 98 3 2.64 1.01
17097-4546 44.4 26 342-4 45 10 98 3 .74 .46
17097-4529 44.e 2 343-4 57 12 99 3 .51 .30L
17097-4049 45.4 35 346- 1 45 6 98 3 1.35 .83:
17097-4118 46.2 28 346- 1 39 5 98 3 1.03 .66
17097-4011 46.5 43 347- 1 29 6 98 3 7.63 4.32
17098-4037 49.5 2 347-1 40 5 98 3 2.74 2.50
17098-4436 49.7 47 343-3 26 6 99 3 1.07 1.03
17098-4801 50.9!48 341--5 46 12 100 2 .42 .28L
17098-4132 51.8 2 346-2 38 6 98 3 1.00 .85
17098-4753 53.4 25 341-5 46 11 97 3 .39 .25L
17098-4343 53.8 2 344-3 35 6 98 3 2.30 1.35
17099-4153 54.0 53 346- 2 32 7 98 3 1.18L .57:
17099-4812 54.7 41 340- 5 88 25 97 2 ,42L .29L
17099-4731 55.4 13 341-5 51 9 100 2 .47 .42L
17099-4045 56.1 59 346-1 67 6 98 3 .84 .76:
17099-4347 56.4 18 344 3 77 19 96 2 .56L .43L
17099-4017 56.4 24 347- 1 40 5 98 3 1.96 1.84
17099-4619 58.7 38 342- 4 34 6 98 3 5.02 2.64
17100-4511 1.1 15 343-4 80 11 96 2 .98 .53L
17100-4316 1.6 20 344- 3 75 8 98 3 .66 .38L
17100-4542 1.8 1 342- 4 48 9 99 3 .58 .28L
17100-4708 3.9 52 341-5 40 7 98 3 .62 .63
17101-4814 6.6 58 340- 6 40 6 97 3 2.27 .85
17101-4413 8.0 11 344- 3 48 8 98 3 .79 .47L
17101-4013 8.4 57 347- 1 25 7 96 2 1.49 1.24:
17101-4915 9.4 26 340- 6 29 7 97 2 .44 .33L
17101-4230 10.1 31 345-- 2 48 7 98 3 .54: .88
171Ol-481o lO.8 5,340- 5 41 7 97 3 1.02 .56
17101-4527 11.1 30l 343- 4 51 12 99 2 .42 .21:
17101-4151 11.7 57 346- 2 22 6 98 3 2.27 1.53
17101-4605 1.9 19 342- 4 35 6 98 3 2.81 .89
17102-4002 12.0 20 347- 1 26 5 98 3 2.82 2.35
17102-4243 12.3 38 345- 2 63 12 98 3 .33L .36L
17102-4421 12.9 11 344- 3 68 7 99 3 .57 .31L
17102-4859 13.7 44 340- 6 31 14 99 3 .25L .25L
17102-4309 15.2 6 345- 3 37 7 98 3 1.00 .65
17102-4041 16.8 44 347- I 43 7 96 2 .80 .99
17103-4036 198 53 347- 1 24 5 98 3 2.57 1.04
17103-4030 21.7 46 347- 1 23 6 97 3 3.07 3.26:
17103-4304 22.7 52 345- 3 49 7 98 3 1.06 .43:
17103-4057 23.6 12 346- 1 76 10 96 2 .56L 1.55L
17104-4108 25.6 22 346- 1 39 7 98 3 .76 1.01L
17104-4213 26.7 37 345- 2 36 14 96 2 1.52L .92L
17104-4824 26.8 16 340 6 21 9 97 3 .54 .34
17104-4233 28.0 32 345- 2 29 6 98 3 2.55 1.14
17104-4401 28.7 40 344- 3 27 8 98 3 .76: .63:
17104-4631 29.2 23 342- 5 48 8 100 2 .60 .58L
17105-4258 30.5 35 345- 2 46 7 98 3 1.23 ,50:
17105-4254 31.3 59 345- 2 21 6 98 3 4.85 2.24
17105-4017 31.7 10 347- 1 15 5 98_ 3 2.22 1.06
17105-4221 32.8 9 345- 2 24 6 98 3 3.99 1.99
17105-4828 33.1 49 340- 6 73 19 97; 2 .28L .25L
,7105-4719 33.9 50 341-5 65 8100 2 .53 .32L
17105-4834 34.0 32 340-6 62 16 _ 32 .26L .25L17105-4009 35.0 27 347--1 56 1.90L 1.09
17105-4643 35.6 11 342-5 80 8100 2 .65 .34L
17106-4650 36.3 16 342-5 26 8 98 3 .90 .37:
,7106-4049 39.1 3 346--1 33 5 98'3 2.63 1.74
17106-4308 39.3 47 345-3 61 7 98 3 1.21 .53:
,7106-4327 40.1 32 344 3 52 8 96 2 .37 .77L
17106-4505 41.0 23 343-4 43 9 98 3 .96 .46
,7106-4742 41.0 46 341-5 62 18 96 2 .26L .26L
.7107-4928 42.9 5 339-6 51 10 98 3 .60 .25L
17107 4334 44.9 39 344-3 36 6 98 3 4.33 2.24
,7107-4217 451 26 345-2 40 6 98 3 8.25 2.28
17107-4043 45.5 13 347-1 28 5 98 3 6.34 3.23
17107-4031 46.5 27 347- 1 33 6 98 3 3.05 1.29
17107-4036 46.9 51 347- 1 46 6 98 3 1.38 1.55L
17108-4001 49.3 5 347- 1 45 6 98 3 3.94 2.21
17108-4332 50.1 9 344- 3 43 7 98 3 .85 .47
17108-4314 50.6 31 345- 3 38 7 98 3 ,66 ,30:
17108-4518 51.4 16 343- 4 54 7 99 2 .71 .72L
17108 4010 52,6 45 347-- 1 33 6 98 3 1.90L ,87
17109-4400 55.8 49 344- 3 33 6 98 3 4.58 2.93
17109-4442 56.9 52 343- 4 52 18 96 2 .34L .29L
17109-4125 57.0 5 346- 2 34 7 98i 3 1.03 1.24L
17109-4257 57.0 17 345- 3 50 7 98' 3 .57: 1.08
17109-4033 58.5 33 347- 1 30 9 98 3 .60 1.85L
17109-4159 58.9 46 346 2 25 6 98 3 2.61 1.49
17110-4107 0.9 58 346- 1 50 6 98 3 .92 1.93L
17110-4521 4.6 29 343-4 51 7 99 2 1.55 .75:
17110-4751 4.6 18 341- 5 33 6 97i 3 1.97 .52
17110-4008 5.2 8 347 1 23 6 98 3 19.49 15.37
17110-4524 5.9 31 343 4 28 7 99 2 1.96 1.03L
17111-4049 7.3 10 347- 1 34 5 98 3 1.34: 1.99
17111 - 4324 7.8 40 344- 3 50 6 98 3 1.73 .53L
17111 4230 9.8 17 345- 2 40 7 98 3 2.11 1.90
17111-4239 9.8 48 345 2 44 7 98 3 .82 .50:
17111-4303 10.5 57_ 345 3 45 7 98 3 .70 .66
17111-4210 10.7 49' 345- 2 32 6 98 3 6.56 2.24
17111-4830 11.6 19 340-6 68 10 96 2 .67 .32L
Flags
V L C
I00 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 p.m
5.40 163.09L CDF BDB 4 750022321F
9.52L 86.28L BC AA 0 450202030C
.79L 32.14L DC AB 2 9601101008
.91L 30.72L C C E 9500100108
6.20L 60.77L BC AA 1 950110100C
.78L 31.58L BC AB O 9610112208
6.85L 140.37: D E FB! F 4 _750212321F
9.13L 83.00L BC AA 9 650011000C


















6.68L 55,19L EC BB
5.79L 88.66L D CGOB
21.04L 250.72L FF AB
17.99L 155.75L CE AB
24.04L 3O6.63L BD AB
21.70L 278.35L E E A A
8.05L 110.20L BC AA
1.15L 36.43L C B E
20.17L 183.87L CD AA
.80L 31.27L C CFM
9.66L 118.75L RC AA
5.28 44.99L ED DCDG
.96L 7.40 O C
.93L 36.23L C CD
21.27L 327.94L CF BA
1.73 114.04L C ;-IF
16.24L 285.05L EE AA
6.49L 56.54L BF AA-II 9 640010222C
3.60L 41.78L F EM 760102000C
9.91L 98.53L B BF J 440010122C
6.81L 67.63L C BD 740010021C
1.02L 38.55L CE AB_ 6 8500212128
.67L 31.67L ED AA 7 9501301118
1.33L 129.08L B AE 5302000008
8.03L 135.90L DF BD:_ 4 460140320F
.57L 14.76L C BF 9501000008
3.88L 112.92L DE ABED 1 850324553F
.68L 31.06L DF AB 9 9501201118
1.91L 16.32L CF CC 5 5600110100
13.24L 158.44L CC AA 7 460134441F
6.73L 58.52L BC AA 0 7512Ol12OC
16.06L 257.11L CF AA 0 750020021F
3.56: 34.47 ED G ;C 770000232C
1.67L 136.67L C BH 4402010338
1.19: 11.71 DC J E D 9502010448
11.01L 165.33L DO AA 5 740030000C
10.74L 128.88L DE BA 6 450320100F
19.20L 183.63L CD AA 0 340131230F
19.55L 187.87L FF AA 9 643422141F
11.09L IO6.23L CF BB 0 940020000C
4.09 119.33L D D _. 740400000F
22.92L 196.26L D CD 0 641000000F
4.51L 32.51 E D !A 880121240F
.62L 26.26L BD BB 0 9500100208
5.10L 71.28L BC AA F 1 868133442C
2.01L 15.75: FD DAB 4B 7600001108
5.81L 53.51L D BE 540010000C
11.06L 156.71L CE AC F 4 940110(X)(X_
11.10L 104.83L BF AAI,I 9 940110010C
20.52L 197.16L CD ,AB 6 540020000F
5.44L 92.20L BC ]AA 6 760231220F
1.83L 7.52 D L )_B 9600200418
.98L 34.73L D IBI ,; 7600200008
.80 7.88: DD *iB 9601110418
21.09L 422.22L E AA 1 450240000F
1.52L 40.35L F B _" 8401000008i.OIL 4eo4,cE oB," 0 7_0008
11.81L 178.59L BC AA 0 540312200F
10.44L 152.28L BE AD 0 940140000C
1.96L 64.26L C BEll 560010010C
1.09L 11.24L EIC AB 4 9800010000
1.27L 7.17 E I)D 6701000208
.42L 22.25L B CE 9401000008
1.23L 154.32L BC AA 5 9501111108
8.51L 110.71L BC AA 0 960121330F
2.97: 202.98L FFD AAt; 9 340210200F
21.98L 208.16L CF AA 0 441334143F
22.66L 233.86L E AC 4 240234232F
21.71L 208.03L CC AA 1 660212240F
3.31: 155.29L CFF BBIB 7 450121110C
4.82L 98.38L CE BA 0 740111444C
1.94L 20.99L C BH 6601312220
27.49L 217.42L E AB 01 46012000OF1.79L 92.07L BB AAII 8400101108
1.31 14.81L D t 0 8600000000
t6.81L 114.64L C AEIIG 860220011F
10.61L 127.93L CE BA 2 940000011C
12.01L 242.21L E CDItJ 240033233F
13.14L 148.94L CC AA 36300000OF
17.28L 230.45L C AC 0 i, 740201020F
1.98L 19.68L EE BA 1 5602211110.65L 28.06L BC AC 9400100008
22.50L 193.67L FE AA D 461210010F 28
1,96L 19.76L C AA 5601201000
19.37L 253.23L FF AA 9' 440002200F
12.11L 169.41L B AB 450011011C
1.33L 14.31L FC AA 6 8800200311
10.25L 98.29L BD BB F 6 860232540C
4.98L 105.281 BC CC 1 950110022C
12.27L 118.60L BC AA 3 660100100F
.85L 17.20L O BFI 9502000208
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
2 1 13 227720 K5
4
6 1 32 X1709-402
2













8 1 32 X1710-443 I 75 8
8 1 32 X1710-489 151 8
106
1 1 V618 SCO





8 1 32 X1710-405
4
C
1 t3 227739 K5
1 17 2411











Right Ascension: 17hllm12"-17h12=42 • Declination: --50°---40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. • 8
17112-4859 12.5 51 340- 6 23 7 98 3
17112--4058 12.6 42 346- 1 49 7 98 3
17112-4128 14.3 36 346--2 21 6 98 3
17112-4405 16.2 27 344--3 20 4 97 4
17112--4513 17,8 14 343--4 50 10 97 3
17113-4416 18.4 23 344--3 48 8 97 3
17113-4854 20,5 57 340-- 6 45 15 98 3'
17113-4139 21.3 40 346-- 2 20 6 98 3
17113-4911 22,4 60 340- 6 69 14 100 2
17113-4301 23.0 7 345-- 3 36 6 98 3
17113--4344 23,2 17 344- 3 40 3 97 4
17114--4121 24,0 52 346-- 2 22 8 98 3
17114--4101 24,4 35 346- 1 56 6 98 3
17114-4030 26.4 35 347- I 60 6 98 3
17114-4159 29.1 59 346-2 50 7 98 3
17115-4628 31.3 26 342-- 5 34 6 98 3
17115-4653 32.7 11 342- 5 72 15 100 2
17115--4600 33,8 6 342--4 80 13 96 2
17115-4648 33.8 57 342--5 93 16 99 2
17115-4417 34,7 43 344-- 3 44 5 98 3
17116-4431 36.1 2 344- 4 82 7 96 2
17116-4036 36,2 14 347- 1 26 6 98 3
17116--4052 38,7 28 347- 1 19 6 98 3
17116-4108 39,4 25 346- 2 50 6 98 3
17116--4255 40.5 42 345- 3 35 7 98_ 2317116--4420 40.8 30 344- 3 60 12 97
17117-4413 43.4 31 344- 3 40 4 98 3
17117-4944 43.7 56 339- 7 55 14 97 2
17117-4313 44.4 29 345-- 3 36 4 96 4
17117-4821 44.4 14 340-- 6 45 10 98 3
17117-4016 45.2 44 347- 1 40 6 98 3
17117-4843 46.8 56 340- 5 27 5 97 3
17117-4306 47.1 36 345-3 64 9 95 2
17117-4201 47.6,60 346- 2 62 7 98 3
17117-4555 47,6i43 342- 4 65 8 96 2
17118--4958 51.7 3 339- 7 32 8 97 3
17118-4443 52,5'33 343- 4 17 5 98 3
17119--4825 54,0 16 340- 6 65 9 96 2
17119--4910 54,2 50 340--6 36 8 98 3
17119--4108 55.7 9 346- 2 51 7 98 3
17119--4019 57,0 6 347- 1 20 6 98 3'
17119--4342 57.2 23 344- 3 27 4 98 3
17119-4502 58.0 50 343-4 38 8 97 3
17119-4041 58.5 42 347- 1 29 6 98 3
17119-4039 58.7 16 347- 1 21 6 98 3
17119-4804 59.6 46 341-- 6 69 23 96 2
17119-4348 59.8 46 344- 3 53 9 97 2
17120-4452 0.8 46 343- 4 20
17t20-4106 3,5 20 346 2 25 3
17120-4225 4,5 52 345- 2 29 3 96 4
17120-4015 4,6 53 347- 1 36 6 98 3
17120-4753 4.8 45 341- 6 20 9 97 3
17120-4944 5,9 39 339- 7 70 16 98 3
17120-4555 5.9 7 343 4 44 6 99 2
17121-4049 6.4 20 347- 1 37 6 98 3
17121-4651 6,7 49 342- 5 40 9 97 3
17121-4229 9.4 60 345-- 2 35 5 96 4
17121-4620 8,6 42 342- 5 31 9 96 3
17121--4240 8.7 23J 345- 3 24 11 98' 3
17121-4647 8.7 5 342- 5 32 11 97 3
17121-4705 8.8 50 342- 5 20 7 97 3
17121-4510 8.9 54 343-- 4 36 4 96 4
17121-4435 10.0 20 344- 4 37 9 97 3
17121-4641 10,5 56 342- 5 47 9 97 3
17122-4835 12.3 7 340- 6 27 8 97 3
17122-4021 13.6 11 347 1 32 6 99 3
17122-4628 16.6 t7 342- 5 71 9 99 2
17122-4710 17.4 2 342- 5 44 11 97 3
17123-4930 18,1 22 340 7 57 11 97 3
17123 4408 19,9 14 344 3 34 5 97 3
17123-4440 20,0 30 344-4 44 14 95 3
17123-4045 20,1 41 347-- 1 63 9 96 2
17123-4721 20,9 11 341-- 5 70 9 97 3
17123-4549 21,1 2 343-4 29 7 99 2
17123-4235 21.4 47 345-- 3 38 10 98 3
17123-4305 21.5 29 345-- 3 23 10 96 2
17123 4310 22.0 26 345-- 3 42 5 98 3
17123-4759 23.8 13 341-- 6 48 t0 97 3
17124-4154 24.2 23 346-- 2 26 9 96 4
17124-4133 25.7 16 346-2 46 9 96 4
17124-4452 26.0 13 343-4 73 19 98 3
17124-4053 26,8 7 347 2 35 6 98 3
17124-4427 28.1 28 344-4 51 8 98 3
17124-4616 28.8 12 342 5 23 5 96 i 3
17124-4058 29.2 45 347- 2 44 8 98 3
17125-4019 31.5 24 347- 1 41 7 98 3
17125-4147 31.9 18 346--2 49 7 96 2
17125-4933 31.9 37 340 7 33 15 142 3
17125 4012 32.8 13 347- 1 21 6 97 3
17125-4814 33,5 4 341- 6 31 8 97 3
17125-4439 35.3 41 344- 4 31 5 97 3
17125-4434 35.7 29 344- 4 52 9 96 3
17126-4835 :]7,4 50 340- 5 33 10 98 3
17126-4024 38.3 46 347- 1 95 6 98 3
17126-4203 38,5 2 346 2 51 5 98 3
17126-4902 40,2 19 340-6 35 8 97 3
17127--4006 42,4 34 347 1 26 6 97 3
17127-4122 42,5 13 346-2 21 5 96 3
17127--4828 42,833 340-6 40 9 97 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)






































































































V _L Si C100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.47L 23.37L CD AA 9 9501100008
19.34L 254.40L C AL 74Ol10000F '
13,47L 93.55L CD AA 2 760030001FI
1,58L 117.26L BC AAL 0 8500100108
1,82L 19A6L C B 7703200000
1.89L 116.22L C D 6501331208
1.01 7,98: DD DF B 9600100208
14,03L 124.24L BC AAEE 0 260141332F
.73 33.92L C B 9400000008
14,37L 176.36L BF AADF 9 940120032C
3.54 30.19 CD J E I B ! 9701003208
6.20 74.49: ED GEDC 96C323355F
19.38L 231.36L C AA 740310000F
25.25L 288.13L D BBH 540022122F
1.43L 17.72L C BH 3800100001
3.25L 42.65L BD AB 2 341100300C
1.77 40.44L C NLC 7500101008
1.40 37.78L E D 540020010C
1.32 45.40L C F S 8401102128
1.69L 105.20L CD BC 7 5500330108
1.99L 105,67L C B L 3400000008
7.38 230,97L BBE AAB ; 0 240121020F 28
3.22 249.03L FED AABF 9 740102100F
8.11L 112.29L F EIB 0 840120020F 4
10.99L 188.89L BC BA 0 850110010C
2.12L 106.93L E GF 5400230008
1.70L 107.93L CC AA 2 7500210008
.57L 15,991 E ,BH E 9400100208
11.48L 117.02L BB ,AA 5 55(300000(0
.53L 29.411 B BG 9401100008
27.65L 270.94L BC AAC 3 440033100F 15
.68L 14.92L DC ABI B 7 9602011008
6.06L 92,75L C BD 950100000C
1.85L 22.40L C BCI 3800200001
4,13L 43.42L C BD 440031200C
1.53 12,55L BBC AAA 0 9500100008 14
1.66L 17.50L BC AB 1 8603101320
,61L 19,66L C D 9500100008
1,13: 23.77L BCD AAB 1 9500000008
16.36L 138.34L C AE 840020010F
30.18L 267.88L BC AAB 0 i 541042100F
2.61L 96.30L BE AAC 9 8600001008
1.77L 14,39L BC AB 0 9700000000
9,79L 179,04L EE AA C 9 340Ol1020F
7.39L 165.89L DD AAH 9 340011020F
.74L 5.55 D GC 9600100006
2.73L 114.21L C BC 8501001108
5,62L 67.85L C BCD 440110110C
1.82L 14.93L BC AA 1 9700122220 1
5.02 137,53L DDE AAB 9 840120010F
2.91L 25.52L BD AAH 4 8720200001
3.65: 273.41L CE AAC 6 440132100F
,84L 24.45L BC ABK 0 9400101008
,85L 5.93 C B HB 9500100208
3,52L 49,62L BD AA 1 340021200C
21.46L 143.30L EE AA 9 640020000F
33,57L BD BC 1 5500101029
23.87L BC AA 0 8700200001
75.84L BD AB 0 9301212318
85.73L CF FDGE 0 768123530C
15.86 FD FFEB 5580201128







1.03L 17.76L BD AABG 3 7702010000
1.31t 15,50L BD AS 0 6601210000
.84L 33,99L B BC 4400100008
.70L 24,72L B ADH 9501103008
20.73L 199.55L FE AA ! 9 550142100F
.88L 35,02L F CB 9400000108
.59L 35,20L CC BB 7 5501100008
.50L 20.50L E CL 9401100108
2.27L 96.70L S B E L D 9500000208
1.46L 27.44 C EC 8501201220
8.35L 92.14L D ABG 450032242F
.70L 39.32L C B 4501000108
5.10L 58.89L ED AAD 4 350010100C
14,22L 188.14L D DF 750230010C
8.77L 129,32L C CKCE 75002000OC
10.42L 122.73L CF AB 8 650020000(3
.57L 25.97L DF AB 1 9410100008
2,051 23.88L C AD 3700100001
23,64L 206.8OL E GB 750000000F
2.44 26.95 DD D FF 8701132330 1
22.04L 305.65L iC E A A 3 630050000F
2.25L 85.16L !D C 4401000008
.54L 79.53L!CE AAI E 9 9401111228 5
22.47L 311.44L DE AB 0 83011110OF
12.58L 163.78L CE AA 1 153221000F
2.06L 32.29L F AB 3701200001
.82 6.00 FC H GB 5601200108
24.67L 183.43L CC AA 3 150011000F
16,11 26,15L BBF AAAI 9 9400000008 42
2,46L 15,69L BC ABGD 0 8601300200
1,90L 24,79L _E E 6502210000
,56L 24,32L FF AA 9401103008
28,33L 152,43L FF AA I 9 350312010F
2,02L 32,49L D AC H 3701001101
,59L 18,98L BC AAB 0 9500001008
4,31 199,97L DDD BBCF 1 351222231F
11.45L 218.84L CC AAH 0 950030020F
,56L 24.46L CF AA 9 8400100218 4
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
32 X1711 --430 85: 12
2 7 327083 15
1 23 MRSL 347-01/1 306
23 MRSL 347-01/1 289 :
1 AI ARA 25
1 23 MRSL 347-01/1 175
1 23 MRSL 347-01/1 91
1 23 MRSL 347-01/1 421
1 23 MRSL 347-01/1 382
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region.
361
Right Ascension: 17h12m43"-17h14m10 "
Position (1950)
Name H ('Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ 5MN 0 O 12 p,m 25 pm 60 /_m 100 pm Flux
ham, . _, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
17127-4307 43.3 34 345 3 51 5 98 3 .80 .48 10.70L 125.31L DD AB
17127-4503 43,5 31 343- 4 51 9 97 3 .49 .36: 1,61L 18,84L CF BC
17127-4044 45,2 12 347-1 46 12 95 3 6.93L 4.24L 18.44L 82,14 E'KD(
17127-4232 46,5 3 345-3 19 4 98 3 4.58 6.62 2.47L 22.65L FE AA_
17127-4339 46,6 58 144- 3 58 14 96 2 .56L .33L 2.45L 24,47 D N
17127-4151 47.2 17 346- 2 30 5 98 3 2.44 1.81 2.31L 32,86L FF AA
17127-4406 47,5 37 344- 3 53 5 98 3 .82 .36: 1.90L 100.61L FD BDF
17128-4656 48,9 47 342- 5 39 7 97 3 .95 .45 .73L 38.07L FC BD
17128-4253 49,9 47 345 3 43 6 98 3 .68 .37L 10.98L 128,08L D B
17128-4442 50.9 13 344 4 45 10 99 2 .65 ,34L 1.88L 21.20L E B
17128-4527 51.7 58 343- 4 46 9 96 3 .67 .33L 1.05L 16.00L C AA
17128-4637 52,5 7 ]42- 5 44 10 97 3 1.07 .60 .55L 32,34L BC AB
17128-4348 53.0 4 344- 3 14 4 96 4' 7.27 3.79 1,71: 105,80L FFE AAI
17128-4230 53,0 10 345 3 15, 4 98 3 17,90 10.96 3.69 24.75L DDC AAI
17128-4419 53,4 26 ]44- 4 77 9 97 3 .53 .32L 2.26L 105.02L C BG
17129-4450 54.4 16 343-4 2318 99 2 ,25L .30L 2.49L 30.36 D DI
17129-4146 55,1 12 346-2 46 8 98 2 .91 .46: 5,33L 66,05L FF CBI
17129-4100 55.5 20 347- 2 49 7 98 3 ,67 1.82L 31,95L 413.82L D BF
17129-4000 55.7 2 347- 1 46 5 97 3 1.48 1.06 34.98L 216.68L DF BB
17129-4634 576 37 342- 5 30 7 97 3 1,17 .78 .75L 32.50L CF AB
17129-4850 59.6 45 340- 6 67 18 97 2 .47L .25L I .88 23.82L C
17130-4029 0.0 14 347- 1 27 5 97 4 ,55: 7,42 7.26 396.67L CBD CA,
17130-4045 3.8 31 347- 2 27 5 97 3 6,93 4,24 18,82L 273.17L EC AAI
17130-4125 4.1 57 346- 2 32 5 98 3 5.34 3.08 22,28L 261.14L BC AA
17130-4707 4.6 9 342- 5 44 19 96 2 .45L 1.55L 1.03L 9.54 D Dt
17130-4003 5.0 44 347- 1 41 5 97 4 1,24 ,65: 29.69L 456,42L BF AB
17130-4855 5,3 41 340-6 39 22 100 2 ,37L ,27L ,59 16,63L C FI
17131-4035 6,6 2 347- 1 42 5 97 3 3,04 2,68 36,07L 291,29L FF AA
17131-4336 7,140 345- 3 30 5 132 3 .71 ,29L 1,70L 109,18L B CEI
17131-4646 7.2146 342- 5 61 13 96 2 .45L ,26L .86 6,88 CO B_
17131-4719 7.3i 5 341- 5 43 10 97 3 .57 ,32: ,72L 27,12L BE BAI
17131-4048 7.9i28 347- ,: 22 5 97 3 .84 3.93: 12,41: 254.13L FCE BEI
17131-4140 9.7152 2346- 53 6 98 3 .59 .46L 2,70L 45.42L C CD
17131-4517 10.9 52 343- 4 61 9 96 3 .56 .33L 1.50L 16.92L C BB
17131-4450 11,0 15 344-4 28 10 96 4 ,37L .44L 2.60 19.66L C LJI
17132-4239 12,8 23 345-3 27 9 94 2 .49L .36 2.73L 105.20L D BDI
17132-4342 13,1 28 344- 3 24 4 98 3 2.46 1.52 2.11L 109.39L BC AA!
17132-4753 13.8 39 341- 6 52 10 97 3 .87 .23: .65L 26,82L DE BE
17132-4823 14,8 41 341- 6 43 14 96 2 ,31 .25L .63L 20.06L D E
17132-4008 14.8 52 347- 1 48 5 97 3 1.63 ,69: 29.19L 444,03L CF AB
17132-4331 16.2 43 345-3 62 5 96 3 .51 .3OL 9,01L 109.86L B BL
17132-4940 16.2 46 340-7 78 18 96 2 .89L .25L ,66 18.19L F
17133-4205 18.(; 20 346- 2 43 5 98 3 .78 .47L 2.69L 34.42L C AB
17133-4633 18.E 0 342- 5 42 12 97 3 .59 .29: .67L 49.94L CE BD
17133-4530 20.7 52 343- 4 34 11 97 3 .99 .45L .76L 6.36L C CE
17133--4404 21.9 41 344- 4 30 4 98 3 2.80 .99 2.09L 105,66L CC AA
17133-4200 22.4 23 346- 2 20 4 97 4 1.20 .85 2.00L 30.13L CC AB
17133-4616 22.6 53 342- 5 38 8 97 3 .48 ,32L .90L 57.06L B CE
17134-4811 25.7 48 341- 6 25 7 97, 3 3.34 2.20 .51L 22.52L BC AA
17134-4026 26,8 291347- 1 18 5 97 3 7,81 9.65 15,11L 277,45L FE AA
17134-4039 27.0 58 347- 2 31 5 97 3 3.50 4.31 29.44L 292.29L EF AA
17134-4056 27,5 33 347- 2 53 5 97 3 .81 1,73L 34,25L 424,48L C A
17134-4255 28.5 1 345- 3 36 5 98 3 1.12 .53: 10,69L 140,98L BD AB
17134-4533 28.5 19 343- 4 90 9 97 3 .43 .28L ,92L 6.27L C C
17135-4801 31.5 52 341- 6 86 17 96 2 .28L .39L .76 20.47L D D
17135-4208 33,2 3 346- 2 30 5 96 4 2.11 1.23 2,76L 29.97LIBC AA
17135-4340 33.2 18 344- 3 65 12 96 2 .61 .46L 2.40L 113.57L C FG
17135-4456 35,3 47 343-4 84 17 96 2 .31L .75L 1,31 10,63L D G
17136-4115 37,3 57 346-2 19 4 97 4 2.34 1,03 30.25L 52,85: BE E AA
17136 4737 39.0 51 , _41- 6 104 24 96 2 .25L .27L .83L 7.38 D
17136-4407 40.3 40 ]44- 4 41 9 97 3 .64 .39L 2.03L 97.93L C BB
17137-4502 42.6 45 343- 4 105 10 96 2 .38 =36L t.04L 14.76L C D
17137-4018 43.4 9 347- 1 22 5 97 3 18.90L 7.56L 63.54 187.85 EE AB
17137-4447 43.4 56 ]44- 4 52 11 95 3 .50 .26: 1.0OL 19.57L DD BB
17137--4511 43.6 14 343- 4 103 8 98 3 .51 .36L 1.01L 10.10L C AE
17137-4718 45.1 42 342- 5 45 12 98 2 .41 ,44L .78L 26.22L C DF
17137-4630 46.4 41 342- 5 49 16 96 2 ,27L .25L .95: 8.26 FD
17138-4703 50.1 7 342- 5 34 11 97 3 .51 .26L .60L 32.19L F B
17138-4603 51.3 44 ]43- 5 30 13 97 3 .34L .25L 1.33 48.04L C L
17138-4820 51.4 57 341- 6 62 11 97 3 .43 .30L .49L 22.29L C DF
17138-4233 52.3 20 345- 3 49 7 98 2 .76 ,43: 4.58: 45.23L DFC BB
17138-4544 52.7 56 343- 5 61 10 96 2 .36 .27L .70L 23.49L C O
17138-4132 53.4 10 346- 2 38 5 97 3 1.70 .97 21,07L 173.96L CC AB
17138-4319 53.5 18 345-3 74 12 98 2 1.06L .33L 3.05 150.93L D D
17139-4025 54.620 347- 1 31 4 97 3 3.16 1.54 34.14L 302.67L DC AA
17139-4216 55.7 40 346- 3 23 4 98 3 11.50 5.98 2.66L 38.44L BB AA
17139-4200 55.8 5 346- 2 39 3 96 2 1,24 .47: 3.62L 57.52L DE AC
17139-4004 56,1 29 347- 36 6 95 2 ,85 1,81L 11.50L 127.88L D BC
17139-4122 56.1 24 346- 2 18 4 97 4 2.01 1.98 14.91L 166.68L FF AA
17139-4332 57.6 13 345- 3 59 8 96 2 .35L .72L 4.31 70.67L E MB
17139-4019 57.T 41 347- 31 4 97 3 18.90 7.56 63.54L 306.60L CC AA
17139-4640 58.5 58 342- 5 38 7 97 3 1.95 .51 .50L 30.47L CC AB
17139-4529 59.4 22 343- 4 55 10 97 3 .72 .26L 1.01L 9,48L B AF
17140-4101 0.6 33 347- 2 79 11 96 2 2.39L 1,04L 4.38 107,38L F MG
17140-4033 2.2 27' 347- 2 17 4 97 4 t.15 1.39 32.65L 261.96L EF AA
17140-4239 2.3 32 345- 3 28 7 99 2 .84L .68 4.21L 49.17L E BC
17140-4946 2.9 56 340-- 7 23 6 97 3 5.77 3.33 1.00: 2.90: BBCO AA
17140-4214 3,7 14 346- 3 24 5 98 3 .72 .57L 231L 38,57L C AC
17140-4559 3.8 10 343-5 38 10 97 3 .67 .25L .80L 49,23L B Bn
17140-4325 4.9 16 345- 3 22 7 95 3 .43: .36: 3.17: 29.66 CEED DD
17140-4147 4.9 11 346- 2 35 5 97 _ 3 1.90 .87 2.92L 30.12L CC AA
17140-4410 5,0 35 344-- 4 48 6 98 3 .80 .41L 1.15L 86.48L B BI
17140-4102 5,1 26 347-2 30 5 97 3 .84 .63L 37.30L 309.57L C BB
17141-4256 6.2 2 345- 3 43 5 ! 98 3 .90 .50L 5.75L 79.65L C AI
17141-4606 6,5 52 343- 5 69 11 99 2 .40 .25L ,94L 12.77L E B
17141-4137 6,6 23 346- 2 31 4 97 3 1.96 1.85 2.99L 30.24L FF A/_
17141-4424 8.7 14 344 4 61 16 96 2 .41L .31L 1,72 11,24: DE
17141-4443 9,0 25 344- 4 68 12 96 2 .43L .53L 1,10 7,20L C MC_
17141-4347 9,0 38 344- 3 16 5 96 4 .59 .47: 2.97: 103.40L BEE
17141-4317 10,3 17 345- 3 69 12 98 2 .42 .43L 9.37L 116AOL F
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
CIRRUS-2; 3)
V L C
Cot A Confusion R S A
C_ R Flags* S 2 # T
Sep















a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0)O 12 p,m8hm.a o , (s) () l b (') (') (
7141-4209 10.7 36 346- 3 18 4 98 3 7.83
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 /_m
(Jansky)
4.28 2.88L
7141-4554 10.7 52 343- 5 40 6 96 3
7141-4755 !10.g 52 341-5 73 11 99 2
7141-4236 i12,G 43 345-3 87 8 98 2
7142-4142i12.1413_-2 5o 9 _ 2
7142-4711 !14.7 55 342-5 77 11 96 2
7142-4313 15.4 20 345--3 18 5 96 4
7143-4348 18.1 45 344-4 47 8 98 3
7143--4238 16.52744345- 3 23 168 98 37143--4547 186 96 2343- 5 44
7143--4320120.C 5_7345-3 98 271, _.53 20.4 344_4 ;983
7143_411723.739347_, 22 1559734 405,15 =58 ,6 27144_46 26.14341_531 11 973
7144--4150 27.4 21 348-- 2 42 6 97 3
7144--4113 27.4113 347--2 30 5 97 3
7144--4412 28.6124 344-- 4 67 8 98 3
7144--4517 29.1 12 343--4 34 13 96 2
7145--4108 32.4 57 347--2 81 5 97 3
7145--4319 32.4 30 345--3 36 5 98 3
7145--4649 32.8 8 342--5 38 11 973
7145--4942 33.0 49 340--7 3910 98 2
17145--4029 33.21 25 347--2 26 9 97 37145--4250 33.23 345-- 60 16 972
7145--4141 33.4 56 346--2 46 5 97 3
7145--4048 34.6,123 _44_7 42 27 5 97 37145--4425 35.3' -- 54 18 96 2
7146--4045 36.0 25 347--2 23 5 97 3
7146--4834 37.1 3 341--6 60 9 96 2,
i
,46_400737.5,55347_134 5 9737148_493137735340_75612973
7146-4440 38.4 32 344-- 4 36 7 98 3 I
7146--4608 39.1 26 343- 5 33 12 87 3
7146--4158 39.2 18 346- 3 21 3 96 47146_4405393233.4  11098 i17146--4815 40.8 46 341- 6 97
7147--4056 44.2 21 347-- 2 20 4 97 3
7147--4037 45.2 21 347-- 2 26 5 97
17147--4317 47.3 49 345- 3 33 6 98
7147--4153 47.6 346- 19 48 96 4
71484343 3454 897148-4309 49.0 0 345- 3
7148-4644 49.7_37 342--5 36 15 99 2
7148--4748 50.9 1 341-6 29 lgl _9_ 21233 1 7 43 6 3 65,
7148--4242 53.8 30 345-3 25 : 5 98 3
7149-4939 54.2 22 340--7 30 7 97 3
7149-4134 56,3 33 346--2 24 497 4
7149_41 ,57.0,58346_221 4 9747149_432459251345_332 7 983
7149--4235 59.6 28 346- 3 25 5 98 3
7149-4407 59.6 7 344- 4 86 16 96 2
7150-4342 0.1!47 345-4 35 8 98 317150-4623 0.4 53 342- 3210973
7150- 4606 0.646343--56911973
7150-4015 1.6 35 347-- 2 27 5 97 3
17150--4355 2.ol25 344-4 23 18 96 2
7150--4025 2.127 347- 20 5 97 3
7150--4148 2.2 47 346-2 29 11 95 2
7150--4053 2.2 13 347--2 25 4 97 3
7150-4337 3.2 53 345--4 38 7 98 3
7150-4917 3.8 15 340-- 7 36 6 97 3
7150--4520 5.4 51 343-- 5 62 13 97 3
7150--4116 5.4 54 347--2 27 11 95 3
7151--4304 7.9 25 345-- 3 41 14 95 2
7151-4034 9.1 9 347- 2 29 4 97 4
7151-4806 9.7 26 341-- 5 33 6 97 3
7151-4248 10.G 3 345- 3 56 11 98 3
7151-4420 10.5 14 344- 4 51 7 98 3
7151--4219 II1.C 19 346- 3 22 9 98 3
7151--4721 11.E 34 342-- 6 38 8 97 3
7152--4404 12.E 30 344- 4 22 6 98 3
7152--4102 13.1 49 347- 2 52 6 97 3
7152-4140 13.; 54 346- 2 42 6 97 3
7152-4540 13.4 1 343- 5 40 12 97 3
7152-4432 13.5 35 344- 4 60 8 98 3
7152-4451 13.E 43 344-4 85 8 98 3
7152-422914.630346-3245973
7152-4518 15.1 54 343-- 5 67 17 97 3
7152--4904 15.9 391340- 57 37 16 _123 55 8 1 52 343- 4 8 3
7153 4654 !18..c 53 342- 5 49 12 96 _ 2
7153--4635 18.3 8 342- 5 52 8 96 3
7153--4602 18.9 52 343- 5 22 7 97 3
7153--4501 20.1 15 344-4 27 7 97 3
7153--4340 20.3 51 345- 4 33 6 98 3
7153--4611 21.0 31 343- 5 25 7 97 3
7153--4301 21.6 56 345- 3 29 7 98 3
7153--4125 21.7 46 347- 2 64 6 97 3
7153--4416 22.0 15 344--4 42 14 96 2
7153--4618 23.5 11 343-- 5 35 10 9; 3
7154--4003 24.3 12i 348- 42 23 8 27154-4333 24.8 23 345- 37 6 983
7154--4934 24.8 24i 340- 7 21 6 97 3
7154-4512 27.2 46 343- 1 15 96 2
7154-4739 27.4 341-- 6 10 97 3




































































































Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A ,Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag




















1.08L 45.91L CD ABG 0 i
.62L 28.58L IC C J
11.04L 121.66L !D C
4.05L 57.38L DF AB
.78L 23.66L E C
3.38L 85.88L C BGGC
3.13: 75.76L CE BE
4.05: 83.27L D C CFBC
.90 23.51L F E GE
9.73L 94.53L F B
.94L 10.17L B CBF
22.01L 268.03L D BCJ
1.72 28.54L D I BC
.50L 24.72L C BCH
3.00L 29.34L D BG
22.98L 188.53L FE AS
1.02L 86.21L C B E
1.27 8.16L C K CC
23.96L 278.16L C CC
6.67L 86.59L BF AAM 9 550040020C
.59L 26.21L C A B 9401100008
.51L 15.46L DD BD 5 9500210008
41.28L 423.60L C ABB 240000000F
9.81L 98.75L F I 860020010(:;
3.15L 29.76L C AG 4700200001
37A6L 219.39L EE AAEG 9 340233432F
1.11 32.81L C F F 2500000108
38.57L 72.66L EE ABHH 280122331F
.47L 16.33L C DJ 8601000008
56.02L 261.96L DC AA 5' 400300020F
.41L 19.77L DE CC B 1 6500010008
.90L 8.08L BC AA 6 5700000000
1,30 13.44 DD EFC 6501100208
4.62 22.19L FFD AAA 9 4701100001
1.22L 42.34L D CL G 5600311008
.64 16.73L BCF AAB 3 4801000008
22.40L 209.93L FE AAHJ 9 450111220F
31.28L 233.40L DO BB 0 240110000F
8.25L 76.67L CC AA 6 i 550020010C
I
2.74L 32.48L C B E 4701200001
1.63L 22.60L CC AAE 8, 4701310001
1.40 51.321 C DC 5602103108
3.84L 76.93L B E B B G 61 850023322C 3
1.10L 40.80L D CHFE 9401110108
.87 6.15 CD DB i 5700000108 4
1.56L 19.82L D BF I 8700211101
10.90L 95.60L DF AA 9 880022130C
.41L 19.41L CF AA 9 7400210008
3 1
3
1 13 227797 K0 11
23 OCL 1000 308
1 16 08463 F2
13.22L 21.89: BE D ABGB 0 870131030F 4
13.63L 174.13L FD AA 9' 950141012F 8
7.71L 99.14L BC AAKF 7 450010144C
1.81: 16.72L CCC AAC 5 9800220001
1.40 34.54L C KCC 5600210208
.94L 73.33L BE BA N 0 5502403228 8
.62L 25.98L B BE 9500000008 1 13 227808 K0 10
.69L 37.38L C CCK 6400300208
48.31L 297,31L C EAC 360200000F
2.65L 17.45 O I EC 5701002208
34.09L 255,52L CF AB H 0 340000000F
1.63L 22.73L D CC 4701211001
23.70L 340.44L DO AAI 9 940110131F
1.00L 63.90L BC AA 0 5500402008
.45L 20.74L BD AC 31s.=.00000018 1 13 227809 K2 21












3.97: 50.23 ED DGFB 970112133F
2.69: 17.69 ED GECB 870032323C 3
32.20L 433.30L C AKGE 240210000F
1.68 26.27L BBC AAA 0 9500000208 15 4
4.98L 99.01L F BE 760010000C
.86L 65.41L B BB 4601200208 41
6.17 16.88L EC KCED 6701113101 2
.58L 22.49L CF AA 9 9500111008
1.22L 70.67L CE AAM 9 5600111208
, ,OlOOO OFC AAD 0 3800322301 7BC 0 14000O0008
EC AB 3 640000000C
cC BD 4701000000B AABE 0 7700211301
DC GC 3600100200 4
DE NDD 5681102338 2BB AAD 2 3500100008
C DG 9500000228 8! D A D F 0 9500000008
1.34 8.89L BBD AAAD 0 4600101008
1.53 7.95L BCC AAA 9 5700000000
.81L 63.34L BB !AA 4 5501302208
.71L 24.74L CF AS[ 9 6502200008
8.45L 104.94L DC AAD 9 850010021C
22.21L 200.84L D AGH 850120010F
1.45 34.99L D ' L L C 960210020(3 4
.75L 34.86L B A E H 7403100208
4.07L 83.44L E AGH 580211222F 8
2.68L 65.24L BC ABC 0 450120020C
1.08 21.22L BBC AABG 0 8501100108
3.10 19.93 EC FCA 850010040C
.73L 10.59L C D 3600000000
.47L 20.55L D BL G 9501100008
1.26 26.27L BDE AAA 9 9501200008 26
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (51) at 12, 25. 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 23 OCL 1000 397
2 16 08476 N3












a _ Coords SMJ SMN 6 O 12 p.m
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected} V L C
25 tim 60 /.tin 1OO p.m Flux Cot A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Cot R Flags* S 2 # T
17154--4145 29.2 141 346- 3 28 6 97 3 13.52 5.95
17155-4347 30.5 38 145- 4 23 ;' 98 3 3.55 1.67
17155-4214 30.8 18 346- 3 28 7 97:3 .68 .45L
17155--4443 31.5 20 344- 4 57 8 98 3 .88 .45:
17155-4254 32.3 57 345- 3 63 14 96 2 .43 .31L
17155-4230 32.6 20 146- 3 30 12 97 3 2.08L .30L
17155-4917 32.8 32 340- 7 22 6 97 3 24.17 14.65
17155-4901 35.4 1 340- 7 42 11 97 3 .27L .36L
17156-4143 37.1 48 346- 3 25 6 97 3 7.16 3.55
17156-4253 38.8 5 345- 3 44 9 97 3 .64 .57L
17156-4156 39.4 41 346-- 3 47 6 97 3 .91 .40L
17156-4609 39.7 54 343--5 52 10 97 3 .53 .26L
17156-4716 40.4 57 342-6 33 6 97 3 1.19 .78
17156-4806 40.9 36 341-6 42 21 96 2 .25L .25L
17156-4812 41.4 29 341-6 40 7 97 3 1.19 .43
17157-4802 42.7 1 341- 6 46 8 97 3 .56 .56
17157-4047 44.3 46 147- 2 28 6 97 3 5.24 2.42
17157-4404 45.2 10 344-4 34 16 98 3 .32L .38L
17158-4535 49.2 31 343- 5 34 9 97 3 .95 .47
17158--4550 50.0 10 343-5 44 7 97 3 .34: 2.43
17158-4049 50.3 39 347- 2 46 6 97 3 .99 6.56
17158-4001 52.1 60 346-2 56 9 95 2 .8t .50:
17158-4439 52.2 27 344- 4 29 7 98 3 8.01 2.66
17158-4748 52.5 34 341- 6, 52 11 97 3 .65 .39L
17159-4324 54.0 4 345--4 76 12 95 2 .50L .30L
17159-4533 58.(_ 3 343-5 27 7 96 3 2.66 2.36
17160-4200 0.(] 40 346-3 41 7 97 3 1.75 1.17
17160-4527 3.5 45 343-5 44 11 97 3 .72 .52:
17161-4754 9.3 37 341-6 81 21 96 2 .34L .37L
17161-4215 9.8 53 346- 3 32 7 97 3 3.51 3.01
17161-4124 11.9 19 347- 2 45 8 97 3 .71 .50:
17162--4347 12.7 24 345- 4 60 8 96 3 .69 .52
17162-4158 12.9 48 _ 346- 3 47 8 97 3 1.33 .52L
17162-4137 13.1 53 346-3 35 6 97 3 .98 .36
17162-4006 13.4 1 348- 2 56 12 96 2 .67 2.15L
17162-4751 13.5 48 341- 6 26 10 97 3 .67 .25L
17162-4354 16.2 26 145- 4 26 10 98 3 .97 .34:
17162-4448 16.4 0 144- 4 45 10 96 3 .73 .55
17162-4459 16.5 27 144- 4 85 15 95 2 .49L .32L
17163-4538 18.0 45 343- 5 86 11 99 2 .50 .45L
17163-4109 18.3 29 147- 2 35 8 97 3 2.49 .77:
17163-4051 20.3 25 347-2 46 8 95 2 .66 .43L
17163-4341 22.7 29 345- 4 27 8 98 3 1.17 3.13
17163-4102 22.9 2 347-2 25 13 95 2 1.07L 1.87L
17164-4923 24.9 6 340-7 38 14 97 3 .25L .25L
17164-4719 26.4 15 342- 6 35 ' 6 96 3 1.90 .84
17164--4036 26.7 9 347 2 48 8 97 3 .62 1.71L
17164--4220 28.5 22 346-3 37 15 95 2 1.91L .31L
17164-4015 28.7 33 348-2 38 6 97 3 1.56 1.29
17164-4316 28.9 21 345- 4 57 11 95 2 A2 .41L
17164-4042 29.8 55 347-2 28 6 97 3 7.91 5.30
17165-4t05 30.1 35 347-2 28 6 97 3 3.26 2.50
17165-4408 30.9 50 344-4 32 5 98 3 .74 .40
17165-4258 31.3 1 345- 3 74 10 95 2 .71 .43L
17165-4914 32.3 58 340- 7 40 20 96 2 .25L .25L
17165-4150 34.0 22 i 346- 3 56 14 95 2 .50L .37L
17165-4212 35.0 50 346- 3 28 14 96 3 1.17L .37L
17165-4406 35.9 50 344- 4 23 11 96 3 .25L .45L
17166-4323 36.7 31 345- 4 64 13 95 2 .51L .58L
17166-4022 37.3 37 348 2 35 6 97 3 1.59 1.28
17166-4200 37.4 7 _46- 3 23 6 97 3 9.98 4.88
17166-4458 37.4 43 344- 5 23 9 97 3 .85 .40L
17166-4706 38.8 54 342-6 43 10 96 3 1.02 .49
17166-4525 40.3 5 H3- 5 54 10 96 3 .63 .35
17166--4711 40.7 8 _42- 6 69 12 99 2 .42 .30L
17167-4401 43.4 43 345- 4 50 7 98 3 .55 .30L
17167-4055 43.9 16 347-2 37 6 97 3 34.85 49.88
17167-4010 45.2 12 348-2 43 6 97 3 3.12L 2.22
17167-4300 45.8 9 345- 3 30 7 97 3 5.17 3.20
17167-4153 46.4 35 346-3 45 7 97 3 1.16L 2.66
17167-4336 46.4 28 345-4 41 8 97 3 .79 .30:
17167--4155 46.E 17 346- 3 26 7 98 2 1.86 .80L
17167-4247 47.7, 5 346- 3 70 13 98 2 .39 .36L
17168-4146 ¢8.2:58 346- 3 49 6 97 3 1.59 .64
17168-4213 50,6 12 346- 3 35 12 97 2 .97 .53
17168-4927 51.0 40 340- 7 63 8 96' 3 .55 .37L
17168-4938 52.5 45 340-- 7 53 9 97 3 .60 .37L
17168-4902 52.7 4 340-- 7 25 15 97 3 .25L .27L
17169-4132 55.8 48 347- 3 34 6 97 3 3.17 1.93
17169-4231 56.1 9 346- 3 46 11 97 3 .32L .29L
17169-4322 56.1 53 145- 4 30 8 97 3 3.17 1.71
17169-4258 56.3 9 145- 3 29 7 97 3 9.79 10.48
17169-4314 56.3 39 145- 4 47 15 95 2 .25L .72L
17169-4205 57.9 41 346- 3 38 13 98 2 .34 .46L
17169-4139 58.4 26 347- 3 52 8 97 3 .41 .41L
17169-4918 59.2 24 340- 7 33 10 96 3 .60 .38L
17170-4223 1.3 0 346- 3 57 10 95 2, .60 .45L
17170-4319 2.2 32 345- 4 74 8 97 3 .53 .53L
17170--4225 3.1 53 346-3 66 13 96 2 .40 .31L
17170-4117 5.5 38 347-2 34 11 95 2 1.15L 1.09L,
17170-4729 5.E 342-6 64 11 99 2 .31 .25L
17171-4944 9.C 3 340-7 42 16 98 3 .25L .30L
17171-4440 9.E 27 344-4 28 8 96 3 2.93 1.67
17171-4202 10.2 55 346- 3 55 8 97 3 .89 .38
17171-4522 10.7 19 343- 5 40 9 96, 3 .28L .78
17172-4544 13.5 60 343- 5 60 11 96 3 .65 .43L
17172-4316 15.9 54 345- 4 37 9 97 3 .39 .78
17172-4020 16.8 21 348- 2 29 6 97 3 67.84 22.02
17173-4t55 184 26 346--3 49 8 97 3 1.24 .68
17173-4032 20.0 30 347- 2 35 7 97 3 2.50 1.78
1.47L 15.37L BC AA
1.77: 21.35: BBFD AA[
4.18L 44.39 D C BC_
.75L 10.07L ED AC
8.81L 110.60L C BH
3.76 29.11 CCI F[
3.33 6.16: ,CCCD'AAI
1.05 17.78L D J F(
1.47L 14.58L BE AAE
9.58L 111.36L F BG[
1.55L 16.32L F AC
.65L 35.63L B BGI
.48L 13.95L OC AB
1.06L 5.10 D!
.52L 21.09L FE AB
.54L 21.43L EC EB
26.34L 280.92L BC AB
3.33L 27.80 D L C,
.62L 6.17L CC BC
2.99 26.62L CCC CAr
7.14 295.43L DCE BA_
5.47L 120.29L DE BDI
1.15L 7.77L BB AA_
.67L 25.70L C BD
2.72 48.22L E Kq
.68L 6.21L BF AA
1.32L 15.57L CC AA
,71L 6.28L DD BB
,71L 6.20 E L i
2.03L 15.16L FC AA_
16.80L 170.93L CE BC
6.59L 93.01L DF CC
1.33L 17.97L C AC
1.45L 15.81L DD BD
60.51L 674.38L E BB
.47L 20.16L B BK
6.77L ; 65.35L= B D A C
.74L 7.56L CC BB
1.19 10.04L C
.74L 38.84L F BC
24.23L 193.31L BF AB
6.15L 92.60L E CF
9.65 44.28: BBDD BA
6.85L 25.15 D
1.12 7.11 DE
.82L 23.11L BC AA
27.22L 216.81L C BF
1.57 20.19L C CG
31.33L 260.19L FE AA
4.77L 57.80L O CC
2.37: 203.35L CCD AA
15.80L 206.60L BC AA
2.92L 32.61L DD BC
3.90L 58.78L F C
.50: 3.74 DO
2.58 19.08: CD HG
3,04: 33.59 DD AE
2.68: 13.27 DD CC
2.05 51.49L D G
29.99L 246.29L DE ;AA
1.95L 15.79L FE A,a
.64: 9.57 D DC CC
.58L 23.5OL BC AE
.77L 7A8L CD BE
.66L 22.87L F F
5.28L 60.31L D B_
9.25 159.99L CBC A#
32.51L 273.28L C A_e
6.81L 71.14L BB A. _
1.89 19.33L CC C/
3.01L 46.22L BD B(
2.8tL 24.12L D AE
6.96L 79.45L E D[
1.44L 19.82L CC AE
3.85L 97.88L CF AE
.41L 20.46L F C[:
.40L 17.40L B B |
1.02 9.54: CE H(
11.45L 116.93L BC AI
4.55 27.04 CD I
5.82L 46.22L BC AJ
3.00 72.65L BBC A/
3.18L 23.99 D
2.25L 147.28L E C
1.49L 217.66L C CI
.41L 20.67L C BI
1.12L 73.24L D CI
5.87L 46.22L C BI
2.08L 110.55L C C
2.18: 25.30 DD
.62L 25.63L C E
.79 5.17L C
.61L 6.12L BB A,
.9OL 105.91L FD B
1.00 5.20L C C E
.66L 28.96L B B
4.18: 29.01 DFDC C
3.72 209.73L BCD A
1.13L 113.15L EF A
23.67L 194.30L BC A
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
Sep















a ,B, Coords SMJ SMN (#)ham..8, (s)() ] b C) C) N
17173-4251 21.4 15 346-3 30 9 97 3
17173-4742 22.7 59 342-6 25 7 97 3
17173-4448 23.4 18 344-5 40 18 95 2
17173--4632 23.8 30 343--6 26 7 96 3
17173-4940 23.9 21 340-- 7 29 9 97 3
17174--4055 24.3 20 347-2 37 6 97 3
17174--4641 25.0 9 342- 6 26 7 96 3
17174--4833 25.0 46 341- 7 47 13 96 3
17174--4154 27.2 2 346- 3 93 9 97 3
17174--4353 28.5 59 345- 4 33 8 97 3
17174-4507 29.2 50 344- 5 59 10 96 3
17175--4149 30.1 55 346-3 26 8 97 3
17175--4003 31.3 27 348- 2 40 8 97 3
17175-4452 32.5 50 344-5 34 11 95 2
17175-4602 33.5 7 343--5 27 7 96 3
17175-4256 33.8 59 346--4 52 10 97 3
17175-4519 34.3 60 344--5 70 12 98 2
17175-4109 34.6 31 347-- 2 29 8 97 3
17175--4552 35.6 43 343--5 46 10 96 3
17176--4542 36.6 35 343-- 5 76 10 98 2
17176--4620 38.1 49 343--5 26 6 96 3
17176--4104 39.4 38 347--2 62 12 95 2
17176-4756 39.(3 54 341--6 59 25 95 2
17176-4228 40.3 4 346--3 28 8 97 3
17177-4530 42.1 3 343--5 36 7 97 3
17177-4314 t2.3 58 345--4 39 8 97 3
17177-4236 _2.5 42 346--3 22 8 97 3
17177-4855 43.1 48 341-- 7 40 8 97 3
17177--4018 43.5 43 348-2 39 7 97 3
17177-4646 43.E 342-- 6 57 11 97 3
17177--4042 <14._ 38 347-2 45 12 95 2
17177--4126 44.5 35 347- 3 36 8 97 3
17177--4248 44.6 19 346-3 38 8 97 3
17177--4754 46.6 57 341- 6 46 7 97, 3
17177--4022 46.9 32 348- 2 23 8 95 2
17177--4034 47.1 39 347-2 78 10 95 2
17177--4417 47.6 48 344- 4 66 8 95 2
17178--4354 49.2 19 345- 4 33 7 97 3
17178-4648 49.7 17 I 342- 6 39 7 96 3
17178-4120 52.1 50 347- 3 79 8 97 3
17178-4957 52.3 12 340- 8 57 11 97 3
17178-4736 53.1 17 342-6 29 18 96 3
17178-4429 53.4 15 344-4 31 7 96 3
17179-4456 54.0 43 344- 5 29 10 96 3
17179-4638 56.7 25 343-- 6 29 7 97 3
17179--4053 57.0 2 347-2 23 8 97 3
17179-4651 57.4 32 342--6 46_ 28 95, 2
17179-4058 57.4 4 347--2 97
17179-4819 58.2 57 341-- 7 41 9 96 3
17180--4317 0.0 27 145-- 4 31 7 97 3
17180--4534 5.3 53 143- 5 34 14 95 2
17181--4033 8.5 26 348- 2 25 7 97 3
17181--4056 9.2 35 hi7- 2 45 12 97 3
17181-4405 9.3 48 345-- 4 29 7 133 3
17182-4337 12.7 37 345- 4 41 7 97 3
17182-4411 13.5 6 345- 4 56 9 97 3
17183-4102 18.0 19 t47- 3 31 8 97 3
17183-4341 18.2 16 345- 4 59 12 95 2
17183-4110 18.6 32 347- 3 32 8 97 3
17183-4021 20.2 20 348-- 2 33 9 97 3
17183-4229 20.2 34 346-- 3 74 8 97 3
17183-4250 21.3 27 346-- 4 23 8 97 3
17183-4232 21.5 5 346-- 3 72, 16 95 2
17183-4944 22.2 16 340-- 7 40 3 97 3
17184-4343 24.6 21 345- 4 83 8 97 3
17184--4528 24.7 41 344- 5 72 24 95 2
17184--4545 25.9 50 343- 5 39 7 96 3
17184--4542 28.1 10 343- 5 64 10 95 2
17184--4028 28.5 43 348- 2 35 10 97 3
17184--4356 29.5 34 345- 4 60 8 97 3
17185-4146 30.2 25 347- 3 ! 63 11 96 2
17185-4354 31.3:55 345-- 4 52 9 97 3
17185-4431 32.1 11 344-- 5 24 7 97 3
17185-4033 33.6 22 348- 2 44 8 97 3
17185--4532 34.5 19 343- 5 36 7 96 3
17185-4219 34.9 27 346- 3 38 8 97 3
17185-4306 34.9 48 345- 4 50 9 97 3
17186-4138 36.0 46 347- 3 93 12 95 2
17186-4746 36.3 53' 342- 6 41 9 96 3
17186-4325 38.6 8 345-- 4 79 8 97 3
17186--4129 40.5 58 347- 3 30 7 97 3
17186--4420 40.5 28 344- 4 60 7 97 3
17186-4104 40.7 23 347- 3 35 8 97 3
17186-4017 41.5 12 348--2 24 8 97 3
17186-4208 41,5 30 346-- 3 24 7 97 3
17187-4616 42.4 19 343-6 75 8 97 3
17187-4554 44.4 30 343- 5 81 20, 95 2
17187 4852 45.8 23 341- 7 55 11 95 2
17187-4006 47.6 55 348- 2 23 7 126 3
17188--4258 48.3 25 346-- 4 70 8 97 3
17188--4026 50.4 45 348- 2 21 7 97 3
17188--4141 51.2 52 347- 3 38 8 97 3
17188-4949 53.3 35 340- 8 76 12 96 3
17189-4643 55.8 47 343- 6 53 13 98 2
17189 4614 55.8 16 343- 6 68 _ 17 95 2
17189-4301 56.7'36 346-- 4 77 9 95 2
17189-4733 57.4 13 342--6 47 14 96 2
17189-4514 57.9 60 344- 5 56 10 96 3
17189-4203 59,C 9 346- 3 105 20 95 2













































































































I(30 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
6.42L 77.14L C BC 550020000C
.53L 21.85L BC AAJ 9 9502100008
.75 9.32L D M DE 2600100200
1.21: 23.79L BBF AAD 3 8401000008
.50L 18.21L ED AB 0 5501110308 4
12.9OL 178.54L CD AA 0 940310010F
8.98 22.07L BBC AAA 1 6510100108 28
1.14 5.35 CD HHFB 8600000308 4
1.43L 118.88L C B 6400210008
6.13L 46.27L DD AAL 9 953210310Ci
.80L 6.70L CE CCFH 0 3700000000
1.12L 120.01L BB AA 6 6500200008 19
28.01L 252.05L C B A 350020020F
.65L 12.67L D C D 2601200200
4.78 31.15L BBE AAAE 9 3400000228 28
3.02 84.60L D CDBA 544121230C
.83L 8.22L C CM 4602100000
14.12L 156.48L BC AA 1 940021222F 61
.69L 28.38L BD AC 1 2401000008
.93L 28.52L E B 400100008
.83L 25.32L BD AAF 9, 4500000008
15.25L 200.40L D BL 940110000F
1.12L 3.96 E J KC 9800100108
1.21L 17.64: DD D BBHE O 8701000228
.65L 6.48L DO ABH 9 3602001100
6.64L 68.84L DE AB E 7 450010030(3
1.38: 46.21L B E BDI 8500200008
.53L 19.04L DD BD 0 )500000008
25.91L 282.47L ED AA 9 150110000F
.63L 21.97L C AF 5500300008
2.15 89.48L D L DBF 650010210F 2
12.52L 162.09L CC AA 1 840120000F
3_35L 57.56L BF ACC 5 550010000C
.53L 25.71L BE AH E 0 9501100208
5.54L 88.43L BC AAC 160210022F C
6.68L 81.40L! D C 150010010F
3.58L 31.88L D BF 950100000(;
1.48L 14.66: BD D AAHE 960210310C
.59L 20.64L BC AA 2 6500200108
13.33L' 176.75L C B 740020000F
.43L 19.62L C B 8500000008
.76L 6.51 E J I L B 6500000208
3.94L 44.23L BC AANG 2 N1000000C
.76L 6.17L D AG 2700100000
2.67 21.08L BBC AAA 5 9401000108 01
9.84L 174.91L BC AAC 3 640120020F
1.00L 8.33 D DC 6600200108
15.33L 169.97L DD AAF 5 740230000F
.54L 18.93L BC AA 1 9600000008
6.17L 59.64L CC AA 1 350010000C
.95 6.33L C G C 6600102000
18.85L 39.23L FF AAFE 9 560031020F
14_07L 226.64L E CF 640130000F
59.88 169.98: BEDD "ECA 0 938223333C 1
3.14L 47.15L BD ABF 2 250020020C
4.07L 45.62L BD BC 1 = 950111002C 1
13.56L 193.18L FF AA 9 640120000F
1.65 12.41 DD GJ CB 880020010C
12.77L 183.88L CD AA 0 740021032F 4
23.46L 272.92L EF BBEC 8 550112220F 1
1.06L 72.85L B BG 9500100208
6.51L 73.84L BF AAF 9 350020022(3;
2.27 43.03L D FCG 9500100208
.95 4.17: CD G BC 4600000108
5.71L 75.71L C BDE 940020010C
.78L 7.06 C HE 4501101200 4
.67L 26.71L BO AS M 2 5401100008
.60L 20.56L C B 5401100008
8.51L 199.56L CD BA 0 640031112F 8,
1.59L 48.53L B BBEJ 9501100OOC 1
2.16L 92.29L C DK 6500200008
4.18L 46.65L EE BB 9 85011000OC
3.17L 11.62: BC E ABLC 4 960110121C
20.06L 251.57L CF ABI C 0 640021020F
.67L 5,07L BD AB 1 5600101200 4 1
1.36L 74.63L CC ABE 3 8500011208 4
4.92L 62.52L D CDG 350121001C
1.71 48.78L E D BN 660130013F 8
.76L 21.55L CE ;ABF 0 9402020008
4.40L 72.84L C CF 640000000C
4.71L 94.54L BC AA 0 650100110F
4.15L 45.18L DO BE O 950000000C
11.63L 139.42L_ BE) AB 640110000F
2.39: 284.03L_CEE BBF = 0 650312220F
3.46 76.32L BDC AAA 9 7510200008 13
.71L 31.88L C BG 8401100008
.76L 8.21 D B 6500000008
.52L 13.87L C C 9402000008
18.92L 303.57L DC AB 2 5502100OOF
4.19L 61.78L B AI 350111221C 6
17.11L 42.02: DC F AAEE 7 760020322F 8
1.26L 73.73L BB AAE 0 3512200008 17
.57L 25.98L C BC 6400000008
.79L 29.87L D GH K 8401010118
.88 22.71L D D 8501200008
4.09L 9.58L C C C 878041331C 6
.76L 20.18L D AC 9400100008
.68L 6.86L D BE 6700000000
1.43L 11.19 D GOC 7700310108
15.64L 259.60L B E A B K 1 730032242F 9
*Confusmn Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
Name Type _"_> Ma8
32 X1717-485 41 4
23 MRSL 343-04/1 571
13 227851 M0 7 82
23 MRSL 343-04/1 520
8 1 32 X1717-424 115 8
4
2 1 KXSCO 2 3
7 -4011351 57
32 X1718-441 119 1
KYSCO 41 3
KZ SCO 2 3
1 13 227874 K5 14 64
2 1 V635SCO 4: 3
13 227878 K0 5 80
32 X1719--430 103 6
365
Right Ascension: 17h19m00=-17h20=35"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertmnty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct 8 a ,8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 pm 60 tim
h m o , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
17190-4229 0.2 28 346--3 41 7 97 3 .57 .62
17190--4041 0,5 35 348-2 I 49 7 97 3 1.70 .75
17190--4241 1,5 25 346- 4 64 9 98 2 .45 .37L
17190-4043 3.2 20 347- 2 35 10 95 2 .98 .71:
17190-4200 3.929 346-3 22 7 97 3 2.71 .93
17190-4208 4,1 57 346-3 85 10 97 2 .67 ,35L
17190-4545 4,9 1 343- 5 69 14 96 3 ,28L ,31L
17190-4533 5.0 59 344- 5 51 10 96 3 ,73 .29L
17190-4217 5,4 3 346-3 24 7 97 3 ,89 ,61
17191 4033 6.3 32 348 2 79 8 97 3' ,66 1,33L
1719t-4305 7.1 3 346- 4 36 8 97 3 2.15 1,08
17191-4700 10.7 24 342- 6 67 12 98 2 ,36
17192-4300 12.7 17 346- 4 53 11 97 3 ,73L
17192-4931 15.4 38 340- 7 79 15 97 2 .34
17192-4732 15,9 6 342- 6 26 8 96 3 5.92
17192-4005 16.3 22 348- 2 73 9 95 2 .64
17192-4601 16.6 43 343- 6 46 9 96 3 .68
17192--4630 17,3 13 343- 6 59 20 98 2 ,33L
17193-4111 18,6 4 347- 3 30 8 _ 97 3 1,17
17193-4319 18.8 24 345- 4 27 8 97 3 .25L
17193-4008 18.9 7 348-2 33 8 96 3 1.06
17193-4940 20.7 38 340- 8 34 14 96 3 ,25L
17193-4129 21.9 49 347- 3 67 7 97 3 .58
17193-4019 23.1 3 348-2 35 8 97 3 13,18
17193-4053 23.7 48 347-3 30 8 97 3 1.55
17194-4454 24.6 57 344- 5 23 8 98 2 1,09
17194-4134 25.3 4 347- 3 38 7 97 3 1.05
17194-4147 25,5 15 347- 3 25 7 97 3 3.26
17194-4203 27.2 26 346- 3 37 7 97 3 3.50
17194-4237 27,4 44 346- 4 25 7 97 3 7.01
17194-4405 28,425 345-4 33 7 97 3 1.19
17194--4725 28,8 15 342- 6 61 9 96 3 1.37
17195-4631 30,1 3 343-6 45 17 97 2 ,25L
17195-4320 30,2 7 345- 4 86 9 98 2 .54
17195-4205 30.2 45 346- 3 37 7 97 3 4.67
17195-4619 30,5 58 343- 6 47 11 96 3 ,25L
17195-4414 30.8 40 345-5 30 7 97 3 1,62
17195-4440 34.(] 12 344-5 30 12 96 3 .52
17195-4743 34.C 59 342-7 45 21 95 2 ,34L
17195-4144 35.C 3 347- 3 i 86 16 95 2 ,42L
17195-4346 35_8 57 345-4 28 6 97 3 1.14
17196-4634 36,(J 53 343-6 61 12 96 3 .43
17196 4215 36.7 57 346-3 30 7 97 3 4.74
17196-4541 37.9 24 343- 5 31 7 96 3 2.88
17196-4502 38.4 37 344-5 48 10 97 3 .53
17196-4640 38.6 9 343-8 65 12 96 3 .52
17196-4035 38,7 33 348-2 22 8 97 3 .93
17197-4219 44.3 19 346-3 47 9 97 3 ,60
17197-4738 44.5 46 342- 6 46 11 96 3 .98
17197-4028 44.8 23 348- 2 57 8 97 3 1.24L
17197-4918 46.912 340- 7 56 11 96 3 .85
17197-4611 47.9 4 343- 6 40 13 97 3 ,25L
17197-4921 47.9 5 340- 7 32 12 96 3 .25L
17196-4929 48.6 45 340- 8 58 10 96 3 .72
17198-4803 49,2159 342- 7 74 17 96 3 .36L
17198-4025 50.3145 348- 2 42 ! 8 97 3 .62
17198-4132 52.1 0 347-3 50 8 97 3 .70
17198-4336 52.3 20 345- 4 26 7 97 3 56.48
17198-4200 53,3 46 347- 3 42 13 97 3 .69L
17198-4004 53,3 48 348- 2 56 8 96 3 .68
17199 4451 57,4 8 344- 5 43 10 96 3' .73
17200-4144 0.0 19 347- 3 65 17 95 2 .29L
17200-4054 0,1 5 347- 3 30 6 97 3 5.18
17200-4347 0,2 41 345- 4 90 8 97 3 .85
17200-4425 2,8 29 345- 5 52 7 97 3 1.19
17200-4456 3,8 24 344- 5 22 6 97 3 2.15
17200-4559 5.2 24 343- 6 31 12 97 3 .46
17201-4447 6,8 29 344- 5 57 9 96 3 .60L
17201-4146 8,7 28 347- 3 74 8 97 3 .75
17201-4812 10,1 42 341- 7 66 15 95 2 ,38L
17201-4613 11.3 50 343- 6 28 8 96 3 68,10
17202-4234 12,5 13 346- 4 37 7 97 3 1.96
17202-4724 12.9 26 342 6 60 11 96 3 .80
17202 4120 13.8 5 347- 3 45 8 97 3 2,08
17202-4243 14.4 22 346- 4 57 16 95 2 .30L
17202-4923 15.5 43 340- 8 70 13 99 2 ,42
17202-4839 16.1 29 341- 7 41 7 96 3 2,39
17202-4651 17,5 47 343- 6 76 15 96 2 .37
17203-4008 18.2 29 348- 2 43 6 96 3 1.34
17203-4750 18,4 11 342 7 45 11 96 3 ,93
17203-4731 18,5 57 342- 7 47 17 95 2 ,46L
17203-4025 18,9 22 348- 2 23 7 96 3 7,60
17203-4951 19.2 57 340- 8 45 10 96 3 .77
17203-4436 19,6 15 344- 5 34 9 97 3 ,59
17203-4401 21,9 29 345- 5 65 12 97 3 ,29L
17203 4630 23,9 49 343- 6 83 17 95 2 .31L
17204-4019 25,8 54 348- 2 45 7 96 3 4,42
17204-4655 27.5 28 343- 6 96 11 96 2 .65
17204-4643 27,7 5 343- 6 40 11 96 3 .59
17204-4350 28.2 19 345- 4 36 6 97 3 .79
17204 41t6 29,2 58 347- 3 28 7 97 3 1,75
17204-4938 29.3 34 340 8 35 13 97 3 .25L
17204-4404 29.8 35 345- 5 31 10 97 3 .64
17205-4720 31.6 52 342- 6 63 19 96 2 .30L
17205 4052 32.1 13 348-3 52 7 96 3 1.04
17205-4824 33,0 37 341- 7 29 9 96 3 11.67
17205 4150 33.3 25 347- 3 32 7 97 3 1.47
17205-4138 33.9 60 347- 3 51 7 97 3 .87
17205-4001 34,6 13 348- 2 34 7 96 3 8.96




























































































1(30 pm Flux Cor A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
5 68
,93L 58.73L CC BA 4 9501000208
13.91L 128.78L CF AC F 0 340112221F 2
3.47L 63,66L D BG 550220000C
1.51L 24,12: DF E BBHF 1 360122221F 2
.98L 92.05L CD AA 4 6402110108
2.33L 116.06L C A i 7411300008
1.14L 7.77 C HFB 6500000008
.78L 6.49L B AJ 7600001000 2 13 ; 227880 G5
1AlL 14.02: BC D ACHD 0 7700021308 4
16.69L 178,24L C BD 740010100F
4.53L 50,11L EF AA 9 950021331C 6
.67L 29.97L C C 9401000008
2.01 11.70: CF MB_B 970021331C 6
,68L 27.12L C CG 7400000008
,82L 20.25L BC AAH 0 9400100008
5,84L 66,40L D BHD 750210000F
.75L 32.85L B A 7400110108 1 13 227883 K2
1.02 30.27L D DF 9401210008
12.51L 97.46L CD AAJ 2 640011120F
4,74 22,98 DEO BCAC 960110223C E 1 32 X1719-433
17,15L 203,52L CD BC 8 740110000F
1,07 6.34: CE CB 6601000228 C
11.77L 130.53L D BD 54022000OF
2.21: 125.37L FDE AAB 9 740110000F
5.59L 110.43L FE AB 9 350000000F
.96L 10.48L CO AAHE 0 2602003200 6
10.18L 99.36L CF AB 3 640120000F
1.36L 64.88L BC AA 0 5601100308 4
1.09L 67.59L' BC AA 0 6501310208 4
1.30L 52.14L BB AAE 1 6501100108
1,69: 51.11L CDF BAEE 7 940011120C
.56L 21,78L BC AB 0 9500000008 4 13 227886B3P
1.15L 7.66 D MGB 9801200008
4.74L 25.43L C AFE D 560110245C E 1 32 X1719-433
1.08L 67.161 BB AA 2 6501310008
1,17 9.07L C J CA 9601000008
5,28L 38.88L BC AAEIG 2 840100200C
3,51L 39,43L C BJ 740000000C 1 13 227889 K0
1,45L 7,31 E L EC 7500110228 C
2,48 46,06L D I D 4500100408 4
5,47L 52.64L B AE 6500100OOC 1 17 2432 R1
.80L 35,11L C B L M 9400300008
1.27L 80.23L BC AAI I 1 6400111101
.71L 24.90L BF AA 9 6400000008
,83L 6.74L C BG 3601000000
.65L 26.19L B BK 940111000!
16.54L 43.76: CE E AAEF 0 860002202F
1.05L 79.00L C CD 7500110008
.51L 29.00L B BC 9300100008
2.01L 175.92L D BE 840210000F
.47L 23.44L CD AB 21 7400101228 4 1 16 08571
1.51 14.73 CD JLFB 9600100228 8
1.03: 8,45 DC FEB 7500101228 4
.46L 18.22L CC BCL 5 6500000008
1.21 6,01 CC HFB 8601000208
17.68L 137.89L CD AC I 0 840210000F
6.11L 76.41L F BC 551200000F
6,15 55.50L CCD AAA 9 350000000C 28
1,84 13.48: CO B rC 5701210308 4
14.86L 181,45L C BDH 840100000F 1 13 227896 K2
,81L 5,09L B BC 2701201000
1,51: 13,70 ED MMH8 4700100408 4
12.27L 110,12L CC AA 1 250100000F 1 1 V637SCO
5.61L 50.40L C B 650010000C 1 "41 17200-4347
3,19L 39,43L B AF 740010021C
,71L 6.39L EC AA E 7 2600102000 2
,67L 23,29L C CE 3 6500000208
1,62 8.81 EC GLD3 2600100200 4 1 32 X1720-447
1,19L 83,96L B B 4500201208 4
,57 12,44L D GI B3 9501000208
5,39 23.22L BBC AAA 5 9500100228 15 8
1.36L 48.36L CC ABL3 0 8510000218
,61L 28.17L CE BB 0 8401200008
6.73L 32.80L BC AACJ 0 860122411C 1
2.41L 12,62 D MDH_I 470000200C 2
.68L
.51L I 1 32 X1720-486
.76L
22.18L F DHH 6401000218
30.36L BC AB -- 2 4401130108
25.28L O B 9400100008
16.66L 185,86L CD AA 0 840010000F
,57L 24.27L BD BB 0 7400010208
,85 22.59L E J E :3 9500000108
14.50L 129.66L BC AAC 0 840110000F
.41L 19.05L BF AB 5501000008
3.73L 50.99L C CBD 540102000C
1.80 39.25L E C 640123122C
1.07 20,35L C J E 9400000008
14.82L 131,80L FF AAJ 9 840231010F
.85L 31.51L C CH 9400200208
.93L 25.52L CE CDE 0 9400100228
3.46L 39.25L CE AB 4 550000000C
7.57L 96.19L CC AAD 0 952022321C
1,14 9.11: EC DA 4681000008
3.65L 27.78L B BI _ 650023132C
.96 15.29L F H Cr'_ 9400211228
5.28L 99.47L CE AC 0 450312000C
1.24 31.30L BCE AAA3 9 5400000208
1.25L 56.18L BC AA 6 4500001006
4.76L 52.53L DD BBH_ 0 950113222C
15,77L 137,96L BD AA 0 740133310F
2.26 21.54 DD D3 660111042C
1 23 OCL 0987 304
















1 "41 17204-4350 41 3
1
8 1 13 227909 F8 29 85
8
1 1 V639 SCO
8






GaJactic , i CUnc.crta_nty ,
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 6 12 /_m8<l
hm. o , (s) () ] b C) C) (') N
7_o5-4258 35.8521346-4 39 6 97 3 1.65720_-4931 37.057!34o- 8 85 20 95 2 .25L
7206--4223 139.243 346--4 38 18 97 3 .29L7206-4554 39.712343- 5614 963 .46
7206--4011 39.911 348-2 42 79613 15.63
7206--4029 40,3 54 348-3 66 20 95 2 1.41L
7206--4645 40.653 343- 640.9 345-- 5 38 7 97 3 3.19
Flux Density
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flags Associations
(Not Colo¢ Corrected) V L C
25 ,_m 60 _m 1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # T(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.14 6,20L 70,44L BF =AAH 9 640110000C
.43L .99L 5.03 D MDB 4002000108
.29L 1.59 70.24L C D 7500000008
.25L .95 29.45L C J D 6401000008
5.55 12.05L 135.09L BC AAC 4 741020000F
1,83L 1.79L 16.88 D FCC 770020000F
1.50 2.92L DC 7 540200010C
1.11: 15.91 FE F FC 3400100228
44.83L A A L E
.60L 13.95L E F J 9502000008
7.43L 86.73L ' B AC 650011032C
.60: 23.50LIBCD ABFD 2, 6501000108
9.71L 87.77L 'BC AB 01 4502210t0C
.57L 25.83L _BC AB 0' 9501000108
.64L 5.74 D KI C 6681000308
.91: 10.03 F O 3 CB 7500210218
3.73 99.61L DDD AAB 9840240010F
1.17 10.48L F KOOO I 6601000100
1.18L 46.97L C FK 5500010108
1.02L 9.26 O F I B 9602000428
3.37 97.00L BEE AABE 9943023221C
.62L 30.43L C BG 6401(300008
1.15 12.42L D I C 9500020000
1.71 9.74 CD GDA 9500100008
6.32L 87.42L BC AA 2650032211C
.50L 24.22L BF BDDJ 5 9510110108
4.49L 28.81 E I B 960013222C
9.04L 96.29L O BC 550112000F
4.49L 104.21L CC ABG 8740122120F
1.90: 103,88L C E C A El 454323222C
4.63L 36.91L F FDL 760120000C
4.88L 77.05L B BF 950123222C
4.45L 52.87L D CB 560012000F
.58L 31.03L BiB AAH 3 9400000108
.68L 24.27L BC AA 0] 6400100008
.47L 17.49L B BF 15500000008
10.63L 134.08L DE BB 01640221110F
2.39 70.71L O KC 550021100F
7314 963 .32L .25L
7206 - 4417
7207-4703 ,2.037342- 6 78 13 952 .33 .25L
7207-4108 ,2.714 1347- 3 54 8 963 .96 .33L
7207--4600 43.555343- 6 42 8 96 : 3 1.20 .73
7207--4054 ,5.69348--3 42 ; _9_ 3 2.00 .937207-4618,6.1 343--632 13 1.69 .81
7207-475847.225;342-723209523 .61L 1.17L7208-4748 48.71 342- 7 _ 36 14137 .25 .28L
7208-4015 49.5 2 348-2 28 7 96 3 16.41 11.73
7208-4426 ,50.416 345-5 54 14 97 3 .42L .30L
7208-4158 150.826 347-3 89 12 95 2 ,34 .35L
7208-4815 50.9 25 341--7i 31 19 95 2 .26L .35L
7208-4117 51.2 27 347-3 19 7 97 3 18.21 14.16
7209--4907 55.730 341-7 63 14 97 2 .36 .31L
7209-4433 56.315 345-5J 94 22 95 2 .25L .25L
7209-4653 58.(_ 39 343--638 13 96 3 .25L .33L
7209-4121 58.923347-3 41 8 973 2.53 1.31
7210-4837 0.(; 39341-7 39 8 963 1.13 .36:
7210--4140 4.511347- 3 89 20 973 .30L .31L,
7210--4039 4.71 8 348-3 68 8 96 3 .68 ,59L I
7210-4005 5,213r 348-- 2 42 7 96 3 1.65 .84
7211-4049 8.4134348--3 34 8963 .38L 1.26
7211-4126 8.9[ 16 347- 3 27 12 95 2 .48 .36L
7211--4137 10.(;145 347- 3 48 7 97 3 .65 .31L
7211-4037 10.3'10 348-3 50 8 95 2 .3O .68L
7212-4733 13.4135 342-7 38 8 96 3 4.09 2.35
7212-4546 14.5124 344- 6 36 8 96 3 2.60 1.04
7212-4951 14.8_ 15 340- 8 71 12 96 3 .63 .25L
7212-4010 15.0 38 348- 2 39 8 96 3 .72 .49
89 I 13 3.45L 1.21L
Sop
Name Type (") Ma 8
2 • 1 V638 SCO
1 172435
8
8 1 13 227913 M0
91
1
C 1 32 X1721-416
1
2
C 1 32 X1721-416
7212-4000 15.558348-2 942'
7212-4401 17.120345-5 37' 88 _ 3 1.36 .75 .71L7212-4550 17.159343- 6 37! I 1.09 .26: .71L
7212-4458 17.2154344- 5 8626 952 1.43L .31L .70L
7213--4117 18.6 37 347--3 61 9 96 3 ,80 .43L 2.28:
7213-4157 19.2 13 347- 4 94 I 11 95 21 .34 .28L 1,18L
7213-4446 20.839344--5 51 999; 31 .61 .19: .60L7213-4450 20.9!14344- 568 14 .34L .53L 1.37
7213-4129 23.825347-3 521012731 .59 .33L 7.16L
7213-4705 24.035342- 6 559 952 .54 .30 .60L
7214--4649 24.436343-6 52, 12 963 .25L .25L 1.23
7214-4528 25.017344- 6 58 111963 .52 .58L .62L7214-4637 28.614343- 6 31 14 96 .25L .29L 1.47
7214-4133 29.815347-3 92 9 963 .45 .31L 8.81L
7215-4251 32.48346-4 47 8 973i .70 .69 5.08L
7215-4759 33.3 44 342- 7 85 14 95 2 .43L .74L .887215_462633312343_62818 ,, 3 10.13 647 174
7215--4724 33.8 5 342- 7 257953 3.19 1.37 .60L
7216_4004582 18348_247 ,,, 73, 2437216-4505 36.91_ 344- 86 391 9 37L .26L 1.187216-4934 37.71 340-- 39 i 95 2 2.66 2.19 .56L
7216-4755 39.6l 18342- 47 62 117 952 .44L .25L 1.217216-4334 39.7,17345- _ 67 7 973 .57 .26L 3.90L
7216--4141 40.9!57347-3 2213 952 .43L .50L 2.16
7217-4318 42.853346-4 65 19 952 .25L .30L 1.28L
7217-4200 43.244347-4 47 7 973 1.20 .34L 1.18L
7217-4347 44.1 _16345--5 31 7 973 14.32 8.32 .76:7217-4914 44.3 341- 8 28 7 953 4.48 1.85 .60:7217-4455 45.5 344- 5 52 12 96 3 .81 .34L .75L
7217-4218 46.g159 346-4 35 7 97 3 1.14 .81 1.02L
7217--4505 47.5501 344- 5 41 9 96 3 .48L .53 1.87
7218--4541 48.9 8 344-6 42 8 95 3 1.20 .60 .72L
7218-441649.39345-5258973 1.59 1.01 .98:
7218-411149.62347-35211942 .37L .44 1.91
7218-414251.Q 45347- 32612952 .45L .43L 2.62
7218-443651.59345-5268973 1.50 .72 .64L
7218-4221 52,1 14 346-4 36 7 97 3 1.37 .80 .78L
7218--425853.73346- 4297973 .62 .86 4.11L
7218-4115 54.(_ 4347-3 i 2913 963 .26L .26: 3.80L
7218-4708 ,54.C 3342-785 _ 11953 .67 .30L .83L7219-4648 54.2 343-- 6 14 95 2 .39L .29L 1.39
7.12L BC AA li 4601000000
32.99L BO BDKF 11 6401100006
8.54 D F D 26OO000100
53.95L C C BI DD 950013020C
49.05L C C 5500010008
89.24L B BK G 350011222C
5.58L DE CE 0, 2600200200
9.88 CG F CDC 2580200200
87.28L C BGK 950122210(3
21.96L CD CC 0 _ 9401000008
8.90 DD CC 9502100108
29.69L E CC 5400000008
16.38 CC F DC 9402001338
97.69L E DII M 840222210(3
43.53L FD AB 2l 55oo00oooc
34.51L D HC 9194001004281 824.76L BDC AAB 95000000082835.04L BF AAJ 9400000008
19.14L E MHCC 670122120F
8,88: CE DGFB 3501101548 C
19.10L FE AA 9 9400000008
7.88L C F G 9600100328 8,
40.52L B AHI G 440000010(;
27.73L E HI CB 4681241208 5
10.40 D LGB 570010010C
75.84L C AB 4501000008
7.81L BBD AAC 3 = 160101000029
27.24L BBF AAD _ 940120100835,58L F DD 640010020861.88L BC AB 55001200108
29.58L CC KBB i 5500000008
27.26L BC ASK 514400101328' i C
6.81L BCD ABF 0 5600100000
43.33L DD GECK 850010131C
27.73 DE , MGC 3601241208 1
8.47L BC BB 0, 7500010000
63.18L CE AB 9l 6501100208;
42.31L DC CBI 650101000(3
22.69 E E HFGB 964021231C
35.88L B BDI 9500010108
18.15L D H CD 9402000108
1 1 AM ARA
1 23 OCL 0987
7219-4023 155.3 31 348- 3 40 ; 96 3
7219-4214 55.5 26 347- 4 i 29 1 97 27219-4124!,,.45 347-328 6 ,, 3
7219-4747569. 133 342- 7 37 13 95 3
7219--4136 57.0 6 347-3 60 9126 2
7219-4658 58.56 343- 6 33 7 95 3
7220-4101 0.915 348-- 3 44 10 96 ! 3
7220-4425 2.2121 345- 5 _ 33 8 97 3
7220--4227 2.855346- 4 29 7 973
7220-4749 42; 28342- 7 69 7 953
7220-4912 4.2' 40 341- 8 61 11 953
7221-4042 7.414348-3 60 10 942
7221 --4018 8.856348- 3 38 6 963
7221-4902 9.0 2341- 8 55 15 962
7221-4755 10.0 8342-7 49 10 953
7221-4915 10.853341--8 38 8 953
7222-4120 12.117347--3 91 12 942
7222-4532 12.3 4 344-6 41 6 95 3
7222-4353 12.4 6 345-5 61 8 97 3
7222--4350 14.842 345-- 5 57 8 97 3
7222--4615 15.437 343- 6 57 10 96 3
7222-4236 16.654 346--4 48 9 97 2









.41 .25L .77L 15.80L C A ED
.54 .35L .45L 35.89L IC B I
,37L .40 4.47L 66.39L ! D 8
2.65 2,76 4.64L 112.03LIF F AA
.40 .41L .59L 21.96L ;C El M
.44 .45L .45L 38.32L IC CD
1.30 ,64 .43L 20.80L :BC AA
.40L .35: 2,05 57.82L ED BC
.87 .39 .49L 58.13L ED BB
.71 ,42L .68L 8.63L C CC
.89 .51 .84L 8.93L DF
.59 .27L ,67L 3O,87L B
.50L .56 5.58L 43.41L D
AA 540111100F
75.55L C EEM 5500100108
88.62L BBE AACE 0 751020020C
7.45: DD F OS 9600101218
25.99L!C E FDBI J 960203110(3 1 i
36.53L BC AA 119501000008 i
_8.25L'CD ABHF 1 _011222C 2 i
7.55L BBC AAAE z 460000020015 "_1 1
























1 "41 17217-4334 47 1
2 " 1 SWSCO
1 1 LNSCO
1 1 V641 SCO
1 LOSCO












Right Ascension: 17h22=17"-17h23=57 . Declination: -50°--40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
cl _ Coords SMI SMN 8 O 12 p.m 25 Fm 60 p,m 100 p.m Flux
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (°) N (Jansky) Uncs
r7222-4z3217.142'346-4778963 .46 .30L 6.25L 61.73L O CF
17222-4011 17.5 54 348-3 30 6 96 3 9.27 4.90 4.87L 105.59L CC AA
,7223-4503 18.3 57 344-5 21 8 95 3 5.71 4.03 .78L 26.31L BE AA
17223-4557 20.0193,-6 32 6 95j3 1.62 .96 .68L 30.57L BF AA
L7223-4624 22.2 21 341- 7 39 7 95 [3 1.57 1.04 .45L 21.12L BC ABr7223-4953 23.639 i 340- 8 29 698 , 1.49 .91 .43L 4.18: DE D AA
17224-4554 24.2 2 344- 6 54 12 96 3 .37 .28L .68L 38.54L F BF
17224-4703 25.331 343- 7 34 19 94 3 .25L .25L 1.44 11.20: EC F
17224-4452 26.156 344- 5 28 6 97 3 .94 .47 .90L 26.57L BD AC
17224-4734 26.8 47 342- 7 30 14 95 2 .25L .34L 1.14L 10.32 D G
,7224_461g5. 342-76813 33 28L 45. 2635.i 0
,7224_4o.25. 346-3 4g 7 75 35[- 7.[- 9145 .B
,7225_4039,02.8 32 7 ,8, 712 31g 26.: oocE.^, 25_410.,17 .8_356 .0 .. 740[-7176[-c.0
,7 5_4655,2231.340_87027=i! 27, 96[-4. F,7225-4=9,2g 343-8 2717 25. 25, 125 3215,017225--4633 33.2 343- 6 95 24 95 .85L .59L .ggL 12.44 D G
17225-4204 33.326 ; 347- 4 56 7 96 3 .88 .42L 4.81L 62.54L B AC
,7225-49243,0 26 3,1- 8 8o 19 95i2 .27L .25L ._L 4.00 E
17225-4131 34.530 i 347- 3 51 9 9631 .26L 1.84 5.53L 44.14L C ME
17225-4408 _1.751 I 345- 5 23 897 !3 1.20 16.10 8.08 7.45L BBC AA
17225-4033 35.72348-3 39 796'3 .55 1.33L 8.70L 61.03L C BE
17225-4757 35.848342- 7 56 8 94 I 2 .74: .38 .79L 24.24LICD BB
,, 1o,, ol17226--4500 36.728344- 5 30 12 95l 3 .33: .28L 1.46 15.88: C
17226-4101 37.043i 348- 3 96 9 94 .41 .39L 4.45L 57.40L E
17226-4911 38.423341- 8 7211 952 .27 .25L .51L 14.32L C D
i7226-4655 39.76 343- 6 65 8 953 .59 .32L .58L 26.20L C BI_
17226-4301 40.411346- 4 3'0 8 963 2.05 1.04 4.21L 51.39L CC AA
17226-4703 40.632343- 7 6220 982 .25L .57L .99 30.22L D K
17226-4935 40.9! 56340- 8 36 7 96 i 3 1.21 .38 .40L 15.11L BD AB
17227--4114 43.2' 7347- 3 37 796 I 3 2.36 3.97 4.32L 73.70L BD A/_
17227-4813 43.428 ; 342- 7 6017 96 ! 3 .25L .31L .93L 12.01 D IHJ
17227-4239 43.657346- 4 26 7 963 2.67 1.26 3.97L 44.59L BC A. •
17227-4843 46.950 1341- 8 7921 952 .25L .31L .67L 5.08 D
17228-4715 48.026342- 7 4910 953 .72 .38L .55L 27.24L C BE
17228-4122 48.619=347 - 3 36 6 963 2.85 1.83 6.91L 49.99L BC A/
17228-4050 49.8 8 348-3 49 8 96 3 .54 .32L 9.09L 75.31L B IB£
17228-4125 50.6 46 347- 3 42 7 963 1.60 1.28 6.73L 47.91L CD iAI
I
17228-4743 53.050342- 7 58 7 953 1.73 .34 .,48L 22.86LIBF AC
17228-4237 53.419346- 4 32 7 963 1.47 .79 1.53: 17.06 IBCED Ah
17228-4352 53.8 24 345- 5 65 9 97 3 .84 .54 .83L 7.14L EF BE
17229--4948 54.651340- 8 23 7 953 2.55 1.50 .53L 2.47L CC A_
17229-4543 54.812344- 6 37 7 953 1.19 .67 .61L 32.30L DC All
17229-4757 57.2 7 342-7 83 18 95 2 ,27L .25L 1.06 9,83L C J
17229-4610 58.555343- 6 9320 982 .45Ll .28L 1.20 10.06L D
17229-4249 58.9 53 146- 4 45 8 96 3 .71 .31L 4.39L 55.70L B BE
,7 8_405659045.8334 95 48: g85,3187:0 F., 17230-4303 0.6 6 ,46- 4 81 1 .46 .32L 4.13L 53.50[- C Cl:
17230-4858 0.7 31 r41- 8 81 25 95! 2 .27L' .49L .47L I 4.24 D ,
17230-4417 1.5 58 _45- 5 39 7 97 3 1.13 .59 1.0OL 6.75L BD A
17230-4155 2.9 34 I 347- 4 36 7 96 3 1.O0 .53 5.53L 45.36[- BC A
17230-4355 4.0 53' 145- 5 34 13 94 2 .27 1.11L .84L 8.43L D
17230-4009 5.8 55 348- 3 33 7 96 3 10.04 3.15 10.48L 126.67L BC A
17231-4115 9.7 56 347- 3 79 11 94 2 .48 .36L 3.48L! 50.11L F B
17231-4149 11.4 28 ,47- 74 90 13 _ 22 .56 .34L 6.96L 81.97L C C17232-4853 13.7 5 343-- 104 18 .39L .65L .85L 7.50 E
7 97 3 1.08 .29L 3.98L 44.04L C IA17232-4307 14.0 1 346- 4 30
94 2 .25L .25L 1.14 9.61L D17232-4700 14.1 14 343- 7 56 17
17232-4131 15.4 2 347- 4 34 7 ! 96 3 3.06 1.55 5.72L 46.62L BC A_
17232-4741 16.0 21 ]42- 7 34 24 132 3 .28L .27L 1.25 28.08[- C C
17232-4521 17.3 25 344- 6 81 9 94 2 .33 .25L .64L 43.37[- C D
17232-4033 17.9 56 348- 3 32 14 94 2 .34L .30L 1.91 43.68L E
17233-4718 20.035342- 7 28 7 4.41 3.35 1.43 7.81 BFCD!
17233-4330 21.041346- 5 25 6 ; 17.02 13.40 3.67 32.08L CBC A
17233-4012 23.53348-3 32 8 963 .37: .31: 5.13 17.84: CEDD CC
17234-4251 24.330 ]46- 4 407963 .95 .42 4.06L 48.83L DD BE17234-4635 24.334343- 6 53 8 95 .58 .29L .5gL 26.66L C BL
17234-4008 26.2 32 348- 3 37 6 96 3 1.48 12,46 10.48 83.69L BBD /_/
17234-4640 26.9;27343- 6 31 6 953 13.21 3.37 .58L 28.55L BB .a/
17234-4434 27.946345-- 5 43 7 973 1.59 1.00 .68L 7.10L CC A/
17234-4610 29.1 9 342-7 31 17 95 2 .40L .80L .49L 5.87 D F
17234-4928 29.441 341- 8 61 8 95 2 .61 .23: .53L 10.20L CF E F
17234-4619 29.E 35 343-6 26 17 98 2 .25L .25L 1.10 26.34[- C
17235-4038 30.336348-- 3 52 7 963 .63 .42L g.07L 100.05L B ,=(
17235-4052 31.249348- 3 32 8 942 .66 .29: 3.75L 34.87[- CD E E
17235-4410 ,31.447345- 5 71 9 963 .57 .35L .81L 9.68[- D E
17235-4248 33.4 47 346- 4 24 7 95 3 1.23 1.56 1.87L 47.40[- CF I /
17235-4026 =35.2 18 348- 3 49 7 96 3 98 .38: 10.57L 120.0B[- BE 1,[
17236-4823 36.9 16 342- 7 39 19 95 2 .51L .25L .50L 7.10 E (_
17236-4256 38.5 10 346- 4 22 7 95 3 7.51 3.97 1.21: 49.63L CCE //
17236-4946 41.3154340- 8 27 5 953 5.08 3.22 .52: 2.24L BFF i. 1
17237-4626 =12.253 343- 6103 18 982 .34 .34L .69L 7.74L D (il
17237-4351 44.633i 345- 5 27 13 973 .25L .45L 2.13 1992 DC I
17237-4144 47.524347- 4 70 8 963 .61 .42L 5.72L 69.44L E I:.[
17237-4101 47.720348- u 96 10 94i 2 .35 .28L 4.27L 52.33L C
17238-4859 =18.825341- 8 55 8 95 .49 .25L .59L 17.74[_ B
17238-4426 50.3341345- 5 69 16 973 .31L .27L 1.23 7.35L D
17238-4043 50.714348- 3 42 7 963 1.06 .47 9.10L 74.30L CD _(
17238-4234 51.4 1 346-4 34 7 96 3 .95 .54 2.03L 14.77: CC F =,E
17238-4346 51.72345- 5 30 12 : .77L .74L 10.27L C _.F
17238-4704 53.7 55 343- 7 108 14 ' 2 . .27L .61L 43.16LJC :
17256-4807 53.8121342- 7 54 10 95! 3 .96 .28L .47L 26.68L B =_(
17239-4018 55.7 54 348- 3 24 10 94 2 .51 .43: 3.82L 37.04L CF _l
17239-4654 57.2 23 343- 7 47 1_ _ 3 .84 .29L .53L 24.55L L; _I17239-4013 57.7 57 348- 3 36 3 1.56 63 11.15L' 104.08L BC _[
"Confus=on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Rags Associations
V L C
C,_ A Confusion R S A Sep



























a _ Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 pm
ham. o8, (s) () 1 b (") (') (') iN
17239--4859 57.8 17 343- 7 25 17 96 3 .49L
17239-4119 58.0 13 348-4 72 8 96 3 .52
17239--4142 58.1 56 347-4 90 13 97 2 .61
17239-4951 58.7 48 340- 8 49 9 96 3 .69
17240-4628 0.2 44 343- 6 58 12 95, 3 .55
,7240_4319225 348_535 8717240-4051 2.6 60 348- 3 73 .43
17240-4918 2.6 18 341-8 20 6 95 3 3.22
17240-4633 3.4 10 343-- 6 98 14 94 2 .77L
17240-4653 3.8 13 343- 7 47 11 95 3 .25L
17240-4322 3.8 30 346- 5 33 7 96 3 1.15
17240-4325 5.4 36 346- 5 93 8 96 3 .51
17241-4746 6.1 46 342- 7 21 15 96 3 .26L
17241-4202 6.8 17 347-4 39 6 96 3 1.78
17241-4248 9.1 2 346-4 27 8129 3 .73
17241-4912 9.6 51 341- 8 28 6 95 3 2.05
17241-4659 11.5 8 343-7 26 10 95 3 .57
17241-4835 11.7 20 341-8 57 9 94 2 .37
17242-4413 12.2 7 345-5 69 17 94 2 .31L
17242-4019 12.2 14 348-3 32 7 95 2 1.37
17242-4640 13.4 50 343-7 41 12 134 3 .25L
17242-4358 15.1 13 345-5 20 10 96 3 .25L
17242- 4535 16.1 4 344-8 36 10 953 .75
17242-4056 16.838 348-3 85 11 972 .54
17242-4644 16.9 50 343-7 42 9 95 3 .66
,7242-4411 17.7 28 345- 5 54 10 9613 .45
17243-4259 18.3 37 346- 5 34 6 961'3 1.54
17243-4005 18.9 59 349-- 3 69 8 96 3 .61
17243-4348 18.9 20 345-- 5 21 6 96:3 10.76
17243-4759 19.9 9 N2-- 7 56 10 96 3 .57
17243-4511 21.4 17 344-- 6 46 19 94 2 .25L
17243-4319 22.8 45 346- 5 24 6 96 3 1.09
17243-4033 23.4 38 348- 3 38 7 96 3 .78
17244-4309 26.2 26 346- 5 28 6 96 3 1.44
17244-4156 28.5 55 347-- 4 32 7 96 3 1.31
17245-4603 30.5 49 344-- 6 33 10 95 3 .67
17245-4523 30.8 31 344-- 6 59 14 95 3 .25L
17245-4550 30.8 28 344- 6 46 10 95 3 1.11
17245-4047 34.9 39 148- 3 31 7 96 3 .87
17246-4049 37.3 31 348- 3 18 6 94 3 3.94
17246-4916 37.7 22 141-8 92 25 94 2 .79L
17246-4401 38.4 56 345- 5 57 13 96 3 .25L
17246-4241 38.7 21 346- 4 22 9 96 3 .29L
17246--4025 39.350348-3 43 7 963 1,00 .37:
17246--4010 41.430 )49- 3 25 9 963 .29L .39
17246--4334 41.858346- 5 59 11 972 .45 .27L
17247--4756 44.718342-7 36 15 942 .25L .26L
17247-4143 45.537347- 4 53 13 963 ,29L .25L
17247-4540 47.755 144- 6 76 15 97 2 .41 .57L
17248-4655 49.746343- 7 40 7 953 4.14 2.08
17248-4217 50.822 147- 4 49 9963 .35 .34L
17248-4059 51.849348- 4 56 8 963 ,45 ,26L
17248-4418 52.1 28 345-5 48 18 94 2 .25L .27L
17248-4651 53.2 4 343-7 67 8 95 3 .64 .25L
17249-4129 56.0 28 347- 4 54 7 96 3 .54 .25L
17249-4413 57.3 23 345- 5 28 10 95 3 1.00 .37
17249-4341 59.9 16 346-5 39 7 96 3 .85 .35L
17250-4009 0.415349-3 46 7 963 1.06 .72:
17250-4041 0944 348-- 3 21 10 96 3 .28: .40L
17250-4549 2.812 344--6 57 15 97 2 .39 .93L
17250-4020 2.922 348-3 90 20 94 2 .29L .67L
17250-4749 2.9 20 342- 7 29 14 96 3 .25L .36L
17250-4323 5.2 6 346-5 52 9 96 3 .53 .26L'
17251-4207 6.747 347- 4 91 12 97 2 .35 .43L
17251 --4900 11.1 i 20 341 - 8 39 7 95 3 1,41 .57
17252-4929 12.312 3418 49 8 95 3 .45 ,25L
17252--4405 12.9 5 345- 5 47 9 96 3 .79 .44L
17252--4637 12,932 343- 7 36 6 95 3 5.77 2.58
17252-4221 14.121 347- 4 45 12 98 3 .29L .28L
17252-4144 15.140 347-4 26 7 96 3 .94 .51
17252-4020 15,222 348- 3 41 11 95 2 .55 .40L
17253-4641 23.422 343-7 82 26 97 3 .25L ,27L
17254-4356 24.527 345- 5 31 16 94 2 .55L .31L
17254-4005 25.057 349- 3 24 7 96 : 3 .58 ,40L
17254-4906 25.452 341- 8 36 6 95 ' 3 1.26 .79
17254-4606 28.537 344- 6 48 13 97 2 .47 .54L
17255-4140 33,015347-4 57 16 963 .37L, .25L
17255-4250 33,650346- 5 33 13 963 .25L I .27L
17255-4416 34.941345- 5 43 12 963 .25L .25L
17256-4230 38,123347-4 85 8 942 .26L .57
17256-4016 40,131 349- 3 74 10 94 2 .54 ,45:
17256-4006 40,749349- 3 61 23 94 2 .31L .37L
17257-4217 43,343 347- 4 58 7 96 3 ,58 ,28L
17257-4722 43.958 343-7 42 9 95 3 .46 ,26L
17257-4234 44,740 347- 5 74 14 94 2 .72L .27
17257-4000 46,313 349-3 66 9 95 2 .43 .39L
17257-4625 46,6 1 343- 7 28 6 95 3 7.76 2.19
17258-4324 49.521 346- 5 55 13 95 2 .47 .33L
17258-4318 49,615 346- 5 40 7 96 3 6,91 5.46
17258-4021 50.118 349-3 41 6 96 3 1.22 .58
17258-4152 51.7 47 347- 4 20 7 96 3 1.64 .83
17258-4344 51.9 22 346- 5 23 6 96 3 4.88 3.03
17259--4113 54.8 56 348--4 44 14 96 2 .59 .34L
17259 4119 54.938 348-- 4 24 6 96 3 6.98 7.51
17259--4743 55.054 342-- 7 36 13 94 3 .25L 25L
17259-4907 55.2 3 341- 8 18 9 96 3 .76 .37:
17259-433555.844346- 5438963 .40 .31L
17259-4159 56.336347-4 18 6 963 26.27 13.57
17259-4140 57.73856347 4 28 9 963 .61L .49:17259-4833 58.6 342- 8 28 11 982 .99 .34L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) v L C
25 p,m 60 pm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
24.73L D D E I 5500310438 8
92.20L C B E 5301OO000C
70.08L C C 550121120C
3.33L BE BBMD 0 )600100000
6.79L E ;DE 9700300000
41.53L C AB 250020121C
53.08L F B N 450010100C
20,16L BC AAG 0 9401200008
5.59L C B 9700300000
21.34L CC AB 5500200008
41.39L BC AAF 1 250040100C













































Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 1 :IR ARA 10 3
1 "41 17239-4628 52 3
4
5
1 "41 17239- 4633 47 6
4 "14 278-PN 10 PI 8
22.21 DE B FD i500101318 4 1 5 DC342.1-07.1 300
55.41L BD AB 0 540110100C
12.75 CD C ACHC 0 25C201021C 4
20.65L BC AB C 0 9401200018 8 1 1 V530ARA 62 3
19.62L CFD BGGF O 5500310228 5 3 "13 227990S2P 14 67
13.54L C B BJ 9402010338
9.17L D EC 3600100000
78.83L' C AC 75003OO21C
8.91 CC I GDB 9600200310
18.71 CC MEEA 3442033320 9
30.80L DD BCJ 0 4403000108
79.59L C BI 450010010C 1 1 LT SCO 82 3
26.64L BE BFFE 0 5500200228 1 *41 17242-4644 16 3
8.55L C CE 3600100000
30.31L BC AAL 0 2501OO00OC
96.23L C A D 650110220C 2
5.41: BBCD AABC 2602000100 1 1 LR SCO 23 3
22.16L CD AC D 0 9501111008
9.72: F E I I C E 7600000008
46.50L FF BB 2 9410201008
93.38L CE AC 0 _40OOO000C
47.65L BD ABG 0 9403000008 1 1 LSSCO 12 3
62.71L CF AACG 9 458211021C 4
5.88L C B D 3600000000
40.47L C L D 6500000008
5.41L BE AB 0 3601000000
85.47L DC BBF 1 454110210C 1 40 B8V1 21 92
85.01L BC AAG 0 450110110C 1 1 LUSCO 18 3
5.27 D GHB 9500000238 C 32 X1724-493 102 12
17.58: CE HMCD 3601013320 9
11.92 EDD J DEA 7640OO100C
8.75L 102.18L BD BB B 2 630332131C
3.46 27.58: DCD J ECC 750011220C
.60L 45.78L C B F 4402100008
.81 5.16: FD MDD 9600111008
1.55: 13.55 FD J EB 560000041C
.78L 40.26L F BH ' 3401000008
.70L 23.42L BC _AD 2 8500101008
4.97L 47.47L C B L
6.51L 105.62L C B H
1.51 19.89L C F E
.75L 31.47L B C K
5.39L 61.89L D D
.83L 811L DD AB
1.28L 14.45: D D BDEE
7.62L 112.03L EF AAI
2.39: 25.49 D EE BCEC
.71L 7.53L C DG
3.89L 26.92 E E MC
1.02 13.94L D KED
.78L 41.55L C C
5.77L 54.75L D CM
.42L 16.87L CD AB
.42L 22.09L F CD




















































12.42 CC K DB
57.32L BD BA
26.92L C DECC
8.00 D K F
10.28L F F D
38.98L F BBI D
16.72L BC iAA
9.37 C C IDGGB
19.09 C EJI C
29.92 F E H E C
18.02 CC DD
35.86L F E B B
13.62L, CE DCGE
24.29 E G C
49.89L B B H


























38.19L BBC AAB 3 9501100008
68.39L BC AB 0 64101OO00C
52.94L CF AB 9 240120020C
37.67L BD AAF 9 2501000008
16.20L D H G ' 7501100100
11.21L BED AAA 9 6600100000
6.57 DC KEB 9680100308
13.10L DF BE 8 9410001008
38.18L B DEEH 5500000218
51.04L CBC AAA 7 240130010C 27
19.58 ECC CCGB 6500002400
8.23L C A E K F 9400200348
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fcm; 10) High Source Density Region.
21 ° 1 AQ ARA 10 3
8
2 "18 6740M4 17 94
8
2
8 1 32 X1725-406 134 8
1 "41 17251-4637 30
1
1 "41 17253-4640 33
1 40 B5 III 1 16
8
1 1 32 X1725-428 109
8 1 32 X1725-442 144
1 11 PK 346- 4.1 33
1 °41 17257-4624 27




Right Ascension: 17h25"59=-17h28m14 ' Declination: -50°---40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
a 8
h in. ° i
H
Galactic Uncertainly C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN .0 ON 12 ttm 25 _m 60 _.m(s) ( ) I b (") (") ( ) (Jansky)
Flags Associations
V L C
100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
17259-4147 59.5 39 347- 4 24 10 96 3 .27L .44: 4.t8: 19.84 DCD
17259-4204 59,7 39 347- 4 27 7 96 3 .95 ,35L 4,16L 42.78L C
17259-4556 59.9 3 344- 6 28 6 94 3 1.26 .78 ,70L 4.74L BC
17260-4515 0.9 35 344- 6 41 7 95 3 1.21 .66 .89L 32.28L CO
17260-4126 4.3 42 348- 4 28 7 94 2 1.10 ,62 1_25: 13.84L FFD
17260-4840 4,5 19 342- 8 19 6 95 3' 9,07 5.57 .82: 18.09L CCF
17260-4627 5.6 22 343- 7 113 14 97 2 ,32 .28L .64L 8.12L O
,7261-4754 6.7 26 342 8 28 26 94 2 .77L .38L .57L 5.35 D
17261-4657 7.1 7 343- 7 54 8 95 3 .51 38L .66L 23.03L D
17261-4454 7.9 30 345-6 17 14 94 3 .27L .28L 1.31 7.41: CD
'7261-4030 9.1 23 348 3 55 9 94 2 .35 .25L 4.09L 56.03L C
17261-4659 11.3 39 343-7 52 12 95 3 .42L .25L 1.15 20.48L C
17262-4538 12.3 23 344 6 41 u i _ _ 1.36 .62 .63L 25.98L BE
17262-4744 13.0 8 342-7 53 14 94 2 .25L .25L 1.00 13.09L E
17262-4256 14.8 45 346-5 22 6 128 3 1.37 .70 .84L 39.47L EF
,7262-4945 15,1 33 341-9 42 9 95 3 ,61 .38 .51L 15,15L CC
17262 4303 15.4 59 346-5 73 13 97 2 .32 .28L .89L 40.06L D
,7262-4831 15.4 49 342-8 29 6 95 3 1.20 .53 .41L 18.09L CC
,7262-4314 16.5 15 346-5 20 6 96 3 8,85 5,86 1.99 39.45L BBC
17262-4222 16.7 51 347-5 60 10 94 2 .46 .44L 3.44L 41.58L E
17263-4158 18.5 36 347-4 62 7 96 3 5.04 2.28 4.31L 55.64L CD
17263-4617 206 1 344-7 35 10 953 .78 .30 .62L 5.62L CD
17263-4126 21.1 12 348-4 36 17 963 .75L ,36L 1.99 15.00 DC
17264-4009 24.4 32 349-3 30 12 94 i 2 .48L .36L 1.56 66.23L D
17264-4356 25.6 4 346-5 28 7 96 3 5.43 2.53 .68L 10.60L BC
17264-4852 27.4 53 341-8 57 10 96 3 .46 .26: .40L 13,77L DE
t7264-4001 27.8 2 349 3 28 6 96 3 3,15 2,81 8.30L 70,90L BF
17265-4251 30.1 11 347- 5 28 10 129 3 .28L ,33L 2,39 15,96: CC
17265-4541 31.7 47 344- 6 81 9 94 2 ,28 ,29L .76L 28,06L F
17265-4818 33,0 16 342- 8 40 11 95 3 .52 .23: ,58L : 18.09L i DE
17265-4539 35.4 27 344 6 62 10 95 3 .63 .26L .73L 33.94L D
17266-4720 136.0 55 343- 7 39 9 95 3 .65 .25: .5.4L 19.43L CD
17266-4117 36.3i46 348- 4 42 17 96 2 .38 .49L 1.41L 20.10L D
17266-4348 36.4 23 346--5 52 8 96 3 .87 .37: 3.68L 56.29L BF
17266-4856 37.1 53 341- 8 34 12 961 2 .25L ,27L 1.00 7,23: F D
17266-4639 40.1 37 343- 7 45 6 94 3 1.40 .47 .62L 4.25L BF
17266-4416 40.1 37 345- 6 36 16 84 I 2 .38L ,26L 1.07L 10.86 E
17267-4515 42.8 21 345- 6 31 10 95 3 ,43 .30L ,82L 24.98L C
17267-4625 44.5 46 344-7 41 11 95 3 ,38L .31L 1,37 8.15: CD
17267-4256 *5.9 55 346- 5 28 6 129 3 201 .93: .73L 45.67L CD
17267-4314 145.9 54 346- 5 58 11 96 3 33L .25L 2.60: 14,50 CD
17267-4132 ¢7.9 9 348- 4 56 16 96 3 .26L ,42L 1.38L 13,21 C
17268-4345 '50,4 30 346- 5 18 6 96 3 1.21 .89 .76L 31,38L BC
17268-4123 51,8 15 348- 4 31 7 96 3 1.92 ,76 .84L 9,66L BC
17268-4912 51.8 26 341 8 32 9 95 3 .70 .40 .40L 14.94L CC
17268 4700 53.9 2 343- 7 29 6 95 3 3.53 2.03 .60L 21.05L BC
17269-4422 54.9 11 345- 6 i 88 10 96 3 .39 .32L 3.40L 37.59L D
17269-4723 59.2 47 343-7 27 12 95 3 .25L .25L .95 5.92 CD
17269-4015 59.5 28 349- 3 31 7 96 3 1.74 1.28 3.98L 93.53L CC
17270-4642 5.3 53 343- 7 57 19 94 3 ,31L .28L .63L 6.43 C
17270-4104 5.4 48 348 4 33 7 96 3 4.83 3.64 1.22: 9.06LIBCD
17271-4246 7.1 35 347-5 20 13 96 3 .25L .60L 3.15: 28.10 CD
17271-4654 7.5 15 343 7 35 17 95 3 .25L .25L .61L 7.14 C
17271 4358 7.7 46 346-6 23 6 96 3 3.79 1.67: 3.04L 24.72L BD
17271-4446 7.7 23 345 6 41 9 94 3 .58 .48 .87L 28.97L EC
17271-4041 11.7 2 348 4 48 9 96 3 .60 .40L 6.17L 57.29L C
17272-4409 13.1 50 345- 6 15 7 94 3 1.25 .58 2.71L 27.51L DF
17273-4944 19.1 10 341 9 41 13 96 3 .25L .25L .79 4.12 CC
17273-4550 19.2 58 344- 7 56 9 94 2 .38 .34L .74L 5.20L D
17273-4337 19.4 58 346- 5 45 7 96 3 1.06 .48: .71L 35.21L DD
17273-4205 19.5 53 347- 5 32 6 96 3 1.75 .88 3.30L 46.23L BC
17273-4054 22.0 39 348- 4 28 7 96 3 .81 .65 1.01L 9.46L DC
17273-4052 23.9 14 348- 4 31 6 95 3 4.03 2.34 1.09L 8.37L BF
17274-4719 25.5 27 343 7 86 10 97 2 .44 .35L .66L 18.02L D
17274-4112 25.8 6 348- 4 60 11 93 2 .71 .45L 1,37L 10.07L C
17274-4441 27.8 4 345- 6 23 6 96 3 3,10 1,68 2.38L 36.60L BB
17274-4031 29.1 52 349- 4 45 6 95 3 .54 .38: 7.52L 96.76L EE
17274-4144 29.5 44 348 4 39 6 96 3 1.16 .69 .84L 9.19L BC
17275-4359 30.3 58 346- 6 37 18 97 2 .25L .36L 2.72L 16.93 E
17275-4115 31.7 53 348- 4 51 7 96 3 .55 .35L .88L 9.94L C
17275-4547 31.9 18 344- 7 34 6 94 3 1.22 .69 .75L 5.27L DE
17275 4201 34.9,44 347 5 27 13 96 3 .45L .30L 1.83 15.06 DC
17275 4134 35.0128 348 4 70 8 96 3 .53 .30L .90L 13.45L C
17276-4455 38.1 i52 345- 6 55 17 94 2 .33L .28L .96 9.6.4L D
t7276 4158 38.6 28 347 4 49 7 96 3 1.66 .55 1.03L 47.25L BD
17276-4102 39.4 59 346- 4 48 8 96 3 .50 .48L .90L 10.41L C
17276 4046 41.4 3 348 4 40 7 95 3 .96 .61: .93L 14.12L CC
17277 4444 43.1 58 345- 6 43 9 94 3 .63 .32L 2.86L 41.21L D
17277-4149 43.9 57 347- 4 27 13 96 3 .29L .43L 2.77 18.93: CE
17278 4450 50.9 38 345 6 48 10 94 3 .46 .26L .82L 35.81L C
17278-4154 51.8 29 347- 4 50 7 96 3 ,57 ,32L .66L 51.66L D
17278 4547 52,(2 12 344 7 36 7 95 3 ,77 ,62 .56L 5.49L FD
17279 4518 54,9 57 345- 6 45 6 94 3 2.93 2.80 .58L 28.64L BD
17279 4407 55.(2 35 346- 6 25 12 129 4 .28L .64L 2.61L 12.66 D
17279-4425 56.1 35 345- 6 49 8 94 2 .39 .30L 2.67L 18.94L C
17279-4950 57.9 22 341- 9 21 5 95 3 12.69 6.13 2.02 2.36L BBC
17279-4039 58.7 7 349- 4 69 8 95 3 .66 .30L 5.16L 56.51L E
17279-4355 58.8 42 346- 6 40 7 96 3 .56 .27: 1.98L 38.48L FE
17279 4231 59.(_ 27 347- 5 45 7 94 2 .54 .59L .82L 2796L C
17279 4445 59.9 43 345 6 57 6 94 3 .82 .65 4.03L 35.42L DD
17280-4701 0.1 10 343 7 47 10 95 3 .46 .32L .49L 17.93L B
17280-4209 1.3 38 347 5 45 21 96 2 .27L .32L 1.51 8.98: EE
17280 4041 4.G 19 348 4 : 47 7 95 3 .61 .30L 4.88L 66.28L B
17281 4352 6.3 27 346 6 23 5 96 3 18.04 8.98 1.33L 38.64L DD
17281-4600 66 6 344- 7 31 7 95 3 1.13 .33: .69L 4.20L CE
17281-4141 7.3 23 348 4 38 8 96 3 .49 .30L 1.12L 17.54: B C
17281 4104 9.6 42 348 4 34 6 96 3 5.93 2.61 .77: 10.37L BBD
17281-4605 98 44 344- 7 32 10 95 3 .37: .55 .67L 4.09L CC
17281 4227 9.9 21 347- 5 41 10 94 2 .50 ,49L .83L 29.67L F
17282 4603 14.5 23 344 7 35 7 95 3 2.44 .55 .67L 369L BC
Sep
















*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed ;ources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 17h28m19'-17h31m00"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corree.tedl
a 8 a ,6, Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m 25 _m 60 _m
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
17283-4133 19.6 22 348- 4 54 7 98 3 .50 .36L ,90L
17283-4122 _'0.4 14 348-4 48 6 96 3 .56 .41 .91L
17283-4240 23.5 10 347-5 18 6 96 3 1.95 .83 1.48:
17284-4326 25.4 58 346- 5 36 7 98 3 2.33 1.22 .62L
17284-4331 27.5 22 348- 5 30 6 96 3 1.73 1.07 ,48L
17284-4307 28.9 41 346- 5 78 10 96 2 ,36 .47L .99L
17285-4354 30.8 54 346- 6 26 7 96 3 3.61 2.01 2.87L
17285-4201 35.2 38 347- 5 37 6 96 3 4.98 2.44 1.03L
17285-4445 35.5 29 345 6 55 10 94 3 .76 .32L 2.9OL
17285-4441 35.9 54 345- 6 42 10 94 3 .69 .32: 2.95L
17286-4957 36.0 60 341- 9 20 13 96 3 .25L .25L .79
17286 4016 36.4 56 349- 4 40 6 95 3 1.49 .87 .95L
17286-4809 36.9 12 342 8 35 5 96 3 1.35 .48 .43L I
17286-4620 37.1 55 344-7 36 5 95 3 3.91 2.04 .45L
17286-4932 40.1 24 341 - 9 78 28 95 3 .28L ' .29L .46L
17286-4113 _l.g 28 348- 4 50 16 96 2 .31 .33L 1.39L
17287-4027 43.3 27 349- 4 24 13 94 2 .68L .48L 1.38
17287-4426 43.7 23 345- 6 32 7 94 3 1.69 .77 2.93L
17287-4413 44.1 4 346- 6 35 16 94 2 .25L .27L 1.93L
17287-4205 44.2 56 347-5 65 7 96 3 .53 .32L 1.03L
17287-4259 46.4 2 347-5 38 16 96 2 .27L .36L 1.04:
17288-4830 48.4 57 342-8 32 18 95 3 .67L .76L .55L
17288-4304 50.4 3 347--5 26 8 96 3 1.50 ,72 .63L
17288-4840 52.0 38 342= 8 71 10 94 2 .35 .25L .44L
17288-4958 52.541 341- 9 82 31 94 2 .32L .31L .40L
17289-4313 54.8 25 346- 5 51 14 96 3 .27L .25L 2.04
17289-4222 55.1 15 347- 5 74 7 96 3 1.07 .52 1.07L
17289--4002 59.2 16 349- 4 21 6 95 3 .66 .45L 1.17L
17290-4015 0.6 8 349- 4 66 7 95 3 .72 .28L 1.17L
17290--4928 2.6 21 341 9 31 6 94 3 7.02 4.20 1.06
17290--4456 3.6 11 345-- 6 30 6 96 3 .81 .41L ,59L
17291-4544 7.1 10 344 7 56 10 95 3 .76 .25L .52L
17291-4647 9.0 7 343- 7 36 5 96 3 2.09 1.48 ,44L
17291-4337 10.0 55 346- 6 27 7 96 3 .93 .62 .75L
17292-4220 13.0 35 347- 5 73 13 96 2 .49 .28L .81L
17292-4056 14.5 25 348- 4 33 8 95 3 .27L .49 .97L
17292-4824 15.3 50 342- 8 22 5 95 3 1.43 .66 .40L
17292-4214 16.5 23 347- 5 50 11 96 2 .45 .29L .90L
17292-4207 16.6 24 347- 5 31 7 95 3 .76 .43L 1.02L
17292 4855 17.3 8 342-9 36 9 95 31 .80 .32: .42L
17292-4036 17.6 52 349 4 59 7 95 3 1.10 .41 .94L
17293-4047 18.9 7 349- 4 72 15 95 3 .34L .29L 1.86
17293-4831 20.0 52 342-- 8 37 10 97 2 .68 .25L .54L
17293-4054 20.3 7 348- 4 25 14 95 3 .32L .29L 1.59
17294-4326 25.8 56 346- 6 35 6 96 3 94.28 69.93 10.14
17294-4818 26.3 41 342- 8 21 6 95 3 1.50 .85 .40L
17294-4111 26.4 8 348- 4 63 10 96 2 .47 .37L 1.16L
17294-4117 26.4 30 348- 4 43 t3 93 2 .42 .26L 1.22L
17294-4418 28.1 15 346- 6 40 17 93 2 .34L .64L 1.41L
17294-4159 28.2 22 348-- 5 41 7 95 3 1.37 .65 .82L
17294-4003 28.4 32 349- 4 86 10 95 2 ,47 .35L 1.55L
17295-4407 31.6 1 346- 6 36 7 96 3 .64 .25L 2.95L
17295-4135 33.0 21 348- 5 56 7 95 3 .85 .36L 1.04L
17295-4643 34.2 45 344- 7 56 17 94 2 .28 .33L .92L
17295-4108 35.2 22 348- 4 61 8 95 3 .44 .56L 1.11L
17296-4001 36.0 2 349-4 81 9 95 2 .36 .48L 1.59L
17296-4031 37.3 35 349- 4 58 10 96 2 .51 .79L 1.29L
17296-4556 39.8 6 344-7 48 9 95 3 .48 .26L .45L
17297--4815 43.5 16 342-8 64 14 96 3 .25L .27L .57:
17297-4806 44.7 52 342 8 69 15 95 2 .25 .34L .45L
17297-4725 45.4 34 343- 8 49 8 95 3 .47 .34L .47L
17298-4449 50.6 25 345- 6 32 18 94 2 .35L .29L 1.22
17298-4411 52.3 28 346-6 62 9 96 3 .59 .25L 3.12L
17299-4042 55.7 54 349-- 4 51 7 95 3 .78 .79L .88L
17300-4431 2.0 30 345-- 6 57 10 94 3 .64 .33L 2.48L
17300-4748 5.3 56 343- 8 43 11 95 3 .37 .26L .45L
17301-4600 7.4 14 344- 7 55 9 96 3 .89 .25L .48L
17301-4122 8.0 6 348- 5 40 8 95 3 1.60 .85 .78L
17302-4231 13.7 6 347--5 58 7 95 3 .57 .33L .74L
17302-4450 14.6 6 345--6 33 11 93 2 .41 .28L 1.12:
17302-4404 17.2 35 346- 6 73 15 96 3 .25L .28L 1.20:
17302-4045 17.4 32 349- 4 65 13 95 2 .37 .41L 1.24L
17303-4308 18.3 8 347- 6 28 11 95 3 .25L .46L 1.88:
17303-4042 19.0 48 349- 4 45 8 95 3 1.27 .81 .96L
17303-4340 20.4 48 346- 6 71 15 96 2 .74L .35L 1.10
17303 4012 21.9 22 349- 4 26 8 95 3 5.04 4.19 .95L
17303 4413 22.3 6 346- 6 25 13 128 3 .31L .25L 1.62L
17303-4826 23.3 7 342-8 31 7 94 3i 6.96 1.92 .40L
17303-4350 23.8 51 346- 6 43 6 96 3 .79 .40L 1.34:
17304-4829 28.1 38 342-8 62 8 95 3 1.18 .26: .40L
17305-4136 30.5 49 348- 5 57 7 95 3 .81 .34L = 1.00L
17305-4243 35.6 11 147- 5 26 6 95 3 3.17 1.71 .94L
17305 4642 35.9 13 344-8 20 6 96 3 12.59 5.02 .65:
17306-4203 37.4 43 348 5 84 8 96 2 .47 .34L 1.13L
17306-4022 37.7 45 349- 4 38 11 95 3 .42 .46L .76L
17306-4831 37.7 32 342- 8 54 12 95 2 .73 .35L .40L
17306-4353 40.3 13 346-6 39 6 96 3 1.02 .62 1.23:
17306-4333 41.5 21 346- 6 43 7 95 3 .61 .34L 2.58L
17307-4324 46.3 11 346- 6 62 19 93 2 .25L .34L 1.00L
17307-4738 46.6 36 343- 8 27 7 94 3 5.16 1.90 .64
17307-4347 46.7 29 346 6 18 12 95 3 ,35L .28L 1.12
17307-4535 47.8 25 345- 7 52 15 96 2 .24 .36L .50L
17308 4113 52.0 48 348- 5 57 11 96 2 ,44 .37L 1.10L
17308-4630 53.8 52 344- 7 26 12 93 2 .45L .33L .66L
17309-4412 55.4 12 346- 6 33 7 95 3 2.89 1.59 2.41L
17309 4911 56.8 28 342- 9 31 6 94 3 2.10 1.87 .43L
17309-4015 57.0 23 349- 4 88 13 94 2 .39 .42L 1.42L
17310-4704 0.2 42 343- 8 31 7 94 3 10.03 5.09 1.29
17310--4354 0.4 50 346- 6 38 15 96 3 .28L .29L 2.44L
17310-4054 0.6 45 349- 4 24 9 95 3 .26 .28L 2.52
V L C
100 hem Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
8.52L B B D 4600000000
8.97L CC BC 0 5600000000
22.56L BCF AAHC 7601112428
39.78L BC AA 0 4500110008
40.66L BC AA 0 1500110008
35.16L D DC 6600100218
31.89L DC AAL 8 96O210022C
44.46L BB AA 0 5400100008
24.84L C BFM 660010000C
24.79L CD ACM 2 860010000C
8.49 CC MFGC












11.48L D , C
























2.59L BEC AAA 9 9700100100
27.11L C ABCH 9500010208
17.80L C B 5500000008
3.09L BC AAHI 0 7700101000
10.43L BD AB H 1 1700001108
41.93L F C I 7400110008
9.38L C C B 3701110100
11.07L BC AB F 1 9600100018
41.28L D B E 7400010008
49.65L C B B I 4400020018
2.62L BD BCM 1 6700000000
56.31L BC AC 0 1500100208
10.12L C E 3740000100
13.59L C A J 9501000008
9.76L C I BD 3700110100
23.76L BBF AAA 9 3600000008
10.88L BC AB 4 9600210428
16.96L C BEN 4501100210
9.52L C F N 5600000000
6.17 D I H B 980200000C
38.27L BC AA 1 3401000108
79.05L C C 7300100008
29.40L B B ED 960110020C
9.6OL C AE 2600010000
4.931 F J 3701101000
12.75L C DJ K 4601100210
80.38L C DD 7400100108
63.08L F BF I 2400100208
3.80L C B 3600000000
6.11 ED CGB 9600210328
14.75L C DH 9501000118
13.77L C CEN 7600000008
23.59L F H FC 9401100328
35.65L D BFJ F 968010000(;
52.07L E BB 2510211108
22.39L B CBG 960000000C
13.68L C C 9600000008
3.64L C B I 4602000000
8.26L BC AA H 1 3601000000
22.92L C CCH 8500100008
5.02L D O EJFF 8602100438
11.89 E D C C B 97O000020C
55.36L C CI N 1500211008
10.60 EC NEEB 970010050C
54.66L CF BB 9 3500211008
18.70L O C B 960000000C
52.30L DE AA 9 9401000008
11.67 F GB 960022100C
11.92L CC AA H 2 9500201008
19.16L B E ADDG 960136444C
10.83L CF AD F 0 9600201008
7.33L B BF I 2600010000
29.28L BC AAI 2 5401000028
3.13L CCC AAC 4 2700000000 15
22.46L C BKGG 4500000208
25.10: C C AF D 8581000128
17.17L C AE 9500200008
21.04L BDF BBDI 0 960136434C
29.77L B BH 96001000(0
9.81 F E B 970020030C
3.64L BCC AAE 3 9800000000
29.00L E G C 960124434C
26.68L D H 6400100108
67.66L C C 6400000008
4.23 C C EB 3601000210
20.89L BC AAHH 4, 960120040C
2.69L BB AAA 61 7701000000
59.92L C CG 9401110008
3.82L BCC AAA 6 9702000300
11.19 C EB 9700142.22C
10.39 C CD D DA 6600000408
Declination: - 50 =-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
C 1 "41 ; 17285-4957 23 12
1 23 MRSL 346--05/1 463
C 1 32 X1728-499 45 12
4
1 1 Me SCO 22 3




1 13 228109 K0











1 13 228124 M0
1
I 1 13 228126 G5
8 1 13 228128 K21 AY ARA
8! 1 32 X1730-403







4 1 1 AZARA
1
4 1 32 X1731-409
22 3
14 4
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
ham..8, (s) () ] b C) C) (') N
17310-4956 3.0 27 341- 9 25 9 95 3
17310-4329 4.4 45 346- 6 51 7 95 3
17311-4124 8.1 57 348- 5 47 8 951 3
17311-4314 9.5 26 347- 6 58 12 95 3
17311-4154 10.0 25 348- 5 64 8 95 3
17311-4924 11.8 33 341 9 21 6 95 3
17312-4215 14.6 7J 347- 5 71 12 94 2
17312-4117 14.9 48] 348- 5 39 8 95 3
17312-4430 17,4 32 346- 6 35 6 96 3
17312-4033 17.6 55 349-4 37 9 95 3
17313-4101 18.3 5 349- 5 46 7 95 3
17313-4019 18.8 27 349- 4 36 6 95 3
17313-4150 21.0 33 348- 5 41 6 95 3
17313-4038 22.3 30 349- 4 45 7 95 3
17314-4259 25,5 24 347- 6 61 8 95 3
17314-4454 27,4 1 345- 7 74 20 93 2
17314-4516 27.5 13 345-- 7 50 6 96 3
17314-4552 28.2 34 344- 7 44 8 95 3
17315-4008 30.8 31 349-- 4 46 13 95 3
17315-4608 33.0 36 344- 7 27 5 96 3
17315-4143 33.3 2 348- 5 27 6 95 3
17315-4017 33.5 37 349- 4 66 10 95 3
17315-4223 34,3 49 347- 5 18 6 95 3
17315-4214 34,5 11 348- 5 61 7 126 3
17316-4503 39.6 46 345- 7 28 9 95 3
17317-4153 42.7 56 348- 5 33 6 95 3
17317-4246 43.7 27 347-6 34 6 95 3
17317-4014 44.0 37 349-4 75 9 93 2
,7317-4900 44.4 . 342-9 92 9 97 2
17317-4712 45.9 54 343--8 66 13 96 2
17317-4036 46.1 8 349--4 38 6 95 3
,7318-4044 4.8.2 8 349--4 78 8 95 3
17318-4653 '9.0 17 344--8 77 9 93 2
,7318-4333 50.3 46 346-6 65 7 95 3
,7318-.08 50.6 27 346-6 57 14 93 2
17318-4312 52.0 12 347-6 39 11 95 3
,7318 4500 52.3 42 3_,5 7 23 15 96 317318-4350 53.1401 _- _ 26 5 95 3
17318-4536 53.4 57 345-7 46 10 96 3
,7319-4319 54.1 59 347-6 32 5 95 3
17319-4001 55.7 21 349--4 98 17 93 2
,7319-4628 56,1 28 344-8 37 11 943
17319-4657 57.8 57 344-8 33 6 94 3
,7319-4257 58.5 42 347-6 78 12 93 2
17320-4954 1.6 49 341-9 35 8 96 3
17320-4539 3.5 40 345-7 26 6 96 3
,7320-4733 5.0 55 343-8 109 10 94 3
,7320-4254 5.7 27 347-6 43 7 93 2
17320-4028 5.9 17 349- 4 44 7 95 3
17320-4115 5.9 27 348- 5 61 10 93 2
17321--4039 7.1 48 349- 4 34 6 95 3
17321-4223 7.8 241 347- 5 32 11 95 3
17321-4132 10,6 281 348- 5 68 7 95 3
17321-4659 11.0 7l 344- 8 58 12 95 3
17322--4806 12.1 24! 343- 8 56 10 94 3
17322-4009 12.8 31 349- 4 37 7 95 3
17322--4001 12.9 15 349- 4 40 7 95, 3
17322-4456 12.9 18 345- 7 41 6 951 3
17322-4329 13.7 56 347- 6 32 5 95! 3
17322-4341 15.0 51 346- 6 92 19 95 3
17322-4046 16.1 20 349- 5 48 7 95 3
17322-4937 16.7 1 341-9 48 10 93 2
17322-.39 17.2 58 346-7 58 201 93 2
17322-4315 179 21 347-6 57 7] 95 3
17324-4154 24.8 2 348-5 33 6 95 3
17324-4319 27.4 47 347- 6 23 11 95 3
17324-4017 28.0 23 349- 4 44 17 93 2
17324-4313 28.1 7 347- 6 40 5 95 3
17324-4550 28.2 43 345- 7 46 10 94 3
17324-4701 28.2 22 344- 8 37 7 94 3
17324-4226 28,9 33 347- 6 32 12 93 2
17325-4206 31.3 20 348- 5 38 6 95 3
17325-4848 35.3 25 342- 9 24 8 95 3
17326-4259 36.7 31 347- 6 50 7 95 3
17326-4532 36.9 5 345- 7 27 10 94 3
17326-4442 37.4 19 346- 7 34 6 95 3
17326-4019 38.1 51 349- 4 51 7 95 3!
17327--4201 45.5 19 348-- 5 48 6 95 3
17327-4742 46.5 39 343- 8 51 10 95 3
17327-4414 47.8 39 346- 7 79 24 93 2
17328--4710 51.260 343-8 51 9 93 3
17328-4254 52,4i33 347-6 40 6 95 3
17329-4602 54.0 33 344- 7 53 10 94 3
17330-4550 1,3 26 345- 7 47 9 94 3
17330-4540 1.6 17 345--7 21 12 95 3
17330-4450 1.6 57 345-7 35 6 95 3
17330-4119 2.9 48 348-5 51 7 95 3
17330-4851 4.5 59 342 9 24 22 179 2
17330-4059 5.G 53 349--5 78 18 95 3
17330-4923 5.4 13 342--9 84 9 93 2
17331-4405 7.C 8 346--6 56 11 95 3
17331-4153 7A 54 348-5' 58 8 95 3
17332-4834 14.1 55 342-9 44 9 95 3
17332-4712 14.8 53 343-8 59 13 96 2
17332-4640 15£ 11 344- 8 52 8 93 3
17332-4117 15.8j37 349-5 88 14 93 2
17332 4539 15.8i27 345- 7 13 5 94 3
17332-4600 15.9 34 345- 8 34 6 93 3
17333-4138 18.2 26 348 5 45 7 95 3
17333-4214 20.4 32 348- 6 39 10 95 3
(Jansky)
.94 .46 .40L 2.28L B D
.49 .26L 2.00L 22.07L C
.49 .34L .78L 46.05L C
.25L .25L 1.61 22.64L D
.55 .43L ,76L 34.67L C
18.34 150.66 58.74 17.78 BBCC
.57 ,37L .89L 37.77L C
.87 .43: .70: 38.19L DCD
1.14 .47 2.51L 22.03L BC
.55 .35L 1.04L 71.90L C
1.46 .78: .79L 44.12L BE
3.80 3.00 .87L 49,87L CE
4.83 2.22 .79: 35.57L BCD
1.76 1.47 .84L 46.80L E E
.28L .39 1.55 24.73L DC
.32L ,32L .66L 4.71 D
.54 .26L ,67L 26.60L B
.83 ,40 ,49L 4,48L CD
.27L .35L 1,99 9.40: CD
1.60 1.19 .62L 3.90L BD
3.20 2.03 .87L 27.62L BC
.73 .36L 1.23L 72.19L E
1.40 .88 .60L 26.28L BC
.58 .61 .79L 29.43L F F
.75 ,30: .53L 26,82L B D
27.37 22.72 4.15 26.30L BBC
1,14 ,42L .65L 24.33L B
.53 .60L .93L 38.10L C
,58 .26L .46L 3.31L E
.42L .28L ,69 6.20L C
4,67 3.16 1.18: 45.03L CCD
,46 .37L .83L 63.12L E
.63 ,40L .50L 13.72L C
.48 .25L 3.07L 31.44L D
.28L .28L 1.48: 8,46 E F
.36L ,30L 1.55: 8.17 E E
.32L .26L .91 7.49: CD
1.45 .70 .97: 7.49L B C C
.89 .45 .49L 19.22L CD
39.28 20.83 2.95 19.48L BBC
.25L .37L 2.15: 18.24 DD
.76 .25L .49L 3.34L C
.25L 1.98 3,17 3.97L CC
.29 .32L 2.61L 23.09L D
.25L .26L .41L 3.28 B
4.84 1.68 .52L 15.04L BE
.45 .25L .50L 3.76L C
.82 .46 2.08L 25.52L CO
.90 .37 .75: 53.89L CED
.34 .31L .78: 23.46L C C
5._ i 5.60 1.18L 45.32L BC
• L .55L 1.24 25.76L C
.60 .32L .66L 34.30L B
.38 .25L .49L 4.12L C
.47 .34 .41L 12.68L CE
.37: 1.29 7.94 14.19 DCCE
1.22 .85 1.11L 55.90L ED
2.77 1.19 .55L 29.32L CD
1.51 .98 2.28L 22A3L B C
.27L .30L 2.97L 10.23 E
.51 .32L .94L 63.09L B
.35 .32L .40L 2.04L D
.25L .25L .93L 6.02 E
.57 .30L 2.89L 29.19L C
1.00 .40 .68L 25.50L CE
.25L .29L 1.82L 14.31 C
1.24L .28L .99L 8.56 F
1.68 .44 2,03L 11,49: CC F
,46 .38L .49L 3,97L C
1.97 1.37 .80L 3,45L DC
.45 .52L .74L 37.36L C
2.18 1,19 .79L 27.59L EF
.38 ,25L .40L 12,32L D
.62 .46 2.19L 21.59L E D
.60 .36L .68L 4.89: B D
1.18 .30 .61L 28.80L BD
1.18 .58 .98L 38.08L ED
.96 .26L .69L 29.59L C
.46 .25L .40L 2.97L B
.31L .36L .92 40.04L D
.50 .29L .46L 3.30L D
7.40 7.40 1.18 23.49L BEC
,49 .34: .53L 3,85L CE
.79 .29L _ .56L 4.35L B
.25L .29L 1.12: 8.21 DC
1.07 .24: ,46L 23.46L BC
.75 .30: .69L 26.56L BD
.25L .44L .57L 2.69 C
.30L .30L 1.21L 13.56 E
.30 .25L 1.11L 2.41L C
,27L .29L 1.52 11,07: C C
.60 .30L ,75L 39,38L C
.70 .25L .40L 2.97L B
.30 .41L .53L 4.62L C
.48 .25L .48L 3,00L D
.48L .30L .78 16.24L C
2.52 1.65 .53L 24.35L DD
1.6;3 .84 .47L 3.79L BC
,72 .59 .70L 29.87L CD
,33 .30L ,76L 27.75L D
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 /,Lm 60 p,m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R





























.! _ux Density F'lass
Galactic Uncertainty C (N¢_ _ Cert-ected;'
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 p.ma 8
hm * , (s) ( ) l b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
17334-4909 24.0 52 342-- 9 86 I 181 97 2 ,62L .25L 1.12
17334-4243 25.2 25 347- 6 74 8 _ 95 3 .27L .46 1.14L
17334-4417 25.2 7 346- 7 65 i 9 _ 95 3 .38 .27L .72L
17334-4338 25.6 52 347--6 29 5 95 3 1.05 .27L 2.68L
17334-4038 27.2 52 349-5 41 6 95 3 1.06 .45 .83L
17334-4519 27.9 33 ]45- 7 16 5 94 3 14.26 10.99 2.42
17334-4031 29.6 43 349-5 27 5 95 3 .95 .58 .83L
17335-4958 32.1 56 341-10 45 8 94 3, .44 .25L .40L
17335-4632 33.8 53 344-8 17 5 93 31 4.43 2.02 .40L
17335-4954 34.5 41 341--10 48 10 93 21 .29 .53L .40L
17335-4826 34.7 23 142- 9 41 9 94 3, .61 .25: .41L
17335-4013 34.8 3 349- 4 17 5 95 31 11.14 6.42 .82:
17335-4609 35.3 31 344- 8 46 15 94 3 .42L .25L .98
17336-4324 38.8 58 ]47- 6 42 6 95 3 .88 .26 2.70L
17336-4359 39.5 3 346-7 43 9 96 2 .46 .65L .62L
17336-4530 39.7 30 r45- 7 18 6 i 93 3 32.91 15.97 3.92
17336_,,0740320 ,6_7 89 ; 51 4oLi 7oL7336--4820 .9 0, 343-- 9 6 J 2 .25L .35L .42L
17336-4052 41.05349-5 ._l ; 953 .47 .34L .83L17337-4152 43.2 55 348-- 5 95 .71 .56L .70L
17337-4258 43.9 7 347-6 35 5 95 3 22.41 5.26 .97:
17337-4412 45.9 30 346- 7 44 131 95 3 .25L .48L 1.26
17337-4936 46,56341-- 9 61 19 I 942 ,25L .43L ,47:
17337-4848 47.8 32 H2-9 17 9 94 3 .88 .40L .41L
17338-4142 48.6 38 |48-5 39 7 93 2 .81 .64 .94L
17338-4603 48.72,5-8 38 8 933 1.02 .38 .43L
17338-4305 48.8 52 ,47-6 56 8 I 95 ! .35 .29L 2.45L
17338-4121 52.7 19 ]49-5 56 95 .40 .29L .85L
019 53 1 45 349-5 52,795 1.55 48 .96L
17339-403157.245349--570 9 95 .68 .55L .99L
17339-4622 59.6 30 H4-8 8718 _ 2] .34L .34L 34
17340-4007 0.624350-4617 23' .74 .37L .88L17340-41260.734348-539 9 '95 .57 .38L .71L
17340-4649 5.0 7 344-8 24 8 94 3 .87 .26L .42L
t7341-4047 7.8 2 349-5 62 91 95 2 .40 .35L .97L
17341-4232 8.6 2 348- 6 53 61 95 3 .49 .28L .72L
17341-4719 9.7 581 143-8 37 4 94 3 1.38 .89 _ .40L
17341-4226 10.8 39 348-6 47 6 95 3 .69 .32L .68L
17341-4433 1.8 49 NS- 7 42 _ 5 95 3 1.26 .70 .67L
17342-4138 12.6 4 348- 5 33 16 95 3 .59L .51L 1.13I
17342-4753 13.5 60 343-- 9 22 5 I 94 3 1.88 .52 .41L
17342-4803 15.5 47 343-9 64 11 93 2 ,32 ,27L .41L
17342-4124 16.1 49 ]49- 5 63 6 95 3 .81 .64 .69L
17343-4931 21.4 56 342-10 34 9 94 3 .79 .49 .40L
17343-4535 21.5 24 345- 7 54 9 93 3 .49 .37: , .59L
17344-4403 26.6 25 346- 7 56 13 95 3 .25L .25L I 1,11
17344-4052 27,8 41 349-- 5 81 10 9532 .36 .33LJ ,72L
17345-4044 31.6 33 349-- 5 29 6 95 1.21 .72 I .68L
17345--4305 35.5 15 347- 6 61 9 93 2 .38 .29L I 2.82L
17345--4643 35.8 34 344- 8 24 I 9 93 31 .36 .27L i .60L
i17348_400239573,0_542 ,
17347-4256 42,555347- 6 44 .59 L I 3.21L
17347-4616 43,410 344- 8 39 9 94 3 .50 .25L .50L
17347-4204 43.7 27 348-6 42 16 95 31 .28L .26L .98L
17347--4247 43.954347-6 448 932' .31 26L .72L17347_40334513348_545 5.3 65 40 69L
17347-4027 47.9 3 349-- 5 4459431 .85 .27 .68L
17347-4350 47.9 58 348-- 7 40 5 95 31 2.96 2.01 .86L
17348-4017 50.0 26 350- 5 19 5 94 3 1.80 .86 .64L
17348-4450 50.3 50 346-7 45 9 93 3 1.00 .30: .57LI
17348-4912 50.6 42 342- 9 48 9 94 3 .27L .25L 1.31
17348-4726 50,93343--9 2618 932 .25L ,26L ,64:
17348-4149 53.730 348- 6 775 953 .77 ,31L .77L17348--4229 53.8 348 6 I 56 10 93 2 .42 .33L .82L
17349--4131 54.g 11 348-- 5 I 28 5 95 3 2.65 1.30 .73L
17349-4421 55.1 31 346-7' 14 5 93 3 1.16 .63 1,17
17349-4618 55.3 19 344- 8 i 51 16 93 2 .25L .95L .61:
17349-4006 155.421350- 5 41 5 943 .92 .76 .64L
17349-4637 57.112344-8 20 8 943 .67 .45 .40L
17349-4337 57., _ 50347-7 17 8 933 .38: ,27L 2.41L
17349-4522 58.1!33 345-- 7 14 9 94 i 3 .82 .28L .56L
94 I 3 1.19 .92 .75L
17349-4043 158,4 16 349- 5 25 5
17349-4356 68.4143 346- 7 I 42 1 92 2 .58 .40: .82L
17349-4215 59.41 43 348- 6 61 .9 95 2 .36 .31L .81L
17350-4825 2.2] 55 343- 9 ' 50 14 94 3 .25L .25L .94:
17350-4003 4.1 48 350- 5 55 16 93 2 .32L .29L .93
95 i 3 3.31 2.16 2.21L
17351-42546.11_ 347-6 15 417351--4048 I 8.3 4 49-- 5 41 8 95 .52 .45L .83L
17351-4404 11.0 346- 7 24 5 95 i 1,16 .85 .91L173514436 11.59 346-7 51 9 94 3 62 25L .,_L
17352-454312.555 345-8 51 10 93 3 4, 27L .54L
17352--4903 15.4 6 342-9 41 8 94'3 .64 .26L .40L
17352-4714 15.650l 344- 6 24 9 93_ 2 .88 .39 .55L
17353-4214 18,4 8 348- 6 67 12 95 2 .29 .30L .94L
17353-4833 18.8 24 343-9 40 12 93 2 ,31 .25L .52L
17353-4205 19.1 14 I 348- u 23 5 95 3 2.54 2.44 .89
17353-4039 19.7 56, 349- 5 31 i 4 94 3 1.11 .89 .92L
17353--4456 20.7 29 346- 7 44 9 94 3 .68 .44 .67L
17354-4449 24.1 5 346 7 57 15 93 2 .86L .31L I .74
17354-4303 24.2 25 347- 6 44 9 93 2 .59L .47L 1.08
17354-4348 2?3 60! 347- 7 34 I 13 95 3 .40L .35L I .93
17354-4128 28.5 5 349-5 43 8 93 2 .56 .34L .76L
17354-4550 29.2 2 345-8 28 9 94 3 .61 .29L .46L
17354-4037 29,4 9 349-5 26 6 94 3 .66 .37: .71L
17355-4145 34.3 45 348- 6 57 i 5 95 3 .59 .33L .75L
17355-4113 34.538349- 526_277 18 93222 .54L .30L ,87
17356-4137 36.338346 6 6517122 .56L .25L 1.31
17356-4735 39.8 28 343- 9 32 93 .47L 39L ! .78L
17356-4504 40.0 38 346- 7 24 _ 94 3 .67 .33L .52L17356-4408 41.4 1 346- 7 4 93 3 .26L 2,40 3.72
V L C
1(30 y.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.60L O H DO' 3500000200 4
36.43L C CGF 5401101418 4
32.66L O O N 9400100018
36.04L B AJ LE 95Ol10031C
29.13L BD BC 1 3401000008
4,82: CBCD AAAD 3 8600000108 25
26.59L OF AC 9 5500000308 4
2.27L C B K 6600200000
3.00L BE AA 9 4600000000
2.29L C C] ' 5600100000
2.44L BE BE 0 I 9700001000
30.74L BCC AAC 9 8520000108
2.90L D GC 36010O000O
34.45L CE BD 0 150121210C
24.15L C B D 9500000008
4.61: 66C0 AAI_B 2 5600(XX)008 14
17.99L C BDI 9501110108 I
3.92 E G E, 9700000020 I
42.21L C C G 7401000008
27.91L D BBI 4400000108
26.99L BBE _AC 3 950000000C 19
950220031817.18L C J DFBI
3.38 DC L GC' 9500000220
2.61L B AB 7600000000
24.41L CE BBL 0 5411111008
4.27L BD BB N 0 3600001000
37.08L C B E F 950000000C
35.62L C F M 7400111008
8,06L R BC 96O0O1OOOO!
11.16L F BAG 9600000200'
4.43L C FCC 3500000110
8.38L C CBD 8600010000
30.59L C B F 5400221008 I
3.60L C B I M 260OO00O00
11.73L C B 9502200000
29.04L C AK 6611100008
2.71L BC AA 0 9600001000
26.72L B BE 6600100008
27.73L EF AAK 99401000008
B.g2: FD HEHD 4500100208 !
1.91L BC AB 07800010000
2.57L E F 8700000000
27.82L CD AA 9 6400121008
2.03L DD AA 7 9601000000
19.29L DE CDG 0 4400010008
9.22: CE M HD 9681000328
41.51L F C t 7401100008
7,06L BD AC 29600100000
26.30L C B K C 950000000C
4.62L E CFHE 2600000000
7.47L BD BS 0 7700101000
33.50L B B 950010000C
3.50L B B E 2600100320
8.64 C G CC 6500000208
24.45L C D 4500000108
7.31L CF CCF 6_ g600010000
6.58L DE AD 4 96000O000O
34.63L BC AAGC 9 95011001086.81L BC AA v I 9600000000
17,16L BD BC 0 9400000008
2.89 CC AA 5600000100
4.47 FC GC 6601000200
43.31L!B C BN ,0010010834.82L CK 6501000008
28.11L BC AAF 0 5500000008
17.69L CDF :BCC 7 9501010108
4.65 DC F GC 2500100310
5.71L CE IAA J 9 7600201000
2.69L CC CBH 0 2700001000
13.48 C E CCI C 960200024C
20.01L B IBD J 6401000018
6.74L BC IAA 2 9600201000
34.44L EF BC 0 9501100108
41.35L iC C 6500100208
7.90 C C F C 9501000220
6.66L C K E 7700101000
31.12L BB 'AAC 3 95001009_C
7.65L C ICC 9600100200
19.161 FF IAAFD 9 9511033108
23.33L C A E L 9400000008
28.49L F D J 4300100008
2.06L C S E D J 16OO0OOO00
3.36L CO ACK 0 7600100000
36.55L C O 7501100218
3.75L C C 7501000000
34,30L EEC AAEH 9 7400000108
8.13L BC AAN 4 9600201000
25.15L DD BBB 0 8400100008
4.05L E DGCF 9600001118
24.11L C CDEB 9500200008 '
&96: DC, DJ GS i 9700000309
26.73L C BF 5600000008
17.07L B BF 4400100008
6.81L BD AE 0 9600101000
38.33L C CL 5401010008
37,76L O L G E E 5500100008
9.50: DE F GE 5602100208 I
2.99 D GF KE 8600000010 I
22,20L C AC 5400000008
21.53L BC LAAK 9501153108
*Confusion Flags: 6}-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: - 50" --- 40 '+
A&.tociatious
Name Type _P Ma 8
2 "18 6820M5 5 112
1 *41 17336-4358
1 "41 I 17337--4407
6
3 13 228201 F0
C
1 1 MY SCO
4
1
2 ] 13 228211 F5
4 1 I "41 17341--4433
1








t 13 228221 K2
1 16 09280
8 1 1 NNSCO
C 1 32 X1735-484
4
1 32; X1735-440














h m o , (s) () C) C) ( N
17357-4314 43.6 67 347- 6 32 i 17 93 2
17357-4303 44.6 32 347 6 42 9 95 3
17357-4308 44.8 15 347-6 18 5 95 3
17357-4519 45.2 5 345- 8 33 I 9 94 3
17357-4011 46.6 17 350- 5 26 18 94 2
17357-4117 47.9 45 349- 5 44 ' 5 94 3 _
17356--4229 51.4 45 348- 6 40 4 95 3J
17359-4322 54.6 42 347-7 201 10 93 3 I
17359-4026 55.0 11 350-5 861 16 94 2
17359-4059 55.6 14 349 5 88 I 9 95 2i
17359-4528 55.8 26 345-8 60 115 95 3 J
17359-4139 58.3 25 348-6 55' 10 93 2,
17359-4106 59.6 28 349-5 78 7 94 3 I173,0_47122.51344_9 82 9 ,,2173,0_444230103,,-7 57 8 9531173,0_483841 9 342_947 10 ,3 2'
17361-4321 6.7 22 347-7 43 18 95 2
17381-4726 9.0 7 344-9 41 9 94 3
17361-4159 10.1 5 348-6 25 5 95 3
17361-4034 10.8 42 349-5 22 61 94 3
17361-4845 11.0 9 342-9 35 10 93 2
17362-4651 16.0 54 344-8 25 4 94 3
17362-4506 16,9 52 346-8 44 10 94 3
17363-4249 21.3 32 348- 8 34 6 95 3
17363-4324 21.7 24 347- 7 20 11j 95 3
17363 4741 22.4 7 343-9 70 6' 93 2
17363-,15 22.7 26 346- 7 53 5 95 3
17364-4537 25.5 34 345-8 18 5 I 94 3
17364-4621 26.0 19 345-6 56 12 93 2
,7364-42228.132346-6 37 8 953
17364-4327 288 48= 347-7 33 5 95 3
17364-4310 29.2 57 347 7 69 14,93 2
17365-4208 30.9 25 348- 6 40 5l 95 3
17365-4532 31.5 5 345-8 26 21 95 3
17365-4102 31.6 L_' 349--5 69 227365_49238 42_1042 o
17385-401734855356-; _ 1; :_ 3317366--4341 36.2 19 j 347--
17366--4129 36.4 1 349-- 6 33 8 94 3
17366--4714 369 43 344- 9 28 20 96 2
17366-4046 37.0 8 349- 5 69 10 93 2
17366-4338 38.6 14 347 7 42 10 93 2
17366-4039 39.0 59 349- 5 61 18 94 3
17367-4500 44.2 36 346- 8 44 9 93 2
173,0-4116 48.6 42 349-6 55 9 92 2
17368--4333 48.9 31 347-7 35 5 95 3
17368--4013 50.3 16 350-5 76 6 94 3
17368-4356 51.8 18 347- 7 40 5 953
17369-4415 54.3 11 346-; 48 6 95317369-4040 55.0 111349- 64 1 95 2
t7389-4136 56.7 18 349-6 33 5 94 3
17369-4620 57.7 8 345-8 64 20 92 2
17369-4438 69.6 50 346 7 ,0 9 92 2
17369--4345 59.6 41 347-7 40 5 95 3
17370-4940 1.9 59 342-10 47 9 93 3
17370-4430 2.1 56 346-7 45 11 94 2
17370-4001 5.3 57 350-5 36 62 9_ 3317370-4219 5.9 5 348-6 23 1
17371-4011 79 33 350-5 46 6 I 94 3
17371-4630 8.6 20 344-8 20 5,1 94 3
i
17371--410_ 9,S 25 349-- 6 28 5 = 94 3
17372-- 4319 13.5 57 347--7 30 8 95 3
17373 --4531 21,341 345--6 48 11 953
17373--4830 21.5 48 343--9 49 10 94 3
17373-4542 21.8 44 345- 6 31 14 93 3
17373-4022 22,9 32 350- 5 43 6 94 3
17374-4655 27.8 51 344- 9 52 7 92 2
17374--4452 29.9 36 346- 8 28 5 94 3
17375-4203 30.6 55 348- 6 55 12 95 2
17375-4346 31.3 3 347-7 23 6 95 3
17376465632.212342_10 :!10393!17375-4353 33.8 15 347- 7 9517375-4028 35.3 20 350- 5 65 7 94
17375 4142 35.4 58 349- 6 34 1 94
17377-4537 46.2 23 345- 8 37 6 94 31
7377-4056 47.2 54 349- 6 30 6 94 3
17378-4418 51.1 37 346- 7 52 6 95 3 i17376-42o552.0293,.-6 4, 15 943
17376-43562627347-7 23 5 953I17376-4503529153346-8 2o 10 922
17376-44_,6, .06 3,e-7 59 15 952
17378--4600 53.340 345-8 34 16 130 3
17379-421765.9_ 3,_-=670 9 95217379-4241 58.9!50 348- v 53 7 94 3
173,0 4337 0.Q 4 347-7 4_ 18 92 217380-4324 1.212 347- 7 i 94 3
173,0_4_33.337_9-5 862 95217380_415,4.0 348-6 81 9 952
17360_41014._[353496 7012 932
I17380_47495.,47343_9 29 5 93317381_4_58._ 356 541 6 94317381_48_6._22343_9,40193301,381474011._19344_9 _ 6 922
17362-4309 14.1 30 347-7 i 45 14 93 2
17382-4028 15.4i55 350--5 _3_ 23 92 217383 4000 18.9 35 350- 5i 94 3
17383-4406 23.1 0 347-7 48 7 94 3
17384-4731 74.1j 18 344-9 29 5 93 3




Declination: - 50 =-- 40 °
Flux Dcnsit y Flags Associations
fNo! Color Corrected)







































































































I00 y.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Cocf R FlaBs" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
8
1 13 228239 K2 2
21.52L D M I 9502011338
20.27L CC BCL 0 9500200008
19.71L BC AB I 0 95,0200008
17.99L BE ABN









4.61L E DL J
21.07L DF CC


















24.89L BBD AAA 2 5400000008
9.,0L C ICE 8601000100
2.30L C ! C D 350OO00OO0
2.61L BCC AAB 0 2700000000
17.14L D D ED 5500000008
23.02L DD AS 2 1500000008
36.73L D C R 9401201008
2.64L F S 9501000000
21.18L CF BD 7 9400110208
14.271 BCF AAB 9 3400100008
4.03L FD DGD 9601000200
24.97L CC AB 7500000108
33.87L B AB 9400200008
13.90L D I CI 9601021318
26.00L BDE AAC 9 5501000106
6.56 D i L GC 4600100328
7.99 D 4600000218
2.24L BE AC B 0 5600010000
8.62L CBC AAB 2 5600100200
11.04 EC CEB 9600100648
28.84L BB AA 1 5562000008
3.92 O GA 9601`00200
10.17L C 3C 7600000000
31.18L C -3 9500201548
12.15 C_NEC 8500100410
15.80L CD _B 4 6500001008
26.27L C El B 6600OO00O8
21.59L BC AAHI 1 95`0202008
9.601 C BE 4600210000
20.55L BC BB 0 7500000008
19.43L C _IH 9400000008
9.22L E O _ E 8600100410
22.81L BBC '_AA 0 6600110008 44
3.61 C MD E I 9600000320
15.64L D , ; ] 9401000008
20.88L BE AB 1 9500000008
1.88L CF ADM 0 6602010000
16.70L C I; 9401000008
6.O6L EE AA 8 3700100210
9.40L C CF 5600000318
7.31L B _. HE 4500110000
2.85L DCD _'.AA 9 9600000000
29.,0L FE tS 9 4500010218
21.50L DD | D 0 9501001008
8.05 D D J F C 4500000238
2.19L C [EEH 4600000000
5.55: CD ( DC 3680100018
6.751 FD ICH 6 5500101000
2.63L EE (A 0 4700010000
17.09L BC / A 0 5400000008
21.22L C I_ DBA 3501101218
17.02L CD _ B 0 7500100008
2.56L C /I DOB 0500100000
23.33L S E F H 3500100008
7.81L C EDI G 7500100100
21.53L C DC 6501000208
11.22L C FEE 2500100128
25.98L BC AC 0 3500100008
21.03L BD CB 0 6402010228
9.17 D AhADB 368210121822.15L BC 2 9500100008
12.90L CD A_.L 0 3500121228
11.61L O N_BB 8500000008
11.41 DD :EE 9582000520
23.77L F S _ 3500010008
23.96L D CE" 1500000008
5.69 CD GD 960OO00418
25.43L CF A _,G 9 9502`01008
13.36L CD B)I G 1 3510121228
10.97L C H F 7`00000200
34.49L D G 3400110008
35.3BL C O. 44,0100008
2.56L DD A3D 8 6602002000
7.11L BE A:) 0 37,0130000
2.92L B B 4 H I 4500000000
3.06L C E 9503000020
7.87 EF _{ B i 9601020438
8.04 D J ; C 6500000000
11.57 BDFD A_EH 0 3,01130120
26.66L C C 9400000008
2.15L BC A,_ O 9700000000
6.20 DD i FB I 9500111108
I
4
1 13 228244 K2 33
1 16 09383
1 1 BH ARA 13
4
4
2 13 228257 F5 7
3 13 228265 NB 11
8
1 13 228268 K0 15
t 1 NT SCO 23
1 13 226286 KS 3
4
9
C 1 32 I X1737-4,0 42
9
1 7 WRA1755 5
1 2 13 228294K2 0
8
9








*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed E_urces (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
374
Right Ascension: 17h38=27'-17h42=07 '
Position (1950)
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 p.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion8
hm. o , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
17384-4116 27.1 9 349-6 20 5 94 3 5.00 2.19 1.63 10.99L BDC AACF 9 6500001328
17384-4857 29.2 36 342-10 16 4 94, 3 6.46 4.09 .69: 2.10L BBC AAC 4 0501000000
17385-4616 30.9 36 345- 8 66 14 92 2 ,25L 1.65L .73L 4.57 E HCCG 9600100100
17385-4915 32.0 15_342-10 40 9 94 3 .81 .36L .43L 2.27L B AFE 2600000000
17386-4014 38.3 54 350 5 52 6 92 2 .64 .56: .92L 5.56L CF BDI 1 4503021100
17386-4211 41.8 44 i 348- 6 77 7 94 3 .50 .30L .57L 24.71L C CE 8501100108
17387-4836 43.2 2 343-10 30 5 94 3 1.34 .46 .40L 2.40L BF AC 1 2500000000
17387-4026 44.5 22 350- 5 27 6 94 3 1.84 .61L .71L 5.49L B AC 3500000000
17387-4626 45.5 50 345-9 41 9 93 3 .82 .38L .45L 2.92LIB AD 8600110000
17387-4257 45,6 30 348-7 43 6 94 3 1.99 .81 1.01L 22.70L CC AAE 0 9501000208
17387-4624 46.6 30 345- 9 49 7 95 2 1.23 .71L .47L 3.22L C ACJ 9600110000
17387-4617 46_8 22 345-8 21 5 93 3 .93 .76 .56L 5,11: CF D AAHD 9 9500100000
17387-4343 47.2 39 347-7 33 5 94 3 64.63 23.08 3.40 25.63L BBC AAA 0 6411000008
17388-4333 48.8 2 347-7 22 5 94i 3 1.50 .41 .65: 32.54L BDD ADFF 2 9500100008
17388-4050 53.E 29 349- 6 84 19 94 3 .26L .28L 1.09L 5.91 D HI ED 5601000100
17388-4209 53.8 28 348-6 47 11 94 3 .25L .26L 1.41 6.96 CD DDB 8701100108
17389-4303 57.1 51 348- 7 36 13 92 2 .25L .49L 1.27 19.96L D HEH 9502110108
17389-4112 59.8 16 349-6 29 6 94 3 2.10 .62 .95: 15.27L CCD AAJ F 6 3500002228
17390-4458 4.5 34 346- 8 42 8 95 3 .37 .26L .52L 4.30L F CD 0500010000
17391-4515 7.7 20 346-8 28 9 93 3 .82 .33: .49L 3.43L CO EC N 0 3601030000
17391-4018 8.8 5 350- 5 41 10 92 2 .42 .37L .64L 4.75L C CI 3500120000
17391-4154 10.7 32 349 6 27 12 94 3 .25L .28L 1.52 9.75 DD I EEC 5482000428
17391-4327 10.9 38 347- 7 39 6 94 3 1.24 .52 .55L 26.55L FD AB 1 9500100008
17391-4750 11.8 9 343-- 9 38 16 94 3 .25L .27L .64L 3.53 C J DB 6500001000
17392-4012 13.2 16 350-5 27 6 94 3 1.19 .65 .60L 6.27L EF AA G 4 3501101100
17392-4311 14.5 2 347- 7 46 6 94 3 .64 .27L .55L 26.19L C C 9500000008
17393-4247 19_7 15 348-7 41 17 94 3 .28L .37L .71: 6.33 DD KFC 9600001308
17393-4638 21.7 20 345- 9 47 9 92 2 .31 .25L .58L 3.73L E C 6602000000
17394-4541 28.8 22 345- 8 23 17 92 3 .25L .25L 1.53 6.05 DC L EEl 4501010410
17395--4346 32.0 58 347- 7 31 6 94 3 .68 .29L, .56L 16.89L C BGD 4501100008
17395--4216 33.8 46 348- 7 56 6 94 3 .63 .38L .72L 26.54L C BEL 9400100226
17395-4451 35.6 54 346- 8 42 9 95 2 .29 .30L .56L 19.07L C C H 4400000008
17396-4209 36.6 10 348-6 27 16 92 2 .25L .28L 1.23L 7.11 D FB 9501000308
17397-4717 42.5 27 344- 9 90 26 94 2 .30L .66L 1.07L 3.23 D HD 6480000000
17397-4957 42.7 54 342-11 35 7 94 2 1.09 .55 .48L 3.02L DD ABGF 7 2500100000
17397-4152 43.3 15 349-6 20 5 94 3 1.72 .89 .59L 28.05L DD AA 9 9301201338
17397-4154 43.4 20 349- 6 37 7 94 3 .46 .29L .76L 28.32L D CBFG 6301101336
17397-4706 46.8 23 344- 9 52 12 93 3 .47 .27L .42L 2.97L C CL 1600000000
17397-4439 46.9 59 346- 8 57 8 94 3 .45 .30L .68L 20.53L D DMJ D 5400000008
17398-4148 48.6 6 349-6 21 5 94 3 2.26 1.11 .59L 21.76L BC AAL 0 8300102008
17398-4344 49.5 45 347-7 21 5 94 3 53.26 27.17 5.64 13.98L BBC AAA 1 3511100008
17398-4328 52.5 54 347-7 36 6 94 3 .49 .25L .51L 21.92L D B K 9500000108
17398-4659 52.9 49 344- 9 53 12 96 2 .32 .40L .45L 2.95L C BF 1600000000
17399-4129 57.1 25 349-6 44 5 94 3 1.14 .99 .57L 22.88L CD AAE 9 6300000008
17399-4227 58.2 53 348-7 48 7 92 2 1.17 .77 .58L 18.63L CD AB 0 9401000008
17399-4836 58.5 8 343-10 39 6 94 2 3.14 1.48 .40L 3.39L DC AA J 1 3601100000
17399-4615 58.6 8 345- 9 74 9 92 2 .37 .25L .43L 3.82L C B 6600000000!
17399-4839 59.6 0 343-10 49 8 93 2 .53 .33L ,41L 2.64L E BEt 3501100000
17400-4954 1.9 19 342--11 72 11 94 2 .68 .50L .41L 1.82L C BE 2600100000
17400-4004 2.6 46 350- 5 35 8 94 3 .61 .60L .69L 6.58L C CJ J 3510110000
17400-4300 3.4 49 348- 7 23 6 94 3 .79 .29L .52L 22.88L B AC 7500111008
17400-4210 4.0 47 348- 7 22 16 92 2 .39L .34L 1.32 19.17L C KDC 8402000308
17400-4923 4.5 36 342-10 48 10 93 2 .99 .30: .40L 2.32L CD SC 0 2600000000
17400-4304 5.9 16 348- 7 68 8 95 2 .37 .34L 1.34L 17.19L C CLGC 7500212228
17401-4635 6.5 9 345-9 103 10 92 2 .49 .27L .54L 3.05L D C J 5600000000
17401-4052 10.4 55 350- 6 56 7 94 2 .63 .39L .69L 27.48L D SD 1400000008
17402-4537 12.6 40 345- 8 83 21 95 2 .91L .27L .72 2.86L C J DH 3600000000
17402-4221 16.3 7 348-7 94 21 92 2 .92L .32L .79 18.33L D DK 9401000228
17402-4528 16.7 42 346- 8 19 6 93 3 8.71 4.12 .49L 2.71L CC AAN 8 2600000000
17402-4010 17.2 46 350- 6 70 24 92 2 .67L .40L .98L 7.69 C J I MD! 3500110000
17403-4246 18.6 251 348- 7 33 6 94 3 .55 .28L .63L 6.40L C AHJ D 9580020208
17403-4044 21.2 42 350- 6 21 5 93 3 1.36 .77 .60L 6.27L ElC AB 2 3611002100
17403-4404 23.4 2 347- 8 25 5 94 3 3.00 1.20 .52: 6.64L CCD AADC 6 8620010008
17404-4126 27.1 7 349-6 66 16 94 3 .30L .32L .95L 7.59 D FDB 5501000008
17404-4549 28.8 29 345-9 31 16 94 2 .29L .25L .93 4.44: DF G CE 8501000530
17406-4428 31.2 13 347-8 44 21 92 2 .25L .25L .67 19.02L D EC 5300100008
17405-4240 32.8 17 348- 7 34 6 94 3 1.13 .37L .53L 17.82L B AD 9400100108
17405-4955 35.5 38 342--11 37 10 92 2 .30 .58L .46L 2.56L D F 1501000000
17406--4410 37.6 46 347-- 8 40 6 94 3 1.39 .40L .55L 15.52L B ACLJ 7400000008
17407-4153 45,6 2 349- 7 50 11 93 2 37 .34L .64L 19.64L C C 5401000008
17407-4005 46.4 24 350- 6 50 6 94 3 .55 .30L .72L 6,92L B BI 4500100000
17408-4011 48,1 18 350--6 51 7 93 2 ,69 ,37: 1.14L 7.75L CE BCJG 0 4600110000
17408-4235 50.9 25 348-7 37 17 94 3 .25L .35L .69: 11.51 ED J GC 9502100306
17408-4433 51.0 56 346- 8 68 10 92 2 .37 .30L .61L 16.93L E C 5300100006
17408-4353 52.9 3 347--8 45 7 94 2 1.32 .31 .43L 3.67L CE AE 0 3700110120
17409-4420 55.1 22 347- 8 80 11 92 2 .33 .25L .66L 13.19L C E 7400000008
17409-4045 55.8 27 350- 6 47 7 94 3 .50 .28L 59L 5.14L E C 2601201100
17409-4144 56.4 46 349- 6 22 5 94 3 3.99 6.57 1.28 18.27L CBD AAA 9 6501000108
17409-4050 59.0 14 350-6 24 6 94 3 .77 .48 .70L 3.961 BC ADEE 0 3601100(X)0
17410-4043 1.9 10 150- 6 52 13 94 2 .29 .43L .60L 5.16L C ED 3601100100
17410-4216 5.0 30 348- 7 23 7 94 3 .84 .34 .49L 19.43L FD BC 0 8400000008
17411-4635 8.5 48 345- 9 72 15 94 2 .54 .37L .51L 4.25L C BFH 9600010110
17411-4242 9.7 29 348--7 58 15 94 2 .31 .30L 1.06L 21.97L E G I 9401110008
17412-4124 17.7 17 349- 6 27 9 94 3 .75 .35L .64L 4.74L C BCEE 4500000008
17414-4406 25.2 16 347-8 69 12 94 2 .99 .46L .66L 5.71: C D!ALKE 7600000108
17415-4244 31.0 36 348 7 56 13 96 2 .42 .41L .47L 19.04L C CE 8402110008
17415-4227 32.5 31 346- 7 73 13, 95 2 .30 .30L 1.32L 16.53L C E DI 8400000008
17415-4351 34.3 50 347- 8 94 16 I 93 2 .46 .35L .51L 4.11L C CFE 3700100000
17415-4622 34.8 20 345- 9 71 19 92 2 .38L .41L .40L 3.62 D EK E 9601000120
17417-4742 46.8 42 344-10 28 8 96 2 3.37 2.95 .73L 2.33L FF AAF 9 3500100000
17417-4029 47.2 39 350- 6 59 9 92 2 .44 .33L .67L 4.43L C BK 5700000000
17417-4453 47.6 7 146-8 47 10 95 2 .51 6.02 11.44 5.68 CCDD CAAA 0 3600000016
17418-4411 48.5 18 347-6 69 11 95 2 .29L .50L 1.88 4.72L C HAB 6600000208
17418-4335 51.3 15 147 8 53 10 94 2 2.62 .60 .46L 3.42L CD AB 0 7700000100
17418-4604 52.4 13 345 9 26 6 93 3 2.02 11.88 13.38 4.72 ElBCC AAAA 1 7500000100
17419-4941 54.7 21 342-11 42 10 93 3 .73 .25L .40L 2.41L D BE F 5500000000
17420-4018 1.8 58 350- 6 80 9 92 2 .47 .37L .93L 4.61L C CEL 4701000000
17421-4854 6.7 56 343-10 33 6 93 3 3.37 .85 .40L 1.74L BC AA 1 3500012000
17421-4101 7.0 55 350- 6 33 7 94 2 1.20 .59L .49L 5.27L F AD 5600000000
17421-4215 7.6 44 149- 7 36 11 93 2 1.14 .40L .52L 15.81L B AA 7400200008
Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1 13 228309 K5 6 75
16 1 1 RU SCO 21 4
1 13 228311 K2 23 73
1 OPSCO 7 3
2 32 X1739-452 41 1
1 "IV SCO 25 341
1 13 228339 K0 5 80
1 1 OVSCO 5 3
1 10W SCO 42 3
1 13 228349 K0 4 78
1 13 228350 KS 3 86
4 1 32 X1740-425 11 4
8 1 13 228357 K0 3 75
2 13 228363A2 33 62
1 1 PRSCO 65 3
1 13 228369 K0 11 75
1 1 PS SCO 31 3
2 14 279-PN 6 Pl 4
4
1 13 228378 K5 17 80
2 14 279-PN 7 PI 4
2 1 13' 228385 K5 3 68






a ,8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m






17421-4421 8.3 20 347- 8 38 12 94 3
17421-4148 8.4 18 349- 7 29 7 94 2
17421-4739 10.752344-10 44 10 94 2
17422-4144 15.8 43 349- 7 35 7 94 2 2.46
17422-4211 15.9 26 349- 7 72 15 94 2 .35
17423-4053 21.3 4 350-6 56 7 94 2 1.20
17423-4305 21.943 348- 7 71 12 93 2 .86
17423-4835 22.327343-10 64 9 92 i 2 .33
17423-4123 23.754349- 7 63 1194 i 2 .58
17425-4330 34.511348- 8 70 30 942 .25L
17425-4625 35.114345- 9 79 34 95 i 2 .44L '
17425-4243 35.242348- 7 77 13 93 i 2 .62
17426-4829 37.418343-10 52 10 933 .77
17426-4817 39.032343-10 79 9 952 .43
17426-4710 40.541344-10 83 11 95 2 .53
17426-4451 41.751 346- 8 38 8 94 2 5.60
17427-4620 44.411 345- 9 79 12 94, 2 .50
17427-4839 45.418343-10 45 1999_3 _ .25L
17427-4022 45.828 350- 6 26 6 11.00
17427-4300 46.128 348- 7 26 8 94 1.14
I
17427--4613 46.513 345- 9 28 8 94 I 2 1.09
17428-4803 52.744 144-10 27 6 92 ; 3 1.95
17429-4854 56.039343-10 35 10 933 .61
17429-4149 56.726349- 7 72 14 932 .32
17430-4400 1.724347-8 57 12 932 .58
17431-4857 10.231343-10 53 10 923 .52
_7431--4544 t0.325346- 9 40 24 922 1.31L
_7432-4320 12.643348- 8 45 9 932 4.41
17432-4010 13235350- 6 32 9 93 ! 2 .95
_7432-4053 14.38350- 6 35 7 93 j 3 .80
17432-4655 148 I
,7432-4255 15:4! 3_ 345-348_ 79 3654 1410 9393'3!2 .49"55
17432-4923 15.99342-11 49 8 92i 3 .52
17433-4332 18.628 348- 8 58 11 93 i 2 .75
17433-4307 22.650348- 8 58 8 93 I 2 1.38
17433-4128 22.953349- 7 50 11 932 .56
17433-4041 23.641350- 6 46 6 933 1.47
17433-4649 24.018345-9 87 31 952 1.36L
17434-4115 24.550350- 7 61 9 932 1.46
17434-4815 24.74343-10 72 26 922 .25L
17434-4047 26.135350-6 48 8 932 12.88
17434-4408 27.132 347- 8 57 12 942 .41
17434-4421 27.7 35 347- 8 53 18 94 3 .25L
17434-4150 28.1 6 349- 7 47 10 93 2 .77
17435-4957 30.2 0 342-11 48 8 92 3 39
17435-4131 32.4 8 349- 7 31 7 94 2 1.45
17435-4111 32.8 28 350- 7 48 13 94 2 .49
17435-4355 33.754 347- 8 46 6 94 3 .79
17435-4050 34.2 8 350- 6 23 8 93 2 5.14
17435-4054 34.5 29 350- 6 37 13 93 2 .25L
17436-4031 39.3 23 350- 6 51 9 93 2 1.17
17436-4336 41.1 55 348- 8 36 20 94 3 .25L
17436-4920 41.6 34 343-11 31 13 93 3 .25L
17437-4315 42.9 52 348- 8 33 15 94 3 .25L
17437-4833 46.7 4 343-10 90 12 91 2 .30
17438-4710 50.8 46 344-10 26 11 131 3 .55
17438-4443 53.1 60 347- 8 29 6 93 3 3.28
17438-4334 53.918 348- 8 29 11 94 2 .39
17439-4755 54.0 2344-10 52 9 91 2 .34
17439-4649 54.417345-10 54 10 923 .48
17439-4717 56.248344-10 26 6 933 2.91
17439-4122 58.443350- 7 51 13 932 .45L
17439-4213 59.843, 349- 7 57 18 942 .48L
17440-4736 0.2 19 i 344-10 50 6 91 2 .38
17440-4441 0.941347- 8 53 8 942 1.52
17440-4921 2.332343-11 30 16 912 .25L
17440-4950 3.238342-11 32 7 923 2.68
17441-4006 6.036351- 6 25 7 : 932 11.08
17441-4318 7.125 348- 8 67 12 : 94 2 .25:
17441-4043 9.2 19 350- 6 39 9 93 2 2.30
17441-4300 10.0 41 348 8 54 21 94 2 .77L
17442-4431 13.1 39 347- 8 48 10 93 3 .42
17442-4539 13.8 20 346- 9 60 7 91 2 .51
17443-4301 19.5 22 348- 8 74 30 91 2 .54L
17443-4937 21.219342-11 27 7 92 3 4.85
17443-4908 22.7 54 343-11 50, 9 92 3 .63
17444-4153 25.0 4 349- 7 49 i 22 93 3 .27L
17445-4955 31.9 8 342-11 35i 11 93 3 .39
17445-4414 34.645 347- 8 19 5 94 3 30.12
17446-4048 40.9 37 350- 7 20 5 93 3 249,88
17446-4223 41.9 43 349 7 89 21 91 2 .25L
17447-4030 42.030 350- 6 16 10 92 2 .81
17447-4131 42,4 20 349- 7 38 5 93 3 2.89
17447--4017 43.4 59 351- 6 52 5 93 3 ,69
17447-4208 44.(; 25 349- 7 72 10 92 2 .35
17447-4434 47.6 60 347- 9 27 18 93 3 .25L
17448-4454 49.9 58 347- 9 94 23 91 2 .25L
17448-4522 5o.g 7 346- 9 28 6 92 3 6.79
17448-4010 51.4 9 351- 6 71 7 91 2 .45
17448-4249 53.3 33 348- 8 56 12 92 2 .35
17449-4242 54.1125 348-8 30 5 93 3 19.51
17449-4621 56.5 12 345- 9 73 8 93 2 31
17449-4312 ;57.7 34 348- 8 47 6 93 3 .83
17449-4915 58.8 32 343-11 80 11 91 2 .29
17450-4402 2.8 54 347- 8 20 5 94 3 13.90
17450-4948 4.714342-11 66 10 923 .58
17452-4320 15.242 348- 8 41 11 93 3 .36
17452-4101 15.9 27 350= 7 17 5 93 3 1.85
17452-4000 16_9 56 351- 6 33 5 93 3 .79
17453-4224 19.4 0 349- 7 29 5 93 3 .93
Flux Density Flags
V L C
100 vm Flux ( on" A Confusion R S A
Uncs (oef R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
14.60L D C EEDD 7481000108
7.88L BC AAHL 0 8500100000
3,61L C BM F 7500100000
4.07L EF AAJ 9 8602100000 1 1 PVSCO
15,11L C C I D 6500100008
4,50L F A9 3601000000
3,78L C BE 5600100000 1 1 PU SCO
2.66L C C 5500100010
3.31L C B-_K 7601000000 1 1 PWSCO
9.04 F D *.'IGI 6500000230 C 1 32 X1742-435
4.80 C _DE 9500100120 8
14.78L C C 4400000006
2.67L B 8 _ 5500000000
2.73L D C _ 4500000000
2.74L F C-I 4500000000
12.50L FE A_E 9 3500000008
2.82L C C3 9600100110 8
2.79 E MD 6500100010
4.21L CCC AAAF 0 4700000000
3.69L FFE BBB 9 5601111100 2 1 PZSCO
2.74L DE AC 06600000000
















D M J D 9500100100
ADLH 5601110000
C MC 3500000000
4.20L CCC AAA 5 4600300000
14.50L F BLE 9501020008 1 1 1 QTSCO
4.96L D F C 6500000208











































































































































































3.76L C C D < B
5.65L B C A _ G 05602020000
4.08L C 3DF 17001000100
12.91L E C 7400000008
2.69L C B 3N 2502100220
3.84 C K D 2700100100
1.29L BF A_ 8 7701000000
1.73L BD C.3 2 4501000000
7.48 C N'IGF 8580000330
1.75L D D3K 3600010000
6.62L BBC A&.AF 0 6601010108 14
8.54 BBFC A_.AA 9 5512011000
3.66 D E B 8600000008
4.54L D A:-KF 7700010000
2.91L BC A _, 0 7601000000
4,71L DD B3ED 0 6700000000
19.12L C B 8400110208
4.77 D 3KB 6600000228
3.49 13 _MB 5600000008
10,85L BBC A_,BJ 0 9400000228
4.64L C C -L" 6601000000
16.32L C C: 4500010008
14.40L B B F A b, A 9550200000829
4.20L C B 7501O00000
3.00L CD BAF 0 5701000000
1.99L C C i 5701120000
8.28L BBD A_AF 3 9601000008
1.55L CF B .3 26600000000
3.55L C C 6700100000
3.39L BD A_ 1 4601000000
3.62L BE BE 0 6601000000
16.02L BE ABF 5 9400000008
1 13 228408 K5
1 17 2479 R
41 1 QVSCO
C
C 1 32 X1743-493
3 13228420 F5P
1 13228422 K0
C 1 32 X1744-418
1 1609670
1 1 QX SCO























17453-4148 19,7 9 349- 7 56 6 93 3
17453--4912 20,7 48 343-11 33 11 93 3
17453--4132 21.3 35 349- 7 78 8 94 2
17453-4757 23.0 39 344-10 38 10 92 3
17454--4858 26A 36 343-11 57 13 93 3
17454--4626 28.8 49 345-10 78 12 91 2
17454--4257 29.1 38 348-- 8 53 8 93 3
17455--4138 32.2 15 349--7 58 7 93 3
17455-4512 34.6 38 346--9 33 14 92 3
17455-4440 35.2 8 347--9 62 20 94 2
17455-4322 35,6 35 348-- 8 53 8 92 21
17456--4244 36.0 33 348-- 8 46 6 93 3
17456--4745 38.3 11 344--10 78 10 91 2
17457--4528 44.5 3 346- 9 28 6 92 3
17457--4017 44,6 11 351- 8 65 11 91 2
17457--4443 47.1 26 347- 9 42 9 92 3
17457--4352 47,6 51 348- 8 55 13 91 2
17458-4609 48.5 16 346- 9 34 14 93 3
17458-4234 48.7 35 349- 8 37 6 93 3
17458--4028 49.3 48 350- 7 54 6 _ 93 3
17458-4828 52.2 11 343-11 71 32 93 3
17459-4001 55.6 24 351- 8 36 5 93 3
17459-4533 59.1 31 i 346- 9 63 11 92 3
t7459-4013 59.4 34 351- 8 38 7 93 3
17460-4356 0.5 6 347- 8 15 6 92 3
17460-4959 1.9 30 342-11 37 14 93 3
17461-4556 7.9 52 348-- 9 36 7 92 3
17461-4235 9.4 27 349-- 8 30 6 93 3
17461-4452 10.6 16 347-- 9 38 17 94 3
17462-4522 14.3 3 348- 9 44 12 92 2
17463-4104 20,7 10 350- 7 38 5 93 3
17463--4007 20.7 8 351- 7 39 6 93 3
17463--4312 23.5 55 _ 348- 8 25 6 93 3
17464--4127 24.6 33 i 350 7 56 t2 93 3
17464--4547 25.6 30 346- 9 56 11 92 3
17465--4521 30.8 56 346- 9 14 6 126 3
17465--4845 31.2 59 343-11 70 8 92 3
17465--4723 33,9 26 344-10 55 12 92 2
17465--4918 34,0 49 343-11 26 7 93 3
17465--4215 34,2 23 349-- 8 88 10 91 2
17465-4358 35.1 54 347 8 77 23 91 2
17465-4713 35.7 8 345-10 41 8 93 3
17466-4232 38.4 2 349- 8 67 9 93 3
17466-4623 39.1 16 345 10 52 14 94 2
17466-4816 40.E 20 344-11 54 7 92 3
17466-4004 41.3 36 351- 7 36 6 93 3
f7466-4012 41.3 31 351 7 40 14 91 2
17467-4256 44,3 30 348- 8 29 7 93 3
17467-4828 45,4 1 344-11 44 11 92 3
r7468-4446 48.C 50 347 9 60 14 92 3
17468-4932 49.9 33 343-11 62 12 92 2
17468-4949 51.3 15 342-11 34 24 93 3
17468-4545 152.C 57 346- 9 42 10 92 3
17468-4138 53.4 6 350- 7 20 6 93 3
17470--4322 2.0 60 348-- 8 44 6 93 3
17470--4017 4.C 6 351- 7 44 10 93 2
17470-4339 4.7 50 348- 8 30 5 93 3
17470-4621 5.2 1 345-10 75 16 94 2
17471-4747 9,C 39 344-10 48 8 92 3
17473-4219 18,1 1 349- 8 65 7 93 3
17473 4143 21.9 21 350- 7 34 6 93 3
17473-4024 22.8 43 351- 7 85 9 91 2
17474-4419 24.4 10 347- 9 103 10 91 2
17474-4930 26,3 14 343-11 55 10 92 3
17474-4029 28.2 33 351-7 18 6 93 3
17474-4815 29.2 40 344-11 47 8 92 3
17475-4854 30.7 2 343-11 63 12 92 3
17475-4136 30,9 31 350- 7 85 29 94 2
17475-4033 31,8 5 351- 7 57 13 93 2
17475-4858 33,8 1 343-11 22 6 92 3
17476-4446 36.2. 44 347- 9 36 7 92 3
17476-4322 39,4 52 348- 8 62 11 91 2
17476-4532 4t.0 50 346- 9 38 21 92 3
17477-4555 44,E 55 346-10 57 12 92 3
17477-4304 44,8 29 348 8 38 6 93 3
17477-4025 47.5 39 351- 7 30 12 93 3
17478-4158 51.5 50 349- 8 36 15 93 3
17478-4315 52.1 39 348- 8 48 7 91 2
17478-4604 53.E 2 346 10 88 31 91 2
17479-4454 58.3 6 347 9 52 10 92 3
i7480-4713 1,1 37 345 10 80 12 92 3
17480-4045 2.1 36 350-7 20 5 93 3
17480-4459 3,2. 20 347- 9 42 9 92 3
17480-4858 3.8 56 343 11 31 26 94 2
17480-4535 3.0 20 346-10 50 6 92 3
17480-4357 4.E 14 348- 9 37 16 93 3
17480-4024 5.2 23 351 7 52 7 93 3
17481-4013 8.E 6 351- 7 61 7 93 3
17482-4231 17,8 21 349- 8 41 14 93 3
17483-4523 19.6' 35 346- 9 26 6 92 3
17483-4919 19.6 26 143 11 63 11 91 2
17483 4715 20.2 44 145-10 28 10 92 3
17483-4448 20.5 0 347- 9 51 20 94 2
17483-4328 22.1 37 348- 9 63 7 91 2
17483-4148 23.9 53 350- 8 23 6 93 3
17484 4115 25.4 26 350 7 40 11 91 2
17484-4936 27.7 58 343-12 24 9 92 3
17484 4331 28.3 3 348- 9 87 19 92 2
17485 4606 30.241 346 10 37 6 92 3
17485-4213 31.7 22 349 8 42 8 93 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)





































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
FlaBs Associations
V L C
100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
3.79L CF AC 1 i 7600000000
1.66L ED CG 0 3600120000
4.96L E C 7600100000
2.08L BE BC 2 5600000000
1.6OL C CC I 2500000000
2.59L C D I E 76O0OO0000
3,76L C BFH 1700000000
4.49L C DG 5600110000:
13.34L C MI DI 9400000308
5.11 E EB 6400100008 _
4,56L C C 5600100000
16,13L B SJ H 6500000008
1,93L C C 6600000000
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 228445 K0
1 1 V335SCO
4.36 BBCC AAAB 0 9500100208
3.10L C G 5601100000
10.32L E AD D 6300100008
5.32L C E 4500100220 C
4.78 CC J GD 2401000330 C
14.68L FC AAG 9 8400101008
3.30L CE CD 1 6600001000
2.15 C M FE 7500000000
3.31L EF AC 9 5602000000
18,15L C BD 9400100018
3.94L CE CE 1 5600100000
6.40L DEC AABG 9 9500100328
3.36 CC EA 3501100310
2.41L BC AAE 0 15000(_000
10,30L BB AA E 4 8500101008 01
4.95 C JHI B 6400000208
10,29L C ACJ 9400210008
3,89L BF AA 9 3601000000
4A4L CD AD 0 4601200200 4
3.33L CE ABD 2 3700001000
4.0OL C C N 5600000000
5.69L BE AB E 0 9501001338
10.88L ElF AA 0 9400210008
2.14L C CKLK 5500000000
2.59L E D 6600000000
1,76L BBE AADK 0 5600001000
14.10L E C 9400010008
4.38 D I B 9600000118 4
2.00L D CJ 4600000000 1 7 161858
17ALL C BM 7400000008
2.87L CE BFL 3 3601100000
1.68L BE AGF 0 8500000000
4,07L BFD ACGD 0 4600100200
5.02 DD K DB 4500200100
2.97L BDE AAA 9 5700000000
2.48L F BEHC 5500010100
6.38: D C BHLC 6480000148 8
2.10L C CH 55(X)000000
3.01 D L I D 4400000100
11.51L BC AAE 0 9420000218
3.51: BC D ABDB 1 9600001000
2,67L BCC AAD 0 3710000000
5.83L; D E 4500000000
2,83L BFC AAA 9 2700000000 29
3.03L F E H 56Ol100000
1.84L BE BI 0 6600010000
11,08L B BF G 8500010008
3,19L! F D BB 9 8600100120
4,05L FD EE 0 4600100000
15.95L C B 9400000008
2,04L B BE 350OO00O0O
3,28L C AF 4600300000
1.76L BF BG 0 8500010000
1.52L B Ct 4500101000
4.51 C J K D 7600000000
3,99L C EGH 3600100000
2.67L BC AB E 0 4500101000












3.19L C D N
2.79L CC A8
4.08L C E B
4,37 CD KCB
3,33L CD BC
333 C J HF
12,25L C BD
2A9L C DI F 2501100000
2,5,4L BBC AABL 0 2600000000 18
10.58L BD ABG 0 5300100008
2.00 D NCED 4500001000
12.31L CD ACH 0 9400100228
4.86 D D D B 7602000108
2.14L ED BE 0 3701100000
2.08L E B 3701000000
_F C 35010000085.00 D iA 94 0001 0810.77L BC 1
1.86L C C L 3600000000
2.15L D BK 4501100000
3.88 E N K C 5581000008
4.05L C iBG 1600110000
2.47L BC iAAC 0 7611001000
4.53L C CCKM 4600000000
1,83L B B 4610100000
3.07L C EK 1701110000
2.41L BE AACH 9 7600011000
12,70L DF BB 8 4401000008
C 2 1 V339 SCO
4 1 32 X1746-499
1 13 228458 MA
4
1 13 228465 K0
4 2 13 228466 A2P
1 13 228473 K5
1 1 V346 SCO
1 13 228478 K0
1 13 228481 K0
C
1 1 V549 SCO
1 1 _V348 SCO
2 13 i 228489 M0
4 2 13 228490 G5

























*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
377
Right Ascension: 17"48m34'-17"52m27 '
Position (1950)
Name
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0)ham. o8, (s) () 1 b C) C) ( y
17485 4428 34.6 52 347 9 49 6 93 3
17486-4248 37.9 43 349-- 8 80 8 93 3
17486-4034 38.9 5 351- 7 33 7 93 3
17487-4123 42,1 0 350 8 58 7 93 3
17487--4836 42.8 54 344-11 87 29 91 2
17487--4007 47.8 28 351- 7 16 5 93 3
17488-4141 48.4 3 350-- 8 82 11 93 3
17488-4937 52.7 6 343--12 63 16 94 2
17488 4114 54.0 4 350-- 7 49 ! 12 93 3
17489 4103 56.9 33 350 7 41 7 93 3
17489--4926 58.5 35 343--12 41 10 92 3
17490--4852 2.2 49 343 11 41 6 91 3
17490--4638 2.5 16 345--10 38j 7 92 3
17490--4242 4.0 24 349- 8 46 6 93 3
17490--4026 5.6 36 351 7 22 6 93 3
17491--4019 8.3 42 351-- 7 58 9 91 2
17491 4138 11.4 19 350-- 8 37 5 93 3
17492--4011 12.1 44 351-- 7 57 9 91 2
17492-4159 17.4 6 349-- 8 41 7 93 3
17493 4237 18.7 16 349-- 8 43 11 91 2
17493-4339 19.5 52 348-- 9 50 12 91 2
17494-4338 24.6 1 348-- 9 20 6 93 3
17494-4239 25.8 59 349-- 8 55 15 91 2
17494-4245 29.1 46 349-- 8 35 6 93 3
17495-4208 30.1 47 349-- 8 60 6 93 3
17495-4405 31.0 21 348-- 9 41 20 93 3
17496-4313 38.043 348 9 44 7 93 3
17496 4554 38.5 42 346--10 30 9 91 3
17496--4010 38.7 21 351-- 7 59 12 92 2
17497--4113 42.6 57 350- 8 82 9 93 3
17497-4513 43.5 56 347--10 431 10 92 3
17497--4256 45.6 48 349-- 8 23 i 10 91 3
17497--4014 45.9 49 351-- 7 59 8 93 3
17497-4230 47.8 35 349-- 8 73 21 93 3
17498--4751 53.2 34 344--11 59 10 91 3
17500--4342 3.0 36 348-- 9 55 8 93 3
17501--4118 6.3 51 350-- 8 51 17 93 2
17501--4722 8.9 53 345--11 43 12 94 3
17502 4945 12.2 27 343--12 40 12 92 3
17503 4240 18.2 13 349-- 8 75 18 93 3
17503--4109 19.757 350-- 8 72 5 93 4
17503-4631 22.8 36 346--10 55 6 91 3
17504-4516 26.5 47 347--10 84 21 92 3
17504-4221 27.2 24 349- 8 61 8 93 3
17504-4215 27.8 11 349- 8 37 17 93 3
17504--4525 27.9 32 347--10 29 10 92 3
17504--4853 27.9 24 343--11 61 11 95 3
17505-4250 32.6 51 349 9 58 7 93 3
t7505-4141 35.5 16 350- 8 54 7 93 3
17506-4t15 37.5 34 350- 8 82 7 93 2
17506-4420 37.6 35 348-- 9 30 12 92 2
17506 4136 39.1 19 350-- 8 77 15 92 3
17506--4042 40.8 8 351- 8 73 9 92 3
17506 4044 41.4 25 351- 8 74 6 93 2
17507--4326 42.8 37 348--9 60 10 95 2
17507--4010 46.3 41 351- 7 38 12 92 2
17508--4700 52.C 54 345-11 32 6 94 4
17509 4555 59.3 44 346-10 23 6 94 4
17510 4650 0.0 18 345-11 44 16 94 2
17510-4908 4.2 34 343-12 48 17 93 2
17510-4117 4.332 350- 8 46 6 93 3
17510--4157 5._ 30 350- 8 30 5 93 4
17511-4655 6.1120345-11 42 9 130 4
17511-4110 6.358 350- 8 64 7 93 3
17511-4817 7.159344-11 30 7 94 4
17511 4144 7.527 350- 8 43 8 923
17511 4014 8.3 41 351- 7 54 7 92; 3
17511-4409 9.6 17 348- 9 43 7 93 3
17511 4619 10.0 54'346--10 50 10 92 3
17511-4524 11.8 11 347-10 48 21 92 3
17512-4452 14.0 28 |47-10 66 7 94 4
17512-4601 14.6 34 346-10 21 6 94 4
17513-4317 18.915 349- 9 54 7 93 4
17513-4308 21.954 349- 9 34 6 93 4
17513-4346 22.7 7 348- 9 32 5 93 4
17513-4828 23.016344-11 46 15 90 2
17514-4433 27.5 8347-10 53 8 94 4
17514 4519 28.113=347-10 27 6 94 4
175144514 29.825347-10 48 9 943
17515-4121 32.430 350 8 52 7 93 i 4
17515--4417 34.941 348- 9 82 24 92 2
17516--4113 36.2 7 350-8 30 4 93 4
17516-4201 41.8 32 350- 8 29 5 93 4
17517-4558 45.2 37 346-10 45 7 94 4
17518 4429 48.7 45 348--10 94 10 95 2
17518-4353 49.2 38 348 9 58 16 93 2
17518-4245 49.7 7 349-9 24 9 93 4
17518-4137 50.9 4 350- 8 51 19 92 3
17518-4100 51.4 50 351- 8 17 4 93 4
17519-4029 55.4 3 351- 8 60 8 94 2
17519-4009 56.3 29 351-7 53 8 92 2
17521-4448 7.3 23 347-10 31 14 94 4
17521-4855 10.7 57 344-12 26 10 94 4
17522-4152 12.6 45 350- 8 40 7 93 4
17522 4341 15.1 24 348-9 39! 7 93 4
17522-4243 15.8 32 349- 9 38 6 93 4
17522 4211 17.6 54 350-9 27 6 93 4
17523 4140 21.5 22 350-8 42 9 93 3
17524 4056 26,0 6 351-8 64 15 93 4,













































































































100 lam Flux C irr A Confusion R S A
Uncs C _ef R Flags* S 2 # T
12.28L D B i 9401000008
18.27L C C KH 2500000008
3.15L C BI-i 3600000000
3.17L B CF 66O1OOOOO0
2.60 F DC 3500000100
2.35L CF A/_ 9 2601010000
3.59L E E 6600100000
3.31L E G 4500100000
3.56L C EJ 5600000000
3.28L BC AB E 0 4600000000
2.96L CD BB I 1 4500000000
2.51L BC AE N 0 2400001000
1.81L BBC AAD 6160000000001
11.46L BD AE 32500211008
6.143.87L CF C ;E.J F 01260000022012600000000
2.40L BC AE 3 7701100100
3.07L C B _ 2600120000
2.78L C CF K 8600000000
3.29L C EF 9500200000
3.83L F BE _ 0600100000
2.01L BC A, a. 2 0701100000
3.08 DC DD 8500300000
2.31L CE ABG 1 7701111000
3.01L C BH 860001OO00
4.72 C MMC 9600000318
2.02L FF BDG 7 0600000000
6.50L B D A B L H 1 7400000008
21.33L C CGM 8600220008
3.53L F BE: 6601000000
9.75L C BE; 6400010008
2.30L C A k K 6700000000
16.45L B BEKH 9400100008
4.54 C HFFB 8500000000
1.89L C B E G 4600000000 !
2.87L E B L 0600000000
3.02L E I E 6600000000
2.22L C DHMF 5501000000
2.12L C DI 2400000000
5.79 F DC J HCG 7501000120
2.91L B AO 4600100000
2.55L C B K 2600000000
4.20 C GF B 9500000010
3.48L C Ct'!K 9500000000
6.61 DC [HC 9580000300
2.16L F A( I F 9601000000
2.04L C E 1400010000
2.34L B B I. 6702000000
2.30L C AJ J 6700100000
1.98L C CI C 4600100000
9.84L C B[GI 9401000008
3.87 DC GB 3501100100
15.13L C C( 4403110008
6.30L C BE_ 3502110008
3.26L C DGN 0600010000
11.92L CF B( J 4 7501100008
2.14L B A( H 4601121000
1.78L BB AI F 04600100000
1.87L D GP*! 0601100000
1.84L C Cf' 1401000000
2.40L B CJ M 4600000000
3.17L BC AI.E 1 7601001000
1.85L B A(;L 0611200000
3.06L D C E 4600000000
10.37L BCD AIBM 9 8500000008 01
AE I 9 5601000000
A 7400100008
A E 1 9500001008
BF KM 26O1000OOO
C J B 9501100000
C[ K 9403000218




























3.04L! CC IAl 9 6600003000
2.58L B B[ KF 3500010000
18.08L C B 9401100008
3.36L F E G 0600010000
2.93L B A(_ 6601011000
4.44 C DB 2500000100
3.04L BE At I 9 3701001300
19.71L C Bt 9400000008
12.19L F B( 7501100108
3.60 O D G B 9600000208
9.22L C BMHK 4402000008
14.26L C B 4400100008
3.59 B E AHHC 1600011040
2.85L BC ABD 5600111000
4.03L CD BC G 4 8600100000
14.14L C CE 4401000008
5.60 C FI. KC 2601000108
16.10L FF BC 6 8500001008
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Ma 8
1 1 V354 SCO









1 I V359 SCO
2 13 228519 K0
8
1 13 228525 K2
4 1 32 X175O-422




1 13 228534 K2
1 V364 SCO
1 V56OARA





1 13 228548 G5
8
1 1609846




























"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 17h52=27"-17h56m57"




Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
¢t 8 Coords SMJ 6MN (0) NO 12 _m 25 p,m _00 v,m IC0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion(s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
17524-4049 27.8 58 351- 8 43 8 93 4 .84 .34L .48L 15.30L B AEH 3500000008
17524-4813 28.7 4 344-11 40 7 94 4' .56 .25L .40L 7.91L D BG M 9601100108
17525-4147 31.9 22 350- 8 40' 7 93 3 .36 .27L .52L 5.83L C EHFF' 4501100128
17528-4726 39.1,43 345-11 54 I 1 .36 .25L .40L 2.21L C 4500000000
17526-4238 41.3 50 349- 9 15 2 ! .25 .48L .51L 3.31L D 6600100000
17627-4242 43,2 55 349- 9 16 92 2 .32L .25L .52 2.57L C G CB 4600100000
17527-4512 45.3 41 347-10 59 11 91 43 .47 .32L .40L 2.58L C CC 960010000017528-4342 63.3 13 348- 9 24 6 93 1.98 .81 .51L 3.15L BC AADC O 1600003020
17529-4232 55.8 13 349- 9 56 6 i 93 4 .58 .25: .43L 3.74L CD AC 4 6501000000
17529-4223 57.5 57 349-9 62 8 93 4 .39 .39L .51L 3.58L C DG 6600000000
17529-4302 58.2 56 349- 9 35 6 ; 93 4 .27L 1.84 2.82 3.16 CCC LAAB 3601100000
17530-4425 3.2 6 346-10 40 1_ '93 .* .25L .29L .75: 4.86 DcCDIAA oBI 958010000817530-4313 5.0 49 349-9 33 ' 93 4 1.11 .66 .40L 2.84L 8 2500010000
17530--4820 5,4 5 344-12 26 9] 94 3 .34 .25L .43L 8.53L C DL M 9401100218
17531-4508 6.3 12,347-10 71 81 91 3 .32 .32L .41L 2.82L C DI FO 9600100000
17531-4947 8.0 43 343-12 22 5 92 4 31.07 15,94 2.47 1.97L BBB AAAN 0 9600000000
17531--4420 8.3 8,348-10 24 7 93, 4 6.69 1.66 .40L 8.53L BC AA 1 9400100008
17531-4212 8.7 91 350-- 9 75 37 94 2 .26L .53L .54L 2.93 D H G 7603010100
17531-4519 8.8 49_347-10 60 8 94, 4 .65 .30L .40L 2.40L B BD 9600000000
17531-4556 10.5 131346--10 26 8 94_ 4 2.02 1.09 .40L 1.79L BC AA G'2 1600000000
17532-4054 14.6 491 351- 8 31 6 93] 4 1.11 .40: .79L 4.83 BD C ABBC 4 2601000308
17532-4301 16.3 17 349- 9 56 18 94l 2 .29 .67L .40L 3.46L C BJ 3600100000
17532-4022 16.9 47 351-8 46 5 93 4 1.47 .37 .48L 15.58L BF ACME 0 7400100008
17533--4103 19.3 18 351-8 43 20 93 2 ,35L .64L .69L 4.34 or JGC 9602000208
17533-4158 19.4 H i 350- 9 20 6 33 4 90 .48 .47L 2.71L DD rAC 8 8600000000
17533-4008 19.5 56 r 351- 8 39 10 93 3 .40 .28L .51L 17.56L C D 7500000008
17533-4932 22.7 32 '343-12 40 9 921 3 .49 .28: .40L 1.46L CD BCOJ 0 7700011000
17534-4641 25.3 30 346-11 42 6 94 I 4 1.01 .37 .40L 7.53L BF iAEF 1 4400000008
17534-4031 25.8 8' 351- 5 130 11 92, 2 .32 .31L .59L 17.03L C ID 8400000108
i7534-4018 27.7 O 351- 8 19 5 93 4 2.34 .72 .46L 17.21L BC ,AS 2 6400100008
17534--4224 28.4'40 349-9 23 5 93 4 2.10 .95 .40L 2.57L ElE AAG 9 4610000000
17534-4745 29.1146 345-11 79 6 92 3 ,50 .31L .40L 1.86L El _BKL 4600000000
17535-4837 31.5' 49 344-12 ' 44 18 94 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.44 O C 9601000118
17535-4430 32.0 55 346-10 40 24 92 3 .25L .27L .64L 4.75 E I I J C 9503000108
17535-4216 32.6 27 350- 9 63 8 93 4 .48 .33L .40L 3.08L B iCE G 5601010100
17536-4452 ¢2.0 = 10 347-10 = 54 13 90 2 .25 .31L .44L 6.72L D ,F G 9502000226
[7537-4938 42.444 343-12 65 31 93 2 .31L .36L .40L 1.75 C_E ME} 9700000000
17537-4811 46.8 44 344-12 77 22 93 3 .29L .55L .40L 3.97 O , HKC 9500100008
17538-4720 _.9.5!15 345-11 49 10 93 2 .31 .25L .40L 3.36L D t 4600000000
i
17538-4321 _98111349-- 9! 45 6 93 4 .90 .39 .40L 2.42L IAB 5 3500000000
17538-4106 52.0l 9 351-81 57 18 93 2 .37L .29L .63 14.92L BCc BC 9500000108
17539-4312 55.(; 33 349-9_ 45 46 93 4 .56 .25L .40L 2.66L BElCDC BB D 350000000017540-4028 1.1 47 351-8 30 15 93 4 .26L .42L .56 8.71: MDGD 6580000338
r7540-4413 5.2 11 348-10 25 93 4 2.45 1.19 .40L 9.66L AA 0 9400000008
17541-4404 6.2 8 348-10 49 7 92 3 .44 .28L .40L 9.80L El C 5500000008
17541-4427 7.(] 29 348-10 73 8 94 3 .51 .34 .48L 4.17LICD BEKH 9 9500010018
17541-4827 9.6 38 344-12 30 9 93 2 .50 .33L .32: 3.56LtF F ElGFE 9500000218
17541-4817 11.3110 344-12 64 8 93 2 .39 .43L .84L 4.14L'C CKMJ 9501100228
17542-4527 12.9!44 347-10 41 7 94 3 .79 .28: .46L 1.77LtCF ElCG 0 2600000000
17542-4142 14.1140 350-9 21 5 93 4 24.38 5.93 .89 13.64L BBB AAB 1 5300000008
17542-4841 14.9144 344-12 48 9 92 4 .45 .37L .4OL 9.50L'B ElD 9401100108
17542-4456 15.4i10 347-10 20 11 126 4 .51: 38L .74L 4.06 D C ElFEA 9601100328
17543-4108 19.7 27 351-8 31 12 93 4 .26L .33L .69 3.90 CC DHEB 9600110218
17543-4623 20.(] 35 346-11 37 6 94 3 .98 .46 .61L 8.95L'CC BCE 0 7401001008
17545-4156 30.8 28 350- 9 23 6 93 4 .76 .55L .41L 2.52L B BCG 6512220000
17545-4110 31.8 8 351- 8 49 5 92 3 .63 .26L .44L 12.38L C B E 9500110218
17546-4011 39.g 57 352--8 53 8 93 3 1.43 .63 .41L 16.51L,CC AEl 0 4400100008
17546-4836 40,(] 59 344-12 28 9 94 3 .72 .42 .40L 3.80L CC ACHE 1' 9501100328
17547-4029 45.8 29 351- 8 67 9 93 3 .46 .32L .60L 15.17L C BGED 9400100008
17548-4226 53.7 31 350- 9 46 6 93 3 .99 .59 .61L 2.36L FE ABE 9' 8600100000
17549--4034 55.4 45 351- 8 48 8 93 3 .92 .38 .40L 14.13L ElO AOI 3 9400200338
17549--4822 57.1 3 344--12 45 23 94 3 .25L .27L .50L 3.13 O HFC 9600000138
:7551-4703 8,7 32 346-11 47 6 94 3 1.23 ,37 .40L 9.49L ElF ACLJ 0 t 6400000008
!7551-4039 8.9 45 351-8 73 17 93 3 .26L .30L .79: 6.95 EE EO 9500100338
:7551-4243 10.1 36 349- 9 51 7 93 3 .69 .25L .40L 2.73L B BH 65C@000000
7552-4223 12.5 34 350- 9 42 8 93 3 5.03 2.28 .41L 2.15L ElB AAE 01 8600100000
17552-4729 13.2 59 345-12 62 7 94 3 .80 .25L .40L 10.17L D B 9300100338
,7552-4648 13.6 58 346-11 52 7 94 3 .44 .25L .40L 3.70L D DGKI 6500000108
_7552-4435 14.1 45 348-10 47 6 93 3 .47 .28 .40L 8.67L CE ElElJ F 01 9400000008
17553-4745 22.4 17 345-12 49 6 94 3 .82 .31: .40L I0.43L BD EICHI 0i 9400000008
17554-4049 '26.(J 13 351-8 64 9 92 2 .34 .25L .45L 10.91L D D 9401100008
17555-4506 32.8 8 347-10 33 5 93 3 1.56 .59 .40L 1.89L BC AB 0; 6700000000
17556-4711 37.(] 39 345-11 40 10 93 2 .32 .58L .44L 9.84L C DBK 9300101008
17556-4731 '37.9 43 345-12 24 16 93 3 .25L .27L 1.09: 8.31 DE J GB 9300200448
17557-4722 42.9 55 345-12 41 8 94 3 .53 .29L .40L 12.93L C CG 9300000008
17557-4048 46.2 51 351- 5 48 11 93 3 .45: .43 .40L 17.21L DC BB 0 9400100008
17557-4521 '46.4 59 347-11 63 16 92 2 .53L .25L .44 2.03L C LGDC 6600000008
17558-4155 49._ 1 350- 9 47 23 92 2 .25L .55L .46: 2.91 FD HFC 3500100108
17558-4310 53.7 49 349-10 50 11 93 2 .42 .25L .45L 2.96L C E M 2500000000
i7559-4710 55.9 51 345-11 20 6 94 3 1.74 1.09 .40L 11.85L ElC AA 3 9301101008
56.7 17 349-10 t 26 7 92 2 .47 .31L .40L
,7559-4303 2.06L C CBC M[7560-4957 0.5 38 343-13' 45 10 93 2 ,38 .30 .40L 1,90L, D 8502000000
,7560-4030 2.9 5 361-8 50 13 93 3 .31L .25L .81 4.07: CE FEB 9600000008
5.7 36 346-10 20 14 93 3 .25L .25L .51: 5.65 DE17560-4420 BC ' 9481000218
17561-4200 7.7 1 350- 9 38 6 93 3 1.01 .34 .40L 1.93L,CD BB O! 2601100000
17561-4429 92 21 348-10, 51 7 93 3 .59 .34L .47L 9.43L C BCOG t 9401000008
17561-4917 10,0131 344-13 = 33 17 94 3 .26L .25L ,40L 2,80 C GB 6500000110
17563--4036 23.7=42 351--8 46 6 92 2 .41 .53L .65L 10.66L,C BCOF 9500100208
17564-4703 ;'7.4111 346-12 39 9 94 3 1.24 1.18 .4OL 9.78L DC AA 5 i 6420000008
17565-4027 30.3 4 352-8 64 9 93 3 .40 .27L .45L 21.35LtF B 9401000008
17565-4731 33.2, 48 345-12 36 9 94 , 3 1.58 .34: .60L 8.61L,BD ACJ 3, 9300300118
[7566-4601 37.0 36 347-11 54 8 93,3 .81 .57L .40L 13M7LB BC 7401000008
17566-4004 38.6 0 352-8 23 7 93 3 1.08 .57 .63L 20.85L ABCG 9 9402300238
17567-4001 _4.9= 19 352- 8 63 8 93 3 .48 .36L .42L 10.90L CEJ H 8501300448
17567-4820 47.5, 48 344-12 41 17 94 t 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.75 C J MB 9501101008
17568-4754 510 _ 345-12 (_ 2_ 94:3 .53 .27L .B7L 6.43L'B BCLD ,0001000817568-4802 1520 2 345-12 1 94 .25L .25L .40L 2.32 E El 9501000008
17568-4224 !52.7 33 350- 9 32 6 931 3 3.79 2.13 .56 2.03LtBCF AAO 6 6700000000
17569-4649 157.026 346-11 57 10 94 = 3 .59 .37: .40L 7.87L'FF CD 0 5400000008
Declination: - 50 °-- 40 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
' 1 13 228559 K0 19 i 90
I 13 228560 K0 5 80
1 I1 1 V373 SCO 2 3
1 14 279- G 11 S. 46
15
2 14 ] 279-PN 12 PI 14
1 1 W ARA 6 3
2 13 228562 K0 2 50
1 13 ' 228563 K2 3 75
2 13 228564 K5 28 65
C 1 16 09876 23 142
1 1 V846 SCO 21 3
1 32 X1753-404 35 12
1 13 228577 K0 4 85
2 13 228578 M0 3 4918
C
4
I 13 228593 K5 3 83
1 1 KS SCO 11 3
1 16 09906 6 135
1 1 V450 CRA 20 3
1 32 X1755-475 108 4
1 13 228613 K2 11 87
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Ho_rs Confirmed Smstl Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
379
Right Ascension: 17 h56m59"-18hO2moT"
Portion (1950)
Name Gsh_ctic Uncertainty
Coords SMJ SMN 0

















































































































Declination: - 50*-- 40 °
Associations
Sep






































































































































































t_ot Color Corrected) V L C












• Conlusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smalt E_ended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Den_ty Regi°n"
Declination: - 500-- 40"
AssOciations
Sep




































Right Ascension: 18h06m52"-18h12m13 = Declination: -50°--40 °
Position (1950) NUX Density Flags Associations
Name J Galactic Uncertainty (Not Co)or Corrected) V L C
8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 :_m Fha Corr A Confusion R S A Sepham (s) (") I b (") (") (') (Jansky) Un's Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
18068- 4347 X1807-437








18073- 4731 228774 K0
16073- 4959 228776 K2
18074- 4225 V417 CRA













































































18115- 4852 228845 K0
18115-4123
18116-4205





































"Confus=on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
382
Right Ascension: 18 h12m14'-18h19m44'
position (19.50)
Name Galact_ Unce_ainty
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8





































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 y,m 25 v.m 60 Ixm 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* #
18197-470
18197-430
• Conlusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_anded Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Oensi_ Region.











































hm. , (s) C) (") (') N
18197-4458 ,47.6 54 349-14 55 17 89 2 .45L
im99-_08 84.1_0:_8-15 43 7 9o 3 .42
18199-4o1755.6,t_ 3,_-12 51 lO 9o 3 .25L18_0_42570 2 351-13._ 9 9o3 4018__42_135 352_132 7 ,0 _ 9319__402736453._12 7122++2 25L
18200-4640 4.5'23348-15 27 11 903; .25L
18202-4226 13.5,29352-13 7210 9021 .31
18203-4116 20.6,26353-13 20, 6 90 3, 1,29
18204-4451 26.7 1350-14 46 9 903; .50
18205-4807 35.0 349-14 45 _ 1_ .2sL19205-4120 35.9 39 353--13 65; .36
18206-4656 37.7r49 348-15 33 , 18 90 3; .25L
18208-4_0 38.1,,. _5-18 50j 9 91 21 .37
18207--4732 44,3155347-15561 8 903+ 1.32
18207-4921 44.6 _41345-16 43 i 7 9031 +61
18209--4638 57.0,25348-1527830 I 26712431 ,7618210--4526 1.223349-15 903' 15.82
18211-4SOl 71 2 348-15 1 9o 31 .25L
18213-4715 20.02347-15 56 10 903 Ij _L
18214-4543 24.7 49 349-15 44 e 90 3] .81
18217--4250 43.9 2 352-14 50 12 89 2J .25L
,6217-4516 43.9_ _9-15 3e 19 go 31 .25L
18218-4558 52,6 57 349-15 32 18 9031 .25L
,,+o_+,, I ,.+18221_44007.514350_14 , .25,+18223_47+019.2_347_16I+0 _ .9o
,8223_4011+.9403,4_13 8+ + .4118227_482142.855348_1659 9o3, .65
18226_44199.74350_1437 8,03 1.3519226_423350.9,,0382_1428 5.99 3 4.+18228_413352.747353_139825 992 .26,.
18228-4941 53.023345-17 84 11 89 2 .82
18230--4148 5.425353--13 24 6893 .92
18231-4808 6.052347-16 36 7 903 2.11
18232-4031 12+142354-1347 7 893 .27L
18232--4645 13.3 12 348-15 28 78 _ i 3.81
18232--4559 14.956 349-- 15 41 .99
18232-4001 17.152354--13 4414 69 ,25L
18233-4958 19.622353-13 2618893J 1.56
18234-4522 24.646349-15 33 21 +31L
18234-4247 25+041352-14 10 ,44
18235-4149 31533353-13 6330 ,26L
18235-4001 35.223354-13 3423 893 ,25L
18236-44_ 39.757 3_-15 _'11 88 i .3018239-4737 m,.925347-16 46; _ _ .5918239-4545 57.940349-15 951 .27
18241-4013 6.1 45 354-13 961 32 89 .76L
18241-4151 7.2 21 353-14 51 23 89 2 25L
18242-4608 13+6 19 349-15 47 8 89 3, 65
15243-4116 18,9,10 353-13 72 ' 7 89 3 ,80
18245-4833 33.9,17 346-16 44 7 90 3 1,05
18245-4653 34,9153348-16 45' 11 90 2' .26L
18247-4344 42.6159 351-15 34 _ 7 89 3 .60
18247-4201 45.2'35353-14 24231733; .25L16249-480150+524349-15 24 8 69 3 3.341822-4121 53.052353-14 _ 12 90 2 .m19249_400655_.3__132, 7+93 90
2249_4__98_-17 2+ 8 9o3 883
18_-._1303_,,_3,8-1632 7 9, 3 113251_41420 53_149 8,3 7415252_47131692348_+_0149o2 3418252_4_917, , _9_15,6 24993 _L18254_4_225+43353_14. 21 ,o2 40_
18255-4352 30,345351-15 31 7 89:3 .97
18257-4159 44,E 18353-14, 86 12 882 ,30
18257-4707 145,510348--16556 11 593 .44
18257-4253 46,£ 55352-14 161 10 882 .35
18258-4251 48+214352-14 31 8 893 .59
18258-4633 '51,£ 18348-1659 41 902 .25L
18259-4422 157.E 59350-15 25 21 893 +25L
18259-4017 _58.311354-13 73 29 882 .25L
18260-4159 3._ 33353-14 98 35 992 .59L
18261-4715 10,0117 348-16 28 7 893 3.53
18263-4101 123,134 354-14 27 6 89 i 3 4.06
18263-4108 123,660 353-14 40 8 89 i 3 11.40
18264-4305 26,934352-15 50 7 89, 3 ,72
18264-4025 27.725354-13 65 5 89 : 3 1.25
18265-4159 30.6 11 5353-14 31 7 891 3 .53
18265-4106 35,721354-14 87 10 89 P2 ,57
18266-4512 37,720 350--15 54 12 88 +2 .37
45.51348-1619267-4716 67 11 89 2 +31
182,_-4215s2,457352-14 32 7 89 _ 1.4518268-4115 53.545353-14 4237 89 .25L18_-46Z0 53.621_9-16 32 10 88 3 41
16_9-,_s0 58.534380-15 25 _ 99 _ 17518270--4705 0.8 13 348-16 37 89 .25L
2 353-14 83 11 89 3 35118270-4124 1,3
18270-4413 5.7 561351-15 62 8 89J 3 .45
18272-4802 13,9 561347-17 3313 9012 .3318272-405218,22213_-14 83 10 99,2 .40
18273-4143 20.9 41 353-14 59 7 89, 3 .58
18274-4751 24.632347-17 17 7 89 i 3 1.64
18274-4500 25+017'350-15 33 7 893 4511
18274-4932 26.4 10 346--17 38 9 89 3 .58
18274-4152 27.629353-14 22 10 893 .90
18275-4816 34.624347-17 31 10, 893 .51
18275-4720 36,059348--16 76 14 _ 882 ,46
Flux Density Fl.ggs Associ.adons
(No¢ Color Corrected)







































































































100 _.m F1=x Cor A Confasion R S A
UIcs Coe R F'lags" S 2 # T
1.79L 53 ! E
6.51L C JCMH
2.13: ;C J B1,47L C C
2.09L B lAD2.26 C
4.24: I tD E1+25L C EH
1,30L CO AC





2,26 C ; C
1,13L C BM
1.35L BE l^el
1.03L B , B C




1.27L C j BGIVl+Se: CI)] L B
1.98 I!I KF




2.03L C I B F J
1.38L BE AC













1,38L C S H
4.20 O GC
3,69 C I C
6.94L C EGL
1,21L DF SG














1,F..4L C B O
1.70L C D
2.07 C K )E
2,67L D E
6.94L C A ;
2.76L C D
1,83L E B
2.04L C D I
1.62L B B
1.36 D
2.84 C F E
2,34 C I_'L
2.27 D h


































































































18276--4717 37.748348-16 25 6893
18277--4537 43.834,349-16 57 (8 89
3
18277-4238 44.717352--15 821 892
18277-4754 46.352347-17 20 6893
18277-4251 47.920352--15 _ 1; I9 7 3 5 16 347-17 88_9 3
18281--4213 10.444353-14 5012892
18281--4220 10.525352-15 47 8 892
18282-4O32 12,116354-14 8310892
18282-4545 13.241349-16 316 89 3
,8282- 4852 14.9 23 1346-17 87 10 882
18282-4513 15.243 350-16 56 6 893
18283-4332 19,739351-15 33 8893
18285--4640 31.620348-18 28 6 893
18285-4447 32.250'350-18 36 6893
18285-4124 34,228353-14 58 8 89 2
,8285- 4439 34.715350-15 31 6893
18286-4450 38.8 51 350-16 36 7 89 i 3
,8286--4453 39,47350-16 336 89 3
,8287_47 ,42.146347_1758 9 882
,6289_,,11,,646351_153817892
18289--4433 56.646350-16 39 g 89 2
18289--4805 59,229i347-17 42 8 89 3
18290--4220 1352 1353-15 80 8 89j 2
18292-4133 12.131353--14 70 25 892
18292-4158 17.9 44 353-15 74 10 892
,8293- 4427 20.031351--16 7522 89 I
L
,8294_45 02953934,_1633 892
,82,9_4221 4353_1533 , 892
18303-4534 22.528350-16 27 5 89 3
18305--4619 33.5 28 349--16 86 10 89 2
18306--4357 39.6 57 351-16 21 15 119 2
18306-4914 41.8 19346-18 60 8 87 2
18310-4923 4.5 34 346-18 30 8 89 3
18310-4712 5.3 10 348-17 50 7 89 3
18311-4811 7.0 31 147--17 68 11 87 2
18311-4856 11.0 56 346--18 31 7 89 3
18312-4825 14.6 19 349--17 71 10 89 2
18314-4259 28,915352-15 17 5 88 3
18316--4943 36,9 30 346-18 70 7 89 3
18316--4055 39,3 15 354-15 44 27 89 2
18316-4506 41,13 350--16 49 7 88 3
18318-4111 51,9 21 354-15 64 9 88 3
18319-4651 56,5 51 348-17 58 11 89 2
18322--4307 14.0 34 352--15 32 8 88 3
18327-4345 44.3 41 351--16 34 20 88 3
18328-4235 50.8 8 353-15 31 11 88 3
18328-4806 51,2 39 347 18 59 8 88
18328-4705 52.7 481348-17 33 8 88
18329--4602 58.818349-17 34 6 88
,8330--4516 1.6 6 350-16 77 10 882
,8330--4039 3.42 354-15 6422872
18332-4620 14.334349-17 33 6883
'8333-4927 22.89346-18 53 9883
,8335-4027 31.1 43 355-15 96 12 87 2
,8335 - 4922 31.229 346-18 34 6 863
18335-4216 34,618353--15 34 6883
18336-4414. 38,621351--16 37 7883
,8336-4045 40.829354--15 49 ; 88_813318337-4050 45.449354-15 44
,8339--4410 58.35_ 351-16 51 888318341--4102 9.6 354-15 55 1 67 I
18342--4713 17.2 21 i348-17 29 7 88 3
18343-4013 21.1 471355-15 75 26 88 3
18344-4049 28.4 33 1354-15 21 7 88i 3
18346--4229 36.4 8 353-16 28 7 88 3
18346-4426 39.6 47 i 351-16 67 9 88 3
18347-4845 42.5 57'347-181 32 7 88 3
18348-4040 50.0 471355-15 41 6 68 3
18350-4553 4.2 9 350-17 86 12 87 2
I
18352-4449 15.241 351 17 31 71 88 3
18352-4659 16.8 20 349--17 77 t2 87 2
18352-4842 17.2 10 347 18 29 7 88 3
18352-4346 17.3 3 352-16 45 19 i 87 2
18353--4703 19.2 27 348-18 89 13 ' 87 2
18353-4959 19,623346-19 53 6 88 3
18353--4629 21.3 48 349-17 81 10 88 3
18354-4942 29,2 10 346-18 59 7i 88 3
18354-4057 29.8 10 354-15 34 7 88 3
18355-4631 32.7 57 349-17 59 10 88 3
18357-4547 47.6 45 350-17 55 8 88 3,
18358-4618 48.9 29 349-17 8_1 13 87 !i18359-432156.238352-16 1487
18359-4448 58.926351-17 82 16 87
Declination: - 50 °- - 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainly C (No! Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 12 Fm 25 y.m 60 kcm
(s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
18359-4313 59.653352-16 26 7 88 3 22.51
18362-4400 13.950351-17 7712 86 2 .25L
18362-4110 15.849354-15 40 6 883 ,8318363-4139 19.318 354-16 66 16 87 .30L
18365-4707 35.1 33 349-18 54 9 88 3 .39
18366-4202 38.4 31 353 16 26 6 88 3 .73
18366-4229 40.7111 353-18 59 11 88 2 .69
18367-4055 42,0134 354-15 39 22 88 2 .25L
18368-4341 49,6 4 352-16 33 27 88 3 .25L
18369 4647 56.9149349-18 56 9 88 3 ,48
18370--4626 0.6152 349--18 59 9 88 3 .40
18370-4515 3.2 58 350 17 39 8 88 3 2.65
18371-4323 8.7 22 352-16 81 26 87 2 .25L
18372-4821 16.8 7 347-18 22 6 88 3 9.84
18373-4114 18.3 35 354-16! 35 6 87 3 3.02















































































































100 p_m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R F]alp* S 2 # T










2.55L C EL J 1400010000
2,02L D CF 1600001000
1.64L BC AA 0 1601000000
1.62L BC AAG 5 4600000100
1.44L BBD AACS 3 6600200030 8
1.73L C C 5500000000
1.78L BC AA E 3 8601100000
1,44L BC AA 4 1600210000
1.43L BEF AAA 9 1600210000129
3.47L C CG H 3400010000
2,85 C I GA 96O0000220
1.34L C AF 9601101000
2,29L C A 2501000000
1.76L D CD 6500000000
4.06 D GB 4500000010
2.00L C BDL 9600000100
2.80 C F F C 9600000100
1.50L C AC 2700000000
1.36L BO AAHL 26600000000
1.34L BC ABLN 01701001000
1.63L C B t 3600000000
3.12 DC BB 7682000200
1.00L C CGM 16(X)000000
1.45L D BD 15OOO0000O
1,40L B CGI 2500000000
1.89L F E 2501000000
1,91L BCC AACL 0 1301000000
1.37L C B N 3600000000
1.13L BC ABGK 2 1601001000
1.37L B BG 1400000000
1.51 D /EB 4500000110
1.32L C B K 0601000000
1.52L F B H 4600000000
2,02L C DH 1500000000
1,22L B BHJ 3701000000
3.05 F GDC 7600000440
1.10L C BH J 5600020000
2.0OL C C I 0300010000
3.89 CC HAA 1400000000
1.09L BC AC GI 2 2600002010
1.07L C CG 0701000000
1.73 FD FKB 5500000000
1.00L BC AAG 01700000000
1.17: CF CBD 0500100000
3.88L D C H 5400000000
1.00L BF BB 0 0601102Q00
1.01L BB AA 2 3500000000
1.09L DB AAI 5 6500100000
1.26L C BDJ 5600100000
2,47L CD AB D 0 4500101000
1,18L B B 55001O0O00
1.44L C HB 3600000000
tOOL BBC AAA 2 1500000000
2,66 E HKGH 7480000200
1.00L BC AAL i04600000000
1.06L BBD AABB 1 1500000000
1.40L C CG 3501001000
1.06L B D A B J 0 0600000000
1.00L CC AAD I 6 5600000000
1.81L C C 1600000000
I
1.00L BD ABL J 0 0600002000
1.64L C BI G 1500100000
L21L BC AAJ 3 0600000000
2,49L C L I CE 5501000000
1.63L C CLDH 1600100000
1.69L D A I 0500000000
1.71L D BG L 3500110000
1.14L CD SC 0 0500001000
1.16L BBC AAC 0 4600000000
1.05L C D 2600110000
1.64L B AF J : 0600000000
2.51 ECC EAB 1501000100
1.61L E D HD 5400000000
1.61L C B KI 4500001000
1.28L BBC AABK 0 5500001000 18
2.03L F F I 3500000000
1.00L C BCL 3400000000
1.37L C EDE 0500000100
1.11L C CH J 2600010000
1.00L BC AAF 3 1500011000
1.38L C C N 1400000000
1.88 C HD 350100000(
1.92 C DH C 6500000100
1,09L B CFK 1600000000
1.17L E BG 1600010000
1.00L BC AAI 0 1500010000
1.66 C 8 IB 6400000000
1.12L BBC AAAE 0 0510000100
1.00L BCC AAD 0 3400000000
1.65 C MI E 2580000100
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
1 16 10929 K3 37 93
21 1 GSTEL 8 3
1 1 V824 CRA 15 3
2 13 229094 K0 2 57
1 1610949 8 155
1 1 V627 CRA 24 3
2 14 336- G 3 Sa 43
1 13 229105 K2 12 85
12 13229111 G5 5 47
1 I40 M24 31 109
1 13 229119K0 43 78
1 13229126 K0 19 82
1 1 V635 CRA 25 3
C 1 32 X1832-437 67 12
1 14281- G 14 SB 7
1 1 V639 CRA 68 3
1 1 V638 CRA 27 3
1 13229150 K0 6 68
1 14281-G? 17 Ga 86
1 16 11102 4 104
4 1 32 X1834-402 114 4
1 13 229161 K5 22 84
1 13 229162 K0 3 65
1 40 K2/4 (111)4 43 106
1 16 11130 15 130
1 13 229166K0 6 71
1 13 229189K0 7 74
1 14 281-1G 22Do 24
2 13229172 MS 2 54
1 16 11166 24 135
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
385
Right Ascension: 18h37m35'-lSh46m07°
Position (19503 Flux Density
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
H (Not Color Corrected_Name Galactic Uncertainty C
ct 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 ,u.m 60 /tin
h m, o , (s) ( ) I b C) C) (') N (Jansky)
18375-4150 35.3 31 354--16 26 7l 87 3 ,35 .39: 2.95
18376-4517 41.3 40 350-17 82 9 86 3 .53 .25L .40L
18377--4808 45.1 33 348-18 53 9 88 3 1.36 .31: .40L
18378-4156 53.8 42 354-16 46 7 87 3 .55 .19: .40L
18360-4049 4.9 44 355-16 20 6 87 3 1.35 .92 .40L
18363-4950 21.7 15 346-19 69 19 89 2 .25L ,25L .53:
16383-4359 22.3 1 352-17 72 12 87 2 .41 .56L .40L
19365-4442 33,3 46 151-17 89 I 26 67 2 .25L .42L .84L
16386-4157 37.4 25 354 16 64 8 87 3 ,43 .25L .40L
18386-4748 389 37 348-18 44 13 86 2 .28 ,70L .45L
18387-4710 44.7 48 349-18 70 6 68 3 .52 .43L .40L
18389-42055_.81354-161312819673 .25L 25L .42L18390-4045 355-- 16 36 9 67 3 .47 .31L ,40L18391-4323 614 4 _352-17 77 31 87 2 .38L .27L .40L
,8392--4741 17.6 13 348-18 82 8 88 3 .66 .26L .40L
18396--4549 41.4531350 18 30 6 87 3 31.10 13.91 2.25
18397- 4314 44.7 71353-17 37 7 87 3 .44 .28L .40L18401-452171 1113"0-1951 7 87 3 86 .26L 4oL
,6401-4155 9056!354-1863993_ _ 42 8654L 25L29L40L40L18402-404129 1 355-16
18402-4717 14.4 57 349-18 26 7 87 3 19.86 10.97 1.73
18402-4600 16.7 37 350-18 59 9, 87 3 .36 .27L .41L
18403-4534 20.7 10 350-18 63 12 88 2 .54 .37L .40L
18404-4209 27.4 40 354-17 85 19 86 2 .26L .53L .65L
18406-4946 36.0 1 346-19 36 8 86 2 .77 .62L .60L
184406-4324 36.7 60 352-17 28 6 88 4 56.45 26.98 3.45
18406-4133 36.9 33 384-16 33 6 88 4 1.12 .27: .40L
18406-4932 38.6 28 346-19 54 15 86 2 .28 .52L .41L
18406-4208 38.8 60 384-17 65 14 88 4 .25L .34L .54L
18407-4550 46.8 14 350-18 42 6 88 4 .46 .26L .40L
18408-4101 49.6 1 355-16 38 6 87 4 1.28 .42 .40L
18409-4344 54.3 15 352-17 23 7 88 4 1.14 .40 .40L
18409-4205 54.9 53 354-17 27 12 88 4 .44 .32L .40L
18409-4755 58.2 561348-19 65 11 86 2 .32 .29L .40L
18410-4002 0.2 19_356-16 76 10 86 2 .51 .36L .40L
18410-4125 0.5 51 384-16 28 6 87 4 .77 .26L .40L
16411-4510 6.9 19 351-18 50 7 88 4 .90 .28L .4OL
18411-4352 8.1 24 352-17 62 23 86 2 .25L .35L .40L
18411-4045 10.3 56!355-16 52 8 87 3 .56 .25L .40L
18412-4606 12.9 24350-18 56 32 86 2 .25L .37L .40L
18413-4902 22.6 30 347-19 54 10 89 3 .40 .25L .4OL
18413-4616 22.7 2 350-18 27 6 68 4 3.99 5.47 1.98
18413 4440 23.7 17 351-16 93 31 88 2 .37L .34L .4OL
18416-4129 39.928 354-16 59 8 _ 3 t.12 .34L .40L18417-4425 43.2 8 351--16 71 3 ,27L .56L .4OL18417-463046347347-19 45 6873 84 31 .4OL
18417-4514 46.8 21 351-18 37 11 87 3 .27 .25L .40L
18418-4404 49.2 38 352-17 81 9 86 2 .33 .71L .55L
18416-4738 49.2 56 348-19 44 8 88 4 .39 .30L .40L
18426-4639 0.1 17 349-18 27 61 88 4 1.23 .32 .40L
18420-4784 4.1 1 349-19 77 15 86 i .22 .25L .40L
18422-4313 15.8 7 353-17 23 6 8887 5.72 2.62 .5318424-4826 24.0 51 348 19 32'_ 6 .78 ,31: .46L
36 I 7 87 .408425-4418316 37 52-18 260 6118426-4,32417 6 351-16 76120 67 25L 25L 4oL
18427-41564 o19354-17467 673 = 28L 40,
18427-422346.855354-17_ _ 67_ 2.72 1.3o 4OL
18431-461662 22 348-1947 1 67 ' 39 25L 40L18433-49o420.625347-19 10 66 3 .69 .25: 40L
18434-4824 25.7 45 348--19 8 87 3 .25L .18: 2.08
18435-4741 34.6 26 348-19 26 ! 5 87 31 5,41 2.62 .58
18438-4206 50.0 51 354-17 25 6 87 3 2.86 1.12 .40L
18439-4146 55,3 32 354-17 81 16 88 2 .25L .43L .34:
18439-4336 57.9 B 352-18 27 7 87 3 1.16 .46L .40L
18439-4107 58,7 51 355-17 21 11 87 3 .25L .29L 1.19:
18439-4750 59,6i33 348-19 29 7 87 3 1.69 .52 .40L
18440-4611 1.5 37 350-19 88 10 67 3 .29 .35L ,40L
18440-4705 2.3 36 349-19 67 8 87 3 .33 .25L .40L
18440-4835 3.1 32 348-19 76 34 87 2 .30L .66L .41L
18442-4027 14.4 43 356 17 39 7 87 3 2.08 .50 .40L
18442-4635 15.2 58 350-19 54 14 86 2 .28 .35L .40L
18442-4319 15.59353-18 43 8 87 3 1.66 .39 .40L
15443-4043 22.9 4 355-17 40 7 86 2 2.20 .84 .74L
18444-4942 29._ 57 346--20 86 11 852 .28 .25L .4OL
18445-4152 31.7 21 354--17 32 23 87i3 25
18445--4337 31.9,46 352-16 40 787 '3 2' L96
,26L ,4_L
. .71 .40L
18446-4705 36.3 46 349-19 95 28 86 2 .25L .55L .41L
18446-4842 39.3 12 155-17 45 17 86 2 .44L .26L .46
18446-4317 39.3 26 353-18 35 7 87 I 3 5.69 5.90 2.44
18446--4322 40.0, 14 353--18 45 8 87 ! 3 1.96 .64 .40L
18447-4630 ¢5.6 47 350--19 57 9 88 2 .66 .25L .40L
18449-4328 59.0 43 353-18 30 8 87 3 .63 .26L .40L
18450-4449 2.8 23 351-16 39 15 87 3 .59 .25L .48L
18450-4519 3.3 18 351-18 50 13 86 2 .46 .54L .40L
18451-4056 6.4 46 355-17 59 7 87 3 .59 .28L .40L
18451-4939 7.6 50 347-20 27 6 87 3 1.53 .51 .40L
18452-4834 12.160 348-20 58 10 87 3 .25L .25L 1.06
18454-4747 27.9 146 148-19 73 8 87!3 .66 .25L .40L18456-4849 36.1 347-20 46 9 87 3 .25L .25L 1.42
18456-4704 37.441 349-19 44 7 87 3 1.33 .52 .42L
18456-4918 39.4 461347-20 46 10 8713 .56 .28L .40L
18456-4957 39.6 58 _346-20 58 5 8713 .56 .28L .40L
18457-4403 42.9 18 352-16 41 9 87 3 .25L .27L 1.9218457_4,0744.911351_1620 6973 6,0 386 66
18457-4552 46,8 6 3,0-19 37 63l 87 1.57 ,40 .40L
18458-4445 48.0 51 351-18 52 21 88 2 .25L .81L .48L
18456-4657 52,9 10 349-19 49 9 87 3 .42 .30L .40L
18459-4058 54.0 39 355-17 25 5 56 3 3.63 1.52 .40L
18460-4912 1.5 17 347-20 28 6 87 3 2.51 .85 .40L
18461--4444 7.1 47 351-18 22 7 87 3 4.92 1.49 .52L
Flags
V L C
100 Fm Rux Cor A Confusion R S A
Uncs Co¢_ R Flags* S 2 # T
6.10 CCCC BCAA ; 0 0301000000
1.14L C B 1500010000
1.00L BE AC 4 0400000000
1.18L DE BD 0 8500000000
1.00L EC IAAC- 6 4600000000
1.55 DD ! EH 1"01000020 8
1.35L C CH 3500020000
2.45 cl HJD 3500O000101.28L C 85000000001.00L C ' F O4O10OOO00
1.48L C BB G 160O00000O
2.10 D F D 8400000230 8
1.32L D D CC 3500OO00001.88 MC 8400000210 4
1,05L B AF 2401000000
1.85: BBCC AA_D 1 3600101140 16 8 2
1.37L B C I'H 5,01000100
1.26L B B E 0500000000
1.38 F C 8500000000
1.08L O B 1600000000
1.05L BCC AAAE 0 2600000000 25
1.25L C E 4400000000
1.O6L C CE 0600000000
2.98 C EHB 8482100930
L00L C BI M 2,01000000
1.11L BBC AAAE 9 3500000000 29
1.33L CD AD 4 0500000000
1.39L D F L K 0500000000
3.76 C F F C 8481200830
1.09L B BF H 4601020000
1.20L BC AB 1 0500000000
1.21L BF AC 7 7500000000
1.66L B BE G 8500100610
1.28L C CM 44000000002.27t.o .J _, 3"0OOlOOOO
1.33L B B D L 0500000000
1.60L 8 A I 2600000000
1.64 F GC 8400000000
1.34L C BC N 0500010000
1.96 D H O 34000O0000
1.70L D E E L 050OO0000O
1.08L BBC AAA 1 3,01000000
1.28 C K E i 1602000110
1.28L B AE I 150O0O0000
1.52 E F 9600000000
1.06L BE AB:3L 0 3600001000
1.18L C F 0600010000
2.32L C CO_J 9500000000
1.99L C DD F 2600000200
1.17L BF AB 5 0600000000
1.75L E F 450OO1000O
1.11L BBC AA)L 0 1500000000
1.84L BE AC_C 0 3500011000
1.00L BC AB 0 9600000000
2.38 C B 8601000120
1.05L C BE 4500001000
1.06L BC AA O 4600000000
1.19L D CF F 4600000100
1.17L CD BB L 2 1500020000
3.34 FCC B_B 3400000000
1.00L BDC AADM 9 2700000000
1.00L BC AA M 0 3500001000
1.70 DD DEB 4500000000
1.26L B BC 4600000000
4.51 F C B B 1380000530 I
1.00L CD AB 0 4700000000
1.22L C DP K 2500000000
1.22L C BF E 5500000100
1.14 O KG 3600000120
1.31L BD ABG 2 1500000000
1.36L C CE E 1500000000l OO_Bo Ac K 1, 1_oo
1,59L BD AAD O! 2601101000
1.62L C D 3501000000
1.96 C C 550OOOOOOO
1.05L iBC AA 3, 3600000000
1.54 D HB I 5500000300
1.34L _ D E 2601101000
1.,0L BBC AI AC 1 0500200000
1.12LIBC A/ 2 2600200000
1.17L C B 0501000000
1.34LIB B[K 25000000002.38 C A[ EB 4600000100
1.46L C Bt 3500000(00
1.22L D AI M 2,01000000
1.00L BD AI' O 2500000000
1.90 CCjL BD 2,01000000
1.34L B A! E 0500001000
4.34 CC DIiAA 0400000110
1.27L BD AI EN 2 5500002220
1.32LI D Bql N 2500010000
1.46L F AG G 1500010000
4.61 CC M AA 6400000000
1.23L BCF AABM 9 4600000000 29
1.41L_ BC A_NN' 0 2500000000
1.79 O !-II H 4500100200
1.20L C A : 4500000000
1.27L CC A_, 3 1601000000
1.00L CC A 3K 2 1500001000
1.09L BE A_DG 9 4600100200
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 14 336- G 9 Sc
1 13 229190 K2
3 13 229194 K0
1 13 229210 G5
1 13 229208 F5
1 16 11210
1 RW TEL
1 1 RT TEL
C
1 1 V388 CRA
1 13 229230 K2
C
1




1 13 229245 K5
1 13 229246 K0
1 13 2292,0 K2
1 13 229262 K5
1 13 229266 K0
1 14 230- G 12 S.
I 16 1132416 11327
1 14 336- G 16 Sc
1 13 229281 K5
C 1 32 X1844--411
I 13 2292_ K21 BK TEL
8 I! 32 X1843-48513 229285 GO
1 1 V646 CRA
1 1 13 229290 K5
4
1 V389 CRA
1 13 229292 )(2
1 13 229296 K0
1 14 231- G2Co
1 14 231- G 3 SO
C
1 AS TEL
1 14 281- G28S,







































"Confusion Flags: 13 CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
386




Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SMJ SMN # 12 /xm
1 b C) ('3 (') N












(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p,m 60 p.m 100 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(]ansky) Flags* 5 2 # T
18461-4959 10.7 32 346-20 38 8 87 3 .53 .25L
18464-4237 27.9 25 354-18 55 35 86 2 .26L .33L
18465--4406 30.4 35 352--1E 47 6 87 3 .72 .28L
18465--4216 34.(3 13 354-18 48 5 87 3 .92 ,42L
18467-4802 42.9 42 348-2( 33 7 87 3 284.87 343.19
!8468-4826 50.4 17 348-20 89 11 88 2 .25 i 25L
18468-4453 52.4 39 351-19 34 20 87; 3 .29L I .27L
=8469-4201 57.4 50 354-18 98 28 86 I 2 .74LI .66L
18469-4713 58.7' 21 349-19 25 23 88 I 2 .25L,I .29L
,8471_4019.38356_1745686
,8474_422324.403 _18585 86
 74_414629.3163 _16,55368728477_412947.136355_ 8335 863
,78-413550.0118355-16548478--4208 53.1 30 354--18 72 2 65 2
8479-4411 58.3 6o 352-19l _ 86 3
18485-4435 30.6 53 352-19 i 58 86 3
'8486-4146 40.3 355-18 23 5 86 3
18487--4639 44.0 24 350 20 18 5 86 3
18487--4714 47.8 54 349-20 42 6 86 3
'8490-4052 1.6 42 355--18 37 8 86 3
18490-4031 6.0 42 356--17 65 11 85 2
18494-4235 25.4 60 354--18 41 8 86 3
18495-4447 30.4 36 352--19 28 8 86 3
8495-4654 32.5 58 350-20 35 6 86 3
'8498-4058 51.0 59 355-18 32 7 86 3
18501-4004 9.8 38 356-17 89 17 86 3
18502-4027 14.3 50 356-18 65 9 86 3
8503-4944 20.9 1 347-21 45 8 87 3
18503--4227 23.9 55 354-18 84 12 87 2
i8505--4259 35.7i49 353-19 45 9 86 3
8506--4420 36.1 40 352-19 51 7 86 3
8507--4612 43.0 23 350-20 34 6 86 3
18508-4916 51.2 3 347--21 32 6 86 3
'8509-4002 57.2 5 356-18 49 8 86 3
6511-4633 6.9 21 348--21 31 7 86 3
!8512-4923 12.5 45 347-21 54 12 86 3
18512-4110 13.4 41 355-18 32 7 86 3
18513--4641 24.031 350--20 42 23 85 2
18514--4811 26.7 46 348 20 70 7 86 3
16514--4455 28.5 7 352 19 74 9 86 3
8516--4140 36.9 43 355-18 59 9 86 3
8516--4339 38.653 353-19 25 7 86 3
8518-4915 53.3 28 347--21 105 11 87 2
_8520--4637 0.9 8 350-20 68, 24 86 2
8520--4534 4,5 53 351--20 55 32 86 3
:6520-4157 5.6 42 355-18 77 17 85 2
18522--4621 13.7 18 350-20 36 9 86 3
16522--4340 17.1 50 353-19 102 34 87 2
18524-4932 27.8 7 347-21 34 7 86 3
18526-4925 36,G 42 347-21 57 4 86 3
i8527-4246 43.8 36 354--19 28 7 86 3
16527-4903 43.9 29 348--21 49 8 86 3
16527-4312 44.8 45 353--19! 61 11 86 3
18528-4808 ;51.9 31 348-21 31 6 86 36529-4150567 57355-19 85 25 88 3
18529--4038 57.4 54 356--18 31 8 86 3
18530-4954 1.7 39 347--21 77 14 84 2
8530-47_ 2928 349-20 47 7 98 3
18531-4922 9.1B 18 347-21 34 5 85 3
18531-4550 11.4 2 351--20 46 8 86 3
16531--4616 11.5145 350--20 ! 38 9 88 i 3
18533--4738 zo.2143 349-21 65 7 86 3
18534--4727 z5.6128 349--21 72 11 87 2
16534--4347 26.2 19 353-19 39 8 8613
[8534--4522 26.3 45 351-20 47 7 86
18536--4422 ,1.3 13 352--20 70 15 85 2
18537-4507 44.1 35 i352--20 63 31 85 2
i
18538-4148 51.7 11 355-19 21 5 86 3
18538--4532 53.7 15 351-20 33 7 86 3
18539--4736 54.4 59349--21 51 10 86 3
18541--4648 7.0 171350-20 37 8 86 3
18541--4322 11.0 38 353-19 64 8 87 2
18542--4904 17.843 348--21 68 14 86 3
18543--4212 21.3 29 ,55--19 69 10 85 2
18546-4304 40.620 354--19 60 785 3
18547-4011 43.5 6 357-18 44 6 85 3
18549-4500 58.3 16 352-20 73 15 84 2
18550--4834 4.9 30 348-21 37 7 85 i 3
18551--4943 8.1 39 347-21 67 7 85 3
'8551-4311 8.7 39 354-19 34 6 65 3
18551-4108 9.3 25 156--19 51 6 85 3
18555-4824 34.5421348-21 84 13 84 2
18556-4545 41.1 261 351-20 45 8 85 3
18557--4414 42.4 44 353--20 58 22 85 3
18558--4323 51.6 4 353-20 43 6 85 3
18559--4301 55.6 54 354--19 41 5 85 3
18561--4149 7.3 57 355-19 27 7 85 3
18562-4413 13.9 47 353-20 29 20, 86 2
18564--4655 26.6 24 350--21 36 6 85 3
18565-4417 35.1 13 353-20 60 6 85 3
18567-4949 47,1 11 347--22 60 7 85 3
18568--4821 52.0 20 348--21 58 8 86 3
18569--4453 54.1 23 352--20 33 5 85
18569-4204 54.5 33 355--19 57, 9 84
18569-4445 55.8 47 352-20 70 6 85
18574-4304 26.1 10 354-20 60_ 6 85 3
18574--4523 28.1 5 352--21 20 6 85 3
Uncs Coef R
.40L 1.00L B BI ML 1600010000 1 1 AUTEL 59
.41L 1.26 i D LF E 1500000020 8
.40L 1.38L I B BL K 3600010000
.40L 1.35L B AF 8500000000 1 13 229308 K2 13
72.04 22.79 BBDD AAAA 9 1202003000 22 2
.40L 1.77L C E 25000000(}0
.55L 2.37 C E GC 4601010320 4 1 32 X1846-448
.40L 1.49 C GMC 7500000000
.44L 1.52 C EB 3501000100
.40L 2.45 D L HC 9580000008
.40L 1.00L BO BDE 0 1600000000
.40L tOOL B AG 4600000000
.40L 2.29 E I G 6500000000
1.08 1.09L BBC AAAL 1 0500100000
.40L 1.14L C iEK 4500100000 1 13 229324G5 14
.40L 2.20 C I B 7501000330 C 1 32 X1847-421 102
.40L 1.26L C B M 2600010000
.40L 1.31L D D 4561010000
.40L 6.39L B B F I 9500000008
.4OL 1.43L BC AAKG 0 6500001000
.46: 1.00L BBC AADK 2 5601000000
Sop
Name Type (") Ma 8
74
79 4
,98 .31L .40L 1.25L B AENE 4500010100
1.29 34 .40L 1.00L BO 'AB 1 1600001000
.30 .36L .40L 1.35L C D 0500000000
.25L .32L 2.02 4.33 CC DAA 1400001000
.25L .25L .93 1.76 CC J J B B 9600000108
.93 .29L .40L 1.52L D BC L 7500000000
32.06 15.61 2.25 1.00L BBC AAA 0 1600001000 24
.26L .29L .63 2.00L D C F D 0500000000
.77 .41L .40L 1.13L B G 0500000000
.49 .25L .40L 1.00L _B B I L 3500010000
.42 .27L .40L 1.31L D ; B 2600000000
.25L .27L 2.14 3.62 CC DAA 1500000000
.48 .58L .40L 1.14L E BF 0600000000
.66 ,31: .40L tOOL CE AABDAD 90 460001000011.34 7.24 1,63 1.00L BCC 2600000000 29
,46 36 .40L 1.OOL CF BC 9 0600000000
.79 .25L .40L 1.00L'D BGH 3400000000
•38 .25L .40L 1.00L C D 2600000000
,89 .27L .40L 1.34L B AHI K 4501000000
.36L .29L .40L 1.18 E AEE B 5500000000
.56 .33 .40L 1.11L ED 0 1600000000
.63 .27: .40L 4.55L CF BDG 1 6400001008
.48 .25L .40L 1.19L B BJ J K 3500000000
2.44 1.57 .40L 1.00L BC AAE 0 3700000000
.23 .90L .40L 1.00L C CK F 2600000000
.25L .42L .40L 1.45 D J C 4500000000
.25L .29L .40L 1.81 F E 1600000310 8
.40L .25L .64 2.44L D DC 3500000000
.25L .27: 2.91 3.92 DCC NEAA 3400000100
.77L .55L .40L 1.41 D I O 2600000010
2.53 1.02 .40L 1.00L CC AA D 0 4600000000
.48 .29L .40L 1.00L C BBH 1600000000
2.90 .67 .40L 1.15L BC AA 0 1600000000
.55 .25L .40L 1.02L C B L G 1500000000
.31L .28L .90 2.38 CD HBBB 4500000000
.73 .25L .40L 1.18L B BL 1600000000
.25L .34L .40L 2.36 C G O 3600000230 8
1.55 .46 .40L 1.00L BC AB 3 3600000000
.34 .25L 1.09L 1.21L F C I 5500000100
.51 .25L .40L 1.05L B AE 1500000000
2.23 .91 .40L 1.22L BD AB G 0 1500000000
1.00 .37 .40L 1,00L CD BB 0 2600001000
.25L .25L 1.42 2.59 CC GAB 3401000000
.69 .25L .40L 1.00L F BJ 0500000000
.45 .39L .40L 1.35L C B I K ; 0500000000
1.35 .57 .40L 1.00L BC AA L I 2 4500001000
.71 .27L .40L 1.07L B AF _ 3500000000
.33 .25L .40L 3.59L C D K 2400000000
.30L .26L .40L 1.16 F E 3501000110
9.33 4.96 .77 1.96: BBCO AACD 1 2630000230 15
1.27 .68 .40L 1.00L BC AA 2 3600010000
.41L .25L .72 2,39 CC L CA 1401000000
2.34 .63 .40L 1.51L BC ABMD 0 4300000000
.36 .79L .40L 1.34L C EC 3601010000
.37L .25L .52 1.42: DE GEH 3502000100
.37 .71L .40L 1.54L C DN 2500001000
.83 .30: .40L 1.00L BD BC 0 2601000000
1.44 .30: .40L 1.0OL BD AC 0 0400000000
.30 .25L ,40L 1,15L D G 1600000000
1.58 .44 .4OL 1.11L BC AC 0 2500000000
.58 .25L ,40L 1.15L B B H 4500000000
2.35 .90 .40L 1.11L BC ABE 1 3500001000
1.07 .25L .40L 1.13L B AD E 2500000000
.34 .28L .40L 1.15L E B 1500000000
.44 .30L ,40L 1,20L B AGJ _ 0500000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.28 0 C 2580000100
1,43 .62 .40L 1.43L CE AC L 7 2500001000
1.53 .44 .40L 1.25L CC AB E 0 2610000000
.25L .25L .93 2.94 BC GBB 1500001200
.25L .59L .40L 2.20 F EEC, I 7501100200 4
,96 ,71 A0L 1.05L BF AB J 9 0500001000
.79 .33L .40L 1.28L B BF 7602100200 4
.80 .32L .40L 1.05L D BC 4600000000
.55 .25L .4OL 1.34L B AE 1501000000
9.94 6.87 1.18 1.06L BEC AAB 9 0601000000
.48 .28L .40L 1.03L C B J 1600000000
1.00 .49: .40L 1.37L BF AD 0 0501000000
.42 .32L .40L 1.10L B CM 2600000000,
.25L .31 3.45 10.36 CCC DAA 1200000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12. 25. 60, 100 vm; 10) H_gh Source Density RegiOn.
1 13 229331 K0
1 13 229334 K2
2 13 229336 M0
1 1 V447 CRA
1 14 281- G33S.
1 40 Mb +
1 14 336- G20Sb
1 13 229353 K5
1 13 229355 K0
1 14 281-- G35S.
1 16 11496
1 13 229373 K2
1 14 281-1G 36 DO
1 1 SV TEL
2 13 229383 K0
1 13 229384 G5
1 14 281- G38Sc
1 13 229385 K2
1 13 229389 K5
1 13 229391 K5
1 16 11533
1 16 11547
1 13 229394 K5
1 13 229395 K2
1 13 229398 G5
1 16 1156O
1 14 231- G 11 Sc
1 13 229405 MA
1 14 231- G 12..
1 13 229406 K0
1 16 11580
1 13 229410 K5P
1 161 11589
1 13 229412 K5
1 13 229416 K2
1 14 337- G 6 SO
1 13 229432 KO














































a _ Coords SMJ SMN # O8¢t
hm • , ($) () l b (") (') (') N
18578-4511 52.146 352-21 37 9 84 2
18579-4202 57.043 355-20 38 16 842
18579-4852 59.8 46 348-22 110 14 83 2
18580-4350 2.523353-20 50 12 95 3
18580-4718 5.8 18 350-21 84 13 84 2
18581-4015 7.4 38 357-19 81 19 84 2
18584-4242 26.85354-20 50 8853
18586-4736 36.57349--21 34 7853
18586-4301 ¢0.9 1 354-20 42 e 85 3
18587--4136 ,2.2 32 355-19 40 36 842
18588-4802 49.7 16 349-22 81 12 842
18588-4018 50,4 58 357-19 64 8 853
t8590-4027 1.8 10 387-19 89 10 84 2
'9593-4840 18.937 349-22 32 8 85 3
19594-4828_4,1_352-21 g4 9g _18594-4707 27.9 27 350-21 48 6
18595--4233 30.4 49 355-20 65 6 85 3
18896--4210 36,0 10 355-20 79 6 84 2
_859",'-49414332o347-22 94 19 _,5597-4go7,75 8 o 8- 52 7 I
,8586-,,04 ,2021 356-21 85 7853
,8586-47o4,57 443_0-21 83 7 _1,_19000-4045 4.2 13 356-19 42 5
,8601-4117 6.6 51 356-20 66 13 85 3
19002-4553 17.2 15 '351-21 33 17 85 '3
19005--4121 31.3 32 356-20 28 5 86 4
19005--4315 34.5 48 354-20 19 5 86 4
19006--4245 39._ 45 354-20 29 6 864
19007-4943 47.E 4 347-22 82 15 86 2
19008-4143 523 39 355-20 89 8 86 4
19008-4828 !25_4I 46 349--22 2151 67 84 13
19014-4417 : 35 353-21; 86 4
19019--4250 =55.5, 17 354--20 I 88 29 86 2
19022--4102 !14,2 10 356-20 37 10 85 3
19023--4719 19,C 12 350-22 26 5 86 4
18623--4239 20"/ I 355-20 45 6 85 3
19027--4551 42.4 50 351-22 33 5 86 4
19027-4302 143.E 39 354-21 60 8 85 3
18628-4818 149.3 45 349-22_ 44 8 86 4
19029-4057 56,5 8 356--20 38 6 85 3
18629-4223 58.4 15 355--20 I ,_ 8 85 319031--4253 11.1 34 354-21 8 85 3
18631--4631 11,7 31 351-22 23 5 86 4
18632-4137 !14.6, 8 356-20 32 6 85 3
19032--4602 17.6155 351-22 15 5 85 3
_8635-4418 32115 353-21 31 5 85 3
19035-4831 32.2 33 349-22 31 5 86 4
_8639-4839 56.1 13 349-23 28 5 86 4
19039-4755 58.5 60 349-22 29 9 86 4
19039-4315 592 36 354-21 72 13 110 2
19040-4835 0.0 49 349--23 51 6 861 4
19040-4611 1,9 53 351-22 45 6 85i 3
19041-4104 10,1 34 356-20 32 6 85 3
18642--4858 14.5 59 348-23 21 5 86J4
19042-4137 15.1 36 356-20 51 7 85 13
19043-4820 21,0 39 349-23 27 5 85 3
19045--4923 35.031,348-23 44 6 8814
19048-4845 36,3 49 '348-23 44 6 85
19048-4553 48.9 15 351-22 26 12 83
19048-4034 52.3 36 357-20 40 6 85 3
19048-4037 53.8 33 357-20 59 6 85 3
[9050--4059 3.8 50 356-20 66 14 85 2
19050-4226 4,1 24 355-21 22 6 85 3
19051-4326 8.2 52 354-21 23 6 85 3
19051-4509 9.8 21 352-22 42 10 85 3
18654-4447 27.2 49 353-22 29 9 85 3
19055--4840 34.1 40 349-23 29 10 84 3
19055-4113 34.7 17 356-21 67 27 84 2
19056-4224 36.2 12 355-21 79 14 83 2
19057-4120 42.9 42 356-21 20 6 84 3
19060-4814 4+5 17 349-23 28 5 83 3
19061-4116 6.042356-21 56 7843
19062-4552 16,8 18 352-22 43 9 85 3
19064-4444 27.553 353-22 37 22 862
19065-4436 35.4 16 353-22 25 6 853
19070-4041 1.3 16 357-21 32 5 85 4
,go70-4708 2,7 23 350-23 40 7 85 3
18670--4415 4.2 48 353-22 36 9 84 3
19078-4031 53.4 6 357-21 52 7853
19079--4537 57.8 17 352-22 50 14 842
19079- 4857 58,354 351-23 46 6843
19079-4426 59.529 353-22 33 20 1123
19083-4613 180 46 351-23 98 1283 2
19083-4126 19.740 356-21 40 5 854
19090-4714 1.5 24 350-23 51 9 _ 28691-4805605o 51-23 38 i
19091-4432 10.2 4 353-22 72 40 82 2
19096-4105 38.4 13 357-21 43 25 82 2
19097-4049 43.2 39 357-21 21 8 85 3
19097-4640 43,9 13 351-23 50 14 83 2
19098-4707 51,8 42 350-23 33 7 84 3
19099-4739 56,8 59 350-23 37 4 84 3
19100-4929 5,6 55 348-24 86 17 82 2
19102-4608 18.5 9 352-23 40 6 84 3
19105-4829 30.644351-23 :: 8854419108-4707 49.3 39 350-23 31
19109-4640 54,4 57 351-23 11 3
19110-4516 1,1 52 352-23 41 4 85 4
19112-4740 13.2 21 350-23 32 5 84 3
19112-4903 13.9 2 348-24 25 6 83 3
*Confus=on Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flux Den_ty
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 p.m 25 p,m 60 p,m 100 _m Rux Con" A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.40 .32L .40L 1.70L C B
.28L .43 .40L 1.56L E F E L
.28 .28L .40L 1.21 L E
.29L .26L .49 1.02L, C GB H
.24 .25L .44L 1.21L IC F
,25L .49L .47L 1.70 F C E D
.25L .35L 1.47 3,13 CC EAB
,80 .50L .40L 1.04L C BC
1.22 .61 .40L 1.00L BD AA
,25L ,30L ,76L 1.27 F MD
I
.34 .85L .47L 1.30L !C DK K K
.46 .25L .40L 1.38L C B
.32 .74L .40L 1.49L C C J D
7,86 3.36 .67 1.00L BBC AAB
.38 .87L .40L 1,93L F CH
,61 .48L .40L 1.25L D BI
1,16 .21: ,40L 1.231 BE AEE
,47 ,40L .40L 1,28L C B F F
.71L .53L .60L 1.35 O HOCB
.56 .35 .40L 1.47L CD BC
1.10 .56 .40L 1.16L BD AD
.86 .29L .40L 1.25L !B B L F F
.94 .40 .40L 1.22L BD BB
.25L .27L ,56 1,92 CC CB
.25L ,25L ,45L 1,84 D MDD
2,28 ,76 .40L 1.05L BC AAB
3.73 2.45 .40L 1.11L FE AAI M
.76 .41 .40L 1.02L BF ACLJ
.45L .26L ,80 1.34L D B D
.47 .28L .40L 1.44L B ! C
.95 .34L ,40L 1,54L B AC L
1,19 .25: ,40L 1,04L CF ACM
.25L .28L .40L 1.70 O H D
.42 .25L .40L 1.04L C CD K
1.66 .69 .40L 1.00L BC AAK
1.05 .30L .40L 1 .goL B A E
.49 .30L .40L 1.23L IB A D L
.43 .34L .40L 1.29L IC B E F
.25L .29L .97 1.82 B D E A B
5.69 3.28 .40: 1.23L BBD AAGJ
4.59 1,86 .40L 1.00L BC _AAI
,58 .26L .40L 1,48L I B CI LM
1.44 .46 ,40L 1.12L ;B C AB
17.43 4.81 .80 1.00L BBC AAA
99.70 64.61 10.31 4.29 BBCC AAAA
.74 .31L .40L 1.00L BB AF
,64 .33L .40L 1.00L B F
50.55 30,49 5.34 2.92 BBCC A,AAA
,59 .25L .40L 1.O6L B DC BJ G.40L .25L .88 1.47 BC
.49 .25L ,40L 1.04L C _1
.59 ,26L ,40L 1.00L B _GJ
2,18 1.16 ,40L 1,64L BC _,A E
205,57 126,06 18.01 5,55 BCCC t_AAA
1.03 ,37 .40L 1.00L CD 6,CG
4,24 1,81 .40L 1.00L BE _,AJ
.44 .25L .40L 1.25L D _3F K
1.24 .42L .40L 1.00L B r_B
•29 .85L .40L 1.23L E ----H
6.39 1,59 .40L 1.00L BC _'AJ
1.02 ,28: .40L 1,19L BD _'C
•38 .27L ,40L 2.15L F :'_ J J
7.30 3.14 ,49 1,14L uDC !_AC
2,02 1,48 ,40L 1.20L EE "_AJ M
,47 ,25L ,40L 1.22L C )G J
,25L ,36: 1.84 3.51 DCC BAB
.41 .29L .40L 1.00L B ;FE
3.58L .82L ,40L 2.50 D dG E
,28L .50L .71 1.61L E GB
2.52 .69 ,40L 1.00LI BC 'kB
I
1.97 ,73 .40L 1.00L: BC _A M
.38 .26L .40L 1.30L E 3G
.25L .25L 1,29 2.12 CC AB
.25L .44L .55L 1.34 F , NGH
15.86 6,81 1.57 1.00L BBD I._AA
.86 .25L .40L 1.24L B ,'_ K I
.89 .33L .85L I 1.13L B ,L:|G[
.25L .26L 1.03 3.28 CC • I AB
.34 .25L .40L 1.32L, C I)NL
.24 ,57L ,98L 1,18Li D IIHI
2.68 .75 ,40L 1,00L BF ,:B
.43L .27L .40L 4.36 C E J D
.31 .26L .40L 2.27L C II'/MN.65 .34L .40L 1.00L B
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L C
.25L ,25L .gO 2.91 DD DBB
.60L ,41L .43L 1.68 F t_GGG
,25L ,57L ,40L 1.07 D J DD
.81 ,25L .40L 1.13L C B l
,28L .25L .53 1.51L C BD
,25L ,25L 1.62 2.36 CO EAB
.63 .25L .40L 1.02L B E K
.29L .25L .49 1.63L F DH
2.44 ,74 .40L 1,02L B F t_ B
.26L .25L .94 2.20 B C J B B
1.18 .26: .40L 2.88L CE I,B J
.28L .25L ,75 1.07: CC [ CE
1.43 .24 .40L 1.00L C D I, C
1.68 .87 .47L 1.19L DC IAE
1.28 .32: .40L 1.03L BD l CG
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Rags
Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources
L C
R S A























01 1 1 RZ CRA




Name Type (") Mag




















2600000000 GV TEL 47
3 2400001000
1500000310





1500020000 ' 229459 KO 10 6_
3 2501000000




0500020000 229465 K2 38 8E
0 0500000000 V649 CRA 43
O4OO10OOOO
2400000300
2 1500100000 V650 CRA 47
9; 2500001000
25OOOOOOOO









2 1600000000 11721 29 130£
3 2400000000
2400010000 229494 K0 7 7C
4 O5OOO0O0OO
0 0500000000 229495 MB 4 7E
1 0400001000 229497 M0 2
3600000000 229486 K2 2 7,E
0400110000
1 0400101000 11738 M4 2 111
1400010000




9 14300CO000 U TEL 11
0 0500000000 DI CRA 6
9 050000OOO0 RU TEL 39
2502000000 229509 K0 10 8C
O6OOOOOOOO
0400000000










1 3600000000 229522 MA 3 i 8(
]
0 0500001000 BN TEL 88
36OOOOOOOO
0400000000 PKS1905- 458 94 270£
9500000100 282- G 17 Sa 14






3 2501000000 229541 K5 9 8_
6481100440
0501000000 229544 K2 16 81
35OOOOOOO0
0500010000 229550 K0 9 : 81





0401000100 282- G 24 SO 72
15O0010O00
0400001300 X1910-495 12
0 0500000000 11811 M2 10 100(
1400000000
0 0400000000
1400000000 1 14 282- G 28 SO 15
0 0,500000000 2 13 229573 K0 7 6(
8 24O000O000
6 0500000000 1 13 229574 K0 4 6_
(PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),









Galactic Uncertmnty I C
(z _ Coords SMJ 8MN 00 12 tam
ham o6, (s) () I b C) (") (*) N
I
19113-4445 18.814353-23 27 4 85l 4 .25L
19114-4026 27.837357-21 6010 853 1.14
19115-4757 30.549350-24 581085i2 .38
19116-4039 38.550357-21 6210 853 .49
19117-4809 42.145349-24 2524177j 3 .73L
19119-4150 54.216356-22 5212 862 2.36
19119-4952 56.459348-24 6310 6112 .28L
19122-4726 14.123350-24 4212 852 .35
19123-4555 18.650352-23 9414 832 .25
19127-4533 44.120352-23 32 5 84 4 6.13
19129-4138 55.539356-22 80 12 86 2 .40
19129--4141 57.227356--2260 11 862 .53
19130--4556 2.339352--23 50 1086 I 2 .31
19134-4039 24.5 23 357-22 73 12 84 2 .38
19134--4745 29.2 23 350-24 67 16 85 2 .56L
19143-4542 21.8 58 352-23 30 5 85 3 1.82
19144-4020 29.6 6 358-22 43 7 85 3 .78
19148-4259 50.7 39 355-23 55 8 85 3 .92
19149--4611 55.6 15 352--24 32 6 85 ' 3 3.96
19154-4751 29.6 15 350-24 50 11 85 3 .30L
19157-4334 42.1 36 354-23 24 8 85 3 .95
19162--4612 16.8 16 352-24 43 8 65 3 .37
19165--4230 32,953356-23 72 8 85 3 .37
19166-4018 37.2 58 358--22 19 5 84 3 3.42
19166-4058 39.2 18 357--22 22 9 84 3 .92
19170-4438 1.9 25 353--24 64 32 84 2 .25L
19170-4928 5.4 10 348-25 36 4 84 4 .70
19173-4528 22.7 5 353-24 25 6 85 3 6.03
19174-4125 25.8 59 357-23 64 10 85 2 .34
19176-4859 38.4 1 349-25 46 6 85 3 .74
19180-4107 3.1 54 357-23 56 6 84 3 .98
19181-4851 6.9 34 349-25 75 23 86 2 .25L
19185-4128 35.3 13 357-23 62 9 84 3 .41
19185-4403 35.7 57 354-24 50 5 84 3 1.67
19186-4206 38.8141 356-23 46 6 84 3 1.30
19189-4929 56.0!33 348-25 44 10 85 3 .25L
19190-4708 3.3 13 351-25 77 12 84 2 .27
19190-4433 3.7 17 354-24 58 6 84 3 .88
19192-4841 17.1 38 349-25 77 8 85 3 .44
19193-4626 22.8 24 352-24 27 6 85 3 2.06
19194-4206 24.8!46 356-23 54 10 84 3 .25L
19194-4504 26.8 6 353-24 52 7 84 3 .45
19195-4319 33,0 28 355--24 22 6 84 3 1.06
19195-4453 34,850353-24 48 6 84 3 2.02
19203-4302 19.3 2 355-24 37 6 111 3 1.97
19203-4602 23.4421 352-25 35 6 84 3 2.46
19204-4042 25,7151 5 84 3358 -23 37 ,82
19205-4305 35.6 47 355-24 36 13 111 3 .27L
19207-4124 46,9 20 357-23 80 6 83 2 .45
19207-4349 47.2 14 354-24 31 6 111 3 7.86
19208-4629 50.4 49 352-25 75 12 84 2 .27
19212-4422 16.5 43 354-24 45 9 112 3 ,77
19213-4417 20.4 40 354-24 34 9 112 3 ,78
19217-4506 47.3 42 353-25 22 5 113 3 1.37
19220-4539 5.5 19 353-25 36 9 114 3 .46
19221-4956 8.C 34 348-26 26 8 88 4 .74
19223--4402 20.0 33 354-24 28 5 84 3 1.49
19228-4534 40,8 13 353-25 89 15 85 2 .42L
19227-4341 46.8 18 355-24 I 15 5 84 3 1.71
19230-4640 1,7 49 352-25 35 6 64 3 6.49
19235-4836 35.E 44 349-26 24 9 123 4 .45
19240-4205 1.6119356-24l 44 8 842 2.38
19240-4558 2.6' 39 352-25 21 3 t18 4 .91
19243-4239 19.0, 51356-24 83 1111012 .39
19245-4140 30.0140357-24 55 8 843 .43L
19247-4759 42.85350-26 41 9121 I 4 .34
19247-4634 47.8 40 352--25 45 9 118 3 .45
19250--4142 1.712357--24 144 1124 1.96
19252--4213 17.1 9356--24 17 4 128 5 2.64
19255--4025 34.5130358--24 32 61104 .64
19255--4836 35.1 2350--26 53 31 922 .28L
19257-4458 47.256354-25 51 11 1183 .26LJ
19258-4332 50.9521355-25 32 81134 .48
19261-4231 7.713356 25 23 10 113 4 .34L
19261-4024 8.754358-24 17 4 110 4 16.93
19261 4833 11.449350-26 44 7 84 3 .52
19262-4207 12.718357-25 44 16 902 .24
19264-4236 25.440356-25 18 3 11314 5.89
19264-4214 27.821356-25101 193 6912 .2719265-4338 35.054355-25 30 1144 .36:
47353-25 31 41116 4 9619266 4523 37.6 I
19266-4457 42.051 I 354-25 33 9 117 3 .31
19267-4245 44.8 1 ! 356- 25 67 23 89 i 3 .25L19269 4255 56.51 356-25 38 9 114 3 .48
19270-4751 5.8 7,350-26 31 14 85 2 .25L
19274-4406 24.5 46 355 25 34 24 84 2 .26L
19277-4622 44,6 47 352-26 66 7 83 3 .61
19281-4806 7,6 371350-26 36 13 116 3 .25L
19282-4149 15.01335725 24 I 108 7.96
19282-4810 16.316350-26 38 101162 .36
19283 4019 21.144359 24 56 t0 84 2 .43
19286-443938.61635426 581101113 ,46
19287-4528 45.7 30 353-26 53 1 I 83 .40
19292 4653 13.4 5 352-26 52 I _ _83 3 .67
19292 4520 15,9 9 353-26 22 t2 112 3 .25L
19293-4842 20,9 14 350-27 54 I 13 83 2 .33
19300-4014 2.6 59 359-2528056 3 8332 .25L
19304-4213 25,7 35 357-25 40 83 .68
19305-4659 32.8 51 352 26 11 83 .57
Flux Density Flags
(Net Co_r Corrected) V L C
25 v.m 60 tam 100 tam Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1,49: BO ;N BB 4400000000
1.00L C AG 0600010000
1.25L F ICJ 2501000000
1.00L B C B M 16O000O000
2.38 BFc GKHC 24000004401.22L AA 0 030(30000002.72L CBJ O40O00OO00
1.75L F E 0401000000
1.34L E i E 0400000000
1.65L 8CD AAEK 0 0400010000
i






































































































Declination: - 50 °-- 40"
Associations
2.46L F B EN 0301100000
1.00L CC C 05000000001.24L C 0600000000
.99: CE CD 2400000000
1.00L BCI AB G 0 0400000000
1.0OL }CD BB 8 0600000000
1.25L C BF 050OO00000
1.36L BBcF AAEG 12.32 J I S B 0400000(300
1.04L,BE AD 01500001000
1.27LID E E 0501001000
1.06L BCFC B MJ 05000000001,00L AAF 2 0600000000
1.05L A F 60500000000
1.11 D D 4601000000
1.13LIB B 14000000001.00L C AA M 00600000000
1.16LIC C 0500000000,00 AH 34 1 1
1.00L C D B F 06000000002.10 E 3401000010
1,00L BCD C 05000200001.02L A B L 10500000000
1.00LI.60:BDcc _ACBB 205000000001400000000
1.28L 0500000000
1.0OL F Ig, K 3701010110
1.05L E I BL 3400010000
1.OOL BD IABI K 1 0500000000
1.39L C D B D 04000O0000
1_21L B IAIBcKJ 05010000001.01L BF 41800000000
1.08L BF ABLL 4 3600001000
1.16L BD _AC G 01502102000
1.05L CC ABM 10501000000
1.00L BF IAC 01601000000
1.13L C FBBF 1502102000
1.32L C CE 0500010000
1.00L BC AANF 01601002000
1,65L C AAEK 05000000001.00L OF 82702100000
1.00L B G 2702100000
1A8L BC AD I, 2 0502001000
1.07L C BG 0401000000
1.03L BF ADJ 2 0410000000
1.12L DDcE A_C E 9 15010000001,11 : 0501000000
1.14L CO A8 6 1500010000
1.0OL BB AAF 5 0400000000
1,54LI C F BCEH 0401000200
t.OOL BF AB 5 0500001000
2A8L CE ADJK 0 1302000000
1.59L C C 0401000000
1.11: eCD FDAD 0300000100
1.25L B B M 3402000000
1.53L C CEFH 0402000000
I OOL BC AANN 0 0410100100
1.00L A B A A H F 1 0502000000
1.00L, e AE 1612020000
76 D L OE 2502000000
1,28L C B D 0402000000
1.00L B B I 0401040000
2.51 DBC FDBB 1301001000
1.00L BBB AAAB 4 1631010000 24
1.00L B CB 2500000000
1.00L F F 05000O000O
1.00L ABB AAA 0 1410101000
1.28L C BK I 0500000000
1.04 ECCE EBAD I 7 0500100000
1.00L DE ABK 0 1401010000
1.05L C CJ EE 2500100040
.94 O E C 1400000110
1.11L BF BDII 1 1401010000
2.10: eF:EKBB 2301000000
.92 D G C 4500000000
1.42L C AFHJ 0500000000
1.99 CC LCB 1402101100
1,00L B B C A A B 1 0402000000
1.20L D D 1502101100
1.10L C C I K 36010101001.03L D 3501000000
1.06L C B 1601000000
1.00L C BGKI 0600000000
3.16 CC FCAA 1201000140
1,80L E EN C 0500010000
1.80L C D KJ ' 1400000000
1.75 C N E 5500000010
1.08L CF BE G 0 0500010000













1 1 V1158 SGR
1 13229635 M0
1





1 13 i 229651 K5
2 13229654 F0
1 40 A5/7 IV/V 2
1 13 , 229659 B8





1 1 V2144 SGR
1 13229677 K5
4
1 1 SW TEL
1 14 338-1G 4 ..
1 13229696 K0
1 13229698 G5
2 16 12051 MA




1 14 i232- Ggs.
I


















































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60. 100 tam; 10) High Source Density Reg_:_.
389
Right Ascension:19h30=46"-19h56m58" Declination:-50°--40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
t H (Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
o6 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 =m 25 pm 60 p.m 1()0 p.m Flu_ Corr A Confusion R S Ah_m (s) (") l b (") (") (') N (Jattsky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
19307 4712 !46.7 48 351 27 82 11 _ 12 =.u44 .25L A0L 1.14L F BI 140001000019307-4530 47.6 8 353-26 28 7 181 10.75 1.74 1.00L CCC AAA 9 0501000000
19308-4744 51.4 21 351-27 31 11 83 ! 3 .36 .25L ,40L 1.00L S CECD 1500000010
19312-4342 16.7 17 355-26 90 28 83 2 1.40L .66L .40L 1.56 D I D 2600000010
19312-4529 17.6 0 353-26 23 8 83 3 1.45 t.49 .40L 1.00L BC AAH 9 0501001000
19313-4614 21.3 39 352-26 98 24 83 2 .37L .25L .42L 1.17 E GB 1500000000
19315-4812 30.537350-27 29 8 833 4.74 1.20 .40L 1.00L BC AAE 00400000000
193154514 31.411353-26 60 19 822 .46 .44L .40L 135L F J 1500000000
19320-4445 4.9 44 354-26 34 8 83 3 .87 .19: .40L 1.01L BE AG 0 1500000000
19320-4113 5.753358-25 56 10 822 .58 29L .40L 1.25L C BD 0500000000
19325-4615 30.4149 352-27 40 6 83 3 1.85 .54 .40L 1.21L BO AD K 011500000000
19325-4831 31.528 350-27 43 10 116 3 .53 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 0501010000
19325-4850 32.3 5 350-27 87 12 83 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.20L E C 0501000000
19325-4111 33.2 28 358-25 67 9 83 3 .41 .25L: .40L 1.18L C B M 0500000000
19331-4431 9.0 3 84 2 .34 .54L I .42L 1.29L C19331 4847 9.415. 354 26 57 11 CJ J350-27 38 5 83 3 1.53 .60 .40L 1.01L BC AA 0 ! 0500000000
19396-4224 37.1 31 357-26 46i 8 108 3 .49L .23: 2.13 4.59 DCD KEAA 0301000100
19337-4423 45.1 49 355-26 45 8 83 3 1.14 .31: .40L 1.03L BE AD 0 : 1500000000
19337-4626 47.1 56 352-27 45 7 83 3, 1.06 .45 .40L 1.03L CC AB K 0 1400001000
19343-4204 22.0 25 357-26 32 9 83 2' 5.26 2.25 .55L 1.09L BC AAG 1 0401000000
I
19345-4926 34.860349-28 49 11 8331 .25L .28L .69 1.52: CC J CC _ ,0400000000
19348-4634 49.016352-27 89 10 833, .48 .25L .40L 1.32L B BL '0301000000
19351-4058 8.2 38 358-26 73 13 83 21 .64 .75L .40L 1.37L C C L 0500000000
19352-485t 13.8 43 350-28 36 7 83 3: 2.37 1.50 .46L 1.00L CC AAG 0 0400010000
19359-4536 54.6 49 353-27 26 10 111 3 .60 .25L .40L 1.62L B BD 0411100000
19359-4541 57.9 28 353-27 25 8 82 3 2.05 .75 .40L 1.0OL BC AB 7 0402100000
19380-4118 1.3 7 358-26 33 10 ; 82 2 1.03 .39L .97L 1.00L C AHJ I 0501000000
19360-4229 4.4 49 357-26 38 9' 83 2 5.75 2,64 .52: 2.33L EFF /ZAG! 9 1400000000
19362-4617 12.5 50 353-27 35 10 112 3 .43 .25L .42L 1.71L C BMJ 0402000000
19367-4357 42.5 37 355-27 47 11 82 3 .25L .30L 1.08 1.84: CC_ KIBB 140000(X)00
19372-4154 13.2 50 357-26 50 9 82 3 .57 .29L .40L 1.14L C CEH 0400010000
19380-4443 33 43 354-27 32 I0 83 2 1.67 .68 .54L 1.0OL FD AAE 6 3500000000
19386-4609 37.4 54 353-28 24 12 82 3 .61 .25L .40L 1.00L C CG 0400010000
19387 -4553 42.6 23 353-28 83 10 82 3 .50 .25L .40L 1.00L C BL K 0500000000
19391-4012 10.3 1 359-26 42 8 82 3 2.12 .93 .40L 1.00L BC ABM 1 0500010000
19394-4557 28.5 47 353-28 62 16 83 2 .32 .25L .4OL 3.55L O O J 1300000000
19396-4528 40.7 36 354-28 56 12 110 2 .37 .25L .40L 1.12L C SK 1501000000
19401-4415 10.412355-28 27 10 823 .70 .25L .40L 1.00L C BEI 1400000000
19404-4326 25.1 3 356-27 46 10 82 3 .25L .28L 1.05 1.93 CC GAC 0401010000
19407-4158 43.5 41 387-27 33 8 82 3 6.06 2.34 .40L 1.00L B8 AA G 2 0500000000
19410-4143 0.4 48 358-27 28 9 82 3 1.19 .27 .40L 1.00L BD A':KI 0 1500000000
19412-4509 14.4 22 354-28 27 7 82 3 .90 .43 .40L 1.00L SO B_JMC 2 2501000000
19412-4322 17.6 13 356-28 29 10 82 3 .36 .27L .40L 1.32L D O= G 0500000000
19419-4904 56.7 50350-29 34 7 82l 3 1.05 .45 .40L 1.0OL BD A; I 0 0_
19423-4325 22.4 32 356-28 55 9 81 3 .55 .25L ,40L 1.02L S C_" 0500020000
19433-4028 20.7 381359-27 48 11 81 3 .25L .25L 1.06 2.41 CC )BB 04O00O00OO
19437-4012 42.816360-27 61 9 822 .58 .37L .40L 3.45L C B ) J 0300000000
19437-4802 45.7 40 351--29 40 9 82 3 .25L .25L 1.09 2.05 scCC _AC N 130000000019438-4435 48.9 41;355-28 47 8 81 i 3 1.26 .58 .40L 1.19L A 0 03(X)O00QO0
1.40-41185.712358-28207811331.88 16.17 3.51 2.12 BBCC AAAB 1 0400000000 22
I
46' 4' 9 81 3 1.23 1.85 EGF'K,]AF 140000000019445-4628 33.9 353-29 .25L .31
19448-4212 51.0 1;I 357-28 60 13 80 2 .45 .27L .4OL 1.00L C C 150000000019450-4939 2.2 349-29 32 6 81' 3 4.14 1.14 .40L 1.00L BC AAF 1 0520000000
19451-4441 7.6_ 355-28 72 13 82_ 34 33L .40, 178LD o 03ooo0oooo19,61-,.22 101,oi356-26 47 15 82!, 26 28L .40L 149L,_ F 0,SO0000SO
19453--4811 18.6 39 351-29 546 811 3 ,99 .27L .40L 1.01L B A} 04000000001_458-,552 51.13o 363-29 25 6 8113 71 25L 40L 100LS ct.K 15oooo0oo0
19463-4294 21.7 22 357-28 67 9 82 2 .85 .25L .40L 1.65L F B[ 2400000000
19464 4005 24,0 19 360-28 82 11 81 I 2 .32 .45L .40L 1.19L E E= 0500000000
19465-4741 35.9 2 351-29 42 9 82 2 11.06 2.69 .45 1.34L 8BC AI C 0 1300000000
i
19466-46231,664530 38A 56153-2937"82413"-29571 5386 : !i 33 .77.72 .26L.25L .40L*_L '*02L B1,15L, _ IB_B'i 14000000001500000000
1400000000
19467--4510 42.9 354-29 40 7 3 1.04 .30L .40L 1.13L AEAFMHj
19468-4351 48.2 20,356-2930121 7813 2.42 .67 .40L 1.OOL BC (_K
0 05000O1OOO
19470-4141 2.8 358-28 45 7 105 2 2.32: .53 .55L 1.00LiBD A 1 2511000000
19472-4958 17.3 349--30 56 10 81 3 .25L ,26L 1.60 3.03 i CC A 0300000000
,_75-4140 _.3 14368-28 36 14 8o 2 .38 .SOL .40L 1.94LC c EC J 2`O000SOSO194z5-4703 353`o'362-29 78 13 813 SOL 25L .67 165L ,M CL O4OOOOO OO
1.82-4050 14.8 12_9i359-28 33 47 _ _ .42 .25L .40L 1.48L C 'C / 040000000019484-400Q 25,7 0-28 104 1 i .32 .82L .40L 1.43L CJ I 0501000000
19495-4326 94.1 32 356--29 63 7 80 3 .95 .39L .40L 1.00L I 0500000000
.94,,_4523.,2 313,.-29,,, , 812 271 118 ,oo,l.o 00,o2oooooo
19505--4935 30.2 35: 348-30 33 7 81 3 7.28 1.B0 .39: 1.00L CCO IAADF 2 0500001000
19507-4018 46.3 441360-29 45 5 80 3 .75 .38L .40L 1.00L D BE_ 0501000000
19514-4018 25.3 261 360-29 53 13 801 2 .27L .26L .50 1.20: CC Z)D 0400000000
19515-4655 33.9 331352-30, 76 10 81 2 .39 .25L .41L 2.64L cC cCFJ 030000000019515 4545 34.8 27 354-30 52 9 81 2 .39 .37L .40L, 1.36L F 0400000000
19517 4616 42.2 8 353-30 91 11 812 .39 .27L .40L 1.87L C C 0300000000
19518-4200 48.9 5 358-29 20 5 80 3 11.12 2.96 35: 1.00L BBF AA) 3 0500000000 01
19518-4352 51.0 59 356-29 37 8 80 3 .93 .30: .40L 1.00L BF AF < 0 0500000000
19518--4636 53.838353-30 56 9 812 .92 .35L ,40L 1.40L BOoCD BL 030100000019536--4025 40.5 51 360-29 56 13 81 2 .25L .26L .87 1.34: }D 1401000000
19537-4918 46.5 361350-31 40 8 81 2 .90 .40 .4OL; 1.00L BC I 0 0500000000
19538-4017 53,357360-29 55 8 803 .63 .37L .40L 3.381"00LC CC BB 150100000019541-4031 6.8 8 360-29 24 9 80 3 .25L .29L 1.56 F "_A 1400000000
19547-4952 47.1 57 349-31 66 10 81 2 .54 .76L .42L 1.82L D IBJ 0500000000
19549-4842 56.1 48 3`O-31 58 16 81 2 .25L .25L .62 1.13L D N :1 0500000000
19549-4931 59.0253`O-31 308 803 8.76 5.37 .94 1.00L BBD AA:_G 10500000000
19551-4057 9.1 6 359-30 33 11 80 3 .25L .25L .80 2.80 CC HItB 0400000100
19552-4040 15.4 49 360-29 71 14 80 2 .81 .26L .40L 1.00L E IDG o6oooooooo
19552-4159 17.1 7 358-30 24 5 80 3 24.3o 934 1.75 1.00L BBC AAAG 0 1500000000 23
19554-4117 28.2 4 359-30 81 10 80 3 .41 .31L .40L 1.08LC !CK 0500000000
19561-4359 6.0 50 356-30 41 10 80 3 .25L .52L .60 1.49 I CC I DBB 040000010019561-4756 10.4 42 351-31 51 8 .46L .25L 1.03 1.57 CC J AA 0300000010
195£>4-4306 24.046357-30 41 6 803 .66 .29L .40L 1.03L B AJ MK 0500000000
19564-4629 28.945353-31 59 11 B03 .25L .31L .68: 2.07 FC GDA 2300000000
19567-4929 44.2 20 350-31 36 7 80 3 1.39 .45 .40L 1.00L BD ACH 1 05(XX)01000
19569-4944 57.9 49 949-31 29 6 80 3 20.86 5.40 .92 1.00L BSC AA[IH 0 0500000000 18







1 14 283-- G 8 Sb 44
2 13 229751 KO 3 5C
1 13 229757 K0 17 8G
1 13 229764K5 8 71
I 141 338- G 155a 13 136
13 229775 K5 5 83
1 14 232-1G 1513o 21
1 1 V2154SGR 55 3
I
1 11Z TEL 12 3
1 13 229796K2 6 81
1 1 V2155 SGR 6 3
1 13 229812 K0 15 85
2 1 BO SGR 32 3
1 16 12283 10 1100
1 1 V2167 SGR 31 3
i
1 13 I 229835 K0 2 73
2 1 "IV SGR 19 3
1 13 228843 K0 3 67
1 13 229851 K5 4 86
1 13 229854 K2 7 80
1 14 339- G 1 Sb 9
1 1 V2186 SGR 57 3
1 1 BP SGR 19 3
1 40 M5/7 V 4 28 107
1 13 229874 K0 24 72
1 13 229875MA 9 80
1 13 229876K2 40 88
1 13 229878 K2 19' 82
1 13 229879K5 5 85
1 13 229883 K0 18 70
1 16 12426 19 105
3 13 229887 M0 11 60
I
1 13 229888 K0 10 I 71
2 13 229903 A0P 17 53
1 13 229904 K5 171 75
1 13 229920 K2 I) i 82
1 13 229922 K0 4 78
1 13 229925 K0 412 I 852 7 41
1 14 339-- G 12 Sb 36:
3 13 229959 M4E 71 67
1 13 229961 1(2 31 82
1 13 229968 K5 17 85
2 14 294- G 6 Sa 42:
2 13 229973 K0 5 62
1 13 229976 MB 4 68
2 13 229977 K5 5 60
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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h m. o , (s) ( )
19573--4514 18.2 58 354-3'
19573-4020 18.5 21 0-30
19573-4712 22,7 24 352--31
19575--4317 31.9 52 357--30
19575-4431 34.0 26 355--3 _
































20054--4950 24.5 13 349--33
20054--4712 28.4 53 352-32
20054--4050 28.6 26 360-31
20057--4719 46.6 7 352-32
20058--4347 48.0 13 356--32
20062-4418 15.1 5 356--32
20063-4931 19.2 38,350-33
20065--4826 32.9 101351-33
20065--4159 34.8 41 359--32
20066-4402 37.4 32' 356-32




20072--4028 13.517 I 0--32
20073-4641 22.512 = 353-33
,0075--4815 32.611351-33







20092-4017 17,9 2 1-32
20093-4421 22.4 47 356--33



































Z0153- 4752 20.9 6 352- 34
Declination: - 50=- - 40"
F3ux Density Flags Associations
H I
Uncez'_.imy C' (Not Color Corrected)
SMJ SMN 8 O ! 12 p.m 25 Fm 60 _¢m
C) C) (') N I (.lansky)
58 8 80 3 ,36 .32L .40L
41 8, 79 3 1.65 .45 .40L
37 7 80 3 .25L .35 2.63
36 9 79 3 2.37 1.33 .40L
40 11 I' _ 2 .48 .25L .40L
60 16 _ 2 .63L .26L .5639 14 ! 2 1.46 .40: .40L
51 9 79, 3 .92 .32L .40L i
22 6 793 1.12 .26: .40L,
38 7 79 3 1.56 .35 .40L
68 11 78 2 .35 .65L .59L
77 14 80 2 .41 .28L .44L
88 29 79 2 .25L .28L .44L
93 16 79 2 1.40L .28L .55
71 11 79 r 2 .36 .29L .85L
65 8 7913 .40 .28L .40L
4227 7812 .46L .51L .46L
68 13 78 m 2 .34 .29L .40L
64 9 79 i 3 .38 .25L .40L
30 28 80 2 1.14L .60L .40L
35 10 79 3 1.88 .55 .40L
47 10 79 3 .40 .32L .40L
25 22 79 3 .25L .25L .40L
55 8 79 3 .47 .36L .40L
66 11 79 3 .44 .51L .40L
73 16 78 2 ,26L ,35LI .50
22 i 7 79 3 2.38 ,62 .40L
30 9 793 .41L .25L 1.16
44 98 79 3 .48 .29L .40L55 79 I .55 .28L .40L
7212 7931 .25L 25L 1.02
41979 31 .44 .31L .40L
44 15 79 3 ,25L .25L ,79
21 7 79 3 221.08 157.61 28.06
34 8 793 1.04 .55 .40L
37 16 i 783 A0L .25L .51
46 08 79 3 1.12 .28: .40L56178 .45 .32L .40L
3712 792 2.84 .75 .53L
80 8 78 3 .53 .32L .42L
30 _I 78 33 5.39 1.39 .43L41 78 1.99 ,51 .40L
77 17 78 2 .47L .73L .70
35 21 7912 .38L .29L .45
55 17 110 2 .25L .28L .64
25 7 78 3 1.57 .37 .40L
39 78' .65L .40L32 61781 2.83 .81 .40L
41 7 78, 3 1.51 ,41 .40L
56 8 78 i 3 .97 .28: .40L
26 18 78 2 .25L .25L .49
448 78 ! 3 .59 .29L .40L
37 13 781 2 .25L' .31L .68
38 g 761 3 .54 .25L .40L'
54 7 78 l 3 .81 .38: .40L
58 1 .37L I .37L 1.11
53 8 3 .49 .25L .40L
61 16 78 3 .25L .25L .57L'
68 11 79 2 .53 .35L .91L
27 8 78 3 1.63 .45 .40L I
_ 7_ 3 159 .33L ._L
32 7 78 3 .2_L .28L 1.74
33 7 78 3 3.24 1.42 .40L
50 10 78 3 .26L' .26L 1.27
55 12 78 3 .28L .25L .60
33 7 78 3 1.88 .45 .40L
33 5 78 3 .25L .42 5.44
46 8 78 3 48 .25L A0L
82 16 782 .37L .35L .46
48 7 78 3 1.07 .36: .40L
58 10 78 3 .25L = ,27L 1,20
43 8 78 3 .25L .51 3.58
74 14 79 2 .26 .25L .4OL
56 11 77 2 .25L .25L .82
23 6 78 3 42.25 17.05 2.89
50 11 78 3 .25L .81L .6327 6 78 I o 38.17 24.95 10.07
46 12 78 3 .25L .26L 1.03
35 10 77 3 .36 .28L .40L
68 10 78 2 .59 .25L .40L
86 27 77 2 .63L .50L .52L
44 9 76 3 .25L .25L .65
29 9 77 3 .25L I .25L .70
70 9 77 3 .48 .32L .48L
35 8 77 3 1.75 .50 .40L
49 8 77 3 .25L .25L 1.03
47 5 77 3 .96 .26: .4OL
44 10 77 3 .25L .26L .73
78 41 78 2 1.60L .27L .50L
61 7 77 3 .74 .29L .40L
67 18 78 2 .25L .26L .58L
80 10 77 2 .35 1.73L .40L
64 10 78 2 .45 .27L AOL
41 7 77 3 6.05 2.19 .41L
47 7 77 3 .57 .29L .40L
53 8 77 3 .25L .35L .82
38 7 77 3 1.08 .40 .40L
18 7 77 3 .41: .75 3.71
29 7 77 3 7.71 2,02 .45L
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A Sep
Uncs Co(:(" R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.05L C CK 0500010000 2 13' 229981 AS 24 6C
1.00L BC ACMM 0 0500000000 1 13 i 229983 MA 5 8C
8.74 DCCIGOAA 0200000100 1 141284-1G 8 Tt 10 128
1.00L BC AAD 00500000000
1.O0L D E 0400000000
1.62L D M EC 3500000000
1.79L'CD AB 0 0400000000 1 13 229996M0 2 8_=
1.01L C _SD 0400010000 1 1 V2225 SGR 28 3
1.03LI BD IAC E 11400000000 1 13229999 K0 1 77
1.16LI BO AC 00500000000 1 13230002 K0 4 67
1.00LI C 'OEH 0600000000
1.32L C B 1501000000
1.43 D GD 2500100000
1.36L, O D D G 0500000100
1.07L [O B H 1500000000
1.29L IC BD 0500000000 113230015K2 21 80
1.68 D N I G 7500000110
1.12L IC E 7600000000
1.21L C BH 0400000000
2,08 C LLED 9600000220 C 1 32 X2001-416 123 12
1.20L BF AB 1 I 0400000000 1 13 230031 K0 12 67
1.13L D BF 0400000000
1.72 C J C 9401100310
1.31L D BG 9401100110
1.11L O BH 0510000000
1.53 CC FCC 35000000(X) i 1 14 284- G 13 S. 16
1,00L BD AAH O 0500000000
1.75L C AC 0300100000
1.59L D B 0400100000 I
LOOL B BE 0501000000 1 13230044 K2 15 ' 82
3.28 CC L BE] 1300000000 2 _ 14233-G32E 34 121
1.3OL F B L 9402000000 I 1 13230046 K0 8 i 80
1.39 CC GBD 1500000000 i
8.981.00LBCCCCc AAAAABL g 0400000000620000000028 21 1 V2234 SGR 48 3
1.16L E KDD 3400000000
1.00L BD AC 2 1400000000
1.00L C AI F 0500000000 1 1612817 39 1000
1.13L BE ABJ F 02300000000 1 13230067 K5 4 65
1.65L C CCEJ 1500010000 1 13230068 K0 7 81
1.00L BC AAD 01300000000 1 13230070MB 5 75
1.00L BC AB 1 , 0500000000 1 1 V2238 SGR 61 3
1.78: ED BOC I 0400000100 1 14284- G 21 Sb 2
1.56L D F E 0400000000
237 EC MEB 2302000000 2 14233- G 41Sb 4 131
1.06L BO ACJ ; 23600000000 2 13, 230076 MA 4 852.04L C M 0401010000 1 13230077 KO 4 70
1,00L BC AB 0 3500002000
1.00L BC ABH i 0 1400000000 1 13 i 230081 MA 12 90
1.00L BE) AG LI 0 2401000000 1 131 230083K0 10 70
1.00L D CD 2401100000
1.28L B CE 0500000000
1.30 CD I DBE 2301100000
1.09L C BJ 2301000000
1.00L CF AF 0 0500000000 1 13 230089G5 7 66
1.00L BC AA 0 0600000000 1 15 12854 34 1300
3.58 CC FHAA 0200000000 1 14284- G23SO 10
1.04L B B l 2500010000 1 13230092 9 88
1,87 C l B B 1300000000 1 14 284- G 24 Sc 20 136
1.0OL i E DCL 0401000000
1.00L, BC ACI 11500001000 213230100K0 2 62
1.27LI C BB H 0400000000
4.33 CC HCAA 1400000000 1 14 '340- G1 Sb 4
1.21L BC AA' K'0 0500000OO0
2.88 CC MJ AA 1300000000 2 14284- G 28 SO 8 127
1.00L C ECE 0500010000 1 14233-lG 46 DO 23
1.OOLI CO AA 1040(X)00000 113230106K0 3 65
5.20 JJEIFCC DAA 14010000001 0 L C J K 0 0 2 1
2.06L I C JBA 1500000000 1 14340- G 2 SC 39
1.00L CEDc AG L 01500010000 3 13230110K5 11 774.19 HBB 1400000100 2 14284- G 31 SC 25 130
5.39 I CCE EBAA 1400000000 1 14284-G32SB 9
1.14LJ F IF 0400000000
1.34L C BC 1500000100
1.34: CCCE,AAAE 9040000000015 i 1 1 RTEL 87 4
1.68 CC DBB 150O0000O0
16.02 BBCC AAAB 2 1380000030 16, 8 3 1 RZSGR 11 3
3.05 CC AB 1401000200 4 1 14 340- G6Sa 14
1.12L C DLH 1600000000 1 16 12932- K5 7 91
1.10L C 'C 05,00(0)0000
1.97 F I BJD 1300000010 1 14 284- G37SO 26
1.76 CB SA 1500000010
2.05 CC GMBA 1500000000 1 14 284- G 39 S. 16 143
1.33L C BEHF 1400000000 1 13 230125K0 29 95
1.03L BD AA L 0 0500000000 1 13 230127K0 4 67
2.46 CD BA 1400000000 1 14 284- G 43 S. 61
1.00L DD ,BDC 0 1400000000
2.58 DC ESB 1300000000 1 14 284--1G 45 S, 6 138
.97 D J I NG 1501000000
1.13L D B I 0500000000
1.43 C CC 2300000000 1 14 284-#G 48 Sb 33 140
1.38L C !CI 3500000000
1.22L D DE 0400000000
1.00L DE AAFN 9 1600001000 1 1 V2255SGR 85 3
1.02L B BN 2600010000
2.80 CC !CHRA 2300000000 1 14284- G 53 Sa 21
1.16L BC 'ACNH 3 0400000000 1 16 12974 24 125
8.93 FCCC FBAA O 0200002000 2 3 14284-G54Sa 20 130
1.00L BB AAF 1 1401000000 2 13 230144 M0 5 52
12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source DOnsily Region.
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Right Ascension: 20h15 =26`-20h41=39"
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
= 8 _ 8 Coords SM.1 SMN 0



























































































































285- G 1 Sb
234- G 9 S.
230169 M0
234- G 12 Sa
230173 K0














285- G 7 Sa 126
230185 KO 68
234- G 21 SO 76
230187 K0
285- G 8 S( 126
)190 K2 8O
_.30197 K0 60
340- G 29 S. 139
35/6 {ITS) 3 110
:_302102 K2 90
230218 MB 85
285-1G 15 Do 143
230225 K2 80
M3 Ill 3 108
285- G 18 Sa
U MIC 4
234- G 40 Sa





















































h rn. e e
0419--4128 55.045 0-31 48 6 7640,21-4342102,, 357-3652 12 9930,21-47,011.352362_3946 7 7530,22_40o517826 2-38 34 14 7620,24_45,,27.426355-3980 15 7820,25_4,0930322350-3959 1078 2
0,25-4,013309351-39 56 1_i750425--4642 35.3 35 354--39 62 75
0430--4235 4,7 28 359--39 34 4 76 4
0438--4959 48,5 50 349--39 79 11 76 2
0,39--4602 58.1 20354--39 37 7 75 3
0444--4321 24,4 54' 358--39 52 12 76 2
0449--4422 55,6 55 357-39 18 4 76 4
0449--4434 59.8 7 356-39 32 9 75 3
0451--4410 6.5 27 357-39 28 8 78 5
0,52--4311 15.537358-39 23 4 76 5
0457--4824 47.333 351-39 73 7 75 3
0458--4650 48_2 7 353-39 47 9 75 3
0459--4917 59.4 7350-39 28 96 75i330460--4624 2.9 48 354-39 30 75'
0,66-4105 41.932 1--39 22 6 75 3
0468-4845 48.2361351--39 19 5 743
0481-4422 9.028357-40 59 16 74 2
0483-4131 22.042 0-39 41 6 75 3
0,84-4105 26.7 33 1-39 64 7 75 3
0486-4857 39.5 59 351-40 38 8 74 3
0490-4826 4.5 37 351--40 44 7 74 3
0494-4023 !29.4 43 2--40 38 9 75 3
0497-4644 46,3 12 354-40 31 4 75 4
0503-4431 22.4 53 356-40 36 7 75 3
0512-4100 16,7 2 1-40 36 13 74 3
0513-4007 23,5 13 2--40 49 14 74 3
0524-4446 24.4 3 356--40 26 6 74 3
0528-4356 49.3 16 357--40 28 11 75 3
0528-4008 51,2 51 2--40 38 11 74 3
0533-4410 22.3 46 357-41 32 7 73 3
0535-4857 34,1 56 351--40 38 6 73 3
0535-4351 35.1 21 357-41 31 8 74 3
0538--40,0 52.0 19 1--40 62 15 74 3
0542--4419 16,8 16 357-41 42 14 75 2
0545--4333 31.6 25 358-41 48 12 74 3
0546-4849 41,5 38 351-41 53 13 74 3
0549-4523 56,7 35 355-41 83 15 74 2
0550--4928 0,5 37 350-41 68 18 72 2
0551--4025 7,3 40 2-41 53 7 74 3
0551--4250 9.3 38 359-41 33 8 74 3
0554--4432 28,9 13 356-41 70 16 73 3
0555--4318 33,8 20 358-41 74 36 75 2
0562--4258 12.3 23 358-41 35 10 74 3
0564--4342 24.7 10 358-41 36 9 74 3
0568--4303 52,8 35 358-41 45 14 75 2
0572-4049 14,9 8 1-41 46 20 75 2
0577-450, 47,5 44 356-41 25 12 73 3
0579--4647 54.1 56 353-41 69 15 73 2
0579--4003 57,4 25 2-41 90 17 73 2
0586-4216 37,7 42 359-41 31 7 73 3
0590-4311 1,2 37 358-42 54 7 74 3
0599-4506 59,9 45 356-42 44 12 74 3
1003-4941 22.7i42 350-41 31 9 73 3
1007-4749 42_3 8 352-42 42 10 72 3
1007--4809 43.4,32 352-42 43 7 72 3
1008--4343 49.1!58 357-42 60 18 74 2
1008--4347 52.5132 357-42 24 7 73 3
1010-4317 5.3 6 358-42 35 9 73 3
1016--4911 38.1 53 350-42 52 9 72 3
1017-4759 43.7 33 352-42 75 17 73 3
1022--4343 13.8 22 357-42 53 8 72 3
1023--4508 19.7 60 356-42 52 10 73 3
1023-4258 23.1 48 358-42 29 7 74 3
1025 4824 30,4 22 351-42 32 15 73 3
1029-4259 58.8 47 358-42 63 14 72 3
1030-4559 3.1 49 354-42 55 7 73 3
1031--4135 11.1 13 0-42 25 9 73 3
1033--4530 18.4 50 355--42 60 14 73 2
1042--4352 17.5 1 357--42 86 21 74 2
1042 4429 18,0 40 356--42 44 6 73 3
1046-4150 40,1 21 0--43 29 9 73 3
10,7-4808 44.7 32 351-42 58 9 73 3
1047-4618 46.8 11 354-42 55 18 75 2
1058-4658 49.6 17 353--43 39 6 73 3
1061-4655 11.4 45 353-43 78 10 72 3
1062-4339 17.8133 358--43 58 13 73 3
1063-4239 22.81 6 359--43 36 14 72 3
1064-4424 25.4 48 357-43 27 8 72 3
1064 4544 26.4 17 355 43 34 13 72 3
1067-4505 47,2 20 356-43 49 10 72 3
1069-4353 54.4 7 357-43 46 11 73 3
1069-4333 58.7 60 358-43 54 13 72 3
1070-4902 4.7 17 350--43 21 6 72 3
;1072-4907 17.1 18 350-43 53 18 72 2
1073-4708 18.1 54 353-43 61 11 73 2
1074-4241 28.1 47 359-43 60 10 72 3
1075-4515 30,4 25 355-43 54 12 98 3
1081-4906 10.6 39 150-43 58 10 73 2
1083-4817 20,0 14 351-43 76 12 72 3
1090 4028 0.9 33 2-43 87 9 71 2
1092 4505 14.4 25 356-43 64 16 72 3
1098-4954 51.5 22 349-43 55 9 72 3
101 4745 6.4 27 352-43 30 6 71 3
1105 4320 33.1 12 ;358 44 38 5 72 3
Flux Density Flags
Hi
Galactic Uncertmnty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /.¢m 25 p,m 60 u,m






































































































100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
1.05L C B 0301000000
2.07 CC LGBA 0301000000
1.62L C A E 0400000000
1.30L D BC 1400000000
1.37: C D B B 0400000000
2.73L C C J 0301000000
1.50 C D S C 0302000000
1.02L C BKDI 0400000000
1.41L BC AA L 0 0300001000
3.75L C C 1201010000
1.0OL BE AD 0 0,02000000
1.00L F E 0300000000
1.0oL BC AA 2 0500000000
1.68 E D K B C 0,00000000
1.00L B F A B F I 0 0,00000000
1.0OL BD AA L 0 0300000000
1.00L B S J F L 0500000000
1,0OL B D H 0,000000OO
1.0OL CD AB 0 0500000000
1,03L BBD AABH 1 0400000000 01
1.0OL BC AAF 0 0400000000
1.0OL BC ABM 0 0400001000
1.20: DF BC 0300001000
1.0OL BD AA ! 2 0300000000
1.0OL B BG N 0,00001000
9.29 CCCC ECAA 0 0100000000
1.00L B B D 0400000000
1.12L B BH G 0400000000
1.19L B BG 0400000000
1.00L BD ABHM 2 0300001000
1.76 CC LEBB 0401000000
1.09L F B H 0,00000000
1.0oL BC AA 0 0300001000
1.68 ECC J F BC 0200000000
1.0oL C DJ BC 0500000000
3.56 CC J HAA 0120000000
1.0OL D B M 0300000000
1,0OL BE AAJ 8 0200000000
1,74: DF DD 0300000000
1.0oL F C 0300010000
5.69 CC J L I A 0200000310
1.64: C D N B E 0300000000
.99: CD CB 0,00000000
1.45L O G DC 0100000000
1.00L B F B C 0 0400000000
10.58 CBCC CAAA 0 0100000000
1.17L C L E D 0300001000
1.04 D I D 1400001000
4.11 CC G BA 1200000000
1.00L BD AB D 0 1400001000
1.37 DD I BE 1300000000
1.06: C F F G 0400000000
1.00L CC AA 2 0400001000
1.51L C AE 1400000000
1.13L C DC 1300000000
1.0oL BI) AC 0 0,00000000
1,00L B AL 0500000000
1.08 C E B B 0300000000
1.22L CC AAC 5 0400000000
1.00L BF BBJ 0 0400000000
1,00L B AGK 030o000000
1.78L D F 0401100000
13.03 CCCC BBAA 1 0200100000
1.15L B BB 0400000000
1.81 CD EAB 0300000000
1.17: DC K BC 0400000000
1.58L IC BG H 0400000000
1.18L BCC C AHD 13000000003.87 HBAB 0200001000
2,32 C C E A 0381010200
1.18L C CH 0300000000
1,00L F B N 0400010000
1.0oL BC AAJG 0 0400001000
1.40L F F K 1400000000
1,31L E KJ F D 0300000100
1.00L B D A B 3 0400000000
1.0OL BB AAG 1 0500000000
1.00L C BJ M 1401000000
1.95L C CJ 1300000000
1.00L BC AAH 0 0400100000
1.51L C CK
1.64: CC E BB

































tDOL E B H
1.88L C I A B
1.14L C CL
1.30 CC CD




Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 230349 K2 5 84
1 14 285- G 50 S. 5 151
1 13 230360G5 32 75
1 1 RW MIC 76
1 13 230370 K2 2 6_
1 13 230375 K0 2 65
1 14 285-1G 53.. 9 16C
2 13 230379 F0 3 5C
1 13 230381 K2 3 7C
1 13 230388 K0 24 67
1 13 230389 K0 11 75
2 13 230391 K5 2 45
1 13 230397 K5 1 77
1 14 286-1G 5.. 22
1 13 230`05 K0 32 71
2 14 235- G 8Sa 8 133
1 13 230410 K2 10 8C
1 13 230`22K0 5 73
1 14 341-- G 21 S. 19
1 13 2304301<0 13 71
1 13 230442K2 2 70
1 14 286-- G 14 .. 9
1 13 230449 MB 10 8_
2 13 230458 GO 39 65
4 3 14 286- G18Sb 36
1 14 235- G 21 E 14
1 14i235-1G 23 SB 25 128
1 1 RY MIC 25 3
2 14 286-1G 19 .. 4 143
1 14 286-1G200O 18 148
1 13 1230470 MA 1 9G
1 13 230,90K5 14 77
1 13 230,94 G5 18 68
1 1 RZ IND 23 3
1 13 230501 K0 13 70
1 14 286-1G 331:)o 10
1 14 286- G 35 S. 9
1 13 230506K0 1 72
1 14 235- G 53Sa 20
1 13 230516 K0 2 70
1 13 230518 K0 9 70
1 14 286 G 44SO 12
4 1 14 235- G55Sa 15
1 13 230521 K0 14 75
2 13 230523 K0 5 55
1 13 230525 K0 7 8G
1 13 230532 K2 11 78
1 13 230541 K5 13 8C
2 13 230547MB 1 80
1 13 230552 K0 4 65
1 14 286- G 63 Sb 63
2 13 230575 F5 8 57
1 14 286- G 76 S 25
1 13 _ 230581 M0 2 70
1 13 230582 K0 7 6_






a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /xm
h m. . , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N
21108 4904 53.8 3 350--43 77 14 70 2 .41L
21109-4712 56.0 46 353-43 59 10 71 3 .25L
21109-4559 57.2 24 354-44 51 9 72 3 .68
21109-4441 58.0 54 356-44 77 9 72 3 ,40
21110-4041 1.3 29 2-44 39 7 72 3 .77
21113-4253 19.0 31 359-44 53 6 72 3 .73
21116-4918 38,0 17 350-43 58 6 72 3 1.22
21117-4725 45,7 38 352-44 36 9 71 3 ,25L
21118-4229 49,8 30 359-44 68 13 72 3 ,39L
21118-4701 50,7 48 353-44 58 11 72 3 .46L
21120-4042 1.7 54 2-44 35 6 72 3 1.66
21126-4723 41,7 46 352 44 53 12 71 3 .25L
21130-4446 0,5 14 356-44 36 7 72 3 ,25L
21134-4747 29,8 37 352-44 67 18 70 2 ,42L
21138-4855 53,6 1 350--44 46 7 70 3 1.10
21139-4755 57,5 17 352--44 59 12 71 3 ,25L
21143-4127 21.2 36 1-44 46 9 71 3 .25L
21144-4223 25,1 35 359-44 43 7 72 3 1.43
!1144-4836 25,4 5 351-44 40 10 71 3 .25L
21144-4647 26.6 44 353-44 81 18 72 2 .66L
21144-4855 28.1 43 350-44 27 6 71 3 1.27
21146-4630 40.1 59 354-44 28 15 74 2 .25L
!1150-4627 4.2 31 354--44 49 7 72 3 .74
21151-4712 6.4 46 353-44 29 6 72 3 1.77
21151-4332 11.8 44 358-44 55 9 71 3 .32
!1153-4006 22,9 16 2-45 55 6 71 3 .45
21154 4126 25.4 13 1-45 55 12 72 2 ,37L
21156-4846 37.7 26 350-44 38 12 71 3 .25L
21157-4949 46.5 25 349-44 48 7 70 3 .59
21159-4936 57.7 40 349-44 70 11 69 2 .33
21160-4715 1.0 55 352-44 42 7 72 3 .94
!1162-4535 15,8 54 355-45 86 14 70 2 ,38L
21165-4016 35.4 8 2-45 49 6 71 3 .65
21168-4514 49,7 12 355-45 21 7 71 3 47,15
21172-4819 14.4 46 351-44 25 6 73 3 7.26
21172-4916 16,6 42 350-44 53 10 71 3 .25L
21175-4101 34.9 23 1-45 32 8 72 2 .51
21178-4421 50.5 47 356-45 56 14 73 2 .34
21181-4t34 9.4 1 0-45 40 6 71 3 1.53
21185-4336 32.1 52 358-45 41 8 71 3 1.53
21187-4105 42.5 56 1-45 44 10 71 3 .74
21188-4258 51,9 54 358 45 57 8 72 2 1.24
21193-4840 22,7 19 350-45 44 10 73 3 ,95
21198-4210 49.7 54 360--45 20 6 71 3 ,95
21199-4559 56,3 15 354--45 38 7 70 3 ,29L
21201-4652 J 8947 353-45 40 6 70 3 .75
21206-4054 1382 59 1-46 22 5 71 3 120.11
21222-4020 12.8 12 2-46 48 9 7t 3
21222-4155 16.9 6 360-46 19 5 70 3
21223-4029 22.6 17 2-46 55 12 71 3
21226-4237 39.2 55 359-46 58 14 72 2
21227-4013 44.2 49 2-46 89 14 70 3
21228-4103 49.5 6 1-46 36 7 70 3
21230-4351 1,0 59 357-46 45 6 71 3
21238 4245 50,3 54 359-46 29 4 70 3
21254-4037 27.1 4 i 2-46 66 11 71 2
21259-4159 54.6 50 360-46 68 15 70 3
21260-4138 3.8 5 0-47 21 5 70 3
21266-4343 37,7 37 357-47 78 9 69 2
21269-4417 57,7 43 356-47 33 10 71 2
21272-4318 12,8 17 358 47 38 12 69 3
21273-4438 22.6 54 356-47 66 11 69 3
21273-4322 23,0 22' 358-47 72 11 70 3
21281-4006 8.5 21 2-47 63 13 69 2
21282-4328 12.2 56 358-47 47 17 73 2
21282-4707 14.4 14 352-46 105 32 71 2
21284 4620 25.0 6 353-47 37 7 69 3
21289-4124 56.3 3 1-47 32 6 70 3
21289-4821 58.1 34 350-46 43 8 70 3
21289-4825 59.1 30 350-46 42 9 70 3
21292-4953 15,1 42 348-46 46 8 68 3
21293-4743 18.6 19 351-46 32 10 70 3
21295 4634 33,3 23 353-47 37 7 70 3
21301-4504 9,5 15 355-47 39 5 69 3
21302-4913 13,2 41 349-46 47 9 69 3
21307-4650 42,0 13 353-47 37 5 69 3
21310-4511 0.2 37 355-47 29 6 69 3
21310-4308 5.3 55 358-47 54 7 70 3
21312-4956 16.8 8 348-46 41 9 69 3
21314-4102 25,1 29 1-48 30 5 69 3
21316-4217 36.4 27 359-48 37 11 69 3
21316-4056 40.8 29 1-48 70 17 69 3
21328-4810 52.1 46 351-47 27 6 69 3
21332-4033 15,4 18 2-48 29 8 69 3
21340 4823 5.3 37 350-47 61 17 67 2
21350 4322 4,7 13 358-48 21 6 69 3
21353 4516 23,_ 29 355-48 96 20 69 2
21361-4209 ,11,8 39 359-48 93 15 70 2
21367-4321 42,1 33 357-48 26 10 68 3
21367-4306 44,1 32 358-48 62 13 67 2
21373-4124 19.4 53 0-49 59 14 69 i 2
21385-4101 30.7 29 1-49 68 13 67 I 2
21387-4717 44,6 56 352-48 85 15 71 2
21392-4501 14,5 12 355-49 49 15 68 3
21393-4944 22,1 27 348-48 59 10 68 3
21394-4936 25.0 31 348-48 68 8 68 3
21401-4920 11.8 44 348-48 51 7 67 3
21403-4021 19.8 21 2-49 52 9 69 4
21403-4322 23,7 30 357-49 43 7 69 4
21404-4327 26,6 37 357 49 30 7 71_ 4
Declination: - 50"-- 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.66L F B E
1.O6: CD FBB
1.01L _ AJ1.22 C
1.00L B AE1.00L BC
1.00L BDcc AC6.08 J HBA
1,87L C J E B
1,62 CC J_'BB





























1.00L BC ABH 7 0501000000
2.06: DF AC 0400000000
1.52L B B F 0400OO0OOO
1.00L C D AB 1 I 0500001000
1.13L C D 0400010000
1.00L C BDMM 0500000000
1.62 CC HB C 0300000000
1.97 CC B C 0200000000
1.00L B A_ 0300000000
3.07L E D 0200000000
1.00L B D A C 0 0300000000
1.87L C C 1400000000
1ASL B AI 0500000000
3.04 BBCC AAAB 1 14000000001 17
1.00L DDC AAB 9 0300000000
1.34: FCF FBC 0400000000
1.00L C C 0400000000
1.00L F GK 0400000000
1,00L BD AC M 0 0400000000
1.00L BC AC 2 1500000000
1.04L C A E L O4OOO00000
1,00L C D h B 0 0500000000
1.40L B A G 0200000000
1.0OL CF AB I 9 O4O0000000
7.85 FCC BBAA 0200000000
1.00L CD BBN 5 0300000000
3.15 BBEC hAAA 9 0200000000 29
1.72 CC DAB 1400000000
1.00L BBD /_ADJ 0 0300000000
2.07 CC I_KCC 1300000100
1.54 DC GBA 1301001000
1.61 CC EBC 1500000000
4,95 DCC CAB 0200000000
1.10L C /tB M )400000000
1.17L C E 1400010000
1.48L C iEB 0301000000
1.55 CCI- BB 1300000000
1,00L BC ;/tAC 0 1300000000
1.14L CB J 1300000000
1.00L iE BK 1400000000
3,30 CC l- BB 1200100100
1.27: CD I CC 1400000000
1.00L D BF 1400100100
1.11: CD NBG 1300000000
1.78 C I BA 1300000100
1,16 F J 1300000000
1.00L 'C E I 04000000001.00 / A H 3 0400000000
1,00L D ( K 0400110000
2.14 CC E AB 0300110000
3.21 CC I'GAB 0200000000
2.40 F C B B 0300000000
3.33 CD HAA 1300000000
1.12L BF / B N 1300001000
1.00L B / H 0300000000
1.29L B E F L 1300000000
1.00L B C I B 0 0200000000
1.O4L BFDD t FL 0 03000000001.23: B O 0300000000
9.62 CCC E CAA 2100000000
1.88 CD CB 0200000100
1,48 DE DDC 2300000000
1.24L B C I A L 1 0400000000
1.00L BC t,B 2,2400000000
.88: CF BE 0400000000
1.00L BC i A 1 0100000000
1.05L D D 02OO0OOOOO
1.68L C BE 0300000000
1.00L B /= E 0200010000
1.27 EC CC 1400000000
1.00L C ( E 0200020000
1.26L C C F 030000O00O
1.84L D t BG 0200000000
1.53: CC F DC 0200000100
1.20 DC EBD 030000000O
1.00L C [IN 0300000000
1.00L CBD F- 0302021000
2,73 CD GBA 1200000000
1.00L DE _,B 1 0200110000
2 _,B 0 010
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 14 235- G 78 SB 9 146
1 13 230585 G5 1 70
1 13,230586 K0 4 77
1 13 230590 K5 6 78
1 13 230591 KO 12 70
4 3 14 286- G 79 Sc 5 123
2 13 230596K0 10 62
1 13 230610 K5 1 85
I 14,342-1G 32_ 12 153
1 40! M3 (111)3 42 121
1 141 235- G84SO 87
1 13:230614 K0 6 66
14 287- G4Sb 63
13 230619 K0 5 75
ll 13 230620 K5 2 70
12 13 23O622 G5 3 68
;2 14 236- G1SO 8 118
13 230625 K0 10 73
13 230627 K0 20 77
13 230628 G5 10 70
13 230631 K5 3 90
4 13 230635 NO 27
19 681 35 120
2 13 230644 A2P 9 48
1 13 230646 MA 18 80
1 13 23O652 MA 4 80
16 13667 32 115
1 13 23O656K0 5 70
1 1 W MIC 20 3
2 14 287- G 13 Sb 5 125
2 1 V MIC 2 3
1 14 342- G 42 S. 11
1 13 230678 MB 3 85
1 14 342- G 43Sc 20 135
1 14 287- G 22 Sa 27
1 14 342- G 45Sc 23
2 14 342- G 46 Sb 18
2 13 230692A3P 10 55
1 14 342- G 52 Sb 5
1 13 230708MB 4 90
1 13 230713 G5 8 70
1 13 230716 G5 6 72
2 14 287- G 28Sc 7 128
1 14 287-1G30N 18
2 14 287- G 31Sc 22 134
3 "14 287-1G 32 N? 14
1 14 287- G 33 Sb 63
2 13 230726 K0 0 53
1 14 236-1G 19Do 6 143
1 14 236- G20SO 6
2 13 230737 K0 1 56
2 "18 8320M17 6 87
1 13 1230739 K0 33 70
2 13 230741 K0 6 63
1 14,343- G 8Sb 5
1 14 343- G 9 S. 12 153
2 13 230745MB 3 9C
1 13 230748 K5 3 7C
1 13 230778 K0 5 68
1 14 i 287- G 45 SB 13
13 230784K0 28 7C
14 343- G 19SO 6
2 14 287- G 52 SB 8 123
1
14 343- G 24 S. 16
2 39 MSH 21-407 110 8.=
3 39 PKS2140-43 51 40E
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confu_oc Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
394




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 Fm6a
hm. * , (s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N
-)1411--4630 8.140353--49 5610 683 .34/
->1413-4903 23.356,34948 52 6 683 .87
-)1419-4058 54.3241 1-50 22 6694 5.88
-)1419--4943 59.850348-48 94 5666!32 1.44.)1421-4523 8.0361354-49 801 66 .25L
.)1425-4422 30.613356-49 4914 672 .40
.)1426-4254 37.213 !358-49 5611 90 I 3 .25L
.)1430-4738 0.53351-49 53 6 673 1.25
.)1430-4644 1.954352-49 32 11 6813 .25L
.)1434-4644 24.1 34 352-49 41 tl 68 3 .25L
i
.)1436-4637 40.1 13 352-49 47 7 67 I 3 .52
->1437-4827 45.124350-49 59 10 6813 .25L
.>1442-4149 16.517360-50 39 9 68' 4 .25L
.>1448-4414 40.013356-50 25 76713 6.42
.>1450-4732 1.68351-49 35 6 67'3 .81
.>1453-4708 19.345351-49 26 6 663 35.70
->1458-4707 48.07351-49 31 7663 1.40221460-4433 5.246355-50 61 15 .43L ;
.>1461-4659 10.25 352-49 55 10 673 .26L
->1465-4650 33.837352-50 40 7 663 .90
>.1467-4757 46.240350-49 55 8 663 1.02
->1472-4442 14.81 355-50 46 12 673 1.11L
>.1480-4439 4.724355-50 39 9 684 .30L
.>1488-4738 4832351-50 40 16 683 .32L
.>1489-4312 59.357357-51 5912 713 .72
.)1492--4138 18.1 53 i360-51 37 6 71 3 1.26
;1495-4654 328_,352-60 49 13 56 2 .31
.)1499-4225 59.726358-51 6611 712 .32
.>1505-432o 33.412 357-51 53 3 71 3 1.33
.)1509-4016 59.817 2-51 28 11 71 2 .25L.
.)1512-4130 17.6110 360-51 21 6 71 3 7.60
.)1518-4104 50819 1-51 25 11 702 .25L
.)1522-4717 15.8 ! 29351-50 27 6 694 .25L
.>1526-4529 41.65 354-51 29 10 69 ; 3 .45
.)1527-4709 43.159 351-50 55 16 662 .31
.>1527-4327 43.422357-51 21 8 70 I 3 .25L
.)1527-4715 47.8! 37351-50 49 24 652 .25L
.>1528-4249 53.249358-51 54 12 71 3 .25L
.)1535-4546 34.851353-51 42 12 704 .26L
.>1547-43oo 45.8 7 357-52 55 15 7o,3 27L
.>1554-4157 25.8 38 359-52 29 6 701 3 3.42
.)1554-4418278 6 355-52 32 10 69 3
.>1555-423532.254356-52 51 12 89 2 ._L
.)1557-472246.'151350-51 48 19 _2 22
.>1559-491355817 348-50 40 6 66 3 209
;1561-4835 9.0 7352-51 24 10 70 4 5o
->1562-4405 12.6 15 356-52 45 16 89 3 .25L
.>1563-4303 18.2, 2 357-52 37 5 70 I 3 1.47
.)1565-4332 34.4 38 356-52 50 23 71 2 .27L
).1568-4958 51.414 '346-50 39 12 663 .32
.>1569-4753 57.0 47 1350-51 23 8 6614 2.12
->1574--4241 27.3351358-52 48 7 711312 .34
.>1578--4303 38.4 49 357--52 43 11 69 .25L
->1577-4320 45.159357-52 32 8 69, 3 .25L
->1579-4741 55.642350-51 32 8 95! 3 .31
->1585-4241 30.034358-52 4510 703 .25L
->1588-4826 49.754349-51105 8 662 .30
.>1590-4247 0.157357-52 6010 703 .69
21591-4723 9.020350-51 75 11 71 2 .39
.>2000-4720 0.5 13 350-52 45 8 70 3 .47
.>2004-4910 25.5 38 347-51 27 22 63 2 .42LI
->2004-4622 26.5 11 352-52 52 8 70 3 .87
.>2013-4738 16.527350-52 68 16 71 2 .25L
->2013-4935 19.959347-51 51 3653 .27L
.>2016-4559 41.657352-52 39 97013 .89
->2021-4148 8.522359-53 30 9693 90
.>2029-4412 58.8 38 355-53 32 10 ; 01 33 ,6922039--4506 57.7 43 353-53 32 10 .25L
->2051-4712 6,1 20' 350-52 27 5 69' 3 5.40
22055-4317 34.7 16 356-54 42 tl 70 2 .81
22061-4724 6.6 45 ! 350-53 28 7 69 3 .63
i
2L_065-4900 30.2 0 347-52 39 5 69 3 2.18
->2066--4821 51.06348-52 30 6683 2.26
22069-4105 56.8 53 360--54 59 11 69 3 .21
22077--4213 44.6 1358-54 53 11 68 3 ,48
_2078-4619 52.235 351-53 35 12 , 87 3 .25L
22079-4031 59.655 1-54 8310 167 . .29
22083-4405 23.123355-54 42 180 _ 3 .8422085-4716 34.049350-53 57 ! .25L
22089--4322 59.2 55 356-54 34 9, 68 2 1.63
22092-4202 12.016358--54 44 1; _ 3 .25L22093-4728 22.510349-53 32 ' .25L
22095-4026 31.858 1-55 55 8 68 3 .72
22098-4918 50.514346-53 64 11 702 .35
22100-4905 3.227347-53 35 9 663 .25L
22105-4608 35.536351-54 43113 67 3l .25L
22107-4603 46.8 18 351-545618 68 3 .32
22118.137732359-55861; g 51
22124-4353 27.7 5 355-55 24 .64
22125--4441 33.8 55 353--54 57 4 70 2 1.27
22126-4135 38.9_49 359-55 25 ! 6 67 3 3.07
22126-4604 41.1 114 351-54 73 10 66 3 .40
22127-4605 43.5 47 351-54 32 7 66 3 .FOOL
22129-4256 56.4144 356-55 44 5 66 4 .94
22134-4152 26.340 358-55 36 7 67 3 2.77
22135-4359 31.7 15 355-55 36 9 68 3 .69
22136-4051 37.6 7 360-55 66 13 67 3 .25L
22151-4256 8.1 27 356-55 62 20 69 2 .95L
22155-4623 32.2 38 350-54 31 10 68 3 .31
22159-4027 56.7 21 0-56 93 18 66 2 .37L
F]ux Densily
Declination: - 50"-- 40"
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 Fm 60 _m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2
.25L .85 1.40: CD _EBB 0300000000
.75: .40L 1.10L BF AB 2 0300000000
1.89 .40L 1.31L BB AAEK, 0 0300001000
.36 .40L 1.00L BC AC I 5 0300000000
.50L .38 1.65L C E HCG 0200000000
.25L .47L 1.17: D C D FC 0201000000
.25L .93 1.97 CD I FBB 0201000000
.33L .40L 1.00L B AD I 0300020000
.25L 1.48 4.51 DC F AA 0181100010
.26L 1.13 2.04L C MDBA 0201100010
.26L .40L 1.00L B BHBE C 0300010000
.25L .91 1.65 OC 0400000000
.25L .68 1.67 C B K F A B 0300000000
1.98 .30: 1.00L I BCO AAG 0 0100001000
.22: .25: 1.00L BFD BEF 0 0300040000
15.04 2.13 .72: ICCCE AAAC 9 0330000000 15
.35 .40L 1.00L ! B D 0 1300000000
.25L .58 1.01L O IAAcB 0100000000
.25L .74 1.00L C i F B N 0400000000
.26L .40L 1.19L B ,AF 0401010000
I
.25L .40L 1.0OL C IBD 0300000000
.25L .64 1.00L C i BG 1300000100
.25L .88 1.43 8C I K BB 1300000000
.25L .62 1.37 B DC HGBC 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.0OL B/ F 0300000000
.27: .40L 1.00L BD AD 01300000000
.29L .40L 1.92L C CM 1300010000
.25L .45L 1.00L C IA'BAI 0201000000
.79 .40L 1.01L CO 1 0300011000
.30L .98 2.79 CC FBB 0300000100
2.17 .51L 1.00L BBcD AAE 1 1301000000
.25L 1.43 2.19 AA 0201010000
.71 3.21 3.62 CCB HAAA 1340001000
.25L .40L 1.00L C DD F 0100010000
.54L .40L 1.20L C C 1400100000
.27: 1.90 4.19 ECC NGAA 0201001000
.25L .45L .95 F EC 1400101000
.25L .73 1.42 CC AC 0100000000
.25L .73 1.56 DC BC 0200000100
.25L ,52 .68: CC MDC 0400000000
i
.82 .40L 1.39LIBC AB L 0 1300000000
.26L .40L 1.00L C AE 0300000000
.66L .93 1.20L C NNBC 0300000010
.25L .40L 1.53L, C D 1300000000
.61 .40L 1.00L BE ABM I 0 1500002000
.25L .40L 1.19L B BNGH 0200010000
.25L .46: 2.05 OC L CB 1200000000
.38 .40L 1.00L BC AC 0 1400001000
.37L .50L 1.55 D H H D 1200000000
.25L .50L 1.28L C B K L 0400000000
.60 .40L 1.11L BC AB L I 3050000(0)0
.25L .40L 1.00L D B 0400010000
.25L .85 1.64 CB BB 1300000000
.25L .49 1.24L D B F 1200000200
.25L .40L 1.22L D j CJ 0401010000
.25L 1.11 2.50 CC] LBB 0200000000
.30L .40L 137L C I CH 0400010000
.25L .40L 1.00L ! B A G 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.13L C D 1401000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B CE 1400000000
.56L .46L .88 D I GB 1300000000
,25L .40L 1.03L C A I N L 0300000000
.25L .44: 1.41 DC DC 1300000000
.25L .55 .78: CD CBB 1400000000
.24: .40L 1.00L CF A F 00300000000
.27: .40L 1.00L BF ACI J 1 0301000000
.25L .40L _ 1.30L 0 CH J 1300000000
.28L 1.22 2.46 CC HAB [ 0100000000
1.26 .40L 1.00L BB AAF 00300010000
.25L .40L 1.00L E B 0300000000
.74 2.56 8.63 DCCC!BAAA 0 0100012000 2
.81 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 0300000000
.56 .40L 1.00L BC AB K 0 0400000000
.25L .4OL 1.12L C E 1100000000
.25L .40L 1,00L C B L 0400000000
.25L .80 2.58 C D G B B 0200000000
.27L .40L 1.13L D C 0200000000
.25L .40L 1.OOL C AE 1400000000
.26L 1.40 1.90 DC DAB 0200000100
.42 .40L 1.00L CD AE 0 0300001000
.25L .54 1,28: CF CC 0300000000
.27: 2.33 5,04 DCC KBAA 0200001000
.32L .40L 1.08L B AGM 0200010000
1.73L .40L 1,08L C DE 0200000000
,25L 1.58 3,25 CC HAA 0100000010
.25L .64 1,99: CC DBI 0300100000
.25L .40L 1,32L C D I i 0400100000
.26L .57L 1.21L B BKH 0300010000
.25L .40L 1.00L B AFJ 0300010000
.34L 1.80L 1.00L B ACJ ' 0400000000
.71 .40L 1.00L BC AA 1 10301000000
.25L .40L 1.15L F CH C 0401111000
.89 4.05 6.62 CCD BAAA 0201111000
,33L .40L 1,00L B AC 0300000000
.60 .40L 1.00L BC AB 4 0300(X)I0001
.26L .4OL 1.00L B B F L 0300000000
.25L .67 1.0OL C I C 0401000000
.25L .45 1.42L D K OK 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C B N 1400010000
.28L .53 1.88L F CE 1400000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
C
A Sep
# T Name Type (") Mag
1 14 287- G 56 SB 10
1 13 230818 K2 14 8C
2 13 230822 K0 12 65
1 13 I 230629 K0 10 6E
1 13 230832 K2 5 7E
4 14 288-1G 1 .. 12 156
1 13 230836 K0 10 77
1 4 13230846 G5 2 57
2 1 R GRU 2 4
1 13 230849 M0 5 87
1 13 230854 K0 10 76
1 13 230858 K0 21 85
1 "41 21488--4737 34 12
1 13 230873 K2 4 75
1 13 230875 K0 2 68
1 "41 21495-4654 20
1 13 230886 K0 27 83
1 13230895MA 3 77
1 14 343- G 36 N 4 15_
1 13230902 K0 17 75
1 13 230903 F5 13 66
1 14288- G 21Sa 28 125
1 14 288-1G 22 S. 6
3 14 288-1G 24 Tr 11
1 13 230920K5 7 65
1 13230921 K0 3 65
1 13230923 K5 10 87
1 13 I230924 K2 27 77
i
1 14288-- G 25 Sa 20
1 13230926K2 7 86
2 14288- G 26 Sa 16 132
1 131230929MA 6 8C
1 13230936 + + + 2 73
1 14288-1G 29Co 9
1 13230938 K0 9 7E
2 14288- G 30 Sb 24 145
1 13 230950 K2 12 8C
1 13 230958K2 5 8_
1 14 237- G 31 SO 35
1 13 230961 K2 6 7_
1 132309681<2 4 8G
1 13 230971 K2 1 8C
1 13 230977 K0 4 7C
4 "13 23099285 3 21
1 13 230999 K2 14 7C
4 "14 288- G 4350 5 113
2 131231005 K2 22 6E
2 14288- G 46 Sa 24
1 13 231018 K0 41 77
1 13231019 G5 5 6(
1 13 231024 MA 2 8(
1 14 344- G 12 SB 47
2 14 237- G 46 Sb 5
1 13 231028 K0 20 6(
1 13231031G5 14 7,
1 14237-G475C 12
1 14289- G3SO 8113,
1 13 231040K0 7 7,
'2 13 231045 GO 61 6::
I1 13231052K0 3' 7(
I 2 13231053 K0 23 ! 61
I 2 13231055 GO 4 4_
2 _ 14289-1G 8 SB 5 13_
1 13231058 K5 14 8(
2 I 13231063 G5 3 5'
1 13 231065 K2 5
1 14 289- G 15 SO 13
at 12, 25, 60, 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region,
395
Right Ascension: 22h16=01"-22h52=19 " Declination: -50*--40 =
Position (1950)
Name ! H
_ Galactic Uncertmnty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN # O 12 v,m5 Ict
hm. • , ,(s) ( ) ] b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
22160--4817 1.6j 14 347--54 37 8 67 3 2.68 .71 .40L
22161-4846 10.1122,347-54, 61 21 65 2 .27L .25L .43
22163-4032 22.3 12 0-56 55 7 67 3 1.53 .34 .40L
22168-4940 48.2 33 345-53 53 15 66 2 .38L .25L .47
22173-4345 23.g 10 355-56 63 10 67 3 .36 .32L .40L
22177-4901 46.5 27 346-54 53 14 66 3 .25L .18: .73
22179-4617 55.6 129 350-55 53 15 66 3 .25L .25L _ .33:
22180-4205 1,3119 357-56 67 21 67 2 .25L .66L ,56:
22181-4836 8.0 20 347-54 33 14 66 3, .25L .25L .67
22185-4338 32.5 355-56 16 67 2 ,43L ,68L .56
22193-4020 19.4 0-57 12 67 3: .27L .25L .63
22194-4812 24.8 350-55 12 69 2 i .30L 1.21 1.29L
22196-4139 38.2 42 358-56 45 6 66 4 .78 .26L .40L
22196-4612 40.8 6 350-55 33 7 66 3 908.51 437.25 77.30
22197-4629 42.5 55 350-55 48 14 67 3 .25L .25L .70
22200-4006 0.0 35 1-57 53 13 67 3 .49L .25L .66
22201-4610 6.4 48 350-55 54 8 63 3 .59 1.18L .40L
22201-4339 9.8 8 355-56 43 14, 67 2 .35 .43L .40L
22202-4559 17.6 11 351-55 31 7 65 4 .60 .29L .87L
22212-4222 16.3 18 357-57 77 11 65 3 .35 .25L .40L
22212-4906 17.8 44 345-54 53 81663 .38 .25L .43L
22213-4904 22.3 11 345-54 45 48 65 .54 .25L .40L22217-4141 43.2 25 358-57 84 1652 .26 .25L .40L
22219-4138 55.1 21 358-57 39 8 66 4 .44 .25L .40L
22229-4522 56.2 1 351-56 40 12 67 3 .39 .25L .40L
22230-4841 0.8 37346-55 22 5 67 3 128.50 57.63 8.67
22231-4529 9.4 301351-56 23 7 67 _ 3 115.35 64.83 8.11
222e0-4344 3.3 271354-57 31 5 66 4 2.08 199 .41L
12262-4345 17.3 813.._-57 24 5 66 4 8.99 2.17 .28:
22267-4305 43.748 355--57 42 7 66 3 .49 .29L .40L
22267-4400 46.8 20!353-57 17 5 66' 4 110.00 27.84 4.69
22270-,,75.413 ,9-50 41 98 .,0 .25,. .40,22277-4659 45.6 49 348-56 27 .96 .25L .40L
22283-4207 23.7 4 356-58 81 18 67 2 .87L .25L .47
2-2290-4348 2.5 11 353-58 26 5 66 3 5.90 1.48 .40L I
22292-4331 14.7 12 354--58 63 7 66 3 .85 .25L .40L
2-2297-4807 44.1 ] 346-56 41 62 437 10 .69 .31L .40L
2.2299-4504 59.8 151351-57 30 6 65 4 .97 .43 .40L
2-2307-4214 42.7 37 356-58 57 10 67 2 .58 1.77L .40L
2-2309-4111 57.0 29 358-59 26 9 66 3 .25L .25L .86
.)2309-4456 57.8 47 351-57 46 6 66 3 .66 .25L .40L
22310--4159 5.7 25 356--58 71 15 67 2 .40 .25L .40L
22317-4019 47.1 35 359-59 67 11 65 2 .27 .25L .40L
.>2330-4136 23 7 357-59 73 18 65 2 .38L .25L ,45
22336-4833 37.3 59 345-56 25 6 65 3 8.81 2.18 .40L
2-2336-4924 37.5 51 343-56 45 8 63 4 .27L .28L 1.24
22343-4958 23.7 3 342-56 30 7 63 4 1.12 .37: .40L
2-2344-4455 24.4 19 351-58 34 11 65 3 .51 .25L .40L
2-2347-4850 46.8 48 344-56 89 24 65 2 .47L .25L .29
2-2348-4239 49.6 52 355-59 42 7 66 3 .44 .25L .40L
22349-4006 54.3 59 360-60 79 10 67 2 .32 .25L .40L
2-2355-4856 31,8 25 344-57 49 8 66 3 .78 .28L .40L
-)2355-4758 34.5 28 345-57 82 10 62 2 .28 .25L .40L
22365-4332 30.6 3 353-59 63 14 65 2 ,22 .25L .40L
22369-4800 57,1 22 345-57 49 8 64 4 .39 .25L .40L
22370-4951 4.5 38 342-56 37 10 85 3 .41 .25L ,40L
-)2368-4501 52.7 51 350-59 64 23 66 2 ,72L .62L .45L
2-2389-4621 55.4 15 348-58 40 7 65 3 .25L .28L 2.88
2-2396-4728 39.0 17 346-58 45 4 64 4 .63 .44L .40L
.>2396-4708 4t.8 49 346-58 31 7 64 3 942.08 237.71 40.65
22397-4430 47.3 37 351-59 40 5 64 4 1.29 .35 .40L
22403-4147 19.1 34 356-60 41 9 66 2 2.00 3.55, ,40L
22404--4016 24.4 18 359-61 48 7 65 3 .58 .25L .40L
22404--4535 29.2 46 349-59 40 23 66 2 .75L .47L .49L
2-2406-4140 36.6 33 356-60 41 8 66 2 4.79 1.13 .40L
2-2406-4023 37.4 29 358--61 34 6 65 3 9.29 2,40 .47:
12418-4932 49.0 22 342--57 70 16 64 2 .25L .68L .35
2-2419-4205 54.2 58 355-60 86 21 66 2 .63L .25L .64
2-2419-4101 58.7 39 357-61 75 5 65 3 .69 .29L .40L
2-2421-4508 6.7 19 349-59 79 8 62 3 .39 .25L .40L
12427-4648 44.1 38 346-59 24 8 64 3 4.35 1.04 .40L
2-2431-4914 91 30 342-57 45 8 62 4 .40 ' .25L .40L
2-2432-4751 14.0 40 345-58 93 18 64 2 .25L I .25L .40
22433-4839 18.3 25 343-58 28 3 63 4 .69 .25L .40L
;24 ,-4,5828,56 ,1-57 35 15 144 38 40L22440-47311,41 ,5-50 89 I , 25L 25, 852-2441-4 ,886 8, -59 45 12 643 35L 25, 70
22442_415718.121!355_8133 ; , 1.28 .34 .40,2-2451_423310.11 354_5141 .25, .25, 1.24
:2450_4,238.042352_ 0 87 9 643 .82 .25L .40 
_2461 1 4321 1 , ., 46 352-61 38 190 66_1 34 .25L .25L .662-246 -4 3.817.-62 45 55 7,
2-2487-4 427_ 342-583" 76 25, 110 5642-2484-4150 28.8 50 t 355--62 37 2.11 .61 .40L
22487-4515 45.2 48 348-60 41 8 63 3 .56 25L .40L
2-2._41. 537493,,-82 55 138 25, 25L 5922490--4432 0.1 24 349-61 32 .25L .33 2.12
22495-4815 31.6 27 343-59 52 11 62 2 .37 .50L ,40L
22495-4615 32.4 24j346-60 32 6 63 3 1.54 .45 .40L
22498-4906 49.5 11 34t-58 29 8 63 3 .25L .25L 1.46
22498-4034 53.8 30 357-62 55 30 63 2 .25L .30L 2.36L'
22501-4507 7.2 34 348-60 86 7 63 3 .50 .25L .40L
22503-4524 20.9 56 348-80 67 7 63; 3 .79 .25L .40L
22504-4853 28.1 11 342-59 28 12 62 2 .47 .25L 1.00L
22507-4851 45.3 32,342-59 44 9 62 3 .61 .32L .40L
22514-4024 27.3 38 357-63 47 12 64 3 .26L .36L .63
22514 4536 27.8 48 347-60 30 7 63 3 .25L .25L 1.36
22519-4330 58.5 11 351-61 58 14 65 2 .26L .27L .40
22520-4056 1.9 12 350-62 63 7 64 3 .91 .26L .40L
22523-4656 19.0 31 345-60 24 12 63 2 .34 .32L .40L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 v.m 60 Fm
Flags Associations
V L
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags*
1.00L CC AAGM 5 0300000000
1.04L C DD 0300000100
1.00L BD ,AB 0 0500000000
1.77L C CL J 0300000000
1.02L C CH 0300000000
1.43 ECC:KFBC 0340000000
3.25 DC _ HF B! 1400000210
1,25: ED CC 0300000000
2.01 CC BB 0200000100
1.07L C E B 0300000000
1.69 DC I BB 1400000000
2.59L E Sl 1400122000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type C) Mag
1 13 231077 MA 12 85
1 13 231081 K5 14 80
1 13 231086 K0 21 76
1 14 238- G2SO 17
4 8 "14 289-G18SB 24 115
1 14 238- G 4 Sa 19
1 14 289-1G 21 Co 28 166
I 14 ! 345- G 2Sa 8
2
1.15L B A.C 0301000000
23.28 BBDD AAAA 0 1210122000 42 2 7 "131231105S 4 65
3 "41 22196-4629 24 12
2 2 13 231111F0 17 57
1 13 231112 G5 43 80
1.27 CC_ BB 250100(X)00
1.04: CD FHCB 1400000000
1.13L C IBB 1500012000
1A5L F I FOG 0301000000
1.44L B BECE 0500010000
1.47L D i C 0300001000
1.34L C C N 1100120000
1.00L B B 1100120000
1.19L C ._ 0300100000
1.00L C _ M 0300100000
1.04L C F I N 0300000000
3.29 BBCC AAAB 9 0100000000 22
1.95 BBCD AAAB 1 9 0300000000 29
1.00L BE AAD I 9 0300102100
1.68L ABC AAI H_0 0300102100
1.01L C BE 1300000000
1.22 AABC _AAB 0 0100000000 18'
1.00L B _ E 0400000000
1.0OLi C [_G 0400010000






































1.141 D 'C J




1.24 D M B
5,99 CC H_AA
1.00L B B i M
12.00 BBDC A_,AA 3 0100020000
1.00L BC A ; 0 1301001000
1.14L F A '_ L H 04000210001.00L B 0300000000
1.15 C DAEC 1300000000
1.00L IBC A_L 0 0400001000
1.00LIBBC A_C 3 0300000000
1.60L C I CB 020O000O00
1.76L B C E I 03000000001.00L B _ ) 0300010000
I.COL C t ) 1400000000
1.13LiBC A/.BH 0 0201000000
1.00L !B BI 0100000000
3.70L B F l DC 02000010001.55LI AI I M 0300010000
1.08L I B E A | G 0 i 0300000000
1.48L C DD 0100000000
1.35L D BJ 0200000000
1.121 BDcc AE KI- 3 04110000003.28 F AA 0400000100
I .IDOL C B 0400000000
1.38 CC H BD 0100000000
1.08L
7.66 BCC C B_ AA 020100000001OOOOOOOO
1.00L BC A# D 0 0420101000
1.201 IB BFK 1200000000
.92: I, CE BD 0400100000
3.32 CCC £ AA 0100001000
1.47L C Ck: 0300000000
1.00L B C A P B 0 0300000000
1 13 _231120 K0 10 73
1 1 13 , 231121 K2 1 76
2 13 231124 F5 15 91
1 13 231126 K0 18 78
1 13 231134 K0 11 75
1 1 S GRU 25 4
2 1 1 VW GRU 51 3
2 3 13 231154G5 2 40
I 13 231160 K0 2 90
2 13 231161 MB 2 42
1 13 23116_ K5 12 87
1 13 231171 K5 2 85
2 13 231186 MA 27 75
1 13 231188 G5 13 68
1 40 M2 (111) 3 35 117
1 16 14195 10 1100
1 13 231190 K5 4 90
2 14 345- G 26 S. 1 128
1 13 231192 K0 22 68
1 13 231194 KO 14 90
1 13 231199 K2 13 85
1 14 345-1G 34 2 10 I
1 13 231213 MO 5 86
1 13 231219 K0 32 80
1 13 231222 K5 3 91
1 13 231223 F8 13 67
1 13 231226 K2 11 77
1 13 231232 K2 26 ; 75
1 13 231235 K2 10 77
1 13 231238 K0 2 i 75
1 13 231240 K0 13 72
1 14 290- G 2 SB 35 122
1 14 290- G 1 .. 5 148
6 "13 231257 GO 4 62
4 "13 231256M3 1 21
13 13 231260 K0 2 62
1 1 32 X2240- 417 23 1
1 13 231263K0 4 80
I 14 290- G 6 S. 57
2 13 231265 K0 3 48
1 13 231266 MB 2 77
1 14 238- G 24 Sb 7
I 13 231272 K2 31 71
2 16 14302- $6 9 93
3 "t3 231278K0 2 53
1 13 231255 G0 3 67
1 13 231286 K2 26 83
2 j 13 231287 K0 4 65
1 13 231296 K0 1 67
1 13 231307 G5 6 70
1 13 231313 KO 2 80
1 14 239-1G 2 S. 7 151
1 13 231327 K5 5 73
1 13 231329 K5 4 80
1 13 231333 K0 6 75
1 13 231334 K0 5 75
1 13 231339 K0 6 75
1 13 231341 K0 10 68
2 i 13 231343 G5 42 62
1 14 346-G? 9 .. 44
1 14 290- G 22Sb 9
1 13 231352 K0 26 75
3.50 CC F AB 0200000100
1.40 C GB 1300000100
1.04L C BM L 1200000000
1.00L C ,AG L 1300000000
1.00L D CLI 0400100000
1.12L F BC 0200100000
1.85L D GCC 1200000000
3.97 CC HNAA 1100000000
,77: CC J OB 0300000000
1.43L C BI 1300000000
1.00L C BM 1300000000
I
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Ne_hboring Hours Confirmed S(,Jrces (PH); 5) Neighbonn 9 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 22 h52m26,-23h33m29"
Position (1950)
Name GMactic Uncertainty
a (_) Coords SMJ 5MN _




























































































(Not Color Cot rectea) V L S
25 p.m 60 p.m I00 y,m F_ux Corr A Confusion R












*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smal_ E_ended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Den_ty Region.




T Name Type (") Ma8
231359 K2 8O
290- G 24 Sc 1183
AE GRU
231360 K0 67
_ 4 SB29 Sa 113





290- G 35 Sb
346- G 28 Sb 127












-IG 13 Mu 116






















291- G 16 Sb 113
347- G 33Sc 121















































































Declination: _ 50"-- 40 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag






















"Confusion Flags: 1} CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Proceseing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sour :es (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).398
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TABLE Suppi.VI.C.6 Color Correction Factors, K _
RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES
BEFORE COLOR-CORRECTION
f_(12 Ixm) fv(25 lain) fJ60 _.m)
f.,(25 gm) fv(60 lam) f_(1001am)
-3.0 0.113 0,063 0.21
-2.5 0.162 0.102 0,275
-2.0 0.232 0.164 0.355
-1.5 0.333 0.262 0.460
- 1,0 0.480 0.417 0.600
-0.5 0.694 0.662 0.786
0.0 1.005 1.045 1.037
0.5 1.459 1,642 1.378
1.0 2.123 2,567 1.843
1.5 3.094 3.992 2,484
2.0 4,519 6.170 3.373
2.5 6.610 9.480 4.617
3.0 9.681 14.475 6.370
INTRINSIC
TEMP (K)
RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES
BEFORE COLOR-CORRECTION
CORRECTION FACTOR
K(12 lam) K(25 _tm) K(60 tim) K(100 tzm)
0.91 0.89 1,02 1.02
0.92 0.91 1,00 1.0 I
0.94 0.93 0.99 1.00
0.97 0.96 0.99 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00
1,04 1.04 1.02 1.00
1.10 1.10 1.05 1.01
1.17 1.16 1.09 1.02
1.25 1.23 1.15 1.04
1.35 1.32 1.23 1.06
1.47 1.41 1.32 1.09
1.61 1.53 1.44 1.12







10000 4,345 6,050 3.350
5000 4.172 5.931 3,327
4000 4.086 5.872 3.316
3000 3,944 5.773 3.297
2000 3.666 5,578 3.259
1000 2.891 5.005 3.145
800 2.545 4.730 3.088
600 2.036 4.287 2.995
500 1.692 3.950 2.920
400 1.272 3.478 2.810
300 0.785 2.780 2.630
290 0,734 2.693 2.606
280 0,684 2.602 2. 580
270 0,633 2,506 2.553
260 0.583 2,407 2,523
250 0.534 2,304 2.491
240 0.486 2.196 2.457
230 0.438 2.084 2.420
220 0.392 1.967 2.381
210 0.347 1,845 2.338
200 0. 304 1.719 2.29 I
190 0.263 1,589 2.240
180 0,224 1.455 2.184
170 0.188 1,317 2.124
160 0.154 1.176 2.057
150 0.124 1.034 1.983
140 0,097 0.892 1,901
130 0.073 0.751 1.810
120 0.053 0.614 1.709
110 0,036 0.484 1.595
I00 0,023 0,363 1.468
95 0.018 0.307 1.400
90 0.014 0,256 1.326
85 0.010 0.208 1,249
80 0.007 0.165 1,168
75 0.005 O. 127 1.082
70 0,003 0,095 0,993
65 0,002 0,067 0.898
60 0.001 0.045 0,801
55 --- 0.028 0,700
50 --- 0.016 0,597
45 --- 0.008 0,493
40 -- 0.003 0.391
CORRECTION FACTOR
K(12 lam_ K(25 _m) K(60 lam) K(100 I.tm)
1.45 1.41 1.32 1.09
1.43 1.40 1.32 1.09
1.42 1.40 1.31 1.09
1.41 1.39 1.31 1.09
1.38 1.38 1.31 1.09
1.27 1.34 1.29 1.08
1.22 1,32 1.28 1.08
I.I5 1.29 1.27 1.08
1.09 1,26 1.26 1.08
1.01 1.22 1.24 1.08
0.92 I.15 1.21 1.07
0.91 1.15 1.21 1.07
0.90 I,14 1.20 1.07
0.89 I. 13 1,20 1.07
0,88 1.12 1.t9 1.07
0.87 1.11 1.19 1.07
0.86 1.09 1.18 1.07
0.85 1.08 1.18 1.07
0.85 1.07 1.17 1.07
0.84 1.06 I. 16 1.06
0.83 1.04 1.16 1.06
0.83 1.02 1,15 1.06
0.83 1.01 1.14 1.06
0.83 0.99 1.13 1.06
0.84 0.97 1.12 1.06
0.85 0.95 1. I 1 1.05
0.87 0.93 1.09 1.05
0.90 0.91 1,08 1.05
0.94 0.89 1.06 1.04
1,01 0.86 1.04 1,04
I.12 0.84 1,02 1.04
1.19 0.83 1.01 1.03
1.28 0.83 1.00 1.03
1.39 0.82 0.99 1.03
1,54 0.81 0.97 1.02
1,74 0.81 0.96 1.02
2.01 0.81 0.95 1.01
2.40 0.82 0.94 1.01
2,97 0,83 0.93 1.00
3.86 086 0.92 1.00
5.35 0.90 0.91 0.99
8.09 0.97 0.92 0.98
13.79 1.08 0.93 0.98
t fv.lactual] -f_.[quoled]/K (S¢¢ Suppl,Vl.C3); spectral response given in Table Suppl.ll.C.:.
-' fv- v_
